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TELEVISION-TYDE Daylight 
SOUND PROJECTOR $19.39 

Projects Standard 16 MM. Silent Films But Pla 

Music As Film ls Shown 
Projects any standard 16 mm. movie film, either those 

you buy or your own movies that you have taken yourse 
reels up to and including 100 foot lengths. 7x7-inch 
many television sets) eliminates projection screen. Pow 
tion provides flickerless, sharp pictures without darke 
dividual knob control turns on electrically-ope: 
ment playing a popular western tune. Silent mot 
Simple to operate. automatic rewind. Colorful 
cabinet, about 10x9x8-inches. Looks like real tele, « 
volts, 60 cycle, AC 
No. 6007. Television-Type Daylight 16 MM Projector $1 

“Home Theatre” 
KEYSTONE 16 MM. PROJECTCE 

Precision, Professional-Like Movies 
—£2.8 Proje Lens for Sharper & Brighter Images —115-Volt, 60 Cycle AC 
—Angle Projection Above or Below Projector Level —Forced Draft Ventilation 
—200-Watt Concentrated ljament Lamp —Double Biode Berre! Sheer 

—Manval Framer; Simplified Threading —tlectric Film Rewied 

—Over 400-Foot Film Capacity —Perfect Film Texsies 

—tfficient Condenser Lens System; Increased Iiumination 

Make Money by Having Your Own Theatre at Home! 
You'll admire the real efficiency and brilliant projection of Ts = 

die-cast housing projector. Heavy casting base gives it rock stec 
Smooth, semi-silent motor operation insures flickerless pictures 
means almost continuous movies. 20 minute show without rewiedieg. 
switches for lamp and motor. The carefully ground F2.8 lens giv 

pictures. Highly polished reflectors. Convenient built-in ca 
nearly 15 Ibs. Wonderful for home, classroom, clubs, Indi 
No. 6024. Keystone Moviegraph Projector. 
Price Postpaid 

; See Catalog for Other 6 & 16 MM. Projectors & Wide Variety of Film Suljece 
Cn 

Let These Thrilling Pictures Come to Life in Your Home! 
Guewtaeding 16 mm. Moving Picture Films Thet Will Thrill You Time After Time! 

lar movie selections in our large film library. Enjoy the 
’ wn home. All your friends will find them entertaining =e = 

Bo mem fhe vebiects listed elsewhere in catalog. 

Cemera Thrills of the War America’s Most Beoutital Ge® 
PSS. 1O0-Ft. War Thrills. Each .$2.75 No. F110, 100-Ft. Miss America Beowtiwe 
P28). 360-F. Wer Thrills. Each. $8.75 No, DF85, 100-Ft, Bathing 

Knockout Fight Thrills Color Kodachrome. Postpold 
#351. 000-Ft. Fight Thrills. Each $2.75 See Catalog for More Movie Stor ond Settny 
#52. SOF. Fight Thrills. Each $1.75 - 

Me FRE 1OS-Fr. Joe Louis Fights. Each $3.50 Western Thrillers 
Atomic Bomb in Color! No. F269. 25-Ft. Western Thriller. Eee 

FOGT. NO0-Ft. Block & White. Price $4.00 No. F270. 50-Ft. Western Thriller. Eeek 
DPEL NOG. Kedochrome Full Color $14.75 No. F271. 100-Ft. Western Thriller. Seat 

Printed in U. S. A. Entire Catalog C 1950 by 
Johnson Smith & Co., Detr A 

JOHNSON SMITH & CC 
Detrait 7, Michigan - l.5.< 
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y SKULL & CROSSBONES RING 
A very unique and uncommon Jooking ring. A sort of combina- 

tion silverine and oxidized finish, with a wierd skull or Tepresen- 
tation of skeleton’s head in the center with two crossbones 
at each side. 

Stone Set Eyes Shine With Fiery Brilliance 
The ghastly effect is heightened by two brilliant flashing 

gems, such as imitation rubies or emeralds sparkling out of 
the eyes. One would hardly imagine that a ring of this de- 
sign would be our most popular ting, yet it is. It goes big with members of clubs, classes, secret societies, etc. Makes 
you look like a member of some secret society. Or, better still, form your own secret organization using this ring your membership identifi- ; Sees TAGs gation, STATE SIZE. b. oS 

0. 8234A, Hee? 
Each, Only : 49c 
No. 8233." "¢ 
Sterling Silver. . $1.98 

é 
Massive Skull Ring With Flashing Eyespap~ | / (At Right.) A HEAVY, MASSIVE RING, with Sparkli ost Made of MONEL METAL with high satin finish.’ Tacks like ae chromium, but the dull luster of MONEL METAL is even more strik- / ing. Inset stones make eyes flash. Will never tarnish or discolor. A~ life-time ring that you will value fore and more the longer you wear it. Formed with such a vast amount of detail that it might easily pa for a very valuable ring. STATE RING SIZE, 
No. 8270. MONEL METAL SKULL RING. Price Postpaia 9394 

Eyes \ 
Shine => 

In Dark E 

Perpetual Never-Wind Sun 7 Symbols of Luck Ring s We make no claims to the effectiveness of good - Watch and Compass Ring luck « symbols, but even many scientists claim pat Although this is a good-looking ring with its their psychological benefits are very great. And, if handsome plastic dome and the machine-engraved You are among thOse who will benefit, why not use shank, you will find it has quite a few uses, too, fon to -bring et ae ok Ang Happiness, sas < r Symbols of luck on each side of the ring, plus Compass Is Handy When Traveling the lucky .cat design on the face of the sine, BUS ‘The miniature compass is very handy while travel- will find it exceptionally attractive and flattering to ing on foot, bicycle or by auto. Reliable magnetic wear, Raised design, with Plastic stone set on eat compass. Has built-in sun-dial that tells correct time design, finished in oxidized silver color. State when sun shines. Finished in nickel-silver. 
NO, 8265. SUN WATCH COMPASS RING 

‘Men's Synthetic Diamond Rings 
Appearance of a $1000.00 Ring 

Large, oversize men’s rings that are very flattering 
to wear. These rings have effectively captured the 
beauty and workmanship of the most expensive rings 
and if compared, it would be difficult for most people 
to tell the difference. When worn, the stones flash 
with genuine brilliance and even an expert would not 
be sure they were not real stones. Sparkle with fiery 
brilliance. Center stone is 1%4-ct. size, other two are 
1%-carat stones. Handsome heavy 1/20th 12-kt. 
gold filled heavy mounting with beautiful chased 
effect, Yellow gold. Two styles. 

Ruby Red Center Stone, 2 White Brilliants 

Ring Size. 
59c No. 8266. SYMBOLS OF LUCK RING. Postpaid 59c 

Gold 
Filled Flashing synthetic ruby stone in center with 2 white flashing brilliants. State Size. $3 95 No. 8313. Price Each Postpaid Only...... a eee e ee Ric tH Se Lares Wik ce ye aes °F Set With 3 Flashing White Brilliants 

No, $314. Same Ring with 3 Synthetic Diamonds, ‘ $ Spree) Mostnnla= ONY. ci... 5 ain 4 b's <b 0s a bjsWe 6 ice bbs niece ace 8 Searaacels Sess a xccceae 3-95 

1951 Catalog—Entire Contents Copyright 1950 by Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit 
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Genuine COROZO fe ee, : ys 
IEG SSN Ose gee, My <7, CHINESE Symbol Ring 

; p , l ’ “GOOD LUCK” IN CHINESE 

This odd-locking ring excites great interest when 
worn. ‘The Chinese characters on the ring are 
said to have been the Chinese symbol of luck for centuries. The rin@first attracted New York’s smart set several 

years ago. The demand swept across the country and it is still one of our most popular rings, This unique and fascinating ring can be worn by either men or women, Nicely finished in imitation Bilver. STATE SIZE. 25c 
No. 8235. CHINESE SYMBOL RING. Price Postpald. . 

Mystery 
Snake 

Eyes Flash 

in Dark 

Here’s the ring that 
will thrill you! See 
the eyes of these thre 

0, 83G3. 1 Love You.” No. 8434, “Good Luck.” By looking at either side of the ‘face’? of the mB, it would seem that it curried some ancient tic writing, but just give it a spin and it reads Love You” or “Good Luck.’ A diffident lover ipping the ring at the proper moment before the wect of his affections, might find this an easy 

in the dark! By daylight this 3-snake ring has 
a@ peculiarly fascinating mystic beauty that is 
evil-looking, yet weird and attractive. But at 
night the stones In the eyes become aglow with 
fire as they pick up and reflect the light, flash- 
ing with life and anger! A ring that creates 

| in 
PUERTO ~ RIEO f letti i : attention whether it pleases or frightens, An- ‘ Pie Chante eennas beconts known, Makes a tique silver-like finish. STATE SIZE. : ita ang on chain, ete, No. 8253. Snake Ring in Sterling 

si 8383. (i! Love You” Spinnor Ring... . 35¢ G@iivar. Prion Poilpatds (osc cl. ese $1.79 Handsome -- Unique ; Maced Leck spline! alse ices 

Fashionable -- Novel! 
. pieeca”, 89c Postpaid .. 

The Corozo Nut. Ring is a unique and novel souveniy, fromtropice! 

rerniler tha Garces & Tagan Poneto 
grows { Puerto Rico 

r Tagua- y 

‘: Bree Centeal ane. South American coun trier Cet erate, 

nuts of thig tree grow in huge husks. They are enced othe nts 
i heat, ey , , ; : 

eon Mathias ention Vegetable Ivory. From this material, which is 

CRYSTAL BALL ¢ 
All the mystery of ie Mystic 

Orient. An authentic replica 
Be of mystic Genii gazing into 

—\ —— pure Crystal Ball. Stone it- 
44 — self comes in blue, amber 
mm —.,or white color. Heavily con+ 

w7 _ structed in massive style, 
by ey ornately chased shank, A 

- \\ pine ot massive beauty. Sterling Silver STATE 

I \ No. 8274, Genll Crystal Ball ring. 94-45 

MY FRIEND RING LUMINOUS $KULL t 

and Made Indian , a Symbol > 
easily dyed to any color, many products, including jewelry, buttons, offriend- | @ CHARM etc,, are made. hoice nuts, and skillful Puerto Rican ead Corozo Ring sign is a \@,@\ Shines in Dark! Dilligent natives neko ao c abate! painstaking hours carving the BI ie Deauty of the tropics, fland hair o f : p Rocket charm size, about 
men and wee tea out ‘After “the ring is carved out, the bas pagror ese ul ao SON RAE Shoe Nut, ana) for attaching ye chain rings from @ hare t ring. Finally the ring is highly or the West indies whare tt to mean lapel pin, tie, etc, Wierd, eon ee tbae rig beautiful permanent walnut-like appearance. De vecuiar sipnificence. state t eternal brignt eortt ntening “in” dark — 

' polishe 
No, 3937, Luminous Skull 10¢ friendship. Color of gold see tH aaa 

‘or cj ‘or 75c No. 8272. Price Postpald 35¢ 
In Puerto Rico, the Corozo Nut Ring is considered a token of good $201. Postpald..... 89c 

ONE-PUNCH KNOCKOUT RING ’ 

i ften takes the 
a sacred among lovers, and it o 

ee ROR een mere ring. Large numbers are sold a Paden Ael tial 

pane who visit this ‘Isle of RaSh pnts a ri gepl it eh one one 

i é las very ing, 

something Unueue) orto Rican Genuine Corozo Nut Heart Rings and 
, \ 

. a " . . \\ 

"Massive Men's Solitaire Ring QA 
' we venture to say you will be happy and proud to wear it, The ring A Self Protection With Mammoth Sparkling Stone! — 

Bee ee nine weeew okdertans fine! avattants wi et lan HRSRA | A new use for a ring! Get one that is big’ enough to do you 

spect ay Rape gn gies BIBS BV SEATS ME es NE real good if you have to use your fists! Often called the 

design in place 0 ce ie an ONE-PUNCH KNOCKOUT RING because of its massive, heavy 
Wo. 6288. GENUINE COROZO G ign. The imitation djamond just out about-a quarter of an inch so 
No. 8238. GENUINE COROZO NUT RING. en a 89c 

(State Size). Price Postpaid......+-+-+rrrerereerers 
~ you pack all the effectiveness of an iron fist! Wear this ring and will always be ready/to do you some real good in an emergency! In Beapreirance it has a flashy, prosperous look. Same size as a 2-karat $1,000 Wamond. Set in silver-tike metal. Smart looking, really useful. STATE SIZE. Gigi Awe HiiGke Th All Fredeny Gut Our, Trade jy 8349. MASSIVE MEN'S SOLITAIRE RING 

2 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | an Tricks." Beech, Postpaid. |. eet scenes abate Spr igecrh cat ,, 69C l%&3 
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FABULOUS! 
INDIAN STYLE JEWELRY MEN'S 

SIMULATED 
agnificent Luminous Blue Stones, 

That Moves Under 
MASSIVE MEXICAN 

RINGS 
People can’t help but notice and admire 

these mammoth Mexican rings, Face actu- 
ally measures about 1%4-In. in size, (meas- 
ure and see how large that is!) It’s a really 
heavy shank ring, finished in gold color and 

Z with mounted emblem designs on face and 
b sides, as illustrated. eT nee cise are 

Crossbones about actual’ size, thoug esigns may, vary 
gee * $1 98 slightly as each is hand made, STATE SIZE. 
Postpaid sone im 

‘that it is difficult even for an experienced person 

‘Star, and as light changes, 

Motlo In Its mysterious way. 

| Looks Real, But Would Cost $200 If 

round $200.00, yet this looks like the real thing. 
pa made of sterling silver. wo white stones 

pic! 
Lucky Horseshoe 

Y up light and reflect with fiery brilliance No. 8368. $1.98 
Postpaid 

p 

. . 

-Men’s Masonic Ring 
mblem Mounted on Black Stone Back-« 
ground With Flashing Diamond on 

Each Side 
Plenty of admiration 

with this stunning ring. 
4 The detailed heavy shank 
mounting has carefully 

God of Luck Indian Head 

Tee ag” Postvaid. sscausbensrass Postwatd: ct coeee re Pian tpaid - 
ig hest craftsmanship, recone “@MUSTONE SET THUNDERBIRD EARRINGS hati salldn ee a 

(illustrated at left). Synthetic turquoise mottle blue stone set. Han Ish gives It a rich look 
far beyond Its modest 
prico, On each side is 
mounted an imitation 
brilliant stone picking up 

teflecting light with the flery brilllance of a 
wine diamond. The face of the ring is q solid 
k onyx-like stone with yellow gold finished 
a1 Masonic emblem mounted. Has the heavy, 
sive look men admire so much, STATE RING 

jo. 8250. Men's Masonic Ring. Postpaid, $1.95 

OW PRICED MASONIC RING 
Wear the Emblem of This Secret Order 
This Ting has the appearance of solid sterling ver ring, brightly finished with an oval face. Ounted on oval face silver colored Masonic em- lem. Around the face is a chased engraved effect, 

metal, 

50c 7. ‘ % 

mered design effect on silver-colored 
Screw back. 

No. 8701, STONE SET THUNDER; 
BIRD EARRINGS. Per Pair Postpaid 

Thunderbird Stone Set Ring t 
strated at right). This is one of the fay. 

lous tation CeaieAM the popular thunderbird 
and set with the synthetic turquoise blue stone,}4 
Hammered silver style. : 

No. 8315. THUNDERBIRD STONE- 
SET RING. Price Each Postpaid..... ‘ 

BEAD RING 
Hand Made 

1s 

ae "| 
Sunburst Ring with Syn- 
thetic Turquoise Stone 

Large synthetic turquoise moly 
tled blue ‘stone set in a sunbur + 4 styl ‘ood looking at a low price, Bach of these rings effect in LSet ry tie a © Ga ow price. STATE RING 

carefully hand made 9 and New Mexico. 
beautiful brilliantly _col- 
ored beads. Uf you have 
seen some of the Indian 
bead fobs or belts, you 
will appreciate eine pee 

nd the unusual crafts- 
ou design is 

lo. 8262, Men's Masonlé Ring. Postpaid 92000 

Hollywood 

No. 8316. Price Postpaid 50¢ 

LIFE-LIKE 4 SNAKE 
manship, Fach 
original a ae ey , Pia JINX RING n 

from the illustration, ‘ : 4 

i haracter- Large sized, onyx-like }A iene 
each is of some cha sone TOR a hatte SILVER P 

i i Si such as the thunderbird. You 

% ill SE OS comments on the eee 

and attractive design; the colorfully glazed beads; 

rkmanship. STATE SIZE. 1 00 

Noy 208, Indian Bead Ring, one ¢ 

Indian-Style 

BRACELETS 
You'll admire theses 

Indian - style bracelets 
{ that cost about one aire 

i the price of real ones, ( No 
yet look like them. Same anes 

L-- st antique sil pee oe 
Hammered designs sel 

Thunderbird Stone-Set Bracelet with synthetic turquoise 

e Now! SSSh Oc blue stones, 
a * Price Postpaid 5 

snakes coiled around. Sil- 
ver finish, Quite unusual, 
No. 8366, $2.98 
Postpald 

Big 
The big 

No. 8286, 
Price Each 

Sunburst Stone-Set Bracelet 
No. 8637. 1 
Price Sabai UCR 5 

FASCINATING! 
STAR SAPPHIRE RING 

Each Glowing With Perfect Six-Rayed Star 

4 At long last this legendary gem has been successfully simulated, so 

apphire. These magnificent stones glow with the beautiful six-rayed 
the star seems to rotate. 

ind the bewitching effect that this gem: creates Is almost hyp- 

The genuine star sapphire mounted in this way would cost 
. The mount- 

diamonds. Entire ring represents the highest standards of work- | manship by master craftsmen of the Uncas factory. STATE RING 

o. 8263. Simulated Star Sapphire Ring With Two Whites 4. 95 
Imitation Diamond Stones on Each Side. Ilustrated. Price “ 

No. 8264.Simulated Star Sapphire Ring. With plain heavy$ 3 00 
g chased mounting, without any white stones, Postpaid... . e 

Even the girls 

how many comments and compliments you get. No matter how much they kid you 
they can’t help but admire its beauty, 

in great detail so that his fierce face is almost life-like in its realism. Oxidized silver plate finish adds to the attractiveness. We know how you like a BIG 
the WOLF’s H 
popular price. STATE RING SIZE.: 

Tohncan Gm OE Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit 7, Michigan * 5 

MYSTERIOUS! 

a Direct Ray of Light 

to tell it from a real 

The fascination 

lt Were 

on each side = 
like genuine == 

Roaring Lion’s Head Ring With 
Flashing Stones 
Stunning Ferociouse 
Looking Lion‘’s Head 
Fierce, beautiful. lion’s 

m@head ring with flashing 
ruby-red colored stone in 
each eye and imitation 

stone set in mouth. Raised machine embossed head design, 

Liar’s (Lyin’) Ring 
Wear this ring and call it your “LYIN’ ” (Lion) RING. Fine for liars, but swell looking too. 

No, 8324. Price Postpald...........,.. 

U. S. Army Ring 
Massive Size, Black Stone Mounting 

— _ Massive, 
size man’s U. §&, 
Service Dress Ring. 
Beautifully de- 
signed shank show- 
ing finely chased 
American Eagle 
with ‘spreading 
wings surrounding 
polished black im- 

(tg itation onyx stone. 
Emblem or 
in Sterling Silver 
is American coat T= . : i of arms. Por 

dress wear, Sterling Silver, State Size. 
No. 8228. U. S. ARMY LARGE $2 98 
OVERSIZE RING. Postpald.......... 2 

Wolf Ring 
Even the Girls Go for This Ring 

will comment on how good looking this LATED WOLF’S HEAD RING is. Just slip it on, a while, and without saying a single word, notice 

(and they’ll love you even more for it), 

Wolf's Head Nearly 1-Inch in Size 
Wolf's head on the face of the ring is well-formed 

ring, and we know how popular So we had this ring made up at a 

$1.50 

EAD is, 

HOLLYWOOD WOLF’s HEAD RING, 
Postpaid....... teeeee elects 

flashing white diamond , 

stone | 



PINES 
255 Cents Each 

COMICAL. MOTEO 
Lots Of Innocent Fun—Price 

YOU ARE Too fii 
Nai (ool kt 

No, 8327. 25c. No. 8828. 25c, No. 8329. 25c, 

Say, fellows! Wear one of these Comical Motto Rings and watch the girls sit 
%n it, as shown in the above 

up and take notice. Hach ring has a funny sayingg 

{llustrations. They are witty and amusing, cause as of harmless fun, and they 

are not in the slightest degree objectionable. If Mu sometimes find it difficult, 

from diffidence or shyness, to get on friendly terms with the opposite sex, just 

display one of these rings and see if it does not smooth the way to a more 

familiar acquaintance and cordial friendship. Oh, yes! The girls buy them, too, 

The ring is made in platinoid finish, with the lettering on black enameloid back- 

ground. Six different mottoes to select from, as illustrated above. Order by 

ae eam. CALIFORNIA PERFUME BEADS 
Exquisite Rose-Shaped Perfume Beads 

Lovely Flowery Fragrance---Beautiful Colors 
From California comes this unusually novel idea in jewelry! Made of a 

special composition material to resemble miniature rose buds. The material from 

which each miniature rose bud is made has a flowery perfume that causes it 

to emit a LOVELY FRAGRANCE FOR YEARS. It is not a powerful or 

obnoxious odor, but a light, pleasant flower-like perfume that is just perceptible, 

It has an exotic fascination that draws people and charms them. A wonderful 

ift, Flower-like, plastic material in solid pastel colors. f 

No. 8136. CALIFORNIA PERFUME NECKLACE. 18-in. long. $1.98 

Rose design perfume beads. Popular, stylish. Postpald.....- sepeees 

No, 8135. CALIFORNIA PERFUME BRACELET. Rose design $1.25 

Beautiful. Pastel colors. Postpald.....+++++.ss+ erfume beads. 
No. 8134, CALIFORNIA PERFUME EARRINGS. Rosette pattern. $1.00 

Very smart. Pastel colors. Postpald.....-eereecrerr erste? Py isa 

Eternal Friendship Ring 
Double Ring, Clasped Hands Design 

Among the most popular rings ever made, its 

amazing popularity is only exceeded by the en- 

gagement and wedding rings. Unite your friend- 

ship with the ETERNAL FRIENDHIP RING. 

Worn by boys and girls, men and ladies, Un- 

usual, fascinating, 

Opens and Closes, Symbolizing Eternal Friendship 

This ring is the seal of friendship. Its firm 

handshake symbolizes that you will always be 

the best of friends. The ring is made of silver 

color in two parts which slide apart when ring 

is off as illustrated. Silver finish. When together, 

the hands clasp in a firm grip. State Size. 

State Ring 
Size 2-Heart Lover's Ring 

Makes An Unusual Gift 
ie 

BY The Charm of 
Love, Handsomely at- 

Ladies’ Brilliant tractive ring with two Ladies’ Brilliant 
3-Stone Ring , miniature charm-like Att ivel r 

Sterling silver ring hearts mounted freely ateclinie alive designed 

with large brilliant. on link. The twolwith several billict 
stones. Very good co; T py of 
an expensive ring. State 
Size, 

Price Portpaa 9169 

lAttractive low - priced 
Ting which you will be 
proud to wear. Well 

de to imitate much 
expensive rings. 

My Heart Ring 
Heart. design 

color finish, Meas ber 
tween two hands which 
represent shank of 
ring. Suitable for en, 
fraving. State Size. 
No. 8357. 50c 
Price Postpaid 

hearts are symbolic of eternal love 
and ,unity. Makes an unusual gift 
for any girl. Ring has embossed 
eg cog ele design in sterling silver. 

No, 8216. 2-Heart Lover’s Ring. 1 
Price Postpaid........ $ 89 

Silver Solitaire 
Engagement Ring 
Large stone in attractive set- 

ting. Looks like an expensive 
diamond engagement ring. Ster- 
ling silver mounting. Stone cut 
to produce brilliant sparkle. 
STATE SIZE. $1 
No. 8369. Postpald. . 49 

sn 

Over 1-Inch Long 
Plenty of flash, yet at- 

ively designed to be 
goed taste. Mamuinoth 

f l-inch long! 
4 oe Salas Sane 
in lor of ye oe yellow gold. 

No. 8225. Wedding Ring. 
Yellow imitation gold on 
outer band, inlaid design 
band in silver finish. 
Imitation gold and sil- 
ver Ladies Ring. Basket 
chased effect, 
Price Postpaid .. 75¢ 

Wedding Rin 
No. 8367. Wedding 

Ring. Can be wern 
by man or woman. 
po plated. 35c 
rice Postpaid 

Ladies Wedding Ring 
No. 8227. Wedding Ring. 
Studded with stones all 
around. Each ring has 
stones of all one color. 
Very pretty. 
Price Postpa 

Men’‘s 
Heavy Solitaire 
White stone resembling 

diamond. Has massive look. 

Intaglio Ring 
is difficult to 

Solitaire Ring 
Heel large sized man’s mounting. Imitation | Oversize Solitaire 

one is about 34-in. long wit, Silv Z if sin, er colored mounting, 
sale here designed mount-|diamond NEU Date AE Very attractive. State See 
ing jaree oversize style, |tractive to wear. Briiliant, No. 8248. 1.00 

h large at imita- ashing atone: ‘Setting in} Price Postpaid........ ® 
. - r of silver. i an Gline weal: sa isis $1.00)|"°. 8222 State o.| BE SURE TO STATE 

POStpAid ......sseeeereer 50c me RING SIZE 

LUCKY TIGER RING 
With Flashing 

Eyes 
Finished in col- 

or of yellow gold, 
has ruby-red col- 
ored flashing 
stones set in each 
eye, with white 
imitation diamond 

Men‘s 
Imitation Cameo 

Red Stone set in mouth . Popular men’ 

Boe ote eines State Size, style ring. Setting in color 
tation ruby ring . in No. 8215. of yellow gold: imitatio: 

tive man’s ring 2 « Lucky] white cameo mounting i 
Btone in plain set: Tiger Ring. black background. State 

i Very good taste. State Price $1.95 No. 8257. postoaid,... 5OC 
Postpald 8249. Postpais 5OC 



"AUTHENTIC WESTERN “Sz 

SADDLE Ring. 
For Men! ForLadies! Sterling Silver Saddle Ring 

Out of the West comes thls unusual! 
Large in size, hand tooled in excellent detail. *Fitarte fe te oe 
saddle that appears to be straddling the finger. Its large size a ae 
design has made it one of the most popular rings in the West. Rust 
pe MORE ES ae. ad ate Heavy shank, You will like this a 

Ve] ‘ou first se pea ata rE ¥o fa eyes on it. Solid sterling silver, Highly 

No 8254 WESTERN SADDLE RING. Price Postpaid 3.95 

Man’s Birth- 
stone Ring 
A low priced birth- 

stone ring for men, 
baree, Em peas in 

\ correct color for your 
birth month. Tita: 
tion yellow gold finish. 
State Month & Size. 

“WORTH A MILLION DOLLARS— £ No, 8807. - 

IF IT WERE REAL” 5 

A very effective joke, always good for a big 

e laugh, The ring is fitted with a huge imitation 

2-Heart Ring diamond, Imagine how grotesque anyone would look - 

Original SWEETHEART wearing a stone about twenty times normal size. It 

ring. Twin hearts are | sparkles and flashes wlmost like a genuine diamond, 

fultable for engraving. | Jmmensely popular for plays, amateur theatricals, 

(Local jeweler can do parties. 
39c 

+ Oft 

Oriental Ring this for few conte), ter | No. 8164. Fake Diamond Ring. Postpald. » 

The JINX Ring FAKE DIAMOND RINGS 
‘The 8 wise monkeys ex- 

pertly moulded in antique How They Sparkle 

allver-like color in’ metal Under Bright Lights 
ring, They stand for: 
“Speak no Evil. See no 
fvil, Hoar no Evil.” Let 
these be constant reminder 

to you and your friends State Size. 

No, B264, Prico Postpald,..+++seeee- 50c 

“Western Buckle 

Ring 
The big BUCKLE RING. |} 

Handsomely made in shape 

of buckle, but completely 
made of metal, Metal tongue i 

fuck and fits through 

Si ee 

Make Your Own 

Indian Bead Rings 
With This 

Complete Outfit 
Each pack: 

Beene ees enough 

to make one complete India Ie, on 
Ring. Complete directions are nci7ie, Bead 
can make your ring to fit your own Ge saree Dealers are suggested. but you. can embody any DESIGN, LUCK SYMBOL, ae ee even small PICTURE DH- AGEL i your ring. After you hay nee it (which should not take lo: . show your handicraft to your friends, Make 

buckle and loop. Stunning in design and excellent 

in craftamanship, Satin silver-like color. Jumbo size. 

50c BTATE SIZE. 

No. 8203, Buckle Ring, Price Postpald..-+ 

stone Ring 
Simulated stones in cor- 
rect color. Setting is made 
of attractive imitation 
white gold ornamental de- 

onbiicky Chinese Symbol | wedding , ring. Te size. 
; 

b \" yellow gold, Pm a se i See; fAlgm, 

sition stone in center, ri 
> a 

3 . ; 

Chusual desisn —-99G Boi pbetpatdl ise: 25¢ Rheumatic Ring f No. 8267, Price 49C | one for your inl 

Pauaaal Seer . f N State Month and Size. No, 8321. Complete Kit. Price,,,, LIC 

‘ 
This is the fa- 

Imitation U. S. Gold Piece mous matic 

COIN RING y i Ring. rere are 

Mite ring Bi eae hy 
copy of the famous Cali- ic Ri fford 

fornia gold piece mounted 
matic Rings affor 

on face of ying. Attrac- them perfect re- 

tive souvenir; looks valu- lief from pain and 

able. State Size. suffering. Similar 

No, 8260, COIN RING, 25¢ 3| to heavy gold 

Price Each, Postpald.--.-+.+++++++ wedding ring. 
No, 8326. Rheumatio Ring Price porta SOC 

GENUINE BUTTERFLY 
PICTURE JEWELRY 

4 Hand painted butterfly jewelry are 

S| most unusual art objects. Combine 

“artistry of highest. skill with nature's 

most lavish coloring. Bach piece is 

. mounted with wings of the rarest E Lae a = 8 - 

: SOUTH AMERICAN BUTTER: er} Kissing 
3 e 9 ma Movies Heart 

FLIES in rich blue irridescent colors. 

Pah Picture — ‘This weulth of silky bing a4 back: 
Shaped Pin Ring ground for hand painted silhouettes \ 

. creates an astoundingly life-like ef; ; pa 

see $1.98 | Sas. $2.50 foct, Hach has handsome silver colored iS Bracelet 

geez, VCE 1 8788. 
: 

‘ 

Identification Ring 
Chain style ring with g minia- ture plate that can be ‘engraved with initials, wording, etc. For 

_ Imitation Cameo Lucky Elephant 
Popular amon “The Etephant Never F ” 

g@ men and wo | tm India, the elephant meee 
Large sized ring that ‘ . 

ery nice. Setting if of jones revered place in the lives of some Pschiva, ladies. Exceptionally at- 

ass colored metal. Stone is of | (ip, sue Matives. Large sized, bean- Rite eee in yellow gold 
Plastic material in two colors tittlly designed ring. Imitation avir ice does not include en- 

‘resemble genuine cameo. antique silver finish, State size. | do thie, BR OTE eet can 
o. 8221. Pri ' BSC | No. s22a, size. | do this. STATE SIZE. 

jo + Price Postpald. . Piloe Poitpatd. 2. ko, BOC | No. 8244. Price Postpaid: 1.50 

Compass Ring 
Tells Correct Direction 

8662. A hy ting, Unsurpassed In beauty; P) 

Heart Shaped Ring halt the price they sell for In fino é ras Spin It & ; 

No, 8204. Each $2.50 stores In New York and California, G They Kiss Cross Tie Chain 

AMUSING—| Yellow Gold Colo r 
AG TI ON! Keeps tie in place. Tie slips 
Watch ’em kiss.§ through chain, hangs loose, but 
One of the most] close to shirt. Yellow gold ‘color. 
unusual brace-§ No. 8884. Cross Tle Chain. Ee 
lets we've seen.§ Price Po: ; 
Large coin-like paseo SLORRMNEY nines 0 0 Rent ak the time by the sun his has mini: “ 
dise mounted ¢, bracelet, ott compass built Sane ‘nts ei 
1% «in, Velen ee . unique and useful design erpat 

‘One side is a boy, other side especially popular with all out. 

Cross Tie Slide 

Each, Postpaid «s+. 

Daa es (Ay 

There ae man: iy us 
compass: tell directions ao poe 
you in the ¢ountry; excellent for 

Men's Tie Slide 

Like having tropical scene] - 
apparently forever apart. door men and boys, s 

e it a spin and they come ors, motorists and "eportamen, va 
low gold finish. Attractively 

with swaying trees in front of OR nae it 

Wor seat. Tle Hlaer-§ 2.50 Heart Shaped Charm Manner” Heavy chain. 1a} on ne lide with cross mounted [styled 

Gtorling. Postpald...* °° Hand Made Brooch and Bracelet Eat yellow gold. 69c oe ee coe to shirt, No. 8296. Compass Ring. 49c 

No. 8294. Miraculously $1.98 | no, 8663. Price Posipaldencmmne P2oOe ees No. 8885, Price Postpaid DOC [Johnson Smith & Co. i 9 ear aE 

8 * Johnson Smith & COeljovely. Oly. .rseeevercnenee 



ert LS a Ie BIN ate a ie ARE iD 

The Lover’s Knot 6@ Friendship Ring ® 
Band Made of 4 Strands of High Grade 

‘ \ 

Gold Filled Woven Wire Hi 

on’ 
RING. This a 

. "UM LOVER'S KNOT OR FRIENDSHIP 
y 

Bieta ay mbolle of the love between lovers and the pence Yf 

tween friends, As a piece of jewelry it is very becoming. 

Warn 
is beautiful without BAN 

» both ladies and gentlemen, it b , I 

po bi a The lustrous gold finish makes its rich simplicity 
irable gifts 

‘6 stunning. Although they make very desira Z 

wer cur triende, you should secure one to wear for pte a er eee 

Wach ring i# especially made by hand for us by one of t e few So wire expd 

capable of making the famous Lover’s Knot. Be sure to § e size Ww 

No, 8283. LOVER'S KNOT RING. 
x $1. ) 

Price Portpald 
tow eee 

om 
ech wassiseceesneseseveeccces

eses 

GOLD & SILVER WIRE FOR 

MAKING JEWELRY 
: i i hes, 

Can be bent and shaped into rings, brooches, 

bracelets, your name, etc., with pair of ordinary 

pliers, Sauare (not round) for artistic effects— 

twist for spiral effect. 12-in. lengths, 35c rnin 

No, 8707. Sliver Wire. Per Length....-- 
a ! 

No, 8708. Gold Wire, ean 50c BUCKLE BRACELET 

In Col f Yell Gold 

PENNY IN BOTTLE n Color of Yellow Go 
Unusual Buckle nize, Raised, ornate design 

The Mystery Pocket Charm, 
resemble engraving. Buckle is adjustable. Attrac 

tively made in color of yellow gold. oc 

How did the penny get Into the | No. 8667, Buoklo Bracelet, Postpald. . 
Jug? The jug. is only slightly Sn eT tn RTO 

larger than the penny. Tiny hole 

in jug is Plugged with miniature 

cork, Beautiful pocket novelty— 

keep tt and you'll never be with- 

out a cent, Made of | sparkling 

clear glass. 1%-in. high, Used 

as a “‘lucky’’ charm 39 

No, 8992. Price Postpaid. Sa thieeae wens 

Sweetheart 
Pin 

. 

Mlustration 
SE 

pie hee Sweetheart 
; 

| 

HEART SHAPE. Bracelet PS 
Outline of heart Excellent to wear or to give. Will be apprec 

with the word . 

“Sweetheart” across pin, 

Makes 4 wonderful gift for 

the one you love and ad- 

mire. They will be proud to 

get and wear it. Has pin back- 

No. 8706. SWEETHEART PIN. 

Price Each, Postpald. wee ees 

~ Metal Jewelry Gift 

Attractively made with large heart charm cut 
to form word ‘‘Sweet Heart’. Charms can be 
if desired. Highly polished in color of silver, ‘ 
No, 8666. Sweetheart Bracelet, Postpald... 

No Rubbing! Just Dip 
and Dry! 

Ring and Jewelry 

Boxes Rider Cleaner 
Satin and 

Lined | Saddle 
pun lity . 

NN be 
& Quick, 

convenient! 
Pi . complete job 

™ no muss, no f 
Simply put ring. bracelet, etc., 
cleaner and it loosens and remo 

a ag ys 
ewolry or using for gift purposes. 

‘an be used over and over again or 

ae & permanent jewelry case. Hinge 

attractive simulated Jeather 

Front of ring has silver colored 

horse and rider fully formed in 

metal, about 1-in, in. size mount- 
covers, 

d Pf 

eOvering. Satin ned. About 3x3-in. | oq ‘on’ ring hand, Unusually at~ | dirt without injuring finest jewelryy 
1 . : * 1 

a Bie 60C | fractive Western ring at low price. | Used by Jewelers the world over 
Berane? Jewelryini! No. 8355. Rider and 

Saddle Ring. Postpaid... 
precious metals, etc, 
No. 8068, Price Postpald.. No, 8007) ee 

10 %& Johnson Smith & Co. 

BILLFOLD 
SAFETY 

CHAIN 

Handsome yellow gold electro- 
plated chain locks on belt and 

clips to zipper tag 
Protection from pickpockets. Looks 

smart; protect your money and 
papers. Smart looking and long 

enough so you can use billfold in 
comfort, 75C¢ 
No. 8684, Price Postpaid 

a 

Real ; Sea Hatie Pin 
Genuine sea horse fish, artistically 
preserved, mounted on brooch pin 
so that it can be worn on lapel, 
suit, sweater, jacket, ete. Quite a 
distinctive novelty. 

No. 8711. Real Sea Horse 

rs Pin. Price Postpald 75¢ 

~ 800-Piece Jewel Craft 
Set for Only 20c 

Makes Hundreds of Shell-Like Novelties 
No foolin’, here is a really super-duper set for 

you. Hundreds. of different shaped and_ differert 
colored pieces which look like shells, ‘There are 
stars, circles, letters, and fancy shapes and cuts. 
They’re swell for making necklaces, lapel ornaments, 
bracelets, charms, exclusive costume sera toys, 
and—-gosh, you ean think of more things than we 
can, 

your letters, 
when they carry your initials, or 
first name in colored, raised lotters, 

Make Necklaces, Orna- 
ments, Monograms, 

Charms, Novelties, Etc. 
Here’s another idea—use ther 

for decorating for parties; for fancy 
cakes—just think of the patterns 
you can put on a cake. Remember, 
there are over 800 pieces in one of 
these sets. With one of these sets 
the other kids will be green with 
envy as they see you’ tricked out in 
new and different jewelry every day. 
Included with every set are direc- 
tions for making some of the things 
above. Don’t miss this buy. 

20c No. 3935, Jewel Craft Set. 
Price Postpald.....s.ee5 

3 Mammoth Sets for Only 600, 

But say, you can even use them to personalize 
Think how swell your letters will look 

ww 

Pl is 

Clie 

Complete attractive charm bracelet in sterlin i ini: 
eharms used but illustration shows stisatation’ Hitec she 
No. 8646. COMPLETE CHARM BRACELET. With 9 Charms. Price Postpald 

Protect Chain Bracelet 
Your en Fae oo your wrist. 
: is lovely iE PLAT- 

Billfold TER BRACELET has cight 
From cola ee Columbia 

record albums that dangle 
Theft from finely crafted bracelet. 

Wonderfully 
reproduction 

8 of billfold. No. 8649. Record 

Platter Bracelet. . 

Record Platter 
Bracelet 

8 Colorful Miniature 
Record Musical 
Albums on Fine 

true full-color 
of king-sized 

lbums. Sinatra, Dinah 
hore, ete, 

Sweetheart™." Band 
An unusually attractive bracelet with soli 

band, joined by metal heart emblem, ene can Pe 
srusaved with names if desired (we do not do this— 
neue ao Jeweler do it), Adjustable. Color of yel- 

No, 8648. Sweetheart Bracelet. Postpaid ote 

= Sap 
LOW PRICED CHARM SET 
Just the thing for making that beanie or 

Sapper: peace nte hans a Ad want them on 
eir sweaters and charm bracelets, " 

envy of the gang with soe Pee 
these really super charms 
and lucky pieces. BIG 
assortment of 10 different 
pieces that are really on 
the beam, Charms in 
assortment may change 
from time to time as 
new charms become ayail- 
able. Order — frequently, 
ast se one designs. 
o 34. NOVEL 

CHARMS, 1 “al 
Price Per Set.... 5¢ 
3 Sots for 400 Postpald, 

Luminous Glow-In-Dark Charms 
Include all sorts of plastic miniat imila Cees Aone ted) GOVE, but each LIGHTS UL IN I i ut on bracelets, wear on lapel, sweate jackets, caps, ete. So great is vari ty | Hee ron seni order two or three packets Sad Host ea a erent. About 10 per package. Bach about 1-in 0. 3938. LUMINOUS CHARM SET. . Price Postpald, Per Packet 20€ 

Sx SSS 1} 

BEAUTIFUL SILVER FINISH 
Each charm mounted on chain, Different 

79¢ [XT 



Bracelet 

| Love You 
In 15 Different 

Languages! 
Hard to tell from the real stones, 

so fiery, so brilliant are these imita- 
tion jeweled cocktail bracelets, 14 kt. 

“11 

eH 
a aE 

ET eae 

aga\ “My ned” _ Stones! Worth $500 if Real! 
Heart-shaped pend- 4 gold plate mesh band. Looks positively gorgeous—a thrill every time you wear it. $2. 00 

e' 

CZ tion Riamonds, Rubies, 
Sapphires, 
Brilliant, 

iis A ee Flashing, 
Sparkling 

ant in hoavy gastat psy ; No. 8634. LADIES COCKTAIL BRACELET. Postal icine tnce 0! o0.0'b'd 0 00 atbie a'p ls a efulelere ete with all 
glitter of real gold. 
Has ‘) LOVE You"? 
machine engraved on 
it in 18 different 
anguages — English, 
French, Russian, Chi- Ee 

Spanish, Swed- | Peeping Tom 
German, Danish, 

i and severai| Is Watching 
others! Not much 
Schance of anyone You! 
) misunderstanding . ‘ 
these _ sentiments. He’s always got his eye on you and others! This © 

3] Plus seven lip marks | likeable, nosy fellow can be worn on pocket, lapel, 
imprinted on it. | dress, coat, etc. Always peeking out, ready for mia- 

link chain, | chief. Hand painted, with screw clip. 25¢ i 
No. 8717.PEEPING TOM. Price Postpaid... Bracelet 

Spells It Out So 
There Can Be No 

Doubt 
Charm style bracelet with 

%-inch letters hanging from 
a bracelet which read: “1 LOVE 
} U". Yellow gold finish, 

Double Heart Pin 
The twin hearts connected by @ 

chain symbolize the perfect under- 

standing. Convenient a toe 

i s it ha distinguish | on lapel, coat or sweater. - 

se pec pel ‘nish, ful lustrous gold-color finish. Can 

Can be worn plain or engraved. | be worn plain or engraved, 

We do not engrave these pins, but | do not engrave these pins, but 

your local jeweler can do it for many mone} jewelers can do it. 

. No. 8 . 
No, 8673, Price Postpaid 50c 

Sterling Silver West 

Price Postpald.....-.-+-- 

Tie Slide 

No. 8668. “I LOVE U"” BRACELET. 
Price Postpaid, Only........ Ay $1.69 

gy GENUINE 
9 4-LEAF 

CLOVER 
MONEY 
CLIP 

Good Luck Charm 
Attractive money 

oip with GENUINE 
’ 4LE AF CLOVER 

° 
Scotty & Heart Pin 
This pin set looks very smart 

when worn on lapel, sweater, jack- 
et or coat. The lustrous gold-color on want to wear ot give & 

er fw really unusual, this is 

t, Heart in form of lock is at- 

tached by chain to key. Heart and 

key pin to lapel, sweater, etc, 

Looks very attractive, Finished in 

ld color, 
No. 8672, Price postpatd, BOC 

Mother 
Brooch 

ern 
ee, 

—pnenmmmate FB P E Jb me 

Yolow Gilt Finish ec tae Pring fou lick Sad ERMEegOME: money, this. one 
Popular as a gift, Authentic miniature ar a ay rs certainly should do it. Keepa billx together without 

Almost every mother Getatied and “fashioned. An- the bulk of a wallet, Well made of plastic and holds 
enjoya wearing ki ti ilver finish, Tie chain AV) money securely. 
oyvely brooch. Fin- that, is. universally admired. \ “ No. 8127. Price Postpald...........++ 45c 
shes In imitation yel- You'll be proud to wear it or 

low gold color. Al- : a gift that alt be greatly ea 

. i $ . 0) 
though low in cost, it : a prrgciate at Saeed trom | pa. 

is very attractive in appearance, About Biowing around. Useful as 4 NSS “ 

EF 
No. 8320. MOTHER BROOCH. 50 well as ornamental. 

No. 8676. Western Prico Postpaid............ : Ree ena 
POStPAIG..sr5eeceeeseneenere 

—————— 

Wear This Lucky 

Rabbit Foot Charm 
It has always been considered 

by some an Sine oe Comic 
Luck wear 0 
Rabbit’s Foot with them. It 
is believed By many to drive 
away your Hoodoo, to pro- 
tect. you from evil, or to 
bring you good luck in all 
your dealings and in love 
affairs, business matters, etc. 
| If, therefore, you want your 

luck to change for the bet- 
| ter, here is an opportunity 

Saddle 

Royal Crown Bracelet 
With Real Foreign Coins, Plated In 

Yellow Gold Color 
Each bracelet is a collector's piece, Consists 

of a heavy link chain with two genuine large- 
sized foreign coins and crown. Crown is formed, 
and looks ry impressive. Entire bracelet is 
plated in yellow gold color, and from its ap- 
pearance you could not tell its true value. The 
coins appear to be valuable old pieces, and are 
specially interesting to collectors. As. long as 
you have this bracelet you are never broke. 
Makes an attractive gift. 98c 
No. 8709. Royal Crown Bracelet. Each. 

of securing a Rabbit's Foot 
mounted in the form of a 
charm as shown in the il- 
lustration. We do not, of 
course, make any claims for 
it but merely offer it as an 
interesting novelty. Each rab- | 
it’s foot is mounted in cap with ring, and may 
worn either as a chatm or a pendant, oF carried 

2-Heart & Bracelet 
Boxing Glove “Lucky Clover” 
This pin has plenty of 

Ioanings-sorhe stad: some Four leaf clover Panera: 
bad, but anyway you look) et highly polis! 

_ at it, a neat gift for your! with 
favorite (?) girl. Names Bee 

_ can be engraved cn hearts.) 2" t 
All metal in yellow gold} 8° 1 
color. 

nything can improve 
your luck, this should do 
itt Heavy link chain, safety 

os 

the pocket, re 

No, 8157. Rabbit Foot Charm,..... i 
3 for 40c, or $1.35 per dozen postpaid. 

— 

es71. Fostesia.. OF © 

If It’s Kissin’ You're Missin’ 

“Kissing Movies” 
Bracelet - 

Boy and Girl on Bracelet; Spin Them 
and They Start to Neck and Kiss! 

BOYS —- wonderful gift for 
your girl. GIRLS—wear it for 
those bashful (are there any?) 
boys AMUSING ACTION. 
Large coin-like disc mounted on 
bracelet, about 1%-inches in 
diameter. Spin it and boy and , 
girl come to life, kissing and ? 

- s Sei in most realistic manner, Expen- 
sive. looking. Heavy metal chain, all in color of 
yellow. gold. Makes a wonderful gift because it 
looks like a real gold bracelet, worth many times the price. When you set the charms spinning, it looks like love at first sight—and then. some!’ No. 8664. “KISSING MOVIES” 6 
BRACELET, Price Postpaid. a leewe 9c 

Animated 
Spinner Pictures 

Kissing Movies 
Optical Illusion 

An unusual spinning ef- 
fect makes the boy and girl 

on this novelty almost come “to 
life’ and start kissing. On one 
side of the spinner fs the boy 
and on the other side is the 
girl, apparently hopelessly sep- 
arated—but give it a spin and 
the action commences! Made of 
metal in finish of gold color. 
Makes attractive charm or pocket 
piece. 1%-in. diameter, 25c 
No. 2857. Kissing Movles. 

Keeps Your Money Together; 

Takes the Place of a Billfold 

DOLLAR SIGN 
MONEY CLIP 
Attractively Nickel Plated 
More convenient than a billfold 

as your money is always handy, 
Not bulky and can be used when 

» your money is kept in any pocket, 
; even shirt pocket, 

This large-sized money clip will 
hold your bills together and re- 
duce the chance of them getting 
lost or mixed up with other things 
in your pocket. Has strong spring 
clip which holds large or small 
number of bills. Easy to remove or 
add bills. Has highly polished nickel 

: plate finish which looks like silver. 
Rosie OLLAR SIGN 

P. 
Price Each Postpald Only. . 39c 

Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %& 13 
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Men’s Large Imitation Cameo Ring 
Large, Oversize Ring With Raised Design 

The popularity of the famous tiger-eye cameo 
rings seems to be eternal. Smart looking massive 

shank, machine engraved design set with synthetic 
cameo stone and double plastic head of Roman 
legionaires mounted on stone. Although low,, in 
price, it is a good-looking, well-made ring you will 

be delighted to wear. The casual observer will take 
it for a ring costing many times as much. Yellow 
gold color finish. STATE SIZH. 89c s 
No. 8304, Imitation Cameo Ring. Postpaid.... s 

SOCCOSOSOOLSOOOOOOOOSOSOOOOSOODOOOOOOOOm 

SSN 
SS A Ye 

CeCesocesenosesvenseesees” 
[atest CRAZE 

“MINIATURE °* 

TRAPP 
Yal Ya!! We Got ‘Em!! 

rs and call me shiftiess—get 

fe 

i ears € 

ubonva tne’ latest craze and start wearing one 

“ 

‘ TRAFFIC SIGN PINS. Each sign is made 
4 ood Se tnasy black wording on brilliant yellow back- 

‘ound——just like the regulation highway signs. Pin clasp 

ts "mounted in back. About a-incheg Le Got And do they look 
al who owns one. 

ee Bae ela et clopanes There are about thirty different 

all good, but since they are made up for us assorted, we 

Eannnt give you any choice. If you order more than one, we'll 

be sure to make them all different. Illustration shows most of 

5c 

NSS A a AO Ws 
the slogans, 

Western Saddle Tie Slide Price Postpaid, Eac! 
o. Pi . No, 2200. TRAFFIC SIGN PINS. PTO 1.00 : = No. 2200A, 3 Pins for 40c No. 22008. 1 pinart poking tie ange that ia your oe pay M . ? C - h place. Loose ties ten get in © way, Smart, ———a/as| | WOLF MOVIE PI ee cs neal ariners Compass eV ARNE ACh dt Tait jo. 8883. Western Saddlo Tle Bilde, 35¢c B l t i to Ate | See Him in ACTION! Price Postpald..........- tonto eseeens racere 

> Sensational animated pins. 
ie of T WINNER/ Action in every oni 

; them! Slippery Sam ei 
THE NEW the Wolf Mant He {sa “i 

Ck if smooth number. Move his ; 
SHIPP ear and his mouth opens. Wear one 

and listen to the comments! Give one 

Real Compass Shows Directions 
Useful compass keeps you from getting lost 

Handy to tell directions. Miniature compass is set 
in pilot’s wheel which is moutned on g heavy curb 
chain bracelet. All finished in yellow gold color. Shirt-Sleeve 

t favorite girl and you'll be Although quite a small compass, it is a reliable 
her "wolf-man. Large sized pins, about Buttons direction indicator. 98c 
234-in. gh. ade of plas ittrace 
tie nana “colored. With clasp | pin Adds Style to Any No. 8757. Price Postpald...... ii ae. 

7 , on back. Wear on sweater, lapel, jacket, etc. 50c : " 

Comic Pins No. 8655. WOLF MOTTO PIN. Each Postpaid....% ” Shirt 
f ease ike — Now you can convert that sare ae MOVIE MONKEY PIN cole nN . * finished i Takes Off His Hat, Moves His Tail 

3 Different 4ac Friendly monkey pin says hello for you by moving 
his “tall and taking off his hat! Attractively colored 

7 No. 8652. 456 | plastic. 50c 
Each, Postpaid No. 8656. MOVIE MONKEY PIN, Each Postpaid.. 

into a smart, stylish / 
Offlink, by merely snap- 

g on CRAFT-LINK, It's 
vy — it’s different. May SNAP-ON 
be worn as a stud, on ™ A CUFF LINK 0 

ckplece on sports shirt ! Makes a Mar or for decoration on | &  Dewwel or Any 

Unique, Exotic Design 
A rather unusual ring since 

it appears to be a sterling silver 
turtle with a large oval stone 
for its body. As you look at it 

Ww G K My Heart Pin| g poe ene blue stone baiite to 
ey To H dj len collar. Set in assorted 4 flash with remarkable brilliance, 

f ore suard metal i ted a esi ine | eart Shape Y ored jewel stones includ: ““& 3 BUTTON and the design becomes almost 
Snap fastene: * gang e Oriental in effect. cloth gripper 0 } fed, green, blue, topaz, ete, Set of two in box. Charm Heart. m be engraved 

i with r end, 8-in, q No. 8362. Blue-Stone t other en 4 otian: Can ‘be attached: to D. 8756. Price, Per Pair, Postpald,... $1.50 Turtle Ring. Postpaid, . 50c No. 8697. 35c A Vy initials, charm bracelet, chain or 
postpaid. . , dates, necklace. Wear in lapel 

in form of pin or many 
other ways. Miniature 
heart shaped charm. Slightly er 
than illustration. Rolled gold plate. 
Attractively machine engraved floral 
design on charm, 
No. 8678. Heart Charm, price 23C 

SCOSOCOL COOOL EEEOOE SORE OOO EEODOSOOCOCOEOS SOSCCosesocresesseocsooeoore 

WEDDING RING SET — 
Sold Separately or As a Set 

The mountings of these rings are so delicately made, 
so exquisitely finished that it is difficult to tell them 
from expensive, genuine diamond set worth nearly a 

etc. 
Finished 
in color 

Knife Chain IF You thousand dollars! Sparkling, fiery, brilliant imitation * CAN diamond, nearly 1-ct. in size. Engagement ring (above) 
Made of solid Nala || A eo) is set with two small brilliant stones, Wedding ring meth, bulldog a elUH stacey) A fits (below) has the favorite lucky 7 white brilliant stones. fastener one. ee DARN CLOSE eee h One S nec gold color mounting. Matching 

fey watch. ste, 4 Telephone Brooc pair. STATH SIZE. 2.98 » ~~ i. . 
to cloth, belt, shirt, : on Bad] Tt pays to advertise! Wear, this 
ete, 12-In, chain. Sterling silver with black enamel | amd your phone will soom He, pat 

1 " opular! Plastic No, 8696. 35¢ finish. Very attractive, Tilustration | ing, with calls. Be poration about 

No. 8302 Both Rings, Set, Postpaid........... 

8300. Engagement Ring. $1.98 No. 8301. Wedding Ring. $1.49 

Veevesooseoesssosooesesseesgese 

E Postpaid. larger than actual size, Makes a EAI. cd ve aslo wise Each, Postpaid.......... — good. looking lapel Bins | 75c Noe weeds Pertpaidiiaaku toe ee Tose Siiduipsdapusacbouuuedouscedseonroocesceceducucete 14 & 4.5. & Co. No. B68S. Each Postnaidurne O s F re 

a 

—————————— 
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Neat COLLAR HO 
Helps Keep Collar Smooth ve ne 

This fmple collar attachment is intended to keep your r smooth and neat at a mes, ere is no n 
t d t at all ti There n eed to wear 

on Heavy Duty Identification Bracelet 
ns } Rugged Man’‘s Identification Plate 

Pe 43 as They don’t look any huskier than this one, Although it hos 

\ the appearance of sterling silver, it costs only one-tenth as much 

; and looks and wears even. better. Plate is hand polished aluminum, 

It is big and thick, yet light, Aluminum does not tarnish as silver ® colar pin or cl 

does, so it retains that silver-appearance indefinitely, The expansion $ poke up. Sli asp that distorts the collar 

band is chrome plated in massive links that look better even than type of collar holde right under the tie and i and makes the 

the heavy curb chains with flattened links. Fits loosely, yet snugly, large colleges, Takes t that are being worn by invisible. Same | 

Large plate. NOTE: WE DO_NOT D ENGRAVING. YOUR i: . Takes the place of tie clip y students in the 

LOCAL JEWELER CAN PUT NAMé, ADDRESS, ETO., ON i Adjustable to egos A cb 

_ Saves its. cost i n i 
turned up collarele Sie shirt rag a t 

8, before they get dirty, and this oh ora : is should 
PLATE 
No. 8947. Expansion Heavy Duty Ide 

APE dd 

? at least a day or two to each wearing 15c Bracelet. Price Postpaid. ..-.---+-> No. 4011. Adjustable Collar Holder. Price Postpaid 

Se e S Collar ends in 

Flexible Collar Clasp come. | cose. 

Hiar — ends. Yellow i od gold finish ; 29c 

Position all da: 

ing in center, hidden by tie, holds collar, t » ye 

No. 8871. Price Postpaid 

Expansi 

a A earn 
long, yet doesn't 

fives when you twist your neck, No more too: se 

WES 
With Large Simulated Engraved Buckle, Loop & Tip 

Good-looking Western-style watch band, modeled 

after the famous hand-tooled belts. Has embossed 

floral design on the leather strap. Fitted with 

simulated engraved metal tip, loop and designed 

oversize buckle. Highly polished. Makes almost 

any wrist watch look outstandingly good. Width 

of strap at watch can fit most wrist watches. 

Leather strap widens out. Everyone admires this 

handsome styap. 

No. 8695. WESTERN WATCH BAND. $1.00 

) CLASP 
Seacg, Horseshoe 

& Dice 
Wear this sym- bol of luck and Steer Head Tie Slide 

see if you 

isn’t better. fortune WE 

nit Potter. | Attrac. STERN DESIGN. 
nished incur. | tie in place and out of Oe eerie Job of keeping 

r when 

Fireman’s Hat Pin 

Fully shaped, red fireman’s 

hat with motto on it, . 2% -in- 
lapel, sweat- 

Jong: With pin. For 
er, etc. ‘ ic 

! 

Se 
mh See ee ee eRe

 manne a
 a e or of 

: : Chain tye o%, Eola. | coat is off. Looks 

ey ae 396 steer head design in imitation yellow oid. m
are 

; 
‘ite No. 8882. Steer Head Tie Slide. Postpald., 9 

BEADED TAG CHAINS 
For Cha r . 

ms, Tag 7 Whistles, Keys, Etc. 
fg hee te Serve many purposes, Used 

Ms aay to carry identification ta 
eck, by scouts and outdoors ane Perfume Rosary 

Bead Baa ; 4 Fork or Spoon NS. 

spamion | Twin Heart Tie Chain Broaches K for whistle,” compasses, Knives, ee.;_ uned 

Individually, or Both — Key To My Heart and charms; actually has hundreds of 

Figure It Out” Pin shuts taht but cee to which 
in Rie saa eean ice With Place for Names 

heart ma- et them figure it out for them- Exquisitely fashioned * mini 
ves—it’s not hard. They get a 

Design 
tures of attractively patternol 

$2.50 No. 4542, Beaded Y ‘i c 
18-in. long. Yellow pola 

Attractive double 
Prayer beads, Made from the 

: a 

famous California Perfume Beads | chine engraved design in_beauti- 1 

that have the lovely, fragrant ful gold-color finish. Matching Silverware. Buy each separately 6 Of fun out of the st 

odor, Crucifix with raised figure | link chain. Double heart design | get and wear both. Can bé figure out the meaning. of ee 

of Ghrist, Center piece has head | has space for names. po | worn in a great variety of ways Ric aes love it-it's #0 smart Wear 
aie 

of Jesus on one side, Virgin Mary NOT ENGRAVE NAMES. THIS | mean different things, aside fron ving or Pinas on heart for en- Neck 
r. Each, 20 

NOT ENE DONE BY: LOCAL | their own beauty. Hach as. o Bier con qutais if cesired. Any | Around Postpald......... Cc 

and is in color of silver. Ab mts. Yellow gilt finish. "| Wri No. 4543, Beaded’ Chal 

8651. Key to My Heart rist, 6-in. long, Yellow’ gold 

ses 50c Belt, Ete. 
color, Each, gold 

Postpaid, 10c in. Price Postpaid... on other. Copied after the Rosaries 

that the old Spanish Mission 

de in California. Gift 
JEWELER or WITH SHARP 

INSTRUMENT. Can be worn 2%-in. long. 

50c No. 8897. Spoon Pin.... 
fathers ma 

S 

box. 2.50 plain. 

No. 8133. Price. -...- fi No. 8876. Postpald...-- No. 8898. Fork Pin. Price 4! ih E ti 

98 Sg aN EN ao Ecblem Tie Clasp fe ~9YPtian Symbol of Luck Pock ; 

c Imitation Gold Racer Fans! Hot Rn os = The admirer of oc et Coin 

; Rod Fansi Jf you Le ‘ tractive and orici symbols is offered an at- - 

Dress Knife are inter- 
tractive and original token produced 5S 

ested ing Pin a Seammaalion. Cleverly “designed EGYPTIAN 
auto Trace 

accepted chi many known SYMBOLS c¢ 

ing, wear this | tHe A ~ lL aS ells eth ind, phrases popular toga L pat or 

ee Gath, Au 
}) POCKET COIN wi MBOk OF Luck: pack? Hormeshoe 

: i 
We te iy ontains many of ur Leaf Cl 

i symbols and inscriptions found of the same Rabbit's Ceo 

Indian Sign TALISMANS, Our illustration shows the 
e 

S—eneees metal, Attractive finish. 

SS ene eal 
No. 8877. Price Postpald....-+ +--+: WiBeR ss : TAL 

' Motorcycle Emblem Tie Slide Wes EGYPTIAN SYMBOLS OF LUCK «“ 

WaldemarPocket Knife | jcc oer tis te DY BK, the, SPHYNX and SNAKE. On the Perens. 

to catry around in the Stide, On the slide is a 
GOOD FORTUNE CARRY Sale “FOR Carry This 

motoreyele emblem, Worn 
” Is LUCKY Lucky Coin” 

Coin is about 1% -in. di 
-in. diameter, * Most knives are bulky ' pense has been put inte th 

© manufacture of the SYMBOL 
jade thin model that is 

pocket, yet here is a two bd 

peautifuily finished to have the looks of an expen- by many game 

sive BO a knife. RT 
Sree Eo motoreycl® 

co 

engraved design wi at link for attaching to chain, c 
“ sg 

a i 

ete Pwo carbon steel highly polished blades. 3-in, ae tod metal. At- ; * W PRCIAL OURNRInT Price ae unique and novel pocket piece 

e if 

R . is) Ai e/e Sie'@ 4:6: 0: aialyiaiaiale.s 
, 

98¢ No, 8878. Price. 50c 
°) Porustances tn Any Convenient sina ta a | 400; $1-00 for 10; $8.75 per 100° °°" 15¢ 

, = G potbordst imps, ete, 
J = 
lohnson Smith & C 0., Detroit, Mich * . 17 

tee iter o | Cay 
16 3 | No, 8449. Waldemar Pocket Knife ; : 



watch chain decoration. 
shown at right) 
ver or gold plated, 

charm), (3)_ finish, 

BRONZE Awa 259 

Archery Canoeing 
Bowling 

No. 8825. Bronze 
No. 8826. Silver 75c 

No. 8827. Gold Plated 98¢ 

Football 
No. 8828. Bronze SOc 

No, 8829. Silver 75¢ 
No. 8830. Gold Plated 98¢ 

Boxing 
No. 8849. Bronze 5Qc¢ 
No. 8850. Silver 75c¢ 
No. 8851. Gold Plated 98¢ 

Marksmanship 
. 8852. Bronze 50c 
. B853. Silver 75c 
. 9854. Gold Plated 98¢ 

Track 
. 8855. Bronze SOc 
. 8856, Silver 75c 
. 8887. Gold Plated 98¢ 

5Oc 

GOLDEN A 

been stuck right throu 

igs that real! You’ve se 

ful yellow gold color f 

No. 8784, Arrow Tle 

E-X-P-A-N 

Price 

Ideal awards for scholas' 
20 different awar 

or charm style (shown at left) . 

Be sure to specify (1) 

When worn on. your tie, 

2 < 
is No. 8700. E-X-P-A-N-S-I-' 

and Honor Award Designs 

to Pick From 

Ni 

Dancing Theater 

Skating 
, 8834. Bronze 50c 
' 8835. Silver 75¢ 

, 8836. Gold Plated 96ce 

Swimming 
. 8837. Bronze 50c 
* 3838. Silver 75¢ 
; 8839. Gold Plated 980 

Baseball 
. 8840. Bronze 5O0c 

. 8842. Silver 75¢ 
* 8842. Gold Plated 96e 

Basketball 
. 8843. Bronze SOc 
. 8844, Silver 75¢ 
; 8845, Gold Plated 98c 

Tennis 
. 88444, Bronze 50c 
. 884B4. Silver 
B84C4, 

RROW SLIDE 
it appears to have 

gh it, The optical illusion 

en these selling for $1.50 

to $8.50, yet it is hard to tell the difference. 

Holds tie firmly in place, 
inish. 

Jooks smart, Beauti- 

_50¢ 
Slide. Postpald. . 

Good Looking, 

Ss 

Non-slip 

Postpaid Only..-- 

kind 

tic and athletic achievements, 
ds to select from. 

Both styles obtaina! 

as well as attractive 
Available 

of Award Pin required. 

Scholarship Horseshoes 
Golf 

No. 
No. 
No. 

No. 

No. 

No, 

No. 
No. 
No. 

No, 
75c No. 

Gold Plated 98c¢ No. 

Be sure to Specify whether Pin or Charm 

-S-I-O-N Metal S$ 
Yet Keys Are Always Safe, 

You have probably admired those good-lookin 

ijiength when you are finished. 

buckle clips to 

retains its high polish and has 

O-N Snake Key Chain. 

SEND YOUR LETTERS | 

getting your order—cos' 

18 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich
. | 

o 
884G4. Bronze 50c 
884H4. Silver 75¢ 
88434. Gold Plated 

Archery 
. 884K4. Bronze 50c 

No. 884L4. Silver 75¢ 
884M4. Gold Plated 986 

Canoeing 
884N4, Bronze 50c 
B84P4, Silver 75c 
884R4. Gold Plated 980 

Dancing 
88454. Bronze SOc 
B84T4. Silver 75¢ 
884U4. Gold Plated 98c¢ 

Theater 
884V4, Bronze 50c 
884W4. Silver 75¢ 
884X4. Gold Plated 98¢ 

er we've seen 

tretch several feet, instantly coming back to its norm 

Has Permalock key ring 

belt, Made of stainless steel thal 

a silver appearance. 

designs for * smart 
in two 
ble in three finishes; 

(2) style required (pin or 

GOLD Awards 98¢ 

SWORD BLAD 
The famous SABER design, Looks as though 

it pierced tie, but actually 
in years. 

ing yellow gold color finish. 

No. 8785. Sword Blade Silde. Each. ... 

nake Key Chain 
Ready for Use 
g spiral snake-stylé 

11. KEEPS KEYS 

Pin 
Style 

lapel or 
h pin at back 

viz, bronze, 

Soccer Wrestling 
Scholarship 

No, 884AS. Bronze SOc 
No. 884B5. Silver 75¢ 
No. 884C5. Gold Plated 98¢ 

Horseshoes 
No, 884D5. Bronze 50c 

No. 884E5. Silver 75¢ 

No. 884F5. Gold Plated 980 

Music 
No. 884G8, Bronze 50c 
No. 884H5. Silver 75¢ 

No. 884J5. Gold Plated ose 
Soccer 

No. 884K5. Bronze SOc 

No. 884L5. Silver 75¢ 
No. 884M5. Gold Plated 086 

Wrestling 
No. 884N5, Bronze 50c 

No. 884P5. Silver 75¢ 

No, 884R5. Gold Plated 9fo 

Style Is Desired 

Does Not 
Pierce Tie 

E TIE SLIDE 
the smartest tie hold- 

Beautiful non-tarnish- 

key chains but 

CHAINED SAFELY TO you, YET LETS YOU OPEN LOCKS. No 

danger of loss or theft. Reaches those hard-to-get-at locks as it wil 
a 

Aik MAIL. Saves time |i 
only a few cents more, ref 

Low Priced Sports Award Trophies 
Everyone Like 5s These Att i , 

Dramati Hone ractive Trophies. Wi 

for tecns and clubs and awatda all oter the Ha Card ty leanne tiie tal ee 
loulded, all metal trophies ayail ver the country. New technique 4m manutect 

With space for gold inscribed Gave ties anoenne es “on beautiful, 

Walnut 
Stained 

Wonder- 

fully 
\ Designed 

Boxing F 
No. 9720. Silver No. carsall Baseball 

F Postnaia, $1.95 Finish Dawe eee. Bk forte. eitvee? fie ee 
ae ory. otteld, $1.95 po: Sag: Rawk $1 95 Finish Silver 

Finish ‘ i 23, Gold No i Postpald. ° 1.9 

Finish . 9725. Gold No. 97 Postpaid. 95 

Postpald. $2.25 Postpald, $2.25 Finish $2 2 Pinch 27. Gold No 9729. Gold 

‘ 
Postpald. le 5 Postpald $2.25 Finish $2 25 

q 
1e, Postpald. 

{ Gold Inscribed Award Plate Attached to Base $1.25 Ext. EB ra; 
22 Characters Per Line. Maximum of 3 Lines; 

(Allow 14 Days for Inscribed Trophies.) nee 

wn Sharpshooter 
fo. 9734. Sliver N ee ng ke o 9736. Sllivor No. 9 :7 ai : 

Re eene wimmin 

ao 9195 uk pulse Ea” "Galas thar els 
j a $2.25 Panna Gotld Non e786. a es d No arial $1.95 

pald.... Postpald.... $2.25 tah $2.75 $2.25 Postpald. i 5 $2.25 Postpaid. . 

RRR RU) 
Boo eeninieney Ca 

Veer CRU an ee rr attr ther a i (ia ae At Wy ps SA 

CHAO Sem eion , AAS Atk Sd Col 
37 Ne ARTIS UTR RW ed 

i B . . em poautiful Ladies Watch Band Set With 14 Sparkling Stones 
and in color of yellow nto even the most ordi 

639, gold set with 14 brillineie crcmary. watch. Stunning! Styli: li 

8639, Stone Set Ladies Watch Band. eHtos need. Ce resembling lamin "$2.95 °, 

; rs Miniature Charms of Famous Products 
Ace seen Products Such as Hei SOMETHING Rice Box, Ketchup Bottl Hite. 

W! Famous brands charmingly eomane 
Tue colors and so accu 
on each individual mites 

enifying glass, Many famou 
ded such as Heinz Keten 

in miniature. Created i ili : iO n_ brillie 
\ pe gs peony eee ae as 

} he ai 
< ee household eeaatts cae incl Bottle, Dus Soap Flakes Box, Pet Milk Can, ete 

re or bracelet, pin, etc. About 415 atone mn 
*Minlatares" decorst e No. 8679. FAMOUS BRAND MINIATURES. 20c = 

le 19 
or beanie caps. “Minlatures” fora “¥"" 

on sweaters and jackets. (3 Different for 45c). Price Each Postpald 

t 

& 

recreational directors, ° a ma anufacture makes these fully 

-inches high, Tadiidaniy beeen oes plato 

i 



Alarm Wrist Watch 
—Practical and Attractive Wrist Watch 

—Excellent to Remind You of Appointments, 

Timing, Etc. 
—Convenience of a Wrist Watch; Use of an Alarm Clock 

—7 Jewel Movement, Swiss Precision Made 

—Alarm Can Be Set for Any Time or Turned Off 

—Luminous, Large Numerals Easily Read Day or Night 

Set Alarm for Any Time You Wish---Sounds 

Pleasant, Chime-Like Alarm When It Goes Off 
Now you can have one watch that will serve all of your 

uses. It will awaken you in the morning, if you wish, 

while you are wearing it or if you have placed it be- 

side your bed. During the day, it will serve many useful 

purposes in notifying you of any appointments, as a 

timer for many duties, etc., etc, Many users of these 

Alarm Wrist Watches claim that they were pleasantly 

surprised at the many practical applications they found 

for it. While traveling or on the job, the sound of the 

alarm served as a practical reminder to them, thus 

freeing their mind for other jobs or a restful sleep. 

Handsome Appearance---Precision Swiss 

Jeweled Movement Insures High Accuracy 
You will admire its handsome highly polished chrome case, the large easy~- 

reading dial that is luminous so it can be easily read day or night. Bezel turns 

to set alarm. Stop on side to turn off alarm without interfering with movement. 

7 jewel movement. Attractive leather strap. You'll get a great delight wearing 

this watch, 24-hour movement of tested accuracy. $19.95 

No. 8069. SWISS ALARM WRIST WATCH. Price Postpaid.......- 

= ge esti Gg ° s h 

Vidio Visible Fluid Lighter 
Maminoth Fuel Capacity Always Visible—Always Have a Light 

The trouble with most lighters is that when you need them 

most, they’re empty. That shouldn't happen with this because 

it has a VISIBLE FUEL SUPPLY. Not only is the tank excep- 

tionally large, but you can see in a moment when it gets low. 

One Wick Lasts a Lifetime—Lights 4000 to 8000 Times Without 

Re-fueling—Fluid Does Not Evaporate 

Miraculous air-breathing mechanism practically eliminates 

evaporation loss, thus you get 4000 to 8000 lights per fueling. 

Ever-lasting glass wick never burns out. Air-tested 10,000 

feet up by Milton Reynolds, world flyer. Revolutionary prin- 

ciple gives vapor-flame—always an even flame with low fuel 

consumption. Made of clear lucite, modernistically styled. 

Weighs less filled than most other lighters empty. And, note 

the low price! 
No. 9361. Video 

Morning Alarm, Traveling, 

Visible Fluid Lighter. Postpaid.....- $2.95 

Cigarette Holder - Tie Clip 
Miniature, air-cooled pipe. Unusual combination that has variety of uses. 

1. Nearly 3-in, long and fitted with removable clip so it can be conveniently used 

as tie slide. Looks attractive and distinctive. 2. Use as pipe—holds small quantity 

of tobacco; cylinder-type fins provide rapid cooling; set-screw on end gives 

“earburetor” effect for mixing smoke and air for most enjoyable smoke. 3. Use 

as cigarette holder with cigarette straight out end, as illustrated, or insert in pipe 

bowl style. Has same “carburetor” air-mixture feature when smoking cigarettes, 

Smoke is adjustable to your own taste—-real relief when you wish to “ease up 

after heavy smoking. Plastic mouthpiece. 
59c 

20 | No. 3562. PIPE-HOLDER COMBINATION. 

Smoking Pipe = 

Postpaid.....- 

cl ct 

No. 8603. 

® 

No. 8616. 
_ Trombone 50 

No. 8736. 
Man Bowling, 50c 

, Attach Charm, Sports Award or Keys 
Useful chain. One end fastens to belt or watch 

ocket, other end holds keys, awards, etc. Mount 
harm on chain, Looks snappy hanging from pants 

pocket with sports award. Yellow brass, gold plate, 
N KEY CHAIN. 
Price Postpald....+s++reeeereerecrers 

8684. 

Smal No. 8604, 
kketball SOc Baseball 50c 

1. No. 8607, No. 8608. No. 8627. No. 8610. 
dion 50e Bowling Pins SOc Bowling Ball SOc Largo Basketball SOc Basketball Basket SOc 

«> Finished in Gold Plate 

Miniainre Muwded. Award Charms 
. 

Sports and Music Charms 
Popular Sports and other Charms used as Awards 

and for watch chain or charm bracelets. Finished in 
gold plate. The ball shaped charms are fully moulded 
miniatures and the others are embossed designs. 

Illustrations Approximately Actual Size 
Order by Name and Number 

Price 50c Each Postpaid 
No. 8605. No. 8630. 
Golf 50c Tennis Ball 500 

ing) 
No. 8615, 
Piano SOc 

b 
No. 8612, No, 8609, 
Clef 50c Glove and Bats 50c 

No, 8614, No. 8623. 
Drum 50c 

Not 8628. 
Large Football SOc Violih 5@c 

No. 8621. 
Cornet 50c 

No, 8622. 
Banjo 50c 

No. 8617. No. 8618. 
Clarinet 50e 

jo. 8620, 
Flute SOc Guitar 530c 

No. 8625, 
Track Shoes 50c 
e 

No. 8737. No. 8740. 
Pistol. 500 Roller Skate, 50c 

CHAIN TIE SLIDE 
| Attach Charm or 

Sports Award 
n Yellow Gold Plate 
Z Modern stylish yellow 

gold tie slide. Looks 
very smart, Used by 

| | some to attach sports or 
regular charm to center 
and let it dangle from 
chain, You will find an assortment of charms listed ' 
in this catalog suitable for the purpose, 50c 
No. 8683. TIE SLIDE. Postpald....e+- 

a a a neta 
Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. % 21 

No. 8739. 
Roller Skate. 50c 

75¢ 



You Never Have to Bother About Winding This Watch? 

Automatic Self-Winding 
Wrist Watch 

Waterproof Incablock Case—Stainless Steel, Non-Magnetic 
For those who are not familiar with the SWISS SELF-WINDING AUTO, 

let us explain that these are wound automatically by MATIC WRIST WATCH, 

years without winding. 

17 Jewel, Swiss 

1 year of use, 

hands, Grey satin face. 

Second, Black and Red Dial 

WiSS WRIST WATCH 
ae 

Ss 
Complete With Stainless Steel Expansion Bracelet 
For those who want an attractive watch at a low price, oa 
the one for them. Has the populat sweep second hand for 

wrist movement, As you wear the watch in the normal way, 

Once you set watch at correct time, you do nothing more. Runs continuously for 

Movement, Sweep Second Hand 
These watches are cased In DUSTPROOF, WATERPROOF, SHOCK RE- 

SISTANT INCABLOCK CASE. This means that it will run for years without 
service of any sort, Dust and humidity, the two great enemies of smooth ope 
tion, are kept out and the watch runs indefinitely without attention. Ordinary 
cases ‘are loosely fit together and require cleaning and servicing after 6 months to 

U eautifully styled with sweep second hand. Stainless steel case with 
mirror polish. Some users have told us that they have worn watch for 80 days 
and it is still less than $0 seconds from correct time! Complete with grey leather 
gtrap. Costs a little more than cheap watches, but pays for itself many times over 
in convenience, repairs and endurance. 17 jewel movement, luminous numbers and 

No, 8060. AUTOMATIC SELF-WINDING WATCH. Postpaid. 

second timing. Black, easy-to-read dial with luminous numbers 
and hands, Red sweep hand and red outer dial for seconds, 

Stainless steel, mirror finish chrome case- Please note that 
since we import these from Switzerland, exact description 
may vary slightly, but all features will remain same. 
complete with stainless stee’ expansion bracelet. 
No. 8061. Sweep Second Hand Wrist Watch, 

Low Priced, American Made Watch, 
Factory Guaranteed 

One of the largest selling, 

styled in the tradition of the 
keeper, factory guarantee accompanies each watch. 
plated case with wrist fitting back, satin silver colored dia! 

strap, individually boxed. ‘ $. 
No. 8062. Ingraham Wrist-O-Crat Wrist Watch. Postpald 

Swiss Calendar 
Rolled Gold Watch 

Tells Correct Date and Time 
A watch that is a real timekeeper, Not 

only keeps time accurately down to the split 
second, but automatically indicates co 
date of month. Exceptionally attractive, 
Satin finish dial with gold numerals and 
hands. Yellow rolled gold case with stainless 
steel back, 7 jewel movement. Famous Swiss 
quality, Gift_ box. 
No. 8065. Calendar Watch, $18.95 
Price Postpald... oo 

a 7) 
Waterproof “Invader 

Luminous Watch ga 
—Famous ‘‘Time-Table’’ Accuracy 
—Red Sweep Second Hand 
—Luminous Dial for Reading at Night 
Waterproof and Shock Resistant 
—Modernistically Styled Black Dial 
—7 Jewel Precision Oris Movement 
=Chrome and Stainless Stee! Case 

TIME TABLE ACCURACY. Ruggedly 
handsome. ‘Out Front’? among reliable 
watches world over—famous Swiss watch, 

Beautiful. black easy-reading dial with lu- 
minous figures. Case is waterproof and dust- 
proof—only a dustproof watch can main- 
tain accuracy, Leather strap. 

$15.95 No. 8051, Waterproof Watch 
Price Postpald..... 

lowest priced wrist watches in the 
world. The famous Ingraham Wrist-O-Crat Watch is smartly 

$7.95 
INGRAHAM WRIST-O- 
CRAT WRIST WATCH 

leather’ 

3-59 

il 2 

it Keeps wound. 

339.95 

Suey, 

10S prway 2 ? 

aie, 

we 

. 
s 

7710S 
> 

~~ if ic F 

r 

CHRONOGRAPH 

Accurate Watch 
A high grade Swiss watch with a 

sweep second hand. Factory tim ed. 
Ideal for doctors, scientific use sports 
timer, laboratory work and many other 
uses, 

WATCH 
More Than a Watch—A 

Precision Timing Instru- 
ment At a Low Price. You 

Will Admire Its Efficient 
Beauty. A Watch of Many Uses That Will Beco 

More and More Aid to You in Sports, Business, Shop and Even tor 
Many Houschold Tasks. 

—Time. Photograph Work 
—Time Interviews & Calls —Time Kitchen Work 
—Time Races & Games —Useful for All Sports 

—Time Laboratory Experiments | 
—Ideal Sportsman’s Watch 
—Invaluable for Aviators 

You'll thrill to many ways this wonderful wrist watch will 

—Time Shop Work 

“AHOY! 8 Bells and all 

5 ? 
ae 

rs , 

' watch, so why not get one with these 
%- Standard pocket size. 
P tively designed. Face has 
}. trated. Factory timed and guaranteed. 

PIE SIS 

“a a 

NAVIGATOR’S 
WATCH 

Tells Regular Time Plus Hours, Bells, 

Watches and “24 Hour” Systems 

Is well!’ 
iy you've got a Seven Seas Navigator's Watch. It’s a regu- 

lar watch and a wonderful timekeeper, but it’s also use- 
ful for SEA SCOUTS and SEAMEN, AVIATORS and 
RADIO MEN. ‘Tells time in minutes and hours in the 
outer circle, whieh continues on up to 24 hours, as the 
time is told in Europe and in world wide use by navy 

% men, aviators and radio men, Inside this circle is told 
the number of bells, Bells are rung every half hour. The 
day, and night watches are given for sentries and seamen 
on duty. It costs no more than a good quality pocket 

Chromium polished case. Attrac- 
Roman numerals, 

b No. 8017. Seven Seas Navigator’s Watch. . 

FUND CHECKS OF MAIL ORDER HOUSES 
including Sears, Wards, Aldens, Spiegels, ete, 

Stop Watch ae Ke Has two-button stop-and-start movement. A flick as i. the button and it starts; another flick and it’s stopped. 
: ne button stops watch, other starts TIMES RACES, GAMES, EXPERIMENTS, LAB SHOP 

‘it. You can time races, periods for OR KITCHEN WORK. Chronograph dial converts t speed 
sporting events, calls, research, radio, 80 you can see how fast races are run. Telemeter dial seantiea 
ete, Sweep second hand, split second distance from object, sound or light by telling how long sound 
timer, makes accurate timing easy. takes to reach you, Tachometer measures speed of object. 

y Telemeter Mirror Finished, Stainless Steel Case; Sweep 
easures distance of object, sound : i nN i Cece cence ot ee Second Hand; Case Timed; Swiss 

takes to reach you. Sound travels 1100 Movement; Leather Band 
feet per second. Aen stops oe Se button is pushed; starts when sec 

ond button is pushed. Fine for “time-outs”, E ch is fitted 
Tachometer with attractive leather strap. Dial is two-tone Pigott ers 

Accurately measured velocity or with standard chronograph markings. Red sweep second h eat | speed "of'an object such as person, boat, Luminous hands and numerals for reading in dark cant 
| racer, etc., over measured distance, No. 8059. SWISS CHRONOGRAPH sTy . L 

WATCH. Price Postpaid............... . $7.65 

- Se 
PISS TS PRESS SS For 

. Radio Men, 
Sea Scouts, 

Aviators 

All is well—if 

added features? 

as illus- 

$3.49 
a RRaATTT, oe x 

Acts, | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich, * 23 



On Time, All the Time with the 

Railroad Watch 
An Excellent Pocket Watch for $4.95 

Swiss made pocket watch with 
wo-tone dial and locomotive de- 
ign back---fully guaranteed, for 

only $4.95 
RAILWAY REGULATED JEWELED MOVEMENT 

Compares in Timekeeping Ability to 
Watches Costing Several Times as Much 

The Railroad Watch is regular 16 size, 
guaranteed to keep correct time. The 
case is of a special alloy with a nickel 

ated mirror finish, fancy back with 
ocomotive design as illustrated. It has 
et black hands with countersunk sec- 
My Wica it has a two-tone dial with Inexpensive 
modernistic design. The watch is stem Gift for Boy 
wind and stem set. This is not a cheap or Man 
imported watch, but a genuine Swiss manufacture, made by one of the largest 
manufacturers of watches in the world, and we assure you the workmanship 
is first class throughout. Each watch is case timed and adjusted at the factory. 
Wonderfully accurate and compares favorably in timekeeping ability with 
watches costing several times as much. The Swiss have long been noted for their 
ability to make fine watches for a low price; this watch is called by them their 
“RAILWAY REGULATOR—COMPENSATED & TIMED” model. You can depend 
upon it for months and years of good service! Not to be compared with standard 
locomotive watches which cost $100.00, but a timekeeper of extreme accuracy, 
reliable for years of honest service. At this price we consider it a very great 
bargain that will be well worth your while to take advantage of. We have sold 
thousands of these watches, in fact for very many years it has been one of our 
fastest sellers, Remember, each watch is compensated for temperature changes 
and with the dust-proof case, two-tone dial locomotive design and other features, 
it is surely a timepiece that would be hard to beat. $4 95 
No. 8066. THE RAILROAD WATCH. Price Postpaid.............-....-.. . 

Lamp & Electric Clock |MUMIDCURIIWETN Kas 
Novel As Well As Useful Outstandingly Beautiful and Practical 

dn’ ae This watch is =~, 
Why didn 

q 

anyone think not only an ac- rN ' 
curate time keep- t if 

of it before? © 
The base: 
Jooks like an © 
exquisitely de- | 
‘signed china - 
piece, but, ac 

er but also a 
good luminous 
alarm watch at 
the same time. 
It is so conven- 
ient that every 

ually it is a 
e 

metal case” phe who se 

finished in = eep appoil 

hard baked eae or Gpaitea 

2 ° remem ©) 

rey dial any particular 
thing, finds it 
very useful, Set 
the alarm to 
ring at any 
time and 

alectric clock 
with sweep 
second hand © 
js fitted into 
base. Flut : promptly on the 
parchmen dot a silvery 
shade with gong can be 
trim complete 
lamp. Ldeal 
for bedside 
light, living 
room or Ili- 
brary. Always- 
right electric 
movement, 
110 y., 60 ’ Mont 
eycle. 18-in. high, 7 %-in- base. $9.95 
No. 8726. Lamp and Electric Clock. Price * “ Os eae a cD ee tet are 
24 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 

_ ee 

heard. Many 
rsons__ prefer 

t to an alarm 
clock as it is 
not as noisy, . 
yet seldom fails to awaken the sleeper, without at 
the same time disturbing others, The ringing may 
be instantly stopped by means of the lever provided 
for the purpose. The watch will stand on its own 
easel formed by the back of the case, so that the 
time may be easily seen. Full size watch with 
jeweled movement. Fine chrome case. $12 95 
No. 8080. Luminous Alarm Watch.... £ 

me 

No. 8002. Price Postpald, Only... . $2.49 

Thin model, durable 

Thin model, durable dust-tight nickel plated 
case with attractive embossed back and bezel to 

‘look like expensive watch. Unbreakable crystal, 
‘sun-burst_ finish metal d{al with 

numerals, 
handsome 

second hand, — Factory 

au Read This 
Baltimore », Luminous 

_ Radium Dial at 
<2 Night! 

cma 
dust-tight nickel plated 

case, unbreakable crystal, satin-finish rich silver 
‘dial with radium numerals and hands, second 

‘tee. 

o. 8005S. 

hand. Factory guarantee, 
No, 8004. Price Postpaid, Only. . $2.98 

New Style 
Com Lapel Watch 

Enamel case in black, ivory or tan. Silver col- 
i dial, unbreakable crystal with matching braid- 
cord and button. Handy, good looking. Factory 

Price Postpaid, Only...... a eesesetes $2.98 

De Luxe 
Wrist-O-Crat 

Smart Looking Wrist Watch 
Fine quality wrist watch 

by Aristocrat. Attractive in 
tppearance. Has rugged 
chrome-plated case with wrist+ 
fitting back. You will 
like the smartly styled 
dial with the black 
track set with white 
numerals making it 
easy to read at g 
glance, Silver 
colored dial, 
Fitted with 
leather i 
strap. 

Indiyidu- 
ally 

boxed. 
Accom- 
are 
y 

standard 
factory 
guaran- 

tee. 
No. 8009. 

Price 
Postpaid 

$3.98 
Radium 

Timemaster 
Wrist Watch 
Read This Watch 

In the Dark 
When you get 

a watch, you 
might as well 
spend a few 
cents more and 
get one that’s 
made for use 
ALL the time. 
This watch can 
be read in the 
dark as easily 
as in the light. 
Has radium numer- 
als and hands, You 
will admire its handsome 
black dial which makes it 
easy to read at any time, 
Rugged chrome plated case 
with curved, wrist-fitting 
back. Individually boxed, 
Leather strap. Factory 
guaranteed, 
No. 8008, 

Postpald 

$4.59 
Gold Filled 
Designed 
Gralett 
Watch 

Smart Good 
Looks At a 
Low Price 

,Handsomely styled, 10-karat. rolled gold-plated case 
with attractive embossed bezel that gives the appearance 
of a watch costing much more, Made and guaranteed by 
Ingraham, famous for producing quality watches at low 
prices. Curved, wrist-fittin, . Pigs Tnalpiduatie: Rose, ig back, Pigskin leather strap. 

No. 8006. Price Postpald................,99*50 

Price 

Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. > 25 



Men’s Identification Bracelets 
Heavy Chain, Aviator’s Type Identification Bracelet 

You TAN’ adrae these RUGGEDLY MASCULINE, MASSIVE STYLE 

IDENTIFICATION BRACELETS. These are for he-men, While they are 

smartly styled, they are not gaudy or dressy in the usual meaning of the word, 

They are d ned to be ogod woo R ee 3 fine Se ae erat brace- 

lets when slipped down over fist make handy weapon for sell-detense. 

NOTE: WE DO NOT DO ENGRAVING. YOUR LOCAL JEWELER CAN 

PUT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS ON PLATE. 

Tells the 
Correct 

} Sun Time 
No Winding— 
Waterproof 

ypporaaca’s 
rist Watch 

The Sun Dial Wrist Watch, sensational 
Waterproof, Never Wind Watch 

dependable ag the sun. Wear ite ieee Never Wind Watch LOW PRICED MEN’S MASSIVE IDENTIFICATION BRACELET 
i i ; sive . ve ike, Silver finish. ming or under water. No windii Low in price, yet has the style, the massive appearance you like. Silver 50c ‘Z oO W! ing neces- 

1 POstpald. 6c dnelh sews soe ee wie s ole sary, You never have to set thig watch, 
No. 8688. IDENTIFICATION BRACELET. Price Each, Postpa fasts for years, Fascinating, Soe IRaAL Te ee ae A low priced watch that tells ap- 

proximately the correct time whenever 
sun is shining, Handy to have—al- 
ways ready for use—no winding, 

MASSIVE MEN‘S IDENTIFICATION BRACELET IN COLOR OF YELLOW GOLD fe Well med 

Some seth the yellow gold finish. Same massive styling. Complete, ready to wear. Not engraved. 7 Re aaa aes pacientes aluminum dial, leatherette strap 

No. 8944. IDENTIFICATION BRACELET. Yellow Finish. Price Each, Postpaid........+.+ ) 064, SUNDIAL WRIST WATOH.. ni 25c 

EXTRA HEAVY IDENTIFICATION BRACELET, MASSIVE LINKS ~ 
; Teas + - coe i ; ight. 

+o late, larger links, Lasts a life-time. Pure aluminum ; rugged looking, but light in weight. Op 3 

orate auriing Ratstee bracelet costing $15.00, yet will never tarnish nor discolor. $1.50 Sun and ; Svs ‘ S Leather 

No. 8945. EXTRA HEAVY IDENTIFICATION BRACELET. Price Each, Postpald. «ees Compass Tell less Snap On 

the Time! Ever-Lasting |Watch 
Watch Band 
—Rich In Appear. 

ance 
Guaranteed Not 

to Tarnish or 
EXPANSION TYPE Rust 

Stays Clean and 
IDENTIFICATION BRACELET Sanitary 

. aan ion 
Stainless Steel, Expansion Model Against Loss 

Flat plate with expansion type bracelet- On With Approved N bands, 
and off quickly. Fits snugly. Plate can be engraved 

Snap! on No buckles, 

with name, date, etc, Stainless s 1, Note: We send L, eatin mens on 

blank; we do not engrave; local jeweler can engrave sare ba ritetable Se tae 

Expansion Watch 
Band 

Do not compare this brace- 

to suit. 7 5c 
No. 8946. Expansion Identification Bracelet to Wear 

Smart looking and practical, Satin finish. Snap-on enfety fon 
ture which helps to prevent loss 

jiffy, Com- 
fortable —— fits 
loosely, yet se- 
curely, — Protec- True tickless timekeeper. As 

Jet with ordinary wire-formed ‘ as the sun is shining youy of watch if it should come loose, | tion against loss as it cann ‘ racelets. “I” ' if; * ef cannot com Hg ee eae Le Identification bd Monte pene, te wear ee Brovn leather. Concenled 

be, “mirror finish, ‘The coil- — Bracelet No. 8692,” Sea lsbin ee rae ee 
Prico Postpald.......... 89c No. 8694, Price Postpaid 1-00 
Automatic Bell Ringing Timer 

spring effect is made flat and Heavy link: wrint 

dis tomethier pertectiy,, Thus tt Yellow Gold 2-Blade Knife chain with heart shaped 

ee ete OE ee a the taking |tag suitable for engrav- ‘ ‘ i i 2 vithout | better, more expensive. Has the Flat style, slips into pocket withov a ene age ae teh, Toolnde ag ti 

gi ke” look, Gleam-|up much room. Wear on any type chain, Nicely|ing, etc. Hor man y . Times An Period Up to 6 ® 

tnolg\ belek, Yellow gold plate.|machine engraved design. 3-in. overall, “$1 EQ Ba ‘ ee 50C . er pak chat ans tea buona thane ae Uses., iitehen glndgheal 

HO. oe eer ane Noi Cc utdoors, Full printed instructions] cal treatments, washing. machines er and _medi~ 
Watch Band. Postpaid $1.50),,.. 8396, Waldemar Knife, Postpald. .- 5 No, 8647. Price for using the Sunwatch are given | Times in Mae Rune machines interviews, etc, 

DNANTG 
ute up to 60 minutes. § . . Mt is a handsome and well made} Winding it winne es ou set it." Automatic’ Ag bell, Over 3-in, Rpt. ew style comes in hand+ some moulded mahogany or ivory plastic cas Easy reading. 1-yr. factory guarantee. eo = No. 8725. Automatic Bell-Ringing Time: $3.95 ging Timer... OOF 

EXPANSION 
WATCH 
BANDS 

‘Two Popular Styles 
| Stainless Steel and 

Gold Color Popular Men’s S-T-R-E-T-C-H Safety Bands 
Heavy, Moulded Expansion Links; Concealed Springs; Comfortable Wearing 

The expansion bracelet most desired by wrist watch owners, It has that heavy, moulded link with rounded 

corners. Feels fine, looks fine. Tension is just right so fits snug, but comfortably. Adjustable. $1.50 

No, 8940. MEN’S WHITE STAINLESS STEEL BAND. Mirror Polish. Price Each, Postpaid 

No, 8941. MEN’S 1 /20th YELLOW GOLD FILLED BAND. Price Each, Posepaid..... eices casein 

The Band that 
Gives You ALL 3 

‘Looks--Com fort 
--Safety 

SAFETY — Designed g0 the 
watch slips on like g bracelet, 

over your hand. On and off in a jiffy. 
No danger of losing watch through worn 

out strap or buckle slipping. Put. on and take off in a hutry. 
COMF ORT—E-X-P-A-N-D-I-N-G stainless spring steel action, Smart, 

ming, mirrorlike finishes, ic 
. BG690. Stainless Stee! Extension Watoh Band. Postpald.... Thea Grete 8691. Gold Color Expansion Watch Band. Postpald...::::$1.00 | Johnson Smith & Co. x 27 

\ \uunyy 
Wanton 

MEN'S FINE BASKET WEAVE MESH BAND 
f uality craftsmanship; tops in smart appearance, Makes any watch look expensive, rich. 

Tops penis basket weave mesh band. Remarkably low priced for such a fine band, $1.59 

26 | No, 8698. BASKET WEAVE BAND. White Silver Color Finish. Price Each, .. sie 
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LIVELY CUCKOO BIRD CLOCK ' 0000 00000000000000000000000000005000000080000000080 000000 E00000 000000000 00000% Ny 

Cuckoo Pops In and Out! Fe 

This is a beautiful model of the famous imported Cuckoo Clocks and , Imported Cuckoo Clocks | . 
does just about everything but make the sound. Cuckoo bird bobs in and 

a , L en 0 the Cuckoo Bix d! ist t 

ti ie 

i 

out continuously, so it is amusing to watch it. Just look up and you see 
the friendly cuckoo popping out to nod his greeting to you. 

Watch the Swinging Pendulum—Accurate Timekeeper 
Plenty of action since the attractive pendant keeps swinging back and 

Fi 
. 

forth. Not only will the life-like animation of the bird thrill y D i 
seer anu - eee anon aa fue clock is made and Houzned’ will Ne ae i ’ ee os i sey avo 

4 eryone’s praise. etailed brownish-green carved design in moulded —Unirorm ction © Weights Insures Accurate 
wood looks like real German or Swiss clock. i a ii weights eke C ock. Complete with chain and Timekeeping 

wall mounting SAILI i 
bracket on back. CK Te ee Hee 

® Measures 7 - inches 
y deep. Weighs but Electric 
) 10 ounces. Has 30 

hour movement., Re- Movement 
wound in a_ jiffy. ; 

No. 8727. Lively |m earns reat, 
Cuckoo Bird Clock. | Makes fine deco 
Postpaid oration for mani tel 
Only.... $3.33 den, office or nee 

room clock. Mod- 
ae in white 

fs china after @ 
Add a Little smart sailing boat, 

it. stands nearly 
12-inches high, 

Those who can remember the 
old chain and weight clocks 
that were the very reliable 

SO for their grand- 
= St fathers and great-grandfathers 

Y will appreciate the value of 

one of these GENUINE CUCKOO 
CLOCKS. It can be depended upon to 

keep the most accurate time in all 

Etypes of weather, since its mechanism 

depends upon uniform weights which 

never change. Most of them actually 

run for years and years without any 
special attention or repair. To wind 

you merely pull up the weights, which 

can be done in a moment. 
There is no spring to break, nor is 
there any danger of over-winding. 

Rp Any jeweler will tell you that a 
— spring cannot equal the regularity 
ilisebyof the tension of suspended weights, 

ww which never vary. 

What Can Compare With the 

peentm Kee ; ate Beauty of the Cuckoo Clock? 
Lor Weights “id Perhaps few clocks can compare with 

attractive, hand-made cuckoo Clocks from Germany’s famous Black Forest. 

Our illustration will give you some idea of the craftsmanship of this clock. It 

is very attractively made in dark brown, each of the leaves and figures which 

make up the design being hand carved. The numerals and hands are finished 

Pin white to give an ivory-like appearance. Pendulum with wooden leaf is ad- 

justable to regulate clock movement to go faster or slower. Weights are cast 

}metal and finished in the form of pine cones. As you will notice, it can be 

easily adjusted so that correct time can be kept almost to the second, Note 

> Please remember that these imported clocks are hand made, and while they 

/will closely resemble illustration, sometimes designs may differ somewhat. 

The movements used are exactly the same as describd. 

Everyone Enjoys Watching the Door Open, the 

Bird Appearing, and the Musical 

: “Cuckoo” Sound 
| These clocks cuckoo every quarter hour, The pleasant-- 

Life to Your 

Place With 

These 
; ; decorated é 

Fascinating kt. gold. Accurate = 

Clocks self-s ing electric movement never needs winding, 
Sweep second hand. 110 volts, 60 cycle. $5 95 
No. 8718. Sailing Ship Clock. Postpaid. 7 

Life-Like Swinging 
Bird Clock 3a 
(Right) Bird swings 

back and forth -continu- 
ously while clock is run- 
ning. You will enjoy 
watching him on his perch, 
at the top of his house, 
colorful & happy. Makes 
you happy too! Attrac- 
tively carved - design in 
moulded wood with orna- 
mental weights & chain, 
80 hour moyement. Meas- 

r -in. high. Wo g736, trie 93°33 

POSCCSECSSEOSSESEEOEOESSSOSSOSSSOHSSSSOSSSHOSHOOSSOOSOOO SOO SSSESEOSS 

any Psounding, musical cuckoo sound is a delight for chil- 

WT ‘dren of all ages to hear. You will be fascinated by it, 

yand, as you know, cuckoo clocks are actually the hit of 

} the neighborhood. 

; Low Priced Cuckoo Clocks---$12.95 
» 

° 

et a a one cupkoe a 3 prea etnchee high, roe is 

“am Pendulu Cc ‘similar to our illustration. Size does not nelude weights 

le ; * os i } similar to our illustration. Size does not include weights. 

Like something really ‘dreamy ? ‘The cuckoo is visible at all times, but pops out of his 
Just beautiful. Looks like some- 
one waved q magic wand to create 

ec and calls his cuckoo once every 15 minutes. Com- 

‘ | plete. 
this clock! Attractive white cot- i Dees CUCKOO CLOCK. Price Postpaid $12.95 

tage with red roof, blue hands & - “ - ; Soa 
numerals, tan door and windows, y) De Luxe Cuckoo Clock---$29.95 

ri red bird that bobs in & out _ About 10-in. high, but is more ornate. Has full cuckoo-clock 

oO hats window, giving it lively Pmovement which includes calling the full time on the hour, 

ae aa moulded wood in nd once every half hour. Strikes a gong, while calling. Door ¥ 

colorful finish. Swinging pendu- ens and cuckoo pops out. Has large movement. 30-hour 

lum, 7 %-in. high. ovement. Complete with weights and pendulum. 
tie. 8734. Postpald.. $3.33 No. 8731. DE LUXE CUCKOO CLOCK. Postpaid.... $29.95 

| Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Michigan ; 

Sid 2 

Genuine Lil’ Abner’s 
Shmoo Clock 

Get this silly Lil Abner feller 
ticking and swinging, with this 
comic face, and you'll say he’s 
just about the cutest thing you’ve 
seen in years and years. Watch 
the pendulum swing back and 
forth as the dependable clock 
keeps accurate timef Beautifully 
made of attractive plastic. In 
colorful Lil’ Abner gift box. 
Guaranteed 30-hour movement. 
Measures about 7-in. high. 
No, 8733. 
Price Postpald Only. - $3.33 000000000000000000000000000000000000500500000000 00000009 0000000000000000008 



Large, Oversize Military Rings 
Wear Insignia Ring With Your Favorite Branch of Service 

| You will be proud to wear these military rings to show off your patriotism to your favorite branch of the 
Services whether it be the ARMY, NAVY, MARINES or the AIR CORPS. Each ring is made in the over- 
size, military style with embossed spread eagle on each side of flat face. On the flat face is mounted 

jj raised design to designate the branch of service. They come in different finishes, as listed. 

. ii a 

_ MarineRing 
. = 

Army Ring U.S. Navy Ring ‘ Aviator Ring 
5 * i . rom 

No. 8311. Chromium 89c Pipe Basan entails 89c Piniche prion eoeteata 89c Finish. Price Postpaid SOC Finish. Price Postpaid Price Postpaid........+.+ No. 8337. Sterling No. 8344. Sterling 2 

Nos'8340. Sterling $2. 49 rill agg Tae $2.49 Silver. Price... seeseee $2.49 Silver. Price.... $ 49 

Silver, | Price. «+ ee ee (see Below for Be Luxo No. 8338. Rolled $2.95 Boid? Price postpaid 2095S 
Oi Oa ce Wostnaid® ee 9S Army Rings Gold. Price Postpaid - 

MILITARY N 
nner ow — 

INIATURE ARMY RIFLE LETTER OPENER 
Good Looking Ornament for Your Desk, Den or Bedroom. 

f 8 mount ce ee Mak ttractive desk Detailed desk model of Springfield Army Rifle. akes an attr: 
paper weight and letter opener. Large sized model is full 6 %-inches in 

Y NOVELTIES 

Aviation Ring 
Sterling silver ring 

with aviation design 
and American Eagle 
in background. Sui 
able for aviation 

length, Made of metal and attractively bronzed. Very popular as a desk and clubs, etc. State Size 
den ornament. 49c No. 8919. $1.50 
No. 8722. Miniature Army Rifle Letter Opener. Postpald.........+> Price. ... 

ECAQQLAMO AQAA AAHARKAKAHAAAAQAVAS 

BEAUTIFUL STERLING 
SILVER MILITARY PINS 
“omens Smart Lapel Size 

* Superbly made from 
sterling silver, these Mili- 
tary Insignia Pins look ex- 
ceptionally smart and dig- 

Doesn’t this 
MASSIVE 
ARMY RING 
look swell! 

nified on lapel coat or Massive style 
i Se Seren i et Ee ne Rn ring in at- 

wees coaye pared wit cheaply made, tractive white 
CROSSED RIFLES nickel Snish pins, Iilustra- fnish—made in 
No. r tions are slightly “smaller an imitation 
Pri 8760 50Ciin actual size—the right or silver. Has 

CO. eee ee the moulded size for coat lapel 
Eagle design 
on shank surrounding the U. 8S, Army Emblem on 
face of ring. State Size. 89c 
No, 8333. ARMY RING. Price Postpaid........ 

U. S. 
Military Air Corps Official Navy 

No. 8985. No. 8987. Ring 

oc Our most popular 

50¢ 5 ring. Beautiful 

Honorable 
Discharge Ring 
This insignia is worm 

by those who have been 
@* honorably discharged fron 

‘ ? service in the army, gavy 
ae. or marines. Handsomely 

‘4 styled military ring with 
VLG? Dee ve 

blem on face. erling 
gold filled discharge em 
ilver ring. STATE SIZE 

No. 8353, DISCHARGE RING, $2.95 
30 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 

jumbo size U. 8. 
Military ring with 
the American Eagle 
machined on both 
sides and an imi- 
tation ruby stone 
surrounded by 
stars. The ruby is 

ry eut on the under 
side and smooth on the top to give a sparkling 
‘fire’ effect noticeable for quite some distance. 
Made of Sterling Silver. State Size. 
No. 8347. STERLING SILVER. price, 93°98 
No. 8348. Gold Military Ring. 14 kt. Plate $4.98 

ee —- 

SURPRISE PACKAGE 10c. Take a chance—Columbus 
did. Surprise Novelty. No, 2995. Surprise Package 10c. 

‘Complete Photocratt 

Bea 

_ Includes Everything---From Miniature Candid-Type Camera fo 
Developing and Printing Set to Precision Re-Cor Enlarger 
All Necessary Dark Room Equipment Including Chemicals and Paper 

_ NOW YOU CAN SAVE MONEY AND HAVE FUN TURNING OUT YOUR OWN PICTURES AND 
NLARGEMENTS. The only complete set made with uniform precision equipment, If the pieces were 

purchased separately the set would cost over twice as much! The enlarger alone Is worth the price of the 
outfit. An outstanding value in quality equipment, All pieces have been thoroughly tested and proved under 
actual working conditions, NOT A TOY. 

Set Includes a Midget Candid-Type Camera 
| The Re-Cor Camera is made of beautiful, long-lasting molded plastic case, practically unbreakable, Has 
meniscus lens, viewfinder, takes snap and time exposures, Uses standard Eastman No, 828 film, either black 

hd white or full color. Takes 16 exposures. The camera is smaller than the palm of your hand, so it is 
wonderfully easy to carry with you and for taking ‘‘secret’’ candid pictures, Indoor and outdoor shots. 

Enlarger Alone Worth the Cost of the Entire Set g 

| Genuine Re-Cor Enlarger, Finest. metal stampings, completely equipped, ready for use even to the bulb. 
It has special device which takes strip films so that you can shoot your enlargements quickly. Adjustable focus, 
b baseboard for masking out undesired parts of picture, meniscus 

lens, all metal construction. Stands about 14-inches high. 

Complete High Quality Developing and Printing Set 
No cheap equipment here—all top grade supplies, right down 

to the certified purity chemicals used to make those fine grain 
pictures that enlarge into big size without losing detail. Even the 
Re-Cor Developing Tank is a piece of professional equipment that 
makes developing almost automatic, Included among the supplies 
are all the chemicals and paper you need. For a complete list of 
supplies, see the contents listed at right. You'll notice that noth- 
ing has been left out to make this set COMPLETE, 

The entire set is individually packed in a beautiful 8-color box 
which can be used to hold set when not in use. ‘There is no more 
useful set on the market, and nothing to match its quality, at 
anywhere near the price. Box is 3 %x13 %x14 %-inches in size. 
No. 6888. RE-COR PHOTOCRAFT KIT. $13 95 
Price Postpaid Complete.......... Nebiara tered ute . 

(3 Rolls for $1.00). No. 4198. Film for Re-Cor Came; 
Each Roll....... iis\'ez0 . .350 

* 31 
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Here Is What 

Complete Set Contains 
4—Complete Recor Camera 
—Complete Recor Enlarger 
i—Recor Developing Tank 

2—4x6 Developing Trays 
Enlarging Easels 

—4 oz. Glass Graduate 
| 1—Package 2'/2x2'2 Photo Papor 
4—Darkroom Light 
| i—Can Fine Grain Film Devel. 
4—Package Hypo 
—Tube Paper Developer 

2—Film Clips 
16 Page Instruction Booklet 

Everything You Need 
Johnson Smith & Co., Detr 
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Small Miniature 
CAMERA 

99¢ 
Phofo Slightly Smaller 

Than a 

Actual 

Size 

’ Can Be 
Concealed 

In Your Hand 
Almost everyone likes 

to take pictures—espe- 
cially those informal on- 

the-spot candid and surprise 
shots that seem to occur most 

often when you have left your 
camera home. No excuse for miss- 

ing any pictures now with this 
MIDGET CAMERA which is so small 

that you can carry it with you wherever 
you go, in your pocket, almost as easily as you would 

You Will Find ‘It Profitable As Well As Fun To Be 
To Be Able To Take Pictures Wherever You Happen 

often have you come across an accident, some interesting event or 

sree ae happening, and thought: “If T only had my camera, I would sell 

a picture of this.”” Newspapers and magazines are anxious to buy pictures 

of interesting people and events: Why not be ready to take those pictures 

that you can sell for $5.00 to $25.00 and more? 

Surprise Your Friends By Taking Secret Pictures of Them 
Those ‘“‘off guard” shots are usually the most revealing pictures. They can be 

hilariously funny or thoughtful, realistic candid character studies. Children espe- 

cally lend themselves to interesting candid pictures, but others, too, at work or 

play will find themselves revealed in unposed pictures, taken when they never 

knew a camera was anywhere near! 

Uses Eastman Black & White or Full Color Film; 
Takes Pictures 11/x12-Inches 

Camera will take standard miniature Bastman 828 film which is available 

at all photo shops and most drug stores. This comes in either Black & White or 

Full Color Kodachrome film. Gamera Is fast enough to take full color shots In 

direct sunlight. It will take black and white shots under most outdoor daylight 

conditions, and will take indoor shots under bright lights. Takes eight pictures 

ing. Cord for size 1%x1%-inches on each roll of film. BEAUTIFUL ENLARGEMENTS 

Around: Neck POSSIBLE ALL THE WAY UP TO 8x10-INCHES ON GOOD SHOTS. 

Fixed Focus; Time or Instant Pictures; Just Snap Shutter " 

The simplest type of camera in the world to operate. Has fixed focus lens about f:11, which will 

take pictures from six feet up to any distance in focus without any adjustment. If light conditions 
are poor, you can take time exposures. Indoor shots where lighting is bad can be taken. 

Precision Molded Bakelite Camera With Built-In Direct Vision Viewer 
Has diréct vision viewer which frames and locates pictures in a hurry, enabling you to follow 

action and get the shot you want in a hurry. Well made of lustrous moulded bakelite in attractive 
candid shape, Easy to carry; easy to use. Take it with you wherever you go. 

No. 4951. SCENEX MIDGET CAMERA. QQ c 
Price Postpaid Only........ccccccsccccscccsevesesescecs ges 
No. 4954. Ever-Ready Leatherette Carrying Case. Price Postpaid.........50¢ 

No, 4958. Black and White Film. (3 Rolls for $1.00) Each Roll.....35¢ 28 

Shows Camera in 
Ever - Ready Case. 
Protects Camera, 
Yet Case Cover 
Drops Open Quick- 
ly for Fast Sh0ot- 

32 x | 

i 19 ee en att 

a 
ssa You Get What You 

A g004 picture almost 

“PRESS FLASH" 
ICAMERA 

* 
Sight Regardless of Light 
every time — anywhere — ; enh ee ae Pate bec eee parties, canal “the i — » etc, Just press the sh Salem your picture! Can also take davitone picvueee woe ou using the flash bulbs, same as ordinary camera, Protons & new camera that gives you those CANDID aaeue S$ at night under poor lighting conditions, in- aa ‘Ss? etc,, without the expense of high priced cameras ieee teaene’ Just sight your picture in the direct vision | Oras i er, press one lever and you have your picture, a ash bulb and shutter are automatically synchronized. 

o Separate adjustments — no special equipment — just Sight and snap. Uses standard 127 or A8 film, takes 16 pictures 1%x1%-in. Barn a profit from your hobby by | selling the pictures you take. Precision 50 mm. lens Snap or time exposure. Bakelite case, Candid style. De- hyn Damaae ecnaele epee flash unit. Makes wonderful ee 98 

PL SAP ese le 0) oo) 6 6/¢. 9 ew aie idl elms wilh al bia Skee ae mal ene . ie 

rice Eaoh, Postpaid. ........-......05 

BUG elec acaplsioie. tial ¢ tveemaee >: _ UniveX UNIFLASH CAMERA uu * ua * . Get Those “Impossible Night and Indoor Pictures bo a0oD PICTURE EVERY TIME—ANYWHERE—ANY LIGHT! vie Wade eae lea % designed for those who don’t like to fool around... ot have yout eae picture with the first shot. Just press the shutter release and . 
jn ordinary daylight, you take pictures without usir 1 
age Vittle ae te 80 that you have g strearnlined, jem reek rapes ani PHOTOFLASH Unit af you want to take pictures indoors or at night, use the 

Gets the Picture Regardless of Light! 
Take thrilling pictures of your friends INSIDE out worrying about light conditions. Eyen in Tone DARKMGGE if you wish. Versatile flash candid for pictures in ANY KIND OF WEATHER. You can’t miss for there are no complicated gadgets, Famous UNIVEX quality. Embodies the important features of expensive flash cameras——QUARANTEED FLASH TIMING—AUTO. MATIC BULB EJECTION—PARALLAX-CORRECTED MAGNI- FIELD VIEW FINDER. Complete with detachable flash unit, Takes 6 exposures 1%x11%-in. Standard 8x5-in. prints can be # mnade from these negatives, Bakelite case. Fast meniscus lens, Time 

i and instant pictures, With coated lens for sharper pictures. $9 
fn No. 4964. UNIVEX UNIFLASK CAMERA. Postpaid. ... 95 

e No. 4917. UNIVEX ULTRACHROME “00” FILM.........:140 

INIATURECAMERA "2%" 
About Half Size 

Whittaker Micro 16 
fakes Color or Black-and- 
_ White Pictures Day or 
. Night 
' Tiny camera fits pocket 

y 

or 
purse, or can be worn like wrist 
atch. No fussing, no focusing, 

ho cocking——always ready for 
uick, sure picture shooting. 
soret and surprise pictures, Di- 
ect viewfinder has polished Jenses 
“big clear image. 8 simple lens \ ettings: color (f6.8), bright ae 
16), dull (f8). Good sharp pictures even by those who never 

Gd a camera. Magazine load film; no threading, no bother, quick, 
tch from color to black-and-white in middle of roll—anytime. 
tures cost. less; color same a8 black-and-white. F6.3 lens. 1 /50th 
rotary shutter. Film counter dial, Plastic body, aluminum and 

inless steel trim. Load in any light. Factory guaranteed. Camera size 24%x1%x1%-& ches. 
2.4884. MINIATURE CAMERA, 
ice Postpaid Only... een... 94098 

4885. Camera with Flash Attachment. Use 
er way, take pictures anytime, 
p Postpald Oa. s cde y set cee, Rae 

No. 4886. Black-and-White Film. 
Takes 14 pictures. Per Roll. . 

No. 4887. Full Color Film. 
Takes 14 pictures. Per Roll. ... 

60c 

,, 60 X33 



Super Foto Camera 
—EYE LEVEL VIEW FINDER. Centers the image with Bull’s- 

Eye accuracy. 
 —BUILT-IN SUNSHADE. Eliminates glare, a feature found 

cat with 

CLIX “120” 
BOX 

se CAMERA 
“The Old 
Reliable” 
Sure Shot 
Pictures 

It’s the picture 
that counts, and 
here is a cam- 

Hera that you 
#can put in the 
hands of a 5- 

year old child 
FP and get good 

pictures! Noth- 
ing approaches ease & 
FINE QUALITY of 

2 good box camera. Beautifully designed, positively 

handsome in style. Outstanding value. Easy to carry 
and operate, TWO GROUND GLASS VIEW FIND- 
ERS QUICKLY LOCATE SUBJECT & FRAME 
PICTURE EXACTLY AS YOU WANT IT coM- 
POSED. Takes pictures in horizontal or vertical posi- 
tions. Case made entirely of metal, with fine grained 

black satin finish. Has two aperture stops (f:16 & 
£:22) for bright or dull days. Precision ground & 

polished lenses. Lever flips easily and quickly for in- 

stantaneous or time exposures, Removable, snap- 

tight back simplifies loading and removing film rolls. 
Large, easy-to-turn knurled winding knob. Takes 8 
full size 2%4x8%-in. pictures on standard 120 film 
roll, black and white or color. PICTURE you 
TAKE IS BIG SIZED—NO ENLARGEMENTS 
NECESSARY. Economical to operate, $5 98 
No, 4932. Clix Sure-Shot Box Camera. . a 
No. 4193. Regular Film. Size 120. Roll...... 35c 
No. 4186. Full Color Film. Size 120. Roll. -.70c 

b 

34% | 

Get those close-up shots of the baby, your 

favorite friend or sweetheart, your pet dog or 

lens in a second. Clear, sharp, full-face pictures as close as 2 feet! 

‘ Takes 16 black & white or color pictures on 127 or A8 film. 

No. 4968. SUPER-FOTO CANDID-STYLE CAMERA. Price Postpald........ 

No. 4969. PORTRAIT LENS. Easily slipped on over hig ev ga atin close-ups 

as near as 2 feet, Can be used on many other cameras. Price Postpald. . - 

No. 4192. Regular Film, 127 Size, Roll 27¢; No. 4185. Full Color Film. Size 127. Roll 50c 

_————_————— 

UNISPEED 8 

No. 4944, Spartus Flash Attachment. Price 

No. 4945. Custom Made Case for Spartus 3& mm. Camera. Postpald.,... 

only in higher priced cameras. 
—FIXED FOCUS LENS. High ee grunau F.16 ground 

and pitch polished. 50 mm. 
or shutter adjustment. 

—EASY ACTION SHUTTER. Precision built and accurate in 
action, For instantaneous or time exposures. 

—EBONY BAKELITE CASE. Smooth, lustrous, weather-proof, 

Will not warp. Beautiful in design and durably constructed, 

ADJUSTABLE WINDING KNOB. A_ pull-up clutch spring 

that simplifies loading and removing of film rolls. 

—NEOPRENE STRAP. For carrying convenience. Moisture- 

proof and sweat-proof. 

TAKE CLOSE UP PORTRAIT PICTURES WITH 

ust sight and snap—no lens 

SPECIAL PORTRAIT LENSES 

the portrait lens. Slips over regular 

$1.98 
50c 

True, Natural Color Film At 
New Low Prices 

Imagine Taking ? 

Pictures In 
Full Color 

for Onlya 

Few 

Mores 

Compare a color picture with a black-and-white 
picture—you’ll like them much, much better. Com- 
pare the cost, and you’ll see that now you can get 
color pictures for only a few cents more! Can be 
used in even the lowest priced cameras. You'll 
admire the true, natural colors. High speed—has 
rated exposure index of 32. Produces positive color 
transparencies that may be viewed directly, or 
pessecteds or, may bg printed in beautiful natural 
colors. 
Can Be Used Indoors or Outdoors 
Try color and you’ll never go back to black-and- 

white. Just as easy to take. Processing costs 75c 
for any roll; details for processing and printing 
included. 
No. 4185. ColOr Film. Size 127. 
B Exposures. ROM ...c.cerererrsnpeesseeseren sereerererssesees 
No. 4186. Color Film. Size 120 or 620. 8 ex- 
posures, Roll «TOC 
No. 4187. 
posure Rol 
No, 4188. 
posures. Roll... 

35 mm. Candid Camera 
Take These Fast Action and Candid Shots 

at Low Cost on 35 mm. Filmi! 
Almost every camera enthusiast desires to own a 85 

mm. candid camera as soon as he can afford it—but at 
these low prices, you can start right out with one for 
only $14-98! Yes, you can have that marvelous thrill 
of shooting pictures, candid and action shots, one right 
after the other at AMAZING LOW COST. Further. 
more, most high-speed films and low-priced color films 
are designed for 35 mm. cameras, Enlargements can be 
made cheaply to any size. SPARTUS 35 is a precision- 
built 35 mm. camera with fast {7.7 achromat lens, 50 
mm. For color or black and white pictures, Simplified 
hutter. Daylight loading 35 mm, cartridge. Built-in 

LASS tripod socket. Automatic exposure counter. Flash attachment can_ be 

purchased separately. Plugs In, take night or indoor pictures. Color film listed above. ... «++ 

No. 4943. SPARTUS 35 MM. CAMERA. Price Postpald. ...cncsseccttcvcceces . 
Each, Postpald... 

Photo Lighting for 

_ Beautiful, Modern Streamlined 

Hiliant Graf Lens. 

$14.98 | 
oe $4.98 

a eeee s S375 

Amazing New Double Lens 

Reflex Camera 
Take perfect pictures 

++.» because you see the 
entire image in sharp, 

| SEE THE PICTURE 

IN ACTUAL SIZE 
clear Cus ; 
ROAtUBEC GRiOReAN ath heated edhe 
the RT TN a j 

Ground Glass View mrp lea 
Finder 3 

of this amazing new 
double-lens Reflex Cam- 2 
oes - +. available for the first time since 

ne war at a remarkable low price! With the 
ag Camera you're sure of results on -all 

kinds of shots. Close-ups, scenes, people, 
events . - . they all come out just as.'you see 
them in the Ground Glass View Finder .. 
before you snap the shutter! bah) 
Ground Glass View Finder Same Type as in 

Highest Priced Cameras 
1 Easy focusing ... you see entire picture 

before you take it, just as it will look when 
developed! ‘ 

2 No tilting ... your eyes tell you if picture 
is centered on film. 
Everything you want to take... no disap- 

3 pointments, because you see the whole pic- 
ture, framed as it will appear:on the film. 

Two Matched Lenses 
One jens focuses the picture for you. The other snaps the 4 

picture. Both lenses, working in harmony, give you sharp 
focus never before available except in most expensive cameras. The Reflex is a beau- ‘ 
tiful camera . . . handsomely, sturdily made . . . modern-design plastic case , . . 
bright aluminum, rust-proof trimmings . . . high speed, 57-mm. optician-ground Jeng i 

. . time exposure adjustment . . . and complete with 36-in. shoulder strap. Easy to 
load and use, Will give you years and years of picture-taking fun. Takes 16 expo- 
sures (1%x1%-in. negative; 3%x4-in. prints) on standard No, 127. film. 
No. 4959, CLIX-O-FLEX REFLEX CAMERA, S$ 
Price EGR ye oie ee 4. 6: s in ble mi yccieis e Wlaplen bie. 8b s)dlels. oe s)s\n) 3.95 
No. 4960. LEATHERETTE CARRYING CASE. Drop Front, 
Cillustrated). Postpaid. ....c. ec cecccscereeeseesesecsesee sPl00 

No. 4192. BLACK & WHITE FILM, Size 127. Price Hach......27¢ 

Better Pictures 
elpful information for im- 
ing your interior photos. 

ludes details and diagrams 
ing inexpensive flood 

ps. reflectors, 

POCKET FLASH UNIT 

FOR ANY CAMERA 
TAKE PICTURES AT NIGHT WI 

ands, mounts pand, Mehting Pocket flash unit has polished Ei minenn serlestor waa 
in . pn. ameter, Y-in. depth. Witt “in. 
tag by Popular Mechanics with firi contact, Smallest Yororlash ante avaliable, 

‘ : No. 4956. P. ; 
1653. Pricé........+6 25c Price Reston le Pere tine $1.95 

diffusers, 

andex Candid Type Camera 
ieSpeed Lens—Holds Extra Roll Film 

A beautifully constructed, regular size Candid Type 
mera. Uses Eastman 127 or Agfa A-8Roll film ob- & 
hable most everywhere. A new, high quality efficiently 

ned camera that has a Iightning fast shutter and a 
Tt gets action shots—reat Candid 

Note these features: FIXED FOCUS (all ready 
}shoot the picture). TARGET-TYPE VIEW FINDER, 
x1 RA SPACE FOR SPARE ROLL, 
6x1%”. Sharp enlargements. Case is made of 
Muine, ebony-black plastic. All metal parts chromium 

A smart looking camera surprisingly easy to operate. Each Yi 
mera accompanied by manufacturer's guarantee. es 
4957. CANDEX CANDID TYPE CAMERA. $2 8 

POSTPAID . 6 oo cccvevcsucecswhacusecse 9 

192. FILM FOR CANDEX CAMERA, 
p68 Each Film Postpald.............. Paseo waa etee nie 

840A. LEATHERETTE CARRYING CASE. Drop front. 75¢ 
illustration on opposite page.) Price Postpald...sessecsreneecesosssenenen” 

or, 

Picture size 

mabe eee 
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Photo Coloring Set il 
Easy to Convert Snapshots, Photos and Prints Into 

Beautiful, Life-Like Natural Color Photos 
It’s easy—it’s fun. PEERLESS FAMOUS COLORS 

are completely transparent and are applied over any { 
snapshot, photo or print. The colors have an ex- \ 
tremely natural look and greatly improve any picture 
giving it a life-like, natural color appearance that is — 
quite STARTLING. 

No Experience Needed. Easy to Do. Fun and Profit! 
Give Your Pictures the Colors You Want! 

The photograph defines the outlines and colors 
merely are added to the picture. The sharpness, de- 
tail and quality of the picture are in no way altered. 
It is so easy to add the color that a beginner can get 
excellent results immediately. 

Set of 15 Colors and Instruction 
Booklet 

Set consists of 15 different colors and shades of 
PEERLESS TRANSPARENT COLORS. These 
world-famous self-blending colors have been used by 
professional photographers for years. Used for slides 
as well as prints. Includes 24-page book of useful { 
information, instructions, color guides, ete., ete. 
No. 4200, Photo Coloring Set. 98c 
Pree Postpaid........6eeeeseseees 

Order Supply of This Fine Grain, Fast Film = 

PRINTS PERMANENT BLACK PICTURES 
ON TIES - SCARFS - HANDKERCHIEF s 

Black & White Sensitiz« 
With this new Sensitizer you ean print your APPLY 

favorite negatives on handkerchiefs, scarfs, fancy | 

pillows, neckties, underwear, sport shirts, bathing 
costumes, etc., in fact, any cloth articles that might 

strike your fancy. 

f} It is NOT A TRANSFER, It is one of the few Sen- 

sitizers which will actually print genuine BLACK AND 

WHITE photos on cloth that CANNOT BE WASHED 

OUT. The picture sinks right into the cloth and yet 
has power, depth and detail. Anyone—YOU can do it. 
Little or no experience needed. No dark room required. No 
special equipment. It prints in the sun or under electric 

: light. It is as easy to print as ordinary contact photographic 

paper which everybody is familiar with. You can print photos on all manner 

of articles, silk, cloth, paper, etc. The photograph on the left shows the 

portrait of a well known movie star printed on a handkerchief. What could 

_——— be more appreciated as a gift than a handkerchief, scarf, ete., with your 

iR a photograph on it! Surprise your friend by mailing him (or her) one with 

~ 
HIS picture on it. A photographed handkerchief may carry more sentimental 

yalue and be more appreciated than the most expensive gift you might buy. 

Each bottle contains enough for making up to 50 or more prints, depending 

upon the size. Full instructions come with every bottle. Get a bottle now 

and start preparing those unusual gifts and ornaments, 65c 

No. 4012. BLACK AND WHITE SENSITIZER. Price Postpald..... 

PRINT WASHABLE BROWN PICTURES 
ON CLOTH, WOOD, ETC., WITH 

PHOTO-VITA 
Similar to the Black and 

sepia tone, instead of the 
} black and white. Many ac- 
tually prefer the brown fin- 

White Sensitizer described 

ii 

above, but it produces the Stamps Good Pictures Even In Poor Light! ' 
D> Kf 5 picture in a rich brown or 100 for $1.98 

ie] 
MN 

Fine quality film for getting good pictures under adverse conditions, Fine grain aM 
assures sharp detail, Wide latitude makes it excellent for amateurs and allows for ue 
considerable over or under development. Extra sensitive, fast. W x 4 Sm atl 

Kost 
" ish, although black and 

"a 

white is undoubtedly more pictues HU eee re eect No, of Pot 

popular. With Photovita it Inches ANSCO EASTMAN Exposures Postpald 

hots and Hie are oe Jott ve pring Xi noto roduced | eee 
your snapshots and other photos on cloth or other our pho rep! it ' 1 

fabric" surface “cushions Y pillows,” ‘handxerchiets, | $:"Enatihot: “Actat ton ice | ginxee ; B70 
scarfs, ies, hosiery, underwear, paper, etc, 18 same size as a postage 4 \ 

photo’ is vraAene. ae ma pene yan ey Pere, | /seampy__. Wordertol. | gee aos eu 3 i” . Seo 

Manent and lasting. Only one bottle is all you forated, % 

need for up i 50 prints in rich brown tone. Thor- ait ready fore use. ADDIY \ i SA eh 5 $00 

oughly practical. you nei extra money you em to letters, pos ye il 2 fe 

Sen eke fe Wile Rictegie: A places sed bets | See ae ve Loca- “> On Lond and 
a n, ‘e \e 

get orders, Suggest a photo of your neighbor’s baby | jured. | Any seven letter FOR nas Water, It 

on her fancy pillows, or something similar. 35¢c word, initials, name, etc... ETTERS [I 

No. 4013. PHOTOVITA. Per Bottle...... CaP at Being plainly. CARDS 
No. D7207. 100 Photo Stamps of same Photo....$1.98 

Locates Spot 
So You Can : sin 

PHOTO TRANSFER 10200. Motertal LoS Return to It--- 

Big Profit Transferring Photos -- Easy To Do Daylight Photo Printing Immediately! i 

With this new process it is possible to take any of your finished : 

pictures and transfer them permanently to almost any material, such No Chemie Darkroom 

eede as glass, wood, crockery, silk, metals, gold and silverware, etc. 
The process is very simple and any person of ordinary intelligence can ‘ 

do it. It requires no special photographic equipment and it is without MAKE YOUR OWN PHOTO PRINTS. Quickly 

doubt one of the most unusual and novel uses which you may make of }—easily. So simple, here’s all you have to do: 
11. Put Negative In Easel; 2. Expose to Light or] country-—yes, 

in; 3. Just Dip In Water. Produces permanent] even on_ the your photographs, The accompanying illustrations show a number of 

everyday articles on which photographs have been printed, yiz., a metal i 

cigarette case, necktie, handkerchief and tumbler and transfers also can {pictures that won't fade. Complete kit includes:} water--LOCA-¥ 

be made to the arms, etc. negatives, 4 picture frames, 10 printing papers,; SCOPE en 

Thousands of visitors to the recent World’s Fair will recall having }1 printing frame. Negatives included are of ani-| ables you to 

their photos transferred to the front page of a special World’s Fair mals, scenic spots, war pictures, great men, etc.] return to the 

newspaper which they purchased as souvenirs. This was accomplished 1 Use these or your own negatives. Economical, quick.| desired spot 

In the 
woods, in the 

with Photo Transfer. Colleges, schools and others will find this process ]No. 4890. DAYLIGHT PHOTO FINISHING 35¢ quickly and 

yery handy for their booklets and programs, thus saving considerable SET. Postpald............ . accurately. : 
expense for cuts. As a money maker its possibilities are almost unlimi Precision-built, optically perfect sighting instrument 
Big profits printing photos on cups, spoons, musical instruments, glass h Ph 6 for fishermen, sportsmen and outdoorsmen. F 

ware, articles of wood, paper, etc. There would seem to be no limit to weetheart oto . : ot the FILBdae landmasee ta tee, aineetiote arlom 
the places where it can be used. It also has been successfully worked out 2 g eridacubatate’ eaarken ua vets two directions, View- 

oe eaves Durecsey, where ean photoset Bek Aneiariee avers Key Chain same way <0 word es mater te Re ya ary 
anted on a few articles. The transfers, ey m: Te ? 

of the technical methods, would have involved so much cost as to make Carry your sweetheart’s pic« h j ste eee sae that accurate. Made of durable 

the idea impractical. But Photo Transfer _solyed the problem. 50c mort OUSs eee ees h | plas Hy a -in. Convenient pocket size, light 

No.4014. PHOTO TRANSFER. Price Postpald.............. ear) Shake ane OB eT eeeh LEOAROORE ie Wee 
. active. . Y . . . ice Postpa' 

Use Any Photograph - No Negative Necessary BPs succthoart 29¢ Wy : 
Chain. Pric@ssscerssee 

mA ue Wokican « . ] REFUND CHECKS OF MAIL ORDER HOUSES ACCEPT- 
36 * Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, M ED, including Sears, Wards, Aiden's and rothers. 

| Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. > 37 



2 Pka. 

It is easy—and interesting, too, as well as cheaper. 

COMPLETE 
HOME OUTFIT 

No. 6636 Outfit $2.00; Contains 
3 Tubes Dev. 

Fixing Powder ¢ 
Printin 

1 Pka. Mount. Corners 

No. 6637 Outfit $3.50; Contain 

It's Fon 
and It’s 
Cheaper 

) 

1 Electric Ruby Lamp 
1 Measuring Glass 
1 Printing Frame 
1 Book on Photography 

Powder 

a Paper 

S Tubes Dev. Powder, 1 Electric Ruby Lamp 
va lb. Fixing Powder 1 Measuring Glass 

Pkg. Printing Paper | 1 Printing Frame 
2 Developing Trays Package Post Cards 
1 Pka. Mount, Corners! 1 Photo Album 

2 Book on Photography for Beginners 

With this outfit you can do your own developing and printing and save money in the bargain. 
Everything you need for turning out a finished 

photograph, All materials of high standard, and liberal quantities of each, sufficient for turning. out a large 
number of pictures, are given. 
No. 6636. DEVELOPING AND PRINTING OUTFIT. As Above. Price Postpald......... 

$2.00 
No. 6637. DEVELOPING AND PRINTING OUTFIT. As Above. Price Postpald..........+-- $3.50 

Photo Print- Photo Art Corners 
ing Frame . in Mount photos either 

Print your own 
photos, at home, with jf 
this frame. Well 
made, accommodates 
most standard sized camera films. 
Locks tight, easy to open. 
No. 4909. Price Postpaid... $1.00 

Photo Developing and 
Printing Trays 

Low priced 
trays suitable for 
developing and 
printing of pic- 
tures. About 5x7- 
inches in size. 

several. 
No. 4916. 35c 

No. 6639. Price Postpai 15¢ 

Photographer, Press and Club Cards 
Camera clubs use the Photographer’s Card to get them “behind 

the scenes’’ so they can take candid pictures and get close ups, Press 
Card comes in handy if you want to take news pictures. 10c 
No. 2613. Photographer Card. Each, Postpald..... , 

PHOTO ALBUM 
A low price popular album suit- 

able for keeping in one volume 
most of your photographs. A _ con- 
stant record of your activities, 
memoirs, etc. Looking through an 
album is always great fun—fill 

etc. Keep photographs 
neat, tidy and readily 
accessible. Don’t allow 
them to get lost. Each 
package contains 100 
photo art corners. 
Enough for a large num- 

m@ ber of pictures. 10c 
No. 6624. Price 

Exposure Meter 
Correct : 

Exposure Fi 
Gives 4 

You 

Fine 

Pictures 
Use of exposure meter enables you 

to make allowance for INDOOR and 
OUTDOOR SHOTS regardiess of the 
time of day, whether cloudy, rainy 
or sunny, Also takes into considera- 
tion the SPEED or SENSITIVITY of 

No. 2511. Press Card. Each, Postpald........+++05 + .10¢ 
No. 2525. Club Membership Card. Price (12 for 45c) Each....7c | io Senet ee $1.65 

. Photo Developing Materials M@ To Get Good Pictures You Should 
No. 4913. Developing Powder. 
Price Per Tube Postpaid..........-csrerssrrsecsseseeeseerearens 
No. 4918. Pri 
Price Postpaid, 
No. 4889. Measuring Cu 

10c 
3/4-in. 

45c 
8B oz. Postp; 

» Per Package Postpa pio, SOS eu ieee powcer: Taking—Developing 
SUN PICTURES Printing—Enlarging 

Apart from the stimulating pas- 
No Camera— 

With Negative 
SUN PICTURES are easy to 

make, All you do is take film 
(negative), paper and holder and 
expose to sun, In a little while 
picture is printed on paper just 
like regular photo. Each set in- 
cludes negative of popular sub- 
ject: warship, airplane, movie 
star, animal, cowboy, etc., plus printing paper and 
holder, with instructions. Assortment incluges 10 films, 
10 paper. 15c 

plication. 

No. 4902. Assortment.... 
Photo Retouching 

Pencil 
Improve Your Pictures, 

Prints and Negatives 
Charcoal colored pencil that can 

be used to retouch your pictures 
to give them sharper detail, cover 
up blemishes of any -sort, etc. 
Gives pictures a professional qual- 
ity. Can also be used on negatives to block out areas 
you do not desire to print, ic 
No. 4655. Photo Retouching Pencil. Postpaid.... 
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—Printing 

size, 
TOO! 
110 volts. 
No. 

ts 

time in itself, this many-sided art of- 
fers undreamed of possibilities of ap- 

_ Whatever aims or objects 
you have in view, you will always be 
able to obtain full gratification. Do 
you want snapshots to remind you of 
your travels and excursions? If so, 
let the camera 
and your pictures should be a constant 
source of pleasant reminiscences to a much greater 
degree than bought pictures ever could be. Photo- 
graphy is not a very difficult art. It is a simple 
matter to produce good pictures, and if you will 
adhere to the methods recommended in this book, 
you will have no reason to fear that your photo- 
graphs will be spoiled by failures. Here is a brief 
summary of the book: How a photograph is made 
—How a camera works—Making an exposure— 
Work in fue are room—Developing the negative 

e 
Outdoor photography—lInstantaneous action picture 
—Home portraiture. Numerous illustrations. 15c 
No. 1651. Photography for Beginners. Price 

Red Bulb for Darkroom Use 
Fits standard light socket. 

but gives red glow for photo dark- 
ms. Also useful for warning light, etc. 

Know How a Camera Works! 

Photography to Beginners 

be your companion, 

positive—Photography indoors— 

Small in 

4907. Red Bulb. Each. SIC 

PHOTO ALBUM 
| Transparent Celluloid Windows, Slip 

Photos In and Out In A Jiffy! 

Close-Up Portrait 
Attachment Lens 

Lens in most 
low-priced cam- 
eras are designed 
to take pictures 
from a distance 
of 15. feet or 
more. The result 
is that it is im- 
possible to get a 
good close-up 
portrait t 7p e 
picture of @ 
baby, your girl- | ss 
friend, your fa- | om 

Take Close- 
Up Pictures 
2 to 4 Feet 

yorite pet, etc. aig e Away! 
ith the use o } 

tis por.rait lens, you can take pictures closer, 

and secure larger images. This lens when slipped 

over the lens opening on your camera, enables 

any fixed focus camera to take close-ups. Spring 

grippers hold the lens in place on most corn 

but on other cameras Scotch tape can be use 

to hold in place, Lens is i1-inch diameter,, metal 

frame with spring grips with ground glass cor- 

rected lens. With directions. 75¢ 

No. 4969. Close-Up Portrait Lens. Each 

If you are like I am, you don’t like the idea of 
‘Pasting pictures in an album, yet you want them 
“Heat, presentable and handy, This is the album for 

Ss, it has transparent celluloid 
window pockets, Just slip pictures In the pockets 
and they are ready to show. Pictures can be shown 
‘on both sides of each window. Pictures can be put 
in each window until entire area is filled. No past- 
ing, no muss- Celluloid window gives them lustrous 
look, Two sizes of albums. 
o. 7061, Snap Shot Size Window Album. 16 

windows. White plastic binder, 2% x4-in. 35c 
Price (3 for $1.00) Each.....-....... . 
No. 7062. Large Size Loose Leaf Window Album. 

black background paper, gold stamped cover 85c 
_ No. 7060. Additional Large Double Windows. 
(for 7062) Each.--.....-++0+-- 

Holds 12 Pictures or 

Passes 

Simulated leather, 
Opens flat. 3 side zipper 
ring binder with booster 
stlye rings. It has six 
double inserts for accom- 
modating 12 pictures and 
looseleaf ring binder ar- 
ranngement for adding or 
removing of inserts, Size 
8 %x4-inches. Many uses. 
No. 7068. SWEETHEART WALLET. 
Postpald Only. .... 22... eee e eer near 

$1.50 

Screen Stars and Radio 
Favorite Picture Stamps 
Over 40 different packets, each 

with 10 different color photo stamps 
of radio and screen stars. Get sev- 
eral to put in your album, decorate 
your stationery, books, etc. Order 
several packages and we will make 
certain they are all different. 
No. 4794. Screen & Radio Stars 
Picture Stamps. 15¢c 

Per Package, Postpald..... 
SDifferent Packages for 40c 

a “My to Wi 
_ Attractively made of plastic, hard-wearing mate- 
r to resemble leather. Built-in gusset change 
‘purse with built-in jiffy coin holder and dispenser 
‘to hold 1c, 5c, 10c or 25¢ coins. Any picture can 
‘be inserted in heart shaped frame on outside of 
wallet, Picture protected by celluloid. $1 50 
No. 7069, Sweetheart Wallet. Postpaid. - oa 

Build Your Own 
Photo Enlarger 

- With These Plans 
Plans for 5 Practical En- 

largers That Can Be 
Cheaply Made at Home 

Precision made photo en- 
largers are very expensive, yet 

are not at all difficult to 
id, These plans were originally 

6x9 -INCH 
SPORTS 
ACTION 
PICTURES 

D pushed in the Popular Mesbati- All Sports 
ices Magazine, so you know they are re- 
lable and practical. Include plans to a Lei ene 

“bulld universal enlarger that takes nega- Ot adintta wletireatl + ent sports pictures 
tlyes from 35 mm. to 4x5-in, negatives, of  boxin foot- 
vertical enlarger with ‘“‘vernler’’ focus. ball Paseball 
‘Ing; simple enlarger for one- wres‘tini track, 
size enlargements and two basketbott eto e 
“yiffy’’ enlargers that use’ 

@amera lenses and bellows 
and can be bullt In one eve- 

Ing’s work. Choose the en- 
like ae as ie 

[ ms, photos an 
‘with complete descriptive guide, Published 89 

Mechanics Press. . . a 
No "4435. Photo iccteree Plans. Postpald. 25C | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 

stars in action. 
Swell pin-ups, 
Get several, most 
will be different, 
No. 4549. Sports Action Pictures, 15¢c 
(3 Sets for 40c) Price Per Set Postpald. .. 
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Show Movies At Home! Cartoons, Sports, Comedies, News, 
Adventures, Cowboy, Religious. Educational Films, Etc., Etc. 

16 MM. 400 FT. PROJECTOR 
% Patented Flickerless Shutter %& Fast Motor Rewind 

%& 400 Foot Capacity, 20 Minute Show 
_%& Keystone %& 2-Inch Focusing Lens 
Here’s what you’ve always wanted—a genuine KEYSTONE MOVING 

PICTURE. You'll have plenty of fun at home showing real moving 
pletures with this projector. Invite your friends over for a show. 

The list of film subjects that are available is almost endless. Buy 
films, rent films or borrow films, you'll be surprised how much fun you 
can haye with a home movie projector. This projector takes up to 
400 foot reels of 16 mm, film, A 120 watt projector which gives 
excellent quality projection through its 
built-in condenser lens for extra bright- : 
ness and 2-in. focusing projection lens. 
Patented flickerless shutter gives steady 
projection of higher priced projectors. Has 
adjustment for raising and lowering pic- 
ac Ba ee threading. Fast motor- ee 
riven film rewind. Highly polished re- i 

fleetor for increased brightness of image. fun & Profit 
High Quality Angle projection permitted by swivel ar- 

rangement, Off-on_ switch. Convenient 
carrying handle. Brown crackle finish. Keystone 
Complete with 120 watt projection lamp, Models 
1°16-mm. 200-ft. reel and 6-ft. extension 
cord. Individually boxed. Operates on 
110. yolts, 60 cycle AC, 

Biase pod... 927-45 

8 MM. 400 FOOT 
PROJECTOR 

Full 30 Minute Show 
More and more people are turning to 

8 mm. because of lower film costs. Pro- 
jected picture is not quite so large, but 
fine for home use Bright illumination, 
concentrated filament 100 watt 
lamp. Sharp lens, condenser lens for 
extra brightness. Simplified: threading. 
Fast motor-driven film re-wind. 400- 
ft. capacity for 80-minute show. 
Swivel for raising or lowering image. 
Off-on switch. Carrying handle. Heavy steel construction. 
Complete with empty 200-ft. reel. 110 volt, AC-motor. 

No. 6044. KEYSTONE 8 MM. PROJECTOR. 21 
Price. Postpaid Only... _S 45. 

; Low-Priced Hand Wound, Electric 
; Lighted 16 mm. Projector 

, This hand operating, simple threading, 16 mm. pro- 
jector is a fine beginning for any boy who wants to show 
pictures at home. Has 100 foot film capacity. Uses stand- 
ard electric light bulb, Fine quality lens projects clear pic- 
ture. Automatic shutter assures you clear movies. Individu- 
ally boxed. 6.98 
No. 6042. Price Postpald........++seseeees 

Complete Home Theater Outfit Only $9.98 
Includes hand wound, electrically lighted 16 mm. pro- 

jector described above, 50-ft. movie film, shadow-box movie 
screen for day or night projection, 100-ft, take up movie 

preel, theater 
tickets, show 
announcement, 

box office, pipe- 
organ cutouts, 
cut-out charac- 

ters of Barney Google, 
Krazy Kat, ete, 
packed in patented 
“‘put-away’’ contain- 
er- Complete. Illustra- 

»tion at right shows 
this wonderful ontfit, 

No. 6043. HOME THEATER OUTFIT. 
Complete, Postpaid. $9.98. é 
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nd number. 

Kid Comedies 
The popular ‘‘Our Gang’’ com- 

edies. These kids seem to do 
almost everything wrong, but it 
comes out all right in the end. 
‘We cannot guarantee any specific 
titles, but if you order more than 

» We will be sure you 

16 MM. 
lo. F296. 25-Ft. Kid 

| omedy. 16 mm. Each. . 95C 

spon woe Kia 0. . 50-Ft. 
‘Comedy. 16 mm. Each $1.75 

Fees. ao0Fe kK (ee No. . -Ft. 
‘Comedy. 16 mm. Each $2.75 

3 All Different $8-00 

lo. F807. 
8 MM. 
25-Ft. Kid 

Comedy. 8 mm. Each $1.25 

reds! Sores ee 0. . 5O-Ft. 
‘Comedy. 8 mm. Each. $1.75 

3 All Different $4.75 

Cartoon 

A at variety of different 
Rfcon eharacters including Mutt 
t Jeff, Simon the Monk, Krazy 
Kat, etc. Plenty of laughs. 
Cannot guarantee any specific 
Htles, but if you order more than 

we send all different. 

16 hg 
F272. 25-Ft. Cartoon 
edy. 16 mm. Each.. 95¢ 
3 All Different for $2.60 

jo. fo 50-Ft. Cartoon Conr- 
id mm, : 

Postpald ......- $1.75 
8 All Different $4.50 
eis 100-Ft. Cartoon 
y. mm. 
Postpaid ...,..- $2.75 

8 All Differeit $8.00 
8&8 MM. 

F804. 25-Ft. Cartoon Com- 
8 mm. $1.00 
Postpaid ....... 

3 All Different $2.50 
F805. 50-Ft. Cartoon Com- 
8 mm. $1.75 
Postpaid .... 

F806, 100-Ft. 
8 All Different $4. 

Cartoon 

dy. 8 mm. Postpaid... 9SeS 
All Different $9,00 

Have Fun At Home Showing a 
Fascinating Film Subject ! 

We have a very large stock of film on hand at all times, including cartoon 

omedies, westerns, features, scenic and educational subjects, They are all made 
om new. original negatives and will produce sharp, 

is NOT used film, but brand new. This film is NON-INFLAMMABLE, and 
the approval of the Insurance Board of Underwriters. 

All films regardless of length are complete stories. 

clear, 

is ” of 

Walt Disney’s famous char- 
acter Mickey couse in his many 
adventures. Six-shooter Mickey, 
Dog-Catcher Mickey, High-Speed 
Mickey, etc. Many varieties. We 
cannot guarantee any specific 
titles, but if you order more than 
one, we send all different. 

16 MM. 
No. F50. 50-Ft, Mickey: 
Mouse. 16 mm. ew $1.75 

3 Different $4.75 
a hes 100-Ft. | Mickey 
louse, mm. 

Each Postpald....... $3.25 
3 Different $9.00 

ves re 200-Ft. | Mickey 
ouse, mm, 

Each Postpaid ....... $6.50 
&8MM. | 

No, F-809, 25-Ft. $1.00 
Mickey Mouse. 8 mm. 
Nose Sarennen $2.75 

0. F810. 50-Ft. 
Mickey Mouse, 8 mm. $1.75 

8 Different $4.75_ 

Donald Duck 
Walt Disney’s Donald Duck 

gets all excited. Plenty of comical 
action in these. 

16 MM. i 
No. F51. 50-Ft. Donal: 
Duck. 16 mm. eae $1.75 

ey teres ne 0. i “Ft, Don- 
ald Duck. 16 mm. Each 93025 

No, F201. 200-Ft, Done 0. i -Ft. Don. 
ald Duck. 16 mm. Each 9 9050 

re 8 MM. 
No, F814. 25-Ft. Don- 
ald Duck, 8 mm. rn 91.00 

3 Different $2.75 
No. F812. 50-Ft. Don- 
ald Duck. 8 mm. rach L075 

3 Different $4.75 _ 

Walt Disney Cartoons 
‘We cannot guarantee any spe- 

cific titles, but if you want more 
than one film, we will be sure you 
you receive all different titles, 

16 MM. 
No. F292. 25-Ft. Walt Disney 
Cartoons, 16 mm. 95¢ 
Each Postpald ....... 

3 All Different $2.60 
No. F298. 50-Ft. Walt Disney 
Cartoons. 16 mm. $1 75 
Each Postpald ....... . 

& All Different $4.60 

*rilliant pictures, 

Please order by name 

Soe eae 
“a Moving Picture Film ; 

A 
A 
a il 

, 
@- Lath Aol ot 

{ co Fi 

27,-Ft. 16 MM. Films ¢ 
Only 10c¢ Each 

3 Different for 25¢ e 
These are short film subjects, & 

You can get a great variety of ~ 
subjects for very little money, ¥ 
Over 50 different titles ranging 
from cartoon comedies of such 
subjects as Pop Hye, Betty Boop, 
Scrappy, etc, to Western thrillers, 
Each film is made in the form 
of a loop so that it feeds contin- 
uously through the machine with- 
out any reels, rewinding or 
trouble. 
ies asta ae MM, 

o. 4. Film Loops, 
Each...... 10¢ 

3 Ail Difterent tor 260 

Charlie Chaplin 
Comedies 

The most famous and hilarious 
comic of them all, Charlie Chap- 
lin, will keep you laughing as he 
gets in and out of troube. We 
cannot guarantee any specific 
titles, but if you order more than 
one Charlie Chaplin film, we will 
Pe sure you receive all different 

tles, 

16 MM. 
Charlle Chaplin Comedies 

No. F289. 25-Ft. Charile Chap- 
lin Comedy. 16 mm. 95c¢c 
Each Postpald ....., 

3 All Different for $2.60 
Me moread ra Charile Chap- 
n Comedy. mm. 

Each Postpaid ....... $1.75 
3 -All Different $4.50 

ee Sica Sein Charlie Chap- 
n Comedy. mm. 

Each Postpaid ....... $2.75 
3 All Different $8.00 

8 MM. 
ne: eae. re Charlle Chap- 
n Comedy. 8 mm. 

Each Postpald ....... $1.25 
3 All Different $3.00 

ae rans At Charlie Chap- 
n Comedy. 8 mm, 

Each Postpald ....... $1.75 
3 All Different $4.75 

No. F815. 100-Ft. Charlie Chap- 
lin Comedy. 8 mm. 
Each Postpaid ....... 

3 All Different $9.00 

Johnson Smith & Co. %& 41 
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Action Sports 
Learn Sports by Watching 

All America’s. 
Make Money with Your 

5 i 
Favorite Beautiful 

Own Home Theater 

snaps, bora, cuarze Se to ass te] | fhe Capos 
Girls 

r pictyres at home and in ‘ow’ll get plenty of fun seeing 

7 

Bie hla "acs cause beedeat | | #89 experts, th getion, Dut they 
Miss 

improve yourself. ¥on and action, y 
America 

ut plenty of good education. z f * 
B eauty 

Wrestling Thrills Sebo SL tit . 

No. F831. 50-Fi. - $9,795 fe Fil f MY Pageant 

8 mm. Price Postpaid..." ° Atomic Bomb Film f} Ne Bathing 

x 4 e nt OF aa vac Baseball Famous atomic bomb experi: i ‘ Beauty 

. io. F116. 100-Ft. men showing termfic ast 0 * ER : i 

b Mane venittented Bt eno ae 46 mm. Price Postpaid. $2.75 |Domb in black and white or color. Western Thrillers Z : Contest 

Been rc Wee mow theta, |; Wen ese: 60-Rt: Amazing, sensational dawn. of ‘Fast action and real thrills in Tom Mix Western You'll 

recent football games. Top thrills, ° tomic ¢ Colossal; thrillin hese 

feuchdown plays; Superb for study. | 8 mm. Price Postpald. . Sar OEY tr eep tort yest aud Bare tce: Mont of! Hien ate Cowb Pi thrill at 

li Unforgettable. Keep for years anc i ight stories out of the old wboy Pictures the parade 

16 MM. Bowling : gets mere joterenting every est. ‘Includes such famoug Most famous cowboy of all of bathing 

No. F102. 100-Ft. $3 60 No. F120. 100-Ft. $3.00 ime you show it. estern stars as Bill Cody, ‘Yom | ‘ime rides, Tom Mix with his fa- girl beau- 

Football Thrills. 146 mm. je 46 mm. Price Postpald 16 MM. » Bob Custer, Ken Maynard, | mous horse rides roughshod over ties, Every 

No. F360. 360-Ft. $9. 95 No. F838. 50-Ft. $2 00 |No. F107. 100-Ft. te, Stories about gamblers, cat- desperate gangs of killers, See one of 

Football Thrills. 16 mm.” 4° 8 mm. Price Postpald..*“"s |piack & White. 16 mm $4.00 le rustling, Indians and outlaws, | bims battle against the odds and whom { 

Winter Sports No. DF84. 100-Ft, Kodachrome @ canhot guarantee any specific | Win! Assorted titles, but if you seems more 

8 MM. oy eh por iling, |Full Color. . les, aince the titles are changed | Order more than one we will send | lovely than | 

No, F816. 50-Ft. Foot-Sy 5 Skiing, skating, ice sailing, 5 $14.75 quently, If you order more all different stories. Q the last . | 

ball Thrills. 8 mm. Ea. “7 CoC eee 16 mm, Price.....+ han one film, we will be sure you |wo, gee 16 MM. CG) amas | one! These 

5 * * -Ft. facei ‘ 0. -Ft, . are the | 

No. F817. 180-Ft, $5.50 46 mm. Price er oald eed & MM. eceive all different titles, Mix. 4 Panes i Sth $1.75 latest pictures of the famoug Miss 

Football Thrills. & mm. |No. F836. 50-Ft. i +16 mm. Each... ‘Ameri | 

No. F834. 50-Ft. 1.75 |Sicck & White, 16 $2.00 i 16 MM. No. F114, 100-Ft. Tom merica annual bathing contest, 

8 mm. Price Postpaid. . lack ee Ms lo. F269. 25-Ft. Western Mix. 16 mm. Each. $2.75 ‘The new ones are sent as. soon 
No. DF823., 50-Ft, Kodachrome 

as available. st 

pheiller. ; ern 95C 8 MM. 
8 All Different for $2.60 No, F829, 25-Ft. Tom $1 2 16 MM i 

No. F270. 5O-Ft. Western Thrill. | Mix. 8 mm. Each..." °° 5 No. F410. 100-Ft. f HY Bae. im. $1.75 | F890. 60-Ft. Tom $y ye | Beauty Pageant, 16 Mise Aleries i 
ach Postpald.......¥""* Mix, 8 mm. Each....¥"""4" | mm. Black & White $4.00 
_ 8 All Different $4-50 ; No. F111. 100-Ft. Beauty Bat- 
lo. F271. 100-Ft. Western tle. Florida vs. Callfornia bathing 
Phriller- 16 mm. beautles. 16 mm. 

Each Postpald ....... $2.75 Black & White. Price. $4.00 Hi 
No. DF85. 100-Ft. Miss America ! 

Swimming, Diving 
Champions 

No. F119. 100-Ft. 
416 Pd ees, Posipats 207 9 

: No. F835. -Ft. 
8 mm. Price Postpaid. $1.75 ‘ 

Championship Basketball |; 
No, F362. 360-Ft. $8.95 

16 _mm. Price Fostpale —__ 416 mm. Price Postpaid 8 All Different $8.00 8 MM. Beauty Pageant. 16 mm.) beautl- 

F801. 25-Ft, Western Thrill. Tuli Modachrome,/ Tal Sasa Ss 
8 mm. $1 00 color. Price........ 

h Postpald ....... © No panes Meee Beauty Bat- 
i mm. Koda- 

3 All Different $2.50 chrame full color..... $14.75 

8 MM. 

‘Auto Racing Thrills 
and Spills 

All types of autoeracing- Mid- 

ace. 6O-Ft, Western Thrill- 
mm, 

Each Postpaid $1.75 

a real scare. 

get auto races, dirt road nto | Oe ee"  ——E—
———E SS AM Different. $¢ ; ne viet 

| races, Indianapolis Speedway, etc. 
3 All iterent. eee 

See co mith ie America. Hi 

Spine-tingling drama will give you War Thrills en ! i un $ 25 Price Postpald ...... $2.00 i 

F ach Postpald .....-- 3. 
No. F826. 50-Ft. Beauty Battle. 

No, F112. 100-Ft. % ‘ 

a . a ami i 

16 mm. Price Fee paid 3000 Boxing Pictures eh ie 3 All Different $8.00 Candid Shots of Price wecnaia ae $2.00 i 

8 ETT as $2.00 Knockout Thrills artillery and hand-to-hand —com- Famous Movie Stars wD BERG. BU-Ft. Miss America, 

i Math Champions of the ring battle it |bat pictures. Highlights of the 
Holl. di I mm, full color. $7. 0 ; 

R liai Films out, Highlights of famous fights. |best war pictures, You will thrill ¢ ollywoo in Color Price Postpald ....... ; 

eligious 1 You'll enjoy watching these se-|to the wonderful action of our Lb Candid shots of Hollywood's | No. DF81. 50-Ft. Beauty Battle, 

lected fight pictures. Action. American soldiers in these films. a famous screen beauties. All star | 8 mm. full color. 

ne parade—about 19 of them. In- | Price Postpald....... 7-50 
) y eundee, i Bod Geet eagle ay 1 

vi . ope, ing Orosby, ickey ‘ 

Police, Detective & Rooney and many glamour girls, Tarz n f th A \ 

Gangbuster Mysteries 16 MM. an of the Apes 
No. F108. 100-Ft. $ 4.00 Famous superman who_ lived th 

a 

“The Holy Year’ No. F841. Fight Thillls.¢2 97 
No. F121. 100-Ft. 16 mm, 416 mm. 100-ft. Each. , ; 

Headline Edition.....-- $2.96 No, F820. 50-Ft. Fisht§2.00 

No. DF91. 360-Ft. 16 mm. Thrills. 8 mm. Each... 

Complete Edition....++-> -$8.95 No. F359. 360-Ft. Fisht$§.75 

No. DF92. Complete 16 mm, Thrills. 16 mm. Price. . 

61 Sa No. F361. 360-Ft, War 

Tiles a8 38 hi ee a 0. 4 be ar 

Thrills, 16 mm. Each. "$2.75 | Police mysteries that have ev- | 4g mm, Black & Wh { 

A i) th 
i Ite and talked with the animals. Fa- i 

COU ay, BOL +o+-817-95 | Joe Louis Fight Pictures| |y,. esis Boga ee un neerl, Underworld | No, DFS9. 100-Ft. 16 mm. Ko. | mous Holywood. Sone and comic 

No. F837. 50-Ft. 8 mm. Head- No. F268. 100-Ft. 0 \. « o $1.95 mee _ Hghts. Gang + | dachrome full color. personality comes to life! Order 

line Edition. ..-. ern 62.06 | Me resets Postpaid earse, | Tani, & mm. Rack, « Drime stories, Thrilling. Order | pricg Postpald $14.75 | more than one film and we will 

No. DF90. 200-Ft. 8 mm. Com- No. F821. 50-Ft. No. F819. 180-Ft. warg5.50 ye Rs one and we will send pald...see send all different, 

plete Edition........---$8:75 | gmm. Price Postpaid... * BS Laritts- 8 mm, Eaoh.. i , erent. 8 MM. No. F106. 100-Ft, 16 mm. 

Eerie toor, | 93.25 | seus en rane $2.00 | Eee prity S38 
7 A 4 a aoh, .. o| te, Price. . teen eee y 

Convert Your Silent Projector Pane A aaa Mo. F828. 50-Ft. $2.9 | No. DF70. Were re nim. Koda. | No Fa22, 60-Fi. 8 mm.8y 

Into Sound 
im. Price Postpald. . ¥“"* chrome full color. Price. ..$7.95 | Tarzan Film. Each,... $1.75 

Everyone who has a movie 

machine should have a screen 

for projecting the film. In 

this way you can get the 

maximum effect from your 

projector. Special surface 

gives 60% better illumina- 

tion than wall or _ sheet. 

Popular Mechanics Press 
has brought out these plans [3 

for instructions and diagrams |) 
showing how you can convert 
your silent projector to sound. 
Gives complete instructions & 
plans. Photos, diagrams. Also 
tells: How to Make Your own 

Brilliant sharp pictures, 

Movie Titler, Film Viewer, 
Quick erecting 

ete. Over 45. illustrations. easel for setting on table; eyelet for hanging on wall. 

No. 1463. Plans for Converting Silent No. 6927. Brilliant Movie Screen. $4 95 

Projector to Sound. Price Postpaid... 22x30-in. eee mie Posten 4altar o 

eee ting on table; eyelet for hanging wall, 

42 5 Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | to. 6926. Movie Screen. 18x24-in. pice 3°29 

CATALOG IN COLORS OF HUNDREDS OF 8 & 16 MM. 
SILENT AND SOUND FILMS 

1, 
z lack & White; Full Color — — Sports — Full Length Pictures — Newsreels — War 

} Pictures — Cartoons — Comedies — Musicals 

} Send 5c for this film catalog today. It contains hundreds of popular film tit! i 

‘a i woes) ae as whey pee 8 mm, aie 16 ish Covers all the Pesan eee 

der films out 0! nis catalog rec’ Tom Us, arge Oo c¢ is ma a i 

utiful, illustrated catalog with color reproductions. net Soom SURh OF Eee a Ae 

1036. FILM CATALOG, Price Be eh Curt Ghee Y ae | 43 



DAYLIGHT 
PHOTO 
RINTING 

ei Print Pictures in Daylight! No Darkroom Needed! 
NT PICTURES AT HOME IN A JIFFY. Save time and money. i 

one Pur ert ae! CARTOONS, GREETING GARDS, Ete spa Se Peas 
ce any regular negative, No darkroom or special equipment i e 

are included in the set, ; is SN tik ae, Bee 

Set of Four Trick Negatives Included ° 
In addition to using it for regular photographic and other prints, you can make trick 

Slide Projector 
Project 2x2-Inch Rich Full Color or Black-and~ 

White Slides On Any Wall or Screen 
Here is the popular priced 35: mm. slide 

projector you have wanted. Wonderful for those 
who take their own color pictures 
and then wish to project the fin- 
ished full color transparencies in 
brilliant color, enlarged as big as 

i 5 feet by 5 feet. In addition 
thousands of ready-made _ slides 
can be bought of travels, religious 
subjects, beautiful girls, educa 

photos of your friends. One of these is a picture of a girl carrying your hea’ y i oni tional subjects, comic subjects, 

friend) on a tray- Another shows dog with human Mekal can rive any Beat tn ‘the ee et ‘ sis me Imagine the alice oan 

peur with this set. Fool your friends with these trick funny pictures. Also other novel ; levator adjustment screw / 1d ei se eon aie ue (hem in y her 
ideas for making all types of photographic greeting cards. Set includes 4 trick negatives, Built-in on-and-off switch : could not get from viewing them in any © 

way. Takes full-color or black-and-white slides, 
3 Clear and sharp pictures right to the edges; 

purdily asin 100 watt projector—always cool pine tal to much higher priced proiectay fries 

ht weight—made of hi-impact bakeli set of condenser lenses same quality as those foun 

Be si ca eaan ie Tee ae in $380.00 projectors. Chrome-plated steel ee 
ide rh use—ca e set up in a ly insures more light, greater brilliance of picture, Has 

BER ORCS eIge) WO) Se alae ee Serna Underwriters approved on-off switch, Slides easy to 
mooth, easy focusing—sharp, bright image insert or remove. Spring grip holds them firmly in 

j \ place. Free-motion slide transport, Underwriters ap- 
oved cord’ and socket, Beautiful streamline plastic and metal construction that gives real beauty as well 
high-quality performance, All these NEW features in addition to those listed at left. Complete, ready 

or 110-120 volt AC or DC current 
lquipped with S-in. focal length f. 3.5 len printing paper, fixer and foto printing frame, all packed in box with inst: 

standard fixer and photo printing paper—extra supplies listed in this deralag ce Rar ibe 
bought anywhere. 
No. 4888. DE LUXE DAYLIGHT PHOTO PRINTING SET. Postpald $1.98 
Qeeecoccccce 

Screen Set Only 98c use. There is no finer projector at anywhere near the price, $12 95 

Pa etaiathal lov, obies: murorine: os! aa’ tite late 0. 6009. SPARTUS SLIDE PROJECTOR. Postpald...... 0.0.00 ccc ee ee tenet eee i ° 

throws @ bright pleture and provides fa GntartIniine Dhow ee lo. 6009A. CUSTOM BUILT CARRYING CASE FOR SLIDE PROJECTOR, Postpaid...... +. -$3.75 

easy to operate. Just open up plastic case, insert film and it’s dil P ; 
fetes ae on Ayiteh end pebatancly) illuminated picture is pro- VIEWER FOR SLIDES 

reen. By pressin; ict E Ss. £ meted Ae oe g finger picture changes. 89 frames I 

desired. Has double lens system which giv bright ima 
2 standard flashlight cells (not supplied), ‘Bulb is ance 

film clippings of this siz : ides of all sorts, Many people view slides and film strips In color of flowers, 

be projected, The Suniecton is Z Iglous subjects, personal pictures, etc. These viewers are fine for getting a 

long. s in : vor ‘ i ; 
Racist with beh Telenoe st pee a ee Gaus glass diffuses and lights up film. 

lo. . . $1.95 

so that each is a complete story in 

FILMSTRIPS, 8-16-35 MM. FILMS 
eluded. Additional films are available. Since it uses 

made of plastic and stands = iant picture of any slides (black and white or color), film strips, 8-16-35 

batteries), 2 rolls of film, 

itself, and can be repeated over and over again as long as 

cluded. Additional films are ‘This VIEWER is designed for looking at movie films, transparencies and 

about! 4-in. high by 414-in, m, films. Has focusing lens. Attractive walnut finish. Requires no electricity. 

screen and instructions, 
—Show Pictures At Home With Low 

No. 4245. Electric _ 98c Priced Set rice Postpald Oy 450 5) cihasess eiainte a Ne laheiataldcbhiay ea): peasterjaas Oh. ele Sade 

ee a rare —Operates On 2 Standard Flashlight Electrically Illuminated | ELECTRIC SLIDE. 
comedies, cartoons and westerns. Batteries i . 2 

Soe ie ae Film Viewer and 3 My, Se GO anictinan, (SC. ) i / —Comedies, Cartoons, Westerns, Etc, 
No. 2548. Batteries. Film Subjects 

VIEWER, 
coed 

Extra FILM SPOOLS ; are 

; Enlarger 

Bor keeping all your Film or 
extra films in a_nhea 

aia Rone POW Al By he ih 
extra spools. Then too, e Re d y Low Priced 

if you want to splice sey- ) an 
eral of the films together e Enlarges 
2 that zon can eee ° It So 
maxim amount al akes Up to 

Por duane eee bang Q © You Can a r (a mid 

im! sors) susald’ Wok “sie lange aCcEantanet hcl dae evn ce y 3, you show ge ne 4 ry 

your projector will hold. 16 m.m, Cc Clearly! | Films 

No. 6016. 200 Ft. Spool. Price,...., transparencies this easy, 

p nient way, yet lose none of the thrill, Electric- 

ly illuminated so that color transparencies are re- 

‘led in all of their beauty. Optically ground lens 

slivers brilliant, magnified view about twice normal 

No, 6017. 400 Ft. Spool. Price .......55¢ ook at your films and 

8 &16 MM Film Chest | | no. oss. 200m: price peripaia.s.., SOC 
PORTABLE FILM CHESTS. Exceptionally 

i i a 

his is a convenient electric film viewer for look- 
ing at films and color transparencies, but does not 

’ = ¥ " y iews and see them have any magnification. The electrically illuminated 

Well tess acy inets) film chests, Streamline Coat Film Cement Thus you can NOOK thout projecting them. No | ground glass brilliantly lights up picture, showing 
in rich brown crinkle finish. Piano-type hinge for For cementing and splicing 8 and 16 mm, film Even those who have | all the detail. Small enough to be carried in pocket 

smooth opening and closing. Sure-fit keyless toggle | Wo, 6019, Per Bottle Meee nif i . NEE eee re tat ent te th tical wa or easily stored away. Operates on 110 volts, AO or 

lock holds jid securely. Convenient carrying handle, Price Posipald Ovtle. 35¢ +) | EI beng ag pp ohmic or Seem uipped with; bulb, G-tt,. electric ok, re 

8 mm. Portable Film Chest (12... | —————————"—— wnt noe dlins i to 2%x2%-inches and right | gedly made of metal, attractively finished in grey, 

Holds 12 8mm. 200-ft. reels and cans or small- Metal Cans for Film Reels to 8 mm, films, Viewer comes complete with | wrinkle enamel. This is an instrument that every 

oe $3.25 Keeps films in good condition, Protects them O voff switch, G-ft. electric cord. Hinged | camera fan should have. Low priced, yet does a 

No. 6021. Price Postpald............. from dirt. er centers each ‘slide size, Attractively finished | good job. i $1.98 

16 mm. Portable Film Chest No. 6011. Can, Holds up to 400 ft. 16 mm. 40c ey, wrinkle enamel, All metal construction. No. 6025, Electric Slide Viewer. Postpaid 

Holds 12 16mm. 400-ft. reels dnd cans (or |° reel, Each...........+ yolt, AO or DO. 
CTRIC VIEWER. Postpaid 9 °9D | Johnson Smith & Co., No. 601A. Gan: ‘Holds up to’ 200'r. 8’ min. BOG resichemse oc iad 

smaller sizes) - BO26. ELE 

44% | No. 6022. Price postpata.... 94625 POOL: MOON Kes scWocdi ges dseesachaeey 

100-W att Spartus a 



Projects 
Subjects 
Large fis 
Life Size 

YOU can find over 100 PRACTICAL USES and have LOTS OF FUN with PICTOGRAPH | 
ei PPT Sa LLL Ta 

pan ETC.-IN ALL COLORS. 
ag 

5.., Miracle Projector 
ie Electric Enlarger and Copy Maker 

Amazingly Useful Invention ) HIGH FIDELITY, 
ject? Side nrainiectetcherehose= : TRUE VIEW, » PROJECTS 

See aca it Poca a FULL Pictare’ & Reading Mattet 
feet ai see CORRECTLY t mine 
magnified details , 
Project on paper and GZ 

Sr email Paster Teding’ ¥. 
for weak’ eyes. ¥ 
Magnifying Reader 
for Small Detail & Print 

f Learn to: Draw & Sketch Signs, 
Cartoons) Pictures Ea 

Posters, Lettering, 
Comics, Objects 

Project sketches, pictures, objects, 
per. Sketch over 

COLOR 
—=—= 

With this new Pictograph you can 
jshow. an unlimited supply of pictures 
free of cost. Postcards, photograph 
féngravings from illustrated papers an 
in fact, any opaque object, such as 
moving works of a watch, Hving in- 
wsects, and so on, can be projected upon 
the screen in much the same manner 
ms the transparent slides in a, magic 

Rovere QUA Wor CRMEBO Ae” £00 Rave a Y ou S s 
nm bring out the pictures you took & BSS— “Z7, 
st summer of the camp, of that canoe trip, and the photos taken at school, and 
hrow them on the sheet and look at them just as long as you want. You can 

pshow all of the post cards collected on your automobile trip last summer. And 
ou can take mother and father by surprise, too. You can dig up the old family 
hotos, call the family in and take them all back a few years by showing them 

the pictures of their youth. You can have regular evenings at home,.in which the 
hole family can be together and share the real pleasure of a Pictograph with 

wou. The beauty of it is that it costs practically nothing to see new 
ictures. It is unlike the old magic lantern or even the more modern moving 
Picture machine where you are forced to continually buy new slides or film in 
order to see anything different. Not so with the Pictograph; you can show the 
photos taken by yourself or friends, colored postal cards, illustrations from 
books, etc., each being beautifully and exactly duplicated on the sheet before you. 

PROJECT INSECTS, WORKS OF WATCH, ETC. 
| JUST THE THING FOR CLASSROOMS, 

LECTURES, HOMES, OFFICES, ETC. 
Wil project the works of a watch so that you can see 

Picture or 
Object 

Project and 
focus it large or 
small Make en- 
largementa o f 
plans or draw. 

You'll be 
rised how 
NY practical 
entertaining 

as small objects ‘ 
lighted up by electric light inside projector. 
Different Show Every Night; No Films 2 
to Buy; No More Expense; Sports, Girl Beauties, Comics, Ete. sronrs.s mov fe 
Or COMIC PICTURES from papers & magazines, Enlarge action pictures. Project snapshots 
girl, family thip, Project and read comic strips to kids Large pictures projected In full 
Educational, Scientific; Real Life Action! [i"%,,27%%, jiles, Duce and small animals can 
life action, fighting, eating, playing. Great for amateur scientist experimenter and camera Like having «fie iets he Brojectin 

1g mlcroecone. Sihisycnnn mana NTC Make Signs, Sketches, Posters, Cartoons, Lettering, Etc. Quick! Easy! In Black ‘ fa tend for Spee) juap one ees hangers variety 
& White or Full Color; From Clippings or Copy; Large or Small Make, *keten or nstructive uses makes It an Ideal a or classroom 

MALS ude aun eta be Posters and signs for hubs: setae ¢ eee to maker tones aay, Project plewre or tecrs Meaching, salesmen’s meetings, publio lectures, club meet- Copies Without Negatives! Une. Proiect photos and mats Ropers Wicitke cartsane or skseoerse Amazing & practical Bem geca POMS and similar functions. 
artist, even though you never did it bi Lettering and signs easy to do. : ‘he price is 80 low that it makes an excellent invest- 

Use Any Photo or Magnifies Stamps, Specimens, Objects for Close Examination; Reader for 
* Collectors can enlarge objects, Examine in greatly magnified detail, MAGNIFIES 

Picture Weak Eyes jnourso AREAS. ‘hake photo eniargements’ disece Team objects} Enlarges small 
Direct positive photo enlarge- 

type, maps, ete., projecting it for easy reading. 

ments and prints, without neeae Photo Enlarger; Makes Photo Prints, Photo Copies, Etc.—No Negatives tiver_vaing Eastman direct posi- an direct positive paper. Correct true-image photos, large or email, from any phote: en tive paper, Use any i Is ch eaply. quickly, iv biack & white or color Made by projects i picture, colored trana- y projecting p on m av 
of blueprints, diagrams, papers; large or sma 

iment 

nt solely for home use and when used for its many ¥ 
her uses, fos receive a really wonderful value for the 

wmoney you have invested in this machine. 
» Because of its superior lenses, illuminants and reflectors 

ais _model yields a brighter, sharper and larger picture. 
e lenses are so powerful that by using two 135 watt parency. y 3-Dimension Stereoscopic Pictures Y,,!ecial, process you ‘can ‘project. 3-dimensional "pic: 110 volts, a picture size 5 inches square will give B\ No! compiicated expect to reach out and touch them! Project DEMGRIRNT Riel pleat eee fecke,Fealuata, w@ real You clear image size 4 feet square. Thus you can actually Sa cement Saree tea pe No Skill—No Experience—Fun All Year Round Faw prised instrument that quickly pare many pictures LIFE SIZE. By bringing machine nearer 

"farther rom screen, picture becomes smaller or larger. 
PROJECTS COLORED PICTURES. Will project pictures 
any Eater of colors and projection will be exactly like 
p only larger. 

Seen Hebd sda Vora eae Pretec rhea hla lplecd el ae) not confuse tie ae ne 
eled in jant colors, Easy carrying: 714-in. . 20-in. long. 1 ss ors which “‘reverse’”’ pictures. Picture is projec correctly, Graphs, notices, reading matter, 5 Project Sie, ly tisha yet tan PRoltcr phot VaRious eietantnn ta take Seems oattoe MME, Meche “Shows ina mintite what. it, Deke take honey io Trees, Hotices, reading matter, eto. (axe 3-Di . struction booklet, views, price list for additional supplies, ete, = 7 es fonderful aid in VISUAL EDUCATION. -Vimension ‘ | Has front surface mirrors for accurate optical reflection. Complete with 2 tubular 136 watt projection ( Pictures No 6010. Electric Projector and WPulbs. Picture holder with’ adjustable guides for pictures up to 4%4x65/2-In. Has ventilation provis! nyPution your own show > 5 Sage Mt project pictures 4 feet or more on screen. 3'/2-In. double element projection lens. Projects plotur: icture i Enlarger. Price Postpaid s i reading matter correctly. Has carrying handle. Crystal bronze finish. Size 11%x10 44x11 Y-In high, 7 SAA aA UT 6129. KEYSTONE PICTOGRAPH. $29. 95 : pout your trips pe Postpaid, (Wt. 42 Ibs.)....... h Hone entirely readable &corsectss Beet 5 5 iy pe. by 7 “ eS - 

elal device enables you to project real? AA; — S ? nD 3-dimenston or tereon-opic pictures, Startling, life-like. ms fe $ 
CLC RIS ee CTL ati pee 

LMT 
Many ways to make mi 

photo copies, give shows, make skel 
ane sere signe, 'e ly to 

Each; 

original), @perate. Just plug into any 210-volt AC-DC standard hom: oi 
e socket, Yeara of entertainment _ useful {for mak- tical usek for every member of the family. Lasts indetinitely 0 only cost i oth: to wear out, so only coat ie Also a vem! ie iy 

ing sontes hate ence ee nce ane. on cae: low price of MIRACLE PROJECTO! Schools, shops, offices, artista, ete all find many uses for it For trovitapcer ee me Of $ ’ “’ Project on Table, Wall or Ceiling—No Screen Necessary pe ey Bactric o, tieally G or mdf paper will do. Wonderful for classroom, clubs and salesmen, 4 ject lectric, Optically Ground Double Lens, Enameled Steel Construction ©2™>!*\4 aces ue Tu ur Mae te oF, for lamp bulb: use bea household 60 to 100 watt lamp bulb. Steel construction, handsomely sna 

"$3.95 
Vacation Snap Shots’ Oat ; 2 for $7.50 She meg Mefian nan Shoty pais ecmaner Ci Family Grou, lentines 

Book Picture We Babies~ fartoons =| e AT 
————— 

SURPRISE PACKAGE 10c. Take a chance—Columbu 
did. Surprise Novelty. No, 2995. Surprise Package 109 46 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroi 



EWELER’S TYPE EYE MAGNIFIER " 
(JEWELER'S STYLE} COIN 

COLLECTORS coutecrors Useful for Stamp and 

Coin Collectors, Model 

Builders, Jewelers and 

Watch Repairmen, 

| Servicemen and 
Scientists 

a . 
AVES BOTH Enlarges 2 Ways — Through Either End oo capt Only 2 5c 

HANDS FREE! 

handy JEWELER’S TYPE EYE LOUPE MAGNIFIER that almost everyone from the office worker 

‘the experimenter will find useful. At this record low price you should have it! So great, is the variety 

uses that you can find for it that you will wonder how you ever got along without it, Everyone knows 

powerful and how handy the EYE MAGNIFIERS are. Jewelers use them to make delicate repairs 

Swatches and to study’ gems for flaws. Tt leaves both hands free for you to work on object. Excellent for 

mp and coin collectors. Fits snugly into eye socket—sure grip. Well made of durable plastic. 25¢ 

9225. EYE MAGNIFIER. Price Each Postpaid.....----- ces ocer sence Spiga clavbin piers 

{ 

Religious Pictures 
All In 

Beautiful 
Colors 

S 4 Set of 9 Miniature. Religious Reed 
tures, each picture 5x7 _ inches, 8 

100 MOVIE STAR PICTURES titles of the pictures are as follows: 

5 The Angelus, The Resurrection, Sacred 

Large 5x7-Inches in Colors rep of enue eee SACEDAOM, poe 

i 2 t 1 da female movie ssumption, rist In the Manger, The 

LI seal adhe ian maicarind picture. You'll | Sistine Madonna, Sacred Heart of 

find most of your favorites here from Betty Grable | Mary, The Crucifixion. The_ pictures 

to Bing Crosby! 5x7-in. Beautiful gift box.§1.60 are beautifully lithographed in six 

No. 4504. Movie Star Pictures. Set..-.. colors and look well whether framed POCKET MAGHIFYIN Handy for 
eet eee re ee or unframed Collectors, 

90 COWBOY & COWGIRLS Be os ree ae os, A Elotates: A 25¢ Read! Fine Type Not only peonle with weak eyet, but Students Z 

he favorite cowboy stars, singers and their o, 4514. Complete’ Seto: ead Fine ty! almost everyone will ind many uses for a 

sees: MAction pictures in colors! Gloss ps: miata Different for Only...... te eccecs .50c ois roe ee aan meorae Home, 

Graduate «it bor ces ponpaa4-60 5Q Movie Stars aaa SD lcae tnd ecrence books "extn: Office, Ete 
a atTGOT, Western Movie Stars. Postpaid ° 0 is A d in ing skin and facial blemishes, inspecting 

mechanism and _ small moving parts, 
magnifying materials and specimens of 

25 ARMY AND NAVY PICTURES 
all sorts, etc., etc., to name a few of the uses, Can also be used 

& Pin Ups 35¢ 
No.4518. Set of 25 5x8-in. Pictures. 25c 

: as a burning glass. 1%-in, diameter. Plastic. 15c 

sewer eset 
i E MAGNIFYING GLASS. Price Postpald.............0 

Postpald Only 002-2 - 2 Great set of Movie 2390. UNIQUE, Moents, $1.36 per Dozen, or $10.00 per 100 Postpald 
Star Pictures at @& 

SHAPELY GIRL Peek: special low price—, r. sy Reading agnifier 16 mm. Moving 

Luminous . ats neat i . Picture Film 

oe ms - Viewer & 
PIN UP GIRLS - f Seance : ere 

Lae Mpeg Mould are at | = : B : 

SGLOW ; 1 ae : : : s a 5 movie film with 

= ; ae wFearas this personal viewing de- 
\ ; ; . : . r vice. Run through long or 

a | Ce Ais a ae fk : } ; — i : short films; see ms same 
InT E is : . 7 f xt : > actions as if projected. NO 

Beautiful faces—and a : % * : = 1 SO fare on WS ies, NO BULB ig la 

iiirea | even |more 60. Sey amy |S weg ae only 35e for 50 dif- Right height for easy reading, keeping type al- ing, | hand crank, ete nee 

Shapely white moulded a : : f ferent pictures. Ideal to correct focus, It is impossible to hold a read- | construction, enamel finish, Each | 

for pin-ups, etc. All 
studio poses of fam- 
ous stars. Size of each 

his about 2%x2%-in. 
BNo. 4784. Movie Star 
Set. Price 
Postpaid...... 35¢ 

Pretty Girl 
Pictures 

Collection of 5 Pin-Up Pictures 

c steady in hand and the constant jumping | with 1 fil fF i ach ; 

md of the letters is a strain on the eyes. No none eon tae ee ie 

hger of that with this magnifier. Magnifies several ihm: vy j 

at a time. Self-focusing, parallel type mag- | wo gaa eet d $1.95 
.4-in, long, 2-in. wide. 1.00 | No. 6004. Films s . . Assorted - 
9235. Price Postpald.......+++++ $ jects. Each 10c—3 Different 260 

/ agnifying Universal Magnifier 

plastic figures actually r 
shine in dark, Day or night, 4 
lovely sight! Mounted on plaques— 
three dimensional knockouts. 35c 
No. 4520. Price Each..... 
Set of 3, Different & Daring $1.00 

PROJECT IN DARK3 

ind READING 
_ GLASSES 

ee bus j With Stand 
: Leaves Both 

on’t Strain Your Eyes i arene te ae tank 
actical, powerful magnifying and reading glass. height and it is al- 

adying books, maps, stamps, fabrics, skin, | ways ready to use. i 
etc. Helps to relieve the eyes from un- Gives a steady view of object which is not possible 

of these AMERICAN BEAUTIBS, 
They are full color pictures of 
stunning and attractive girls that 
will make any room a _ whole lot 

+ y strain. Use as a burning glass and for vith ifi held int’ L yt 

more pleasant. Everyone likes to see res, Examine skin for blackheads, wrinkles with magnifier held in hand. Easily adjusted for 

the bright face of a swell looking i biemishes. Excellent for collectors in ex- various heights. Especially adapted for reading, in- 
l : i specting and assembling small parts, i 

specimens. Should be ee home, Popu: for those who wish to, work under magni ok 
die style with large magnifying arc. leaves both hands free. 12 diopter (8 power). 2%4- 
D180. Magnifying Glass. 1.65 in. high, 4-in, long, about 1%-in. lens, $1.00 
diameter. Postpaid..... No. 9182. Universal Magnifier, Postpaid. . < 

81. Magnifying Glass. eee ee a 
é ly aieetes: Postpaid $3.50 Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 7 49 

Be girl and these are among the best, 

Bach picture is in full color. There are 5 pictures in the collection and each 

picture is 5x7-inches in, size. Suitable for framing. 25¢ 

No. 4502, PRETTY GIRL PIN-UP PICTURES. Set Postpaid.........-.++++- 
: A . WRITE NAME AND ADDRESS LEGIBLY. About 10% 

48 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich.) | WE titinti es ceun. ee sure yours: ts written, plainige 
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COLOR m Spot 
Corrected 5-Power | Planes 
For Telescop Get A 
SHARP $425 ' " CRISP 1 ime Pane 
IMAGES , U.S.A. Lockie View Socom 
Without 
Blurr or 5-Power TELESCOPE 

Powerful and Convenient Pocket Model 
With Carrying Case 

All Amerlean Made Precision Telescope. Ydeal for 
outdoor sports, scouting, hunting, camping, touring. 
observation, etc. Superb craftsmanship and optically 
round, color corrected lenses are actually more effec- 
‘ive than some telescopes of considerably higher power, 
Keen, sharp image enables you to see detail of sub- 
ject you are studying with amazing clearness. No 
blu or fuzzy edges. Black plastic construction, 
complete with handy black leatherette carrying case, 
Adjusts smoothly and evenly. Length closed 4-in. 
Open, 8-in. Diameter 134-in. Weight, 2 °7.$1.25 
No. 672A6. Senior S-Power Telescope,....+ 

them! 
limes larger! 
hagnification, 7-Power Telescop 

A Lot of Power for . 
a Little Money 

As you know, the more power- 

haked eye. 

Spotter’s Telascone 69c 
Full 5-Power — Spot the Planes ful the telescope, the closer it - 

brings things up to you. This Gives You A Close up View of 
will bring objects SEVEN Planes, Boats, Birds, People, Efe; 6 Days Old 
TIMES NEARER—a car 
70 feet away will seem The ALL-AMERICAN SPOTTER TELESCOPE, 

The ideal telescope for sports events, nature study, 
tely 20) feet aways 8 Magnifies travelers, scouts and cam e . pers. Has ground and 
Me eee Ai aanes eee 50 Areas polished lens. Strongly constructed throughout. 
eS ‘Actually, it in- | Simulated leather covering. Black efiameled eye- 
Wee creases the grea by | Piece and lens mount, Easy to focus. Clear sharp 

views at any distance. All American product. Guar: 
anteed 5-power. Practice ‘plane spotting’’—know 
all the different types of planes that fly overhead 
almost constantly. You'll be surprised at the re 
markable results you can get from this low-priced 
telescope. Be the leader in your group by being 
the first to know of its advantages and possibilities, 
Get a close-up view of what’s going on, . Did you 
ever get caught in a crowd and want to get a bet 
ter view? At a parade or big game? See the action, 
the detail. Swell at stage plays and musicals, 69¢ 
No, 6720, Spotter’s Telescope. Postpald,. 

50 times. You will 
get a thrill when you 

see the objects jump right 
up to you when you look 

through. Swell for sports, out- 
doors, spotting, ete. Aluminum 

construction with baked-on black 
wrinkle finish. High quality ground 

and pitch polished lenses, 15 %-in. 
open; 7%-1n, closed. $1.98 

No. 6722. Telescope. Postpaid. 

“EXAMINE THE MOON AND PLANETS 
ies See Rings 

of Saturn 

Plus 4 Star 
Maps and 
Star Guide 

wiles 
oars aise 

Build This 
100 Power 

Zi Reflecting 
TELESCOPE 

Can you even imagine how 
| large 100 diameters is? It 

means that if an airplane is 
1000 feet in the air, through 
this telescope it would appear 
to be only 10 feet away. 

Imagine how BIG everything looks. Get 
the thrill of bringing the moon, planets, 
stars, star clusters and other objects re- 
close by just building this reflecting tele- 

amount of 

Beginner's 
Gulde to 
Astronomy 

markably 
be t is required is an average 

eaters 4 few tools which are usually to be 

found in average basement or garage plus a few cheap 

parts that can be bought for a few dollars. Makes a 
real astronomical telescope, not a toy. 

Plans designed by Detroit News Public Service 

Bureau as a project for high school students. Com- 

letely illustrated and diagrammed, making construc- 
ion extremely easy. Full description of how to build 

also tells you short cuts to getting materials and 
substitutes. Made for the fellow who is going to 
build this in hia cellar and has nothing but only the 
most common materials to work with. oc 
No. 1887. 100 Power Reflecting Telescope Plans 

AKE YOUR OWN 
ITH THIS COMPLETE LENS KIT--ONLY $2.50 

Imagine seeing the planets around the sky 100 times the diameter you now see 
Imagine the moon 100 times wider and bigger—the area thousands off 

This 100 Power Telescope has remarkable powers of definition and 
For extra power means not only the ability to see articles larger 

d clearer, but it means separating bodies and planets that seem as one to the 
You see the rings of Saturn, the moons of Jupiter, the many double 

ars that go through space in pairs, etc., etc. 
nd examine its wonders. The craters, the mountains, the formations on the moon 
ring new meaning, new thrills and new explorations. 

100 Power TELESCOPE 

Turn your telescope to the moon 

As the moon goes through 
its many phases you can examine the shadows and 
contours on its face, Study all this and more! 

Be ready when you read again of an eclipse of 
the moon or sun. When Mars or some other planet 
comes millions of miles closer to the earth than is 
customary, look through your telescope and study 
the wonders of the heavens which often stagger 
the imagination. When there’s a “ring around the 
moon” study the phenomena. And if there isn’t 
anything special “on” in the skies you should get 
plenty of thrills just exploring the ordinary secrets! 

There’s nothing unusually intricate about build- 
ing this telescope. Any bright boy—with perhaps 

Once it’s completed, we'll wager that both the 
builder—and his dad—will be more than proud of 
their achievement. Kits include’ lenses only. 

make from directions.) 

Kit contains 3-in. diameter 75-in. 
focal length ground and polished $ 50 

nt —swes 

Eyepieces, 50 power and 100 power 
This amazing easy-to-make set consists of the 

complete lens kit. Make the finished telescope in 

parts completely finished for 6 foot long refracting 
telescope. Directions for completing and using 
telescope are included, ? 50 

100 POWER TELESCOPE. waxing | = 

So popular has the 100 power Lens Kit been that 
the manufacturers have introduced this 250 power 
lens kit. Kit includes complete finished 3-in. diam- 

jective lens, plus all eyepiece lenses needed to give 
magnifications of 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250. Com- 
plete lens set with full directions for mounting. 

included, but easy to make from directions.) 

No. 6004A. 250 POWER LENS KIT. 3 50 
Price Postpaid... ..ccescscssccccsesesese 2 

a little help from dad—should be able to make it. 

(Mounting and tripod not included, but easy to 

objective lens and 2 Astronomical 

one or two evenings of easy work. All optical 

No, 67286. LENS KIT for Making 

NEW! 250 POWER COMPLETE LENS KIT 

eter 75-in, focal length ground and polished ob- 

Kits include lenses only. (Mounting and tripod not 

| Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %& 51 



sae ‘Binocular-Type Glasses $975 

7 Complete With Shoulder Strap 
CENTER - PIECE FOCUSING 

Adjustable Eye Piece 

NICKELED TUBES BLACK FINISH 
built to resemble a pair of binoculars, Excellently 

uate’ shrouabout and of good quality workmanship. Has 

adjustable eye piece, so that you can look through them com. 

fortably. One-finger focusing enables you to dea the glass on 

the object and get it immediately focused with a minimum of 

trouble, Black, finished with imitation leather covering and 

nickel tubes. Comfortable and. attractive composition eye 

pieces for | sharp focusing, Each pair comes complete 

with strap. Supplied with or without carrying case. $3.75 

No. 9222. Binocular-Type Glasses. Without Case... . 

No. 9397. Binocular-Type Glasses. With $4.25 

Carrying Case. Postpald.....-+++7+++> 

New | 
Powerful ' 

Field 
Glasses 

‘cheaper Field 
these, we 

| 
q 

‘on trips, 

tions, 
No. 

| APair of Field Glasses Only 98c, 
A pair of Opera or Field Glasses for the 

small sum of 98 cents! 

have never 
and compact. When closed, it measures not 

Pqguite 4 inches by 2 inches. A swell pocket 
‘field glass for boys. You'll find them handy 

> at the games, 
have a lot of fun with them. Can be con-™N 
Veniently carried with you and while it does 
‘not compare in quality or power with expensive 
Sbinoculars, nevertheless you will find it useful and 
handy. Has center focusing adjustment. Focusing can 
be adjusted with one finger. Accurately made lenses, 
metal construction 
‘No. 9394. FIELD GLASSES. Price Postpaid.... 

| give x 
with 

fare marked. 
|} Made for 8 amateur star gazer. 

1393, 

Fun for Boys, 
Scouts, Etc., 
on Trips, Etc. 

If there are any cae 
Glasses on the market than ge 5 

seen them. Smallfess 

ete. Scouts can 

and enameled finish, 
..., JBC 

Astronomy Made Easy—Revolving Star Map 

98c 

For scouts, explorers and mariners at sea the stars have always provided an infallible guide, 
Abounds with much hand; 

‘ou. complete picture of sky for an: 
heir name: 

information. Revolving wheel shows through die-cut cover te 
day of year. Directions are marked, 

Constellations are traced out in dotted lines. 
es of planets and their periods are given. 

Sta are gi 

Astronomical terms me? Atarproes are rpr 
Attractively printed in light and dark blue. Complete with diree: 

Price Postpaid $1.00 

and magnitude. 
Nai 

Yq inches. 8 s 
oe REVOLVING WHEEL STAR GUIDE. 

24 Specimen 
Microscope Slide Set 

Study Them Under Micro- 
scope or 

& Magnifying 
a or Glass! 

Hm mie <e i rrr Uy Sport, Wonderful op- 
< ‘tunity fo: 

Vest Pocket Field Glass | Field or tistud y mature 
i ket glass for outdoor an . under microscope 

a ana eid fcousing we permite Marine a nee oe Magnifying Glass 

Galck gd noes, fo adth 4m, ein, thick Use. SCOPE SLIDES. In Leather Case A ’ 4 f e have recei 
Fine covered Begs le included (1) 00 80 many peduen Popular pocket magnifier in 
glasses shipped postp: ° * i 

t Fleld Glass...- 
for prepared slides good-looking leather case. 

No, 9224, Vest Pooke With that we decided your Be pocket, yet ih as a 

ny 
to offer this set large -inc ens wi strong 

Ee) Dreadnaught Pareying 1 : of 24° different | magnification. Excellent for read- 
ik Case Specimens, four on each slide, for only $1.00! Can be used with | Ing, collectors, mechanics, office 

Field Glass 
Made of metal in 

ele $5.50 
“Popular Sport Binoculars 

Get a Close Up View 4 

Look Into it 

* 

Convenient Pocket Size. on 

of Far Away Scenes. Take Them With You on 
Living 

Trips, Sports Events, Sight Seeing, Etc. 
tutte, 

Light and Easy to Carry--Takes Up 
Cells, 

Little Room 
Insect Life, 

ie 
Etc. 

se SPORT BINOCULARS and FIELD GLASS 

en wotlk ring side seat at sport events and a oe 
a 

view of objects in the distance, Second, they are made 

EASY-TO-CARRY. Most, binoculars and field glasses are 
ee 

inconvenient and bulky. All of the excess weight has Mier 
. ea 

trimmed away and they have been constructed ate o 
peci 

licht weight plastic. The size was reduced to the abso- 
and Objects 

lute minimum so you could carry them lena Phe 
Borie 

i i i vi 8 ef WU 
soil 

Only 4 %4-in. in length. TC re en precision made of good quality lenses. 3 power aagnitlcs ee 

SMART, Handsome bla Individual lens adjustment for perfect balance between each eye- Shoulder striy ¥ Magni ie 

brilliant nance ea 

ce apa, SPORT BINOCULARS. Without Case. Price Postpaid 
cation, — $1.98 
52 

‘ 

microscope or powerful magnifier, Subjects are changed from time 
to, time, 80 we cannot specify exact specimens, but each set con- 
tains 24 different, These slides can also be used to mount your own 
insect, chemical, food, flower, liquid, blood, ete., specimens, Packed 

No. 9113. PREPARED SLIDE SET. Postpald 

ade 

comblzation Sask | ,, Superhy cumuuratet terest oneal sige 
noe tk Ch eval Wetnen. and observation posts where dependable, in display box, 6x7x1-inch, 

finish, W, Pp di 

silage” eye pieces and] hard wearing, meohanically Pr ae rete Be. 

jecti j By me! is set. ’ 

eee, ya  eneeed Sec raule auses, 3 4x40 mm, Efficient, accurate aS cacctacacc 

pee haa Length| adjustment mechanism. _ Rigid die cast Fame ; 2 

So ; . Built to give complete satisfaction under the hard: Sec a 

closed # % -inches. est service, Ideal for outdoor use when more pow 

a No. 9248A.| i. needed. Leatherette aovering on parrelea mes Wonderful 

Glasses with | Harts finished black japan and chrome. Handy N Livi 

ee neck strap included. 4%-in. when closed, 6-in, lew Living 
ase. “ 3 

z= Postpald ioe gal. FIELD GLASSES. $9.00 | World Every 

Leatherette Carrying Cases POSEPAI ss rsessorreneee Time You 

work, students, etc, 
Na 2304. Price Postpala, 490 

Be Sure to Add Taxes 

$1.00 Where Required 

ee" 45 @ POWER GILBERT 
MICROSCOPE SET 

Includes Electric Substage 
and Topstage Light With 
Dri-Electric Power Pack 
Huge de luxe outfit in big wood- 

nm cabinet. Has new battery powered 
ubstage light and topstage light 
nd sensational dri-electric power 
pack. Professional type revoly- 
ing turret microscope has 8 dif- 
ferent objective lenses giving 
from 120 to 450 power mag- 
nification. (450 power -means 
20,000 areas magnification!) 
Polaroid analyzer and polarizer 
enables you to see specimens in 
gorgeous color in greater detail 
than with conventional micro- 
scopes of same power. Set in- 
cludes hand microtome, alcohol 
lamp, chemicals and other equip- 
ment for many experiments and practical examinations of materials of all kinds, 
Wooden case 26x14 %x4-inches. Weighs 9 pounds, 

$16.75 * 53 
No. 6218, GILBERT No. 15 SET. 
(Price $15.95 plus 80c postage) SEND, .....ss:0ceeeees 



You Will Find This 50-Power 

Microscope a Useful Instrument 
50 Power—2 Quality Lenses—Easy Focusing Eyepiece—2 Specimen 

Slides—Adjustable Mirror—Satin Finished Aluminum 

Only $1.50 Complete 
This is a very superior Instrument, that will magnify about 

50 diameters. It is most substantially made, has a large sizo 

base and angle stand, with adjustable mirror beneath the 

stage for illuminating and rendering the objects to be seen 

more clearly and under the best possible light. The Micro« 

scope has powerful compound lenses, with focusing adjust- 

ment. Two glass slides upon which specimens may be placed, 

Magnifies Bacteria, Cloth, Worms, Food, Specimens, Eac. 

Fascinating and Useful for Collectors, Farmers, 

Amateur Scientists, Home, Office, Shop, Etc. 

Get the thrill of seeing the wonderful world of life so 

small that it is only visible through the microscope, Ex- 

amine specimens, metal construction, paper fibre, cloth 

threads, bugs, wing structures, etc. The microscopé 

opens up a fascinating, almost never-ending world of 

wonder and amazement. 

$1.50 

5 
q i 

iY 

ith 
‘Full 

RI 
OPE 

seful 

itm W 

ition. 

No. 9121. ALL-METAL MICROSCOPE, 

Price Postpaid. .cccspsvccasesesvassevers seer 
nd 

Ze as 

tive 

425 Power 
Laboratory 

Microscope 

—Maximum 
Helght—8 
Inches 
—Automatio 
Turret with 

Lock 310 Power Gilbert 

Microscope Set 
Polarizing Analyzer Brings Out 

Microscopic Particles in Contrasting 

Colors to Show Greater Detail 

This microscope has a high resolving power and 

three separate lenses for magnifications of 60, 90 

and 210 diameters. (210 diameters means over 

4400 areas!) Equipped with Polarizing analyzer 

that enables this Gilbert microscope to see much 

greater detail and in a wonderland of colors. This
 

is particularly valuable in examining plant life, 

—Rack and 
Gear | Adjust- 
ment 
Chromium 
and Black 

Finish 

Especially designed for use in 
fa laboratories and schools, and f 

crystals, living particles, etc., under high Powér. scientific study in the home. 

Has rubber friction wheel focusing. Included with «ial lens construction provides cleat 

microscope is an ample supply of apparatus, high-power magnification and crisp detail. 80, 175 
val 

A in 

it 

and 425 power lenses. Superb, high-powered, large- 

area, color-corrected achromatic lenses, Fine for 

professional work. Streamlined styling permits fast, 

easy handling. Precision built’ for long, accurate 

service. Each microscope comes packed in attractive 

mahogany-finish wooden box with metal carrying 

handle and clasp lock, with accessories and instruc- 

tions. Box size 11x5%x5 % -inches. 

$22.95 

hemicals and equipment which makes it fun for 

rym to test and examine everything from living 

matter to specimens and materials of all kinds
, 

Includes dissecting stand with magnifying lens, 

slides, specimens, stains, mixing tray ,etc. Com- 

plete with manual, Gilbert set means tops in 

quality. Colorful box,. 18x10x2 % -in. 

$6.85 No. 6216. Gilbert No. 6 Set. 

& Co., Detroit, Mich. 

No, 9114, Laboratory Microscope, 

In Wooden Box. Price Postpald...... (Price $6.50 plus 35c postage) SEND 

54 %& Johnson Smith 

ORD TTL ON 
Carr 

Lens Compound System, 

Peas) Imported microscope at 

ULD PAY FOR A SIMILAR 

. Proven to be an extremely 

ollectors, 

bentists and for just plain fun 
famining things under magnifi- 

fo special light source needed. 
refocused. Useful 

9177. POCKE 
CROSCOPE. : 

fostpaid Only. 

MARINER'S STYLE WRIST COMPASS 
ariner’s Style With Floating Needle 
orn on Wrist Like Wrist Watch 

ell Correct Directions at a Glance 
Wonderful for Motorists, Cyclists, Hikers, Campers, Scouts, Outdoor 

Men, Etc., Etc. 
mpass is a mighty handy thing to carry, since it is of great prac- 

while. On the water, 
to estimate sun time, tell direction of wind, etc. Guides you day and 
Very attractive design, 

He wrist band. Worn like a wrist watch and looks twic 
2409. WRIST COMPASS, Price Each, Postpaid 

A compass is a useful and interesting instrument. It will prove valuable to 

you in keeping your directions straight when you are in strange places, out in 
the woods or sailing on the lakes, or traveling on your bike or in a car. The 

indicator of the compass is a magnet and points north. In addition to being use- 
ful in telling directions, it can also be used as an ald in telling sun time, doing 
many experiments with magnetism and electricity, etc. The compass. is often used 
as a form of gaivanometer to detect and measure electric currents. Handy pocket 
size; about 1%-in. in diameter. Glass top, nickel plated case. 1 

No, 2397. POCKET COMPASS. Price Postpaid Only.... 5c 

POWER POCKET Mize Comas 
ICROSCOPE 7 Watch Strap, 

Carry With Yo 
Imported compas 

smaller than thumb 
nail—about J-in. dia, 

S XS 

Imported Carry it with you 
° e billfold, etc., 

Clip, Aluminum Case it in your Watch str e 
25-power (magnifies 625 Pele eign einen it can be used. High quality, 

Se RTO ips _Ng: 2350. Midget Compass, Onlysss...ssssssssersssess 15¢ 
ILLUMINATING MAGNIFIER 

CAN MADE _ MICRO- 

instrument for students, 
shop work, home and 

ork, tradesmen as well as 
DOUBLE DUTY MAGNIFIE 

By illuminating the object ia 
bright, intense light right at the 

j point of examination, it enables you 
aa to see clearly in greater detail. tn 

his way, the powerful magnifying glass becomes -- 
doubly valuable. Full 6 power, 24 diopters, 4 34-In. 
focus, Complete with bulb. Batteries not supplied 
Uses 2 regular pen-light cells. “ 
No. 9179. Self Hluminating Magnifler.. $4.75 
No. 2570. Penlight Cells (2 Required). Each 100 

Wide undistorted field. 

e to tarry. 
in your pocket. Same 
a fountain pen. At- 
in appearance, 

$1.00 $1.00 
Model eee Mad Ecainine. Skin, Powerful Linen Tester 

| fo Exactin ; The LINEN TESTER is used 
Made by Lab 9g 4 ir, Dirt, Bugs, J Enaglneers by printers, collectors, labora- 

Lester aboratory xture of Paper | Doctors fone aswel At COL aE re 
, achinists ors for powerful magnification, 

Optical Standards _and Cloth, Sateomien Folds flat and slips in pocket; 

Craftsmen Cristal Students Opens up as illustrated and sets 

of Rochester —All Metal Body ) ystals, Collectors , on material for examinatioon. 

—Removable Mirror Bacteria Experimentors 1x1l-in., all metal with fine 

—Adjustable Stand . Home & Office ground and polished lens with 

Tllts In All Etc., Etc. Hobby Work %-in, engraved guide lines, 

Direotions 
Bach in box. $2. 50 

=o No. 9227. Linen Tester * “* 

a Pocket Stop Compass 

STOP 
MODEL 
$1.35 
16 point compass 

Stop holds needle 
pocket watch size. 

Carry a Compass 
With You 

Wherever You Go! 
with 

8 firm. z6 
arger magnetic 

needle with greater accuracy, Bake- 
lite back, pastic top. Quality model. ' 
No. 2399, PLASTIC STOP 
COMPASS, Price Posteaid... pLeDD 

stop. 
Large, 

—Adjustable Wrist Band 

—Attractive Anchor Designed Case 

ue. Out in the country, you can always be sure of your directions. 
the dark, strange cities, etc., it is good to get your ‘‘bearings’’ once 

or high in the air, you’ll find it very useful. 

set in anchor style case with adjustable 

& 29¢ 
ariner’s Style Compass on Key Chain 
compass with anchor-style case, but attached to beaded chain for 
keys, etc. Pocket style. Very useful. 2 

8. Pocket Style Mariner's Compass on Key Chain. Postpaid.... 9c 

Paterproot Matchbox and Compass 
Luminous float dial on cap. Flint 

striking bar (fire without matches) 
moulded right into base and brown 
Plastic tubul: 
No. 2385. 



Cigarette Case and Lighter 
Complete Pack of Cigarettes With Built-In Lighter 
SMOKERS! Want something REALLY USEFUL? You'll admire the 

superb beauty of this stunning combination cigarette case and lighter. And 
you'll be thrilled at its amazing convenience. It keeps those cigarettes in 
tip top shape. They stay fresh longer because they are fully enclosed- Case 
protects them from becoming crushed or damaged in your pocket. 

An Easy Loading Case That Takes Full Package 
Better still, it’s easy loading. Just slip ,in the full package in a couple of 

seconds. And the lighter! Positive action gives you a good light quickly. 
Large fuel capacity means it lasts longer between refills. One unit—one 
hand operation. A practical case and lighter that not only looks smart but 
actually serves a really good purpose- Beautiful plastic case in assorted col- 
ors including the famous onyx marble effects. Only slightly larger than a gore = 

pack of cigarettes, : $1.00 F: : aah ue » Automatic 

, ey 
No. 9349, Cigarette Case and Lighter Combination. Postpald.... fe : 

Lighter & 
Case 

Pull Trigger 
& Lights Up! 
The automatic 

s oe ghepes lishtcs is ane 
rere of the old ‘favorites. Just 

. at pull the trigger and flame — 
appears. Lots of fun with this in your pocket. | 
Chrome and plastic finish, Semi-automatic action. 
Convenient pocket size, about 2 % -in. long. $4 95 
No. 9333. Gun Cigaret Lighter. Postpaid” °* 

Miniature Radio Cigaret Lighter 
Only about 3-in, wide, but makes beau- 
tiful pocket or table 
lighter. Trim 
model radio 
in chrome 

Lights Automatically! ' 
| Exquisitely finished in jewelers’ chrome 

_ on brass to look like expensive sterling’ 
silver case. Open case to remove cigar-/ 

 ette, when case is closed, lighter lights 
automatically. Lighter unit removable 

and can be used separately if desired. 
Small size, light weight, yet holds 12 

’ cigarettes. Only 2%x3%-in. Imported 
Individually boxed. 

No. 9332. AUTOMATIC CIGARETTE 
i LIGHTER and CASE. $2 98 
% Price Postpaid Only....... : 

MINIATURE 
BOTTLE 
LIGHTER 

} In form of miniature 
| bottle—made of metal, 
Nickel plated. Attractive} 
lithographed colorful de 
sign around base- Bot 
tle opens to refill light- 
er unit. Convenient 
pocket size — 2% -in, 
long. 
No. 9398. Price. 39¢ 

Electric Lighter 
No Fuel—No Flint—No Wick 

Lighter 
Famous for 

their absolute 
dependability, 
windproof qual- 
ity and excep- 
tional fuel ca- 
pacity. Proved a 
quick, sure light 
in all ease et 
weather. Sports- 
man’s favorite. LIGHTER 
One hand oper- FOR YOUR OFFICE OR 
ation; snuffer] peEN — A LIGHTER THAT Just Plug In & Always aes 

Sushc Rela L SERRE eA OO we P ady finish. Semi- 

( 

r 3 B 0 00 7% 0 90 00 0 HO te chrome finish, SERVICE WITHOUT RE- ; Y-oteis vl ; ; Aceatietie fev wenn) \ 
No, 9385, 98c FILL! Friends will admire this VP sub ute for aati Ra Ualelnfeipieininjefo fait 
Postpald ... lighter because of its unusual J an electric ae Hs | 

style. Unit fits right on beer . lighter if you ally looks J 
can, beer bottle, pop bottle, etc. 5 are convenient i like a ‘@) @ ry} A 

\ 
(l 

® 

Fill up bottle with lighter fluid to an electric outlet, No worry : model radio, 

and you're set for months and | shout wicks, flints, fuel. Gives ; right Manner \ 
years of service without any at» eee ‘ ] to the tun- - 

years! Air-tight. 

Lights up in the | No. 9340. Price Postpaid SIC es oe hoes pee ont ing diall 
‘wind to give large ' i only lights when you are lighting No. 9334. Miniat id ( i 

B flame for cigar, cig- Bowling Pin cigarette or cigar; special safety Lighter. Price semi ae $2.95 —~ arette or pipe. Rug- Lighter feature. SCenP Ns cee? plug er Mais Sant eae ' 
d, di > in any volt, 5 outlet ; 

striction ancient ihe Skillfully| molded No. 9347. Automatic $1.25 = & oe Camera Lighter 4 
Electric Lighter. Postpald 

Extra Flints & Wick 3 

finish. Comes complete | and contains in body { Every owner of cigarette lighter 
= 8 wt ; intature L d with flint. Use on your hrecision-built lighter should have extra flints and wick, ure iquor an 

prext camping trip, mechanism, 2%-in. § Tet Aenec eu pet a petty Salas Beer Bottle Lighters 0. 4 high. Cs re, ini Price Postpald. . 49c Ne $842, Postpalad oe and Wick. Postpaid..... 10¢ ‘These miniature authentic bottles and labels have 
| authorized by leading whiskey, wine, beer and 7 + ah ores ns eae countas Beautifully realistic 

Matures that delight everyone who eS them. Fully Automatic hi uge fuel capacity—will hold enough lighter fluid My ; last about 8 months. Foolproof lighter element— Lighter : ' thing to get out of order. Extra long wick lasts 
mn 

Attractive Pocket 
or Table Lighter 
These imported min- 

iature camera lighters 
have to be seen in all 
their realism to be ap- 
preciated. Looks exactly 
like the popular midget 
cameras—very detailed 
and yery well done. In- 
cludes even removable 
tripod and bulb, so you 
can carry as pocket 
lighter. Only 2%-in. 
wide. Chrome and 

maple-colored plastic 
eankt reproduction of 
regulation bowling pin. 
Has a high gloss finish 

crying need of a good 
storm lighter. Easy to 
fill. Attractive nickel 

‘SPORT TORCH er ars. Wonderful for gi novelties or collector's Complete sortment, so you can order sev- Squeeze It, Lit! 
( wand get them all different. (2 for $1.2: enamel finish to simu- Reteake ire oe | j 9341. Authentic Brands Miniature . 69c late leather. $2. 50 ’ Blow Torch Effect eaten apemiae nae ie } hters. Each Postpaid............,,... No. 9335. Price Postpald Only..... eo : 

1 i i i - iN | = 7 = 

a mR erp EC excisaretts| Scotty Dog Cigarette Dispenser Shean: a tO’ * EJECTOR cigars, ipes- Covered lighter beauty in looks an nN i T f 

cigarettes. pheel, Wxtra aanme such press Gichter Cand 'See the Two Arms Place Cigarette In Scotty Dog’s Mouth and 
~ Eee Sivan cuaurbes automatically t a p Hand It to You i 

against wind. The comes off and flint Unusual imported Oriental cigarette box that is as unusual in its action as it is 
in its beautiful hand finished wood design. When drawer is pulled, the cigarette 
appears on two arms which place cigarette into Scotty’s mouth. Automatic cigar- 
ette ejector and dispenser. The box is made of fine wood inlaid with various de- 
signs and figures combining the unique attractiveness of the Orient in the dog 
design. About 4x4 %-in.- Holds nearly a pack of cigarettes, $1 50 ERs 
No. 9425. Oriental Scotty Cigarette Box. Price Postpaid... e | %& 57 

i Ss ier wheel spins, giving 

pan ‘ pee ee as ee instant wind - proof 
7 

(4\ is i i light. Top springs 

2 2} 4 No. so348. $1.00 back—snuffing flame 
+ =f" 4 wposipald $ ° —ready for pocket. 

PS ie. 0 8 Stina ataciahe A S pace No. 9346. $1.39 
Postpaid .. 

/ 



Sensational Low-Priced, Beautiful 
Combination 

BALL POINT PEN and LIGHTER 
Top Quality Pen with a Sure-Fire Lighter 

in Yellow Gold-Color Streamline Case! 

Everything you need in one handsome unit. Top qual- 

ity ball point pen writes continuously for months. Spe- 

cial ink dries as it writes, Won’t smear; can’t run on 

any paper. Never leaks, blots or scratches. Sure-fire 

lighter with extra large fuel capacity. New style snap-on 

SSS ais >’ caps for rapid action, Stunning in Jooks—rich, yellow 

gold-color barrel. All metal construction except for plastic trim. Looks worth twice the price. 98¢c 

ANT: BULLET LIGHTER | 
50 caliber ANTI-TANK and ANTI-AIR- 

ORAFT SHELL made into an efficient dec- 
orative cigarette, cigar and pipe lignt- 
er. Highly polished and finished, 
Fitted with chromium 
Plated cap. Impres- 
sive looking on 
office desk, 
etc. 

times 13: Lasts three Postpaid epwc..8428._BALL POINT PEN AND LIGHTER. Postpald....- 2: soca eA aie elias 

es longer t rT 

sar SDM, lighter. Uses rou. Looks Like It Is “LIVE” SNAKE | POCKET CIGARETTE LIGHTER 
slightly smaller than actual size, Over 

5 %-inches long. 
No. 9384, 50 Callber Shell Lighter, Postpaid. Sas By ASH TRAY | htc” 

Smartly styled 

with snap snuff- 
er. Efficient, 

Quite an unusual ash tray, since coiled around it anes pe ae 

md with its head poking out in a most unusual 

manner is a life-like snake made of rubber. The ot acne ole 

Black crystalline f Black Hands You a Cigaret! 

Bu! Wo. 9955, 39C 
Lovely wood case, » natural -grat i ain 
finish. Pull back ‘sliding top and 
cigarettes pop up, one by one, 
Protects cigarettes; easy to load, 
extremely. smart looking. Wonder+ 

Bullet Stick Anywhere a dress lighter, at 
a 

Ash Tray Cigarette Holder ee price. You'll be 
pullet on Keep your cig- Snake proud to display 

20 Ee active arettes Bat matches Made to this handsomely 

tray. handy. ‘I'his suc- 
designed, all 

souvenir tion holder sticks Look As meta 1 lighter. ye 

of World anywhere, holding Though Same type mech- ves 
War II. full package of cig- SFT Hii anism as light- pe 

q a . al A ror Led pane x 5 it Were = nosing seve bf 

as) ray ‘4 boo - ‘ Alive! era mes as He 

m matches, Sticks on Po - ny much, Equipped i, 

with wood, glass, metal, P Up Cigaret Case a anad ‘ 

No, 3542. 
Postpald ... 3c 

fully automatic, About 444x3in, soft. rubber body of the snake, realsitically finished, Aes an J 

Bullet ca Beles) wentont 49c | ves it a genuinely life-like appearance. What a ony eo nick 1 with beautifully designed. 

Light Se Roel Nick to put this ash tray beside a person who has | Migey Deets on ase to look like engraving. 

'g a Ti k 
Stick Anywhere ast had one too many drinks. Even a normal person 7 - 

akes Up Very 
‘ . te Tilustration about actual size. Real value. 9c 

Pocket Size Little R Ash Tray Fr et a att oe TRAY. 4-in, diameter. | yo. 9368, POCKET LIGHTER. Postpald. . 

itt No. 4952. S * \ : piicahes cae aaa 
Handsomely made Pimcein Wa srorried MT acustd Oniy.4 sce mabhe "ee. AGE | No. 9317. Extra Flints, Pka 400 

ghter in shape of : °O m 1 th is -in, about ash ; 7 t " D nd able Windproof 
millet —— sure-fire ong by %-in, i C Ss b L h De 

lighter. Lustrous y : y igar tu ig er N epe 
0 diameter, Easily 

enameled base with slips into smallest 
ee pee ai pocket» out of the way. 

op. Fine for pocket Easy to carry, easy to 1 i . ~ i 

or desk. Large fuel use. Large fuel capacity. EA: i 7 , ? Sat 
tank. Light. 3-in. HM : Attractive, colorful enamel BB | i taf BR Actual Size 

" Looks Like 

Sm, Cigar Stub 
\ \ Lighter 

b Favored by men in the Army 
‘ . and Navy because of 

its rugged dependa- 

high. | finish, Adjustable flint. aS bility and generous 

No. 9350. Bullet if Waterproof cap prevents ferme en tot ty P & im fluid capacity. Hae 

Lighter. 75¢ evaporation. 25¢ solor, bakelite. 3Eq : : Re, 10% the famous wind- 

Postpald ... No. 9343, Price Postpald D No. 9356... p prof “blow- 
torch” lighter 

Avtomatic Automatic Style—Good Looking effect. A lighter » 

ELECT RIC 
Gi Li h 

Famous for those who 

! igarette ig ter By It’s want the maxi- 

LI G TER ‘Ay eftiolent set 
A mum in service 

n efficie = . 

iH lighter a en HTT Wf Reliable on aan 

and Cigarette tractively . : j Service nickel finish. 

Holder , made wit x ; Eig trom your vest pocket you can tell / Rugged metal 

The electric lighter 4s sie ane i i your irienas, “vou dont, mind -aret, | construction. Nationally adve....~J 
th I B leather case }y - ; Rear stub. lighter No. 9365. WINDPROOF LIGHTER 98c 

tlhe y eh ae and highly @] i : Attractively eee or Price Postpald,......e+seseeee 

plug it in ; polished 1 i co Suterfire Sint Menter unit. 69C | No. 9317. Extra Flint, Pkg... .2 + -100 

nickel 
plated trim- 
mings. Easy 

y ¢ g 
thumb ac- No Flame = Windproof 
tion assures We DY * ARDER THE WIND BLOWS, THE BETTER THE 

good opera- Light! HiT oenter ignites the wick with s soft glow. The harder 

tion, Bx- 
_ Self-extinguishing by pulling 

tinguisher 
‘work, Used by outdoor men in the service, truck drivers, farmers, etc, 

ca’ 
when they don’t want to bother with fuel lighters that run dry! 

d Saat ae 
5 Uses NO FUEL, there is NO FLAME and it is absolutely WIND- 

ti 8 . PROOF! Attractively made in black at present. The lighter you 

extinguish | ; will probably always want to use if you try it once. Each lighter 

flame, ¢ D complete—you get it ready to operate, whether the weather ts 

and forget 
about it. 
Just press 
the button 
and there 1s 
always a 
light there 
for you with 
@ sure positive light. 

No Fluid! 
No Spinning! 
Permanently solves lighter problem with everlast- 

the wind blows, the brighter the glow 

ng Nee In addition holds full package of cigar- q ‘ be clear, rainy, windy or anything else! And it'll keep right on 

re Liing ot mic lie Wankel | No, 9271, Petce Postpata......... 49] Fa see EPL ates at 2 Sea? wane & 
I "iat cord & ving, 110-olts AC-DE | No. 9317. Package of Extra Fiints 9g fo ee nee ee ee 

58 * | No, 9351, Electric Lighter, . $3.8 and Wick. Price Postpaid....... c . i No. 9126. Army and Navy No Fuel Lighter. 50c | * 59 



- Place for cig- 
arets on one side 
and matches on 
other side. In cen- 
ter is grate cizaret 
rest, Ashes fall 
through grate into 
tray, Convenient, 
practical. Smoke 
oes up chimney, 

Tne. Resitsticanty ns ealistica: 
colored, i! “Cowboy Hat Ash 

Tray 
Most popular ash tray souvenir 

Arrowhead Ash Tray 
WESTWARD HO! Out of the 

‘West comes this souvenir ash tray. 
No. 3587. Pm 
Fireplace 

Looks smart in your office, den | from the West. These ar2 made Ash 
or room. Genuine copper with in the cow country out of pure Tray. 

| oxidized finish, Hand pain copper. Look smart and serve a| postpaid 
Indian or Western design on tray. | useful purpose, Can be used as only 

an ash tray, for pins, a8 paper- 
weight, etc, 3-in, diameter. 

About 5 %-in. long, 4-in wide. 
No. 3585. Arrowhead 9c 

No. 8586, Cowboy Hat 
ny 3 Ash Tray. Postpald ° 25¢ 

‘CARRY DRINKS IN A 
| CIGARET PACKAGE 

$2.95 

Watch their eyes pop out 
when you pull out cigaret pack- 
age and pour out a drink, Tiny 
plastic flask small enough to 
slide into empty cigaret package 

yet big enough to hold about 3-ounces. 

Tiny Flask Fits Package 
Save money by carrying your drinks 

with you. Pays for Itself first time you 
use It, Convenient on trips, at games, 
parties, dinners, etc, Top quality all plas- 

tic with leak-proof screw top. 
No, 3584. Price Each Only 

FRYING PAN 
ASH OR PIN TRAY 

Wonderful Gift, 
Prize or Laugh 

Producer 
Use It yourself or give It to friends, Lots of fun 

elther way, So attractively made and colorfully boxed that no one need be offended, Real useable fancy 
glass ash tray with miniature plastic toilet bow! mounted on it. Bowl has removable lid and cover. Brightly colored plastic, clear, expensive-looking cut-glass design tray. Packed individually in color. 
ful gift box, Full size. 
No. 3576. COMIC ASH TRAY. Postpald. 39c 

Popular Western-made nov- 
iB lty, Made in shape of fry- 

ing pan, about 6-in, in 
length, Copper metal with hand painted rainbow trout 
design in full colors, 
NO, 3543, FRYING PAN ASH TRAY. Postpaid... 45¢ 
GOLD PAN & 
MINER’S PICK 
Ash Tray, Clip or 

Pin Tray 
Miniature tray and 

pick similar to those 
used by gold miners 
out west. Attractive 
Western souvenir 
made of copper. Size 
of tray is about 344-In. In diameter, 
No, 3544. GOLD PAN & PICK TRAY. Postpal 

Looks, “Smokes” and Feels, Like 
Cigarette, But Does Not Burn— 
Smoke Anywhere—Long Lasting 

Fine for those who love to smoke, but for some 
Sera should not, Feels and looks like a cigar- 
ette—right down to the imitation ash in front! 
Plastic cigarette has chemical inside that gives 
it menthol inhaling effect. Cools, refreshes and 
stimulates nose and throat. Comes complete with 
refill. Long lasting. $1 00 

@ Makes an No. 4589, Smokeless Cigarette Inhaler... 

Interesting 
Bridge Gift As SELF-EXTINGUISHING 

a pA or Prize > ASH TRAY 
Puts out Cigarettes for 

\ you! No snuffing requir. 
ed, No smelly fumes! 

Safe—clean—tidy. The 
smart ash tray. Elim: 
inates all the mens 

of cigaret snuffing, 

A novel ash tray that will prove very popular 
with your friends, Always good for a laugh. Wach 
tray is‘ made of crystal-like glass, attractively de- 
signed in hexagonal shape, inlaid under glass in 
bottom is a colorful scene with the inscription ‘‘Put 
Your Butts Here.’’ Can be used as a novel gift Large, he-man's 

‘or prize and seldom fails to provide amusement. size. | 5-in, polished 
——— No, 3589. Comlo Ash Tray. 49c lass. 
60 * | Price Postpald.....+ssseeeers lo. 4540. 35¢ Postpaid....., 

— 
eee CIGARETTE RECTIFIER t 
| ey 
1 

HOLDER 
Aluminum; Healthier, Cooler 

Give yourself a cooler, better smoke this PROVEN way, 
ly holder that removes a good percentage of nicotine, 

cooling chamber assures you cooler smoke. Reader’s 
eet Magazine states it removed 50% of nicotine. Smoke with greater safety to your health, About 4-in. A9¢ 

d inum for rapid cooling. \ 

‘1068. ALUMINUM FILTER CIGARETTE HOLDER, Price Each, Postpaid. Ad 

IGARET HOLDERS 
Two Styles: Regular CORN COB PIPE | bi a 

fe end. the | popular 
clally treated to produce 
smooth mellow and cool 

shaped, 
Better 

19c 

aret stub ejecting 
del. The clean, com- 
able way to smoke, 

pre enjoyable, 

jarette 
Bult 
ctor 

smoke, Barrel 
bone mouthpiece. 
quality, 
No. 4155. Price.. 

Keeps the Ashes 
In the Pipe! 
ects Clothes Prot 

‘J - 
. 4590. No, 4579. 
otor Modet 39C Cig. Holder 10¢c 

PIPE BOWL FILTERS 
ic” Pi Bowl Filters are COLLAPSIBLE DE-NI pe Bow! ters a 

ide of & very porous composition re- ¥ CIGARETTE HOLDER 
Bbling Meerschaum. Absorbs mois-* i blowing out’ of 

tar and juices like a blotter and YY} practical “bia ee arenes pipeor dropping 
the pipe bowl dry. True econ- sanitary, more. smoking eae caer 
saves 25% of tobacco which is from eaahy clgaxetia, Tele- Easier smoking 

ally dumped wet from heel of pipe. Finiahed  th., yellow aoa Metal nahi oe a 
EVENTS SOGGY HEEL. 15¢ color. 49c oat, wehaeand piped. Oc 
8519, Package of 3, Price....+..s. No. 4598. Postpaid.. No. S487. Postpaid 2 

. Pocket Cigaret Maker 
Rolls a Cigaret in 10 Seconds 
This little device should be in the 

pocket of every smoker, With it you 
| can roll your own cigarettes in ten 
seconds, To avoid the injurious effect 
of cigarette smoking, get, a good 

brand of tobacco and make 
your own cigarettes with 
this little machine. See if 
you don’t find them far 
superior and more enjoyable 
than commercial ones, at 

lout one fourth the cost. Opium and nicotine are acknowledged by all-to be the 
leterious elements in cigarettes. By making your own cigarettes from good 
bacco you get none of the former and the latter is reduced to a minimum, 
h this cigarette maker in your possession, you can smoke a pipe or cigarette 
pleasure, as it’s just as easy to roll a cigarette as to fill a pipe. 2 

» 4521. RAPID CIGARETTE MAKER, Price Postpaid.........e.eeeeneacs 5c 

tomatic Cigarette Server COMIC CHINA ASH TRAY 
mder worker! Marvelous, new 

ble model cigarette server. Hol Imported Glazed China @ 
bg 

In Full Color t 
cigarettes. Flip of finger 

The same famous comic ash f 
’em up_one at a time, 

fast. Beautifully made i 

el-like colorful plastic, trays that were so popular be- (Miubal 
L boxed. fore the war because of their Feast 
4581. Cigarette many comic shapes and fig- 

* Price Each, ures are back in limited quan- 
Postpald tity. They come in various 

shapes with comic word- 
ing. The illustration gives 
you a good example, but 
other styles include many 
other designs. We cannot 
guarantee exact shape and 
style, because they are — 
assorted when we get them, but they aro all comic 
designs in the wonderful glazed china. You'll be 
pleased. 
No. 3578. Comic China Ash Tray. Each... 35¢ Seen hae ae eat ate 
Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %& 61 

Cell Ng UI oH ‘ 

SMOKE COMES OUT 

CHIMNEY 
“Art masterpiece, genuine 

art-stone in large handsome 
rustic finished, detailed log 

R ili cabin. Smoke comes out 
Achimney! Holds matches, 
cigarettes. Removable roof- 
No. 3583. $1.98 
Price Postpald... 

on. bitin lacie 

FILTER CIGARETTE 



AUTOGRAPH CIGARETTE CASE 
* Beautiful cigarette case in shape of envelope. Made 

‘entirely of lustrous plastic, With black imprinted post 
mark. and fake stamp. Sr ink is included so you 

‘write any name & addr special wording, etc., 
“it in permanent black ink. Excellent for gift pur- 

pos as wording can express sentiments. Personal. 
ata ‘TRULY YOURS AUTOGRAPH CIGAR a 

folds 19 cigarettes. About letter size, 
Very thin, Good gift or prize, 

"Boxed. 
No, 9426, 

ays flat in pocket. 

Truly Yours Personal Cigarette “case. 9he25 

Up Goes 

The latest 
DUCER! 

it is a novel 
is easily loaded with 20 cigarets. 
Wood construction with movable 
head and tail. Design shows Old 

Billy. Mose sitting on the 
Jackass with a case of corn likker. 
Donkey stands upright in base waiting 
(almost begging) for someone to nod 

i so that he can deliver another 
cigaret. The base is a colorful green, i 
Jackass is in natural wood color with , 
black and yellow markings. A suitable novelty for a man’s office 

Hill 

his head 

or den. Gets 

No. 

Novelty Cigarette 
Dispenser & Ash Tray 

Pull the Chain and Out 
ih \Comes a Cigarette 

| Roars of Laughter Every Time 
- Tt Goes Into Action! As a prize 

“Sor unique gift It would be diff- 
cult to surpass, Starts any party 

- off with a bang, 

For parties—in the home—In 
the den——or just for fun! A com- 
ical, attractive and useful combin- 
ation cigarette dispenser and ash 

‘ tray.. Remove top cover, place 
x cigarettes in box, pull string and 

a. cigarette pops out of the side. 
He The bowl is used as an ash tray. 

, Ash tray bowl is removable and 
+ washable. Size about 10-in. high, 

5\%-in, deep and 4-in. wide. Hach 
in individual box. 
No. 6610. Cigarette Dispenser & 
Ash Tray. $1.50 
Price Postpald...... 
pine 
62 % Johnson Smith & Co. 

bowl, it is 

“Comical” Cigaret Dispenser 
Nod the Head— 

Out Comes Cigaret 

and out comes a cigaret... 
under the tall! In appearance 

LAUGH PRO. | Regular Pipe Style 
A od. OF Se. head riar wood bowl. Slightly curved Briar wood bowl. Cherrywood 

x i Horn bit. Polished metal stem. Horn bit. You just haven’t 

cigaret holder that including the windproof enjoyed smoking until you've tried 

high, Each in 
6239. Jackass Cligaret Dispenser. 

3 for $2. 

A pipe for real men! The 
funniest pipe ever—yet it is 
a fine smoker and has some 
real advantages over 
other pipes, too, Al- 
though it is made 
in form of a toilet 

smoking pipe. 
makes it windproof and protects 
you from blowing ashes. Hand~- 
some briar finish. Hard bit. Good for plenty 
of laughs and a fine smoke. Full size. 
No. 3406. The Privy Pipe, Postpaid. . 

For a Light, Cool, Dry Smoke Try 

CALABASH PIPE 
Large Capacity, Wonderful Smoking 
The vitreous porcelain 

bowls are.world famous 
for thelr fine smoking 
qualities. Calabash pipes 
have large condensing 
and cooling chamber. 

Made from_ selected 
African Calabash 
Gourds, hardened by a 
specid] process, then 
carefully fitted with 
porcelain bowls and 
mounted with a black vulcanite stem, The result {f 
the famous CALABASH PIPE which gives a cool, 
dry smoke, Large capacity. A pipe to smoke whil 
you’re reading or studying. Unusually large con 
densing and cooling chamber produces this remark: 
able result. You get the real tobacco flavor une 
marred by the dudae or other distasteful in: 
fluences. $2.95 No, 3484, Calabash Pipe. Price Postpad. 

a 
th Gold ett, LIGHTER 

sa nse PHN 

costs one-tenth that. much! Beautiful slim appearance, yet large fuel capacity. Smart streamline styling, 

etal finished in rich gold color that matches genuine gold. Pocket-level good-looking clip, Precision, auto- 

mechanical pencil. High-grade lighter mechanism, with large capacity. Fluid lasts long time because 

revents evaporation, Evaporation in most lighters makes frequent refueling necessary—trather than burn- 

. Full size, about 5 %-inches long. $1.25 
>, 9407. LIGHTER AND PENCIL COMBINATION. Postpald. .. 2... eect e eee e eres e ne? 

ported Bavarian Style Pipe 

Look at_ this 
beauty! $15.00? 
$10.00? Looks 
worth all of that, 

Now Available! The Famous Cool Smoking, 
Handsome Pipes! 
These favorite pipes have almost be- 

come a collector’s item, so difficult are 

Ca ao they to get. Now, we are pleased to 

DUNG Wa offer these remarkable Bavarian style 

a iN { pipes which have been imported from 

Men Mie) Huropé. All of the famous Old World 

r ss making, 
hand craftsmanship has gone into their 

i the smartest looking pipe 

Du’ve seen in many years. Wonderful! No other word de- 

sribes their rich appearance, their true smoking comfort. 

Bavarian Style 

Wonderful 
Gift or 
Prize! 

the Tail— 

the world famous Bavarian style 
pipe. Windproof metal hinged cover, 
Polished metal trimmings. About 
9-in. long. 

Tiki pusatd: Rrevevolematane $4.50 

Improved, Rapid 

Cigarette Maker 
ef n 20 

al hinged cover. Regular pipe 
Beautiful in appearance, su- 

b in smoking enjoyment. About 
nehes long. 

_ F pestpaid a ah ve pe $4.50 

iston-Type, Auto- 

matic Filling 

Tobacco Pouch 
No other ‘obacco 
u can match it 

speed and con- j ~ 
hience In filling ) 

to a flying start! Over 7% inches 

75¢ 
our party off 
ox. Makes an inexpensive prize or gift. 

Price Postpald.... 
00; 10 for $6.00; 25 for $13.50 

pes. Filled by sim- 
G o 

All Metal, Bronze Finished Seen forces igarettes 
ed amount into 

for 

. Fills large pr small bowls 
ight or as loose as you de- 

, without even opening the 
th, yet pou up no 

we room thé ary pouch; smart 
“€ g folds to fit pocket. 

4599. Phill-O-Matic Tobacco Pouch......... 

De Luxe Comic 

Cigarette Dispenser 
BURRO PETE—the mechani- 

cal donkey or jackass- Pull its ear 
—up goes the tail and out pops 
your favorite cigarette. White 
metal casting with handsome 
bronze finish, Polished grained 
wood base. Individually gift 
boxed. Weighs 3 pounds, 
No. 6241, De Luxe Comic Cigar 

looking, mois- 

$2.50 
IMPROVED KING RAPID CIGARETTE 

MAKER enables you to save about half the cost 
of cigarettes. For even moderate cigarette smokers 
this can amount to many dollars a year. Newly 
designed to produce cigarettes quickly. How it 

ae Wee dump Pouneee on eM flat surface; spring 
et action opens cigarette maker, let it snap shut o 

“Church Warden” tobacco; slide tobacco into ready-made aig anal it's 

About 
11-in. Long 

ette Dispenser. . finished. 1-2-8 jiffy action!!! Avoid high cigarette 
eh a ostpald, .23°9D Longneck Pipe Saree. eth Use standard or special blends. Better 

igarettes cheaper! 
About 11 Inches Long! No. 4594. King Olgarette Maker. Postpald. . 50c 

Wind Proof] “Cools the smoke, reduces bite, keeps out saliva 

juices. Real MAMMOTH pipe. Fine quality, 

jutifully finished priar. i11-in. long 

. 3560. Price Each, ound eee 

No. 4593. Filter Cigarette Tubes, Bullt-In filter 
tip. Box of 100. Postpald..............5 »200 

Press-To-Fill 
Tobacco Pouch 

Famous patented tobacco 
pouch loads pipe in a jiffy, Eas 
to fill—won’t spill. Holds ful 
pack of tobacco. Most practical 
pouch ever made, Beautiful, con- 

struction; durable and Jong last- 
ing. Flat pocket size. 

89c No. 3558, 

* 63 

a good 
The hinged lid 

69c Price Postpaid . 



¥ 

Lighted Cigarette Dispenser 
Hands You Lighted, Ready-to-Smoke Cigarette 

While You Drive? 
This handy dispenser fits on dashboard of your car, Just 

press the button on the side and—presto! a lighted cigarette 
ready for yon to smoke and enjoy comes out, You don’t 
have to take your eyes off the road; you can keep your hand 
on the wheel all the time. Most drivers find it awkward to 
light a cigarette while driving. This new invention makes 
it a pleasure. Device operates off the battery so there is 
no fuel, no wick, no constant changing or attention required. 
Takes but a few minutes to install. Nearly everyone who sees 
it will admire it. Will operate from dry cells if you desire 
to install it in your home, Or you can connect it to your 
house current if . Shaper gece = used. Holds 23 cigarettes, 
lustrous walnut plastic. Fits all cars. ] 

Postpaid? 9+98 No. 9348. CIGARETTE DISPENSER, 

\ Automatic Cigarette 
Mim. Ejector Case 

“Hands You a 
Cigarette” 

No need to open. this 

SULTAN 

Turkish Style 
tase——just a flick of the 
finger and automatically WATER PIPE 

put slides _ cigarette. 
Serves them one at a time 
till empty. Protects cigar- 
ettes in pock et; keeps 
them sanitary and fresh. 

‘ Car drivers like its safety 

feature. Beautifully styledin gleaming lucite. This 
style. One hand operation. 4x3x %-in. $1.00 

No, 9852. Automatio Case. Postpald.... 

Looks of @ PIPE CIGARETT 

Imported Briar Bowl 
_ New to America, yet a favorite 

pipe in Europe and the Orient, 
Sensible, practical pipe for those 
who want the finest enjoyment in 
smoking. Milder than a cigarette 

of tongue—no ashes to spill 

Smoke in. Bed 
Without Danger 

Pipe; Easy HOLDER Od ( Never burns out. 
ar Smoke is drawn thru 

to Hold! a ‘F water temoving ait c 0- 
; ipe cigare Et: ine an ite. ear 

mae ait tiny pipe-like, bowl “a glass tube from bottom 
of briar bowl carries 
smoke to way below 
water surface allowing 
it to bubble through water, 

ds cigarettes upright. 4-in, 

es “ab80. Pipe-Cigarett
e 

Price Each, Postpald . 

chair, in. bed. 
cal 

tra) 

ie rig cooler, ‘better smoke. B 

aked and pre-treated. 

BEAR HEAD | 
ulded to resem) 

hear “heads white head, 

crescent, Colorfully designe 

fect relaxation; the perfect gift. 

SMOKE YOUR FAVORITE TOBACCO 
FILTERED & COOLED THROUGH WATER 

~—no nicotine juice—no pan 

4 

refreshing 
and out thru tube. Slug proof. No bitter 
spilled ashes—wonderful at desk, in office, in 

Removes fire hazard. 
Imported briar bowl, extra large capacity. Sl0 

even burning. Colored glass bowl has 
raised, moulded Turkish design including star ai 

braided silk-cov 
rubber tubing. Bakelite fittings. 8 %4-in, "$3 ‘ 

35 

wees epee 

New Way to Carry Money 
This amazing Coin Holder holds $4.00 in 

change, with separate pocket for bills, keys 
or other small items. Coins are always in 
orderly arrangement and in plain sight. You 
can tell at a glance exactly how much you 
have. The coin required can be extracted in 
a jiffy. No fumbling in your pocket for loose 
change. Eliminates all furious digging and 
fussing when looking for coins. Much better 
than carrying your money loose in the pocket, | 
More compact and convenient than either bill 
folds or pocket books. In fact, when filled, 
it measures only about 2x3%x%_ inches, 
And this means carrying about $4.00 worth 
of change. Made of genuine leather, 69c 
No. 9316. COIN HOLDER. Price..... 

KEY LIGHT Coin Counter Penny & 
Nickel Hindu 

Keep The 
Secret of Puzzle “Stack ’em and 
Dpening It wrap ‘’e mir 

} Mystery! Purse Small x Handy Lightning fast 
coin counter, 
Counts_ pennies 

y, and nickels like 
magic. Wlared, over- 
size mouthpiece for 
tube wrapping. 
coin wrapper fits con- 
tainer, 
fast wrapping. 
ber iat 

Num- 
A small, convenient com- 

You Can Open It A bination Key Case and ibe Oy ee mel 

| ‘ight. Combines two handy made of polis 
But No One Else Canl atticies into one, yet still aluminum. Guaran; 

This is a cloth purse with two sec- | small enough to fit into your teed accurate.  Indis, 

The 

permitting — 

D Ss , into which can } pocket without being bulky. pensible for all own, 

{ bills Foca, Ot dew: Holds four keys, Small one ers and operators of 
g- and y, papers, secret memorandums, etc.,| cell flashlight gives a bril- coin machines. i 

taste. B a they will be perfectly safe from | !lant light. Excellent for find- time saver for store- 
ying eyes, for we defy anybody tof ing key holes in the dark. keepers, filling ata- m it who is not acquainted with the| With battery and prefocussed tions merchants, collectors, 

bulb, 2 %x3-in. 
No. 2569A. Key-Lite. 79¢ 
No. 2570. Extra Battery 10c 

There is no apparent opening, 
/ you can open it after the secret is 

led to you. The purse is well made 
f will be sent postpaid, complete 

coins should find 
weight in gold, 
No. 9288. Postpald 

it worth its 

$1.75 | 
exqu 

rer trimmings. 
ima briar. 5%4-in, 
long. 
No. 3507, 
Price Postpaid .... 59¢ 

DEVIL she 
Moulded to resem 

devil’s head. Red head 
with black, green and 

white trimmings. Very 

unusual effect, Genuine 

priar. 5Ya-in. 59c 

harmful 

59c 

red trimminke, brine: § | No, 4160, Turkish-Style Water Pipe. . . 
em. ° 

Biarin, Ion, eg SIC | Revolutiona 

put he vine te HARD RUBBER New Pipe 
motte dati Tamianes MOUTHPIECE Smokes Cool 
‘in reddish brown with 2 

& Clean 

Stays Lif; No Bitoj 
No Wet Heel 

Smoke. travels down 
minum tube 
through water, up into le 
chamber. All f 

ingredients of 
bacco are left in water 

No. 
Cooled Water 
Price 
Postpald. . 

SAFETY KNIFE 
| Open and Close It 
| with One Hand 

ver worry 
bout the blade 

w your knife 
ping shut on 

pur fingers? No 
ger of that 

ith this knife. 
sliding blade 

‘oul waste hich slides out 
handle. Locks 

_two positions: 

Famous Christy 

SAFETY 

Knife Sheath 
Slot for Belt 

(Protect Yourself 
and Your Knife) 
The only safe way 

to carry a hunting 
knife — or any knife 
with an open blade— 
is to use a sheath, 
This sheath made for 
standard size hunting 
knife, but it will hold 

into wall 

a) hi 
fi i ; ) 

No, 3494, Price i ing you a ol jort blade for H most kitchen knives WORSE HEAD IMPORTED coor acu Nn rautiing.« long By with blades up to 6- 
Bowl is moulded to§ BRIAR smoke, al aC for whit- ec 4 in., almost all types 

resemble “horse's head. -- easily cha and carving. Pry gy of nae Ahee and 
varge capac ° two blades , ' @ regular folding pocket 
No. 3493. 4 59¢ New BrGperied or Blade Can’t soar Shut! fq knives with blade 

r en Ss ALUMINUM Smoking d in a jiffy Opens and closes with one hand. i open. Some fellows 
INDL : en TUBE ft one hand. Locks automatically at 3-blade iy even use it as a ‘Pipe 
BG ot illustrate H i : Thrill made of lengths. No broken (fingernails, HW? Holster’ and for 
BO ee cE ead Light weight, duality ne danger of fingers being cut other incidental things 
nomertone  asietoatherod GLASS ‘it ana you'll steel, sharp edge. by snapping blade. Razor steel ' since it is so conven- 
head aressy es ght WELL it. does what of knife made of blade. Light weight. 3 blades in \ivatd ient to get at. Leather 

tan markings.  59/4-in. pipes claim ty plastic, 3%-in. 1. Sharp, dependable. construction, 
ie 8 

fastener, (Aes 
y $1.00 No. 8409. Price Postpald. 50c fc ee eee Seg ts 

| Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. > 65 

No. 8469. Christy ; d. 5%-in. long 3569. LI ; Knife, Price Postpald. 
. Postpald 49c § 

churches, in fact anyone handling — 

ee no cope. 75c|Add 10c Service Charge on Orders Under $1 

} 

\ 

of coins always — 



No-Slip Handle % | & Leather Sheath SRA Gite Mc MMe) 
Keen Blade * 

*91, Inches Long § PWNS KN IFE 

K Really High Grade Knife 

At A Moderate Cost 
_ This is the ideal outdoor knife—an Iin- 

dispensable part of the equipment of 

sportsman, tourist, Boy Scout or camper. 

It is not an inferior knife made to sell 

at a price, but made by one of the oldest 

and largest manufacturers of hunting 

Knives in the U.S.A, Its utility far ex- 

ceeds its modest cost. As a protective 

implement, it is always ready for any 

emergency. 

Always Dependable —Always Effective 

This fine new HUNTING KNIFE is the 

ideal knife—an all purpose knife for 

hunting, fishing or canoeing. Thousands 

of Boy Scouts own these knives, Whether 

you are cutting your way through under- 
brush, sharpening tent stakes, slicing 

bacon, dressing game, or doing one of 

the innumerable other jobs a sportsman 

asks a knife to do, you will find it handy. 

BIG, STRONG AND HUSKY 
The knife is FULL SIZE, with a big, 

strong blade measuring about 5% inches 

long—strong, big and sturdy. This blade 

is made of FINE CUTLERY STEEL, 

chromium plated, with mirror-like finish. 

It is especially curved so as to make it 

just right for outdoor service, with keen 

sharp point to find its way quickly and 

effectively. The finely ground blade 

makes cutting simple and easy. The 

Knife is fitted with a special guard he- 

TEXAS RAWHIDE LEATHER 

WHIP -» 
78 

* Crack the Whip 
%* Do Tricks and Stunts Animals 

: These TEXAS WHIPS are beautifully made to be perfect for many uses 
_ and stunts. A long, snake-like rawhide fast-cracking leather whip will give 
youa thrill just to hold. Slip the ruggedly built loop over your.hand and 
let the whip fit naturally between your thumb and fingers. Draw it back 
behind you, then let it go! 

Overhand, Underhand, Side-Arm, It Packs a Terrific Wallop As It Snakes Out 
_ The leather thong tail snaps in a LOUD CRACK. You will admire the 
pliable soft leather, carefully woven that is so durable yet so pikble: 

Carefully Woven, 4-Ply, Hand Plait With Cracking Tail 
Genuine rawhide leather whip. Comes in three sizes. The six foot whi 

is suitable for most purposes, but the eight and t “{ i iy wie Bick oruch erduten eon. gh n en foot whip will give 

a Saag 

ear wa gana 

rare Far 

ara 2 

ari 222 
a rar 

No. 6762. TEXAS LEATHER WHIP. 
6-feet long. Price Postpaid...... $1 98 

No. 6762A. TEXAS LEATHER WHIP. 
ff 8-feet long. Price Postpaid...... $2.69 

No. 6762B. TEXAS LEATHER WHIP. 10-feet 
———~. long. 

Price Postpaid....... $3.29 

Royal Finn 
Hunting Knife 

Hand Made 
In Finland 

Famous ‘‘Puukko'’ Knife 
with  hand-tooled leather 

a BEM AER BS 

tween the blade and the handle to make N a a i , ; 

your hold more certain, This not only 5 Y L UY Yyyy Yffyy Z sheath. This blade will cut 
Yj YY Ly yy steel. Unsurpassed cutting 

‘ l YY Y i 3 edge; thick blade which 
Wy means will stand long hard helps your grip but helps keep the knife 

from slipping, Fitted with one-piece hard 

~bbe Berea tn eee long, correctly 
sa 

shaped to the hand, 
RRR 

BEBE! Yj in. haped decorated 
ies YY a aminated with lay- 

rs if rehbark provides 

Yy 
Comes With Genuine 2 i ‘ ] G re) SO 

LEATHER SHEATH ey el — Yj re, at, acinar eonsiee 

Each Knife comes to you safely en- : \\ fy yf =U WO) ee 

cased in its own GHNUINE LEATHER 

SHEATH, as illustrated, The top of the 

sheath is slotted so that you can carry 

it on your belt and it also has a strap 

that holds the Knife firmly in the 
sheath while carrying it. 

PRICE ONLY $1.75 
This knife was made to sell at a 

much higher price, but a large con- 
tract with the manufacturer enables us 

to offer this SPLENDID HUNTING 
KNIFE to our customers AT AN 

EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICH 
and we pay the postage in addition, 
At this price it is undoubtedly a VERY 
GREAT BARGAIN. You should RUSH 

your order as we may not be 

able to continue this offer for very long. Every one will thrill to the ime 

mense value of having a rugged hunting knife with him ready to per 

form odd jobs in a hurry. The heavy backbone of knife makes it espa. 

cially powerful for heavy work such as skinning and dressing. Can even 

thrown and will withstand more punishment than many other hunting 

knives. 

use, razor edge sharpening 
—and hold it. Deep blood 

yz groove, Sportsman’s favorite, 
and practical, 41%- 

fortable grip. 8¥-in. overe 
all. 4-in, blade with mak- 
ore aoe engraved ane 
scroll design. Metal fasten- 

for belt; knife hangs free, ready for use but out of way. Because they are han Ret ae delighted: vy d made, knives may vary a little, 

B402. ROYAL FINN HUNTING KNIFE. Each, Postpaid, OMly.-.....s.:ssssesersssersssessessseessessseseussecsasnensasnsees 

Pocket Hunting Knife Size 1 Knife on Key Chain 
wo “ty ty Wy Uinta NY Convenient Pocket Size 

IY see cama ETT = a 

———— oe S aon” on Chain with Your Keys 
Vp, ie) My a mote that combines the 
st ¢ y Me WY Will ; eauty of a pretty girl with 
Li Maladie i Reonty of & cee ete the 

Tt 
ize that makes it easy to carry (nife & Sheath Both in One Handy i 

‘Pocket Size ea eee 

Most people like rugged usefulness of heavy > Knife is a handy 

hunting knife, but until now they were instrument to 

rd to carry, Not any more. This WALTCO' have with you 

T-SHEATH WOODSMAN HUNTING and_ this small 

E- combines the usefulness of the outdoor sized model 

with convenience of pocket knife. Good avoids the bulky 

f protection. High quality, moderate price. nuisance of reg- 

of finest too] steel, 4-inches long, even ular sized 

old rolled steel! Handle folds around blade 
m perfect sheath; protects blade and user. 

y catch locks both open and closed posi- 
$1 7 { , Aluminum and plastic handle shaped to 

ef”. 
‘ 

Saber Blade 

knives. Yet its 
5 high carbon 

; DA steel, full pol- 
ished blade does most of the work a larger sized 
knife can do, Unbreakable clear plastic handle with 
actual art model photograph under plastic. Our 
illustration actnal size, 65c an 
No. 8390. Price Postpaid. ..... ° | 4 67 

No. 8401. HUNTING KNIFE. Saber Blade, b ' 
Complete with Leather Sheath. Price Postpaid.......+..++++++ lind. Light, weighs only 4 oz. 8 %-in. open; 

n. closed. Handy pocket size. $2.98 

66 & Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | Ep, ‘inctuding Sears, Wards, Aldon's Nota 892. Pocket Hunting Knife. Each 



Made So You Can Throw Them To Hit A Moving Target! MYSTERY KNIFE Push Button a " 

ase | Throwing Knife eT Wi 
Penetrating ‘i x 1 Teeake No Broken 

Properly Balanced for Knife Throwing a Fingernails 
Go Small Game Hunting and Do Target 

Throwing With This Double Edge 
Throwing Knife! 

ife 
You don’t have to be a professional kn 

thrower to enjoy one of these balanced Sees 

ing knives. KNIFE THROWING as a sport is 

Knife. Easy to open, 
easy to close. Is very 
simple to open once 

you know com- 
bination, yet 
those not 
familiar 
with secret. 
might take 

@ PUSH BUTTON 70 CLOSE “™ 
World's Fastest Knife! 

The knife you dreamed about, now available at a 
reasonable price. Handy pocket knife that you can 
work with one hand. Pull button to open; push \ és i ) Jong time " extensively and can provide a button to close. Blade swings out—does not slide, : lt ‘4 e 

being) practiced lot of fun. Locks open. No danger snapping or sliding when RY i 4 corns oe 
A sport that can be in use. Highly tempered steel blade. Attractively Solid bras linings, nickel 

developed with little finished. With link for attaching to chain or cord. TIGHT ebony bolsters; razor “steel 
skill, although for No. 8465. PUSH BUTTON KNIFE. $1.00 blade. fr 

Price Postpald....scccccsessecesecice trick throwing and long range 98c 
throwing, some practice is re- 
quired. Mt Soa de Bees 

f hunting small game. Used in the o ays 
ent ee Stato the bow and arrow, it was a. deadly 

a ie on at close range. These knives are made in the United 

Beaten to withstand heavy punishment. Fine for target work. 

The ‘pooklet listed below will tell you a lot of the tricks of ' 

Y knives that will amaze your friends. These knives are useful 
ee NG FISHING and THROWING, 7-inches overall. All-purpose 

1 i real beauty. 2 for $2.98, 

ie. Paag owsina and T
HROWING KNIFE, Price Postpaid... $1.69 

Any Kind of a Knife Should Read This Amazing Book on 

re ers iret Knife Throwing! 

How to Throw Knives 
a The Art of Knife Throwing for Hunting and Target Work 

No. 8416. Mystery Knife. Postpald. . 

Knife Throwing Set 
Complete Set, Instruction Folder, 

Target and Four Balanced 
He 

Throwing Knives 
for HUN 

, The most modern development of the an- 
cient art of knife throwing is the popular 
set_ of throwing knives complete with target 
and _ instructions. Described and illustrated 
in Esquire magazine. Because of the amaz- 
ing balance of each knife it has made knife 
throwing much more accurate. Easily 
thrown; hard hitting. Simple instructions 
make it easy to learn and throw accurately. 
As you become better, you can stand farther 
and farther from target. Set includes four 

rt of knife throwing. Use al- eee, TRUE-IN-FLIGHT KNIVES forged of high 
ees Bee ten oriceien: pe when Fou have perfected your technique, you’ll learn how arbon stecl, 18-inch target made of thick wood with colored bull’s eye on each side, le, 5 most any aera that will give you higher accuracy, plenty of hitting power and amazing fo. 6818. KNIFE THROWING SET. Postpald see bbists Ss eb es eile beveces : 

— 2 color’ sithough the use of the knife as a weapon for hunting and fishing is ages old, = ee a as as tS 5 - - 

conteol, i modern armies still depend upon their poeeen ante othe od Carry This Knife With You 

. If you own any kind of a knife you’ e ama: a 

ge. es with it after reading this peak. NOetaoaes er eae’ viel As You Carry Pen or Pencil 

S ts, Moving Targets, Straight Knife wing, 

Oh Then Backward Throws, Throwing at Unseen -_ 
SECRET BLADE 

Objects, Paper Cutting, String Cutting, Axe and 
CLIP KNIFE 

Hatchet Throwing, Knife Fighting, Hunting with ye 

a Knife, Eto, Eto. 24 pages. Well illustrated, 
ee 

No. 1096. HOW TO THROW KNIVES. 15¢ 
as’ io 

ty Dr BI Price Postpaid... ...- oes Safety Drop Blade 

Carry this knife se- 
cretly and safely, yet 
when you wish to use 
it, there It Is, In a 

aye futomatic PUSH BUTTON Jil-ice Fishing 
Kni e-Crafters Pocket Knife Bank Fishing 

Trolley Fishing 
—Opens in a Second 

ieee Hels Sine 

Created by Internationally known Y ; You'll find a knife a 

sword master and knife expert : —Safety Lock HISTLING " ; Mis} handy tool with many 

George Santelll. Professional Throw- | fxcellent knife for al] round i ; ; uses. For school or of- 
Ing Knives. Has “polnt | heavy du ty use. Equally 5 

rl BOBBER 
fice, shop and home, 

feel’? for highest accuracy. convenient home, hundreds of uses. Looks 
office or shop use; like expensive fountain 
ruggedly built ‘knife rhe mates 

a 

out of safety holder Pb oie Rete x Pole Ye with flick of finger. ad- 
America’s TION — It’s , 6 ‘ * (i justs to several lengths, a ucete Seance ae Fishing a; Because blade slides, it ine: “He ge led ] Trolling : cannot snap shut. High eee = No brow 4 ; Ri carbon steel blade lasts s \ f= vccernil Tro lley i indefinitely. Convenient aN iff ae a Fishing i Big pocket knife is always 

quality sh af handy for ypening let- 
edge cutlef Outdoor ters, cutting string, do- ie Whistles When Fish 

; 1 retains ff . ine! . ing repairs, cutting and : steel cain meer. Your ee, Knife cleaning finger nails, 
S Th in : Knife usage. Just press the button and bl the fish bite your line “Keen as a razor, | shox or of fice work, 
uper rowing springs into position, ready for Ws fier st is day or night: Great: |v tamistend._a8 an Ox. | school w ork, clothing 

hurop knife throwing Locks in position so that even wu thing you ever hear aw! “ a grip. Polished | repairs, etc., etc. 
_ Destened’ be famous Rarcmeeity forged. tapers hard usage there is little danger te back, and waitait cally | aluminum knob. Lifetime, heavy |No. 8439. SECRET 
Shape of handle permits ease in handling. Size blade snapping shut. Satety locks worth of fun and fish. er pede we fines. roars: Bante Se eee 

i heath ts blade from opening accidentally. eed willy de of durable plastic with t iy ig, Do a rice Eac 

Te eat price, Povioald.. et neath $4-95 but danger. Non-slip dagger-type grip. About f fee ince a for Boe. Long, Sin, blade. “Top ‘grain | Postpaid... 98C 
Use 

any line. 2 for 89c. 49c leather sheath. 
Deen nen ene NEE EE ee Hl. ; ; B = 

68 & Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | No. 8393. Automatic Pocket Hunting Knife pos g rice roses No. 8405. Postpaid, ..93*00 | | Johnson Smith & Co. * 69 



Hundreds 
of Uses 

FASTER, SAFER, 

but also to the 
safety-gripped in t 

Arts, Ink Eraser, 
Leather Crafts, 
No. 8451. X-ACTO Kn 

Retouching, 

RAZOR SHARP 
POCKET KNIFE 
Uses Replaceable 

Te Gt 2 Razor Blade 
ALWAYS SHARP! Wonderful for office, school 

or factory work. Excellent for model builders, re- 
pair men, Used in bioloical work. Refillable blades; 
uses Gits or Schick razor blades. Heavy, durable 
air men. Used in biological work, Refillable blades; 
lade, 2 %-in. long. 25c 

No. 8442. Gits Razor Knife, Postpald... - 
ee OOO 

: US 
suc scuaren aow 

You-Dial-It 5-In-1 

RAZOR BLADE KNIFE 
Scraper—-Slicer—Cutter—Ripper. _ For 

office, school, hobby, repair, shipping room, | 

Closes tight. Adjustable to 5 different, positions- 

Just dial it! Any standard razor blade gives it new 

5c sharpness. Pocket size. 
N o. 8408, Dial-It Knife. Postpald.....--- 

Toad Stabber, Long Jack Knife 
Extra large jack knife with long. blade nearly 5-in. 

in length, Ruggedly constructed knife made by one of 

America’s. large knife manufacturers, Single blade. 

Nickel finish polished cap and bolster. Full mirror fin- 

ish blade, skillfully tempered, 
lin design handle, 

448. Extra Long Jack Knife. Postpald 

highly polished White 
98c pyroxa 

No. 8 

POCKET SIZE 
“Cub Hunter” 4-Inches Overall! 

‘An’ exact reproduction of a Hunting Knife in 

miniature size measuring 4-inches overall. Polished 

steel blade, brass guard, white handles. Complete 
with genuine leather sheath, Top quality steel; 

really useful; sharp. 

No. 8444, Cub Hunter. Price Postpald. «.. 98¢ | 
S
S
 

70 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 

EASIER TO USE, FINE SURGICAL STEEL 
An X-ACTO detachable blade knife is a professional precision tool——easy to 

handle, quick to cut, adaptable to many different arts, crafts and hobbies, Well- a 
elt H 

balanced, you can handle and control it like a pencil. No work is too delicate for Mac nl 
Seo 6! as 

a streamlined X-ACTO knife. The sharp, keen blades of fine surgical steel are - 
ret Indentifica- 

bulldog-geripped into. a handsome, sturdy all-metal X-AOTO handle. Every blade 
tlon Window 

is shaped to a specific need and your every cutting and carving need is antici- SECRET 

pated in this beautiful functional 
in every X-ACTO knife is due not merely to the careful design of the handles 

er that every blade is hand-made of fine surgical steel. 

he hand—can 
Hobbies, Models, Etching, Frisket, 

Make-Ready, Mat Cutting, 
Ife Complete with Style A Blade. Postpald. . - 

No. 8452. Style A Blade.....150 

No. 8453. Style B Blade. 

A Sate Place To Keep 
on7 ea Cul ass 

tool. Remember that this functional perfection as the innocent look of a high grade belt, but oh! how different, For 
oncealed Pocket traveler, salesman, collector, business man and anybod: i 

P ts Mp e The secret money pocket is hidden i qennine top’ grade owe 
rotection ride, handsome, dressy belt. Enclose money without removing belt! Smart, 

It is 

"t “fold under.’ Use for Office, School, Carving, 

Stencil, Printing, Lithography and all the Graphic dependable buckle. Black onl 

Ohiropody, Taxidermy, Stripping, Profilm Cutter, } i " , x 

Ring’ Sign Painting, et0ry etc, Against Theft! No. 6750. mystery men’s Secret Money Belt. State Size, Postpald.. $1.98 
Rr --59c 

teh & Letter 
No. 8455. Style D Blade.,...150 
No. 8454, Style C Blade 160 

Midget Hunter Knife Bpener % a 4-Blade Scout Knife 
owl 

For All 
Around 

-.+.1B0 

| Midget hunting style knife. Size over all 4%- 
in. Leather scabbard, handle set with imitation 
ewels. Useful desk novelty, 
lo. 8397. Postpald.....sesececccccee 75¢ 

>, Carrying Case & Outdoors 

x High Quali —Bottle Opener i 

aN OS ee ity That Attaches i ig ed Screwdriver 

SAIN Knife. Openedwith To Belt pener _—Penknife Blade 

One Hand. Non-Slip Blade. 4 Soreny. Duty Hunting Knife Blade 

Something new in pocket knives that is practical Gives You Convenient ARR wees fsa ‘onl breakipis Diaatic ob- 

21 e *]]_ marvel je rugs! 
: fe able, g-wearing nic = 

donetruction. “of this knife, the ease with which it Pocket for Carrying fectly ovaled bolsters. Finest high-carbon, steel 

hand and the non-slip 
blades, full polished, hand edged. Electrically con- 
trolled heat-treated steel f i i Pe ae (alent or maximum cutting edge. 

No. 8387. SCOUT KNIFE. Postpaid..... 89c 

; Almost Anything! 
iB This imitation leather bag can be 

strapped onto your belt in front, at side 
in back, out of your wy, if desired. It is used for 

any purposes. Carry parts or small tools in it; 
iklers use it to carry waxes; camera fans keep films, 

; fishermen & sportsmen find many uses; etc., 
Out of the way, does not interfere with you, 
bulky, yet easy to get at. About 7-in. long, 3-in. 

ocket- With clasp. 89 
Cc 9. 4141. CARRYING CASE. Postpald.~ 

KEY KNIFE 
Handy—Sharp 

ean be over-d with one 
blade. Blade locks when open, Made of finest 

forged steel blade, brilliantly plated. $1.25 

No, 8474. SAFETY KNIFE. Postpald.. 

Razor Scraper Knife 
[SCRAPER =HN1 FE (eluo Mallu An all purpose 

aise ribs scraper knife that 
ie j uses any new or ol 

AW} 
7 | 

eee 

razor blades. Always 
sharp. Olean cutter, 
Blade can be ad: 
justed to several 
angles for different 
types of work, Fine 
for scraping, cutting, 
etc. 5%-in- long, 
Comes comple 

with razor blade. 15¢ 

No. 4563. Razor Scraper Knife, Postpald. . 

4-in-1 Novelty Knife 
Knife Blade, 

Hereis the For Scouts, Campers, 

Ideal Axe Sportsmen, Etc. 
Here is the Ax all of you Scouts 

will want: one that cuts er 
aoe with each stroke, that stays share uitan 
poeray of punishment, that’s got the balanced grip 
a peemitortanle grip shape. Yes, it’s a beauty in 
Hee) es a hee pattern. Stand- 

¢ » . head, -in, cut. Made of craf- 
coite manganese alloy carefully heat tr 
tough and durable. Smooth black polished, blade, 

Ear Spoon ey 14” cream lacque i 

Fingernail File, : ms key ing, key chaln or Without sheath hickory handle, red tip, 
fey holder. Size of ordinary, No. 6049. Sportsmen’s Ax. Price $1.69 

Toothpick 
4 blades in one mir 

fjature, low-priced knife 
Good pocket novelly, 
Plastic sides, mets 

a handy thing, 
u iteel blade. With 

. 8%-inches long open. 
8440. Price Postpaid 

TAN COWHIDE SHEATH. Sli 
all standard hand axes as described ‘ow vets ee 
A sheath helps keep ax in good. condition. . 
No. 6050. Price Postpaid.............. 89c 

d &9-Pass Window Case 
Snap Change Purse, Bill Compartment, Swinging Windows 

69c 
Wl 

blade. 2-in. long. 
No. 8441. Novelty Knife. Postpald.. 

MODEL BUILDER’S KNIFE Keep your passes, ny : : Use P , asses, money and papers safe with this 

Razor Sharp It pn styled, with no zipper to get out of order, yet ifs BRAC BILLEOLD: 

i pamor pblade , sharon ‘ Las ent tas ane. addition has swinging windows which’ provide places for 9 differ. 
Cut designs out of 4 ood Like iM ST nts ee so they can be in full view at all times. In addition to 

like a pencil. Hundreds of Snap, also has snap change purse, regular bill compartment. Genuine 
ell Teather, tan grain. A good buy. 

No. 7051, BILLFOLD & PASS CASE. Postpald.i+.....+.... 
iD CHECKS OF MAIL ORDER HOUSES ACCEPT- 
jcluding Sears, Wards, Alden’s and others. 

nees for model and office 

Wo saas.zio Knite 15€ worse... 91.00 
} Johnson Smith & Co., x Delroif, Mich. * 71 

Money, Valuables, Etc, | 

— i, 
hh 

a] 
/)} 



Just Like the Service Men Wear 

t 
if 

i 

wear this smart new MILITARY 

web belts, noted for their comfort and 

jong wearing, with polished brass o 

buckles and mounted emblems. United States Army regulation width—about 1% 

boxed, STATE SIZE. PRICE, $1.50 EACH. 

Sabres. Price Postpald.. 

‘MILITARY BELTS 
‘BOYS & MEN! You'll be proud to 

TYLE BELT. They’re tough. enough 

routes 

o take it, yet they're plenty dressy 

il Ht 

or wearing to school, Strong woven 

i 4 i i 
til 

iAH 
i 
ca 

nehes. Hac h belt individually 

Wear It With Ordinary 

Suit to Give You the Western Look “om nie , t a 7 “I’m from the 

Cavalry Belt American Shield Belt Aviation Wings Belt see you with ‘thiy GENUINE’ LEATHER OARTRIDGE BELT. It's the real thing—no. fakin 

No. 9742. Cavalry Crossed $1 50 No. 9743. American $1.50 No, 9744. Aviation 0 a this—only it is made smartly and atyled Tight 20. it ee: paienslly, Peet. Aad te tang 
No, 9743. A nerloan j ain. Belen Postpald. ». Wie Bate crore Hg even carry a cap pistol) it Uives. ae eee caican oN ot a on 

yle—Loops for C ii fa Buckle Pp: artridges or Dummy Bullets—Big Buckle—Wear As 
Re . 

True Bl et pile suc to Give That Western “Slouch” Look 

ae These belts are ideally SRL teh Cok eae 1g ie let them hang over on hip and slouch 

r dummy bullets, Full size belts ay: etsern”’ look. You can load th i ‘ 

construct acti Bae S avatlable in most stands em up with cartridges 

eee ate, itenetheay, finished, Russet leather, 1 oA inches wide, Ls a top grain leather, ruggedly 

No. 6227. LEATH cae cartridges or blanks. STATE SIZE. her loops. Capacity 25 rounds 
. R CARTRIDGE BELT. State Size. Price Postpald ne 1.59 

Illustrations Show Designs Only. 

$1.50 Includes Beltand Bucki
ewith Design 

elt Wing & Shield Belt 
HAND MADE, COLORFUL = \ 

No. 9745, Marine Corps. No. 9748. Alr Corps. Anchor B 

Price Postpaid. ..... .»« $1.50 Price Postpald........- $1.50 No. 9751. Anchor 1.50 4 5 INDIAN BEADED BELT 

oN eet U.S. Belt Design. Price Postpald. +. $1. } 71 DIDI A 
> 

7 . Yac ; 

; ae PAT 
55 

Price Posipald...s..+++ $1.50 We uae Oho ne $1.50 R. O. T. C. Belt h Ps Se PES oe ig Na aR 

Coast Guard U.S. Navy Belt No. 9752. Reserv SESE er Serle es 1 tS. 
d 

No, 9741. Coast Guard. ¢7 59) No. 9750, U.S, Navy orticats’ Bina OonDe $1.50 SSS 
ST CG 

“(Not HMlustrated.) ..+++0+. 9)" Emblem, Price Postpald. . $1.50 asiidecahe ay eee, colertul glass beads woven together by hand by W nap a Some 
» Mac s ! ach belt has several thousand beads! Hand laced er paneer Pt ae Mg saint color Ses 

. e. Tan 

—— 
CANVAS MONEY BELT WMo. @29A6. HAND BEADED INDIAN DESIGN BELT. Price Posipald.................. 04699 

The Sportsman’s Wonder Belt y ay 

Used by Scouts, Soldiers and Marines
, smate zee 

> 2 
Carry Money; Letters, Jewelry, Etc. ee, xe pe 4 

ae 
| ioe La L ie BRR L 235 | 

i “i 

UABILRRL 
OR 

D LARILL DRL: ‘ Z os KIM 

HAND MADE, GENUINE RATTLESNAKE SKIN BELTS 
‘Hand made in Mexico. Excelle Tess, ‘ht wi smanshi I t leather back: : 3 is t dress, Li i i ‘ Pp, ig r backing, tigh tr ' n ig! eight, beautiful craft i i t) i tight 

leather pote aon both edges. Buckle is metal covered with berg aaa uae Miche 1% ‘i 7 E SIZE . 4 -Inches 

629E6. 1 T. Pr Pi $4.9 . Ice Postpaid. . 5 E6. RATTLESNAKE SKIN BEL ee Peewee ewes 

Shirt 

Sportsmens’ Mone Belt 
Can Be Kept Under Shirt 

Carry Money, Small Articles, Ete. 

Sportsmen’s belt for carrying money, matches, 

small articles, etc. You can. keep it under your 

not be noticed. Has large carry- 

HO 

ar money belt that fits around the waist. 
A regul 

shirt winery it yan i i ate ee 5 

ing capacity. ade of genuine leather, thin and |\tyas several extra large pockets. You can carry # 

tough. Light in weight, yet hard wearing and dur-|iarge amount of coins or currency. Extremely large ww Low-Pric isti . ‘ 

able. Has buckle and can be adjusted to fit. Also |lcapacity. Gan be worn under the coat without excit- lo. 6299. pareend Reclame Looking Imitation Rattlesnake Skin d . 

ferves as a handy tobacco pouch or can be used to|jing any suspicion. Used as a change bag by news TE SIZE. Pri KESKIN BELT........... : and Alligator Belts 

carry spare ammunition, bait, hunting and fishing ||boys, gasoline station attendants, etc. Well made 0. 6800 Sor ae tee es BELT. dieic ‘Bice “Bu Rare Cae R a rane rine Mea a eet $1 39 

: ELT. State Size. Price Postpaid yi ‘ 7 
" 

0 stpald , 
: 1.39 

of durable canvas. 
No. 6753. Canvas Money Belt. Price..... ae aad and many or cen articles. 

No. 7076A. Sportsmens joney Belt. 

Price Postpald.....- NO rear Te rer i $1.50 

Hammered Copper Western Buckle, 
Replaces Buckle on Almost Any Belt 

Hand painted horse on hammered copper buckle, The shiny copper metal 

catches the eye as it glistens in the light. This buckle can be, put on most 

standard types of belts in place of your present buckle. Popular horse and 

saddle design, Large size. If you want to dress up without paying very much, 

this is the way. Your friends will admire it. 9c 

No. 6292. HAMMERED COPPER WESTERN BUCKLE. Postpald. 

72 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 

50¢ in 
% fs 

: es 

Texan Luminous Jeweled Belt---Sparkles and Glows in the Dark 
Sparkling Red, Green and Yellow Jewels, Nickel Diamond Studs 

actively jeweled and heavily stud with nickel plated stud: n ines 1h dank, full e y studded wit! ickel plated studs set in lumi i 
! ch grain steerhide bridle leather floral embossing. Hates teecen a ee ! buckle, 4, -inc! 

303A. WESTERN JEWEL acto , ED LUMINOUS BELT. Price Each, Postpald..... $4.50 |e 73 

a 
Feeds ‘ 

eather. 3 igns; Assorted designs; some have blue or red background. Truly gorgeous. STATE SIZE. $ 
; 4.95 



- 8- Window Pass ‘Case 
Use It As a Pass Case or 

Insert It in Your Billfold 

2 Styles: Pass Case With or 

Without Memo Book 
With all the different types of identifica- 

tion cards, photos and passes that are carried 

by most people nowadays, these cases serve & 

yery convenient method for carrying them, By 

just flipping the celluloid pages which hold 

the passes, you can readily flash the one you 

wish to display. Quick as well as efficient. 

A-Window Case and Memo Pad 
2 sections, 4 windows with 34-page memo book. 

With removable calendar & identification card. 30c 

No. 7023. PASS CASE. Postpald.......- 

2- Pocket Budget 
Coin Purse 

Keeps Your Money 
Straight 

Made of genuine cape 
leather, a soft, smooth fine 
looking coin purse. Riveted 

Photos, 

Cards, 

Passes 
; J 

8-Pass Case or Billfold Insert 

4 Sections, 8 windows, Removable calendar and 

identification card. 5c 

No. 7022. PASS CASE. Postpald.....--+ 

steel frame with double snap 
Very convenient for 

About 

50c 

opening. 
keeping money 
312x214-in. 
No. 7056. Budget Purse = é 

LUGGAGE TAG. 
For Luggage, 

in. 

ee 1G PASSES 
Only 

PHOTOS ETc. DSC 
Holds 16 Photos, Passes, Cards, Ete. Equipment, 

Use it as a pass case or album; convenient a 

Each usually has several Articles 
pocket size. person f 3 seve 

passes, m@mbership cards, photos, identification, 

ete., that they keep ready for easy finding and 
eight pages 

Protection in the 
event of loss or theft. . § 
This luggage tag 

quick use, Size is 2% x4-inches; ae Saeed anon 

(16 windows). Easy to insert or remove. 350 most any prticle you . 

No. 7061. Ever-ready Pass & Photo Case. poseeee: 7 

1cokin. (eutmme (Cm 
Leather. 

= 

Transparent window. 
No. 7028. (3 for 5°) 200 

A 

Bicycle & Motorcyclists’ Goggles 

: a Aviator's Price Each, Postpaid.. esl oar oleae 

Dy) Type; Utility Bag 

a Curved For Overnight Trips, 

fo Fit To Carry Equip 

Face 
ment, Cameras, 

Supplies, Etc. 
; Gonvenient size, 
artificial leather, 
heavy leatherette welt- 

ing, leather tabs, set- 

vo 

Aron’t they beauties? Lo 
Mne, tear-drop oval shape. 
gized lenses (each lens opening is 

ole swell: in popular stream~ 
Better still, they are large 

2i2-in, wide by 
lded curved shape 

134-in, deep) with metal frames mou h 

to fit face. Leather muask-type gorgle that clings to Ai ng ottam, With. zip 

face and keeps out wind, dirt, dust, etc. Keep your 
ir ( Y zip 

eyes clear when going fast! Used by mechanics, per. Handy utility or overnight and sports bag. °. 

cyclists, motorists, mvearorsy eee 
unbreakable inches long. 

$1.99 

Tenses. Genuine leather, Elastic strap. . 

No. 9233. All-Purpose Goggles. Postpaid..... a BIE No. 6900. Price Postpald.....-+++++> 

G-Man 
Billfold This purse 

has proved very | 
popular for 
those who carry 
a lot of change 
or money. It 
gives you pro- 
tection against 
loss plus the 
convenience of 
making it easy 
to get at, Deep 

boys. Very realistically 
smart looking billfold set for, Low pri 

Om pues 1 GMAN. ‘There is a ful 
designed to make you look like an actua 3 1 

Mize” billfold Rerraatively, made of imitation leather with a plain pocket, abies 

fold style makes it thin; comfortable i) yO ae sia iarman” ecticied 
used 
Keep al) of your money and small 

valuables in one place and they'll 
be easy to take care of. About 6%. 
in. long. 89ce 

No. 7075. Price Postpaid........ 

Add 10c Service Cha ge 
on Orders Under $1.00 

\ 

design on the outside, Single n 

to carry in pocket. Aside from the bill compartment, it has a 

window compartment for passes. Inside compartment is Junior 

@-Man Identification Card with a seal on it and place for regis- 

tering your name, Has coin change or card compartment with a 

eut-out section that holds your G-Man Badge. Comes complete 

with attractive, die stamped gold color badge. Badge is removable’ 

so that you can wear it on your coat. ic 

74 | 
39 

No. 7064. G-Man Billfold Set. Price ....- 

Name on This Western 
Jeweled Stud Belt 

Personalized With Your Name, Team Name, City, Nickname, Etc. 
Western beauty per- 

sonalized with name on 
it. Studded with over 
100 brightly polished 
nickel studs, 6 large 
brilliant jewel-like 
stones. Has solid brass 
oversized machine - en- 
graved designed buckle 
with loop to match and 
floral design metal tip 
on tongue, all finished 
in silver color, Full 1%- 
inch wide belt, tapering 
ce Jet ane ee 

ial about 2-inches wide. 
oe ee in brightly polished metal letters. Heavy tooled steerhide leather. 

Deir ities ite 16 cee ne a not specified). Size 24 to 44. SPECIFY 
- ° le i i UM, 15 LETTERS. ORE THAN 10 LETTERS, ADD 75c, MAXI- 

1 o, DEZ00. PERSONALIZED WESTERN STUD BELT. 
‘Price Postpaid (Add 75e if Over 10 Letters). .......0-. cece cece ners 

MAMMOTH BUCKLE WESTERN TROPHY BELT 
: Like Those Awarded at Rodeos 

Tie t . ce " This is a popular TROPHY BELT, so 
i Bet named because it is often given as an 

award. or prize at rodeos. The buckle is 
really large, as you can gather from the 
illustration. This type of belt usually sells 

| 2 : MESO eee mney soo Enea measures néarly 

deep. It is all metal and handsomely finished Tam coibomeel daniels dete wateran 
‘On genuine leather cowhide belt with tooled Neditiec doctor dete ate” sehen eee Sy ae 
No, 6308. MAMMOTH BUCKLE WESTERN TROPHY BELT. Price Postpald............ $1.95 

Leatherette Billfold 
With Window For Inserting Passes 
A billfold is a handy container for your 

identification cards and money, Keep leeds posters 
stamps, notes and papers all in one handy place, 
Helps to keep you from losing track of these valuable 
papers, This is a low-priced yet serviceable billfold 
that will provide you with a lot of use, Has 9 regu- 
lar pocket for currency plus two additional pockets. 
Window for passes. Pocket for cards, stamps, ete, 

Full size, 8% x4 %-inches. Imitation leather material in assorted colors, 1 
No. 7053. LEATHERETTE BILLFOLD. Price Postpald. . nite teks 5¢ 

Hula Dancer and Bathing 
Billfolds = 

Hand Colored Zipper 
Safety Billfolds 

These are the most popular 
style of billfolds. They have the % 
all-way-round zipper which safe- 
ee Pan peureate of your bill- 

‘old. Identification card. Although low 
very well made and hard eee. Pree te 

Pass or Photo Windows 
Perhaps next to the  well-mad di 

onvenience of plenty of pass windows. This billf Yor 9d NGL eia vale ree 
cards, etc., each being full billfold size, Genuine omen Fn See ee 

_ Hawaiian Hula Dancer Design 
fawaiian scene with girl in grass skirt doing 
, hula. 1 
046C. Price Postpald...... $ 98 

UND CHECKS OF MAIL ORDER HOU: - 
including Sears, Wards, Alden’s, Dhedetey ate 

Any 

eae 
i 

ba 

Bathing Beauty Girl Design 
Shows a pretty girl on the beach in attractive 

natural colors 

i $1.98 No. 7046B. Price Postpald........... 
renee 

| Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 9 75 
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Mammoth Piggy Bank 
This Bank Holds Over 

$1,000.00 
10 Inches Long—Nose to Tail 

Mammoth Piggy Bank that holds $1,000.00! 
is the biggest bank we’ve ever seen, and just 

bout the most beautiful, too. It is a great big, fat 

E pig with big eyes and a cute tail. Made of highly 

lazed, sturdy pottery. “Porky” the pig Is attrac- 

ively finished In lustrous colors, hand-colored for 

handsomely decorative effect. Porky looks good on 

your mantel, dresser or even on the floor. Large 

lot for imserting coins of all sizes and paper cur- 

rency. Estimated to hold $1,000.00 when filled 

with miscellaneous cash. Stands 6 inches high and 

js 10 inches long. Get this bank and you have 

what we think is the smartest bank available. 

No. 6440. MAMMOTH PIGGY BANK. $3.95 

Price Postpald 

MUSICAL 
MONKEY 
ACTION 

‘GUM BANK 
—Monkey 

Tips Hat 
—Plays 

Music 
—Dispenses 

Gum ¢ 

—Save 
Money, 
Make 

o Money 
Save money, make money the easy, pleasant way. 

Put In coin, bank plays a tune, the monkey tips 
his hat, ball gum comes out! Who can resist it? 

Gay, all plastic, colorful construction 6% x5x2 %- 

in, Buy gum and make money every time a coin Is 

put In, whether it be a penny or more. Ball gum 

refills available at most confectionery or, grocery 

stores. $1.69 

No. 2598. Musical Monkey Action Bank,. 
dime ($5.00) opens bank automatic- 

ithographed in colors. i 

soa DAILY t NE BANK. Price Postpaid... 39¢ 
up to date. 
ally. 
No. 2584. DAILY DIME 

Half Actual 
_ Size Dime Register Bank 

Rings Up Each Coin 
Dime Registering Bank built to give 

the appearance of a miniature cash reg- 
ister. The first dime inserted locks the 
bank. When 100 Dimes ($10.00) have been 
inserted the bank unlocks automatically, 
As each dime is inserted, the total in dol- 
lars and cents, is registered at the top. 
Holds up to $10.00 in dimes—100 dimes, 
Saving” is an important element of every- 
one’s life, and this bank makes it easier 
for you to save. Set a goal—a dime a day 
—and watch the total mount. When you 
see your savings recorded day by day and 
week by week it should serve as a stimu- 
lant to keep on—getting more and more 
in the bank. Made of metal, 2%-inches 
long by 2 inches high. 
No. 2610, DIME REGISTER 2 
BANK. Price Postpaid.... 9c 

_Squealing Pig Bank 
Made of Beautiful Tenite Plastic 
‘ach Time a eI 
Coin Is In- Hs : 

WN), ierted, Piggy 
ets Loose (ih: 
a Loud 
| Squeal! 
A bank that will delight almost anyone with a 
se of humor. Each time a coin_is inserted, this 

ig lets loose with a loud squeal. Your friends will 
light in putting money in your bank to hear 
iggy squeal. Could be the most profitable bank 
pu've ever had! Really beautifully made bank. 

de of the lustrous virgin plastic TENITE, just 
put the most handsome plastic made. Hyes, nose 

alah Trick Elephant 

Bank Action Bank 

nd mouth are hand decorated in contrasting colors. The famous and pop-| Elephant Lifts 
ocking device in bottom permits removal of money oe eR Bye c oF & Up 

thout breaking bank. Large size—6-in. long, | or $5.00 have been in-| ~—.” Swallows It 
%-in. high. terted, bank opens auto- Fun to save when they $1.19 

2564. Squealing Pig Bank. Postpald matically. Then you can| Setion. Beautitullse dither 
start over again.| graphed metal bank In 
Amount of money in i the shape of elephant. 

bank visible at all times. Place coin. on elephant's Real 
q Fine for teaching chil-} *™*. press button and 

fh 
elephant swall 

Peanut 
Se aeaenes 20c 5-in. high. ue 2ke 
No. 2586. Price. . No. 2599. Postpaid 25€ 

Vendor 

Change Purse 
Rapid Change Maker 

and Holder 
Pocket size purse that holds 

your loose change. Three separate 

compartments for nickels, dimes 

and quarters. Strong springs hold 

the coins in place and a slight 

pressure of your thumb instantly 

brings out the desired coin. You 

can actually get the coin you want 

in the dark, Very convenient. The 

practical way to carry your money. 

No. 2600. Change Purse 25¢ 

Pelce Postpaid........- 

76 % Johnson Smith & Co. 

Budget Register Bank 

Different openings for various 

coins and by this means you can 

plan any budget. Counter on 

side automatically tells how much 

you have. Holds 1c, 5e, 10c, 25c 

coins. 
No. 2608. Price Postpaid. . 59c 

_ Bank 
ith Nuts 

others do your | 
for you. AS 

h coin is insert- 
lever pulled and 

E comes peanuts 
[ tray. All metal 

with trans- 
ent plastic top. 
fl can of peanuts 
| be inserted in 
‘or insert loose 
huts you can get 

any store 
} either way. 

several size 
thus you; 
big profit, 

nt way to st ase PaaS 

1 About 7-inches high, 
322. Peanut Vendor Bank. Postpaid 275 

World Map & Bank 

A Map of the World in 

Colors With Bank Inside! 

One of our fastest sellers. 
beautiful globe showing wit 
amazing detail and in four col 
ors a regular scale map of mt 

e world, Attractively lithograph 
and perfectly round, Globe 
8%” in diameter, 4%” high 
Lock in base of bank. - 

29¢ Oc SERVICE CHARGE ON ORDERS UNDER $1.00, 
No. 2602, Globe Bank. 2.00 of more, no service charge necessary. 
Price Postpald......+ 

RADIO BANK 
Looks Like 

; a Midget 
55 yo, YY Radio! 

lay Secret 
Lock! 
Made of plas- 

tic to look like 
abeautiful 
midget radio, 
Accurate  detai] 
right down to 
the ene sae 

e tunin 
Grille is a secret lock that can be remoy 

Very attractive, 
knobs. 
to empty bank. Coin slot in rear, 
Red and ivory plastic and other color combinations, 
About 4x4-in. 
No. 2568. RADIO BANK. Price Postpald. 35¢ 

| Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. xx 77 
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Cuckoo Clock Bank Really Cuckoos! CTE ice Gum and Chocolate 

Every Time Coin Is Inserted, 

Here is a bank attractive enough to 

or keep in your front room. A beauti 

plastic cuckoo elock in brillian 

‘Stands 514-inches high by 3-inches dee 

familiar in the Black Forest. The han 

are moveable. Has coin slot buil 

every time coin is inser 

pops out singing his CUCKOO! 

the door and he’s 

Jates coins in locked chamber. 

amount of money. This b 

all-time favorites. Even if you ¢ 

clock, now you can affor 

No. 2597. CUCKOO CLOCK BANK. 

Price Postpaid Only...+++++> 

| Capt. Kidd Mystery Box 
NO KEY! NO LOCK! 

How Do 
Coins 

Get In? 
How Do 
They 

Get Out? 

HOLDS 

$25.00 

Deposit coins and they disappear—how ? 

There is no key—why? Can only be opened 

with secret supplied with each bank. Each bank 

js mggedly constructed in form of metal chest. 

Vivid 5-color panorama design on outside. 

You'll get. a real thrill out of owning. 

ing with this bank. Show it to your tt 

make their coins **disappear’’—you ll 

plenty of $S$$S$- 4x2 Vy x2 ¥% -in. 

No. 2577. Mystery Bank, Price Postpald 

Mail Box Bank 

‘An educational, sturdy, life- 

time bank, inspir 

jliar U. 8, Govern 

inches high, all metal. 

No. 2616. Postpald.. 

ys ee
 er 

78 x Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 
| 

the Door Opens, Out Pops the Cutest Cuckoo 

and the Musical Cuckoo Sounds 

hang on the wall 

ful fully moulded 

t red, yellow and green. 

p. Has the pop- 

ular Swiss chalet shape with the ornamental design so 

ds of the clock 

t into design, so that 

gs, cuckoo bird 
ted, the door open 

time, Shut at the same 

all ready for the next coin. Accumu- 
Will hold a 

ank seems to be among the 

awt afford a cuckoo 

d this unusual novelty. 

98Cc 
se ee eves eeeserereree 

Combination aia 
€ COIN COLLECTOR ALBUMS No. 2692. Gum Vending Bank. Postpald 

4 _Chocolate-Vending Bank 
Pf rop in coin, out comes mny ¢ 

Biss : Holds 18 penny chocolate eri) obtainable at etaealt 
S088: By No. 2606. Chocolate Vending Bank. 1 o 

No. : Dime Album, Each. se Price Each Postpald Only.......+ 

MPORTED ORIENTAL SECRET MONEY BOXES 
HAND MADE IN ASSORTED INDIVIDUAL DESIGNS 

Any Time o 
You Wish! 
Unlock this SECRET SAFE only if you 

know the right combination. And, you_can 
{ Lincoin Penny 

change combination any 

money and valuables safe, secure, 

be-shape like a minia 

money, bills, small articles, 

bill slot for depositing mone: 

Constructed _of plastic, stee 

, 1.19 3-in. 

. Secret Safe. Price 

See 
acs 

Pop Eye Dime Bank 

Automatic Register 

50 dimes have been 

5.00—the bank auto- 
‘opens. Can be again 

closed and once again you may 

start saving your dimes. Decorat- 

ed with Superman, 

by the fam- some Cartoon 

ment ie box. ao of fata Confucius say: 

Complete with lock and key- ‘Penny saved is penn: 

eled green color. 5%4- We say: “Save your 

Se tent _ Individ- ec ee one a ate eal 

ally boxed. 
Ow . Cartoon ime 

os 59¢c Registering Bank. Postpald. ee 

SALES OR USE TAX IS EXTRA. If your state he 

either of these taxes, add amount to your remittane® 

dimes and know. 

39¢c No, 2583. Lucky Dime _39¢ 

$ 

‘IT PAYS 
4, TO PLAY! 

‘ a Drop in your 
ki pennies, nickels, 

dimes or quarters 
and play! When 

coin is deposited, 
ten balls are 
released for play. 
Money falls into 
pregular secret 
coin bank where 
you can remove 
it any time you 
wish. 

Pinball Machines! Friends Play It But 
You Take Home the Money! 

'.. Family and friends will want to play to ‘get 
phe highest score’, and every time they do, it means 
more money for you, Your savings can grow by 
Jeaps and bounds this way, and soon you can buy 

ose things you want out of your savings. The coin 

ike the big pinball machines only smaller in size. 

Bank. Price Postpald Only........... 
Holds 25 sticks. 

Attarctive albums for coin e ‘Ollectors. See 
scription elsewhere i e ote arith ET yore sere, 1D eae Has die-cut hole with 

9003. Indian Penny Album, 

i wish. Keep time you 0, 9008, Buffalo Nickel Album 

ture vault. Ideal for 

ete. Has coin and 

y without opening. 

1 and aluminum. 

Secret Cigaret & 

Money Boxes 
‘These puzzle boxes ar e genuine works of 

ne fitting and joining of the inlaid 
; od is so excellent that the box appears to 

cll b a solid piece of wood. Yet, when the prop- 
; decister/ r panels are pushed you can locate the 

aca h acret compartment where the key to the 
BANK GF , : Bi eeks eer ee continuing to push 

t] F yO now the combinatior 
fou ca 6 tenis. finally open the box and get the 

)They are extremely useful for ci 
Beard, the safekeeping of jewels Goiecs 
P valuable articles of any kind, including 

and cannot be opened until the 

fiftieth dime is inserted. All m 

al construction. Teaches chil 

ren to be thrifty. And while we 

make any good luck 

claims for it, the person who 

thrifty is usually lucky. Aw 

that is a mighty good way Wt 

be considered lucky, a8 mi 
people 

— manship of those people. Our 
ees indicate 

@ workmanshi 
these boxes. hte 

Reglstering Bank. Price. 

0. 3058. ORIENTAL SECRET BOX. 

Vending Banks 
These Banks 

Here are two 
‘banks, both 

‘illustration, 
which yend 
ther chocolate 
r gum, As you 

can well im- 
agine, by keep- 
‘ing these banks 
handy, you will 
‘find your fam- 

‘Any coin oper- 
ates bank, and 
even if they 
‘only put a 

still come out 

refills for much ess, 
nickel or dime—you’ll soon hi 

ho enady Cy oro for you) for that bike, ete, Beau- 

‘compartment can hold as much as°$200.00, Works front. 6-in, high TP ace ea “with lvck and, ae 

ly they drop in a 
ave enough money 

No. 2605. Pin- 5 
*. 

Pin-Ball Money-Making $1.98 Gum-Vending 
Drop in coin, out comes standard stick of gum. 

Mivey. These box , SECRET PANELS 
Ment and Giisteets py imported from the Unless a person is ee ate oan 

e exceptional crafts- tion of thése boxes it is difficult cele 
them. They are so constructed that 
glance they appear a solid bl ate imieia 
wood with Oriental pictures, sell alain 

Keep Valuables Safe 

IMPORTANT NOTE: The: i ¢ se boxes are hand made and thi 

we Greet Wn ata vey of ele and orn lg, Fey ne rt i le e illustratio: 
ern noe ee ARE Ch je require the mone at gg Med 

D Bi appeai i i 
ood. The size varies somewhat, but ee ie en Rea ae 

Oh, Postal. sie ee edness sieves 4 

| 



3 Number 
Combination 

Why You Should Have A Thrift Vault! 
A Thrift Vault is a good place to keep your money 

It can also be used as a ne 
en 

the danger of someone STEAL- 

while you are saving. 
place for small articles of jewelry, 
times, there is not only 

papers, 

ING your personal savings and possessions, there is the 
danger of LOSING them. If you have a good place— 
in the thrift vault—to keep articles of value, you will 
always know where to find them. Be on the safe side. 

Ever-Ready Coin Purse 
. Rapid Change Holder 

Wonderfully convenient 

makes it easy for 
you to get the 

right change in 
a few seconds 
without fumb- 
ling. Beautiful- 
ly made of lus- 
trous, colorful 
plastic with sep- 

arate compart- 
ment to hold pen- 

4 nies, nickels, dimes 
and quarters (or tok- 

ens). Holds several dol- 
lars in change. Hach coin 

pas, ‘slips out; held in place by 
ring action, 2-in. square, 

No. 2587. Rapid Change Purse. Postpald. . 29¢ 

~~ SEE YOUR SAVINGS GROW! ¢ 
<< Transparent Glass— 

See Coins and Money 

= ee 

Glass Piggy Bank 
See what you save. It’s fun to 

watch the coins stack up! Slot in 

ete. 

change holder that» 

Electric Television Bank 
Shows Full Color Pictures 
Different Picture for Each Deposit 

SAFETY VAULT 

& SAVINGS 
Save Money Playing the Horses! 

ORSE RACE BANK 
Coin Starts the pron 

BANK er mt Running; Listen 
: Nobody Be Like a Small Bank Vault Maou Kupdkout 

. and we + No Key Required the don't 
Winner nat i 

One of these combination Thrift Vaults Every ute 
and Saving’ Banks and a systematic plan time a vate 
of saving offers you the right combination coin TELE. 
fo everything you have always wanted, Your (from a VISION- 
own home, a college education for your penny to DEsian 
thildren, q trip abroad, a new car, a suc- a quarter) BAN 
sessful Wsiness of your own—many of these is dropped arent 
tre yours if you would only gnanage to save into this nse 
a definite sum every day or a definite per- savings coin and 
tentage of your income, Drop your spare bank, a screen. 
Dimes or Quarters into this Thrift Vault. thrilling lights up 
You'll probably never miss the money and —— 8-horse showing 
you'll be surprised how rapidly it mounts a race be- picture 
up. This Thrift Vault and Savings Bank vins! They’re off!! Instantly the eight numbered in full 
has g real combination lock just like the horses begin their race around and around the color. 
regular safes and vaults. Since there are track. You'll find quite a crowd will gather around ‘Turn of 

+ knob puts 
out light and resets for next show and next coin. 
There are six ‘shows’? which are shown one after 
the other, and then repeat over and over. Includes 
fight, circus, puppet, cartoon, cowboy picture, etc. 
Others insert money to see pictures, too, About 5-in, 
high, picture size about 1x1 %-in. All metal, hand- 
somely finished in colors. Holds about $75.00. 
Complete with battery and bulb. $1 59 
No. 2624. Price Postpaid............ * 

Musical Juke-Box Bank 
With Swiss Music 

Movement 

dozens of different combinations, the possi- 
bility of anyone else knowing the combina- 
tion is extremely remote. It is keyless. in 
every sense of the word. No key is required 
—just learn the combination. Takes all size 
coins, currency, etc., or you can use it for 
storing small articles of jewelry, private 
memorandums and other valuable articles. 
Strong and substantial, being made of sheet 
metal enameled in bright and attsactive col- 
ors. Size about 3%x3%x1%-in. deep. 
No. 2573. Thrift Vault and $1.49 
Savings Bank. Price Postpaid.... 

3-Coin 
Register 

four bank to watch the action and guess the win- 
er, and when it is all over, you'll find they 

have filled your bank with a lot of money for the 
tement of playing the races. Here is one way 

® save money on the horse races, Each horse is 
fumbered and made of colorful plastic. Brilliantly 
Hthographed metal. Finish line indicates winner. 
tands 7-in. high, 7-in. diameter. $2. 98 
lo. 2611. Horse Race Bank. Postpaid. Ki 

ncle Sam’s 3-Coin 
Register Bank 

Bank Insert Insert A Coin and the Music Starts? 
Adds 5c, 10c, Nickel, Can Make a Lot of Money for You! 

25¢ Dime or An exceptionally attractive bank that is q delight Fun to save Quarter— to play! When coin is inserted, beautiful, lovely small change. music starts to play. It’s almost like having your Automatically it own coin-operated phonograph machine, Even your opens at $10, Rin friends will enjoy playing it, and you will profit, Holds up gs The Swiss music box movement is spring wound, but up to $50. Up one winding will last quite awhile. Assorted popular Dial Indl- Coi melodies, Casing is made of brilliantly colored cates exact oin plastic, not unlike the gaudy juke-boxes you see total of de- and around, Measures about 6-inches high, and about peels a th Adds 4 %-inches wide. Comes complete, ready to play and 
mes, Hand- save, 

some, rugged beau- to No, 2613. Musical Juke-Box Bank, price 99S 
tiful styron plastic Re TT Ta 

+ and metal, about 7x7- Total "9 
inches. Heavy duty, lasts 
for years. Deep black or maroon with letters and 

ween DB2G dial in gold color, 
No. 2601. Price Postpaid...... This is one 

metal, attractively 
glacquered in lustrous 

e black finish. You can In- 
ert elther nickel, dime or 

Glass quarter. alt down the ; lever, and It automatically Liberty wadds the deposit to the Bell total In the window, 
showing how much money Bank you have in bank. ALSO 

‘ES PENNIES, HALF-DOLLARS and BILLS. Holds $50.00 or 
i but automatically opens at every $10.00 total. Heavy duty bank 
‘Will last for years and years, Those who have owned one of these 

| usually say year in and year out it has proved the most useful 
ver and favorite bank. Wonderful for special funds or budget 
All steel. Weighs 3-lbs. Size 6x4 % x5 % -inches, 

Makes an at- 
tractive desk 
novelty and 
bank. Shaped 
in form_ of Anywhere Coin Holder 

y 
Coin di i For car, home, office. 

for inserting coins, About 4-in. Bo < a 1 penser holds dimes, nickels, 
pets Stands on. table, ete. 25¢ ‘Qs wording on side. Slot | ters. Wonderful, convenient chal 9. U.S. REGISTER BANK. $3 95 
No. 2529. Price Postpai SS, “ Pi for | inserting Sa oe taatie: suction oot DeaUH. Aly Nileico ewer Dial ane VR edlg, cig vance ica i fm se 
—— SS ¢ coins. “in. ig “2 2 A PACKAGE ic. Take ; ch. TC 

., ; . jance—Columbus 80 %& Johnson Smit, 9+ | No. 2530. Price Postpaid....... SC | No. 4687. Postpaid Bias lurprise Novelty. No. 2085. Surprise Packaue 10c, | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. * 81 
. 

= 
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The Handy BUDGET BANK 
Actually 6 Banks In One 

‘What are you saving for? Bicycle? Auto? Christmas? 
Vacation or Trip? Church? Clothes? Or, are you just 
budgeting your money so that you can spend it more 
efficiently—more wisely. Use the budget system and find 
out where your money goes—-and besides, it’s fun. 
Don’t overspend on one thing and find yourself short 
on another. Actually you’ll find this amazing bank 
to be just about the most useful one you've 
ever seen. Be sure you have enough money for 
all the things you want, 

Six Seperate Compartments, 
Complete with Lock and Key to 
Keep Your Money and Valuables 

Safe From ®rying Eyes. 

This is a bank 
sthat can serve many 

ef purposes. Aside from using each 

7 compartment to save for a differ- 
ent thing, this bank can be used 
as a strong box to hold valuables 
and barik combined. 
jewelry, etc. 
dow for inserting card specifying purpose. 

No. 2585. BUDGET BANK. Price Postpaid... 

2 NEW 
oe Clown Bank 

Tongue Comes Out 
He Swallows Coin! 
Makes saving a pleasure! 

On the lower part of the 
bank is a small lever. When 
pushed, out slides a long 
red tongue. You place the 
coin on the tongue and re- 
lease the lever. Back goes 
the tongue with the coin, 
disappearing into the 
clown’s mouth. He swal- 
lows any size coin includ- 
ing a 50c piece. Has large are 
capacity and will hold | get!) 
about $10.00. You'll get ous i 

- a lot of compliments on shouldn’t take 

this funny action bank (and lots. of coins, too). ll your 

Attractively lithographed in brilliant colors. All 

metal construction, Comes complete with lock 

and key. Stands 4 %-in. high. 29c 

No. 2631. Clown Bank. Price Postpald. . 

Magic Claw Prize Bank 
Drop In Your Coin and Try for vet ee ; A 

ice way to save money is to let other people put money In you 

Sak ay aac showing this bank to your friends, and by keeping it 

around where other people can see it, you'll soon be making plenty of 

money. They’ll drop in a nickel or a dime just to “fool around’? with 

the mechanism, raising and lowering the scoop, fishing for a prize.. 

Works just like the real machine you've seen 
at carnivals. Drop in penny, nickel or dime and 

it ‘unlocks the Magi-Claw. By operating _ the 
wheels of the derrick, you can scoop up prizes, 
candy or gum. When prize drops through trap 
door, mechanism locks, ready for next coin, 

Complete With Prizes, Gum & Candy 
A beautiful machine standing 12-in. high. 

Finished in red and blue, heavily plated _metal 
parts. Unbreakable clear plastic top. Double 

lock and key for top and for coin bank. Marvel 
of engineering. Fun operating the derrick—turns 
jn all directions, raise or lower the claw. People 
put money in your bank to have the fun and 
win the prize—BANK PAYS FOR ITSELF! 
No. 2620. MAGIC CLAW PRIZE $5 95 
BANK. Price Postpaid Only e 

82 > Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, M 

gets! 
organ-grinder’s 

when he tips 
(And how 

No. 2632. 

eeeee 

One or two or more of the compartments will hold valuables, 
Attractively finished steel box with six steel compartments. Win« 

Slot for coin and hole for paper 
money. Comes with handy lock and key. Size 6x6x2 % -Inches, 

ACTION BANKS 
Monkey Bank 
He Tips His Hat 
For Every Coin! 
Tips his hat In polite 

thanks for every coin he 
This well trained 

monkey 
appreciates it every time 
he gets a coin—and, he 
thanks you for it! Show 
bank to your friends and 
see how pleased they are 

his hat! 
pleased you 

for every. coin you 
With this courte- 

monkey on duty it 
long to 

bank. 
about $10.00. Brilliantly 
iene ene @ S 
Metal. Loc ey. 

Price. . 29c 

‘Rapid ee 
Money Changer 

Accurate And Fast-$1.50 Up 
This low-priced money chang-. 

er is an extremely popular item 
with everyone who has to make 
change—newsboys, oil statign- 
men, bus drivers, ice men, milk- 
men, etc., etc. There are almost 
unlimited uses that can «be 
found for one of these rapid i 

i money changers, It hitches to 
the belt and dispenses change 
in a jecanse Ge the pa and qui¢k- 

Save For 
A Purpose 
and You'll 
Save More! 

‘ 
! 

ly. Because ‘the patented con- 
struction, there is little chance _ 
for an error or any. likelihood ) 
of your giving out the wrong | 

} change. It is almost impossible } 
to make a mistake. It vends ; 
the money rapidly and quickly. ; 

3-Coin Dispenser $1.50; Four Coin Dispenser $2.50 } 
lo. 9242. Three Tube Changer. For No. 9246. Four Tube Changer. For § ‘ 

$1.69 Dimes, Nickels and Ponnieer Bisse $1.56 Nickles, Dimes, Quarters and Pennies. . $2.50 | 

Sickels, Dimes and Quarters. Price.... ‘$2.45 

No. 9252. Five Tube Changer. For Nickels, Dimes, 5 
lo. 8261. Three Tube Changer. For Quarters, Pennies and extra tube for $6.50 

Y 
Tokens or more Pennies. Price Postpald 

i For Car, Home, Office or Shop 
, A simple and easy-to-lse MONEY CHANGE DISPENSER that 
{Saves time and confusion. Attaches to any smooth hard surface at: —— 
; once, and can be removed just about as readily. Suction cups hold 

i ‘ Li 

p it fast—no drilling, no tools required. 

Press Button and Coin Comes Out! 
A flick of the finger and coin drops into your hand. Handy in car for i; 

“parking meters, newspapers, change, tips, etc, Can be concealed in cupboard 
for car, Keeps change handy. Saves wear and tear on clothes. Holds up to 
$1.00 in change in combination of two coin compartments, Beautifully made, 

p durable tenite plastic. About 2 %-inches wide. 
No. 9247. RAPID COIN DISPENSER. Price Postpald..... eeeeee 75¢ 

Rapid Coin Dispenser ; 

REGULATION IN EVERYTHING - 
BUT SIZE j 

CASH REGISTER 
_. —Aluminum Construction ‘ 
| —Lock & Key Cash Drawer 4 
_—6 Cash Drawer Compartments { 
~—Bill Section Holds Full Size Bills % 
—Unbreakable Register Window 
—Rubber Bumpers Prevent Surface 

Scratches ; 
—Modernized Red Enameled Trimmed 
—Aluminum Styling; Rustproof 
—Improved, Rugged Mechanism - 
—Size 6//2-in. Wide, 712-in, Long, 

Nearly 8-in. High 
—Bell Rings; Red Plastic Keys 

Precision made small sized model of standard 
cash register, Excellent for home use, play. and 
even used in offices and small shops as an @xtra 
cash register. Hxcellently styled, well made 
throughout ; regulation in every way except size, 
All auminum construction with red trim, ‘Red 
plastic keys, from 1c to $1.00 and NosSale. 
Bell rings, cash drawer pops out and amount is 
pares behind window on top. oS 4 with 

yo keys. 4 50 
0. ¢ No. 6476, Cash Register. Postpaid. . 

sorrento aac a a ee ee ea 
| Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. *%& 83 

Holds 

colors. 

Slot Machine Bank 
Dummy miniature of slot tity 

chine in bank form. High-light 
bronze finish, about 4-in, bi 
by 1%-in, Made out in Rew, 
Nevada wherg it is sold as souy 
nir, F $2. 5 
No. 2798. Postpald.. NAME AND ADDRESS LEGIBLY. About 10% 

lifficult to read. Be sure yours is written plainly. 



Heavy Steel 

Valuables 
and Security 

Boxes 
—Safety from Thieves 
—Safety from Fire 
—Safety from Snoopers 

Keep your valuables in a safe place 
—away from petty thieves, prying eyes 
and fire hazards. eMost of us have po- 
sessions which should be kept private, 
not only as a safeguard against robbery 
and fires, but also from snooping friends, 
The STEEL SECURITY or VALU- 
ABLES BOX should be in every home 

: in America, 
Money, bonds, stocks, contracts, policies, records, letters, Jewelry, original documents, rare stamps and 

colns and many other valuables can be kept with greater safety In thls fire-resistant, electrically welded steol 
security box- Who knows when thieves or robbers will strike? 

Can Be Made Permanent By Bolting to Floor, Building in Wall, Etc. 
_ A large box that is built for safe-keeping of your valuables. Big _16-inches long by 12-inches wide and 8- 
inches deep, Enough room for the needs of the .average family! Excellent for office, shop or home, Don’t 
keep unprotected valuables around loose. . Pays for itself in peace of mind alone. BE ON THE SAFE SIDE! 
Rugged construction, extra heavy steel, High grade built-in combination lock. Grey crinkle finish. Don’t 
wait until it is too late—get protection NOW! $13 50 
No, 6481. LARGE VALUABLES and SECURITY BOX. Described above. Postpald...... a 
No. 6482. REGULAR SECURITY BOX, 12%x10x5%-in. Same high grade steel but $11 00 
with disc tumbler lock and 2 keys. Price Postpald.........0.+seceecserseersesbeenes 7 

Cash & Valuables Box | Waluables Safe File 
Keeps Things Safe! For Home or Office 

’ 
Pee as Personal BANKDR.” 

most pore - Perfect answer*to prob- 
safe boxes fice ihe> Jem of keeping valuables 
orp aeo he . eve at ae in 

Rita ke office. Can be se- » surance policies, curely | serewed, | of 
jewelry, cash bolted to inside of 

{personaly a1 oF desk or drawer. For 
ables. Made o _ confidential papers, 
heavy gauge jewelry, cash, secur- 
steel, electrically meet ities,  ‘stamps,. ete 

\ welded. Fitted with gauge electrically welded 
nickel plated Jock, two steel with polychromic¢ keys and convenient carrying 

Low Priced Adding Machine of Great Value 
To Students, Small Offices and for Home Use! 

8 D-cth Model Adding Machine 
Adds Up to 9,999 With Positive Accuracy 

DESK MODEL ADDING MACHINE FOR ONLY $1.98 
And isn’t it a beauty! Adds way up to $99.99, Big Size, 

9” long by 6%’ wide. Beautifully lithographed in brilllant 
colors and sturdily constructed, Semi-automatic action. Pull 
register to add each number, total automatically recorded 
and key springs back into position. Easily cleared to zero for 
starting new totals. Will ADD and. MULTIPLY. Mechanism, 
with ordinary use, is almost impossible to get out of order 
and should serve you for a long, long time. In school, at 
home—even at the office—it should be convenient and 
handy. (T'S ACCURATE. 100% accurate—it makes no 
mistakes. Has four registers which are pushed for addin, 
each number. IT’S FAST! Yes, it should save you plenty o: 
time on simple as well as on difficult addition. The best 
dollar for dollar yalue in adding machines we have seen, 
No. 6240. DESK MODEL ADDING MACHINE. $1 98 
Pride SPOstD AIG! A ).sie) are MS o's) tie seaiwe gn wre p etetade ° 

PE er oro 
(SEM, One Calendar 

“Lasts a Lifetime 
Set for any month 

of the year and can 
be used indefinitely, 
Attractive looking cal- 

Myj endar for your desk 
4 or Wall, Tells the day 
eee for every date 

year, years ago Rapid calculator. Adds up _ an: . 
or years ahead!! Get this calendar and the one cal- carries totals up to 209. Fine for sieiplet Saat 
endar will keep yout dates straight for years. Hand- ing, keeping golf scores, etc., etc. Adds figures 
somely designed desk-type with easel. Directions on under 10, Used by U.S. Post Office. 5 year 
back for correctly setting dial, Place on desk or guarantee. Weighs only 1 oz. Fits watch 
hang on wall. Imitation leather finish. Made of pocket, All metal. Wafer thin. Price is less 
heavy bristo) board. — 20¢c | than what 4 single error might cost you. 75¢c 
No. 2346. Price Postpald. No. 2448. Price Postpaid 

A) 

Cee eee ewww eee 

“ handle, 9% 4 ide 2%4 enamel elena Mean, Jong, Magi 
- handle, ; -in. wide, 2 %-in. . ivid ed wit We, GAR, BE BT Ea ee eee mg $595 If everoting WRITING PAD| GOLD and SILVER aie. ro oan ee $2.25 | No. 6485. FILE-SAFE. Postpald...... ee Everlasting an Sl Vv 

ALS ust eee tn vans Cash Parts T BoA D No Pencil—No Erasing—Pocket or Desk C . 
Cash Box With Change Tray ash or Parts Tray for Any Drawer icia’ Faia. gan jw ‘ound. RARITY aaa ka wree: UT OUT LETTERS 

No. 6478. CASH BOX WITH CHANGE TRAY. Z 5s eos compartments and 1 bill compartment, mopmenell) No Rrasingt Always iia Write with stylus, 
Same as above with removable change tray; tray has xcellent for stamps, coins, small parts, storage, ' + oa aan it 
Bondy boners fits into open cover when open, as etc. All metal. Fine for drawer or as change box. crite Poantad sear je IAABBCCD Mark Articles, Make Signs 
illustrated. Secret space for bills and $3.95 10 %x5 %x1%-inches, Aluminum finish, $1.50 ing appears on pad grater IEEE RGGH| And Notices 
+01 wi soin rolls.. Price Eottpeld. woos sees eins No. 6488, CASH TRAY. Price Postpald 7 BOAO AEN Ot eee TLIKLMNN 

pear instantly, ready to use 
again, Fine for notes, figuring, 
scorin: games, takin; orders, 
ete, Handy for school, office, 
home, phone, shop. With stylus. 
Metal frame with stylus. P 
ize, 
No. 2320. Magic Writing 20c 
Pad. Postpaid..rorrsererere 

These die cut letters are idea] for 
marking articles and making signs 
that you wish to look especially 
attractive. Beautiful, lustrous, 
metal-like finish, Looks good on 
doors, on books and albums, on 

signs and notices for your club or school events, 
Hxtremely useful for a wide variety of purposes, 
Each set consists of 100 cut-out letters, numerals 
and punctuation marks. Each has a gummed back 
8 that you can stick the letters almost anywhete, 
Choice of either gold ot silver color. Each letter is 
% -inch high. 

No. 2098, Silver Color Letter Set, 
Price Postpaid........... o aeeele ae 20¢ 

No, 2097. Gold Color Letter Set. 
Price Postpaid. ....cececsescencs 20c 

RED COLOR LETTER SET 

and &: 

‘ompartments. 

durposes. 
locks (top 
and bottom). 
All steel, 
Blo x 41/o xBe 
inches, 

SAFETY CASH BOX 
Insert Money While Locked No. 2579. 

Made as a cash container where money is put in STEEL, Similar to above, but comes in brilliant red color 
while locked, Safe from stealing, Also used as bank, BUDGET set. Over 100 %-in. letters. 
Heavy steel. Can be bolted to table, drawer, 

ally welded. Strong, nickel-plated lock, BANK. 
x2 ches. Real protection, Postpaid 
496, SAFETY CASH BOX. $1 35 ont 

Postpaid Only . 3 *, nty 

84 ¥% Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. $1.25 

No. 2096, Red Letter Set. 
Price Postpaid...ccecceesccenses 20c 

] Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %& 85 



NEW ’/400” PRECISE ADDER | 

FULLY AUTOMATIC! FULLY GUARANTEED: 

Desh 

Adding 
Machine 

Only 
$19.98 

ADDS--- SUBTRACTS--- 

MULTIPLIES “ 

Do Your Adding Quickly and Accurately! Takes the Work out of Figuring and Gives 

You Accurate Results at the Same Time! Saves Its Cost in Time; 

Helps You to Avoid Costly Mistakes! 

Total Always Visible---Everyone Has A Use for It! 

This Wonderful Portable Machine Weighs Only 5 Pounds---Use It In 

Office or Shop During the Day; At Home in the Evening! 

IN THE HOME ... ON THE FARM; It’s handy for keeping budgets and accounts straight. Easy to 
operate. Adds, subtracts, multiplies. ; Q 

FOR SALESMEN: Light, easy to carry, even in your luggage. Prevents errors, do rapid calculations. 

STUDENTS: Cuts tedious time-wasting figuring and eye-strain, Do your mathematical calculations in a 

hurry. Excellent for those who have problems at home or business Courses. ; a f J 

5; 3 r Pepi g ations, sales addition, inventory FESSIONAL MEN: Do your bookkeeping, tax computa A 3 ty 

Wy na ean o this one machine, Use it at home or in the shop, take it home at night. 
» etc, 

SHOP WORK: Saves time in the shop by doing your calculation rapidly and ACCURATELY, No need to 

double check the machine—it’s accurate! 

Adding, Subtracting, & Calculating Made Easy & Accurate 

ore’ i nachine that men and women are talking and reading about 

Be eee ao waants Phe NEW 400 PRECISE does the work of Beets og Tae 

costing $100 and more—yet it costs only $19.98. Ideal for anyone who oon. eur: 

ing and wants to save time and avoid mistakes. Clerks, accountants, ave ore) : a . 

s, farmers, housewives, students, big and little businesses can al use OF e 

Giore of these machines. Saves its cost in time; saves its cost in accuracy! 

Uses No Tape---First Cost is Last Cost---Lasts Indefinitely 
; ne ses ar sr—it start ni its cost right away. 

C , it, your expenses are over—it starts earning ‘its cos é 

ech hs Lok, it will save its cost in time and money the first few months, 

Adds, subtracts, multiplies. Fully automatic. Accurate. Precision built. pace) 

durable handsome. Non-skid protective Ea dl ‘eee ce noes, te 

i j 5-inches high, 4%x7-inch base, Car é 3 
than 5 lbs. Stands about 5-inc ; , “a oy rae 

i i Y e tee and complete instructions for adding, 
and shipped with manufacturer’s, guaran Os Eee ain Me 

e d multiplying up to $9,999.99 or 9, 99,999. ng ct . I 

Behe atosred-snatantly, Uses no tape, has MAGNIFIED CUMULATIVE TOTAL 

YS VISIBLE. 
1 i 8 

No. 0867, PRECISE “400” PORTABLE ADDING MACHINE. Postpnid... S$ 9 9 

eS
 

a OA tncliuctun) 

86° %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | (No.Pages from 87 to 94 Inclusive) 

Pocket Adding Machine 
Get Accurate Results on Simple and Complex Mathematical 
Problems Quickly--Without, Any Computation or Figuring 

On Your Part! 
Let this Adding Machine do the Work for You 

wf 
ENTIRE MECHANISM 1S MADE /@iinam im, 
OF SUBSTANTIAL METAL 
YOU INSERT PEG INSQUARE 

OPPOSITE 
Z FIGURES TO 

ACH NUMERAL IS ADDED. 
ia vorak SHOWS IN CIRCLES 

METAL (PENCIL-LIKE) 
PEG « See) 

CVT yb atel 
UAC Tarte) | 

MULTIPLICATION 
DIVISION 

CONSTRUCTED 
ENTIRELY OF STEEL 

CASE 

SUBTRACTS 
MULTIPLIES 

Save Time. Will Save Its Cost the First Few Times You Use It 
Don’t Run the Risk of Costly Errors that Can Be Easily Avoided! 

There is nothing difficult about using, it. You put down the fi 
2 b gures on the ma- chine’as you would write them on Paper. But no sooner do you have them down, than your calculations are finished. It’s that easy, It’s that quick. This Pocket Adding Machine is SO SIMPLE and easy to understand that even 

use the machine according to the directions it will add correctly and give yo correct and infallible results. It will ADD, SUBTRACT or even MULTIPLY ana that’s about all you can expect of any adding machine, ; In size it measures 8x5% inches, A small machine, but it adds as accurately as a hundred dollar machine, It adds up to 9,999,999, or in dollars and cents to $99,999.99, which is one cent less than one hundred thousand dollars, There are no keys to punch and no levers to pull. The total is always visibl re-set to zero in a twinkling, . one tt 

In Regular Use By Army and Navy Men, Pilots, Students, Office 
Workers, In the Home, Mechanics, Storekeepers and Everyone 

Who Must Add, Multiply or Divide 
In regular use by students in grade schools, high schools and universi Thousands sold to men and officers in our Army and Navy as well as ‘ie teres companies, laboratories and shops all over the country. 
So low in price it belongs in every pocket in America from housewife to in- dustrial executive. So easy to operate that the average chil Comes complete with directions, * Ries ork Sa aie | No. 2376. POCKET ADDING MACHINE. Price Postpaid....... eb e. de Mdelene $2.75 Sa cea neeareastenantes atta iter bieineceteririetiatadioen 

PLEASE ADD 10c SERVICE CHARGE ON AL DE: 
tess THAN $1.00, te / ORERRS | (No Pages from 87 to 94 Inclusive) %& 95 



Electric Engraver 
A Versatile Tool that You Will 

Find Useful for Hundreds of Jobs! 

The Tool of a Thousand Uses! The ELECTRIC EN- 

GRAVER has a super-hardened steel needle- 

‘ype point which vibrates at about 120 

strokes per second. The sharp point cuts in- 

‘eo almost any material including steel en- 

abling you to draw, write, cut, ete, with little 

more effort than is required by writing with 

a pencil. : 

Uses Are Almost Unlimited 
Bngrave or mark everything from 

wood to steel. Designs, initials, 

sketches and patterns of all kinds 

can be quickly done. Engrave mono-~ 

gram or initials on a gold watch. 

Identify your tools by writing your 

name and address on them. Etch 

designs, cartoons or names on 

glasses. Tool designs into your \\\' 

Can 
AQ 

leather wallet or belt. Decorate 

wooden and plastic articles. Just A Few of Its Many 

the simple process of identifying Uses! 

your own tools should make this 
Engraver a good buy, but you'll be amazed how 

many household uses you will find for it the 
moment you have one in your house, 

Useful Money Making Tool 
Any boy can use this to earn extra money by 2 

offering to mark tools and engrave ere pens Metal Tapping h 

and jewelry. Almost everyone wants their name r t tch- 

on their pen and would be pleased to pay you 25¢ Coppe Plate E 

for putting it on. All it costs is a minute of your ing 

Jewelry Engraving 
Metal Decorating 

and Engraving 
Metal Embossing 

time. 
* 

Fastest, simplest method of permanently mark- Celluloid Sheet 

ing all tools, dies, production parts, jewelry or Etching 

any other items desired. Engraving is clean and 
permanent—a continuous guard over personal 

belongings; a profitable hobby for sparetime rec~ 

reation. F 

Streamline Model Writes 
Like a Pen 

No experience necessary to use it. Plug in the 
cord to any convenient 105 to 120 volt outlet and 
it’s ready for use. Hold it and use it just like you 
would a pencil—no effort or heavy pressure is re- 
quired. Rapidly vibrating needle point cuts a 
cleanly engraved line. (Do not confuse with etch- 
ing which burns markings). Precision built, 
streamline design for easy manipulating. Comes 
complete, ready for use, nothing more to buy. 
No. 600G6A. ELECTRIC ENGRAVER, $5 Qs 

Price Postpaid. .ccccccsccnseccccccccvce ° 

Leather Tooling 
Glass Monogram- 

ming and Deco- 
rating 

Engraving and Dec- 
orating plastics, 
horn, bone, ivory, 
etc. 

Engraving and Dec- 
orating ceramics, 
stone and compo- 
sition material 

Plaster Carving 

the goods by when you receive them. 

Sa a aetna! 
96 %*& Sohnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | DO NOT TEAR YOUR CATALOG. Keep it to cheek 

| Handy Postage Stamp Dispenser 
Handy—Speedy—Sanitary—Avoid Lost Stamps 

Here Is the ECONOMICAL and HANDY way to keep your post- 
age stamps. This stamp dispenser takes roll stamps which are , 
available at any post office in any denomination. Insert com: 
plete or part of roll in dispenser and it automatically feed: 
stamps as you need them—one at a time or more. Keeps 
stamps clean, ready for use, avoids lost or dirty postage. 
Sanitary. Sturdily constructed of transparent, good- 
looking tortoise shell plastic. Get one for each 
denomination of stamps such as 1c, 30, Air 
Mails, etc. $1.25 . we 
No. 7761. Stamp Dispenser, Price 

Hard To Hear On Your Telephone? 

vrucee PHONE 
U LO’ vce AMPLIFIER 

your 
4 HEAR ceiver, your radio 

plione, this special 

| outside disturbing 

| 

| in your ear. You 

| 
under any conditions, Intnstic rubber slips over phone 

pLAl If you have diffi- 
eee «culty hearing over 

telephone re- 

BETTER headphone set, or 
See almost any type of 

ia EAR _ CUSHION 
will eliminate most 

OV noises, concentrate 
Sere tee all the sound right 

hear plainer, louder without any disturbance. Espe- 
cially valuable in noisy places, but increases volume 

receiver, rubber cushion fits against head. Easy to 
} install; slips on or off, 
| No. 4010, PHONE AMPLIFIER. Price... 50c 

Transparent Paper 
Sketching Pads 

Sketch Pictures, Lettering, 
ne Figures, Signs, Even 

ea Objects Quickly and 
= Accurately 

The Ideal, easy way to 
make drawings, sketches 
and cartoons of objects, 
plotures, ete. Highly trans- 
parent tracing sheet that 
ma rare heer crayon, 

arcoal, drawing or col- 
ored Inks, palnts and almost every type of marking 
so that you can quickly make your picture, sketch, 
type or layout exactly the way you want it—first 
Cen tae en re guexpertenced artists. 100 

emi-| sparent shee x12-inches in No. 1801. TRACING PADS. Tr ame 
Each Pad.. 

Telephone 
Index 

tains index of separate cards 

calling. Easily and securely 

as phone alone. Holds over 200 
Fits any phone having bell 
No. 4982. Telephone Index. 
Price Postpald Only. Hee eee 

pereeaes adhesion. esta ent, ing, 
nolds tight. For mending bindings, Shae 444 maps, catalogs, making charts, make fotey, ere ae 
portfolios, displays, repairs, etc,| Press| work, stock, cuts, ete. 
peer ern maey types of a work, | Simply~ written for beginners, 

me & office uses. Handy for many | y i 
repairs, 9 yd. roll, 34-in wide. yet complete. Used in many 

presses, type, setting, 

light—press 

with yellow gold 

White. schools. seul pena size. 

No. 4006, Per Box.raseuseanre T5C|No. 1860, Postpaid PBS [ree og 

Keeps telephone numbers handy. Con- 

betical file. Cards can be removed for 
changes, or added. Raise lid and cards 
in sight. Keeps number before you while 

One piece. No separate hooks, no screws, 
Takes up about same amount of room 

GUMMED CLOTH ree ou About ee Pencil 

rinting ith Flashlight 
MENDING TAPE |, oder textbook end wort | and Lighter 

All 3 in 1 handy unit. On end 
is standard pen-light cell flash- 

clip and its lit, 
Built-In cigarette lighter, Auto- 
matic mechanical pencil, Plastic 

With bulb and 

in alpha- 

attached. 

numbers, 
in base. 

$1.00 

color trim, 

ne $1.29 



ALMOST ANYONE CAN USE THIS SIMPLE SLIDE RULE! 

10 Inch Slide Rule 35c 
. . : . 

Figure Quickly with Amazing Accuracy 
‘A low priced slide rule that should be on everyone's 

desk. For the student, business man, engineer, and 

anyone who has to do any figuring at all. Multiplies, 

divides and does the rapid calculation for 
you in a jiffy. For instance you can multiply 
the number 3784x2531 and divide 
by 6235 and take 17 per cent of 
the remainder in the remark- 
ably short time of 20 
seconds, Take square 
roots, cube roots, 
and work out 

Simplified Slide Rule That Anyone Can Use | 

RAPID POCKET CALCULATOR 
No Special Knowledge of Arithme- 
tic Needed; Let This Calculator Do 

Your Figuring Accurately 
i ORY OF me know fe EO ee mathe- 

ics Ca! e, especially if we want e 
the CORRECT ANSWER, A slide meh 
fine, but they are usually too complicated. 
Now the MULTIVIDER has been devised 
which includes all the basic principles of 
the slide rule, yet eliminates the unneces- 
and scales, ALL YOU DO IS SET THE 
WISH TO MULTIPLY OR DIVIDE OP- 

sary and complex tables 

Eight inches in length with TWO NUMBERS You 

@lgebraic 
accurate scale. Scales calibrated POSITE EACH OTHE 

on well seasoned wood. Well printed. 7 2 R, THEN READ THE ANSWER, 

manatee Will, retain accuracy regardless of tem- all there is to it, The numbers can be from 1 to 10,000, youn 
multiply and divide FRACTIONS, . DECIMALS, > 
EQUAL EASE. Accurate up to three places, Light, bauer cthkoe tee. 

Does All Kinds of Problems, Pricing, A 
| Measures, Conversions, Inventory or Shop Problems, Yields, 'Leises & ated 

Percentages, Proportions, Etc., E 
The directions are right on the MULTIVID R. Lace t ER—they are so si 

Serene eronlem, the first time you see the INSTRUMENT ives outer ay ie a et tae 
seatinne arias re ie numbers, read the answer. It is as simple as that, Or is 8, Set. the 

alrenivate ore He t ee Or more numbers, the instrument can handle that too Oineuing dint tt 
Na saan RL , highly accurate scales, 5%-inches in diameter, Complete with i yi Cae 
No, 2445, MULTIVIDER POCKET CALCULATOR. ee ae 

perature or humidity changes. Nickel alloy 

framed indicator with integral friction spring. It 

covers no less than 6 scales including the A, B, 0, 

D, Cl and K scales giving you logarithm functions, square 

roots, cube roots, reciprocal, ‘squares, etc. Guaranteed to be 

accurate in every respect. Complete with case. 35c 

No, 4050. ENGINEER’S SLIDE RULE. Price Postpald. . y 

No. 40514. DeLuxe Slide Rule. Same size as above but with these 

added features: frameless, all plastic finder; improved finish for finer cali- 

brations; contact hairline index on back of rule; handsome dark $1.25 

blue, gold embossed imitation leather case. Price Postpald.....--+...++ 

No. 1910. SLIDE RULE INSTRUCTION BOOKLET. Pric 

i SLIDE RULE Large 
VestPocketSlideRule iWethUctiON BOOK 

Only 6 Inches in Length.Con- : Let the Slide 
veniently Fits Vest Pocket Send rule Solve Your 

A | ide Rule & Converter The Most Useful Tool You Ever Owned! 

—Regular Slide Rule STAPLER & TACKER 
~Converts Fractions to Decimals 

Complex 
Protenis —English to Metric Units Handy Pocket Size, Yet Does Real Job 

Quickly —Metric to English Units 

and Accurately 
—Multiply or Divide OF 

| 

IM without Effort —Linear and Liquid Measures C 

One of the most useful instru- 

ments you can carry 1S a vest. 

pocket slide rule.. It enables you 

to make quick calculations. Espe- 

The CONVERTIS- 
OR is a regular 
slide rule plus a —Fastens Do you know how to use @ 

silde rule? if not, you are over- 

ci useful for students, sales- looking @ shorthand method of 
lot more, It is a Papers together 

ean engineers, etc., where an | figuring. Slide Rules are useful [ 
SaICOIBLOF eee! Tiree rr 000 Ways 

easily carried slide rule will save ae tnate he te mathe Gi | Slid R 1 
fouling Cony at aT gtanies (Cloth! Baather, Eto. 

ith eri outa ls sy those who use it daily in their ircular lide Nhu e 
eee eee —tTacks Papers, Objects to Wall 

Multiplies, divides and does many work, With a slide rule you get Multipties and divides, gives weights & meas- Get this streamline stapler and you'll find it to 

, 
ce ures both linear be one of the most popular tools you have a 1 [ round 

cures pe cremn home or office, shop of school. In the kitchen, for 
system, Performs minor repairs, for combining papers, for tacking 
all, the maultipttc things together, posting notices, etc., etc. Stapler 

Mir eparteh es gathers papers, eloth, leather, or other light mate- 
fractions, if you rials Lonerney bord holds them tight. Base swings 
wish, along with away to conve mto tacker so that staples can be 
Regular paatenG driven into wood, wall, etc., to perform many jobs 
blow, Consists: or such. as repairs, building, posting notices, model 
two discs, one work, ete, ete. Colorful lithographed finish, Hasy 

bie pnd one clear transparent printed Rec mae to re-load, | very economical to operate. Holds) T26 tons for use and ligt of conversions on back ‘of opaaue staples. Small enough to carry with you, 98c 
. . kh. meter. 

No. 4090. CONVERTISOR. Price Postpaid........ 9250 No. a6s8A. Staples, Box. of 1900 Oniy. "). .2Be 

the answers without pencil and 

paper figuring. A 28-page book 

mich 4 SasDy) Tone ony nae
 

i i 3 stood. Teaches you how mul- a ; s. 6 inche 

Beary, me const, AGENTS. | Hal dae, oan gb, 2, | Samcer aes, cau 
alents, equivalents-settings and a | sige square Mistrates the rule, gives | about a 15. inch slide rule. Scal 

rule with both inch and metric | examples. Written Yor those who | js white with black markings 

scales. remember only grade school arith: | Wo, 4085. Large Clircu- 

No. 4079A. Price Postpald 75¢ metici910. Price Postpaid.» 15C | jar slide Rule, Postpald $2.95 

Vest Pocket Circular Slide Rule 

Made in a Size You Can Use--Easy to Carry NOE! 

--Continuous Scales Answers Are Never 7 

Off the Rule 
For rapid, accurate computations of specifications, discounts, operating 

data, rates, speeds, answers to simple as well as complex problems which 

you need to know many times a day, this pocket computer will MULTI- 

PLY, DIVIDE and PROPORTION with accuracy and speed. 

ENGINEERS, DESIGNERS, STUDENTS, SALESMEN, MECHAN- 

ICS, PILOTS, OFFICERS, ACCOUNTANTS and CLERKS will find 

this a handy, unbreakable wear-resisting substitute for the cumbersome, 

straight rule. It gives trignometric functions, squares and square 

roots, logs and reciprocals, etc. Scales are circular,end therefore end- 

less. READINGS ARE NEVER OFF THE SCALE—as they often 

are with straight rule. a5 

This. amazing little time and labor saver is both grease and water 

proof. It will resist_the roughest handling, immersion in liquids, and 

other hard wear, Easily washable with soap and water. Made of | 

white celluloid, permanently accurate, non-deformable graduations. Its size makes it easy and convenient 

to carry with ‘you at all times. About 2%-inch diameter. Complete with durable fabrikoid case an 

instructions, 

98 x | No. 4079. VEST POCKET CIRCULAR SLIDE RULE. Price Postpald. ... $1.00 

logs, reciprocals, sines, 
co-tangents, proportions, 
square roots, etc. 

other calculations with amazing 

accuracy, Precision made instru- 

ment, laminated construction. 

“TELEPHONE MUFFLER” Enables You to 

Talk Into Telephone Without Being 

Overheard by Those Near You 
How often haven’t you wished you could ‘‘talk i i } n pri i 

thiettae aes Se Satie eet Ta rae go sl want Rpsdinsadly Now af jon kane 
- e, this PHONE MUFF ill 

CunNele cae without being overheard even by thoae Hae teae Ra 
ER snaps on to speaker end of phone, Semi-hard rubber mouth- 

piece keeps sound from being heard outside. B i . Becausi 
ne Sorerre oe pre talk howeee, sed still it will ne iisee ii ae be “Oren 

PM: a ‘ igi u 
breakable. For French type phones pray dbeeiee neck an Sethe PR a 
No, 4988. TELEPHONE MUFFLER. Price Postpaid. Di * $1.25 



mera Owners! Take Myster) 
tercossbie” Pictures! Take 

Two Pictures for Price of One! 

1. Get Twice As Many Pictures on Each Roll; Takes 

2 Pictures In Place of 1 

2. Humorous, Comic, Trick and Planned 

ble Exposures 
r 

3 ve Twin-Pix On Camera, Take Regular Pictures 

—Twin-Pix Acts As Sun Shade : . 

Meee, swan PIX over lens and you are ready to take Distr aBhes Sins ae, Ton con take tae 

ie aon an Heh-shade to Keep, desing on WOR PRICE OF ONE: Because TWIN-PIX. uses only half 

: a s ilm_ cos h, Imagine sa 
NO ar 7y film costs half as muc 

Sista hee pe Son take tl many pictures on each roll; your fi fg DEE KE. Taken 

aa 
CTURES EASY / q 

as much film, ‘you take twice as nany picture PICK. IMPOSSIBLE PI TURES EASY TO MAKE. Takes 

’ Jor film! TWIN-PIX saves y 4 can have same person in same pic oe ee ee 

. first ¢ f picture then other half. You ca eee ty her side! At the beach, 

firet ane palt.at Die i shai ith same girl standing her t puree 
| $+ ting on a chair W ; 1 th this ‘‘double-exposure e 

Oy eee ee ee ot est, funniest shots imaginable wi . 

! indoors you RS ete ot ibe es all cameras including bor Te Nes ‘ $2.50 

sac 0d, TWIN-PIX CAMERA ATTACHMENT. Price Postpa : 
No. . 

ordinary way, only better because 

2 Chains In1 
Enables you to separ- 

ate car key in jiffy, Teav- 

‘y ing other keys on chain, 
Two separate chains with 
connecting link. er 
to locate auto key. Many 

| ; EN ey : Ro. aga0e Double Separating Key Chain. 

Lever Action Tool 
Gets Those “Buried” 

Nails Out of Boxes, 
Walls, Ete. 

Powerful lever-action tool 
that digs in and gets out 
buried nails — even tho: 
with heads partially gon 
Secret is leverage whi 
grips tight, and biting jaws 
that dig in and grip buried 
nails. Ideal for carpente: 

ete. 7 
Rhop: gg. AUTOMATIC 
NAIL PULLER. $9.95 
Price Postpaid... " 

A Child of 6 Can Take Good Pieters 

Just aim the camera and snap the ae ae 

focus and shutter speed are all pre-set. aoe ame 

for children, but practical for SEVER Yat : Bete 

lent picture’ with real detail. Eye leve i. nd i bbe 

tifwlly designed plastic case with cord. oe eee 

127 film. Take 12 pictures 1 % x1 % -in. sal ee ee nts 

and énlargements can be made. 4%4x3 % 1 95 

box. 
x 

par ere Low Priced Box Camera. Price i 

No, 4192. Film. Size 127. Per Roll....--- 

ARMY HAND SIGHTING LEVEL 
TYPE 

CLL a 

FOUNDATIONS: ’ 
CARP: ’ Ss, E 

RADES, FENCES, 
ig ORK, CHECKING CONTOURS, G! ND, bubble 

ye egy et tag Sha a aad only $2.50! It has an arene pene ee Paine’ a far @ 

Aes tn suieaive tenses and when lined up to cout ee ea a a ee line may ve wjeht lines in 

in low the center li , 

psc = di Ta ee ee ia corrosive, 5 inches long, 1 inch pi conrd : Fphialpein 

100 %& No. 6111. ARMY TYPE HAND SIGHTING LEVEL. Pri jostpal 

FOR LEVELING FOR LANDSCAPING AND rb ige tad ie od BUILDING, 
FOR HOUSEBUILDING, SU RVEYING, 

Ee ee SEND YOUR LETTERS AIR MAIL. Saves time in ®etting your order—costs only few cents more 

A ‘Now ldea 

INKOGRAPH 
PENCIL POINTED FOUNTAIN PEN 
Writes With Flaid Ink On a 

Special Type Point 
All the Advantages of the Famous Free Flowing Ink Pens 

With the Writing Ease of the New Style Pens 

Two Styles: $1.25 and $2.50 
Many customers Say it combines the best features of the fountain pen and lead pencil, minus the weak points of both, plus improve- ments not found in either. The lead pencil may smudge, the point break and its writing is easily obliterated. The pen may scratch, the point warp, or the ink smear, The fountain pen may skip, scratch, flood, clog, leak, blot and soil the hands and clothing. Or perhaps your old style pen dries up, balks, writes heavil flows unevenly, or is unreliable in many other ways. i 

The Perfect Writing Instrument 
The new Inkograph is the result of years of careful experimenting, There’s nothing else quite like it on the market. It writes in ink with the same speed and ease of a soft lead pencil, and is a joy to use. It feeds as fast as you can make your brain think or your hand move, and writes as even and uniform on the twenti it did on the first. pane A; 

Makes 3 To 4 Carbon Copies 
at one time, while the original copy is in ink, bearing down on the point even quite hard without fear of bending, spreading or injuring the point. Just the thing for salesmen’s orders, office billing and all manifolding uses, Writes on different kinds of paper—tag or label, even wrapping paper, almost as smoothly as if the point were greased. Stands plenty of rough usage for bo or girl at school. Ideal for Palmer writing method. ° ¥ i 

Draws Lines To A Ruler 
without smearing, smudging or blurring, Its writing point is shaped like a fine lead pencil point. You can allow others to write with your INKOGRAPH without fear, because no style of writing can distort its hard, round and smooth point. 

Requires No Blotter 
The ink dries almost as fast as you write, because the flow Is fine, even and uniform, 

Use Any Color Of Ink 
such as blue, black, red, purple or green. Writes thousands of words with one filling, and writes at the first touch of the paper in steady, even lines, 

HAS A 14 KT. SOLID GOLD POINT and feed. In a: Ppearance it is extremely at tive. It is beautifully finished and its ye Pah lee shed a handsome stream-lined pocket clip and lever make it an instrument of distinctive elegance and refinement, as well as usefulness. HAS AN AUTOMATIC FEED to remuve any ob- SPECIAL LOW structions from the writing point. This consists of an 

PRICED MODEL 
automatic wire feed that should always protrude slightly from phe, TO eee pen when held downward. This i wire is attach to a patented dropweight which tone pen fe ORR ON, moves freely up and down inside the pen section of the but is made standard " black} Pen. Thus, if there is any obstruction or sediment in color with nicely plated trim-{ the pen ‘just shake it few times until the wire feed mings, Fine grade performance,} has cleaned out the channel and permitted a proper and ” 1 ; 0 Ponto.) sini aha eee an en regular flow of ink. This is a feature that will be thoroughly appre- ell-type point that assures all ciated by every, Inkograph owner. hi dvant: of the INKO- . . GRAPH. » Sizearaling shape, Comes in Beautiful Mottled Colors seen’: SOF. Seow NG a eae A GUARANTEE CERTIFICATE with full directions packed with oe Mantes kee Laon oraetavstity each INKOGRAPH is your absolute protection should you not below other good grade pens. that this master writing instrument is exactly as represented, In work- fo. 8493. fmproved Stylograph} manship the Inkograph is the equal of many pens costing several times Price pasktatd ree ie $1.25 its price.. Fills same as any standard fountain pen. $2.50 

Detroit, Mich. % 101 

No. 8418. THE IMPROVED INKOGRAPH. Price Postpald 

| Johnson Smith & Co., 



Doodie--- The Ball Pen Poodle 

Twist His Tail and He Writes! . 

A useful modern ball pen with retractable poi 
MOANA” —! 

ROOD ' = 
vs qi PMMSSNAAA NAAN 

SSN 

PEN PO! . lete 1 ae . 
7 

cea Sch Meee ac alla Eas ae 
ti Moulded plastic body fine for just the “write” grip. 4 1h ine 

Ze 

vm pe it ne Flat body won't roll on desk. He lies down pe 7 'e Hla sxe 

No. 8460. DC NT PEN. Price Postpald Only.---+++ 

\ 
PEN FOR FANCY WRITIN

G 

f ‘ Pen for Ornamental Penmanship 

MIDGET BALL POINT PEN ON 

KEY CHAIN en 
The Handy Way fo 

ued @ Ain 

DOUBLE 
pe 

1 int 

eh 

a oa get pal ways 
ready; 

TAT, 
uch room in your ope a 

Pinger c iy for | mechani 
writes over SOO pag 

vamental. Dé Sn 
tie $0 tinge Gives your eee pe reer bonte 7 

ornamental eT Ponading and ‘ornamental appear; eee ee Tand ped van 

writing tho eae cy writing can be done. Fine an both Pextremely iar Se ea Su 

Pesta asa ts 
eoyland. Fits any pen holder. 12c Br edaa: oe eee Poll 

No. 2400. Price (3 for 25c) Eachsscscsrsrseresrers 

rate 

This Pencil Does your 
M ultiplying for You 

- 100 % Accu 

THE MULTIPLYING
 PENCIL 

i Famous 
lar Pencil Plus The 

Pee MAGIC MULTIPL
IER as 

Here is a smooth Wrine snstracted mult
i I 

ep © Ber watt fo multiplying any com-f 

second — never 
makes & 

mistake! 

Now—@ realy, © 
. Inside yo 

an cary Dot ony at eas well sth 
1c ang the multiplier 

Fe enc is q rotating celluloid unit. Set jn the window— 

asa 
ow, ‘ 

ies of numbers and adding. 

Slightly larger than rerulaes 0 

i ed, When worn out, 

eas. MAGIC MULTIPLYING PEN 

COMBINATION PEN & PENCIL 
that combines the two 

camlined, smart-looking, pen that .comee? pencil Bnd 
most Tich-writing pen. Assorted, barrel | col0rs 33 “pen point. Laree 

clip and pencil tip. se Qacoum ‘sealed airtight inner CAP. Fam 

ink 

ltiplied, is sim] 
i 

when any two numbers are mu} plied, it eS right on oe panel, 
met 

met ae ie attracti
vely lacquered in & brilliant color. Reg 

niga pend am be nets sseseeeties 
i etic easy, arithm: antl 

0. 8436. Com 
Melon Pen & 
cil, Price Postp 

ckel plat 

chanism. 
ha! helf red rel to indicate colors. Nicke las 

1 Pencil has If blue and Me rete oanton’ leads. 
Lustrous plastic 

c propel-repel Loar 
precision made mechanism, Uses s' 

es wre rau 
TE cceccccvcccccecncsescerorerer® 

Fiat.” Famous ee 
Se PENCIL. Price Each, Postpaid.....--++++* 

No. 8437. WEAREVER 2-COLOR 
Gee TAK 1S, EXTRA. (IF your state 

i i 2% , add amount to your remit 

J02 & Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, 
Mich. | PRnese taxes: SALES 

either ©! 

PERMANENT BLACK WRITING 
BALL POINT PEN 

Writes In Permanent Non-Fading 
Black Ink 

At last a ball-pont pen with ink that cannot 
wash off—ink that cannot fade. The perfect pen 
for marking clothes, writing checks, signing docu- 
ments, marking objects, etc., etc. Used by laundries, 
cleaners, for office records, doctors, hospitals, etc. 
Smart looking polished plastic body, with gold color 
metal cap, Equal in looks to the best; outstanding 
in performance. Can be used for ordinary purpose 
without that “weak”? look most ball pens have. 
No. 8457. Permanent Black Writing Ball $1 29 
Polnt Pen. Price Postpaild......--.... s 
No. 8458. Permanent Ink Refill Cartridge... . .39¢ 

Ever Lasting 

Use Over 
& Over 
Again— 
Write 

indefinitely 
No Paper, No Pencil, No Erasing, 

No Waste 
Here is the pad you need for desk, kitchen, school, 

phone notes, office or shop calculations, making 
sketches or drawings, game scores, etc., etc. 1001 
USES. Lasts indefinitely. Magic slate desk pad is 
4x7-inches' in beautiful plastic case, Write with 
stylus, any pencil or blunt instrument (even finger, 
nail). Writing disappears when you lift magic writ- 
ing surface and it is ready to use again, Get sey- 
eral. Comes with stylus. 25¢ 
No. 2321. Everlasting Desk. Pad. Postpaid. . 

Magnetic Mechanical Pencil Sticks To Metal 
This pencil has a built-in alnico permanent magnet which means that it will 

stick to any kind of iron or steel, If you want a pencil around the car, around 
the shop or home or office, you'll find this pencil will stick by you. Does not 
roll away, will stick to metal without dropping (the side of a file, dashboard, 
on machine, ete.) The magnet serves many other useful purposes, 
act as 2 compass when suspended, it will pick up metal objects, ete. Finished 
in yellow gold color, with ‘eraser, compartment for extra leads and propel- 
repel pencil mechanism. 
No, 8459. MAGNETIC MECHANICAL PENCIL. 
Price Postpaid Only 

ARQ 
\ 

* 

EASY, SMOOTH \ 
FLOWING INK \) he 

UNUSUAL, LONG-LIFE iy} 
CARTRIDGES (es 

* I 

BEAUTIFUL 24 KT. GOLD 

PLATED FINISH 

A SNAP DOWN 
OF THE FINGER 
ON LEVER STARTS 
PEN WRITING IM 
8 sag 

* 
NO CAPS TO REMOVE 

* 
READY FOR WRITING 

* 

REFILL CARTRIDGES 

ALWAYS AVAILABLE 
* 

FULLY GUARANTEED 

BY MANUFACTURER 
IN WRITING 

3-COLOR BALL PEN 
Writes Blue, Red, Green 

_ You'll be amazed how useful it is to write 
in several colors for emphasis, for greater clarity, 
notes, markings, etc, Beautifully designed pen, 
long-lasting ball point writes dry, Matches pens 
selling for $15.00 in looks and writing satis- 
faction, Wonderful for students, office, home, 
letters, notes, shop, etc, 
No. 8423. Three Color Ball Petss.+. $1.00 

10-In. Paper 
‘Cutter 

Trims 
Paper, 
Pictures, 
Cloth, 
Cardboard, Ete. 

A paper trimmer is handy to have around most 
homes, offices, schools or shops, Whenever you ‘wish 
to eut or trim, it assures you a fast, clean cutting 
edge. Accurate and straight. Has accurate rule along 

Finished in green. 

$1.69 
top edge for exact trimming. 
No. 6646. PAPER CUTTER. 

Price_Postpaid Only 
Easy to Keep 
Handy for Use 
Without Losing 

as_it will Aleem J ——S 



With this 

ing eyes. 
NOT BE 

played with it also. 
, 

and tell your friends to hold the paper over the lamp and his photo will appear, 

You will have a good laugh at his expense and you might even sell him a bottle 

of the ink at a good price. 

No. 4026. INVISIBLE INK, Price Per Bottle Postpaid. ...++--+ssrrrrcnscers 

8 Bottles for 25 cents, or 1 dozen Bottles for 75 cents postpaid. 

Indelible Marking Set 

Mark Your Possessions With Your Own a 

Personal Code, Symbol, Name, Etc. clothes 

Protection Against Loss ae 

Set is especially made for Tools 

identifying clothes, but can Belts 

be used on all sorts of ar- Gloves 

ticles and sports equipment. Cards 

. Especially valuable for Paper 

marking tools, etc. Puts | Leather 

permanent identification | sports 

on your possessions | Equip. 

which helps to make Etc., 

certain that you get them back. Set consists of a Etc., 

bottle of indelible ink, special pen, stretcher and ee 

holder for cloth, all packed in one attractive box. 

No, 8028. Indellble Marking Set. 49c 

Price Postpald....+++-++* seeeeoenwee 

SEALING TAPE 

Useful for Sealing Boxes, 

Etc., Ete. 

Gummed Kraft sealing tape 

that is useful for sealing packages, 

boxes and many other purposes. 

Strong, durable. About 2-in. wide. 

work, etc. Handy, 

home and_ office, 

Roll of about 35 feet. 

No. 4777. Price Per Roll. 20c 

“EATSO” World's Biggest = 

Ball Pen tigi” 
A “BARREL” of 

Fun and Use 

Golly, 
Wotta Pen! 

inches long and aver 

one inch in diameter. 

‘ Smartly made_ of plastic in 

rich solid colors. Has regular clip! 

‘sd you can wear it in lapel pocket, 

104 * | eady for use. $1.00 y 
No. 8140. Price.. 

INVISIBLE INK 
Writing Can Be Read If You Know the Secret 

ink the most CONFIDENTIAL MES- 

SAGES may be written 
The writing makes NO MARK and CAN- 

SEEN until the paper 

writing something unimportant with ordinary writ- 

ing and then using the invisible ink for the secret 

communication written between the lines, almost all 

risk of detection is 

secret service agents, spies, and others, 

LOVERS and for keeping recipes, 

addresses, private memorandums or other informa- 

tion safe and private. Many practical jokes can be 

Draw some rough pictures of Donkeys, Monkeys, Pigs, etc., 

Write, Print or Brush in 

6 Beautiful Colors 

For writing, sign making, art 
useful for 

school and 

clifb, Includes black, white, yel- 

low, red, blue, green. 

n box. 
No. 4680. Set Postpald 

with little danger of pry- 

is warmed. By 

Has been used by 
Invaluable for 
trade secrets, 

overcome. 

12¢ 

Stop Losing Articles At Laundries, Ete: 

INDELIBLE 
WRITING 

INK 
Best for use in marking 

clothing, table linen, printing 
designs, etc. e marking 

TRON BEFORE 

ly: | CARTER? 
No. 8027. Indelible 
Marking Ink. Bottle. -- 

White indelible Ink 
Similar to the above but white in 

color. Especially suited for dark objects. 

Indelible white ink which means mark- 

ing lasts and does no~ fade or wash out. 

No. 8031. White Indelible 30c 

Marking Ink. Bottle......... aes: ene 

Key -Chain 
See the Snow Storm 

Skier in clear liquid and imi- 
tation snow. Shake and watch) 

ae oe in snow storm! Beaded 
ey chain. ’ 

No. 4312. Postpald..... 15¢ 
—— 

Carters. 

89c 

INK ERASING FLUID 
Does Job Neatly 
A fluid ink eraser that 

does the job quickly 
neatly without injury 
the paper. Actually dis 
solves the ink and ren- 
dera it colorless so that 

you can just blot it with 
an ordinary blotter. Just 
the thing for a neat, tidy J 
effect. Clean up some 
your valuable books and 
papers now. 
No. 4029. Per 
Bottle, Postpaid. . 

r 
es 

RAISED GOLD OR SILVER WRITING! 
’ 

ORDINARY PEN 

COVER WRITING WITH 
POWDER 

Cards, 
Stationery 7 i 

This is the sensati onal new emb i 
Dusitces Cae elaee ee in gold, ailvek. Be oon vonr mee 

ace cards, brid invi i print , f &e scores, invitations 
hpi | Bea are no dies, no expensive Conpar iieton termes atte package eedenieies a“ te jue ae Oman S a special Writing fake a n ‘ y of ecial em i : én 6 ete ee i Fi ze simplicity itself. Just Wile te ae eae, drawi wating, Nie RET teat eae Sa Say pen, then sprinkle a Tittle oe tas pueden Sa 

0. 4586. EMBOSSING OUTFIT (Gold Color). Price Pour " 25¢ No. 45 rs Color). 
0. 4585. EMBOSSING OUTFIT (Silver Color). Price Poaceae tee 

tO eee meen eee nae ave 

MAKE 
BEAUTIFUL 

SIGNS 
1 With i 

etc., on your stationery, greeting canen 

For addressing gift 
cards, marking objects, and greeting signing your 

Writes in 
These pencils look 

name, etc., etc. Gold writes true just li 1 old Mu 
ait, Boh bronze, Silver writes a tr pencils, ‘They ‘write tn we Sileer 0 or, spot aluminum. Lustrous, color of gold and sil-| Of Gold beautifu + ,oriltiant, Made by Carter, ver. Write the same . 

ug but high grade in- as with any pencil.) OF Silver 
aa signatures distinctive albu: ‘ ys, marki i i 

and ass! aa Bie « 2 7 inches ae articles, signing your letters etc, 
t vor Ink. Bottle 250! No- 2338. Silver Color, Ea Pie e ch Po: No, or No. 2337. Gold Color. Each Ponsa es 

Fine for writing in 

Write the Letter, Break i ’ it Up. Send Thi 
JIG SAW PUZZLE LETTER " re 

Each puzzle lett Z e 
ante ie es Pistle Toners te card 5¥x7-in., in i cae ee re ee pens his lettres 

ros face of the 2 
preaks it up and mails it in ea gnvelone included in the pack: ee # gidferent novel and comic I ther. Re peac designs, and new designs bee 4 ne M reatinn ean ees Ideal for notes P d co i 
OTe announcements, “ete.” Sen 

w: take care of ir you: in dig geet eens pun) time. Gast cust ones raise Rs it up and send it along, 

desired. Made 21 
with mailing aigelone, 
No. 3013. Standard Lett 

» Each, Postpaid 
for 40c mS for doe HS Her S100? 

Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit % 105 



MAGNIFYING GLASS DRAWLIK 
Re PAPER WEIGHT MOISTENER 
For Moistening 
ENVELOPES, 
STAMPS, 

LABELS, 
ETC, 

PAPTR VAEICHT 

About 3 inches in diame 
This is a useful magn 

vate fj pay bette. wach. ston kay oN ea) 
on i woe Fine for stam! ecto: 
ai tacan reir byists, | sn Sengece glass, @te, 
surfaces. = le ® 

Attractive lookin, Good gra eight 
home tool at a low price | Ne- 4122. Magnifying Glass Paper Weight = 5Q@ 

1 Price Postpaid . on that makes it within the a= 

reActuatiy,. Magnifier & Letter 
Opener 

Actually, despite its low 
cost, it does the job better 
than more expensive moisten- 
ers. Hydraulic see eens 

ip always moist, 
acer iti P cross any para Havay pee 

Plastic tube holds large amoun nie tm bt ae 

unusual = let- 
ter opener 
doubly indis- 
pensable. Ex- 

Refilled in a fifty. 

eoee 20c 

of water. 
About 6-inches long. 
No. 4903. Hydrawlik Moistener,. Postpaid... 

to Letter Opener 
oe latter orenen, Over inches Hone was rach 

and metric scales on its . eture, Be 
holder in handle. Persona 

eA one of your favorite pictures. All plastic 
eonstruction. Opens letters rapidly. 
No. 7364. Price Postpaid 

jadi small type and magnifying small 
sonene ton pen details etc. Classic design in sparkli 
crystal plastic. Unbreakable. Its low cost 

item you should have. 
No. 7355. Magnifier and Letter Opener, Postpaid 15¢ 

Sas — 

Western Letter Opener 
m er with hammered design 

ih, eae and hand painted, West- 
ern design. 25¢c 
Rey ENE Te Re aera 

Call Bell 
Useful Call Bell. Fine as an 

announcing system for offices and 
workshops; used as a dinner bell; 
for calling classes and meetings to- 
gether; and many other uses. Low 
in price but extremely convenient 
to have. Sounds a loud, clear 
gong by ela tap oF ee ce 

‘ansparent — easy | NO ELECTRICITY. OPE 
to “measure. Divided into. ¥a-in. | ANYWHERE. Brightly polished 
squares. Fine for scale drawings, steel, 75¢ 
ofc.) | Guin) DOOkes 1atne No. 4950. Price Postpaid ce atta "ones aad see 

SCALES 
Fits Your Pocket 

Low priced handy POSTAL 
SCALES tells you correct 
Postage on letters, papers and 
small packages. Gives both 
Tegular and air mail rates as 
well as the weight. Weighs up 
to 4 ounces, which includes 
90% of all mail. Size of 
pocket comb, construction per- 
mits folding flat to fit leather- 
ette case — slips into vest 
pocket. Useful at home or in 
the office — send your mail 
out with correct. postage. save 
delay and money. 
No. 4941. Pocket 75¢ 
Postal Scale. Postpald 

No, 4893. Price Postpaid...... 

te Just Write Gown your memos 
and notes. Push button and the 
writing disappears. All ready to 
jot down next notes. Handy for 
making calculations, keeping game 
scores, etc, Lock button tor re- 
taining message. Metal, enameled 
finish, Writing surface, 4%4x3-in, 
No, 6533. Magic Memo $1.95 
Pad. Price Postpaid... 

POSTAL SCALES 
Postal Scales lhat weigh 
courately up to 12 

ounces for $1.50. Sheet 
metal finish, attractiveiy 
lithographed in_ brilliant 
enamel color. Double 
pointer indicator. Tem- 
pered steel spring gives 
consistently accurate read- 
ing. For letters and mail 
packages up to 12 oz. 
Table gives weight in oz., 
postage for letters, air 
mail, newspapers and 
periodicals and packages. 
Fine for all types of 
weighing. 3%-in. high. A 
necessity in almost every 
office and in the home, 
No. 4937. Postal Scales. Post 

Eun 
TRANSPARENT POCKET 

CELLULOID RULER 

106 x Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 

Low 

Typewriter Ribbon 
Has the same individual key action found expensive typewriters. Writes through regul 

reading impression, 
Standard Typewriter Keyboard— 
8all Bearing Carriage—Shift Key 

to be compared with a regulation $200.00 

No. 6983. ECONOMICAL TYPEWRITER, Price Each, Postpaid, Only..... 

HIGH CARBON 
SURGICAL 

STEEL 

BLADE 

Si 

EXTRA 

tees i 

pens 
uses 
Write 

J Sa 
NITE RITE 

Combination mechani- 
cal pencil and flashlight, 
Lights as you write, and 
can be used as a flash- 
light. Handle is detach- 
able to be used as ordin- 
ary flashlight. To light 
just turn the top. Light 
shines through transpar- 
ent barrel onto writing. 
Propels and repels the 
lead. With battery. 
No. 2566. 
Price Postpaid, 94-29 Price Each, Postpaid 
DO NOT TEAR YOUR CATALOG. Keep it to check 
goods by when you receive them. 

pens. 

BALL PEN. 

gical steel 119-in. b 
Made for executives. 
pearance. Trimming 
fold plated. Barrel 
black plastic, 

Prieed 2 ¥ PEWRITER 
Practical Toy Typewriter for Home Use An inexpensive typewriter built for home use, but Serves a great many practical needs, For those in school it serves as a good instrument on which to learn to type. Even in shops or offices, it will do many jobs. 

Metal Letters Type Through Standard 

typewriter ribbon to give the same clear- 

While this ix an economy model and is not 
writer, it does work that will often take the place of the standard machine. Does a clean imprinting jo with uniform lines, Weeds the paper in the Saket ie 

Takes 
You can type personal letters, schoo] work, reports, make . 

e 
signs and notices, type labels, te., on it. You can make carbon Full Size 
Impressions. Hay about 84 characters including alphabet, figures, Punctuation, signs, eto, Hay shift key. Will accommodate sh i 
it te 8 8 . eet siz 9-inches Wide, any length, same as most regular typewriters, ae, black wrinkle finish Weighs only 9-lbs., so you can carry it wi 

ERASER Now waging: : 
Postpald.......... $2.50 ‘ 

LEADS Ball Pen 

Low 
manufacturer 

as most expensive ball & 

Writes dry. Can’t clog. 
nome. Even writing. Full size, FL Buy one, write for €xXP& =o months or years (de- pending on, how much & you use it), throw v away, get another. ‘Less than the cost of a refill for other % 

No. 8430. EVERLAST 
Price.........0s650 29¢ ; 

Knife Pencil 
Useful Combination 

Handy for students, artists, me- 
chanics, office, home. etc. Wonder- 
ful in emergency. High carbon, sur- 

Standard size. 4 No. 8433, No. 8435. KNIFE PENCIL $1.25 

in 
ar 

type- 

Sheet 
Steel construction throughout with red and th you very easily, About 10-in. wide, 

aa 
y PIN-UP 

Spring 
Return 

PENCIL 
Pins to lapel, 
Sweater, dress. s 
To write, puli 
Out, release 
when through, 

gx 
For School, Shop, 
Office or Home 

Everlast 

Only 29¢ 

in price but & 
guaran. 

it to write as well & 

on the market— & 
same mechanism, & 
6 to 8 carbons, 

it. Pe somely finished” 
gold color, Has 
one jo each 5 cartridge on or years, depending pes use. Carter’s ball pen ink, | size. Stream- 

lade, Magnetized, 
Very smart ap. Postpaid.......... ef solid prass, No. 8432, BI 

2 
" . ue in maroon or Cartridges. Etch, etl ise 

Cartridges, 
Price Each, 

Detroit, Mich. %& 107 
Johnson Smith & Co., 



You Will Find These Sets Make Cartooning and Lettering Cee n 

. peedaba OVER 22,000,000 DIFFERENT, INTERESTING DES f Hi 

Art Set EASILY POSSIBLE waa 

Mechanical Perfect 
Design Maker 

81 You Can Make Designs In i Any Combination of Colors, Black and White, Artistic for Original ‘ 
Patterns, Etc. ANladin with his magic lamp conk ith | : Pp could | pec: a gcoating instrument as this Magi MECHANIGAT poe ene! + Who can use this? Artists and désigners those b ae dutentnene ease at: or knitting, those who are 

fun just to create many colorful. pe ters and eee ke ‘the most beautiful and’ weirdest coanbin ieee iemguaahia: You Select the Pattern--- 
The Machine Does the Work oy j SBnEY | CPS BOR ae ores Th lesi h to bi antatne assorted speedbali /—~ : © designer has to be seen to be appreciated, Th 

pens, selected sizes in 4 : ‘ a revolving turn table. There are two cam-a sors oe eatform is made of metal Styles, jar black ink, pen- q Is, geared to turntable, and shift lover with over 60 satlign for ane fIxed poles, hand crank whieh 
there Is a metal pantograph which holds colored pencil, pen, etc., and hae SO ere ae am addition, or enlarging or 

Cartooning Set 
Everything 

You Need To 
Do Cartooning 

HAVE FUN CAR- 
TOONING — COM- 
PLETE SET. Con- 
tains 48 page pook 
“Pen Tips_on Car- 
tooning,’”’ 5 melaor 

Cartooning & — 
Artist’s Set 
Contains 4 speed- 

ball pens, crow qui 
pen and penholder, 2 
drawing pens, speed- 
ball penholder, let~ 
tering folder, pe 
sketch drawing fold- 
er. Patented pen 
makes shading, spe 
oat effects easy-to- 

lo. 
No. 2305. ssn BOF 

XN 

TO LEARN 

ALPHABETS: 

BOADERS. 
ONCURANS 

Te 
oa 

e 

Speedball Art Set 
Lettering, Drawing, Cartoon- 
Ing, Monograms, Designs, Sign 

Work, Decorations 
Black and white or in color, @peedball pens for cartooning, firm quill pen, 

crow aii oon and penholder for drawing. With 

2 oz. jar biack waterproof India ink, Shading, 

special effects easy-to-do, Wonderful set that makes 

cartooning fun and easy. 1.00 

No, 2435. CARTOONING SET. Postpald.... holder, instruction book on 
pen lacvertnn Bhowibr cons mie ee) reducing the design in any of about 500 di struction of our. bas - ey : of abou Ifferent ratios. A: 

bets. E thing you = » As you will see, 
WINDOW phabates Svgtything Et i Hd nothing Ae aren Sotor combinations) you can create run Into many rane number of designs (to say 

letter. “ey ‘ “depth”? ey ars, ecoontric designs of all sorts, geametric t 
ae lept! patterns, optioal illusions, flower patterns, snowflake designs Wot ’ et While most of them are essentially desi ; 

can be produced that are useful to inodel makers valuable engineering patterns 
Metal Pantograph Makes Designs Larger or Smaller Of no little use is the pantograph whi 

ratios. A practical mechanical drawing eee t Teduces in over 500 
MECHANICAL DESIG Wer ets, Set comes complete ‘with ‘the Mxgit 7 
pantograph, 6 different a seal ped Falko etruction, piated nes 
atterns for designer, all “k ed ctor, instructions 
ong, 8-inches wide, 1 i-inehes eon, ‘UFC gift “box measuring “19 Mepe 
No. 6899. MAGIC MECHANICAL ; 
Price ($3,00 plus 250 postage) senor ‘ $3. 25 va \ tected eerese wees e. 

PRACTICAL LONG-LASTING MOISTENER 

No. 2430. Set 
Postpa a 

ALL-LEAD PENC 
A unique combination 0: Always a writing point—no refills. 

Outlasts 25 to 40 ordinary pencils. paint and wax that will x » 1 AO Ondinary, as. 
Strong. pence! hat is aways rea: 

Nabi ce or anon or a to write! The pencil is solid lead, 
- , VY inch in diameter, which is covered 

bold letters. Store- with a coating of cop- 
keepers use it for per alloy, giving it the 

— marking specials on SU peas ene © ofa 
windows; shipping clerks for marking shipments, | Sy ° “this pro. ' 
stock men for marking steel and glass with tects your hands 
stock numbers, etc. Colors are lasting; do not and improves 
peel or fade. Can be applied at any temperature appearance of 

up to 1500 degrees. Weatherproof. ™%x5 inch pencil, Attop is 
metal pocket 

RITER 
AND UNIVERSAL MARKER 
“MARKS ANYTHING.” 

sticks, es pay high, prices to iG windows deco- clip with eraser F mM 
rated when you can do it yourself. i L is or oisteni * 

No, 2378. WHITE. Each Stick. Postpald. . 15¢ | Sver needs vv ing Stamps, Sealing Envelopes, Moistening 
e . . Eao' tic! ostpald,...... ic harpening, bu ¢ ; 

me. eae0. BLACK, Each Stick, Postpald. - +. 150 gan ibe Beene, fo) paint weet regular one or Here ig the moistener that Fingers, Etec, 

No, 2381. BLUE. Each Stick, Postpald...... 150 | No. 8163. ALL-LEAD PENCIL. Price Postpaid. oe: 5c enieat erate Office to the fereat teri at corer the world aro using ’ is: . a 
ete. Perforated peter lee for any home, vottice, shop wie ‘ , * - counting, labels, n stamps, letters, tape, fingers for 
lasts. Attractive, 
to top, 

So LETTERING GUIDE ABCDED 
ABCDEFCE ii! Ch . 

Poche hooceea otitwtt Your Key To Good Lettering CRCDEFTALIKLUNG 

RAPID SIGN MAKER. A good lettering guide is extremely useful for mak- 
for mimeograph and stencil work, for marking sketches for class- agrpErFGHIUKLY 

ae 
Ing small signs, I 
room, etc., etc. In the office, at Bue Fe howe Lil, SOEs race ane a 

of letters that can be done with this guide will make it a handy too’ ave. 

Perfect letters in a wide variety of styles are easily formed, Transparent, with abcoetghykimnaps, 
, straight and fancy letters—7 sizes, scores of styles, 

Do Lettering, Cartoons, Borders, Decoratlo s . ns, Posters, Eto,, With o These Speed Pens PEN LETTERING and DRAWING openings for curved, slanted T 

G dndes Jong, 1 inch dee Complete with imatrted beck; 9e COC. MD j yo MADE EASY....,,,., 
i 

Lamiee BCP. er Spun Glass Will Erase Almost RUSH-FRASER 
SPUN GLASS—EFFICIENT & EFFECTIVE 

AT LAST! AN ERASER THAT DOES THE 
JOB! Effectively erases almost every type of written 
and printed mark. The erasing.tip is specially designed 

SPUN GLASS BRUSH. Use it like a pencil or brush-—neat- 
ly erasing anything from a small mark to large area. Removes 
typewriter markings, ink writing and even printed words, 
cleanly and smoothly, Erases like no other eraser does pr can, 
Quick, neat. Also removes stains and spots from book binding, 

shoes, metals, ete, Retouches photo negatives, sketches, wood 
parts, etc. Acts as a fine abrasive. Much easier to work with than 

ound or oblong eraser——-as easy to handle as a pencil, Propels and 
repels outward and inward like a mechanica) pencil. Thus, it is always at 

the correct position for erasing.’ Brush is nearly 2 inches long and will last | 
along time, Case is 4%-in, long complete with spun glass brush. 50c 

No. 2316. MAGIC RUSH ERASER. Price Postpald.......+...see00+5 ‘ 
No. 2317. SET OF REFILLS. 35¢ 7 

Prica Postpald........+--+ see eeeelneeceeenene 

Any Kind of Printing, C > . 
aneree » modern . em Flat effect for scroll eff accentuated ling drawings arg mere, letters, italics and many novel effects, * 

Writing, Stains ° 
: 

AI RIVERS si Benge) Alphabets, Designs |round Pen 
w  |& Cartooning Ideas} no. 2347. 

A clear book on the han- 
gens of | pens and lettering. 12¢ = y-six Pages crammed] Round and = 

ean ee hes and oval effects. Does gothic 
| signs and ideas for 5 act ae ae ume Cees displays, te, oi and ink technique, ar-| Seu, P. ranged in an artistic AGG ren and tasteful manner,| No. 2848, 
Valuable as : nisin as tots, oat 12¢ 

f ettering, 
Lo. 1044. (50c plus Be postage) Send. 55c Rane Tre and. Poster gothic letters, ornamental 

RITE NAME AND ADDRESS LEGIBLY. Ab ly sme ———— are difficult to read. Be sure yours te Written ‘plaige Johnson Smith & Co, 7 Detroit, Mich. %& 109 



Complete Drawing Set 
Board, T-Square With Inch 

ee ea trans lghap i ill -aurer og Measurements, 30-60 

= and 45 Degree Triangles, Com- 

bination French Curve, Protrac- 

tor and Rule, Pencil and Com- 

pass and Thumb Tacks 

11 for Oaly $1.19 
be- Complete DRAWING SET for the 

artist or architect, Helps you when 
ie ART WORK, MECHANICAL 

DRAWING, LETTERING, CARTOON. 

ING, RETOUCHING OF PHOTOS or 

PICTURES, ALTERING SCALE Oe 

| PRINTS, CHANGING BLUE PRINTS, 

eas MAKING LAYOUTS, etc., etc. Every 
artist and student will find this set useful. Helps you 

sae) innin; 
ideas on paper in illustrated form. These are the bi a ng 

$1.19 
madel builder, 

nee ae the | 

ae a herd ial Ang i bove including the 9x12-in. so! 
3 ii mtains all the materials listed abo cludir a 

goer) Mach ices ts Oe Preade to 
do accurate work. Packed in individual bo: 

No. 7809. DRAWING SET. Price Postpaldsscceccsrveseacrecacccvensaresccs 
severe 

rf ry ET” exo OW} oO Rise 
Sanday 

Chemistry and Math. 
Square, 5'’ rule, Useful combi- cil 
nation, Marked in cent. 15c cm erent ‘ 

meters and inches. Each, . ieee aigaress toon Bhs | Gea 

easily, x6-in. 
No, Ys28. EACh,..seccsees 25¢ 

BPR 

Celluloid Drawing Tools 
nd neatly made for precision 

a eonurafely Camiiations. Made of thin, 

tough, durable celluloid — convenient to 
For office, home and school 

wae boners, dependable. Take up little 
space—just the t g for constant use. 

160. Tri-Square, 3X 47". 
No. 7161. Protractor, Triangle lo, 7 Fri Square. tiieteres 

wie 

. aeenneres want re on aT et, with measure- 15c Roe ae Lt pened Tr isc 

Price uch Pears: ‘ e paget tae MAGS ; Price PoOstpald...crseerrrerse 

Bile SYENSG LETTERING CUIDE No, 10, 14 ta, TTT ee eet 

a Ms ie teatretes’ ii. f Stencil F oonar oe = Fi NG 

sABCDEFGH oe ef 

1ainovars L4 Ret Sala lul a Eab ledehabladeal dalled 

SINGLE STROKE 
ALPHABETS 

ABRCdef 4in 1 Instrument 
if Combines a rule, 45 degree 

' Weteerine triangle, 30-60 degree triangle, 
8x10¥a- and protractor. Four useful stu- 

A B C d e { g Ni aigusls oe a ee dent's and office instraments in 
i e ruler is pare’ 

accle edi Wee. oon with greater 
Ideal book of alphabets rang- a gies Sire de @iRy Cause, «TOR eee Oa eee righh. Chrous 

ing from simple to elaborate for Imneperstu: books the roler, This is a very de 

theta sho want to do fancy let- Asan ari pgc ea eae article able feature, that cannot, fall to 

ss 4 9. 5 appreciated by a! ents, 
produ ss beautiful ‘artistic iotter ‘ YWRY21,~ Ve Ej es i Has Rach, centimeter, fractional 
ng. Brovides thirteen complete roe urine Sagammawenes Teh inch scales. Flexible, Just over 

alphabets including numbers with Inch 6” in making it vest 4 side. Each Lee 

suagested ures. Convenient Hoge’ Flenenin ‘alasgne enveiose Wait Re T0g0" Prot LEG 
ie 15c instruction sheet. 10c * - ; 

No, 1808. Postpald.... No. 7324. Price Postpaid... Postpald...eeeeeecenee 

How To Read & Make Blueprints 
The i uickly make and read blueprints accurately is extremely im- 

portant ee aT iieshonlent builders, Inventors, Idea-men, and almost Angone who 
thinks about making and building articles whether they be wood furn ture os 
complicated machinery, Blueprints are the means by which Ideas are trans’ sere 
from the designer to the craftsman. Correct understanding of blueprint technique 
helps designers and inventors think more clearly and assists them to find errora 
in design directly from blueprints and before money has been spent in building. 

Blueprint Making How to Read Blueprints 
ful information on making blueprints. i types of symbols and weights and 

TAegrans of blueprints for you to study. igen or of signs, gz Teal taueraté ar lettering: dion 

tiona: of shop terms, lettering ide, sample prints, 
etc. Prepared by Pop. Mechanics Magazine. 25¢ 
No, 1901, How to Read Blueprints. Postpaids.rs, 

Incladt 

fan blueprint reading and making. 75¢ 

jo. 1899. Price Postpaid... .-- 22 2 at 

110 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 

Rapid Si 
Make Your Own Signs Easily, Quickly 

Arrows, Etc. Plus 2 Triangles 
Curve, Crayons, Paints and Brush 

Many persons al 
uss for e sign maker. It is a 
article to have around the house, store, off 

Set consists of & ste 

x¥s-inch box. OC Erste, 
No. 7074. DE LUXE SIGN MAKER. Price... And paint 

SIGNS for BUSINESS & HOME 
a Colorful No. 4697N. 

Signs for 
Attractive- No. 4699. Credit 

ly designed 
in brilliant 

color. a No. 4703 
s Boh ooma 

—Thank 
15¢ Each 

Lee Pee Three tor40c 
SIGNS and SNAPPY SAYINGS 

No. 4697. You Have Nothing To 
Do, @ Don't Do It Herel me 

No. 4697B. No Admittance. 
ace7G, Happy Days Are Here 

fl in. 
4697D. Please Help Us Keep Thie 

Place Clean. Thank You, 
4697E. Confucius Say: Friendly 

Hand Often Lead to Kick in 
Pants. 

Kwitcherbelyaken. (Quit 
Your Belly Aching.) 

No. 4697G. Drink Like Tieton s. 
Happy. 

» 4697H. Our Boor Contains 
Vitamin P, 

46975. “Drink Up Boys’? the 
rewery Needs the Kegs. 

Comic Sign About a Skunk 
Stunk, 

Sha 

tts, Gum or Refus: 
+ 4697M. Please Do 

© 
ut on a jave 

METAL SIGNS 
autifully Htho- 

graphed, attractive, 
Clear blue letters on 
white background, 
(Warning signs red.) 
Steel. 914x314", 

35¢ Each No, 4744. Private Ne 
No. 4698H. Closed Na. No. 4698L. IN No. 4739. For Ront No. No. 4698B. Exit No. 4698G. Danger No. 4754. Toilet No, 4698. Keep Out No. No. seer oun No. geoer. Walk In No. - + Open lo. O8R. Manager he No. 4761, Ladies No. 4698A. Keep Off a 

 Wiiew Sign and 
Notice Holder 
Suction Cup Requires 
No Nails; Sticks Almost 

Anywhere 
Handy sign and notice holder 

that can be hung up anywhere, 
Useful for price signs on win- 

dows, notices on room window, holding up signs on 
car windows, ete, Very practica) in many ways, 
Keep a supply at home and at office or shop. 
Powerful suction cup sticks on any smooth 
Spring clip for easy hanging. 
No. 4650. Rubber Suction Cup Sign Holder. 15c 
Pricg Postpald..ssccvccccccccccccccete 

some time or another can find 
_ convenient 
‘ice, garage, 

etc. With this outfit you can make a neat looking 
sign easily and quickly, For advertising purposes and 
for notices it is unequaled. Use the colors which are 
supplied with the outfit or ordinary paint can be used. 

ils, 1 pencil, one 12-inch ruler, 
1 brush, 3 cakes of paint. All packed in a 13 %x9 % 

Don't Divorce Her; 

Be 
No, 4701. Please Pay When Served. 

+ Your Face is 
Can't Get it in the Register. 

No. 4704. We Appreciate Your 

No, 4705. Please Don't Ask for Credit. 
0. 4706. We Do Not Cash Checks. 
io. 4707. No Liquor Sold to Minors. 

No. 4708. If iu dri the Old Man to 
drink, d Yim i 

No. 47120. Our Daily Prayer. Lord, Help 

of other people 
No, 4712. Not Respon 

left over 30 d. 
No, 4715. 1f You Be 

Loa in 
SIGNS FOR THE HOME 

No. 4718, God 
No. 4719. The Lord Is My 

Salvation. 
No. 4721. Let Not Your Heart Be 

roubled, 
No. 4726. Christ Is Coming Again—Be 

Ye wendy. 
No, 4728. Christ Ie the Head of This 

jouse. 
No. 4731. The Lord is My Shepherd, t 

if Not Want. 
No, 4732 Jesus Never Fails. 
No. 4733, What is Home without Mother 
No. 4734, What Is Home without Father 
No, 4735. Do Unto Others As Ye Would 

No. 4737. The Lord’s Prayer. 

No. 
No. 
No. 

» 4753. No Hunting 
. 4698F. No Loafing 
. 4698D. Fire Escape 

» 4698N. Beagers & Peddlers 

gn Maker 
Set Contains Over 65 Stencils for Making 

Capitals & Smal! Letters, Numerals, 
Punctuation, Signs, Sta rs, Border pesigns 

renc 
AI3 CHIE 
FGhH Id 
Ml -MN 0 

if Your Wife Can't Cook— 
Keep Her 

a Pet and Eat Here 
Makes Enemies—Let's 

Friends. 

Good—But We 

atronage 
‘ou—Call Again. 

WILL 
aL Bee drive n here, 

to keep my darn nose out 
$8 business. 

for goods 

eve In Credit= 
Me $5.00. 

Bless Our Home. 
Light and 

Sign 
Tells People 

When You Will 
Be Back 

Stepping out for a 
wer ier see know 
when expec! you 
back. Useful for offices, 
homes and shops. Moy- 
able metal hands can 
be made to indicate the 
Nn Auta will be back, 

0. . 

Price Postpald. . 35¢ 

Others Do Unto. You, 

4742. Gentlemen 
4698S. No Riders 
4749. No Parking 

4756. Deliver in Rear 
4755. No Trespassing 
4698T. Use Other Door 

Keep Out 
4698E. Watch Your Step 
4698C. Please Close Door 
4758. Beware of the Dog 

Table Sign and Notice Holder 
Stands on Table, 
Desk or Mantel 

Holds Picture, Nofice, 
Sign; Menu, Etc. 

Hundreds of prac- 
tical uses, Stands on 
desk, mantel, counter, 
table, etc. Weighted 
bottom. Use it to hold 
picture, notice, 
menu of any one of . 2 many other - 
Put your name on a sign and put it on your desk, Place calendar in it. Use it for a file card holder. You'll think of many other ways you can use this. Mahogany colored base. 20c —— No. 4652. Price Postpald, Each. .. [wen 



Never Lose Pencil 
Spring Return—Always 
\Handy—Ready for Use 

Try this pencil and you'll 
wonder how you ever got 
along without such a bandy 

Mpencil. Pins to lapel, dress, 
(a sweater, jacket, etc. Or pin 

to any permanent mounting. Wonderful for use at 

desk or telephone. Always ready for use, Coil spring 

means you can use it up vo 4 feet away; release 

and it springs back. Wonderful time saver, Com- 

plete with replaceable pencil- 39c 

No. 8446, Never Lose Spring-Return Pencil. 

TT dll 

Includes Manikin Cuts 

Out That You 

Can Pose in 

Any Position 

1,000 “How-to-tlo-it” | 
Drawings 

Trees and Flowers — Greeting Cards — Alphabets — 

Birds, Insects, Fish—Fashions—Animals—Dogs,
 Cats, 

Horses—Cartoons—Dolls—Hu
man Figure ea caefun 

—Children—Nursery Characters With Rhymes—Fun 

and Pastimes in Art 

“Fun to Draw’? has been prepared with the 

assistance of such cartoonists and artists as 

Chuck Thorndike, Henry Westphalen, Alan 

Bogorod, Charles Carlson and many others, Out- 

line, shading, shadow drawing, cartoons, and @ 

complete lettering course which can be used in 

hundreds of ways are included in this fine book. 

Drawing Model Included 

Included is the FAMOUS MANIKIN of 100 

POSES. A cardboard model with movable head, 

neck, arms, legs and body that you can poe in 

almost any conceivable way—including 

ACTION poses. Then, sketch around it and fill 

in sketch with clothes and expressions you wish. 

Makes every picture a good one because you get 

TRUE PROPORTIONS. 
Full Color Guide 

Reproduced in full color is a complete color 

guide that will prove extremely valuable in color 

irawings. Also black and white shading guide. 

128 large 9x12 pages, Colorful cover. Sy 2
5 

No. 1307. Fun to Draw Book. Price, 3 

Cuts Drafting 33%—One Machi 

All the functions and utility of standard draftin 

in Replogle Drafting Machine. A simple operation o! 

you parallel, vertical and horizontal lines, 

8-way scale includes standard, architect’s a 

ing measurements to 

te. Do lettering, drawings, § 

Professional Drafting Machine 
ne Does Work of 6 Tools 

g tools are combined 

¢ control knob gives 

as well as exact angles, 

nd engineer's scales, 

1/32 inch and scale drawings in 1/10, %, 

no other board, no 'T-square, 
and %. You need 1 

scales, nu rulers, no triangles, ete. Used by prof, 

engineers, draftsmen. Wonderful for inventors, 

artists, ¢ 

mechanics, 

ignmaking, ete. 17 %x23% -inchius 

finished in_ green enamel. Arms: 

el finish. Satin chrome steel fittings, Aluta- 

inum calibrated square accurately gradaa 

with architect's, engineers and standard me 

feet, Machined pivot pins. 5 %4 -Ibs, 

No, 6877. REPLOGLE DRAFTING MACHINE. 

Price Postpaid Only... --- +--+" 

oit, Mich. | 
4 

712 > Johnson Smith & Co., Det 

™ 

FLASHLIGHT & BALL PEN. 

COMBINATION 
Beautiful Gold Color Metal Case 

Pre-focused single pen- 
lar smooth- 
metal, gold 

Ideal pocket combination. 

light, cell flashlight in. one end, re 

writing ball pen in other end. Boli 

color plated mirror-finish case that, matches ¢X- 

pensive $15.00 pens in looks, Stunning. Same ball 

point mechanism used in most expensive pens. 

No. 8438. FLASHLIGHT AN 1.29 

Price Each, Postpald...++-> ever 

Gia 

te 
Vile, @ “Se QL Si2y | 

O,epo,Pstse, 
Te = 

mee ioe 
2000 Drawings & Illustrations 

of Designs, Ornaments, Forms 

Almost every conceivable kind of adornment 

and artistic decoration listed & illustrated. 

Forms, shapes, frames, patterns, etc. Useful 
for 

styling any. article, decorating any object. 84x 

11-in- book. 
ii 

No. 1466. Price Postpald..++-+++* 

BOOK OF 
OVER 130 

ALPHABETS 
Wonderful for Artists, Sign Makers, 

Students, Craftsmen, Advertisers, 

Printers, Ete. 

Over 180 alphabets In all different styles. 

Variety of modern and antique for commercial 

and decorative purposes. Useful for designers, 

architects, sign makers, artists, etc. Portfolio 

style book with complete A to Z, figures, capi- 

tals, small letters, etc., in each alphabet. As 

easy as tracing. 
My 

No. 1467, Price Postpald,........- 

ecnrmeaseh' 

allow- 

no protractor, no 

sional architects, 
students, 

: black ename: 

d 
asurements scales, Rubber inclination — 

$9.95 iq 
pigilg Slave Say Hop Oia) ree ee 

* 

Speedy, Accurate = No Knowledge of Drawing Needed 

PANTOGRAPH 
Enlarge or Redace 

Drawings, Maps, Pictures 

Plans,Diagrams, Etc. 

This very clever instrument enab y les you to ¢ " 
nee py ee the most datoninhtog aboneneye ae Beto 

eraoael an the original as desired. Illustration shov eee pee 
D ph is used, You have merely to hold the pencil ie Ane 

picture to be copied with the point of the stylu The spoee che 
is almost like magic, for without special care ieee 
or effort, an exact copy is made. It is possible 
to reproduce a portrait so as to present a real- 
ly striking likeness, or you may accuratel 
copy maps, plans, or designs, enlarged or hae ' 
duced in size, The apparatus will enlarge from 
any small size to 24 or more inches or reduce 
in the same proportions, 
No, 6882. PANTOGRAPH, Postpaid.. $1.98 

Real Stock Certificate 
Gold 
Seal 
Genuine 

blank stock cer- 
tificates which 
you can use 
when you raise 
money and form 
a. corporation 
Many businesses 
issue stock in 
order to get 
ae =e : 

sell par the business to other people. 
pea SORpeTaA GDH: ' Beautifully Petetihes™ q 

eres oo ore aed for, polcr seal and background. 

$10, $100 or no BER att, Blank fo Be 
company name and purchuser, Detachable seosiphe 
Full size, 8 %x15-inches, : 
No. 2800. Stock Cortifioate. Each..... K 10c 

3 for 250; 10 for 0c. Postpald. — 

RotaryPencil Sha 
Low Priced Cranke 

Action Pencil 
Sharpener With 
Features L 
of 

Ler 

Yar $1.50 

Sharpener!! 
Fast-action 

erar pencil sha: 

cng ase gives pencils tanta’ better berthed 
henieeen a eatchen shavings and can ponte Slid- 

mounted on tablen ae whenever desired eae be 
place. A ‘good pe desk, wall or any convenient 
For homes att pencil sharpener is indispen ipl 
ty eat lowes ice, shop or school and now ena ible 

handy. place. once) you should have one in ay 

ored plastic, with, efficient iacor-chas teen 
real 

steel blade. Complete with screwae for See 
Order several. 3 for $1.35. 

Postpaid DOC No. 4656. Rotary Pencil Sharpener. 

Useful for Collectors, Read. 
ing Small Type; Barna # 

Glass, Whe. ply 
unch- an ean a 

: ing tickets, tallies at Te Fits Pencil or P 

leaf _ sheets card onches: clean GUMM ED 
Double onhet 

magnifier, Hag rub- 
round hole in paper and light board. 

Spring returns punch to original 
position. Reservoir for punchings, 
knurled) handle. Nickel ‘ 
No. 2050. ROUND HOL 

Postpaid... 

PAPER PUNCH 

ber rim and can b 
easily slipped KM 
any standard size 
pencil. , you can 

use as a regular 
magnifying glass. 
Rither way you will 
ae d it unusually 
andy for reading 

Right Size For Packages, 
Books, Jars, Chemicals, Etc 

Popular sized 1. label 
eee of uses. Used ie nities 
‘ packages and boxes, i 

BARS tc hiber or Se for marking Soaturnert r en eeenrayoara ai Sn in the kitchen for|Small type, examini 
sheets of paper at ing. Right Coie tenets nities sun bt a ster aie : 

entifying | 8Un, burning glass, etc ¢ : r a +» etc. Sure 

Each, 

a time. Small, con- |}. 
] venient in size, yet books. _Makes a good name prisin; i 7 

Se se veneer | Acrncting ed Soden Gomvntet| ca fanny" several: times a 
ope e. i" a ha 

springs back into "position. *30c 180 to book. meee pansies pare found ip indise 

No. 4530. Price Postpaid...... No. 2412. Price Postpald 15¢ Ne ase “250 youn pocket jo. 2389. l*& 113 



Be Your Own Artist with this Wonderful 

FOUNTAIN PEN BRUSH 
An A B h that Wo ks Fi in Pen! 

r rus rr like a Fountain Fen. 

m 

Pda cute Nibs for Each Type of Lettering ‘ 

Handy and Neat 

ne ace Lessons Are Necessary ¥ 

oaaer to Use—Ink Lge ann yrr ma aN 

aaa Be Used in sP 

—Any Color OEN. onu
sH. A wonders a ane Deer se 

The (FOU way with dipping, smudg ron 

peor iters, advertising men, sto 
Sree ber ts, sign and show card wr > sive an trom of 

cleaning. | Are en b etc. find it speedy and efficien' Cae wad 

ers, club memery i to mark boxes, packages, p r 

display vere Used by ose with large, clear letters not possible with 

ha Ree Ad Work, Storekeepers, Coaches, 

ah Artists, TeNavy, Identif
ication Markings, ee 

Cards, Signs, Shipping Clerks, Stock Work, . 

t from the housewife to the bus apd 

man and student has a use for it. Amazingly versatile 

almost as handy as your regular pen. Will use any 

i “ ing tempera show-card col- 

color ink and, meny ro ast Set includes one ink able plastic. ors. Well made of dura rele ee ee in 

ne dropper for filling ‘ 

ms he ey illustrated, one pair pliers, one bottle 

Complete directions. a $2.29 
BRUSH SET. Price Postpald 

a SAW} Charcoal 
Pencil 
scientifically man- 

tifantuced charcoal that 
is suitable for all kinds 
of sketching. Can be 
rubbed and__ blended 
with ease. Free from — 

spots, breakage 

e 

Almost everyone 

—_ ° 

i ibs. ck ink, Easy to change ni 

Hg 4649. FOUNTAIN PEN 

~ Black and White 
DRAWING INK 
& WRITING 
Carter’s nationally 

famous quality inks. 
Black Drawing Ink. = 

terproof. India, For ar 

ists, draftsmen. 20c 
“ « 1 eee cot . poe hnd faking off, Comes 

for } in pencil form. White Ink, | Fine No. 4655. CHARCOAL marking photos, PENCIL 0 greeting cards, 1 20c correspondence Price Postpaid.... 
paper, etc. 
No. 6024. PLETE ARTIST'S 

OUTFIT 
All You Need 

To Do All Types 

of Art Work 

Portable Outfit 
Ickly Set-Up for Quickly Being 

‘COM 
—Full S-foot Wood 

ett slate Assortment 

‘of 2-oz. jars of Sar- 

gent Tempera Colors 

—Sargent India Ink 

—Set of Full Color 
Sargent Layout 

Sen tot Sargent Lece 

turer's Crayons 
—Set of Sar- 

Electric Burning Pencil 
For Personalizing Your Articles? 

i Cartoons, ~ a: } seta Sketches, 
Crayons Water 

Noe rt) aries Colors, 
Line color 

ch Drawings, 
Blandie Full 

—No. 5 Color of 
Water Black and 

Lettering White, Pig 
ul Designs on os Lecture 

seo —Eras' Ilustra- 

D, PLASTIC, LEATHER, BOOKS, ETC.|—suvoly |. tlons, woo 'r " TTING. Anyone can do de- Paper Chalk 
AS EASY. AS Wk Sane ‘effects on many types —Sargent Talks, 

ee 
ing, Tempera signing. ie vee cartoons. monograms, ae Golgr Bon 

eal rai : Identify books, emboss Western inns instructl 

eel yee pillfolds, make unusual greeting seas Sree ie 

ha eetion Y snarl ‘albums, do original ee omyatantial 

and BPSHOnEIS designs, mark clothing, it Fibre Box 

aa een Aimaost no limit to the amen :: noe 

Eifrerefisnan fool cab doand so gals. sire 
3 any election Sod lasts, indefinitely. a8! eprint 

seiil required. Complete with Sa ee 5. 

No 6685. Electric Burning Pencil. 1.25 
It’s fun to draw, sketch, cat- 

cata 3 eiectela!, Pencli with “Assortment of! | It's Ta" tier signs and pic- No. 6687. Electric Work. oon °¢ , too, with this 
eran et Be Oe err wei’ $2.25 tare Teint eee Wonteral Complete Set..--seeres eet 8 CShby. but’ many pra ctical uses. 

Add 10c on Orders Totalling Less 

bonnet Than $1.00 ~ 
No. 6996. Sargent’s 

lArtist Outfit. Complete $9.95 

MAGIC 

Perma- 

nent 
Brilliant 
Printing 

on 
Almost 

Any Object! © 
tools, tooth brushes, musical instruments. 
as table lamps, bridge sets, picture frames, 
article seems to give it additional value and certainly 

The outfit consists of 1 8 

Cloth, Ete. 

Electrite PENCIL 
oo Writes Gold, Silver, Red, Yellow, 

Marking & Purple, Green, Blue, Etc. 
Designing The Magic Electrite Pencil writes in col- 
Book: ors on almost any surface such as leather, OKs, paper, cellophane, celluloid, silk, rubber, 

Billfolds, wood, bakelite, parchment, ete. This amaz- Leather, ims electric pencil carries a fine heating Peale ’ element in its point, permanently fixed and 
- tamper-proof, It writes, colors, decorates 

or embellishes. Writes electrically, like 
embossing. You can initial or monogram 
such articles as traveling bags, your auto- 
mobile, wallets, leather goods, sporting 
goods such as golf and tennis equipment, 
It is ideal for decorating lamp shades, pic- 
ture frames, ete. Cartoons and designs can 
be traced and printed on to various objects, 
Stationery in various colored printing can 
be done, 

Individualize and _ personalize various 
personal belongings, such as hats gloves, 
belts, umbrellas, purses, neckwear, pipes, 

Put the recipient’s name on gifts such 
toys, etc. A name on almost any 

adds to the sentiment. ctric Pencil with cord and plug ready for immediate use, foil in several differ- ent colors, including gold, ver, red, green and blue, a sheet of transfer craft patterns that will be found useful for Making monograms, names, initials, border designs, etc., and full printed directions for use, The work is not at all difficult to do. Almost any bright boy or girl of average intelligence, by following a few simple directions, can goon learn to use the Electric Pencil, and, after a little practice, should become quite proficient, Canvassers storekeepers and even wide-awake boys and girls will readily recognize the money- making possibilities of an article such as this, With a little effort and hustling on your part, you can offer to put names on books, wallets, traveling bags, brief cases, purses, pipes, pencils, knives, toys, ete., charg- ing say 25 cents a line and it takes but a few minutes of your time. Outside of your time, it is practically all profit, for the cost of the foil is almost negligible. Additional foil in all the more important colors ob- obtainable at all times. Prices given below. 110 volt AC-DG. 
No, 6688. MAGIC ELECTRITE PENCIL. Complete. Price Postpald _, $1.50 

Colorleaf Transfer For Electric Pencil 
Gold, Silver and Assorted Colors. Any Hot Point Transfers Color to Article The beauty of the amazing Electrite Pencil is the 

is a specially , repared foi 
piece of this oil of the de 

1 in connection with the Electrite Pencil. ed size and color on the surface of the article you wish to emboss, then write or trace out the lettering or design. with the special Pencil. 

large variety of color at your disposal. Colorleaf 
All you have to do is place a 

an 
The hot point of the Pencil transfers the foil indelibly into the surface, leaving a handsome imbedded design. Any color. or combination of colors may be used. 

by an artistic person. 
Gold Colorleaf 2 5 
No. 6666. Per Roi 49C 
Silver Colorleat 25 
No. 6666B. Per Rou49C 
Copper Colorleat 25c 
No. 6666C. Per Roll, 

5 Rolls for $1.00; 

Have Lots of Fun 
Writing With This! 

All rolls are 

VARIEGATED 

4 COLOR PENCIL 
This amazing pencil writes 

four colors one right after an- 
other. As you write first one 
color appears, then another, then 
still another, until all the var- 
ious colors have appeared. Fine 

Ky the ingenious use of colors, very beautiful and novel effecta may be obtained > 2_inches wide by several feet long. Hundreds of uses, 
Red Colorleaf 2 
No. 6666D. Per Roll. 
White Colorleaf 

Per Roll 25¢ 

Black Colorleaf 
C | No. c6csG. Per Rou 29C 

Blue Colorleat 
No, 6666H. Per Roll 25c ae hip 

urple Colorleaf Orange Colorleaf No. 6666F. Per Roll ZC | Non Sass” Pee Roll OC 
12 Rolls for $2.00 | ¥ellow Colorteat_ = OR No. 6606K. 

5-TIP ELECTRIC PENCIL 
Embossing and Burning on Leather, Books, Etc. 
Gold and Other Color Embossing and Writing 

Woodburning and Art Designing 
aren aS es tet ee ean” Seeee 

(gamle canes right im speteall, and tips can be easily charged 
in a few seconds. The 
great yariety of tips en- 
ables you to do many 
types of work: BURNING 
ON WOOD, LEATHER, 
BOOKS, CLOTH. CORK, | 
ete., ete, GOLD WR 
ING_and COLOR Emo 
BOSSING on woop, 
LEATHER, CLOTH, 
PLASTIC, BOOKS, 
PAPER, etc. 

the pointed tip 
Straight edge chise 
tip, needle tip, pencil 

and air cooled 

inst 
Pp 

ball tip. 
ited 



Ideal for keeping addresses, 

recipes, etc. A to Z file divisions, 

vase. Time saver. 
No. 4790. Vest Pocket File. Postpald... 
Bee ee oe Oe eee 

Pas) 
“ta like an Extra Hand 

SON Ht Soft, light-weight 
ee gxio—Not? ee and comfortable. 

nen yo pravent ski Pliminates telephone 

on Ma shovider will not re tigu 8: ; ae 
rks as ne whi 

t Mani . bruise skin tale leaving both 

mark clone ED —No 100! hands ae te ee 
x J to ing notes, ete: 

pet ai be adver on both Cradle & needed: SOP nvenience: ithe 

dividual’s © vip ol Old Type. 
v ipa No. 4989. 

Postpald ... 69c 

here oS 
Ny Personal 
Papers” Wallet; 
Expanding Wallet With 

Pockets 

allet for keeping® valu- 

Bele pears: insurance pects 

bonds, letters. ete ai avaliable. n, a able. 

celal ‘black cover with silver 

imprint and black tying sage 

pockets. Large size: 4%x " 

No. 7049. 
oc 

Price Postpald.-...e+++ 

ho 

Automatic 

Quick Sales 
Checks 

Amounts 5¢ 

to $5.00 
Save time issuing 

sales checks with 
these automatic 
checks. Covers 

Small Wooden Gavel amounts from 5c to 

Spring Grip 

Vest Pocket Leather File 
notes, information, 

genuine leath+e 

1.00 

Board ip Cl 
Take Orders 

Checking 

Notes 

Lists 

Plans 

Deliveries 

Repairs 

1001 Uses 

In HOME, OFFICE, SCHOOL, SHOP or AUTO 
this Clip Board will fill 1001 uses. For notes, for 

Jding price sheets, sketching or drawing, order 

tate Perineal, detent Ee res cheat 
shopping guide, score keeping, holding maps or_ pic 

MORE, gO GET THESE TIME SAVERS and 

No. hee convenient ee Pinatic clip, 

og Farge Clip Board. Strong sicel | 
clip, 7x11-in. 

etc, YOU NEED ONE, TWO or 

Postpald. . 0.66 eee eee ee 

Sales slip 
books. Keeps 

ord. in dupli- 
cate, Heading 
for date, name 
and address. 
Ruled for dol- 
jars and cents. 
Weavy folding 
manila cover. 

‘ SN Fifty checks in 
aN duplicate. Size ical uses, such as $5.00, 50 to pad. a 8% -in 

Paar, Pee eeantion, pounding, | Wo, 4792. 10c f - 5%x 10¢ 
rapping eight, attractive ornament, Per Pad... With carbon. tata 

paper solid walnut. with lacauer 3 for 250} No. 4778. Each Postp: 

finish. About 4-in. long. 42 for 850 

No. 3332. Price Postpaid. 
50c 

3 see, 

Pencil-type Erase 
Use it Like a Pencil to Erase 

Small Areas i 
With this PENGIL-TYPE ERASER oe 

uickly without smearing or smu te Oe 

parts For art work where erasing ae Pea 

Pe eet, as posse, ay
 ose. ua ee B

ae 

eg, Fine for typists to § 

fo tens affecting rest of word. ca 19¢ 

No. 2314. Penoll-Type Eraser. Price Postp: 

116 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 

3 for 250; 75c per Doz.. 

Mechanical Marker 

Writes on Glass, Metal, Etc. 
ical No Sharpening! A mechanics 

pencil that is ideal for marking in 

bold legible strokes, Write on boxes, 

cans, jars, WaX paper, glassware, 

etc, Uses thick, 14-inch lead. Me- 

chanical action, Plastic construction 

with meta] pocket clip. ‘ 

No. 2318. Mecha 35¢ 
arking Pencll. Price...... 

No. 2319. Marking Leads. Package 

of 6. Black. 20c 
Postpald.....+e+eeeeres? 

A. SUGGESTION: _ Have you more than ona) Sabai oney 

i to a friend, Thanks, a 
W so why not give, one 

SECURITY 
AS REGISTERED WITH U.S GOV'T. 

Bronzed Metal Identification Plate 
Ca your identification with you on_this per. 

manent, attractive BRONZED SOCIAL SECURITY NAME PLATE. Same size as your so¢.al security card. Fits wallet, billfold, etc, Shiny bronze color with machined design on front, Engraved with 
YOUR NAME and NUMBER. Print plainly. 35c 
No. 7042, Com With Name & Number.... 
Blank Name Plates (Unstamped) $9.00 per 100 

Identification 

Tube 
—Purses 
—Keys 
—Luggage 
—Cases 
—Bags 
—Dogs 
—Boxes 
—Umbrellas 
Eto. 

Fireproof, wa- 
rust. 

proof SOLID 
identifi- 

4 cation tube that 
a contains your 

and ad- 
Smart 

. 25C 

terproof, 

BRASS 

x ¥ name 
dress. Illustration approximately actual size. 
looking; 
No. 4576. Price Postpald. 

With Name 
& Address 

Protect your dog against tion tag is loss. 
This tag is complete with any finding 
NAME AND ADDRESS ENGRAVED 
ON IT. PRINT NAME AND Ap. __ [Plate. 

mounting 
AND ADDRESS. 

DRESS CLEARLY. 

No. 7143, Price Postpaid, _39¢ 

SELF-INKING STAMP PADS 
Black, Red, Violet, Blue or Green 

Quality pads for rubber stamps. 
Give clean, even inking for 
even, clear reproduction, All 
metal box, hinged cover. Enam- 
eled, Dries quickly, non-smear- 
ing. Size 2%@x35-in, 

No. 2461, 
No. 2462. 
No. 2463, 
No. 2464. BLUE. Price Postpa 
No, 2465. GREEN. Price Pos 

indelible Pad for Marking Clothing, Etc. 
For marking piecing, etc., in indelible ink. Sateen 

covered pad gives beautifully clean impression. With 
pad is included 1% oz, bottle indelible ink. 50c 
No. 2466. Price Postpaid.. . 

Monogram. Rubber ‘Stamp 
IMPRINT YOUR OWN_ STATIONERY, 

BOOKS, CLOTHES, ARTICLES, ETc., 
WITH YOUR MONOGRAM. Easy to make 
attractive, personal stationery. Identify 
your articles, Any 2 or 8 _ initials, 
PRINT INITIALS. Allow 2 to 3 weeks 
for made-to-order rubber stamps. 
No 2369. Monogrom Rubber Stamp. 59c 
POStpaid....ccncerssrorsnceossssorereees 

‘ 

Dog Collar Plate 
With Name & Address 

Help Your Dog 
Come Home! 

Protect your dog. This identifica- 
engraved with your 

name and address so that anyone 
your dog can return him 

to you. Attractively finished bronze 
Size 2lox5@-in, 

included. 

No. 7099, Dog Collar Piate.,.. S9C 

PUZZLE KEY 
LOCK 

New Type of Key Holder 
Safeguard your keys with 

KEY-LOCK! Puzzle lock 
keeps keys on ring. Keys 
easily attached or removed. 
Holds 12 keys comfortably, 
Bright nickel plated. 20c 
No. 4578. Price... 

COIN HOLDER 
Holds Pennies, Dimes, Nickels, 

and Other Coins 

HANDY POCKET 
CHANGE HOLDER & KEY 
CHAIN! Get change without 
fumbling in your pocket! 

A Keeps your coins conveniently 
Silver ready. Miniature ‘plastic keg- 

shaped coin container holds 
nickels, tokens, 

el \\ Easily dispensed through slide}. 
o 4 at top. Don’t lose loose change. 

Useful, novel. 
oc No. 4011A. Postpald. 15¢ 

VOSA Set Only, 

TL —w 
Attention all model builders, dr; ‘aftamen, Rrchitects, drawing students, ete, 10+i ransenr triangles, 2 ship curves, 1 French cu 1 protractor, 

All plastic moulded, precision accura 
No. 7310. Drawing Set. Postpaid 

7-Piece 
Drawing 

With ‘Your 

Name and Address 

Bottle Opener Check 
Price includes name and address 

engraved in_ script style. Slip on 
key chain. Helps to identify your 
neve Please print name and address 
clearly. 

No. 7177. Price Postpaid. | 35c 

Made-to-Order 

Rubber Stamps 
Handy for imprinting letters, en- 

velopes, books, clothes, special no~ 
tices, etc. Saves writing. Resembles 
printing. 
Nameand 
address 
stamps are 
very useful. 
Allow 2 to 3 
weeks for d@- 
livery, Any 
line over 25 
- har a8 * m i ers counts as 2 lines, Three styles of e i (illustrated below); order by type. nuriber a sere 

Price: One Line, 55¢; Additional Lines, 45¢ Each, 

94°Nu Beta Nu 

78 © Shirley Prentiss 
85 Photo by Ralph paz 

Rivets for 
PRINT NAME 



ROTARY PRINTING PRESS 
Takes 11x712-Inch Sheet 
Prints 7x5-Inch Area 

Largest sized printing area of any press under 
TOD txe-Inchee. Prints 2 column il- 

\lustrated, digest newspaper size, pro- 
ams, booklets, handbills, sta- 

jonery, etc. Prints from rubber 
etype to insure clean, even ink- 

Suing impression. MAKE MONEY 
PRINTING. Includes FAST 
SEM! - AUTOMATIC FEEDING 
ROTARY PRESS, 600 pieces of 
rubber type, 6x3-in. newspaper 
headings and picture di ee 
oz. black ink, ink bon, 

brus' paper, tweezers, press 
tools, instructions, Ruggedly 

ox 1612x11x8-in. 
Outfit. Postpaid... $8.00 

setae ahh 2 Rotary Press Prints 3!2x7-Inch Sheet 
ustrated small paper, handbills, stationery, etc. Prints 25 lin Piseas er for varing paver CD naRs oe ee ae roller, bread ote Phage: shears oa * Pleces of type, press tool, ictus ete. Boxed 1414x10x6-inches. : Fae, eae eer ERa e No. 6823. SUPERIOR ROTARY PRESS OUTFIT. Postpaid 

Stamp Your Own Stationery, Notices, Etc. 

ble set of rubber type. 
A really handy and servicea Bea ran 

-egular interchangeable rubber typ 

Lea etaD your name and stamp letterheads, aa 

envelopes, calling cards, tickets, Sele oe ta 

boxes, marking and per ae pete icone orkae 

EK fun stamping, books an 

Set a eipee than buying rubber stamps. ee 

a ters Entire alphabet, numbers, punctua ee 

pape ete Outfit includes type, type holder, war eeNe 

nd ink ad. Everything is supplied except the paper. 

Peele ft is complete. You can use it to personalize 

oon oe onary as well as to stamp your name on Bee 

vrathine personal possessions, bed linen, towels, table- 
, 

Cc 
cloths, books, music, etc., etc. Price Postpaid.. oe 35 

r OUTFIT. 
ie 31) RUBBER TYPE 

7 
De Luxe Complete 

¢ Rubber Sign 
Printing Type 

wee e eee eeresees 
‘ournal instructions, 

Accessories for All 3 Rotary Presses Listed on This Page No. 6405D. Black Ink. Large. Bakelite Brush 50c No. 6405A, Rubber Type Sets. Regular Small Top Bottle. paid, Letters and Figures. Per Set, Postpaid. $1.00 No. 6405) . No. 6405F. Rubber Type Set. Displa Papers, Decorations, Sport Set, Postpaid Y-in. Deep. With Figures. per Set, Postpaid 94-00 No. 6405. Rubber type Sets. Regular Capitals No. 6405B, T; lots. 3./ and Figures. Per set, Postpaid. $1.00 YPe /Siotes, Sin, for Presses 
an Nos, 6821, 

(Type Case Listed w Keeps Type Handy 21. & 6823. Box of 12. Postpaid... 50c e a No. 640SC. Type Siots. S-in. for P) vy Outfit Printing for Easy Use.) No. 6822. Box of 8, Bostoaldsc dct te 50c 

Make All i Set 
The Slant Rubber Type, Fast, Easy to Do You Want Stamp yourOwn u ype, ,fasy 

: i High speed, rubber type Easily, Quickly eae PRINTING PRESS OUTFIT, 
This RUB- * Notices ony $2.50 complete! Prints up 

BER TYPE Pstone to 3x4%”. Print calling oards, PRINT- Env ‘ Programs, small papers, olub 
} SET has Calling news, notloes, eto, Prints vari- ING 8 teats Cards ous sizes of type (for big head- a complete ¢ Tickets ings and small copy), cuts (il- ph a b % Labels lustrations). ete. Plenty of in large ae ; va) ion our nt lay- inch outline characters suit- 4-LINE ee outs, Clean, ‘oven Timpressions. pantera te eect eee Ue Stamp Pad able for making easily read HOLDER ake longer notices and Good work ‘easy to do, Rotary press pulls paver through machine For Permanent Identification on is sd on its own wood With this set you can m ser ng with thls and out, inks type, all with a single crank! color work! Add to Clothes, Eto. Bach letter is mounted he initial. As ddresses. Glves you four lines of printing t- your accessories and print many kinds of work. Outfit includes: Pee oth, any rubber stamp. block and on each letter is imprinted the init oe folder. Holder’ is extra wide so you can get. & 00 pleces of movable rubber type, 8 type|| mariiblg ink which means that ct ou can stamp the letters, you ESSlONAL 0 f words on each line. There are 80 many, it slots, 2 picture outs, type tweezers, tool for inserting slots, Aotack Ink, manent doce out. Per- 

ed “sign ES A ner a tae for signs. ee : rubber type set that no one ee bes lane 4 ae pete Ink blanket, paper, copy of printer’s Journal. All in color. Sto. | Sateen covered ‘pad’ gives A ean finc _v enty eee leti a v¢ will find many additio § ; "i ‘ul box, clean impression. Includes 0%, Onrihe doer, notices, prices, in. ice ie ‘etc. Soe your own calling cards or stationery. Tt No. 6821. Rotary Printing Pross Sct. Price Postpald.... 2.50 Noe 24680 Inset Pad boards, church, announces SRINTING OUTFIT | And easy. Do it for others and mavctely 200" pieces Bet. Postpaid a BOC You'll find this handy S\™ need in your home, club | on the side. Set con ams @acures and punctuation P . a 
ag he jam titine capital letters, ae aa of bg he toe eera older, tweezers, aux es eres ey, almost rinting Type 

re, 4 s. 2 ty ; = 5 is tion. marks, useful pmbols. ting gauge and pack aad paper pad are included, Box size 5/4 ] Your, {pe ‘classified Sample lines of type are oa fnclode eM ine 8% x5 %4 -inches. 75C | WMS.57. peLuxe Rubber Type Set. 59c pletters quickly, set- given with prices for each of cards. e Oo. . A \ ting up 
No. 2436. Sign Printing Outfit. Postpald. 

i 

fon with tte “alate t (assortment) below. Price Postpaid. .....--+--+++ssgett? ith | little ditt. wr is measured by points, 
larger the number of A 

the type right in- . - - CALLING CARDS tocaseafteryou < Points the larger the iu 
; = = SLANE CO Fine for imprinting with have com- 

BASEBALL BAT PENCIL nd sell at a profit. : . 
f a baseball bat. Very comfort- yous ST a others a 30c ‘Sh ould a Sade. 20 vt Old English Cype Made in the form o hanical pencil with propel- Size & ) ; Fd ey tubeless . ave on . je * Old English Type aplertg foudin tant, Mase. 39C | Nor aato. Package of 100 fo ferreeeh | Saviae ted oma $1.00 repe z 1 Letters. Wz Ib. & 

: 

Style of | No. 640AG. 14 Pt. oO} No. 8463. Price Postpaid. 

ee 

: Id English Type. red sections | Capitals. Small Letters. Figures, et tb. set $2000 tra! ieee’ | 8 POINT KABEL TYPE lig, we ST ge | 2 BRot elses yey, coma Sa ts ate BLANK CALLING CARDS Capitals, Figures, Etc. 1 Ib. Set srrsrserereeenns PLAOO 
Spt. K Fi i eoGreulnmtnty Remake ei ema, | Re cuonee wei aeae rg Sal Letters 

pare to we * 
ime. Use 

Fir school Office 
and Home S ("> a 

Capitals and Small Letters. Ib. 2 maker. Nearly everyone needs calling cards, so you No. 640A1. 8 i St Fz pis Setreeeersssees 
eee ay Ean maker, Nearly everyone. a8 bg : ; S Point Kabel Yoper 

Vest Pocke pings EE 2d Ee ym 100 Caras ‘tor... BOG | etait: Small Letters, Figures, etc, 1 tb. sot S2s00 . Pocket tamp n your No. 6419. Size 1 7-8 x 33-8. 100 Cards for... DOC Cc n ing Sample of Type enna PRESS GAUGE PINS —Q._—_—— noted A GABEL. CAPS. ONL 
ld use } 

ss iiatheg Wot Fogice Gritinuce Hubber CARL ANDERSON 10 Pt. Kabel. Capitals. 1/2 Ib. Set. $1..00 n No. 640A2, 10 Pt. Kabel Type. ‘$2.0 ae ie been waiting for. Keep it ane oe Small and compact, cam be in ene Position. euch time press prints, none "20c ease Fiourets ete. 1 tb. Se ae? 
Stamp shat i imo watch pocket, and re Tend oe attractively made in handy size, with rubber stamp No. 640C8. Gauge Pins. Each......... ......20€ 10 pt. Kab ; 

i pocket, instant use, in ‘i d, ready for h Rubber stamp in 1, 2, or 3 rried around, into case, 
Conver on special holder and inking mad but ote oe and ship.) 
give wording for rubber stamp. CAIN ig stamp. (With 1 ling stamp.) Price... - 
No, 2439. VEST-POCKET SELF- i : we Ss borate real 

mith & Co., Detroit, Mic
h. , ) 

118 %x Johnson S' 

el. Caps. & Small Black and Colored Printing Ink No. 6403. 10 Pt, Kabel Type. Capitals and Small Letters. 14 tb. Set. Pri Large one-pound cans, For printing from metal type. . e No. 6410. BLACK. Per pound can....... $1.78 | Nos,C404 teat te No. 6410A, BLUE. Per pound can :$2.75 
No. 6410B. RED. Per pound can, eee $2.75 

add 85 cents 



Do Your Own Printing 
ANY PERSON OF AVERAGE ABILITY CAN USE THIS 

Standard Printing Press 
It Will Print Cards, Bill Head®, 

Envelopes, Labels, Memo 
Forms, Letter Heads, Etc. 

This Press Shoald Save 
Its Cost Over and Over 

Prints Black and 
Colors; Does 

2-Color Work 

_ Size of Chase 
 &Yax4 Inches 

Invaluable for 
Merchants, Teachers 

and others 

Guaranteed 
Thoroughly 
Practical Presses, capable of a great § are very high grade Pre ri telligent boy Hai of work, and set go simnnie to handio spat evens, PERM, [ntehigene Ps variety ' Sa] a knowledge is made auto- 

or Bre ts tin contracted that avery tie A ea cane. obtained. tie ac ‘; ei ch gr i the size o ; itself, and thus a mu hour, according to matically re-inks itself, thousand or more. per , ith this Press is most 
from a fow hundred to f the user. The Outfit supplied vo Printers’ Metal Type the sheet and dexterity 0 Font of Standard Size Gothic ook of Instruc- 
cormerere 20d for ch black nik, Printers’ Furniture, hee waa ke of great help 
Te ee ering how to print, including many wrinkles 14 tions showing } 

sheet meta are made from 
HO ee Geniuses this with cheap toy presses which Ore arts are carefully made 

ny 
Vv der 

of cast fron or m nined ste 7% aT t rovide rugged ser ice un C a ie , * tee ear efully made tO Pp d ; es f : 

| S % aire und ovaua Mull bearing inking rollers, automatic inking 

constant use for years a I 

a IN EVERY RESPECT, an ol, GHLY PRACTICAL HSPEOT, and 
z Meets oon tl Sear REA wae can be done with eee ee ae An eae 

ie mesene you that his own printing, and earn & Ley Anas DEMite 

et tor oth ny The profit on a few jobs should pay 
undertake it for others, 

No. 6154 Press 
with Two Rollers 

$2850 
PPING CHARGES 

SHIPPIEXTRA 

—Pri Vax4-In. 
Ink. Pound Gan,.....--$1.75 | DOUBLE INKING ROLLER: neta ann 

No. 6410. Black He Pound Can.......-$2.75 The chase size is ae Sone raekal 708. No, 6410A. iy Ee sian Rebs els .. $2.78 cobaistite oh Ge fons thiace tack’ ink; . cards;.. 6c. No. 6410B. Red Ink. 2b SA OS hi WEOG, TO ate is Shipping ,weight 20 pounds. No, 6409. Type Case... +++ +sreeess No, 6154. Double Roller Press and Complete Outfit. See Catalog Listing for Metal Type, Blank Calling 
k, Etc. ds, Press Gauge Pins, Ink, 

Ca 

120 rte naae Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 
| Shipped by Parcel Post or “ 

Shipping Charges Extra, $28.50 

leet 

The Simplex Typewriter 
Even A Child Can Operate It—We Guarantee the Writing ough So marvelously cheap, this machine is a thoroughly practical typewriter, We positively guarauvwe it to do quite efficient work. We have received hundreds of unsolicited testimonials from users telling us they would not be without their Simplex. With reasonable care it should last a lifetime. It is so simple that a child just able to read can write with it. You can learn all there Is to know about it In a few minutes and a little practice each day should make you quite proficient. Imost everyone should have a typewriter these days. Wiegible pen writing is unbusinesslike and in the case of business firms, creates the impression that the firm is insignificant and of lititle account. Ilegible writing causes the Joss of much time and money. Even the best writers frequently have a habit of scrawling their signatures so that it is almost impossible to make them out. The letters of the alphabet, the numerals, 1 to 0, and the punctuation marks, are so grouped that the letters most used are before the operator most of the time, enabling him to write more rapidly. Work can ee be done with these typewriters that cannot be done with higher priced machines. They ve write on a flat bed, making uniform print on envelopes, paper or even cardboard. They are useful, educational and inst 

ae EDUCATIONAL 
AND USEFUL 

= 

THIS LS & SAMPLE OF THE WRITING YOU CAN DOD THIS 18 4 SAMPLE OF THE WRIT IPG 

yi 
Sern e I | me cs SS Sas 

|W Saaasaaaa yt a CI SSS GSO GS So) b eel ELLIS SisiGisidid) 29S \SSSSSS5OSR) 
aracter Model 62 Character Model No. 6541. SIMPLEX TYPEWRITER. JUNIOR No. 6542. SIMPLEX TYPEWRITER. SENIOR MODEL. Writes 86 Characters (Capital Letters MODEL. Writes 62 Characters, (Including Capital 

Only, figures and punctuation marks). $2 50 
‘e. 

and Small Letters and punctuation Price Postpald..........0., marks), Price Postpald..... $3.95 

RAPID DUPLICATING SET 
No Type to Set-—Makes 50 or More Clear Copies 

A complete duplicating set for teachers, clubs, restaurants, librarians, store- keepers, etc. Excellent for teaching children through the use of duplicated lessons, ete, Use Hekto-Duplicator for making Christmas greetings, invitations, menus, classroom Jessons and tests, notices, announcements, lists, postcards, ete. Over 50 clear copies can be made quickly, easily, accurately. The copying surface may be used over and over again. Prints 6 %x9-inches, The Hekto-Duplicator Outfit comes complete, ready to use, with Hekto-Duplica- tor pad, copying pencil, Hektograph ink, copying Paper, wiping cloth and com- plete directions, Packaged in a sturdy, long-lasting container. No. 2351. HEKTO-DUPLICATOR SET. Price Postpald....%.... Mat Wwib aka; wire ll niet sreiaimaelewinaphaarere $1.15 

50 to 75 COPIES QUICKLY 
Demand for a really efficient duplica- ting device at a price within the reach of all has been self-evident for a long time, and after much persuasion, we have at last succeeded in inducing a leading man‘fac- turer to turn out the HEYER HEKTO- GRAPH, as illustrated. 
It is very easy to use, so simple, in fact, that even a child can run off copies along with the most experienced. To use the Du- Plicator, write the original copy in the ordi- nary way with Duplicator Ink, and allow it to dry. pression of this original is then transferred le gelatine or composition surface of the Duplica- tor, This is accomplished by Placing the copy on the 

$2.98 
composition, writing side down. 
No. 2354. HEYER’S HEKTOGRAPH. Size 10x6'4 Inches. Price Postpald. . .. No, 2324. HEKTOGRAPH INK. Price Per Bottle, Postpald,.... #10 80 08010 seiner cceessecce cusReo No. 2355. HEKTOGRAPH TYPEWRITER RIBBON. (Purple Only). Price Postpal bo Bs oa ole walls No. 2355A. HEKTOGRAPH REFILLING COMPOSITION. Price Postpaid. ..... tis sss 6 -...$1.75 Ts rT "T] rf i . . . soorciate tetra neal wevTrane oes’! | Johnson Smith & Co,, Detroit, Miche Tai 



ARE YOUR LOCKS BURGLAR-PROOF? ne 

a Occasions are apt to arise when these Skeleton or 
iui! Wmergency Master Keys may prove of very great 

Ma value to: you. We do not claim that these keys will 
open every lock, but one or the other will frequently 
be found to open many of the more common types 
of lock that are still to be found in use today. We 

suggest that you get a set and test the locks on your 

doors, dressers, desks, wardrobes, bureaus, cabinets, 

ete., for if they will open them, you may take it for 

granted that your locks are not safe and you will 

doubtless think it advisable to change them. It is 

surely worth more than the cost just to find this out; 

besides, if you lose or mislay your regular keys, it 

is quite possible that one or the other of these Master 

Keys may save you from no end of inconvenience and 

embarrassment, Five keys fo the sef. 50c 
No. 4548, FIVE MASTER KEYS, Price Postpaid. . 

8-Ball SKULL KEY CHAIN 
Key Chain and POCKET CHARM 

@" Behind the 8-Ball? White Plastic. 
Consists of a polished Deep Eye Sockets. 
_beaded metal key chain Amazingly realistic miniature 
with clasp for _ inserting | skull right down to the deeply 
keys and - ne novelty sunk eye sockets and the cracks 
attached. Just like a min-| on the skull. 

black, highly polished. Chain | No, 4678. Postpald.... 15¢ 

15¢ Movable Jaw Skull! 
Uncanny the way his jaw moves, On 

hinge with spring to make it snap shut. 
Almost talks!! With Chain, 25¢ 
No. 4560, Skull With Movable Jaw on Chain....- 

MYSTERY KEY RING 
Crystal Puzzle Ball 

The Handy Lock-Style Key Ring 
Holds Your Keys Safe, The 
Attractive Leather Cord Is Attached 
to Puzzle Ball. Have Fun Solving 
This Vest Pocket Puzzle In Your 

Spare Time. 
Novelty combination Key Ring and 

Puzzle. Puzzle ball is in shape of 
ball, yet composed of six pieces care- 
fully fitted together. Take it apart or 
put it together—it’s a real puzzle. 
Smartly made lock-type key ring with 
leather cord holding puzzle ball. Ball 
stays together until you release cord. 
Assorted crystal and colored balls. 25c 
No. 4013A. Price Postpald.... 

i th, <n oe | Genuine 4-Leaf Clover Charm 
him back together? Attractively | @ood Carry This Symbol of Luck 
made of peonee) anes pOer a ea Luck 

Mant cation apart: Intriguing pocket Key _ Attached to key chain is transparent 
puzzle. [ 19¢c disc containing genuine 4-leaf clover. 
No. 4015. Postpaid. These are naturally grown 4-leaf clovers 
Se ne carefully selected for . 

" their large size and 
beauty. The 4-leaf 

clover is considered to be a symbol of good 
luck. It makes an unusual charm to carry 
with you or with your car keys. You cer- 
tainly need luck these days when driving! 
Complete with key chaim. 
No. 8406. Price Postpaid...... 

Flashlight & Key Chain Set 
7 e Attached right to the key 

tiful, moulded Arrowhead and Chain | chains a, beautitu aansiicne 
fent to carry and ex- 

From out of the West! Attrac- tremely useful in emergencies. 
tive hammered copper atfrowhead | Takes up only a ele room 

with hand painted Indian design | }7,3°U" eet Richt 
on it. Mounted an ee key you, want Itfor fnging way 

chain, \Use arrowhead aS sepa-| in dark, finding, keyhole. 
‘ 3 5 4 ery popular. 

rate pa ot leaye on key chain. | 2 eit. Een sand, Bate 
. 4364, tery. * 

Price Postpald....-.--- 25¢ No. 4433. Complete With Bulb and Battery, Only... 39c a. 

* ‘ ich | SPECIAL NOTE. When ordering, be sure to give name 

122 * Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. of article as well as the stock number. 

* co 

fature 8-ball—solid 
runs right through it. 
No. 4566. Price Postpald. 

Dice in Case on Key Chain 
How about carrying your 

fun right in your pocket, 
along with your keys? 
Fach set is mounted in 
an attractive genuine 
leather case and attach- 
ed right to metal bead- 
ed key chain, Small 
enough to be 
conveniently car- 
ried in pocket, 
large enough to 
be practical. 
No. 4575. Postpald. . 

eeboee 

No. 4501, 
Photo Holder 
Key Chain 

29c 
Screw 
Ball 

No. 4356. 
Lucky Horseshoe 
Charm 
Postpaid... 10c 

4, with beaded metal’ key chain 
wy Temoving keys, 

0 

Bug House & Dice 
Bug: house puzzle in one 

side of transparent box; 
pair of dice for shooting 
dice in other side. 20c 
No, 4357. Postpaid.. 

Television Key Chain 
Look through and see 4 

pictures in full color of 
favorite Western stars, girls, 
ete. Turn dial changes pic. 
ture, Beaded chain. 2 
No, 4313. Postpaid.. 5c 

License Plate 
Identification Tag 
Miniature plate on chain. 

space on tag for you to put license number. Name and 
address on other side. 
No. 4314 15¢ 
POBEPAIA ....sseeseerees 

and Ball. 

No. 4015A, 
Postpaid...... Aeeeeeeees: 

, charms. Ch: 

Use Chain & Charm S$ i eparately If D. _ Take your cholce of this wide Virite yi, orn find Many practical as well as novelt: 
will find bowling, baseball, golf, etc. 
made, some of metal, others of brilliant lustrous p 

y of Novelty Key Chains. You'll 
y design ornaments. Sportsmen 

th oa es 
r astic. Each is fitt, 

with safety fastener for inserting aa 

Bowler’s 
Charm 

No. 4679, Bowling Pin 
Price...........,,22C 

BY Genuine Bullets 
» fi 3 : Shot on ahah arge Rifle 

20c Wonderglo Postpaid... 
Lamp endl chain 

Key Chain oN 
No. Bulb, No Battery, 
No Electricity, Per- “Live’ Snake Head Petual Glow 

Useful, interesting, though ali unbreakable everlast- Natural colors. on ing novelty, 

ete,, in 
when 

chain, 
No. 4015B. .... 

dark 

OUS “lame hai: No. 4674, Postpaid. 20c 
cate lamps, switches, 

attached to cord. Beaded key 

29c 

Snake's head wiggles as 
chain. 

C 

_ Boxing Glove 
0 ° 

Price Postpald... 15¢ 
Rabbit's Foot 

Genuine rabbit's foot Basketball 
good luck charm. 
Ne. 158. 20 

Opper Cowb 
Solid copper; hand Painted. 

No. 4577. Postpaid., 25¢c 

ian? ener Miniature Gun 
© Price Postpald. .. 15¢ tis, 45nOS econiasai, 10c 

3 & Dice 
Transnarent top, 

No. 4353, 
Postpaid ......0000 15c 

5 Money or License 
Holder 

Holds paper money, l- cense, aislentification, ee 
No. 43. 15¢ 
Postpaid ., 

15c Bullet Pencil 
Looks like bullet; opens fant’ verse for pencil, 

No. 4352. Postpaid.. 15¢ 

Baseball 
0. 4354, 

Price Postpaid. . 15¢ 

No. 4336. 
Price Postpald 10c 

Joke Novelty Charm 
Plastic white toilet seat, 

movable cover. 1 
No. 4500. Postpaid.. c 

ee 
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World Parade 2° 
The world will parade before 

your eyes, as you go through this 
magnificent collection. Contains 

10 eeiated ‘choloe mint 20th rculated choice 
cent from 10 differ- 

An extra prize 
een added to give you extra pleasure and 

(plus 100 postage) $1.10 

TREASURE CHEST COIN 
COLLECTION. A tremendous 
value! Here is a collection of 

‘oins suitable for the beginner 

1 value for 
7 

will give you rea 
your money and hours of 

century colns, 

torsign colns. 

Price Postpald 
value. Four-color box, 
No. 6952. Price $1.00 

Contains ten different U.S. and 

Forelgn colns from 50 to 150} 

period. Plenty of fun and numis- 

coin back to 
i 

No. 5951. $1.00 
4100 Post. and Tax. 

UNITED STATES & FOR 
For Collectors or Souvenirs 

LOW PRICED PACKET 

of INTERESTING COINS! 

All coins guaranteed genu- 
Even though you may 

not be a.coin collector, many 
o carry a coin 
t as a charm 

chased individually, yet your average cost is but 
three cents each. Every piece in good condition and 
guaranteed genuine. Five color envelope, 

No. 5953. Price (50c plus 5c postage)... 

EIGN COINS & CURRENCY 

people like t 
in their pocke 

, or souvenir. By 
in these small packages, you can gradually increase 

your collection in an interesting manner. 
hhh ahtdac dan mrt eMC es DTN 

No. 5859. 1 Ship Coin 20c|cents, Price Postpaid....20c¢ 
Odd Shaped|No, 5834. 1 U. S. 

Price Postpaid......20 
1 Zine Coin 20c 
1 Brass Coin 20c 

No, 5865. 1 Silver Coin 20c 
No. 5808. 1 Large Coin 20c 

Don’t take any wooden 

realize wooden nickels were 
actually used as legal ten- 

Issued by various 
states and there 
forty different types. 20c Cent. Price Postpaid 

5853. 

Special Packets 
No, 5785. 3 Roosevelt Biblical Roman 

Coin Nearly 2000 
Years Old! 

Ancient Roman bronze 
good condition. 

5802. Price....$1.00 

100 Year Old Coin 
5810. Postpaid 20c 

100 Years Old. 

Price Postpaid....20¢ 

Price Postpaid....20¢ | yedals. Price Postpaid 20¢ 

U. S. Coins 
No, 5875. 1 Large _ 

Price Postpaid 
8 3 Uz. 

for $2.00 

Coin. Price Postpaid 0. 
2 Portraits oe 

Famous Men. 

Medal. Price Postpaid....20¢ 

"$1,116.66 Face Value 
Japanese Bank Notes for the Invasion U. S. STATE 

TAX TOKENS 
re Saverst states Sear coin- 
like tax tokens used to pay Some are ob- No. 5753. Brazil. 

solete and some are cur- 

ing for your collectioon. 
No. 5774. 2 Assorted 

Foreign Coins 
No. 5905. 1 Africa. 
Price Postpaid.. 

.» 1. Argentine 20c| (Inflation). 
20c|No. 5761. 

‘Oc | (Notgeld). 
Oc | No. 5762. 

s, In preparation for this, 

arious denominations up to 

thentic in every way except, 
to the U.S.A. They are 
d engraving. Naturally 

these sets is limited, and as the years 

crease in value both as collector’s 

istorical value, since it represents 
power has conquered U.S. 

U.S. notes and thi 
$100.00, $10.00, 

Alaska and the United State: 
they issued currency in 

These are au 
the Japs never got 

beautiful samples of printing an 

the quantity of 
‘co by they should ini 
tems and for their h’ 

‘the first time any foreign 
About same size as 

of nine inculdes $1000.00, 
All printing on, them 

home or museu 

No, 5775. U.S. Invasion Banknotes. Set..-r.s0 

Coins From 
10 Nations 

strictly 

Genuine 
Currency 

cost you up to 
each net, if pur- 

55¢ 

No. 5943, 1 Haitt,.......20¢ 
No, 5948. 1 Iceland....20¢ 
No. 5949. 
No. 5803. 
No. 5805. 
No. 5807, 
No, 5817. 
No. 5792. 1 Paragua: 20c 
No. 5833. 1 _ Phillippine 
Islands. Price Postpaid 20c 
No. 5835. 1 Portugal..20c 
No. 5846. 1 Sweden....20c 
No. 5839. 1 Salvad 2 
No. 5837. 1 Roumania 20c 
No, 5836. 1 Spain...... 20¢ 
No. 5847. 1 Switzerland 20c 
No. 5788. 1 Travencore. 
Price Postpaid.... 1008 

. S851 

Price Postpald......<ss.s+«+0s 2! 
No. 5736. 1 YDutch East 
Indies. Price Postpaid..20c 

Foreign Paper 
joney 

Paper money from differ- 
ent countries has a fascina- 
tion in itself. Many collec- 
tors prefer the colorful 
bank notes to the collect- 
ing of coins. We have a 
nice assortment from many 
countries that will please 
you. 
No. 5750. Austria. 
Price Postpaid.......4., 20¢ 
No. 5751, Ro rene 

2) 
20¢ 

Price Postpaid. 
No. 5752. Bolivi: 

No, 5754. China. 

Puppet). 20¢ 
No. 5756. Columbian Re- 
public. o .20¢ 

15¢ No, 5 . 

jo. 5759. 
(Goldmark). 
No. 5760, 

No. 5763. 
Columbia 20c| No. 5764, 

20c| No. 5765. 
Oc | No. 5766. 
(Oc| No. 5806. Mexico 

tionary Bill. Postpaid....20c 
c 

124 & U.S. & Co. 

On back of car 

No. 8001. Large Cent. 
1793 to 1825. Price... 
No. 9004. Lincoln Pon- 
nies. Since 1909. Card. . 
No. 9003. Indian Eagle 
Cents—1856 to 1909. . 

No. 9007. Liberty Head ty Head No. 4. 
1883 to 1913. Complete. “apes ., 35¢ 

No. 9008. Buffalo Nickel. 
Since 1913, Per Card. . 
No. 9006. Shield Typo 
Nickel—1866 to 1883... 
No. 9009. Jefferson Nickol. 
Starting 1938. Price. . 
No. 9005. Half Dime— 
1784 to 1873, Price... DIC to 1945. Per Card... 

No. 9013, Ba 
Head. 1892 t 
Complete............ 
No. 9029. Roosevelt D 
Bince 1946, 

Official U. S. Coin Handbook 
Tells Value of U. S. Coins, How and What to Collect 

Fun and Profit Saving Coin 
Ordinary Change 

Amateur coin coliectin is 
sorbing, entertaining Sia Pesaran te tok re at the same time, it is a way 2 Saving. Most people just collect for .fun, adding those coins to their collec- .tion that they run across. It is not un- 33 likely that you may run across 

a coin worth several dollars, 
Rare coins have even brought 
thousands of dollars. These al- bums are made of sturdy board 
printed in silver on a blue Suede-like surface. The die cut openings are arranged by con« Secutive dates and the various mints. Coinage information ap- 

s From 

d. Convenient book-size wh pears beneath each opening and 85e Each. Any 3 for $1.00 Postpaid, °* (Colms Not Supplied). Price 
No. 9021, L No. 9014. Mercury Head Dime. Piece. Since aaa ee 500 

35¢ Sp . Designed 35¢ 1936. Per Card....... 35¢ Price..... No. 9019. Barber 50c Plece, N. 9010. Bust Type Dime. Liber . t 
35c i foe aae ce ees Sie 35¢ 1892 "a So0a, pan Card 35c s js rty Seated No. i 35C ime. 1863 to 1891... 35c¢ 1904 to i918 ie ”°35C Pee: Oar 0. cals wun _35¢ QUARTER No, 9032. Ben]. Franklin Half No. 9015. Barber Quarter Liber- price ‘porn! 1948 — 35C 

1892 to 1905. Card.. SILVER DOLLARS 35c ee Rane oped, Standing Quar- Wo, 9025, Silver Dollars. 

35c Including new Quarter 35c¢ fe eee eh tes 35¢ 35c No. 9016. Barber Quarter. Lib- MISCELLANEOUS erty Head No. 2, No. 9022. Half ¢ 1906 to 1915. Per card DDC 1793 to 1857, Pre’. 35C 35C No. 9018. Washington Head No. 9024. Two Gent and Nickel Quarter. Starting 1932 35c aoe Cent. 1864-1869, 35c 
er Card No. 9031. Washington’ "* No. 9023. ‘Sliver “‘Threo’ Quarter. Since 1946. Priced DC Hiab = 

1851 to 1873. 
rber Dimo—LIberty Por: Gard...) ea 35¢ 

35¢ HALF DOLLAR Any 3 for $1.00 Postpald 
No, 9027. Liberty Standing Half CANADA 

‘ 
m35c be anne 1937, 35¢c No. 9026. Canada Small 35c 

Cents. 1920 On. Each. . 

Coln collecting Is an absorbIn when you know how and why to ostinet The handbook of U. S. Coins glves com. 
plete detalls on all coins mi ; onlal Green Tree coin, tha ad Wie toceth Including the famous Cols 

about minting errors which can mean possible wale, fee Nickels; tells 
coins whose face value are jou. Learn h 
even several hundred dollars, ©” °° & dollar are worth $8—-$10- $60" 

AUTHORITATIVE—UP-TO-DATE—FULLY 
D ILLUSTRATE 

ss decrcorcindie Handbook of United States en et size (5x714 inches), cloth bound wit Sacre ion beautiful 128 Page v every-day lanzu 5 pha hy ae enw aGyancea coin collector ee maanle f e value of all U. §. Coi i wi marks on all denominations, oon on ee Detestnining (comntiten of coins, Preserving and cleaning coins. Hi eet a ne Sete See eaarative and regular type coins Pee ! Fi ism: i fy illustrated. by photographic enlargements: era eid, Classi Sana pees Tells how to collect coins, what to discard. ‘What to" ayaa econ used. History of each coin denomination and gold nae Sone onial coins. Fractional coins. Regularly revised and kept yQ ee Col tandard guide book for coin collectors. Le te No. 1750, Handbook of United States Colns.......... 29C | %& 125 
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Confederate Paper Money 
Attractive Hard-to-Get Souvenir of the Civil Warl 

Get a $5.00 or $10.00 Bill for Only 65¢ 

Perhaps one of the most popular items in any coin or currency 

ecllection is CONFEDERATE PAPER MONEY. Even among 

those who do not actively collect coins or paper money, it is re- 

garded as an attractive souvenir that they like to carry or show 

to their friends. It is due to a pean cage i ae paar 

orical significance and their scarcity in all probability. Because the quantity o 

Pt ea thelr venus se Increasing ene 
Only ieee Sort seo Gey orate he e

e ioe ee ce 

} » exactly which denominat‘on » bt l 

el ‘ny We cannot iyo or $20.00
 Siete, depending upon what we can pick up from various SO 

They will pe genuine notes, however, and in good condition, Make very attractive souvenirs for 

framing or to put under glass top of desk, etc. 
65¢ 

No. 5954, CONFEDERATE PAPER MONEY. Each, Postpald...ssescseeseeseeres 

. Whitman's 

sr scab re i Guide Book 
Coin Foreign of U. § 

Guide Coin adits 
t G id Coins 

Low Priced uide D6 | pages. (of 

U. S. Coin i 87th edition, fntormetion 00 e 

Guide Sia pomcloriacha’ Most complete 

& A handy ‘While impossible book issued. Re- 

“a ‘ pocket guide to o make com- vised frequently. 
New, different kind of catalog 
and standard price list; 1616 to 
date. Gives fully illustrated his: 
tory of U. 8. coins, tokens, early 
mint issues, regular issues, private, 
state & territorial gold, commem- 
oratives, etc. Cloth bound, gold 
stamped. 5x8-in. $1.75 
No. 1756. Postpald... 

i = Sahai Soacenich Renaet au 

Usting of B.S. goins showing estl:) nis book illustrates and describes 

popular book, it is not nearly as Sor Senate aid et ve 

aoe oo eta timating fae vale. nacient, 

Beas gga] gaia et ea SOC 
No. 1751. Price Postpaid if : 

Transparent 
Envelopes SOLVERT 

care wou, suas 8 re ND Fine For 
Sea ait Your 

eos Stet Stamps, 
Coins & 

Other Items 
Mount your 

Protect Your Coins! 
Collectors know that brilliant 

coins are always a pleasure to ex- 

stamps and 
coins the easy, 
quick way. Pro- 

Coin & Metal Tarnish 

Solvent 
amine. The easiest and surest way 

to have bright, sharp coins is to 
z tect them 

keep them in their original condi: A Solentiflc, Specialized Prepara aga tice Maen 

ion. ‘Tasco Coin Tissues’? will 

ao protect your coins against tar- 

nishing elements. Copper or bronze 

proof and uncirculated coins espe- 

cially, become discolored very easily 

if not given adequate protection. 

No method, to our knowledge, 

has been successfully used to re- 

store the original mint lustre to 

tlon for Cleaning Gold, Silver 
and Nickel Coins 

Persons unfamiliar with tech- 

nique of cleaning coins often make 

unadvised attempts to do so which, 

many times, results in the surface 

becoming or otherwise impaired 

still be able to 
see them. Fin- 

he est clear glass- 
ine with flap. Convenient 
size, holds most coins and 
stamps. Package of 100. 
No. 5964, Per 50c 

tarnished or discolored bronze | and the value of the coin reduced. 

CO Bor \paciaae No. 5962. Price 15¢ Package, Postpald... 

Poiteald... senaevensonuescesesqeasors
ner 25¢ Postpaid..... 

EYE MAGNIFIER 
At a Record Low Price 
Handy JEWELER’S TYPE © 

EYE LOUPE MAGNIFIER. | 
Excellent for collectors of | 
stamps, coins, specimens, etc. 4 
as well as for many house- 
hold purposes. You will find” 
hundreds of practical uses for) 
it. Fits snugly into your eye” 
leaving both hands free. Mag-~ 
nifies several times. Examine 
watches, jewelry, etc. Plastic 
composition. SURE 

iio Either End No. 9225. Eye Magnl- 
Enlarges. 2 Ways Through Ei CVE GRIP! fier. Price Postpald. . 25 

SHOW THIS CATALOG TO YOUR FRIENDS. They will 

(JEWELER'S STYLE} CQIN 
Ae COLLECTORS 

COLLECT ‘ORS 

LEAVES BOTH 
HANDS FREE! 
et 

126 * Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | appreciate it and so will we. Thark you. ; 

COMPLETE U.S. COIN COLLECTOR SET 
Place In Albums for One of Each Type of U. S. Coin Ever Made 

1. Handbook for U.S. Type Coins 
2. Slide Case Container 
3. Folder for Quarters, Halves & Silver Dollars 

4. Folder for Half Cents, Cents, 
Two Cent Pieces, and on Up to 

‘ Twenty Cent Pieces 
Here is the U.S, coin collector’s set you have been waiting for. It is for collecting U.S. TYPE coins 

By that we mean that there is a place for eve i 5 t is a ry different type of coi i i is 
Oey aE Seen anne: there would be a place for every type of tralia Heda oe a a wn on basal ny A aie weit as all other coins ever Issued by U.S. government from colonial have to abi pile Bide a 7 or each date of coin, as our other U.S. coin albums have. Your Collectio: will ak a ee arin Sn en OOr provides a simple outline of U.S. coin types, while the 

f 4 he you to identi the types i varieti itho rk 
set produced by Whitman, the leading US. at Sete: Perea ahaers be: APD Ues Bese Es Con 
No, 9000. COMPLETE U.S. COIN COLLECTOR SET. Price ($1.00 plus 10c postage) SEND $1.1 

eecces 

7 Scott’s Modern Stamp “Scott's American Album 
: 

ae =o m_ U.S.Stamps 
Album 

® 

ee 

MODERN Sa Space for All 

OCSTAcCe 4 s14ct | 14,000 Spaces; 5,000 American Album | 4:5: Stamps 
Mlustrations; 336 Pages crease’ in vn we 

This album was _ prepared faster, and) are, ease 
and edited by Scott’s, whose ati gn ipaees 
name on an album _ insures keep | in’ acne ate 
that you are getting the fin- album. Genuine 
est. quality album, authorita- Scott’s, prepared 
tive and reliable’ Most. al- dlisnn ‘cataloue vate 
bums are prepared with little sures, fine’ ltus: 

—""= regurd to the requirements of rations And [Acops 
the collector. While low in price, these albums ree stings: Fro: vides spaces for 
are prepared and edited with the same careful de- 
tail as their more expensive albums, Has 336 
large 9x11-inch pages with 5,000 illustrations, 
14,000 spaces. Sewed binding with heavy red 

every stamp issued 
as major variety, 
including air mail, 
commemora tives, Scott Stamp 6 Coin Ca 

cloth covered stiff binding. Attractively pri TW cucu seersee ee y eid ‘a } nt 
and illustrated. Looseleaf edition is pope fe ~ ilustration oF 
expanding collections, sign, co description of de- lb gn, lor and denomination of de 
No. 7804. Scott’s Modern Album, $2 1 number. Pages printed on one sider oxi: nee 
Price ($2.00. plus 15c Postage) SEND ? 5 No. 7995) ‘Scott's Ameri: a 
No. 7806. Scott's Modern Looseleaf §a 65 | $2-50, plus 15¢ Postage) SEND ne’ $2.65 
Album. ($2.50 plus 150 Post.) SEND e No, 7996. Scott's Looseleaf American” ‘ 

SOOSHSHHHSHSSSHSSSHSSHSOHSSHSOHSSSSTOSSOSOOD 

Album. Price ($3.00 plus 15c Post. 1 
SpaUdasbubsvocorsescescsscbissvereprecin ie 

Scott’s International Albums 
Comprehensive, Authoritative Stamp Album for 

Collectors 
a Gomiel ee ;avinehenaL Album Part I 

mer International Junior Album.’ I i eee pages (size 94x11 %-inches) and pravidse ane font _ peat Sone Uny OF the world’s stamps of both 19th and’ 20th ce perpen eaton is made for more than 36,000 varieties of cheay an ea priced stamps, from the earliest issues through mid-1940, 
batongs in it Gea uece ee corer do noo i poe ee which ee in properly arranging his stamps, Kaditiongs naa ee ua Oot eee He ee Soe to be acquired. Suitable vapaces u e attractive 19th Cent Seri 
of Bulow apie st t ury Series of Portraits Anns oh eee Merchant Flags of the Nations and Coats of 

Il. The International Album P. 
pice ata etna Nowe Tt oe chlisetieny of the wach veanie -19 mid- 5. It contains more than 9 i over 3000 illus Mot covers ee 
ena bare een and matches Part I exactly in cover, binding 

0, 7997, INTERNATIONAL ALBUM i 
Daper-covered boards, with red: cloth raintoned baie: pot ae 

BSOCOO SSO OOSS9SSSOSSOO5S8OSOS89HSS88S8889S9.2 

replaces and is identical 

os ($6.00 plus 35c post.) Postpaid $6 35 No. 7998. INTERNATIONAL ALBUM PART I. Loose-leaf -edition in sturdy ‘blue’ Bicipce) oladaas 
hinged-nost binder. ($9.00 plus 45c post.) Postpaid........ oh wt Pr Bae eRe ae $9.45 
No. 7999. INTERNATIONAL ALBUM. PART II. Loose-leaf edition in sturdy €@ Aq ** = 
blue fabrikoid hinged-post binder. ($8.00 plus 40c-post.) Postpald.......... $8.40 127 

ra 



Everything You Need to Give You a Good 

Start in Stamp Collecting 

With this outfit, you can get off to a flying start with the 
hobby of stamp collecting. You get all of the important ac- 
cessories, including booklets about stamp collecting, PLUS 
over 200 different stamps which will look good in your 
album. Then, you can add stamps as you are able to find 
them. A top-flight outfit that includes: . 

» (1) Stamp Album, 128 pages, hundreds of illustrations, 
naa spaces for 4500 posteee ag ea, ines 6 2 

ion” and ‘‘How to Organize a Stamp Club,’’ (2) ifferen ore 

Soin te stat ohce casein (8) 1000 Stamp Hinges for fastening stamps in album; (4) ae oe 

Stamps valued at 50c or more in the peaadard BEE eee oa LCT LADY pocket, Buntieate’ Sie ere 

i amps; (6) Watermark Detector; erfo' on ¢ f 

amine Meente wasup to trade with your friends; (9) Booklet of Stories from Postage Stamps, with 

information on stamp collecting; (10) “The Stamp Finder,” a handy foreign stamp index, $1.25 

No, 7808. THE “IDEAL” OUTFIT. Price Postpald 

Advanced Stamp Collector’s Outfit Only $2.25 
Big, Hard-Bound 9x111/2-Inch Album With Spaces for About 13,000 Different 

Stamps and Over 6,000 Illustrations, World Map, Dictionary of Stamp Terms, Water~ 

mark Detector, 1,000 Stamp Hinges, Magnifying Glass, Perforation Scale, Package 

of 500 Different Stamps from All Over the World. 

is set. includes all the items described above packed in an attractive and useful gift box. The Geographic 
Men Ayan nehnded in the set is one of the most illustrated albums made. It has 128 farge sized pages. 
You will find the 6,000 actual size stamp Illustrations a valuable guide. $2.25 
No, 7807. ADVANCED STAMP COLLECTOR’S OUTFIT. Price Postpald..... sjojete W604 (efsjiate 

THE GOLDEN GALLEON MIXTURE 
A real thrill for stamp collectors! One pound 

of unsorted postage stamps, mostly on pieces of 
original cover, just as gathered by foreign mis- 
sion houses! (To make the mixture still more 
interesting, we've chucked into each box a 
handful of good stamps from our own stock.) 
Includry_nearly 2,500 stamps from more than 

75 countries, Each box also contains 
a Special Prize Set of stamps having a 
price in the Standard Postage Stamp 
Catalog of two dollars or more. Most 
of the stamps of course, are European 
and not a few of them are the cheaper 

#5 varieties. Australia, Azores, Belgium, 
Commemorofives Only Dutch Indies, France, Guatemala, Mexico, New Zealand, South Africa 

No. 7813, 30 Diff. U.S. Com. 25¢ | and many other interesting lands are represented, and you my come 
No. 7814. 50 Diff. U.S, Com. 50c | across a real “find’’ in this fascinating unpicked lot. $2.00 
No. 7832A. 65 Diff. U.S. Com. $1.00 | No, 7797. Golden Galleon Mixture. Prico Postpaid........ 

Stamp Collector’s Outfit 

ALL DIFFERENT 
Our most popular sets. 

No, 7831. 50 Diff. U.S.) Price 25c 
No. 7830, 100 Diff. Price 50c 
No. 7812. 125 Diff. U.S, Price $1.00 
No. 7829. 200 Diff, U.S. Price $2.00 

Stamp Collector’s Supplies 
1,000 STAMP HINGES: For attaching stamps 

to album pages. Universal Hinges are coated with 
quality gum, pure and tasteless, and specially treated 
to prevent curling. 1$¢ 
No, 7066. PER PACKAGE POSTPAID..........- 

Protect Stamps You Carry! 
POCKET STAMP WALLET: Made of light-weight but 

strong cardboard, with five pockets for stamps and 
handy perforation gauge and millimeter scale on 
inside cover 

World Wide All Different Stamps | British 
THESE REPRESENT BEST VALUES, Colonies 

WONDERFUL SAVINGS “Each package 
se collections are made up in Europe contains all differ- 

Aire cag teines and labor is less, these all-differ- ent varieties from 

ent, carefully selected stamps are offered at one-fifth British colonies 

to one-tenth price you would pay if bought individ- such as India, 

ually. Clean, good specimens from all over world. Africa, Australia, 

No. 7821. 300 Different. Price...... 400 Ceylon, Leeward 

No. 7822. 500 Different. Price..... ..750 | Islands, Malta, 

No. 7823. 1000 All Different. Price... ete., ete. 

No. 7824. 2000. All Different. Price......$5.00 
No, D7825. 5000 All Different. Price. ..$27.50 

roo 
128 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 

No. 7762. 100 Different. Postpald...... 5 
No. 7817, 200 Different. Postpaid.....-.$1 
No, 7818. 300 Different. Postpaid........$2, 

No. 7065S. PRICE POSTPAID........ ceveees, LOC © 

Tweezers Make Handling Easy! =I TWEEZERS: For handling of valuable stamps. Helps 
| avoid getting them dirty from excessive handling. 15¢ 

No. 640A8, PRICE POSTPAID.....-. ++ ‘alae we a8 

No. 7876D. 50 Different. Postpaid........-250 

Beginner’s Stamp Outfit) 
Educational! Fun! Valuable! 

Former President Roosevelt and many other great men have collected stamps. They are not only very colorful and interesting, but valuable, too. And collecting stamps is lots of fun. Many of your friends are probably collectors—swap stamps with them, This set contains everything you need to start you in this fascinating hobby. Start small and get the thrill of adding one stamp after another, building up your collection. The set contains a beautiful stamp album with hundreds of illustrations and space for 1,250 — stamps; a package of foreign stamps, colorful, intriguing, interesting; stamp hinges for mounting your stamps safely, cleanly, easily detached; perforation scale for mi ; stamps; “Stamp Finder’’ and a helpful guide to Stamp Collecting. If you've never collected stamps here an economical way of finding out what you have missed, 35c | No, 7731. BARGAIN STAMP OUTFIT. Price Pokthald cic sie'cices cevivueaawsesoveveuenee 

padi: sia lbige SET OF 14 CONFEDERATE 
STAMPS ONLY 35¢ United States stamps in- 

eluding commemoratives, 
airmails and high values. 
Fine for those who ene: 
ize in U.S. You'll find 

you can swap. 
No. 7840, Price........ 25c 

STOCK BOOK 
Every methodical stamp 

collector needs a place to 
keep his surplus stamps. 

eeps your extra stamps 
organized, Contains 6 strong 
Rages, 8 pockets to the page. 
ize 414x7"'. No hinges or 

mounting necessary to Insert 
stamps. Put your swapper’s 
stamps in a book. No. 7863. Postpaid... 2SC fi 

Post Card Album 
Collect Cards from All Over the World 

Save post cards that you receive from friends, 
that you pick up on trips or that you exchange 
with other collectors. Fun and fascinating; easy 
and cheap! Start collecting today and see your 
collection grow. Loose-leaf album holds heavy 
black pages; pages die cut so cards can be mount- 
ed or removed in a jiffy. Additional pages can be 
inserted, Add another album when filled. Each 
nase 8x101-in. holds G6 post cards, 3 on each 
side. . 

Exact Copies of Set Worth $300.00 
Amazingly exact facsimile set of Gonfeder- ate States of America stamps so fine and perfect im detail that they look like originals. Fine for filling up those blank spots in your album of 

these rare stamps. Wonderful souvenirs of. our 
Civil War. Set of 14 most popular stamps, In- 
cluded is booklet printed in three colors telling 
history of Oonfederate stamps, patriotic covers, 
ags, etc. 

No. 7912. Stamp Set and Booklet..... 35¢ 

STAMP GUIDE 
AND GLOSSARY 

Includes: First Steps of Collecting; | Adding Stamps to the Collection; Further Steps of Collecting; The Standard Postage Stamp Catalog; The § Stamp; Making the Stamp; Water. plete Glossary of Terms. 128 pages, 
No. 7943. STAMP GUIDE. 

Price POStpAIA.......eeecseerseesserecenee 35¢ 

No. 1912. Loose-Leaf Album. BOG v 
(Without Pages.) Poatpaid.... 
No. 7816. PAGES FO PosT 
CARD ALBUM. Set of &.......... 25¢ 

Match Book | 
Album 

Join one of America's greatest —— 
collecting hobbies. Easy, cheap, interesting, Keep covers a8 souvenira of special places! Loose-leaf album holds heavy black pages; pages are die cut 

found in common 
mixtures. Stainps 
are put into pack- 
age by weight, 

so that covers can be mounted or removed in a g just as they are ree disty. eam sheet holds 32 covers, 16 on each side. : wae Loree Ix -in, f -in, window No. 1912. Loose-Leaf Album. (Without Pages.) JOC : : envelopes, Ne. 7815. PAGES F H BOOK ALBUM. a No. Prico 
OF | Biesecertiscsestsbessersecsoossrsssserescosessesessovessoceobee 25¢ ' 3¢ 

Stamp 
nee Collector’s Book 

‘ An ABC of Philately 
: Written by one of 

: the best. known  phila- 
P  telic_ writers. 48 page J dealer,” If you are 

yeeemver> book contains much not a stamp col- 
information that col- Py lector, dig up the stamps in your 

lectors find invaluable and in. | U. S. Post Card With attic,” get this book and, deter. 
. e ue. lista 

formative. Explains how to buy, | Stamp Upside Down | stamps ‘and gives ‘prices Stang collect and exchange stamps. De- ‘Add tht ion | Collectors sell i eae: * sell your extra copies, tect frauds, distinguish valuable | and you" may got your trienie a: | Address on cover gives mame of offer you a_ hig} ri fe . stam, ompany stamps, buying approvals, etc. unusual oddi Sad Should aval Un h Oe mao Packed full of practical informa- | used regular Government pastel cara | them. 10c with inverted stamp. 1914-16 Jeff. | No. 1636. Price Postpald.. een 
tion. 20c erson issue, No. 1636. Price Postpaid. No. 7860. Price Each Postpaid 20€ | Johnson Smith & Co. hk 129 

] Sell Your 
BUYING I! Stamps for 

} $$$$$ 
| _A buying list of 

jj stamps with prices 
paid by a stamp 



Low Priced Beginner’s Albums 
You Can Start Collecting Stamps for only a Few Cents! 
Stamp collecting is one hobby that can be started in a most inexpensive way. 

Saye the stamps as you come across them, As you add each stamp, your collection 
becomes more and more valuable. Many people buy only an album and mount 
only those stamps they can secure without any expense, It is a fascinating and 
profitable hobby. These two albums are excellent bargains and ideal for beginners, \\ 

U. S. Album World Album 
\ specialize in U.S. or wish Holds 4,000 stamps. For those who wish to col- 

to ed eu enters eae priced, iNustrated al- lect from all over the world. Low priced, illustrated 
bum with space for most ordinary U.S. stamps album which includes spaces for stamps from most 

including revenues, airmails, U.S. possessions, countries around the world, Makes an attractive 
ete. 50c album for beginner. 50¢ 

No. 7855A. WORLD ALBUM. Postpald... No. 7855. U. S. ALBUM. Price Postpaid. uh 

-10c TREASURE CHEST MIXTURES 
a Surprise Packets that Contain Wide Variety 

oi 72) POM m4 oe 

bi ackets of stamps where you get a great number of 
lars which at Hae the most part unsorted and untouched. They are 

rea 
Po 
DAS 

t up in packets just about as they come, so there is no telling how 
may vantariel stamps are in them. All we know is that you get a great f 
bargain in every one well worth their small cost. Trade off the extras 
and keep the good ones, 

pan 

ye 

European Pacific 
s 

Mixture Mixture 
No. 7874A. 100 stamps No, TRIAB nee mixed Boe 7874. 100 mixed from i ‘an stamps from countries all over world. 
ore r ea 10c in the Pacific... o 10¢ Postpaid. oe loc 

25c Adventure Stamp Mixtures 
Mixtures hold a fascination for the collector because of the 

surprise element. It is almost impossible not to get good value 
and often many surprisingly valuable stamps are discovered. By 
buying unpicked stamps, you get the adventure and thrill of 
finding many higher valued stamps. Each mixture if purchased 
by individual stamps would cost several times as much. 

‘ Good Will Cosmos Atlantic-Pacific 
! Mixture Mixture Mixture 

No. 7892C. 300 Stamps/No. 7892A, 200 Stamps » 78928. Great 300 No. 7892D. 300 Stamps. 
1d. stamp mixture. Sountries bordering 

Bee ag Pagan Sales 25¢ Postpaid 25c on Atlantic and Pacific 25¢ Postpaid. 1 Postpaid. 

Good Start for Your 
U. S. Collection 
Many collectors special. 

ize in U. 8S. stamps, Not 2. 
only are they more readily fs 
obtainable for most of us, 
but they grow valuable 
more quickly than foreign 
stamps! The reason for this is 
collect who specialize in U. §. Whether you are 
specializing in U. S. or saving for a general collec- 
tion, this great bargain in U. S. will represent a 
wonderful way for you to get your U. S. off to-a 
flying start. 65 different U. S. Commemoratives. 
No. 7832A. U. S. Commemorative $1 00 
Packet. Postpaid......--......¢ fate > 

Imperial “’T 
Mixture 

600 Stamps for 
Only 50c 

There are about] 
600 stamps in 
this mixture. The # 
catalog value on 
these stamps prob- *S¥ftaim 
ably runs around $15.00, 

Air Mail Stamps 
. Few other stamps are as_ fas- 

Kf 1 cinating to collectors as air mail 
issues. They are invariably at- 
tractively designed and rarer than 
ordinary varieties. These are the 
stamp beauties of the world— 
and the ones that command 
higher prices. Stamps are all 
different, each a good copy; from 
various countries throughout the 

a<- world, You get a bargain when 
you buy these packets. Each package contains all dif- 

‘ferent stamps. i 60c 
No. 7801. 50 DIFFERENT AIRMAIL. Postpaid.. 
No 7802. 100 Arm ert ne 
Price Per Package, Postpai: 
No. 7803. 200 DIFFERENT AIRMAIL 
Price Per Package, Postpaid 

100 U. S. STAMP MIXTURE 
Bargain packet J 

which should no t 3a) 
only provide you} 
with a great many 
additions to your 
collection, but will 

‘ give you some extra 
stamps to use to 
swap and sell, Every any i 
collector should have 2iccee chased individually, Well worth the price for every 
a small supply of “‘extras’” which come in handy | stamp collector as they will fill many empty spaces 
when exchanging with other collectors. Because these and countries in your album and five you som 
are unpicked stamps for the most part, there may be stamps for exchanging and selling, Each assortme 

surprise or two in store for you, 0c comes in attractive window enyélope, This ‘‘missior 
. U. S. Mixture, Postpald. ele mixture” is to a great extent unpicked, so yo 

Recerne. SS te : —_ should turn up with a few prizes in it! c ET 

130 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | No. 7892E. Imperial Mixture. Postpaid... . 

5 Repat 

which wil Igive you @ 
SM 
Bh 

general idea of what these might cost you if pur-— 

OR ean te eT a Eo URPRISE PACKAGE 10c. Take q chance—Columbus 

Meee US hie 

‘TROUND-THE-WORLD” PACKET | 
Ra MTT ¥ Parts of the World—Catalog Price 

‘ Nearly $25.00. Our Price, $2.98! 
Don’t mistake this for an ordinary packet! m It contains stamps catalogued up to 25c each, j and the total catalog price is nearly $25.00 But you get them all for only $2.98! 
No two stamps are alike. All are different, 

genuine and free of paper, No telegraph or 
revenue issues, postcards, envelopes, or other 
undesirable types will be found-—just honest- to-goodness real stamps that you'll be.«proud to put in your album. And even if you al- 

m ready have some of these stamps in your own # collection, it will be real fun—and you can i 
Pay rene: tn hae Se ee your ‘ 

duplicates’’ to stamp-collecting friends, VALUABLE PREMIUM GIVEN! We want to make our ROUND-THE-WORLD Packetran unmatched bargain, so we are including with it the following articles: 10 Blank Approval Sheets, with spaces for mounting 200 stamps; 1000 Stamp Hinges, for mounting stamps in your album; Perforation Gauge and Millimeter Scale, for measuring the perforations of your stamps; Approval Book, for mounting your dupli- cate stamps to sell and trade to your friends; and Pocket Stock Book, to keep unmounted stamps from becoming damaged. 
$ 2.98 No. 7800, THE ROUND-THE-WORLD PACKET. Price Postpald 

Large Stock Book 
Space for Over 5,000 Stamps 
ingen Every Collector 

4S Wants an Album of 
This Kind for Keeping 

Surplus Stamps 
This sturdy, well-bound 

album contains space for 
thousands of stamps, which 

yare mounted in full view 
in pockets, You can get a 
full view of the stamps 
while they are kept. se- 

f curely in place. No hinges 
are required, yet they stay in place. Easy to 
put in or remove, Useful for keeping your sur- 
plus stamps and those you wish to exchange, 
ete. Large 8x12-inch bound book with 6 pages, 
Each pagefhas 10 full length pockets—enough 
space for 5,000 stamps! Looseleaf style so 
pages may be added. Add another volume or 
more pages as required, 0c 
No. 7961. Large Stock Book. Postpald. 

ir in U.S. series, Printed in 2 East BON i i C & a beautiful silver color and each bears the portrait of different treasurer, Set of 3: 1c, 2c and 8c unused. 20 r No. 7935. U.S. Silver Tax Revenue Set... c 

$24.00 in U. S. Postage Dues 
$1.00 and $5.00 Blocks of Four 

Ye 

Set of U.S, $1.00 and $5.00 postage ’ used blocks of four. How would ae ike oA 2 this postage due? Unusual set. 2 
No. 7936, Postage Due Set. Potspald. 5c sees 

Stock Cards for Keeping Surplus Stamps 
These are very handy because a card can be used for 

of stamp. You can file them as you would file Candas, ine wee ee classify a lot of stamps with very little space, yet get them whenever you wish, Stamps slide into pockets—no hinges required—no damage to stam 8 
8x5-inches. 3 pockets on each card, ° Pe 
No. 7962. 5 STOCK CARDS FOR ONLY....... 25c 

AaB Bl en a 

a0 ls SS a WALL STAMP MAP OF WORLD 
22x34-Inches! With Places for Stamps! 
Tilustrates 169 stamps from all over th . Designed for you to mount stamps over lustre Heme Saves stamps on this wonderful wall display, Many world-wide stamp facts and decorative Pictures, 4 colors. Size 22x34-inches, $1 2 No, 7910. Stamp Map of World. Postpaid Y=° 5 

WALL STAMP MAP OF U. S. 
Printed two colors, size 80x40-inches. D. so that actual stamps can be mounted over hanes illustrations to make beautiful philatelic map, [lus 5 trates and describes 247 fascinating U.S, stam)6, p ideal for clubs, school, den or bedroom, $1 25 we? No- 7911. Stamp Map of U.S. Postpaid. . : 

= » Surprise Novelty, No. 2095, Surprise Package 19¢. | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. * 131 
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10¢ PACKETS FOR STAMP COLLECTORS | 

dime packets, and for 
packet is guaranteed to contain all-different, all 

We consider these packets, priced at only 10c each, represent the finest 
less-advanced collectors cannot be to beginners and 

of more than 150 packets there are virtually no two stamps alike. 

EACH 
10c 
Any 11 

Packets for 

99c 
Any 100 
Packets 

$8.50 

WHEN ORDERING BE 
No. 7949B. 20 Africa 
No. 79258. 10 Alirmails 
No. 7951A. 5 Alexandretta 

and Hatay 
No. 7951B. 10 Algeria 
No. 7951C. 6 Andorra 
No. 7951D. 12 Angola 
No. 7950A. 20 Argentine 
No. 7884. 20 Asia 
No. 7839. 12 Australla 
No. 7951E. 25 Austria 
No. 7951F. 5 Azerbaijan 
No. 7951G. 4 Barbados 
No. 7952T. 10 Bavaria 
No. 7951H. 5 Belgian E. 

Africa 
No, 7951J. 25 Belgium 
No. 7951K. 4 Bermuda 
No. 7951L. 5 Bohpal 
No. 7949F. 25 Bohemia & 

Moravia 
No. 7951M. 10 Bolivia 
No. 7951N. 7 Bosnia 
No. 7465. 25 Brazil 
No. 7656. 25 British Col. 
No.7951P. 4 British 

Guiana 
No. 7951Q. 15 Bulgaria 
No. 7951R. 5 Burma _ 
No. 7951S. 8 Cameroons 
No. 7485. 25 Canada 
No. 7951T. 4 Cape of 

Good Hope 
No. 7951U. 10 Cape Verde 

No. 7951V. 12 Central 
America 

No. 7951W. 6 Ceylon 
No. 7951X. 5 Charkharl 
No, 7848. 15 Chile 
No. 7896. 25 China 
No. 7951Y. 5& Cilicia 
No. 7951Z. 10 Cochin 
No. 7849. 12 Colombla 
No. 7094, 20 Commems. 
No. 7952. 6 Congo 
No. 7952A. 6 Costa Rica 
No. 79528. 5& Crete 
No. 7952C. 10 Croatia 
No. 7952D. 15 Cuba 
No, 7957R. 5 Cyprus 
No. 7952F. 25 Czecho- 

slovakla 
No. 7952G. 6 Dahomey 
No, 7957Q. 25 Denmark 
No, 7952J. 6 Dominican 

Republio 
No. 7955. 10 Dutch Indles 
No, 7939A. 10 Ecuador 
No. 7952K. 15 Egypt 
No. 7952L. 5 Eritrea 
No. 7952M. 3 Far Eastern 

Republics 
No. 7949E. 25 Finland 
No. 7952N. 5 Fiume 
No. 7952P. 5 Formosa 
No. 7952Q. 25 France 
No. 7952R. 18 French Col. 
No, 7949T. 8 French 

Equatorial Africa 
No. 7952S. 8 Fr. Guiana 
No. 7952U. 6 Fr. India 
No. 7950C. 10 French 

Morocco 

SURE TO STATE NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION | 
No. 7952V>6 Fr. Oceania 
No. 7952W. 6 Fr. Sudan 
No. 7952X. 6 Georgla 
No. 7952Y. 5 Gold Coast 
No. 7952Z. 20 Gr. Britain 
No. 7953. 25 Greece 
No, 7953A. 8 Guadeloupe 
No. 7953B. 10 Guatemala 
No. 7953C. 10 Gwalior 
No. 7953D. 4 Haiti 
No. 7953E, 2 Hejaz 
No. 7953F. 5 Hong Kong 
No. 7950E. 50 Hungary 
No. 7953G. 10 Hyderabad 
No. 7953H. 4 Iceland 
No. 7857. 20 India 
No. 7953J. 20 Indian 

States ' 
No. 7953K. 6 Indo-China 
No, 7953L. 5 Indore 
No. 7953M. 6 Ininl 
No. 7953N. 6 fonian Is. 
No. 7953P. 7 Iraq 
No. 7953Q. 10 Ireland 
No. 7953R. 8 Italian Col. 

No. 79538. 4 Ital. E. Afr. 

.No. 7953T. 5 Ital. Somall- 
nd 

No. 7949H. 50 Italy 
No. 7953U. 8 Ivory Coast 
No. 7953V. 7 Jamaica 
No. 7953W. 5 Jaipur 
No. 7953X. 25 Japan 
No. 7953Y. 5 Jhind 
No. 7950B. 25 Jugoslavia 
No. 7953Z. 6 Kenya 

No. 7954. 6 Kwangchowan 
No. 7887. 8 Latvia 
No. 7954A. 6 Lebanon 
No. 7954B. 5 Libla 
No. 7949J..10 Liechten- 

stein 
No. 7954C. 10 Luxembourg 
No. 7954D. 8 Madagascar 
No. 7954E. 5 Malta 
No. 7954F. 10 Manchukuo 
No. 7954G. 8 Martinique 
No. 7954H. 8 Mauritania 
No. 7954J. 5 Mauritius 
No. 7949M. 20 Mexico 
No. 7954K. 10 Mozambique 
No. 7954L. 5 Nabha 
No. 7954M. 3 Nejd 
No. 7954N. 4 Nepal 
No. 7949K. 20 Nether- 

lands 
No. 7954P. 

Caledonia 
ee ee 8 Newfound- 

ani 
No. 7950. 10 New Zealand 
No. 7954R. 6 Nicaragua 
No. 7954S. 8 Niger 
No. 7954T. 5 Nigerla 
No. 7954U. 5 N. & &. 

Rhodesia 
No. 7954V. 25 Norway 
No. 7954W. 5 Pakistan 
No. 7949V. 7 Palestine 
No. 7954X. 10 Paraguay 
No. 7954Y. 10 Patiala 
No. 7954Z. 10 Persia 
No. 7955A. 15 Peru 

8 New 

DIAMOND SHAPE 
Tannu Tuva 1936 an- 

niversary issue. 3 large 
diamond shaped stamps. 
No. 7779B. 20c 
Price Postpald... 

value obtainable anywhere in 
c i © highly recommended. 

i-genuine stamps in good condition. In ‘the entire series 
Each 

No. 7950D. 15 Phil. ts. 
No. 7956. 20 Poland 
No. 7956A. 20 Portugal 
No. 7956B. 10 Portugal, 

Commems. 
No. 7956C. 6 Portuguese © 

India 
No. 7956D. 8 Reunion 
No. 7956E. 25 Romania 
No. 7956F. 25 Russia 
No. 7956G. 8 St. Plerre & 

Miquelon 
No. 7956H. 10 St. Thomas 
No. 7956J. 5 Salvador 
No. 7956K. 10 San Marino 
No. 7956L. 8 Senegal 
No. 7956M. 8 Serbia 
No. 7949P. 10 Siam 
No. 7956N. 5 Siberia 
No. 7956P. 6 Sinklang 
No. 7956Q. 8 Somali Coast 
No. 7956R. 5 Soruth 
No. 7376. 25 So. America 
No. 7956S. 6 So. Australia 
No. 7956T. 5 So. W. Afr.— 
No. 7949R. 20 Spain 
No. 7956U. 8 Span. Col. 
No. 7956V. 6 Sp. Morocco 
No. 7956W. 5 Straits 

Settlements 
No. 7956X. 4 Sudan 
No. 7960A. 25 Sweden 
No. 7949G. 25 Switzerland - 
No. 7956Y. 7 Syria 
No. 7956Z. 8 Togo 
No. 7957. & Transjordan 
No. 7957A. 10 Travancore 
No. 7957B. 3 Trinidad & 

Tobago 
No. 7957C. 10 Tunisia 
No. 7957D. 15 Turk 
No. 7957E. 7 Upper Silesia 
No. 7957F. 10 U. of S. Afr. 
No. 7868. 30 U. S. 
No. 7957G. 12 U. S. 

Christmas Seals 
No. 7949L. 15 U. S. 

Commemoratives 
No. 7958A. 10 U. S. Revs, 
No. 7957H. 3 U. S. Tel. 
No. 7967A. 35 Uruguay 

No. 7957u. 10 Vat. City 

No. 7957K. 7 Venezuela 
No. 7957L. 6 Wallls & 

Futuna 
No. 7872. 15 West Indies 

No. 7949C. 50 World Wide 
No. 7957M. 12 Architec- 

tural Stamps 
No. 7931A. 5 British 

Coronation 
No. 7949D. 20 Famous 

Men 
No. 7949N. 12 Queer 

Countries 
No. 7957N. 10 Religious 

Stamps 
No. 7964A. 15 Ship St. 
No. 7925A. 15 Statuary 

Stamps 
No. 7957P. 3 Triangles 
No. 7948A. 15 Wild 

Animals 

TRIANGLE AIRMAILS 
Tannu Tuva. 3 Tri- 

angular Air Mail Stamps. 
Colorful. Large Size. 
1936 issue. 
No. 7779C. Price. 20c 

petro a 

United States Famous American Series 
Set of 21 (7-1c, 7-2c, 7-8c values) in this fa- 

mous commemorative series, issued in 1940, Scott’s 
No. 859-91. 35c 
No. 7781. Per Set. ceccessesescesttene 

United States Roosevelt Memorial Issue 
Complete set of 4, issued in 1945. Attractive 

commemorative set, Scott's No, 930-83. 10c 
No. 7782. Per Set. .ceeereecreerreeee 

United States Air Mail Set 
Set of 7, including several hard-to-get U.S, air- 

nails, 1941-44 issue, including 6c, 8c, 10c, 15¢ 
20c, 80c, 50c values, Scott’s No, 025-31. 50c 
No. 7783. Per Set. seerrecessssrvvers 

Scott’s Directory of 
U. S. Postage Stamps 

All Issues Hlustrated and 
Described 

Scott’s, recognized as the authori- 
tative standard in the stamp world, 

# offers this booklet which fully illus- 
trates and describes stamps of the 

@ United States. Lists all the stamps 
of similar design together, giving each 

% stamp its distinguishing feature which 
4 identifies it from all others in the 

list, with its proper catalogue num- 
ber. In addition to a complete list of 

3 all POSTAGE STAMPS, It Includes 
AIR POST, SPECIAL HANDLING, POSTAL 
SAVINGS DEPARTMENT, REGISTRATION 
POSTAGE DUE, PARCEL POST, AIR POST 
SPECIAL DELIVERY, OFFICIAL, SPECIAL 
DELIVERY, NEWSPAPER, PARCEL POST 
one etc. Of course it includes all the commemo- 

Invaluable for Every Collector 
Just the book every collector (especially U.S. 

collectors) should have to classify all their U.S. 
ee ae ee ae differences in similar 
§ ye vised an rou a ; 

latest. edition sent. wot 
No. 7787. Scott's U.S. Postage Stamps. 8 
Price (75c plus 10c postage) SEND.,..... 5c 

United States Army-Navy 
Commemoratives 

Set of 6 (2-1c, 2-2c, 2-3c values). Popular is- 
sue of 1980-37. Scott’s No. 785-92. 10c 
No. 7784, Per Set. . 

| pando oaees 

United States Postage Due Set 
10 values from %c to $5.00. A good addition 

to your collection. 1930-32 issue. Scott’s No. 
J77-86, 1 5c 

No. 7785. Per Set.. eene ee 

Reotsnce OS ON eee 

Set of Liberia Triangles 
6 beautiful 2-color stamps of jungle animals, 

Large triangles, 1937 Scott's No. 271-76. Com- 
plete set. 30c 
No. 7786. Per Set. ..cewecseveveseres 

Celluloid Window Albums for 

Illustrating Covers, Coins, Money 

Bills, Stamps Without Hinges 

Complete Protection, 
High Visibility, 

Easy to Use 
This style of album 

was originally designed 
for photos, but they have j 
been found ideal for stamp 
and coin collectors, Pre- 
serves stamps, coins, coy- 
ers, bills, ete., in their 
original condition, yet dis 
plays them most attrac- “Seco : 
tively behind crystal-clear, sparkling cellulold pages. 
Album has durable embossed cover with attractive 
plastic binder which can be_ removed for adding 
pages. Double window celluloid pages with re- 
movable black mounting paper. Stamps can be af- 

fixed loose or with hinges. Black paper can be.cut 

out or removed to show both sides of coins, covers, 
bills, ete. For holding coins in exact position, card- 

board with holes can be used, coins being inserted 
in holes, 6%x7 4-1. 

85c No. 7062. Loose Leaf Window Album. 
With 10 Windows. Postpald....--...... : 
No. 7060. Additional Loose-Leaf Double Windows. 
Price Each Only......--+-++-+++ee5 se ae BO. 

“SNAKE STAMPS”---SHOWING 

We call them ‘“‘snake” stamps—you can call thi hy ; 
stamps that ‘measure about inches ti length, 1884-1 mat yon. iA ot 8 ae ee -85 issues of Durango. Revenue stamps, bul 

THE DEVIL HIMSELF 
Nn eee 

t try and 
find anything like them. They even show the devil himself, An unusual, weird and uncommon stamp you 
will want in your album, 
No. 7791. “SNAKE” STAMP SET OF THE DEVIL. Postpald seewsurewemceseeees 25¢] *& 133 
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Vatican Religious Series 
Unused set of 10 large 2-color’ stamps with Gorgeous 

religious pictures. Scott’s No, 110-19, 1946. 25¢c 
No. 7760. Price Per Set.....seeeeeeers 

Nicaragua Triangle Pictorials 
set of 2-color triangles. 7 unused Stamps, 1947 issue, Scott’s No. 706-12, 40c 

No. 7772. Price Per Set......eeese000- 

Oe a 

German War Pictorials 
Beautiful, graphic set of 12 dramatic pictorials 

issued in 1943 when Germany was winning the 
war. Shows subs, dive bombing, tanks, artillery, air 
Beetant Complete unused series, Scott’s ’No. 

China Inflation Stamps No. 7774. Price Por Set.cre..esreve... ADE 50 varieties of colorful Nationalist China during 
war and inflation. Collector’s items. 50c 
No. 7763. Price Per Set. cee 

British Gold Coast 
The unusual British colony in Africa. 5 pictdéri- 

als. 1938 issue, Scott’s No. 115-19. 20c 

ae ese riee: 

Jumbo Mexico United Nations Pictorials 
1946 set of 3 unused stamps honoring United 

Nations. Large Pictorials. Scott's No. 813-15. Be 
No. 7770. Price Per Set... sees 

No. 7775. Price Per Set 

Newfoundland (Obsolete) 
5 ‘i ecenmand ae Boome part of Canada, so EAT esis 4 ; nese stamps should grow in value. Set of 6 1941 Philippine-U.S. Victory Stamps issue, Scott’s No. 253-69, 10c 

Commemorating liberation from Japan; last issue No. 7776, Price Per Set......6 
under U.S. before independence. 1945. Scott’s . seems 
No. 485-92. 4 stamps, including 2 Pictorials. 9 De 

Beast 

No. 7765. Price Per Set........ 

Canada Pictorials Franklin Roosevelt Greece Memorial 
Set of 3 ,including 10c, 14¢, 20c. Canadian ; Issue Pictorials, 1946. Scott's No, 269-71, 10c Issued on Roosevelt’s death. Black border, Un- No. 7766. Price Per Set.. eeeee used set of 2, Scott’s No. 469-70. 15c 

‘ No. 7777. Price Per Set....cecccevece 

f Japanese Occuried Philippine Islands 
Canadian Set The Japs thought they had the war won! Com- Popular Canadian issue includes 7 values from plete series of 3 JapPhilippine stamps issued in Ie to 20c. 1935 issue, Scott’s No. 217-25. 10c 1943, unused. Scott’s No. NB5-7. ; 30c 

No. 7768. Price Per Set........0.+000% No. 7778. Price Per Set..-..sseeeeevee i 
134 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | SALES OR USE TAX Is EXTRA. If your state has 

either of these taxes, add amount to your remittance, 

HOW TO BUILD ONE & TWO 
PASSENGER FLYING PLANES 

Ten Lesson Course On How To Fly Included 
Make A Flying Plane From These Plans! 
Learn the Fundamentals of Flying! 
Study Tests the Pilots Take! 

Now 
for The 

Day 
You 
Will 

10 Lesson Course.on 

HOW TO FLY 
Illustrated 
Course 
In Each 
Book 

Al Schmidbaver 

Build Flying Planes From Inexpensive Used Parts! 
Who wouldn’t like to thrill to the experience of flying his own plane! Yes, that’s actually what can be done after building your plane from the plans given in this book, A book designed for the novice who wants to make a low priced flying plane out of cheap, junk yard parts. A book designed for those mechanically minded people who want to get into aeronautics at the lowest possible cost. 

In addition to the regular pane for building three types of planes, including a One Passenger Flying Airplane, Two Passenger in ing Airplane, and a Flying seaplane, there ate also instructions on how to build a Flying Glider and a 10-Lesson Course in Flying and Ground School Training. ae sabioe din ale soe. 
. Contents of This Interesting Book 

Bullding a One Passenger 10 Lesson Course on How to Fly () meen] Flying Airplane Including Ground School Course 
Worth the price of the entire Build it  yourself—right from book!” Explains ‘the instruments | plans in ‘this "book. sea’ metor, T&S you how to fy in a simple 

= 

way. Diagrams make it easy controls, their cycle engine which you can pick r traffic rules,’ etc. Al UP ct gow cost. Built from low Fulen. Baaily cert) uss eelaation you In the eat! How t priced junk yard parts, the entire plans. You'll find It in« 
land, etc. Plus a ground school Hints on Building teresting and instructive if course in flying and instruc: Two Passenger Plane 
pane ore how en ne peed ae Take a friend along—it gives . o show npg your fiying aplilty. ete. Written | suggestions on building "s tio™ bec, How to Become a Transport Pliot for YOU and so YOU can un- senger plane. A few of the requisites of com- lf you e  inter- mercial fying, ¥ fF ited In fying it is impor | How to Bulld a Flying Gilder in’it commercially hin’ wit eee Npgele: talied Het. eels Start a glider club and butld ® fascinating chaptér to you, 
conglomeration of words, but your own glider. As it requires no 
honest-to-goodness — facts—-impor- motor, it can be built for almost Wi§ll You Be a Good Filer? tant to SVERYO: ho investment, yet provides many 
in aviation. cuperensae of the thrills of actual flying. Not everyone is sulted for flying 

feakes a Boca start: and gets on a yout Sereraeny Sasa eae 
wry. ie men gS an, Balt Erbnotat rie ee ena ic in helping you letermine 

How to Bulld a Flying Seaplane vour flying ability. 
Shows how to equip your plane 

for, taking off, and landing. on water. apres a Supply ce Bullding 
resting plans which give you our Airplane—Where to 

if} itis an pees: insight into aeronautics id Obtain Cheap Parts 

Designed for You to Use BUILD Sd’ eb vote” pie” bt We have tried to make this a it gives you names and addresses finished book by including almost of supply houses where parts may - t everytaing you need to know. It be obtained. Included are names of HINES 4 gives you a ground school course, dealers in used airplanes, used en- readable and and telis you how to fly. how to gines and PU scelane ps airplane on practical aviation. build your oh ane and glider and rts, located in various parts of handbook for anyone who wants finisher it by explaining where U.S.A. This directory alone should become an airplane pilot or to get the parts you need cheaply. be worth the price of the book, 
mina trangvort “ena betvate Well illustrated th: hout with lanatory diagra id cl 
r Y. ell illustra roughout with explana grams and close-u; Pier non mewices ,datest informa: 1 of the intricate parts. Written in essy-to-understand langunes feferting ioptagcreees fat | Sora ny nieotian 8 SOU Was BOBS" SL 5e mines, etc. By Lt. Cal. fy r ws R d deena 
No. 2786," prices, 92-50 | No. 178%. How to Build Flying Planes. 25c | %& 135 

you 
never use any of the rest of the 
book, j 

Aviation 
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. “SME’OK" 099 Combination Package ab 
$ 98 Class A includes Engine 049 “OK! ae 

Glo-Plug Propeller °F Infant Glo-P ug 
| Engine Tubing €; Engine 

& Tank Complete ‘an 
With 
Coil & 
Con» 
denser 

Specifications 
H.P.: 1/6 Bore: 13/16 
Stroke: 9/16 

Displacement: .29 

R. P. M.: 300-11,000 
Weight: 4% oz, 

Class B, NAA RULES 

THOR— 

Factory Tested Mean “OK” :099 CLASS A "OK" .049 “HALF «A” ~  a+Ready to ain y price GLO-PLUG ENGINE | GLO-PLUG ENGINE 
peat Bone te ME Sipeiet QU been ee eseies ving | Metin skied ts Oy setae ratte oes tos all models, in- 

cluding boats and 
race cars! 

., Just a ‘‘twist of the 
| “4 wrist,”” and_ she’s off—smooth, i D ie s iy velveted power. Never lets you down! 

bs i iy om, | This is your engine—powerful, smooth, 
streamlined. Featuring the newest tech- 
nical developments in the model engine 

field. Just a ‘‘twist of the wrist’? and she roars into action. It’s as 
simple as all that! 

B Presto Starting Device @ Longer Crank Shaft w Better Fuel Control | @ Improved Cam and Timer m Wear-Proof Rod 
( Ideal for free-flight, U-Control planes, boats and midget cars—Complete Instructlon book fully IMlustrated 

—Full 30 day guaranty against defective parts—-Easy to start, “‘a twist of the wrist’’—Steady and con- 
| sistent running—High compression ratio for instant starting—Every part precision engineered to perfection ! —Lowest weight of all ‘‘B’’ engines without sacrifice of power—Streamlined for cooler and longer operation 

—New Intake design for non-flooding and positive adjustment—Piston, cylinder and bearing surfaces micro 
precision fitted to .0001"——Crankshaft of polished ground steel, scientifically balanced—special oll grooves 
for longer \lfe-—1" bearing surface with forced double lubrication for longer wear—Uniflow piston—Integral 
all-metal tank——Castings made of new “THOR” alloy. With more heat dissipation and wearing quality 
than any other engine——Perma-designed foolproof timer—never needs adjustment—can't slip In operation—= 
Replacement parts avaliable and Interchangeable. 9.98 
No. 7405. THOR MODEL GAS ENGINE. Price PORRGTE  is'sisiant's aie's ow waltoraielnee win ipetncie 

This size engine is used for the small A class for | %8 the ‘‘Half-A” in competition, This motor, com~ all types of fying, including indoor or outdoor fly- pias with the ready-made kits, offers you a lot of ing sports flying, free flight and control line flying. | ‘¥ing for little money. Also operates model racer While the low-priced cub or infant engine is the | %24 boats. The cub is ideal for indoor flying, sports most economical type of engine driven flying avail. | flying and free flight. Although some call this a able, most. model makers progress toward the larger beginner’s’”’ class because it can be assembled with planes and motors. This is a medium-sized engine | ®JOw priced, ready made plane and flown in 90 between cub and class “B” described below. .099 minutes, it provides all the thrills of larger models 
displacement. Comes complete, factory tested, ready and more! Oubs are wonderful for indoor flying all 
to run. With glo-plug, which’ means it requires he’ year round, as well as outdoor flying, High perform- 
coil or ignition system. Complete except for tanie ance, Start with this and build up to the big jobs, No. 7417. “OK" CLASS A ENGINE . Precision made OK engine by Herkimer, complete, 
Price Postpald Only 7 $5.95 ready-to-run, with glo-plug, without tank, $4.95 
N “oK” 6 No. 7420. “OK” Cub Engine. Postpald. lo. 7419. “OK" Class A Engine Combination No. 7421. “OK' Cub Engine Combination Pack- Package. Includes engine, propeller, wedge $6. 15 age. Includes engine, propeller, wedge typeg 5, 15 type gasoline tank, neoprene tubing. Price® gasoline tank, neoprene tubing. Postpald, % 

JET ENGINE 
—Assemble and Run in 10 Minutes 
—For Boats, Cars or Planes M.E.W, 601 
—Operates Indoors or Outdoor coz IcniTiontess TG AS ENGINE] | | acter or, att aNcne MOTOR 

—Weighs Just % Oz, 
—No Coil, No Spark 

. —Runs on Gasoline For those who want a new thrill in model operation, try this JET ENGINE, Gives a powerful thrust that drives a model boat, car or plane. The entire unit is less than 6-inches long. No troublesome start- ing—starts at once. There is nothing to fit or test. Runs on gasoline, No moving parts to wear out or get out of order. Most models can be adapted to accommodate, Safe operation indoors or outdoors, Ose 

Use It to Fly Planes, Run Model Cars or 
Boats, Drive Construction Sets, Etc. 

Onl singly ,or in multiples. Comes complete, ready to assemble and run in 10 minutes Plug y Ready to Run No. 7411. M.E.W. JET ENGINE. Price Postpald.--......... Gabe lie wh ag voce sense oae00 i No Gasoline, No y zi Wonderful engine at a f 
ronderfu. price! a Batteries <R kit but a ready-to-run en- a f 4a MOHAWK . 

i . 4 . Dri del Scalia Mgmnt excanacn GP Rig) ins. pres fou mot 8 ‘OK cur Glo-Plug B Engine type reciprocating-action pow- h powerful action, Gompare , 
er eT ee ae moet ts any price, acy starches ; A Quality Engine at a Low Price i ° Light weight. Genu- boats. CO2 delivers que: sliver breales 1 With Just the power plant you want to drive your model planes, boats and spectacular power - to - . a joints. Doehler-Jar- cars, Those who are familiar with the famous Herkimer “OK” line of ; : ae vice high — pressure Plu engines know that they are built QUALITY FIRST, then produced in 

G4 weight Be ee ‘ die castings Beryllium 8 quantity to give you a QUALITY ENGINE AT A LOW PRICRH, Each Sen BO (51.60. seconds f : i copper! B eae and engine is precision built, factory tested and guaranteed. Your guarantee from single carbon 
dioxide cartridge. 

el Lege! steel eotiedee, Atel . adjustable speed. 1-pe. steel cylinder, fitte 
ee erent 1-10,000-in, Displ. .0178. 
Bore .275. Stroke .300. Made and guaranteed 
by Herkimer, manufacturer of famous OK gas 
engines. Wonderful, trouble-free flying for all. 
Convert large rubber jobs to motor. Complete 
with cartridge holder. 4.95 
No. 7403. CO2 Ignitlonless Engine.. 
No. 6769. Cartridges. (3 for 30c.) Each. .12c 

136 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, | 

of an easy-starting, smooth running, long lasting engine that will out- perform engines costing twice as much is the reputation OK engines j) have built up. among model builders for years. 
High Performance for Contest Work as Well as Free 
or Control Line Flying. Engine Has .29-in. Displacement 

Superbly engineered; features high grade metals and alloys throughout so that it gives uniform performance 
and long life under rugged conditions, Glow-plug oper- 
ation eliminates your ignition problems, reduces cost, 
Block tested. Full 60-day factory guarantee, Complete 
with glow plug and tank. $8.50 
No. 7425. OK Mohawk Chief Engine. Price. 

Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 9 137 

spring. Transparent tank. Fuel gauge. Chrome sur- 
faces. Micro finished. Champion spark plug. Pressure 
lubricated. Factory proved, 1-6th horsepower. .29-in. 
displ. 300 to 11,000 r.p.m, Class B. Ready to run 
less coil and condenser. 6. 98 

No. 7407. GAS ENGINE. Postpald.... * 
No. 7408. COIL, CONDENSER and $1.95 
IGNITION WIRE. Set............. 



as 

; rad | s e. eady-Made Flying Gas Model 
Flies Like a Bird---A Pleasure to Assemble and Fly 

You'll get_a new thrill out of flying model planes with this model. Eliminates the tedious work 
| in building. Eliminates expensive time-consuming repairs. A ready-to-fly model with built-in thrills, 

ii All Parts (Except Motor & Prop) Included, Completely Finished, 
Ready for Quick Assembly 

| Set contains all parts required, cut and fully formed, ready to assemble, All metal and wire parts 
| pre-formed. Step-by-step illustrated instructions included so that you will have no trouble, even if 

you have never built a model before in your life. Comes complete except for motor and propeller, 

f High Performance on Free Flight or Pylon Flying 
Does a nice job of flying. Since all the parts are ready-made, they are all correctly formed. There 

is seldom any adjusting necessary to get the maximum performance out of the plane, This set elimi- 
nates the work of building and gives you THE THRILLS OF FLYING IMMEDIATELY. 

Can Be Flown Indoors or Outdoors 
Fly indoors in large gyms, auditoriums, or any sizeable space, as well as usual high performance 

outdoors. Can be controlled so it will circle or distance fly. Summer or winter, spring or fall, this 
plane will give you the thrills you have always wanted. 

20-Inch Wingspan—Takes Gas or CO2 Engines ° 
Fly this with your favorite power plant—-CO2 engine, or “infant” or ‘‘cub’’ engines. Will accom- 

modate any engine from .020 to .099, as well as CO2 engine. Has 20-inch wingspan and 14-inches 
in length. Complete kit comes in an attractive box. The easy building, easy flying characteristics of 
this good looking model make it ideal for the beginner. Engine not Included. 1.25 
No, 7431, Ready-Made Flying Gas Model. Price ($1.00 plus 250 postage) SEND..... 

Famous “OK” Cub Glo Engine, Propeller, Tank and Tubing 
This, together with kit above, is everything you need except fuel to fly it. Above plane mounts 

any infant or midget engine, but for the beginner who is building first plane, this makes a handy 
combination package, Includes OK Cub engine, the famous motor built by Herkimer Tool & Model 
Works, propeller of right size, wedge type gasoline tank and neoprene tubing. All in attractive box. 
No. 7469. OK CUB COMBINATION PACKAGE. 6.95 
Price ($6.75 plus 20c postage) SEND... ce ccceenaeteerccccesevresenetteves 

Famous “OK” CO2 Ignitionless Motor 
For running your motor on CO2 cartridges without other fuel or ignition system. Sce description 

elsewhere in catalog. Made by Herkimer, Complete with cartridge holder. 4.95 
No. 7403. CO2 Ignitionless Engine. Postpald.....+-csereeccettecccteccccescces 
No. 6769. CO2 Cartridges. (3 for 30c) Price Each. ....eescccccccevscccercceccerssI Zl 

. . . REFUND CHEC a 138 4 Johnson Smith & Co., Detoirt, Mich. | EST YNSUGHECSS OF MAIL ORDER HOUSES ACCEPTs 
legels, etc. 
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: ASSEMBLE PARTS, MOUNT ENGINE & YOU’RE READY TO FLY! 

mT a ¥ a , sir t t 

Beechcraft Model No. 17 
> —A Semi-Finished Kit That You Can Complete Without Experience 

Cie —Kit Complete With Aluminum Cowl, Rubber Wheels, Hardware, 
SS Finished Leading and Trailing Edges, Etc. 

—For .19 to .36 Engines : 

—Carved Fuselage Easy to Assemble 
—24-Inch Wingspan Biplane 

If you like the trim lines of the famous Beechcraft 
Biplane, this job will suit you. This plane has amaz- 
ing detail and a perfect model of the real thing. Actu 
ally, it is one of our most popular models, 'The semi- 
finished parts make it easy to complete, and the fly- 
ing qualities of this Scientific model assure you of 
plenty of thrills. Control line model—you control it 
from the ground, Can also be used as a free flight 
model. Complete except for motor. $5.98 
No. 7460, Beechcraft Model 17 Kit...... 

Scientific’s Stuntmaster 
—Designed for Top Performance by Fran Me~= 

Elwee, Winner of Many Championships 

—Kit Complete With Many Finished Parts, In- 

cluding Wheels, Hardware, Et¢7Etc. 

—Big 40-Inch Wingspan 
—For .23 to .60 Inch Engines Ce 
—No Previous Model Experience a 

Necessary to Do Good Job 
—Carved Fuselage Ready to Assemble 
—Semi-Finished Kit That Builds a Wonderful 

Stunt Plane Pa : ile 
The STUNTMASTER was designed by Fran McElwee, one of America’s top contest winners, is o 

control line model, and you control it from the ground, Built to be highly maneuverable, Does a real job 
in performance and hard to beat in competition, Semi-finished parts make it easy enough even for beginner 
to build, yet the real thrills come when you take it out to fly. Snappy looking job, Complete except for 
motor, 

$4.98 No. 7458. STUNTMASTER MODEL KIT. Price Postpald......-.00+se seer ee eter erecaee 

Scientific’s Dynamic Airplane 
—For All A and B Engines of .099 to .29 Inch Displacement 
—Complete Kit—Finished Ribs, Shaped & Notched Leading and Trailing Edges, Semi-« 

Finished Parts Throughout & Many Finished Parts Such as Rubber Wheels, Etc. 
—26-Inch Wingspan With 8-Inch Chord s 
—Over 200 Square Inch Wing Area Gives 

High Performance 
—Carved Fuselage Ready to Assemble 
—No Previous Model Experience Necessary 

Here is a lot of value. A fine flying control line 
model which assures you good results even if you have 
never built a plane before. Scientific Model Kits are 
world famous for their performance in every important 
model contest, You get the advantage of expert design 
and large yolume, This kit comes complete except for 
motor. 
No. 7459, Dynamic Model Kit. Postpaid, . 93°39 

INFORMATION ABOUT ENGINES FOR MODELS 
For those who are not familiar with the different size and style of engines, we give you this brief 

explanation, Among the gas engine field, ‘there are the ‘‘glo-plug’’ engines and the regular ‘‘spark- 
plug"’ engines, Glo-plug engines do not require coll, condenser or battery. The regular “Spark-plug” 
Ignition engines require these. The engine’s cylinder displacement indicates the class of engine, 'The 
“infant” or “foub” engine Is smallest. Its displacement is from .015 to .099-In. only in “glo-plug” 
type. Class A is the smallest regular engine, and this engine has displacement around .19-in. 
Class B is slightly larger and is around .29-in, Class C, about .35-in. displacement. Class D is for 
large models and used in radio control models, etc,, and has .60-in. displacement. The larger the 
model, the larger the engine, though many models can sometimes use more than one class of engine, 
Class A to D engines usually come in either spark plug or glo-plug type. CO2 engines are in the 
cub or infant class. The advantage of the CO2 engine is that it needs no plug, no wiring, no fuel 

problems, no ignition problems, no experience. Powered by inexpensive carbon dioxide cartridges. 

$200: “increased handling costs ‘ako thie necseary, | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. x 139 



Contest 
Model 

LOW COST 
ENDURANCE  CON- * 

ENDURANCE 
* 

TEST MODELS. These, % Y “ * 
| Blanes, are built to FLY! FLYER Built To 

the air! Evers, model builder \Fly!!! 
knows that while a model plane : 
built to copy a commercial plane looks 
nice, they are seldom good flyers. More 
and more model builders want planes 
that climb right up in the clouds and 
FLY! Now we offer these copies of 
contest winners, Amazingly easy to 
build because all fancy designing 1s 
eliminated. Eyen a poor job will fly 
remarkably well. That’s because they're 
soundly designed for just one purpose: 
TO FLY! Learn about airplane design 
by building these planes, making your 
own changes, adding your own ideas! 

42-Inch Wingspan 
Rubber-Powered Model 

You will enjoy building and flying 
this model. It is a great airplane that 
will give you plenty of low-cost thrills. : 
No. 7587. Contest Flyer. Lgdsad <p | AS models will rise off ground in a beautiful 
($1.00 plus 15c post.) SEND take off, 

3 Hot Jumbo Flying Rubder Models 
Lots of admiration from your friends. Each kit is solidly packed with a generous supply. of material, 

complete and detailed plans showing step-by-step building methods. Even those who have never built a 
del bef ill find it easy and fun. Each kit complete except for, rubber and cement. 

Swell Looking—Swell Flying . 

To Build! ! 

No Experience Necessary 
To Build These Flying Beauties 

Each kit contains all necessary ma-— 
terials except cement and rubber. Cement 
should be purchased separately or use good 
glue, Many of the parts are semi-formed, — 
making construction even easier, Detail- 
ed easy-to-follow plans make previous ex- 
perience absolutely. unnecessary 

Private Cabin Plane 
Modeled after the Monocoupe, 

Stinson, Cub and other similar — 
private 2 to 4 passenger private 
planes that are flown around air- 
ports. Well designed, good flyer, 
Hag 36-inch wingspan. Kit com- 
plete except for rubber and 

Lockheed Fighter 
34-Inch Wingspan 

This plane looks good when it’s 
flying or when it’s standing. Lots 
of fun building it and more fun 
flying it. The famous Lockheed 
Interceptor was the war’s fastest 
plane. Kit comes complete except 

No. 7589. Brice ($4 00: Noo 78 ice ($1.00: 0. » Price . No. 7588, Price ($1. 
plus 15c post.) SEND S4eL5 plus 150 post.) SEND SLehS 

No. 729C8. Fresh Motor Rubber. Package. .10c¢ 

Mustang War Devil 
Famous War Plane 

Mustang was one of the war’s 
great fighter planes and still is 
one of the favorites with model 
builders, 24-inch wingspan. Kit 
complete except rubber and ce- 
ment, 
No. 7586. Price $1.00 
plus 15c post.) SEND Seek 

0. 7294. Fresh Airplane Cement. Tube. .10c 

Plenty of fun with this outstanding performer. Light yet rugged, it is capable of all stunt maneuyers— 
loops, figure eights, inverted flight, ete., etc. Takes about 90 minutes to assemble, mount motor and get 
ready for flight, Easy to fly. Easy to assemble—the famous SIMPLEKIT with all parts ready formed fo: 
quick assembly, All metal and wire parts pre-formed. Just assemble and fly. Uses a CO2, infant or eub glo- 
engine, of .020 to .099 size. See listing elsewhere. Motor not included, 16-in. wingspan, 14-in. long. 
———— No. 7430. STUNT RUNT READY-MADE AIRPLANE. 
140 4c | Price ($1.00 plus 250 postage) SEND..+......+ 

rer rere nanan anor ae a 
Complete, Ready-to-Fly ||; 

fi 

Piper Cub With Real 
Engene; No Building! 

—Trouble-Free CO2 Engine, No Ignition Problem. Precision Machined Cylinder and 
Pistons, Carefully Fitted for Smooth Operation 
—Comes Complete, Ready-to-Fly, No Building, No Assembling. Fuel Up and Fly! 

—Flies Under Control Around Pylon or In Free Flight 
—You KNOW It’s Going to Fly—It's Factory Tested 

—Complete Finished Plane, Light Wheels 
—Modeled After Piper Cub Plane 

—Plastic, Correct-Pitch Propeller 
—Takes Off and Lands 

You Can Fly It Right In Your Own Home ... or Outdoors! 
For those who are not interested in buildin 2 i ga plane, but would prefer to 

buy it ready-to-fly, factory tested engine and no building to do, Just take it 
out of the box, fuel the CO2 engi ! : or under CONTROL, rad enesacht cut opti ae vad 
Pylon Control or Free 

Flight. Takes Off and 

Lands in Perfect Form 
Flies like the “real 

thing”, Nothing for 
you to do but have 
fun. You can make it 
fly indoors in a 3 to 20 foot circle. Take it outside, 
set it up and you can make it fly in a circle, around 
the pylon or you can let it fly freely. 

Powered by CO2 Engine—Plenty of Noise and Power 
Super-powered by a real CO2 (Carbon dioxide) 

engine, Uses CO2 cartridge fuel. Each cartridge is 
good for 4 to 6 flights averaging from 40 seconds to 1% minutes for each 
flight. The plane has built-in fuel tank, fuel line, 1-cylinder engine, mounted 
corréct-pitch plastic propeller, All you do is fill tank from cartridge, give the 
prop a flip with your finger and it starts to roar, Let go of the plane and it 
takes off and flies away, Plastic, heavy-duty propeller lasts longer. Engine 
has no ignition or electrical system to adjust, so there is no timing or ignition 
problem, Plane has 15-inch wingspan. Plane is modéled after the popular 
Piper Cub private flying plane. Plane is packed ‘in box completely set-up, 
right down to landing gear. Set includes ready-to-fly plane complete with 
motor and fuel tank, control pylon, rapid re-fueling unit (fuels plane in 1 
minute for next flight) and CO2. cartridge. Order several extra CO2 cartridges 
for additional flights: - - - 
No. 7428; COMPLETE PIPER CUB PLANE SET. , $8 0 
Price Postpaid, Only.......-...0.e0eee eee wl wlaketenare clans Wallan wlaavaielelare ca aes ava 5 
No. 6769. Fuel Cartridges. (10 for $1.00) Bach. ........ ccc cece ee ee oe eee sce kee 

Taylor Cub 
36” Wing Span 

Looks and Flies Like a Gas Model 
DeLuxe Flying Model. A beautiful reproduction of 

the famous Taylor Cub and a superb flying plane 36 
inch wingspan—three feet wide. Just imagine what a 
beauty in detail it is. A good, consistent flier. Amaz- 
ingly close in detail to the real job, Takes to the air 
like a bird; beautiful gliding angle. Well balanced. Kit 
peers oT anr Dae ae tana rubber, 
0. » Price . plus 15c postage 
SEND... ee Wen Serpe insu a ; oe $1.15 

PECIAL NOTE. When ordering, b CO IVODMING. Dicacticcn cll ee cri ee ree ee rare 
oF article as Piitactieeioc hunter rt | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. x 141 
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Remote Control Model Plane 

_ Pilot has complete control of the plane by handling control 

Loads of Fun with this Thrilling, Sensational 

It Flies! Loops! Dives! Zooms! 
You Pilot the Plane in a 12 foot Circle! 

Thrilling new model plane which fascinates everyone from 6 
to 60. It flies around in a 12-foot circle. It takes off from 
airport, climbs, zooms, loops, comes in for g perfect Janding! 

stick. A unique remote-controlled mechanical girplane 
employing an entirely new and remarkable principle. By 
easy movements of stick, you control the flight of the 
Plastic scale model of famous Constellation plane. Fly 
high or low, go fast or slow, zoom or loop. Terrific! 
Flight instruction direction booklet is _entertainingly 
written. Great help for those who want to get the “feel” of flying. Complete with plastic plane, instru- 
ment panel, control stick, landing strip, flight manual, ‘round the world contest flight map, No bullding— Feady to use. Packed in colorful box over 2 feet long. . 3 No. 7564, REMOTE CONTROLLED MODEL PLANE, $2 75 PRICE POSTPAID ONLY........ o- coos . e 

42-Inch Free Flight Gonvanible Airplane 
—Power It With Rubber, CO2 or Infant Engine 

—Modeled After the Taylorcraft or Piper Cubs 
—An Easy Building Kit for the Beginner If you want a lot for a little money, this is your plane. A free-flight job that climbs and flies like a bird. You'll get plenty of thrills out of building this big job, and a lot more flying it. My it on rubber power and CO2 or Infant Gas Engines, You really have 8 planes in 1, Modeled after the popular TAYLORCRAFT or PIPER CUB. A nice flying monoplane. It’s designed and made by one of America’s lead- ime eee See ee oud men ig — - as and easy to fly. ‘omes complete except for motor, 6 joking job that you'll enjoy @ showing to your friends, : nee No. 7568. Big Free Filght Alrplané Kit. Price %1.00 plus 200 Postage) SEND........ 

BUILD oo Cee SPP EC a. tao 

erace Bee'Line Jets 
FLASH ROCKET 125 Miles Per Hour!! 

mt == THRILLING SPEED--- 
ian > LONG RANGE FLIGHTS 

Thiilling As A Trip To The Moon New Super Fast CO2 Propelled Racing Models 
These new BEE-LINE JETS whiz through the air on a fine steel guide line at astounding speeds up to 

125 miles per hour for distances up to 1,000 feet!! You'll find them easy to build with these jiffy-built 
kits. Bodies completely formed, sanded’ and bored for CO2 cartridge, All other parts cut to shape, Finished 
metal parts. Complete plans and instructions. Nothing to compare with them for REAL SPEED. 55c 

—-. 

—. 
see 

No. 6767, FLASH ROCKET KIT. Price Postpald..... ce eh Cee meee eee eses seer rsrvertes 
No. 6771. SUPER SONIC STREAK KIT. Price Postpal . Cece r an cecenseneeeseres + BEC 
No. 6769. CO2 JET UNITS. (3 for 30c) Each Only,...-- . oe eee . «--12c 
No. 7670. CONTROL LINE WIRE. 200-ft. Per Roli Postpald.............+..s..0.022.2.,,600 

Ready-to-Fly Navy Jet Plane 
Complete, Includes Douglas Navy 
Skystreak, Allyn Jet Shooter, Hand 
Catapult & Adapter, 100-Ft. Stainless 

Steel Wire, 2 Rubber Bumpers 

600 SCALE MILES PER HOUR 
Speed! Action! Thrills! 600 scale miles per 

hour—as fast as the jet Nkvy record breaker 
itself! Moulded to scale of durable red plastic— 
a real honey in looks, NO BUILDING — 
READY TO FLY. Propelled with CO2 jet 
bulbs or hand catapult along smooth steel wire. 
Rubber bumpers prevent plane damage at end 
of run. No jet units supplied; see above. $2 200 
No. 7562. Complete Navy Jot Set-.. = 

a pee 
| REFUND CARCKS OF MAIL ORDER HOUSES ACCEPT+ 

BD, including Sears, Wards, Aldens, Spiegels, etc. 

re 
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Lockheed P-80 Shooting Star 

All Metal Plane 
Never Before Such a Realistic Plane 

All aluminum sections complete, even to 
reproducing the rivets in the actual plane, 
Moulded plasti-cast fuselages or balsa fuse- 
lages with metal covering. Finest detailed 
plans with completely illustrated step-by-step 
instruction sheet. This is the famous jet plane 
that goes at the speed of sound. Complete kit 
including bubble canopy, trim decals, special 
OZ silver cement, all-metal aluminum fuse- 
lage and all construction parts. Non-flying. 
No. 7435. LOCKHEED P-80 YET-$1.50 
Ya-in. Scale. 10-in. Wingspan. ... 

$3.50 No. 7432. LOCKHEED P-80 JET 
%-in. Scale. 14'/2-in. Wingspan... 

Authentic Plastic 

‘AIR PLANES: 
Amazing detail 14 

"i ‘@very respect rigs; % 
down to rivet heads! 

» Lustrous, brilliant col 
Ored plastic, fully fin 

Most handsome 
Seeeels_ ever made, 
>. ACT DETAIL. 
ee ured mantel 

decorations, 
No. 7356. $ 

=~ MARINE. 
» Seapl. 
Plastic. 

5 Postpaid. 

Lockheed 
P-80 Jet 

Stream-— Star” 
line f Strom 

Beauty 4% becker 
ay Solid Display 

Model Jet propelled superfighter. Di- 
mensions when assembled: wing- 
spread 6%-in.; 6-in, long. Com- 
plete with display stand, Beauty 
for bedroom, den, 
office or mantel. Full | 
color decal insignia 
and trim. Plastic 
pilot’s canopy. Ready 
shaped parts; easy-to- 
finish. 19¢ 
No. 7354. Lockheed Solid P-80. Each Only 

Create-O-Matic 
Sport- iT FLIES 

plane 

ALL PREFABRICATED 
NOTHING TO MAKE 

SIMPLY PUT IT TOGETHER 
At last, not just a small model, but @ 

a really large model! About 80-inch 4 
wingspan. Just about anyone can assemble this 
plane in record time, All parts are pre-fabricated, 
quickly fitted together. And the finished job is a 
real beauty! To see it is to want it! ALL PARTS 
CUT TO FIT. SHAPED ALUMINUM BULK. 
HEAD. PRE-FORMED PROPELLER. LAND- 
ING GEAR READY TO ATTACH. BEAUTI- 
FULLY COLORED. COMPLETE PARTS. COM- 
PLETE INSTRUCTIONS. Great contest flier. 
Takes off and lands. Complete in colorful carton. 
No. 7667. $2.79 Create-O-Matic Sportplane. 
POMPAIEs co cwescecsivaccusceeses 

50c) Me | 

Conieal Line Airplane 
That Can Be Powered 
By Rubber, CO2 or 

Infant Engine 
Build This Plane for Rubber, Then 
Convert It to Engine If You Wish 

Here is a low priced model that com- 
bines most of the advantages including 

tou, & very low price, 
You can build this 
30-Inch wingspan 
plane and use or-_ 
dinary low - priced 
tubber for power. 
Fly it, have fun, 
and then if you de- 
cide to convert it to 
engine power, you 

Tt will fly on ©O2 engines or infant 
engines. By ‘‘infant’’ engines is meant those very 
small gas motors having a displacement of from 
-020 to .099-in. When the engines become. 
larger, they are classed as “A”, “B” or “QO” class, 
but these fly heavier planes which are more ex- 
pensive to build and maintain. The small plane 
sure ae this can be flown indoors even under gas 
or C02, : 

30-Inch Control Line Model 
You can fly this as a ‘‘free-flight”’ (uncontrolled 

—just let it fly) or as a “‘control-line’ model. 
When you fly it as a control-line model, you can 
control its flight from the ground, causing it to go 
up or down, turn, etc. Naturally this is more fun, 
except when you just want to let it take off and 
fly high or for long distances under its own power, 
This is one of the finest kits made, carefully engin- 
eered, The design is right, the instructions and parts 
are right, and you'll find it flies right. Easy to 
build. 30-in. wingspan. All parts except motor in- 
cluded. - 
No. i: Ponvertibis Control Line Plane, Price 
($1,00 plus 20c postage) $1.20 
SEND.... 

*& 143 
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Complete, AH Ready for Easy Assembling in 5 Minutes! 
Very easy to make this airship and quite impressive looking. Comes complete 

with all parts ready for assembly. Just cut out the parts and assemble. Designs 
are already printed on parts in color. Blow up balloon, which measures about 39 
inches long (over 8 feet!), and the parts are attached. These parts include the™ 
fins, and the cabin assembly. Balloon measures nearly 8-inches in diameter and 
has that long “cigar” look. 3 for 75c. 
No. 3304. MAMMOTH AIRSHIP. Price Postpaid, Each... 

MODEL AIRPLANE 
BOOKS 

Gas Model Airplane 
Construction 

150 pages — 200 illustrations. 
Tools, techniques, repairs,, invalu- 
ible handbook for every gas model 

Now Tose. Postpaid..... 11.00 

ail Control Liners 3 
ages — 160 ictures — 17 

chapters.’ tistory, design, controls, 
Constructions, plans, accessories 
and how to fly. 

1053. $1.00 

Gas Modelers Guide 
170 Pages—15 Chapters—92 

Pictures & Diagrams, Covers free 
flight, control line, race cars, 
boats, planes, radio control, etc. 
How, when & where to use gas 

1055. Postpald. . .$1.00 

Postpai 

Steel Piano Wire 
Control Line 

For Planes, Jets, Etc. 
No. 7670. Control Line 
Nive. 00: Coll, Postpaid... OFC 

Composition Wheels 
Very useful in the building of 

various wheel type models as well 
as for mode] planes. 
black composition 
Formed, 
1-inch diameter. 
No. 7233. Each, 

4 for 25c 

Made of 
material. 

ready for use. Nearly 

Postpald ive 

144 %& Johnson Smith & Co. 

Model Gas Engine 
Handbook 

150 pages—5O different 
engines—83 pictures, blueprints. 
Tells theory, operation, repair of 
gas engines, Specifications & data 
on 64 engines. 40,000 copies 
sold. 
No. 1054. Postpaid. . $1.00 

Aluminum Motor Cowl 
for Streamline Look 

Measures 3 %-in. 
in diameter. Slips 
over and easily at- 
tached Ca most f 
propellers give beam 
plane that “big 
motor” look. Made of aluminum 
so weighs very little. For all types 
of models. 55c 
No. 7232, Price Postpald. e 

Plastic Pilot Head for 
Model Airplanes and 

Model Racers 
Head is 1%-in. 

high, Very realistic 

tractive 
craftsmen, 

No. 7284. 
4-Inch. 

in appearance, AF 
Will fit most - you. Let 
models LaX“¢ 
and io 

since weight is very little, will 
not affect flying qualities of 
plane, - 
e@No. 7231. Price Postpaid 

ornaments 
Look very 

desk and mantel ornamen' 
be used in many ways to create 
unusual novelties, 
No. 7282. Cannon. 
4 %-Inch Long. 

Searchlight. 
Prl0e. wc cscs 

so it will stick firmly 
smooth surface, floor, table, etc. 

el and 

35¢ | 

Searchlight 
& Cannon 

Price... 

Airship 

35¢ 
30c 

Large, Special Made 
Rubber Suction 

Pylon for 

Control wire hooked to modi 
to pylon. Then, let ’em rip. 

5c No. 7227. Pylon. Postpald 

to 

These die-cast models are swell 
additions to your model equip- 
ment, and also serve aS very at- 

for home 
as 

Can 

Racing Midget. 
Autos, Etc. — 

Race Your Cars, 
Models, Etc., 

Round and Round! © 
Greatest invention for | 

» model racers! Now 
you can run your 
mechanical autos, 
jet racers and any 

models round and _ round. 
danger of them getting away from 

them go in 
small circles. Has suction cup base 

any 

No 

large or 

3 Realistic Miniature Bomb Assortmen 
$ 10 Die-Cast Metal Dummy Bombs 
e@ These miniature bombs come in an _assort- 
$ ment of styles from the block-busters, demoli- 
@ tion bombs, torpedo-type bombs, ete. Some can 
@ be mounted right under body and wings of 
$ planes and other models. Adds plenty of realism 
@ since they are accurately made, die-cast all metal 
®@ miniatures. Comes in assortment of 10 to 
@ package. ; 3 5c 
- No. 7241. Per Package.. 

Socccccscovesooseoess 

ae] 
eS 

O0occcccvcccveoecooes 

Adjustable Pitch Propeller 
Top Flying Efficiency! 

aximum in efficiency and to get the most 
Bi ‘of your motor use this good-looking propeller. 
Mlades are easily adjusted to any pitch or angle or 
or. right or left hand rotation. For flying or scale 

Aluminum, 
No, 7226. About 7'%-In. Each, Postpald 35c¢ 
No. 7226. About 10-in, Each, Postpaid.....500 

SELF-OPENING 
PARACHUTE 

Opens Automatically! 
This parachute opens automat- 

feally, pilot floats gently to 
ground. Useful in many ways 
to make your models more feal- 
istic and to have plenty of fun. 
Drop it from high ee or 
high place. Send messages by para- 
chute. By putting cord in with rub- 
ber motor of your plane, parachute 
will be released in mid-air when rub- 
ber unwinds, Many stunts. 
No. 681A5. Parachute. 15c 
Each, Postpald.......+.++ 

models. 

MODEL BUILDER'S KNIFE 
Razor Sharp Use 

Razor blade sharpness. Out it 
designs out of wood with ease. Lik 
Hold and use like a pencil. | Like 
See of — for model A 
an ‘wor! 

No. 7286. Zip Knite 29 Pencil 

AVIATION 
——» WINGS 

Fragmentation Bombs SILVER 

are 
Siast. Fine for clubs. 

8C\no. Boas. Silver. 

Aluminum Paint WING & 
neers the smetallle’ looks 112-02. TAIL 

No! 4008, Postpaid... 29C} LIGHTS 
Dummy win; 

ght sets. p: A ge 
Gold Paint commercial "and | private 

For touching models or |exiremoly’ realistically “ash any ee to give oid epee, ust foe ‘added touch 

No. 4006, Postoaid.... LICINo, e574" Ench,....... 8c 
ae Ose \ 

iw OP 

Model Life Boat 
Useful novelty when building 

ship models. Also makes an un- 
usual and attractive desk orna- 
ment. Die cast metal. About 2- 
inches 

20c No. 3242" Model Boat. 
Price Each Postpald. . see 

coaches, 

style. About 1 

sits Bites sean penta ce or»! ibs, junior avia- 
wors, etc. ‘Colorful e shin emblem, 
sbout arte Sew on sweater, Ne: eee) 

* On . 

7O26A. Postpaid........ sents 20¢ No. 8339. Rolled Gold.,.,,. 

able. 
Swings 
round in 
swivel 
when DR: 

@ 
mbs| Wear on your lapel, Shows 

i mounte an aviation enthu- 

50¢ 

Wagon Wheels 
Die cast metal, Suitable for 

Wagons, 
Very attractive an Deen old 

No. 7254. Wago vi 

AVIATION RINGS 
U.S. Air Corps design, Massive 

style, spread eagle on sides, 
Bellor & wing design on face, State 

hromium. Each. 89c 
ilver. Each... 

Build Radio Controlled Model a | 
Boats and Planes 

Simplified plan 
for constructing the 
mechanism that will 
operate boats and 
planes by remote 
control. It’s fun to 
bulld—and it’s fun 
to operate. When _ oe completely built, you ‘S°P can control] boat, —% y 
Rak Plane, ett, aera 

neans of a telegraph key. There are 16 differ. ae etal ae i Poe be transmitted so you can con- iceman ifferent contrivances—lights, rudder, 
These plans are the result of research by U. Government, engineers, etc. Simplified, opeatieabilg sive plans for the radio control unit are given. There sno setae sh coneeons Control is by wireless iO. escription and inte tati i company the drawings, Tee aaa ; 

25¢ 
No, 1995. Plans For Bullding Radlo 
Control Unit, Price Postpald..,. 

FRESH MOTOR RUBBER 

It is a good idea to 
have a quantity of good 
quality, fresh motor rub 
ber on hand for best per 

formance and for replacement purposes. 
Sufficient for several models, 1 
No. 72908, Motor Rubber. Package 

Sa RINGMOUNT 
. MACHINE 

GUN 
Mov- 

Add to your 
models and 
make those 
war birds look real. 114+ 
in. long. 30c 
No. 6817, Each...... DUMMY METAL 

MOTOR 
Dummy| molded from wi hite metal 
BOMBS|to closely resemble a nine 

eylinder radial engine, Has 
Beno crank case. Very 

bombs. Hang A&| realistic. Dummy 
r Made of aaa ect Blane! Ino, 6978. 4-in. Diam. 25c 
ing detail, 

amaz- 

5c M-in, No, 6976. 114-In. 
Diameter. Each... 35¢ 

is Br Miniature 
= ss Street 

—Y Lights 
For Model Train 
Layouts, Minia- 
ture Towns, Etc. 

REALLY LIGHTS 
UP! Has many tises— 
fine for your model train 
layout, as a street light 
in model city, ete. Gives 
extra realism, Beautifuy 
enameled die cast «post. 

Translucent plastic 

right Tight, Wine, a8 ri ine as 

a table or bedside 
ean hoe eotean: 14 yolt 

.B, ip, long lea 
No. 7249, Postpald.. $1.00 

cannons, etc. 

spokes, 

pro- 

2.49 
2.95 



Ideal for model oe pone pes Precision 
isi only in a small size. 

SP ite oe cette 2 All steel with close- as plane or straight chisel. 
sting hollow ground tool steel blade, 

aa About 3%-inches long. 

Price Postpald....cecceeses 

your work easier. 
plete with blade. 
No. 7252. 

DOUBLE POWER TRANSMISSION 
For Mode! Airplanes 

wer for your models by giving 
: nda POUBLE DRIVE! This midget 
transmission eee, seen 

double your ru er 
bs and Encreies performance of plane! 
Weighs but a fraction of an ounce, 
ented. Fits almost any model, 
No. 7O78A. Price Postpaid....occccssese 35c 

Jet Gun for Firing C02 Cartridges 

Janes. Fast get-away, more powe: 
No. 7669. Jet Gun. Each Postpaid 

Airplane 
Cement 
Quick 

Drying, High 
Grips qual- 

i vy. Tight model 
air- 

plane ce- 
ment that 

does an ex- 
/ . cee job 

‘> J of ho! ig your 
yf Mnodel together, 

f firmly and tight- 
SJ ly. Comes in 

F tube. Also use- 
ful for many other household pur- 
poses, Dries quickly. 
No. 7294. Model Alrplane 12c 
Cement. Per Tube...... 

’ 

e e Lewis Machine Gun 
Easily mounted on your model. 

Made of die cast metal. Realistic 
looking. About 1%-in. long. 
No. 7279. Lewls Gun. 15¢ 
Price Each Postpald..... 
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Model 
Builder's 

Plane 
Midget Size 

Pat- 

The Quick, Easy Way to Touch Up 
Models, Bike Parts, Small Articles 

Mouth Blown 

Paint Sprayer 
Atomizer and Sprayer 
for Dope, Paint, Etc. 

: Designed for model 
M builders but serves hun- 
dreds of purposes, Blower 
attached to small jar and 

Beem by blowing through tube, 

ty FE 

it sprays paint, lacquer, 
dope, perfume, or any : 
free-flowing liquid. Pro- i. 
duces mirror-like finish. ij 
Excellent for touch-up. 
Uses small household or 
dope bottle, 
No. 7437. 29c 

Use 
Price. . 

Makes 
Com- 

60c U. S. and Foreign Plane Insignias — 
Swell, Full Color Decorations 

tO == O:t1OO 

Unde O44 200 
BOt* too 

7) 
a C 
oo 

S 
Me nt Bo] OO Sel @ owe 

Genuine lusirous decals that make a model look 
snappy. Insignias for U. 8., British, Sones 
French, Chinese, Japanese, Jugoslav, Ozecho, Nor- 
wegian, Russian, etc. planes in true colors. 
bomb and ship markers. Right size for models. 
No. 6971. Plane Insignia Set. 1 (4 

"50 | Esch, Postpald.... ieee 

Clear Dope 
Same as eolceet Hoty oe: “ Model 

Tinpreves if, ving, Gives it a Airplane 
ick . 1-02, 

No. 729F8. Each. ..vee i5¢ Colored 

Model Airplane Dope 
Tissue 

For fuselage and model build- 
ing. Colored tissue for decorative 
and structural purposes, Strong 

For coloring fuselage, Also 
tightens fuselage so plane_ flies 
better. Strengthens tissue, 

eee nN pee peneenle is poerenaes ike 

lage, One color to package. Spe. | Wo,'7208, White, Prloe. . 5c 
Ne 72000 wens Price. . a0¢ No. 7296A. Black. Cre cae ‘ 
No. 7290A. Green. Price...10c | No. 7296B. Yellow. Prico. «4 
No. 7290B. Blue. Price....410c | No. 7296C. Silver, See ice. 
No. 72900. Orange. Price...10c | No. 7296D. Red. “Notts 
No. 7290D. White. Price...10c | No. 7296E. Blue. srt ao 
No. 7290E. Black. Price...10c | No. 7296F. Orange. Price 

Model Anchors ¢ 
= 

> 
These make useful ornaments 

for the model builder. Used by 
home craftsmen in making lamps 
and other novelties. Made of die 
ens ve metal, Can be colored 
0 
No. 7239, Anchor, %4-In. 10¢ 
No. 7240. Anchor. 2-in. 45c 
Price Each Postpald...+. 

Sander 
Handy sand paper holder that — 

makes it easy to sand your 

Beles eile Grips sand paper firmly a q 
just sand it easily, quickly, Small 
size, about 3-inches long. 
No. 7283. Sander. 45¢ 
Prico Postpald. sescesce 

ie BD 
HYDRANT = HYDRANT = MAIL BOX 
{suburban} {eity) 

All Metal Street and 
Park Miniatures 

Fine for Model Layouts, But yyy ano woman 
Attractive Anywhere OR FIKR 

Originally sold to beautify model layouts, but 
everyone seems to take a fancy to these realistic miniatures. Set consists of die-cast, truely colored 
suburban hydrant, package box, waste paper box, 
letter mail box, red fire hydrant, park bench, man and lady. Bach set is packed in an attractive box. No. 7275. STREET and PARK MODEL 98c 
SET. Price Postpaid Only. . 

WASTE PAPER 

Set 
Adds 

Realism 

to 

Your 

Layout 

Set consists of about 7 different popular railroad 
right-of-way signs, such as those illustrated. These 
faithful miniature reproductions are sturdy die cast 
metal, colored and complete in every detail. No 
train layout should be without them. Each set is 
backed in attractive box. 98¢ 
No. 7276. Railroad Sign Set. Postpald.... 

Motor Highway Model 
Sign 

Street 

and 

et 

Road 

S 

ENG as ts 

‘ | Markers 

Set consists of about 9 pieces similar to the il- 
lustration, All pie¢es are made of two-color die cast 
metal, highly authentic in their realism. Even those 
who do not have a regulat model layout will find 
that these miniatures make attractive room orna- 
ments. Each set comes in attractive box. 98c 
No. 7274. Highway Sign Set. Postpaid... . 

Ruggedly 
Built All 

Metal Bridge 
For Model Autos or Trains 

Want to have some fun with your model auto 
racer, cars or model train layouts? Include this 
bridge in your set and let the train and cars whize 
over it. Indoors or outdoors, you'll find this rugged 
all-metal bridge is built to take plenty of weight. 
Length 11%-in., width 5-in. Height 1%-in. Good looking satin aluminum finish. All metal. $1 25 No. 7246. Girder Bridge. Price Postpaid. id 
SALES OR USE .TAX ts EXTRA. If ir stat either of these taxes, add amount to your remitanses 

Looks & Runs Like Real Outhoard! 

ELECTRIC DRIVEN 
OUTBOARD MOTOR 
Fits Almost 3 
Any Boat : 
A fully oper- 

ating scale model 
of a famous out- 
board motor. At 
tach to any model 
boat and it sends 
it along at a fast 
speed, jEven at~ 
tach to anything 
that fl6éats and 
watch it speed § 
along like a hy- 
Aroplane. You'll 
get a lot of fun 
out of seéing the 
wash of the boat 
as this powerful 
motor drives It 9 # 
way along. Meas- Be 
ures 5% + inches 
high. Operated 
from flashlight 
batteries. Oan be , 
made to go straight or turn, Handsomely and strongly constructed, bright silvery finish, Large 1% -Inch propeller. Hasily attached or removed with clamp screw. Regular swivel action for turns, with locking device. Complete except for batteries—tse any standard flashlight cells, 
No. 6429, Pfice Postpaid Only, , _, $3.98 

Popular Mechanics 
Booklet Tells How 

to Have More 

nse | Fun With Your 

#2, Model Railroad 
Model Railway Track Layouts, Conveniently Done With Less Space—How to Control Several Trains On Single Track—-Multiple Control Panel for Trains Made From Radio Cabinet-—Model Layout Bullt in a Chest—Money-Saving Ideas for Making Your Own Railroad Accessories—Automatic Gontrol to Slow Down Trains on Curves, etc.—Relays of Model 

Layouts—Automatle Track Switches—Giving Loco- 
motives Extra Power—Ete., Eto, Every operator of model train layouts will find this booklet of great help. Well illustrated, well written by Popular Me- 
chanics Magazine. 25c 
No, 1851. Model Railroad Booklet. Postpald 

cee 
Pen 

For Your Models Lewis 
Type 

Lewis Machine Gun ®~ Machine 
With Special Mount Gun 
No. 7278. 1’ long... 
No. 7279, 1 3-8'" Io 

sUSSNo. 7280. 2” tong.....20¢ ihctieedpcaerenbaiplinatbnsramnsta cab aaid “bidet 2 ie eee 
| Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. *& 147 



ITS THE FASTEST 
THING ON WHEELS 

@ FAST PITCH PROP 
@ UNIVERSAL SWiveL 
@ POWER BAND 

A, 

J 
we 

@ PLASTIC AXLE BEARINGS 

= 

© @ TREADED PLASTIC WHEELS: 
@ BRASS THRUST BEARING 
@ SPEED-STVLED BODY 

Propeller Driven Racer 
This Racer Really Travels Fast! 
NEW! DIFFERENT! FAST! Illustration 

shows cutaway view. Kit includes streamline 
body. Really moves at high speeds, Rubber 
lriven propeller. Complete kit. 50c 
No. 7668. Rir-O-Drive Racer. Postpaid. 

Jet Gun for Firing 
CO2 Cartridges 

Enables You fo Use Jet Power for 
Any Model 

Indispensible for all operators of jet boats, 
cars or Planes. Fast get-away, more power. All 
metal, 
No. 7669. Jet Gun, Each, Postpaid... 50c 

<> 002 CARTRIDGES 
Carbon dioxide cartridges for 

use in all jet cars, boats and planes. More zip, 
Faster operation. Win thoose championshins! 
Box of 10, $1.00. 12¢ : 
No. 6769. CO2 Cartridges. Each...... 

148 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 
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Easy 

“To Build 
Latest building craze! Late model, up- 

to-date racers that really travell! Prac- 
tically flies along under jet propulsion, 

Has Daytona Beach scope sight. Treaded plastic 
wheels, Dummy air intakes and stabilizers, En- 
closed cockpit unit. Safety-line controlled. Styled 
for speed. Powered by carbon dioxide jet motor 
unit, Easy-to-build model with all parts. Excellent 
assembly plans. Complete including jet unit 79c 
No. 6768. Rocket Racer Kit. Postpai 
No. 6769. CO2 Cartridges. Each,..... seek 20 

Midget Dirt Track 

Regular 
Sensations of the model world. Easy to build. 

Completely finished parts, including fully carved 
and shaped bodies—more time for racing fun. This 
beautiful jet is true to the latest type rae 
racers and packed with racing fun, Complete - 
Rubber wheels. Detailed tire ete 
treads. Bored body for car- 
tridge. Ready-cut front end avs. 
grill. Decal markings for™™.* 
dressup, Plastic wind shield. q 14 
Metal axles, wheel bushings. 4 
fast, smooth, 
Control tna” siefisea B= 7) ee 

Ke" rea. misort p50 AMD = 
“BLUEBIRD” MODEL RACER 

ree “ aR 

Jet Tubes 
Wonderful model of Sir Malcolm Oampbell’s 

famous Bluebird racer—world’s fastest car. Com- 
pletely carved, no guess work, Simplified con- 
struction. Complete with cowling and. plastic 
wheels, Authentic scale model With jet pro- 
pulsion feature, Complete kit. ' 65¢c 
No. 7665. Bluebird Racer Kit. Postpald 

Control Line Wire for Jet Jobs 
Wire used to guide jet jobs account terrific 

speed. Finest piano steel wire, 200-ft, coil. 
No, 7670. CONTROL LINE WIRE. 65c 
Price, Per Coll....... Shee eeeneene 

* 

ENGINE DRIVEN---READY TO RUN | 

DGET 
RA 

Specifications: 
Length:8!2-Inches Height: 314-Inches 

Wheelbase:434-Inches Weight: 11 Ounces 
Adjustable Speed Up to Full Throttle of 

50 M.P.H. 

Run It With Engine Muffied or Exhaust Open 
yi Goes Forward or Backward 

Designed to Run Outdoors or Indoors; All You Need 
Is 6 Feet of Space or More 

; Beautifully Engineered Body and Chassis That Is Perfec- 
tion to Look At and Runs Like a Real Racer 

Racer Is Complete, Ready-to-Run, Including Engine; No Building, Just Assemble in 2 
Minutes Without Special Tools 

REALISM BEYOND ANYTHING YOU’VE EVER DREAMED ABOUT! 
This is the kind of fun you've always wanted——a real, rip-roaring RACER of your own. Thousands ate 

already enjoying the thrills of racing model midgets, It is a low , educational hobby you can enjoy in- 
doors or outdoors. Needs as little as six feet, so you can race these jobs in your basement from a center post 
or pylon, The mechanical perfection of the tiny cars, the thrill of real speed and that race-track smell of 
burning gas rouse the “racing bug’ in almost everyone, Manually controlled muffler so you can race it 
quietly (in the city) or with throttle open giving it roaring bark of the real dirt track racers (for the country). 

Adjustable Muffler for Quiet Operation or Loud Barking Roar 
The famous COX THIMBLE-DROME SPECIALS are recognized as unexcelled for quality and perform- 

ance. Just get your two hands on this ready-to-run model and examine it with real pride from the front 
grille to tail exhaust, Look at the detail with which the body is built, the way the chassis is precision-engin- 
eered just like the big race jobs, sp that the wheels roll smoothly and e' ently. See how the motor is built 
right in, Geared right into the rear wheels with case hardened steel gears. Rear end exhaust. Automatically 
lubricated gears and bearings. Fuel filter. Air cleaner, Enclosed fly wheel. 4:1 gear ratio. Built so that 
entire car can be taken down and assembled easily. All metal construction with exception of rubber tires. 

More Than a Model—A Real Racer in Miniature 
As you examine and run this racer, you’ll come to realize that it’s more than a model, it’s a real engine- 

driven racer in miniature, The detail of its construction, the method of operation—the same as the real 
thing except for size, 

Cox O-45 Special Is Complete, Ready to Run 
Called the easiest steering, most fool-proof miniature racer built. Ready to run in just two minutes after 

you take out of box and adjust—-no special tools needed. They're safe, they’re fast, they’re fun. All the 
family will enjoy it. The COX racer will last, for years, but since it is built like a real auto, parts are 
interchangeable and can be replaced. Parts list included. These cars can be run on the straight-away, but they 
are usually run in controlled areas from a steel cable or on q track. 

Cox 0-45 Thimble Drome Special $12.95 Complete 

Complete as described above, attractively boxed, with 
cone instructions, parts list, ete. Assemble and run in 

minutes, 
No. 6868. Midget Racer Car. Price Postpaid. $12.95 

Cox 0-45 Special Racer Set Including 
Fuel, Cable, Post, Etc. 

Includes complete Cox 0-45 Thimble Drome Special 
Midget Racer, as described above, plus all operating sup- 
plies such as steel cable for control racing, center post, 
battery clip and racing car fuel. Race it anywhere—no 
track needed with center post and cable. Runs in six foot 

cirele ,if desired, As Illustrated at right, $15 45 
No. 6869, Midget Racer Set, Price Postpaid. NF Special Racer Set Including Cable, Fuel 
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a, Complete Se ARE 1904 CADILLAC “ur? aR zp Authentic 
Authentic in every detail. These kits a i-fini : as int 

since most parts are prefabricated and mee ot aad ‘ Miniatures 

parts such as headlamps, cowl lamps, horns, steering 
‘i wheel, radiator caps, wheels d 

Runs & Steers By Its Own Motor—Uses 2 Flashlight Cells most other fittings areal fin- 
What a thrill you & your dad—everyone—will get from DRIVING this ished, You will enjoy building 

iN" 

auto. THE GREATEST ELECTRICAL TOY { this 1904 Cadillac and_ showin 
ANCE THE Ber nte at OM Cr aay KIDS WILL LOVE IT! oy the model. %-inch acai 
amazing super-powered midget electric ini- e Amazing realism eas ith it. 
Motor. Operates from built-in flashlight cells eee DADS q No. 7560, Gado ee 

il laced), 2500 r.p.m., self-starti 1.98 (ff 
| Preis Guctor, 1 72000 tersepower, variable INSIST ON Avio Kit. Postpad. .. 9Ls9 

RUNNING 
} power, only 1x1x1 %-in, 

IT TOO! 
Electric Motor 
Driven 

Push Button— 

Push It Starts! 
Button Push Button—It Stops!! 

o Pie 

Control | ik ; eS ... Button—It Reverses!! 

ONLY ot Snag enn er and more, , » pee i He : i : 1905 WHITE 

Push button control. Smart streamlined design. 

$3.49 Complete except for batteries. $3 49 5 | ? 

No. 6946. Remote Control Auto. Postpaid... " d : R 

No. 2548. Standard Flashlight Cells. (Uses 2) Each 10c © ; ‘ Smallst ti aN enbe 
i: : i malister antique auto kt 

s 

i Self Control Electric Auto 
esigned for easy step-by- 

step construction from simple de- 
tailed assembly diagrams. These 

\ ae * Driven by Built-In Electric Motor 
| You'll thrill to the amazing fun you have with sensational 

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC AUTO. Stunningly made in 

hs we . %-inch scale models contain 

Prefabricated Kit Includes precision-built, die-cut and die-cast parts, Complete- 

Jatest, most streamlined design, right down to transparent, 

plastic tilting windshield. Lustrous plastic body that shim- 

a PRR Ca es He incorporate realistic details on 
Die-Cast Fitti f Va all metal parts. 6 %-inches long. ' ings and Parts \ Price. . 2.95 

mers with standout beauty. iy 

Automatically Reverses By Itself When Hits 

No. 7561. WHITE STEAMER. 

mops? Wheel and Axle Set 
ject! 

Adjustable aerial acts as motor switch, Set it going, For Toys and Models { 

backwards or forward, and it goes until it hits. object. 

Bump,, aatpinatically shifts and Roe opposite ce (ww 2 ia 

back bumper automatically reverses car. Runs . ry 

eavaty ‘until motor switched off. Uses two standard flashlight cells which fit in bottom, Contrasting 

a 
pee 

i 

Sic | SS 
colors. Measures about 10-in, overall, 3%-in. wide, 2%-in. high, 1% -in, rubber wheels, Complete, ready ( rai 

to run except for batteries, $3.50 f 

No. 7662, AUTOMATICALLY REVERSING ELECTRIC AUTO. Postpald.-....e+eeserees 

No, 2648. BATTERIES. (2 Required). Each, - eee eee ween eet tesnccevespertescercnsecs AOO | - 12 Rubber 

ee nn 

Learn to Build Model 
oe 

Rocket Cars, Planes & Boats 
xles— B 

Fix ‘Em or 
Easy-to-Build 
Rocket Motors 
A 32 page 

booklet _entit- 
led “HOW TO 

Build Log Cabin, Church, School,, 
4 2 * . : Make ‘Em Kit |< Rustic Building, Etc. 

This set consists of over 100 pieces which in- 
Make your own model cars, trucks, wagons, mod- cludes various lengths of finished logs so you can 

els using these wheel sets, Or, fix some of your build dozens of different types of model buildings. 
broken models. Hach set contains 12 rubber wheels Additional parts for chimney, roof, spires, supports, 

C y : Xs of 3 assorted sizes, and 6 steel axles of 8 assorted ete,, SO you can create many unusual buildings in 
BUILD ROCK- Ready Built, Fast Traveling ‘ sizes, each set in cellophane bag and with illustrated addition to those suggested. All the thrills of creat- 
ET ore i ns hee 1 span oogs and uses. Will repair or build ing and building made easy. All pre-fabricated-— 
non - technica T d R most small toys, ' just assemble. 
book dealing OFrNadGO HACeF | wo. 7250. whee ana Axitc set. Postpaid.. 2BC| No. 6842, Bullding Log Set. Postpald. . 9Le9S 
with rocke R : « . 2 re aoe 

oars and Goes Like a 
ships of the 

a 

future, Gives Real Racer reamiine inisne acer Van Be 
i ’ a 

: some very in- ; Just pump it up and watch it gol Hear Run by ¢ 02 Je 3 b cO2 E 

teresting in- REAL MOTOR! Actually Eevels is intles [il y t r y ngine 
a as formation a Be ee ee ee ee el 3-in-1 Racer Modeled After Campbell's “Bluebird’’— ‘ 

“Rockets for transportation, oe and t : wind; it runs on air. World Speed Champion 4 
Rockets, Space Ships, Rocket teece ‘n Goes 15 Miles Per Hour! You can operate this car three ways: (1) as a Mldget Racer 
Cars and Rocket Boats. Step into the future Nase GA lar hees ei enntes teal Model, without any power—a streamlined die-cast metal job which is 
with a fast, powerful model Hooket Rp. <1 finished midget racer. See this high-pow- the slickest job you've ever seen, (2) as a Jet Racer, since it hag 
Learn to bulld a real flying model of your js \ ered, safe, long lasting racer, motivated by | | built-in cartridge clip which holds CO2 jet bulb concealed underneath 
own. Be the first In your nelghhorhood to the ‘sensational new MOT-AIR-ETTE motor. back end which provides jet power for high speeds up to 30 m.p.h. 

Fe eee ie sem. Inexnenaiys Ries ie ate On Ae sense NS. BONER, og (3) as an Engine Powered Racer when fitted with adapter kit which 
themselves can be built from Inexpensiv 125 feet. Air compression type force. All | | converts racer for direct wheel drive powered by OO2 engine listed elsewhere in catalog. 

dit btainable, elther through aluminum body, punctureproof 1 inflated Race’ es c let i i ida materials readily o! le, sium Doin bodys DUNCHUReRFOUE Fen! InEA Se roi ene a s complete, fully fashioned and ready for assembly in few minutes—no building—for use 23 
your druggist or a chemical supply com- SOOPER) seco ete a ME LGR emma ele jet racer. Buy adapter kit if you wish to use with engine. Run on wire control if you wish. Kit includes 

pany.  Tllustrated. protected by sturdy, colorful box. $4 Om rubber tired wheels. Not stamped metal, but die-cast, fully formed body, Length 7% 4-~inches. $1 00 
No. 1257. How to Bulld Rocket 15c No. 6774. Tornado Racer. Price * a No. 6766, ALLYN JET RACER. Price Postpaid.......... gh Gg gah ALUN! G6 er Pacha 
Ships. Price Postpald.......-++. Hee 4 Nos aoeet Gee car uares fae pe So ues ENGUNG sieie Win tole aia) p inlgveiw.y apiece lta SUM ab hiwieamae : Gee 
dial ee 

. . . SALES OR USE TAX IS EXTRA. If your state has ‘ - Or $1.00) Each... ccc eect tet ec etter eee eren renee ence ed ed 150 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. [SARE oe titee takes add! ambunt to sar remittanien 4 No. 7408. OK’s COZ ENGINE. With racer and adapter kit, you have a real engine $4 957 aay 
driven racer, Engine Only, Price Postpaid. ..-+.ssseecnsecseveeeeeucets seve PFD | Ye 151 



FE hay ; gy fSteam Boiler an 
Speeds It Extra Fuel 

¢ = Alongt! Supply In- 
, Lots of fun with 
this fascinating cluded at no } 
steam boat. Watch >» ExtraCost / 

= it steam around \ 
arrest es ar S under its own 

power. Listen to Ni | 
wm the steady roar of , 

-—_ its mighty engine i 
‘2% sounds just like All Metal! 7 

0 

Sere 

a real speedboat.,! N h 

a small boiler, 

Parts 
water in boiler boils, the steam 

Under the boiler is inserted 

Actually sounds like a real speedboat!’ exhaust propels the boat along /~/N_~\ 

Inside this boat is/ 2 } 
‘Moving 

ems heat tablet or candle. As the 

at fast rate. The steam engine action makes & 
steady roar, One of the slickest steamboats at an amazingly low price. Will pro , 
vide fun for years, as there are no moving parts to wear or get out of order. All 
metal construction, Brilliantly colored. Get several and have races. About 10) 
inches long. 

. 3409. STEAM DRIVEN SPEED BOAT. Price Postpaid............ 
Ne. 8411. CONCENTRATED HEAT TABLETS, Package, Postpaid. 

Mystery Speedboat Bay/(7fan| = QUEEN” | 
Runs on Jet Propulsion Supplied by Baking 

Soda from Kitchen 
Through jet propulsion this boat 

speeds swiftly over the water. There 
is NO MOTOR. RUNS on baking soda 
found in any grocery or kitchen. Cheap 
power. Runs for hours for a few cents. 
NO MOVING PARTS. ZIPS ALONG 
FAST UNDER ITS OWN POWER. On 
lakes, ponds or in the bathtub, it never 
fails to produce mety, oe a ee Soe peace 
lastic in gay, brig colors. ery durable. reamline de- 

rtp Overall length is 7 inches, 2% inches wide. Comes A SPREDBOAT WITH, 

Be wien eyeee sone, mites Prolepcit’:),, SOC METION Ut 
BUILD THESE BEAUTIFUL BOAT MODELS 

Mle) 
4 Co tal 

QUEEN MARY trie famoas liner “whi 
set so many trans-Atlantic records. 49 
Complete kit and plans. No. 743. 

Streamline Diesel Yacht sr 
rnistic design—ship Spanish Pirate Ship 

of te tee ee it’s easy fo build! Pirate ship or barquentine. 
Sleek, superb appearance. About 12-| Three masted sailboat. 12-in.|/; 
in. long. Complete kit of parts. Sim-! long. With completely mould-|) 
ilar to illustration but with funnel. |] ed -hull, ready to finish. 
No. 7005. Streamline Diesel Complete kit. 
Yacht. Price Postpald-...... 49c Noo. 7O0A3. Postpaid 49c =~ Y, , BATTLESHIP 

Freighter yuild this sleek, modern 
3-Masted Schooner As seen on Sinat Lakes and bat or the heayy cruiser type. 

This is a model of an 80 foot sea-| noon. Complete kit with| Complete down to the superstructu 2 

sorereta “cr: vient pullding moulded hull, All parts out-| on deck, turret gun mountings, mast 
ent building : : ; ze 

% onfpeiudes detailed | Jined,. ready to cut out with| and wireless. You won't go wrong 
printed . plywood | sharp. knife. building this ship, Full kit’  aQ@ 

N 616, Price Postpaid hae 9 No. 7442. Postpaid. . 49c No. 7003. Price Postpald. . ._ 

oat : " SPECIAL NOTE. When ordering, be sure to give nal 17616, Price POs NG a 
152 9% Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | SP attitte As well, as the stock number. 

See 
Engines 
Listed 
Elsewhere 

ELECTRIC BOAT and MOTOR KIT 
Beoutiful 12 Inch Plastic Boat Powered by @ 

Sensational New Type Electrie Motor 

boat. You can make in one evening, 

Ow FOR BOAT ane be apg to 
ot BOAT! Wh -P.H. Zhe Ze hasn’ ¢ 

thrilled to the fun of owning an 
PARTS FORMOTOR ejectric motor driven model 
SOL launch? Even as a display model, 

the boat is outstanding. But in 
patents piverrins the water, you'll appreciate its 

along. Two standard flashlight cells power the. boat 
and are included, Contents: batter: electric con- 
tacts,” switch parts, all motor parts, universal fly- 
wheel, propeller, rudder, flag, precision die-cut 
plastic boat parts in RED, GREEN and BLACK 
plastic, bearings, screws, nuts, washers, cement, 
battery terminals and fully illustrated assembly 
drawing. $2.50 
No. 6782, Electric Boat & Motor Kit... ¥°°°% © 

Beautiful Plastic Mounting 
for Your Models im 

Put them on Display; 
The fastest selling i 

mounting because it is 
the most beautiful, Makes © 
your model look like a 
oro eb i ruly , fi) me 
stre: ad, y con Ree 
toured) plactie ‘pedestal 4 va NO BUILDING 
sollshed walnut, Designed | RUNS ON LAND OR WATER 
to please most discrimi-% 
nating scale model build. 
er. About 4x4%-in. 
Ready to use, nothing 

No. 7258. MODEL MOUNTING 

a Neen mua ss 
AAA we 

How Does Ship Get in Bottle? 
Beautiful Novelty. Three Different Sizes. 

_You have probably seen some of those intriguing ships in bottle that 
sailors often spend painstaking months building. Now, although stil] 
done largely by hand, we are able to supply them at exceptionally low 
prices. Beautiful decoration for mantel, desk or den. 

Large Ship-In-Bottle 
Complete with display 

stand for setting on desk, 
mantel or dresser. Inside 
large-sized bottle is model 
of clipper ship with imita- 
tion sea and light house, 
The fine craftsmanship and 

_ detail of the ship are uni- 
versally admired. Adds an adventurous ~ ap- 
pearance to your, room or den. $1 
No. 6439, Price Postpald...... 39 

Get this ‘amphibious Mississippi Riyer Boat, 
Fully moulded out of plastic in attractive colors, 
Modeled after real paddle wheel boat. Rolls right along on land or water. Will carry cargo in its deep build. § hold. Wind it up 
Lots of fun. About 6-in. long, 49c 

PEDESTAL. Postpald.. A No. 3395. Paddle Queen River Boat. Price. 

Control Speedboot for Small Bore Engines 
Operates on All Small Bore Gas Engines of 
:020 to .099 Displacement, CO2 Engines or 

Electric Motors 
GET THE THRILL OF YOUR LIFE when you see 

this beauty race along the water. The kit is completely 
pre-fabricated. The hull is carved. Plastic windshield, 
brass propeller, brass flywheel, finished air scoops for 

Sy decoration, CONTROL MODEL. 100% complete kit 
except motor. Gas tank material, bolts, screws, nuts, washers and bridle 
clips, shaft and housing, rubber universal, die cut plywood firewall, 
decals, flag and instructions. Uses any of the electric engines, the CO2 

engine or any “‘infant’’ engine. About 14-in, long, by 4-in. beam. A classy 

No. 6786, Prefabricated Speedboat. Price Postpald........... $3.98 

JET POWERED HYDROPLANE 
Fast action, fun and perfect realism. A beautiful 

exhibition model or a thrilling jet propelled racer 
using standard CO2 jet unit for power. Most com- 

D plete kit, Easy to build with real thrills in opera- i wonderful value. Contains regular, | tion, Shoots forward with mighty jet action, 65c easily-assembled electric motor which powers it| wo 7674. Aqua-vJet Kit. Price Postpald. . 
No. 6769, CO2 Jet Units. 12¢ 
10 for $1.00. Each Postpald........++.. 

and let it run. Nothing to build. 

Bottle 
Here is a fascinating decora- 

tion for any den or mantel An 
adroit piece of craftsmanship. Al- 
though seemingly impossible, the 
entire ship has been carefully 
built by fitting the pieces through 
the mouth of the bottle and 
constructing it while inside the 
bottle. The skill and patience re- 
aired pp em a oa of this 
nature is readily apparent. 
No. 6179. Medium Size... 59c 
No, 6182, “Smallest Ship In 
Bottle.” Only 2%-In. 39c 
long. Each, Postpald. ... 

Johnson Smith & Co. %* 153 



a 
F Famous Diving 

— 

NAVIGATES DIVES! 
RUNS ON SURFACE RISES! 

Runs on Top of Water, Under Water, Dives and Rises! i 
' Woll, it’s here, boys! An amazing Diving U-Boat Submarine. It would seem to do pretty near a ‘ 
real ‘sub’? would do—it DIVES like a real submarine—it RISES automatically and with ease—it NAVIe" 
GATES partly submerged or on the surface. It is by far the outstanding toy of the year that every boy 
be. eager to possess, It has everything ealism, splendid appearance, quality craftsmanship and above all 
IT REALLY WORKS, Won't you get a thrill as you watch it speed along the surface, then drop its nose 
in a grdceful dive, only to rise and ‘‘break through’’ the surface, just like any big underwater craft. Angle 
and depth of (live and rise for a deep or shallow dive, as well as surface sailing, can be adjusted by the” 
slant of the moyable fin in the forward part of the Submarine, Runs on its own _easy-to-wind powerful 
clock-work motor with 3-blade propeller. Trim lines, Smartly polished blue finish with spotless white top” 
deck. Has miniature brass revolving gun, adjustable diving fins, adjustable rudder, balast chamber, and of 
course, there’s the removable American flag made of metal in natural colors. It comes complete in a decorated 
box, with key and full instructions, Apart from the fun and enjoyment it will afford him, it will give him 
an insight into some of the fundamental principles of the under water sea terror that causes such havoc to 
its victims, It is the first toy of its kind made in America——a quality product in every respect, from rudder 
to conning tower, Measures 13-inches in length and weighs slightly over one pound. $1.95 
No, 3385, AMERICAN MADE DIVING SUBMARINE. Price Postpaid Only..... ais 

Wolverine MOTOR DRIVEN LUXURY LINER - 
Big, 15-In. Long—All Metal Construction — 

Here’s the ready-bullt model of a big ocean 
IIner you want—a real beauty! Made of brilliant- 
ly_lithographed heavy gauge metal in full bright 
colors. Trim and ready for the water, Runs a long” 
distance with a single winding of Its powerful me- — 
chanical motor. Trim, modern design. 3-blade™ 
driving propellor, adjustable rudder, 15-inches 7 
long. Qutdoors or indoors, sails equally well. In- 
dividually boxed. 
No. 6778. LUXURY LINER. Postpaid 

Electric Motor Driven 
‘QUEEN ELIZABETH’, 
The “Queen of the Seas” in Kit 
Form, Easy to Build, and Complete Complete 

With Electric Motor $4.98 
You'll have fun building this majestic boat from this complete kit. Parts are semi-finished so that 

assembling them is easy. You will admire the great detail, and some are so proud of its looks they put it 
on display! But you'll find it a wonderful performer in the water, too. Measures 24-inches long, 
It runs for 5 hours on 2 flashlight batteries, which can be replaced when desired. Powerful electric 
motor, ready to insert, is included in kit, with metal propeller, shaft and housing. | By using thin wires, 
and simple on-off switch you can operate boat by remote control—motor is reversible! Join the fun by 
building this boat. $4.98 

No. 6788. QUEEN ELIZABETH BOAT. Complete Kit, Postpaid Orlly.......++. 

YOU Control and Sail This 
Boat With The MAGIC PILOT 

REMOTE CONTROL MODEL SAILBOAT Pick eee 
t your skill in sailing in any small pond or lake? Want to get e thrill o 

ar itaa yeas boat sail "way out, turn around and come back? You'll have lots of fun 
(and lots of friends) when you get this sailboat going. 

Sails Out! Turns Around! Sails Back! You Control It From Shore! 
Yes, you really sail this boat right from shore. You make it “Come, About”, sail 

fast or slow, ‘‘heel’’ over, “run before the wind”’, sail “close hauled’, ‘‘on a reach 
or any of the other things a real sailboat will do. ‘Tack’ and make it come right 
back to dock or pier. There is no easier way of learning to sail, and still it is 
lots of fun—-and easy to do. 

Demonstrated At Sports and Hobby Shows 
This famous Wentworth Patented Miniature Sailing Boat with Magi¢e Pilot 

15-In. 

is in a class by itself. Here are some of the outstanding features: Comes in kIt form, i 
ready to build In one evening, 15-inch long racing sloop, extremely light semi-finished % 
hull, Spanish cedar deck, vinylite sails, heavy weighted keel, Kit Is complete Including all = 53 a 
——————-=_ rigging and Magic Pilot. Comes packed tn attractive box, $1 98 
154% | No, 6784. REMOTE CONTROL SAILBOAT KIT. Postpald..... eee edseleccec sect Oem 

LIQUID PLASTIC SET 
a) 

The Kelon Liquid Plastic Kit is more than a toy, 
It is a safe, practical and educational kit with which 
can easily be made hundreds of beautiful articles, 

Flowers, Specimens, Articles Can Be 
Embedded In Solid Blocks of 

Transparent Plastic 
Imagine seeing a REAL FLOWER or a REAL 

INSECT or SMALL ANIMAL jpermanently preserved 
in amazingly natural appearance inside a solid block 
of crystal clear transparent plastic! You can make 
costume jewelry, do experiments in light and science, 
preserve flowers, stamps, specimens, etc., ete. Your 
imagination will be about the only limit to the variety 
of things you can do, 

Learn About Plastics This Practical Way 
Liquid plastic is safe and easy to use, Just five 

simple steps. Pour the liquid Kelon into measuring 
beaker—add a few drops of catalyst—stir—pour into 
mould and allow to jell—harden or cure slightly. 
vee col) a ane ok shape permanently and looks ee - e@ crys clear glass, complete, il set containing all liquids, measuring glass, droppers, instructions, etc, i eT “$3.95 

e, RSS, SEMIOH ALOR cna (erg) Pein reveeeeecc on No, 6854, JUNIOR KELON SET (Not Illustrated). Only.......s..ces-e. SS su rite coves BZD 
s 

This Set Makes It Easy to Carve, 
Sculpture, Cut Wood, Soap, 

Linoleum, Etc. 
—Wood Carvings Made 

Easy ‘ 

j-Make Linoleum 

Printing Blocks 
—Sculpturing, Leather Designing, Etc. 

A useful set of carving and cutting tools that make those tricky designs easy to do. Almost any@®type of design work on LEATHER, WOOD, SOAP, LIN- & Cr eUM, ETc., ETC., can be done. Linoleum blocks can be done readily so that you can make a printing block for your stationery, monogram initial print- ing, unusual greeting card designs, announcements, etc. Decorations and letter- “od on leather quickly done. Figure carving. Set includes comfortable new-style andle ase holder with 5 cutters including liner, V-shaped gouge, U-shaped gouge, large gouge and cutting knife. Blades fit into handle. With directions, 

Leute SM 75¢ 

Amazing Dek-All Set Decorates 
China, Glass, Metal 

Beautiful Designs on Hard Surfaces That Are 
Durable, Washable and Scratch Proof 

DEK-ALL is a thermosetting color which forms Permanent bond with surface. It has unlimited possibill- ties in decorating CHINA, POTTERY, LAMPS, WIN- DOWS, TRAYS, MIRRORS, BOTTLES, PLASTIC, METAL OBJECTS, otc., etc. Equally effective for transparent or opaque objects. Design and beautify your own pottery and china, Sal- vage old bottles and glassware and make them into objects of 
i art easily and quickly. PROFITABLE HOBBY. Make money : from discarded objects by decorating them. Bottles and jars you would throw 

away made beautiful. Monogram and personalize objects. Similar high finish of chinese enamel or glazed pottery. Not affected by handling, water, alcohol or cleansing agents. Made by American Crayon Company, makers of world famous art supplies, Used in art classes the world over. Set includes jars of red, yellow, blue, white, black transparent mix, brush, designs and decorations for any type of decoration. All packed in beautiful display 
pe $2.25 No. 6698. DEK-ALL DECORATING SET. Price ($2.00 plus 25c Postage). SEND....... a. 
SPECIAL NOTE. When ordering, be sure to give name: Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit Mich * 155 

oF iv . of article as well as the stock number. 

Popular Speedball brand. 
No. 4929. CARVING & CUTTING SET. Price Postpaid Onl¥ics ss 

i) — 



Le ARMY CAMP 
Learn Military Strategy! 

55 Piece Set Including Fort, Men, Equipment 
Complete 55-piece set of durable, extra heavy fiber- board, 24 soldiers, 6 mortar men, 3 radio men, 1 mo- : toreycle, 4 trail gun, 2 stationary guns, 2 gas tanks, 2 oil drums, 7 shields, 3 trench spades, 3 rolls of wire—all the things you need to have your own army battles. Grey Fort, size 19x11x10 %-inches has 2 ramps to upper story and several obserya- tion towers. 24 officers and men are of heavy fiberboard scaled 3% - in. tall and stand upright on patented bases, printed in full color on both sides. Each soldier has rank insignia. Fort scaled to play with = metal or plastic soldiers. Contents of set subject to revision from time to tlme as new set appears, In colorful gift box. 

Have Fun Working Out Your Own Battle Formations By getting one or two of these sets you can work out various battle formations and have model fights. You can use with most other metal or plastic model soldiers and equipment. Pen Pind nye eos cs, Cahieeen) los Lh 

Farm Animal 4 
Set q 

—~Pigs Are Magnetic! 

—Cow Gives Milk! 

—Hen Lays Eggs! ig 

4 Here's a set of fully moulded 
féfarm animals that ‘work’? almos 

ike the real animals. ‘“Drink- 
ng" and ‘milking’ cow, hens 
that lay eggs, sheep, magnetic 
pig and two suckling pigs with 
magnetic nose tips so that it looks 
like mother hog feeding her young 
tc. Note; animals only; barn & ~ 

_ farmyard NOT included, ; 
No, 6710, Animal ont, Pa 

Price Postpald Only....... 

Pain mah 

Keystone Auto 
Service Station 

Everything Really Works! 
“gas” from transluscent gas 

ole nits hose valve and overhead light, 
place car on lifting Rane Ate ton pen 

ift car hood and é ° 
eae , iS Ve he parking meter aud 

watch meter needle operate, lift door, Dar 

ear in garage, etc. Made of. Masanite An 

tekwood. Gas station building is 8x5 a 

in. All set up, “complete as illustrated. 
a2.00 

Lo anche CEYSTONE AUTO SERVICE STATION. Postpald.so...esssaendeet see esees 

—_—_— = 

Die Cast Hand Finished Figures 
wee Soldier Set 
ee or SAN Fight Battles With This Realistic Set 

i ‘ N My 

Complete Farm Set | 
With 20 Plastic Animals 

30-plece model farm set with barn and fence, Fénce has movable gate, barn and barnyard is about 17x10 4x8 inches in bright red, brown, black and green. Inside of barn has 6 stalls with feed boxes, scaled to size of animals. Ac- cessories include pitchfork, 2 sacks each of 

Garage & Super- 
Service Station 

For Use With Any Small Model Cars 
and Racers / 

1 Includes big Stow room Bae Wangs gasoline Patton ut ae gas can, mill can, 20 oA ie a mt of about 10 pumps, repair, wash and grease departments, ramp ’ y formed animals including Duroc 
Cras * Ny \ pieoee Hach fittasy ‘eure is. realisticalty & leading to roof, parking spaces, plus signs and Jersey hogs, Chester White hogs, Poland China Sy MeN ished ‘and ideal for creating your own army. movable equipment. Overall] set-up size is about 20x14x9 % -inches. Strongly made of heavy fiber- board for play with miniature cars of all kinds. Cars not supplied. Contents of set may change from time to time as new sets appear. Complete in color- $1.0 p ful gift box. 

No. 6841, Garage and Service Station Set. 80c 

hogs, Shropshire Sheep, Texas Cattle Pony, Black Angus beef cattle, Red Polled beef cattle and Jersey milk cow; all authentlc blue ribbon winners, Educational. Attractive gift box. Con- tents subject to minor changes. 1 39 No. 6840. Barn & Animat-Set...., P#* 

stration will give you an idea of how they 
lok Wech Thounted on base and stands about) 
2%-in, high. Die cast, hand finished. 
No, 3931, Soldier Set, 
Price Postpaid, ONly..sersereeengee 

IG : Amazingly 
Me | Realistic 

\ 

ES 
a 

AS 

Amazing Realism, Vividly Colored . LDN i 

You'll let out a hoot and a holler when you \ my Nee NS gS = 9 

Town 
ake de ” ’re just crawl- 7 \ see these realistic ‘‘red men’, They’re just ¢ S$ aN 

ing with action and they'll give plenty of life to 9 Xi 

3 p\ S 

your model layouts or Indian games. About 2%- 

Colorful, 

igh. 9 leoes 1.00 } Wo. 5998. thalen Set, Postpald..... S$ ‘ N 

Sturdy, 
Easy-Built 

Get Several Sets for Large Display 

y fh 

73 GF 
4 _ BES 

Good & Bad Men. of the West in Action! i 
Well, partner, we've saved the best set till I 

—the vee cowboys of the West. Each figui 
is fully moulded in some action pose. They're 
finished with great care and detail to be excellent 

Church, School, Drug Store, Rallroad Station, Fire Station and Six Houses This 11-piece Miniature Village set is realistically 

Nis 
printed in beautiful colors on hea: fiberboard stock. 

eres een Pianee ate a YB pe ont ace gaunt eo ie sore ppere a € aitterent houses, the smallest of 

nisi . ast -in. lon; -in. h an ie -in, vin. ' -in, * 

miniatures of the real life cawhoys, Die-cai Consists of several public and business builiage Mncludingy a Ghurcly ‘Sarpon Mug Biore, Raltway Sistion en 
« About 2%-in, high, 9 pieces, 1.00 Fire Station. All items ready to set up. In jumbo 4-color gift box $1 

No. 3933. Cowboy Set. Price Postpaid q _ No. 7058A, MINIATURE VILLAGE MODEL SET. Price Postpaid. ie 39 Stine CATALOG 40 Vour FRIENDS. They 
156 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. appreciate it and so will we. Thank you, 

‘ii DELUXE HARD BOUND LIBRARY GOING SS [Johnson SMI 8 Cl Dono a 4 caiatog will oe were abe nt) ND TTIONY of thin Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, wk 167 



ee 

Decorate Your Belt, Billfold, Jacket, 
Shirt, Dress, Etc., With Studs and 

Sparkling Stones 
Glittering Metal Studs and Sparkling Stones 

ke your own decorated designs and fashion effects on 
aiets poets: leather billfolds, Belt, eee oa ares oa oe 

set. sign can be put on, since the studs 
on with erat col that is as easy to use as regular geben Ror fio en Be ean est eto 

i 1, no matter how large or small. You can f » des 4 
ee tes tan, ro distinctive and these studs glisten and sparkle with real brilliance, Can be 

i serted without tool, though not quite as easily. Studs about 3 /16-inch. $1 

} e, 
No, 8931, RIVETING TOOL WITH 50 ROUND STUDS IN COLOR OF YELLOW GOLD. 

i No, 8892. GGLD COLOR ROUND stubs.” Backags of 7, Postpaid. 
No. 8833, GOLD. Moor SQUARE DIAMON D-SHAPE. stubs, ‘Package of 78, ‘Postpald. See eee Rina" canteaihs Kua etslon Beto 'oeim ot 
Ne. $938, CONGHAS. 1 Vs Ty otld white nlokel mith Tit, leather tala: ow on Inches; eta Wl. 27, 

Static Electricity 
Keeps Planes Dramatic 

Remote Control 

The Mystoplane is perhaps the most mys 
tifying toy of the age. It is a remote coi 
trol airplane that actually: flies at the wave 
of the magic wand! In the same manner 
can be made to float through the air, go to 
the right or left as desired, in fact 
ou can keep the plane under control 

indefinitely hy means of the magic wand, How abo 
Looping-the-loop? Just wave the wand properly and 
presto! The plane goes through a perfect loop, 
wave of the magic wand and the plane sails on 
even keel, does a nose dive, or even a_ three-po! 
landing! In fact it can be made to do hundreds, 
aerial stunts, It amuses young and old by the myst 
ing manner in which it floats through the air mere! 
at a wave of the wand. There are no springs, no 

{ motor, no mechanism—no connections of any sort, 
- What does It? Ah! That’s the secret, but you'll soom 

learn all about it after reading the instructions, Afte 
a little practice you soon learn to guide the plane a 
make it do all manner of stunts. The complete ou 
includes the magic wand, 18 planes and full di 

t \\ Kons tions, all packed in a handsome box. $1. 
No. 7591. MYSTOPLANE. Price Postpald 

| Raoe acer mar = ae a en nt ae ne oe ee a ae a te en etter oe 

158 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 

Cast Hundreds of Objects from Each Mould! 

Make Moulds 
Flexible, Quick Drying Liquid Rubber Makes Moulds of Almost 

Any Object! . Now you can make moulds of any object quickly with LIQUID Practical 
RUBBER. After you have made the mould, you can casts objects out As Well As of cheap plaster, wax, etc. You can make hundreds of casts from each Hobby & 

in { 
mould. Give your finished castings metallic finish, retouch them i colors, ete. 

Money No Limit to the Variety of Objects You Can Do Making ‘ Make mould of your hand, bookends, ash trays, lamp bases, pretty Uses girl statues, animal figures, etc., etc. Cast out duplicates and sell se them at a large profit. Costs but a few cents, sells at a great profit. All you do is paint object with LIQUID RUBBER. Let rubber dry, then peel the mould off, Ordinary plaster compound is used for casting, This costs but a few cents for hun- dreds of castings. Finish casting with colors, etce., if desired and they’r& ready to sell, Fun as a hobby; profitable, too, % pint $1 5 No. 3321. LIQUID RUBBER FOR MOULDs, Price Postpald. 

Projects in Plastics e 
Techniques of using both 

thermoplastic and thermosetting 
plastics, methods for dyeing ar- 
ticles. Also includes patterns 
for letter cutter, salt shaker, 
knitting bag handle, and other ee usetul novelties, ee ug Those who plan to work with 4 PT.) plastics will get a lot of helpful information from this booklet. Tells you how you can buy strips and rods of plastic materials and bend, shape and form them easily into different articles. How to cement them, buff, saw, trim, polish, turn on lathe, etc, You will be surprised how quickly and easily you can make jewelry, smoking novelties, ornaments useful articles, etc., quickly, easily, professionally. Sell for profit, Plexiglass and lucite articles are very popular, Learn to etch, engrave, etc, Handy booklet 70 Iustrations, Print by Popular Mechanles, 25c No. 1434. Projects In Plastics, Postpald. . . 5c 

ps Repair and 
Upholster 
Furniture 
At Home 

Popular Mechanics agazine has issued this booklet telling details on upholster- Ing old Ilving-room sets; pointers on mod- ernizing beds and fur- niture; instructions on repalr of all types of \ Wooden furniture. All done _ easily, quickly for little Money by you at home. Tlus- trated with drawings 
a ane ~ & photographs, No. 1438, Furniture Repair Booklet, Price 25c ——— top alr Bo Seen *, 

Hot Iron Initial & 
Mono, Transfers ( ‘ oh doing any 
Work. 617° hot ‘iron Honogram and Ini. 
Hane ncafers. red ne 

5 I fl p- cloth ‘with hee fie |S ey 
c 

Textile Painting Set 
Put Smart, Washable 

Designs on Your Shirts, 
Clothes, Any Cloth! 
IT’S FUN; IT’S EASY! Any- 

one can do it and produce good 
¥¥ results! Decorate your shirts & 

clothes with catchy sport de- 
Signs and witty sayings; turn 
out lovely hand-painted ghirts & 
ties; do fancy drapes linen, 
covers, FINISHED WORK IS 
WASHABLE, COLOR \ FAST. 
Gay, wonderful results ‘easily! 
Set includes 6 jars alphacolor 
dry tempera, bottle of alpha- 
color textile liquid, stencil knife, 
colorful folder of ideas and de- 
signs, complete instructions, 
Teady-cut stencils and _ stencil 

\ (paper. Attractive gift box, 

ee 

78: 

ae No 6790 

How to Make Novelty Jewelry From Metal, Plastics, Wood, Nutshells, Etc. 
No Special Tools Needed—No Special Materials to Buy— 

Start At Once, At Home 
Mi you got around the house—some wood, nutshells, a piece of Plastic, a sheet of copper or aluminum? Old toothbrush handles, bullet shells’ ete,, all can be converted into attractive jewelry. You will want to read this interesting booklet which was prepared by Popular Mechanics Magazine ex- Plaining how you can make novelties and novelty jewelry from inexpensive or waste material around the house, Well illustrated. 25¢ ae easyer | 159 

What have 

No. 1768. HOW TO MAKE NOVELTY JEWELRY.... 

No. 6699, Textil 
=! Paint set. Postpaid. 33-50 . 

From Liquid Rubber 



Make Sweaters, Afghans, Rugs, 
Purses, Coats, Ties, Shawls, 
Toys, Bedspreads, Etc., Ete. 

It’s fun to weave! And easy, t 
Now, you can make rugs, toys, sweat 
ers, wraps, scarfs, pillows, pot hol 
ers, Afghans and hundreds of oth 
woven articles from your own E 
CLUSIVE designs. Just think, a fey 
minutes of your day, each day, @ 
your home is enriched by lovely 
dian, Persian, or YOUR OWN denig 
and patterns. | 

sie 
SRAM 

FASCINATING* LEARN 
HOW IN FEW MINUTES 
MAKE MANY THINGS 

y 

<> 4 

cd Se oe The loom weaves squares and rectangles wh icl 

Ne ep may be sewn together to create bedspreads, bab 

“ blankets, Iuncheon sets, etc. You save in mal 

et ways with this loom. Not only do you avoid 

Wi high retail prices you would have to pay for 

por GL] ticles as fine as those you will weave, but 

HOLDERS save material. Actual tests have shown that 

cost of material for articles woven on the Weaving Loom is one-third to on 

half LESS than kniting or crocheting. It is surprising how much faster yo 

can weave with tnis loom than by other methods, 

Adjustable to Ten 
Different Squares: 
This adjustable Loom was 

signed to simplify knitting 
that you can create designs 
carry out patterns in a simp! 
more effective manner. Woolel 
purses, bags, sweater designs, en 
blems, coats, rugs, afghans, ties, 
shawls, doll’s clothes, baby blan 
kets, etc., etc., can be made 
a short time from the loo! 
yet you can embody variol 
designs or lettering that 
care to right in with it, 
easily. The loom is 
efficient and so effective that it 
is fun to use. Complete outfit 
includes the metal loom whic 

can be adjusted to about 100 different sizes, four differently colored yarns, special needle, and complet 

{nstructions. An outfit of this kind not only makes it possible to make unique and exclusive articles 

for rsonal use, but also individualized gifts, which doubtless will be prized by the recipients moré 

highly, than any you might purchase in a store. The real value of this outfit will be apparent only after 

it has been used and the articles examined. Then you'll say: “I’ve found an easier way to weave! 69 . 

No. 2418. ADJUSTABLE WEAVING LOOM. Price Postpald.....seesrsererrsereseserers 

First Lessons in Weavin 

Quality Wool Yarn 
_ An amaze 

plete book 
Yarn of good texture and weaving 

adequate tensile strength is starting woe 
necessary to get life and wear le processes) 
out of articles made on looms, hi 
Buy good yarn and your 
chances of being dissatisfied 
are practically nil 

ow thi 
tern 

We sell quality yarn in brilli- 
ant, vivid colors. After you have 
planned your article, figure out 
how much yarn you need and 
order all the wool at one time. 

An Easier Way 
To Weave 

Frew Lessons in Weaving 

stretching 
warp, putting 
in ne 
threads or 
piercing, con: 
tinuing mie er L A . ity pattern, weaving a braid-weave rug, 

Original Weaving This insures uniformity of pookmark. planning designs, plece 
Sora WoEidy woven mn an ing rags, making tassels, the 

Patterns and Ideas oom. our choice of the fol- die, making different styles of! 
weaving practical articles, 
read a_ pattern, Shope ‘i 

tea set, rug, smock, ag. 
ete., etc. Plus names d 

addresses of places to get weaving 
materials, books & information. 25 ~ 
No. 1687. Price Postpaid... . 7 

ee 
Gate 

lowing colors: 

WHITE 
BLACK 

A fine book for the beginner 
and expert alike, Contains direc- 
tions on making lace, ruff, sweat- 
er, double box, criss cross, coat, 
garden path weaves; novelty and 
design weaving; tells how to make 
several different and new Afghans, 
including Homestead, Floral, In- 
dian and Toy Soldier, Crammed 
with wonderful ideas, fully ex- 
plained and detalled, 25¢c 
No. 1686. Price Postpaid a eee eee eee e eceton 
160 % Johnson Smith & Co. 

How to Knit, 
Crochet & Tat 

Star Gift Instruc- 
tion Book tells how 
to mae attractive & 
practical garments & 
fancy decorations, 
No. 1057. 15¢ 
POStPAID seresreeee 

State color you desire. When 
ordering several colors. specify 
how much of each color. 15c 
No. 2426. Per Ball 

Silver Color Embroidery Thread 
Many people will get a real thril) from having \\ 

their favorite shirts, handkerchiefs, sweaters, etc. 
embroidered in attractive gold or silver colored 
thread. The lustrous, metallic looking colors not 
only personalize and individualize your favorite 

articles, but they add a distinctiveness to 
them that people admire. 

Embroider Initials, Monograms 
and Designs in Silk-Like Silver or 

Color—Washable, Color-Fast Thread Used by 
Emblem Another ‘use for this thread is for embroidering felt 
& Pennant novelties such as sweater emblems, pennants, ete. 
Manufacturers You can make your own emblems by embroidering 
in script or block lettering on ordinary felt backgrounds, 10 
No. 2406. Gold Embroidery Thread..--........++- oe c 
No. 2407. Sliver Color Embroidery Thread... .-ecccree Bia'e sa dines 10c 

Metalic Covered Gold and Silver Thread 
For stunning embroidery, gift wrapping, ete. 

No. 2401. Metallic Gold Color Cord. 18-ft....ceeeeeeceseces 
No. 2402. Metallic Silver Color Cord. 18-f%.......- Diesel a’ g-arbiavers ate 150 

No. 7562, DOUBLE HEART EMBLEM. 
BLANK 2-HEART EMBLEM Yeu sew names on with Gold Threaq 

G4 

Rug and Braiding 

Set Complete 

Only 25c 
3 Metal Folders, 
Lacer, Instructions 
and Wool Card 

These metal “folders” (see illustration above) 
make it easy for you to use any old cloth or material 
in the braiding of rugs, purses, pads, novelties of all 
kinds as illustrated. They ‘“‘fold’’ cloth into heavy 
rope to form braided article. Usa up any old scrap 
material, clothes, ete, Three ‘‘folders’’ for different 
weight material. Economical way to make interest- 
nig things at home, Everything you need except the 
material. 
No. 2382. Rug and Braiding Set. Postpald. 25¢ 

As Illustrated Without Names, 
(above). 31x6-in. Each... 

Miniature Fully-Formed Plastic 

MILITARY FIGURES 
Planes—Tanks—Ships—Soldiers—Guns 
, Line up your 2 & 

fighting forces— , “ 
the army, the 3) 
navy ens air ¢ ne 
corps. ghter a ALI 
planes, 2-motor* om + eg 
bombers, anti - 
aircraft guns, \ e 
tanks, soldiers, 
submarines, bate 
tleships, eto, 
Each is a fully formed miniature ij i plastic figur 
with mount that holds it upright. Superbly 
made and finished of colorful plastic, Plan and 
conduct your own battles! Fine for mode} lay- 
oe eats ch ate size, About 22 fig- 

8 ach assortment. Order several 3 for 950, 
No. 3936. Military Figure Assortment. 
Each Set 

Makes 
Beautiful It’s 

Rugs From 
Old Cloth, set 

Rags or Yarn Yaa 
With the aid of the Hollywood Ru ] = Loom you can make rugs fro 

ras ee woolens, hosiery or cloth of almost any kind. Or, eat Cats big oF Ree ee very hard about operating the loom and aft- 
rt a ime you can produce beautiful and original 

various color combination and design! You can make bath mat hi ager make square, rectangular, oval, round, etc. rugs. You can la a anal aloe aotie Onin atic ea ae pictures, monograms and patterns into the rug. i Each loom ppd a with. directions tee ie’ aia 
i € ; E ti ith 

nothing difficult about operating the loom. You will find it a pleaiant cna eehisiia wee eo nieae spare time. 

HOLLYWOOD RUG LOOM. LARGE SIZE. Price Postpald......... $1.49 | & 161 No. 2383. 



———— 

_ that you'll adore, 

SHELL-ART 
HOBBY KIT 

Make Beautiful Shell Rings, 
Brooches, Jewelry 

What a glorious opportunity for you to 
make jovely Jewelry novelties for very Ilt- 
le money! Sensational novelties that people 

once then come back to buy again 
and again! Make such fascinating jewel- 
Ty novelties that your friends admire and 

All the parts necessary 
to make rings, brooches, ear rings, novelty 
pins, charms and many, many other ar- 
ticles. Each set contains complete pat- | 
terns and instructions for making many 
decorative novelties, supply of a wide 
yariety of lustrous, radiant shells, mount- 
ings for brooches, ear rings, ete., trans- 
parent plastic materia] for special effects, 
special plastic cement, etc. All packed in 

No. 6804, ‘Bhelleratt Hobby Kit 0. . Shellcraft Hobby . 
Price Postpald......... Sete $1.89 

MCT 
O and MARIONETTES 

ol FAN) 

Ay 

Bead Jewelry and Marionettes. 
Novel, animated marionettes and other Jewelt) 

can be made with this unique set, All sorts @ 
animals, figures as well as charm jewelry, necklace 
bracelets, cord pulls, etc, After making the curi 
miniature dolls and animals, fun is added 
painting in faces and head, then using the com 
pleted forms as marionettes. Outfit consists of | 
variety of colorful, round, ova] and cube wi 
beads as well as an assortment of wood ‘‘jiggers 
of unusual shapes and colors, lLineneraft cord. 
special needle, a necklace clasp and full color 
struction sheets showing articles that can be 
duced are included, Complete diagrams make t 
easy to make. Handsme 4-color display box. 
No. 6914, BEAD JEWELRY and $1.98 
MARIONETTES. Postpald........... by 

Plastic Coral Jewelry Kit 
Coral Colored, Snowflake Patterned 
OUT OF THIS WORLD! Into a fascinating, dreai 

world of make-believe this jewelry takes you. It is oh 
beautifull Set consists of thousands of different shi 
and colors of coral-like snowflake beads, 
beads, thread and all other materials necessary for ei 
pleting the latest fashionable jewelry items. Simple illu 
trated step-by-step instructions enable you to make sma 
colorful, multiple-strand necklaces and braceleta in show 
and braided effects. In 4-color box. } 

No. 6923. SNOWFLAKE JEWELRY SET. $1. } 
Price Postpald...,.-..eeseeeceeenenseee 

: 
\. ti 

162 x Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | ithe of ee eae Romar co youl ramlee 

JEWEL CRAFT OUTFIT 
MAKE PIECES OF SPARKLING JEWELRY 
These synthetic jewels and stones make some of 

the most beautiful pieces of jewelry you've ever 
seen! Necklaces, bracelets, ornaments and many 
other novelties are made with brililant facetted 
Jewels that can be worn with almost any type of 
garment. ‘This outfit consists of a wide variety of 
Jewels, seed beads, agates, needles, clasps, thread 
and complete simplified Instructions and designs. 
Beautifully arranged in an attractive 4-color box. 
No, 6914A, JEWEL GRAFT SET. $1 98 
Price Postpald... * ener 

either of these taxes, add amount to your remittar 
4 

FOR MAKING BEADED 

FOBS  BEITS 
- BAGS - 

RINGS © HAT BANDS 

Indian 8 gle BEADCRAFT SET 

EASY 10 DO — vii esi ful Bead Designs 1G aw Shee 
Have fun making popular articles with these Indlan Style 

Bead Looms. Almost any style of jewelry and small articles ULES CABS a 

BanckietS Gage har eanos oerts Winn nawes . ES and 
BEADED MGCCASING, etc., etc., can be made.You can make a motooan cntienn a 
beads to sew on your jacket. The beads are small, slightly larger than a pin head, 

? made in beautiful lustrous, brilliant colors. There are endless colorful designs that can 
be made, Easy to make bead novelties. Loom does the work for you. Just follow patterns 
4 Santas BO ae eee ous ra: ie eat to size of finished product, Width of 
oom determines wi of each section, but nm can be d ards, 

m If wider pattern desired, sew two or more sections together, fy Sean oe 

COMPLETE BEAD LOOM SET 
Includes Bead Loom. 7 bunches of seed beads. 1 threa two beading needles, bees wax, Indian kit of ring wire, rele. cae ri design book in several colors giving exact size and {oar of various 

articles, Each in 5 color box. Beadwork is easy with this Bead Loom 
Outfit. Its new outstanding features make beadwork an irre: 
Be ro young or old. One of the most practical and *aneable  beed has 

No. 2417. BEAD LOOM SET. Price Postpaid..... aisvauniate $2.50 

Linen Thread 
Fine quality thread that — 
ds tight, Does not 

For bead 
hol: 
break easily. 
loom sets. 
No, 2454. Per Spool 
of 100 Yards. Price........ 

Bead Wire 
Thin silver colored’ wire for 

bead sets. Suited for many 
small articles where design 
must be held more rigid in 
shape, such as ring. 15 yard 
length. fe 12 
No. 2457. Price Postpaid L2C 
Apache Beadwork 

samy. Full instruc- 
tions and de- 

ooh cuality Beads 800 Pieces 20c 
faces are brilliantly colored, hard. finim) A 
good supply of beads of various colors is 
recommended so there will be no delay in 
completing your articles and to insure vivid 
variety of color in your designs. Colors: 

Mammoth 800 Piece 
Bead Craft Assortment 

APACHE BEADWORK |/lI sins. 40 pages, White Orange 
| profusely illus- Black Brown Only 20c! 
} trated. Tells and Pearl Green M « 
shows you how Blue Red bee cols = 
to make belts, Yellow Silver Lined Bete gee ‘ 
purses, watch Amber Gold Oe aeons fobs, insignia, BE SURE TO STATE COLOR DESIRED. pathy dhiaptanee hy No. 2422, Per Package of Beads, natventestiaGien 

Any One Color. Price Postpaid............. 1 c designs, etc, 10 Packages $1.25, All one color Or assorted. |etc., Sete, both 
large and small, 
in all colors of the relnbew in 

for making 

chains, wrist 
bags, etc. Over 
RO Ueanons. 

o. . 
Price... 30c 

Indian Beadcraft 
8 page folder in four colors 

showing Indian designs, mono- 
grams, how make — belts, 
fobs, jewelry, ete., with or 
without loom. Photos, sketches, 
etc. 
No. 1640. Price Postpaid 12¢ 

APACHE BEAD 
LOOM 

Here is an excellent set that will 
enable you to make fancier patterns 
and more elaborate designs. Will 
make handsome bags, chains, necklaces, 
purses, bracelets, belts, collars and 
cuffs, dress trimmings, shirtwaist sets, 
slippers, watch case, fob chains, card 
cases, pocketbooks, etc., etc. Every- 
thing is included with the set: large 
sized loom, five jumbo packages of 
beads, set of 3 bead work needles, 
bead thread and a forty-page in- 
struction book containing more than 
75 photographs and designs of popu- 
lar bead work. Book tells how to j : 
bus vane pase An be Centea and £ Cor iigu =: Aad 

is90 emblems, such as Masons, Kn oO! jolumbus, ete. With an ou 
person should be able to make good money by making up different So anaah eee them. come your friends and acquaintances. Additional Beads same as No. 2422 listed above. Working size 3%x7-in, ee BIO OA XSI. No. 2415. Apache Bead Loom Outfit. 
PrloshiPontPaldeuie scat ; $2.95 | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 3x 163 

INSTRUCTIONS aan DESIGNS 

one gala assortment 
Jewels and Clasps all sorts of charms, ornaments, 

You will find these jewels and clasps use- |bracelets, necklaces, fancy lapel 
ful for inserting in your bead designs, as |4nd monogram ornaments, etc. 
center ornaments, etc. Get a few of each. |Suitable for threading. With 
You'll need them, 1 directions for making novelties 

No: 2448, © Miccritancous Jewsle. Package ASE [end colores cerita aig BOC jo. . Bracelet Clasp. J +. Bac ‘ostpa' pis Pestrald: (each ¥e 3 Mammoth Sets, 50c 



Gilbert Atomic Energy La 
Performs More Than 150 Exciting Nuclear Physics Experiments 

Includes Geiger-Mueller Counter, Wilson 
Cloud Chamber, Electroscope, Spinthariscope, i 
Neutron & Protron Spheres for making Nuclear 
Models, Alpha, Beta and Gamma _ Radiation 
Sources, Uranium Bearing Ores, Etc. Also Ins 
cluded with Lab are ‘'Prospecting for Uranium, 
“Splitting the Atom,’ ‘Gilbert Atomic Energy 

‘Instruction Booklet,"* and ‘‘Chart of Nuclear 
*Properties,’’ Size of Set is 25x16%/2x5-Inches, 
Weight abut 12 pounds, 

One of the most sensational products ever to 
come from Gilbert Hal) of Science. Set includes 
precise and scientific, instructions developed by 
Gilbert engineers with leading nuclear physicists, 
Complete laboratory so you can explore mysterious 
universe of atom—-with safety. Each instrument 
actually performs same feats as professional In- 
struments costing up to hundreds of dollars, The 
Geiger-Mueller Counter enables you to prospect for 
radio-active ores-—maybe win a government bonus 
of $10,000.00! LIFE Magazine devoted » page 
to this fascinating set. j 

Geiger-Muveller Counter—Also Sold 

Separately 
Gounter clicks rapidly when radioactive sub- 

stance is near, Used in prospecting for valuable 
ore deposits for which government pays $10,000 
bonus, In addition to earphones for detection of 
radiation, Counter has neon light tmdicator which 

shows proximity of 
te or re Ta- 

dioactive ores. Includes 
counter, case, earphone and battery—complete and ready for use. Included 
set, or prospectors can buy separately, 

Gilbert Spinthariscope 
Watch atomic disintegration of radioactive material—right before your eyes. 

Alpha particles moving at 10,000-miles-per-second produce flashes on flourescent) 
screen, Powerful lens in eyepiece enables you to watch extraordinary sight! 

Wilson Cloud Chamber 
Enables you actually to SEE paths taken by electrons and alph 

particles which travel at nearly the speed of light. Action is fantasti¢) 
and awe-inspiring. Electrons moving at terrific velocities result in delicate, 
intricate patterns—beautiful to watch. Closest approach to seeing atoms, 
See sights impossible through microscope! Assembly kit includes dri 
electric power pack, de-ionizer, compression bulb, viewing chamber, stand) 
with detachable legs, plus tubing and wire. 

Nuclear Spheres—Gilbert Electroscope 
Make your own nuclear models. Aids you to understand arrangement of 

protons and neutrons which make up atom, Illustrated instructions, 
Gilbert Electroscope does same job expensive electroscopes costing $100 
and more. Measure radioactivity of ores, etc. Highly accurate. 

No, 6978. GILBERT ATOMIC ENERGY 
LABORATORY. (Including Geiger Counter.) Price........ 

No. 6979. GILBERT GEIGER-MUELLER COUNTER. 
Price Postpaid Only.,, 

A Few Amazing Things You Can 
Do With Set 

@ Rising Sun Starts Bell, Opens Door or 
Window, Turns On or Off Any Lights, 
Radio or Electrical Equipment. 

@ Secret Beam Automatically Opens or 
Shuts Door When Person Approaches. 

@ Garage, Shop or House Burglar or 
Sneak Thief Alarm Set Off by Prowl- 

- 

Te 

@ Take Surprise & Secret Pictures (Day 
or Night) of Animals or People Who 
Set Off Camera Themselves. 

m Automatic Counter Counts People, 
Animals, Cars, Objects That Pass. 

@ Electric Lights Controlled by Darkness 
as Evening Comes. 

mw Accurately Gauges Intensity of Light, 
Reflection Surface, Color Values, Etc, 

w Automatic Door Bell Ringer Signals 
Approach of Visitors Without Touch- 
Ing Bell Button. 

Z| 
AHP m mere t eee eweneees 

@ Control Electric Train, Lights, Radlo, 
Bells or Any Electrical Instrument by 
Wave of Hand! 

gw Wonderful for ae Maglo and Mys- 
al 
E 

terious Illusions, ke Supernatural 
Stunts, Jokes, Etc., Etc. 

m Complete Handbook of Experiments 
for those Interested in Electronics, 
Light and Science. Easy, Fun. 

Geiger Counter 
(The Modern Treasure 

Finder). 

Sold Separately, $18.50 
% 

Electroscope 

Do Many Practical Thingsé Amazing Experiments 
With GILBERT Complete Electric Eye Set 

Opens Doors, Windows; Turns Lights or Elec« 
trical Appliances On or Off; Counts Automat= 

ically; Experiments; Etc., Etc. 

Do Magic Tricks, Supernatural Effects and 
Uncanny Jokes 

.Now you can have the thrill of doing many amazi! 
things with the mysterious Electric Eye set. No doubt you're 
heard about its wonders, How it opens doors, stops elevators, 

° counts and sorts every- 
SHADE ee thing from beans to autes 

mobiles, Now it {is possi- 
ble for you to have an 
electric eye of your own. 
With this marvelous new 
device you can do things 
more mysterious than any 
magician ever dreamed of. 
Think of doing these un- 

sanny stunts: Imagine dad’s surprise 
some night when you suddenly cut off 
his electric light by just waving your 

: hand in front of the Electric Eye, Hook 
it up so that it will open garage door. When a person drives 
in day or night the lights will automatically open door. You 
can light an electric light by striking a match. Sounds unbe- 
lievable, doesn’t it? Your friends won't believe you when you 
tell them you can turn off the radio by just snapping on a 
flashlight. But it’s true. When the light hits the Electric Tye, 
the music is cut off. 

Take Surprise and Secret Pictures (Day or Night) 
of Animals or People Who Automatically 

Set Off Camera Themselves! 
The Electric Eye Is also used In varlous counting processes, 

For example, every time an article passes on a traveling belt 
in front of the light ray, the beam is intercepted, and the 
piece registered. One large concern uses the Electric Eye to 
count people. Rentals of certain store buildings depend upon 
the number of people that pass that particular store every day. 
One merchant used it to count the number of customers who 
entered his store. It is used in various tunnels in and around 
New York and elsewhere to regulate the circulatory fans that 
free the tunnel of the exhaust fumes from automobiles that 
pass through it. As the fumes from the motors become derise, 
the light ray to the photo-electric cell is cut off and the fans 
automatically start in operation. Its use as a burglar alarm is 
coming into prominence. Magic, jokes and mysterious “super- 
natural’’ effects can be done, 

Set Is Complete; No Building; No Assembling 
Each part is complete, wired ready for use, No building or assembling. All you have to do is to connect up whichever units the experiment or use calls for, and operate. 

Have Fun Experimenting With Light 
The list described are just a few of the thin S 

with this set. There are hundreds of more uses Chak onto eae own imagination will limit. If you have an electric train set or models, you can provide them with uncanny mysterious re- mote control. Manufactured and guaranteed by A. ©. Gilbert Company, your guarantee of precision operation. 

Here Is What Outfit Includes 
Set contains battery box, electric socket with bu photo-electric tube, RCA amplifier tube, tube shade te Nee Ing up correct light, adjustable reflecting swivel mirror for reflecting or bending light rays, electric bell, power unit with variable potentiometer and relay, and 32 page book of experi- ments with 21 hook-up diagrams and experiments, with 4-color cover, Power unit and relay operates on 110 volt, AC current, Bulb socket and bell operate from battery box which holds 2 standard flashlight cells (not supplied). Entire set Is packed In all metal, colorfully enameled box with two latches and metal carrying handle, Size of metal cabinet Is 16 -In. long, 8 2-In. wide, 3-In. deep. Parts are all wired, ready-to-use, NG constructions or assembly. Weight about 5 Ibs. : No. 6973. Gilbert Electric Eye Set. Complete 

In Cabinet. Postage Pald................... $13.95 

Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. x 165 

/ 
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Bird Modeling Kit 
Complete Instructions and Materials 

Canada Goose, Pheasant, Robin, 

Bluejay and Goldfinch 

of the most fascinating kits (and easiest) we 

seen in many a day. In a few interesting how 

KO DS 
. 

ee Lacey and Thomas McBride, 
te : been on display all over the country and hay 

: sold as high as fifty dollars each! 

Finest materials: suga 
: é cee the same perfect results. 

; pine cut-out blocks (easy to carve), i e 

oil paints. Blocks are semi-finished. Four color reproduction of birc t k 

A Complete, detailed instructions. When you have finished you will have six models you'll be proud to disp 

i -——and even sell for several dollars each! Gift box. 

No. 6647, AUDUBON BIRD MODELING KIT. Complete. ...-+- 

ALCOHOL LAMP | Gas 
Useful for the Experimenter 
Model Builder, Office and 
Shop Use, peergeney Purs 

poses, Etc. 

This Famous Burner Produces Ex 
tremely High Temperatures 
Melting Glass, Metals and — 
Doing Experimental Work 

signed so that by an adjustment of 

b a Tow yeiced. com ties of gas with ait before it is ignited 
i ~\ COHOL In this way you can regula' I 

mY SPIRIT temperature of the flame. You ¢ 
LAMP that produce a hot, non-luminous fla 

which is suitable for many househ 
serves many 
useful pur- 
poses, Same 

. type used in 

many toy steam engine ontfits. Fine for hobby build- 

er for heating and melting metals or use with blow 

torch to give hot flame for bending glass. Melts 

sealing wax and lead. Serves many purposes in the 

shop where it will be useful for soldering or for glues 

and pitches, etc., etc. Boys will find it useful for 

many types of hobby and experimental work, 

ounce capacity with metal extinguishing cap. 

75¢ 

shop and laboratory purposes. 

2 you can bend it In any s 

Sa new designs. Ideal for me 

Into various shapes. 
liquids and mixtures to 
peratures not possible wi 

ordinary gas burners. Brass tube, regulator — 
bottom, attractive base with 
6%-in. Uses ordinary househ 
cept for tube, 
No. 6881. GAS BUNSEN BURNER.-=.. 

old gas. Complete 

8 No. 6824. ALCOHOL SPIRIT LAMP. 
Price Postpald, ....eeeceecseereceners 

Laboratory Scales 
| Precision Accuracy - Useful for the Amateur 

Photographer, Home Scientist, Household 

and Office Measurements, Shop Work, Ete. 

Many times you have felt the need of a good scale to 

accurately measure Ingredients of formulas, small articles, 

chemicals, medicines, etc., etc. i \ 

Amazing sensitivity, heretofore unobtainable, is pro- 

vided by the exclusive SENSITIZER, insuring accuracy 

to the proverbial red hair. This feature previously found 

only in highest priced analytical balances. 

Precision Accuracy with New, Exclusive Features 

No delayed action—hairline balance almost instantly. Everlasting Alum- 

jlite dial, wide spaced ealibrations., Graduated avpis
dnpals eae trate 898 Oth wey 

ins. t ne grain—32 decigrammes by one Le gram p 

Ma ccsting saat.” Self-locating 
at zero. cits bs ee constrnction. insures 

sta ct fuminanmea 

Bd di box girder construction for rigidity—made o 1 h ; 

Resi pace. of acid-resistant aluminum-alloy. Outstanding In beauty appearance with, doe “ 

resistant finish throughout. 6 brass weights; two 50 grain, one a Ye, 3 and 2 oui 

weights) . Individually balanced and tested against U. S. Standard ee 

No. 6829. LABORATORY SCALES. Complete with set of Avoirdupols Weights...++++--- 

Set of Metric Weights Set of Avoirdupois Weights 
including: two 50 grain 

s i juding: two 10-gramme, one Six brass weights 

oe aa To cane a Mgrarame. Each individually each of Ya, Ye, 1_and 2 ounce. Each indivi 
U.S. Standards. 

tested against U. S. Standards. $2.00 tested against 

No. 6830. set Postpaid..... 
No. 6830A. Set Postpaid Only. 

166 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 
CIAL NOTE. When ordering, be sure to give | 

oe erticle as well as the stock humbers \ 

Are you a model maker? Are you a sportsman? 

Or, do you just like to have fun doing something 

interesting and useful? Here’s your answer in one 

of fun, you will get the benefit of years of ex- 

perience with birds. This kit was designed by John 
whose models have 

famous X-Acto cutting knife; correctly graded sand-paper, finest quality 

is included to guide you in coloring birds, 

3-5) 

Bunsen Burner 

The BUNSEN BURNER was df 

regulator you can mix various quanw 

It Is si 
hot that It will melt glass tubing & 

; mammal sak) You can blow glass and creat 
N 

Ing most of the softer metals 

faster Weights. $8.' 

for Making Models of Mallard Duck, 

Anyone who follows the instructions can achiev 

‘ 

| 

tube nozzle. Heigh 

INCIDENT LIGHT 

istry. The manipulation of chem- 
ical glassware and important tables 
are also included. 

which effectively 
tant present-day industrial processes 

POLARIZING AXES 
PARALLEL 

gy" 
UNPOLARIZED (i) 

LIGHT Nom 

att 
POLARIZING AXES 

CROSSED 

POLAROID 
SPECTACLES 
TO ABSORB UNPOLARIZED 
GLARE -LIGHT SUNLIGHT 

: ~~ UNPOLARIZED 
INN or } / L > 3 f 

POLARIZED = Fit Di 
GLARE -LIGHT BM 

UNPOLARIZED 

How to Make and Use 
a Small Chemical 

Laboratory 
First part treats on many of es- 

sentials of elementary chemistry. 
The law of definite proportions, 
solutions, crystalloids, colloids, 
electrolysis, etc. fully explained. 

Second part describes construc- 
tion and fitting out of home > 
ical laboratory, ny 
for construction 0! 

taeda 3 directions 
many pieces of 

The book gives the basic infor- 
mation for an understandi: 
fundaments of chemistry. ae ne 

Many interesting experiments 
illustrate impor- 

/ 

— yr y-- Oro. 

VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
ONLY SLIGHTLY 

a" mt ee TEE ATONS note wt 
CL be SD DAD 

KEY 

rays, 

for science ‘students to help them nce students el 
understand the atom. ee 

A fascinating guide to the atom 
open 5 is 

ives interesting facts for the be- 
ginning student. Includes 10x14- 
inch chart of atoms with all their 

Do Amazing Experiments and Practical Things 
With Polarized Light! 

WHAT IS POLARIZED LIGHT? Ordinary light vibrates 
EXTINGUISHED in all directions or planes. Polarized light vibrates in only 

“one plane or direction, Ordinary (unpolarized 
nee when it goes through first lens. If second hen oo eae 
ed axis parallel to first lens (see illustration) light passes right 

on through. If second lens is turned 90 degrees (a quarter of a 
turn), it will stop the polarized light. Thus, two apparently 
carapace elennee can transmit or block out light or vision. Looks 

Eliminates Glare—Used in Microscopes 
Three Dimensional Effect—Magic Tricks 

Light Experiments and Other Stunts 
Although polarized Hight has been known for some 

was not until 1936 that Polaroid lenses became stein 2 acs 
year more and more uses have been found for their amazing 
Diop ert aoe the future looks even greater. 

or example, using polarized windshields and headlight lenses, 
the blinding light of on-coming cars’ is eliminated. Scverything 
else is normal, but in place of the light is a black spot. How 
much safer, Another use is in three dimensional movies, Pro- 
jecting two pictures, each polarized in a different way and using 
youiaed case - each eye sees just one image, 

nyone who has a camera or microscope will fin 
lenses _ produce startling results, Eliminates glare ae ed 
water,” road surfaces, shiny objects, etc. Does amazing things in 
microscope greatly increasing detail and color of objects. 

a ABSOR “a 
~h Sg ae BED Many magicians use them for tricks. Equip flashlight with 
7s polarizing lens. Pass or stop the light with another transparent 

lens. Many other tricks and experiments with light can be done, 
Each lens is 1xl-inch in size. One lens is enough for camera 

tl or microscope work, but for most tricks, two lenses would be used, 
No. 9119. POLAROID LENS. 

) Hach, Postpald. . 1.056 otek cictee se 0s no's se eeseeeee 35¢ 
nORaeae! PLANE -POLARIZED 2 for 50c; & for $1.00 Postpaid 

VIBRATIONS TRANSMITTED LIGHT eae POERUISED eS, eee ITS APPLICATION, 
ook explaining major uses of polari light. 

ENTIRELY, ABSORBED 48 pages. Prico Postpaid. ........-.-+++sssseees os 65c 

Science Experiment 
Pamphlets 

All About Lenses 
Ever want to build your own 

telescope, cameras, microscope? This 
booklet tells you how lenses bend 
and distort light, how they focus 
objects on a screen, the principles 
of optics, etc. 

No. 1866. Price.......... nssssnan LOC a Caen eee seen 

Optical Instruments 
This pamphlet deals with the ap- 

Plication of the light and lenses to 
modern optical instruments such as 
telescopes, microscopes, etc. If you 
have a telescope or camera, 
scope or projector, 

Mey 

ATO 
Learn About Atomic Energy 

—Atomic Structure 
micro- 

this pamphlet 
—Electrons will help you understand 
—Protons — makes them work the way tay 
—Radioactivity do. 1 
—Atomic Energy No. 1867. Price........0044.. sreeaseee oc 
—Atomic Number 
—Atoms and Molecules 
—Isotopes, Valence Induction. Coils 

chemical apparatus. A chemical This is th Indu e dawn of th induction coils are used = 
bee ring stand, electric furn- | Age. it does this eas tain high veltages. Lots of eer ee 
ace eran described in detail, | really mean? What does it consist | Perimenting with high voltages if 

ie ng, drawings. of? What is an atom? A molecule? | YOU know what you are doing. Learn 
san Portion is devoted to | What is the structure and behavior | the real scientific theory behind 
chemical and electro-chemical ex- | of these tiny particles? Why do them. 10c 

. Exp ec o | some atoms give off rays of en No. 1861. Price. 
broaden your knowledge of chem- such a light GE Ease Oh ene p a 

gamma and beta rays? This Motors 
Every boy likes to play with mo- 

tors and to get the thrill out of 
running them, but why not learn 
to understand what makes them go? 
Actually, it is based on a very sim- 
ple principle of electricity. Easy 
reading pamphlet tells you about 

scientifically correct. 

together with the wealth of chem properties, correctl; moto? . 2s, ly arranged in oters, how they work, etc. 
ical knowledge. Periodic Chart. Explains electrons, No, 1863. Price. : 10c 
tes a ion to organic chem- | protons, atomic forces, nucleus, 

Ty. Describes and explains the | valence, isotopes, structure of At 
Electron theory. Very interesting, atom, charges, atomic behavior, ae and Molecules 

fascinating and helpful. 125 pages, | atomic energy radio activity, crys: Information, experiments. 1 
fully, illustrated, E tal stucture, inozation, etc., plus | No. 2868. _ Price. . oc 
Ne 4. ; $1.10 a list of helpful books, $1 0 : 
rice Postpaid...ssessseecsem No. 1499. Price... . 9450] Johnson Smith & Co. %& 167 



Thisis... THE AGE OF CHEMISTRY 
grea’ i i chemical t achievements in our modern world have been the direct result of 

or M eeautey hess ‘prominent part in nearly every field of endeavor. Pee mildly 

inter lastics, atomic energy, and modern oil refining, are just a few of the many oy hee eu 

Loverice, Which have brightened the lives ee See the woe ore eee rahi wate x ang 
en i is dynamic field. ow is the time for yo ; 

alive “lo ready. prauaites for a Sore advan ne ng De te ate aaarcren 
F in your studies. Each is a complete laboratot 

Se on beer, aa eee described here. Select the one you want’and mail your order today. Get 

started in Chemistry NOW! 

Chemera# CHEMISTRY SET 
Yes—you can be a sclentist! You 

can enjoy the thrills of your own fte- 
search and experiments. There are few 
things which bring to you the fun and 
excitement of conducting your own 
study of the amazing wonders 
of science. 

} With more than 160 fas- 
oe cinating experimenets in chem- 

istry and mystifying chemical 
magic, this is a fine beginner’s 
chemistry outfit. Contains about 

: 7 20 chemicals, Segal rene 

| including a wooden test tube rack and labora- 

Sete serine tent tubs holder for safely holding test Mee 

when heating liquids or solids. Soren Fe poe? —_ 
fi nd each piece can be remove 2 

SS eae. c Liberal aoe of all chemicals included. Packed 
1 inches. 

fo gets. MO MORAFT SET No. 1. Price ($1.25 plus 25c postage) SEND... 

Chemcraft Set No. 2 
Big 1614x10%x114-inch Box of Scientific Apparatus 

eer Chemicals; Does 270 Experiments. 35 
Chemicals and Pieces of Apparatus. Plas 

Chemcraft Magic Book. 

re are 213 entertaining and educational experiments described 
in the regular Chemeraft Manual sent with kit. Experiments show- 

¥iing how fabrics are dyed, how inks and soap are made ee 
other examples that illustrate the principles of chemistry. ll to- 
gether, including Chemeraft Magic, 270 experfments can be Dery 

formed. Get a thrill when you put on a Chemcraft. Magic 
Show, Ohemeraft Magic Book tells how to perform pag 
ious. exhibitions of chemical magic. Colorful and attractive 
outfit contains 85 chemicals and pieces of apparatus in- 
cluding a large laboratory style wooden test tube holder, 
brush, a supply of test tubes and other equipment. Each 
experiment can be aepee ta many times with the materials 
supplied with this outfit. 
ao Make a Chemical smoke screen, mystify your friends with 
magic writing. Ohange blood to water—water to wine, 
These and 79 other mystifying, magical tricks are possible 
with this set. Comptete aiter tie are given in the Chemi- 
cal Magic Book included, 

No. 6703. CHEMCRAFT SET No. 2. 

1 ee 
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Chemcraft Set No. 5 
Ilustra- eatures the Bryan Chemical 

tach Laboratory Style Cabinet Finish- 

ed in Red and White Enamel, Cabinet 

is Non-corrosive, Size Closed: 13%x ‘ 

10%x2%-inches, Open: 21x14-in., ae 

590 Experiments, 61 Chemicals and Keer 

Pieces of Laboratory Equipment, al £4 

The New No. §& Ohemeraft has many de- 
sirable and exclusive features including ie 

Bryan Chemical Mlustrators which show how 

chemical elements combine to pe com- 

pounds and how to understand chemica ho 

bols and formula. More than 500_ interes 
ing and educational experiments including & 

Chemistry, Industrial Chemistry, Glass Blow- 

ing, the Construction of Laboratory Apparatus 

and Chemical Magic are described in the in- 

strnetion manuals included in this outfit. $7 1a equipment neatly packed in the attractive stand-up cabinet 
chemicals and pieces of laboratory app a a 

4 

5 Chemeraft truly an outstanding value. x ah a 

ao casa: CHEMCRAFT SET No. 5, Price ($5.95 plus 500 postage) SEND.-+...... 

3 coEPY- . * . | REFUND CHECKS OF MAIL ORDER HOUSES At 

168 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. ED, including Sears, Wards, Alden’s and others, | 

| 
et 

5 
| 
| 

Price ($2.50 plus 450 postage) SEND........ $2.95 

Chemcraft Set No. 3 
Laboratory Style Cabinet Finished in Enamel, 
Size: Closed: 8x14x3 inches, Open: 16x14 inches, 
392 Experiments, 43 Differsnt Chemicals and 

Pieces of Apparatus. 
Attractive, non-corrosive, stand-up laboratory type cabinet. Lt is finished im brillant red enamel, 
More than 300 interesting and entertaining experi- ments are described in the big Chemistry Manual ac- SoePR this outfit. The theory of chemistry is illustrated by many practical examples such as the com- bination of two elements, iron and sulphur, to form an entirely different substance (iron sulfide). There are also many example. of the application of chemistry to our daily lives, where the user actually makes such products as inks, soaps, paints and many others. In addition a separate book on Chemical Magic tells how to perform more than 85 mysterious tricks, making a total of 892 experiments. ($3.95 plus 50c post.) $4 45 No. 6319. CHEMCRAFT No. 3. Postpald.. Y®* 

Plus ma Chemcraft Set No.10 Fade 
Includes the Bryan Chemical gy Illustrators and the Chemeraft Feature Balance. Laboratory Style Cab- 

et Finished in Red and White 
—y Enamel. Cabinet is Non- 

sii Corrosive. Size Closed: 15% 
Hx14x3 inches. Open: 311%4x 
14 inches. 750 Experiments, 
Plus Glass Blowing Book 

and Equipment, 

Packed with a splendid assort- 
ment of chemicals, laboratory equip- 
ment and fascinating experiments, 

p this big No. 10 outfit is the leader 
in the Chemeraft line. It includes 
such features as the sensitive Chem- 

A craft Balance which weighs to 
1-300 part of an ounce; The Bryan 

} Chemical Illustrators which demon- 
Lj Strate how chemical] elements com- 
bine to form compounds and clearly 
explain the chemical language of 
formulae and symbols; the Chem- 

‘ craft Alcohol Lamp Blowtorch for Glass Blowing: and a big cabinet full of other chemical apparatus, equipment and chemicals. The enmplete Chemcraft Manual which accompanies outfit explains 617 scientific and entertaining experiments. Book of mysterious experiments in Chemical Magic. In Glass Blowing Manual and Construction of Laboratory Ap- paratus forming and blowing of glass are explained; plans given for making useful pieces of laboratory ap- Paratus, Over 750 experiments given in manuals accompanying outfit. Shipping welght 10 Ibs. $11 45 No. 6705, CHEMCRAFT SET No. 10. Price ($10.95 plus 50c postage) .SEND be 

canar 
aa 

vat Cmemicar 
veuwerearons 

Sets No. 10, 15 & 25 Contain New Atomic Energy Apparatus & Experiments Includes Splnthartacope, amazing instrument that shows atoms being split, Uranium ore, Atomic Energy manual of information and experiments, other apparatus, etc. Understand it by doing and seeing it! 

MASTER 
CHEMCRAFT 

Includes the Bryan Chemical Ilustrators and the Chem- 
craft Balance. Laboratory Style Cabinet. Red and White 
Enamel! Finish. Cabinet is Non-corrosive. Size, Closed: 
25%/2x151/2x1i/q inches. 1014 Experiments. The Ama- 
teur Scientist's tdeal Laboratory. Our Largest & Best. 

Includes: Chemeraft Balance and Weights, Bryan 
Chemical Mlustrators, Alcohol Lamp Blow Torch, Gas 
Generating Apparatus, Mortar and Pestle, Flask and 
Beaker, Chemical Graduate, Tripod and Wire Gauze, 
Built-in and Separate Test Tube Rack, Solendid Assort- 
ment of Chemicals and Apparatus and Mastgr Manual. 

CHEMCRAFT SET No. 15 
Includes Bryan Chemical Itlustrators and Chemcraft Balance. Laboratory Style Cabinet in’ Red and White Enamel. Open: 46x14 inches. 850 Experiments, Mam- 
moth Assortment of Chemicals and Apparatus. 

Compartments, with racks and shelves for chemicals and equipment, Plus Chemical Magic. Features include accurate Chemcraft Balance, Bryan Chemical Illustra- tors for better understanding of theoretical chemistry; splendid asortment of apparatus. Glass Blowing and Construction of Laboratory Apparatus described in sep- arate manual which gives many interesting experi- ments and tells how to make a number of useful pieces of laboratory equipment. Shipping weight 15 Ibs. 
No. 6707. CHEMCRAFT Set No. 15. 
Price ($46.95 plus 75c p°stage) SEND. 

857 experiments. Manual on Qualitative Analysis giv- 
ing 111 tests plus Glass Blowing Manual and Construc- 
tion of Laboratory Apparatus gives 46 experiments. 
Over 1014 scientific experiments and all of the chemi- 
cals and equipment required for performing them are 
included in this advanced outfit. Shipping weight 23 
ibs. Add shipping charges, otherwise shipped by ex- 
press, the customer paying the transportation charges 
on arrival. 
No. 6706. SET No. 25. Price, 92500 | ye 169 



SEE WITHOUT] 
BEING SEEN! 

The AMAZING PHANTOM 
MIRROR GLASS. Look through 
one way and you see right 
through the glass; but look 
through it the other way and 
it reflects light like a mirror. 

Very ingenious. Something new 
for you inventors to experiment 
with. Already this PHANTOM 
TRANSPARENT ONE-WAY GLASS 
has found many, many uses, but 
perhaps you can develop many new 
uses for it. 

One Way Glass Is Used by Private Clubs, Detectives, Shopkeepers, 
soe . ‘ 

Banks, Magicians and in Homes Cas ; 
N there is no necessity for opening the door to find out who, is calling. 

ice Phantom Mirror mounted in your front or side door permits you to see / 
without being seen, Especially useful in homes where you want to examine 
the caller before opening the door. Appears as a mirror from one side and as # : 
a transparent window from the other side. Specially developed film between 
two layers of glass does the trick. Business establishments 
will find many uses for these mirrors to watch customers and fF f 
employees from positions of privacy. Magicians and spiritual- Bi : 

a 

| cas 

ists use them for creating special effects. The number of uses 
is limited only by your own imagination. Used during the war 
by secret operators. Size 2x2-inches. 
No, 3258. PHANTOM TRANSPARENT MIRROR. Price... 43; 
No. 3262. ONE-WAY GLASS. Large Door Size. 3x5-in. Price $1.95 

Wall Chart of Phe ical Elements 
QOS Tells 3500 Properties of the Elements 

; 

Chemists’ Measuring | 
Graduate © 

of ss ; 
~ ey Useful easy-reference chart that tells just about hu) 

Be ee anething you want to know about any element sar notouranhy 
= from hydrogen to uranium. 32x36-inches. Attrac- ~—Laboratory S = tively made for wall. Impossible to. list everything —Office 

Z jit explains in condensed, easy-to-find form, but Shop 
Tr Ann” here are some: group, family of elements, discovery, 

ic number, atomic structure, weight, isotopes, valence, Convenient te money. se ieals density, melting point, boiling point, physical properties, ate for measuring jig) 
electrical properties, _occurrance, for experiment 

etc, Made of glass, 
ittusthatcd, with cal 
pacity of 8 ounces, 
No. 4642, 35¢ 
Price Postpaid : 

4 

reparation, uses, periodic table, 
Paaioactlye series and their prop- 
erties, gaseous elements, tests for 
discovering chemical content of 
objects, U.S. map with informa- 

Fancy Work Manual 
i arked, atomic energy chem- ao ss : 

onete. etc. Fascinating and fee worn ceale: 
instructive especially to those whe j Snake xntt: 
know nothing about science, WN fine and cn 

No. 1857. | u “broidery 
Price Postpald Only.... Contains de- 

ar a a0 

Popular 10c Books HERES! crochet pate 
On Science oe DD aiems..sko|| RUBBER TUBING 

No. Z408. Einstein’s Rela- 9 Qe SCARFS, ETC. coe nae Fill Balloons, Siphon { 
ee eee, nostpald different pat-|/ Liquids, Experiments, Efe. No. Z679, Chemistry for 10 |terns of knitted laces for tidies, 
Beginners. Postpaid..... chair-scarfs, doilies, purses, table ; from one container to another, | No. Z094. Physics Self yog jmats, Re bee: ao eee Use to transfer gas to balloonail 
Taught. Postpald...... counterpanes, lounging cushions, || 8° they will go way up in sky and) 
No. Z452. Dictionary of 10¢ |chair-covers,  pin-cushions, dress- Fe eral et ee uses 
Scientific Terms, Postpaid ing slippers, babies’ BOnKR, aye nid! /or), gual thrcceh eae ie +! 
No. Z748. Plane Geometry etc, Instructions accompany each irtight. “Hed, anerth eo Be 
a , 10c design, explanation of the terms || airtig ed, : Self Taught. Postpaid... used, ete. 15¢ About %-in. thick. 5-ft. length) 

. x 52. Price Postpald | 170 %& Johnson Smith & Co, | No. 1052. P sedi 

Handy for siphoning liquids 

No. 4648. Rubber Tubing. i 

Per Length, Postpald.... 25¢ 

matched at the price. 

3 %-in. high. 
No, 6437, ELECTRIC MOTOR, Price Postpaid. . 

Gilbert Electric Motor 
—4 Speed; 2 Forward, <— 

2 Reverse 
—Auto Type Gear 

Shift; Powerful 
Drive 

—110 Volts, 60 
Cycle AC, 
Use on Or- 
dinary 
Household 
Current 

Famous Gilbert electric mo- tor. Many uses for the hobby 
builder and home experimenter, as well as many practical applications. 4 Speeds: 2 forward, 2 re- verse. Auto type gear shift. Latest word in power plant control, Has worm drive, die cast housing, Operates on 110 yolts AC 60 cycle only. No radio interference. 
No. 6425, Gilbert Electric Motor. Postpaid 9399S 

Radioactive and Fluorescent Ore Samples 
You can do many unusual things and conduct many experiments with these ore samples. Mother nature has created some fascinating properties in the ground, and these two, together with the magnetic 

are among the most unusual. They have strange and properties not apparent from their appearatice, and baffling to many scientists, 
mysterious 

There 

110 VOLT PLUG-IN ELECTRIC MOTOR | 
The Motor You Need to Power Your Construction Sets, to Drive | 

Your Models, Light Power Tools, Experimental | 

>> Anyone who does any hobby or repair work at home will find many uses for this low-priced 110-volt elece tric motor. All ready to g0, just plug into any conveni- ent outlet. Off it goes in steady, powerful driving speed. Strong enough to drive any type of construc- 7 tion toy but also useful for operating light power tools such as small drills and saws. For experimental and labora- tory work such as stirring, centrifuge work, etc., it cannot be 

No Building---The Motor Is Ready to Use 4 b , Not a kit, but completely built motor ready for operation, Fully cased in aluminum with ee ul baked black wrinkle finish, Handsomely louvered back and front, High torque 110-120-yolt 60- cycle A.O. %-in, stainless steel shaft, graphite bronze bearings. Motor can be stalled indefinitely, Steel base, 

Cee eecee teseeesecres oo 

lodestone ore, 

These consist mainly of carotite and samaskite. The search for Uranium has led to these!ores, Each specimen is tested under a Geiger counter to make sure it is radioactive. We suggest that you also order No, 
yeiger counter, experiments with radioactive ores, how build chea radioactive detector, etc. a 7” 28 x No. 3701. Radioactive Mineral Ore Sample. Price........ 5¢ No. 1858. Booklet on Experiments with Radioactive Minerals, How to Bulld Geiger Counter, Spinthariscope, Electroscope, 10c Etc., Etc. Illustrated. Price Only............00.00,. < 

Set-Ups, Etc. 

: ceceeees ss, 95098 

Gilbert Remote Control Motor 
—Operates on 7 to 15 

Volts, AC or DC, 
Batteries or 
Transformer 

Push Button Con- 
trol for Start, 
Stop, Reverse 

Gilbert remote con- 
trolled reversing electric 
engine, Operates on 7 
to 15, volts AC or 
DO, Will operate on 
ordinary dry cells or 
on transformer. Not 
just es motor pat . 
rugged power plan 
complete with gear box. Powerful worm drive. With 
three color coded wires and push button for remote 
centrol of trucks and other models that start, stop, 
reverse at touch of button. Famous Gilbert Quality. 
No. 6424. GILBERT REMOTE $4.50 
CONTROL MOTOR. Postpaid... .. A 

Radioactive Mineral Ores 

1858 pamphlet which explains how to build a 

Fluorescent Mineral Ores is nothing in nature that is quite so fascinating and beautiful as these ores. In appearance, by daylight or ordinary light, they look like many other mineral samples—unusual and different, but not par- ticularly outstanding. Then exhibit them under ultraviolet light and watch them fluoresce and glow, emit- ting light in weird and beautiful colors. Sct of four dif 
No. 4275. Fluorescent Mineral Ore Set. Postpald.... 
No. 4341. ARGON GLOW LAMP. Emits visible ul 
operates on 110-120 volts, AO or DC. Each....... 
No. 4342. INVISIBLE PURPLE-X GLOW LAMP. 

ferent ores, 35¢ 

(Black Light). Invisible ultra-violet rays. Turn on and off causing mineral specimens to glow or not as you wish. $2 0 
Fits standard light socket, 110-120 volts, AC-DG. Each ONS esc 0's 8 'esp\.¢4hid) neceie buaiaieid 5 

Magnetic Lodestone Ores 
Lodestone is a special type of iron ore found in nature that is a natural magnet of great strength, Often used as a symbol of luck and power, 

No. 4608, Magnetic Lodestone Ore. Price......... i aD at Pah seseeseseeee., SIC] 71 



i ith Black Light! Minerals Objects, | 
Feeds, Paints, Chemical, Animal Matter, Plastics, | 

e of Black Light! Etc., Glow Under the Influenc 2 of Black Lightl 
Have fun experimenting with BL t , jot on 

ultra-violet radiation. It is produced by this special ba Shank 

lamp bulb which fits any standard light socket. Ultra-vlolet bt ote 

Is Invisible, but when ue ashe sceikoe Gorell OM ezeet. tha ect ota 

| fluorescent; that Is, fluorese 
fight and ‘Tadlate a visible Want. aoe A aati oe 

ials—certai arts of the body, vaseline o u 4 

ics and tones) glassware, plese paints and plements, ceria 

i vegetable matter, many . . 

Sos ech Of nese ‘Slow In its own distinctive mene when excited 

b e visible by BLACK LIGHT. ‘Thus you can do mee Se Soe 

are Meter Bleck Liant. periments with the lamp on ordinary househo le 

Mysterious ‘Invisible Light’? Makes Objects Glow in Dark! 

There are many practical and useful purposes to which these puneericae in Bh 

been put: Analyzing minerals, raedical purposes, for signs, etc. Q' rf S bably 

identified with marks only visible unee ee Roegeeape ei ni Meda ol P Greete 

be most interested in the many novelty effects Pee y nine Rainy wReee 

weird and novel effects for magic, spiritual and stage purp: . F rele iid 

j Thi ble in ordinary light, but when 
line or petroleim jelly. This is almost invisil ‘ 4 Tt devia hacia 

the BLACK LIGHT is turned on, only those decorat 2» 

Se vonine in a fluorescent light ! Nae messages in fluorescent ink—the message 

a ow Sn dark ingens Pete ty ead tags with these lamps. We supply bulb 

oak 

Natural Light Black Light 

That is all you need. It fits standard socket, operates on 110-120 volts, AC or 

a to concentrate rays, but is not supplied. 

No. 4341, ARGON. quow LAMP. (Black Light). Also gives small output of $1.00 

fe 3,000 hours. Price Postpaid.. 
visible light. 214 watts. mverane te pevyee Nee 2 eerie 2. ° 

No. 4342, FURPLE X oo watts. Average fife, 50. hours. be $2.5 
or demonstration use. 

FLUORESCEN 
PAINTS 
and INKS 

Paint or Write In These 
Fluorescent Materials, Glow 
Brilliantly In Colors Under 

Black Light! 
These fluorescent paints and inks glow 

brilliantly in the dark under black light. 
Many uses for these materials. Use them to 
vreate weird and ghostly effects. Excellent 

for brilliant glowing signs and drawings in 

the dark. When used as make np) eee 

is very startling to see glowing peoy ; : of 

i i i ic, mystery and supernatural effects it is unbeatable. , 

through | different ea he te ee TO er in the most starting manner. Do not co this via 

be ge nlthaeae sweet glows brilliantly, almost like a neon light, and keeps glowing as ong iss ig 

Baek ent ‘ratining on it, Turn off the light and the fluorescense stops. Fluorescense is activa y 
c ght is bs 

invisible black light. Daylight color and fluorescent colors given below, 

FLUORESCENT INKS 
6 FLUORESCENT SyEene ‘Glow Under Black Light 

No. 4047. Invisible Daylight; Fluoresces $1.00 pT arc race tenatesnanf Pipa ae 

Ghostly Blue. Price Postpaid. ..++-++++ supernatural effects to make glowing writing. Us 

No. 4072. Green Daylight; Fluoresces $1.00 by dance halls for pass out marking. By spies Ga 

Green. Price Postpaid.....----+ ones ing the war. By detectives to catch criminals, Very 
effective and_ startling. 

Invisible Ink—Glows Blue 
No. 4087. Invisible Ink. Glows blue. 

No. 4073. Fiame Orange Daylight; 

Fluoresces Flame’ Orange. Price....++- 
$1.00 

ee en. Same cpint, Price Postpald.......-.++2: $3.00) 
Neon Red. Price Postpaid.....+-++++ la 5 Red Ink eg, Red 

No. 4075. Invisible Daylight; Fluoresces $1.00 cs | Peer tniewe cone $3 ofl 

Lally Sipe alg: at aa Fiuorenoes ri $1 00 %-pint. Price Postpald............+- 3 Pi 
o A ; a i 

Flesh. Price Postpaid.....-.....---> See Fluorescent Ore Samples Liste 

172 & Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. ( Elsewhere 

Actual Samples 
of Atomic 
Bomb Ores! 

Here is your chance fo see, feel 
and learn more about ATOMIO 
ENERGY with this Experimental 
Atomic Energy Mineralogy Set. 
In just a few years, atomic’ energy 
may rival electricity as g source 

; of power. It opens up an entire 
new field for experimenters, Inventors, op- 
Portunity seekers, etc, 

Uranium Deposits Valuable 
This kit will help those who are looking 

for the valuable uranium deposits. See these 

i 
Ls om EROS 

oT 
eh 

ee A. 

Com- fascinating ores; tells ingredients of atomic 
bomb and how splitting Uranium atoms by 

plete beryllium neutrons releases terrific energy. 
Five actual ore samples. Set is packed in attrettive box 

Set with descriptive information about the chemicals, 
No. 4283. ATOMIC ENERGY MINERALOGY SET. 
Price Postpaid. Ss kal die eae 35¢ 

Experiments With Atomic Energy, 
Atomic Radiation, Radioactivity, 
Bombardment and Disintegration 

Just as electricity gripped the fascination of experimenters many years ago and 
became a leading field of industry and science, so today the mysteries of atomic 
energy are gradually being solyed bringing new wonders and progress. 

Why don’t you get some of the thrill of experimenting with this new force? Per- 
haps you will find in it a field that will lead to a great career and real wealth, 

Build the Modern Treasure Finder, the Geiger Counter; Complete 
Plans, How to Operate, Tells Known Ore Deposits 

in America, Etc. er 
This pamphlet tells of some simple experiments that will give Mee 

you an understanding of the force. Tells: How to Build an Elec- 
troscope to Detect Radiation, How to Make a Spinthariscope or 
Radiation Detector, Describes Radloactive Materialsk—Where and 

~# How They Can Be Bought Cheaply Enough for Home Experiments. 
Tells How to Detect Radioactive Materials, The Radioscope or Fluorescent Screen, 2 
Using Photographic Film to Detect Radloactivity, Explains Alpha Particles, Beta 
Particles and Gamma Rays, Tells How to Operate Geiger Radioactivity Counter 
for Locating Uranium’ & Other Radioactive Ore Deposits, Gives Wiring Diagram & 
Building Details for Making a Geiger Counter for About $18.00, Tells Locationc™ 
of Known and probable Deposits of Valuable Ores in North America, etc., etc. aa 

Illustrated pamphlet specially prepared for the experimenter and prospector. ¥< * 
Go prospecting with this modern treasure finder, the Geiger Counter, 10c 
No. 1858. ATOMIC ENERGY PAMPHLET. Postpaid ia 

You Can Experiment With Atomic Energy 
See Atomic Disintegration Before Your Eyes—Do Experiments With Actual 

Radlouetivity and Atomic Bombardment 
Sp The inthariscope is one of the most astounding scientific instru- ments ever developed. For a century it was believed that atoms were 

indestructible. This little instrument now makes it possible to demon- 
strate how Radium has changed this accepted scientific thorght of 
the world. Each of the scintillations seen in the Spinthariscope is said to be the result of the disintegration of one atom of Radium. Bach atom of Radium which it disintegrates sends forth with the ter- 
rific speed of 10,000 miles per second an atem of helium, and this 
becomes an atom of radon which is an entirely different substance. 
These swift moving helium atoms, or Alpha rays as they are commonly 
called, produce a tiny flash of light or scintillation when they strike 

this Spinthariscope these a crystal of zine sulphide. By means of 
individual flashes are made visible to 
the eye and we can actually see what 

4 are said to be the perpetual movements of the smallest particles of matter known to science, EACH INSTRUMENT IS GUARANTEED TO CONTAIN A MINUTE QUANTITY OF RADIUM. Wit- ness the actual destruction of thousands of worlds by simply looking through the lens. ACTUAL RADIUM IS DISINTEGRATED BEFORE YOUR EYES You see the atomic bombardment plainly. You see the Rays of Radium and the discharge and bombardment of the Alpha particles There is 
arge d 1 a S. 8 perhaps no more coro sight in ae whole. vous than what you see in the Apinthaviesone. Nothing to wear out. Lasts indefinitely, Adjustabl g si o today and watch the spectacle, q i BybRi any (Aight Get. youre No. 2475. THE RADIUM SPINTHARISCOPE, 

PHUIGR POSTE RUD. Uisieln 6's s 5955's, 0} ieviie tore) ale. hie coe e ey BOBS No. 1858. Booklet of Experiments with Atomic Energy, Radioactivity, Ato Tells How to Build Geiger Counter, Radioactivity Detector,’ Spinthariscops’ D Bepciombardment,. eto, Also e, ete, Experim l* 173 Instruments, Diagrams, Parts Lists. (Complete Description Above). Postpaid. 7 ea 7 ne 10¢ * 173 



Gascinating MINERALOGY SET 
PLT ee Cc Cuee mae Oey test & Rare Types of Ores 

M ineral Samples & Geological Specimens: 
Who isn’t fascinated by the amazing stones, ores and ge0- 

logical formations that surround us? Who doesn’t thrill to 

the discovery of silver and gold mines, valuable diamond and 

crystal deposits or even the great wealth that ties in the more® 

common materials of copper, lead, fron and tin. 
i Its Own Fascinating Characteris' U1 

spar Glows i k, Mica Has Unusual Electrical Properties—= 

Gold and Silver Ores—Rare Metals Like Molybdenum—Radio Cry$= 

tal. Ore—Crystals With Unusual Optical Properties—Beautiful 

Stones for Jewelry—They're All Here! 

a few of the specimens inclu 

lt ore gold, copper, feldspar, mica, crystal, pumice, lava flow, 

voleanic rock quartz, marble, Iceland spar (double refraction), 

sodium, etc. 

15 Mineral Students Set . anal 
ecimens, each identified, permanently mo 

in 1S rine rtox. Excellent for field trips. Pocket size, 6x434x 

l-inch. 

No. 4284. student's Mineral Set. Postpaid eceeesesersenees 

32 Mineral Geologist’s Set 
ch 

collection of 32 different specimens, e2) 

a enenay mounted in display box and identified. Uae 

by prospectors and geologists for all sections of the Se 

hi countries. 
‘ 2 00 

No. 4285. Geologist’s Mineral Set. Postpaid asescnabenee $ 
~ 4 

Official Boy Scout 60 Mineral Set a 
0 tment box, eac' *. 

60 different specimens in compar! och ae 

5 ding identification, compos: 

bored tit Serrereccen Sind uses. Each srecimen may be 

1 1-in: 

removed and replaced. Beautiful 3-color display gift box with Offi fal Boy Scout insignia. 12 /4x074% ay $3.5) 

No. 4286. Official Boy Scout Mineral Set. Postpaid......+++ . 

Special Collection of Four Gold Ore Specimens 

GOLD! Superb collection of gold in the form of four natural ores. Interesting collection for the home 

atudy or for the geologist. Fine for charms, home novelties, etc. Sat in, BOK! 73S Oey Te 

No. 4294. GOLD ORE SET. Price Postpald. ....-- Uy Pa vaastaral ath TRKELA. © te Magic nie 9:8 

indian aaa | How to Build a Radio Treasure 
Arrowheads ““e* ‘ 

These arrowheads are Finder 

similar tho found 
. 

mr the etrth 'ae_ one Usedto Locate Mineral and Metal Deposi
ts aa the cerh as BBG of 

the remaining ences 
of the Indian occupation Build your own practical TREASURE 

of North America. Finely} » gcA TER for only 2 few dollars. The radio 

cakes toe panes eoet locater now used as standard equipment by 

or desk curio. With each} geologists all over the world to locate La 

passing year genuine at-| gen mineral deposits. As you approac 

rowheads become more] Fiotal objects, the locater gives a greater 

one. oe ee te signal, The exact location is easily detect- 
k 

try they are extremely] ed, Simple to build, guaranteed to work. 

dificult to locate, Start} wull details, photographs ant alae 
ir arrowhea col- adl 

Joo "Gan be drillea} Designed by Clyde Fitch for 
Magazine. 

fovea. Bis sc No. Bi23. Radio Treasure Finder 10¢c 

No. 2152. Eao Plans. Price Postpaid. ....------ sale 

How to Find and Cut’ 
Tells YOU How to Go TREASURE HUNTING i 

agar i Precious Stones 

PRACTICAL PROSPECTING, ; 
eae ge 32-Page Pocket Manual of 

an 2 Treasure Finding 
Go treasure hunting the modern 

" Sane way. Electronic locators induce, 

r+" 4measure and automatically record 

“ae athe vast differences in physical prop- 

<¥. g--  Porty of electric conductivity between F , detect Rem 

metal-bearing rock and barren sur- gems and precel 

/*.inding masses, and have proved particu- | < } | dous. metals outs 

° larly valuable for locating unseen mineral- Ne ‘ 

tized areas, high-grade shoots and pockets, | yechenics Booklet 

. Whidden placer channels, and pven buried | yo, 1093. Price. 

treasure. What these use methods are, oon 

pe res , ; they are utilized with inexpensive, portal le rs 

instruments offerin depth-finding ranges up to 250 feet, is explained rr 2 

in detail with photographs and charts. Handy 32-page, paper cove f aren et ; 

pocket manual. 
$1.00 sry aS : 

No, 1749. PRACTICAL PROSPECTING. Price Postpald 52 

Re ee een : 

174 & Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. = a a lies 

profit. 

Model Toy Steam Turbine 
With Rotor, Flywheel and Alcohol Burner 
You'll have lots of fun with this toy Steam 

Engine. After you light the alcohol burner, it 
soon gets the “steam up” and starts to puff. 
Gradually the rotor and flywheel begin to turn 
faster and faster. Provides plenty of thrills, 
hore oner fn ek oo just one filling. Out- 

r, metal jacket and alcohol " 
ready to run, Hach individually packed in colorful display box. Stands aeOnee 
inches high. 

) 

98c No. 6470. TOY TURBINE AND STEAM ENGINE. Price Postpaid. 

ElectricSteamEngine | "gzent*' Electric 
Driving Pulley, Valve and Whistle Steam Engine 

Plenty of Driving Power Genuine Weeden 

Pulls like a little demon, Real eroneee F 
precision-built steam engine. Power constructed. 
to drive your models. Look at its | Heavynickel 

large, heavy-duty boiler. Die plated bal- 
cast precision engine parts in- ance wheel. 
sure maximum driving power, Boiler and 
smooth operation, Generates steam 

operating pressure in few 
minutes from electric heat. 
Boiler stands many times 
the “‘pop-off’’ pressure of 

the safety valve. Runs 
up to one hour on one 
filling of water. Just 
put water in boiler, 
plug into 110-volt 
ACO or DO regular 
household electric 
socket—that’s all. No 
matches; no fire; no 
lamp, Loud whistle 
with switch. About 9- 
inches high, Flywheel 
driving pulley. Com- 
plete with cord. and 
instructions, ready for 
use. 
No, 6449. Electric 

Engine. ... 94-98 

whistle of 
rust proof a 3 
SOLID BRASS. Nickel plated to mirror-like finish. 
Accurate, glass water gauge with nickel plated brass 
cocks. Porcelain electric heating unit. 6-ft. cord. 
Underwriters approved. AC-DC. 8 %-in. high on 
wood pedestal 10x6*-in. $8 9 
No. 6445. Horlzontat Steam Engine.... r 5 

Spring Wound Motor Unit 
‘ No Electricity— 

Powerful for Models 
_Powerful motor that will 

‘ drive your model cars, boats, 
“ construction sets, ete., with- 

4%. out electricity or gas. Spring 
wound clock type motor same as that used in 
$8.00 model auto. Steady drive. Has driving 
rod making it easy to connect. 1. 50 
No. 6447. Spring Wound Motor.....°>* 

and Other Articles 

Reversible Steam Engine --- Water 
Gauge --- Steam Whistle --- Safety 
Valve---Grooved Pulley for Positive 
Drive---Heavy Flywheel for Steady, 

Powerful Action 
This electrically heated STEAM ENGINE 

develops real power for driving your mod- 
els. Has all the features you want in an 
engine—large size, smooth operation, posi- 
tive drive. Easy to operate—just fill with 
water and plug in electrical socket. 

The boiler, cylinder and all fittings of this engine 
are made of copper and brass—rustproof and safe, Pow- 
oT a ie ce extra ee Sunde and piston, ~ ; ie Ee 

a slide valve assem cast from e) i 

and assure smooth and speedy operation: See ea ae i Seater: Seo eet ee 
Beautifully Finished—Boiler Lustrous Chrome Plate—Base and Cylinder Block 

Loud steam whistle. Groove pu ie Ne dnote i in tae . G wiley for direc’ ve to yo s. i i 
valve, Water gauge tells you when water supply is Protas: fow. Rea with Wists by coring sae 
parts machine fitted so that engine can be taken down and reassembled. Excellent for those who want t 
have some additional fun and find out how a steam engine operates. Each packed in individual box. En; ing 
is8 4-in. long by 7 %-in. high by 6%-in. wide. Operates from any standard 110-120 volt house currents 
AC or DC. 
No. 6446. POWERHOUSE ELECTRIC STEAM ENGINE. Prico Postpald.............. $12.50 

—_——— 
ED, including Sears, Wards, Alden’s and others | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. * 175 
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tical. It is the same motor used to drive an 
electric speedboat through the water. Do 
not compare it with toy motors for class- 
room or demonstration purposes such as the 
low priced one listed on this page. 

it runs from ordinary flashlight cells there are no outside 
connections necessary. The -motor comes in kit form, all 
parts fully formed and ready to assemble in a few min- 

various models. Operates on dry cells ‘or transformer. Using 
dry cells it will carry its power supply right along with it. 
Very good for boats and cars. Each kit is helpful in learn- 
ing the fundamentals of the electric motor. You will find 
that these parts can be used for other experimenta] pur- 
poses, too. The motor can be converted into a generator. 
Construct powerful electric magnet. Do many experiments ea a 
with this set. Fun to build, fun to operate. Motor 4s 7} 
about 8-inches high. Wel] made of heavy steel.. Smooth, int counter shat 

No 643i. BUILD-A-MOTOR SET No. 4 1.8 Noto Electric No. 6431. ~A- Po er 
Postpdld. ..cceccascvccscssionuvecceacsuic $ 89 : bey 

f ook-Up : . . 6H fe 176 & Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich, | SHOW, THIS CATALOG To YOUR FRIENDS. They 

Schools! Clubs! Special Quantity Price-- Wonderful Classroom Proj 

All Parts Neo- 
essary for only 25¢ 

Y_ Actual Size 

Battery Powezed Miniature 
World’s Smallest Useful E = 

Electric Motor lectr ic 

Motor 
Powerful Motor Ready to Drive Your Boats, Cars, Models! 

Brand new miracle midget with power galore for modeb racers, speed- boats, tractors, jeeps, submarines—all kinds of thrill-backed fun for model fans. Plenty of other practical uses, too, Won a prize for ils new design. Check these features: under 2-0z., size 1x1x1'-In., operates on single standard flashlight cell, 2500 r.p.m-, horsepower 1/2000, self. starting, reversible, clear plastic housing, operates on 1% to 6 volts— ariable powor, long battery life, permanent magnet. No building ready 
to mount and run. Real power in a small package. 
No. 6436. MINIATURE MOTO. Price Postpald 

‘7 6000 Revolutions Per Minute — 
AN ELECTRIC MOTOR FOR ONLY 25 CENTS, 
It sounds almost unbelievable but it is per= 
fectly true. For ONLY 25 cents we send all 

the parts necessary, packed in a neat box, 
together with full printed directions for 

assembling. No trouble at all putting the | 
SS parts together, in fact itis FUN. Just) 

follow a few simple instruction 
and motor is ready to run in a fev 
minutes. And is it speedy! AID 

it needs to run is a No, 6 or similar dry battery. As to the fun you'll get ou 
of it, you won’t have it an hour before you have it running and performing | 
many novel and interesting experiments—it has more power than you’d think, 
Besides, assembling the parts is an education in itself for any boy. ‘ 

With each motor come full printed directions, illustrated so you know 
exactly where each part goes—any boy who can read can do it. Besides the 
assembling will teach you a lot about motors and electricity. NOTHING MORB) 

Tiny Electric Atom Motor and 
s 

TO PAY—NOTHING MORE TO BUY. 25¢ Variable Speed Gear Box 
No. 4920. ELECTRIC MOTOR, Price Postpaid... MalN ese He abe sac uenales i 

SPECIAL QUANTITY PRICE—20 cents eac s of 12 or more, World’s Smallest Useful Power Source 

In this attractive package is brought the world’s smallest useful 
source of power. It consists of the TINY ATOM MINIATURE 
MOTOR described above, plus a complete’ set of parts for a VARI- 
ABLE SPEED POWER APPLICATOR, or gear train, including 
ten gears, seven pinions, two drive shafts, a pulley and'a support- 
ing frame on which motor and gears are mounted, 

Wonderful for the Hobby Builder, 
Those Who Like to Build Working 

Models—Many Practical Uses 
Has been used to drive music boxes, operate 

mechanical toys, flashers, turntables, moying | 
signs, gadgets and all sorts of working models 
and any entians, For the experimenter it is in- 
valuable, 

Many Combinations for 30 to 6000 
R.P.M. Available 

Motor is well designed and of quality con-. 
struction. Field is a permanent Alnico magnet, Rotor is wire wound on laminated steel core. Brass bearings. Brushes are phosphor bronze for 
long life, Current consumption is low, insuring Hmany hours of use on a single flashlight cell, 
Educational Value for Schools and 

on , Engineers 
‘ , Gear train is accurately and sturdily built of steel and brass. By ch }) Pinion combinations, drive shaft speeds from 30 to 400 en ig nen i speeds, ample power is delivered by drive pulley for heavy *& ~+++=Rubbor Band for Bett Work. Motor itself runs at 6000 r.p.m. 1% volt. Motor Besoin ei Siang ani 2 0z. Practical for Ny -CO} e attery riven model cars, boats, ete, , Rubber Tube on Shaft Additional power by adding dry cell. Comes complete with specifications and installation book. Additional parts available. 

No. 6448. Tiny Atom Motor and Gear Box.. 9 

MIDGET ELECTRIC MOTOR © 
1OPERATES FROM STANDARD FLASHLIGHT CELLS; STANDS 2-INCHES HIGH, 1x1-INCK 

BASE; PULLEY FLYWHEEL DRIVES MODELS 
This midget motor is powerful and prac- 

Will Drive Boats, Cars, Models 
Construction Sets 

It is powerful enough to drive your models and since 

Wonderful Construction Set for Science Classes 
Many science classes use our motors for instruction purposes. This is a fine motor for 

that purpose since it is complete, including the required batteries. Entire set is packed im 
large display box with educational instruction pamphlet. Travels at speeds up to 5,000 
revolutions per minute.* Has grooved pulley flywheel for driving models. Complete wit 
cells, switch, motor parts, grooved pulley, flywheel, crankshaft, etc, 
No, 6438. ELECTRIC MOTOR KIT. Comiplete, Postpald......+ +++ eeeee 

EASY TO BUILD KITS 
All you have to do is to assemble the motor in a 

few minutes of easy work. All parts are completely 
made and formed. Just wind the coil and bolt parts 
together. In this way you become familiar with the 
basic elements of motors, Use armature as an electro 
magnet, etc. It’s fun and educational, too. 

Flexible Connection Direct or Universal Drive 

Large, Powerful Motor 
Low priced powerful motor that is ideal for operating 

Reduction May Be Made by Counter:Shaft 

Without 
Gears 



Complete With Crystal 
This Detector is a radio in 

itself, as it is possible to get 
reception with it alone, provid- 
ed you are within 25 miles of 
a broadcasting station (or up 
to 100 miles under very favor- 
able conditions), All you need 
is a good outdoor aerial and 
an earphone and you are all 
set. It is completely assembled 
and wired, all ready for use. 

Advantages of the Crystal Radio 
An ideal bedroom radio.Simple 

to operate and has no_ operating 
costs. You can leave it ‘‘on’’ day 
and night for a month and it will 
still be in. first class condition. Once 
you have it connected up, and this 
is simple, you have a radio that 
should give you trouble-free recep- 
tion for a long, long time. No elec- 
trical connections and consequently 
It does not pick up electrical Inter- 
ference of motors, electrical devices, 
etc. Because it produces earphone 
volume it does not disturb others. 

QD», & NE 
<Q), BROADCASTS 

lo 
Tubes 
No. 

Batteries 
No 

Noise Radio Reception No 
Distortion pashively Guaranteed 

neludes the stand, crystal cup, arm with cat whisker, a: 
ee sensitive Philmore ‘Radio crystal, and two terminals for wire connections, mounted on handsome base, Every set factory ested. Reception positively guaranteed. 3 No. 6590. Crystal Radio Detector. Price Postpald..... 5c 

Electro-Mite Mini- 

RADIO EARPHONE ADAPTER Battery Kit 
ISTEN WITHOUT ,,Raaio 

DISTURBING OTHERS ¥*sPhone 
Adaptor enables 

you 3 use 
2a rphones 

BOTH” with your 
radio, in 
addition to Wee 

F the loud 
ernest ntanennesrtnercernenne amt speaker, 
Ae Fine for persons hard- and thus 
hear i hey i forel stations, tleten- pe a4 

ng in bed without dis- to listen in 
turbing others, ete. Red Black to pro- a grams pri- 
vately and without disturbing others. When 
installed, it permits you to use your radio in 
three different ways—(1) with loud speaker 
alone; (2) with earphones alone; (3) with 
both loud speaker and earphones together. 

. : s 
COAST TO COAST RECEPTION 0! mazing 

“lectro-mite kits, Not much larger than pack of cigar- 
ettes, this set operates on penlight or hearing aid “1 
‘ells. Operates with several pair of headphones as well Earphones not only permit you to listen in 
is small pm speaker with good results. Uses 2 minia- privacy, but are of great assistance when 
ure, tubes. Newly developed circuit packs amazing ‘ ati 
power. Not a toy or gadget. High grade parts, heavy listening in to foreign stations. 1.98 
steel chassis, dial, bakelite sockets, knobs, capacitors, No. 6474. Radio Earphone Adapter 

No. 6586. Single Har Phone. Prico....$1.25 roll, Sore pier tuning condenser, svelte Sen eels 
. - it MatitaihiGe ae oe No. 6585. Two Phone Head Set. Price. .$2.50 lubes, phone, battery. 

No. 6568. Mini-Battery Kit. Postpatd $5.95 
No, 6569. Tube for Set. (Uses 2). -$1.35 

ONE TUBE RADIO KIT 

Newly Developed One Tube Circuit | Vy 
That Brings in Wonderful Reception! 
SWELL LOOKING—WONDERFUL PERFORMANCE 

This one tube radio set was designed around a famous new: 
type electronic tube recently developed. Brings in long dis-' 
tance reception in loud, clear teues. Excellent set for your 
bedroom or den. Under ordinary conditions It will bring In 
very good reception from statlons 400 miles away, while 
under favorable conditions It has done considerably better. 
One tube detector and amplifier designed around minia- 
ture 114 high mu pentode tube. Operates on a single 
standard flashlight cell for filament current and from 22 % 
to 90 volt B battery. Easy to assemble in an average time 
of about one hour, Kit includes building and operating 
instructions, Manual covers theory of radio from antenna 
to vacuum tube. Educational and lots of fun, too. Complete 
except for aerial, batteries and earphone. $3. 95 
No. 6556. ONE TUBE RADIO KIT. Postpaid “A 
No. 6586- SINGLE EARPHONE, Each, Postpald.$1.25 

178 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 

Brings In 
Radio 

Stations | 
Over 1,000 — 
Miles Away! 

* 
Official 

Boy Scout 
Radio Kit 

* 
Easy To 

Assemble— 
No 

Soldering! 

* 
Good 

Reception 
Day or Nigh 

* 
Covers 

Complete 
Broadcast 

Band 

Complete 2-Tube 
RADIO KIT 

Including All Tubes, Ear Phone and Parts 
This is the set you boys have been waiting for—what a honey! BRINGS IN 

5 STATIONS UP TO 1000 MILES AND FARTHER! Here is your own private 
set that will thrill yon in a hundred ways. Listen to SPORTS, MUSIC, STORIES and RADIO PRO- 
GRAMS OF ALL KINDS. 

Portable—Compact—Any Metal Serves As An Aerial 
For long distance reception, conventional aerial and ground are suggested (aerial coil, ground wires in- 

eluded) but if you bave good local stations, just a simple connection to any metal will serve as an aerial, 

So Compact It Can Be Built Into a Cigar Box 
Uses famous newly-developed ‘“‘peanut’” tubes (both included) which are so efficient and small in size. 

You can easily build set in a cigar box, and carry it with you wherever you go. 

Easy To Do—Yet Wonderful Radio Education—Entire Operating Radio Circuit Right 
Before Your Eyes As You Listen 

No radio set could be more fascinating to operate, whether you are naturally interested in radio or not. 
All parts are mounted on the baseboard as illustrated (or you can_use cigar bux If you want a portable set) 
and you can literally see how a radio works as you listen and operate it. No text book, no theory could even 
begin to match the ease with which an understanding of radio can be prought to you. And what person 
doesn’t want to know a little about the workings of radio and electronics in this ace? 

Complete Kit—Easy to Build With No Soldering—Just Connect and Operate 
The baseboard is of soft wood. All parts screw quickly and easily 

ae bast sens Bos ies All ene toa wsdl mace by weet oo 
* spring clips so they can be connected or disconnected in seconds, In 

Electro-Kit Includes minutes your set is ready for operation, No soldering; Includes all 
—Aerial & Ground Wires parts. ‘ 

Aerial Coll If You Want a Radio for Enjoyment or If You Want to 
—8x10-Inch Baseboard and * 

Picture Diagram Learn Radio, This Is the Set for You 
—‘B” Battery Plug Not a toy, but a real radio that gets distant stations as well as 
—2 Electron Tubes local. Teaches the elementary principles of radio and electronics. Single 
—Tuning Condenser With Clip contrel, patented circuit, uses standard flashlight dry cell and a 45 

and Wire volt “B” battery, and electron tubes. Complete easy-to-follow picture 
—Three Rosistors diagram and layout so you build from pictures, 16-page booklet with 
——-Three Capacitors 6 pictures and diagrams for those who are interested in learning more 
—All Necessary Clips, Clamps, about radio, While entire booklet is written without using radio dia- 

Screws, Spacers and Knob grams, or terms, there is a complete schematic radio diagram and parts 
—16-page Illustrated Instruc- list with specifications included for those who wish to learn more, 

tion Booklet With Picture Official Boy Scout Radio Kit. Complete parts list given here are all 
and Radio Diagrams packet In attractive, beautifully Illustrated 2-color gift box 10 '2x8'!2x 

—All in 2-Color Gift Box 2 /2-inches. $5 95 ——— 
No, 6549, ELECTRO-KIT 2-TUBE SET. Price . s | * 179 



Desk Model 
Miniature CRYSTAL 

No Batteries 
No Current Connect Aerial and Ground 

And You’re All Set 
Here is an ideal radio set to have in your 

bedroom, den or office. Gives earphone vol- 
ume—you won’t disturb-anyone else. Just 
slip the earphones on, tune in a station and 
you can read or go to sleep while listening 
in. Leave the set on all night—there is no 
expense or anything to wear out. It’s ready 
for use in the morning. Stay in bed and listen 
to the morning programs. 

This set looks just like a regular mantel 
model set, although it is somewhat smaller § 
in size. It is a high grade crystal radio 
which is built into a very nice looking cab- 
inet. It looks good and it is good. Many of our 
customers tell us that this radio-is very suit- 
able for gift purposes. It has an improved Swell 
spring action locator. Positive contact tun- 
ing dial. Clear reception is guaranteed. Looking Set 
USES NO BATTERIES, NO ELECTRICITY, 
NO TUBES. Selects stations easily and quickly. Guaranteed reception up to 25 
miles and greater (as high as 100 miles) under favorable conditions. You merely 
have to connect the phone, a good aerial and a good ground and the set is ready 
to operate. 

COSTS NOTHING TO OPERATE---IDEAL RADIO SET 
You'll enjoy having this radio in your bedroom, clubhouse, den, workshop or 

even in your spare room. Take it along on hikes and outings. The ideal radio set 
—costs you nothing to operate—uses no electricity current and no batteries. 
Leave it playing and it never wears out. Fall asleep listening to music—wake 
up listening to music. 

METAL CASE WITH BEAUTIFUL MAHOGANY WRINKLE FINISH 
Built sturdy. Looks like a real power set in design and character. Performs 

exceptionally well pulling the sound out of the air. Positive contact tuning dial, 
spring action, easy to locate stations. Simple tuning. Size 5%x4%x3-inches 
Aerial and ground not included. 
No. 6504. CABINET CRYSTAL RADIO SET. $3 95 

Price Postpata.'s.).ceaey sinciee cs so's Savealeeaesibnpiebeepece ni Without Phones. 
No. 6505. CABINET CRYSTAL RADIO SET With Single $4.95 

s 

Fixed Crystal Detector 
Earphone. Price Postpaid. . 

Laboratory Set Crystal 
For Best Reception— 

Longer Range, 
Louder Volume 

With this Fixed Crystal Detec- 
tor no crystal settings are nec- 

i essary. The most sensitive spot 

greater as S- ore a tie cezatal a neected att in: 
tance when ory by means of actual tests. ighest grade 

couditions are tals are used for these detectors, This Insures greater 

favorable. The sensitivity, longer range reception and louder vol- 

open type de- ue poe cae can be used with any crystal 

tector permits | 5 Which we se 
adjustments to Build a Crystal Set 
be made to This crystal detector can be used by itself as a 
a very fine de- | jadio receiving set when aerial and phone are added. 
gree. The set A coil or condenser helps to separate stations. 

Little Wonder Crystal Radio 
Price $1.25 Compact in 

size but big in 
results, This 
set will re- 
ceive Broad- 
casting within 
25 miles of a 
station or even 

a 
FIXEO CRYSTAL 

Nea GA ny 

includes the Philmore supersensitive 
crystal which assures quick results 
when “looking” for a station because 
the entire surface of the crystal is 
Be Sls siria 
No. 6581. e Wonder 

Crystal Radio. Price Sostpata, 9ue25 
eg a ieee 

180 > Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 

Use in any crystal set, but for additional hook-ups, 
order our radio book listed below, Withstands high 
voltage. Bakelite case. 

_ $1.00 No. 4210. Fixed Crystal Detector 
Price Postpaid ....-++-+s++++0% eee 

No. 1596. How to Build Radlo Sets. 
Price Postpaid .,.....- wewviedeceee i5¢ 
—————————————————————— 
A SUGGESTION: Have you more than one catalog? 
If so why not give one to a friend. Thanks. 

1-Tube Midget Pocket Radio Covers 
Ee em Entire 

Broadcast 
Range 

Take This Radio With You In 
Pocket Wherever You Go 

Now we can offer a real 
MIDGET POCKET RADIO 
that we ean be proud to 
have you try, Take one look 
at its streamline plastic cab- 
inet that is a real beauty in 
styling. Then turn on the 
set and try it for perform- 
ance and again you'll be 
amazed and pleased with 
the results—for here is a 
truly practical pocket radio. 
Do not confuse this with the 
“pocket” erystal radios 
which have no station selec- 
tivity and no electronically 
amplified cireuit for louder 
volume and farther stations. 

Complete 
Take This Radio Broadcast 

With You 

Wherever You Go to Band 

Listen to. Sports, Music, Selectivity 
Set has standard con- 

denser which separates 
the stations so that you 
can tune in any station 
within range clearly and 
sharply, just as you 

Good Reception at the Office, in Bed, would on your regular 
home radio. Gives you 

On Vacation, Out in the Country the fine tuning which 
serves to concentrate the signal strength so that reception is at its maximum. Where there are several 
stations within range, you get them all clearly and can tune from ore to the other whenever you wish, 

1-Tube, Battery Operated Amplification Circuit Gives Louder 
Volume and Longer Distance 

Here Is what you can expect from this radio, Reception Is much better during the night than It Is 
during the day. At night, you will be able to pick up stations up to 100 miles away with ease, During 
the day, you can pick up stations up to 50 miles away. Stations vary in strength, and more powerful 
stations can be picked up at a greater distance, Certain weak, small-town stations are harder to get. 
This rot ia is for standard operating conditions; by using long aerial better reception can be 
secured. 

Just 1 Connection to Metal Serves as Aerial. Uses No Ground Wire 
There is just one connection to make, A simple metal clasp can be attached to any suitable metal 

object to serve as aerial, Uses no ground wire—just the one connection. If you live in a city with good 
stations, you can play radio while riding your bike by just connecting to metal part, If you are out in 
the country, connect to wire fence, any grounded metal object, ete. Of course, for reception of stations 
farther away, or for louder volume, a longer aerial is desired. In New York City, for example, one set 
brought in about 15 different stations, all of suitable volume and easily separated. A real radio in 
eyery sense of the word. 

Here Are the Features of This Set 
Streamlined plastic case—a miniature of the smartest set you’vye ever seen. Highly sensitive dial tun- 

ing, just like expensive radios. High quality, high impedence Army-type earphone with flexible cord. 
Indivdual earphone prevents disturbing others. Off and on switch with silver-plated points. So tiny, 
yet so powerful; only 4-inches wide, Each set is checked, tested and carries factory guarantee. It’s so 
convenient for you to take with you wherever you go. Each is attractively boxed and makes wonderful 
gift. Comes complete with tube, phone, battery—completely ready to operate. Operation only costs less 
thai a penny an hour! Weighs about 4-0z. $ 
No. 6567. Modernair One-Tube Midget Pocket Radio. Price Postpaid... 5.95 |e 181 

Radio Shows 

Costs Less Than a Penny an 

Hour to Operate 



Ff. 

GET FAR-AWAY STATIONS and POLICE CALLS WITH LONG and SHORT WAVE RADIO 

2-in-1 
RADIO and 

BROADCASTER 
Two Wonderful Instru- 

ments in One 

Kit Builds All-Electric, 
2-Tube Radio. Can Be Con- 

verted Into Home Broad- 
caster at Small Extra Cost 
This famous set was illustrated with dia- 

grams in Sclence and Mechanics Magazine. 
They built and tested this set and here is 
what they said about it: ‘If you haye never 

t attempted to construct your own radio, here 
is your chance to produce a genuinely powerful 
little set in a short time interesting work. 
Although hardly a handful, this miniature all- 
electric set provides amazing results by oper- 
ating a loudspeaker without a ground connec- 

Bs tion or outside antenna, For the record, the 
antena was exactly three feet long. Set can also be converted into 2 Home Broadcaster.’* 

Produces Loudspeaker Volume for Local Stations; Earphone Volume 
on Distant Domestic and Foreign Short Wave Stations 

This set is designed for operation on regular earphone volume, although local powerful stations can be 
heard using a loudspeaker, On earphone volume much greater reception can be secured. Long distance 
domestic broadcast stations and foreign short wave stations can be received under favorable conditions. Re- 
ceive police calls, amateurs, code messages, airline, steamship and distress calls as well as regular short wave 
foreign and domestic broadcast band. i 

Radio set is an all-electric 2-tube radio receiver. Kit includes all materials necessary to build with the 
exception of the tubes which can be secured locally. Easily assembled and wired from diagrams supplied. 
Brilliant red steel chassis with silver and black dial and bakelite knob. 

Home Broadcaster Kits Available Separately 
HOME BROADCASTING KIT converts set into home transmitter so you can broadcast over your own 

tadio. Talk, sing or play and it will be reproduced over the radio just as though you were receiving it through 
regular radio station. 

Excellent Kits for the Home Experimenter 
These are practical sets for practical purposes, although they serve as wonderful kits for those who want 

#to learn more about radio and electronics 
he easy way. Nothing complicated, but tre- 
mendously fascinating. Hours of fun just 
id 8o many useful and novel things with 
em, 

2-Tube All-Electric Long 

and Short Wave Radio Kit 
Comes complete with all materials neces- 

wsary for the radio set except tubes, aerials or 
hones. Uses either 635, 6J5-GT, 6C5 or 
C5-CT tubes, 

No. ooets, we Prey ce LONG AND 
HORT AVE RAD . 

RS FOStDAIG i016) siniel's/ e's ole.eie-orysdiwvs $6.95 

‘ 
; 

Home Broadcaster Kit 
Converts radio set into home broadcast- 

De unit 89 you can talk or sing through 
radio, 
No. 6550. MOME BROAD- 
CASTER KIT. Postpald........ $1.75 
(Aerials and Earphones are Listed Else- 

where In this Catalog.) : crete oe VL Deane Woe re emer A EL ; eons ; ; 182 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | SPECHAL, NOTE, When, ordering, be sure to give namo 

Plays 
Outdoors 

or Indoors 

Gt Really Worka 

= 0 Th Genuine ° 
DICK TRACY 9 
RECEIVE TWO-WAY 2005S 
WRIST RADIO 

Wear It Like a Wrist Watch, 
Carry It In Your Pocket! 

This illustration is almost exact size, yet it 
BRINGS IN RADIO RECEPTION LOUD 

and CLEAR. You’ll marvel at its effi- ciency. Contplete {init tear cost is last 
cost, 

Copyright N. ¥. 
News Syndicate 

ere 
THESE TWO-WAY WRIST RADIOS 

ARE A TERRIFIC TOY- 

AND TO THINK THEY Wok 

WITHOUT BATTERIES 

me OR Tuass / 

i 

ACTUAL 
SIZE 

Never 
Wears Out! 

Built-In 
Enjoy THIS METAL wiNDOW 

Music, FRAME MAKES A 
1D, Goop AERIAL/ 
. Wy, 

NOW 1 CAN LISTEN TO MY 
FAVORITE PROGRAMS 
wrHouT DISTURBING / 

WATCH SIZE 
POCKET RADIO 
Tilustration ia just about actual size. Ruggedly made with beautiful plastic 

case, all mayen parts inside. Strap for wearing on your wrist, or carry 
in your pocket, 

Not a Crystal Radio but War Developed Radar 
Diode Detector 

Has famous super-sensitive war-developed diode rectifier and detector that 
is many times more effective than the best crystal detector, @QUARANTEED 
TO BRING IN STATIONS UP TO 50 MILES AWAY AT NIGHT AND 
MUCH GREATER DISTANCES UNDER FAVORABLE WEATHER 
CONDITIONS AND LOCALITY. Olear, true tones, 

No Batteries, No Electricity, No Tubes, 
No Expense 

The first cost is your last cost. Practically indestructible and does not wear out. Leave it on indefinitely, day and night, and you can enjoy the 
music or programs or sports. Comes complete with aerial and ground connec- tions. If you live within a few miles of station, a single connection to bed- spring, bike frame, ete., is sufficient to bring in local stations, Larger 
aerial for far-away stations, Receiver is built right into set, 

Receives and Transmits--and Receive Messages 
Also can be used as telephone to carry messages back and forth. Here ini iis . is a practical radio that will give you many months and years of real en- joyment at no additional expense!! Comes complete ready to hook up and use, with built-in detector and a opeaee es 

No, 6570, DICK TRACY TWO WAY WRIST RADIO. Price Postpald........... $2.98 | te 183 

OH BOY! 17 WORKS TWO 

Ways! RECEIVES BROADCASTS 
AND IS A PRIVATE TWO-WAY 



Sky Ranger 

Indoor Aerial 
2 Eliminates the Need of An 

‘fea ' Outside Aerial 
A new Aerial Eliminator 

that really works. Can be 
used with almost any radio. 
If you are still using the 
old style outdoor aerial, try 
this and see if your recep- 
tion doesn’t improve. Many 
outdoor aerials have been 

found to pick up much additional static 
without improving the signal strength. 
Improves reception in those radios 
With “built-in” aerials. Special con- 
denser for filtering disturbances, Com- 
plete, ready to connect. Quickly in- 
stalled in a few minutes. 
No. 6324, Sky Ranger Indoor 
Aerial. Price Postpaid..... oa $1.00 

3-in-I Aerial 
& Noise Filter 

, Improve Radio 
mn t Reception 

Wave Trap and Aerial 
Tuner 

Can be used either as an Aerial 
Eliminator. Wave Trap or Antenna 
Tuner. As an Aerial Eliminator, it 
does away with the outside aerial. As 
a Wave Trap, it will separate interfer- 
ing stations and improve selectivity. 
As an Antenna Tuner, it will strengthen 
the signals and improve the reception 
of a weak station. Complete with di- 
rections. 
No. 6164, Price Postpaid..... $1.00 

Single 
Phone 
Head 
Set 

New Type 

Fluorescent Light Noise Filter 
This filter has been designed especially for fluor- 

escent light fixtures. Enclosed in tubular case and 
made to fit into most light fixtures. Guaranteed te 
eliminate interference caused by fluorescent lights. 
Easily installed. Complete directions. For use on 
any voltage up to 110 and 220, AC or DC. Alloy Mag- | 3"for'$1.26. d 50c nets for No. 6584, Fluorescent Light Filter. Postpal 

Added Power, . 
Greater Volume 

| Comfortable, jow priced 
single headphone _ set 
that is useful for many 

either) standard 

results with crysta] radios as 

receivers, 
Excellent for standard code and experimental work. 

purposes. Fine for regu. 
lar radio reception with Noise Interference 

a 

for crystal radios. Gives excellent 

SD Silencer 
Eliminates radio interference from electrical 

thig|@ppliances such an fans, Beis yee clean 
new type allows magnets greater|ers, sewing machines, clippers, small motors, 

pick up and volume which is so essential in most crysta)jetc. CONNECTS DIRECTLY TO INTERFER- 

or 

ING DEVICE—THIS IS THE ONLY PRAC- 
Set|TICAL WAY TO ELIMINATE DISTURB- 

consists of a single headphone and band. A low priced|ANCES—-AT THE SOURCE. Get one for each 
unit that is exceptionally comfortable to use. 
hold the phone to your ear. Fine for listening in bed 

No need te|noisy appliance. Installed in a few moments. 
Complete directions. For 16, 32, 110 or 220 

. 6593. Single Phone and Headband. volt appliances, AC or DC. 3 for $2.00. 
Price Postpaid. cab ai tha’ altel st, as stubarel stato a A wie aie 1.50 No. 6579. Interference Silencer, Each. . 75¢ 

Sensitive Radio Headphones 

SUPER PHONES High fidelity and 
sensitive phones made 
for use on crystal] 2-Phone + sets, electric radios 

| recone! and battery sets, Can 
more _ sensi- be used with any 
tive 2-phone radio listed in this 
headset for! catalog. Can also be 
longer di eats radios 

addition to speak- 
chrome ‘Neel er ce EY pees aoe v) 

Splendid ad- Siena Bie SOE bedroom use, Single 
or double phones = 
supplied. 
No. 6586. SINGLE PHONE $1.25 
With Cord only. No headband 

No. 6585. 2-PHONE HEADSET. Complete With Double Headband, Cord, Eto. $2.50 
Price Postpald ....cceee ese encccee ses eeneseceesesesessesessesassseseseeseeese 
—— Ba YOUR LETTERS AIR MAIL Saves time a 

184 * Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | getting your order—costs only a few cents more, 

dition to short 
wave sets for 
foreign | sta- 
pier $3.50 

q 

RADIO AERIAL KIT === 
Radio Reception Depends Upon Your Aerial 

A radio is no better than its aerial. The aerial 
must receive the signal from the broadcasting 
station before the radio can amplify it and repro- 
duce it in your speaker. The aerial that picks up 
the strongest signal will bring you correspondingly 
better volume, more distance and better reception. 
Why not enjoy the FULL BENEFIT of your radio 
by connecting it to a good AERIAL This kit is 
manufactured of high grade materials, complete 
with instructions for installing. 

Each Aerial Kit contains the following: 1 50-ft. 
coil of best stranded copper aerial wire, 1 25-ft. 
coil of rubber covered lead-in wire, 1 ground clamp, 
1 lead-in strip, 2 porcelain insulators, 2 nail-it knobs, also instruction sheet 
written in plain, simple language that any boy can readily understand. $1.25 
No, 6605. COMPLETE AERIAL KIT. Price Postpaid............cccccees 

De Luxe “Reception Getter” Aerial Kit 
A quality AERIAL KIT that includes all the necessary elements for high-performance, long distance reception under poor conditions. Ideal for those who want to pick up faint U. S. or foreign signals and get 

loud reception. Includes 50-ft. heavy tinned copper aerial wire, 30-ft. stranded copper Insulated lead-in wire, 10-ft. ground wire, 2 porcelain Insulators, ground clamp, lead-in strip, lightning arrestor, complete instruc. 
tlons In colorful box. 
No. 6604. DE LUXE AERIAL KIT. Price Postpald...... $2.00 

Dual Noise Filter 
For Improved 

Radio 
Reception 

see eneeee 

iltervolt 
Vv improves radio re- 

hah < ception by filterin 
MODEL Ye out many electrica' 

disturbances cau 
by motors and app! 
ances. The power 
line is the source of 
most disturbances in 

Plug this filter into 
socket before plugging 
in any noise ereating 
device such as motor, 

your radio. This line 
picks up all of 
electrical impulses 
such as motor noises, 
electrical switches, 

ih. a Z xX ete., and passes them 
Seanes Pee: vrlelpa , fs : on to your radio in 
check noi pe i . the form of static 

q Se at the a n d__ interference, 
source, Also helps This model FILTER: 
eliminate — disturbing 2 VOLT helps to angure 
noises @ uniform curren low 
a radios. Dual radio under most conditions 

so that cause of disturbance 
No. 6159. $1 69 . is eliminated. Heavy duty 
Price. ... ° coll chokes power fluctuations, With direction $5 00 

No. 6627. FILTERVOLT. Price Postpaid es im 

ait I” ~phuO ) 

Reception} é ¢ J 

Radio Plug-in Noise Filter 
Radio Plug-In Noise Filter is a radio acces- Sory that is intended for two distinct purposes, First, it is designed to bring a uniform power flow to your set which protects it from current fluctuations and overloads which destroy tube efficiency, and second, it is claimed for it that it will help eliminate or filter some of the man- made noises that are so annoying to radio lis- 

teners. It measures only about AF 1am by Bu in., consequent- i y occupies very little space, Your Set Was Designed to Most radio nois Produce Good Reception pliances ‘such a electric aan aa 
The manufacturer of your 

set designed it to give you 
good reception. You can get 
it by choking off electrical 
disturbances in the power line 
that feeds your set. These 
voltage fluctuations not only 
impair reception, but throw a 
strain on your tubes. Unbal- 
rail tubes cause poor recep- 

on, 

motors, mixers, sewing machines, ollcke ing switches, refrigerators, fans, elevate ors, cash registers, etc., etc. They cause disturbance by producing sharp changes in_ voltages. Voltage changes are picked up by f tadio and converted into noises, Filter works as a Voltage regulator to choke off and smother sud- den fluctuations in voltage. This not only makes for good recep- tion, but protects tubes against overloading. Your tubes are delicate electronic instruments whose balance should be main- tained. A good investment for anyone who operates radi 
near other electrical appliances. 
No. 6576. Radio Plug-In Filter, Postpaid 4000 | 185 



mission cord and full instructions. 
No, 4249. SET OF TELEPHONES. 
Price (10c plus 2c postage) SEND..-....-+- 0.05 

No. 2150. ADDITIONAL TRANSMISSION cORD. 

ICA Tenna-Scope 
ERT eR New Style 

Built-In Tuned 
Radio Antenna 

Better Selectivity! 
; No Aerial Necessary! 
Better Reception! 
New style built-in 

§ tuned radio antenna 
™* which may be con- 

nected to any radio, Eliminates use of outside aerial 

and ground. Covers complete broadcast band giving 

higher signal strength ratio over noise, thus insuring 

more volume, farther reception, Anyone can connect 

to any radio in few minutes. Attractive looking case. 

Full instructions. $3.00 

Meroe ey 7, Praca 
No Batteries, No Electricity - Just Talk! ff 
Here is a set of phones which carries the voice 

\ excellently for distances from 50 to 100 feet, yet 
they sell for only 12c a pair! Uses no battery or 
electricity—just the one connection, Talk from one room to 

another, from worksh°p to office, etc. Each phone acts both 

,as receiver and speaker. Set complete with two phones, trans- 

Por Spool. 

Microphone 
Carbon Granules 
Finest grade, 

polished ca r- 
bon. For micro- 
phone trans- 
mitter button: 
experimenta 
use, ete, Fine 
grain (No, 100) 
granules, high 
sensitivity. 
best quality 
reproduction. 
No. 6574. Bottle.. 80c 

ICA Tenna-Scope Loop 
Aerial Eliminator for 
Midgets & Portables 
BETTER RECEPTION 

WITH SMALL RADIOS, 
Eliminates the necessity of an 
outdoor or indoor aerial. Re- 
places antenna coil in midget 
sets. Coil type winding gives 
wonderful selectivity and good signal pick-up. Easily 
concealed in back of set or on flat surface. Excellent 
directional antenna. Did you know that when the 
loop of the aerial is in the direction of the station, 
the signa] is much stronger? Not only does this 
make the station louder, but also cuts out, interfer- 
ence or other stations coming from other directions. 
Prove this to yourself by turning aerial. Complete 
instructions with each unit. $1 25 
No. 6554. ICA Tenna-Scope Loop......¥  * 

Nace eres in 
we hom wy 

No. 6553. ICA Tenna-Scope. Postpaid. . 

At Cat Whiskers, 
These Philmore 

Universal Type Cat 
Whiskers will fit 
practically all Orys- ih 

tal Radio Sets. Correctly made} of your crystal radio de- 
and designed. For replacement | pends on the kind of a 

purposes on your present crystal | crystal that you use. We sell 
by those |} only genuine Philmore Supersen- 

set Crystals, same as 
sensitive | used in all the 

touch. OG | receiving sets sold by us. They 
are made of selected radio min- 
eral, fully guaranteed by the 

set, or can be used 
who are building their own stts. sitive Radio 
Fine points, firm and i 

No. 6588. Price Each... 

um 339) 
Aerial Lead-In Strip 
For aerial lead-in connections 

di and doo! 

manufacturer. 

No. 6209. 

Light 
rice Postpaid...... | 

ning Arresto 
CFD ancuia have 
Sm this protection. 

Easily con- 
nected any - 
where to lead- 
in wire. A| own aerial. 

simple protective device. 
No. 6310. Price Postpald. 

RADIO CODE | CODES 

SELF FAUOHT 
Learn the quick, easy SRY, Tf) 

way. Also tells how to FWY SILC 
make simple code prac- 3am 
tise set. Gives radio his- 
tory, codes, code practice set, symbols, etc. 64 

pages, 2-color cover. oc 

No. 1566. Radlo Code Book. Postpaid. er ‘ 

KNIFE SWITCH 
Handy for electrical cireuits. Rug- 

ged, heavy duty. 
No. 6551. Single Pole, Single 35c 

Throw. Price Postpald....- 
No. 6552. Single Pole, Double 

Throw. Price Postpaid.....--50c 

ELECTRICAL HOOK-UP WIRE 

Ideal for radio circuits, electrical 

connections, experiments, etc. No. 18 
copper wire with insulation. 25-ft. 

No. 6602. Per Coll, Postpald. 29C}) 
186 jx Johnson Smith & Co. | 

Super-Sensitive Crystal 
For Any 

Crystal Radio Set 
The success or failure ff 1 

. 

No. 6587. Price Postpald 

‘i Aerial Wire 1 
High quality Aerial Wire for your 

27 strands, iperecnnde rere, Ne. 
BOC | Ni. S325. Per so Ft. cot., SOC 

Crystal Detector 
Glass 
Enclosed 

ses eu 

crystal radio 

15c 

results, we L 
glass enclosed detector, Connec- 
tions are easily made, and 
once the detector is tuned, you 
can slip on the cover, and it 
will always be -ready for in- 
stant use. No wiring to do. A 
simple, efficient crystal radio 
receiver. Comes with supersen- 
sitive crystal, but without 
aerial or earphones. 50c 
No. 6591. Price Only.. 

New War-Developed 
Germanium Crystal Diode 
isee Easy to Build 

Pocket Portable 

Set That Actually Brings in Radio 
Stations 

_ New type crystal diode detector connects to 
Single or double phones and brings in stations 
without aerial! Just make one other connection 
to bicycle frame, telephone clip, bedspring, etc., 
and stations within 25 miles can be heard. ‘Will 
bring in stations up to 150 miles with regular 
aerial and further ground attached. At night 
and under favorable conditions, much better re- 
sults obtained. Developed for radar, performs at 
high level of volume and efficiency. No adjust- 
ment necessary. Requires no tubes, no batteries, 
no electricity—nothing else—no cost to operate. 
Complete without phones. $1 49 
No. 6555. Germanium Crystal Diode. *™* 

PPP WoT CB Cr me 
This Telegraph Set 

Western Union (=. 3-In-1 Telegraph Outfit 
= “TRI-SIGNAL = = Flashes - Buzzes - Clicks 

SET. os This is one of the newest and most efficient 
telegraph sets sold at a low price. It is actually 
3 instruments in one, for with it 3 different 
methods of signaling can be used: (1) ‘Signal 
(flash), (2) Telegraph (click), and (3) Radio 
Buzz. Placing the switch on the top contact 
causes the instrument to act as a signal light; 
the center contact is for telegraph clicks; the 
bottom contact is for the radio buzz. It is simple 
enough for a child, yet complete enough for a 

i: a telegrapher. To operate, simply connect up with 
my " I sufficient copper wire, as per instructions, and 

i . ra . a rake. th Te erie ene reece en in each nat 

d nees 2 or more dry cells e the place of flashlight batteries. he instruments can be 

RoE Ee re se el for one or two way transmission. The set has the unqualified approval of the 

Western Union Company and we cannot speak too highly of the quality and efficiency of it. Made of 

sheet metal, lithographed in colorful blue and white, with the International code on each instrument, Both 

International and Morse codes are given separately on the instruction sheet. Outfit includes 2 instruments, 

2 flashlight bulbs and a supply of miniature Western Union blanks. Batteries not included, $i 98 

No. 4936. TRI-SIGNAL TELEGRAPH SET. Price Postpald cc cise ceceue ebb eeialew f 

No. 2648. BATTERIES. Standard Flashlight Batterles. (Uses & for each 

So Ae 
2 RADIO 

KIT 
dee or Praca 
ee Use 

haare meer with Can Be Used to Communicate 
neque Instructions Between Almost Unlimited 

Distances 
Famous SIGNAL telegraph instrument that is 

used for commercial purposes, Can be used for 
regular two-way operation or you can use it as & 
practice set. Hither way, you will find this instru- 
ment accurate and with a clear resonant sounder 

tone, Bar frame cast iron, black enamel. Bridge 
and adjustment screws brass with instrument lac- 
quered finish, Sounding bar aluminum. Professional 
style key with throw-off lever. Platinor contacts 
Brass screws for adjusting key to your own style, 
Instruction manual packed with each instrument, 
Operates from standard dry cells (not supplied). 
No. 4495. TELEGRAPH KEY AND $7 6 
SOUNDER. Prico Postpaid 65 

Shure Army Microphone 
---Home Broadcasting Through Your Radio pg 

_ ---Home Recording Mike ey 
_---Fine for Public Address Systems ‘ 

Top quality hand microphone with control button in handle. 
Highly sensitive. Hag rubber covered cord and telephone plug, Fine 
for use on home recorders, home broadcasting through your radio, public 
address systems, ete. Brand new—perfect operation. 

Made to Rigid Government Standards—Now Sold for 
Half the Regular Price 

These microphones were made for the U. S. Army to their specifications, 
Passed by Signal Corps: inspectors to assure top performance. These NEW 
mikes are now available to you at half the usual retaij value. We bought a 
large stock for our customers. Waterproof, shockproof. Single button switch is 
sealed in plastic case. Hook and metal fittings heavily plated, Furnished 
with highest quality 5-ft. rubber cable. Microphone cover included, Hach unit 
is packed in waterproof and dustproof container for overseas shipment. Oper- 
ating instructions included. A real bargain. Manufactured by Shure—makers 
of quality radio parts. $3 9 oars 

; No. 6001A, SHURE ARMY MICROPHONE. Postpald.. Y?* 5 |e 187 

an 
‘ay Diagrams 
BUILD YOUR OWN CRYSTAL RADIO. A 

simplified kit that can be assembled in 25 minutes 
or less, This set brings in broadcasting stations 
within a 100 mile radius under ordinary conditions, 
At night, under favorable conditions much better 
reception is possible. Listen to music, news, pro- 
grams through your own radlo. First cost is last cost 
—tses no tubes, no electricity, no batteries, Com- 
plete with phone, Just hook up good aeria] and 
ground, tune in and it plays! Beautiful moulded 
plastic with nickel plated binding posts and trim- 
mings. 
No. 6578, 
Postpald. 



Boys! Get This Completely Electric 

ee 
Dot ‘N’ Dash 
Telegraph Set 
Complete with 
Morse Code 
Learn How To 
Become An 

EXPERT 
TELEGRAPH 
OPERATOR 

AA NY 
WN 

Uae ageees 
iaee oe 

AAW 

Lots of Fun 
Sending 
Messages 
to Your 
Friends. 

Operates / ENTERTAINING 
Dy EDUCATIONAL 

Battery NOVEL—CHEAP 

Use It For SENDING As Well As For RECEIVING 
B O y S i Here you are boys, A private ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH 

= SET of you 5 -. You can have 
lots of fun sending messages to your friends. Better stifl, get TWO SETS—one 
for receiving and the other for sending. Hook them up for two way messages 
(sending and receiving) as shown in the printed directions. It is no trouble at 
all to operate with the simple instructions that accompany each set. It operates 
on any standard dry battery which you can obtain at any hardware, electrical or 
department store throughout the country. With this outfit you can learn to trans- 
mit and receive messages in the MORSE INTERNATIONAL CODE, and in a 
very short time you may become quite an expert operator. It is mounted on a 
wooden base measuring 4x 3 inches, first class construction throughout. It comes 
complete with key sounder, magnet, miniature Western Union telegraph blanks, 
and packed in a neat box with full printed instructions—everything but the battery, 
for ONLY 25 Cents postpaid. 

No. 4919. Electric Telegraph Set. Price Each, Postpaid. . .25¢ 
_SEND 50c FOR TWO (SEND MESSAGES BACK AND FORTH FROM ANY TWO PLACES). 

Sy» Boy es Boy's Own Toymaker 

Geral Electrician Teeuieae Set mite | cal cove, “ymxe Chem: No Batteries Necessary } ¢ 
raps, a arrows. With 75 illustrations Fine for practising code for making Bat * |requires no batteries» will 

send mopeages only as far as 
it can be heard. Clicker 

me! 

. rd is 
and many other chings: 
amusing and useful. Ali 
mace 80 pinta and simple 

understand. ‘Ove etd 20 illustrations 
No. 1314, Pri 25 

ASE. 
understand metal @ 

the contents, parts. No batteries, no No. “2311. Price, EGC | electricity. Learn tétes- 
No. 4948. 

188 9 J. S. & Co. | Price each. 

SxreNAL Telegraph Set 
Get a Lucrative Job on Ships, in Radio Stations, Ete. 

Become An Expert 
Telegraph Operator 
— 

A First Class Wireless Telegraph Set 
For Only $3.50 

Telegraphy is one profession that seems never to be overcrowded. There would 
seem to be good positions with liberal salaries always open to expert operators 
of either sex, and the rapid extension of telegraph and radio communication 
both on land and sea in all parts of the world should guarantee that for many 
years to come, any qualified person will be eagerly sought for. Telegraphy is a 
far more pleasant and interesting occupation than stenography, typewriting, or 
bookkeeping; it is easily and speedily acquired and it is remunerated on a much 
higher scale. At one time about the only way to obtain a knowledge of telegraphy 
was to enter the service while young, and, in the course of years, to advance 
to the position of an operator. Now, however, with the aid of the Wireless Tele- 
graph Set, you can quickly learn to transmit messages with wonderful facility, 
The machine that makes this possible is a regulation telegraphic key with extra 
loud buzzer or sounder, made of high grade materials. The Morse International 
Code is printed on a little brass plate fastened to the base, so that it is right 
in front of you while transmitting or receiving messages. Full instructions are 
included with each set, which give the beginner complete information regarding 
this wonderful system of wireless communication. In a short time, almost with- 
out conscious effort, you learn to produce the code by means of the key, and with 
a little practice, in an astonishingly short time you are enabled to transmit and 
receive messages almost equal to an experienced telegraph operator, Then, when- 
ever you happen to hear messages being broadcast or transmitted in Morse Inter- 
national code, you won’t have to wonder what it is all about. The illustration 
gives some idea of the general appearance of the set. It is a beautifully finished 
piece of mechanism, of very handsome appearance, and thoroughly strong and 
serviceable. The set is 6 inches long by 41%4 inches wide. Hach set is sent com- 
plete with directions, all ready for use, and all that you will need will be a 
couple of regulation No. 6 Dry Batteries and a little wire. $3 50 
No, 4498, WIRELESS TELEGRAPH SET. Price Postpaid............ ® 

TWIN WIRELESS TELEGRAPH SET 
(pera hi For Sending and Receiving 

This set comprises two instruments same 
as No. 4498 described above, 75 feet of wire 
and an instruction manual, all packed in an 
attractive box. One instrument will suffice 
for sending, but if you want to practice 
receiving as Well as sending, get this Twin 
Wireless Telegraph Set and it will add im- 

\ measurably to the fun and enjoyment you 
“@ will derive from same. All you have to do 

Vis to connect them up according to the di- 
rections, and you can exchange messages with 
1 second party to your heart’s content, even 

though each set be a considerabie distance from the other, 
No. 4497. TWIN WIRELESS SET. Price Postpaid.........eeseeeeeeee 

CODE Gea’ KEY 
This is a very reliable and up-to-date Telegraph Transmitting 

Key that sells for g very/nominal sum. With this Key you can 
learn to transmit messages by the Morse International Oode, 
and in a very short time become an expert operator. It mens- 
ures five inches long by three inches, first-class construction 
throughout, black ename] key base, mahogany finish base, 
nickel plated lever, coin silver contacts. Takes a No. 6 Dry 
Battery, readily obtainable. Built to give long service, 

No, 4499. CODE TELEGRAPH TRANSMITTER. 
Price Postpald........s+seee5 Bie Nets elsl SW iale ‘ 

SEND YOUR LETTERS AIR MAIL. Saves time in 



BROADCAST, TALK or SING THROUGH 
ANY RADIO IMMEDIATELY: 

No Wires! No 

Broadcast through any radio 
indoors —— outdoors — any- 
where, It’s a completely self- 
contained wireless transmitter 
—a marvel of modern elec- 
tronic engineering. Talk into 
it—sing into it—and with- 

d an anit is “ out plugging in—without con- 

necting wires your voice comes booming through any radio set within a 75-foot 

radius, Use it for ballyhoo—for public address work—for fun at gatherings, parties, 
etc, Its high efficiency operation makes it-a natural. Micro-Vox is not a toy—it’s 
@ rugged, scientifically engineered transmitter in mike form that gives high fidelity 
—professional level performance. 

Loads of Fun & Practical, Too 
Micro-Vox is highly efficient over a full 75-foot range. It is completely self- 

contained, with its own tube and long life (easily replaceable) battery. No hook- 
up or connections are needed. Carry it with you—talk as you walk—and you'll 
marvel at its fine modulation—its full bodied volume—the clearness with which 
your voice is reproduced. 

Micro-Vox Is An Electronic Unit---Comes Complete 
With Tube and Batteries 

Do not confuse with low-priced carbon microphones, This is a completely new 
design, electronic unit which employs electronic radio tube, a ‘‘B’”’ battery and an 
“A” battery, Tube and batteries are included, and cost only a few cents to re- 
place when their long life is through. 

No Wire Connections---Operates by Remote Control 
Within 75 Feet of Any Radio 

A Secret Detectaphone 
No wiring—no hookups. Simply 

set Micro-Vox within 75 feet of radio, 
snap on tiny switch. THAT’S ALL 
THERE IS TO IT, Mike has tun- 
ing dial. Hear anything you SING, 
SAY of PLAY, over radio. Excel- 
lent for public address or intercom- 
municating system, Self-contained, 
has built-in long-life standard dry 
cell. Wonderful as a detectaphone, 
Streamline modern style, ruggedly 
built. Complete with tube and bat- fi ae oe 

teries. Fine Public Address System 
No, 0577. MIOROVOX WIRE Wit Ss M18 fo aint Cote pst 1c HONE. an aera im su le places) yo" 

Rela tieeat a osc. $6.95 oe ar ee ee 
190 & Johnson Smith & Co. | ics enna ne No wires. et BD in a 

3 ‘w minutes. ise any radios an \cro-Vox 190 % Johnson Smith & Co. | {8% ne8 Uonvlete-nothing amore, 

i 

iar es earn 

Hookup! No Connections! 
MMe et gee 

hioadcasts thru any Radio by 

“UNTy 

Ul 1/1113) ena 

Wireless Micro-Vox 
Radio Microphone 

Sing or Talk- Into Micro-Vox; Voice Is 
Broadcast Over Radio 

Useful Baby or 
Burglar Alarm 

Useful Intercom- 
municating System 
House to House, Room 
to Room, Shop to Garage, 

Office to Shop, Etc. 

Sing, 
Musical Instru- 
ment; Good Tone 

Reproduction 

aretha nial 

fens 

TE A i EIN SRT LEE DN NL EA I tt PO Re 
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Talk Through Your Radio 
Put on your own broadcast with this 

RADIO MIKE, the most entertaining ra- 

@io device yet produced, Sing, laugh, talk, 

crack jokes from another room and your 

voice ‘will be reproduced through the 

radio just as though it apparently came 

over the air. 

Imitate the big radio stars and crooners, 

end of pi Do a “Bob Hope” or “Bing Crosby.” No 

Erond. wera Nae for grownups or kiddies. Bxcellent training in elocution or 

ll cast announcing—or for “Amateur Hour” practice! Special cut-out button 
iy ows you to switch from home broadcasting to regular radio reception in an 
eae i Operates on most standard radios. Made of handsome enameled metal 
ue ‘ ong cord. Can be attached to your radio in a few minutes’ time, Carry 

h e in your pocket and have it ready for use on a moment's notice, either at 
ome or when you are out in company, and be the life of the party. $1 00 

No. 6562. RADIO MIKE. Price Postpaid . $ 

Midget “Pocket Size’’ Radio 
That Really Works! 

No Tubes! No Batteries! No Electric Power “Plug-Ins” 

Required 
\ No tubes to buy or replace! No batterles to buy—ever. Only one moving 

part. Almost nothing to wear out or cause trouble for years. Most other radios 

have batteries or use electrical current. The Midget Radio does not, and plays 

for years at NO COST. Tiny in size—it is only 3x2x1 % -inches—the size of 

a pack of cigarettes or deck of cards. Weighs only 4 ounces, Comes COM- 

PLETE, READY TO PLAY with tiny built-in earphone so that you alone 

can listen, Many times you can get several local stations many miles away 

when connected as directed to specified aerial and ground system. NO 

FADING—NO STATIC ON LOCAL STATIONS. 

Sensitive “Permacrystal” Diode Gives Excellent Reception 
The war-developed crystal diode gives amazing reception, Many times local 

stations can be received by simply snapping to telephone, bed springs, lamps 

or large meta) objects, without use of ground. You'll enjoy this private little radio of your own, handy 

portable size, that you can take with you as easily as you carry your billfold. At HOME, IN BED, 

WHILE TRAVELING, IN HOTELS, CABINS, SCHOOL, AT OFFICE, ETC., ETC., you will find 

it offers you enjoyment without trouble. Each carries a one year factory guarantee. 

Beautifully Moulded Plastic Cabinet With Rotomatic Dial 
Looks most attractive from every angle. Carefully made of quality parts. Complete with phone, ready 

to operate, Should last indefinitely as detector diode never wears out, $3.99 

No. 6573. MIDGET POCKET-SIZE RADIO. Price Postpaid we eereocovccces 

Extra Sensitive Hand Mike 
Another High Quality Radio Microphone ! 

Reproduce Your Voice Clearly Through Your Own Radio 
You do not have to shout or yell into the microphone in 

order to be heard. Just talk naturally and your voice will be 

reproduced over the speaker of your own radio in loud, clear, 

rich tones. How do you sound over the radio? Would you make 

a good radio singer, dramatist, news commentator, etc.? Here 

is your opportunity to find out and at the same time have a 

lot of fun into the bargain, 
Originate your own amateur hour. Imitate famous radio 

stars such as Don Ameche, Bing Crosby, Charlie McCarthy, 

Jack Benny, ete., ete, If you play a musical instrument why 

Experiments and Uses of Microphones not try it out on your radio? 
For parties, home amuse- 

Tells how to use sensitive microphones J Ment, etc., etc., it is Just the 
for many purposes, experiments and thing. If you have a club 
stunts, Wiring diagrams, sensitive mike J and want to make announce- 
transmitters,- detectaphone, amplifying, ments it will prove 
Speer wireless, ete, Illustrated. practical, , ae 

pages. 10C j No. 6599. Extra No. 1591. Price Postpald...... Sensitive Hand Mike $1.95 



Supertone 
Crystal Radio Receiving Set 

Listen to Music, News and Sports 

First Cost is the Only Cost 

No Batteries! No Tubes! No Distortion! 

No Noise ! No Expense To Maintain ! 

Have your own Radio Receiving Set and enjoy some of the 

» world’s best entertainment. This is a low priced set but it is a 

really practical radio. The crystal set has many advantages. 

Your first cost is your last cost. You can play it 24 hours 

n day, every day of the’ year with no expense for bat- 

teries or tubes or electricity. No electrical interference. 

No distortion to interrupt the clear reception of programs. Lasts in- 

definitely. Gives good reception up to 25 miles from radio station; 

s with good aerial at night and under favorable conditions, radio 

stations up to 100 miles and further have been receiv 

Beautiful molded plastic case, enclosed dust-free crystal detector 

and slide tuner. Complete except for outdoor aerlal and ear 

phones, $1.69 
No. 6582. SUPERTONE CRYSTAL RADIO. 

50c 
Pri Postpaid. ... - ste-e 
No. 6325. AERIAL WIRE, 50 Ft. Coll. 

Price Postpaid... -.... ++ ese sues reese ® se cesccore 

leave It On Day & Night, For No. 6585. DOUBLE PHONE HEADSET. ss $2.50 

Complete With Headband and Cord. Price Postpald.... 

Months & Years; Lasts Indef- wo. e586. SINGLE EARPHONE. $1.25 

nitely At No Cost to Operate! Price Postpaid.--...---+- +711 t 0 oaks 

Electric Eye in Theory & Practice MAKE YOUR OWN 

2 Useful Handbook ELECTRIC EYE FOR 

A good, practica} ONLY 25¢ 
w handbook published Build your own electric 

seeeeee 

as by Eby. Provides from these plans for 

Clips Make Wiring data on photocells Beet *huilt from copper 

and electric eyes, and lead sheet with cop- 
per sulfate or lead nitrate 
solution. Good for ex- 
perimental work, but cell 
is not permanent, as sen- 
sitivity decreases. open 

Easy 
Useful for experimenters, etc., 

to do your wiring easily and 

W based on years of 
eV experience. Explains 

theory of electric eyes. Describes 

quickly and so you can change | their many uses and various ways doors, operate electrical 

in a Narr. Spring clamps make | they can be hooked up for differ- equipment with beam of 

firm, good connection. Wire at- | ent jobs and effects. Indispensible Eee Ue iphate er 

tached et clamp by setscrew. for the student. 28 large pages. and experiments. 

(3 for 25c). No, 1072. No. 1600. 

No. 6311. Each, Only.. age Price Postpaid. ....+.+++ 75¢ Price Postpaid... 10¢c 

200 Stunts and Effects 
Rectifiers Novelties Applied 
Electrolysis Motors Resistances 
Condensers Current Analysis Fuses 
Rheostats Synchronous Shockers 

Transformers Motors Aro Lights 
Communication Meters Furnaces 
Maglio Ignition Lights 

' Entertainment Switches Electromagnets 
Vibrating Alarms Bells & Buzzers 

Devices Resistances Solenoids : 

200 stunts with 110-120 volt household current. Deals 
with the whole range of electrical effects—sensation, wave, 
sound, heat, light and motion. No expensive equipment is 

necessary. Makes a dozen different types of motors, some 

so simple you can make in a few minutes and will run 

for days for a few cents. Tricks and medical shockers, 

automatic arcs, metallic torches, jumping rings, magical 
effects, lights obedient to human voice, fading 
lights, electric writing, rectifiers, alarms, vibrating 

* devices, shuttles, guns, buzzers, etc. 64 pages. 78 

VW Illustrations. 

No. 1074. ELECTRIC FUN. 

MX od deed wore. 78 
———— 
REFUND CHECKS OF MAIL ORDER HOUSES ACCEPT- , 

192 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich, | ED, including Sears, Wards, Alden’s, Spiegels, etc. 

Signals With Pleasant Music!. 

ELECTRIC DOOR CHIMES 
Only $1.49 

Suitable for Homes, Stores, Factories, Offices and 
Many Other Places 

The rich, clear tones of these Chimes were developed after years 
of experimentation by sound engineers. Only special chime alloys are 
used in the manufacture of the chime tubes and sound bars. 

These chimes ate constructed from first class materials with pre- 
cision standards of manufacture based on 35 years experience in mak- 
ing electrical products. Built for life-time service. Simple to Install— 
nothing to wear out. 

Stop door bell nerves. One of the most exasperating and irritating 
things is the common door bell. Everybody knows what a noise it 
makes when it goes off and it is a wonder something hasn’t been 
done about it before. Now, it is actually a pleasure to listen to the 
soft chimes. It is indeed a note of welcome 4a Slt ORE. 
when guests appear, to be greeted in such 
a charming manner. If you have children, 

baby or a dog in your house, in order to avoid any disturbance every time the 

door bell rings, you should get a set of these chimes, They are sufficiently loud 
and distinctive in tone to be heard throughout your home. Can be used In 
many other ways. 

Mechanism permanently secured. No part will become loosened through vibra- 
tion. Sound forks rigidly fastened to casings, vast improvement over floating » 
sound bar type. Ivory colored plastic casing, always bright and clean, Easy to Tae 
install——just connect, 
No. 6462. ELECTRIC DOOR CHIME. &- 

am SEDI CA OTTIN ov h-'a: GUNG Siu Vue RU XGLB IS 61410 lvoe, > oipanialel's wcee ea RW $1.49 ¥ 
No. 6463. 2-DOOR ELECTRIC CHIME. Sounds two successive melodious 
notes for one door; one note for other door. Very useful, $2 59 \ 
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Padded Creeper | RIBBON SO 
y Bi 

A i mt | |e 

LDER 
Work Down 

Low in 
Comfort Perfect results fast and 

Makes work at 
low level easy. 
Scrub, paint, wax, 

: work on garden, 
under cars, in low drawers, etc., in 
comfort. Saves your knees, your back 

and speeds the work. Comfortable to sit on, to kneel 
on or to rest on. 

Put Heavy Objects on Creeper and 
They‘re Easy to Move 

Size 12x10-inches, padded and with simulated 
leather covering. Mounted on sturdy hard wood 
rollers for easy, silent moving without getting up. 
No. 6970. PADDED CREEPER. $2. 50 
Price Each, Only..........-+. yi is 

Electric 
Appliances 
On and Off By 
Remote Control 
Remote Control Cord 

Set. Turn any electrical 
appliance — radio, lights, 
machines, fan, heaters, 
ete.—from your bed, chair 
ete., without moving. Just 
plug in and operate. 10- 
ft. approved cord and —— 
fixtures. $1 25 

No. 6811. Remote Control Electric Switch ¥° 
SHOW THis CATALOG TO YOUR FRIENDS. They will 
appreciate it and so will we. Thank you. 

easy with an ordinary 
match! Makes five to ten 
times as many connections 
as wire solder; it contains 
its own flux. Passes elec- 
trical inspection because 
it is real solder, not a 
substitute. Even a child 
can use it for building 
and repairing, 

This Low Melting RIBBON. }5 
Solder and a Match SOLDER 

Is All You Need! - 

NO SKILL AND NO 

WIRE 

© 

y 

0 °F 
Nene 

TOOLS NEEDED 
To solder a wire, just place % to % inch’ 

around wire and hold match under it. Ideal 
for sheet metal work as solder is flat, in ribbon 
form and makes perfect sweat fitting, Hach package 
contains 30 inches, enough for 100 connections, 
Complete with illustrated directions, 25¢ 
No. 4216. RIBBON SOLDER. Postpald... 

Plenty of Heat Quickly 

Electric Heating Coil 
Make Your Own Electric 
Heater for a Few Cents! 
The main part of any electric heat- 

er is the unit, and this we can supply 
you at a considerable saving. This 
screw-in unit is all ready to put in 
any regular electric lamp socket. Turn 
on electricity and it gives lots of heat, 

Good for Warming Up Cold 
Room, Garages, Shops, Camps, 

Emergency Heating, Etc. 
_ Plenty of heat quickly. Saves money if you 
just wish to heat one room, etc. Only 4-inches 
long, so carry with you. 660 watts, Get two. 
No. 6560. ELECTRIC HEATING 
COIL, Price Each Postpald.., 75¢ see eeee 
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Can Be Used For Conducting Magic Stunts—Electrical pees tate ey 

bo tsiTen cots) a) Pick Up—Microphone—Telephone —Detectaphone 

Amplifying Mike, Etc., Etc., All in One Unit! 

AS A 
ETECTOPHONE 
ON PICTURE 

Pre TUS rts Button 
Hundreds of Practical Uses—Wonderful For The Experimenter! 

A FEW OF ITS MANY USES 

Although the Microphone 
Transmitter Button is an 

amazingly practical unit, it can 

be used for numerous experi- 

mental and novelty effects. 

Just a few of the many uses 

are outlined below. Many new uses 

will occur to you as you experiment 

with it. 
Here is a practical unit that every experimenter 

should have. When connected into the appropriate 

circuit it is useful in making recordings, picking up 

and amplifying noises such as the noises of insects, 

overhearing conversations and music in other rooms 

and remote places, for creating weird and unusual 

sound effects, for constructing your own wireless 

transmitter, sending voice through water, etc., 

BROADCAST THRU YOUR RADIO 

You can use this as a radio mike, When con- 

nected to your radio, you can talk, sing or play 

through the loudspeaker of your radio. 

OVERHEARING CONVERSATIONS 

The pick-up button is so small that it can be 

easily concealed in a lamp, bowl of flowers, etc., BO 

that it can be used to pick up conversations, etc., 

that you wish to overhear 

‘ AMPLIFYING UNIT f 

When used with radio or loudspeaker system “you 

can use it to'amplify music, talking, etc. Can be 

concealed in lapel of your coat. 

WEIRD MAGICAL EFFECTS 
The magician will find this a useful instrament 

to aid him in doing some very mystifying tricks, 

such as the ‘Talking Glass,” etc. 

MIND READING STUNT ‘ 

Has been used for operating the mind readin 

act. "A concealed microphone in the lapel oO 

assistant’s coat enables mind reader to overhear 
the questions put to him. 

CREATING SPIRIT PHENOMENA 

Because this microphone is so easily concealed, 

it has been very handy to spiritualists in creating 

novelty effects that bewilder their audiences. t 

will pick up insignificant noises such as the tick- 

ing of a watch, etc., you can amplify them 
throvgh your radio 
MAKE LECTRICAL STETHOSCOPH 

AND TROUBLD FINDER 

The electrical stethoscope is one of the most 

useful tools that has been discovered. It_is of 

particular use in locating troubles in machinery, 

autos, motors, watches, leaks in pipes, etc. The 

sensitive part of the stethoscope is the exploring 

rod which picks up irregular sounds in the parts 0! 

machinery and amplifies them so you can hear 

them. Troubles that would ordinarily go unnoticed 

or be almost impossible to locate can be quickly 

found. Make your own with this button. 

MAKE YOUR OWN ELECTRIC 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT 

Attach the sensitive Microphone Button to guitar, 

banjo, violin, clarinet or other musical instrument 

to obtain many fascinating and beautiful effects. 

The popular electric or singing guitar is produced 
by means of 4 pick-up of this kind. 

194 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 
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POSTPAID 

Among many electrical ex- 
perimenters the button has 
created a sensation, It is not 
uncommon to receive unsolicit- 
ed letters like these: “I receiv- 
ed transmitter button today 
and I wish to inform you that 

it works great and is the best I have 
ever seen or heard of for the price. 

“T have been 
using one of these 
transmitter but- 
tons, and it has 
proved to be 
worth more than 
its value in my 
experimenting.” 

“J received one 
(Transmitter But- 
ton) some time 
ago, and it is 
just O.K. for ex- |80 Low 
perimenting.” “I 
have been using 
one of these trans- 
mitter buttons for 
experimental work and it certainly 
lives up to all you say for it and 
then some.” 
FOR THE ELECTRICAL EXPERI- 

MENTER AND INVENTOR 

Mr. H. Gernsback of the Hlectrical 

Pxperimenter, said to be dean of elec~- 

trical experimenters,..said: “In the 

writer's opinion, obtained by actual 

elaborate tests the Super-sensitive 
Transmitter Button is probably the 
most efficient device of its kind on the 

market today, due to its simplicity and 
— ~ other outstanding 

features. Should 
have a great fu- 
ture.” 
KNOWLEDGHR 
VALUABLE 

What others have 
done you should be 
able to do. 

Easily connected 
and easily operated. You don’t have to 
know “all about” electricity to hook it 
up. A boy of 18 could do it, Button 
comes with booklet of instructions and 
hook-up diagrams showing its many 
uses. 
No. 2988, Sensitive Microphone 50c 
Button. Price Postpaid..........- 

No. 6586A. LOW RESISTANCE HAR-~ 

PHONE. Designed for use with $1.25 

microphone buttons. Postpaid. 

) IN PRICE 
yOu SHOULD 

ENJOY ITS MANY 
USES NOW! 

NO ELECTRICITY -NO BATTERIES 
: Special Transmission Cord Carries Voice 

A= With this set of novel telephones, you may have 

lots of fun talking to your friends. Two way conversations can 

carried on from one room to another, or even from one house to an- 

1] Have Fun Talking Between Rooms, House and Garage, 
*" Bedroom and Workshop, Etc. No Operating Cost! 

other if not separated by too great a distance. If used according 

without any expense to you. 

4 use if you care to. 

to the instructions, the voice can be heard quite clearly for reason- 

able distances. Two instruments are supplied+--one person holds one 

to the ear while the other talks directly into the diaphragm of the 
other. The sensitive transmission thread will carry the vibrations, per- 
mitting two-way conversation to be carried on. 

Each Phone A Speaker and Receiver! 
NO ELECTRICITY---NO BATTERIES---NO COST TO OPERATE 

A quarter is all it costs you for BOTH PHONES, and they operate 
No Batteries---no electricity---no ex- 

my, pense. While we sell them merely as clever toys, there is 
’ no reason why you should not put the set to practical 

Remember, the set consists of two 
phones, supply of transmission cord, and complete print- 
ed directions that are easy to follow. 

Really Talk No. 6700. Set of Toy Telephones. Postpaid. . .25C 

Over These No. 4250. Additional Transmission Cord. 
Per Spool, Postpaid. . Phones! 

FUN WITH LIGHT 
100 Sensational Experiments 

Grand New Science Kit. Fine for sci- 
ence club demonstrations, amateur 
magic shows, indoor and outdoor par- 
ties, jokes and experiments. Harmless 
new chemicals produce cold light. Ab- 
sorbing entertainment and discovery. 
44 page booklet outlining 100 sensa- 
tional new experiments. Luminous writ- 
ing, rainbows, atom clouds, glowing 
jellyfish, paintings. Crystal and frozen 
light. “Neon” tubes of liquid. Running 
a maze. Liquid light detection. Glowing 
ghosts and spiders, Secret writing that 
poole ee dark. Brilliant, rainbow 
qu ght! 

No. 6126. Liquid Light Set.... $3.00 

... L0c 

se ‘ p a 

¢ Electronic 2-Way Telephone 
~Uses No Batteries; No Electricity 
—Talk Over Regular Wire 

BUCK ROGERS SUPERSONIC TWO-WAY 
TRANS-CEIVER PHONES. These are practical 
telephones which haye been designed so that they 
require NO BATTERIES and NO ELECTRICITY. 
As you talk into phone, electricity is generated 
in the speaker, which carries the yoice along regular 
electrical wire to other phone. Hach unit acts as 
both speaker and earphone. Works everywhere, comes 
ready to operate, Use additional wire for longer 
distances, Set consists of two phones and supply of 
wire, 3. 
No. 6808. Electronic Phones., o [He 195 



Talk From Room to Room 

_ %From Cottage to Cottage 

*From Office to Shop 

*From Barn to House 

*Camping and Scouting 
oe EAE REE A cE TEE SET SET Ne AE SES 

(4) TELEPHONES 
, 2-WAY ELECTRIC 

%*% Talk Up To 2000 Feet 

xc Set of 2. Each Unit has Buzzer, 

Sensitive Earphone & Speaker Unit 

A low price set of phones for Inter-communica- 

tion Dearea short distances up to 2000 feet. 

Carrles voice clearly and distinctly. Excellent for 
communicating between rooms, house to garage, 

cellar to attlc, office to shop, eto., etc. The practi- 

Sas eee on ee Tew ear tons Ane phones are 
ing complicated to set up, and only C . 

Seatietiy’ portable and can be set up almost anywhere on a few minutes notice. Operates ONLY 

on wandard, dry cells (not supplied). Easy to operate: just buzz, then talk when party has 

Will operate on 
flashlight batterles, 
standard dry cells 
or transformers. 

and reproducing the voice. Phones are well made 
ely to get out of order. Complete with illustrated speaker unit for picking up, transmittin 

of rugged metal construction and not 
directions, Sold in sets of two phones. 

been reached. Each unit has buzzer for announcing the call, sensitive earphone and $ 98 

No. 6929. ELECTRIC TELEPHONE SET. Price Postpald....--eccereecerecrerecce 3 

Handy French Table Style With 

Speaker and Earphone Unit Combined| 

This handy set of phones will prove 

very useful to you for many purposes 

around the house, office, shop, school, cot+ ff 

tage and even out-of-doors. Because these ff 

operate on ordinary dry cells, they can be 

used even where no regular electric lines 

exist. 

Your Own Private Phone System Will Save Much Time and Effort 

Phones are a necessity and for the low cost of these, there is no reason why 

you cannot) find many uses for one or more sets 

Operate Like Real Phone: Lift Receiver, Ring Buzzer and Talk! 

Phones are easily connected so you can operate them within a few minutes. 

Then, all you need do is to lift the receiver, press the button on the dial which 

rings buzzer on the other phone, and then proceed to talk when the other 

party has answered. 

Uses Ordinary Dry Cells—No Outside Electricity Required—Operates 

: Indoors or Outdoors 

tes for short distances on just four standard flashlight cells, For long- 

Bai ieak and constant use, we suggest that larger No. 6 dry cells be used. 

Has been used with good results for distances up to 2000 feet. Set includes 50 

feet of wire, but you can order additional bell wire listed on another page for 

longer distances. Uses two wires between phones, and even one of these can 

be eliminated by grounding, Plectronic speaker and earphone well constructed 

to give loud and clear voice reception. Complete, ready-for-use except for 

batteries. 

$6.98 No. 6809. MASTER FRENCH PHONE SET. 

eoccses L0G 
price Per Set, Postpaid, Only... cccesccccereevsscrecerrssseesseeseses 

No. 2548. Flashlight Cells. (4 required) Each, Postpaid...... 

No, 6602. Electric Hook-Up Wire, Coil of 25 Feet. Per Coil. .....ceeeseeee+--29€ 

ee 
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Perpetual Electronic 
Phones Using No Batteries 

Set of 

2Prones 52.00 
%& Complete Walkie Talkie Units 

%& 25 Feet Double Electrical Wire : 
%& Use Indoors, Outdoors, Anywhere | 

% Portable, Self Powered : i 
’ 4& No Batteries Used : SF oe 

: oe 

The REMCO ELECTRONIC WALKIN TALKIES are a complete 2-way 
communication system. Unique in that they require no batteries or external 
source of power. These are patterned after U.S. Army, Navy and Air Force 
equipment which employs a new Electro-Sonic principle. 

Requires No Batteries—Generates Its Own Electricity 
How it works: Using newly developed high precision electro-magnetic device, voice impulses 

striking the diaphragm are transformed into electrical impulses of sufficient strength to transmit 
message without amplification such as has been required in old-type phones. Extra powerful alnloo 
permanent magnets accomplish this. Walkle Talkies will operate with loud, clear, noise-free recep- 
tlon over one-half mile distance. 

Use House to House, Room to Room, In Shop or Office—Portable 
ere is nothing to replace or wear out. Once you set up your system, it is useful indefinitely, 

rain or shine, summer or winter, These phones are now in use in apartment houses, offices, shops, 
as portable phones for towing services, for outdoor workmen and for amusement. Although only 26 
feet of wire is included, by adding wire, you can talk over longer distances. Set comes in attractive 
box with both units. Each unit acts as receiver and speaker. Supply of wire included, with diree- 
tions, Hook up and operate in 90 seconds, Attractive gift box. $2 00 
No. 6800. ELECTRONIC WALKIE TALKIE SET. Postpaid..:....+-++... ele tar ae ie m * 

A. C. GILBERT’S SET FOR ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTORS AND INVENTORS 

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM SET 
With this set you can build and operate ELEC- 

TRIC MOTORS, ELECTRIC MAGNETS, BELL BUZ- 
ZER, ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH SET, BUZZER, 
LIGHT BLINKER, etc., etc. Kit contains compass, 
magnets, parts for motor, carbon, rods, bolts, light 
bulb, buzzer parts, electro-magnet, chemicals and 
Numerous miscellaneous small parts for conducting 
experiments, A wonderful set that teaches the funda- 
mentals of electricity. By building and operating 
each separate electrical unit, you learn how it 
works and why. An interesting, fascinating way of 
learning about the mysteries of electricity. Packed 
in a 4 color box 18x20x1l-inches, Over 50 pieces, 
No. 6980. Gilbert Electric & $5 00 
Magnetism Set. Price Postpald.......... if 

Listen to 

Radio 

Walking, 

Riding, 

Boating, 

Outdoors 

or Indoors! 

2-Tube Radio Complete In Hat! 
Brings in stations many miles away. Coyers entire broadcast band. Has good 

yolume and tone and is ideal for many uses such as riding on your bike, fishing, boat- 
ing, at the beach or ball park, etc. On the farm, at factory, office, school or home, in- 
doors or outdoors, it brings in the stations. Absolutely complete in hat, no aerial or ground required—listen 
as you walk. Set weighs only 5 ounces; hat weighs 7 ounces. Comes complete with battery pack and tubes, 
ready to operate. Comfortable to wear, 2-tube circuit insures good reception day and night. All parts, other 
than those illustrated, concealed in %-inch lining. Adjustable size. 
No. 6589. RADIO HAT, Price Postpald.. 0. specs ee eee ete ened ee bewees alee tae 
I RUROKE OF MAIL ORDER AUER BR, RS 

Eb. incweding Sears, Wards, Alcens, Spieueiss ste. ~~ Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. x 197 



A Scientific Curiosity 
A Natural Magnet of Great Strength 

Perform Dozens of Amusing 
. f 

—S Experiments SSS 
HERE is found in many parts of the a 7 

I earth a kind of ore that possesses the Zap \ : 

properties of a magnet; that is, it attracts (pT ————F 

fron, and when suspended s¥ as to swing freely about a vertical axis, it points 

in a north-south direction. This ore is called MAGNETITE and it is frequently 

referred to as NATURAL MAGNET, or perhaps better still as LODESTONE, 

It is believed that the term lodestone came about from the fact that elongated 

pieces of magnetite were used in early days by navigators as a substitute for 

.@ mariner’s compass. 

The historical lodestone shown in illustration is on exhibition in the Tribuna 

Italy. An iron weight made in the form of a sepulcher, is suspended 

from the bottom of the lodestone. Although this weight hus been 

suspended in this position for over three hundred years, the lodestone 

holds it today as firmly as ever. We have been fortunate in securing 

& quantity of unusually fine lodestone having a very high degree of 

magnetism, and we are sure that every student, every boy interested in 

science or physics, will want to secure a high grade specimen of an ex- 

ceptionally interesting mineral. The electric door bell, the telephone, 

the telegraph, and the electric generator and motor are only a few of the 

modern appliances in which magnets are used in one form or another, 

‘As an interesting novelty alone it is well worth having; there 
js practically no limit to the number of interesting experiments 
which can be performed with the aid of a natural magnet of 
such strength. Many people carry a lodestone about with 
them as an omen of good luck in the belief that it will ward 
off sickness and evil influences and will bring them good luck 
in love, business and money affairs. However, while we 
eae ee for ees ane if through En possession of the 

me you fee a rings you good luck, wealth, 
friendship and happiness, so much the better. ae 

No. 4608. Genuine .Magnetic Lodeston®, 
Student’s Pocket Size. Price.............. a hereto vaintace, 
No. 4606. Medium Size Lodestone. Price Postpaid... ::.....500 
No. 4607 Large Size Lodestone. Price Postpald..... “$1.00 

HORSESHOE MAGNET 
‘a fine grade of genuine Horseshoe Magnet, guar- 

be of great strength and to retain its magnetism for 

a considerable length of time. They are used extensively in schools 

and laboratories for demonstration and experimental purposes, and 

they also have many commercial and medical uses. Every boy 

should possess one and familiarize himself with the principles of 

magnetism. ‘The magnet has red enamel finish, with polished 

poles, and armature or keeper attached. 15¢ 

No. 4930. HORSESHOE STYLE MAGNET. Prico Postpald 

Amazingly Powerfal 

ALNICO MAGNETS 
Used for Amazing Tricks, Do Fascinating 

Experiments, Serves Many Useful Purposes 
ALNICO MAGNETS are well known among amateur scientists because of their 

wmazing power. Now you can have fun with them and put them to many useful pur- 

poses. Made of a special metal alloy that produces a permanent magnet many times 

as powerful as the ordinary iron type. So powerful are 

these magnets that with opposite poles together, one mag- 

net will float in air if prevented from spinning. Power- 

ful magnetic force of them enables you to do many stunts 

with them, THEY SPIN, JUMP, ETC.—ALL DUE 

TO THEIR REMARKABLE POWER. These are the 

same type of magnets used in the new “invisible power - 
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Floating & 
Spinning Magnets 

THE EARTH magic tricks, Exert their influence through wood, paper, 

BS ALE board and any material except iron. Two styles, small bar 
MAGNE magnet, or oversize horseshoe magnet. 

magnet ) No. 4972. ALNICO BAR MAGNETS. Small 25c 
Per Pair Postpald..... 

Sreaoy puconw size. About 1-in. long. 4 

newt LITTLE GIANT ALNICO MAGNET 
Really powerful. 1%-in. high, 1% -in. 

t wide, 1%-in. deep, Horseshoe $1.25 

i: “2.5 type. No. 4975. Each, Postpaid. 
24;] No. 1816. ‘Fun With Magnetism Og 

4] Book. Each, Postpald....++++-+ 
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The Boy Electrician 
Construct Your Own Telephones, Toys, 
Dynamos, Motors, Telegraph Sets, Ete. ° 

Here is an excellent book for amateur experimenters, 
students of electricity and model builders Tne enjoy 
working with electricity, This book begins with a simple 
easy-to-understand explanation of electricity and grad- 
ually leads to a complete understanding of how tele- 
graphy, telephones, wireless sets, dynamos and motors 
operate. It is a fascinating and unusual book for not only 
does it tell you how they work but many of the descrip- 

— ae vuainou De eee, rR ba eeted show- 
you can construct simple working models. 

euae sake sie plans and instructions you can make batteries, 
chneken ua . ating senders and receivers, telephones, lights, bells, 
eee. ion. ess outfits, powerful electric induction machines, current 
at aon ma: ox alarm, electric engine, ete, ete. A handy pocket-size book of 

Some of the illustrations in the book include the voltaic cell, the solenoi § : cell, solenoid, electro- 
magnet, induction coil principle, electrolysis, electrotyping, plunge battery, a 

small dynamo, current reverser, transmitter, receiver, telegraph 
instrument, spark coil, automatic incandescent flash, mail box 
alarm, rheostat, electric engine, radio receiving set and many 

others. It is really a primary education in the field of 
electricity. 

12¢ No. 1311. Boy Amateur Elec- 
trician, Price Postpaid. . 

Earn Money—Do Your Own Electrical Repairs 
Clocks Cleaners Fixtures 
irons Appliances Heaters 

Motors Toasters And Many Others 
This handy booklet will provide you with a basic guide to making your 

own repairs on electric appliances from clocks to .washing machines, Also 

details for making simple time switches to control appliances, While 
it saves you money and keeps your equipment in good order, ft can 
also be a profitable part time or full time business you can operate] J 
from your home. Tells how to make your own test equipment for alg 
few cents, Prepared & Printed by Pop. Mechanics Magazine. 25¢c 

No. 1644. Price Postpaid Only....--. 2... e eens 

Mechanical Package Magazine No. 2 
Also all Parts for Building an Electrical Telegraph Set 

For building one combination telegraph key and sounder, toge § ; ther with full 
directions, step by step so plainly written that any boy can SSexenibie them. 

. . - - Learn telegraphy! It is amazingly easy. Get a friend 
cS ae ‘ to build a line with you and switch th on some real 

sport! The thagazine itself contains numerous inter- 
esting features of 
methods, kinks, 

interest to all, notes on! shop 
met wrinkles and the use of tools, the 
inside story of television, a specially interesting article 
on mode] hydroplane construction, making stereoscope 

pictures, justructions and blue prints for ‘building 
Katusha » an inexpensive big little cruising boat, 
tees Ramis Sent Sate of successful kite 

. ing, building an exceptionally clever portable cabin. 
modernistic bedroom suite for men, backyard bird b 7 ONLY Dee y: ath, ete., ete. Sent postpaid 

No. 1992, MECHANICAL PACKAGE MAGAZINE. 

SURPRISE PACKAGE 10c. Take a chance—Columb 
did. Surprise novelty. No. 2995. Surprise Package "hoc. 

25¢ 

| Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %& 199 

Price Complete, Postpald twee eee cceees 



Alternating 
Current 

Literally thousands of be- 
h year ask the 

nm 

wary, first of all. to have 
a fundamental knowledge of 
electricity and, particularly 
of alternating current. 

How Alternating Current 
Is Generated; What Its Pro- 
perties Are: What the Laws 
Governing It Are and How 
It ts Applied to Everyday 
Household Use. 

Electric circuits are ex- 
plained with simple analo- 
gies to hydraulic systems. 

hm's Law, one of the 
fundamental laws of radio. 
is thoroughly explained; the 
generation of alternating 
current; sine waves; the 
units—volts, amperes and 
watts are explained. Con- 
densers, transformers, = 
instruments, . motors and 

nerators—all these. are 
thoroughly discussed. House 
wiring systems. | electrical 
appliances and electric 
lamps, etc., etc. 

Simple tests for differ- 
entiating between alternat- 

fe gaesioe eee Oo. . 10c, Plus Hor Postage: SEND......£2€ 

How to Have Fun 
With Radio 

Stunts for parties, prac- 
tical. jokes, scientific ex- 
periments and other amuse- 
ments which can be done 
with your radio set are 
explained in this fascinat- 
ing volume. It tells how 
to make a newspaper talk 
—how to produce silent 
music for dances—how to 
make visible music—how to 
make a ‘silent radio unit,’’ 
usable by the  deafened— 
how to make toys whic! 
dance to radio music—six- 
teen clever and amusing 
stunts in all. Any of these 
can be done by the novice, 
and most of em require 
no more equipment than 
can be found in the aver- 

. age home. Endless _ hours 
oO added entertainment 
will be yours if you fol- 
lew the instructions given 
in this lavishly illustrated 
book. pages, well il- 
lustrated throughout. 

Nov 460%. 10c, Plus lo. « Plu 
Be" Postage: SEND.....L 2 

n through the use of 

How To Make 
Radios 

There has been a con- 
tinuous demand rine along 
for a low-priced book for 
the radio experimenter, ra- 
dio fan, radio Service Man, 
ete., who wishes to build 
one and two-tube all wave 
sets powerful enough to 
operate a loudspeaker, Sets 
of this type are always in- 
tensly popular with all 
classes of people who not 
only wish to amuse them- 
selves to see how good a 
set they can build with a 
single or two tubes, but 
frequently such sets are im- 
portant for special purposes. 

The Megadyne  1-Tube 
Loudspeaker _ Set, 

by ugo. Gernsback. Elec- 
pritytng the Megadyne. How 
to Make a 1-Tube Loud- 
Speaker Set, by W. P, Ches- 
ney. How to Make a Simple 
1-Tube All-Wave Electric It 
Set, by W. Green. How to 
Build a Four-in-Two | All 
Wave Electric Set, by J, T, 
Bernsley, and others. Not 
only are all of these sets 
described in this book, but 
it also contains all of the 
illustrations, hook-ups, etc. 

the book for 
amateur enthusiasts. 

. No. 1569. 10c, Plus 
ze Postage. SEND... LR 

RADIO 
BEG: 

h 

Hugo Gernsback, the ine 
ternationally famous radio 
pioneer, author and editor, 
whose mnagarinet SHO) 
WAVE & TELEVISION | and 
RADIO-CRAFT are read by 
millions, scores. another 
triumph with this new od 
book. Any beginner who 
reads it will get a thor- 
ough ground work in radio 
theory, clearly explained in 
simpie language, and 

many 
illustrations. Analogies are 
used to make the mysteries 
of radio as clear as ‘2 
lus 2 is 4."' It also con- 
ins diagrams and instruc- 

tions for building simple 
radio sets, suitable for the 
novice, If you want to 
know how transmitters and 
receivers work, how radio 
waves traverse space, etc., 
ete., this is the book for 
youl 32 pages, well illus- 

rated, throughout, 15000 
words. 1 
No. 1602, 10c, Plus Be" postage. SEND....£2C 

200 > Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 

ALt ABOUT 

JAERIALS 
WD) 

The demand for a low 
Priced book explaining in a 
clear, lucid manner the 
principles . underlying’ the 
design and installation of 
efficient aerials has become 
a crying need, Furthermore, 
the steadily increasing nul- 
sance of man-made static, 
resulting in noisy radio re- 
ception—particularly in con- 
nection with short-wave re- 
celvers—has made the im- 
portance of a good antenna 
@ Paramount issue. 

In simple, understandable 
language this book explains 
the theory underlying the 
various type! of aerials; 

e@ inverted ‘‘L,'’ the Doub- 
et, the Double Doublet, etc. 

It explains how noise-free 
reception can be obtained, 
how low-impedance trans- 
mission lines work: why 
transposed lead-ins are used. 

goes into detail on the 
construction of aerials suit- 
able for long-wave | broad- 
cast receivers. and for all- 
wave receivers. Profusely 
illustrated in a 

will appeal 
inexperienced 

io; clear, self-éxplanatoi 
is written in a simp 

a ie. No. 1867. 10c, Plus 
2c’ postage. SEND......L2e 

How to Read Radio 
Diagrams 

All of the symbols com- 
monly used in radio dia- 

ams are presented in 
fs book, together with 
ictures of the apparatus 
hey represent and explana- 
tions giving an easy meth- 

to memorize them, 
This book, by Robert Eich- 
berg, the well-known radio 
writer and member of the 
editorial staff of RADIO- 
CRAFT magazine, also con- 
tains two dozen _ picture 
witing diagrams and two 
dozen schematic diagrams 
of simple radio sets that 
you can build. Every dia- 
fram is completely ex- 
Eisioes in language which 
ss easily understood by the 
radio beginner. More ad- 
vanced radio men will be 
interested in learning the 
derivation of diagrams, and 
the many other interesting 
facts. 32 pages, well illus- 
trated throughout, 15000 

Wora603. 10¢, PI he se 1c 
2c" postage. SEND......4 BC 

Send Remittances in Any 

How to Build 
Short Wave Sets 
A vast amount of yalu- 

able material and data 
on these famous receivers. 
Four of the most popular 
sets are described herein. 
These are the famous short 
wave sets that have ap. 
peared in various issues of 
Gernsback’s well known ra- 
dio. magazine | “SHORT 
WAVE CRAFT,'’ viz. A 2- 
tube receiver ' that reaches 
the 12,500 mark, by, Wal- 
ter ©. Doerle; A 3-tube 
Signal Gripper. by Walter 
C. Doerle: The Doerle fa- 
mous 2-Tuber adapted to 
A.C. operation; Doerle 3- 
Tube Signal Gripper elec- 
trified; The Doerle Goes 
Band ‘Spread. These world 
renowned Doerle sets are 
thoroughly described in 

lain, simple language, and 
n addition an excellent 
power pack is 
case you wish to electrify 
any of the DOERLE - sets. 

This book has been spe- 
clally published in answer 
to the request of thousands 
of short wave fans who 
have built Doerle short 
wave radio receivers, Thou- 
sands upon thousands 
readers have built the now 
famous Doerle sets, 
No, 1570. 10c, Plus 12¢c 
@c Postage. SEND...... 

Beginners’ Radio 
Dictionary 

Are. you arene. by radio 
language? an you define 
Frequency? Kilocy cle? 
Screen grid? Baffle? If 
you cannot define these 
vel common. radio words 
and dozens of other, more 
technical terms used in all 
radio magazines and in- 
struction books, you need 
this book in your library. 
It's as modern as_tomor- 
row—right up to the min« 
ute. It tells you in ginple 
language just | what 
words that 
really mean, 
fully understand the arti- 
cles you read unless you 
know what radio terms 
mean. This is the book 
that explains the meanin 
to you, Can you afford 
be without it, even one 
day longer? 32 pages. well 
illustrated euros 
15000 words. Rea a 
wealth of information. 
No. 1604. 10c, Plus ize 
2c Postage. SEND..... 

Convenient Form Such As 
Money Order, U. S$. Stamps, otc. 

ail vy, (tee 7 nM 

BUILD LONG AND SHORT WAVE CRYSTAL SETS, $1.00 MATCH BOX RADI 
INEXPENSIVE RADIO TRANSMITTER AND MANY OTHER LOW PRICED RADIC 

How To Build Radio Sets 
With Information on Building Television Sets ‘ 

Here is your opportunity to experiment and to build regu 
lar radio sets according to thoroughly tested plans. 
first section of this book there is a description of th 
terms used in radio diagrams, drawings, illustrating ho’ 
to build small crystal sets, standard sets which operat 
on the broadcast band and long and short wave, se! 
suitable for bringing in foreign and domestic receptio 
as well as police calls and amateurs. Complete informe 

, tion is given telling you how to build these sets fro1 

aan start to finish including a list of parts which are necet 
eT bep mart sary. These are all inexpensive sets. 

adorns Latter part of book tells how to build Long and Short Waye Cryst 
Yi, a Radio, a Match Box Radio, and an inexpensive Radio Transmitter, wi 

a chapter on Practical Television and describes in detail The Scanning Dis 
‘The Cathode Ray Tube, Color Television, Stereoscope Television, T 
Photo-Electric Cell. Building Television Set, etc. . 
No. 1596. Radio and Television Book. Price Postpald..........- 15 

Try Building Your Own Radio! 
Most Sets Explained In This Book Require 

3 Easily Obtained, Cheap Parts! ! 
‘a: 

ae 

ea 

SIMPLE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTS 
=) Make Shockers, Motors and Do Trick Experiments 

Over 100 interesting and practical electrical - 
periments are described in this book, covering every 
branch of electricity—from simple experiments with 
magnets to high frequency ‘‘stunts.’’ Among the 
experiments, all of which are clearly illustrated with 
special drawings, we find: Experiments with Magnets, 
Static Electricity, Transformers, Induction, Motors, 
High Frequency Machines, Switches and Lamps, Polar- 
ity Experiments, Dinners, etc. 12 

No. 1323. Simple Electrical Experiments. Price.. Cc 

ALL ABOUT TELEVISION 12c =” 
This interesting book describes just how the image 

is scanned, how the scene is picked up by the televi- 
sion camera and broadcast to your home. Various types 
of television receiving systems are described in easily 
understood language, and the book is very com- 
pletely illustrated with dozens of special drawings. 
Tells how the accompanying sound for: television 
images is picked up and transmitted and answers 
hundreds of other questions. 
No. 1324. All About Television. P. 

SIMPLE 

ELECTRICAL 
EXPERIMENTS 
oo 

PT CaO Ta YC 
Radio Controlled Boats & Planes. 

Send 4] 
Sixteen 
Different 
Signals 

Operate Planes, Boats, Etc., By Wireless 
_ Build Model Radio Controlled Boats and Alrplanes! 

simplified plan for constructing the mechanism that will operate boats_ar 
planes by remote control, It’s fun to bulld—and It’s fun to operate, Whe 
completely built, you can control boat, autos, plane, ete., by means of a tel 
graph key. There are 16 different signals that can be transmitted so you ca 

By control as many different contrivances—lights, rudder, motor, etc. 
dio! _ These plans are the result of research by U.S. Government, engineers, et 

Radio Simplified, comprehensive plans for the radio control unit are given. The 
are no wires or connections. Control is by wireless radio. Description and fi 
terpretation of plans accompany the drawings. 

Outline of the contents: Radio Controli—A Brief Summary—Step-By-Ste 
Construction of Radlo Controlling Unit—Transmitter—The Recelving Unit— 
Sensitive Relay—Operating Relay—Control Switch—Bullding the Contr 
Switch—-Wirlng—Rudder Control—Radio Controlled Model Alrplane—Rad 
Control Unit Designed Especially for Alrplanes—List of Required Parts—Tys 
of Relay Used in Radlo Control—How a Radio Control Unit Looks—Hints o 
Construction of the Plane Itself, etc. 

25 No. 1995. COMPLETE SET OF PLANS FOR BUILDING 

it to check | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %& 20 

25c 

RADIO CONTROLUNIT. Price Postpaid. 

DO NOT TEAR YOUR CATALOG. Keep 
the goods by when you receive them, 

ss lll" 



© _Bulld This Shore Wave Receiver 9 

In Your Brier Cas 
pe pair tees 

PLANS FOR BUILDING ELECTRICAL'’NOVELTIES AND RADIO SETS 
These designs are for amateurs and “easy building.’’? Technic&l terms have been avoided wherever possible, 

For the first time, you are now enabled to buy a complete design with photographic reproductions, com- 
plete mechanical layout, and full description to make it possible for anyone to build the project in question. 

EACH DESIGN IS COMPLETE AND TECHNICALLY ACCURATE 
No. 6108. Brief-Case Short-Wave 

Receiver and How to Build It. One 
of the most original short-wave re 
ceivers ever designed. So amal! that 
the entire set, batteries, head set, 
aerial and everything, froessinto a 
brief-case. yet stations from Europe 
are often receiven. Complete details, 
diagrams, coil data, et. 

No. B121. Buitd a Supersensitivo 
All.Wave Crystal Set. Just the thing 
for beginners who wish to have an 
easy-to-operate crystal set on all. 

No. B1il. How to Build the Ci- waves and which will separate all B1i129 
gar box 1-Tube ‘‘Catch All’! Receiv- the stations. Can be made for less 
er, A marvelously effective short. than $2.00 Uses no tubes or bat. No. 8129. How to Build the One- 
wave battery set, which fits into a teries. Full directions furnished, Dollar Radio. Impossible though it 
small cigar-box, insuring high port- sounds, for one dollar you can butld 

a radio set which includes a radio 
abiiey Vixet: great ediciency, | Com: tube and a pair of headphones and ate details, photographs, diagrams, 
ete. ’ 

No. 8124. How to Build the One- 
Tube Pentode Loudspeaker Set. This 

batteries. You make everything your 
self, Complete directions and details. 

No. B125. World's Smallest One- 
Tube Battery Radio. So small at 
it is actually built into a cigarette 
case that normally holds ten cigars 
ettes. Wonder set of the recent 
New York radio show. Full details, 
drawings, hook-ups, etc. 

No. B114. How to Build the Por 
table Minidyne Short-Wave Batte 

fs still the best one-tube loudspeaker 
met ever constructed. Full detatls, 

No, 8116, How to Build the Duo- 
Amplidyne. The ideal 1-tube set for 
the beginner. One of the finest 1- 
tube sets; it. really gives 2-tube 
Reerprmanca. Blade ey haat A ape 

graphs. diagrams Ree ee neal B103 Set, Uses no aerial, no ground, Seren eect ena Weignt is only 31% Ibs, and dimen: 
o . ke the Wiz- sions are 5x5x6 inches. Self-con- 

ord aruba Hewat eancmiteer, tained batteries, tube. condensers, 
An amateur, crystal-controlled c.w. and loop. Highly sensitive circuit. 

Build transmitter, ‘using the RK-20 screen Complete photographs, diagrams, 

a Sree Sotnleie win pNetouraDhe, No. Biaa, i watters. Complete w: otographs, No, B122. How to Build the 2- 
This Grawings. and fall’ detalis. Tube” «Pentode: Portable” | Broadcast 

. Set. The lightest smallest set giv- 
Treas~ pale” fas twea” at rupere ee aanay: ing fous aoetee volume on aa 

vi nh high efficien ries. UL a small, 

ure and pand-spread tuning: Works rm case. Full details. hookups, etc. 
loudspeaker, yet’ the entire receiver . 

is not larger than your hand. Works Build This 
with either batteries or an A.C. 
power pack. Complete details, pho. Pee Wee 
tographs, etc. 

Racer 

. BI23. How to Build the Ra- 
did trecsure Finder.’ This is a ‘ wel ati 32; How, to Build = Pee. 
really sensitive and practical ‘‘Trea- No. B140. How to Build the Row- lee Automobile, An ultra-small au- 
sure” ‘finder. Simple to build and mobile. An excellent muscle.building tomobile that van be bullt for less 

aranteed to work. Uses 4 tubes ort machine made from four bicy- than .O dollars. Will carry two 17- 
in all. Can be built for less than cle wheels and a uniaue hand-drives yearole boys. Runs 35 miles per 
15.00. If you use old parts. it propulsion. Capable of doing our and 100 to 125 miies on one 

will’ cost much less. Full details, miles per hour. Complete construc- enon of gas, Complete construc- 
photographs, hook-ups, etc, tional details and diagrams. jonal details and drawings. 

ORDER By NUMBER. 10c Each Plus 1c Postage. 
EETAPHONE | |) 
PICTURE — 

<e i) 4 

BOOK OF EXPERIMENTS AND USES OF MICROPHONES 
Make Your Own Electrical Musical Instruments, Do Unusual Maglo Tricks, Create “Ghosts” and “Spirits,” 

A booklet of diagrams showing various hook-ups for radio microphones and transmitter buttons. Tells you 
how to make such things as Secret Detectaphone, Radlo Mike, Talking Light, Induction Telephone, Electrio 
Telephone, Submarine Telephone, Phonograph Pick-Up, Amplifier for Radio, Open Doors by Spoken Com- 
mand, Etc. Do unusual magic tricks, create ‘‘ghosts’’ and ‘‘spirits.” 
Make ‘‘singing’” electrical musical Instruments. Ilustrated. 24 pages. ? 10c 
No. 1591. EXPERIMENTS AND USES OF MICROPHONES, Price Posotpaid.........-.+e0+5 

202 & Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | EST NAGie Scag” Walks, Aneta Queneiccee 

MAGNUS HAS 
DONE IT 
AGAIN!! 

Play Any Type of Music and 
Many Novelty 

Effects 
yee 

A Touch of the 
Keys Gives Off a Rich 
ORGAN TONE! 

Covers Two Full Octave Range 

ELECTRIC ORGAN 
Only $18.75 

The most remarkable musical instrument of exquisite modern design. Has a 
definite place in every home. Adults and youngsters alike will THRILL to its 
RICH INSPIRING ORGAN TONE and its EASY PLAYING QUALITIES, A new 
world of musical pleasure is now within the reach of even the most modest purse. 

Easier and More Thrilling Than Playing a Piano—Play Beautiful Music Very First Day! 

No words that we write can begin to make you understand how easy it is to produce rich, lovely musio, 
novelty effects, etc. Play any type of music from POPULAR HIT SONGS, RELIGIOUS MUSIC, WEST- 
ERN and COWBOY SONGS to CLASSICAL MUSIC. Just imagine: all you do is plug it into any 110 
yolt electric outlet. Immediately you are ready to play. A simple touch of the key and the music comes 
forth: rich, resonant, loud, true and clear. No pounding—music fs continuous as long as key is pressed. 
No chance of an “‘off note’’. Comes complete with simplified song folio so that you play glorious music the 
first day—and play other popular pieces easily and quickly! 

Here Are the Features of This Electric Home Organ 
—2 Full Chromatic Octaves, —True organ tone—sustained notes and chords 
—25 Piano Keys: 15 white—10 black. are full-bodied and rich in vibrant melody. 
—Keys are large enough to permit playing with —Strongly constructed of approved materials. 

ease and comfort. —Handsome colors—toned wood effects. 

—Distinctive and superior mechanical craftsmanship. —Portable—easy to take with you——conveniently 

—Smart, up-to-the-minute styling. light to carry. 

—Operates electrically—-just plug it in—and It’s Gee arene he guaranteed to be fac- 
ready play——operates on 110-115 volts, AC wae u 
current. r —Complete with simplified Instruction song follo, 

—Scientifically designdd MAGNUS ORGAN Size over all 14 2x6 % x5 '/-Inches, 
REEDS respond to slightest touch of the keys —Weight approximately 7-Ibs. each, 

No Pumping! No Effort! Full, Loud Note As Long As Key Is Held Down! 

Only Magnus, whose achievements in bringing fine quality musical instruments at a sensational 
price were recorded in Coronet, Reader’s Digest. ete., could bring this remarkable instrument to you. $18 io 
No. 6985. MAGNUS ELECTRIC ORGAN. Price Postpaid........... sis “75 
——— EO oo 
SHOW THIS CATALOG TO YOUR FRIENDS. They will 
appreciate it and so will we. Thank you. 

ssepic pe tp Paice ne oe 
| Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. x 203 
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Electric Phonograp 
—It Plays With Wonderful Tone 
—Plays Standard 10 & 12 Inch Records’ 
—Self Starting, 110 Volt Electric Motor 
—Balanced Tone Arm 
—Tone Chamber Amplifies and Rounds Out Sounds 

Enjoy the Music You Like When 
You Want to Hear It 

PLAY THE MUSIC YOU WANT WHEN YOU 
WANT IT! Play your favorite pieces and arrange- 

~ ments over and over again! Wonderful Carron Electric 
Phenograph assures you of true sound reproduction, 

Balanced tone arm takes weight off record permitting 

; ‘ «-4Jess surface noise and longer record life, Mechanical 

Wit : {reproducer has improved sound head for better range 

1 age i ereater ificati Metal case finished in attractively colorec 
and more volume. Special tone chamber for greater amplific ation. I e 

hammered effect, Durable construction. Each packed in box. Size 13x9x38-in. $11.45 

No. 6095, ELECTRIC PHONOGRAPH. Price Postpald...++eersserrresrettst tert t 
ep etidintatereaeees Meee ft 

7 

Enjoy Your Favorites From Benny Goodman to Guy Lombardo fo Favorite Classics!! 

Portable Electric Phonograph 
Carry the Music You Like to Hear Best Right With You 

Attractively Priced at Only $14.45 
—Plavs Stacdard 10 ant 12 Inrh Reenrds y 

—Portable Case in Imitation Leather With Record Holder in Lid. 
=100% Electric Operation: No Winding: | ee say play 

lete Unit—Just Plug in ectrica d . i 
CBeautituily Finished Cabinet in Blue or Tan With Nickel Plated Fittings, 
—Light Weight—10 Pounds. i 

Play the music you want, where you want it. Excellent for your 

own Bie programs at home or at cottage. Listen to Benny Good-\ 

man, Bing Crosby, Perry Como, Spike Jones, the music cf Bach * 

and Beethoven as well as musical comedy pieces you've longed to 

play over and over again. Electrical phonograph, No tubes, Plays de 

standard 10” & 12” records, Self starting motor, 110 volts, 60 % 

cycles. Constant speed. Sturdy construtcion, % -ini strong f’bre covered © 

with pyroxlin coated fabric leatherette, blue or tan- Nickel plated 

fittings. Leather handle. Record holder inside. Balanced tone arm 

takes weight off record permitting longer record life. Improved 

sound head giving better range and more volume in mechanical re- 
producer. The chamber amplifies and helps round out sound. Size 

14 % x12xT-inches. $14.45 

No. 6097. ELECTRIC PORTABLE PHONOGRAPH. 

paar VW AWA en tae 8 
Be Popular! Make Friends! Master This Instrument! Songs For 

Many Play The First Day With New E-Z Method! Your 
It’s fun to play the ukulele because it’s so easy, Friends 

The 'music is so fascinating and beautiful. 
It is one of the most popular musical 

instruments on the beach, at picnics—everywhere 
, and anywhere there are a few people to en- 

joy its soft melody. The ukulele is not 
difficult to play, nor is it necessary 

to do a lot of practising in order 
to be able to play it. In 

just a few minutes after 
you receive it, you may 

be playing the ac- 
companiment to 

many popu- 
ular songs. 

Play 
Beautiful 

HAWAIIAN STYLE UKE 
Newly developed all-plastic ukulele | 

has brought it to you at a new low price, 
yet it retains faithful, melodic tone repro- 
duction. Comes to you in individual box, 
Properly tuned strings, adjustable pegs, 
double moulded plastic, brilliant two-tone 
colors, 14-inches long. ase pick, music and 
instructions, ready to play. 
No, 6883. Hawllan Style ure, 91.00 

“!] Learned the First Day” 
5 Minute Ukulele Course wil das 

Illustrated book which shows you by mi 

of illustrations, exactly how to play the uke. many 

actually play the first day with this easy metho ep 

Don’t worry about “‘learning to play.”’ Includes 2' 

songs which you can play by numbers. 
No, 1625. 5-Minute Ukulele Course, 

204 * 1 Price Postpald ..+..0 crescencuwseeweettereessees 
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Sweet Playing GUITA R Western Style 
Yipeeee! Strum This Guitar and Let That Song Come Out! 

Fayorite Music Instrument Out in the 
Wide Open Spaces 

Didn’t you ever hanker to just sit down with a fine-quale 
ity guitar and fool around with it just’ to see what you 
“Could do”? If you, like many others, had the feeling that 
playing music was “too hard”, then try playing this 4 
guitar. Here is real music that will entertain you on 
those lonely nights, and entertain all your friends at 
any gathering, whether it be a cozy two-some with 
your best gal, or out in the country or down by the 
beach! When you start to tickle those strings the 
melody starts to sizzle, and you'll just naturally 
warm up those strings (and your vocal chords) 
with.a rich refrain from the popular songs of the 
day or the old favorites from way out West, 

YOU Can Be Playing This Guitar the First Day 
With just a little instruction, you can start playing simple 

shords and melodies the very first day: Then, as you play your 
way through the easy ones, learn more and more pieces while 
playing. If you have never played before, get our “Five Min- 
ute Guitar Course” for only 25c extra and it is the easiest 
and simplest course that gets you started playing THE 
FIRST DAY. 

Full Sized, Beautifully Toned Guitar 
Only $10.95 

Full size: 37-inches long, 14-inch body. De Luxe 
screw-type tuning keys. Quick, accurate and sensitive 4 
tuning. Metal screw holds keys ad- 
justed at correct pitch. Resonant 
hardwood body. White inset mark- 
ers for rapid fingering. Metal 
plate holds six top-quality strings 
in exact position, accurately 
placed for proper vibrating ; 
qualities. 4 
Moe iets Western Style 

uitar. Price 
Postpaid, Only. 920.95 
No, 1621. Five Minute 
Guitar Course. How to j 
hold, how to play, tuning, 4 
chords, 18 popular songs, 
etc. Price r 
Postpaid, Only. 25¢ é 

Real Thrill 
Just Singin’ 

and A-Playin’ 
the Popular Hits 

and Old Favorites 
The beautiful music to- 

gether with the real thrill 
of playing accounts for its 

sensational popularity. Play 
it as a solo instrument, with 
singing or with an orchestra. 

A thrill as you learn, and as 
your ability increases, loads of 
fun “‘showing off’’ to your friends. 

Chord-O-Matic 
Makes It Easier 

to Play a Guitar! 

The Chord-O-Matic is designed to — 
make NO KNOWLEDGE OF MUSIC 
NECESSARY TO PLAY THE QUITAR. 
Hasy to read and works on the principle 
of a dial. Quickly locates hundreds of 

chord formations. Chords are shown by 
finger placement on the fingerboard and 
identified by symbols—not by note. Solo 
chords are also ustrated and a simple 

mansposing chart is provided. Covers all 
modern chords, fingering in all posifions and 

transposing chart. By using Chord-O-Matic, you 
can instantly locate and finger any chord. Enables 

.&_ person without previous musical education to play 
Book of Cowboy Songs and Bre ct crane without studying harmony, theory, etc. 

jountain Ballads. Listed on Other On pee mot at Fe geaaee 
Pa No. 1208, CHORD-O-MATIC. Price. 92°25 | 205 

Order Cowboy 
and Mountain Bal- a 
lad Song Books. Gene 
Autry, Radio Favorites, etc. ““ 

u ba ns 



_ 20-REED 
* ACCORDIAN' 

Jot You Play 

_ Popular 

a fi | Tunes 
| First Day! 

f piers and a 
Zara yO 
€ notes or by 

ear. Be popu- 
_ lar at parties, 
have fun at 
home! Sim- 

_ plified keyboard requires no’ previous 
‘knowledge of music to play popular 

/ tunes the very first day! Gives you a 
) real thrill to hold it, playing music 
| loud, clear and ‘beautifully. Easy finger- 
fh ing, follow ordinary music or play by 
_ ear. Piano-type keyboard, rich plastic 
' ease, Strong, durable pyroxalyn coated 
fabric bellows. 10 quick-acting keys in 
_ ivory colored finish. 20 long-life accu- 
_ fately tuned reeds In key of © gives you 
_ full range for playing any piece. Plenty 

of volume without tonal distortion, 
Thumb strap; collar strap, Opens to 
14-inches. Size 6x10x6-inches closed, 

_ Complete with instructions. folio, Individually boxed. 
_ No, 4482. 20-REED ACCORDIAN. $3 49 

LPostpald Only... ce cece e wee cs ie 

How to Play Drum for 
Band & Orchestra 
Haskell Harr’s Course 

Fun to Learn at Home 7 $ 
Without a Teacher Noise Maker: ? Sg 
The rhythm section of. to- 

day's popular and_ military Loud Siren . : € at music makes the drummer’s Screamer Bey 7 place important. Is Real be (La) Se ~~ No Need fo Buy Any Instrument Noisemaker ei ' , Tells you different types of drum, how to hold drum for Alarm XX : INE stieks, how to strike and roll sticks, how to obtain : pa many novel effects, how to create different rhythms, Signaling, ; My, military band drumming, popular band drumming, Ete. in Lt bass drum, cymbals, use of the traps, ete. Covers ip F 2 Ws all the duties of a drummer, Over 40 drumming Made just to be another t Ain < Selections that you can practise. About 50 illustra.| Teal noisemaker that will get > tions, 9x12-in., 64 pages, 2-color cover, Used by lots of attention anywhere—in a crowd, at a game, scouts, school, bands, ete. ete.—but also useful for signallin i : rum | " ; g, calling the No. 1485. Harr’s Drum Method. Postpaid. . 98c gang or just as an alarm for protection WHat Aatieer 
threatens, Will usually scare awa’ mos 1 

30 Standard Beats for Snare Drums orate nolsemaker that sounds like. an ah nate 
Handy Pherae ee ed ania Cohtaing BORMAN. siren during war time, Lithographed in brilliant colors, 8 %-in, - i Giay ek Oo, pees oe Pie tectns by National Handy Back: steed ee tenet ata, on ssn. ers, No. 4461. POCKi . Ne. See etice Postpald Only 15¢ NOISEMAKER, Price ParioineN . 39c —Beau u ‘one 

eae iY et Rs MACKUS CONCERTINA 
‘The Concertina will give you much enjoyment—especially when you find how rich and full the tone is—and how easily you can play it! Has six keys for right hand, or melody side, which play 1'g-octaves (12 reeds), | Bass key for left hand actuates 6 ynotes for chord or rhythm accompan- iment—3 notes Simultaneously play when you PULL—3 notes when PUSHED. Bellows are brightly colored pyroxa- lin fabric, 9 folds. Open to 1114-in. Six-sided end cases are 6-in: in diam: eter and moulded of polystyrene in handsome mottled effects. Adjustable vinylite handstraps. 51 -in. closed With song instruction fo io, So songs can be played before learning musical sent 9 oz. Colorful gift box. Key 

No. 4492, Price Postpaid...... $2.95 

Makes It Easy and Pocket Alarm Siren & 

Big 10:-Inch Magnus 40-Note 
Chromatic Accordion Opens to 19-Inches | 
Thrill People by Playing Western and Cowboy Songs, Popular Song 

Hits, Hill Billy and Mountain Ballads, Musical Comedy Pieces 
and Classical Music ‘ bis 

RIX) 

, 0 1 ion to Detail to Show the Beautiful Construction, the Exact Attent 
ae Actual Unretouched Tir Ghsematic 40 Nove Range. Plays and looks like an expensive Accordion, 

You Can Play Complete Tunes the First Day 
i ir ability i ical instruments true 2 is known throughout the world for their ability to bring musical ins! 

in ie lech be botn Ree pet ‘beauty at remarkably low price, designed with simplicity that makes almos' 

everyone capable of playing beautiful music from the very first day, os aed Assapdton ete th 

U AS DONE IT AGAIN. The Magnus American style Chromatic Button Accordio: 
bby tikesa oat play complete tunes the first day, er if you don’t like its stunning beauty and rich tones, 

we'll be greatly surprised. ha 
i : ae it A iat tore Wt ‘ aps 

i 1 finder. If you have any musial ability at all, this will find it—the easy way. Perl 

iss Poenteat handicap th playing an instrument is not ee ee aaa easy snare, tt OE el oe 

learning to play. With a small investment, you can quickly fin e ¢ ay fo Play’ all types Cte 
music, to Impressive solos that are deep and rich in their beauty, 

Tae imei onion to musical comedy music, to semi-classical and classical pieces. The easy way to learn 

about music. 4 

Play as Solo Instrument, With Singing, or With Other Instrument 
i inging, it is lovely to hear. With other instruments, it adds a depth and warmth of tone 

that pine ne “tall tententeat effect. At parties or ae pce, sae with the ones you like, you can thrill to 
i ‘ou want. Easy to carry with you wherever you go. F 

tae etadly 7ge ne Tint in weight, yet compact and strong. Bellows are made of pyroxalin cloth 
laminated. Will stand long and frequent use. 

40 Notes Plus 4 Bass Buttons, Full Range 
he right hand are arranged in SOLO Chromatic Harmonica tuning, Key of ©, with 20 

eerie betton aaa. "hee are 4 bass button keys actuating 16 reeds for chord accompaniment for the 
oa ir-release valve conveniently located. , 2 ‘ 

Naeaes. grille, : and ends are of richly designed polystyrene plastic with leather-like straps and catches, 
Overall size is 5 %-inches closed by 10 %-inches high by 6-inches deep. Fifteen fold bellows opens to 

about 19-inches, Individually boxed, complete with illustrated directions for playing tunes. 

No. 6090. MAGNUS CHROMATIC ACCORDION. $9 95 

Price Complete Postpaid Only........ 2 
Oe a eh a a 
REFUND CHECKS OF MAIL ORDER Houses ccc | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %& 207 Spiegels, etc. 



Arnis Swiss Musical Movement Plays a Beautiful 
y lune. Use It in a Powder Box, Toy, Cigar Box, } 
} Bank and Many Other Places 

F have heard the popular music box will know its remark- 

_ MUSIC BOX MOVEMENTS 

Every time this SWISS MUSIC BOX MOVEMENT starts to play a beaytiful, melodic tune is heard. Those who 
able, bell-like music that is so delightfully melodious. 

These movements are all imported from Switzer- land where they are masterpieces of the old- world craftsmanship. Most powder boxes and novelty articles with the music boxes in them sell for a lot of money, so we decided to sell the MOVEMENT ONLY to those people who wish to use it in their own box or to build some unusual musical novelty of their own. Movement is com- plete, ready-to-play. Spring wound. Release trip lever starts or stops mechanism. When mounted on wood, sounding board effect produces loud, lovely melody. Powder box illustrated here not 
included. Movement only. Assorted popular tunes, No. 8562, SWISS MUSICAL BOX. Assorted popular or classical tunes, $3 95 Movement Only. Complete with key. Price Postpaid...... AN has s | 

Regulation U. S. 
FAMOUS La ROSA QUALITY 
Over 17 Inches Long from Bell to Mouthpiece 

Used in Bands and Camps 
Accepted bugle for use by U. S. Army as well as y high school and college bands. FULL SIZE, At Issconsbeaonsrietasnienes camp or with a drum and bugle corps you’ll find that Seer tiers er ua: this bugle will play as well as the best and better than most. Famous La Rosa make. Excellent tones, easy to blow and beautiful, highly polished appearance. Learn to bugle and next time you go to camp or scout meetings, you can do the bugling. No fingering necessary—you just blow. Smart polished brass finish, Detachable mouthpiece. Really fine musical instrument, $8 50 No. 6502. U. S. REGULATION BUGLE. Price Postpaid aie ‘ No. 1044. E-Z BUGLE INSTRUCTOR WITH BUGLE CALLS. Postpaid. se eeeees 250 

Ss 
. at 

he 

AMERICAN 16 - INCH BRASS FIFE 
REAL QUALITY FIFE. The instrument made famous by the drum, bugle and fife corps. Easy to blow and easy to finger, yet produces soft, full rounded notes that are a delight to hear. Do not confuse this fife with low-priced toys that are on the market. This fife is a real musical instrument that is used: for regular band work. Play the accompaniment to orchestra and instruments, Fuly 16-inches long. Re-inforced mouthpiece. Tone tested. All brass construction, Each in an Oe ual box, 

No, 4425. AMERICAN ALL-BRASS FIFE. Price Postpald....... Cee cere neees 95 
No, 1634, FIFE INSTRUCTION BOOK. Price Postpaid. ......... 

Musical Box Plays Tune When Opened 
Swiss Music Box Plays Pleasant Music When Opened 
When the lid to this attractive box is opened, a pleasant tune be- 

gins to play and keeps playing until the box is closed, The Swiss 
Music box movement is built-in. The movement can be wound up by 
a key in the bottom. It will play for several minutes, so one winding 
will last for awhile. 

Use Music Box for Powder, Candy, Jewelry, Nuts, Etc.— 
Glowing Pastel Colors With Painted Design 

The box is suitable for any small things such .as candy, face f 
powder, nuts, jewelry and even money or cigarettes. It is attractively \ 
made especially for bedroom or living room. All metal construction, finished in pastel colors with hand painted designs. Since these are imported, the exact shapes and sizes may vary, but they are approxi- 
mately 6-inches in diameter. $ 4.98 
No. 8602. Imported Swiss Muslo Box. Price Postpald..... 

. * %. . DO NOT TEAR YouR CATALOR Le 208 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | Food ay TEAR Your CATALOG. Keep It to check the hen you receive 

- ~ A + 

Play at Once this 8-Tone Ree arinette 
Hand Tuned Bronze Reeds—Full Octave—Easy Blowing—Wonderful Tone 

Rich 
Organlike 
Music! 5 3 
PROLL-O-TONE CLARINET plays with a rich ORGAN-LIKE TONE. And it is so easy to play! Anyone who can count to eight can play it, Start Playing at once—without practice. Play by notes or! Play by numbers. Sweet, rich tones are a delight to hear. Bronze reeds cover full octave. Measure about 14-in. long. All American made, Individually packed in attractive box with songs and instructions. No. 6096. REED CLARINETTE. 

BrioatPost pal ois. :.\sfia aie Lika Weer viaiulatd da tetera dal elie tat brie URS aig 4 

PLAY THIS JAZZY SAX wae 
WITH LITTLE PRACTICE 

LEARN TO PLAY IN LESS THAN AN HOUR 
Easily Learned by System of Numbered Notes 

Almost anyone can learn to play this Jazzy Sax. for by a system of numbered notes, playing is greatly simplified. Complete instructions are given with each instru- ment and a number of popular tunes are given with notes all numbered. The num- bers above the notes indicate the key to be pressed. Thus, even though you are not able to read music, you will readily observe that you have merely to press the key according to the number shown and the correct sound is produced. You should en- counter no difficulty in soon masteting all of the tunes given in the instructions, Nothing could scarcely be simpler. After a short practice you should be able to dis- pense with the instructions entirely and if you are at all musically inclined, you should soon be vlayine all the popular hits of the day ENTIRELY BY EAR. Be the center of attractiof€ at Parties, dances, picnics and entertainments. Have loads of fun with this attractive 

Jazzy Sax Only $2.49 
Made of metal, nickel plated. Built same shape as a regular saxophone, It has 8 treble keys with fine quality, accurately tuned reeds for loud, true tones. Has regular Saxophone bell and goose-neck mouth-piece after the style of the more expensive in- struments. 15 inches long. With each instrument comes printed instructions and a number of popular tunes that can be played by merely pressing the keys, according to the numbers, and at the same time blowing through the mouth-piece; thus you have the tune, with the accompaniment and all. Get a Jazzy Sax today Learn to play it by numbers instead of notes, Any boy of average intelligence should have no difficulty in playing it in a very short time by means of this greatly simplified meth- S od. Gives clear, ringing tones and delightful harmony, The music is loud and clear, i Can be played with one hand or both hands together if bass notes (accompaniment) are used. $2. 49 its: C880. MAZZY: SAX! Egon! Postaald se. 0: Medel wucsat vaca. tances eae 0 iho ee 

E-Z BUGLE INSTRUCTOR 
With All The Popular Bugle Calls, Marches, Ete. 

2 Easy It is an established fact that many school children learn to play a bugle long before they think of takin, 4p the trumpet, cornet or ‘some ,other brass instrument. It is quite essential, therefore, that the bugle be properly learned right from the beginning. As a result @ good foundation for correct brass playing will be laid which will enable the student later on to begin the study of any brass instrument with a full know. ledge of all fundamentals pertaining to the formation of an Smbouch ure. This book Rives full instructions 3 Reset any of the 14 chords, in the key desired. pounde ane produced. howe to ‘count ‘met: donnie and 
Another simple setting transposes all of the notes triple tonguing, gives a number of bugle ‘calls, includ+ 
in any composition from original key to any key ing Taps, Morning Call, Drill Call, Reveille, Assembly, 
selected. Back has usefi} musical data. 8-in. long. Dress Parade, To Arms, Salute to Colors, concluding 
No. 6984. MUSIC TRANSPOSER RULE 75¢ with a number of bugle marches. 25¢ Price Postpald...se.csecssreesssssessvsnsereessberrsssashiloseconsess No, 1041. E-Z Self-Instructor for Bugle. Price . 

Loud, Bell-Like Musical Cymbals 
Cymbals Used in Bands to Produce Loud, Bell-Like Tones If you have listened to bands, especially marching or military bands, then you are familiar with the loud crashing, musical sound of the cymbals. These add spirit and zest. 
Wonderful Rhythm Instrument or Musical Noisemaker You can have lots of fun using them to make rhythm music or simply as noisemakers at games, etc. Produces a. reeally loud, yet clearly musical tone. Two cymbals. Made of heavy nickel plated steel complete with cast metal handles. Bell shaped. 59c 
No. 4412. Musical Cymbals. Per Pair Postpaid.. 

A TE. Wh ‘dering, be t i * * . Gf article as Well Rr the siece rumbanre © give name Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. x 209 
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Music Transposing Mad 
Makes Transposition of Music from Key 

to Key Simple and Very Easy 
The Lawrence Music Transposer is a beautiful two- color slide type calculator—easily used by either students or master musicians; by composers, arrangers and teachers. One simple setting to key gives all the 

DOMEF RENTING 

MORE THAN A TOY 
A Rent Set Miniature Cymbals 

Sor dunioe Bandamen 

Re ey Tae 



It Plays Delig 

| if ane quite proficient. Can b 
instructions included so that 

and can follow the 

fi It’s Easy to 
Kp _ Play! 

In_ reality 
the Guitar 
Zither can 
be said to 
Tesemb] tp in the quality of its 

CANARY and BIRD 
SEM IMITATOR 

bey 
D 
fi 

An amazing- 
.\ ly accurate 

} imitation of 
‘fthe beautiful 

Canary Song. 
Ct. WAR - 
» IT TRILLS, 

T SINGS, I? 
WHISTLES. Metal 
reed. Entirely made 
of light metal, with 

, Canary finished in 
_ brilliant yellow, Bottom cup fills with water, 

j No. 3475. CANARY AND BIRD | IMITATOR, 2 Postpaid Only 5¢ 

Lesson! 
You Just Sit Down 
and Play-At-Once 

You don’t have’to take » single lesson. Or know ‘ Pia, Sale eee Just sit down and play 
a a @ way through WITHOUT STOPPING.! With the revolutionary, new method 

in the preparation of these three popular songs, there are no confusing notes to bother you, no complicated instructions to tangle you up Tn front of you, in Plain sight, is a simple 
with black spots show- 

of writing music used 

ng ay which keys to strike, 
matically get the correct tim 

No. 1827. Frankie and Johnnle. 

210 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 

Be gente httully Enchanting Music er is a musical instrument e898) of tone. Not at all difficult to play, ter little practice fi e used alone or with oth § an accompaniment to singing it is very effective.” Pall aramenta anyone who can read ordinary poe t numbered chart will ri ow at a glance just which note to strike, As you 

armonic chord construction—you auto- i ing—even experienced musicians and critics marvel that at last pag play- ing can be made so easy. Send $1.10 and ge three of these lovely Play-At-Ones Songs. wan 
Postpald 39c 

No. 1328. Calsson’s Qo Rolling, Price...,.89¢ 
No. 1329. None But The Lonely Heart. Price 390 

p elous qu: After {ittle practice you can fe 

gradually be- 
come accus- 
tomed to the in- 
strument, it will 
then be possible 
for you to dispense 
with the chart and 
play popular tunes and 
other melcdies direct 
from sheet music, or even 
He ai - is wen en, guere strongly made. ecause 0: 
its very unique tone it is an weet ideal solo instrument. Tortoise 
shell pick and fully illustrated 
book of instructions with each Zitner, 
No. D6176,. QUITAR ZITHER. 
Price Postpaid 

NEW, EASY SELF-TEACHING 
“5-MINUTES-A-DAY” METHOD 

TO PLAY GUITAR 
This book is designed so you can start playing the first few minutes and then play etter and better as each day passes, Tells how to hold guitar, tuning guitar, fingering, 25 simple chords, playing solo or with sing- ing or band, plus about 25 popular songs made easy to play. 

NO. 1621. Price Postpaid Only........,... a 

5-MINUTE HAWAIIAN GUITAR COURSE The Hawaiian or. steel guitar method is _some- What different, and the tuning is different. It pro- ruces a haunting, singing tone which is very pop- ular. Get both courses and learn to play both ways! 
25c Mo. 1629. Price Postpaid OMY ses vercoredevevsnanne 

62 FAVORITE SONGS HANDBOOK Ideal collection for house, clubs, ete., of pop- tla comic, sacred, patriotic and favorite songs, zgincluding America, Auld Lang Syne, Annie y Juanita, Battle Hymn, Home Sweet ~ Home, John Brown’s Body, Jingle Bells, eto., bte., etc. 10 Copies, $1.00, 15¢c No. 1338. Each, Postpaid. ... ee eeeeee 

HARMONETTE 
Pleasant Flute-Like Tone 
Easy and Fun to Play 

Plays Any 
Song 

Melodies 

veseeeee, SLE95 

Yet, you have 

A new, unique musical instrument, Made of metallic silvered plastic, Resembles organ pipes in miniature. Has 8 notes tuned in harmony with the piano. You can play any melody on 
Comes 

“You can play 
if you can 

LAY “HOT TUNES,” swing 
wien imitate bird calls and 
warblings, Very unusual effects 
obtained after a little practice. A , 

led to offer this instrument for almost half the price once asked, 
No. sa7e, THE MAGIC NOSE FLUTE. Price Postpald,... 

SCREAMER 
blowing necessary 

with’ this whistle. Just 
pull the string and it 
starts the siren screaming. 
Metal screamer, 
No, 4462, Price 15c 
Postpald........ 

Locomotive Whistle 

pea whistle. 

No. 4490. Locomotive Whistle. 
Price Postpald......... 

Produces the sound of a real locomotive—not a 
Loud, powerful roar of a real train, 

Plastic design to resemble miniature locomotive. 

instrument, 
of metal, jand with care should last a 
lifetime. There is nothing to wear out or 
get out of order. It is placed over 
mouth and nose as shown in our illustra- 
tion. It takes but a few minutes to learn 
how to play it, there is just 2 little 
“mack” that you can easily acquire. You 
can play a tune after a little practice, 
and the tone is -very musical and flute- 
like. It is capable of the most charming 
modulations, and the most Popular melody 
or the most elaborate operatic air can be 
played, either as a solo or accompanied, 
in a manner that might be enthusiastically 
applauded even on a _ concert platform. 
Many imitations of bird calls and warblings 
can be produced, and it is just the thing 
for teaching a canary to whistle. We are 

1934 
FING FEXTURES 

in a band, 
classic, 

it is played. 

REFEREE and 
POLICE TYPE 
WHISTLE 

Makes a loud _ noise. 
major, etc, Loud blast. 

plastic construction. 15c 

15c 

pobeveplps 
Plays all kinds of music—popular or 

Nothing to wear out—will last forever, Do 
all kinds of imitations—Benny Goodman and his 
Clarinet, Heifitz and his violin, trombone, jug,— 
be a one man Spike Jones band, Teaches music ag 

The first step in a profes 
' Made of gaily lithographed metal. 
No. 4494. Popeye Pipe Price Postpaid... 

Fine 
All 

for refereeing purposes, drum 

15c No. 4476. Price Postpald. 

The MAGIC NOSE FLUT 

Sweet Musical Tones Easily Played! 
The MAGIC NOSE FLUTE is a very novel style of musical 

different from almost any other, 

a 

(. “gece 

< | Wi tC f 
Makes a Loud, 

it one of the best siren whistles made. 

‘ al % Hi 

LOW PRICED ALL METAL FIFE IS EA 
i d, clear, true tone. You simply blow and finger the holes, 

dune Gein es & popular songs easily & wonderfully. No practise. 1 
No. 4411. FAMOUS H. K, FIFE. Price WPOREBOIG 5 elo ay anSieiissievelt ve a) ate eiatalns 
No, 1634, COLE’S 5-MINUTE FIFE INSTRUCTI 

L 

Gorrode 

SY TO PLAY 
producing that beautiful military 
2-in. long. All metal. 

ON BOOKLET WITH 20 SONGS, Postpald.... +206 

SIREN SCREAMER 
For Clearing the 
Road, Refereeing 

) or Making a Lot 
of Noise! IstInctlve Police-Like Siren Noise. Really gets action, Patented construction makes Fine for scouts, signalling, police ,Wwork and bieycle riders, Gives out the real siren shriek, instantly putting everybody in your way 6n their guard. Excellently made en- tirely of plastic all in one piece. Has regular bearings, No, 4489. SIREN SCREAMER WHISTLE. Price Postpaid,. 9 | Johnson Smith & Co. *& 214 

ees 

It is made entirely 

No Notes to 

Fingering— 
Nothing to Do 
But Hum Your 

Favorite Piece 

The original Pop- 
eye Pipe. 
or croon—out comes 

loads of fun whether 
you play 



‘ s i notes —- play at once, 

— fune. Get your one man band now! §* OT RHYTH S Simply long, 4%" wide. Packed In box. ” 35c eee 
te ‘ . . Hum Into It No. 4478. One Man Band. Price. , 

yhigh ; 

: at a Ca 
ore 

a 
These instruments realize the desire of those who like the music of a military 

band but who have not the knowledge to enable them to play brass wind instru- 
ments. By a wonderful acoustic effect it is QUITH EASY to imitate many kinds 
of brass band and other instruments. They are capable of producing sweet, rich 
and powerful tones, No knowledge of music is necessary, SING, HUM OR CROON 
INTO THEM. Failure is almost impossible. Even your first attempt should be a 
Success and with very little practice you should be able to imitate many instru- 
ments in a very satisfying manner, They will harmonize well with the piano, 
violin, ukulele, and Many other instruments, and if you possess musical taste, 
even without technical knowledge of music, you should be delighted with the 
effect you can obtain, For holiday celebrations, carnivals, street parades, picnics, 
house parties and entertainments, ete.,, or as a rooter at Baseball, Football or 
other games, they are just the thing 

‘ 

Gold color lacquered finish with black mouthpiece, Play at once—no notes, no fingering—just hum or sing. 11-in. long; 13%Q-in. extended. No, 4429. Price Postpaid pee ad AHL 

KA 

: Play at once—no notes, no finger+ Once M g—just hum or sing. Gold color lacquered finish with black mouth- piece. 1014-in, long. 
No. 4428. Price Postpaid. 

KAZQOOPHON 
Pocket instrument of 100 diddle uses. Anyone produces pleasant music by humming 

u 
or crooning into {t, 
Tmitate violin sorne! 
say and oth in- 4 eran Bon Sousa Phone Oo. 4413, , Postpaid, (hi) " A miniature mode} ofa 
2 Dae ‘ t. f bass horn, Famous easy-to- 
5C 

f play kazoo effect—just hum i f 
into it and rich tone comes put. Swell looking — swell playing. Scientifically de. Signed, acoustical tone chamber, Nearly 7-in. overe a 

Spike Jones 
Kam Saxophone 

Play at Once! 

Miniature detailed mod- 
el of real sax with kazoo 
feature—just hum or sing 
into it. No fingering, no 

Amazingly realistic, 
No. 4491. Postpaid 39c 

Cymbals & Drums % Bell 
* Kazoo for Imitating 

Saxophone, Violin, Cornet 
COMPLETE BAND FoR 850! Rich toned Kazoo, Bell, Cymbal, Drum to beat ea rhythm, and Rap eee poeether in ne atument! Play hot rhythm, swing mus ic, military marches, etc. Imitate bugles and | SAXOPHONE 

5 

U.S 
247. pen ; 

drums—sounds almost like an army band. VIOLIN 
, " and For Designed to imitate almost every Instra: TRUMPET 

. 
ment in the band. Take it on picnics, BUGLE » 35c Parties, to school, parades, etc., and thrill DRUMS 

g 
your listeners, Played over the radio, Just hum into it and out comes the 

Perfect— Fae eee eet hig Name Bands 

mt 

ed in Several Real Musical Us n 

ONETTE Instrument 
as you play it. 

err von muvidamnental musical 
principles. 

v 

A 3S must- 
uovsdystrument, 

same man- 

Scaring Bechara, tte loa opta. 
pv mae rh. more shout ee cae 

aining, holes which can be pun
 ih 

NE | Harmonica Guitar ial |: ale 

Harmonica Leave Your 
Holder Organ Hebe Free 

Amplifier To Hold 
Attach 

The perfect Another 
i am- 

Hs aides Just slide | Instrument 

te," the gnarmonica | adjustable 
4 i lace. Ten 
He to My e the To Any 

music cathe-| Position. 

eveaiey ths In addition to the hy rd 
resonance and| you can play the Die nis 
consequently suis A eer e a 
makes the tone armonic: cae 

to a Pott ior ss deeper and more enjoyable to hear. oe ee iat wee soca ne teed 

clamped tothe lta and hae eee nee eae tase, with other LE Sail clamped to ary for| standard type cas a DS cuitely Paciiatabie c 

fick, ‘postion a ane Pe ee | eet Dorma s grooved” ds | tends so that player can take as 
hatmohies, Combination A ad Eh eet gen tog crete > o der ay much of harmonica in mouth as ek Cotas tome : hich harmonica slides. Gives | 1 mica inn pare Ps and guitar produces pleas: atch nilce rich quallty. $1.00 ota =< sora 75¢ 

a cose Postpald $1.00 No. 6643. Price..... fe No. 6 . ais ~ 

| LUTROMBONE 
jes boas Almost Anybody Can Play 

be adapted to fit any gui- 
Pg ily banjo, etc., age 
in ‘the illustration, Enables 

oO peed — = , Sem Sa ORD) 
ust haps not found one j usical novelties, but per SD eee 

tike DES eee aHOMBOND: Tt is well ane, 9 amos 1 ee wre er tn e 

i eae i i i slide, like a Trom ut, ee 

out wari the tune, 20 that you ffer play San even Steanbont and Loco out, varies 1€, f many different Birds a ie aoe erence: Teme 

Wonistl apie od , 1- rained band of these Whistles en 

War ore Ree weeks! a aa duets, trios and en ape s . * ee jy 20c 

aoe eek vane FLUTROMBONE. Price Postpaid......- 

Tee Oe eg a 

“Slide Easy” JAZZ FLUTROMBONE 

Eee 12 Inches. Range Nearly 3 Octaves 

Can Be Played With Very Little Practice rane 
Play Any Tune — Any Key : = No Faye te 

t popular musical novelties ort sr Tune In pay Reyne 
istic . hum & tone should be Lion enor wousionl instrument, With a The 

whistle 'o 7 . honograph or 01 te. Hasily learned. onizes with piano, Dp t whistles, sirens, etc. octaves, cain algo imitate foasy’" ore Platrombone has a range of about three * Improved “Sli 

29C(X 213 i lide Manipulator. Sena aeroe 9 
nd has improved S a : 

No. 4415. IMPROVED “SLIDE voe 
a 

———————————— rl 



OCARINA 
GIVES A SWEET, 
FLUTELIKE TONE 

Perhaps no other musical instru- 
ment in the novelty class has attained To such wide popularity as the OCA- RINA. It is used in many leading orchestras as a novelty PLAY! instrument both for solo and accompaniment work. The tone is clear, sweet and fiute-like. In recent musical pictures and over the radio it has been featured. Yet It Is one of the easiest Instruments to play. 

The notes are numbered and by simple fingering gow can produce the scale, z You read off notes by numbers, Thus, for the first few times you practice you igs ., can read the notes as if they were numbered. Then, after only you become so familiar with the notes that you not only read and play directly fi ear. Pick up ordinary sheet music, song books, etc., and play! Play WESTERN, music. Almost without realizing it, you will have help you in learning to play other instruments, 
Beautiful Plastic Instrument that You Can Play Quickly! Oarry the OCARINA—the sweet potato—in your pocket and next time you have a few spare moments relax and play! You'll get a kick out of playing it and your friends will enjoy listening to it. It’s real music! Has sharps and flats; gives you a full chromatic range of 18 true notes, Same models as those used on the radio. Those not familiar with the fingering will find that the easy instructions books listed below will teach most people the fingering and have them playing tunes in less than 30 minutes—order one with your ocarina, 

} 

45c Poe reeeccnceeccene 

a short time 
rom music, but also by 

POPULAR, CLASSICAL 
learned the fundamental things about music that will 

No. 6058. OCARINA. Key of E. Size about 5-inches, 
ReeMOO) POMPOM. gs os ea cs nee 
No. 6060. SENIOR OCARINA. 
PMD EEOMORITS C5) 4.00 vig ota'g'n 4 ehh pee Bulbs Ss culate Gulae a 

Ocarina Instruction & Song Book The ocarina is a simple instrument to play and can actually be learned in a few minutes. All ocarinas we sell are numbered and _  Bumbers are readily identified with the notes. Bites sare a SnRerine £0, that it am pen enaty, baderstood. A cluded so vou can start rig’ nm playing. No. 1472. STANDARD OCARINA COURSE. Price Postpaid see eeeee No, 1105, BRANO'S OCARINA METHOD. With Instructions for Duet and Quartet Work. Price (SOc plus Se postage) SEND. 

50 Popular Hits & Favorite Songs for Ocarinas Complete words and music PLUS NUMBERING SYSTEM SO ANY- ONE CAN READ IT. Play every piece without practise. No knowledge of music necessary. Includes: All | Do Is Dream of You, Anchors ’ Aweigh, Band Played On, Bicycle Built for Two, Darktown Strutters’ Ball, Don't Sit Under the Apple Tree, Home on Range, Hand Me Down My Walkin’ Cane, I'm an Old Cowhand, La Cucaracha. Loch Lomond, Marine Hymn, Clementine, Pagan Love Song, Red River Valley, Sleepy Time Gal, Whispering and many other favorites. No. 1107. FAVORITE SONGS FOR OCARINA. 
Price (7Sc plus 10c postage) SEND 

These books illustrate 
few 

Famous Jew’s Harp 
A Musical Instrument Anyone 
EN Can Play ay’ 
i The always popular Jew’s Harp, also 

called Mouth Harp or Jaw Harp, is easily 
Played by holding firmly against 
or .between teeth and striking the 
metal tongue or tone arm with 
finger. By changing positions of 

" tongue and shape of mouth, the 
tone can be easily made to vary, covering 
the entire range with ease and In beautiful 
deop organ-like tones. Thus you can play 

ere almost any plece almost as easily as you 
can whistle (much easier for most people). You hear these on radio 
and television. Don’t let low price fool you. Same quality as used 
for professional work. High quality all metal. 3-in. long. . 15c 
No, GO55A. FULL SIZE JEW’S HARP. Postpald Only... 
No. 1470. Robinson’s 5-Minute Instruction Book for Jew’s 25¢ 
Harp with Popular Songs. Postpald..........-+.....05 

Trumpet Kazoo 
The old reliable and well known Trumpet Kazoo, 

or musical Submarine. Just the thing for parties, 
dances, carnivals and entertainment of any kind. 
Just hum into it. 15c 
No, 4416. TRUMPET KAZOO. Price... . 

214 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 

Sold by the thousands at every 
exposition in the country. Amas- 
ingly easy to play. Imitate saxo- 
Phones, guitars, etc. As you be- 
come accustomed to the instrument 
you give better and better perform. 
ances wntil finally you may regard 
yourself as a good musician. 15¢c 
No. 4418, Price Postpaid... 

Just Hum Into It 
and Out Comes 

a Tune 

Imitate Musical 

Instruments 

New Ocarina Course 

Tae 20 Songs 
The Ocarina is 

one of the oldest 
musical instru- 
ments known to 
man, As’ early as 
3000 B, ©. the 
Chinese played a 
Hsuan, an instru- 
ment similar to 
an Ocarina. 
Ocarina has a re- 
markable t o n @ 
which is similar 
to the soft melo- 
dic notes of the 
flue. With a 
little practice, 
the Ocarina can 
be readily mastered 
and you should 
soon be playing 
numerous pieces 
—both popular 
and concert mu- 

sic. The book illustrates how to hold the Ocarina, how 
to blow it and how to play it. Includes special tricks 
on the Ocarina that you can master, and 20 songs. 
The Ocarina is a popular pocket musical innstrument 
and is a great favorite for soloists with some of the 
leading orchestras. The book contains these lessons: 
Finding the Holes, Learning the Right Numbers for the 
Holes, The Right Hand, The Left Hand, The Ocarina 
Range, Blowing C or D, Playing D or Re, How to Play 
E or Mi., Playing F or Fa, etc. Also has practice 
songs. 2 5c 
No, 1472, Price Postpald......... 

Dt Pes ak | 

Mt Gan? Combination 
: Zz Play Both 

At Once 
Play the har- 

monica and uku- 
lele or guitar 
together, There 

( gre no less than 
ra 21 songs, com- 
AO ARMN plete with nu- 

ae ey os, HES, tae 
cate just how to 
play the guitar 
2nd harmonica. 
There are no 
notes to learn. 
You just read off 
the numbers and 
play the songs. 
Both instruments 
can be played at 
the same time. A 
good combination 
forhill-billy bands, 
Cowboy songs, ete, 
A few a the eae 
ticenumbers : Gold- 

Drs pod tis asina,” en Slippers, The 
Bright Sherman Valley, I Wish I Was Single Again, 
Hallelujah, I’m a Bum, The Letter Edged in Black, 
When the Work’s All Done This Fall, Hand Me Down 
My Walking Cane, She'll Be Comin’ ‘Round the 
Mountain, My Horses Ain’t Hungry, Pearl Bryan, The 
East Bound Train, Billy Boy, Barbara Allen, When You 
and I Were Young Maggie, etc., ete, 25¢c 
No. 1471. Price Postpald. ihe 

BATON TWIRLING 
ae Teaches you the simple 

WM ee spinning. How td make it 
spin fast or slow; how to 
spin continuously. Then, 
as you master the standard 
spin, you can go on and 
learn some of the stunts 
that look so spectacular— 
throwing and catching the 

} spinning baton, passing 
from one hand to another, 
etc, Start spinning RIGHT 
AWAY, learn the “tricks” 

ij 28 you. go along, 
J No. 1354. Postpald. 25¢ 

Jew’s Harp Course 
SIMPLE, ILLUSTRATED COURSE 
Can Be Learned in a Few Minutes 

Contains 9 
Songs 

One of ¢ 
most snitenostite 
and _ fascinating 
pocket instru- 
ments is the 

} Jew's Harp. It is 
very easy to play 
and with only a 
few _ minutes of 
practice you can 
start to play the 
harp, This step- 
by-step instructor 
gives you com- 
plete instructions 
for learning to 
lay the Jew’s 

; arp. Numerous’ 
Simple, The 1 illustrations. I n- 
faPlyineihe |W cludes informa- 
Jews Herp. [fy tion on unusual 
cL Sonied racers ne 
cheat eo ained, 
eT tricks that can be 

used for different 
occasions and a 

complete selection of nine different songs. Complete with the Jew’s Harp accompaniment so that it 
makes it easy for you to play. Of course, after 
you have learned these songs you can, by ear, 
continue on and play more popular pieces, Carry 
a Jew’s Harp with you wherever you go and 
have fun entertaining others as well as yourself, 
Some of the practice numbers in the book: Maa- 
sa’s in de Cold Ground, Good Night Ladies, 
Annie Laurie, O Du _ Lieber Augustine, The 
Farmer in the Dell, Marching through Georgia, 
Dixie Land, Jingle Bells, Old Black Joe, These 
numbers are recognized by instructors as the 
best to start with. 25c 
No. 1470. Price Postpald.........+se0- 

5 Minute Bugle Course 
z+, Explains Triple 

Tongueing 
Learn to play 

the’ bugle easily 
and effectively, 
With this simpli- 
fied course you 
should find that it 
is an easy matter 
to play the bugle 
and to learn the 
numerous bugle 
calls, Included in 
the book are 26 
bugle calls, In 
addition to teach- 
ing you to play 
tne bugle and the 
most popular 
bugle calls, it 
also tells you 
how to blow the 
instrument, how 
to take care of 
the bugle and ex- 
plains the diff 

ent types of bugles there are. Also explains triple 
tongueing. Some of the Contents: Making Tones, 
Only Five Notes to Learn, Training Your Lip, 
Learning Time, Play These Easy Bugle Calls, 
The Scout Call, Overcoats, Cheers, Triple Tongue- 
ing, The Slur, Bugle Calls, Lights Out Call, Call 
to Quarters, Assembly, Retreat, Recall, Swimming 
Call, Mess Call, Assembly, Reveille, Church, Taps, 

Care of the bugle is dealt with in great 
d . together with lustrations showing how 
the instructions are to be carried out. We consider 
it one of the best self-instructors on bugling 
available at the price. 25c 
No. 1473. Price Postpaid 

h & Co., Detroit, Mich. % 215 
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| Swiss Warbler or Nightingale 

pacers 

= EASY TO PLAY Sweet Sounding 
8 clever instrument plays exceedingly sweet music, and can b very little effort. It is made of colorful moulded plastic and man ect te CLEAK, FULL AND LOUD, producing the soft, delightful musie so characteristic of these instruments. Aitogether they are certain to become as\popular here as in Europe, where, we understand, many thousands have been sold within the past few months. For those not tamiliar with the fingering of these instruments Wwe can supply our SELF-INSTRUCTOR,” a 20-page booklet giving full instruc- tions for playing the Flute, Flageolet, Fife, and other instruments of the Flageo- let type. It explains fully how to master these instruments, and by a unique system of numbering, the method of fingering is easily acquired with very little practice. Nearly 40 popular tunes are given. All you have to do is to follow the numbered notes and the correct sounds are produced. It is so simple that if. the instructions are followed, failure is almost impossible, 

No. 4410. FLUTE, Price Postpaid...............00:) cecececuce @eje ee slate hte. 25¢ No. 1634, SELF-INSTRUCTION FOR ABOVE INSTRUMENT, Price Postpaid. .25¢ 

BIRD WHISTLE and CANARY WARBLE 
i oo Se Sings—Whistles—Trills ie 

Teaches Canaries to Sing and 
Parrots to Warbie 

Imitates the canary and other birds so natutally that 
our neighbors will think you have a flock of live birds 
nn your house. And the canary and other birds will re- 
spond to it, too. Produces the most beautiful and ex- 
pressive trills; it will whistle to perfection; it will chirp 
and sing as long as you like. The secret of this whistle 
is ‘that it is a LIQUID WHISTLE. Chamber is filled 
with a little water and you can blow for hours. Amazing 
effects can be produced with one, two and more, All 
Plastic construction. 4-inches long. 
No. 3473. Canary Warbler and Whistle. 
Price Postpald 

FLUTE 

Whistle 
Sometimes Called The Double Throat 

For Imitating Bird Calls, Animals, Etc. SLRNeNDTA YON 
TM unis 18 the genuine Swiss Warbler or Sze= 0 Be 
> Prairie ayacszs 4 

|" 

Nightingale Whistie, the origina: 
Whistle and Bird Call. . 
strument that fits in your mouth easily in \y, and without discomfort. With it you can Mi | i imitate bird calls and the sounds of various HA animals by following the very simple direc- uA HA tions. It is also sometimes called THR UG ee te outed and as such it is of 
great aid to ventriloquists. It is used Professional ventriloquists, vaudeville entertainers, whistlers and numerous bs See No, 2858. SWISS WARBLER. 3 For Only........... . 
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E-Z-TO-PLAY 
BANJO 

Play It in 5 Minutes! 
Though Small in Size; Retains True Notes . ond Fingering, Same as Large Banjo 

nyone who can read can start to play thi size banjo in about 5 minutes. Smaller "size than Seeks Jar banjo, but retains same accurately tuned strings and amazing volume and depth of tone. Its surprising low price is. made possible by plastic moulding the entire drum in one quick operation. Special plastic gives resonous quality to tone. Colorful in appearance, pleasant in sound, Measures i1-inches overall, 4-inch Plastic drum, complete with plastic pick. Wire strings 

The American SONG BIRD 
Remarkably Accurate Imitation of Bird Calls 
Newly developed BIRD IMITATOR. With it you can ido wide variety of bird calls and imitations. NOTHING TO LEARN, NO SPECIAL SKILL NECESSARY, ALMOST and plastic tuning pegs, Individuall: ANYONE CAN PLAY. IT! No, 6879. E-Z-TO-PLAY BANJO. pacer 50c fingering the instrument eee cabnte eeeeE aes No. 1626. 5-MINUTE BANJO COURSE.” 25 finstrument with You nae :RIkD, CALLS. SPEER PASSER Renn eaesaeneeetee ee eHeneeeesesertesunen, 

z = ake ° 
Postpaid. .......---sssssssesrorsserrrsenssserersntecsssscncesensnentosen eountry. Call the birds and hear them awe? u it to call your friends by secret code messages! Hel you train your canary to be a good singer. Can be used to create other novel musical effects. Colorful rub- ber body, p! ic mouthpiece. Looks like a bird it self! Endorsed by nature lovers. Full directions. 35 

No. 4895. Price Postpaid... on c 

Add 10c Service Charge on Orders 
Under $1.00 

216 ¥ Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 
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i The 5-Minute Harmonica Course 
A New Easy Self-Teaching Method 

HE Wlarmonica, when well played upon, is an ins ent 
nishes splendid entertainment and amusement at pa : 
college, etc., and is popular with everyone. Public Schools, 

Scout Organizations, ¥Y. M. C. A. Clubs, Sunday School and other eh 
organizations are now organizing Harmonica Orchestras. If you W 
to learn to play the Harmonica quickly, easily and correctly, here 
simplified Self-Teacher that you have been waiting for. Explains he 
to hold the Harmonica—How to stand when playing—Manner of play 
when seated—How to place the Harmonica in the Mouth—How to p) 

Tremolo—How to obtain a rich, mellow tone, etc. In addition anum 
of well known popular tunes are given, with notes correctly numbe: 
so that anyone can play them. Everything is explained and illustrated 
in the most simple manner, so that the Harmonica can be mastered 

if the directions are followed. 

-25c¢ 

A ca iy 
cane bet RAINS 5-Minute Trick Harmonica Methods 

AND HOW TO PLAY*“‘BLUES” 
EARN to play “‘blues,”’ learn to play many novelty effects and tricks 
with the aid of this easy self-teaching method; you will derive more 
easure out of your Harmonica than you ever believed possible. 

Here is what the book teaches: How to play “‘Blues’’—How to securea_ § 
beautiful tune with aid of a glass tumbler—How to play up and down— : 
How to ‘‘tremolo”’—How to play the Harmonica like an Accordion—How » 
to play the Harmonica like a Flute—How to produce a “Scotch Bagpipe” 
effect—How to play the Harmonica and Ukulele at the same time—How 
to play the Harmonica and Guitar at the same time—How to play two 
Harmonicas at the same time—How to play Harmonica with Ukulele or 
Guitar—How to play a Harmonica under a glass—How to play a Har- 
monica through your ear—How to play while dancing—How tc play a 
Harmonica through a Hose—Amusing effects with the Harmonica. Large, 
illustrations make everything so plain anyone can understand them. 

No. 1624. Trick Harmonica Methods. Price Postpaid. ..... BSC 

LLISTRATIONS and sarpeoe 
sandervand dawciane she 

lle for anrone t@ parlor 

New Harmonica Course and 200 Songs 
An entirely New System 

This book contains a new system to learn to play the Harmonica by 
numbered notes, also 200 well known popular songs specially arranged for 
the Harmonica. The notes are numbered, so that all you have to do is to 
blow according to the numbers and the correct notes are produced. It is 
so simple that even a child will have no difficulty: in playing the tunes. 

| After a little practice you become quite proficient and can do without the 
| book entirely. The songs are all well known, such as America, Aloha Oe, 
Anni¢ Laurie, Drink to me only, Blue Bells of Scotland, Home Sweet Home, 
Juanita, Killarney, My Old Kentucky Home, etc. 

Course with 0 Senge Price Postpaid . . 25¢ 

Ue tel | ieby kchc 

| 

: b iit pea EL 
| No. 1618. 

a) 
‘The Harmony Harmonica Book 

A Collection of 2 and 3 Part Musical Selections. 
Especially adapted for Advanced Work and Exhibition 

Purposes. 
Sooner or later every good Harmonica player discovers that it is great 

fun trying to “harmonize” with another player. With the aid of this 
book the playing of two or three part music can be quickly and accurately 
mastered. A carefully compiled selection of two and three part popular 
songs and musical selections are given. The two-part selections are 
written on two staves of music, the three-part selections on three staves. 
Full playing instructions are given, and as the notes are all numbered, 
even beginners will have no difficulty in playing the selections. 

No. 1619. New Standard Harmony Course for Harmonica. 
Price Postpaid css,i005) oth dear: din dbeeccbey oc ua rte st eee 

heen ES 
SHOW THIS CATALOG TO YOUR FRIENDS. They will | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. * 217 
appreciate it and so will we. Thank you. 



The Best Harmonicas Are Easiest to Play The better harmonicas are easier to blow, give a truer <i tone and greater volume with less effort, and re- tain these qualities. While experienced harmoni- ca players know this, beginners often try cheap harmonicas and make it harder for themselves to play, 

WONDERFUL TONE GERMAN HARMONICAS BACK AGAIN! a 
World's 

Most Popular 
Instrument! 

Mouth 
Organ 

Easy to Play! 
Good Music! 

Famous “World's Best" With Wide Ranges and Scales for Trick Playing! You'll really thrill to the enjoyment of la; these wonderful German harmonicas again: Whethee you are beginner or advanced Player, you will ap- reciate their wider range, finer tones, easier blow- ing. the big booming loud notes and the soft, true low notes, to say nothing of the harmonica tricks you can perform, Remember, it is easier to learn on ese than on cheaper harmonicas! Only genuine brass metal reeds guarantee permanent  true-tone, Nickel plated body. IMPORTANT; Shipments from urope are understandably Irregular, so please note that exact appearance of harmonica may change, but quality, range, reeds, etc, will remai specifications, | y n exactly as 

12 Double Holes, 24 Metal Reeds No. 4479, GERMAN HARMONICA, Price, Postpald......... Ab Wal Weg iiacas, $2.00 20 Double Holes, 40 Metal Reeds Wide Tange—beautiful music, No. 4480. DeLuxe German Harmontca,, .93*O0O 
Famous Magnus Push Button 

KEYMONICA 
20 Notes 

ULTRA-MONICA has been acclaimed by harmon- ica artists everywhere as the finest professional chromatic harmonica made, Mncompasses every musical requirement, Fea- tures 12 holes, fast nt-action on slide key, 48 hand-tuned ““Spe- cial Brass’’ reeds, each fitted with bre saving leather valves, nickel- plated covers and mouthpiece for smooth, easy performance, Accordion-toned , instrument has a fitted metal case, leatherette covered, sateen and plush lined for Moisture and dust protection of reeds, 5 %-inches long, 12 holes, 8 octave range. Key 
of ©, solo tuned A-440, No. 4466. ULTRA-MONICA. Price Postpaid, Only $15.00 

HOHNER ---World’s 
Hohner 64-Chromonica 

(Professional) 
Length 7-inches, Four full chromatic octaves beginning with small “cr on the plano key- board and extending to four-lined “GC” furnish- Ing the player with greater range than that pro- vided by melody keyboard of a full size Piano § Accordion. Frame of burl walnut finish, brass plates containing 64 perfectly tuned brass reeds, The three lower octaves are covered with leather Ff valves. Nickel-plated covers and _nickel-plated streamlined mouthpiece, Fine solo instrument, Key of CG. Hands 

$e 

BEGINNER'S HARMONICA 
Low Priced Harmonica That Plays With 

Rich, Full Tones!! 
The pertection of the plastic technique of making harmonicas NOW makes it possible for us to bring to 

\ tunes with ease. Each not Actual size of harmonica is 4-inches wide, Easy blowing. Made of lustrous plastic, No. 4474. HARMONICA, Price Postpald. . 25¢ RSS Ne 

ome, highly polished, burl walnut finish box, plush lined, with piano hinge and nickel- plated slide lock. 
No. 4468. Hohner 64-Chromonica... . 24.00 sone onnor 64 

Hohner Double-Sided } tee 
Harmonica 

Start Playing This Harmonica in 

Everyone who knows harmonicas recognizes 

MAGNUS HARMONICA Half the Time! 
that the German-made Hohner ig world-famous 

Just reach for this fascinating new musical in- 
for the finest quality. The ECHO Is the largest 

Over a Million of These in Use! strument which plays like a button accordian and 
of Its kind made, embracing 48 double holes, 96 

The favorite pocket harmonica, One that you en- mee like a band! Rich, full volume, Made by 
brass reeds, brass plates, nickel-plated covers with 

joy playing and others enjoy hearing! Favorite with aus an who aks the famous chromatic harmoni- 
mullions of harmonica players the world over, Rae ten non ecordians. turned in ends. Has double sided tremolo in- strument in two keys, Thus the range and novelty effects are almost endless, Measures about 7 % inches long. Packed in colored hinge box. 

No. 4467. Hohner 96-Reed Echo... $9200 

Toa Ay ee wie 

GeeiSt 
x», HARMONICA 

MEST HARMONICA YOU EVER PLAYED 

Press a button and hear the 
cellent tone and volume; all Plastic, washable, dur- 20 jong Ite” poole fs ener 10 button keys— 
able and sanitary. Standard diatonic model, 10 decorated plastic hode! %, 9; o tuning, Beautifully 
holes, 20 reeds; 4% -inches long. Key of © tuning, inches aes § ele sd 1P comfort mouthpiece, 7%. 
No. 4481. MAGNUS HARMONICA. 69c No. 4483 KEYMONIGA wide, 1% -inches’ high. 
Price Postpald...... 7 H 8 Prioe, Postpaid 

Ala oe 98c Professional 
CHROMATIC 

Oo eee mene sene 

Gretsch ‘‘Chromatic’’ 
5 

Harmonica 
All Metal, True-Tone Bronze Reeds i 
A complete musical instrument playing two full 

armonica 

chromatic octaves including the half-tones (sharps and flats) corresponding to the blag sons of the i ; iano, which are not present on or inary harmon- 

harmonica Wisrsnievement: tn 
i 

; fase This improved, scientific tuning makes possi- 
}ined chromatic instrument 

ble the correct playing of any selection in any key, 
an © arene coat t peace 

‘ : It is about 5-inches long, has 10 ry & Cpntests 

Players (and amateurs wit) y 

i 
5 5 i t heavy Tass 

sion-tuned reeds of finest bronze, vy 

Playing ats, shift-key facet 

3 plates, smoothly polished nickel plated metal 

MAGNUS Cunomatic has 10 

mouthpiece, heavy metal parts wall ae ee 
‘Ami SSW Ware 

{ in polished nickel plate, smooth-action shi lever 

empots, emtooaite Rees 
4 with polished nickel plated button. Each harmon- 

<cf._Rich, vibrant tone quality, Especially desirable for Playing on stage or radio. 
ica wrapped in moisture-proof paper and packed in colorful, hinged cover box, 

reeds for easy blowing. Beautiful all-plastic carryin, 
is trying case designed to matgu os responsive, Iong-life No. 4469. GRETSCH CHROMATIC HARMONICA. Postpald....... os gees tes $7.95 | ok 219 

No, 4485. MAGNUS CHROMATIC HARMONICA, Price Postpaid. nnn cn match iamicsaninone 83.95 
i 

P 
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GENE AUTRY’S Cowboy Songs 

: and Mountain Ballads 25 SENS A- 
TIONAL SENSATIONAL Bre COLLECTION eo ab ros 

} of famous orig- b wer inal Cowboy | Sune aeiaer WSongs and Ay ee Gk ate # Mountain Bal- | Cluding Wheels 
lads, complete Ccthats S sy i a } with words ana | () Tre il we , | music, guitar Porat Herd (Theme Song), 

Singin’ on the 
Range, Utah 
Carroll, Trail 
of Memory, and 
20 others. Bach 
song has mel- 
ody, ukulele 
chords, words, 
piano accom- 
Paniment and = = guitar chords. A big budget of 64 large Pages. 
No, 1348. PRICE POSTPAID~.,, 59c 

Mexican and Spanish Songs 
A BIG BUDGET 
OF MEXICAN §& eee 
AND SPANISH ot 
SONGS contain- 
ing 29 sensa- 
tional hits such 
as La Cucara- 
cha, La Golon- 
drina, Cielito 
Zindo, Hasta 
La Vista, The 
Spanish Cava- 
lier, Tango 
Prohibido, El 
Choclo, Dol- 
ores, Sunny 
Spain, % Pasion 
Argentina, 
ango de la 

jchords and pi- 
| 2no accompani- 
ment, ukulele 
chords and yo- 
del arrange- 
ments, made 
#Popular by 
¥Gene Autry, 
#the popular 
i Cowboy Yodel- 

E er of WLS Ra- —_— oe "dio Station. Contains 80 big hits, such as THAT SILVER HAIRED DADDY OF MINE, THE GANGSTER'S WARNING, I'LL BE THINKING OF YOU LIT- x00? colle Bade SORE, RHEUMATISM BLUES and 24 others, All sou! tained in vig 64-page book—full size. 59c No. 1345. PRICE POSTPAID....... aveie 

Gene Autry’s Book No. 2 
Another big collection of Cowboy Songs end ountain Ballads compiled by Gene Autry, the homa Yodeling Cowboy. Contains such’ well known favorites as: Dear Old Western Skies, The Crime I Didn’t Do, There’s An Empty Cot in the Bunk-house Tonight, Way Out West in Texas, Dy- ing Cowgirl, That Mother and Daddy of Mine, here Are You Sweetheart, Back Home in the Blue Ridge Mountains, Louisiana Moon, Yellow Rose of Texas, Cowboy’s Heaven, I Lost a Pal When I Lost My Gal, The New Busted Blues, When the Humming Birds Are Humming, Atlanta Bound, In the Hills of Caroline, Kentucky Lullaby, 80 Long Old Pal, Convict’s Dream, and many oth- ers, Each song has melody, ukulele chords, words, ‘Piano accompaniment and’ guitar chords. Every song is original. 

No. 1346. PRICE PosTPAID......59C 
; { TEX RITTER 

« FAVORITE 

COWBOY SONGS 
DeLuxe Song Book 

Includes Me & My 
Pal and My Pony, 
Old Drifter, Yodeling 
Cowboy and. 84 
others.. 9x12 - inches, 
96 pages. 87 songs. Full size 60c 9x12-inches. 

No. 1343. Tox Ritter Song Book. Postpald. . 

many others. 
Each song has melody, ukulele chords, piano accompaniment and guitar chords, also words in both Spanish and English. 64 pages. 
No. 12349, PRICE PO TPAID.... 59c 
RANCH BOYS SONGS OF THE PLAINS De Luxe Song Book. 84 complete songs, guitar »_ plano accompaniment, words, pictures, In- cludes Little Sweetheart of Ozarks, Desert Serenade, Little Puncher, My Prairie Rose, ete paegs, 

No. 1344, Ranch Boys Song Book, Postpald 60c —— : iF RTE IP ian, New Gene Autry Book of Cowboy Songs and Mountain Ballads 25 Page, nook eats Gone songs and mountain ballads, complete with words, guitar chords and full piano accompaniment, includin ‘4 
‘owboy’s Good-Bye, Don Juan of Sevililo, Don't sane the Gun, Headin’ for the Old Corral, Hold 

on Li‘tle Doggie Hold On, | Want a Paraon tor Daddy, If You Want to Be x Gowboy, I'm Gonna Hit 
the Trail, ‘Leven Months’ In Leavenworth, My Cross-Eyed Gal, On the Prairle, Please Don't Tell My 
Mother, Tonight on the Range, We Wil! Meet in the Sky, When a Cowboy Makes Love, When the 
Roundup Days Are Over, Riding Down the Canyon, Sing Me a Song of the Saddle, and many others, No. 1884. GENE AUTRY’s DE LUXE SONG BOOK. Price Postpald........ $ w Bipselals 59c Shaeffer’s Barn Dance Song Book A famous radio Barn dance can now be brought right into your own home any time you desire. This is one of the world’s greatest collections of quadrilles, jigs, reelg and hornpipes. Some of the titles: “Hunkydory Horn- pipe,” “On the Roundup,” “Johnny Mind Your Mama,” “Turkey in the Straw,” “The Witches’ Reel,” “Honey Suckle Vine Hornpipe,” “Aunt Liza's Favorite,” “Arkan- sas Traveler,” etc., etc. Not only gives ‘popular tunes, but also includes diagrams mit you to put real action into the presentations, 590 L LLL On nn N' Os 1091. Arling Schaffer’s 220 ¥% Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. } Barn Dance Book. Price Postpatad9C ’ 

> 
7 aresn 

—— usieamniaeeicen ee 

KEN MAYNARD’S SONGS 
. 

Sensational Western and Popular Song Books 
Each Song Book Full Sheet Music Size With Words, Piano, 
Guitar, Ukulele, etc., Accompaniment When Available 

SMILEY BURNETTE’S HAPPY WESTERN SONG BOOK 52 cae 
Smiley Burnette has compiled a list of his favorite songs in the happy Western and cowboy style that has made him so famous. Hach song complete with piano accompaniment, guitar diagram chords, ukulele diagram chords, yodel arrangement, etc. Every page bas art work and a few photos from his movies. Contains famous hit songs like Mama Don’t Like Music, That Old Texas Trail is Calling Me, My Pinto Pony and I plus 49 other hits. 9x12-inches, Colorful cover. 59c No. 1088. woo Burnette’s Happy Songs. Price Postpald, ARKANSAS WOOD CHOPPERS {¥18, tadio stare 
yodel arrangement. 64 pages. Contains such big hits as “Home On the Range,” “I'd Like to Be in Texas for the Roundup in the Spring,” “The Traveling Yodeler,”’ “The Habit,” and many others. Guitar and Uke. 59c No. 1077. Arkansas Wood Choppers Song Book. . LUMBER JACK SONGS 3, Bimore Vincent. 35 sones with words and piano accom- paniment, Guitar and ukulele diagram chords, with special yodel arrangement. Old favorites like “The Jam at Gerry's Rock,” ‘Yodeling Lumberjacks,” ‘A . Lumber Lad’s Love.’”’ and 30 others, be No. 1078. Elmore Vincent’s Lumber- 59c 

eh WWVA_ Original 
5G i Radio Jamboree 

i Songs Jack Songs. Price Postpald.... ae 
anne Song eee f i - ‘amous cowboy, MOUNTAIN BALLADS e ue Satta Be home, western aad hits such as “She'll be Coming ‘Round the Mountain ‘When She Comes,” '"That Big Rock Candy Mountain,” “Hallelujah, I’m a Bum,” “Golden Slippers,” etc. Complete with words, music, guitar chords, and piano ac- 

companiment, 
No. 1079. Mountain Ballads 59c 

Carson J. Robison... . 
Ballads 

of 

OLD TIME SONGS B*iieas 
Peterson, the Kentucky ‘Wonder Bean. 50 big hits. “Climbing Up the Golden Stairs,” “Bring 
Me a Leaf Through the Sea,” 

mountain songs includ- 
ing | Want a Pardon 

for Daddy. How Many Biscuits 
Can You Eat, It Makes No Never Mind, Olarinet Polka, 
You Don’t Love Me But Ii Always Care, Patches and other 
big numbers, Tremendous value. 
9x12-inches, 96 pages, 60c 
No. 1087. Price Postpald 

NEGRO SPIRITUALS _Brerzbody, 1s 
these songs are announced either on the stage or the radio. This book lists the 

“Kenny Wagner,” “Little Rose- best of the spirituals which have come wood Casket,” yBos- pe up from our Southland and which have 
ton Burglar, The 

created such a terrific sensation all over 
Letter that Never 

the world. Carefully selected, these Came,” “Way Down 
in Arkansas,” and 
others. Each song ac- 
companied with gui- 
tar chords and har- 
monica symbols, 64 
pages. 

songs exemplify the real spirit behind the zi Negro spiritual and reveal the genuine 
depth of emotion expressed through both the words and the unusual yocal arrangements, 75¢ No, 1082. Negro Spirituals, Price Postpald...... 

LULU BELLE and SKYLAND SCOTTY Ww. a taen Tega Se Do Luxe Song Book. Radio favorites. 96 pages—9x12- Peterson, mts inches—67 complete songs including Chewing Gum, Home The Ken meg Pete ura é Coming Time in Happy Valley, I Wish I Was’ Single tueky PSs) " t Again and 64 others, 60c Wonder { ore. on No. 1083. Price Postpald...escccssecceveve ean Song b , ti Ameri: 8 Book. i¢ 4 MAC & BOB $ WLS BOOK ake with flere pi nie set Price ment, guitar diagram chords and interesting story of Mac and Bob. 96 pages, A marvelous collection of songs by the famous Knoxville boys of WLS. Inciuaes the popwiar ant Une Years,” “I Took It,” “Two Little Orphans,” “I Believe It For My Mother Told Me So,” “Only Childhood Sweethearts,’’ and many of the rest you've loved when heard on the radio, You've wished they’d sing them again and again—now sing them! 59c No. 1084, Mac & Bob’s WLS Book. Price Postpaid... . 
¥ The “Lonesome Holo” of CLIFF CARLISLE’S HOBO eG radio, &stace haa gathered ; his most ular songs, songs inclu “Childhood Dreams, ““Box Oar Yodel,” Tonely Valley,’’ “Just a Lonely Hobo,” “Prisoner No. 999,” “My Oarolina Sweetheart,” with full words, music and instrument accom- Paniment for piano, guitar, etc. Cliff Carlisle has made an enviable name for himself both in radio circles and also on the stage, 59c No, 1089. Cliff Carlisie’s Hobo Songs. Price Postpald........ 

WSM GRAND OLD OPRY siete Luxe Song Book. 96 pages—9x12-inches—92 Complete Songs including only Want a Buddy, End of My Round Up Days, Death of John Henry, 60c Talking Blues and 88 others. No. 1099, Price Postpald........++ eocace { HAPPY CHAPPIES (Not illustrated.) ~ Just a few months ago these songs A were the most popular on the air and on the stage, Every one has guitar and ukulele chords in addition to. the words, melody and piano accompaniment. Such big hits as “Pretty Quadroon,” | Strawberry, ' “Wonder Valley,” ‘The Steer’s Lament,” ‘Mellow Mountain Moon, » BY. Dreamy Tennessee,” “Rock Me to Sleep ‘in My Rocky Mountain Home, When the Bloom is on the Sage,” “By 2 Window at the End of the Lane,” “The Little 
Girl Dressed in Blue,’’ and 11 other sensational song hits, x ioe 59c * 221 No. 1086, Happy Chappie’s Song Book. Price Postpald...... 

59c 
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“4472 
1473 
1624 
1354 
41489 
1490 
1582 
1817 
1620 
1624 
1622 
1623 

Ocarina Course. . 
Bugle Course...... 
How to Play Blues on Harmonica. 250 
Baton Course.....cseesecsees 
Chromatic Harmonica......,. 
Accordion (German & Italian) 
Musical Saw Course... 
Concertina Course... . 
Violin Course. 
Guitar Course. .. 
Saxophone Course... 
Harmonica Course. ... 

PLAY ALMOST FROM THE START! CHOOSE YOUR INSTRUMENT! 
ets 

Simplified 

Be Pepular! Have Fun! 

in their orders. 
The “5-Minute’ Self Instruction 

illustrated. They were among 
to adopt a simplified method truc 
beginner should aay grasp. oe) te ae 

Fully illustrated 

covering the essential 
illustrations do more for 
of words. 
them and you should be playing your instrument time, 

lified Courses 

songs. Readers tell us t! 
it is to learn from these 

added that in his opinion these 

of popular tunes that can be readily played 
to the system given in the instruction book. 
250 each. Any 3 for 650, 

1470 Jew’s Harp Course.......... 
1471 Harmonica and Guitar Course... 

. 

The Original Illustrated 

Self-Instruction Courses 

Some time ago we advertised the first issues of these 5 Minute Course Books, and the orders rushed in from all parts of the 
world — England, France, Australia, 
Africa, etc. An enormous number of these books has been sold, and not a single buyer, so far as we are aware, has been dissatisfied. This is a truly remarkable record. The orders for books poured in faster than they could be supplied. New editions have now been printed, so that those who were previously too late can secure their copies by sending 

Courses were said to be the first instruction books to be cony nd 1 ith a conn letely 

Every “5-Minute’’ Book contains numerous Mlustrations ints of self instruction. These 
the beginner than a yolume 

pictures tell the complete story! Follow 

“§-Minute” Book is arranged i 
logical order starting from the proper mechon tee’ Poldieg the instrument, tuning, through the actual playing of 

have been how simple 

An eminent composer, favorably known i 
and in Europe, gave a very flattering tetbeneutel nas 

: courses © 
and ingeniows.”’ Besides the inatructions, that pesca simple and clear, and that should be EASILY QUICKLY MASTERED, each book contains a number 

Your choice, 

++++-250 | 4625 Ukulele or Banio Ukule ~« +. +260 | 4626 Tenor Banio Courses) out: “280 260 1627 Mandolin or Banjo Mandolin 2 250 1628 Banjo Course. . fo stiate : ..25¢ | 1829 Hawaiian Guitar Course .250 | 1830 Cornet & Trumpet Course -25e | 1631 Tenor Guitar Course... -25¢ | 1632 Tiple Coume 
1 eee 1633 Bes. Acco 
me / Banjo Ukulele 
+ +250 | 1634 “E.Z Method for 

++. -2B0 
Course 250 

- 250 
+25c 
+250 
~2Bo 
+250 

mpanying on Ukulele, 
and Tiple........26¢ 

+250 

W{ASHEET 
PER COPY 

v202. Abdul. The Bulbul. V425. Good-bye. My Lover. 
Good-bye. Ameer. s 

Vi1l22. Abide With Me. V300. Good-bye. 
vi Rysence wae the V1135. Grandfather's Clock. 

ea: row Fonder. v1232. 4 
vi236. Ain't Dat a Shame. Youy- Haliclaga Tm a Bum v400. Alice Where Art V232. Hand Me Down My 
V2bne Ache Os. Walking Cane, 
V464. “Alone With My 2413.) Hark! The Herald 

rows. 
v1276. America, The Beau- V1114. He Leadeth Me. 

tiful. V427. Heaven. Heaven. 
Vi273. American Patrol. V428. Hell-Bound Train. 
v401. Annie Laurie. V1197. Hello Central, Give 
vi24i. Me_ Heaven. Any Rags 
v1265. Arkansas Seavelen hyfet Here Comes the 

. s . ride. e V2ea: “Avs aris. oa v479. Tull Billy Wedding 
v218. Aye. Aye, Aye, n June. 

(S anish Creole Song). 1105, Holy, Holy. Holy. 
V1158, Band Played On. V1264, The Holy City. 
Vv403. Barbara Allen. V1149. Home in the West. 

V233. Home on the Range. 
Veae2. How Can I Leave 

Thee. 
V204.Beautiful Blue Danube V1198. How’d You Like to 
Vi171. Beautiful Dreamer. Re the Iceman? 
V405. Believe Me If All V257. Humoresaue. 

Those Endearing Young v1176. Am the Captain 
harms. of. the Pinafore. 

V406. Bicycle Built for 2. v1127. I Cannot Sing the 
v22S. Big Rock Candy Old Songs. 
Mountain. ,, ¥430.. I Dreamt I Dwelt 

V1186. Bill Bailey. Won't in. Marble Halls, 
You Please Come Home. wasee’ Idaho 

v407. Billy Boy. v2: I'd Like to be in 
v408. Birmingham Jail. Texas for the Roundup 
v409. The Bowery. in the Spring. 
vero. Bright Mohawk waren’ aie atae ROS. 

alley. * i Sing ee 
viiio. Bringing in the Songs of Araby. 
Sheaves. v235. I'll Take You Home 

v411, Broncho Buster, Again Kathleen. 
v412. Bronc That Wouldn’t vi271, I Love Thee. 
Bust. v1102. I Love to Tell the 

V413. Buffalo Gals. Story. 
v226. Bury Me Out on the yi262,. 11 Bacio (The Kiss) Prairie. vai4. “By the Silvery Rio VIA i Coraup Called Little 

“al lie. 

v1279. The Caissons Go YAsae pi ase aoon's 
Rolling Along. Eye View of the World. 

V1i25. Calvary. 2. 1’ ¥ 
V1233. Carnival of Venice. yv258: In Old Madrid. 
V1261. Carmena, Vi175. In the Evening by 

v20id Virginnys’ | Pack % othe Moonlleht cam! nny. . e Gloaming. 
vases. Childhood Dreams. vi1165. T've been Working 
V1106, Church in Wildwood on the Railroad, 
V227. Cielito Lindo. V432. I Wish I Was Sin- 
Vv1268. Clementine. le Agai n. 
V210. Ciribiribin (Neapoli- V1166. I Whistle and 

tan. Love Song). jie. 
V1237. Clarinet Polka. Vi219. Jeanie With the 
Vv228. Climbing Up the 

Golden Stairs. 
Vi243. College Life. 
Vv301. Come Back to Erin. Golden. 
V1235. Come Back to 

oul. Sorrento. § 
V1209.Comin’ Thro’ the Rye V1121. Jesus Loves Me. 
V416. Cowboy at Church. V1124. Jingle Bells. 
¥417. Cowboy jack. v259. Juanita (Spanish Air) 
V1144. Cowboy's Heaven. V1255. Just Because She 
V418. Cowboy’s Meditation. Made Those Goo-Goo Eyes 

‘odel, V469. Just a Lonely Hobo. 
V467. Crime I Didn't Do. yv487. Just Come on Back. 
Vv466. Cowboy 

v229. Dark Eves. Viis7. J i TT Vizio. Darling Nellie Gray Vt4 a ee ae hat You Sa’ TT w ie. 
vi145. Dear Old Western v433, Kathleen Mavourneen 

Skies. V480. Keep a Light in 
¥1227. Camptown Races. Your Window Tontght. 
¥1242. Daisies Won’t Tell. yi258. Kerry Dance. 
V222. Deep River. Vi259. Kiss Me Quick 
V1277. Dixie. vv. and Go. 
V419. Do They Think of V1134. Kol _ Nidre. 

Me_at_Home. V236. La Cucaracha, 
V1167. Down in Alabam. V1205. La Cuniparsita. 
Vii93, Down in a Coal V214.La Golondrina. 

Mini V213.La Paloma. 
Down Went Mc- V208. La Spagnola. 

Vii36. La Violetera. 
ming. vi250. Lam, Lam, Lam. 

V1169. Drink te Me Only. V434. Last Great Round Uj 
v420. Dying Cowbo: 

vanes Tes me. oer 
ights Be Burning. 

v1133. Eli Eli. ‘ 

YisSE Eecctle canty, vad tctaer “That Neve . et’s '. ‘435. tter Th: 
Vi2S3. Ephasada Dill. ames si eee 
v1164. For He’s a Jolly V215. Liebestraum. 

Good Fellow. vaa2, 4,000 ‘Years Ago. 

Greatest }alue Ever Offered! 
Your favorite sheet music. FULL SONG SHEET SIZE. Handsomely colored cover. Ukulele Chords, 

Guitar Chords, Special Hawallan Guitar Chords, Words, Muslo and Plano Accompaniment. 9x12 inches. 
Colored Title Pages. Order By Number. 7c Each, Plus 1c Postage. 10 or More, 7c Each Postpaid 

V1101. Jesus, Lover of My 

vs V439. Last Rose of Summer 
‘O. Peet Train. yv1120. Lead, Kindly Light, V49: 

V1150. Listen to the Mock- 
ing Bird. 

Vi260. Little Brown Jug. 

MUSIC 
= 

V221. Londonderry Air. V1224, Short'nin’ Bread. 
V477. Lonesome and Blue. V1159. She Was Happy Til 
V1256. Lord’s Prayer. She Met You. 
V1111. Lord is My V455, Silent Night! 

Shepherd. vae3. So Threads 
z y mongs e Gold. ¥2207, Loch Lomond: vi1d7. Since Nellie Got 

V438. Lost Chord. The’ Gong. 
V1267. Love’s Melody V1194. Sing Again that 

(Tschaikowsky’s Famous Sweet Refrain. 
Concerto in B flat minor). V20" Song of India. 

¥a36- Love’s Old Sweet V244. Songs My Mother 
ong. . v2ea" ny wae 

, . ouvenir, 

Vii43;_Mama Don’t Like ¥26s. Spanish ‘Cavalier. Ce 
v245. Spring Song. 

ME Maan Nakada’ vi272. “The Star-Spangled 
Vv440 Kc anner, 

Bank at Monte cGstio. * Vase, Still as the. Night 
V1245. Mansion of Aching V1240. Streets of Cairo. 
Nine Ba yah Sue of Par- 
1263, May Irwin 11; adise ey. 
Song. arias ‘é V1107. ttn of My Soul. 

V441. May I Sleep in Your V458. Sweet and Low. 
Barn Tonight. Mister? V1116, Sweet Bye and Bye, 

V1138. Me and My Burro, V266. Sweet Genevieve, 
V491. Mellow Mountain V1i228. Sweet Violets, 
vant, Bee, et a va4s. Beene Low, Sweet 

* le. Ly in * harlot. 
v475. Memories That Make V1257. Take Back the En+ 

Me Cry. ‘agement Ring. 
V239. Merry Widow Waltz. Nao Tales from Vienna 
vee. Mississippi Valley wane a Itty Mother oe 

ues. . other 
V1249. Molly Malone, In Heaven. 
V1254. Mother Pin A Rose V1229. That Little Church 

On Me. Around the Corner. 
V1252. My Gal Is A High- ieee That's Where My 

born Lady. loney Goes. 
vi269. My Concerto of V1188. The Bee (with an 
Love. extra Violin Solo), 

V1163. My Bonnie. V1173. The Flowers That 
Bloom in the Spring. Vii39. My Teed Sel: vi275. ‘The Marines’ Hymn 

zona Home. Vignes “ae ae Comin’ 
1108. ith a Bundle. 

Mi 7 ee bidisona a vi2i8. ‘here 1s a Tavern 
217. My Heart at Thy n e Town. 
Sweet Voice. Vi212. Preacher and Bear, 

v442. My Horses Ain’t V1215. Sun, Moon and I, 
Hungry. v248. Then You'll Remem- 

Vaaews My Old Kentucky 
01 

her Me. Home. vi217. Three Little Maids 
V471. My Rocky Mountain From School. 

Sweetheart. Yiazee Pie er 
. & 4 . ‘oreador 5 . Vitel ty Srregtheatt’s 4, Vagi, ‘Train ‘That Never 

Viil2. Nearer, My God, 
To ee. 

Vi19S. Never Take the 
Vee From Door. V486 ae 

* vod ac: . Trouble ve. Seen, ‘T° vasa. Uncle Noah’s Ark. 
vses- None but the Lonely vera: menaee the Old Ap. 

eart. ple ‘ . 
V485. No Need to Worry. V2590. Villa. 
viili7. V251. Volga Boatman. 

Over. New Aer Dee: “Ys V1222. Wabash Cannon Ball 
V1109._ 0 Come, All Ye V1216. Wandering Minstrel 

vi248,. arr Soe eee 
ei 

¥ Faithful. vee. Way own Upon the 
1208. O° ar W) Can wanee River. vie, Matter Be." va206. Way” Dawn Yonder 
40. 6 in e 5 

aenDpers eee apne V1203. We Never Speak as 
We Pass By. 

V1226. Old Black Joe. v1140. We Sat Beneath the 

Vaas: Oh. Suzanna. vil7a." We Sail Ocean Blue 

velar arm tot ills, et, Ha Vi100; ‘One “Sweetly Sols V1239. When the Dew Is 
emn Thought. On the Rose. - 

Vv1123. Onward, Christian V252. When, the Work’s 
Soldiers. All Done This Fall. 

1192. Over the Hill to V253. When You and 
Were Young Magete. 

B viaeen vere the Morning 
ottle. Glories Twine. 

V1126. The Palms. 141. Where is My 
449, Pear] Bryan. Wandering Boy Tonight? 

V1132. Polly Wolly Doodle. yi223. While Strolling 4n 
V1202, Pop Goes de Weasel the Park One Day. 
vi247. Pretty Girl Milk- v254. Whispering Hope. 

ing the Cow. V268. Who is_ Sylvia. 
V241. Red River Valley. Vv1199. Who Threw the 
492. Rock Me _ to Sleep Overalls in Mistress 
In Rocky Mount. Home. Murphy’s Chowder? 

V624. Reverie. V269. Wiegenlied. 
V4S1. Rock of Ages. Vv . 
V450. Rocked in the Cradle — Bublitcki. 

of the Deep. V1190, Wine, Women, Song 
Vvii2z9. Roll On, Silver V493. Wonder Valley. 

soon. V1162. Woodman, Spare 
V223. Rose of Tralee. That Tree. 
vils9. A_ Rose With & v474. The Written Letter. 

Vase. Frankie and ‘Jon Broken Stem, 1274, Yankee Doodle. 
56. Frankie and Johnny. yV490. Little Girl Dressed V453. Rovin’ Gambler. af oi! 

Vizii, From Martha (Ah ~ in’ Blue. V1153. Sailing. VExe3. eellow | Hoes Oe 
Se V481. Little Home of Long V1130. Sally in Our Alley. yi221. ‘You Tell Me Your Oo Pure). 

V421. Funiculi-Funicula. 263. Serenade. 

than Censured. 

Azo. v: Pretin 
V468. Gangster’s Warning. V238. Little Old Log Cabin V1204. She is More to Be " , 

in. the Sas Pitied whee Bee ll Never Misa V423. Give My Love to Nell n \. 
V1168. Git on Board. V436. Little Old Sod 
V424. Go Down Moses. Shanty on the Claim. 
V1103._ God Be With You V437. Little Rosewood 

Til We Meet Again. Cask 

other 
v242. She'll Be Coming 1270, Adios _Muchachos. a aes "Round the Mountain. = 

“*Seen Better Days. | Johnson Smith 223 Seen Better Days. 



LFARN HOW TO VAMP 
Teaches You How To Play Accompaniment on Piano or Organ 

Piano vamping is a simple and easy way of playing the accom- 
paniment to songs by ear, ; 

Are you fond of music? ould you like to play (vamp) accompaniment 
te music on the piano or organ without having to Ixarn the scales or 
keys and without long practice? If so, you ..-.. Lv interested in the 
instructions contained in our advanced Vamping Tutor. A greatly 
simplified method for learning to vamp the accompaniment of music 
on the piano or organ. After following this method for a short time 
you should gradually be able to play the accompaniment to any tune 

or to any song. Everything is told and even those with 
practically no knowledge of music can start from 
the beginning and master the system. Everyone knows 
how popular piano players are, especially at parties 
and social gatherings. When you have completed this 

i} a Ey N i . 

ie Ta ahaha ; li BAS book | . L D you should be able to vamp the accompaniment to 

i BAA PIANO falud teks hile BOOK i songs, ballads, waltzes, latest hits, ete., almost without any practice and by ear, 
, This 1s the well CONTENTS The book is written in simplified form so that most people, even those with little 
See ee te \ or no knowledge of music, should be able to understand it, Why not get a copy | 
iar lie Geen.’ oe Abide with me of this book and start now to enjoy the fascinating art of piano playing. 15¢ ; 
is one of a series = Annie Laurie \P No. 1209. HOW TO VAMP. Price Postpaid...)........... 
Ks jpmethods for . aoa 4 

ayn, i- at income on y Nelo Gray 
“dors y Es SET 
the foremost teach. ——————— i] Sweat Afton. 

I 

Boogie Woogie Made Easy 
., Simplified Boogie Woogie by; Eddie » Ballantine. You'll find it easy to. get the _ thrill of playing Boogie Woogie piano j - music! Contents: Easy Boogie, Solid Boogie, Slow Boogie, Western Boogie, Bs Combination Boogie, Roll Boogie, Walking bee Boogie. Lazy Boogie/ Special Boogie, * Honky-Tonk Boogie, Single Note Licks, Advanced Section, Make Your Own Boogie, 
Rushin’ Around Rush Street, Jump Boogie, 
Etc., Etc, 9x12-in., 32 ‘pages, colored 
fover. It’s easy to get the Boogie Woogie + rhythmic beat, so give it a try and amaze 

f your friends with some hot licks, ‘0 
NO. 1580, Price Postpaid... 50c 

Stuff Smith Boogie Woogie 
Boogie Woogie—as you robabl. ale ready know—is hot jazz plano BTSGRITa roe pees ae sonny sends them. It’s 

ly, it’s fun and ac! 
with this course. Fae eena eee 

Simplified songs that you can play in 
Boogie Woogie tempo. A sensational 
book. Includes 11 complete songs: 
Dark Eyes, Clementine, Darling Nellie 
Gray, There Goes My Hat, Subway Boogie, 
In Thirds, Humoresque, The Genius Takes 
a Walk, Whole Tone Boogie, Lazy Boogie 

AML) ae You Home Again. Kathleen, 
x12-in., ages, colored cover. 

No. 1581. Price Postpaid..........sec008 50c 

Roy Rogers—Tex Ritter— 
Jimmie Davis—Smiley 
Burnette—Roy Acuff— 

Zeke Manners 

SONGS OF SOIL 
ee All Sta 

Hillbilt 
Folio featur+ 

* . ing songs for 
voice, iano 

Jingle Bells 
Juanita 

ers of the country. ZgeegeZ Uf God Save King 
They are not only ZZ 

Uf 

‘ 

=< AY Hail Columbia 

or Co . = CMU 
am 

In Gloaming 

practical and pro- ore = rae Killarney 
gressive instructors. Tye Kindly Light 
Explains the rudi- | iS Long Ago 
ments of music, |} YM My Maryland Ones 

* iL M liai Contains no less than SEV- p! 
peel meyboard (of 2 1M Uy Kentucky Home[ENTY-FIVE favorite, songs oeuree ee !piano or organ, Kor MyAinCountrie|There are National M showle erie writing lessons, ex: aT Oid Black Joe|Ballads, Sacred, Serteneet wag" Soe EUs 8 te ae oe in various y ==}, cone Bray and Old Time Abnge ar eres Ditties and Songs tact ing, Pont eys, etc., together j Rule eritome |description, all of them old Treasure chest of comic! ‘— 2 Worth | atl. with a number of Y See et ne AES i Robin Ad ime favorites and well pophies tunes that II’) , Silent Night to most everybody. and” weet can be easil Me As Sweet and Low jis more most of them have quickly learned by ES i The Chapel complete words and music— 

songs. Crammed with hilar- 
jiously funny songs that make 
good singing either at clubs, 
camp, to your girl or even 

to Say You're Sorry, You're the 
Answer to My Prayer, etc, 38 pares, 
2-color cover, pocket size. 25¢ 
No. 1468. Price Postpaid........ the method. Do not Ss Ssug Dearest Spot Inot  merel: ; ii — Old Cabin H ; erely the melody but \ —— alone in the bath tub. Many " neglect your musical ~ go4 tnctruction on the Plano 3 Blind mice [With piano accompaniment as SPANISH TYPE of them are original but some] Scafterbrain Judy Canova 

No. 1207. Price Teaches beginner even if he Trapt Cramer is, netmats ie aaa oe tee Sa ee ae rater, WESTERN (35¢ plus Bo post- fouchea keyboard By Yollaeie: | | Vacant chair lyou might pay for a singl CASTANETS ikulel paring, etc.” musio, . usic n a 7 7 7 : age) AOC, rerictions (ecinner can’'piay | | Bec." war't [piece if you were to buy it in Anerica, take. te away: [OW eVEry Dage are several comic SONG BOOK SEND..... * No. 1095, Postpald $1.10} | Yankee Doodie [sheet music form. 25c Bes | in seapicign time to athe cartoons. Includes: Firemen’s h °, AndManyOthers!INo, 1337. Price. mic beat of conga, rhumba, tango |Job, Broken-hearted Milkman, Her All-Time Favorites! 
or any of several exotic dances The History Lesson, Limericks, Screwball Judy and her song fa- 
with these professional castanets. Radio Crooner, See Your Den-| vorites with words & music for Ebony black, highly polished tist® Twice a Year. Professor] piano and guitar. 12 pictures; 9 

td vf 

: i t Nis ‘omposition, Ided to rs inc ACPA UIT Rae Tt Cet) ety i1I) C3 Papers, shape, hed, thd. seuiow —[Bus, We're Lost. ino, Malden] Sours cluding ive Faia a ; > ‘ . Cc tasseled strand silk cord. Plenty of Shouted, Words of Wisdom,| ‘Twilight on the Trail, Lonesome Sur) ot . . sna] and  brilliancy, penetrating a -yay. a we 5 Words, Music,Piano Accompaniment, Guitar & Uke Chords fone, ‘Used in sets of two pair, Jurenay OO-tay OU-yay. eto. 2) Guitar, ‘Together in Heaven, ete. 98 FAVORITE SONGS, HYMNS, FOREIGN BALLADS, ETC. Bwo pais tn pox ne £60)- $2.00 | No. 1282, Price Portpald ASC | Western sone Book. gE No. 4421. Price Per Set.. No. 1469. Price Postpaid... 
fe Leone BOOK BARGAINS! 82 sensational selling Song Book Oollectiona. Each collection cov: 

s 

te hel Halt an ’ ‘Vamping Board ve Bole ie ieee mmusis ate given mith Piano accompaniment, guitar and ukulele shorts, 5 zt Us New Md Lid E 

Words and Music to Most [} An | 
College Songs a! ¥ I “ 

Gather round at camp, taverns, 5 3 1 \ 

tem play PRICE 10 Gents Each, or 8 for 26 Conts, Posthald” hymns, 6x9-in.’ 24 pages. Colored ti 

bars, games, dances and have fun e 

Russian Songs Italian S$ No. 1737. 20 Russian is No. 1713. 20 stn tgs Songsof Yesterday Opera Selections 

‘ ° 
GP) singing, playing these lively songs, Piano 
Se" Includes WORDS, PIANO 

Songs. Price Postpaid. Songs. Price Postpaid No. 1726. 19 Songs 

* é . 
BANJO, UKE, etc., ACCOMPANI- ey Vamping 

a 10c No. 1592. 11 Opera Nursery Songs Sacred Songs Sitcuss Waltzes Selections, Postpaid.. 10c 

MENTS. Easy to play. Full song sheet 
size, 9x12-in., with colorful cover. Made Easy 

No. 1710. 48 Nurse’ No. y i Songs. Price Postpaid LOC Songe:  eriee Poste 10¢ No. 1727. 18 Strauss 10¢ no Swing Songs 
Chi'dren’s Songs S.C. Foster Songs Songs of the Plains Songs in Swing, 20C 

No. 4711. 32 Chil- No. 5 
dren’s Songs. Price 10c c. Foster Rocce: 1Oc No. 1728. 14 Songs 10c Jo ann Strauss ¥ the Plains. Price 
Mis 6¢ Lona Aco a é o u ‘ No. 1594. 9 Johann 
0. 1712. 24 rain tbe Negro Sp rituals Comical Songs ore ny ee ate 

21 ro - ng Ago. Price.... Spirituals. Price....,L0C Sonus “Bree Bostsala 10c Piano Solos Party Songs Cowboy Songs Scotch $ N ongs 0-1597.17Elementaryg gg 
lo. 1716. 26 P. No. 1721. bo: Piano So} 
jongs. Price Pos paid 10c Sortie. "Price Poste 10c Seoce tees eoten a 10c ‘ii Pins’ Solos Irish Songs SongsoftheRange Minstrel Songs no. sone tan No, 1717. 25 trish No. 4723. No. 1732. i 

Songs. Price Postpaid LOC the Mangan eotoee ,. £0 Son SL shane pent 10¢ Piano Solos (no words) 10c 

wotigs and Reels Old Time Songs panish Songs Children's Duets 
and Resla. price, ...10¢ Bevorle son Time no LOC Sonica Price Pantoaid LOC Ducts Gre ane? 10C Mountain Songs Gilbert & Sullivan Marches Polkas 

_ No. 1719. 24 Mountain A a No. 1735, Oo. . kas. Soade: Prige ‘Poutsaig LOC NO1725. 16.ditbert zoe No. 2735, 20m iy Won kOe : : 
224 * Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich, | SP Sse seen an oe Sorvicn veonise neon 

No. 1577. EASTERN COLLEGES, 
All New England, Ivy League, 
Girls’ & State Colleges, etc. 50c 

Surprisingly simple system. This 
vamping board fits right onto any 
piano, It is placed upright, right over 
the keys. Just glance at it as you are 
playing and you can vamp the accom- 
paniment to thousands of songs, bal- 
lads, waltzes, jazzy and jump pieces and 
popular hits of the day. Almost no 
knowledge of music is required. After 
using it a few times you should find 
that you can dispense with the aid of 
the board entirely Tata cole 
No. 1210. Vamping Board. 15 | % 225 

49 college songs. Postpald 
No. 1578. CENTRAL COLLEGES, 
From Ohio to Iowa, Notre Dame, 
ete. 56 songs from 52 col- 50c 
leges. Our Price......--.. 
No. 1579. SOUTHERN & WEST- 
ERN_ COLLEGES. From Alabama 
to T’éxas Colleges to California and 
Washington. Colorado and West, 
Tennessee and South. 68 50c 
Pages, Our Price Only..... 

Zag SRE 
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Squirt Police Badge 
Shoots Stream of Water 
Little squirts, big squirts—this 

fools them all. Load badge with 
water, Ink, perfume or any other 
liquid. Wear it as you would a 
regular police badge or inside your 
coat. Tell your friends you are a 
member of the ‘Secret Police.” 
Ask them if they can keep a 
secret, then give them the big 
shower. More fun! Hasy to load. 
easy to shoot. Regular badge size 
pin on ba : ck. 3 for 50c, 
No. 2003. Each. Only... 20c eet 

Hal Ha! 
Ho! Hol! 

Wear 'Em on 
Your Lapel 

Give ‘Em to 
Your Friends 

ELLU- 
ET ACOUAINTED—WEAR THESE COMIC © 

Lop BUTTONS. Slip one or two of these buttons s ous 

lapel and then wait for the wisecracks to begin. ‘he cicls Ke 

lots of fun out of them, At parties, you break the ice sis 

Police Star 
NO. 2010, Police Starecscsose 10¢c 

No. 2079. 
from the start. Just give one of these to eacn guest, and 

gives the party a flying start. 

BOYS: GIVE THEM TO YOUR GIRL. GIRLS: GIVE 

THEM TO YOUR FELLOWS. Or, slip one of these on your 

friend when he isn’t looking—there will be plenty of laughs 

until he catches on. ; addi 

loid buttons, about twice ans large as > 

edetee toe Fach one is made of BRILLIANT, COLOR- 

FUL CELLULOID. They attract attention. si erate 

{ different mottoes and_ illustra uttons 

avatlathe:’ teveras of which are shown here. PLEASE NOTE: 

No selection of buttons Is aol Motions $10 es 

to k them up to date, an OW 

Crt eeaiabs. “ach order will be filled with ALL DIFFER- 

ENT MOTTOES. Chances are that your future orders will also 

contain different mottoes, but to be absolutely certain they are 

all different, send one large order. 

Assorted Motto Comic Buttons. All Different. 
, Sorry—No Choice of Mottoes 

No. 2219. COMIC MOTTO BUTTONS, 10¢c 
Two Different, Postpald........... Serer 
No. 2220. Six Different, Postpald....cescceecssees 200 
No. 2221. Twelve Different, Postpald..+seseceeeeees -4Bo 
No. 2222. Thirty Different, Postpaid.........+.+++-81.00 

Mammoth Butt 
Nearly 4-Inches Diameter 
These GIANT COMIC MOTTO BUTTONS can be seen for quite a dis- 

tance, and as you know, it pays to advertise. Most of them are in 
bright red on white celluloid, which looks quite flashy, Each has ‘a 
comic slogan or funny wording, and many have some comic illustration. 

Comic Mottos—Funny Sayings—Many Different 
The titles of these change from time to time, and since we want to 

keep up with the latest we cannot tell you ey perma Here are 

VR’ ie vou \Y 
(7 FIND THIS My 

Price Each Postpaid 
3 Different for 226 % Johnson Smith & Co. wo, 2000, 100 We, 2016400 No 2045 Special’ Police £0c 



Becretary, and PHILUP MOORR, P. D. Q., President, 

EIAR’S LICENSE 
SUITABLE FOR FISHERMEN, TRAVELERS, MINING EXPERTS AND OTHERS 

5 A MILD CAUTION TO EXAGGERATORS 
In most communities there are persons who place 

such a high value on the truth that they hesitate to 
waste it on every-day affairs. The receipt of one 
of these Licenses, duly signed by Heza Liar, 
Vice-President of the Ancient and Independent 
Order of Reckless and Inveterate Prevaricators, 
usually excercises a most salutary effect upon the 
local boaster and the persistent drawer of the long 
bow. Try one. It seldom fails. The License is 
printed on good paper suitable for framing. It 
measures about 11 inches by 8% inches. 10c 

os wait No, 2780, LIAR’S LICENSE. Price Each 
ea woithy ‘ 3 for 25 cents, 1 dozen for 75 cents, or 100 for $5.00 

DILOT’S LICENSE 
A GENTLE HINT FOR A CONVIVALIST 

The PILOT'S LICENSE, signed by BUD WISER, 

SAP, License 

eee that the owner has fully developed as a 
rst-class pilot on the troubled Sea of Booze, has a 

complete knowledge of Bars—knows all harbors 
where the biggest schooners:can be unloaded, and 
is willing to do his share of emptying such schooners, 
can steer a straight course for free lunch bars, can 
sail on an even keel when fully loaded; and further- 
more, is entitled to rank as Chief Pilot in any vessel 
using Benzine, Alcohol or any other kind of dope. 
He is also recommended as a Skilful Steerer for old 
battered hulks looking for a snug harbor to lay up 
in whilst waiting for the storm to blow over at their 
home port. Size 11x8% in., printed in two colors., 

No. 2781. PILOT’S LICENSE. Price Bach.......... © 0 OO v cv eibc ee res evics 
3 for 25 cents, 1 dozen for 75 cents, or 100 for $5.00 postpaid 

Tic-Tac-Toe 
Pocket Game 
on Key Chain 3 

2 sets different 
colored pegs inside ¥ Vo ®. container when 

q} not in use, 
No,4346 1 5c ee Ay 0 end SERB RIROE, a 

Feats ace ee oe 
ty he So of he ale orem 

Bese. Db pee dy ety ee 
tty alae ws at td on pty othe ean i 
hea wa Hae ee a age pans de ele me 
a ee ned he a, 

1 end co eh ed lw ing eae Ad 
Abe cores oe en by he Wash oe en ce chen 
Percorntenay Sagere eae ey epervenney ere er rany 

(Poh them chew os ead sh wd hen ngewe 
Se ome cod bow mally er pe 

a ome Ay hak ha ad vee pene ms dh 
(te eines pn a ow mh all eed ee Tie ean 

et ln od oped eee om bey wl gw ber — 
iel-eekehed tele bee tin’ 

som a ets, ye th hm a ee 
Memes Rats Bet Hen 

Marriage Certificate 8 MET, 
te ate 

2 wong Terr 
ee te 

GOSSIPERS’ 
CERTIFICATE 

Certifies that the bearer has 
been elected a life member of the 
Broadcasting Society of Gossipers 
and is hereby endorsed as being 
well informed of the gossip of 
the entire neighborhood and can 

No, 2783. Each. oe 10 
3 for 25c., 75c. Der doz, Cc 

Gcofteroond Briontific Brevoricatore 

‘lar’s and Gratter’s Certiticate 
rome 

BOOTLEGGERS’ 
DIPLOMA 

Tt certifies that the bearer is 
ereby declared to be a FIRST 

CLASS BOOTLEGGER and has 
official authority of doing his 
friends and their friends at every 
opportunity, that there can be sRaenhejoamin et 
no squawk or comeback as all 

be relied upon to uncover everye busi be d i ’ ’ 
Baa tov mea ana wady <6 LIAR S AND GRAFT- body's personal business and fame get a good trimming, ER’S CERTIFICATE ily affairs. 
No. 2784, Each..... 10c No. 2782, Each....... 10 No, 2785, Each... 10c 3 for 25c., 75e. per doz, % for 25c., 75c. per doz. Cis for 25c. 75c. pen dor. _i 

228 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | Hn, "Smittangs in Any Convenient Form Such As 

moe pore rer ene sreeaper st wenger te rr sarees 
apt ot bad oe pg 

i S 
SPANISH ATHLETES 

OF AMERICA 

et nega te 
SPANISH ATHLETES 

OF AMERICA 
ete pore pce Ye ON wad ine at 

SPANISH ATHLETES 
This certifies that the bearer, by his unrivalled 

prowess in the ancient sport of ‘‘Throwing the 
Bull’ has fitted himself to rank with peers in this 
line of endeavor, and is now an enrolled and un- 
credited member. 10c 
No. 2786. Spanish Athletes Certificate. ... 

<6 ee rons 

eh Ss Se Kt 

One Armed Drivers and Neckers 
Areeciation 

One Arm Drivers & Neckers 
This certifies that the bearer, having demon- 

strated his knowledge of the location of secluded 
nooks, unfrequented bywaya and lonely parking 
laces, is hereby entitled to membership in the 
rotherhood of the One Armed Drivers and Neck- 

ers Association and is entitled to all the privileges 
thereof, which includes one armed driving. 10c 
No. 2789. Price Postpald.........++-+0% 

LOVERS’LINK 
FINGER TRAP 
Slip one of 
your finger 
into the i> 
Lovers’ Link and inyite your 
girl to do likewise to see how 
funny it feels when the finger 
tips touch. The fun begins 
when she tries to get it back. 
The harder she pulls the tighter 
it grips. By having Two Links, 
me for each hand, it is practically 
impossible to get free without 
assistance unless you happen to 
know the secret. That’s where the 
fun comes in. Though this is offered as a good 
joke novelty, it actually has its practical uses. 
For example, physicians have found it effective 
for keeping hands fastened together. 10c 
No. 3055. Lovers’ Link. Each Postpaid. 

3 for 25c, 75c per dozen, of $7-50 per gross 
Each Postpald.......-+--++eees-eee 

GRAFTERS 
ASSOCIATION 

(an rr RNOWN THAT 
sana a id ttt A 

Gold Diggers and Grafters 
Arvoesation, 

ent ie perm ted koe bmp, sa ah ha, 
iM, WISE 2 MONRY a9 rene 

Gold Diggers & Grafters 
‘Whereas the bearer has proven his proficiency 

in discerning the habitat of Simpse, Saps and Easy 
Marks and separating them from the root of all 
evil, he is entitled to membership in the Notorious 
Gold Diggers and Grafters Association and is per 
mitted to do anyone, anyhow and any place. 10¢c 
No. 2788. Gold Diggers & Grafters Certificate 

‘aw Sarin 

~~ a pealaeeae ettring attne i Needing om sustited tr ead anemnmnert er a cad reese rene esing ta i et ST wets an 
ona 
The Aucient Ordex OF Wibiteers nase ne 
eed bn ee Sy rutile he hee care tine, penne ar Seve 
Sas eaae 
VBA Rivas Gat Wan Ne Hoch 

mn j ne a ages 

The Kibitzers Certificate certifies that the reci- 
pient. in his unceasing persistence in giving un- 
necessary advice and entering into affairs which do 
not concern him, has hereby qualified himself in 
the Ancient and Annoying Order of Pestiferous 
Kibitzers, and is hereby entitled to butt into any 
game, conversation or business about which he 
knows nothing. 10c 
No. 2787. Kibltzers Certificate. Postpald 

Public School's Certificate of Graduation, Used by 
schools. 91x12-in. : 12¢ 
No. 2766, Price Each. Postpaid...... a 

| Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %& 229 



O‘FUN CERTIFICATES 
Here are some more: of those fun certificates 

that always seem to be so extremely popular. Bvery- 
one of them is attractively printed on high grade 
Paper and looks very “official.” They are suitable 
for framing and hanging in your room or even in 
the parlor where more of the guests will see them as 

Fit Billfold! | » Printed In 2 Colors! Fool Friends! 
Drive i renee i 
eisai ae aes Photographer geen cee is not good in any state yodf YoU, cairy a camera 5) 0018) 0 col , . you should have one of joke eriff Oards. Fool it will very conveniently these cards. Might enable your friends. Price 10 fool most people. Sent you, to get pictures you Gents each or 3 for 25 8 id. 10c each. 8 would ordinarily miss. 10c p 

soon as they come in. Some are real knockouts and ate ostpaid. 10c Sen tee sas escn e No able ah... 10c when you present them to a friend or company they No. 2519, Each... Coroner Card 
are sure to bring you a lot of amusement. Just 
imagine leaving a Rirth Certificate neatly filled out 
in someone’s pocket. 

Gi “ ” i Joke Police Card j9, sxmitint°tead’toage'gng Detective Card 
Can only be used for Ro? 2eyetetions- § 10¢ Start your own private 

srnusemene purposes. 10c — ————t nt, 6detective club and solve 
Order by Number. 10c Each; 3 for 25c; 12 for 75¢ ee eae Maen se ose Nobility Card Baie ee ee ene 
Arrest Warrant Shotgun Wedding Beauty Judge Represents vouasamem- you a lot of help. Start 

ber of the royal family and 
se yon aopresen: poi gives you permission to now. For amusement pur- ¥ Suitable person and by pre- ™arry ® person of wealth only. 10c each. 8 senting this card get ac- and position. Impressive for Oe postpaid. 10c = 

Tap one of your friends gently “Oertifies’ that the wedding 
on the shoulder and tell him to took place with the gentle as- 
“come along.’’ Will he be sur- sistance of ‘‘Pappy’s tof-nr lem. 
prised when you produce a “war- shotgun, 10c stor abc postpala: 106 No. 2506, Each... 20C No, 2615. Each. . rant’ for his arrest. You can fill No. 2772, Price Postpald No. 2807. Each: +... \) Physician iédrad’ d Press Card Style of Card Illustrated out the charges. 10c Birth Certificate Divorce Card ysician Car Below—2 Color Printing 
No. 2794. Arrest Warrant a ivorce Attractive two-color Made to resemble cards Fits Billfold 
Te A nicely printed, two color 
Gold Mine Stock certificate that will come in handy 

If you want to get the girls, ®!most anytime and nearly any- 
just flash this ‘‘Gold Mine Stock Where. 10c 
Certificate’ and they will come No. 2792. Birth Certificate 
running! Hang it up in your Air Pilot’s License 
room, 10c Bo 

ys! Here is one that will 
re SOOM Eee oe. rostnald == give you a big thrill when you 

College Diploma show Jit to your friends. 3O@ 
Show them this college diplo- RET OOS Eerihe ie Cre ald Siac 

ma and they will probably be Divorce Certificate 
amazed at your intelligence. Nev- From the appearance it would 
er before has it been so easy to appear to be a genuine certificate. 
get an education—without work, You just fill it out with your 
study or time. Sold only for friends’ names on it, and leave 
amusement purposes, 10C it lying around for the husband 
No. 2796. College Diploma or wife to see! 10c 

Hobo, Vagahond & Hitch Hiker © No-_2791. Price Postpald 7 > 
Entitles you to “bum” a meal Doctor’s Certificate 

= or a ride. Free transportation Haye some real fun with this. 
Bathing Beauty Judge anywhere, Certifles that you never Examine people, operate, etc., etc. 
Entitles you to walk up to any have to wash, work or worry. In- Sold only for amusement pur- 

irl without an introduction and cludes Hobo Sign Language. poses, 
tall to her. 10c No. 2637. Price Postpaid 10c No. 2802. Price Postpald 10¢ 

eer eee: Dog License Death Certificate 
High School Graduation Fill it out with one of your Apparently gives you the right 

Certificate Corey ee you Puen aaa yer rm BaD oy license to aia punt cen who's “dead 
graduated from high school, that wi ‘ool most people. rom the neck up.” 
No. 2795. Price Postpald 10c No. 2793. Dog License 10c No. 2803. Price Postpald 10c 

This card says you card with red cross in used by members of the 
are a graduate of the background and seal on press to get into sports 
school of matrimony. it. This identification card events, special places and 
Very humorous. Attrac- represents you as a phy- to obtain special privi- 
tively printed with seal. sician, 10c each. 3 for leges, Sold for joke pur- 
10c each. 8 for 25c, 25c¢ postpaid. miy. 
No. 2517, Each. . 10c No. 2512. Each. . 10¢ No. 2641, Each. . 10¢ 

Attractive Club Membership Cards You Can Use for . 
Stamp, Camera, Scout, Boys, etc. Clubs 

Club Charter & Membership Cards 
Start A Club! Can Be Used For Any Organization 
Get the gang together and organize your.own PRIVATE CLUB. Lone 

Eagle Club, Stamp Club, Camera Club, Scout Club, ete, ete. Havin 
your own club, your own PRIVATE CLUB CARDS and your own CLU 
CHARTERS is FUN! It’s easy to organize a club. The CHARTER is a 
beautiful 2-color certificate, suitable for framing. and allows room. for 
the CLUB NAME and the CLUB OFFICEPS and NAMES of MEMBERS 
(if you wish) Each CLUB MEMBERSHIP CARD is printed in two 
colors, round corners, suitable for keeping in billfold, ete., and bas room 
for CLUB NAME and MEMBER NAME and is signed by president and 

secretary. One charter is enough for each club, but some members like to have copies in their home, 
(NOTE. Do not send us name of club or organization.. You fill this in yourself. ) 
Each member should have a card. 10¢ 
No. 2524. CLUB CHARTER. Price Postpaid..... oe . 
No. 2525. CLUB MEMBERSHIP CARD. Price Each 6c} 93 for 120, of 460 Per Dozen 

FUN GA MARRIAGE LICENSE 
A realistic looking Marriage Certificate that 

can be used by those married couples who do 
not have a suitable license for framing, or by 
those who wish to fool others. Will deceive 
many people, and makes a great fun certifi- 
eate. Fill in your best girl’s name along with 
your own and show it to her the next time 
you see her! 

§ 

SUITABLE FOR FRAMING 
Printed In Two Colors 

A beautiful 2-color license printed on high grade 
paver and suitable for framing. Full 10%x8% inches 

size. Red and blue printing on heavy paper, This is 
our fastest selling fun license, and from some of the letters 
that we have received, it has preved a ‘knockout’ joker. 
One person filled out a married friend's name and 
“‘another’”” woman. When his wife discovered it carelessly 
lying in his drawer, she almost had a fit! (NOTE. Do not 
send us names of persons to go on Marriage License, You do 
this yourself. 10c 
No, 2783. MARRIAGE CERTIFICATE. Price... 

3 for 26 cents or 75 cents per dozen postpalda — ADD 10c SERVICE CHARGE ON ORDERS LE HA Pe rn ge ea eat alt me echt ea eR Tag creme $1.00. Increased handling cate make this nwekcate: | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. * 231 
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‘Comic Motto 
Cards 

There are ten 
colored cards 
in an envelope 
each with a 

different comic 
inscription, such as: 

PARTNER WANTER 
FOLLOW ME 

ASK ME 
JOLLY ME HUG ME TIGHT 

Fasten them to your coat, dress, In 
your hat, etc., and have lots of fun. 10c 
No. 2030. MOTTO CARDS, Packet 

. 8 * 
Miniature Beer Stein 

This miniature beer 
mug, or schooner, is 
nicely made of glass, 
measures but one and 
three quarter inches 
high, apparently holds 
an amber-colored com- 
pound with a _ fine 
frothy “head” exactly 
like a foaming glass 
of beer in appearance, 
but it cannot be spilled. 
No. 20938. Price Postpnid........ 15c 

Moaner’s CRYING TOWELS 
Next time any 

one cries about 
business, love, pol- 
itics, bad cards, 
bum golf, depres- 
sions, hard luck or 
religion; when he 
gays‘ the world’s 
“all wet” and “life 
simply ain’t worth 
living,” just hand 
him one of these 
Crying Towels and 
watch him smile 
through those 
tears. There are 

six paper towels in an envelope, each 
with the following inscription: “STOP 
MOANING, Dry Up Your Tears. Laugh 
And The World Laughs With You. 
Weep And You Weep Alone.” 15c 
No. 2852. Crying Towels. Pkg. 6 

new dollar bill. 

THE MAGIC MONE 
Insert a blank piece of paper into the money maker, 

turn the crank aud the piece of paper goes in between 
the two rollers, and out of the other side comes a nice, 

Demonstrate this machine to your 

Get Acquainted Cards 
For Boys and Girls 

SAY, Boys! 
Why don’t you 
make up to the 
girls? They 
come out toa 
meet you and 
look nice to 
please you 
They are only 
waiting for 
you to speak. 
Get some of 
these Acquain- 
tance Cards 
and give one tc 
that jolly gir] 
She will love 
you for it. Bven 
with girls with 
whom you are 
already ac- 
Gquainted it 
sometimes ig 
difficult to get on friendly terms. 

“May Ihave the pleasure of escorting you home? 
If not, can I sit on the fence and watch you go by?’ “I'd like to make a date with you. If your answer is YES just keep this card and if it is NO, just hand it back.’* 

“I'm somewhat of a liar myself, but go on with 
your story. I am listening. 

‘‘How about a little kiss? For both it'll be bliss. 
Just one you'll never miss, and 1 won't make you do 
that or this.’* 

“If you were up to date you'd go riding in my 
Straight 8. You know it's never too late. Jump in 
—don’t hesitate.'* : 

“Dear Miss, I feel lonesome and dejected. | fear 
my heart you have affected, and if I don’t get re- 
jected, I'll take you home and you'll get everything 
you expected,.’’ oe 10c 

No. 2072, Acquaintance Cards. Set 

The Naked Truth 
You _ won't 

need to inquire _ 
whether any- Gs 
one would like 7 

=|to.see the re- 
mainder of the 

jjhidden figure. ° 
The victim 
slides out the 
picture, and 
you have areal 
good laugh at [Pp 
his expense as 
he gets nicely “stung.” 
No. 2135, NAKED 15c 
TRUTH. Postpaid 

MAKER 
---Insert Blank 

Paper 
---Out Comes 

$1, $5, $10 
have dis- ae alte a In Real Mone 
something better than a gold mine. 
We have even heard of these ma- 

chines being sold to the 
unwary for as high as 
fifty and one hundred dol- ° 
lars. Of course this isn’t 
a counterfeiting scheme 
but you can have fun 
fooling friends. 

(\} No. 3198. Postpaid $1.00 

| (232 %& Johnson Smith & Co. 

MAY I HAVE THE PLEASURE OF 
SEEING YOU HOMBT 

(bb mony Cdn seed. Wt net plenen roemem 

friends and 
~ they will 

think you 

-PICK-A-PEG PUZZLE 
Combination Mystery ‘dl 

Puzzle and Joker. Can 
be operated as an ordi- 
nary puzzle (and you'll 
find it really difficult 
without consulting the 
directions), but in addi- & 
tion, it has a SECRET JOKE 
that makes the puzzle impos- 
sible to solve. Fool your friends 
with it’ as an ordinary puzzle. 
Then, when they think they’ve > discovered the secret, pull the SEORET JOKER 
on them! oc 
No. 3034. Price Postpald............. 3 eee 

Puzzle Pup ‘= 
Key Chain 
The Lucky Mascot 

USEFUL—Yet LOTS OF FUN. 
A brain teaser that will prove 
very entertaining. A real prob- 
lem to take “FIDO"’ apart and 
put him back together again. 
Fido is a plastic dog made of 
Interlocking pieces. Can be taken 
apart, but the trick is to get him P 
back together again. Attached to 
key chain. With instructions. Good pocket 
No. 40138. Puzzie Pup Key Chain. 20c 
PEICG A POBEAAN cosines ccscssocassvcbucotaiossessscédessesonesorssoisced 

Brapeler SP, 

Magic Airplane 
No Motor—No Strings—No Rubber 

Bands. What Makes the 
Propellor Spin? 

Spins to right or left at your 
command. MYSTIFY YOUR 
FRIENDS. Handsome, colorful 
plastic model plane with secret 
directions on how to make pro- 
pellor spin. About 5-in. jong. 
No. 3039. Magic Airplane. 15c¢ 
Each Postpaid oe 

The Amazing Checker Puzzle 
The pieces of this puzzle, 

when properly fitted together, 
represent a Oheckerboard. 
But the puzzle is to fit them 
together! It LOOKS easy, 
but it will certainly prove 
a real puzzler, Just when 
you thin’ you have it, up 
Pops one piece that doesn’t 
fit properly, You end up with 
2 miniature checkerboard. Since {vw. 
there are over 10 ways it can 
be done, you have 10 puzzles in 1. “ It can be 
done.’’ 
No. 3033. Checker Puzzle. Price Postpald. , 15¢ 

<i 
Heart and String 
Lover’s Puzzle 

Drive-U-Crazy Puzzle The puzzle is made of brightly 
Consists of no less than ten polished metal and has a string 

pieces, and to make it still more with a large knot on one end 
complicated there are two round mysteriously interwoven through 
wooden parts. The puzzle is to the six holes in the heart. To . intriguing puzzle 
take off the round metal ring peneante the string from the heart 
that will be seen at the bottom 
left hand corner of the illustra- 
tion. It is another puzzle to put 

Boo Boogy Mans 
Here is the most baffling and 

of the age. 1 h The puzzle is to save the mis _ thout breaking the string ap- sionaries from the cannibals with- Pear simple enough until you out letting any of the mission- try aries get eaten during the pro- it on again. Cc No. 3662, Heart and , 10c cess, 2 
No. 3687. Chillan Puzzle String Puzzle. Price... No, 3645. Price Postpald 

CLOWN PUZZLE KEY CHAIN 
Not As Funny 

of 10 wooden pieces As It Looks! 
ond ioe c Clown figure made of plastic and the. hole, beter ae R can be taken apart. The puzzle is Moved by the proper fi - cats to take it apart and put it together. solution. put ad r Looks easy, but when you get the ae without dorean: fi pieces apart, most people get very but HOW? And a mixed up. There are instructions, penny prize to those of course, if you want to use them. was aplve. st. Fun for yourself and friends, Handy 

for keys or charm, 
, No. 4015. CLOWN PUZZLE. A np 

 35€ | Each Postpaid Only....... 25¢ 

. . 

, The Peg Solitaire Puzzle - Jump The Pegs 
Here is that famous game of jumping the peg and ending 

up with a peg in the center—if you can. It can be done a 
number of ways, but to find one way to do it is a problem to 
tax your patience. Some of the finest puzzle solvers, we have 
been told, found this one a real problem and that it required ss genuine concentration before the secret bared itself. It’s a RSA STS dandy puzzle’ to have around when you are seeking a bit of 

“tia? dS mental stimulation because it’s almost certain to make you 
ZG exert your “gray matter” to find the solution. 

WY No, 8052. Peg Solitaire Puzzle, Price Postpaid. ....s,.... DBC 

pee Al pel laren fo iPentpaia,, 25C | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. % 233 

Takitapart 
Puzzle 

The puzzle consists 

9 got 
RSENS 5 2 9 

» 



‘Imported Wood Puzzles 
Exemplifying to the highest degree the skill of the would’s finest woodcarvers, these wood puzzles offer 

the means whereby wearisome, tedious, dull and languid hours can be turned into really pleasant occupation. 
Ingenious brain twisters, some of them will prove very hard nuts to crack, not only in taking them apart, 
but also in putting them together again. 
secret, you will feel genuinely rewarded for the time spent. 
carefully matched and accurately fitted together. 

However, they all can be done and once you have 
They are made entirely of wood, 

date the puzzles are. Various woods are used and matched with great skill. 

No. 8076. Gordia' 
Knot. Postpald....... 10c 

Brain Busters 

No. 8902. Dragonfly. 
Price Postpald.......+.+ 15¢c 

Plastic Jet 
Puzzle Plane 
Key Chain 

As new as the jet plane, 

No. 4359. Price....... 

No. 3897. Streamlined 
Car. Price Postpald.... 

JEEP PUZZLE KE 

25¢ 

Puzzle Is to take the ey) 
Jeep Car apart and put 
it back together again. 
Realistic model in col- 
orful plastic parts, Tl- 
ustration about actual 
size; on beaded 
metal key chain 

_ with lock. 
No. 4015D. 

Each ac 
Postpaid 

15c 

” 234 %& Johnson Smith & Co | 

No. 3904. Streetoar. 
Price Postpaid... wees Solid Block or Cube Puzzle 

This is the puzzle that you have 
waited for a long time, The fa- 
mous cube, It can be taken apart 
and put together again, but it’s 
a puzzler, Comes in a variety of 
the cube shape, some are exact 
cubes, others have cut designs on 
edges as illustrated. About 2%- 

Wio.3883. Solld ube io. 3 » Sol lu 
Wood Puzzle, Postpald. . 75¢ 

Mh 

No. 3885. Motorcycle 

Egyptian Pyramid Puzzle 
These parts make up a Pyramid. 

The idea is to take them apart, 
then rebuild the pyramid. Looks 
easy, but somehow never seems to 
work out, Even when you've done 
it once, we bet you can’t do it 

No. 3038 Pyramid Puzzl o. . Pyram' uzzle, 
Postpald Only... 30c 

Crossword Puzzle jj 
Book 

No. 2830. Only 9c 

y Quiz Book No. 1 
No. Z1258. Only 9c 

Quiz Book No. 2 
No. Z1255. Only 9c 

CHAIN 
ey 

No. 3899. Four Wheel 

A momber of pieces of wood 

on have a set of miniature wooden furniture. 
lo. 8649, Furniture Puzzle. Price Postpal 

Sidecar, Price Postpald. 

Locomotive. Price Postpald.. . 

Furniture Puzzle & Set 
dovetail into each 

» fo: almost a solid block that often 
causes quite a bit of amusement. When taken apart 

solved the 
the pieces 

The illustrations indicate how really modern and up to 

30c 
eee 

& 30c 

No. 3886. Butterfly 
Puzzle. Postpald ..++ 15¢ 

65c 

1a 356 

MAGIC PUZZLE KEY 
See If You Can Do It! 

This is without doubt one of the 
best tricks made. Although not exact- 

ly a puzzle to the owner, it certainly 

IS to the uninitiated, who may spend 

hours in a hopeless attempt to solve 
the mystery. It is a very handsomely 
made brass key, which can be thor- 
oughly examined. Borrowing a ring 
from one of the ladies present, you 
can, by knowing how to manipulate 
the key, put it on just as shown in the 
illustration, and defy anyone to,remove 
it, Failure follows almost every at- 
tempt, and it is usually given up, yet 
you are able to instantly separate the 
ring from the key, and at once pass 
both around for inspection. 75¢c 
~- 2051. Magic Puzzle Key...... 

U.S. Map Puzzle 
New style educational plo- 

ture puzzle. Map of U.S. cut 
along state borders. Jumble 
up the states and see how 
long it takes you to assemble 
it. When finished you have 
an excellent 16%x10%-in 
map of the United States. 
Marked with important cities. 
large lakes, rivers, ete. In 4 
colors, Study geography as you 
solve this puzzle, Cc 
No, 3582. Price.... 

ANCIENT 
CHINESE 

and has caused manen 
mathematicians, inclu 

am&ng religious men. 

you and your friends, 

Some puzzles are interesting until 
they are solved, some are so difficult 
of solution that they are irritating, 
but the Flying Rings Puzzle has a nev- 
er failing interest, because even when 
it can be done, there are few who are 
able to explain HOW it is done. Con- 
sists of double chain about 6144” long of 
circular links, each being interwoven 
with three other rings, yet, when one 
of these is moved in a certain manner, 
it causes one of the rings to apparently 
fiy from one end of the chain to the 
other. Novel and interesting. Cc 
No. 3049. Flying Rings. Price...) 

Buzz te 
Has 7 metal rings and 7 metal uprights. 

Puzzle is to remoye and replace the 7 rings. 
This puzzle has been famous. for centuries 

discussion by famou: 
ding John 

1693 and Girolamo in 1550. The famous 7 
mysteries were a source of much argumen’ 

Fascinating, baffling 
and mysterious puzzle that will entertair 

No, 3059. Ring-O-7 PUxzle...sessseres 

Giant Picture 
Puzzle 

HOW FAST CAN 
you bo 1 Here 
is a puzzle that will 
provide several days’ 

WY) fun and a real brain 

type puzzle so you can 

250 Piece Jig Saw 

-_ 

\ buster to many. The 
Yi finished picture is an 

amazingly beautiful, 
full color picture. 
Clean cut Interlocking 

1. do It over and over 
aS —“e) again. Swell to do 

: < “alone. or with your 
friends. Finished size abut 22x38-in. $1.50 

No. 3570. (2 Different for $2.85). EachY °° 

Puzzle 
Hours of fun. When 

fully completed it. re- 
vyeals a handsomely a z 
lithographed, fu 1 1- 
color picture that 
is truly beautiful. %& 
Great variety of 
subjects. Order three 
or four and we send f 
: earn About 10x 

-Inches, 

No. 3572. Each.. 35¢ 
3 Different for $1.00 

° Playing Card Backs 
Playing card backs for collectors, 

Join this fascinating collecti 
hobby by saving playing cal 
backs, Colorful, interesting. Stan- 
dard cards. Good start, Mount in 
wbum, All different. 15c 
No. 3856. Set of 10.... f 

8 Packages foro 40c 

THE NAIL PUZZLE 
These are two 

ordinary wire 
nails very well 
and strongly 
made. They are 
very cleverly 
twisted so that 
they can be in- 
terlocked as 
shown in the en- 
graving, and it 
needs some in- 
genuity to sep- 
arate them. 
When you learn 
the knack it is 
easy. 

10c 

Willis ir 

50c 

No. 8060. 
Nall Puzzle... 



7 

co 
‘but it helps. The original 
BUG HOUSE; real BOOBY 
HATCH. Vest pocket size. 
Fool with it by yourself — 
hand it to friends. 15c 
No. 3008. Postpaid 

mathematical, match puz- 
zles, etc. 2 
No. 1181. Postpaid. 

«+» «and the Prophet Brahma said un- r "-_ 2 
to his priests, “By the time you shall 
have transferred these Discs, the end 
of the world will be near. . .”! ; 

ar A Problem From The Ancients 
They must have peeved the old boy! 

He set them to work solving the prob- 
lem of the PYRAMIDS. Today, after 
hundreds of centuries, their spirits 
carry on the good work with the task 
still far from completion. 
Brahma sure pulled a fast one on 

those boys! 
We have -simplified the problem of 

the PYRAMIDS somewhat... having 
cut its 18,446,774,073,709,551,615 moves 
down slightly. Can be solved in 20 

4 minutes ... if you’re GOOD! 
{ It is a puzzle, a game and a problem 

all combined. It is the modern version 
| of a problem given by the prophet 

Brana Pous a Fast ONE. £ Brahma to his Priests. It has the lure 
of the Orient, the fascination of the 

Even your best friend won't tell you Far Hast, the quiet excitement which 
how its done, 

bier : 

Here’s One for 
The ‘Bright Boys’ 

comes from almost doing it, with the 
Bo you had bet- solution’ just around the corner. A 
ter get PYRA- puzzle that teaches you strategy—not 
MIDS for your- just am idle pastime. Puzzles that 
Seus . .. . or baffle “smart” people and others alike. 
miss ... the If you want a real puzzle, you ghould 
talk of the try to solve PYRAMIDS, 
town! No. 3675, PYRAMIDS PUZZLE... SBC 

& MAGIC 

a) 
On 

TRICK <s 
New Alnico %  Taxe J) It 
Magnet COLLAR OFF? 
Trick Doggie Puzzle 

Magic Trick and The puzzle is to re- 

NUT HOUSE hx 
you nya om uo ne Ap 

razy to wor 's zzle, 

N 
Puzzle Combined. move the collar. There 

2 
You can do it in is always something do- 

three seconds but almost eyeryone else finds it 22 ing. You can always practically impossible, The idea is to get the 3 % get it just so far, but 
shots in the Bull’s Eye. The secret is in the the last part seems to POWERFUL ALNICO MAGNET which solves 22 be the hardest. And 
the puzzle for you. Great pocket trick, Y 
No. 3011. Fantom Puzzle. Postpaid. . 49c ote Ha ee Hh 

Cc worse off than ever, 
5 No. 3098. Price 15¢ 

Pea In The Pot Puzzle 
Can You Put Pea In The Pot? 
Although it may sound quite easy 

at first, you'll find that it’s quite dif- 
ficult. Even after you have succeeded, 
you will have fun doing it over and 
over again. Keep it in your vest 
pocket and spring it on your friends. 
Few people fail to get a real kick 
out of seeing and trying it. “Can you 
put the pea in the pot?’ That’s what 
they'll all ask when they see it! Not 
as easy as it looks, so it will provide 

lots of entertainment. Always ready for use. 20c 
No, 3072. Pea in the Pot Puzzle. Postpaid...‘ 

Are YOU a Genius? 

FANTOM 
PUZZLE 

Nuts to Crack 
Big book of brain busters, when you seem to be 

LuckyHorseshoe Puzzle 
An old favorite. Try and re- 

move the center horseshoe. A 
Teal brain teaser that keeps you 
guessing. Nicely finished, polished 
metal. A good one to carry 
around to spring on your friends, 
And if three horseshoes fail to 
bring you good luck, we doubt 
if anything else will. 
No. 3001. Horseshoe 12c 
Puzzle, Price Postpaid. . 

236 %& Johnson Smith & Co, 

5 PUZZLE SET 
Try ’Em and Curse ’Em, How the Devil Can 

You Do ’Em? 
Five different Wire Puzzles comprise this assort- 

ment. Even after you have apparently solved the 
puzzle and have the pieces separated, it is another 
puzzle to get them back together again. Made of 
nickeled steel, This bargain assortment was as- 
sembled as the result of many inquiries from fans 
who like wire puzzles, 35c 
No. 3909, Set of Five Wire Puzzles. Postpaid 

Famous FIFTEEN PUZZLE 
Called The ‘World Beater’ - It’s So Bewildering 

The late celebrated Sam Loyd “set the world Pe the 
ears’’ when he gaye them the 15 Puzzle to solve. Books 
have been printed and columns of newspaper articles 
published to prove conclusively that it cannot be done. 
while other books amd newspapers have clearly demon- 
strated that it oan be solved. The most eminent scientists 
have taken sides in the controversy, and people everywhere 
have wrestled with the problem that has defeated many 
of them. It seems so easy and so simple that any child 
can do it, yet it may wilder a room fun of ciever 
People who tackle it in consultation, That makes it 
apparent that a lot of amusement can be obtai Sasi 
very small price. Get one and see if you can match the 
skill of some of the best mathematicians, 15c No. 3647. THE FIFTEEN PUZZLE. Price PYMRDOIO 5.00 \0 Vn i'd 6 6.6.0.0 v.claltinoie slob in o/s ema cain 

Gilbert's 
Master 

Puzzle 
Set 

Finest puz- 
vy 

° 

z 

MS SN sees a a = ae Si x 
a 

teasers such as Radio Tube Trick, Hungry Pup 
Trick, Ring-a-Peg, Ball & Gear, etc. Amusing, edu- 
cational, ingenious. In colorful gift box, 201/ox- 
1314x114-inches 3. 50 
No. 3915. Gilbert’s Master Set. Postpaid.. ie 

Screwball Bughouse Puzzle 
Are YouaGenius? 

No swearing please! 

Aceves BALL PUZZLES NERVES 
Here are the old favorite ball bearing puzzles— 

still popular. Always nice to have two or three of aoe swear these lying around the ‘house for visitors to fool Get the four sean with. Then, too, you get a kick out of seeing how 
steel balls in center ot steady your nerves are. Put the balls in their 
maze. One is easy; two, places, There is a great yariety of these taal : eres rae very Sires zles, and they are being changed from time to time, 
Impossible. Ammenoet sO we can’t guarantee any special design, If you 
wonderful pocket brain. order more than one, however, we’ll send them ALL 
buster. Plastic with DIFFERENT. c Gansoanent top. No. 3009. Ball Bearing Puzzles. Each... No. 3 . 
Price Postpaid...... 15¢ 

Secret PUZZLE PADLOCK 
You Can Open It, but Can Anyone Else? 

Also Cigar And String Cutter, Etc. 
No 
Koy By properly manipulating the lock you 

san open it, but can anyone else? It serves 
not only as an unusual and exceptionally 
baffling pocket puzzle, but also as a prac- 
tical novelty thac can be used in many 
ways. This small lock should come in handy 
for many purposes aside from the puzzle, It 
is a small lock that has NO COMBINATION, 
NO KEY, yet it LOCKS TIGHT. Has a small 
cigar cutter in it that operates when lock 
is opened. Can also be used as a string cut- 
ter. Use it on jewelry boxes, money boxes, 
iy Brigotty, polished metal. 
o. 3063. PUZZLE ne 

PADLOCK. Price 25c | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. tc 237 
om 

No 
Combination 
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AMAZING TALKING TEETH © 
Mechanical Wind Up “Talking” Teeth 
Sober or drunk, these amazing teeth will make 

Zou relende feel more dippy than all the whisky In 
cotiand. 

They Walk! They Talk! They're “Alive!” 
_ Imagine how you would react if you saw an or- 

dinary regulation size pair of imitation false teeth, j 
made of plastic, so natural that you almost want to 

pick them up and slip them in your mouth... if they sud- 
A denly started to move around and chatter. Spring motor 

makes the teeth open and close, same as when a person ia 
- talking, also chatter and move around, The effect is so hor- 

\ min ribly realistic that even the dog will hide under the carpet 
tal NOY and the cat screech ‘‘For Goodness Sakes Alive.’’ Small won- 

der that drunks get on the wagon for life. Attractive gift box. 
No. 2167. AMAZING TALKING TEETH. $1 25 
Set, Postpald.....cccccccvevesersevertense * 

ROLLS UP #yRn 
AT YOUR (ee > 
MINN ELK Te_.2 

Not just a ys =o 
gimmick, but g = H 
an_ attractive é 
ready - knotted 
tie with a 
self - contained 
unit that 

1a a 

Comes to “Life’’—Comical 
Your hat slowly rises and 

bounces up and down on top of 
your head, Push hat, back down 
and a little later it comes to 
‘life’ again, behaving in a 
mysterious and comical way. 

causes tie to . a ; 
ROLL UP [: . 2 ¢ 
and hit your 
chin whenever ber) 
desired. No . 

Surprise your friends by doing 
ee Mo are talking to them. 

eat fun in a crowd (they think ‘they are seein things). Useful for magicians, entertalners, ates Works with any hat. Secret devic i , r § 8 Manat oo oantion e and instructions, 

outside wires or strings used. 
No. 4083. Each, Postpald.....-...-- $1.50 

Show This Catalog To Your Friends. 
They Will Appreciate It and So Will We. 

No. 2162, Jumping Hat Device, Postpaid. . 50c 

NESTED BOXES ee 
When Will It End? 

Complete with Surprise! 
May all your 

troubles be little 
ones! Each box 
within a box—who 

knows when_ it 
will end? Put 
note or small 
gift in last box, 
Popular joke. 
Use over and 

. over. 

No.2961. 50c 

SUGAR 
Won’t Sink or Dissolve! 
Looks like regular sugar lumps 

but doesn’t dissolve. Just floats 
right on top. Embarrassed person 
tries to stir it up or poke it down, 
but nothing seems to make it 
work. Lots of fun, 
No. 2964. Package......- i5¢ 

Thanks! 

FLOATING wane In Water 
Key Chain 

Transparent 
plastic container 
filled with 
water contain- 
ing tiny swim- 
ming mermaid, 
Watch her 
swim, Attached 
to key chain. 

No, 4347, Mermald In 15c 
Water Key Chain. Postpald 

Giant Diamond Pin 
Worth a Million Mammoth 

Diamond 7“ 
Pin A 

million—if it were real, Actu- 
ally it is enough to blind most 
people. 34-in. across stone. 

tick Pin. Postpaid... 39€ 238 Johnson Smith 

A very effective joke, 
always good for a big 
laugh, The ring is fit- 
ted with a huge imita- 
tion diamond, Imagine 7 
how grotesque anyone 
would look wearing a 
stone about 20 times 
normal size- It sparkles 
and flashes almost like 
a genuine diamond. Im- 
mensely popular for 

E x ick ples, amateur ee 
Giant Diamond Stick Pin ©1s, parties, entertain- 

Wear it on your lapel or in ments, etc. Stone is the eo 
our tie. Swell for loads of size of nickel. 39c oa 
aughs and real fun. Worth a Wo, $164. Each xd 

‘ 

Dollars If It 
Were Real 

* BOYS! Learn Ventrilo- 
quism and Apparently Throw Your Voice! 

ty Into a trunk, under the bed or 
<a \ |, anywhere, Lots of fun fooling 

teacher, policeman or friends. 

THE VENTRILO 
a little instrument, fits in the 
mouth out of sight, used with 
above for Bird Calls, etc. Anyone 
can use it, Seldom fails. A 32 

page book on Ventriloquism together} 
with the Ventrilo. Cc 
No. 3461. Ventrilo & 32 Page Book 

GET OUTA MY 
WAY, FAT HEAD 
BEFORE TI 

PUNCH YOUR 
NOSE! 

ALL SURPRISE!! 
Jump Out When Box Opens! 

pea 

SQUIRT COIN 
“Here’s your money!!’”’ Then 

give them a terrific shower of 
water, perfume, blood red ink or 

Fee Pop Ball Surprise Fancy gift box containing 12 
> mammoth 4-inch paper balls that 

Use in er next letter, folder, explode into air when box is 
under book or plate, etc. Folds | opened creating startling effect. 

any Hquid you have loaded in the | flat, but when released, jumps out Great surprise gift; use balls over 
SQUIRT COIN. Sure fire pocket into big 4-inch ball, fully shaped & over again for many stunts. 
joker. Long, rful squirt, that shocks and surprises!! . 2729. ; 
No 2727. Postpald, 2 DC | No. 2726. Each, Postpaid. 29e | No | $2.00 Complete, Only......."° 

) @ . GIANT SNAPPING GUM (Ouch!) 
Xi é COMICAL om 

THUMB 
Hitch Hiker 
Great joker you 

can use in many 
ways — swollen 
thumb joke, hitch 

iiker’s thumb, _razzer’s 
thumb, ete. Slip this over 

your thumb next time you try to 
.. hitch .a ride and watch the differ- 

S ence. Mammoth thumb, Fits over regu- 
lar thumb making it look about three 

or four times as large. Good for a “sore thumb 
ioke. , is the result, 

No. 2108, Glant Comical Thumb. Postpald. . 19¢_ No. 2963. Price Each, 25¢ 

CAV ' om F / Sede Msghibdch 

WRIGLEY'Sy, 40.078" 
UIP * PERFECT RS! 

This is an imitation package of a 
well known Chewing Gum. There is a 
snapping mechanism that comes into 
action. When the victim attempts to 
take a stick of the gum, a spring is re- 
leased and a sharp snap on the fingers 

| %& 239 



LIVE, SAFE DELIVERY GUARANTEED 
Watch it change 
ats color! 

No. 7983. LIVE CHAMELEON. Price Postpaid... 

LiKE OAT CHAMELEON, 
1'O Go LIE DOWN ON 

SHOCKING 
CIGARETTE 
PACKAGE 

Agitates, Vibrates and 
“Shocks” 

Looks like a package of 
well-known cigarettes, attrac- 

) tively wrapped in cellophane. 
} Let it lay on the table, ready 

1}{ for someone to pick it up. 
As soon as they take hold of 

it, the clock-work mechanism inside starts to make 
it vibrate and agitate, giving the victim the effect | 
of an electric shock and usually causing him to ery | 
out as he drops the package, A good trap for those 
people who are always “‘stealing’”’ your cigarettes, 
No- 2956. Shocking Cigarettes. 

Ra Teg ia 

CHAMELEONS 
59 Cents Each. Shipped By Mail 

Shipped 
From 

Louisiana. 
Allow 
14 
Days 

Get one of these most wonderful of all creatures, Watch it change its color. Study its habits. Wear one on the la- pel of your coat as a curiosity. Watch it shoot out its tongue as it catches flies and insects for food. No trouble to keep. Can go for months without food, Measures about 4 inches in length. We guarantee live delivery, 50c 

No. 5303. Cham. Food. Pkg..20c, No, 4302. Lapel Chain 15¢ 

IF AH COULD CHANGE COLOR 

PUT YouR 
CHAMELEON ON MY 
HELIOTROPE DRESS 
AND SEE WHAT 

HAPPENS 
NO, IT 
MIGHT 
OVERWORK 

HIM! 

Shocking Match Box 
Looks like an ordinary box of 

safety matches, but the inside con- 
tains a mechanism that you wind 
up with a key. Hand it to 
some one when they ask for 
a match, or leave it on a 
table or shelf for someone 
to pick up. When victim 
takes it, the mechanism 
starts to unwind causing the 
box to shake and vibrate 
rapidly, giving the effect of 
a shock that scares the vie- 
tim out of seven years’ 

growth, 

No. 2957, 

Shocking 
Match \ - 

\ 
Box. 

Postpald 

59c 

Poka Hola Cigar (Smoke But No Fire) 
Try This In a “No Smoking” Zone 

Looks like a real cigar, and you can puff CLOUDS OF 
SMOKE with it, too! Try it in a “NO SMOKING” zone and 
watch the fun. Produces clouds of pleasantly scented 
smoke, so it should not offend anyone. You'll have plenty 
of fun with these in school, in a crowded elevator, street 
ear, library and many other places. Get several and have 
them ready when the time comes to spring your joke. 
There are many ways you can have fun with the smoke- 
Screen that you can produce with this novel cigar. 
(Get 3 for 90e). 

No, 2077 POKA-HOLA CIGAR. 
(Smoke Without Fire). Hach Only...............0. .35¢ 

240 x Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 
a 

SURPRISE PACKAGE 10c. Take a chance—Columbus did. Surprise novelty, No. 2995. Surprise Package 10c. 

WONDERFUL X-RAY TURE 
WONDERFUL X-RAY TUBE 

A wonderful little instru- 
ment producing optical 
illusions both surprising 
and startling, With it 
you can see what is ap- 
parently the bones of your 
fingers, the lead in a lead 
pencil, the interior open- 
ing of a pipe stem, and 

many other similar illusions. Price 120, 3 for 30c, 

GOSH! SEE IF YOU. 
CAN READ TH' NOTE 
MY TEACHER_ 1S 
SENDING “To POP’ 

X-RAY TUBE} 
SKINNN 

Comic Letterheads 
Write Your Letters on 
This Funny Stationery 
Looney Letterheads for writ- 
to your friends. Gives your 

letters a funny 
start. Each one 

8 comically 
rinted and il- 
justrated with 
some resort, ho- 
tel, etc., with 
funny slogans, 
Everyone who 
re a letter o 

is paper gel a laugh riot. Examples: The Dlapor Towers (Covers the Water Front); The B-V Tea House (Just a Step-In From the Country); The Broken Arms Hotel (Just Another Joint) and others. 8 Letter. 
heads and envelopes, 
No. 2823. Per Set, Price Postpald....... 25¢ 

“Ladies 
Secrets” 
Book 

Cover makes 
you think it is 
rowdy, spicy & 
impudent, but it 
is nothing of the 
sort. Just a tig 

laugh that catches everyone. 50c 
No. 2842. Postpaid... 

Mammoth Nail 
Head Mounted 

On Pin 
Mammoth nail 

head is mounted on 
regular pin so that 
when pressed into 
tire, hat, desk, fur- 
niture, etc, it makes 
practically no more 
of a mark than ga 
regular pin, but just 
let the victim ‘see 
it. Your mother 
will fly Into hysterics when sho sces It In her beaue tiful furniture. Your father will swear In seven different languages (if he Knows ‘em) when you Point to It In his tire. Swell yest pocket joker al- ways good for a laugh. 15c No. 2827. Dummy Nall Joke. Postpald. . 

IN EMERGENCY 
BREAK GLASS 

Shapely Nuts-To-You ys eS 

nee Joke Mailer Gre 1 oi Foo anes ae oan TE 
Regular, oe k Mad at someone or do you just Comic Cob Kit 

which contains col- Want to play a good joke on him, orful pin-ups with. : Mail this to a few of your friends Made with real corn cobs out, Slothen. | Oris: 1 hohe pecially those who don’t | mounted behind glassine window. Been epungs " bother to write to you. Real nuts Ready for use. O: m board, ready 
to mount on wall. 6x5-in. 25¢c 
No. 2851. Postpaid. .... 

‘log? | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. > 241 

innocent joke. in bag with mailing tag. 15c No. 2830. Postpaid. No. 2850. Postpald..... 
A SUGGESTION: more than one ca 80 why not give one to a friend. Thanks. 



bomnte 

Shot THE NEW TYPE 

Repeater WATER PISTOL 
_ Shoots sits 

if 
TRF] 

eapacity. 
Celluloid plastic tube with stopper. 
seconds. 

Mammoth Cigarette Holder 

Looks Like You Are Smoking a Jumbo Cigar! 
This mam 

moth cigarette 
holder rese m- 

are smoking a 
grent big cigar, and by genie. 
cigarette a big cloud of smoke 
the front. Shipped Postpald. 
No. 2149. Mammoth Cigarette 
Price Each Postpaid oe 

puffing on the 
comes out of 

Holder 9 5c 

Jumping 
Cigarette 

It Shoots 
Out 

Straight 
for Their 

Face! 
if you be- 

Ileve In being 

~ polite when any- 
one tries to bum a 

a clgarette, better not get 

~ this. When the next guy 

sks you for a cigarette, give a 
him this treatment. Reach in 

na pull out your pack and say “Grab one!” But 

he'll piaee to grab quickly, or open his mouth fast, 

because the cigarette shoots out right into his face 

or mouth (which should be open in astonishment 

by now). Secret gadget is in the pack so you can 

ak use any real cigarette or pack. 29¢ 

242 * No. 2921. Price Postpald....+ 

Load with Red Ink and Squirt 
Blood--50 Shot Repeater 

Load with perfume and give your 
friends a fragrant spray. Or, 
hydrogen sulfide (rotten egg stink) 
solution and have some fun, Mammoth 

When loaded it gives you about 50 squirts. 
Easily loaded in few 

More uses and more fun than a squirt pistol. 
Can be concealed in hand, on chair, etc, 

shoots a fine stream for ten to twenty feet. 

Water 
Squirter 

Loads with Anything Liquid from 
Ink to Perfume to Water! 

Long Range Squirter. Will squirt any 
liquid that you care to load into it and 
that includes ink, perfume, water, etc, 
You can probably think of many ways 
that this can 
give you a load 
of fun. 

get a 

Long range— 

No. 2934. WATER SQUIRTER. Price Postpaid.........cccessescscssssvees 12¢ 

HA! HA! JOE SURE 
WENT FOR THAT! - 

Shocking Voice Tester Mike 
They Press the Button and Get 

the Shock of Their Life 
Voice Tester Shocking Mike! Tell 

your friend to press the button and 
speak into mike—then hear his voice! 
He gets an “electrifying shock” that 
makes him shout! Great joker. 5 

15c No. 2689. Shocking Mike. 
Price Postpaid.... 

LT 

s s 

Comic Liquor Labels 
Colorful—Gummed Comic = 
Labels that Stick Over 
Original Label or On 

Any Bottle! 
illustrated label The 

what you can expect 
with this set of 6 
COMIC ‘LIQUOR LA- 
BELS. Each one is 
different and appeals (4% 
to the most outrag- <eu i 
eous sense of humor in anyone. Hasy to 
stick on almost any bottle or paste 
right over the label of any old liquor 
bottle, Each is gummed on back, about 
4%x4-in. in size. Printed in colors and 
very attractive. 25¢c 
No, 2923. Comic Liquor Labels. Set 

How It 

Douses * Em! 
GUIRT 

FLOWER -AND 

Flower 
**How Beautiful 

The Flower 
Looks!’’ 

Then Comes The Surprise! 
Fill lt With Water, Perfume, Ink or Other Liquid 

This is the most popular of all the squirt tricks. The 
Bouquet in your button-hole looks so fresh and sweet 
that everyone is tempted to inhale the delightful per- 

ean? wont ha fume. Then is the moment to press the bulb; Geewhilli- 
be a LL eine sane rer a tube that easily reaches to the 
With tle lon aines ‘ e bu s large enough to make a dozen shots 

No, 2029. The SURPRISE BOUQUET. PRICE POSTPAID..... aeitiee 25¢ No. 2918. “Smelly” Perfume for Squirt Novelties. Bottle, Postpaid.......7. 

Novelty Squirt Ri ovelty Squirt Ring 
“Take a Look’—Then Give Him the Works 
Here is a ring that you should get a lot of 

fun out of wearing and it is much more than 
an ornament. When on the finger it is ar- 
ranged so that the bulb is invisible and is 
concealed in the palm of the hand. At first 
glance the ring appears to be’a very natural 
looking ring with a beautiful setting. You 
can tell your friends it is-a “diamond” ring 
and when they come to take a closer look }Perfume, ' 
they will get a “shower of water.” 25c Stink Sol., [aa 
No. 2178. SQUIRT RING. Price Postpaid... A 

SQUIRT PEANUT 
NUTS TO YoU! Squirt peanut 

gets them all wet. A, joke and a 
surprise that ends with plenty of 
laughing. No. surprise like it, 
Jumbo sized. Holds plenty of squirts, 
Natural looking. 12¢c 
No, 2915, Price Postpaid........ 

* 
Squirt Gum 

Looks like a real stick of gum, 
but give them a squirt as they go 
to help themselves. 29c 

No. 2042, Price Postpald...... “4 

came from! 
wonderfully, 
No. 2937. Price Postpaid........ 

ma, 
TEAM _A\ 
Squirt Magnifier 

it it now, brother? Look 
close!’’—then eeze the 

Water (ink, 
S| nm 

Al 2 
Joke Flour Whistle 
Showers Black Soo? or 
White Flour All Over 

the Face! 
id with white flour or black Bank Roll Loa 

soot! One blow on the whistle Imitation roll of fake money that 
shoots a tremendous spray of flour | you can lay down on ground and 
or soot all over their faces! Great | watch them fall for this great joke, 

funmaker. 15c Catches even the smart ones. 10c 
No. 2944, Joke Whistle........ ™ | No, 2946, Each Roll.....-ssecese 

0: 
sensation. 2 
No. 2331, 



MAMMOTH BOW 

No. 2757. Mammoth Tie 

Mammoth 

Comic Letter 
Mail it anywhere — already 

i for you, Loaded with 
lene, Must be seen to appreciate 
it. A show all by itself. Nothing 
funnier. For parties, banquets, 
clubs, mail to friends, A riot— 
enough said. 17x22 inches ee 
plete with envelope. Get several. 
3 for 40c. 15c 
No. 2740. Postpald...++ ——— 
244 %& Johnson Smith & Co. 

de} SQUIRT 

J) y 

TIE worth the price even if it did not 

©an actually be worn, and 
+ i ou wish, a long or a we do say so, it looks pretty rae pigs a shboth; outs ditectly 

Gay, colorful. Creates a laugh, 

BULL 
SHOOTER’S MEDAL and put 
them in their place. Their face 
turns red and they shut up quick 
when you pin this on them. Beau- 
tiful plastic bull head attached to 
plaque with ribbon. Pin on back. 
No. 2741, Bull Shooter’s 9c 
Medal. Price Postpaid... 

<= Re the Life of the Party! 
BRIGHT RED LIGHTS BLAZE OUT OF YOUR, BOW 

TIE WHENEVER YOU WISH. Plenty of fun with this. Wear 
it as you would an ordinary bow tie. Easily pia means er: 
Slip it on in a jiffy. Concealed in your pocket is battery whic’ 
operates the electric bulbs in the tie lapels. The red bulbs are 
blended in with the pattern of the tie so that when they are uct 
on, they are not readily noticed. But, when you want to one 
their attention, in the light or in the dark, press pauses 
switch in your pocket, Instantly, the red lights light up flash’ ng a 
bright light. Wonderful in the daylight, but even more pata 
at night. Give your girl the danger signal. Batteries me jong 
time since there is no drain on battery except when uest : on 
Flash it on and off as often as you wish. Remember, set inc ia se 
tie, bulb, wires and battery, ready for use. Thin wire conceale: 
behind shirt. Light weight, very small. Easily concealed. $1.50 
No. 2774. Electrio Light-Up Bow Tle. Price Complete. 

“ 

Give Them a Squirt as 
You Look Them In the 

Eye! 
SECRET SQUIRT BOW TIE. 

lik standard 
how tens Looks smart [ and well 

have any special feature! But in S. ion it has the SECRET MY: 
if TERY SQUIRTER built right in. 

Paper Napkin t your victim, showering him just sna - Yet it comes and} 7 e different; every vitae one comer ip inches roan maven they can't even guess Every on on wi e ° here it came from. The girlsjone a scream, Regular size, in -ine) deep. Assorted bright Where | it ca your baby she’s all|seyeral colors, 15¢c eis Seales of regular tie mate- Bren vata give her a squirt. 98c No. 2737. Pkg. or 12, j 5 rial. $1.3. atasre: Price Postpaid. 3 Packages for 400 

Bull Shooter’s Medal 
Award 

to Your 

Friends 

Who Lie 

So Much! 
When 
your 

friends 
Btart to 
brag 
about 
some 4 * 
of the 
things nine’ | MYSTERY SPOON 
done, Won't Pick Up Anything 

Looks like regular spoon, but 
has invisible, transparent plastic 
covering that makes it impossible 
to pick up anything, Liquids run 
off leaving it empty. Tontalizing, 
No. 2711. Mystery Spoon. 35¢ 
Postpald:.', ols sehe ace a 

ADD 10c ON ORDERS 
UNDER $1.00 

LIFE-LIKE SPRING SNAKES ~ 
+ Sensational Joke Novelty You Can Use i= Over and Over Again In Many Ways! - 

Spring Snake Compresses Into Small Space, Ready to Pop OUT Whenever Released. Put it in Candy Box, Drawer, Jam Jar, Medicine Jar, Etc. Loads of fin with this LARGE LIFE-LIKE SPRING SNAKE. Use it over anG over again in a hundred different ways, The SPRING SNAKE is easily compressed into the small space, 
Soon as it is released. Imagine / d the shock and horror that comes over the victim when he sees thls ugly thing lunging out at him. The powerful action startles even the most iron 

My Gosh,’ Wheel Wickes Thing!” There are many ways to use it, and you can probably think of a lot more which People in their right mind (like us) wouldn’t dream of telling you, but to mention a few: put It in an old jam Jar or mayonnaise jar at the dinner table, In a candy box for your best (7) girl, in a drawer where nosy people aren’t Suppose to go, wrap It in a gift box for that ‘special’’ person, etc., etc. In fact, it can be squeezed into a very small space, but it shoots out like a rocket when released, Over a foot long, 25c No. 2828. LIFE-LIKE SPRING SNAKE, Price Postpaid , = 

=" “BARKING DOG 
“* . HONKER 

Realisticll — 
ko Have some fun 

/with the dog. These 
honkers come fa- 

' shioned with adog’s 
head and give an 

™ imitation of a dog’s 
bark. Scare the dog, the cat, children, ete, Amazing - ly realistic sonnds. Also 
handy .as a noise maker 
wherever a noise annoys, 
Will make your house 
sound like a menagerie, 
No. 2810. BARKING DOG. 
Each, Postpaid..............., 

Great Practical 
Joke § , 

b ehind the 8-Ball Pin 
Did you ever do something wrong? 
ave ‘things go against you? Been 

in the “doghouse? Behind the 8-ball? 
If you have, then you'll know what 
it means to be a member of the BR- HIND THB 8- BALL CLUB. This 

mounting on your lapel, 
No, 2216, 8-Ball Pin. Price... ., .. 15¢€ 
Squirting Bloody Finger 

Is His Face Red 
When He Takes 

a Look! 
Here is q joke that is guaranteed to make any one’s face turn red. Show him your expertly band- aged finger, tell him how 

much it hurts. When J 5 they go to look at it— let ‘em have it, A Powerful stream of ‘blood’? pours forth right in victim’s face. Loads with red ink, water or any liquid, Concealed bulb action, No. 2829. Squirting Bloody Finger. 6 Price Postpaid e's 5c 

Plate lifter consists 
of a long rubber tube 
with a lifter on one 
end and a bulb on 
the other. Use it un- 
der a plate to spill 
the soup or under 
vest to imitate heart 
beat, or under bed 
clothes as mouse, etc, 
No. 2164, Plate Lifter, Postpaid. . 25¢ 

TWO HEADED C 
Have plenty of fun with thi 

cost several times over for those who toss 8). You ean’ lose. IT HAS TWO HEADS. While usually called a “lucky” coin and carried by many .to attract the attention of Lady Luck—the owner of the “Sure Win” Coin need never worry about luck. Gall heads-—-it comes heads, Swell addition to your pocket of party ticks, 10¢ ee 
, | 245, 

No. 2944. SURE WIN COIN, Price Postpald, . , 



ti tds Ma Let 1c) 
Party Games 

"i Liven up that party. 
Get the gang in hysterics. 
Something new (and 
hot.) Make your party 
a SENSATION. All you 

y do is introduce one of 
these Party Boards. 
Each person punches 
board and then must 
do what his ticket says. 
(Some fun with the 
kissing game.) Get sev- 
eral. 

eed ne 

OOKY PARTY. 

eee et ook 8 
Bie dor talloweren & 
other parties, 
No. 3825. Price.... oc 

Lavon Hor 

expect tickets to some 

tickets shown above. 
. No. 2066. Choice Seats. 

Choice Seat Tickets 
Good for plenty of laughs. 

“Here are two choice seats for 
you” then hand your friend this 
regular ticket envelope containing 
the two tickets, Of course they 

show or big game, but they really 
get quite a surprise—the two 

SO hole Board. Our most 
popular board, Each person 
must perform what each 
unch indicates or kiss the 

of a chair, Tickets 
Kiss the smallest one 

the room without stoop- 
ing. Put the lights out for 

PHONEY FORTUNES one minute and use your 
Each person punches own judgement. Show ‘how 

it and reads it out loud. two lovers act at the movies. 
Funny phoney fortunes. Give a slow motion kiss. 
No. 3826. 2 While hopping, kiss a _part- 
Price Postnaid oc ner who is doing the same. 

Select a judge and pay your 
fine in kisses. Give a one 
minute speech on the art of 

PEOPLE ARE FUNNY!! Sco 
You must do your 

“‘stunt’* or pay the con- 
Sequences, 0 surprise stunts. 50-hole board. 

No. 3827, Price.... 20c No. 3823. Price Postpaid.... 

eal a | HOP 
PER C4 

“Hot” Toothpicks 
Just when they finished a 

hearty meal and start to relax, 
why don’t you—just for the devi) 
of it—spoil it by giving them 
these nasty, red hot toothpicks 

10c that just burn the living day | handed. 3 
lights out of their mouth? 10c No. 2067. 

when they 
popular 

with this quiz stunt game. Play with one or more. 
Embarrassing; hilariously funny; surprise questions; 

If someone 

If It’s Kissing 

You Are Missing, 
This Is the Game 

For You! 

kissing, etc. 
No. 3824. Price Postpaid 20c 

sing 
\ Whw, / iy Embarras- 

Ps Comic 
Punch 
Board 

25 Questions 
25 Consequences 

them at their funniest 

wu, 2OC 

Hot Pepper Candy 
Looks like regular candy, but 

taste it, their mouth 
burns. Always a popular novelty, 

1e is taking too much 
candy, this one catches him red 

to a package, 
Hot Pepper 1 5c 

8 for 250; 75c Per Dozen | No, 2068. Package..... Candy. Package, Postpald 

Flying Butterflies 
Surprise Your Friends by Flying Out of 

246 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 

Makes 
Letters, Books, 

Etc. 

Fly 25 feet Into Air 
All penny na) ye 

ul an nsert n le 
ter, envelope, Christ- 
mas or Birthday card, 
etc. Lays flat. When 

* opened, large colored 
imitation butterfly 
with propeller sails 
out high into air! 
No. 2550. 
Each, Postpaid 19c 

No. 2925. Exploding Beer 

Exploding Beer Can 
‘Em Swear Off Drinking - 

Popular SHOOTING BEER 
CAN joke, After the party has 
been going awhile, or when you 
think your friend has had one 
drink too many 
this should discourage him. 
Looks like a real can of beer. 
but when picked up it goes off 
with a violent explosion. Shoot- 

hd ing device located in the bottom 
is completely hidden, Can be used over and over 
again., Loads with any standard exploding paper 
cap. Useful to have ready for use. 

Can. Postpaid. . 

(of your beer) 

50c 

Snake vere 
Front Row, Snake Matches— 

Back Row, Regular Matches 
Here is an unusual novelty that is entertain- 

ing as well as surprising, You can apparently 
select a match at ran- 
dom, light your own 
cigarette with no ill 

effects. However, when a friend 
asks for a match, hand him this 
package of matches. He naturally 
selects a match from the front row and when he lights it, to his surprise, it starts evolving into a snake. Everyone wonders where the mnake came from, yet there it is, Actually continues to grow to a tremendous length while the match is burning. You can readily imagine the surprise this will give, One of our newest novelties that is selling 

like hot cakes, Shipped postpaid. 
No, 2148. SNAKE MATCHES, Price Per Package Postpaid.............06 15c 3 for 40 Cents, or $1.35 Cents per Dozen, Postpaid 

TL an 

Naan 
Looks like high-quality, high 

polished nickel cigarette lighter, 
but has exploding device which 
goes off when cover is snapped 
open. Seldom fails to throw a 
real scare into victim. Carry it 
with you, ready to spring on 
next fellow that wants a light. 
Loads with standard paper cap, 
Use it over and over again—great 
pocket trick, Caps listed else+ 
where, 
No, 2140. Exploding 

Cigaret Lighter. Postpaid $1.00 

These loads are slipped into the front of a 
cigaret. As the victim lights the cigaret, he 
lights, at the same time, the little pill which 
starts the snake in action, Although the load 
is only about % inch in size, an amazingly 
long “‘snake’’ comes from it. The snake is in 
the form of a long ash and looks surprisingly 
realistic, It’s a big surprise to anyone who 
has not yet been caught by this new trick, 
Ten loads to the box. Postpaid. 15c 
No. 2151. Snake Cigaret Loads. Per Box 

Genuine Loaded Cigars © —® 
Have a box of these trick cigars on hand and pass them around at any available opportunity. They look so tempting your generosity will not fail to RS 

Rteho.o J 

x 

be appreciated. It IS a good cigar, too, that is while it lasts. Inside is a coiled spring, which is tied under pressure with a light string. When the cigar is about_half smoked, it releases the spring almost scaring the victim out of his wits. Contains no explosives or anything that can cause injury. A few loaded cigars,’’ mixed with genuine ones, should quickly enliven any gathering. ® Better still, buy them by the box. 20c No. 2078. LOADED CIGARS. Price Each....., oevleseae 
Price Per Box of 50 Cigars, $6-95 Postpald 

BITTER CIGARETS NOSE BUBBLE 
jsimply touch each end of a | Hey! Mister! Use Your Hanky! cigaret in this tobacco colored Don’t try this one on your old powder, replace in pack and maid aunt. A big glass bubble you are ready for victim! The | which fits under your nose. Looks moment his tongue touches It, like you haven’t blown your watch him fume and sputter— | nose for a week. People will It’s bitter! Odds are he'll spit offer you their hanky; some it out—but in the next breath even run for the dishpan to 

teens 

he may want to buy his own supply from you so catch the bubble. i 5c 
he can pass the joke along. 12¢c No. 2698. Price Postpald 4 
No. 2143, Bitter Powder, Package....... 

EXPLODING GUM 
As they pull out stick of 

‘gum, concealed EXPLODING 
CAP DEVICE goes off!! Ex- 
plodes with a loud BANG!! 
Looks like regular gum. Load 
and fire with standard caps 
as often as desired. Caps IIsted 
elsewhere, 
No. 2141. Postpald.. 39e 

| Johnson Smith x 247 

_ Big Comic Hotel Pennants 
For Den, Club, House, Room 

Big 24--in. pennants in 
kood grade brightly colored 

.. felt with funny 
> wording, such as 

“The Best Bed for 
Love or Money,’? 
“The Helluva 

Hotel’, ete., etc. No choice of title, 
but the one you’ll get will be as 

funny or funnier, 24x812-in. 45c 
No. 2185. Hotel Pennants, Each.......... aete 

3 Different for $1.15 



aroma. (A 

and novel stunts to use it for, 

NOT MAILABLE. 

BY US. 

No. 6280. STINK SOLUTION, 

6 Bottles for (None Less Sold).......+++ 

100 for $10.00 Express Prepaid 

Itching Powder 
This is another 

good practical 
joke, the intense 
discomfiture of 
your victims to 
everyone but 
themselves, is 
thoroughly en- 

yr joyable. All that 
is necessary to 

atart the ball rolling is to deposit a 

little of the powder on a person’s hand 

and the powder can be relied upon to 

do the rest. The result is a vigorous 
gcratch, then some .more- scratch, and 

still some more. 
NOT MAILABLE. SHIPPED BY EX- 
PRESS ONLY. EXPRESS CHARGES 

ARE PREPAID BY US. 

No. 6257, ITCHING POWDER. $1 35 

6 Packages (None Less Sold) ™ 
12 for $2.25; 24 for $3.00; 50 for $4.75; 

100 for $8.00 

‘Explosive Matches 
Looks like an 

ordinary match, 
Will explode 
witha loud bang 
when lit. Put 
up in the form 
of regular book 
matches. Good 
seller all the 
year round. 
They work 
well in connec- 
tion with the 

Disappointment or Dummy No-light 
Matches. After the victim has made 
half a dozen failures with the Dummy 
Matches, hand him one of the Ex- 
plosives and he will get more light 
than he bargained for. 10c 
No. 2770, Exploding Book Matches 

3 for 25e; 12 for 75c; 100 for $5.50 

perfume bottle so that you can 
pass it around for one “tiny sniff” 

‘ (and that’s usually enough). You 

can probably think of hundreds of other uses 

SHIPPED BY EXPRESS 

ONLY. EXPRESS CHARGES ARE PREPAID, 

$1.75! 
12 Bottles for $2.25; 24 for $3.60; 50 for $6.00; 

_ Stink Perfume Solution 
a Throws Off A Violently FOUL ODOR! 

A few drops in an average room should be enough to remove the 

occupants in double quick time, A drop on a rose will make it the 

foulest smelling rose anyone 
bottle, replace the cap, then surprise the victim with the wonderful 

has ever tried! Put a drop in an empty 

rare-vintaged wine S B where did 

bottle catches them!) Comes in a (Wow Pu) het Stink cometeaae 

Sneezing Powder 

Place a very small amount of this 
vowder on the back of your hand and 
blow it into the air, and watch the peo- 
ple in the room or car begin to sneeze 
without knowing the reason why. 1t 
is most amusing to hear their remarks, 
as they never suspect the real source, 
but think they have caught it one from 
the other. Between the laughing and 
sneezing you yourself will be having 
the time of your life. For PARTIES, 
POLITICAL MEETINGS, CAR RIDES, 
or any place at all where there is @ 
gathering of people. it is. the GREAT- 
EST JOKE OUT. 
NOT MAILABLE. SHIPPED BY EX- 

PRESS ONLY. EXPRESS CHARGES 

ARE PREPAID BY US. 
No, 6258. Sneezing Powder. 

6 Packages (None Less Sola) 94035 

12 for $2.25; 24 for $3.00; 50 for $4.75; 

100 for $8.00 

PHONEY WHISKEY commpe 

Looks so Real They iva ream 
Gulp It Down! ie ‘ 

Have a spot of whis- 
key, my friend. Your 
friend, that is, until he 
takes a swallow. UGH! 
What awful stuff. One 
cure for the whiskey 
habit. Looks amazingly realistic. Box 
of tablets. “Each tablet mixed with 
aa makes the imitation whiskey 
rink. ee Or OC he Or EOS Eee en 

248 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. ||Ne. 2702. Price Per Box Postpaid 12¢ 

There are many practical as well 

many ways to use these for fun as well 

joke things that can be done with these 
SMOKE BOMBS. Each bomb has a fuse, 
When the fuse is lit, it DOES NOT Ex- 

‘WHERE. DIO 

nn) Ae fe. ae 
ye). 4 
“COME FROM? 

aM 

as 

Produces Clouds of Smoke! 
PLODE, but starts to PRODUCE CLOUDS oF SMOKE, You can probably think of 

as practical purposes, Put one in rear of 
car or bike, light it, then drive down the street! As a joke ce i 
put it in the oven. As the smoke starts flowing out, it gives the oppeieante ame tremendous fire. Used to smoke animals out of their dens and holes. 
IMPORTANT NOTE: Because of high shipping costs, we have to charge more 

for small quantities. Combine your order with friends and save money by order- 
ing large quantity. 

No, 2142, SMOKE BOMBS. 10 for (none less sold). ... $2.50 LOWER QUANTITY PRICES: 20 for $3.75; 50 for $6.95; 100 for $12.50 . 

Bloody Tooth on 
Toothpick 

Big 
Tooth! 

Very 
realistic 
looking! 
Loo! 

like you 
have or- 
dinary 

toothpick 
in mouth, 
suddenly 
you yell 
“ouch!!’’, 

then 
pretend 

to be in 
pain, 

finally 
pulling 

: pe OF % out 
toothpick with most c, b » big tooth! 
Horrifies people at parties, at dinners, ete. Use over 
and over again. 
No. 2703, Yank-A-Tooth. Postpald....... 25¢ 

; Comes Apart When Used 
Looks like regular teaspoon for 

stirring hot cup of coffee or tea— 
but there the resemblance 
ends. It is held together 

x by special solder that 
melts in any hot drink, 
causing the spoon to sep- 

? arate into two parts. 
e “GOSH, that coffee must 

be hot to melt that spoon.’ 
Can be used over again. 

@ No. 2704. Price 
mm Postpaid Only .. 39c 

A SUGGESTION: Have you more than one 

Dagger With 
Disappearing Blade, 
Looks Like You‘re Stab- 

bing Somebody, But 
Blade Slides Up the 
Handle—Harmless 

_ Looks like a real dagger or knife, but when blade 
is pressed against anybody or object, the blade dis- 
appears ape tes Spring ejects blade when dagger 
is removed, from object. Lots of fun scaring fri No. 2090. MAGIC DAGGER . isc 
Price Postpaid Only 5c 

Chamber of Horrors 
The illustration and the ap- 

pelation on the cover of the box 
May send quite a shiver and 
chill down your spine, but the 
contents are found to he quite 
harmless—a bottle of castor oil 

" ae a 
o. 40. Chamber of 

Horrors Price Postpaid 25¢ 

BENDING KNIFE AND FORK 
Always Ready for Embarrassing Fun 
These two joke numbers are among the best -we 

have. They are hinged in such a way ‘so 
that they look quite normal, but fold up 
yee you try to use them. Takes a while 
or them to ‘‘catch on” as the 

feel silly or think they yy Wi 
have bent your silverware. 

eee BENDING 
+ Price 

Postpald Only.... 50c ‘ 

eae BENDING 
: Price 

Postpaid Only.. 65c¢ 

Seapets eeepseddearenenatioipiecenieresnenes reser eens cat eee 

If so, why not give one to a friend? Thanks. Remiout | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich, * 251 



LOADED CIGARETTE 
00 e ete Ordinary Cigarett 1 . A box containing ten 

es, But Such Real Startlers! 
POSITIVELY NO END oF FUN 

{ emcee is Recerca "i appear so real and affor 1 'é 
em ok e d so good a 

ast) that the vi taken entirely ir ee rise, Use them on the hie terate borrower— an D S nerve must be as BAA Fe case teres” AE oT for ps rest hs 
great laugh Producer lt es ry 1 armless, nae io. € No. 20; 

Bo 87. LOADED 

2 z GO OUT MATCHES ES, Price Per Box of Ten, ONLY 

They Light— Then aN Explosive | ¢ Sputter—Then Go Out! 
D» Place one 
mof these lit- 

tle plugs in 
the middle 
of a cigar- 
ette, i the match it 8 u 

en fizzles anne ts 
catch on and some peop’ No. 

HES. s 
0. 2914. GO-.ouT MATCHEs, per Boe 10c Pee Wee Squirt Viewer 

They fook | 
» the viewer and: se gorgeous picture of Pin-up girl in full Color which thrills and excites them— 

Soon as it 
burns down 

for it goes off wi to the plu ; wit 8. pvt nen fee them Smoking is sbranie mien and the 

x ORE Ext x eee other practical ties aaere 
Tro nist & AC- | dle, yeu oe these plugs. For aaa 

in ; 
ther liquid) eatelyor net fingers while you 1i 0} 

them 2 
SNAPPY! Gay? film, bat?! With Viewer Pv) 
SUODEN SPRAY tft 16 mm. film, Red 

metal fittin, 8, powerfu nagnify: 8. Fits vest 

g8, 1 magi ing Jens t 8. Ss 

Squirt of water 

preva oneee are about a dozen 1 Ad nee age—surprises for a q en ee 
pokes 

ozen of 
No. 2165, Cigaret Loads, Price Per Package... 15¢ 3 Boxes for 40¢ ON aba kon 

's $LL35 pe Be small exploding mechanis 

A Bam 

nanism that A Cap - Ex 5 
oor, te, “What be loaded with a paper cap xplodes With A Ba 

No, " Teleased, it explod . Can be installed in box, 

No, 
No. 

2985. Pp} 
2918. smelly postPald 

es the cap, Handy for Practical and joke EVICE, Price Postpaid, Each . . 
5 S 

4) 9 ¥ sie sietele Oe 06 e9 eel aeaiele EXPLODING 
For Use wi me 

Joke: evices, Magic Purposes, Alabas Sr and Many Practical Uses 
Roll Paper Ca Dar 

PSs. Can bi i 4 alarm devices us Devices listed j } e used for jie * 

ay Gut fing darts on Fourth ah Rey it, ca tor ek or any tri evi uly, N 0 © purpose: 
Caps per roll; 5 rolls per oe ee that requires’ the use ot 8, ete. Alway useful fe magical effects, 

——_FING CHARGES ARE PAID By Ges), NOT MAILABLE. gino "ith LOUD ‘Norse Po No. G26t Fone tonne U8. Hioh Pricer At . SHIPPED EXPRESS, SHITE: 
Ba Er, 12, Boxes (None less sold) to high shipping charges. anh 

OPN AA ABS 80 Boxes ton S480 op Ge.Go wis fas ce: ., $1.75 

248 ¥ Johnson on---— 

S| Bingo Shooting Device 
Startling Practical Joke 

PLACE IT ANYWHERE 

Goes Off with a Loud Bang! 
No danger, but it frightens the girls 

The Biugo is a shooting device which explodes a per- 

cussion cap with a loud bang when disturbed. When 

loaded and set, the Bingo lays flat and takes up but 

very little room; it is easily concealed in or under any 

article, and the cap goes off with a loud bang when the 

article is opened or removed. 
As a Joker, the Bingo is the means of 

creating more amusement than any other 

article ever invented. Just imagine the vic- 

tim’s surprise when it goes off in a purse, 

“ cigarette case, book, magazine or newspaper 

| that they innocently open; or imagine the 

effect caused by the moving of a pillow, bot- 

tle, tray or other article under which it has 

been placed. 
As a burglar alarm, the Bingo is an_abso- 

lute protection; it is placed in a window, 

door, or under anything moved upon entering. 

As a theft protector it is infallible; it is 

placed in a closet, money-till or receptacle 

from which a theft is liable to be committed, 

It sounds an alarm and scares the intruder 

away. p 
The Bingo is made entirely of metal; it 

is small in size, somewhat larger than the 

illustration, is light in weight, and strong 

of construction, 
No. 2052. BINGO SHOOTING DEVICE. 25c 
Price Each Postpaid.............6+-+: 

: { No. 6251. EXPLODING PAPER CAPS. 50 cans 
Qe 4 per roll: 5 rolls (250 caps) per box. $1 60 

ae Ce Price for 12 boxes (none less sold)... - 

24 Boxes for $2.35; 60 Boxes for $3.95; 144 Boxes $6.50 

Caps Not Mailable. Shipped Express. Price Includes Express Charges. 

LOADS OF FUN WITH THESE SURPRISE MATCHES! 

Sparkling Matches 
Produces a Brilliant Sparkle 

hen Lit 

Made up 
just like the 

{fismall books 
of matches 
given away 
at cigar 
stores. The 
backrow has 
the regular 
matches; 
the front 
row are the 
exploding 
kind. You 
takeamatch 
from the 
back row 
which gives 

a light in the regular way and hand it 

Explosive Book Matches see 

Pass these 
matches to a 
friend next 
time he asks to 
borrow one and 
there is a nice 
surprise ih 
store for him, 
when he 
strikes the 
match it ap- 
pears to be an 
ordinary match 
taken from a 
package of book matches. First there 

is a sputter and then there is a large 

sparkle which continues for some time, 

Order several packages for parties and 

celebrations. 10c 

No. 2714. Price Per Package.... 

3 Books 25c, 12 Bks. 75c, 100 Bks, $5.50 

to your fellow smoker, who gets a big 
surprise as the match which he takes 
from the front row explodes as soon as 
he lights it. 10c 
No. 2770. Price Each Book.,..... 
3 books 25¢; 12 bks. 75c; 100 bks. $5.50 So ee eee eee eres eae eee 

| Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. x 253 



ie, are 
. if , 

cy: Pata a CAPS SHOOT IT HIGH INTO THE AIR! 
The Rocket Toy ~~ AT = 

The Cadapult is a rocket 
equipped with colorful 
tail feathers, It is load- 
ed with ordinary paper 
caps and then thrown onto the pavement. As 
it hits the pavement, it is suddenly rocketed 1 
or shot high into the air. Actually goes high 2e 
into the air—higher than the average busi- 

ness building! Can be used over and over again as 
long as you still have caps. Shoots up as if it were a 
rocket! After it has reached its zenith it gradually 
descends and it may be caught in your hand. An ex- 
cellent toy for all year ’round but especially good on 
the 4th of July 3 for 30c, 12¢ 

No. 2718. CADAPULT. Price Each, Postpaid.... 
4a No. 6251. EXPLODING CAPS. (250 in each $1 60 

, box). Price for 12 boxes (None Less Sold).... @ 

24 Boxes $2.35; 120 Boxes for $6.50 

Caps Shipped Express Prepaid. We Pay Shipping Charges, 

s 

SquealingJ 
Realistic 
Looking 
Dummy 
Mouse 
Imitation 
mou s,e 
that you 
can use for 
doing 
many 
jokes. : 
Looks realistic, Place it on the floor, 
in the corner, in a bed or any other 
of a dozen places where it will sur- 
prise the victim. About the size of 
a real mouse. Makes a good toy for 
eat or dog to play with.» 
No. 2833. Imitation Mouse. 
Price Postpaid...........+-+- 

Fountain Pen EN M4 y! 
Shoots When Opened! Asn GF 

‘A FOUNTAIN OF FUN! ‘ hie, \ yw 

High ado plastic pen ods | ES foding Rte 
Sw, 

s 

iJ 

Squealing Joke Rat 
At first glance this large rat looks 

like the real thing. Imagine, if you 
can, seeing this ugly thing under 
your bed at night or under the kitch- 
en sink, It’s enough to scare the 
daylights out of almost anyone. 
No. 2834. Imitation Rat. 29Cc 
Price Postpaid........ OFy ole ae 

Exploding 

Miniature exploding or_shoot- 
ing device inside goes off when Match Book 

Concealed device inside cap is removed. ie hes 
n caps, Oaps st else- explodes paper cap)» when 

i . m4 opened. LOUD BANG 
STARTLES 'EM. Explod- 
ing device can be used in 
other ways, too- Uses or- it 
dinary exploding paper caps listed elsewhere in catalog. 
No. 2769. EXPLODING MATCH BOOK. 25c 
Price Postpaid.. 

Shooting Card Deck 
IT EXPLODES! Next time you 

see them gather for a_ bridge, 
poker, gin rummy, plnochle, etc., 
game, liven up that party by sub- 
stituting this deck! Makes the gals 
holler, the men jump—especially 

where in catalog. 
No, 2960. Postpald. _.. 15¢ 

Exploding rig 
Cigarette Package 
Ay. Sere Looks ee 
ackage popular cigarettes p 
ut explodes when lifted. Con- “5 7¢7////RGK 

cealed shooting beg Ce) nd LL bef ais Min 
ndi caps, s lis else- 
es where in catalog. 50c 

No, 2959. Postpald. 

« 

i if they’ve had a drink or two. 

Exploding 0 Loads. with standard caps- 50c 

Face Cream Jar | No. 2954. Price Postpald...-. Ke has cate 
Great gift novelty or leave 

it in the bathroom. Looks | Exploding Mechanical Pencil 
like swell jar of face cream 
but when opened, explodes Looks like a silver automatic 

iolently. Loads with regu- | pencil. Carry it safely in your 

Tae dee i 50c pocket, cock it when handing to 

No. 2948, Postpald. the sucker—or fire it yourself Ilke 

- : a pistol. Wasily concealed, Pol- 

Caps Listed Elsewhere in Catalog ished ERIE wee over and 
r ain. e use. 

254 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. ] No. e047, Postpaid. us $1.50 

COMI 
al] occasions——birthdays, 
gag-cards for friends (or enemies), etc. Beautifully 
designed, colorfully printed, each with mailing en- 
velope; each has a lusty gag. Return ’em if_ every- 
one isn’t sure-fire hit. World’s funniest cards. Set 
in beautiful gift box. 
No. 2820. Comic Greeting Card Set... . 

COMIC CHRISTMAS CARD SET 
24 Comic Christmas Cards that pack a solid he- 

man laugh wallop. Cards that friends will keep 
and show. Beautifully designed, colorfully printed, 
each with envelope. Try one set and you’ll be back 
for more, Great assortment, gift box. 
No. 2821. Comic Christmas Card Set... . 

“Sticko” 
Holds Cup to Saucer, 
Plates or Glasses 

Together, Etc. 
“"Sticko’’ is a new joker 

which baffles the victim. 
It consists of a double rub- 
ber vacuum cup. By merely 
sticking the apparatus first 
on the saucer, then the cup 
on top of saucer, both will 
stick together. Difficult to 
separate them unless you 
know how. Imagine the 
embarrassment of a guest 
who goes to pick up his 
cup and the saucer comes 
along with it! Stick plate 
onto glass, a drinking glass 
ie Socue aoe etc., etc. 

jo. 2447. “STICKO’ 
Price  ONIY........00+00000 15c 

KISS TESTER 
How would you_ like 

the job of testing kisses? 
An amusing joke even 
girls enjoy. Contains chart 
illustrating different shapes 
of lips with funny say- 
ing. Gift box. 3 c 
No. 2869. Postpald 

GREETING CARD SET 
12 terrific, naughty-but-nice greeting cards’ for 

Comic 
Pe rane ite 

Os % 
1m conearonenenection, CD ateeatil 

Be Wa nsheiaes 
as edad 

corned 
se oresn soosenion 

anniversaries, weddings, 

$1.25 

$2.50 

THE TRAVELER'S SERIES 

SOUVENIR LUGGAGE LABELS 
“You Sure Have Traveled, Brother!” 
“YoU SURE HAVE BEEN EVERYWHERE,’? Each 

package of SOUVENIR LUGGAGE LABELS contains 
about 5 assorted, colurfully printed labels of FAMOUS 
PLACES, HOTELS, SHIP or AIR LINES. Just paste 
them on your brief case or luggage and it looks like 
you have ‘‘been everywhere.’’ Seldom fails to draw 
comments—great, for getting acquainted in a hurry. 
Even theKing of Siam or the Duke of Windsor couldn't 
have got a finer collection on his luggage, 
No. 2117. LUGGAGE LABELS. Per Set... m5 

*Whirring RACKET LETTER 
The recip- 

fent opens 
the envelope 
but when he 
can see only 
a folded 
sheet of pa- 
per, like a 
letter his 
curiosity is 

. aroused, He 
takes the 
fetter from 

the envelope ‘and it suddenly goes off 
with a whizz and a whirr! You can use 
them as enclosures in letters or pack- 
ages, knowing that there will be a 
great surprise in store for the recipi- 
ent when he opens it. 15c 
No. 2849, Racket Letter. Price... 

3 for 40c, or $1.50 per doz. postpaid 

Funny Laugh Mirror 
Marvelous Changes in Expression 

The Magic Mirror will give you more 
genuine fun to the square ineh then 
anything else we know of. Try it with 
your best girl. The ladies are said to 
be fond of looking at themselves in a 
glass, but there are not many who will 
ask for a second peep into the Magic 
Mirror. They will want to see every= 
one else in it though. It makes the 
most solemn and sangtimonious visage 
look jovial, and the most humorous face 
appear doleful and unhappy. 
No. 2124, MAGIC MIRROR. Price 35c 

Foaming 
Sugar 

Overflows on Table 
New and different! Pro- 

duces strong foam when 
used in ody of tea, cof- 
fee, chocolate, ete. It 
frightens them as they 
watch the head of foam 
pe up, er ater flow- 
ng onto the tablet - 
No. 2157. Package 15¢ 

Whiskey Glass 
Very Popular 

Size 2” high, Set these 
up before them. Looks like 
ral Adare i ae till 

ey try to nk it. 
No. 2894. Price... 19c 

LIVELY JITTER BEANS 
When three or four of these amazing Jitterbeans or Jitter- 

bug Tumblers are placed on a slightly inclined surface they 
start to wiggle around. First they pop one end uP and then 

id h the other. They move, wiggle i 
them move? About 5 ‘to rata fares rua nat mates 
No. 2695. Price Postpaid, Package... 12¢/ %& 255 



Trombone NOSE B LOWER 
SOUNDS LIKE THE BRONX CHEER! 

Fur Tail 
On your friend’s 

Fake 
coat, overcoat, seat Blood 

When some men blow their noses it sounds of trousers, paja- like a trombone. We have all got accustomed to mas, ete. Practical 
Make 

those queer noises, but now the Nose Blower Opener War auick: 
Le Imitati 

has come to torment us. It is ingeniously con- ing possibilities of iy (mutation 
cealed in a handkerchief. On meeting your friends, this Fur Tail. The 

Cuts, 
or at a party, after chatting awhile, you careless- tail measures about 

Bruises, 
ly take out your handkerchief and proceed to six inches in length [ete z5 

4 
blow your nose. It’s like a sudden clap of thun. than hook aoetEiG NARS bn 
der, Hear the ladies scream, and some male you can hook it on 'mitation Ink Blot What a hair raising scare your 
friends will think they hear the whistle of a to a person’s coat quickly and Just imagine the horror of the friends will get if they seé you 
steam engine. Watch them put their fingers in without their knowing it. It careful housewife when she sud- apparently with a bloody gash shouldn’t be long before the fun denly discovers a huge blot of across your face! With this begins. 15c ink on a valued tablecloth or a blood make-up. stick you can No. 2966. Fur Tall. Price costly book, or think of the un- make it appear as though you 4 “‘speakable rage of the pernicketty are bleeding or have a dangerous ~ Y accountant when finding one of cut. Startle your friends! 15c ~ 5 his immaculate pages hopelessly No. 2694. Fake Blood. . 

their ears when they hear y 
No. 

ou blow your nose. 10c 
2192. Nose Blower & Bronx Cheer. Each. 

3 for 25c, or 95e per dozen Postpaid 

disfigured by a stream of ink, 
apparently pouring from a leaky [oj] i i apparently po ion te et Traffic Tickets 
No. 2111. Price Postpaid 

AMERICAN PANTS 

Started to drop 

aS SOON as the 

OILS Started 

Each bar of this 
Soap contains a dye 
and as soon as it 
comes in contact with 
the water it begins 
to act. You can just 
imagine the big sur- 
prise the unhappy 
victim will get when 
he starts washing his 
hands and face with 

ty tua bar of soap. Ex- 
ceptionally good for boarding houses. 
No. 2198, Surprise Soap. Postpaid... 15¢c 

“Don’t Park Too Lonql?? 
i \\ 

at’ is hung on 
the door of the 
dfending occu 
pant, and his 
attention drawn 
to the” specific 
violation, 10 off 
which are print 
ed on the card 
On the revers § 
tide the list o} 
Penalties i 
printed, and thi 
complainant 3 
may or may not sign tke *fick- 
et.”” 
No. 2031, Por Package. . LOC 

is 
@ 4 
Ses 

Sneezing Match Box 
An ordinary safety match box 

that you can hand to anyone. 
box is opened and as 

the person reaches for a match 
watch him start sneezing without 
Ne eRe a aes 
oO. » Sneezing Mate 

Box. Price.........06 . 15c 

The sight of one of these band- ages on your finger is sure to elicit many sympathetic inquiries until, at a giyen Moment, a spring inside. is released causing the bandage to fly out a considerable distance, much to the consternation of your victim. 
No, 2109.Jumping Sore Finger. Each 

“Love Letter’ or 
Vanishing Ink 

An old hi- 
losopher said: 

ane This toilet tissue comes in 
. a fine Than 

a handy roll and is just like k 
when love flies 

other tissue except that it is Jo e in at the door.” 
printed with extremely hu- rnin 

Most people are 
morous sayings of which the orning 

a “bit off” when 
above is a mild example. Pa er 

they are in love, 
This is one joke you. can Pp 

of which some of 
pull where practical jokes Funnier than 

the things they 
write is ample proof. This re- 
markable ink resembles much of 
the ardent affection it is em- 

may be least expected. A 
joke that should bring a 
smile even from the face 
of a sedate old maid. There 

the funnies— 
“1th is comical 
==} tabloid “‘news- 

paper” con- World’s Smallest 
ployed to express; that is, it Ss 

are so many different ways tains 
‘ FADES AWAY GOMPLETELY 

thay aou Sei ce, eaRt long © i ju wi robably wa g 
EXPLODING KNIFE | shaming Mum Tokio tie | NO WASTE SPOON Wind Instrument several rolls elore" you get of nett ' the cherished budget of billets » The world’s smallest ‘‘wind’’ in- your full quota of fun, paper 

Shoots Off Caps @ | doux to read again the honeyed Hole in Middle strument. What is it? A flute? A There is nothing obscene that unfolds as 
you open it. 

Headings: ‘‘Get the Bare Facts— 
Most Popular Morning Paper 

printed on the rolls. It is 
a good joke that everyone 
with a sense of humor will 

F 
study Mechanism explodes cap with inde N A oom oF - Sela BANG when knife is picked up. to bringing action for breach of Makes ‘em so nervous they drop promise, to her utter amazement 

piccolo? A harmonica? No, noth- 
ing else but a BEAN! And who 
can deny that it IS the smallest 

Put in sugar bowl and watch the fun! Everything drops through hole in center. Regular teaspoon 
i i. ot haps some 

ize. of “WIND” instruments? A posi- appreciate and per Weee 
plates. every word has vanished. Biste 2 ive WOW in arlor party. «| without. Anywhere. 15¢c 

¥y No. 2155. Postpald..... 55c Na aaen Price Postpald 10c No. 2156. Postpaid..... 5c tive 9 SOe SD Darty. No. 6138. Per Roll.. 25c No. 2223. Price Postpald 5 Keep it in your vest pocket. 
No. 2039. Price Postpaid 15¢ 

Smallest One Tube Receiving Set 
Ai ans Really Surprises Them! 

mere The contents of this in- 
ie nocent little package are 

left to your imagination. 
The girls think it funny; 

the old maids think it horrid, you'll 
think it the best joke you ever saw. 
We will suffice by saying that it 

is a most innocent little fun maker 
and that it will afford you no end 
of amusement. It is no larger than 
an ordinary watch and can be car- 

ried in the vest pocket 
with little chance of ob- 

Ticklers are gummed 
like _ postage stamps, 
though larger, and 
each bears a motto 
that will “touch up” 
some little weakness or 
peculiarity on the part 
of persons you meet. 
A set consists of 36 
ticklers and a few sam- 
ples follow: 

Act Ilke a man 
means, not lke a mean 

Give 

Your Ears a 

Hot Shots are similar to Ticklers, but come in the shape of calling cards. They ought to make] man. a lot of people sit up and take notice when judi- Your wishbone fs ciously passed out. A set consists of 12° and a} stronger than your backbone \ few samples follow: Is generosity your only vice? Smile even if it hurts you to look Pleasant. You got the gimme’s. Let’s get acquainted. Won't you be my Fanny? It’s time the house bought- 
servation. 

Love me while the loving is good. d there are several more that are good for 
No. 2036. Smallest oneasc 

Vm falling In love with someone, 10c boys to give girls, 
= Tube Receiving Set 

No. 2074. Hot Shots. Per Set. Postpald No. 2073. Ticklers. Per Set. Post, ald... 10c¢ 
oat 256 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | $100. Increased hon ARGE ON ORDERS Less THAN GGESTION: H. tha) catalog? . * . 

Increased handling costs make this necessary, i an why not give ane tik friend? Thanks. im | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. * 257 



| LEIAR’S MEDAL | 
Pin This On Your Friend! A fitting companion to our Liar’s License is the Liar’s Medal, Can be used to pin on a friend, or join the Liar’s Club and wear it yourself. It is an attractive medal with 

Makes Glass, Mirrors, Windows, etc. , Appear Smashed 
The apparatus for this great practical joke can be carried in the vest pocket. With it you can quickly and quite easily mark a looking 

i he in- 
glass or window pane to look like a bad fracture 

t scription Py 
caused by a hard knock that should cause 

“MEDAL Bull Shooter's Medal 
a commotion directly it is noticed. It makes 

' FOR. LY- Award this to one of 
a shopkeeper jump when he sees his valuable 

te 
your friends after he has 
just finished telling a tall 
story. In front of a crowd 
of friends, a medal of this 
Sort has more than once 
brought a braggard down 
to earth and made him not a little more cautious in the future. Comes in different shapes, some with wording “Champion Bull Shooter”, etc, 
No. 2677. Price Postpaid........ 

Plate glass window “chipped,” and the good © 
housewife exclaims about the “bad luck’ | that is sure to follow 10¢ 
No. 2132. Broken Mirror Joke. Price. . 

ING.” It 
=<id iS made 

of bright colored metal and 
attached to a pin with a bright- 
ly colored ribbon. Have some 
handy when somebody “springs 
a line” that’s much too strong 
for rational consumption. You 
should find them very effec- 
tive. 15¢c 
No. 2863. LIAR’S MEDAL ; 

“TOILET”? 
SOAP 

The Funniest 
Gift or Prize 

- in Years? 
WHAT A RIOT! WHAT . se 

LAUGHS! Hand your girl 
friend this attractive, colorful gift box of dainty “toilet” soap. Watch her Pleased expression—until she opens the box, Listen to the roar of laughter from the crowd ; that gathers around. For inside the beautiful gift box is a bar of genuine high grade perfumed soap moulded in the Shape of a toilet bowl. Soap is in assorted pastel colors. Box reads: “For the Flush of Youth” and other amusing slogans. (3 for 75c). 29c No. 2990. Each, PORtpAld « 2)s0e icisab tie slc bia iavelnig dc ans 

CCC d 

Dog Floor Mess 
Poor Fido! From the 

looks of the mess on 
carpet, he wasn’t let 
out last night. Dog 
gets the blame until 
they start to clean it 
up—and then they 
discover what an amaz- 
ingly peal imaiteeign i 
is. ork it over an 
over again. The victim 
might buy it from you 
for $1.00 to pull on 
someone else, 
No. 2999, Price DC 

Here is your permit to go WOLFING. For those who do not understand this sort of slang y,we will clarify the meaning of this term. It : 7 means an ABLE GABLE (a neat bundie of fit © vy BS he-man), A GOOD TIME CHARLIE (a guy bynes." SVJ who Is working the numbers racket—dating plenty of gals), FEMALE ROBBER (date Stealer), NECK-HAPPY (a spooner); an other wo 

No one can be a popular opera- tor unless they wear this badge. ‘Two styles: one for MALE WOLVES and one for FEMALE WOLVES. Attractively made of embossed meta). Wear it on your lapel. f 
OLFING LICENSE. Price Postpaid. . 

No, 2041. MALE w 
tee ecccecccne 15¢ 

No, 2042. FEMALE WOLFING LICENSE. Price Postpald 
b 016 6 bie/s ba 6 0s ware 15¢ 

: S 
z 

See A ' Joke and Magic Glass 
R ] W. e First you fool (=== ea ‘ ° Fi them with a magic Joke Folder with Mirror trick, then you “ make ’em roar Sean see teal uate ° yak euaiter re mean one that is really | you catch a “‘vic- : drooling?” ‘They tim. Hand this 

Dixie Pe-Cans 
sure do, and glass to anyone in 

1 Born Every I Cover take "a “peek | spect. It's a reg Rear View Mirror Minute, The Waterfront —_ In Mailing Box ttractive mailing XK Barn ‘ht—this ima 

under the fold- ular glass. Ask Contains miniature wooden proves “it. “Wher pegs In Mailing Box : 

} er and get Some one to fill 
toilet seat with cover. When opened there is a cloth wit Tieereat So of 

a look at them- | With water, then cover of seat is lifted, per- Blanket over, the rear end | A eee we ages Nuts. Place for addressinns 

| 
i i 

mirror « m . 

} selves in mirror. right before their 
pasted beneats ‘cover. 514 it hacionaa mirror re: are. cut and a cloth diaper When opened two smali 

f anyone ig eyes you turn it 
Upside down, or if you, fee | Water and ai them _ working without any spilling. But that isn’t all. the pat, put them straight nda this. Gust to poll fota” nae Leeneons e al again. ; on them in a crowd. Seldom fails to draw a big Caee er—the g! cf laugh—watch them blush. 15¢ No. 3988, JOKE MAGIC @GLAss. ‘ No. 2048. WOLF JOKE. Price Postpald Price Postpaid. . . Pere eet w eee 

_ LAPEL SQUIRT BADGE 
Score A Bull’s Eye at Several Feet 

Looks like a lapel button for a club. As they go to examine it closer—GIVE THEM THE SHOWER, ‘ Right in the eye! Even if they don’t inspect it close- ly you can score a good hit from several feet. Better than a squirt zun—gives you a CANDID SHOT at | your victim. Sometimes it takes a while for the | victim to “catch on” where the water came from. Load it with water, perfume, stink solution (listed ————, elsewhere in catalog), ink, ete., etc, 29c 258 %& | No. 2047. Squirt Lapel Badge. Price 

ts are found. 
31/2x1-in, flecting the victim. {s inserted. nm Ma 25¢ No. 2888. Postpaid., 35¢ No. 2866, Postpaid 19¢ No, 2848. Postpaid 35C No. 2843. Postpaid 5 

NOSE THUMBER ah RE Le ESS 
nables you to trans- POP-UP PIPE 

fer pictures and other Looks Like Ordinary printed matter on to Pipe, but Rubber paper. All that is nec- Hand Pops Up or essary i8 to apply a Down When You little of the fluid with Blow or Draw In! the brush on to the BALLOON RUBBER picture you decide to HAND BLOWS UP TO transfer. Place a LARGE SIZE! Amazing Piece of oe ki > j 
Paper over y 
rub it briskly war 

pee pipe, mere it See 
untL ie your mou Enb. it briskly rane fan 

object, such ag ¢ 

time comes to ree AG sain 
i akes 

sobber hand ‘yop ep in the back of a spoon, a piece of blunt wood, 
or the smooth side of the thumb or finger 

rubber hand pop up, thumb- 
se! Blow harder and hand gets larger. rf ing your nose! Blow ha! nail, and you have a reproduction, 1 5c 

No. 3442. Liquid Transfer. Price..... ° 

a 

Draw air in and hand pops back into pipe. 17¢ 
No. 2868. Nose Thumber Pipe. Postpald 

NOT TEAR YOUR CATALOG, Keep It to chect . i: . . the goods by when you receive them. | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. * 259 



‘| $$s RIC ORV a $s S _| Get A Roll Of These Bills And 
| APPEAR PROSPEROUS 

“Peel Off’’ Any Size Bill 
With a bunch of these bills, 

it is easy for a person of limited 
_ means to appear prosperous. 
_ By flashing a roll of these bills 

_ at the proper time, and peeling 
{off a genuine bill or two from 
_ the outside of the roll, the effect 

., ¢reated will be found to be all 
_ that can be desired. The bills 

are on good paper, and are same size as the small bills now current. These bills are frequently used at fairs, carnivals, bazaars and other functions. ,We have them in the following denominations: ONES, FIVES, TENS, TWENTIES, FIFTIES, ONE HUNDRED, FIVE HUNDRED AND ONE THOUSAND. We can supply all of one kind or assorted at 20 cents per package of 40 bills, 50 cents for 120 bills, or $3.50 per 1,000 bills postpaid to any address. 
PRICES FOR STAGE MONEY 

No. | Denomination |Price for 40 bills |Price for 120 bills | Price per 1000 bills 2970 | Ones 20¢ 50c $3.50 2971 |Fives 20c 50c $3.50 _ 2972/Tens 20c 50c $3.50 - 2973| Twenties 20c 50c $3.50 2974 | Fifties 20c 50c $3.50 2975|One Hundred 20c 50c $3.50 2976|Five Hundreds 20c 50c $3.50 | 2977|One Thousand 20c 50c $3.50 _ 2978] Assorted | 20c 50c | $3.50 
1 FUN WITH “BIG’” MONEY 

MAMMOTH IMITATION MONEY 
Really “Big” Bills. Imitation bills, only considerably larger than a real bill, Ask someone, “Can you change a large bill?” than Slip him this one! Or, tell everyone, ‘Say, boys, I make Big Money—see!” Then flash one of these big bills: Four times regular size, 12c No, 2748. Big Imitation Money Set, Postpaid...... fel 

PHONY METAL COIN 
Fool People! Fine for Playing Games, Store Etc.! Imagine how everyone’s eyes will pop out when you dig in your pocket and take out & big handful of coins. Use for playing “‘store”’, bazaars, carnivals, poker games, etc. Hear the clang, and jingle, of a pocket filled with money, You can haye lots of fun using these in place of real money when playing gambling and card games, . Small Set—$5008.10 for 15¢ fa Package contains 30 miscellaneous coins and 2 bills (ineluding play $5.00 gold m Piece and play $5000 bill.) 

5c No, 2979. SMALL COIN SET. Postpaid............, et Peceeeress , Large Set—$10,083.25 for 35¢ Package contains 60 miscellaneous coins and 10 bills. (Including play $5.00 gold piece and two play $5000 bills.) ‘ 35c No, 9250, LARGE COIN SET. Price Postpald...........0000 OSes hie’ iis d Wiss ches bl alee « Mebua (Note: Contents of Package Are Approximate and Subject to Change) 260 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. orient os wal Mas the eee: be sure to give name 

Ee Den PN 8S 
Produce A Miniature Snow Storm From Your Cigaret! These Tablets are very unusual and surprising. They are white tablets, so small in size that one, placed on the burning end of a cigar or cigarette, ig almost invisible. That is where the fun begins. In a short time tht air about the smoker becomes saturated with a light, fluffy substance, and the whole room has the appearance of a miniature snowstorm. The mystery is greatly heightened if you can place one of the tablets inside the cigar or cigarette before handing it to the smoker. There is no danger and the Substance is quite harmless, but it will give you a lot of fun, There are several tablets in a package, and the Price is but 10 cents per package or three packages for 25 cents, which should be cheap enough for the opportunity of getting a few good laughs. They are swell as a joke item at card games especially, for the players usually are greatly surprised when “snow” starts falling. Shipped postpaid 10¢ No.2159. Magic Snowstorm Tablets 5 

RED HOT LIPS 
Here’s # real trouble maker! When these soft rubber “Tips"? are pressed against the victim’s cheek they leave a mark like a rouged kiss. Unaware of it, the victim will be the butt of many ponte se Tee “Hot stuff with 

ot possibilities.’ , 
No. 2862. HOT LIPS... 25c L 

It looks like regular sugar, 
but it is made of salt. Pass it 
around next time your friends 

ma . are over for a cup of 
coffee, What a taste 
when they take @ swallow 
after inserting these 

lumps! One of the 
best table jokers we 
have seen. Made of 
special composition 
including salt. ; No. 2701. Look-Back-Roscope A Fer Packie 15€ See Behind and Beside You! With the Look-Back-Roscope * you can see behind you with- out turning your head. Why, it_is like having EYES IN THE BACK OF YOUR HEAD, and when people do not know 

you are looking, you see some “See interesting sights sometimes, Can be kept in the pocket. Ready for instant use, Take it with you when you walk in 
te. 

cos 

OUSE RUNNING M 
More fun to be had with this little mouse than . . with many elaborate toys. Scoots across floor in a Lasts a long time. Nothing to wear out because very realistic way. Frightens the ladies, Measures there are no moving parts. 12c about three inches Jong. Try one on the cat or dog 

No. 3391. Look-Back-Roscope, Postpaid... and have some real fun. 5c 
8 for 30c, $1.00 per dozen Postpald No. 2719. Running Mouse, Postpald..... 

Yi) 

fo Carry Thi. X-R, is X.. 
Wonder With er: 

REAT CURIosiTy, A little optic 

Kaleido tion of a fine 
tle it you can ne whaPtising illu. 

Oo y 
scope. Your victim cann understand w 

. ti t derstan h 

i . He Le 

a se ie rize fight, and > 

ped ee ae 
tt ny bad joke if 

eS friend isn’t hot Ce OKE. : 

No. 2115. BLACK EY 



“ELECTRIC” SHOCKER and 

JOY BUZZE 
FUNNIEST JOKER'S NOVELTY EVER INVENTED! 

“ -en Use the ring 
as a key to wind 
it. 

Watch Them Suddenly Become Alive and Start to Grow 

Dehydrated Worms Come fo Life In Any Liquid 
“SNAKES ALIVE!!’ If you've seen people’s eyes pop right out of their A sockets, you’ll get some idea of the shock they get when they see these amazing € pills suddenly come to life when dropped into any liquid, and commence to grow to a length of two or three inches! 

Water or Any Drink At Once 
_They grow before your very eyes, rapidly with amazing life-like realism, Not only a good joke or trick, but an interesting scientific experiment. Harmless in any drink, Package contains about 10 pills, ready for use. 

No, 2980. DEHYDRATED WORMS. (3 Pkges. for 40c). Each PQOKAQO 5's tis :sha kl gy 

4ig a . Live’’ Growing Snakes and Worms 

Tiny Pills Grow Into Snakes or Worms in Beer, 

Wear it as a ring 
—the Buzzer in 
the palm. Pg 

“Take That 

Ugly, Horrible mS 
Thing Away!” 

You'll have more 
fun than a barrelful 
of monkeys with just 

‘ 

S <ault “shocks” 
<= re 

this ohe. Hang him 7 
by his tail, place him 

them when they 
anywhere, even. pick 

“\ him up. Made of live. 
' ly flexible rubber that 
shimmies and vibrates 

shake hands. Lifelike Rubber Lixard 
It makes them 
jump if they are 
ticklish. as 

-ei They will hit 

mouse. 

one end of the Joy Buzzer is a 

Under a sheet 
it feels like a 

Ie 

ntrivances you may have no end of fun. Attached to 
oh io Ft eee ee bg that slips over the second finger, aoe 

ing the Buzzer itself to be concealed unobserved in the palm of the hand. 
% is a clock-work mechanism that is wound up. 

Bente ob ine Buzzer is a brass point, and a little pressure upon this point releases 
the mechanism, Shake hands with acres ce _ ee Bronk the person receives 

usly releases the mechanism 0 e Buzzer, 
SR ets hun, Place it on a chair and watch the commotion when someone watch him jump. 

If he is ticklish, 

Projecting from the 

“UGHH!” They think its real even when they 
handle it. Holy smoke, if you want to scare the day- 
lights out of someone just try any one of the tricks 
illustrated above. Even hand it to them, gosh, it 
gives me the shivvers just; to think of the way they 
feel—so slimy, so real, so life-like. Dark, greenish 
soft rubber. Wiggles and crawls. 15c 
No. 2818. Rubber Lizard. Small. Postpaid. 
No. 2819. Rubber Lizard. 
Large. Postpald..... oes 

FROG 
Life-like frog made of rubber in natural appear- 

ance. Imagine the fun when they go to pick it up, 
a gentle squeeze squirts them with water! Even 
load it with red or green ink or any other liquid, 
perfume, ete. 29c 
No. 2839. SQUIRT FROG. Postpald..... 

Very: Realistic, LIFE-LIKE 

FLY TIE PIN 
The Fly is so life-like that it 

would deceive even the birds, Wear 
it in necktie, lapel, place it on din- 
ner table, on potatoes, ice cream, 

| food, etc., and you will have a hundred 
laughs a day, for everyone will try to 

In most realistic man. 
ner See his long tall & 

} arms wobble. Brownish 
y, Natural color, So many 
Ei jokes will occur to you 
and so much fun with 

y him in or out of the 
house, traveling, etc., 
you'll begin to think of ¥ i him as a real pet. Baby monkey size, 9-in. head to tail, 75¢ 

No. 2815. Rubber Baby Monkey. Postpaid. 

‘He Must Have 

Escaped From 

the Zoo!” 

¥ 

Looks and Acts Almost Alive 
WIGGLES—SQUIRMS—EVEN CRAWLS. Is 

it alive? Looks like it. Actually seems to crawl 
over your hand, to the horror of all, At the dinner 
table, in a restaurant, school, parties, eto.,, the 
devil’s own fun. Toss him into a carbonated drink 
and watch the fun. Natural brown soft rubber. 4 Q@ 
No. 2872. Famous Wig-L-Worm. Each.,.. 

[Ae ie ~Hee «He He wp t Place it under a pillow—under a sheet it feels like a mouse. 
oan aaa te as an ordinary “tic-tac” on a door or window—use it. to awaken a 
sleeper by holding it on the sole of the foot or just behind the ear—try it on 
the window of an automobile just as the gears are shifted; they will think the 
engine is “busted.” Dozens of other uses will suggest themselves to you. It is 
well and strongly made, entirely of metal, and it is certain you will get more 
than your money’s worth of fun out of this little contraption, 50c 

No. 2955. JOY BUZZER, Price Postpaid.......csecscesescevececere’ + ea 
WOR italia theless 

262 4 Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 6 for $2.50; 12 for $4.75 

brush it off. You can also have a joke 
by sticking it in any- 
thing where a fly is 
most objectionable. It is 

Action Rubber Bugs 
They Go Into Action In a Drink! 
Mysterious Action! Joke Pets! 

Have fun with these life-like rubber joke bug pets. So soft, so real. Mysterious action when you put them in any carbonated drink. If you have any drinking friends, this is a joke they'll never forget, drunk ber. Feces 
No. 2853. Each only......... 25C| %& 263 

A Very = creat fun, and it 
Realistic isn’t a bad_ Tie | 
Imitation Pin at all. It is 
3 for 55¢ well made and not Y 

easily broken. 
No. 2164. Fly Pin 

4 



Mysterious Serpent’s Eggs 

=i) Egg Turns Into a Big “Snake” When Lit 
Fil] ‘These Serpent’s Eggs are by no means new; they have been 

on the market as long as most of us can remember, yet they are 
a novelty that is always interesting. The Pharaoh’s Serpents are 
Produced from a SMALL EGG, little larger than a pea. Place 

i] One of them on a plate, light it with a match, and immediately 
i, 2 LARGE SERPENT, often a yard or more in length, slowly uncoils itself from the burning egg. Hach Serpent assumes & 

different position. In fact with a little imagination one may 
appear to be gliding over the ground with “‘head’ erect as though spying danger. Another will coil itself up as if preparing for the fatal spring upon its victim,‘ while another’ will stretch out lazily, apparently enjoying its usual noonday nap. There are about six Eggs in each .. Put _an Hgg.on an ash tray and then “carelessly” toss a lighted match beside it. Your host may suspect most anything! Good for many other tricks, 1 5c No. 2101. MYSTERIOUS SERPENT’S EGGS. Per Box, Postpald... 

Rubber 
Squirt 
Cigar 
Looks like a 

real cigar, it is 
extremely realis- 
tically made of 
rubber in natural 
color, Keep it in 
your mouth, and 
when you have 
a victim in line, 
sive it a squeeze & 
with fingers or 
mouth, and a 

\ 
“The DarnThing 
Won’t Work” 
Peopie have a hab- 

it of. borrowing your 
pencil, and the next 
time you are asked 
for the loan of one, 
hand this TRICK 
PENCIL and see the 
fun. It is made ex- 
actly like any other 
pencil, excepting that 
the point is of rub- 
ber. Very good prac- 
tical joke, and a 
continual fun maker. 
No. 2145. Rubber cece or Yania 
Pointed Pen... shoots out front, 
Price Postpaid 25C No. 2080. 156 

ar “<_. Imitation Gold Teeth 
Slip One On and Surprise Your Friends You know how fashionable it is to have gold- filled teeth—if you can afford it. These gold fin- ished shells fasten over the real teeth and, look like very wealthy fillings. Can be slipped on and off in an instant. A good joke. You should get some and surprise your friends. Always ready for use. 10 

No, 2189. IMITATION GOLD TEETH. Price Cc 
8 for 25 Cents; 1 dozen for 75 Cents Postpaid 

-« Novelty Derby Race «. 

Burning Light Race Game 
Touch a lighted cigarette w 

the star on one of the games 
and the race is on. Watch the 
*‘thorses’’ step out. Try to pick 
the winner, Fascinating and ex- 
citing. You, don’t have to bet 
money to enjoy the race. 
Five games in an enve- 
lope. 

No. 3600, 12c 
Per Package 

HA! HA! THAT'S 
ONE ON YOU 

SHOCKING 
HORN 
BUTTON 
Fits ov instrument board in front of Passenger. 

Ask him to press it to hear your new horn. en 
pressed, victim gets shocked ind YELPS! Silver fin- 
ish, black center, attached with suction cup. On or 
off in a jiffy. 1x214’ Reads, “MUSICAL HORN— 
PLAYS THE BUGLE CALL—PRESS BUTTON 
No. 2699, Shocking Horn Button. Postpaid. 

The Famous PERFORMING COONS f 
Sambo & Dinah. Watch 'Em Dance 

These lively ‘“‘Cullud Coons’ are exceedingly _ 
popular wherever introduced, both with young 
and old. They can be made to dance to music 
or perform various gyrations and movements iad” 
while the operator may be some distance from 
them. The figures may be examined by the spec- 
tators, and when handed back they are simply placed 
on a chair or table and they begin to move! Their 
Movements are natural. and almost “life-like.” At the word of command of the operator they can be made to lie down, stand up, dance, etc. They are made in sey- eral colors, and directions are sent with each pair. 
Why not join in the fun? 15c SS 

No. 3431. PERFORMING COONS, Price 
264 | 3 for 40 cents, or $1.35 per dozen 

Scr Almost a Foot Long 
waite” High Grade Tobacco 

WHAT A CIGAR—AND EXCELLENT QUALITY, TOO! You'll get a rot of fun showing this cigar to your friends. Tell ‘em you're a “big cigar” 
smoker, Makes a swell gift to a friend or as a prize, There are many otner vnuny ways you can use them, but we’ll leave thos: te vour own imauvinatna, Actually, when you've had all of your fun, you'll find them a swell smoke, Made of top grade tobacco, excellently finished and handsomely wrapped in 
cellophone, 10% inches long and 1 inch thick, 45c 
No. 2024. MAMMOTH CIGAR. Price Each Postpald........... 

3 for $1.20; 

Full, Regular Box of Mammoth Cigars Makes Wonderful Gift, Prize or Joke 
8 Mammoth Cigars Packed In Standard Clgar Box. Makes an Ideal gift, prize, Joke, eto, Box $2.50 

Makes Drinkers “Slobber”’ Window Smashers 
Four Metallic Plates That Sound 

Like Breaking Glass. 
DRIBBLE GLASS 

A Harmless, Though Very Funny Joke. 

This looks li > —_ tumbler with a grape design “the | _TRe apparatus for this great joke leaves are cut all the way through the conpists of four \specially nade “steel glass and make small holes through plates, measuring 14x3% inches, and which the contents will flow when the pee, erator, be easily carried about glass is tipped.» No matter how a per- an socket. When dropped ‘on, the floor, it s 8 5 i son drinks out of the Dribble Glass, bane peoieae. Or araekeny | ele they will get the contents in a small smashed. Will make a shopkeeper stream down their chin or shirt front. when he hears his valnable pints ee Great amusement may be had by serv- being broken, and you can well imagine ing these glasses to several persons in | the feelings of the economical house- a party—they'll all “slobber”’ and each wife when she hears the falling glass- will be wondering why they all do the ware, and meanwhile you are thorough- same. Each sent carefully packed in a ly enjoying the joke amidst frantic ef- strong carton. 35c forts to locate the damage. No, 2764. DRIBBLE GLASS. Each No. 2194, Window Smashers. Pricea QC 

The Funny Chatterbox 
Just Pull The Tape And It Talks To You 

This queer contraption is > : 
certainly the very latest in ; ‘ 
the novelty line. It is a sort 
of a_ portable phonograph 
made in the shape of a handy 
round box with a piece of 
tape, made of a special ma- 
terial about a yard long, Pull 
the tape from left to right 
and the box will say in a loud 
understandable voice: “HBELe« 
LO SWEETHEART.” Pull the 
tape back again and it is allf® 
set to talk to you or your 
friends again as often as you 
wish. It is entertaining and 
amusing, and an entirely new 
fun maker. —————— 
No. 2965. The Funny Chatterbox. 25¢ | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. x 265 

Come UP / 
ANC SEE ME 
SOMETIME 



Money-Making Secrets, 22 Monologues, 

Contains Something to Suit Almost Everybody 
FUN, MAGIC, GAME AND MYSTERY PACKAGE 

We call this our BIG ENTERTAINER, Fun 
Magic and Mystery for the entire family. Every- 
thing described below contained in one large 
volume all for the small sum of 15 cents. 

326 Jokes and Riddles, 25 Magic Tricks, 10 
Parlor Games, 73 Toasts, 13 Fairy ance 

uz- 
zies and Problems, 5 Comic Recitations, 10 Funny 
Readings, 11 Parlor Pastimes, 13 Flirtations, 
1,100 Girls’ and Boys’ Names and their Mean- 
ings, 10 Picture Puzzles, 69 Amusing Rhymes, 87 Amusing Experiments, Deaf and 

Dumb Alphabet, Shadowgraphy, Gypsy Fortune Teller, How to Tell Fortunes with 

Cards, Dice, Dominoes, Crystal, Coffee Cup, etc. Hypnotism, Ventriloquism, Cut- 

outs for Checkers and Chess, Dominoes, Fox and Geese, 9 Men Morris, Spanish 

’ Prison Puzzle, Game of Anagrams, 25 Card Tricks, Crystal Gazing, Popular 

Superstitions, Talismans, Lucky and Unlucky Days, Palmistry, etc., etc. ete. 

ALL PRINTED IN ONE BOOK FOR 15¢ POSTPAID. 

No. 1029. THE BIG ENTERTAINER. Price Postpaid........---+++++: 

Snake Jam Jar ropsout 
Supposing you were to 

open a jar of jam anda 
large snake suddenly 
jumped out, you'd re- 
ceive the surprise of 
your life, wouldn’t you? 
This is exactly what 
happens when you 
spring the “jam jar 
joke’ upon your friends. 
The jar is over three 
inches high, and has a 
‘metal cap. SHIPPED 
POSTPAID. 
No, 2112, SNAKE ; 

JAM JAR. Price.. 50c NM 
Fe i ah ; 

Back Seat Driver's Card 
— There is a 

neat cardboard 
folder, with the 
wording “IN- 
STRUCTIONS 
FOR BACK- 
SEAT DRIV- 
ERS” on_ the 
outside. What 
it contains on 
the inside when 
opened we pre- 
fer not to men- 
tion here. It 
isn’t confined 

to many words, but what it does say 

is certainly brief and to the point. 5c 

No. 2856. Price Postpaid, Each..,. 

B for 10c, 25e per doz, $1.50 per 100 

Stretch Rubber Checks 
Your Money “mo the fellow who 

AN makes a habit of writing 
out checks without first 
of all ascertaining what 
his bank balance amounts 
to, a gentle hint of this 
sort may have avery sal- 

a" utary effect. If this does 

not it is probable nothing else will, It is 

an imitation of a regular bank check, 

printed on thin rubber, and made out 

for a substantial sum of money. 10c 

No. 2952. Rubber Checks, Each.. 
Ne. Oe RO 
266 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 

’..... Ue 

EG ee Exploding 
4 we Whiskey Bottle 

Looks like a bottle of whiskey 
fust fine for a quick = drink. 
Hand it to your best pal and say: 
‘‘mere’s some stuff with a_ real 
bang to it.’ Watch them jump 
when they open it, A cork is 
removed, concealed exploding de- 
vice. goes off with a LouD 
BOOM. Uses regular paper caps 
and can be_ quickly reloaded for 
next victim. Loads with any regular 
caps listed elsewhere in catalog. 
No. 2981, Exploding 
Whiskey Bottle. Price.... 50c 

Three 5-Ft. 

Snake Jar 
Lively, Mammoth 

Three lively, long 5- 
foot snakes jump out 
of this can when opened, 
Sensational surprise. 
Beautiful — lithographed 
peanut brittle candy 
can that looks like a 
wonderful treat. Use 
over and over again. 
No. 2924. De Luxe 3- 

ry L) 

Snake Marshmallow 
Can 

Large, lively snake 3-feet long, 
3-inches diameter shoots out when 
can is opened. Frightening. Attrac- 
tive gift-type can. Fool these people L= 
who are ‘‘helping themselves.’ & 
No. 2926. Snake Marsh- 65c oy 
mallow Can. Postpaid....... eens, 

Snake Nut Can 
Even Has the Rattle 

Lithographed can which pictures 
an assortment of delicious mixed 
nuts on outside—it even rattles like 
a can of nuts, When opened, out 
shoots long 30-inch life-like snake. 
If they’re not nutty already, this 
will drive ’em that way. Use again 
and again, 
No. 2927. Snake Nut Can..... 40c 

Squirt. Chocolate Bar of 
‘“‘Have some chocolate, 

squirt!’ As they reach 
for the chocolate bar, 
give them a face full of 
water. Or, load it with 
ink, perfume, chocolate ) 
syrup, etc. Squirts any 
aS Se ee 

lo. 2928. Squ 
Chocolate Bar ......+ 20c 

The Flavor Lasts—And H eer 
. 

claagie Spicy Gum 
The Losey some 

& swell, 
Drinking let them Meeker 
Habitl ing. G 

tals hot 

Fix the Chiseler! 

SQUIRT 
CIGARETTE 
Load It With Water 

Colored Ink, Perfume or After a few sec- 
onds Any Liquid his fupuian tenes 

\ 
Looks Like Beer, BUT ~ 

1 ewiew! MY GAWD, WHAT DID ALLOW?’? ‘That's what they Say (plus something stronger) when they get a taste of “ 
Looks like beer—right to the fest  ya¥, like a red hot fi ight to the foam— ery clever and A 
but the taste is closer to dishwater, luloid gimmick can be planet on were ota of) water T . Two Absolutely harmless. One any ee less. mouth 1 and it fcum 

rie Ben running. (Cure the arin, Tomes wae, one sculrea, "When the tremely "iatutal ae Talent deat a cigarette, let hi be taken f 
No. 2929. Price Postpa have _ it, Ise sold in all stores, Harniness get 

2760. 

Wiggles wnd Feels 
Like a Live, Slimy 

Snake Can be placed any- 
where (no danger of 
ruinin the furniture) 

‘ = and when the meg sits 
it’s 

people 
“electrocuted” 
“frying In the hot 
weet we then use this 

ot seat, 

No, 2962,,.,, 25€ ee tC SSS 

Looks Like Salt Shaker, But Pepper Gait Out! 
Hot Salt Shaker 
In appearance it Joo 

‘ Tegular salt shaker. The welt loose inside the shaker. But when you go to use it, pepper comes out. Secret compartment in top holds salt back and dis- penses pepper. Imagine the Surprise when the victim finds 

Life-Like Snake 

Rubber 

How real can the: y y, look That's ine esti ‘yas YoU are almost. tent n when they see this Tne Te almost_tempt- 
life-like rubber snake, Wig: 
sles and squirms 1i 
live snake, Fully wea Bembles a 

= 

a ; 
Penge euoted @Ppearance. ery respect, mer - fe 

. , oks real. 1 Dip in water and the slimy on your unsusp ec tin g ook a little liquid gives is Suests. Well packed and positively horrifying. Full Shipped postpaid. size. 

No. 2809. Postpaid., 39C a Don kee 19¢ 

HOT GUM | 
Looks Like Real Gum But 
Tastes Like Hot Pepper! 

Most people ar - sive n like to have AVY 
a delicious 
Stick of satis- 
sying gum 
and you won't 
have any 
trouble get- 
ting them to 
accept a piece 
os le fresh- 
ooking gum. But wait till »* C= i ey start to chew it. Bach stick cs o? the usual gum Weatoiionta ere ee red hot pepper. THE an R LASTS. And is the flavor 3 Not harmful, but a joke they'll remember. Real ly good Package of five sticks, : 

No, 2724. Package, Postpaid. . 12c 

ELASTIC 
DOLLAR BILL 

Give one of these 
elastic dollar bills to the 
fellow who doesn’t know 
how to make his money 
stretch and invariably 
tries to borrow. They 
are made of white elas- 
tic, printed with cur- 
rency green ink and 
regular bond border, to 
give a realistic appear- 
ance. The next time 
you hear an argument 
about prices, pull one 
out of your pocket and 
say: “Don’t worry about 

eon ~—— this . elastic 
Ww mak 

stretch,” "ene 
No. 2308.,.. LOC | 

Your award for d 
the dirty work. oa 
tive medal with full 
honors. ic 
No. 2005..... i 

| J. S. & Co. 267 



Squirting Camera 
_ “Smile!” Then Shoot them} 

i With Water! 
i ks lik regular box camera ! 

/ bus tives vem a BATH when you “take thei? fic- 
ture.” Always catches them, because they try to 
Took oh! so nice when their picture is being taken; 
they smile and fix their tie or powder their nose— 
then, WOW! Douse ’em with a big squirt of water, 

_ ink, perfume or any liquid! 75¢ 
_ No. 2984, Squirting Camera. Postpald.... 

Mooing Cow Voice 
A Realistic 
Sounding 
Voice Moosin 
aloud,Mourn- 

ful Way! 
Plenty of fun 

with pocket- 
size voice, 
Small in size 
but sensation- 

ally realistic in sound. In the show or 
school it never fails to bring an imme- 
diate response. Out in the country you 
can even fool the cows. In a street car 
or bus, set the voice going and then 
say: “Nice cattle car you have here” or 
“I didn’t know you had your wife with 
you.” Gives long, loud, mournful sound. 
No. 2902, Mooing Cow Voice. 35c 
RCE SOME MIG soe. ci siehe ed bn ete 

CACKLING HEN VOICE 
WHO LAID THAT EGG? Creates a riot in the 

classroom, elevator, show, at games, etc. Very real- 
istic, 
No. 2905. Price Postpald.............. 35¢ 

MA MA VOICE 
Sounds like baby is crying for her mama. In 

loud, clear, unmistakable voice it comes out loud 
nd true. 

No. 2904. Mama Volce. Postpald........ 35¢ 

SQUEAKER 
What is it? Sounds like a puppy squeak or some 

machine that needs oiling. Hideous squeaking noise 
that annoys and aggravates. 12¢c 
No. 2907. Squeaker Nolsemaker. Postpald. . 

Baby Voice Crier 
Howls Like a 
Crying Baby! 

WHAT A LOAD OF FUN 
AT SCHOOL or IN THE 
THEATRE! Sounds like the 
baby is on the howl again. 
They look around and try 
to find the baby, but all 
the time it is this handy 
noise maker in your pocket, 
Easily concealed. Really e 
riot on the streetcar, bus, 
elevator or any crowded 
place. 
No, 2903. Crying 29c 
Baby Voice. Postpaid 

Whoopee Cushion 

poe oily 
The Whoopee Cushion or “Poo-Poo” 

Cushion, as it is sometimes called, ts 
made of rubber. It is inflated in much 
the same manner as an ordinary rub- 
ber balloon and then placed on a chair, 
couch, seat, etc. When, the victim un- 
suspectingly sits upon the cushion, it 
gives forth noises that can be better 
imagined than described. 35c 

‘No, 2953. Whoopee Cushion. Price 

LUCKY POCKET PIECE 
s You'll certainly find it good for 
many laughs. It is made of white china- 
like plastic in moulded relief with flat 

Je back in shape of the old-fashioned pot 
that used to be kept under the bed. 
Circular opening in center into which 

C : can be wet aoe pw so ae 
m. art of the pocket piece. Around penny 

tee wee “GOOD WHEN CAUGHT SHORT.” 
Holds genuine penny in center; never be broke! 
White plastic, pot-shape. Use any penny. 10c 

| No. 8100. Price (3 for 250) are Be 

CRAZY 
GOLF 
BALL 
Rolls 

Cockeyed 

Good 
Golf Joke 

@, Most golfers 
take tholr 
game pretty 

--O  Sserlously, so 
7 when you do 

ull this Joke on them, stand by for the explosion. 
But even they will see the joke, finally, and will 
be a lot more careful afterwards, Looks, feels and 
is made like top quality regular golf ball. But, it 
is. made with special liquid center that makes it 
roll crooked—they can’t putt it straight. Wanders 
around |lke a bumble bee, They miss even the short 

No, 2940, CRAZY GOLF BALL. Each.... 95¢ 

FLOWER 
MAGICALLY 
APPEARS IN 
BUTTONHOLE a 

Ga) An 

Jaa 
Your friends will gasp 

in| amazement as 
stand talking to you, 
when suddenly a beau- 
tiful flower sppeers in 
your buttonhole as if 

from no-. 
where. Complete 
apparatus and 
flower. Requires 
no practice—easy 
to do. 

No. 3130. Flower 
in Buttonh ole. fs 
Postpaid... BOC 

Great Trick & Joke_ 

er 

Realistic SORE FINGER JOKE 
“Fool Your Teacher” 

You will never know how much Sympathy and consolation it is possible to receive until you fool your friends with this “SORE FINGER JOKE.” It is a compact bandage which slips on over the finger in an instant just as readily as a thimble, and may be just as readily taken ™ off. It is colored with a red coloring matter which has the appearance of blood, and when worn will elicit’ many sympathizing inquiries, 
No. 2110. Sore Finger Joke. 
Price Postpaid..... # elsiste B¥it0 

Snake Cold 
Cream Jar 

Really Scare ‘Em 
Put one of these real looking cold cream jars wherever the girls can 

get at it, When they turn the lid— 
out pops a large snake, They'll jump with fright and astonishment, Snake can be used over and over. Put it in old iam jars, tobacco cans, match 
boxes, cigarette case, etc. ‘Gets a 3 laugh every time. c C ae) No. 2128. Price Postpaid 35 < Price Postpaid... ve aoe 

These are a perfect imitation of the lusty little crea: 
4 Squirts Blood, Ink or Water! fires, that infest our beds ‘and hold high carnival duvin ° 

he n . pping our blood vessels to relieve us 0! oO Joke Bird Squirts Everyone But You | any undue pressure of the nuide Bat joking aside, you f{ = 
can have great fun placing these bugs on the sheet or 

{ Ss The Swan _Isn’t any under the pillow, and see the women folks gasp with more Cuckoo than he 
\, looks! You blow. into him, and he squirts red blood, ink or plain water; then hand 

horror at the discovery, 

him to a friend. As he blows, 

No. 2051. IMITATION BED BUGS. Package...... 10c Sn eae totes 

Joke Fish Ruler 
instead of shooting liquid Straight out mouth (as for 

Specially for  fishermen— 
an 

you) It squirts back In his 

d tall story tellers. The 
@ Space between inch marks 

ets smaller and smaller, 
‘ face!l! § jok 133% ot ches lonwed they thee aa 

4 1! Some joke and rea oy tikes 3; puzzler, Use red ink for blood. 25¢ 5 \ ail Neiaaee Postpaid i0c No. 2881. SQUIRTING BIRD. Postpald.. : —— No. 2918. SMELLY PERFUME. Bottle. -150 

Jumping Fleas 
This is a 

round metal 
disc, made of a 
special thermo- 
static metal 
After rubbing 
it briskly it 
lies quietly on 
a flat surface 
for a short 

J time when it T suddenly jumps 
f fe up into . the TAY i} a Do o ones 

iy | self and then ri C 
With this apparatus let your friend try. He is not likely to duane oat ae Uberti oath ‘Giled with teen aires succeed unless he knows the secret, 15c or other liquid. It is an amusing trick and prac- No. 2825. Jumping Fleas. Price. . tical joke to perform on your unsuspecting guests, 3 for 40c, $1.45 per doz., $12.50 per 100| Each in box complete with full directions 25¢c No. 3199, Jumping Spoon. RrIOG.. Vices . 

10,000 Jokes, Toasts and Funny Stories Over 1000 pages of smiles, grins, roars, guffaws and belly laughs, class- ified for personal reading enjoyment and indexed for instant tien Here is & book. to ere you Japeh ee eae conversation and brighten any tall ve or story you write. AMMOTH ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WIT & HUMOR THAT EVEN BOB HOPE WOULD ENVY. Jokes about almost every “race, class, profession or section of the country. Jokes about love, marriage, children, autos, Hollywood, hobos, drunks, circus stories, burlesque gags, wise-cracks, tall stories, fish stories, sports stories, witty Sayings, comic > dictionary, anecdotes about famous people, comic and nonsense poems, > parodies, humorous errors in press or on radio, famous boners, puns, riddles, ete, Enjoyable book to read, handy and useful to have. Beautiful cloth bound library edition. $2. 49737 No. 1808. Mammoth Book of Jokes and Funny Stories. ° | * 269 

Black Widow Spider 
A large Black Widow Spider. Made of metal, covered with al i hairy fuzz, It isan unusually real- SE istic imitation of this poisonous| fg spider and one glance is enough to! 

give many people the “‘shivers,’”” 1 ic 
No. 2732. Price Postpaid. . 9 



BO ie Sy hr " x6 ] wee 

HIT of the CENTURY of PROGRESS 
Who will forget the famous FAN DANCE episode of 

the Century of Progress Exposition in Chicago? Here it 
is humorously, cleanly presented in vest pocket form. 
You flip the pages and HOTSY TOTSY comes to life 
and whirls through her dance, provoking not asly smile, 
but a wholesome laugh from all, even the most fastidious. 
It is a most innocent fun maker that will cause you and 
your friends no end of fun and amusement. HOTSY 
TOTSY the FAN DANCER measures only 2 x 3 inches 
~ 6 square inches of spicy, piquant entertainment for one 
and all. 

No. 1659. Hotsy Totsy Fan Dance. Price 15c 

(Toma 
Joke Cigarette Stub 

A good imitation of a partly 
smoked _ cigerette. The — end 
has an imitation ash that looks 
realistic. No limit to the num- 
ber of jokes you may play 
with it. Place it carelessly upon 
a spotless tablecloth, book or 
other object and immediately 
there is an outcry until you 
demonstrate to the excited  vic- 
tim that no damage has been 
done and that he is merely the 
object of a practical joke. 10c 
No. 2085. Price Each... 

Flashy 
Hs Red 
} Celluloid 

Actually 
Dances 

Surprise Chocolates 
Spring Pops Out of 

Surprise Package 
When opened and a _ choco- 

Jate is unwrapped, a spring shoots 
out surprising the victim. Each 
chocolate is wrapped in colorful 
metal foil to look like a good 
chocolate. Can be used over and 
over again. 
No. 2476. Price Postpaid 15¢ 

She 
Squirmse. 

= 
Waich her move to 
the fascinating rhy- 
thm of music, whist- 
ling or humming, 
You'll get a lot of 
fun from) making her 
do her Hula Hula 
dance. Controlled ‘by 
your fingers. Beauti- 
fully lithographed in 
six colors, cardboard 
construction, 

MA T Cigar Stub 
LONG TONGUE A Neod. futon of a: at } consumed cigar. One o e bes 

| Just slip this tongue into your Donkey Party Game we have seen, and always popular 
mouth and then let it hang out. Each person is given a tail, with the “‘boys.’’ It is made of 

.It protrudes no less than five then blindfolded and walks up to heavy composition, and with the 
Ai inches giving you quite a comical tho donkey and endeayor to pin white ashes and_ brilliant fire 

} look. Wiggle it around and do the tail in ita proper place on showing underneath, the decep- 
some of the most amazing thing® he donkey. 10¢ tion is complete. 10c 
No. 4351. Long Tongue. ¥2CE No, 3604, Price Postpald. No. 2084. Price Postpald. * 
Price Postpaid... 

15¢ Merry Widow Hanky 
It’s the Cat’s Pajamas! 

The girls get curious about 
the ruffles on the handkerchief 
showing from your pocket. 
They think you have other 
loves, but when they investi- 

Ve gate the hanky. Ah! It is not 
< a handkerchief at all_ but 

\\" something else indeed! It is, 
\\ as a matter of fact, a perfect, though miniature model 

of the most necessary lingerie garment worn by the 
ladies that when folded up and worn in the pocket, has the 

appearance of a gentleman’s handkerchief. Made to resemble 
a dress handkerchief when worn folded in coat pocket. 

———— ee _No. 2859. Merry Widow 
270 3x Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 

Aundtununar 

Handkerchief. Price Postpaid.... 15¢ 

THE FAN DANCE. Model of 
Real Camera Snake 

»\ Surprise 
Camera 
Here’s your 

chance to take 
some really can- 
did or_ surprise 
“pictures”. You 
may not get a 
picture, but you’ll 
be certain to get 
a laugh. Looks 
real and fools ’em 
— right up till 

the last minute. Camera has spring snake or funny 
face that pops out when shutter is pressed. 49c 
No, 2854. Snake Surprise Camera. Each... . 

Plastic Ice Cube 
With Real Bug 

Inside 
In Their Drink This 

Real Bug Will Really 
Surprise Them 

This is transparent plastic 
ice cube with real bug (usu- 
ally a bee or fly) embedded 

inside. In a drink, it is a sure hit—a real surprise, 
After they have recovered, you can show them drink 
has not been harmed, since bug is inside plastic 
cube, 

No. 2861. BUG IN CUBE. Each Postpaid. 35¢ 

Moderne Maid 

Shape 

Lather and faughter in these soap surprises. For 
good clean fun, few things can surpass this novelty. 
Makes a wonderful gift because it is colorfully 
packaged to resemble an expensive bath soap, but 
the fun and surprise is when they open it. Fine 
quality soap, yes, but it is made in the shape of a 
girl in bath. Comic gift for all occasions, 25c 
No. 2989. BATH SOAP. Price Postpaid... 

Rubber Flavored Chocolates — 
Look Real! Smell Real! They All “Bite” 

The amazing thing 
about these is, even 

when you get them, 
you will be tempted 
to ‘take a bite’, they 
smell. and 1ook so 
deliciously like the 
real thing. Resist that 
impulse, brother, and K@@ 
let’ your friends bite KX 
on this one. A joke 
that will catch them 
all from your best 
girl to the wise boys 
downtown. (3 for 25c), 10c 
No. 2755. Rubber Flavored Chocolates. Each 

Miniature Whiskey Bottles With 

Rubber Snake Tulip 
Mostly for Nosey People! . 

Serpent Snake Shoots Out 
Made of rubber in 

bright colors to resemble 
a real tulip. Has long 
rubber tube and bulb at- 
tached which can be eas-= 
ily concealed, The flower 
has a small safety pin for 
fastening to coat or dress. 
When the flower is being 
admired the bulb is 
pressed, causing a rubber 
snake several inches in 
length, to jump into the 
victim’s face. When bulb 
is released, the snake re-< 
turns within the 
flower and is then 
ready for the next 
victim. A good joke 
to play on those 
people who cons 
stantly smell every, 
“bud” they spy. 
No. 2860. Rubber 
Snake Tulip 
Price Only... 39c 

Funny Labels 
For Jokes, Gifts or 

Decorations 
. The little bottle 

filled with a big 
laugh ! Looks like a 
miniature bottle of 
theereal stuff 
with a comic la- 
bel that you have 

; to. read to fully fr 
enjoy. Non-aleo- § Utah 
holic, amber col- Cr at a 

i ored fluid. No- 
body will want to drink the stuff, 
after they’ read the label, but if 
they should, it’s harmless. Bottles 
about 4%-in. high, labels print- 
ed in bright colors with comic 
wording. (2 Different for 75c). 
No. 2864. Comic Whiskey Bottle. Each... 39c 

Dribbling Bottle 

Has a small hole in bottom. 
liquid will | not drip out. When ‘c moved), liquid leaks cue bottom: SuTree Startling, mysterious, rfume, ink, ; No. 2710. Dribbling Bottle.» o°: Postpaid ; 

CRY 
Slipped under a 

cushion or placed 
ona chair, it makes 
a meowing noise 
like a cat. 
No. 2186 .. 25¢ 



i ei 
{ 

horrible thing! A big, 

IBLY MANGLED FINGER 
Ca ealceR) Ugliest Swollen 

Bruised Finger 
We’ve Seen 

\ | f Made of 
7 sofot latex 
“‘rubber and 
= finished so 

naturally 
that neo)? 
gasp wi 

NN. horror when 
they see 
this realistic 
black & blue 

bloody finger, 
Partially cov- 

ered with band- 
age. Most effec- 

om 

_. tive way is to wrap gauze or white 
cloth around it, pretending to be in 

gradually revealing this great pain, 
ugly swollen 

_ + finger. So realistic they will hardly be- 
lieve it isn’t real. Has bandage at base 
to conceal where real finger begins. 
Easily slipped on or off. 

i No. 2736. Price Tach... ss sssaes de 

GARLIC 
CHEWING 

Tasting 
Stuff and 
It’s Ruined My 
Breath and Mouth 

for Hours! 

Your best friend stealing your girl? 
Hand him one of these and you'll not 
only give him an awful taste, but his 
powerful garlic breath will scare away 
all his.friends. Nasty tasting and, re- 
member, THE FLAVOR LASTS. Bnough 
to make Mr. Wrigley squirm and have 
a nightmare. Package of 5 sticks. 9B¢ 
No, 2735. Garlic Chewing Gum.... OME, ha hdl ithadbaietathcbdee et} 

FANCY 
MEDAL 

Looks Like Fancy 
Army Medal 

Made up to look 
like real medal. 
Fancy ribbon; holder 
fitted with pin. EBlab- 
orate ribbon in sey- 
eral brilliant silk- 
like colors from 
which is suspended 
a bronze-like medal. 
Assorted designs, 
No, 2734. Price Each, 
Postpaid 15c 

| OnTY.. cs seerees 

3 AlCapp’sDogpatch & Li’l Abner 
Life-Like Rubber Masks 4 

These Screamingly Funny Characters 
Come to Life! 

These masks are made of soft la- 
tex rubber, so finely modelled they 
show facial detail, move with your 
face, producing life-like appearance. 
Now they-are available in the fa- 
miliar Al Capp’s Dogpatch charac- 
ters straight out of Li’l Abner. 

Slip one on and you'll readily 
agree that it’s like seeing these 
characters in real life—and you’re 
the one that brings them to life. 

Eat, Drink, Smoke, Act Naturally 
With Mask On 

You can slip on the mask and act 
naturally. The only thing that has 
changed is your face (for better or 
worse). The masks reflect your own 
changes in expression. Three char- 
acters available, 

Sadie Hawkins---The Ugliest 
Gal in the World 

If you’ve read Li’l 
Abner, you know 
about Sadie Hawkins, 
who likes to go out 
husband chasing. 
(That’s on account of 
she’s so in-hoominly 
ugly that not even a 
crazy guy like Lone- 
some Hairless Joe will 
have anything to do 
with her). Anyone can 
wear this and imme- 
diately take her part. 

No. 4634P. Sadie Hawkins 
Rubber Mask. Postpaid.... $1.00 

Li‘l Abner Rubber Mask 
Handsome, friend- 

ly Li'l Abner, whom 
all the girls chase. 
Just about the best 
looking guy any- 
where and even he 
will admit that it’s 
naturally the truth. 
Have fun wearing 
this rubber mask and 
make we Abner 
come to life in you. 
No. 4634Q, Li’l Abner Mask. $1.00 

Hairless Joe 
Old Hairless Joe 

just likes to be 
left alone, and 
with this face, 
he’s going to get 
his wish. Actually 
an attractive 
mask with his big: 
nose sticking out, 
You can see out 
of this, too, even 
though it doesn’t 
look like it. 

No. 4634R. Hairless Joe 
e Rubber Mask. Price Each. $1.00 
Doeoceccceccccocceoooosoeoo;eoelle 
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QUISM AND APPARENTLY 

Throw Your Voice 

Into a trunk, under the bed, under a table 
back of the door, into a desk at school, or anywhere. You get , 

an 
fA 
e 

lots of fun fooling the 

| 

WN SS 
~ 

_~ 

teacher, policeman, 
peddlers, and surprise 
and fool all your 
friends besides, 

THE 
VENTRILO 

is a little instrument 
that fits in the mouth —2& 
out of sight. Cannot ZS be detected, It is used in ne connection with the above, 

and with the aid of this 
wonderful DOUBLE THROAT or VENTRILO you can imitate all ki ' birds, animals, etc. 1 hing gon oO 

instructions on how to become a ventriloquist and the Double Throat, or Ventrilo, besides " 
No. 3461. Price of Complete Outfit..... I2¢ 

of Ventriloquism : 2 Big Book of Full directions to 
learners; showing ® how to _ practice 
Ventriloquism; with Fun and Hobbies amusing dialogues 
for beginners, in- ‘ 
cluding the ‘“Reper- * 

221 Pages; Games, 
Tri-b- ~e*s. Hobbies 

ATTENTION! CLUBS, toire” of the English Neuwe® Saneide 
railway porter, as * or performed by Fred- HOME ENJOYMENT, 

Handbook of fun & recrea- 
tion; profusely illustrated, 
221 pages, develops you 

¥ : mentally & physically. Used in schools and camps. A MUST for any library, 
Contains: 

erick Maccabe in his 
celebrated ventri- 
loquial entertain- 
ments, Beginning 
with the rudiments, 
this book shows the 
use of a mirror; the 

proper position of the lips; how to 
give the idea of “distance” to sounds; 
the use of the “falsetto” and the “gut- 
tural;” imitations of different animals; 
amusing experiments, ventriloquial 
dialogues, ete. 25c 
No. 1187. Secrets of Ventriloquism 

GUIDE TO HORSE OWNERS 
And Complete Horse Doctor ‘ Tnvaluable handbook on horses for those who have or want to have a horse. Explains their care in health and sickness; breeding; appraising; under- standing and training, nels: 

arly History Habits; Dentition; True Way of Breakin Horses; Ho Fe Water & Drive; Special Advice on Feeding; How to Get Colt from Saatuier Stab: ng Colt; Objects of Fear; Preventing Fear; Halters; Stubborn Colts; Bridles; 

Ginn te eon 

Powerful Body—How to Punch a Bag—Boxing—Po- lice Jiu J tsu — Wrest!indg — Party Gomes — Outdoor Games—Quiz Games—Puzzles & Riddles—Amazing Magic Tricks — Indoor Sports — List of Books to Read—And Many, Many Other Things, 

$1.00 
No. 1920. Mammoth Fun Book. 
Postpaid Hee eee eterna essees 

Riding Horses, Feet of Horse; How to Pace: Management of Wild H Saddling Colt; Mounting Colt; Riding Colts; Foot Strap; Hitching to Sulky; Balky Horses; Advice About Hire Horses; Choking; Buying a Horse; Horse's Age; Weight Rules; Race Distances; Keeping Horse Healthy; Shoeing; Diseases and Ailments of All Kinds Explained With Treatment; Tonics; Linaments; Jumping; Harness; Stabling Horses; Etc., Etc., Etc., Etc. y Covers almost everything about horses you can think of and a_ lot more ae down-to-earth detailed information, help and guidance, Encyclopedia of information. 
No. 1355. Guide to Horse Owners & Complete Horse Doctor, 2 



Book Of Puzzles 
The World’s Best Brain Busters 

This book 
contains a 
big collec- 

tion of the 
world’s 
best puz- 
zles. Any 
one puzzle 
in the book 
is easily 
Worth the 

- small sum 
_ charged for | 
the com- 
plete | vol- 
ume, yet 
there are 
not dozens or scores, but literally 
HUNDREDS of them, and every one is 
novel, interesting and entertaining. 
The book is fully illustrated, too, there 
being about 100 cleverly drawn pic- 
tures showing just how the puzzles are 
done. Many of the puzzles can be per- 
formed with ordinary objects readily 
obtainable, others can be made out of 
paper, wood or metal; there are numer- 
ous catchy problems and dozens of 
mathematical and other problems as 
well as cunning brain twisters that 
will keep you up half the night, Solu- 
tions to all of the puzzles and problems 
are given so that anyone can, once 
they know them, solve them with the 
greatest of ease. 15c 
No. 1928. BOOK OF PUZZLES... No. 1928, BOOK

 or 
Puzzi

ns...
 EFC 

The Man They Could Not Hang 
Here is the as- === 

tounding story 
of John Lee, } 
who was con- 
demned to die 

The Man 77er 
CouLDNor THANG 

on the gallows }i|, CLL 
for murder. It } " errr 
is absolutely }}| Mie \ 
true, every 
word of it. The } 
fatal day ar- 
rives. The pris- | 
on bell tolls. 
The _ prisoner 
listens to his 
own death- 
Knell. The 
chaplain reads 
the burial ser- 
vice. A few 
yards away is the hearse which is to 
remove his body after the execution. 
The executioner fixes a belt around his 
ankles, then puts a hood over his head. 
Then the rope is placed around his 
neck, He feels the executioner’s  fing- 
ers about his neck, The bolt is drawn 
but the trap refuses to move. The war- 
dens jump on the boards to loosen 
them. The condemned man was led 
away, the mechanism tested and found 
to be alright. A second attempt was 
made to execute Lee, and yet a third, 
but all proved unsuccessful and the 

ate prisoner was finally given his freedom. 
hs No. 1369. THE MAN THEY 15c 
i} COULD NOT HANG. Price ..... 

Race eee nt ee ere 
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Nuts To Crack 
Brain Teasers of Many Typ 

This is one of 
the most inter- 
esting budgets 
ever compiled, 
It contains qa 
big collection 
of mental nuts 
for you to 
crack, The 
contents in- 
clude: 

Puzzles & Problems 
Tongue Twisters 
Palindromes 
Letter Juggling 
Missing Letters 
Punctuation 

es 

Puzzles 
Trick Verses ‘ 
Enigmas eceeiaiee sae Provoking Paragraphs Coln & Counter 
Riddles Puzzles 
Catch or Trick Mathematical Puzzles 
Problems Match Puzzles 

Curlous Puns 
Questions & Answers 
Tricks For Winter Optical Illusions 
Evenings Parlor Games 

Brain Brighteners Etc., etc. 
In addition, the book is fully illus- 

trated, the pictures being cleverly 
drawn and most ingeniously designed. 
If you are interested in puzzles, tricks, 
problems, etc., get a copy of this book, 
“Nuts to Crack”; crack them with your 
head—the thinner the skull the better. 
Shipped Postpaid 25c¢ 
No. 1181. NUTS TO CRACK...... 

Matchbox Puzzles 
Eye Testers 

Boitles Flaming 
Plates Torches 
Clubs Oo Knives 
Balls See 4 Hats 

” Cigars 
. Sa \( { Lamps 
~& te » Furniture 

W 
2 

HOW TO JUGGLE > 
Includes Balancing and Easy Tricks 
The same information as taught in a $10.00 course, plus a lot of extra information on easy~ to-do stunt juggling that looks difficult, Tells professional juggling from simple tricks to most complex. Fun and thrills doing juggling alone or before audience or friends, Contents: Juggling With Balls—Cascade—Showering 4, S & 6 Balls; Double Showering Flipping Plates—Juggling With Plates Almost Dropped Comedy Plate Trick 

Spoon and Plate Trick i Plate Spinning—Balancing Juggling Clubs, Bottles, Flaming Torches, Knives Team Juggling—Plate and Bottle Trick Tricks With Hats, Umbrellas, Etc, Hat and Cigar Trick—Hat and Umbrella Trick Three Hat Manipulation—Matchbox Trick 
Coin, Candle, Etc., Stunts 
Parlor Juggling Tricks 

Over 45 illustrations, Well written, easy-to- 
understand. 15¢ 
No. 1042. HOW TO JUGGLE. Postpaid 

FUN, MAGIC AND MYSTERY 
This Big Collection 
of Magic, Games, 

Puzzles and Fun Only 1 S Cc 
180 NEW JOKES, CONUNDRUMS AND RIDDLES. Bright, Puzzling Genuine Ribticklers. You will laugh till you ache. 21 PUZZLES AND PROBLEMS. Real stickers, Will keep you guess- ing. 
1 NEW GYPSY FORTUNE TELLER. Tell your own fortunes. So simple a child can easily learn it, 
50 MONEY MAKING SECRETS. How to make all kinds of Soap, Ink, Paint, Glue, Varnish, Boot, Shoe and Furniture Polish, Mucilage; Hair Oil, Hair Dye, Washing, Baking and Tooth Powder, etc. bay 36 AMUSING EXPERIMENTS IN MAGIC. Entertaining. Will aston- ish your friends. To Melt Lead in a. Piece of Paper. Light produced by Sugar. Artificial Lighting. To Make Water Freeze by the Fire, etc. | 58 VERSES IN COMIC POETRY. Will drive away the blues, | Hot stuff, 

J FLY 7 PARLOR GAMES. An Evening’s Entertainment for Young and Old. oy ‘ a 11PARLOR PASTIMES. Magic Age Table. Evening Amusement Game, = ives ete. Will keep a company in a continuous laugh.. , 14 FLIRTATIONS. Postage Stamp, Handkerchief, | 71 TOASTS AND 43 EPITAPHS. Pencil, Parasol, Whip, Hat, Fan, Glove, Cigar 10 FUNNY READINGS. Create roars of laughter, and Eye Flirtation. How to Kiss a Lady, Dining “Boy Lost.” “Rules for Bummers.” “A De- Table Signaling, Window Signaling, Lover’s Tele- yanne Letter.” <Atupbandls antes graph. 
ye 's omman, ts,”” “Sligh ts, 7 WONDERFUL FORTUNE TELLING SE- egy Tt ea “Office Rules.” 

15 TRICKS WITH CARDS. The Slipped Card. The Nailed Card. To Guess Several Cards Chosen at Random. The Recruit Trick. To Tell the Card That May Be Noted. The Triple Deal. The Three Jacks. To Find the Number of Points on Three Unseen Cards. Wizard's Pack of Cards, ‘Cards Revealed by the Looking Glass. Circle of is cara ioe ite nae pene to ny Wate i own without Spilling. To Tell the Num- ne Has Been Touched. Car amed without 
side Down’ without Alling Wonderful Hat, etc. Being Seen. Other Tricks with Cards. 15¢. No, 1034. FUN, MAGIC AND MYSTERY. Price Postpald......... 

THOS. W. JACKSON’S FAMOUS JOKE BOOKS 
“The Funniest Books on Earth—or Anywhere Else” 

T is said an onion can make you ery, but they’ve never discovered any vegetable that can make you laugh. Well, if these books do not make you laugh until you split your sides with laughing, it is doubtful if anything else will. ~ ; 
No. 1421, “On a Slow Train Through Arkansaw.” 

CRETS. By the Grounds of a Tea or Coffee Cup. 
With Dominoes. By Days of the Month. Augury 
by Dice. Character by the Month. Curious Signs 
and Superstitions. How to Judge Any One’s 
Character by Their Finger Nails. 

16 FEATS IN PARLOR MAGIC. How to put an 
Egg into a Bottle. To make Water Rise from a 
Saucer into a Glass. To Bring a Person Down 
Upon_a Feather, To Hold a Glass of Water Up- 

The book that made the whole 
world amile, Price. .:. i.e vee eave see 35¢ 

No. 1422. “Through Missourl on a Mule.’? 35¢ 
The book with a kick. Price......... Aa 

No. 1424. “I'm From Texas; You Can’t Steer Me.’" Will tickle you like a feather, r 35c 
BHO cape cies cece ot Le ee tie: 

No. 1425. “Don’t Miss It! Thos, W. Jackson Telling All the Late Ones.” 35¢c 
Dynamite for sorrow, Price...... 

No. 1426. “Thos. W. Jackson Catches a Fish and Tells the Story.”” Guaranteed to 35¢c make anyone laugh. Price.,...... ae 
No. 1427. “From Rhode Island to Texas.’ 35¢ Will make you smile out loud, Price,.... 
No. 1428. “Oh, You Auto See the United States with Jackson.” 35c¢ 

Knocks ‘em all out of their\seats. Price... 
No. 1429. ‘You Can’t Beat It! T. W. Jackson Got. ting Off the Good Ones.”” So funny children 35c 

in the next generation will cry for it. Price 
No. 1430. “See America First.” Like an 35¢c awning—puts them all in the shade. Price 
No. 1431, “Thos. W. Jackson Coming with Good Stuff.” One hundred per cent—fun. 35c 

The best of the sellers, Price.........20 
No. 1432. “Thos. W. Jackson with All the ‘Funny 

Ones.’ "’ Will take the snap out of 35c 
your garter. Price........... ceesevce 

No. 1543. ‘‘Take A Joy Ride.’* 35c 
Hotter than Chile con Carne........... 

No. 1544. “On A Fast Streamliner.” 35¢ 
A train load of laughs. l'rice.... qebeee 
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Popular COMIC RECITATIONS 
egro, Irish, Yankee, Dutch Dialects 

This is a book of Irish, Negro, Yankee and Dutch dialects, 

and it contains some of the very best humorous recitations 

as recited by the most famous elocutionists of their, time. 

These embrace recitations in the Negro, Yankee, Irish and 

Dutch dialects, both in prose and verse, as well as humorous 

compositions of every kind and character. Contents include: 

The Face Upon the Floor, Casey at the Bat, The Village Blacksmith, 

Barbara Frietchle, Sheridan's Ride, Maud Muller, The Laugh In School, 

Asleep at the Switch, How the Gates Came Ajar, The Level and the Square, 

Betsy and | are out, Betsy Destroys the Papers, Tho Little Hero, Guilty or 

Not Gulity, Kelley’s Dream, Mygel Snyder’s Party, Paddy’s Dream, The 

Dutchman’s Mistake, The Freckle-Faced Girl, The Dutchman’s Serenade, 

How Old Mose Counted Eggs, Shneider’s Tomatoes, Jim Murphy’s Irish Stew, 

What Troubled the. Nigger, An Itrishman's Letter, Liberty Enlightens the 

World, O’Reilly’s Billy Goat, MoClosky’s One-Eyed Goat, Pat’s Letter, Dot 

Baby of Mine, Arab’s Farewell to His Steed, The Tramp. 

The contents of this book have been selected with great 

care, the aim being to include only the best, hence it con- 

tains the cream of fifty ordinary recitation books. Without 

doubt a splendid collection. 15¢c 

No. 1227. Popular Comic Recitations. Price Postpaid... 

Tales of Haunted Houses TS 

Mysterious Age Cards
 Including the famous stories 

The Middle Toe of the Right Foot, 

[a] 28 [52176 foo} “ taobextaet—t 

The Spook House, Other Lodgers, 

Charles Ashmore’s Trail, Unfin- 

ished Race, Difficulty Crossing a 

Field. The Thing at Nolan, & other TRUE 

STORIES. What is the explanation of these 

ghastly things, impossible to explain? 9c 

No. Z1080. Price Postpaid... ..-c---srresnerteess 

True Prison Escapes 
10 Unusuyl and Successful True Prison 

Escapes. 
9c 

No, Z1740. Price Postpaid... 2 

Ta aie eee . . 
. 

Comic Recitations & Stories 
Each a fine collection of funny stories that will 

make the hit of every gathering. Enjoy reading 

them, énjoy telling them. 
No. 1216. Comic Story Book No, 2. Postpatd.....B0€ 

Comic Negro 

Speeches & Stories 
“Crammed, jammed and 

heaped-up’’ with ‘“rib-tickling’’ 
and ‘‘‘side-splitting’’ reading 
matter—the very juice 
cream of Negro stories. 
those laugh who have 
laughed before, and those who 

laugh, laugh all the 
. A few of the selections 
A Moving Sermon; 

Shell Sermon; A 
unt of the Prodigal 

Gardner and 
ar: Burlesque Oration on 

Election Stump 
How De Norf Pole Got 

Uncle Jim and Bob 
and a great number 

mind reading trick. Give the An unusual 
seven cards enclosed to any one and have 

them look them over and give back to 

eyerr card on which their age appears. 

to their surprise zou can now tell them their 

correct age. Can be worked with any pumber 

between one and one hundred. 10 

No. 2890. Mysterious Age Cards. Price ie 

DUTCH DIALECT 
Some of the most comic 

and amusing readings you 
could. want. Read them for 
fun or to a group. Includes 
Lunch Fiend, Dutchmen’s 
Drubbles, The Book Agent 
and the Tailor, Coney Is- 
,land, Love Song, Dot Funny 

i. Leedie Boy, Der Kicker and 
Leedle Boy, etc. 

Speech 
Lost; Rev. 
Ingersoll, 
of others. 

No. 1222, Price Postpai 6 15¢ No. 1213. Price Postpaid. 

‘Humorous co 
* Recitations 

A Large and Popular Collection 
This book contains a valuable collection 

of humorous recitations in prose and verse. 

The selections have been made with great 

care, the object sought being to provide 

the best and most comprehensive collec- 

tion of popular humorous recitations ever 

sold at a low price. The book contains 

in all, over 50 selections, including selec- 

tions in the Yankee, Dutch, Irish and 

Negro dialects. Among the contents are: 

Solomonism, Countryman at, the show, On the other 
Horse or husband, Carl Dun- A LARGE AND VALUABLE COMCTION OF THE 

der talks to the children, A Leadville sermon on_ the GEST BUMONOUS RECITATION §=— Ga) 

‘prod,’ An Arkansaw traveller, SmoKing his first cigar, a) 
train, Miss Foggerty’s Cake, 

The shoemaker’s daughter, Advice to a Poker, Mother's fool, Parson Snow's hint, 

young man, Tom Sawyer treated for love | The age of man ‘and woman, der 

Zickness, A Frenchman’s version of young shweed 1OU. ago, The cow, ‘The smack 

Norval, The photograph album, Essay on] in school, ‘corns, Uncle Pete and Marse 

the elephant, Battle at Shenandoah, Pat's | George, The music grinders, Ths 

mistake, Railway matinee, Woman at bachelor’s dream, and many others, 15c 

Ri 206. HUMOROUS RECITATIONS, Price Postpaid 
teri 
SEND YOUR LETTERS AIR MAIL, Saves time in 

getting your order—costs only a few cents more, 

276 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 

I would, but it 
always gives me the 

CREEPS! 

Say why don’t 
you help find 
my collar 

Amaze 
Your 
Friends 

“Parlor Tricks” 
Is fully Illustrated. Mys- 
terlous tricks with dice. 
dominoes, cards, ribs 
bons, rings, truley coins, 
handkerchlefs. ow to 
eay fire, put egg in bot- 

tle, ote. 

SNAPPY JOKES 
Well, boys, there’s “something doing’ in a 

real joke book at last. “Snappy Jokes’ is the 

name of «t, and it has been pronounced 

with capital letters. Page after page of rich 

and rare ‘okes, 
for stag parties, 
humor—not a dull page in the whole book. 

If you want to 
“Snappy Jokes,’* 

For every joke that was selected for this 

book, at least three were discarded as “not 

funny enough.” We have received numerous 

testimonial letters from readers who say it is 

one of the best collections they have ever 
yoen, regardless of price: 

For Stag Parties, Smokers, Etc. 
It's cheaper than the price of a pound of 

meat and almost as satisfying. So get busy, boys, 

and order a copy before your friend does, 

Don’t be a clam company. Get a copy of 

“Snappy Jokes’’-—it costs only a few cents, but 

it contains a dollar’s worth of fun, 1 5c 

No. 1947. Price Postpaid.... 

ALL 3 OF THE ABOVE BOOKS 
SENT FOR ONLY 30cl! 

PRIZE RIDDLES 
A large collection of well 

chosen riddles from a great 
variety of sources, Great help 
in contests, fun, etc. 12¢ 

bl No. 1907.. Price.. 

GURPRISE PACKAGE 10c, Take a chance—Columbus 
did. Surprise novelty, No. 2995. Surprise Package 10c, 

= Conundrums 

New Book gf 1000 Choice 
Conundrums and 

Riddles 

MYSTIFYING 
h POCKET ¢ STAGE 

©1000 and Riddles 
Great Help in Prize Contests 

This book is pocket size and contains 
enough conundrums, riddles and catches to 
last you for years. Here are some of 
them taken at random: 
Why are women | Why did the sau- 

lke salad? sago roll? 
Both need a lot It saw the apple 

of dressing. turn over. 
Well, boys, there are 998 more of these 

conundrums, and if you want to have @ 
bunch of fun with your girl or your mother- 
in-law, you should send for this book at 
once. 15c 

No. 1917. Price Postpald....... 

Send 30c and Get 
All Three! 

279 TRICKS 
OF MAGIC 

Pocket & Parlor Tricks 
This valuable book 

contains directions for 
performing amusing and 
mysterious tricks in mag- 
fc and legerdemain, in- 
cluding sleights with dice, 
dominoes, cards, ribbons, 
rings, fruit, coins, balls, 
handkerchiefs, etc., 2 
The entire book is well il- 
lustrated. Clearly written. 
The directions for per- 
forming these tricks are 
made very clear so that 
anyone may readily per- 
form them, and pera) 3 
become a veritable Ze 
ard, 
No, 1177. Price. 15¢ 

SNAPPY JOKES 
New Collection of Rich and Rare Jokes, 
Compiled by a Jolly Bartender for Stag 

Parties, Smokers, Etc. 

KNOWS HIS DATES HOW THEY CAN RUN! 

145 PARTY GAMES 
Containing a choice selection 

of games and amusements for 
social entertainment. Most of 
them you can play alone or 
with a group. 12c 
No. 1927. Price...... 
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Beginners” Shows How 
Learn to Beat Out a Tune With Your Feet 
Why envy the easy rhythm and fascinating 

grace of Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers, Step’n 
Fetchit, Eleanor Powell, Bill Robinson, Eleanor 
Whitney, and others too numerous to mention? 
Now you can learn to tap dance in a few 
hours if you follow the very simple direc- 
tions contained in this new book of copyright- 
ed instructions. 

No special ability is needed to learn Ta 
Dancing. Anyone—YOU, can learn if you will 
only devote a few minutes of your time daily 
and follow the instructions, 

Learn At Home 
Be smart! Learn to beat out a tune with 

your feet. Most everybody is doing it these days, 
The whole town is tapping. It’s fun, and you'll 
thoroughly enjoy the lessons. You should be a 
welcome guest at every party and the envy of 
your friends. Besides, tap dancing is not only 
an invigorating and entertaining accomplish- 
ment but it is also a wnoiesome and health- 
giving exercise for making the limbs supple 
and giving a “springy” feeling of fitness to the 
whole body. And what is more, it promotes 
slimness—it is nature’s way of keeping fit and 
slim without pills, drugs or dieting. 

If you want to learn how to tap dance—and 
who doesn’t—then learn this new easy way, 
in the privacy of your own home, without a 
teacher. The cost of the book of instructions 
is a mere bagatelle, just a fraction of what 
any teacher would charge for but a single 
lesson. And what is more, this book contains 
not just one single course, but NO LESS THAN 
FOUR SEPARATE AND DISTINCT COURSES, 
so that if by chance you should possibly ex- 
perience any unexpected difficulty with one 
method, you have three others to fall back 

on. This however, is not likely, and you will doubtless, as so many of our read- 
ers have, find the instructions so fascinating, that you will not be satisfied 
until you have learned every step and movement. And after you have thor- 
oughly mastered all four courses contained in this book you may consider 
yourself a first-class tap dancer. Nothing has been spared to make the book 
complete and up-to-date. Simplicity is the keynote throughout, 

315 Illustrations Explain Movements 
Hvery movement is thoroughly explained and illustrated with no less than 315 

pictures, All of the lessons may be learned with or without music, in fact one 
of the courses is arranged specially for those pupils who 
find it inconvenient to get musical accompaniment while 
practising and the course is so scientifically arranged that he 
ean easily gain not only the fundamentals of tap dancing, but 
make real headway if he but applies himself in a serious Way ppiog 
to the task. In addition to the four courses on tap dancing, 
there is a chapter on CLOG DANCING. At the end of the book 35c 
a number of physical exercises specially designed for tap 
dancers are given which, if assiduously followed cannot fail 
to immeasurably benefit the student. 

Send for a copy of this book “TAP DANCING FOR BE- 
GINNERS” today. Probably few books on dancing have_had 
such a wide sale or received such favorable comment. Here 
is what some of our readers say: “I have derived wonderful 
benefit from the course of lessons contained in your book. 
Another “Thank you for adding tap dancing to my accomplish- 
ments. “It was much easier than I expected. My friends were 

an pe as i No. 1204. “Tap Dancing for 35c 
278 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | Beginners, Price Postpaid....... 

Illustrations 

This Book Teaches YOU 
¥ i) 

pW to Dance M3. #J hae | 
Ai e e 

/ at home without music fr 
or a partner 

the newest society dance steps. 
This book shows you how to become an 

easy, confident dancer by a system so clear, so 
simple, so complete that there is no reason why 
one should not soon start dancing gracefully - 
even though you've never danced before. 

Yes - this book helps teach you 
- at home - how to learn many of 
the modern dances - Fox Trot, 
Tango, Collegiate Dances, Waltz, 
One-Step, Two-Step and many of 

Dancing Made As Easy As A-B-C; Step By Step 
At last dancing has been simplified 

to a few, easy-to-understand steps. 
Lillian Ray, one of New York’s leading 
dancing instructors, has prepared a 
new course, ‘Modern Ballroom Dan- 
cing,” that makes dancing almost as 
simple as A-B-C. Every dance is 
explained step by. step 
with charts and dia- 
grams, You can hardly 
0 wrong. The direc- 
tions are so easy to fol- 
low, and the pictures 
are so clear, that you 
should be dancing be- 
fore you know it. 

? 

Have Good Times music 
It isn’t necessary that 

you understand music rhythms 
or even have a piano, 
phonograph or radio. 
lhis remarkable sys- 
tem teaches you a very 
pele pda of tim- 
ne yourself. It tells 
how to know by the knowledge 
music what kind of a 
dance is next, how to start on the 
right beat, how to follow the music, 
how to be graceful and feel at ease, 
how to get rhythm, how to lead or 
follow, how to stand correctly, how 
to gain confidence, how to become 
popular, In fact, in a short time this 
remarkable course should help make 
ou one of the best dancers in your 
sot, 

If you want to become a _ perfect 
dancer—if you want to be popular— 
ret this book and learn to dance at 
‘ome this new, easy way. You'll be 
wble to learn at your own convenience 
and away from staring onlookora 

No, 1708. MODERN BALLROOM DANCIN 
PEGG) Pontpatas esos cisies caer s dee a te 

partner to 

This Book Explains all. the 
—correct dancing position 
—first principles of dancing 
—secret of leading 
—how to follow partner 
eo to gain self-confi- 

le 
—how to keep time to 

—how (sh recognize dance 

—how to avoid stiffness ’ 
—how to be graceful 
—how to ask for a dance 
—how to introduce your 

—how to word and ac- 

Every time you turn down an invi- tation to a dance, you are missing hours of fun, enjoyment and pleasure, Dancing is one of the best social accomplishments that you can have, If you are a good dancer, you will be one of the most popular persons in 
your set and see if you 
don’t get invitations to | 

parties. Why 
not learn to dance and 
share the splendid 
times others are en- 
joying? 

Save Money 
If you should take 

private lessons from an 
authorized dancing 
teacher, he would 
charge you a certain 
fee for each hour’s in- 
structions, Some teach- 
ers charge as high as 
$25 an hour. If you 
found it difficult to 
master the steps, it 
would take you just 

that much longer. And all the time 
you would be paying for each hour’s 
instruction, It might cost you $25 or 
$50 before you could actually dance. . 
When you study this course, you get 
complete instructions on many of the 
latest steps as taught by some of the 
highest priced instructors, .at a mere 
fraction of what a private teacher 
would charge you. Thousands have 
Seaaer to dance by mail. Why not 
you 
...the book contains 256 pages an 
illustrations, many of there falivage 
size, make everything perfectly plain 
and simple. Handsome cloth binding. 

Ge $2.00 | *%& 279 SOP eee eee eeerereseens 

friends 

invitations 





* OB. is the starting point for all the rest. Explana- CHAPTER il. THE GIRL WHO CHAPTER VI. BURLESQUE. tions and diagrams of movements in “ROUND” ACCEPTS PRESENTS. CHAPTER VII. VAUDEVILLE, 4 ‘and “SQUARIn” dances and MARCHES, also the CHAPTER III. THE “GLAMOUR- CHAPTER VIII. PUBLICITY. MODERN DANCES. The book contains a few LESS GIRL.” i CHAPTER, IX. Lae o re words on the etiquette of the ballroom, which DALE RH tvs AMBITION WON’T CHAPTER X. R * 

How to Dance 
Ball-Room Guide and Call Book 
OLD and NEW DANCES EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED 

This book, as its name indicates, is incended to 
teach the art of dancing to those unable to avail 
themselves of the services of a professional teach- 

s CHORUS QUEENS or. 
GE Lives of Hotcha Chorus Girls 

Secrets of How Chorus Girls Live 
, This book reveals many_of the intimate secrets and fascinating pastimes 
in the lives of famous Broadway hotcha girls. _ The book contains 11 
thrilling chapters, more than you would get in some books two or 
three times the size. Although there has been o lot of talk and 
discussion about chorus girls, few people seem to know exactly what they 
do. Now, for the first time a famous author takes you behind the scenes 
and gives you an intimate glimpse into the secrets back stage. F 

Conrad Miller, the author of our book, has been associated with the 
; stage for twen ears and every one of those years has been filled with er, The author has made this book so simple and exciting pivonsneat He tells here, from _his Own experiences, exactly Plain that any person of ordinary intelligence He explains how the stars of how the stars of today lived yeaa: 

tomorrow are working their way up. 8 
moust make in order to gain stardom, 

Here is a list of the chapter titles: : 

CHAPTER |. “STAGE DOOR CHAPTER V. ESSENTIALS FOR. 
JOHNNY.” AJ 

can understand it and learn how to become a first- 
rate dancer without the aid of a teacher, The 
Primary Positions of the feet are carefully illus- 
trated and explained; this is absolutely essential 
in order to learn correctly as it gives the, key, and 

tells of the sacrifices every girl 

CHAPTER XI, CONCLUSION. 
True confessions are revealed in one part of the book, 
“Rackets” are explained. Fake publicity methods are 
revealed, In fact, everything is told truthfully and 
fearlessly. It’s a modern book in every respect. Writ- 
ten in the modern manner and in the modern lan- 
guage, If you want the facts you should send for the 
book immediately. * 
No. 1675, LIVES OF HOTCHA CHORUS 
GIRLS. Price Postpaid 

Sab eyiit yeh e 

should be read by all, as it tells how to hold your 
partner, how to ask a lady to dance, conversation, 
Calls, ete. SQUARE DANCES—The March, Qua- 
drille Movements, The Plain Quadrille, Fancy 
Quadrilles, The Jig, Gavotte, Minuet, The Sociable, - 
The Star, The Basket, The Surprise Quadrille, The 
Lancers, The Royal Lancers, The Caledonians, The 
Prince Infferial, Waltz Quadrilles, The Glide Lan- 
cers, The Virginia Reel, Pop Goes the Weasel, The 
DANCHS, Old and Modern Waltzes, The New Society 

Waltz, The Redowa, “The Raquet” ‘or “Knickerbocker,” The Polka, Polka Ma- zurka, Polka Redowa, Bohemian Polka, The Schottische, The Gallop, The German, 
The Maze, Two Step, Three Step; MODERN DANCES, Tango, Fox-Trot, ete. It gives the Figures of the GERMAN, The Maze, The Cheated Gentleman, The Mysterious Hands, The Auction, The Rope, Blind Man’s Buff, The Handkerchief Chase, The Apples, The Two Lines, Puss in the Corner, Knot, Serpent, Baskets’ 

Ss SS 5 

Glide Caledonians; ROUND 

The Confessions of a Taxi Dancer 
Intimate secrets of the ‘‘dim Re work in. taxi dance halls. tay dance ane ae The three new books, ‘‘Confessions of A 

* 
How they dance and_live. ee Of Naughty Ladies,’’ ani 

Grand Chain, Jerusalem, etc, 64 pages, paper cover. 25c What they do for amusement. iilustrated: “Bead MGhorus Queens: oF Lives of Hatcha Chorus Girls” mate siniciecee ats new, original volume that should ‘en the reader are available at only 39¢ for all 3 books, 

No, 1302, HOW TO DANCE. Price Postpaid to Any Address.... what goes on in the ‘Taxi Dance” hells. 
1683. Price Postpaid.........cccesscesererserneeserere 39¢ No, No. 15c Price Postpaid 

Side Show Secrets 
Reveals the tricks and 

deceptions used by site 
show operators to hoodwink 
and deceive the public. Side 
show freaks, sword swallow- 
Ing, human pin cushion, 
fire eating, drinking molten 
lead, feats of arenas jug- 
gling tricks, etc. 
No. 1677. Price... 10¢ 

Sketches of 
Naughty Ladies 
A book for those who 

have read everything else. 
Genuinely new material tell- 
ing how wild women _ live 
and act. A book that holds 
your interest from start to 
finish, 
No. 1680. Price... 15¢ 

Book of Ices Candy Makers’ Guid Book of Etiquette 
Make your summer beverages 

and ice cream yourself. Instruc- 
tions for making all kinds of 
Ice Cream, Water Ices, Iced Pud- 
dings, Iced Kisses, Frozen Fruits, 
Iced Beyerages, Harlequins, Mace- 
doines, Iced COustards, Souffles, 
etc., for home and confectioner’s 

Ice Cream, Etc. Recipes 
This book does not only teach 

you how to make candy; it also 
teaches you how to sell it, gives 
suggestions how to select a store, 
all about the way to fit it up, 
advertising, ete, Tells you how to 

Don’t Be Embarrassed 
A guide to good manners and 

the ways of fashionable society, 
a complete hand-book on behay- 
ior, containing many polite ob- 
servances of modern life! Eti- 

NOTORIOUS OUTLAW BOOKS 
Thrilling Adventures and Daring Deeds 

ean 
use. Teaches how to make per- make novelty price marks, all i, " ” (abi fectly harmless fluvorings and about candy bushes, box candy, auette of engagements and mar- of Notorious Outlaws . K. K. K. Exposed colorings, including all the in- what to charge, how to make riages; the manners and training 4 This series of books contains a thrilling account © Me ENe Pp formation for syrup-boiling and candy in sight of customers. The of children; the arts of conyer- Ob the adventures and daring deeds of nootorious tions, Soctety was an organiza. the use of utensils necessary to premium system explained, gives sation and polite letter-writing: Outlaws. Each book has full page illustrations. The eT eT I Ree tee insure the most successful results. copies of circular and newspaper jnyitations to dinners evening luence of these books cannot be anything but | Smmpathiont with the latter's new- The art of making Ice, Ice keep- advertising, etc. parties and entertainments of all eneficial upon the characters of the most youthful | ly-won freedom. Burnings, lynch: ing and of constructing Ice- OVER 200 RECIPES descriptions; table manners; eti- Feaders, ‘They do not glorify the sensationa] ex- | {ngs ana woe Rae Teneean houses is also fully explained. Tells all about the wholesale tte of Wikita anid public Blanes? Dloits of thieves, rascals and detectives; on the | Herd”, f),these, ong, . flowing Tt certainly is one of the most business, tells how. to start in vette of visits and public places; contrary, there is an obvious moral to be drawn | white robes, ‘with conical nootg complete books on this subject Summer Parks, Fairs, etc, How ow to serve breakfasts, Iunch- from every story that cannot fail to have, a whole- pet slitted ‘eye-holes, covering the that we have ever seen and we to make Ice Cream and other eons, dinners and teas; how ta some effect. they scoured the CR EntEy ese: 

started, This book tella how it do not hesitate to recommend it novelties for the wholesale busi- dress, travel, shop and behave at No. 1404. THE DALTON BROTHERS. how members are enrolled, oath of te everybody. 30c ness. Full information is given hotels, etc., etc. A book dealing Price Postpaid....... eeiveees eee 35¢ loyalty, KAKA « Masons, tes ig go 
No. 1050. Price Postpald where to get supplies and how to with a subject upon which you ; yeaa Non 1830." Brite Peon, .15¢ Gran Cee as eee tight, 30c cannot be ignorant, oc. No. 1405. TRACY THE BANDIT, 35c Joh Smith 2c 283 282 % Johnson Smith & Co. No. 1325. Paper Cover.. No, 1294. Price Postpald 3 Price Postpald. . 2... ese eeneneeecees ohnson Smi 0. 



Containing Songs, Jokes, Sketches, Dialogues, Etc. 
In this book you will find a varied collection of darky 

wit and humor, as recited and performed by many leading 
minstrels. It contains splendid Comic Songs, End Man's 
Jokes and Stories, Conundrums, Darky Dialogues, Stump 
Speeches, Burlesque Lectures and Monologues, Plantation 
Sketches, Interludes, Farces, Afterpieces, Negro Songs and 
Dances, Banjo Solos, Songs and Marches, etc., etc. We 
consider it one of the best collections of minstrel wit 
ever published at the price, and all who enjoy a good 
laugh should find it just the thing, Among the songs are: 
“Baby's Got a Tooth,” “Just to Make It Pleasant for the 

, Girls,” “A Little Beard on a Young Man Grew,” “They’re 
After Me,” “Get Thee Gone, Girl,” “Her Front Name is 
Hanner,” “Good-by Lize,” “Oh, Lucinda,” “Quit Your 

Bit Foolin,” ete., ete. 15¢c 
A 1027. MINSTREL SHOW GUIDE. Price Postpaid. . 

MINSTREL SKETCHES BRUDDER GARDNERS 
SONGS, JOKES,GAGS, ETC. 

The information you need STUMP SPEECHES SyIVRUISI for presenting a minstrel 
MINSTREL sketch. Contains complete 
AND eile Heder how 

to handle amateur and pro- OF 
fessional talent, complete aaa as East 
opening overture, good selec- : Od Rigo 
tion of end men’s jokes and ‘ > li JAN, Charle 
gags, suitable songs, etc., etc. sila 3 Wil A ae By following the simple tech- : p RS ie Meee the 
nique given in this book, j TA 4 A eat 
combined with ne fongs Pd dialect and _ phraseo 

Ow 
go over ‘wlth 2 eke it's i . }funny they scintilate 

fun to put on a minstrel show, and it’s easy with si 
this book. You’ve heard those funny minstrels on 
the radio—why not put on your own program? 
Popular for more than 50 years the minstrel show 
keeps right on getting more and more friends, and 
wil] doubtless continue to do go. 35c 
No. 1025. How to Put on a Minstrel Show. 

Comic Lectures, 
Negro Sermons 

Fifty of the most 
amusing and side- 
splitting  contribu- 
tions of oratorical effu- 

ine, original and uni- 
que; they bristle with 
satire that hits the 
mark squarely, but so 
good naturedly. and 

in such rollicking good humor that even the people 
oe up to nore por in ee eet ‘ae 

’ ‘ontents include: Brudder Gardner’s Lecture on 
World s Great Love Novels Science—Apples—Brudder Gardner on Music— 

“The Ships of Falth—Jes Nall Dat Mink to De 
Stable Do’——Hunki-Do-Ri’s Fourth of July Oration 
——The Possum-Run Debating Society—Let Her Rip, 
(Burlesque ra ae sae by ae Sane 

: The Greatest ‘alk on_Record—The Rev. nele 
Six famous love toe mee samous | Jim's Sermon—Fish—Burlesque Oration on Ma- 

at authors. Daisy Miller is story of lovely, te earn TA ere Renan 
unspoiled Ameri irl i flict with bas oodle Mourneth—Bu e ain ur 
brid, morals, Tolstoy has told a ‘morbidly, favetnating Her; or Get Thee Gone, Villain—A Negro’s Ac- 

inartiage. “Camshie is thet Sih ove aiorseat ee ky | Count Of the Prodigal Son—Water Versus Whiskey ee Can : 2 ;{—The Rev. Johnson’s Sermon——Bald Headed Men 
Siar Siawisrialieca tc maviaice Firat (ote cana heete ree | —De Milk in De Cocoanut—And They All Sald 
ace ee ee emotional people. Gripping, | They’d Take Sugar In Thern—Goose saa ere 

aunting. ages. ed 

haunting. 420 pages. Hard cloth cover, Speech: Burtengue Peccure on Woman’s ghts— 
NO. 1366. Price PoStpaid........scsessscerrsererserseses Stick a Pin Dere . 25¢ 

No. 1225. Price Postpaid... 

SPEECHES AND TOASTS 
What to Say and When to Say It 

Not everybody is endowed with the art of 
oratory and the ability to make an off-hand, § 
well-rounded speech, With the assistance of 
this book one may derive much useful information and 
become prepared for many of those social and festive 
occasions which serve to brighten life. Even the experi- 
enced, as well as the inexperienced may derive some use- 
ful pointers from this book which will prove of advan- 
tage to them when called upon to “speak a piece” or to 
respond to some sentiment or toast. It contains speeche, 
for serious, sentimental or humorous occasions, includ- 
ing speeches and replies for use at dinners, receptions, 
festivals,political meetings, military reviews, firemen’s 
gatherings, and indeed, wherever any party, large or 
small, is gathered to dine, to mourn, to congratulate, or 
to rejoice. The book concludes with about a dozen pages 
of toasts and sentiments on various subjects plus a 
number of appropriate responses. 

ww) Daisy Miller by Henry James 
é ~—Kreutzer Sonata by Leo Tolstoy 

5 —The Apple Tree by John Galsworthy 
—First Love by Ivan Turgenev 
—Camille by Alexandre Dumas 

286 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detiort, Mich. | and Toasts. Price Postpaid...... 
No. 1287. Ready Made Speeches 30c 7 

SS oi The “Slanguage”’ / 
- Dictionary 

World’s Most Complete and Up-to-the- 
Sate att Minute Record of Modern American Slang <u.« 

* Over 2,300 Civilian Slang Words--- vos wow your snot 
- See Pages 5 to 44. 1 Fipaie g9 

* Over 1,000 Military Slang Words 
lait Camit  ---See Pages 47 to 56. 
Pee ell & Over 200 Jive and Jitterbug Jargon 

---See Pages 59 to 61. 

* PLUS---Over 40 IIlustrations. 
ma | Get hep, Sad Sack and switch from a looney Mooney 

SPE SO Pe one to an Able Gable. Latch onto some of this dry am- 
} munition next time the gabble gathering starts you'll 

soon be flying with Doolittle with your, cuddle cookie. 
Strip my gears and call me shiftless if this ain’t (oops, I’m sorry) —isn’t the neatest little book, Is Somebody rockin’ your dreamboat (stealing your one and only)? Are you just a One Night Stand (a single date who doesn’t get a return engagement) or are you using this book and operating strictly solid (a solid sender with a rugged beat). The greatest little book of slang you’vye ever come across—over 3,500 slang terms and phrases and their definitions. It’s a riot just reading the book, but you'll find it definitely helpful when conversing with your friends or writing funny letters. Start cooking on the front burner and 

really have some fun. A book that you just gotta have. 2 color cover, 64 pages, pocket size. 35¢ 
No. 1667. THE SLANGUAGE DICTIONARY. Price Postpaid. .........c.cccccccvucececs 

HOW TO WRITE Tm 
and How to Sell What You Write | Over 15,000 Words, Tables, Law, ete. 

Contains over 15,000 words —Writing Non ~ Fiction P 5 i ‘ Stories und Articles with their correct meanings, t d Rules for Spelling, Punctua- —Writing Fiction, Detec- tion. Use of ils, poi 
tive bon Sameer secice ion. se of Capitals, pointers 

in proof reading, census figures, —Journalism: News Stor- abbrieviations, etc., ete. Only 
ies and Editorials, 2%x4% inches, and a quarter —Writing Radio and The- of an inch thick, Will slip into 
ater Dramas. any vest pocket. 

How to Sell What You Write. meet with words they cannot 
Even the best scholars often 

Your chance to have some FUN and PROFIT | Understand or the spelling or in your spare time by writing. Almost all of us pronunciation of which they have a lively imagination or some interesting ex- are uncertain. This neat little periences that can be quickly written in the form volume is really indispensible to of a story or an article that will sell, This book everyone, in order to eliminate outlines the basic requirements for successful writ- common mistakes in spelling, 
ing. Tells: Narrative Technique In Story Telling, Pronunciation and grammar. Characterization, ‘‘Natural’’ Conversation, How to Anyone who has a job, goes to Draw on Life and Newspapers for Material, The Plot, | School or does any writing and Story Types Analyzed (Mystery, Numerous, Forelgn, that means everyone—will find Love, etc.) Newspaper Style, Magazine and Feature | this an invaluable guide. Articles, Editorials, Radio and Theater Dramas, | No 1670. Vest Pocket Dictionary. Postpald. . Radio Commercials and Comedy, How to Write 
Btorles that Sell, etc. 124 pages. 75¢c 
No. 1668. You Can Write. Price Postpaid 

How to Become An American Citizen 
Information necessary to know in 
ler to become a citizen of this 

country. Contains Constitution, Declar- 
ation of Independence, Articles of 
Confederation, summary of naturali- 
zation laws, time required, Declara- 
tion of Alioplance, proof of residence, 
Somission o aliens sueRHene asked 

person applying for citizens: ines: and the answers to them: Coste? |ters on business, love, ial forms, et . fees, etc. 1§c_ |courtship_ and marriage. | ¢ rms, etc, 12c No. 1298. Price Postpaid.... No. 41937. PRICE..12c| No. 1933. Price.. 

YOU CAN WRITE EFFECTIVE LETTERS 
Effective Business and Social Correspondence _ Tells how you can write effective, interesting and successful letters, Valuable hints about love letters, social correspondence, letters for business and commerce, fund raising letters, etc. Covers penmanship, grammar, punctuation, form, outline, what and when to write, etc. How to ask for money and get It, how to collect bills, business letters, invitations, introductions, applying for a Job, legal letters, etc. All about letter writing. Over 100 pages, 35¢ No. 1145. UNIVERSAL LETTER WRITER. Price Postpald 

SPECIAL NOTE. When ordering, be sure to give name | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. * 287 4 len 7 ° ef article as well as the stock number, 

yn 
Complete Letter Writer 

A complete essay on 
letter writing, also. a 
course of interesting let- 

(iS 

LETTER WRITE! 
, Containing model love, 

friendly, social and busi- 
ness letters, also commer- 
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| 500 PERSONAL “7% LABELS 75c 
j a = These Stickers With Your ee en es 

eka GyeA. Name & Address Have 
Hundreds of Uses 

It’s hard to begin to tell you 
the many uses you can find for 
these gummed stickers attrac- 
tively printed with your mame 
and address orf them. 

Avoid Errors—identify & Personalize Your Things 
Most handwriting is somewhat illegible, and can be mis-read very easily, 

These give your correct name and address at a glance, clearly and accurately. 
They will come in handy to identify and personalize your stationery, your 
possessions, packages, checks, etc., etc, 

, So Cheap You Can Hardly Avoid Not to Have Them 
Their cost is low so you should have them around the house, They will 

Teadily save their cost in time, avoid errors and losses, and converts any paper into printed stationery. 
| Good gift for other members of the family. 3 lines cf printing. Blue printing on gummed white labels. 
Hy About 2x%-in. in size. PRINT CLEARLY EXACT COPY. Allow 15 days to make. 75¢ 
} No, D7500. PERSONAL LABELS. (Package of 1000 with same wording for $1.25) 500 for.... 

Mrs. Rodney Blake 
Sunnysids Farm 

Sunapee, New Hampshire 

Blue Printing on White Bond Paper 

- Personal Stationery Only 49c 
24 Sheets; 12 Envelopes 

_ At These Prices You Should Have Your Own Stationery 
If you write to friends, send orders or letters to companies or do any 

corresponding, you will find that your own printed stationery will help. you 
_. considerably. It avoids errors, since your name and address is clearly printed. 
_ Your friends will enjoy receiving letters or notes from you on your personal 
HW Stationery. Bright, smooth bond paper especially suited for writing with pen. Slight ripple 

if finish gives it high quality appearance, Name and address printed in blue ink. Size 5 %x8%-in, - 
| Envelopes to match, Any three lines. Add 15c for each line over 3, PRINT CLEARLY so 
| THERE WILL BE NO MISTAKE. Allow 15 days delivery time. \ 49c 
_ No. D7502. PERSONAL STATIONERY. 24 Sheets, 12 Envelopes.--.........--.... oo Wigs 
hss 50 Sheets, 25 Envelopes 79c; 100 Sheets, 50 Envelopes $1.29 

CUPID’sS | All About LOCKS 
AND KEYS Locks and keys are 

used every where, all ZZ. ’ Y ee NN the time, by nearly 
oe EN everyone. Locks need 
S52 =N careful selection . . « 

= ato NY they need wise instal- 
Baral IN lation . . . they have 
il if | } it to be properly serviced 
R n/a?) to keep in good waork- 

mg order «. « « 
they have to be 

~ repaired . ... 
and they have to 
be replaced. 

tn. many com- 
munities this spe- 
cialized work isa 
profitable fu f I. 
time business. 

Key Making—Profitable Full or Spare 
Time Work—Locksmithing 

Start as a side-line, end up with full-time, big- 
paying business of your own!! That’s the SUCCESS 
STORY YOU CAN GET with this course. Jobs in 

Magazine Devoted to Correspondence almost every home, factory, building, car, etc, Your 
2 home is your office and workshop. 

; Between Men and Ladies Introduction—History of Locks—Technical and Trade 
terms Explained and Iilustrated—Ethics of the Trade— 

Sy 5 Sa Ssme 
<< SS 

) 3 1 id 

WATT Ladd hh 

G/ 

This magazine has a circulation of over 20,000 Meeting Public Curiosity Regarding the Trade—Govern- 
and covers all parts of the United States and many ment Reaulations—Tools and Working Kouipment Home 

i Ste q 5 i “Ore jade ools—Service it, arts, lanks, c.—Locksmi 

Pee whe tn, Wotne ne 2a as a Merchant—Warded Locks—Lever Tumbler Locks— 
responding with others, whether WBS) IER: Disc Tumbler and Wafer Tumble; Locks—Pin Tumbler 
Jadies, will find this magazine very fascinating. Locks—Masterkeying—Safe, Vault and Bank Locks—Mak- 
Each issue is filled with personal descriptions and ing Keys Without Sample—Fitting Keys—Plus Many, 

Many Other Phases of Key Making, Lock Repairing and illustrations of those who desire correspondence. Servicing, Helpful. Advice to thé Service Man. Ete, 

How to Pick Locks, Decode, make Master Keys, 
Lonesome? Get a Sweetheart! Repair, Install, Service, etc. 653 easy illustrated 
Between 100 and 200 personal listings each | self-introduction Lessons for Hyery Handy Man, 

month, and new issues come out often. In addition, Home Owner, Carpenter, Mechanic, Hardware Deal- 
much yaluable information is given that will help er, Maintenance Man, Ete. 
you in your correspondence. If you wish, you «ean —“*___ No, 1688. COMPLETE LOCK- 
place your own ad in_the magazine and_ receive SMITHING COURSE. $4. 95 
hundreds of letters. Complete details given in : Price Postpald e. 
magazine. Many ads offer help and guidance, clubs ! 
and names, Even if you are not interested in cor- 
responding, you will enjoy reading the fascinating 
material in the paper, About 12 large pages. Well 
illustrated. Order every 2 or 3 months to get new 
issues. 
No. 1109. Cupld’s Destiny Publication, 12¢c 
(10¢ plus 2c postage) SEND..... 

288 x Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich, | 

SEND POSTCARDS TO FRIENDS 
FROM FOREIGN COUNTRIES 

“Goo, here’s a card from BORNEO 
Jim sent me! 1 wonder what he’s doing 
there?’’ Want to surprise and fool yourg 
friends? Then try this. Send us 250 
and we will send you three picture post- 
cards of foreign scenes and In foreign 
languages. You fill out the card with 
Any message you desire, address it to 
your friend. It wil] have your own mes- 
sage in your writing! We give you a list 
of the addresses where to mail cards oy 

LOOK AT THE CARD 
JACK SENT ME FROM 

BATHE AFRICAN 

each of the countries listed and how to 
have postal cards stamped (with foreign 
stamps) and mailed back to address you 
have written on card. Then, the post card will be mailed back to your friend (orc 
to you, if you desire) stamped and can- 
celed from the foreign country! Swell for 
stamp collectors! Instructions given so 
you can have cards mailed from any of 
these countries: 
ENGLAND, IRELAND, FRANCE, INDIA, , CHINA, SIA Meyers. PALESTINE siely Land) SHAWAtl, "BELGIAN CONGO and ARABIA. pet: oreign Postoards ° on at-to- and Address of Where-to-Send. biter C No. 7157. FOREIGN POSTCARD SET. Price, Postpald..... .25¢ 

CORRESPOND earitnp sore END ABROAD 
Thrills---Adventure---Romance = 

Write In English to a Friend In_a Forelgn Country! 
They will reply to you in English. We gather names of 

Exchange 
Names young men and girls who want to correspond with Ameri- 
Songs cans, They speak and write English. They will be glad to 
Books correspond with you, to exchange gifts, stamps, medals, 
Stamps souvenirs, pictures and news with you. Many find love and 

Pictures profit, news and story ideas, Thrilling! Fun! Adventurous! - Hivantve Exciting! Romantic! Great variety of countries from South Africa to China, South P ° Sea Islands, Germany, Russia, European Countries, South America, Etc. Because it ostcards is difficult to secure large quantities of names from any one country, we cannot Ete., Ete. guarantee names from any specific country, but each envelope contains names. from three different countries. If you order several sets, all the names will be different, 35¢c No. 7757. A FRIEND ABROAD. Set of 3 Names.............. ve 
No. 7757A. A FRIEND ABROAD. Set of 12 Different Names from Varl 

Foreign Language 

ous Count 

Foreign Language \\""', lohan nae Nal ¥ s s 

oti tie 1 For Finding Correct Tense of Regular and Irregular ptretiey a4 Dictionaries Verbs In French, German, Spanish or Latin ities Complete Vocabulary, Verbs, wheel tor Frenoht “Gers Menus, Weights and Measures, | man, Spanish and 
Numbers, Currency, Useful ees ver 200 verbs 

m the wheel. [ 1 
Phrases, Etc. verbs on front. Wom. ’ ular rba, - 

Handy pocket series of forelgn | cise table’ of regular 
language dictionaries for home and | verb endings, on back. 
school use. Learn what foreign Breed, ie revolvinir dial 

oi words and phrases mean. Each | -3 se GOnhigeBe oP 
dictionary contains a large vocabula~y of words. verb appears in open- 
One section gives English words with jranslations; | ings. Endorsed by lend- 
other section gives foreign’ words with English tok, foreien. ane uare 
translations. Correct pronunciation given opposite | quickly learning verbs 
foreign words. Also contains: conjugations of the ae their correct usuage. 
verbs, list of translations of foods used in menus, hee 1a are. sized, 
weights and measures, numbers, currency, useful | eter, Rapid easy to use, : 
phrases that enable you to say and ask many things No. 4868, FRENCH VERB WHEEL. i 
even though you have never even read or spoken | NO: 2890: Soest Vane Minee costa anaes Pi ri pec oe egy enolieh-Gpantsh No. 4871. LATIN VERB WHEEL. Postpaid. 

sh-Eng % 

No. 1978. Price Postpaid......+...... DOC ENGLISH VERB WHEEL 
French-English and English-French Correct T: 
No. 1980. Price Postpald.........ebes 50c ense of Over 200 Verbs Pees Med Sarbanes Ever say ‘‘He don't’? 
German-English and English-German Pe ears eee 8 a common error, like 

many le every day. Verb wheel enables No. 1981. Price Postpald............. 50c to use verbs correctly, easily. automatically. Improves 
your speaking, helps students. Valuable spell. le Itallan-English and English-Itallan 50c too. Same as above but for English, pelling aid 

No. 1982. Price Postpaid............. No. 4872, English Verb Wheel. Postpaid... a 85c Re Ene acer ean Searhces 

Dictionary of 10 Different Foreign Languages 
Spanish—French—German—Italian—Russian—Japanese— 

Portuguese—Arabic—Chinese—Esperanto 
Useful foreign language dictionary and conversation guide. Dictionary and self- 

instructor combined, Start speaking in 5 minutes, Look up words, phrases, infor- 
mation. Very handy reference book to have. With It you can “‘get along” with any 
of these languages without previous experience. Useful for students, reading, etc. 65¢ 
No. 1700. Foreign Language Dictlonary. Price 60c plus Bo postage, SEND 



- LANGUAGES SELF-TAUGHT 
French Self Taught 

Bon Jour, mon aml! (Good day, my friend!) iS 
te - Self-instruction in the French 

FRENCH 
language embodying simple prin- 

MADE EASY 

Fun & Easy to Speak & Sing Spanish! 

lovely girl. Goodby, sir.) 

ciples and correct pronunciation. 
By arranging the letters of the 

_ English alphabet into combina- 
_ tions corresponding in sound to 
that of the French words, the 

correct pronunciation is readily 
acquired. Persons of very limited 

education and even children should 
find this book of great value. 
, No, 1124. French Self 35c 
Taught. Price Postpaid. . 
No. 1076. French Made 69c ANT WHERE BU TRANCE 

re Easy. 196 Pages. Postpald 

Polish Self Taught 

English, 

Spanish Self Taught 
This system is noted for 

its simplicity and the rapid jf 
means it affords for the |@ 
beginner. The value of a 
knowledge of Spanish can- 
not be overestimated when 
considering the extensive fi, 
commercial relations ex- 
isting between this country. jf 
and its Spanish possessions 
and connections, The in- j 
structions are not specially 
difficult, so that even child- ¥ 
ren and persons of scant & sult 
education should have little difficulty in un- 
derstanding it. The difficulty of pronuncia- 
tion which the self-instructed student has 
heretofore met with is here overcome by 
combining letters in such manner as to cor- 
respond in sound with Spanish words. 35c 
No. 1129, Spanish Self Taught.... 
No. 1075. Spanish Made Easy. 208 Pages 690 

devoted to common : ns Ae epee Swedish Self Taught 
‘ expressions in everyday All necessary information is. clearly explained 

rem use, together with cor- in this volume of the Self-taught language series, 
rect pronunciations that will be of great as- entitled “SWEDISH SELF TAUGHT.” Those de- 
sistance to travelers, students, etc. 35¢c siring to take up the study of Swedish language 
No? 1128. Pollsh Self Taught....... will find this system founded on the most simple 

principles for universal self-tuition. A large num- 
ber of simple phrases in common use are given 
in both English and Swedish, followed by the 
Swedish pronunciation. 5c 
No. 1131. Swedish Self Taught.......... 3 

ITALIAN SELF TAUGHT 
Introducing new and j 

ony methods for acquiring 
a knowledge of the Italian 
language. This system of § 
self-instruction is a depart- Wy X9 
ure from former methods, \ias4 
and is founded upon com- 

IzSQ A book of self-instruc- 
tion which should be 
found helpful for any 
person wishing to take 
up the study of the Pol- 
ish language. The Eng- 
lish pronunciation is giv- 
en, thus enabling the 
student to get a reason- 
ably . correct pronuncia- 
tion, Over 40 pages are 

Norwegian Self Taught 
| A new system for Self-Tuition, arranged the 
Same as Polish, being an easy method of learning 
the Norwegian language. 35¢c 
No. 1127. Norwegian Self Taught. Price. 

struction for the German 
language introduces many ‘ mon-sense principles easy | 

| features by which the stu- mw crmon vee to comprehend and their 
dent is enabled to acquire eae a, practical application _is 
a good insight into the Uabversal SeiTetden within the limited ability 
language with comparative- jf ; of the average student. 
ly little effort. This system |f | Among other _ difficulties 4 
is founded upon simple heretofore in the way of cane ee 
principles and provides for ¥ the self-taught student was his inability to 
a correct pronunciation of } acquire correct pronunciation. This difficulty 
the German words, The [| is greatly simplified in this system, 35¢ 
simplicity of the system 2} No. 1126. Itallan Self Taught..... 
should appeal to school é 
children as well as to persons of limited edu- 
cation. The advantages of the German lan- 

| guage in a country so thickly populated with 
Germans are manifold and of great im- 
portance. 
No, 1125. German Self Taught.... 35¢ 

Se 

collins FOREIGN LANGUAGE DICTIONARIES 
Over 24,000 Translations, Words, Idioms, Etc. 

Modern foreign language dictionaries. Hach dictionary gives translations 
from forelgn language to Engilsh, and from English to forelgn language. 
Translation includes a list of over 24,000 words, Idioms, numbers, phrases, 
abbreviations, geographical terms, etc. In addition is included pronunciation 
chart where necessary, and chart of weights, measures, etc., in use by coun- 
tries speaking the foreign language. Gives word, part of speech and translation. 
First half of book are translations into English, last half from English to 
foreign language. Enables you to translate either way. Each book contains 
448 pages, size about 4x2'2x'%2" deep. Flexible imitation leather cover. 
Gold stamped. $1 2 5 
No. 1101. French-English & English-French Dictionary. Price 3 
No. 1104. Itallan-English & English-Italian Dictionary. Price Postpaid $1.25 
No. 1106. Spanish-English & Eiaiiesoatee Bios ionay ite Postpaid $1.25 

ee ee nT INOS 99. German-Englis 
290 % Johnson Smith & Co.| English-German Dictionary. Price 1.25 

English Self Taught 
English ‘made easy for’ Germans, Spaniards or 

Frenchmen. Each book written in respective lan- 
guage with vocabulary. 35¢ 
No. 1121. English Self Taught for French 
No. 1122. English Self Taught for Germans. .350 
No. 1123. English Seif Taught for Spaniards. .850 

Buenas dias, senorita. Adios, senor. (Good morning, 

Start speaking, singing and understanding at once 
this fascinating, wonderful language. Similar to 

LEARN TO BE A DETECTIVE 
How To Shadow= Do Secret Service Work 

Does Anyone Steal From You? Learn Secrets! 
There is nothing quite so fascinating as to be able 

Ato outwit others and to be able to reduce scientifi- 
cally some of the evidence available, If you are 
doing any business it is essential to know whether 
the other parties to your contract are telling the 
truth or giving the correct facts. Once you are 
familiar with methods of deduction and observation 
you can often readily notice something “queer” | 
about a deal that the average person would easily 
overlook. The person who is able to analyze a 
situation is usually the one who gets ahead quickly 
and with a minimum of difficulty. ‘ i 

Contents: The Necessary Requisite—Shadowing (two chapters) 
—Open and Secret Investigations—Deduction—The Sweat Box 
—Hxtradition and Requisition—The Detective and the Law— 
Criminal Liability, ete., ete. 25¢ 

os No. 1368. BOOK ON DETECTIVE WORK. Postpald. 

The Law of Financial Success 
Basic Laws Which Must Be Obeyed If YOU 

Are To Be Successful 
Have you said, ‘Just My Luck,” “I Can’t,”’ or “Don’t Know What 

To Do,’’ lately? Then you need this excellent explanation of the Law 
of Financial Success. Explains WHAT MONEY REALLY IS, the 
correct mental attitude, the impact of fear and worry upon success, faith, 
latent powers. Discusses ambition, desire, will power, auto-suggestion, 
harmony, creation, concentration, persistence, habit, Tells you how to 
claim your own station in life and how to make money. 

The goal of financial success does not require grind and rush, fight 
and struggle, You have only to discover the harmony of the law as 
explained by this book. Many men have given a major share of the 
credit for their successful lives to a reading and study of this volume. 
108 pages of tightly packed facts, 50c 
No. 1664. LAW OF FINANCIAL SUCCESS, Postpald..... 

| BARTENDER’S GUIDE 
Y hl we 7 Wf” & How To Mix Drinks— 2 2 

Ww Cocktails, Efe. 

Y/ ey 4 oye How To Make Wines, 

Y 

am 26 Beers, Liquors, Ete. 

Save Money! 
Ae Better Quality! 

=) \_ Easy to Make! 
ct ee 

Home made wines and beers are particularly good and wholesome and with a reasonable amount of 
care their manufacture is not difficult. This book contain: dred pes, 
full instructions, including the following: esl yaramnn nen ney Manel TT — 

WINES AND BEERS: Apricot, balm, blackberry, black-currant, bullace and damson, cherry, 
celery, cla: ', coltsfoot, comfrey, cowslip, currant, currant and raspberry, dandelion, elderberry, elder- 
flower, English champagne, gooseberry grape, beers, lemon nectar, malt beer, marigold, mead, bulberry, 
orange, parsnip, pomona, quince, rain sherry, raspberry, rhubarb, sage, saragossa, sloe, strawberry, swee' 
wine from currants, tomato, turnip, walnut mead, whortleberry, wine from mixed fruit, etc. 

SECRETS OF THE LIQUOR TRADE. Full instructions and recipes for making all kinds of 
beers, brandy, bitters, champagne, gin, rum, schnapps, whiskey, etc. 

FRUIT SYRUPS: Apricot, blackberry, black currant, cherry, cranberry, damson, ginger, lemon, 
lime, orange, peach, pineapple, pomegranate, raspberry, red or white currant, rose or violet, strawberry, 
otc, 

VINEGARS: _ Blackberry, black-currant, crabapple, raspberry, red-currant, strawber etc 
FRUIT CORDIALS AND SIMPLE LIQUEURS: Apricot gin, blackberry ‘cordial, plack-currant gin, 

black-currant and raspberry gin, carrey brandy, cherry brandy, cranberry cordial, curacao, damson gin, 
pioxes and raspberry cordial, greengage brandy, lemon brandy, mixed fruit cordial, orange brandy, peach 

randy, pineapple brandy, raspberry brandy, raspberry gin, raspberry and red-currant cordial, sloe gin, 
white-currant brandy, mineral waters, various temperance drinks. ‘ 

HOW| TO MIX DRINKS: Olear, reliable directions for ,mixing the leading, populat beverages, 
including punches, juleps, cobblers, cocktails, etc., after most approved methods, 15c 
No, 1263. Home Brewed Wines and Beers. Price Postpaid.......... 

$1.00: “increased handling costs make this necessary. | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich, x 291 
» 
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‘BOOK ON DOGS 

Jaen Learn Their Care and Characteristics 
In this book will be found descriptions of 

various breeds of dogs; their characteristics 
and features. Carefully analyzes each dog: 
their good and bad points so chat you can tell 
whether it is a type of dog you really like. A 
variety of subjects are covered. Explanations of 
various dog diseases are “included along with wa 
the proper remedies. Explains how show dogs 
are bred and how to keep your dog healthy and 

hroughout showing pictures of many of the 
popular types of dogs. 16 Illustrations, 15c = 

No. 1351. BOOK ON DOGS. Price Postpaid 

Book on Rabbits 
This book treats this little 

animal from two points of view, 

first as 2 pet and second as a 
matter of profit. How to arrange 

c their warrens, gives careful in- 
care for the pigeon in health | structions as to their food and and how to treat it in disease. | treatment in both health and 
Instructions for the construction | disease. By breeding rabbits, 
of healthful pigeon houses, also | many boys have been able to 
for the management and proper 
feeding of them. It explains the 
different breeds. etc. 1 5c 
No. 1358, Price Postpald 

Book on Song Birds 
This book is a complete treatise 

om song birds as it teaches how 
to care for all kinds of birds, 
such as the Canary, Skylark, 
Woodlark, Linnet, Blackbird, 
Thrush, Goldfinch, Bullfinch, 
Chaffinch, Twite, Lesser, Redpole, 
Hawfinch, Nightingale, etc. Gives 
full instructions on the following 
subjects: Cleanliness, food, cages, 
pairing and breeding, besides giv- 
ing a full deseription. 
No. 1357. Book on Song 15¢c 
Birds. Price Postpald... 

Book on Pigeons 
Whether for pleasure or for prof- 

it, few birds are easier to keep 

and raise than pigeons, yet there 
are right and wrong ways of do- 
ing it. This book teaches how to 

turn their spare time into a 
very pee hobby. Why not 
try it 
No. 1353. Price Postpaid 15¢ 

; . Over 100 Iilustrat _ Knots, Hitches and Splices For Scouts, Mechonies Etc 
Complete and useful directions for making THE 

MOST USEFUL KNOTS AND HITCHES IN COM- 
MON USE. It gives full instructions in splicing and 
rigging that are FULLY ILLUSTRATED WITH OVER 
100 PICTURES. It shows how different knots are made 
and what they are used for—the use of ropes and 
blocks and different methods of applying them; gives 
a table showing the approximate efficiency of knots 
in a percentage of the full strength of the rope. 
Explains WIRE ROPE ATTACHMENTS AND FIT- 
TINGS, gives the KNOTS and most useful RIGGING; 
section devoted to LASHING, also BLOCKS and TACK- 
LES. It illustrates the Fisherman’s Bend or Anchor 
Knot, Single Sheet Bend, Overhand, Thief, Hawser 
Bend, Timber Hitch and Half Hitch, etc., ete. 15c 
No, 1296. Useful Knots, Hitches and Splices 

os 

TSM oes utes) Oe 
Qver 100 iMlugtrations 

USEFUL ] 

Knots, Hitches and Spices i 
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292 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. $1.00. increased handling costs make this necessary, 

well groomed. Full explanation of the care 
for the mother dog and her puppies. How to 
1ousebreak dogs and raise puppies so they will 
o tricks and be obedient. Well illustrated * 

Natural Color Bird Seals 
ono! 

Fine for decorating gifts, favors, stationery, Pro- 

grams, books, etc. 82 seals of several differen 
birds. Full, natural coloring. Die cut. 15c 
No. 4689. Bird Seals. Price Postpaid.... 

Natural Color Flower Seals 
md a) B Sais EACH OF © GLE 

et 
Fine tor decorating gifts, tavors, stu ery, Pro- 

grams, books, etc. 32 seals of several popular flow- 
;. Full natural coloring. Die cut to shape. 15¢c 

Package, Postpald,...ssceees 

Natural Color Animal Seals 
RMYARD. ANIMALS. 36 lithographed,_ die-cut 

farrhyared animal seals in full natural color. Ideal for 

decorating gifts, favors, stationery, programs, "150 
ete. Gummed. 

No. 4980. FARMYARD ANIMAL SEALS. Set........ c 

~ Natural Color Animal Seals 
FOREST ANIMALS, 36 lithographed. die-cut forest 

animals in full natural color. Ideal for decorating 

gifts, stationery, books, etc, Gummed. 15¢ 

No. 4983. FOREST ANIMAL SEALS. Set... 

Shipping and Postal Labels 
25 Large 
Mailing 

5 HPP I f Labels; 

16 Caution LABELS oe 

25 gummed shipping labels, large size _brintea 
according to postal regulations. Book also inchides 
16 red caution labels such as Glass, Fragile, This 
Side Up, Insured, etc. With Postal Guide 10c 
No. 4947, Shipping Labels. Postpaid..... 

Gold and Silver Gummed Stars 

uy Decorations, 
4 Graphs, 

¥ Maps, 

a Etc. 
Hundreds of uses. Decorative purposes, merit 

marks in school, business graphs, maps, prices, 
quotations, tally cards, gift packages, menus. 
No. 4685. Gold Stars. '2-in. 15c 
Per Package of 100. Price Postpald...... 
No. 4686. Silver Stars. '/2~-in. 15¢c 
Per Package of 100. Price Postpaid...... 
No. 4688. Assorted Colors and Sizes. Three sizes, 
5 colors including Gold, Silver, Red, Green 

fF, 

500 Printed Name & Address 

Mrs. Rodney Blake 
Sunnyside Farm 

Sunapee, New Hampshire 

Labels 75c 
1 GUMMED labels attractively printed with 

scene and address. 10001 uses—stick *’em on 
packages, | letters, books, envelopes, etc. Identify, 
personalize. Wonderful gift. About 2x34-inches. 
Print name and address clearly. 95¢ 
No. 27500. PERSONAL LABELS. Postpaid.... 

104-piece big value packet 
" jot 6-color seals, tags, labels. 

Happy cheerful designs. 
No. 4978. Xmas Sets... i2¢ 

Mounting Stickers 
For photos, clippings and 

1000 uses. Gum- 

E 

Does quick, neat 
job. ach _ sticker 
about %x%-ingd 
Big book full. { 

No. 4985. Big | 
Book Full. Postpald 

15¢ 
1000 Household Labels 

Mammoth Book of labels for 
every purpose—mailing, blank, 
mounting stickers, alpha- 
bet & numerals, storage, 
poison,, fancy, book, g 
fragile, etc., etc.§ 
Perforated, easy-to- 

10-in. 
No. 4984, House- 
hold Labels. Set. 

39c¢ 
Air Mail and 

Labels 

Hi 

med on both sides, 

peru San eta 

100 Air Maii 
Labels in Red. 
White and Blue: 
10 Special Delivery i 

With Air Mai] so cheap, why not send all your 
letters by air and get faster service. 15¢ 
No. 4986. Price Postpaid 

CAUTIO LABELS 

42 gummed labels including: Fragile, Handle 
With Care, Glass, Do Not Bend, First Class Mall, 
Special Delivery. 1 ic 
No. 4990.. Caution Labels. Postpald... , 

and Blue, Package of 45. Postpald...... i5¢ | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. xx 293 



A Physician In The Hous 

8 Volumes in One Book 

GOLD LETTERING 

Our Price Only $2.95 
Postage Paid 9 © 

About Half the Original 
Publisher’s Price 

As Good As Having A 
Doctor In The House 

Prevention and Symptoms of Men, 
Women and Children, and the Most 
Approved Methods of Treatment, 

Supplementary Treatises on 

First Aid, Accidents NU and Emergencies 
This magnificent volume (containing nearly a thousand pages) forms a COM- 

PLETE HOUSEHOLD GUIDE that gives many valuable suggestions for avoiding 
diseases and prolonging life, with plain directions in cases of emergency, and 
pointing out in familiar language the causes, symptoms, treatment and cure of 
diseases incident to men, women and children, with the simplest and best rem- 
edies. The explanations are plain and readily understood, quite free from technical 
and scientific terms. Here you have information as to the causes of diseases, 
with valuable suggestions for precautionary measures. Clear and explicit ac- 
counts are given of the symptoms by which you can decide upon the nature of 
an illness, with sound, practical advice as to the best methods of treatment, and 
a large number of thoroughly tried and proved prescriptions that alone would be 
worth the price of the book. Handsome CHARTS AND FULL PAGE ILLUSTRA- 
TIONS show more clearly than any printed description, the relative positions of 
the various organs of the human body. These clearly disclose the heart, liver, 
lungs and other internal organs, and there at the junction of the small and 
large intestines, you find the appendix. All these organs can be thus studied, 
giving one a thorough knowledge of the human anatomy. The book takes you 
through the channels of love, courtship and marriage. It guides the prospective 
bride and groom. The knowledge wrongfully hidden from their childhood, the 
essential qualities of a mate for life, the dangers of disease, are all made plain so 
that the least educated can understand. It describes the symptoms of life, tells 
how they are to be determined, the proper hygienic rules of courtship and goes 
on to lead the happy couple through a married life of even temperament, free 
from incompatibility, sexual disorder, care or strife. It uncovers in plain 
language the mysteries of the various sexual organs and makes easy to under- 
stand their various functions in the reproduction of life It is a complete guide 
for nursing the sick, An informative chapter on First Aid in Emergencies is 
included, giving seventy pages with illustrations dealing with accidents, wounds, 
etc., and what to do in case of an emergency. Diseases of Men and Women receive © 
particular attention and the work contains much valuable information usually 
held as the special knowledge of physicians. It describes minutely the properties 
and uses of dozens of well-known Medicinal Plants, Herbs and Remedies, with 
numerous Formulas and Home Remedies for the treatment of various diseases 
and complaints. It is the plain duty of everyone, especially of Fathers and 
Mothers, to become familiar with the ways and means of preventing disease, 
preserving health and happiness and prolonging life, and this most valuable book 
is the best and least costly way of acquiring that knowledge and. of having 
always at hand a source of information and advice that may save some cherished 
life and that will certainly avert many of the ailments to which all of us are 
constantly liable. The original publisher’s price of this book was $5.00, but an 
unexpected purchase of a very large quantity at a Receiver’s Sale enables us to 
offer it for about one-half the original price. You should order at once, as 
we do not expect to be able to duplicate this offer when the present stock is sold. 

No. 1193. A Physician In the House. Price . . . 95 
294 xc Johnson Smith & Co,, Detroit, Mich. $1.00. Increased handling costs make this necessary, 

HOME BOOK OF HEALTH 
ENLARGED and REVISED EDITION 

EMBOSSED VELVET FINISH and 

Nearly 1,000 Pages 714 x 51/ in. 

Gives the History, Cause, Means of 

———  —  ____________ 
ADD 10c SERVICE coat ON ORDERS LESS THAN 

Enjoy Good Food and Save Money 
In a recent magazine article, a famous 

cook told how he had proved by actual 
test, that a woman could earn from 80c 
to $1.00 an hour, in savings alone, by 
putting up a few of her own food stuffs. 
Not only is home made food considered 
more wholesome, nourishing and tastier, 
but you know what is in it. If she 

Datel ate eed 

WANT eeCA CET 
SMOKING-PRESERVING 
Nt ory, 

aS — 

a 

products to a few friends, she would 
even make a profitable bonus and earn- 

But we are not interested so much in 
f the actual savings that a housewife can 

L at contains a full quota of useful recipes 
for preparing delicious foods at reasonable cost, and explain- 

what this book contains: 
How to smoke meats, fish and game. A thorough explana- 

to sportsmen, 
PICKLING All kinds of pickles including green tomato pick- 

cauliflower, pickled cucumbers. 
CANNING All about canning various food from fish to meat. 

Curing ham, beef, pork. How to make sausages 
and lard, ete. All time tested recipes. 

PRESERVES pumpkin to pineapple, jellies and vegetables. 
This section alone will give you numerous ideas, 

sauces, flavorings, are given. We have} 
endeavored to avoid the usual run of the common candies and 

thing different and pleasing. It even tells how to make chew- 
ing gum! = 

es, there are numerous helpful time-saving hints 
for every housewife. t 5c 
No. 1051. Canning, Pickling, Smoking & Preserving. Price Postpaid.... 

MANIKIN Newly Printed, Complete Collection 
ae of Recipes of all Types 

Overlapping Diagrams Reveal Com- 
a Z years experience as chef bic Eman 

i leadin otels in to Organs to Bone Royal Family and le g 

Amazingly fascinating and book of simple, yet amazingly appetiz- 
the human body. Used by high? ing foods. 
schools, colleges and for first i 

F stood recipes for everyday use 

BODY ANATOMICAL DRAW- —with a wide variety that 

INGS (WHIOH OVERLAP, mand for new: things to cook 
and serve—and better ways to 

and Out i 
: + =, all methods of home cooking 

Each drawing is hinged so and the use and preparation of 
a book. to reveal the complete Aff ; 3 2 
body structure starting with the eg 5 lg cm Des 

BODY, NERVOUS SYSTEM \ 
: ie Poultry and Fish, Sauces, Vege- 

VEINS AND ARTERIES, DI tables and Salads, Ice Creams 

OF THE BODY, etc. In addi- 
tion there are 7 separate organs 

were to sell a few of her home made 

ing besides! 

make, despite how large they are, as in 

ing’ how to prepare sauces, pickles, and... but just look at 

tion that is as interesting as it is complete. Very interesting 

les, pickled cabbages, pickled lemons, pickled 

Your opportunity for delectable menus. 

A complete digest on making preserves from 

CONFECTIONERY A wide variety of candies, ice cream, 

recipes and believe we have succeeded in giving you some- 

And aside from all these recip 

HUMAN BODY Modern Cook Book 

Over 600 Recipes. Author has 26 

plete Body Construction from Skin 

Paris, New York and Florida. A great 

revealing structural diagram. of 

Clear, concise, easily under- 
aid instruction, $1 X ULL 

satisfies the mever-ending de- 

Complete Body—Inside 
prepare the old favorites. Covers jj 

that it opens up like pages in types. of food products, 

MUSCLES OVER ENTIRE Bread Making, Soups & Meats, 1] 

GESTIVE SYSTEM, ORGANS and Frozen Desserts, Sand- 

which are individually mounted 

wiches, Fruit Punches and Jam, 
Table Hints, Hostess Hints, Suggested Menus, ete. 
Rich, washable fabrikoid, pebble-grained, stiff cov- 
ers, ink-stamped. A useful book for the kitchen 
library. Remember: ‘‘A good breakfast gives the 
day a good beginning and a tasty dinner makes a 
perfect ending.” Nearly 250 pages. 5c 
No. 1744. Price Postpaid.......-.- sate 

| Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. x 295 

ete. The whole thing is fascinating, wonderf 
valuable for students,.for home medical guidance 
and even useful to athletes who desire to know 

e body to help them in their sport, Actual size 
of body is 12-inches. 5c 
No. 1191. HUMAN BODY MANIKIN.. 



SIGHT 
WITHOUT 
GLASSES 

| “A Method of Restoring Perfect, Nor- 
mal Vision through a Series of Simple, 
Easily Followed Eye Muscle Exercises.. 
With Rules and Principles for the Proper 
Use of the Eyes so that Good Eyesight 
May Be Permanently Retained Without 
he Aid of Glasses.”’ 
The above statement appears on the jacket of. this book, and is endorsed by the publishers, one of the Jargest book companies 

in America, J 
This book was written for all people, young or old, who are 

searching for an effective aid to their eyesight without resorting to glasses, It is also intended for anyone who wears glasses and wants to discard them. Whether the glasses have been put on recently or worn for years does not matter. 
Help Your Eyes Without Resorting to Glasses 

Dr, Peppard realizes that the claims he makes in his book may seem hard to believe, but the fact remains Ahat the system which he practices has worked and is working today. Hundreds of people have been able to discard their glasses or prevent. the necessity of wearing them merely by adhering to certain principles which - normal eyes naturally and automatically follow. There Is nothing mysterious or complicated about the treat- ment recommended here. It Is based on simple concepts of relaxation and appropriate eye muscle exercise. Anyone with a reasonable degree of perseverance and will power can follow it with great ease. Unless. your eye is the basic seat of a degenerative disease, there is no type of faulty vision, according to the author of this book, that Dr, Perrard’s system cannot cure or help, Eyestrain, nearsightedness, far- sightedness, astigmatism, cross eyes, cataracts, glaucoma; all these conditions he believes should be CURED: — rather than be compensated for by glasses, In this book he outlines how the cure should be undertaken. His instructions are all clearly presented and there is a full-size copy of the Snellen eye exercise chart which he uses in his treatment so that you can watch your own improvement, 
Should Be Read By Anyone Who has Weak Eyes An easily-read, modern, wel illustrated kk fferi 

willifind interesting and helney woe bee boo that everyone suffering from eye trouble, however slight, (Not Abridged). a $1.59 No. 1188. SIGHT WITHOUT GLASSES. COMPLETE CLOTH BOUND EDITION.. hinie ae No. 1192, SIGHT WITHOUT GLASSES. Condensed and Abridged paper-bound edition). Priop (S50 plus:7O Postage) SEND. ......cccccsevcccsecetrccccesecvcevevecn 

CONTACT LENSES-«-INVISIBLE GLA 
f .;, Amazing new glasses that are TOTALLY INVISIBLE. They if underneath the eyelids so that even while you wear them, 
you look as though you do not have any glasses on. Worn by 
over 100,000 people in the United States. This booklet tells 
all about them, their advantages, how they are fitted, the cost 
of them, what they will do for you, etc. We. do not sell the 
Glasses but offer this informative booklet for those who want to 
Imow all about them before they buy. 
No. 1786. All About Contact Lenses. Post; 

: ° 
7-Day Reducing Diet 

The famous Lindlahr plan which has shown more 
than one million people how easy It can be to lose 
as much as 8 full pounds In one week—without 
drugs, exercises or starvation diets. Hat plenty and 
lose weight. Great for athletes, overweight people, 
etc. 
No. 1493, 7-Day Reducing Diet. Postpald 25¢ 

Get Rid of That Tired Feeling 
BE ALIVE! It’s fun to think faster, to act 

quicker. . . to be enthusiastic about ‘“‘doing 
things.” Simple eating mistakes may- be responsible 
for that tired “‘all-in” feeling. You’ll be amazed 
to see what marvelous results foods can achieve. 
Foods are the key to good health. 25c 
No. 1494. Get Rid of That Tired Feeling 

EUGENICS and SEX RELATIONS 
A Marriage Reader—Guide to Marital Relations, 

Sex Habits and Birth Control 
By M. H. Frank, M.D., Ph.D. A big, 542-page book that should be in every home to help adults and children get frank, true and authoritative information on evéry aspect of sex habits and relations. Over 50 illustrations and charts with easy-reading, easily understood text. Contents include: History of Science of Eugenics, Heredity, Environment, Marriage & Sex Life, Sex Organs, Marital Relations, First Meeting, Birth Control, Divorce, Sex Education of Children, Pregnancy & Birth, Female Problems, Venereal Diseases, Bad Sex Habits and the Truth, Sex Habits and Your Health, General Health Guide, Physical Hygiene and Beauty, The Human Body, Diet, Your Six Senses, Etc. Contains guide to body: bones, organs, muscles and nervous system, After looking over books from leading publishers, we found this to be most complete book with information presented in best manner for the price. $2 50 296 %& | No. 1367. EUGENICS & SEX RELATIONS. Price Postpald. ..cseccccccsvisesees me 

KOR, By ALEXANDER ix OW 
MURRAY 

bs 

Techniques-Silhouettes-Cartoons-Caricatures-Figurework-Action-Heads 
Nature~Perspective- Types - Animals ~Children~ Settings - Lettering, | eo 
Here is a splendid book which gets down to sharp pointed ier ae : 

really shows you the art of drawing by simplified steps tha Sine 
child can hardly fail to understand. The book starts out by a . i 
the various techniques in drawing, followed by instruction fone 
drawing of simple, common-place objects. Then takes gids Praag § 
step, showing by numerous diagrams and explanatory matte on 
to master the more difficult subjects, finishing up by showing y 

i i i large size pages, 1 how to use the art in a commercial way. Contains 100 2S 
ia: about 84%x11% in. Forty-six reve oie ane instruction 
practice page for each. Cartoons, caricatures, k, ’ and 
Bbectives lettering, light and shade, drawing for sever eee tee 

Dene ree Sen Fan cere eed oem auth wk aiaeeaL and entertaining hats, heads, eyes, etc., etc. It is simply -c 
information. Makes it fun to learn to draw. Thousands of copies in use by 
schools and students all over the country. tee 39c 
No. 1806. HOW TO DRAW... Price Postpaid. .....ceereeervecseneses 

= 2 = tiie seareapatnn 
How to Write Signs, Tickets & Posters uh ero : 

i rs ‘4 i ny f ) =—_ Lay Out and Create! It's Profitable! ii H IK PAH 
This book was written for the amateur ) a Talk 

sign maker. Almost everyone needs a Chalk Talk 
sign at one time or snother—maybe for l's o pect 
that schoo] play, for advertising something which is 
‘you’ want to sell, for display purposes, your eens eee 
name on the door, etc., etc, SIGN MAK- ard pot tatke 
ING MADE EASY, Excellent money mak- | i faeaserigehst a 
ing signs for others, too, Each sign (with few strokes of 
your name on it) fs another ad for you. chalk, | Srayen 
Tells how to form letters, simple and fancy. | you progress from simple designs 
Sign layout. Color guide for attracting at- Ohi seating and humorous figures. 
tention. Sign boards. Shading. Ticket | fearning prion valuahia e fend 
writing. Poster writing, Painting, Gold | done merely for entertaining an 

lettering. Sign. welter's outfit. Sample | sudtence,_cainPlete toee Seah 
Wee tae ae et 2-color cover. tures, evolution jana jupside, down 

oO. le ow to Write Signs, 75¢ pictures, names peo snetey 
Tickets and Posters. Postpald..... Nor i666, ‘price $1.00, : Nin se Saatcaes SEND:.. 91-05 

How to Cartoon for Fun and Profit 
Everybody likes cartoons. From the youngest to the oldest, we elles 

to laugh at the funny pictures, Lols Fisher’s book shows you_ that iS 3 
not only~fun to look at them— it is great fun to draw them. Lois Fis er 
says anyone Can draw—and proves it. Step by step she tells how to a 
about searing, what tools to use, what tricks and techniques to use. Be 
popular—sketch your friends, decorate play rooms, make your own sta: 

aire tionery, cards, etc, Includes figures of all kinds, character sketches, shading, 
outline, expressions, action, comics, etc. Complete illustrated guide. FUN AND PROFIT. 28 eS, 
Many cartoons in full color. Bits Ilst of over 30 publishers who buy cartoons. Large, 9x12-inch size, 
Hard bound. Over 1000 illustrations. 
No. 1771, CARTOONING FOR FUN AND PROFIT. Price Postpald........-. * 297 
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Wholesale Buying Guide) 

Looking for a Way to Save Money and Make Money? 

Let the ’’Distributor’s Buying Guide” Put Yo 
In Touch With Thousands of Articles From 

Hundreds of Suppliers 
Not only do those who want to buy articles for resale find this boo 

a valuable help, but even those who buy things for themselves will find 
this a money-saving help to wholesale buying sources, 

How often have you wished to ‘‘go into business for yourself’ either 
on a full-time or a part-time basis? Hayen’t you often wished you 
could spend your extra-time taking orders or selling some handy article? 
Oftentimes it is only necessary to, let your friends know that you can 
take care of their needs, and you will make a commission on the thing 
they buy through you, 

Buy Wholesale for Your Own Use or to Re-sell 
Imagine the savings you can make on your own needs by buy: 

wholesale. The ‘‘Distributor’s Buying Guide’ is simply a directory of 
thousands of: articles and the supplier who sells them wholesale, In 
addition it gives you valuable help in telling you how to buy to- save 
money. This book is kept up-to-date as each new edition goes to press 

Anyone thinking of going into business for themselves will find th’ 
book helpful. Helps you gain new contacts which lead to new oppo 
tunities. Furnishes many leads which you will find interesting to e: 
plore even though you only use them for your own personal requirements 

No. 1479. DISTRIBUTOR’S BUYING GUIDE. 98c Price Postpaid Only........ oeee 

10,000 SOURCES FOR ALL KINDS OF GOODS & SERVICES 

BUYER’S DIRECTORY | 
Complete Names and Addresses of Companies—Valuable 

New Buyer’s Guide ' 
Want to buy an ALNICO MAGNET? ZIG ZAG RULE? TAKE A COURSE 

f ON. SMALL SCALE FARMING? GET INFORMATION ON MARKETING 
Hh YOUR LATEST INVENTION? If you are facing a buying problem, or looking; 

® for profitable articles to sell, you will find this POPULAR MECHANICS BU i= 
- QING DIRECTORY to be a valuable help. 

POO e mew meme meee renee e tHe anne nernenenseeeeese 

Indexed & Cross-Indexed So You Can Locate 
Sources in a Matter of Seconds 

Valuable to almost anyone whether you are building a hot rod 
racer or looking for articles to sell. It’s just impossible to give you any 

idea of the comprehensive list of articles—of every conceivable type—that the book lists. From Aviator 
Goggles to Novelties and Money-Making Formulas. Carefully compiled by Popular Mechanics Magazine 
Should be in every home, shop, store, garage, office, students, etc, Save time and money; shop at th 
source, Especially valuable for those hard-to-get articles, Make money buying wholesale and selling reta:’ 
May be your stepping stone to a profitable business. Kept up-to-date. Classified by goods or services; alsd 
indexed by name of companies—you can look up either company or articles-—either way you get a qui 
answer to your problem. k 27 2 
No. 1481, POPULAR MECHANICS BUYING DIRECTORY. Postpald,.-+....c.cececescane 

25 Games and Puzzles 49c 
Combat—Magic Slate Football—3-In-1 | 

Row—Fifteen—The Battle Field—Word 

Box—Dot Puzzles—Triangle Trick— 

Window Wonder—Magic Answers— 

Scottie Puppies—Clever Code—Efc., Ete. 

This set consists of 25 games and puzzles in on 
set. The novel feature about this, in addition 
the great number of games, is that they use thf 

«MAGIC SLATE, so that the games can be playe 
over and over again, indefinitely. You don’t nee 
paper, you don’t need pencil. Sharpen the wits an 
tickle the funny bone. Fun for one, two or mor 
players. Size 9x13-inches, in 4-color gift boy 
No. 3918. GAME and PUZZLE SET. 49 
Price Postpaid Only... ......eeeecueees { 

be sure to give nam SPECIAL NOTE, When ordering, 
of article as well as the stock numbe: ' 298 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 

Here Is A Book Everyone Can Use . . 
For those who want to start their own business, this 
book offers excellent, reliable manufacturing processes. 

2. For the home craftsman, housewife and business man, 
this book is a ready reference to many time and money 
saving formulas. ; 

3. It is a book that should be in every home, workshop, 

10.000 
FORMULAS, RECIPES 

PROCESSES 
TRADE SECRETS and 

Money-Making Formulas 

The Greatest “HOW TO DO IT” 

itary Cloth, with gold Book in the World 

How TO make all kinds of Adhesives and Alloys for every purpose; 
Anti-Freezing Solutions; Battery Fillers and Solutions; Bever- 

ages—all kinds; Brass re-finishing and renovating; Bronze Powders; 
Cement Fillers; Cleaning Preparations; Cosmetics; Chromium Plating; 
Dandruff Cures; Dentifrices; Dyes; Electroplating and Electrotyping; 
Essences and Extracts of Fruits; Freezing Mixtures; Glazes; Inks of all 
sorts ; Insecticides ; Lacquers; Laundry Preparations ; Leather ; Lubricants ; 
Mirrors; Ointments; Paints; Paper; Perfumes; Photography; Polishes; 
Soldering ; Varnishes; Waterproofing; Weights and Measures. Thousands 
of other practical, tested methods for doing things. s 

SAVE MONEY wirn rues rormutas. Make hundreds of articles 
of everyday use for a fraction of the money you now pay in shops. By 
following plain instructions, you can easily make tooth pastes—cold creams 
—cosmetics—hair tonics— remedies—stain and spot removers— floor fin- 
ishes—varnishes, paints—compounds for mending metal, wood, glass, 
china, fabrics, etc. 

Actual size 5%x8%, 900 
pages. Bound in Rich 

wy i 
Contains Formulas to Make Almost Anything From bala 

Plastics to Perfumes 
This is a veritable Storehouse of Practical Information for— 

Mandy Men, Mechanics, Housewives, Farmers, Laboratory Work- 
ers, Manufacturers, Painters, etc. Moré than 10,000 clearly de- 
ascribed formulas, processes, recipes—many never before revealed, 
Valuable section on workshop and laboratory methods, 900 5%x 
S% pages, crammed with the FACTS you want! Used by more 
than 250,000 practical people. Endorsed by Universities and 
Libraries. NEW up-to-date Edition, — E 
No. 1255. FORTUNES IN FORMULAS. Book of 10,000 $2 8 
Formulas, Recipes and Trade Secrets. Price Postpaid.. 9 



| ____LISTS NEARLY 4,000 DIFFERENT MAGAZINES! _ Pei On. every conceivable subject from Advertising, Coin Collecting, r Chemical Engineering, Sports Zoolog ; For instance, it lists 5 magazines on Astrology, 43 on Aviation, 49 on Colns & lavipn ts a Confe 
3 on Pets, 12 on Police, 11 on Jewelry, Ree eae ines ae on AUER: ie on Radio & Television, 4 on X-Ray: able subjec i i d arts, business, industry, health and recreation. PTE LTE) SE HeLa ne ea ee ae 

tlonery, 15 on Dogs, 121 General Magazines, 8 on Fur Farmi 7 on Toys & Novelties, 39 on Motion Pictur “iy 88 on Sports, etc., etc., etc. 

| DIRECTORY OF MAGAZINES , 
____ BUSINESS - - VOCATIONAL - - DIVERSION = 
_ Keep Posted By Reading Magazines About Your 

Favorite Subject 
This DIRECTORY OF BUSINESS, VOCATIONAL and DIVERSION MAGAZINES Is almost Indigpensible. It lists nearly 4,000 magazines, each Classified according to subject matter, It includes every type ot magazine from COMIC MAGAZINES to SCIENTIFIC MAGAZINES and TECH- NICAL MAGAZINES, Those who are interested in some special subject will usually find Several magazines which cover that very subject, You will enjoy subscribing to the magazine and reading issue after issue about your favorite subject. If you have a favorite sport, subscribe to the magazine that gives you the latest information, week after week. Almost every yocation and hobby has its own magazines—stamps, explosives, chemistry, trapping, spiritualism, welding, etc. In addition, it covers all the popular . general magazines. 

Useful List for Every One—Businessman, Advertiser, Student, Contains much valuable, information about magazines. 
subscription price, single copy price, etc., etc. 
first time you use it, - 

‘| No. 1496. DIRECTORY OF AMERICAN MAGAZINES. Prico Postpald...........0/s000. HR sijamehen 1X HOME FIX-IT 
GUIDE 

Save money around house, 
apartment, office or shop. 
Tells how to use and. care 
for all tools, best tools to 
have and use, polishing, wax- 
ing & finishing woods, home 
workshop, repairing windows, 
lazing, weatherstripping, fix- 

Cony Nin) We Ng 

BiG 
(| | ore orth 

duh ) 

STAR 
MONEY 
MAKER 

Trade Secrets, Re- 
cipes, Manufactur- ing locks & hinges, repairing 

creaking & sagging floors, ng_ Ideas, Spare varnishing, laying & repair- Time Work, 
ing linoleum, tile, carpets, Opportunities, Etc. fix cracks in plaster walls & This book con- ceilings, painting & decorat- tai d f ing easy way, roofs, gutters, 4ins jozens 0 

Pages, downspouts, skylights, plumb- plans, ideas and Gee er & electrician repairs & in- money-making op- z iF sta a ons, cabinetmaker 
iti ' : Building methods, building shelves, Bortnnities, we Dictionar: cupboards, partitions, modern- prising, bai peleiernstra Y izing old furniture, beds, men and women chests. even garage & auto care, plus chapter of ild- } ing terms used by contra ju pimiceite ane 

as well as boys and 
girls everywhere 
will find scores of 
Te ane 

at may be turne 
into ready cash right in your own home and 
in your spare time hours. Bvery plan given is 
thoroughly practical and has actually been 
successfully worked, in fact each plan is signed 
by the contributor. With many of the plans 
little or no capital is required, and with a 
little effort and ingenuity can’ be made to 
yield big profits, 
No. 1253. The Star Money Maker... i5¢ 

ctors & builders, picture hang- 
ing & frames, kitchen & laundr: awnings, ete.) ete. adry, interior decoration, 

No. 1638. HOME FIX-IT GUIDE. Price Postpaid 39c 

Stocks & Business Forecaster 
(neuen pansar ara 

TMT 
id it Hh 

arr 
Do you invest in stocks or play 

the market? Do you makePROF- 
ITS from the stock market? Are 
you a good judge of BUSINESS 
CONDITIONS? Has a day to diy 
guide for the entire year. Take 
advantage of seasonal shifts. Day- 
by-day weather forecast, fishing 
guide, business guide, etc. 15c 
No. 1791. Price Postpaid... 

port MH OOME DESK 
Use on Any Table—Put Away When Finished 

YOUR PERSONAL BUSINESS IN ‘ONE PLACE 
Secret Place for Valuables—Everlasting Slate 

Have a “desk of your own.” Beautiful piece of furn- 
iture, Has regular wood desk top 14x17 %-inches which 

size MAGIC SLATE. Write on MAGIC SLATE with 
pencil or only blunt pointed instrament—even fingernail; 
writing removed by lifting transparent celluloid sheet. 
Slate lasts indefinitely and can be used over and over 

He Again, Saves paper, pencils, 
A 4 sketches and drawings, calculations and notes. Large 

Tf divided drawer INCLUDES T-SQUARE, TRIANGLE, 
————") IRREGULAR CURVE AND STYLUS. Secret sliding 
Pore P2nel provides lots of space for books, papers, pencils, 

DR PUR YN Ue Ie MT high, i Yo, 6947. HANDY HOME DESK. Price Postpald. . ae oie hee ae eae aa 
300 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. SPECIAL NOTE. When ordering, 

of article as well as the stock number. 

lh : 
i t Mechanic, Hobbyist, Ete. 

f Gives publisher, address, year Magazine established’ 
A guide that should be in every library, Pays its cost the 

$1.50, 

you can use just like regular desk, Lift up to reveal full | 

Wonderful for making | 

ete., and personal possessions. Size "$6.98 ; 

@ 

sure to give name 

Sree Cun Wo Got Hale?” 
Precise Mahes Porhect 

Perceeloay Goss @ Lena We 
Conhertani’s Code of Bibles 
Whet's in « Mamet? 

‘An Mates Roavremonts 
And Mech Orher Material Makes 

SSE of 
Gives a Wide Variety of All Kinds of Prize Winning Entries 

Almost every type of contest is described in this 
book with examples showing winning entries. 
Writer of the book takes the winners apart and shows 

and tells you how to gon what makes them “click” 
iring the big prizes within your reach. 
Here is a complete list of the chapters which are in 

this book: 1, How to Write Winning Slogans, with over 
190 examples. 2, Essential Elements of Contest Letters, 

Characteristics of Product 
Names, with over 30 examples. 4. Types of Prize Win- 
fing Limericks with collection of over 100 Winning 

How to write Prize Winning Advertise- 
ments with collection of 15 examples. 5, Characteris- 
tiles of Picture Titles, with over 150 Examples, 

is a clinic for your contest problems. 
You'll be able to dissect your own compositions and 
whether they can bear the brunt of the competition. 98c 
No, 1968, HANDBOOK OF PRIZE WINNING CONTEST ENTRIBS., Price.... heed] 

All About Prize Contests 
Complete Textbook on How to Win Contests; Standard Reference 

Book for Contestants; Written by a Contestant Judge & Consultant; 
Hundreds of Prize Winning Examples; 288 Pages 

If you want to win, then this ig the book you should have. 
type of contest and in plain words singles out the important things about each. 
This is a standard text and reference book on contests. 
his private files and shows prize winning entries. jim 
ments, last lines, puzzle answers, jingles, names, title, handwriting, picture, slogan, 

Answers to questions. 
Contest rackets, 

with 18 prize entries, 3. 

Last Lines, 

The book 

prize letters, etc. 
Radio contests. 
real money with your hobby. 

TT LCM TD Ce am TUTE 

Graduate Course in Contesting 
By Kenneth R. Close. This is a 16- 

chapter book discussing the following 
chapter topics. 1, Prize Contests. in 
General. 2. How to Discover and Select 
Desirable Contests. 3. Commandments 
for Successful Contestants. 4. Letter 
Contests. 5. Limerick Last Lines. 6. 
Picture Titling. 7, Naming of Products. 
&. Sloganeering. 9. Cut Pictures and 
Decoration of Entries. 10, Number 
Paths, Small Writing and Similar 
Mathematical Puzzles. 11. The Profit- 
able Art of Punning. 12. Tongue. 
Twisters, 18. Word Building and Simi- 
lar Word Contests. 14. Advertising 
Contests. 15. “Purchase Required” 
Contests. 16, Preparing Winning Con- 
test Entries. oer 
No, 1966, Complete Contest 98c 
Manual, Price Postpaid....... 

will help you WIN. 15 chapters, cloth bound. 
No. 1565. PRIZE CONTESTS. Price ($3.00 plus 25c¢ postage) SEND... 

Write Winning Contest Statements 

fi__How to Win Prize Contests _| 
* Winning Entries * Which Contests to Enter *« Easy Does It * 

* You Can Win * Contest Winning a Profession + 

Special Charts for Checking Your Entry 
This book may not make you rich, but 

show you how to make a good living. Tells some of 
the methods and principles contestants use in the big 
prize contests which are announced almost daily. 
cording to reports from readers of the book, the con- 
tents are a real source of Z 
some of the problems offered by the prize contests. 
Special charts for checking your entiry, Also chapters 
on “Millions Cry: Where Can We Get Help?” “Practice 

Perfect,” A 
“What’s In A Name?” “An Entry’s Requirements,” and 
much other material, 
reveals why many entries are discarded. 15c ; 
No. 1648. How to Win Prize Contests. Price...... 

it might 

Ac- 

assistance in overcoming 

“Psychology Goes A Long Way,” 

among which is a table that 

The 

solutions to determine 

Takes every major 

The author lets you into 
Covers limerick, letter state- 

How contests are judged. Contest facts. 
Original ideas. Contest rules, Etc., Etc. “Make 

Crammed with facts, figures and information that 

$3.25 

125 Prize Winning Entries 
By Kenneth R. Close. The 

book is an eleven chapter 
treatise covering the subject 
fully, Over 125 winners 

A from many national 
contests are quoted in the supplement 
and text to illustrate the principles of 
statement construction. These winning 
entries are classified under such topics 
as automobiles, radios, refrigerators, 
shaving creams, cigars, food, etc. 
How to Write Winning Contest 

Statements will also be found to be 
of great aid in ordinary letter contests. | 
For the contestant who _ specializes 
in this type of competition it is almost 
a necessity. 98c 
No. 1967, Price Postpaid.......... 

Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %& 301 



40 POWER TOOLS 
YOU CAN MAKE 

From Old Parts & Discarded Materials 
Make power tools listed below from ‘auto parts 

discarded sewing machines and other odds and ends 
that cost little or nothing. 
Bandsaw of Auto Parts 
Bandsaw of Plywood 
Drill Press of Pipe Fittings 
Drill Press of Auto Parts 
Scrolisaw for 11-in. Stock 
Portable Belt Sander 
Shop Sanding Machine 
Drum Sander of Auto Parts 
Small Belt Sander 
Belt Sander Run by Drill 

Press 
Lathe Sanding Table 
Oscillating Sander 
Belt Sander Fits Lathe 
Flexible Belt Sander 
**Stroker’’ Belt Sander 
Drum Sander for Workshop 
Jig Shear 
Saw Table for Workshop 
Adjustable Saw Table d 
Power-Driven Table Saw Filing Machine 
Midget Circular Saw Hydraulic Arbor Press 

Hundreds of actual photos and plans prepared and 
printed by POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE. 
Cloth binding. $1.60 ‘No. 1694. ($1.50 plus 10c post.) Send. . 

CONCRETE HANDBOOK 
How fo Use Concrete 

Around Home & Factory 
Conerete—the universal, low- 

= priced  build- 
“¥, ing material, 

Chis book tells 
you how easy 

it is to mix and 
use. Gives _hun- 

dreds of practical uses 
in addition to such 

standard jobs as road- 
ways, posts, bases, walks, 

fences, steps, floors, walls, courts, pools, etc. Over 
300 illustrations, A Popular Mechanics Press book. 
Oloth bound. 96 pages, $2, 15 
No. 1695. ($2.00 plus 15c post.) Gend. . . 

ELECTRIC 

Sliding Cut-Off Saw 
Wood Lathe on 

Stand 
Bench-Top Wood Lathe 
Shaper for Mouldings 
Motorized Hand Plane 
Heavy-Duty Grinder 
Light Grinder Head 
High-Speed Hand Grinder 
Metal Turning Lathe 
Tools for Metal Turning 
Lathe i 

Metal Turning Tool Slide 
Drill-Vise Milling Unit 
Cut-Off Wheel 
Power-Driven Hacksaw 
Folding Tripod for Ma- 

chines } 7 
Electric Vibrating Pencil 
Sliding Motor Mount 

Floor 

q 

i 

Painting and 
Decorating 

Great practical guide to 
almost every type of fin- 
ishing and painting. Cov- 

workshop, including every 
branch of painting and 
decorating. Each job is 
fully expained with illu- 
strations to clarify text. \\ , 
850 pages—288 illustrash ia 
tions. 
No. 1698. ($3.50 plus 150 postage) gona 3° 

WELDING, BRAZING AND 
SOLDERING 

~ 

dia, complete within the 
of essential knowledge in alphabetical order, placing every article at your finger tips ready for instant reference, Bach 
type setting it off from the text so that the eye picks it out immediately. 

EVERYONE SHOULD OWN ott) 

|Mammoth Encyclopedia 
Over 1,500 Pages 
20,000 Subjects 

= 
Nothing 
More 
to Pay 

os _ 500 Illustrations 
16 Maps, Ete. 

Covers Practically Every Subject 
From A to Z. Essential Information 
On History, Politics, Science, Art, 
Biography, Games, Sports, Medicine, 
Mechanics and Endless Other Sub- 
jects. Will Be in Constant Use in 

Home, Office or School. 

Information on Almost Every 
Subject in a Jiffy! 

In the complex, changing world of to- day, the need for a wide variety of informa- tion, quickly available, is vital. 
covers of a single volume, gives you a survey 

This encyclope- 

main entry is in large bold 

How to Build Your Own Welding 
Equipment and Use It Effectively. 
Really modern book, published by POP- 
ULAR MECHANIOS i 
and written in an easy 
reading, well-illustrated 
style. Tells almost ey- 
erything you need to 
know about WELDING, 
BRAZING and SOL- 
DERING around home 
and factory. Are wel- 
ders, spot welding, sol- 
dering tricks, broken 
castings, arc furnace, blast furnace, etc, 
pages. About 300 illustrations. 
No. 1696. ($1.75 plus 10c post.) Send... 

Paint Your 
House 

Inside & Out 

WIRING 
A practical, clearly 

written guide for the 
householder and handy 
man who does any elec- 
trical wiring at all. De- 
seribes and illustrates the 
proper methods of layout 
and installation of indoor 
and outdoor wiring for 
electric lights and appli- 
ances. Explains safety 
regulations. Valuable for 

everyone who likes electricity. Written and published 
by Popular Mechanics Magazine. 
No. 1642. Price Postpaid.......... 

Earn Money—Electrical 
Repairing at Home 

How to Fix Electrical 

0. ., 

Care and repair of electrical appliances from preparing surfaces, ap- 

Magazine, 
No. 1644. Price Postpaid. . 25¢ Jar Mechanics Magazine, 

No, 16465, Painting & Plastering Guide..... 
302 yc | 

96 larg 

$1.8 } 

mp prences How to Plaster 

Meena’ : Mente oO aES 

§ i ou how 

Bs Sit nonaee and other the lore of the Norse, Hindu, Gaelic, and other legends. 
if uildings and rooms 

Household inside and _ outside. 

pita 70 Rules for selecting Appliances, \%' and mixing paints, 

% i , tech- f id locks hing machines, plus details for plying paints, t } Attractive Cloth Bound Edition. Price Postpaid..............00.- making simple time switches to control appli. / pique of plastering, ete. Save money, make mone¥Il}} Ny, 1747. DeLUXE AMERICAN ENCYCLODEDIA. -"."" $3.98 ances. Booklet printed by Popular Mechanics fresh with paint. Prepared and published by Popus Beautiful Artificial Leather Edition. Price Postpaid............. ° 
25 | 

Fascinating Reading---Amazingly Interesting. Learn Hundreds 
of New Things 

Few persons can possibly keep in their minds all the multitudinous array of facts confronting us on every side today. One cannot read half a column in a daily newspaper without coming face to face with names and words about which more information would be enlightening. This handy encyclopedia has been designed and edited to meet this reed. In it the everyday reader can find concise and easily understandable explanation’ of such widely diversified subjects, to mention but a few, as Bolshevism and Dictatorship, Soviet and Nazis, Strike and Unemployment, Bonus and In- come Tax, G-Men and Oapital Punishment, Federal Emergency Relief Administration and Federal Reserve System, all of which come frequently into the news and into current conversation, Here you can learn the ‘life stories of such prominent persons as Roosevelt, Hughes, Hitler, Edward VIII, Mussolini, Haile Selassie, Stalin, Trotsky, Chiang Kai-Check, etc., as wel] as the important figures of the past. Do you know what the Nobe) Prize is, where Manchukuo is, who has been honored with the Pulitzer Prize, what the tallest buildings and the largest ships in the world are, what were the seven wonders of the world, what is meant: by inflation and deflation? You can find the an- 
swer to these and thousands of other questions in this one book. 

Scores of Entertaining and Practical Uses 
If you desire to learn more about aeronautics and air travel, look up Aeronautics and also Alr- plane, Aviation, Balloon, Stratosphere, and other entries to which you will be referred in these and related articles, _All important names and references found in the Bible are entered, with deserip- 

tions of the various books. Not only is world history fully surveyed, but American history is given 
special emphasis, with comprehensive biographies of the President and Vice Presidents (see Presl- 
dont and Vice President for lists) and other famous persons, You will find an entry for every coun- 
try and government in the world, with a description of extent, population, products, and history. 
Useful to the reader of the world’s literature are the biographies of important novelists, poets, and 
other creative artist, and also the numerous entries covering Greek and Roman mythology, as well as 

Beautiful Mammoth Book in Colorful Jacket---Over 2-In. Thick 
Latest edition with al] war and peace information. Covers 20,000 subjects. Has 500 illustra- 

tions, 16 large maps. Latest census of American cities. Over 1500 pages, Edited by O. Ralph Taylor. 
YCLOPEDIA. js $2.98 No. 1746. NEW AMERICAN ENC 
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Mammoth 60,000 
Word Webster’s 

One Thousand Ways of Getting RICH! re 
Dictionary \ Large Collection of the Mosi 

Saleable Recipes and Fo 
mulas of Various Articles in 60,000 

Daily Use. oo 
To persons who work hard for a livin 

and then don’t get it, we have a few plaimg "ages 
words to say. Every person wants to ma si 
money and wants to make it fast and eas oe 
This book will tell them how. This is @p 4'/2x8 
large and very valuable collection of rem inches 
cipes and formulas for the manufacture @ 
hundreds of articles in daily use, and whic Nearly 
may be readily made by any one and so 2-In 
at very large profits. Great fortunes hav +S 
been made by the manufacture of singl@g Thick 

a articles for which recipes are here given 
i f and some of these "ecipes have been soll o 

ib , for as much as $50.00 each. Any one, Di yer 
‘ the aid of this book, can build up a steadygg 1000 

\ i rr: and very pat yp hid business, fo} Hlus- 
. rest 7 ere is constant deman or the variout i 
AVIA ay it’ LAA ae rv articles, they may be easily made by ang /“"10"S 
Ma ae ie | i) a one, and sold either wholesale or retail om fyervone, needs 

nl mo il nn li through sub-agents. Many have started hia ‘reference 
| | A GR PC 5. life in just this way. Get this great book : ete 

PANN Hy Annu A a er and without doubt it will start you on th eee a 
road’ to a competence. font. 'seif-pro- 

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS: @)))"" vs 
SECRETS OF THE LIQUOR TRADE: How to make wines, beers and brandies, whiskies, cider yet. contains 

poe he dae ton gin, ea ee ae and ey ane RGF ere isy mee chapter that its content Bins, selfs 
can better be judged by a few o: i recipes includes, such as making tider without apples, port wing Bislote Eng 
Madeira wine, brandy, cognac brandy, brandy bitters, Holland gin, cordial gin, Jamaica, rane Aish andy 0) home. See eicioun Dinter eae 1.98 
Scotch whiskey, improved English strong beer, and many others. It also reveals the secret of correctin $ 9 Ne, 1748. Webster's Dictionary. Postpai 
wine, beer and whiskey that seems to have spoiled, a feature that will well repay the home brew 
should he come in contact with this trouble. ya Furthermore, it also tells how to give beer and othe 
liquors the appearance of age. g 

DRUGGIST’S DEPARTMENT: How to make corn cures, cough compounds, digestive pills, numer 
ous kinds of ointments that have been used for years in the treatment of various skin afflictions, foo 
ointments, tonics, health bitters and a time-tested treatment for the cure of drunkenness likewise i 
explained in detail. This chapter alone, many customers have told us, is worth the price of the book 
because of the extremely rare and valuable information it contains, ; 

MANUFACTURER’S DEPARTMENT reveals the secrets of making all kinds of _ inks, furnit 
polish, various kinds of soaps, paste resembling diamonds, various kinds of cements and glues, how 
make a cheap white house paint, an excellent substitute for inks, magic copying paper, steel annealin 
process; it tells how to soften cast iron for drilling, how to recut old files and rasps, how the Chine: 

Do Bird Calls, Animal Imitations and 
Play Music With only Hands and Mouth 

new and 
easy method by 
Which one can 
whistle and im- 
itate musical 
instruments, 

° esreewwr 

repaired holes in iron, and many similar hitherto unknown facts. birds, fowls 
_ TOILETRY, PERFUMERY, ETC., is a chapter that bares the secret of making hair restorer and animals, steam- 

hair dyes, of making a baldness cure, of making @ depilatery for the removal of superfluous hair; it telll boat and loco- 
in detail also how to make the hair curl, how to make a liquid rouge for the complexion, how to mak motive | whist- 
smelling salts, oil of roses for the hair; to make brown teeth white, and reveals dozens of other simi low, etc., using 
important and easily understood secrets. 

FACE PAINTS: Full instructions for the making of face paints, rouge and other cosmetics, ae | rate MOUTH AND 
HUNTERS’ AND TRAPPERS’ SECRETS are told in this chapter and many problems which th HANDS, Writ- 

eee eee ae and trapper encounters in the course of his activity can be solved with a little study o eh by 
conten HM RORGE 
FARMERS’ DEPARTMENT tells how to make a rat killer, a lotion for the mange, lotions fo} tes 

juries which cattle and horses may suffer and many similar remedies. a5 Wwe boat Barnyard Voices bruises, sprains and other i 
FINE ARTS AND SCIENCES is a chapter dealing with the art of transferring pictures on 

glass: how to make wax flowers, etc., etc 
CONFECTIONER’S DEPARTMEN Toffee, chocolate cream, 

_, HOUSEHOLD AND EVERYDAY REQUIREMENTS deals with recipes and facts which every house 
wife and many others should know. It tells how to make vinegar, cider, chili sauce, how to kee) 
how to clean rugs and furniture, how to make eye water, tomato catsup and 84 additional useful hous 
hold and everyday secrets. i 

GALICO PRINTER’S FAST DYES contains a description of 13 different colors, clearly explained 

the famous mimic and vaudeville entertainer, 
who has amused and delighted thousands of 
jwople all over the commen He, could imitate 
almost anything, from a frog to a steamboat 
and the calliope thereon, and when it comes 
to musical instruments, he is a whole band in 
\elf. In this 16 page booklet he tells how it 

it done. No instruments whateve 

candied lemon, etc., etc. 

for fast colors. 
2 

DYES FOR BONE AND IVORY deals with this fascinating business and also varnishes, gilding pothing bub, the «mouth | spt 
bronzing and more than 40 other secrets. tions how to imitate the flute 

PRINTING INKS deals with not only that subject but also paper copying and the art of inla; toned 

and ornamenting papier mache, 
REMEDIES FOR DISEASES OF HORSES chapter contains numerous formulae for treating 

hich they often die because their symptoms 

calliope, double t 
whistle, siren whistle, 

whistle, single 
freight or 

ocarina, 
steamboat s 
chime locomotive 
note locomotive whist 
traction engine whis - horn, 
canary bird, mocking bird, whip- 

various diseases to which horses are subject and from w 
not properly understood. 2 2 , 

The book is literally crammed full of recipes—nearly 100 pages of valuable money-making recipes, form poorwill, quail, sparrow, lark, par- 

ulas, secrets, wrinkles, ete., any one of which that you make use of will be well worth many times the small Fi EB Beeee Geatn tint: oat Kittens mons: 
cost of the book. Among the valuable secrets in this book are many that require little or no capital and b rat squirrel, cricket, horse, mule, 

little labor, with no special ability. , 25 monke iy rooster, pulenen: sau ne 

No. 1250. BOOK OF GREAT SECRETS. Price Postpaid to Any Address...... vocal musical imitations, and gon: 

. Larger Book of Great Secrets, Old and New—35c ae TOS dpetnata sit iene ee 
No. 1252. OLD SECRETS & NEW DISCOVERIES. Includes all of above book plus 32 addi- 35 - 

304 y& | tional pages of useful secrets and discoveries, old favorites long forgotten and new ones, Only. 
No. 1214. Price Postpaid 12¢ 

be 

How to Make Money By Mail 
EASY WAY to start now or expand your present 

occupation, Extraordinarily plain, simple skill, know- 
how. No theory. Fact story of rich experience of au- 
thor E. Rice, day-by-day. How many times have we 
heard: ‘‘I wish I had some — 
money, this patent would 
earn me a fortune,’’ or 
*“‘Why can’t my_ crop pay 
better?” or I wish I 
knew how to sell this gad- 
get myself,’ or ‘*Why 
should my_ boss alone do 
this when I too know how 
the money is made?’’.. . 
Listen carefully: 

You Do Not Need 
Money to Start This ful 

“Ri a“ WwW 

His wena eat ysl 
pays all bills. same day OTN rendered, no bank loans, 

e 

pay as you go, no borrow- 

| 

ing from relatives or 

ate 

friends, no salesmen. Also 
no worry: quickly a home 
of your own all paid for. 
Rice paid off $5,000 in 
mortgages a year after us- 
ing this skillful idea. Read 
how buyers of this book 
make Rice's plan go big. 

50 Years of Proof 
Sounds fishy. Sure, but 

this has been done steadily 
for 50 years, depression 
or no depression, by the 
author; that is why he 
wrote this book, to pass 
the good word along, Make it go with anything you 
have which is salable, or with what you are now do- 
ing. Rice made his pay plan go from the start when 
living in one room in a city lodging house. Turn your 
city or country home, your work, your hobby, into 
money. How to get orders coming steadily at cost of 
only $4 for each $100 taken in, The popular error to 
avoid in trying for sales. Business won free while 
others have to pay for it. How to conceive the money- 
getting advertisement. . Profitable changes from 
ordinary ideas and methods. No usual cut-and-dried 
patterns; 250 adventures, a dictated book, in everyday 
talk by Rice doing day by day what he discloses in 
his book can be done by his method. Rice started with 
nothing, no credit—nothing; six weeks later had $6,000 
in orders, without any stock, You do same. No fancy 
language, honest experiences, real examples. All in- 
formation of $100 course. No dictionary writing. Plenty 
of stories of success in different occupations, Cloth- 

812x5¥%-in. 17th edition. $3.95 bound. 640 pages, 
No. 1781. Price Postpaid 

How to Raise Chicks and 
Chickens for Fun and Profit 
This PRACTICAL 
POULTRY BOOK 
fills a long felt need 
for a complete and 
standard gulde for 
the breeding and 
management of 
poultry for domestic 
use and markets. 

Chickens Can Be 
Raised in a Small 
Space With Very 
Little Investment 

If you want to raise poultry for profit or if you 
are interested in farming, you will be pleased to 
know that you can start on almost any: scale, from 
a few dollars up. Utilize just a small amount of 
extra space you have and you are in business, You 
can expand as you desire according to your facilities 
and time, Even if you just raise them for your 
own use and for a few of your neighbors, you will 
find them a good investment. 

For those who wish to raise poultry for pleasure, 
this book explains all about different types o' 
breeds, judging fowl, thoroughbred fowls, turkeys, 
ducks and geese as well as complete information 
about exhibitions. 
CONTENTS INCLUDE: Introduction, descrip- 

tion of favorite breeds with illustrations, treatment 
of breeding stock, poultry raising, location, build- 
ings and furnishings, feed and care of fowls, from 
shel] to griddle, artificial incubation, diseases of 
fowls, mating, thoroughbred fowls, judging fowls, 
standards of excellence, judging various breeds, tur- 
keys, ducks and geese, preparation for exhibition, 
comments. Cloth bound. over 400 pages. — "5 

Cc No. 1347. How to Ralse, Manage, 

Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich, % 305 
Mate and Judge Fowls. Postpald..... 



A Good Jo 

“yes” without thinking. 

you vacations and holidays, with pay. 

you grow old. 
of need. 

and more men are employed. 
ee 

Accountant 
Auditor 
Tax Examiner 
Bookkeeper 
Cashier 
Clerk 

Dentist 
Dietician 
Draftsman 
Electrician 
Engineer 
Fireman 
Inspector 
Guard 
Game Protector 
Physician 
Railway Postal Clerk 

You start at a 

World Travel for Little 
. 

Money—700 Trips 
Pocket guide to low-cost 

world wide boat travel. Regular 
assenger ships, freighters, in- 
land ships, cruises, etc. Foreign 
lands at stay-at-home prices. 
Tells countries, prices, time 
tables, requirements, etc. Up- 
to-date. Photos, maps, etc. 50c 
No. 1480. Price Postpaid No. 1094. CIVIL 

U. S. and World Wall Maps 
Beautiful maps that look well on your wall. 

Excellent for reference purposes or to mark with 
the trips you have taken or plan to take, Each 
map is clear well made with full set of refer- 
ences to make them extremely useful. Size, 
82x22-inches, 

No. 1877. UNITED STATES WALL MAP. 
Also shows lower Canada. Printed 75¢ 
in 2 colors. Prico Postpald....sseeees 

No. 1881. WORLD WALL MAP, Highly de- 
tailed, unusually legible. Shows time zones, 
nautical mileage, statute mileage, etc, $1.25 
8 color tones. Big 33x50-in, Postpald. 

World Atlas---39¢ 
A complete and inexpensive World Atlas, 

in size, convenient to carry along 
on either a business or pleasure trip and FF 
capable of answering a myriad of = Be 
graphical questions, A fine collection of Ed 
Multicolored maps of the emire World. 
material of current interest and of Post-war 
Charts of the oceans, detailed maps of the 
Maps of ail Countries and Continents with Sablets 
Geographical Facts and Figures. 
maps of each Continent. size. 
pow reference purposes, be in 
ome. 

No. 1876,. WORLD ATLAS. Price Postpald.. oe 
306 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. Ino. 1882. 

Chem Sac iigcivil Service 
K Es To You? Work For 

Travel High Salary—Vacations With Pay 
Complete Home Study Courses for Federal, State and City Civil 
Service Positions. 1000 Civil Service Examination Questions ond 
Answers. “Test Yourself” Examinations. Covers Over 70 Jobs! 

DO YOU WANT A GOOD JOB? 
Remember, if you have 

a good job you must be willing to spend a cer- 
tain amount of time thinking, 

WHAT IS A GOOD JOB? 
you opportunity for advancement. 

teaches us you work, where ambitious men can go forward, 

unhampered. A job that pays you well, all during the year, 
when you are sick and when you are well. 

A job that guarantees 

you work and assures you of adequate compensation when 
A job that provides for you in every sort 

In short, a GOVERNMENT JOB. 

IF You ARE SERIOU Then you need have no wor- 
ry. It is often not necessary By 

to have a special education, Ordinary education is frequently 

sufficient. Every year government expenditures grow larger i 

CIVIL SERVICE HANDBOOK 
A few of the jobs it covers: 

Dairy & Food Inspector 

pension when vou erow old Government positions offer real SECURIT! 
and JOB INSURANCE. 2-color cover. 96 8 %x11-in. pages. 

SEE THE WORLD WITH LOW PRICED MAPS & ATLASES 

every |follow scientific explorations and adventurers, and even 
€|helps you plan any of your own trips to far-off places. 

Uncle Sam 

Don’t 
answer 

not dreaming. 

A good job is 
one that offers 

A job that 
U. S. Gov't. Engineers 

A job that gives 

Police Sergeant 
Laboratory Assistant 
Nurse 
Pharmacist 
Personnel 
Psychologist 
Social Worker 
Foreman Fingerprint 
Hospital Attendant 
Junior Physician 
Letter Carrier 
Law Clerk 
Patrolman 
Physical Instructor 
Stores Clerk 
Telephone Operator 
Etc., Etc., Etc. 

decent salary and work up, Vacations with pay ani 

Mail Clorke 

SERVICE HANDBOOK, Price Postpald.... 
$1.2, 

Historical Atlas---5700 Years 
of World History in Maps 

The easiest, quickest way to learn the History 
of the World, It’s fun and fasclnating—like read- jj 
Ing a picture magazine. 82 pages of four color 
maps, deep in romance chronologically presented. 
Starts with the historic maps of the Ancient ff 
Empires in 8800 B. C., and goes through Europe 
during the Barbaric migrations, as it was in 
1763, 1812, the years of the World War and 
down to the present. Oomplete growth of the 
United States is shown seperately. Plus much 
helpful information, A real bargain. 
9 % x6-inches. | 

Historical Atlas. Price Postpaid 95¢ 

| Air Age World Wall Map 
Here is an unusual, beautifully printed, 

{ full-color .world map designed to show air 
Hroutes all over the world, Unusual cireu- 
flar design makes a colorful and educa- 

Size,, } 

g by 
Spectal|tional as well as useful wall decoration. Big 32x22- 

peeing: inches. Printed on heavy paper. Shows five separate 
4 ‘of| views, marks the time zones, routes, mileage, various 

Physicat-Economic aerial information, etc, Serves many purposes. Fine for 
ize. Excellent for] -tudents, studying political and military developments, 

Stamp collectors will find it handy. 
Postpara. ......--..+ 39c 

YOU CAN LEARN TO TYPE IN 24 HOURS 
AT HOME --WITH THIS EASY GREGG SYSSEM 
Simple, Speedy Self-Instructor. Published by Gregg Publishing 

Company, Famous for Their Shorthand System 
ga hettnee pees Bnae ee to eens It is faster, neater and easier-to-read 

eee writing. ‘or students, business, home, writers, york, etc., typing i ; 
This is how fast YOU can learn: you type the ite, sbep woth) tha ne 

alphabet in 1 hour; you type sentences the second 
hour; type 10 words a minute the 4th hour—and 
o pick up speed from then on! Makes learning 
UN—and you learn it faster because you ENJOY , 

it. NEW MODERN STYLE. Over 100 illustrations, Hg in 12 lessons, A.B.O. 
You will like the cleaer way book is writtn so that WSHORTHAND  in- 
each lesson is in simplified, easy-to-follow, illustrated } }4 s one’s 
style. Typing samples of each lesson are given, illus- tate ‘ 
tration of fingering, etc. Important parts and func- 
tions of typewriter pictured and described, special 
characters explained, ete. Short, easy instruction. At- 
tractive 8 %x11-in. 64 page book with hard cover, 
spiral binding. Also tells how to set-up various types 
of letters, reports, etc., for business and personal use, 
How to make signs, notices, programs, ads, etc, 

SHORTHAND 
MADE EASY 

it becomes possible to 
take down verbatim the 
utstanding oe of 
lectures, interviews. 
speeches, legal and 
clinical notes, Practical 

08 scant, lecturers, ministers, teachers, doc- 
ors, lawyers, reporters, etc. 
No. 1098. Send ($1 plus 10c post.) .. $1.10 

How to use typewriter for. cutting stencils and dupli- 
cating work, etc. 
No. 1804. Price ($2 plus 15c post.) senn 9215 

IT's EASY TO BUILD UNUSUAL TOYS FROM THESE PLANS 

The Star Toy Maker 
Tells How To Make Scores Of Novel Devices 

has been worked out by a practi i cal boy with limited 
home tools and apparatus and is told in plain, simple 
language that any intelligent boy can understand. 
eens a some of the plans explained in the book: How to make a oh a amera——Water Wheel—Paddie Raft—Handkerchief or Tile : ae of Skis—Night Hellography—Fourth of July Toy—Dog aie 00 Canoe—American Boy's odel R.R.—Telephone—Grass po seful Drawing Instrument—Wax Flowers—Bow and Arrows— Rie ane—gobsled-— Wind Mobile—Simple Telegraph Recorder—Box te-—Home-Made malkings Machine—Hand Straddie Bug—Kaleldoscope - 

heen Stilts—Microscope—Electric Top or Small Motor—Pocket Battery— 
hirligig—Anerold Barometer—Snow Coaster—Jumping Apparatus—I!nexpen- 

Water-Motor—Toboggan—Electric Door-Bell—Bird | House—Snow 
Queen—House for Pet Rats—Bioycle Boat—Wrist Strengthener— 

Rabbit’s Yard and House—Tepee—Mouse-Trap—W 1 ndmill—Book- 
Rack—Ferris Wheel—Potato Gun, etc. Numerous illustrations 

greatly simplify the construction. The boy who likes to 
make own toys should have no difficulty follow- 

ing the simple instructions. 
No. 1312. Star Toy Maker, 15c 
Price Postpaid... 

Almanac of 
Information & Ever Ready Forecaster’ \sformation: 

Calendar Tells Lucky Days, Forecasts Weather, Fishing, Etc. 
One of the most interesting books that we publish, In it is presented » calendar 

for all twelve months of the year. Below each date is given, a forecast of the 
WEATHER (rain, cloudy, unsettled, sunny, etc.), the TREND OF BUSINESS 
AND STOCK MARKET (up, down, unchanging), the WAY THE FISH ARE 
BITING (not biting, fair or good). These forecasts are based on a scientific 
comparison of the last several years. You can instantly refer to, say, May 9th 
which gives you the information that this day be sunny, stock market and 
business conditions will eee slowly and unchanging, and that the fish will 
bite only fairly on this day. Below the calendar for each month is given general 
useful information about that month as to weather, business, fishing, etc. Plus sec- 

bi ond 12 page. calendar giving day by day advice for each person according to his 
birthday. Also included in this book are chapters on How to Make Money With 

amera (including how to take pictures that sell and where to sell them—names and addresses) Graph of 
Business Fluctuations, How to Buy and Test a Used Car, Horse Betting, How to Win (not an infallible 

ye ge a peacoat study of how to win in betting, sports and when it counts) and The Sure Winner's 

No. 1791. THE EVER READY FORECASTER, Price Postpaid.......... + eeeeeeee 15c * 307 



pocket size 4 44x6G-inches, 

Master System of Short Cut Arithmetic 
No matter what you study, a live knowledge of mathematics 

will make you more efficient and better on the job, Mathematics 

is the KEY to most trades and professions. 

Mechanical Calculations Simplified 

Don’t Let Figures Baffle You! 
This book explains basic mathematics sq necessary in. every business. ‘Then, it 

goes on to reveal quick methods which will be entirely new to almost everyone. The short 

cuts that some consider “‘trade secrets.’’ Easy to understand, easy to remember, easy to 

apply. ; 
‘Makes mathematics fascinating and understandable, Skips theory and gives you the 

thing you can use—in very simple form. Hundreds of short cut methods that will prove 

extremely yaluable. In addition, it includes over 50 tables of useful information such as 

Weiguts, wWe.sutes, conversions, formulas, trigonometry, geometry, perpetual calendar, ete. 128 pages, 

Cc 
No, 1204. The Master System of Short Method Arithmetic, 55 

TECHNI-DATA HAND BOOK | Trigonometry SlideRule 

a 
LUAU 

CR aed 
WTI he 

Pricé 5Oc plus Bo postage. SEND... 

Esseritial Data on Mathematics, . . 

ae Physics, Chemistry, Mechanics Quick Trig 

) and Engineering New Quick Trig. Slide Rule 
(Patented) solves trig. 

Definitions, Laws, Theory, 
Formulas, Diagrams and Tables 

Condensed and Classified for 
Quick Ready Reference 

ratios, electricity, carpentry and 

math, problems FAST, Simply 

——-"*) set. the slides and read the an- 

gwers for all three sides, and angles of a triangle. 

Also gives degrees, sines, cosines, tangents of angles. 

Entirely automatic, No paper figuring necessary. 

Extremely useful for students, engineers, mech- 

TeenniData 

Secme 
This unique book has been written for all who use 

their knowledge of mathematics, vhysics, chemistry, 

mechanics, or engineering. It contains the essentials 
of books on geometry, algebra, trigonometry, calculus, 

physics, chemistry, and mechanical engineering, and anics, ete. Trigonometry is used in navigation on 

is presented in a relatively few well-organized pages, 
Unnecessary data and long explanation have been 

omitted. The information is basic and fundamental 
and not likely to get out of date, 

boats and in the air, Helps surveyors calculate , 

distance and heights. Set like a slide rule and 

Volumes of useful information are contained within 
read like a slide rule, 1 00 

he p f this book. 
ines} 2202. Se Biice $1.00 plus 10c, SEND....... a $1.10 1 Price Postpald....+++++ ta eievelpielelolee $ * 

No. 4603. QUICK TRIG. 

MENTAL MULTIPLICATION .2;fAS%: 25 MINUTES 

Any Numbers -- Just Set Down the Answer 50c 

Amazing new book! MENTAL MULTIPLICATION presents a ‘tmaster system’! of 

short-cut multiplication which permits you, to obtain the product of any multiplica- 

tion problem whether of 2 digits by 2 digits, or of 8 or more by 6 or 8 or more, 

qe. without the use of pencil or paper or machines except to set down the final pro- 

on duct. ‘It’s easy ‘whet you know how!"? Written by a New York certified publie 

ue accountant who has taught his system to thousands of bookkeepers. The book has 

peo called “25 Minutes, 25 Pages, 50c’? because the system can be learned s0 

rapidly. Thus, when you have mastered the system you can write down 378 x 26 

equals 6828 without writin er than the final answer. A practicgn useful method that 

will gaye you much time 'w investments can be #0 profitable. By Ch Lipkin, C.P.A, 4th edition. §50c 

No, 1201. MENTAL MUL CATION. Price Postpaid Only. - i aes arhubiaiNian dacetoa Se 

GOAN Me eT 
) Lo"“¢ American (Gagazine 

epee) | {| 4 f va fd I 

ly” Every month thousands of unsold American magazines are turned back 

to the publishery when the next issues come out. These, together with those 

advance copies we receive from publishers and other copies we are able to 

buy, make up a wide assortment of new and recent magazines at a bargain 

price, As an experiment, we recently bought up a quantity of them and off- 

ered them to our customers at the rate of ten pounds for $1.50, The response 

was so great that we have decided to make this a permanent feature, 

Just think, for $1.50 you get no less than TEN POUNDS OF 
READING MATTER comprising an assortment of AMERICA’S LEAD- 
ING MAGAZINES and periodicals. Obviously we cannot guarantee any 
nertain publications, and in most cases the publishers will not even give 
us permission to give the names, but we guarantee you will receive on 
an average around 26 to 30 well known magazines, In some cases you 
may get more, in some cases perhaps a few less, depending entirely upon 
the weight of the magazines. However, as we go by WEIGHT, you get 
about the same amount of reading matter. Suggest your piatoreneaa 

from this list, and we will try to comply, but cannot guarantee to do 

so in every instance, 
Western Story Magazines 2 
Boys’ Magazines (Boy's Life, Ameri- Love Story Magazines 

can Boy, Open Road, Comic, etc.) True Stories & 
Qutdoor Magazines General Story “Vagazines (American 
Detective Stories (True Detective, $ Redbook, McCalis, etc 3 

Startling Detective, etc., etc.) Mechanical Magazines (Modern Mes) 
Movie Magazines (Photoplay, Scree chanix, Popular Mechanics, Pop 

Stories, Film Fun, etc., etc.) ular Science, ete., etc.) { 

No. 7710. 10 POUND PARCEL OF AMERICAN $1 50 

MAGAZINES. PRICE POSTPAID......-eeesseeveeerre a 

Or One 10 Pound Parcel Sent Each Month For 12 

Consecutive Menths. Price Postpald.......-eeeeessrees $15.00 

Life, Time, Post, Collier's, Etc. 

REFUND CHECKS OF MAIL ORDER HOUSES ACCEPT: | Se en eC NS 

308 ¥& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | ED, including Sears, Wards, Aldens, Splegels, etc. 

rue Story, True Rox) 

Puliccin sci 

CALCULATOR 
SHORT-CUT ARITHMETIC AND READY RECKONER 

Saves Time and Trouble - Prevents Mistakes 

ROPP’S GCALOULATOR AND SHORT OUT ARITHMETIO. Answe 
to many problems that occur in the Office, Store, Shop, Bank, Farm or Pace 
Ao iraity aa very dependable system of LABOR-SAVING TABLES and EASY 
METHODS OF CALCULATION. It explains and SIMPLIFIES almost every 
principle in Arithmetic, Mechanics and Mensuration. It makes the study and 
sored of figures quite easy and even interesting. A sitive boon to all 

hose education in Arithmetic is limited or neglected. It is perhaps one of 
He) most complete and practical works on figures published for the masses, ani 
pane enable you to become expert in Arithmetic and a rapid CALCULATOR. 
oe mrore Conslsta Of neatly As many sections of LABOR-SAVING TABLES 

a as there 
section being adapted to some particular line ee he ee 

In another section, the 

i aa LY 
STOCK TABLES show 
the COST of cattle, hogs, 

%& Short Hand Multiplication 
that Save hours 

sheep, flour, cotton, iron, 

% ‘Perpetual Cxlendar, An Almanac of 

One section alone shows 
the answers to more 
VRACTICAL examples 
than almost any Ready 
Neckoner ever published. 
The Tables are simple 
and almost as easily un- 
derstood as a Multiplica- 
tion table. The Grain 
Tables show the OOST, 
also number of bushels of 
sll kinds. of grain, seeds, 
fruit, vegetables, e in 
Wagon or car loads, 
(ifferent market prices. 

Tables lumber, or anything sold 
by the Owt. or M, from 
1c to $10 per Owt., and 

fo of, Nin off fe + bs. The D * 
Pednsag a Dis# TABLES show 

ery eae x JOST of articles sold by 
bas ri LA CL Mee EMMY MM the bushel, Ib., yd., doz., 

ommercial Law ete. ‘The ‘TON TABLES, 
“ Sie a 1e cost of hay, feed, coal, 

* Short Cut Mathematical Tables for [ycmeComrCT mr as 
Business Men ticles sold by the ton 

: of 2,000 Ib., also 2,240 
> CLO MC ASMirieemm 10-, from 25c to $25 

You can determine the man; Engineer and Banker Hire Tt for any dun wk 
A! grain almost 1 of ~ BLES show th xact 
GOT EON oA oe Sms oy gS The INTERBST on any principal, for days, ‘months and 

ton at different prices, also TOLL for Cianing aac rear alee Concerns interest, annuities, etc., in 

The TRADE DISCOUNT 'TABLES show the NET PROOEEDS of any bill, 
USED BY diminished by nearly 150 diferent combinations of discounts. Many_other features 
Engineers in percentage elucidated. The LOG TABLE shows the Aig a 
Students exact humber of SQUARE FEET of inch boards that 

can be cut from logs 10 to 60 inches in diameter—com- 
puted by an entirely new and reliable rule. The LUM- 
BER TABLES show the CONTENTS of boards, scant- 
lings, joists, beams, heavy timbers, cordwood, etc., of differ- 
ent lengths and sizes, in square and cubic feet. The CAPAC- 
ITY TABLES show the CONTENTS of graneries, corn- 
oe ey oe etc., in bushels; of cisterns, vats, 

i oilers, tanks, ete., from 200 up to 876,000 
The SPECIFIC GRAVITY TABLE shows the exact WEIGHT vee ects 

foot (in lb. and oz.) of all kinds of metals, woods, liquids, gasses, etc.— 
nearly 150 well known substances, The PERPETUAL CALENDAR shows 
the DAY OF THE WEEK for any date during 300 years. Other tables 

include Cotton pickers’ wages, Butterfat in milk, Interest (365 day basis), Legal 
rates, Foreign coin, Freight bills, Fahrenheit and Centigrade compared, ‘Aliquot 

ports OF PCR ateare (ana SEO systema, fh peel ee for SHORT-OUT ARITHMETIO are given that, 
yn tbe ee anor tn os priate engravings of geometrical figures and_ bodies, the’ 

IMere ‘are early 100 poiuts in’ COMMERCIAL AND CLVIL Law, omprenend the principles, involved. 
Styles of Binding and Prices 

No. 1293. Pocket size 3'2"x6 42". N 
ere, wen earner erage ve Vi wrottees z 50c Keraiol. binding. Price pated! r $1.00 

; . Pocket size 32x62", No. 1285. Office Edition. ia 
Oloth Binding. Price Postpaid.......... 75¢ BY "'x9 Y2"". Keratol binding. Large Type. $2.00 

3 DIMENSION 
PICTURES THAT 
COME TO LIFE 

iWith Magic Spectacles 

AMAZING 
|HARDLY BELIEVE YOUR PICTURE BOOK 

EYES.” That’s what many people sa: E | c L ma y about these pictures! The ob: Hoenn acest 8o life-like and real you almost think you can oath nasa ca EN 4 s ; printing process prints stereoptic pictures. When viewed through a Ne. oe PS venuviitotike in appearance, Thrilling. Look at. them 

most of them about 8x10 ihches in bie cia es ae in meinen Ut ee 59C Cc 
ata tots 

| MO, 1787. Amazing Picture B 
0, 8127, Extra Stereoscope Spectacles. Use With Book, Poreld bet aie apeataterpieee 10 hae SaaS ie ea ere races tacit 

of article as well ae ttib atock: numberoy & sive hare: Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit Mich * 309 i. ’ . 



B® Never Before Did Such Good Books Cost So Little To Buy 

Fun and Recreation 

Z1255 WHO, 

' Z13838 OI. PAINTING FOR 

AMAZINGLY CHEAP BOOKS 
Take your pick of these different titles at only 

Price 9 Cents Each, Plus 1 Cent Postage, 10 or More, 9 Cents Each Postpaid 
Here is an entirely new series of books, right up-to-the-minute, selling at the 

amazingly low price of 9 cents apiece—which everybody can afford. They 
are good-looking as well as good reading. Bach book contains 32 or more 
pages; the size is convenient—fits the pocket. Here are : 
ready reference, clear and brief condensations of high school and college sub 
jects, collections of great stories from the world’s literature, useful guides 
health and self-improvement (every one thoroughly reliable and authentic) 
all put at your disposal for the sensationally low price of 9c a volume, plus ic to 
cover shipping costs. If you order not less than 10 books at one time, no charge 
will be made for postage. 4 

Psychology 
Z27 PSYCHOANALYSIS AN D 

DREAMS, by Vance Randolph. 
Z38 PSYCHOLOGY FOR BE- 

Z236 REASON FOR DOUBTING(Z998 HOW TO MAKE MONE: 
THE BIBLE. IN WALL STREET, I 

£271 18 DEATH INEVITABLE?/Z1004 HOW TO SAVE MONE Z325 ESSENCE OF BUDDHISM. . 
2412 MAHOMET: Founder of Arab|FOreign Language GINNERS, by Russell @. Faith, by Finger. Hel Scott. Z684 ESSENCE OF yupaism, |PICIpSs 

Z858 PSYCHOLOGY OF LEAD-|\y¢é3¢ GREATEST THING IN/Z465 ESPERANTO FOR B 
GINNERS. 

Z637 POCKET GERMAN ENG 
LISH DICTIONARY. 

Z862 GERMAN SELF TAUGH 
Z902 DICTIONARY OF FO 

Z983 TRUTH ABOUT CHRIS- EIGN WORDS. 
TIAN SCIENCE, by Wood. |Z999 LATIN SELF TAUGHT. 

Z1286 DO WE HAVE FREE/Z1011 POCKET FRENCH ENG 
WILL? Darrow vs. Foster. LISH DICTIONARY, 

Z1361 WHO KILLED JESUS? |Z1021 ITALIAN SELF TAUGHT 
21372 WHY #! AM NOT A by Goldberg. 

CHRISTIAN, by Russell, 21105 POCKET SPANISH ENQG 
Z1i385 DEFENSE OF THE LISH, DICTIONARY. 

DEVIL. Z1109 SPANISH SELF TAUGH 
Z1388 ARE THE CLERGY Z1207 FRENCH SELF TAUGHT, 

HONEST? . Z1216 POCKET ITALIAN ENG: 
Z1407 RELIGIOUS BUNK OVER LISH DICTIONARY, 

THE RADIO. . 
z1440 CAN MAW KNow cop2|Modern Life 
4455 THE END OF TH E/Z880 WHAT I SAW IN RUSSIA, 

. WORLD. Z1053 GUIDE TO NEW YORK 
Z1462 SCIENCE vs. RELIGION STRANGE SECTIONS, b 

'DE TO LIFE. ‘ 
71619 SIR oAMES. JE AN §’|21057 THE TRUTH ABOU 

“MATHEMATICAL GOD.” fe aw CHINATOWN, 1 
21637 ABSURDITIES OF THE ood. Z1058 THE TRUTH ABOUT BIBLE, by Darrow. Y. WHITE LIGHTS. J 

1 pene Advertising, GREENWICH. VILLAGE, 
ournalism ‘ood. 

Zi5901 HOW “WICKED” Z25A POCKET RHYMING DIC- LL r 
TIONARY, ia OMT 

z82 COMMON’ FAULTS Law 
%606 HOW TO PLAY CHESS. WRITING ENGLISH.’ _|z789 U. S. MARRIAGE ANE EGK.|Z326 HOW TO WRITE SHORT 
eee ee eee STORIES THAT SELL. DIVORCE LAWS. 

Z1254 CONTRACT BRIDGE|Z342 HOW TO BE A NEWS 7872 MENTARY LAW. ree 

zies0 HOW TO PLAY sTuD 437 How TO WRITE A BIG i OTMERCIAL LAW. ea d 

11747 STANDARD GAMES OF 2496 "HOW TO WRITE PLAYS. eden ee mnt 
Z1357 WHAT YOU SHOUL 

ERSHIP,. 
Z882 PSYCHOLOGY OF CHAR- 

Pen BUILDING, by Mar- 
un. 

THE WORLD. 
Z753 ESSENCE OF CATHOL- 

IcIsM. 
Z905 DICTIONARY OF BIBLI- 

CAL ALLUSIONS. 

Z19 A BOOK OF THE BEST 
JOKES, compiled by W -A. 
Glennon. 

Z830 CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
BOOK 

Z1199 LAUGHABLE LYRICS. 
Z1239 PARTY GAMES FOR 

GROWN UPS. 
Z1253 GENERAL INFORMA- 

TION QUIZZES. 
WHEN, WHERE 

AND WHAT? (Questions). 
Z1261 PRIZE WINNING TON- 

GUE TWISTERS. 
Zi535 HOW TO THROW A 

_ PARTY. 

Music 
_Z301 SAILOR CHANTIES AND 

COWBOY SONGS, 
Z470 JAZZ MUSIC: What It Is 

and Means, by Goldberg. 
Z984 HARMONY SELF TAUGHT 

(MUSIC), by Goldberg. 
Z1049 HOW TO TEACH YOUR- 

SELF TO SING, by Spear. 

Games 

SOLITAIRE. 7514 HOW TO WRITE POETRY. 
¥ Z855 HOW TO WRITE ALL KNOW ABOUT LAW. 

Hobbies KINDS OF LETTER. 
Z863 IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE. 
Z894 HOW TO WRITE ADVER- 

TISING. 
Z1131 WRITING FOR THE 

MARKET. 
Z1143 HOW TO PREPARE 

MANISCRIPTS. 
Z1240 SHORT. STORY WRIT- 

ING FOR BEGINNERS. 
Z1399 JOURNALISM FROM|278 pas ON PUBLIC SPEAK 

Z805 HOW TO KEEP BEES FOR 
PROFIT, by Randolph. 

Z1010 BOOK OF AMATEUR 
MAGIC TRICKS, 

Z1139 PHOTOGRAPHY SELF 
TAUGHT. 

Public Speaking and © 
Winning Arguments 

BEGINNERS. 
Zi448 CHARACTER READING 
on FACES. 

Bible and Religion 
424 THEORY OF REINCAR- 

NATION EXPLAINED. 
Z132 BELIEFS OF MAJOR RE- 

_ LIGIONS. 

310 % Johnson Smith & Co, 
Z2 HOW TO INCREASE YOUR 

anooMmm by Raymond B- 
aw. FOR YOU. 

_ AMAZINGLY CHEAP BOOKS--ONLY 9c EACH 
Price 9 Cents Each. Plus 1 Cent Postage. 10 or More, 9 Cents Each Postpaid 

Things You Should Meaning of Life Romantic Stories 
Know Z28 WHAT LIFE MEANS TO0/zZ24 GREAT FRENCH LOVE 

GREAT PHILOSOPHERS, STORIES, by Guy de Mau- 710 THE MYSTERY AND MEAN- by Louis A. Reitmeister. passant. Tales which have ING OF POPULAR SUP-|Z171 HAS LIFE ANY MEAN- amused and delighted five con 
ERSTITIONS. ING . tinents . 
DICTIONARY OF AMER-|Z322 BUDDHIST PHILOSOPHY|Z229 260 RIDICULOUS WOMEN, 
ICAN SLANG, Wood. OF LIFE. by Mollere. 

68 GREATEST NATURAL|Z421 yoy PHILOSOPHY EX-/Z976 CASANOVA: World's Greate 
PLAINED. est Lover. WONDERS, by Edward New- 

ton. 

#087 FACTS YOU SHOULD 
KNOW ABOUT PAINTING. 

#7403 FACTS YOU SHOULD 
KNOW ABOUT muUSIC. 

zoe7 U. Ss. CONSTITUTION. 
Monroe Doctrine. 

7731 MENTAL DIFFERENCES 
OF MEN AND WOMEN, 

Z722 ELECTRICITY AND LIFE.|Z1458 THE PRINCESS AND 
Z777 RIDDLE OF HUMAN BE- THE TIGER, by Goethe. 

HAVIOR, Z1569 BOCCACCIO LOVER AND 
Z1299 ORIGIN OF LIFE. DAR- CHRONICLER OF LOVE. 

WIN WAS RIGHT. Z1605 THE GIRL IN THE 
Z1302 WHAT LIFE MEANS TO SNAPPY ROADSTER. 

M E. Z1610 ONE LOVER AMONG 
175 MEANING OF SUCCESS MANY, by D. H. Lawrence, 

IFE. 5 
ziaoz How 1 went ro THE|Adventure Stories 

7764 1NTER NATIONAL Dic. DEVIL. Z23A GREAT SEA STORIES, TIONARY OF AUTHORS, Pheer acorn DEATH FEAR- Cooper Masefield, Etc. ary, 
7816 DICTIONARY OF FAM- We Z23 GREAT ADVENTUR ILIAR QUOTATIONS. rag ty | 1! DO NOT FEAR STORIES, by Charles Reade 

(and others). 
Z516 BOOK OF REAL ADVEN- 

TURE, 
Z1124 ON THE BUM; Tramp 

Life Sketches, by Hennesy. 

Mystery and Detective 
Stories 
Z12 TALES OF MYSTERY. 
Z20 GREAT DETECTIVE 

STORIES, by Edgar Allan Poe 
(and others), 

"1Z21 GREAT MYSTERY STOR- 

1147 HOW COMMUNISTS 
RULE RUSSIA, by Strong. 

#1221 FACTS ABOUT WILL 
POWER. 

#1259 DICTIONARY OF GEO. 
GRAPHICAL NAMES. 

71305 PATENTS: How to Get 
and Sell Them. 

#1324 PRACTICAL MECHAN- 
ICAL PROBLEMS AND 
HOW SOLVE THEM. 

#1931 HOW MUCH DOES MAN 
REALLY KNOW?, by Hard- 
Ing. 

Beauty and Charm 

BEAUTY AND CHARM, by 
Shirley Blake. Appreciated by 
many women. 

Z556 HINTS ON ETIQUETTE. 
Z1092 SIMPLE BEAUTY HINTS, 

Sports 
Z440 BASEBALL: How to Play 

«and Watch It. 
Z535 HOW TO PLAY GOLF 

by Geo. Lardner. Hia4io dOW THE U. 8. GOov- IES, by Wilk ERNMENT WORKS. ease Animacrhateha ae a others). Toye #1608 WHAT YOU SHOULD PROETE Z102 SHERLOCK HOLMES KNOW ABOUT POISONS. |741486 HANDBOOK OF LATEST TALES #1621 HOW MAN WILL LIVE 
IN THE FUTURE. 

#1710 MAGIC OF NUMBERS. 

English and Grammar 

Z315 PEN PENCIL AND POIs- 
ON, by Oscar Wilde. 

Z266 ADVENTURES OF SHER- 
LOCK HOLMEs, 

Z819 A BOOK OF STRANGE 

GOLF RULES. 
Z1206 HOW TO TEACH YOUR- 

SELF TO SWIM. 
Zi616 HOW TO IMPROVE 

YOURSELF PHYSICALLY, 
nao PITFALLS AMONG goon. Spencer. MURDERS, FUSING COMMON WORDS, Z942 GREAT D A by Lloyd Edwin Smith. Rackets Exposed STORIES, eee. 769 YOUR VOCABULARY: HOW|Z1279 SIDESHOW TRICKS EX- Z1026 SHERLOCK HOLMES TO ENLARGE AND IM- PLAINED. DETECTIVE STORIES PROVE IT, by Joseph Mer-/21285 GAMBLERS’ CROOKED|74 907 cue : shud. TRICKS EXPOSED. RLOCK HOLMES #07 A DICTIONARY OF SYNO.|Z1339 CROOKED FINANCIAL MYSTERY STORIES. Z1028 SHERLOCK HOLMES 

CRIME STORIES, 
Z1029 MORE ADVENTURES OF 

SHERLOCK HOLMES. Z1101 SHERLOCK HOLMES PROBLEM STORIES. Z1156 EXTRAORDINARY MYs- TERY STORIES. 

Ghost & Weird Stories 

SCHEMES EXPOSED, by 
Husser. 

Z1369 HOW TO BE A GATE- 
CRASHER. 

Z1401 HOLLYWOOD FROM 
THE INSIDE. 

14148 BROADWAY GANG. 
— AND THEIR RACK- 

Z1579 HOW NEWSPAPERS DE- 

NYMS, by George T. Gibbs. 
#192 BOOK OF SYNONYMS. 
4907 HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR 

CONVERSATION. 
TART SPFLIING SELF TAUGHT 
7082 GRAMMAR SELF TAUGHT 
woas PUN eo UATION SELF 

TAUGHT, 
7007 4°00 WORDS OFTEN 

MISPRONOUNCED. Baa A BOOK. GF EF CEIVE ‘THEIR READERS. |zo0 & PHRASES. USEFUL|,4658 THE HANDBOOK OF (27 by Arabious Bie aes ti21 HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR SWINDLING. others). VOCABULARY. 11746 AN EXPOSURE OF ME-|z145 GREAT GHOST STORIES. } DIUMS’ TRICKS AND/7739 TALES OF TERROR AND Miscellaneous RACKETS. 0co ONDER. 
11009 TYPEWRITING SELF Crime and Crime SUPERNATURAL ty ee 
11073 HOW ‘To PAINT aNp|Detection z1075 TA A FINISH WOODWORK. Z1459 PSYCHOLOGY OF THE] Gyours® BY Glee aes #1292 PRACTICAL MASONRY: CRIMINAL, Z1080 TALES OF HAUNTED pra ament and Brick, He lei720 TRUE PRISON Escapes. HOUSES. T THE/Z1748 SCIENTIFIC CRIME DE-\z1160 Two MAST FAMILY INCOME. TECTION. Stonine aie #1031 HOW TO OWN YOUR|Z1751 METHODS OF CRIM- |z1161 MYSTERIOUS AND 
1408 ARCHITECTURE FACTS 21762 HOW To BECOME Alziie2 TALES Ohno) I 62 TALES YOU SHOULD KNow. DETECTIVE. VILEAING oe ane #1429 AIRPLANES AND HOW|Z1754 HOW TO READ FINGER TO FLY THEM. NTS. Johnson Smith & Co. % 311 
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_ Z452 DICTIONARY OF SCIEN- 

v4 mt 

AMAZINGLY CHEAP BOOKS.--ONLY 9c EACH 
Price 9 Cents Each, Plus 1 Cent Postage, 10 or More, 9 Cents Each Postpaid 

Recipes Z1280 FACTS ABOUT HEAT,|)Z1739 HINTS ON DEVELOP.) 
Pp by Barrett. ING PERSONALITY, — 

Z50 HOW TO MIX COCKTAILS/zi323 FACTS ABOUT LIGHT, 
AND HIGHBALLS, by Clem- by Barrett. Self Improvement 
ent Wood. Z1327 FACTS ABOUT SOUND, 4 HOW TO IMP 4 z518 HOW TO MAKE ALL by Barrett. ae MEMORY, an Feats” Maral 
KINDS OF CANDY. Z1352 CHEMISTRY OF FAM- colm-Smitn. 

Z55 INTELLIGENCE TESTS) 
AND HOW TO MAKE 
THEM, by Jerme Wycoff. 

z86 HOW TO GET MOST OUT 
OF READING, by Brandes. 

Z112 SECRET OF SELF-DE- 

Z1179 HOW TO MAKE PIES 
AND PASTRIES. 

Z1180 HOW TO COOK FISH 
AND MEATS. 

Health Guidance 

ILIAR THINGS. 
Z1456 DICTIONARY OF SOCIAL 

SCIENCES. 
z1581 ENVIRONMENT vs. 

HEREDITY. A Debate Be- 
tween Clarence Darrow and 

754 THE LATEST FACTS Albert E. Wiggam. VELOPMENT. 
‘ABOUT CHILD PSYCHOL-|/Z1607 EINSTEIN’S NEW SPACE.-|z463 ART OF READING CON.| 
OGY, by Frederick Lensley. SUBSTANCE THEORY. STRUCTIVELY. 

Z137 HOME NURSING: First Aid. Outdoors Z759 HOW TO CONQUER 
Z1070 HOW TO FIGHT NERV- STUPIDITY. 

1749 CAMPING, WOODCRAFT 
AND WILDCRAFT. 

Z750 HELPFUL HINTS 

Z773 GOOD HABITS AND HO' 
TO FORM THEM. 

Z850 BAD HABITS AND HOW 

OUS TROUBLES, 
helm. 

21126 EATING FOR HEALTH: 

by Open- 

FOR 
HIKERS. TO BREAK THEM, by Mam 

ries One ert aNp|z883.HOW TO KNOW THE! kum, 
eee wa SONG BIRDS. z859 HOW TO ENJOY q@oopD) 

21002 DICTIONARY OF SEA) music. 
Z1298 HOW TO SELECT YOUR AND NAUTICAL TERMS. |zs68 GENERAL HINTS ON 

DocTOR. Z1755 HOW TO BE A FUR- SELF-IMPROVEMENT. 
Z1333 COMMON SENSE OF cfc a fil 

HEALTH. HOW TO DEVELOP IT. 
z897 HOW TO ENJOY GooD. 

READING, by Goldberg. 4 
z1003 HOW TO THINK LOG. 

Self Education 
Z37 GUIDE TO THE ARTS, 

by Mary Dawson. 

Z1389 FACTS ABOUT THE TO- 
BACCO HABIT. 

21426 FOOT TROUBLES COR- 

RECTED. Z44 GEOGRAPHY FOR EVERY- ICALLY. 
P itaiieeinen ITs BODY, by Leslie Lawrence. Zz Oe en CONQUEST OF 

F Z405 OUTLINE OF ECONOMICS, - ; 15S MARY EL© OF SUN. by Gambs. 21007 | RORY ence te te ae 
. Z431 U. S. COMMERCIAL GEO- j TING | Z1743 WHAT YOU SHOULD GRAPHY. Shee ODEO meme 

KNOW ABOUT SLEEP. Z748 PLANE GEOMETRY SELF!zi319 HOW TO STUDY, by 
TAUGHT, Crawford. Science 

Z59 THE GREAT WONDERS 
OF MODERN SCIENCE, by 
George Malcolm-Smith, 

Z133 PRINCIPLES OF ELEC. 
TRICITY EXPLAINED. 

Z190 PSYCHO-ANALYSIS: The 
Key to Hufnan Behavior, 

Z408 EINSTEIN’S RELATIVITY 
EXPLAINED. 

Z1340 HOW TO GET A JOB. | 
Z1351 HOW TO GET AHEAD. 
z1434 HOW TO THINK 

CLEARLY. 
z143s9 YOUR_ INTELLIGENCE 

HOW TO TEST IT. 
71444 HOW IGNORANT ARE 

you. 
z1471 HOW TO BECOME 

MENTALLY SUPERIOR. 
Z1613 WHAT KNOWLEDGE I$) 

OF MOST WORTH. 4 
zi614 HOW TO IMPROVE 

Z801 A RAPID CALCULATOR. 
Z823 ENGLISH COMPOSITION 

SELF TAUGHT. 
Z8566 ARITHMETIC SELF 

TAUGHT, Part I. 
Z857 ARITHMETIC SELF 

TAUGHT, Part II. 
Z1009 TYPEWRITING SELF 

TAUGHT, 
Z1223 HOW TO WORK YOUR 

WAY THROUGH COLLEGE. 
Z1430 LIGHTNING SHORT- 

* HAND SELF TAUGHT. 

TIFIC TERMS. 
Z510 ELECTRIC ENERGY: What 

t Does. Z1470 HOW TO BECOME A YOURSELF INTELLECT- 
Z557 1S THE MOON A DEAD RADIO ARTIST. UALLY. a 

WORLD. Z1503 EFFECTIVE ENGLISH IN|Z1726 HOW TO THINK CREA- 
-Z603 A-B-C OF THE ELEC. SPEECH AND WRITING. TIVELY. 

TRON THEORY. 
Z607 SOLVING THE MYSTERY 

OF THE COMETS. 
Z608 DEVELOPMENT OF 

ATOMIC THEORY. 

Famous Literature 
Z15 THE RUBAIYAT OF OMAR 

KHAYYAM (Famous Edward | 
Fitzoerald Version). ’ 

Business Helps 
Z751 HINTS -ON HOW TO 

MERCHANDISE. 

Z1174 HOW TO WRITE BuSs- 
2609 ARE THE PLANETS IN- INESS LETTERS. Z25 A BOOK OF FAVORITE 

HABITED. Z1304 HOW TO GO INTO Bus. Poop tianiinan by Clare 
Z679 CHEMiSTRY FOR BEGIN- INESS FOR YOURSELF. . a 

NERS. Z1416 CORPORATIONS AND|296 A HANDY GUIDE TO THE 
CLASSICS, by Geo. B. Ture 
ner, i 

Z435 DIGEST OF 100 BEST. 

HOW TO FORM THEM. 
Z1422 HOW BUSINESS MEN 

Z710 POTANY FOR BEGIN- 
NERS, by Clement Wood. 

Z725 ZOOLOGY SELF TAUGHT. AVOID LAW suits, CLASSICS. ‘ 
Z833 LIFE AMONG THE ANTS,/21555 RULES FOR SUCCESS|7s95 HaNDBOOK OF USEFUL 
2895 ASTRONOMY FOR BE. P IN raed TALES. 

NERS. ersonali Z994 PHYSICS SELF TAUGHT,|7017 ea PERSONAL. Humor ay Shipley. ITY. |Z114 WIT AND WISDOM 
Z1000, WONDERS OF RADIUM,|7414 ART OF BEING HAPPY FRENCH. 

/ by Maynard Shipley. z488 HOW NOT TO BE A|Z115 WIT AND WIsDOM 
Z1050 X-RAY, VIOLET RAY WALLFLOWER. JAPANESE. 

AND OTHER RAYS, by|zis95 INSTANTANEOUS PER-|Z120 WIT AND WISDOM Shipley. SONAL MAGNETISM DE- SPANISH. 
Z1064 SIMPLICITY OF RADIO, BUNKED. Zi21 WIT AND WISDOM 

by Crosley. Z1504 HOW TO OVERCOME ARABIANS. ; 
Z1185 WEATHER: What Makes SELF CONSCIOUSNESS, by Z 347 A BOOK OF RIDDLE 

_ @n Ye Smith. RIMES. 
271540 HOW WE CAN LIVE|Z475 HOw TO DEVELOP SENS 

312 % Johnson Smith & Co. | HAPPILY. OF HUMOR, by Markun. 

- OLD SECRETS and 
NEW DISCOVERIES 

Rare And Useful Information 
“OLD SECRETS AND NEW DISCOVERIES” is 

a book that is somewhat out of the ordinary, 
containing as it does a vast amount of information 
on quite a number of interesting topies, It is a 
veritable “TREASURE CASKET OF MYSTERIES” 
—a “knowledge box,” so to speak, of old and new 
secrets and discoveries, hence it is aptly named 
“OLD SECRETS AND NEW DISCOVERIES.” It 
really comprises two separate books bound to- 
gether in one big volume of 128 pages, 

Either of these books can be purchased separately, or together, 
at 15 cents, 25 cents and 35 cents respectively, The fifteen cent 
book deals, with Hypnotism and Personal Magnetism, Ventrilo- 
quism or the art of “throwing your voice,”’ Electrical Psychology, 
etc. It tells how spiritualists and others make writing appear 
on the arm in blood characters, as performed by many notable 
magicians, It tells how to perform the Davenport Brothers “Spirit 
Mysteries,’ how to make a cheap galvanic battery, how to 
and plate without a battery, etc., etc, 

Tested Trade Secrets & Formulas 
The 25 cent book is published separately under the title 

"HOOK OF GREAT SECRETS—THE BOOK OF KNOW- 
MDGE AND GUIDE TO RAPID WEALTH.” It contains 
' pages and is crammed full from cover to cover with 

lwundreds of trade secrets, recipes and formulas for making 
' multitude of marketable articles for home, shop and 
‘otory. Has a vast number of money-making wrinkles 
felating to different trades and manufacture, including 
worets of the liquor trade, druggists, cosmetics, toilet 
Preparations, fine arts and sciences, confectionery, dyes, 
pointing, hunting and trapping, perfumes, etc., etc., 
jenides numerous household hints and wrinkles that 
siould prove invaluable to housewives and others, 
(ive some of these old ideas a modern twist and 
you'll discover some real money makers. 

The combined edition may be obtained with 
paper cover and sells for only 85 cents postpaid. We 
wrongly recommend that you get the combined 
wiition. It contains 128 solid pages of reading 
fatter, and if you only obtain one single 
Yalunble idea from the entire book, that alone 
will surely be worth the cost; indeed one 
hele trade recipe or formula might not only 
jiore than repay you over and over again, 
Wut might conceivably make you wealthy if ° 
siccossfully exploited in a manufacturing 
way. 

® 1251. OLD SECRETS AND NEW 
ISCOVERIES. Expurged Edition. 15¢ 

2 pages, With paper cover. Price 
No, 1260. BOOK OF GREAT SE- 
OnETS, Or THE BOOK OF KNOW- 
LEDGE AND GUIDE TO RAPID 
RALTH. 96 PAGES. With 25¢ 
aper Cover. Price Postpald.. 

Complete Edition 
No, 1252. OLD SECRETS AND 
WEW DISCOVERIES. Combined Edi- 
Von, 128 Pages. With Paper 35c 
fover. Price Postpald......0+ 

What These 
Books Are 

These books are merely 
collections of miscellaneous 
ancient writings, form- 
ulas, discoveries, secrets and 
mysteries. A rich and rare 
collection. No attempt has 
been made to eliminate 
those that seemed miracu- 
lous or fantastic; they have 
been recorded as they haye 
been discovered, uncovered 
or handed down. Discover 
for yourself the value of 
these secrets, 4 



! MYSTIC SHRINE. 
No, 1512. A complete illustrated 

Ritual of the Nobles 
of the Mystic Shrine. 

HANDBOOK OF FREEMASONRY. 
02, La vised Edition of 284 pages, with nearly 100 illustra- 

aa tons. ° This work gives the correct or “‘Standard’’ work 
Free Masonry Exposed 

a = and ritual of Masonry; the proper position of each officer This isa side Masonic q ni losing the Lodge, ALL THE DEGREES OF THE ORDER CONFERRED ee ceo Pa correct meted | degree conferred only 
IN A MASTER’S LODGE 4 a % of conferring the three degrees of ‘‘Ancient Craft Masonry, i Cy : on Knights Templar 

7 Re res rent, a Cota Maa aaa | RR] on Tico All the Degrees Conferred in the Royal Arch Chapter Be eee cies, grog, patrons, ole al ot enh ae] MM Nort ge and Grand Encampment of Knights Templars--Knight ig Profuse verbatim and ca boreled upon as correct. In shor, = eat J 
ccurate . 

of the Red Cross--Of the Christian Mark-- 3 / Ramoad onayoe: Past Master of Keystone Lodge No. 639, No. ichardson = rate OE 
And of the Holy Sepulch re \ yyy Chicago, whose high standing in the fraternity, his popularity * * complete 

various Ceremonies and 4 pucoess as a teacher and lecturer in the lodge, together with testimony | PO itins in Freemasons’ 
, Big Full Sized Book; Over 200 Pages ah } ity, leaves no doubt of the accuracy of this work. | 7.4, Ch E : 

i Bone sins che wrivcen axe the “unwritten” work. No higher Proor cor te ment Hierarchice, ete ti in Trp 
the THE ELEVEN INEFFABLE DEGREES 4 “racy and reliability of this ritual Sowa “be given, inn toe eee all {he Derrees, whether 

CONFERRED IN THE LODGE OF PER- enaively in the Lodges by Officials 3a guide e le 

In short it 1s the “Blue Lodge Complete.” 1.50 turos, Addresses, Charges, 
Philosophical or Historical, || MBtP eiTeN 

the fraternity use it to refresh their memories on the lectures and cere- | containing, also, the Lees a i8) 

GREE F PRINCE OF JERUSALEM— 150: Handbook of Freemasonry. PRICE POSTPAID,,,... 

—— FECTION—AND THE STILL HIGHER DE- 
Signs, Tokens, Grips, Puss- 

fs i qt PRICE ONE DOLLAR KNIGHTS OF THE EAST AND WEST— \D-FELLOWSHIP | More Licht (Revised Preach Beersas Becueer biel PE \,| VENERABLE GRAND MASTERS OF SYMBOLIC IP | More Light [Revises | wussterrihixciscatory (RMBs 
MORGAN'S EXPOSE LODGES—KNIGHTS AND ADEPTS OF THE PAGLE ; AMANUAL FOR MASONS eee oie contor.. $1.25 

oF NRY OR SUN—PRINCES OF THE ROYAL SECRET An entirely new Manual of e Sian a4 bi 
FREE MASO SOVERBPIGN INSPECTOR GENERAL, ETC. ne. ie: the first. three Degrees of Free- | FREEMASONRY AT A GLANCE. y Captain Morgan was born in Virginia, and wag Ra ene Toney? SE ee as ae No. 1513, This book describes w® A 3 a Mason by trade. He commenced his business 4 the origin, Jan Wor: i Panlog cand. Felsing and illustrates every CDs wary earns wana wae a brewer at York, Upper Canada, but having los 'y.tnd character of iiaamaalbag ares aa er . Overone hun. ‘ In the Degrees of Entered Ap- all his property by fire, he removed to New York prentice, Fellow Craft, and Mas- sign, grip and ceree « 

State and it was here, in Batavia, that great ex owing te ter Mason, with the Charges and mony of the first citement was aroused when it was learned he hadMe rand an ane peddle AE INU Toe al three degrees, 64 
ercentee tama on a_book Arise would ph 1 each degree. This book ea By 6 Aer ey ee Pages. 100 iilustrac 
vea e , TS FREE MASONRY, , issued by | matter as is personally exempli- 

fied in the Lodge, and of inter | No. 1513.... 35c pais 56 | jacteso pana’, $2.50 | CSM Oi 
MASONIC FACTS FOR MASONS Mason's Mysteries 

object of this This work by Rev. W. H. Russell is declared by the|,,4>5,, lect, of this 
brightest and most intelligent Masons in Europe and {relation betw2 en 
America, of all degrees and offices, to be one that_every Eros uecntyy eae i 
Mason should read and keep secret. An aid to every Mason | (YSt@r cs Of ioe | 
in understanding the truths of the subject which have |poth a historical and 
such a great significance. Teaches you what is meant by |philosophical thread | 
“8 lati Masonry” and the Mason’s ‘‘Science of |Wniting these depart. , ipeculative onry ec + ments of human Diwele.”’ Tells what Masons Ought to Know from a Bible View, |thought and action is ff 

ius Not Generally Known to Masons, What Masonry is Not and well known. to every | 
‘ies Not Profess to Be and, finally, What Masonry is and What |intelligent student o: 

tions. contemplated publication excited the alarm of thé 
fraternity, and numbers of its members were 
heard to say that it should be SUPPRESSED A 
ALL EVENTS. Meetin 

effectually preventing the publication. The major \ ity members of the fraternity were much excited \ and alarmed, and dark and desperate threats were ; NI made, An incendiary attempt was made to fire thé 
office of Col. Miller, the publisher. Under various pretexts, Morgan was arrested 
and committed to prison, only to be released. At Canandaigue he was falsel 
beguiled from the safe custody of the law, and was forcibly carried, by relay; 
on horses, a distance of one hundred , 
and fifteen miles, and secured as a 

Ieee 

Na One TT 

prisoner in the magazine of Fort Brief S f Cont wtntit True Mason. Paper covered 65¢ Biidante vol Msmboltatrs and adenine € d ri hin utes a True Mason. a o - Student: iy" n Niagara. His fate was never known, © SEY JO ontents . #, 16652. Masonic Facts for Masons. Price ‘Postpald........ Sa Ey eet ea 
but it is supposed he was taken out 
into the lake, where his «throat was 
cut, and his body sunken fifty fathoms 

the ethics and symbolism of Of This Amazing Book! 
Ceremonies of Opening a Lodge of Entered 

Ancient Mysteries. The writer be- 

POCKET LEXICON OF | Duncan’s Freemasonry. |s#r, 2% mvs today ‘Tone ost 
Apprentice Masons—Ceremonies of the Admis- Sockets eA Oe Reecanecs 4.50 in water. However, the volume was [I sion and Initiation of a Candidate in the First FREEMASONRY. No. 1503. A Guide to the Three |N% 2507. Symbolism. Price $ ‘put to press by Col, Miller, notwith- [Degree of Freemasonry——Ceremony of Closing a A reliable Ma- Symbolic Degrees ot} LOOK TO THE EAST, standing ineffectual attempts to im- Lodge of Entered Apprentices—Lecture on the So sonic Pocket Com- the Ancient York] No. 1508 A Ritual of the First prison and kidnap the publisher. Ad- First Degree of Masonry—The Second or Fellow Rite, and to the De- 

grees of Mark Master, 
Past Master, Most 
Excellent Master, and 
the Royal Arch. Near- 
ly 300 pages, explain- 
ed and interpreted by 
copious notes and 

Z panion giving full 
Craft Mason's Degree—The Third, or Master Wiatem information in all 
Mason’s Degree—An Address to be Delivered to matters connected 
the Candidate After the History Has Been Given with the ritual and —Test, Oath and Word—Fourth, or Mark Mas- customs of the Or- 
ter’s Degree. Ceremonies Used in Opening a! der. Contains noth- 
odes of ae Hage oe Ce oer ne ing not eeicdly 
ally Gone hrough in Closing a Lodge of Mark’ correct, confined s Masons. Lecture on the Fourth Degree of solely to tke three eens ges ones ee ee eile ene Masonry—The Past Master's Degree—-Most Ex- of ancient Freemasonry. Cloth Binding. A f 5 . ; | ‘3 200 pages. cellent Master's Degree. Ceremonies used in’ Morris, P.D.D.G.M. i [| | -00 f i Opening a Lodge of Most Excellent Masters, | 1623. Price Postpaid 65c eae ae: $3 | No. 150s $2.50 Jeremonies of Initiatiom—Royal Arch Degree— | ———~—-=LIADTED LAACANDV 1, K ie Red Crose—Riiglt Tempin ' CHAPTER MASONRY Lost Keys of Freemasonry 
soe o be ee Lee ae eae and 

night of Malta—Knights o he hristian | . 
‘ et 2 Complete Illustrated Ritual 

For Chapter Degrees (fourth to seventh degree in- 
were an uate of ne So ere cqeetey of 

ne Holy Sepulchre—-The Holy an hrice us- | G Past f N ions Ord of th ‘ross, call Council. ‘The | elusive) comprising the Degrees of Mark Master, Pas PLEDGES are given. Explanatory dia- ff Gpligations of the Thee eta eee eg oe te Meta SAL ana EEL MencinER Britt arianes foot) grams are used by the author in many ff the Cross—The Lodge of Perfection: Comprising. olations and an analysis of each degree. In response to instances to make the contents of this J} the Bleven Ineffable Degrees of Masonry—Degree for the Chapter dagraen: Here ave ero nt Rue eee amazing book still more clear, Mean- J of Perfect Master—Intimate Secretary—Provost ing’ Covemionies i Ti Ee UOhs acre ene 
i oe iidi t . PLUS chapter on Popery and Masonry, Masonry and 

ing of Masonic symbols and signs is and Jude Intendant of the Buildings _ (or Masonic Secret and Doctrine Illustrated. Masonry exposed, 

Three Degrees of Ma- 
sonry, containing the 
complete work of the 
Entered Apprentice 
Fellow-Craft and 
Master-Mason's De-~ 
grees, with their Cer- 
emonies, Lectures, 

ditions have been made to. Captain 
Morgan’s revelations from time to 
time, until we are now able to make 
public all the Masonic degrees of any 
note of interest, entered into by mod- 
ern Freemasons, The book exposes 
the Mysteries of Freemasonry and 
contains 208 pages of closely written 
matter and is revised and corrected to 
correspond with the most approved 
forms and ce;‘emonies in the various 
Lodges of Freemasons throughout the 
United States, 
SECRET VOWS, PASSWORDS AND 

An inspiring book which 
satisfies your desire for 
further light and leads the 
initiate to that Sanctum 
Sanctorum where myster- 
ies are revealed. Particu- 
larly desirable for _pre- 

ion t wly adinit- - MineAin Getall, Praserihed i 1.B.)——Elected Knights of Nine—Masters Elec a 1.98 fed. brother who deake; 8 SEs ce eo ere re ee, AUSRtONS Hea: of) Wifteon—Mlustrions ” Kilehts Blected—| Ahi, CHAPTER MASONRY. Price POstpaid........sse : Tntecpretatlon. ato Mtacauta which Masonic officials, ask and the ff Grand Master Architects——Knights of the Ninth | ‘s FREEMASONRY qyiilyola 1 antoiGerenreal replies initiates must give are.repeated § Arch—Grand Elect, Perfect and Sublime Mason ice NEGRO beyond the monitorial instruction usually in full. Published price $1.00. —Princes of Jerusalem—Knights of the Hast] _ PRINCE HALL PRIMER. Tells origin, ailnapout given in lodge. Tells the secret of Ae No. 1501. Morgan’s Exposure 75¢ ee apn ea ona = Neitting it whites nave ever held membership in | Abiff, 128 pages. By Manley P. Hall, 
of Free Masonry, Price Postpaid. . 

f their own, etc. Profusely docu- 
feenteas Bo iacry Williamson, Past Grand Historian | 20¢_ postage) SEND........ 

Lodges—Prince of the Royal Secret—Sovereig 

i N. Y. Lodge- 
No. 4529. “($1.00 plus 15¢ Post:) senp., 94015 | Johnson Smith & Co. %& 315 

Prince Hall Lodg, if Negroes have ever been de- | No, 1520. Price ($1.50 plus $1.70 
Grand Inspector General. 

314 y% Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 



i etre et mutex} Cerels FOR MASONS 
Blue Lodge Enlightenment 
A Ritual of The Three Masonic Degrees — 

A complete work of ‘the Entered Apprentice, 
Fellow Craft and Master Mason Degrees with the 
Lectures, Ceremonies of Initiation, Passing and 
Raising in the entire ‘‘Work"’ with questions and 
answers. A handy guide for those who are inter- 
ested in learning the mysteries of the first three 
degrees of Masons. Signs, passes, salutes, pass- 

words, secret ceremonies, etc., revealed and described, $2.50 
No. 1284, Biue Lodge Enlightenment. Price Postpaid CLs an ae, an ea ee ete arnt eles pitino 

MAH -HAH-BONE 
Every Mason Should Read This 

“Mah Hah-Bone”’ is really a combination of 
popula: yoiumes dealing with the Masonic order 
and its ideals, bound together in one big volume 
of over 400 pages with 100 illustrations, and 
very handsomely bound in cloth, making a really 
fine addition to your library. The value and 
convenience of this combined work will be appar- 
ent to all. As the other volumes frequently refer 
by footnotes to the contents contained in each 

| other the great advantage and convenience of 
; having these books under one cover will easily 

«and readily be seen. The author is the well known Edmond 
Ronayne, P.M. of Keystone Lodge, No. 639, Chicago, a man 
who thoroughly understands the subject. $3.95 
No. 1517. MAH-HAH-BONE. Price Postpald.....- 

Albertus Magnus & Pow-Wows 
On somewhat the same order are two other books 

-—ALBERTUS MAGNUS, and POW-WOWS OR LONG 
LOST FRIEND. Albertus Magnus deals with reputed 
Egyptian, Secrets, or ‘White and Black Art’’ for mau 
and beast, the so-called forbidden knowledge or ancient 
philosophers. Pow-Wows, or Long Lost Friend, con- 
tains John George Hohman’s collection of so-called 
mysterious arts and remedies, They are strange books 
to be in circulation in this enlightened age, but broad- 
minded people read both sides of a question and form 
their own conclusions, 
No. 1562. ALBERTUS MAGNUS. (Egyptian 50c 
Secrets.) Or White and Black Art.’ 160 Pages. .. 
No, 1563. POW-WOWS, OR THE LONG LOST 50c 

96 Pages... FRIEND. By John George Hohman. 

GLOW 
LAMPS 
Figures Glow 

ulb 
Sealed within bulb 

is figure which flour- 
esces in_ soft neon-like 

Standard 
Masonic Monitor 

Standard Masonic Monitor covers 
degrees of Entered Apprentice. Fel- 
low Craft and Master Mason as pro- In Bul 
vided for by Grand Lodge of the 
United States. Other subjects cov- 
ered are Installation of Lodge Of- 
ficers—Laying Cornerstones—Dedica- | glow. Standard lamp 
tion of Masonic Temple-~Preroga- | socket, 110 volt, AC- 
tives and Duties of Master—Parlia- |*bC. Burns 60 hours 
mentary Law and Masonic Burial | for 1 cent! . 
Service. A necessity of every Ma-| No. 8547 Masonic 
son. Cloth Bound, 248 pages. Emblem Bulb... 
No. 1521. Masonic _ $1 89 No. 8546. C 
Monitor. Price Postpaid.... i. Each, Postpaid. 

THE MASTER’S CARPET 
Or Masonry and Baal-wor 

ship identical. By Edmong 
Ronayne. This Work revie' 
the similarity between 
sonry, Romanism and 
Mysteries’? and compares 
whole with the Bible. WW @ 
plains the true source anf 
meaning of pvery ceremo 
and S¥mbo) of the Bi 
Lodge, showing the basis 
which the Ritual is foUnd 
Brief synopsis: Masonit way 
opposed to parental duty 

Masonry a religious institution, The Mi 
sonic religion examined. What  Masonm 
claims to do. Masonry and Romanism. TH 
Confessional. Masonry mutilates the Bibl 
Masonic antiquity. Masonry and the Ancien 
Mysteries. Preparation of candidates. Int 
iatory ceremonies, Rite of Illumination. 
Master’s Carpet, why so called. The Ma 
sonic Legend. The Masonic tragedy. 41 
nages, Cloth bound, 
No, 1516. The Master’s Carpet, 
Price Postpaid 

Freemasonry; Its Hidden Meanin, 
A spiritual interpretation of 

the esoteric work of the Ma- 
sonic Lodge. Everyone inter- 
ested in the Masons will want 
a copy of this book for ready 
reference on the ‘*Masonic 
truths’’, Discover for yourself 
what these are & their value, 
190 page book with 17 cla 
fying plates. An inspiration & 
guide. By George Steinmetz, 
No. 1504. Price ($3.50 plus 
SEN postage). $3.75 

Initiation Stunt 
An excellent compilation 

initiation stunts, selected 
Lieutenant Beale Co 
Just the thing for mock 
comic initiations. Conta 
humorous as well as serio 
suggestions, fraternal custon 
songs, yells and cheers. it 
a complete list of side 4q 
gree stunts. The book Wi 
come in handy for ne 
everybody ‘because many | 

the stunts can be used at games, part 
i ffairs. " , 

Not $540." initiation Stunts. Price. SL-@ 

MASONIC RIN 
Large, Oversize 

OE 
vu iy 
ra 

Attractive 
large sized 
ring with 
Masonic 
emblem 
on face, 
Wonderful 
man’s Sait ie 
ring. Sr "1 

Finished in rolled gold plat 
State Size. $2. 0 
No. 8356. Postpaid.. ? 

~~ Read These SECRET SOCIETY BOOKS | 
Rebekah Ritual 
Revised and Amended Of- 

ficial Ritual for Rebekah 
Lodges, Published by the Sov- 
ereign Grand Lodge, 1,0.0.F, 
with the unwritten (secret) 
work added and 
“Ceremonies of 
Rebekah Lodges and 
lation of officers of Rebekah jj] 
Lodges.’’ The book is widely 
used not only by the officers 
of the lodges but by members 

and persons seeking information about the Neation, 
Re Sse. Rebekah Ritual. Price... OSC 

Eastern Star 
Gives the five degrees in 

full with complete work, signs 
and grips. Also includes bur- 
jal and memorial services. Il- jf 
lustrated with numerous en- 
fravings. Contains a_ history 
of the Order and parliamen- 

rules for conducting the 
ize. This is an entirely new § 

feature and makes e 
complete in every detail. 
‘ritual that. every member Baars 

* should possess. 
316 | No asad. Price,.9-00 (euautelal 

Three 
fully 
order, 
each 

popularity accorded 

Blue cloth binding. 

; 

illustrated, by a former member of # 

officer during the meetings, 
manner of conducting the business of the Knigh 
of Columbus, order of opening and closing | 
the Lodge, dress 
initiation; givi 
ete. Fully . illustrated. 
No. 1525. Knights of Columbus. Prico.. 

WORSHIPFUL MASTER’S ASSISTANT 
No Masonic handbook has had the continuous 

Duties of the Officers; Public Exercises; 
ic Parliamentary Law and Discipline; Masonic 
Jurisprudence and Forms. i! 
installations, dedications, ceremonies, burial 
services, lodges, ete. Complete index. 302 pages, _ 

No. 1506. ($2 plus. 260 post.) SEND 

KNIGHTS OF COLUMB 
Ritual and History of First 3 Degrees ' 

A complete Ritual and History of the Fi 
Degrees, including all secret ‘‘Work 

This work gives the proper position | 
the _ prop 

ceremony § 
pass- 

of candidates, 
grips, giving the signs, 

this book. Four sections: 
Mason- 

Coyers constitution, 

$2.25 

Sete~y) Ji Des | Zia gy § 
\\ 
we 
he cl 

, ~ 4.4 

aN HATS 

N your business and social affairs—meeting and dealing with other people— 
have you the cold, “icicle” type of personality that constantly repels others 
and keeps them at a distance? Or are you that glorious type flooded with 

the warm fires of Magnetic Intensity—burning in HEART, BODY and SOUL— 
Which makes you a live Magnet attracting friends, opportunities, fortune? 
A multi-millionaire said “The great fact of life, of power, of commanding 
triumph, lies in the knowledge of the secret forces that dwell within the human 
brain and body. The men who win the world’s wealth, reap, its luxuries, and 
enjoy its comforts, are those best familiar with the hidden forces within them- 
felves, and whose knowledge pertains to the use of those powers. By them, 
and them alone, have men risen in the world, and their book learning may be 
great or little. 

How to Use Secret Forces of Your Brain 
The science of Magnetic Control or Personal Mag- 

fietism is said to be as old as man, For ages many 
of the battles of life have been won by those who 
Were supercharged with this marvelous, irresistible 
fhergy. The soldier who understands and uses this 
force may be known as a great general. The orator 
Who brings this extraordinary power to bear upon 
iin audience can sway thousands. The great captains? 
of industry who control the world’s markets and 
fiass millions in wealth are known as business gen-|cy 
‘ites. Aspirants to social honors, to political prefer- hye 
Went, to artistic recognition usually achieve success 
tily to the extent that they can consciously or un- 
Nonsciously bring their powers of Magnetic Control 
ito active play. 

The understanding and. use of the secrets of personal 
Magnetism are said to make weak men strong, sick men well, 
timid, diffident men bold and confident, Cultivation of personal 
Magnetism may turn fallure Into success, poverty Into wealth, 
dreamers into doers, discouragement into unbounded happiness. 

Do you know how to attract people to you? How to win 
and hold the man or woman of your cholce? Do you know 
how to make yourself popular, sought after, looked up to? 
Are you able with a look, a ‘gesture, a spoken word, to 
®fommand attention? Do you radiate supreme health, strength, 
vitality? Do people believe In you, rely upon you, look to 
you for leadership? Is every nerve and cell In your body 
allve, vibrant with electric energy? Is your mind keen and 
sotive, your spirit calm and reposed, your body growing with 
fuperabundance of health? Do you wish to be successful In 
whatever you undertake? Do you wish to be popular with 
mon, popular with women? 

Call 

SEX MAGNETIS 
Can you attract to yourself the wo- 
man you want—or the man you want? 
Can you, through your mere presence, 
awaken the spark of love—or do you 
make no impression on those of the 

opposite sex? 

it by any other name you will, its cause and scope is 
within our definition of ‘personal magnetism.’' Magnetism is 
sild to be man's greatest success weapon. Thousands of men 
lave just drifted. Ordinary, commonplace—satisied to be just 
sverage. And then—they came upon Personal Magnetism, some- 
‘hing within them awakens, is released. They become conscious 
ef power they have never dreamed they possessed, They use that 
hew power, leading people to think as they think, winning con- 
fidence and friendship of nearly all with whom they come in con- 
fact, overcoming fear, timidity, and finding themselves tremendous- 
ly popular in business and society. 

liveryone—you—can profit by reading this big 238-page book, 
he first chapter to the last, we think you will find it full 

nt surprises and exhilarating experiences. You will find ® 
satisfaction in your own ability. Many of us find that we 

huve unused powers. The book provides the touchstone that opens 
up these new sources of wealth and power to you. 

The Mental Phase—The Physical Phase—Physical Magnetism— 
Mental Radiation — Mental Atmosphere — The Direct Flash—The 
Positive Aura—The Direct Command—The Magnetic  Duel—Magnetic 
Helf-Defense—The Power of Controlling Others—Etc. 

Originally presented in the form of a Private Course selling fo 
ene -00 t SSaey ea ide nae poet a to obtain a quantity. Se 
ese courses presented in book form 

fourse is complete in every respect, OF ®, Semmarkably, low peice, 

$2.50 

how 

POWER IN BUSINESS 
How much Mental Magnetism have 
your Can you sway others to your 
way of thinking? Can you com- 
ra ee pore ence ne feos 

others an you control a situa- 
tion and mould things to suit. tion and mould ‘things to suit. 
| Johnson Smith & Co. %& 317 

No, 1707. PERSONAL MAGNETISM. 
Price® INnchUdiNG POStAad@rrrsssererrerer warseenen 



printed. 
ounce. Size 
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COMPLETE MIDGET 
" BIBLE 

—Old & New Testament 

—1277 Pages 

lj) ~Measures Only 
212x134x%-Inches 

| ~Clearly Legible Without Eyestrain 
og: 

or Magnifier 
Our special Midget Bible listed on another page 

\* designed to be something of a novelty, and 
Wille legible, the type is almost microscopically 
pinall, But this Bible was made to be used, and 
fo be read with ease. You can carry it with you 
i) your watch pocket, read it when you wish. 
‘thers will marvel at its beauty and workman- 
ship and legibility, A wonderful job of craftsman- 
ship that was done in Germany. Complete Bible— 
every word. Both Old & New Testaments, Has 
flexible red cloth cover with red edges, 1277 
pages, complete with reference index. Measures 
wily 21-inches high, 134-inches wide and 34- 
Inch thick. Spend your spare moments reading the 
World's Greatest Book. $1 00 
No. 1378. Complete Midget Bible. Price.. bd 

Midget Bible 
World’s Smallest Bible © 224 Pages NEW TESTAMENT jf 

WATCH POCKET EDITION k 
@ POSTAGE STAMP SIZE 
@ A GENUINE WORK OF ART 

Only 15c 
Midget Bible is a perfect gem, a work of art both 

by tbe printer and the bookbinder, It is about the 

size of a postage stamp and contains over TWO HUN- 

DRED PAGES of the NEW TESTAMENT. The 
reproduction of the sor page shows the extra- 

ordinarily minute size of the text, but of course it is impossible 

to print anything like the clearness as in the book itself, wake is 

printed on a special paper after special preparations haye been 

made for q work of this kind. You must see this Bible a 
appreciate it. This little Bible is a wonder, although those | with 
poor eyes may find it necessary to seek the aid of a magnifying 
glass. Measuring about’ 1x1% inches, it can readily be carried 
in your smallest pocket, in 9 lady’s purse, etc., and the Bible is 
thought by many to bring Good Luck to the owner. 

GOOD MONEY SELLING MIDGET BIBLES 
Good money can be made selling these Midget Bibles amongst 

friends, church acquaintances, Sunday Schools, bazaars, ete. 
Sunday School teachers and superintendents will find the Bible an 
excellent. and inexpensive item to give away amongst scholars and 
others, that is sure to be appreciated and kept. Therefore, in 

response to numerous inquiries, we have arranged to supply 

quantity users at a special discunt, which gives you the Bibles 

at exactly HALF PRICE in lots of not less than a hundred at 

a time. Jobbers write for Information on our Midget Bible. 15c 

No. 1381. MIDGET BIBLE. Price....... ete sees 
Th Bibles or 40c; Twelve Bibles for $1. 100 for $7.50 

No. 2390. Vest Pocket Magnifying Glass. For Reading Small Print. Postpald.......-- -15¢ 

One of the smalli- 
est books in the world. Well 
Weight less than half an 

1"'x184"". 

s Stationary 
py outstanding stationery portfollo, Fifteen four- 

ye sheets, size 5x8'/-inches when folded once, 
toh with scriptural text, and fifteen vellum 

A envelopes to match. 
Neautiful stationery’ that is suitable for all types 

Actual Size of Page 

. ee . W ordinary correspondence. Mor d 
M I D G ET B I B LE Miraculous Religious Rings we using it because the etripturel: vieseres apie pier Attractive rings for Wiration and consolation to those who receive the most popular, in- \ q 

spiring devotions. You 
will be proud to wear 
them. Rhodium plate 

With Cover Printed in Gold Ink 
Same as No. 1881 Midget 

described above, but 

Wf letter—messages that people hesitate to say themselves, yet the very sentiments they so 
ih wish to express, 
Tho miniature reproduction of Sallman’s lovely Hwith handsome cover with finish, State size, Mire of the “Head of Christ” on ee, Ae 

Sige lege nd Miraculous Ring [HM il. !lidet, ull siconor 488 pita ross. prin’ in go No. 8358. ‘ 

Covera overlap ‘sanie as” in Price Postpald 50c " 4625. Bible Lover’s Statlonery...... 65c 
Hmore expensive Bibles. Con- 

Saint Christopher Ring 
No. 8359. St. Christopher Ring. 
Price Postpaid... ..++-.+++eseeaess 

Infant of Prague Ring 

pages of the 
New Testament. Also has the 
Lord’s Prayer printed on 

r page 2. aioe work of art, 
, ET BIBLE. 

Be ecules, SED eHCHe Tit We 25¢ No. 8360. Infant of Prague Ring 
3 for 6Bc, 12 for $2.26, 100 for $12.50 Price Postpaid ....-scsecovst cece 

FEATURED IN FAMOUS COLUMN! 
In a famous, syndicated newspaper ¥ yf 

Open Book Design; Gummed 

| Bible Scripture Stamps 
a imumammmme Use on Packages, Let. 

ters, Gifts, Books, Ete. 
SPREAD THE GOOD 

WORD! A wonderful col- 
lection of BIBLE SCRIP. 
TURE STAMPS. Each 
book has 120 assorted 

50c 

50c 

SCRIPTURE column this popular Midget STAMPS = 
Bible was illustrated and 
featured. We have repro- 
duced part of his illustration § 

stamps, perforated and ea a nd inter- 
to use. Each is printed 4 esting note % two colors on a design re- here. Why eso sembling the open Bible, not’ get one of these interesting 
Texts are easy to read, Use curios and oS of Scripture-text stamps is pibvé ing in favor. A pleas- keep it as a 
ant way to d_ ch ey : est THE SIZE OFA eangumdetasls 5 es ~ letters’ and renyes pocke y y lopes, ill produce eternal piece. S POSTAGE STAMR ONE FOURTH good-will through the silent, 
effective preaching of the OFAN INCH THICK. evel. Pocket size book—3%x6-inches, Each 

sei about 1x1 %-in. 
4048. Bible Scripture Stamps, 318 x | 

SSOHOGGGH6G5OG 
TKK MIO OOOOOUOOUOOUOUMDOUUOOODHDODDOOU00N 

wate a 

only those books of Old Testament which are con- 
tained 
Bae Wisdom, Ecclesiasticus (not Ecclesiastes) and 

iii, 24-90, xili, 

was made from the Hebrew, or rather is a revision of 
the Bishops’ 
with Hebrew 
eo pee 
effo: 48 not true to original, Should be b: 
both Catholics ar pose ee 
greater understanding, Contains Old and New Testa- 
ments, Endorsed by Cardinals. 6x8-inches, 1400 pages, 
pee new type. Maps. Black cloth, gilt lettering, red 

No. 1383. Catholic (Douay) Bible. Postpaid.... 

Piles Each Book Postpald.............. 25¢ | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %& 319 

RED LETTER Beautifully 
EDITION Bound 
KingJames . Authorized | Holy Bible 

Convenient red fet- 
er edition at special 

price!l!{! Beautiful in 
appearance, easy to 
read and understand. 
Imitationgoldstamped 
on cover. Colored 
rontispiece, Includes 

maps, pictures, 
Individually 
Big, 5Vax7 Va 
._ thick. 

Vest Pocket 

Testament 
Vest-pocket new 

to read, joxkva, 
Oo. * 

6Price Postpaid’ Cc 

Egermeier’s 
Bible Story 
Easy-to-Read 

Easy to Understand. 
Recognized leader; approved 

by authorities. Whole Bible in 
chronological order, accurate in de- 

5 tail, rich in dramatic appeal, Beau- 
tifully illustrated. 221 actual photo- 

graphs, color reproductions, drawings. 234 fascinating 
stories put entire Bible into one continuous, beautiful 
narrative. 642 pages. 
No. 1380. Price (92.08 plus 10c post.) SEND $3.05 

. . 
Bible In Foreign Languages 

Read in foreign language for practice convenience. 

SPANISH BIBLE 
Agate Bible. (Valera). Revised, Center references 

& maps. 41x61-in.. Cloth, Red edges. $1 50 
No. 1898. Price Postpaid... - 

FRENCH BIBLE 
New Testament only. 

No. 1895. Price Postpaid.........ccssrerseeeseseserreres $1.50 

GERMAN BIBLE 
Minion edition. (Martin Luther). Revised,  Refer- 

ences. New Orthography, 494x7-in. Cloth $2. 00 
No, 1896. Price Postpaid. oe sone > 

POLISH BIBLE 
New Testament only. 
No. 1897, Price Pose pales cies eit eee 

CATHOLIC BIBLE 
/ . Catholic Edition of 

ey the Holy Bible 
It will be interesting to 

compare the Catholic Bible 
with the Protestant Bible, as 
they differ in many respects. 
Protestants admit as inspired 

in’ Hebrew Bible, and reject Judith, Tobias, 
books of Machabees, Esther x, 4-xiv, 24; Daniel 

l-xiv, 42. Many other differences. 
The King James, or Authorized Protestant Version, 

Bible to bring it more 
Text. New Testament was translated 

Catholics claim while a great literary 

in accordance 

and Protestants in the interest of 

$3.95 



Malte: Roman altese 
No. 8120 No, 8120 

In a jane sunny glade, 
County, Virginia, U.8.A., 
undisputed possession there, 
so-called “LUCKY” STONES, 

As to the real origin of these little crosses of stone, comparatively nothing is known, as the leadinj 
scientists of the country have failed to throw any satisfactory light on 
remote mountain section runs a very pretty legend to the effect that the fairies were dancing aroung 
a Roring of limpid water, when an elfin messenger arrived from a strange city far away in the land g 
dawn, bringing the sad tidings of the death of Ohrist, and when they heard the terrible story of th 

xion they wept. And as their tears fell upon the earth they were crystalized into little pebbles erucifi 
on each of which was formed a beautiful cross. 
momentoes of that melancholy event. 

These little curiosities, which range in size from one-fourth of an inch to 1% inches, bear in 
most unique form some shape of a cross, which has been outlined by Nature’s own hand. 
are of the St. Andrew variety, others 
No. 8123. Cross with Solid Gold 

Four Corners,..... Mountings In All 
No, 8120. Unmounted Crosses. 
Price Postpald....... 

WONDERS 

Ksaporssion Yas béen mainsined 
{Bat Deere sigven are tucky- many 

‘ that glows 

high. 

GLa a 
CUT 

Ptah ae 

Lovely book-mark greetin 
woven of enduring rayon with a 
the beauty and color of rare em- 
broidery—a gift that is useful— 
a greeting that is different— 
pone on ee hee folder. 

0. . Lord’s Prayer. 
ue: PON eal aK 25¢ 

o. . Ten Comman 
ments, Postpald........ 25¢ 

Lord is My Shepherd, 0) Dig ord Is My Shepherd, etc. 
Postpald.... .... 25¢ See ene er eee 
320 %& Johnson Smith & Co. 

peti es 
oman 

No, 8121 

FAMOUS FAIR 
nestled among the rugged foothills of the Blue Ridge mountains, in Patric] 
a section made renowned by the fact that old King Powhatan once he 

was discovered a single quarry of the far-famed Virginia 0 

nepropucto In Glauuing PLASTIC 

CROSS CHARM 
SHINES IN DARK 

Luminous cross charm made of 
beautiful ivory-like plastic material 

wearing as a charm, around neck, 
* on lapel or hanging in convenient 

place. Each is fitted with gold col- 
ored plated link, About %-inches 

Inspiring vision of the Savior , li . i penny, Each penny is 

in dark, Excellent for wall. Seldom fails to excite won AaB) vt Sy ecouNn tl gt atesint M 

der and favorable comment fro : vid Machine which stamps emorize 
ll wh this almost-living deiibaleibed the Prayer on the penny 

Gi) WO) SCO LAB 8 i PO ee tld and flattens the penny Mysteri 
ion appear projected into room THY WILL BE) DONE {nto a large oval, making ysteries 

No. 8119. CROSS CHARM, Postpald. .. 

10 Commandments & 

LORD’S PRAYER RING 
A beautiful ring to wear, 

The ring is well made with 
a machine engraved design 

\,. all around the sides leading 
\ up to the face of the ring. 

\ On the face of the ring is a 

-. CRUCIFIX RING 
The ori Crucifix 

ring was beMeved to have 
been first made during the 
15th century, having been 
made by a Spanish gold- 
smith and won immediate 
favor, It was highly valued 
and treasured and was con- 

inal 

Maltese oman Maltese Roman alt black tablet with rais sidered a masterpiece of t 7 y ‘aisel ster- ee 
No. 8121 No, 8122 No. 8122. No. 8123 No. 8128) Jing silver metal letters, the to have been handed down from 4 

father to son, its fame increasing Jie 
during the centuries. Now it is &h 
possible to get a copy of ‘this RP 
ring at but a fraction of the price 
doubtless many owners might 
have been willing to give in days 
gone by. State size required, Si 
No. 8278. Crucifix Ring. sterling Silv 
Price Postpaid. 
No. 8247. Crucifix Ca 
In Color of Yellow Gold. Postpaid... 

Lord’s Prayer, every word of 
f , which Is completely leg'ble. 
The beautiful sterling silver finish and lustrous 
black make a striking contrast. State size when 
ordering. Shipped Postpaid, $1 25 
No, 8132. Lord’s Prayer Ring...-.. ° 
No. 8261. Ring With 10 Commandments on 
face. Every word legible, 
Price Postpald.......... 2 $1.25 

STONES 
“RAIRY” 

the subject; but in thaf 

About the spring and the adjacent valley were strewl 

CROSS TIE SLIDE 
Attractive yellow 

plated slide-on tie holder 
with enameled trim and 

Many of them 
oman, while those most sought after are the Maltese. Gross & frown Ring 
$3.50 No. 8121. Cross with Gold Filled Mounts, De estas ran Dem aeeee 

5 Price Postpald......- cerns cenveeee #1 on yellow gold filled 

25¢c , 
brilliant cross design. 

No, 8122. Cross With Solid ing. very attractive. State |Cross emblem is 3@x5g-in. 
Price Postpaid Ize. io. 8248. Postpaid go 2-50 No. 8880. Post aig .00 

Mysterious Altar Shrin 2 Bible Text Christmas Cards 

ProducesVisionof Chris: 
Captures True Spirit of Christmas Book locket. 16 kt, nui 

Sahih ates She BORG HOC ina reateaalne petes wit Haitation, ee dollar en Bible Ae 

One of the most gg Pine Kippesamuta! pembessine, eameus, SUNSHINE | plate cross mounting. “Ie: letters on “both siden. ES. amazing objects you : HERB a mist ipesrcartstsa in. chain, Stunning. No. 8115. Lord’s Prayer 
have ever seen! Has 
glass beaded, colored 
effect that gives It ap- 

different. 65c No. 8199. $1.75 274, John 3:36, 

pearance of  brililant 

Postpaid Postpai 

Stained glass church 
Mysteries 

window which when Easy Way to 
Itar light is burni ots altar light is burning  prole Learn, Teach, 

Book Locket with 
Gold Cross on 

Lord’s Prayer 
Pocket Coin 

Pearl Tablet Carry in your pocket or 
purse. Made of pure alumy 

esa th 
eae Lee 

Lord’s Prayer 
On Real Penny 

The entire Lord's Prayer 
handsomely stamped on a 

Poe hay it suitable wear 

iT “ae ee ground the wrist or use 

Tr A ae ae hal aes nore piece. 15¢ 

CLS AR Ll el ead No, 8129. Postpaid “2 
bbc ali Ait 10 Command- 

PASSES AG WE FORGIVE 

MCs Ih aca ntca ments on Real 

6%-in, high, 3 %-in., wide. 3 
deep. With candle. $1. 
No. 4057. Postpald... 

of Rosary 
Sturdy, washable 
Plastic 4-in, 
ivory disc, beau- 
tiful blue raised 
beads and cross 

_,25¢ 

Luminous il PASS AGAINST. US P on background 
enn of deep i * Bedtime Prayer CREME = wo. sizon. ton com. | Tinie %'9. ‘show 

mandments on Oa 
a eS 

a1 
uu 

ious and Sorrow- 
ful mysteries pic- 
tured and named day 
by day. Gain full indul- P 
gences using Rosary-O. 7 
Approved by Church Censors. Beautiful in appearance, 
yet extremely practical in use. 
No, 8038. Price Postp 

Reminder 
“More things are 

wrought by prayer than 
this world dreams of”’ 

--Tennyson 

Cross Glows 
In the Dark! 
PRAYER 

REMINDER 

A practical 
novelty. Lumi- 
nous cross 
mounted 
on shield o f 

No. 81298. 
on Penny.. 

Religious Pennants 
"God Bless 
Our Home” 
No. 4694. Home 
Pennant. Attrac- 
tive color 
About 12-in 

the Kingdom 
Just Dial the Bible 

Quotation You Desire 
Brings new pleasure and pra 

tical use to the Bible. Authent 
reference to 100 Biblical re 
ences. Whether you are lookin Eternal 

dark blue felt. | for a familiar reference, comf 
cross is lumi-| ing message or useful advice ti Gospel 
nous in dark.| only the Bible can _ give, Coin 5 * 
No electricity | beautiful plastic Key finds it ff g . 
and no trouble.| you quickly, Consists of th ré Carry this EYERNAL LIFE. 

Identification 
No. 4693. el aren sunburst effects, Small 

; ol a = ligious Pennant. |colored pictures of Blessed Lady att 
;|Sacred Heart. Ivory-like plastic, 

name and address on back, 

No. 176. Price...,., SBC | %& 321 

with you. Hx- 

cellent gift. “"= 
ae metal coin almost : 
tize of a quarter, Bes 
No B14... L0C oem r. 

3 for 200; 12 for 750; 100 for $5.00 

Stores up light 
during the day 
and gives it off 

: fact i a tke) ok 
source of comfort and solace. 

Price Postpaid 25¢ 

dises. Locate the subject in 
outer circle, set the key and 
the reference in window. Wond 
ful gift. Complete with attracti 
case. * Ce 
No. 4963. Price Postpaid. No. 4955. 
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Luminous Crucifix 
Glows With A Brilliant Radiance 

in the Dark 
For years the Catholic clergy and all 

interested in the increase of devotion to 
the Crucifix have been striving to find 
‘some means of making the Crucifix more 
than a mere article of furniture—to make 
it a living symbol of the crucifixion. A 
recent discovery of chemical science has 
made this possible, and the “Cross of Per- 
petual Light,” is now being placed in 
every Catholic home. 

The time for prayer is in the night 
time, before retiring; that is the hour 
when the mind is in sweet repose and the 
cares and worries of the day are past. In 
the darkest room, all through the night, 
the “Cross of Perpetual Light” gives a 
wonderful, luminous glow, the glow reps, 
teens the “Glorified Body of Jesus 

rist.” 

Approved by Church Authorities 
What a beautiful reminder to the children! What 

a comfort to awaken in a sick room in the darkness 
of the night to behold the figure of Jesus Christ in 
an outline of glorious light! It surely is an inspira- 
tion to prayer that no Catholic can resist. When 
trouble or worry harrass you, there is only one place 
where you may receive genuine, sincere consolation 
and solace from earthly problems; peace of mind and 
peace of spirit, 
@ ach Crucifix fs 15 inchea high. Made of fine 
black ebony finished wood. The body of Christ is 
made of metal, covered with the secret preparation 
that causes it to become luminous. The luminosity 
fis lasting and PERMANENT. Our Crucifix has 
been sent to clergymen, schools and convents through- 
out the world, and highest words of praise have been 
recelved commending the Luminous Crucifix to all. 
No. 6718. LUMINOUS CRUCIFIX. 
PRICE POSTPAID.............------ 

RES ae 

Chime =GLOWINGZzFARRINGS 
AA 

EXQUISITELY DIVINE—LOVELY TO OWN 
Even in ordinary daylight, the 

white plastic CROSS EARRINGS look 
like beautiful ivory. At night, they 

or shadows, they have a radiance 
that makes them particularly fascinat- 
ing and good looking. ‘ 
No. 8131. Glowing Cross $1.00 
Earrings, Pair. 

Extremely suitable for wearing on 
dress or lapel of coat. A dignified 

take on an added charm by glowing piece of jewelry that always looks 

softly in the dark. Even In soft light correct, 

Electric Illuminated Musical Altar 
Simulated Carrara-Marble Effect, Hand-Gilded Trim With 12 Electrically 

Mluminated Candles 
Here is a truly spiritual object with deep emotional and religious appeal. Beautifully molded figure of 

Mhrist. The Altar is artistically authentic in every detail with antique charm and modern materials. En- 
Hirely constructed of non-breakable plastic. Extremely rich in appearance with its simulated Carrara-marble 
Mfect and hand-gilded trim, Altar includes 12 plastic candles, cross and Christ statuette. 

Concealed Household Lamp Illuminates Candles, Scenic Panel on Front,” 
Cross and Statue 

Just plug in the cord to any 110 volt outlet and the lovely altar comes to life, with the fi ‘ Wy illustrated with four-color reproduction of the ‘‘Last Supper’ scene glowing with vivid eee apie bist SS a depen with bright, crystal radiance, and the statue on top, which is colored in life-like Wlors, is illuminated. 

Imaotion ~— Lapel Cross 
Wear an attractive lapel cross. 

way of showing respect and paying 
homage to Our Lord. It is the one 

Makes a splendid gift to 
friends, reminding them of their 
religious obligations and comforting 
them in time of need. 20c 
No. 8137. Price Postpald.. 

Faith, Hope and 
Charity 
Necklace : enn i 

Mounted on this neck- st 
lace are three freely swing- rayer 
ing charms, the heart, y 
reat tad | anchor which THE BIBLE WAY 
represent faith, hope and TO ANSWERED 
chet ity. 24 kt. gold PRAYER. Learn how to 
plate. 16-inch chain with pray. 64 pages. Pocket 
safety clasp. 1.00 size, 3%4x5%-in, Hand- 
No. 8041. PriceY~* some, red_ leatherette 

322 *% J. S. & Co. No. 1082. Postpald 35¢ 

i Swiss Musical Chimes Play the “Ave Maria” 
Concealed in the Altar is a Swiss music box which can play the inspiring sacred hymn ‘Ave Maria” Hrorall size is 11-in, across, 11-in. high and 4%-in. deep. Complete with ] 

No, 6124, ELECTRIC ILLUMINATED MUSICAL ALTAR. Price hte _.. 99.50 
Electric, Illuminated Altar Without Musical Chimes $6.50 Pxnctly the same as above but without the Swiss music box, 

We, 6125, ELECTRIC ILLUMINATED ACTAR.: Pelion Posted a.2)s,).6) ei vie wo kee eu $6.50 

Looks Like a Living Scene—Permanent Home 
Display in Lamp Style 
A beautiful 3-dimensional Nativity Se’ i - formed unbreakable plastic with datkate anni, ees hand coloring. The ageless story of Bethlehem. Miniature manger and 10 figurines including Mary and the Christ Child, camels, sheep, 3 kings, donkey, etc. Scene is ef- fectively illuminated by electric lamp concealed in Fe Boge, oe anal home decoration. trees igh, . deep, Complete with 

No. 6123. Electric Illuminated Nativity Set. 3-95 

Crucifix. 
Cross & Chain Gntenal and uy 

Attractive floral design | enstaved cross 
embossed in face of cross. 
Yellow gold color. With 
chain, 

. 
Sa GORY. Postpaid PIL de acce: rae No. 8036. Price 4 



Are These the Outlawed Scriptures that have been Duced trum the Bible? 

THE LOST BOOKS 
OF THE BIBLE 

{HOOK ON THE SECRETROSI 
TEACHINGS OF THE - - — —_———— 

AN ELEMENTARY Set meee aa 
ICRUCIAN A) 

ROSICRUCIAN pee $2 eae ino 
BROTHERHOOD roniotey Red 4 SS i . " 

With Illustrations Reproduced fron nn ESE Re Se 
Ancient Paintings and Murals aE <a Ray 
Many extraordinary and enlightening epistles an iN T i 

gospels re said to have been rejected when th si} Ge ae itil Lidl tint Why NH Reveals the Mysteries 
t » rejected scriptures too sensational, Uy | r a a a 

Jous, too intimate and personal? Jealousy, fear, di i of the Rosicrucians 
sension, politics, arbitrary edicts, may have play ; 

their part in depriving the layman of much of t 
first-hand records of the founding of Christianity am 
the detailed story of Adam and Eve. Every perso 
has the right to know. 

46 Hidden Man rr Revealed -- Man’s Temptation & Si 
The nature of the Apocryphal Scriptures, as well as reasons for their # ie 

The Rosicrusian Society of California 
has been ballyhooed and advertised in 

{VHF \ many of the leading publications of 
| America, yet most people don’t know 

| | \} who the Rosicrucians are. Now you can 
read about this organization and learn 
its secrets without becoming a member 

| | —and believe it if you want to! They 
I claim to be able to attain mastery over 

| life, influence over others, the wisdom 
of the west and many other benefits. 

Contents of This Amazing Book: | 

WAI} CHAPTER I. Tho Order of Rosicrucians an 
the Rosicruclan Fellowship, 7 

rejection by early Church authorities have been among the greatest 
mysteries of the Christian era. ’ 

The book is said to have been translated from the original Tongues. 
It contains 553 pages in large, clear type. Among other things it 
deals with the following:—The Story of Joseph and Potiphar’s Wife, 
(the story of a life filled with the unchanging passions of human nature) 
——The Girlhood and Betrothal of the Virgin Mary, (an_ utterly new 
portrayal of the personality of Mary about whom the authorized Bible 
tells so little) —The Original Story of the Riddles of Egypt, (as presented 
in the, narrative of Ahikar in an Aramaic papryus said to have been 
discovered in the ruins of Elephantine)—-The Boyhood of Jesus, (His 
school days, pastimes and playmates, revealing some startling legends 
ignored in the Bible. Also many purported unknown miracles and con- 
temporary opinions)——the Jews’ elease from Captivity, (in a new 

TRS 

Mh CHAPTER II. The Problem of Life and Its 
| ; Solution. Pear tne wos a Pai cae ae oa ee e mid to | 

have trader i Jewish slaves for a single book)—the Divorce | 
Question, (as discussed by Hermas and the account of what he saw in : UU ee 11, The Visible and Invisible 

orld. a vision)—An original, uncensored Story of Adam and Eve, (the oldest 7 1 
aerate in. ee rods aloceny seven ite a aya ar pera CHAPTER IV. The Constitution of Man. The Vital Body, The Desire Body, The Mind. 

periences 0. ne Tst man an woman from he iss 0 wden, nrough eh 

their fall, their expulsion from the Garden, their strange temptations o CHee tan G ite ene een eae Up Through the Different Heavens... Mt. 
and remarkable lives), etc., etc, The late Dr. S. Parkes Cadman, former SARS 4 Thi 1 w to Apply for Admission. 1 : Pisaa a ak 
president of the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America said: ! ) j This book is written by Max Heindel, prominent leader of Rosicrucians. 
*. . . this valuable volume, THE LOST BOOKS OF THE BIBLE. It is imdeed a very. des! Authoritative and complete, Gives in simple, forceful language an outline 

o have and one which I shall consult with profit and recommend to others,’’ of the main points of the teachings of this Occult School. Mysteries, care- 
No, 1020. THE LOST BOOKS OF THE BIBLE. Price Postpald........ eMC soko ate laters fully guarded for ages are revealed here, 215 pages. Cloth bound, $2 50 

No. 1689. MYSTERIES OF THE ROSICRUCIANS. Postpaid....... oD 

The Science of Numerology Rosicrucian Cosmo-Conception 
Can Your Character and Future Be Told By Numbers The Textbook of the _——— 

Alea Mavne's Do Numbers Affect Your Character And Destiny Rosicrucian Philosophy 
a a) > 4 : 

The science of numbers is as old as mankind, and the relatio i 
Numerology h numbers to the lives of men has been a matter of investigation oie An authentic textbook which reveals 

aa the days of the Greek philosophers, centuries before Christ. the harmony of Religion and Science, 
This book explains the principle of Numerology in very simp and conforms to the intellectual devel- 

language and tells you just how to apply it towards solving # opment of the modern world. For those 
tings wou ans to know. wy Seataene Hy NU meTLORY contends who would know all about the Rosicru- 

e etters your name an your irthdate altec your charact ‘le is ” © * oy 

and destiny. Try Numerology on any of your perplexing problem plan Bellowsnip, \this remarkable, large 
In any case it might help to give you a better understanding of life. | H book—over 600 pages—was published as 
all means look for good fortune in your lucky number. Numerology, | a textbook for members. We have se- 
explained in these two books is immediately applicable, and after a little stu eured copies of this book and offer it for 
ua ate ae oa his con with numbers. 12 pages including 9 charts, sale to the general public. An amazing 
0. 46. Ra Mayne’s Key to Numerology. Paper Cover Postpald.... book that you should read. Latest edi- 

Amazing FORBI DDE® Ke OWLEDG . Partial Contents: , 
Even in thls enlightened age there are still very many persons who believe <> Visible and Invisible Worlds; Man, and method 
ene ee MAGIC, SUPERSTITIONS, CHARMS, DIVINATIONS, SIGNS, - of Evolution, Spirit, Soul and Body; Thought, 

They ‘say “Knowledge is Power,’’ so if you are interested in such matters, The Bask OF Mee eee Minar wcken ah Doak: 
or would like to become interested send fifteen cents for a copy of this BOOK OF Forbidden Knowledge the Beneficence of Purgator Life in Heaven; 
FORBIDDEN KNOWLEDGE. Here is a brief portion of the contents: DIVI- < 4 Preparations for Rebirth; whe ‘Law of Con: 
NATION (obtaining knowledge of future events) ; Receiving Oracles by Dreams; EY uf sequence; The Relation of Man to God; @ is 
The Ring and the Olive Branch; The Witch’s Chain; Love's Cordial; Magic , f ’ a Evoluti fo Sol ie A . Ok nese 
Rose, List of Days considered Lucky and Unlucky; List of Hours considered 8 E Ge ae fC Ur The rene ae she 
fortunate; Metragrammatism (the Art of Fortune-telling by transposition of Seed-Ground irl Cosmos; Birth of the Planets; 
Names) ; Days of the Week in relation to their importance at the Natal Hour; Planetary Spirits; The Moon an Elghth Sphere 
Secrets of Black Magic (51 in all); Talismans, Charms, Spells and Incanta- of Retrogression; Separation of the Sexesy 
tions; Charms, Omens and Signs; Many popular Superstitions; Observations Lucifer Spirits and the Fall; Sixteen Paths to Destruction; Christ and His Mission; The Mys- 
concerning the Eyes; The Silent Language by Motion of the Hands; How to tery of Golgotha and the Cleansing Blood; Future Development and Initiation; The Method 
write secret Love Letters. In addition to all this there are chapters on Hypno- of Acquiring First-Hand Knowledge; Western Methods for Western People. 

Paper covered edition available at this special price. $1 50 
e 

tism, Spirit Medium, Electrical Psychology, instructions for performing the 
No. 1511, ROSICRUCIAN COSMO-CONCEPTION. Postpaid....... Davenport Brothers’ Spirit Mysteries, besides additional interesting information. 

32 pages. pone 
Tr 

3: No. 1643, BOOK OF FORBIDDEN ; —a SER SI TALLIS SO OTN 3 Re 

324% | he. 3002, nook oF FORBIDOBRONLY «4 15 ‘ No, GHESRS OF WMS, SERER, NOUSEE, ASEEP™ [Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. & 325° 



6th & 7th BOOKS of MOSE — | The Magic Formula for Saccessful Prayer 
Ps ones Let the Miracle of Prayer Work Wonders for You 

or Moses’ Magical Spirit-Art You Cannot Lose—You Must Win—Life, Love, Fortune, Health, Happiness, spread them- 
Selves before you. The Treasures of the World belong to those who have learned how to 
make their prayers work for them. 

Yours is The Power . . . Yours The Right. i ns of people everywhere, have faith 
Known As The Wonderful Arts Of The Ol in the wonderous and tremendous, never-failing Po’ of Prayer. Join them, If you ae 

. faith, If you believe, If you are willing to t your trust in HIM who is the source of al) 
Wise Hebrews, Taken From The Mosaic Power, you must read this book. Live your faith, Live your Love. 

B k Of Th x A Partial List of the Content: When to y, How to Live Your Prayers, What to Pray 
Ais for, Where to Pray, How to Pr r a Formulas, For Health Through Prayer, For 

OOoKs e Cabala And The Success Through Prayer, For Ov in F Through Prayer, For Getting Money Through 
Prayer, For Obtaining Work or lufiuencing Others Through Prayer, How 

Talmud, For The Good Of : to Thank GOD, 1 } 3 Successful Pr . A Word About What Men Cail 
. i Luck, The Mystery of The Ancient Abracadabra, The h Destiny and Power, 

Mankind And Many, Many More Interesting and Informative De’ 

No. 1510. THE MAGIC FORMULA FOR SUCCESS PRA 

ry n 

How to Develop Your TH get 
Personality | 

By Henry Hamblin. This z iw ac 

With Numerous Engravings 
Nel AMEX eae Now translated into the English language and sold 

: : a popular price. With exact copies of over One Hund 
SII eeAMl|l|| and Twenty-Five Seals, Signs, Emblems, etc., said to hi 

=i) been used by Moses, Aaron, Israelites, Egyptians, etc., 
their astonishing magical and other arts, including ¢€ 

period of time covered by the Old and New Testaments. This wonderful tra 
lation is considered to be of great importance to the Christian, Deist, Jew 
Gentile, Episcopalian or Roman Catholic, and dissenters of every denominatl 
The extracts from the old and rare Mosaic Books of the Talmud and Cabala 

book develops your personality 
and the personal power that Songhthaly erent 
sways and compels and gives Mature, Tho croet fn 
you a powerful influence over 
the minds of others, 

Dynamic Thought reveals 

invaluable, This book gives the use of the Psalms for the bodily welfare of th Bae ea ages enous Life Is 
by the eminent translator, Godfrey Selig. Moses, the great Women ‘achieve success accord. | Efernall Wouldi'e. you lie via 

wrote the first five books of Holy Writ. 
These are generally known as the Five 
Books of Moses, It is believed by some 
that there were two more books writ- 
ten by him, known as the Sixth and 
Seventh Books of Moses. To these we 
wish to draw your attention... Writings, 
manuscripts, ete, of precious worth 

iow what to expect 
after death? This book is 
one answer to this puz- 
zling problem. Read it 

@nd profit by, the guidance 
it gives you for living. this 
life and your life after death. 
Once you have so'ved the 

Problem of after-life, you will 
find real happiness in this life} 
Fascinating, amazing book 

is a surprisingly practical guide to 

to the development of 
their own powers. You have 
gs much power within you as 
anyone, but it is lying dorm- 

t and this development can be attained. 
There are certain definite principles that rule hu- 

an beings in their attitude toward each other. 
hen once you understand these principles you can 

jonvert enemies into friends. 298 pages, cloth 
hound, size 5x7-in. boun e 5x7 2.50 living. 79¢ 

Wo. 1952. Price Postpald..........-. Durotton. No. 1509. Price Postoaid....... 
nena als - 

- _F 
isa pernus MAGIC FORMULA FOR PERSONAL POWER 
POWER Do You Want Personal Power? 

' This is ‘a self-improvement book which contains the author's formula for getting what you 
< want out of life. Many prayers, exercises, etc. The author claims that amazing success can 

be gained by merely following the ritualy laid dewn in this book. Almost everyone finds 
the book fascinating and wonderful and even strange in its extremely simple solution to a 
perplexing problem. $1 00 
No. 1953. MAGIC FORMULA FOR PERSONAL POWER. Price Postpald.... 2 

STi Tat LACH A UCM ase L LES 
There Is No Death--Life Is Eternal Believed Found in a Cave on Wit. Sinai 

A TREATISE ON SPIRITUALISM | jndCantator & heiered —— : 

God? Did time ever begin? What 
posed to be a_ fragment ALAS = 

What greater thing could humanity PS VS 

If mortals are concerned about the Moses.) unto. you, what 

their existence throughout Eternity? Pray, BELIEVE, 

have existed for ages past that could 
be traced to the time of Moses, but few 
of these have been published, except in 
small fragments. This may account 
for the fact that the high priests, 
clergy and heads of various religious 
bodies were unwilling that the peo- 
ple should be given those deeper mys- 
teries, being fearful of losing their 
hold on them. Another reason may be 

that it was feared the information would be used for unlawful purposes, It 
scarcely possible that Moses confined his literature to the first five books of 
Bible, if we take into consideration the lengthened period of his life and chan 
of his association. We find in Acts 7:22 that Moses was learned in wisdom of 
Egyptians until his fortieth year! He acquired during his residence at the Co! 

,of Pharoah many Egyptian arts in his constant intercourse with learned men. 
became adept in these magical arts practiced by them. We find in Exodus 7 
Moses cast his rod before the King, which became a- serpent. Pharaoh sent for his magicians, who also 
down their rods, which, by their enchantments, also became serpents. Few persons have not some belié 
these strange and oftentimes unexplained influences that seem to surround us through life for good or 
and it is honestly thought that the study of this work, the Sixth and Seventh Books of Moses, may pi 
a source of happiness and prosperity to many. The fanatic may say that this publication will foster suj 
stition, but the enlightened and unprejudiced will perceive that the translation into the English langu 
will certainly be more serviceable than all previous productions, which were only circulated in abstract 

and sold at exhorbitant 
These engravings are said to 
exact. copies of. those by Mysteries of the Long Lost Israelites and Egyptians to 
complish the designs for 8th, 9th & 10th Books of Moses | complish the designs fori 

The publishers claim: This book begins where the enor 5 7 ‘ 
6th and 7th Books leave off. That more than 17 Seeauey Popalae, Volumes) 
million copies of the 6th and 7th Books have been and seven bound together 
sold, yet Henri Gamache, the author, labored for one book. 190 pages, 
three years, gathering evidence, information and j 
clues Tari en a eee now fernerens which No. 1160. SIXTH A 
were left out of the Bible because they were con- ; 
sidered too dangerous for common use. Includes: SEVENTH BOOKS OF 
The Jocend: that is Moses; the man and the magician: MOSES, Paper Cover. . 
44 secret keys to universal power; seals; amulets: 
talismans; prayers; Moses, the original voodoo man; No. 1161. SIXTH A 
how these works were lost and supressed, and all SEVENTH BOOKS 

about the source of Moses’ great power. Illustrated. _ $ MOSES. 
No, 1162. 8th, 9th and 10th Books of Moses. Postpaid Bion ene $1. 
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What strange truths lay hidden to be the c nal trans- « 
in the pages of this book? What is lator of this book from ff SECRETS 

the German. It is sup- fj 
is the extent of the universe? Can : 
we communicate with the dead? of the Practical Kabala, fi 

with extracts from other ff SS 
ask than the privilege of communi- Kabalistic writings as Hill y WS 
cation with our loved ones who translated by the author. MIhi\\\ 
have gone before? (Thoughts hidden by fi} “Therefore, } say 
fe ar he: live on earth, why ( Y 
should. Pra refuse to inquire | about ont ence spout ae Hi ange. eh -4 4 = 

If those who have passed through the | was given Moses on Mt. fi 
Clothchange called DEATH cgn and do Sinai and when he de 
Bounacommunicate with those 6n earth, is scended he saw the He-jf 

it reasonable to believe that any b bd ki thet i 
wwer greater than God's could make this possible? rews breaking eir vow. fii 

iiiions of persons now have the courage to believe He hid it away from ‘td 
j ithe Personality, the love which they knhe | them in a secret cave on Mt. Sinai—tor 

dreamin) teriiages he is supposed to have said, that If hls people 
THE VOICE TRIUMPHANT. Considered by many tow] could not be trusted, then they dare not have so 

¢ finest book on Spiritualism and the great powerful a work.’* ‘Phe book gives the so-called 
ication and t4 

} »  evee er tient nit Prot Sfaden with solemn Proper Psalm to say for any condition, what Holy 

tha ye receive 
THEM, and ye 
shall have them." 

St. Mark: 1:24 

ts, nor does it deal with vague theories but Words, Prayers, to say with It to receive its fulfill- 
“ let in the light of truth and help make life’s ment. . 

etl nic ‘probleme clearer, It purports to prove the fact Peet ane wae at the very Heart- of 
wt continuance of life beyond life through actual Bri Q i : 

with those who have gone beyond the veil that rief table of contents: Psalm for Luck; Psalm 
lt galled, Death. Eternity 0g 200: ORE eg wise for Court Cases; Psalm for cross condition; Psalm 
mame allotted ‘three-sco ‘or avercoming enemies; Psalm for success In busl-~ ¥ P z att hether you believe in , Pent e esse Sou “tannot fail tobe Impressed | Ness; Psalm to overcome an evil spirit; Psalm to 
Hh the facts. about she Living and dead ax seb {ores $58 ene end persecution; Psalm to turn sorrow 

Bypiis unusual: volume, Some 7 Ree ie nto Joy; Psalm to keep secret from evil; Psaim Ht Cc nication, Mediumship, Transition, Spirit 2 2 ; 
hislonce, Nature and Naturainessr, Spiritualism, Char- to keep all misfortune away; Psalm for love; Psalm 
i pind Godly instincts, Eitere  Pianes: snd Senet ees for Jobs, and many others, 89c 
N aw oO i fe, e Ww er 

fon "Religion 'and, Philosophy, Spirit Healing. “Pro. \_No. 1904. Secrets of the Psalms, Price... 4 
pa Po Oe, cere art tee siue Loc meat) Senag2eL0 | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. % 327 



The world-famous works of Yogi Ramacharaka are 
generally considered the clearest and most comprehen- 

3 7 sive on the subject of Oriental Occult Philosophy ever 

iis offered to the Western World, 

THE YOGI PHILOSOPHY 
Rao ee 

How Converse with Spirit Friends| PRACTICAL 
7s You Can Develop The Power By Alexr. Verner 

1 
| tri There is_a great de 
il To Talk to Spirits, Says Author for "good. Pavehometriate (8 

ai KNOW THE TRUTH. Do not grieve over e. present ‘me, and in Sm 
yi j those who have departed. Be cheered by the near future there Sad ot. 

HOU. thought that the so-called dead have not been Rreater pera Sed a e San 

y MW transmuted into cold, unemotional, indifferent See of | RO % seleanis 
nat aah lech i individualities: Life never ends. God's door is one. By the God-given | sel~ 

! i always open between earth’s life and ETER- ence oO jee necnoree es, (Drow 

Tih a We NAL life, where those who loved one another nounced oormesnrte ° 
will be united forever. A -Paychometrist (18s ti 

SPIRIT FRIENDS This book purports to tell you how you ns a Oy Seon 
* may develop mediumistic powers, 50 as to be eoenee rt ms founds: 

able to receive messages from the other world reat MEOUnE ae an cone 
when sitting alone. It also tells you about eelings. Neeeore eae ere 
different kinds of spirits, including apparitions pt oat ee RR aie 
(ghosts) and spirit guides (the spirit friends MNES) | OT ETHER ended ne 
that are constantly with each of us); about to a a enrer eo han ie: 

spirit control (how spirits work through the 8) PeyChOMme et ite ne eon 

h ‘ organisms of mediums); also about  spirit- able to understand muc! t 

. o " given premonitions, warnings, death-signs, the person’s past, preven 

t ete., as well as other interesting and valuable and future—about thelr chars 
matter. ‘‘How to Converse with Spirit Friends’ acter, | disposition, | healt 
does not in an way interfere with your present surroundings. capabilities 
religious thoughts and beliefs, but it should friends, , marriage, business, 
broaden your viewpoint and enable you to etc. 25 pares. id 30c 

{udze for yourself some of the things that are absolutely essential to true No, 3356. Postpaid... <4 
iness. ; : 

Bae Rene eee cee WITH SPIRIT FRIENDS. Postpaid... SOC SUCCESS AND 
$s 

The H U ma n A u ra ; - ; mewn one 
magnetism and _ will-power. 

Is Personality Magnetism? ea man 1 marneen can develop. aril 
What is the Human Aura? The Human Aura 1 i: hI control it. Human relation= 

may be described as a fine, ethereal radiation or Ua 2h ships are the most !tmportant 

emanation surrounding each and every living and the most vital in your 

human being. It is often regarded as the ‘‘psy; daily life. If you can control 

Se ceatimnecan these, you can guide your” 
own destiny. Be your: own ee atmosphere’’ or the ‘‘magnetic atone bere | sues nf 

a ‘son. \s S a P tint: 
ol person. Most of us are more or less awi I aI Prat a haigeeu i oar ana conceive. yours 

i oy 7 f 
ih WLIO a i Se be Chapter titles: Personal 
| p Saas tas 

** All Things Come to Him Who Has Learned Mental 
Discipline and Complete Concentration” 

In a few words, this sums up the Yogi Philosophy. Whether it be 
good health, material wealth, peace of mind and of soul, success In Ife 
or any other thing that you may want, the Yogi Philosophy teaches that 
al] of these are possible if you will but learn complete concentration, 

It is claimed that this Oriental Philosophy has been used to #ccom- 

plish miraculous things. Its methods are in vivid contrast to the high 

pressure, super selling means used by most. Americans, The quiet, deter- 

mined use of mind power to solve your problems and give you a_ highly 

Ee life accomplishes amazing things in a peaceful way without energetic 

work. 
* 

14 Lessons in Yogi Philosophy and Orientai Advanced Course in Yogi Philosophy and 

Occultism Oriental Occultism 

A unique work, covering the entire elementary field This book consists of twelve lessons, treating upon 

ef the Yogi Philosophy and Oriental Occultism, stating the more advanced phases of the Yogi Philosophy and 

e : 5 ; eC + Oriental Occultism, It continues the teachings contain- 
the most profound truths and hidden mysteries in the cd in’ “Fourteen Lessons in Yogi Philosophy" ‘and 

plainest, simplest English. No Sanscrit terms to con-|'eads the student to higher planes of thought, as well 

fuse the reader. Can hardly help but have an amaz-|as instructing him in the deeper phases of oceult 

ing influence on your life. truth. 
It is a work which is intended for those who are 

ae 
it 

IT: of that subtle something about the personality 
of others, which can be sensed though not seen, RY own Success and Happiness. For the past twenty-five years this has been the], i 

Even small children perceive this influence and By \ ern rd eke DOSE OF Rho wublect and has recelyed: the|mepined: by the highest motives: and Who apg) Sets eae 

respond to it in the matter of likes and dislikes. Kaj 4 netism and How to Develop preheat \cormumuntetl t authoriti . Rae /elnaturally to the higher teachings. This is the book 

However, there are many individuals who have i . it. Will Power and How to sighes' mmendation from authorities in all parts of|recommended to those who have completed the study 

cultivated, or wish to cultivate the gift of i Increase in the world. We recommend this work to all beginning|of ‘Fourteen Lessons.’’ 337 Pages. Cloth, | Gold 

paychic, sight end it is for the sincere suesens y| Friendship. students. 286 eaeee Cloth. Gold stamped. $2 95 Stamped 

a Ss worl as been prepared. Here is @ age _ an No. 1514. Price Postpaid. ie i: i 

brief description of the contents: Eh Rae Success 3 P No. 1515. Price Postpaid Saye Ewell 

‘The Human Aura, a very important and in- Bay f How to Achieve de 

teresting phase of every personality—The Prana ‘ by Magnetism and Suoaes- 

Aura and how ii affects the Human Aura—The ; PES tion, etc. 39 pages. BQ I PRACTICAL POWER OF 

Astral Colors—How each Mental or emotional [i] Pipe No. 1359. Postpaid. - mecense, Concentration 

Herb and state has its own astral hue, tint, shade or 
: 

color—How practice will enable almost everyone 
is ; je < 

ee CS tig if Oil Magic FIPS ccs. Seni 
S' in e1 n the ante aero . 

e re iy . = 

charrcter. and tendencies of & person—Thought Form; a wonderful study of Kind of Speculation iiee Hi) } Practical lepathy, mental concentrate. 

a fascinating subject—How Thought Forms are projected and travel—Psychic Tells you the favorable and ad The Kt we nee M4 34 ty currents at puc- 

Influence of Color—How certain tints affect persons favorably and others verse times for any kind of spe Sat vepinni: of ff ated Cel) mental rapport, anything 

unfavorably—Auric _Magnetism—Magnetic Healing and how to treat yourself lation—through the aid of A f the bert ne In. # 9 covering _ practi- must. be 

and othérs by this methad—How to build up a_ strong positive Aura— logy ar“ Numerology. 31 time. Ro Si aitae | Abela a cally every 

Prete ef. Sigmar thorns Aue, 8 forvidden Sublet eee a Sree” ti onde MMC S's Peedi s 
. . es. aper cover. ound. 

it upon 

No. 1742. THE HUMAN AURA. Price Postpaid....--+-++++-4+ ., 806 Ro. 73a" price Postpaid. . 5 have. been used A telepathy, afte: the Iden you are 
3 ‘h exercises rking on. 

of magic to ald and _ directions person who 

' 
and invoke } Wom are so plain and able to concen- 

The Astral World The Solar Plexus es | | RR erase Seniste can urJer- . constructiv: 
He says, “The Egyptians, & MM stood and dem- gece and shuts out sit destruc, 

How to focus your {deai 
to get away from mind wandering. 

pe Occult Aids; even in the days s how thought transference to eliminate day dreams—how to 
of Exodus,formulas for Holy Oils practised in scientific laboratory use your mind like an ever-ready 

known and instructions for and by public performers. Tells tool and thus accomplish in hours 
rains: ‘a ot. wa uring these oils ‘were, con- how to perform feats that will mys- what the man without this abil! 

) ae ane ne mio ed divinely revealed. He tify an audience and arouse the does only in weeks or months 
a) ff a peaede Each of one u palms to have recorded the secrets, deepest interest and enthusiasm, or tells why some men lead; whil 

ae ot f Prine haa ox seotet exends and formulas. 104 pages. conduct experiments. 96 pages. others lag. 186 pages, loth 
te Pp No. 1986. No. 1987. bound. hae 

acteristics and distin Price Postpaid 99c Price Postpaid, 60c 1 9 
Oeicea and Tit tone © ssopeceonenenasesaearers ri jostpa' No. 1988, Price Postpaid ¥ 5 

The Solar Plexus, — 
dominal Brain, is 
ated in the upper 
of the abdomen, 
the stomach, in front Efe BM Thelen Lost Books TAL INFLUENCE 
front of the pillars of le len st 0 aT / 

diaphe Solar Plexus AE are aRY Secrets of the Mind cee oe Ml Oe, PROPHELS ON aoe e Min 
the ‘great network : | AM Ad 4 i i Do you know—why one mind can 
nerve-fibres, mass 7) “ 2 oP) pe mae to influence another?—How 

DALAT Shey anect Macher” beraonst now 

. onstrated by any 
ws, all knew of the power of Ferson of ordinary intelligence. 

Your Abdoming 
Brain 

r According to the 
iy r ; thor, man has 
Li PPh 

8. 
dus, Voodooists, Brahmans, He: Have We Powers 

Of the Spi 
The term ‘‘astral’’ is de- 

| ink fm” rived from , the (Greeks word 
i ay Ineaning ‘rela’ a 

iy , 
R i star,’’ and was originally 

ASPs A MA used in describing the 

be: . heavens of ‘he Greeks—-the 
abodes of their gods. From 
this sense and usage the 

term widened in applica- 

tion, until it was employed 
to indicate what might be 

called the ‘‘ghostland’’ of 
the ancient people. This 
hostland was believed to 
e inhabited by beings of 

an ethereal nature, not only 
disembodied spirits, but al- 
go angelic beings of a 

higher order. However, this 

book teaches that one does 

not have to disintegrate or nerve-substance, et Secret Power of Holy Men 

Cerpateriars a te paveicee ee great syn bat A fascinating set of booklets in th ht vibrat 

in rvous system. as a = ou vibrati i 

sense the Astral Plane and its phenomena. According composed gf both Which the author claims to reveal SS INFLUENCE inthe minds of aries) aha ie 

forthe author, while many persons are able to travel and white nervous the mystic power of Moses, the { ° mental states are transmitted?7— 

in. the astral ‘body during sleep, the occulist, on the Stance, or brain peeret art of Solomon, the mys- ase ental be aa IR NAR What mental concentration in, and 

is as much at similar to that of the other three brains of mai aries of the Adepts, secret power eas ‘y i Aid a Mil how it works?—How occultists’ form 
a miei & mental image?—The secret of 

receives d distributes nerve-impulses and curren of Jesus, secret of the Psalms, 

all ¢ abdominal organs, supplies the main organs #i, He claims this secret knowl- 

nutrition, assimilation, etc., with nervous energy. sige was the power of saints, 

It performs a most important work, supplying mre nets and patriarchs to over- 

nerve-energy which is required for the process “une misfortune and bring good 

nutrition, assimilation. growth, etc. In fact, it is fortune. Unlock this treasure house 

great powerhouse of physical life-energy. \The / information to read and profit. 

functions cannot be performed without, it; “when Porvorts to tell: Things past and 

pasion tne centre Physics Seer Pe toe: is oe tten, Sena larlore to come; 
ously affected; when receives a severe shock, of fove, what riches to lastly how mental influence may be used to aft ¥ ec 
apie: BORA CE: tmolat’? ea eemoadt it be: remove unhappiness, hold great number of people at the same time? The mate 

ots pod 1° rit was seat ore DOr te iT i in your power, luck for not only claims that all of these things are possible 

i Behe wn ee ba aie exten ike Z court cases, overcoming enemies, overcoming but gives detailed instructions, exercises, directions, 

Girectigns, So: the. tmpertant, abdominal, creams, a eps fur sscrow 20, Jey. ingormetion thremgn * |stta which be clas can Ue aadeeen rs. i AMvae oF 
i “ " : sists 0: a ¥ 

powerhouse, and great reservoir of ‘‘life force,’’ — yooks, each covering a different subject. Bacape Re ioas MENTAL INFLUENCE. Price Postpaid 60c 
—————— TS as the sun is a great powerhouse and reservoll 

Material energy of our solar system I Beare heme by Sone a ae: the ancient wisdom $2.25 - - 

5 | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %& 329 

other hand. travels consciously and 

ie stral Plane as on the physical one. 

Here isa tat resume ‘of what the book teaches. 

hat This Book Tells 
he Seven Planes of Being—What is Meant by a 

Planes-Astral Regiona—Where ‘Located—Reality of the 

Astral—What One Encounters on an Astral Journey— 

Passing the Border—Passing Out of the Physical Body 

—Alone in the Astral Body—Why the Soul Sheds—The 

Astral Shell—Bodies Without _Souls, Still Seemingly 

Mive and Conscious—Disembodied Souls—Not Dead but 

Sleeping—How_ the Low Entities Pass Their Time— 

Punished By Their Sins Not for Them—Character and 

Occupations of the Astral Dweliers—The True Home of 

the Soul—The Heaven Worlds—What the Astral Light 

Is—A Startling Presentation of a Wonderful Occult 

uth. 94 pages, Paner cover. t 

Nol'y739. "THE ASTRAL WORLD. Postpaid 60c 

he i mental fascination and _ personal 
magnetism and why it is that some 
have such a charming, irresistible 
influence?—The difference between 
fascination and hypnotism and how 
hypnotic influence upon others af- 
fects persons?—How you can exert 

a mental [nfluence upon others at a distance?—And 

Ancient investigators are said to have observed { 
| “fourth brain.’’? 64 pages. Paper coyer. SS » BOGB. Set Of Tem BOOKS........sescseesierserenees No. 1739. THE ASTRAL 

328 fx Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | wo."3740. ‘THE SOLAR PLEXUS. Price Postpaid. pa 4 



The Vow of Silence Has Been Broken! Contains 23 Talisman 
Plus the Secret of the Evil Eye! 

™ BIBLE OMITS. 
The 18 Absent Years of Jesus Christ | 
Now Read the Logic that Has Surrounded the Mystery of Those Years! 

Read how the Author has traced the steps of The Master, as one would 
seeking missing persons, in his desire to fathom a void about which there 
is scarcely a word in the new testament to indicate HIS whereabonts, 

How For 18 Years—from the age of 12 when He confounded the 
doctors. When He was missing for 3 days. Following it along into 
manhood, These ABSENT YEARS spent in preparation for F 
revelation. The Book tells of the greatest of all grand career; 
Absent Years of Jesus Christ. 92 pages. 
No, 1531. THE 18 ABSENT YEARS OF JESUS CHRIST. 
Price Post patd » is \.iv0 chy, clevalie a bole bie mie Shy epee ela ety otitis ee 

Slidmaetery OF Thor Absent — 
Years As Interpreted 7 

_ LLOYD KENYON JONES —_ 

Mysteries of Clairvoyance 
Complete Explanation and Instructions 

This is not a large book, but it is a very interesting 
volume, dealing, as it does, with the MYSTERIES OF 
CLAIRVOYANCE, MESMERISM AND PSYCHOLOGY. Many 

of the secrets of this strange science are outlined, and it ” 

deals about as exhaustively with this subject as 32 pages 4AUnlock the Door to 
of closely printed material will allow. There are ten chap- }/ . 
ters in all. The first two chapters are devoted to historical |, 4 Success & Happiness! 
sketches of this baffling science, followed by pertinent re- jj 3 Swami V. K.) Rawal haw! made. aimesremarke 
marks on classification of mesmeric phenomena and clair- able claims in this book. He purports to reveal 

the power which was so successfully used by the 

Yee HON ay 
\ EXPLANATION 

\ 1 AND/ Mw 
INSTRUCTION od 

voyance as well as the peculiarities of the psychological con- | 1 ; N y cna ‘ : 
: ; a 3 i 4 neient ‘Chal , Priests 

dition and clairvoyant perception. The tenth and final chap- f ; Le the Far Bee Me aie bill te ki ean 
fer is devoted to an interesting discourse on “community TSR) rets revealed in all of their keys for you to 
of motion, sensation, knowledge and thought.” 15¢ i — ant what you want, but he shows how this 
No, 1559. Mysteries of Clairvoyance. Price Postpaid. ... . Ty eccntaet wee nce pnt EL 

book done for me? Everything. It’s hard or 
Read This Amazing Book About You! i ALE x erent ambos plete exeles Ae you fend: i va “I i real em ti 

There Is No Need to Be Sick, Afraid, Unhappy,or in Want ‘i you beg A to. feo what MN tonohushe ot TRAOW. 
i The author is nearing 70, {works over 100 hours +a meek, Recently ‘ : 1 have never belleved In any sort of black magic, 

Hh PAs: ysical examination. Ss no oresome men L \ % | } phy ’ } 4 spells or spirits of any sort; yet, strangely, here ° aphysics, psychology or pr People read it into th Ah i t : i atta rd he) s of the night. 5 ia ganda for any group. i i iH * are all these marvelous things happening as If } The titles of its 25 chapters includ ntroduction, Flesh, Self, Bod M ‘ oy by magic. All 1 know Is that things were going NEED TO BE i} Immortal Self, Karma, Devils and Hell, Reincarnation, Death, ‘Why h hi fo badly until | read it then things changed i Was Sick, Good Nature, Fear, Selfishtess, Sin, Healing, Healing Thought iB \\ th Ired a beautiful h in th try, Wil That Have Helped Me, Thankfug Thought Heals, Faith, Resistance, Hap ave acquired \a heautitul: house ‘in the country, S ICK ll] Piness, Success, Worry, Sleep, Love, Give Us More Light. , Pay Sage a modest fortune and a lovely wife. #, mind 
p ‘ The book does not promise miracles of health and riches. But if yo you, who had never been able to graduate from to change yourself it may change your whole life from sick ih os Gale 

health, from fear to fear of nothing, from misery to peace E a lade be aie Pony. bier alr s Sate OGA av 0 * 
* Y | . 

i ire to a good living or even to wealth. q : ed 5 
ER fi ublished in convenient pocket e for ready reference and eas} ALK i WHAT THE BOOK PURPORTS TO TELL ABOUT 

CY 20-page edition, sold at this low price to assure wide distrib c # , re a e ast a spell on anyone—no matter where Cloth bound. A book that will open up your eye $2.1 ' Niet ALi 5‘ Get peonle out of Law Suits, Courts, 
Overcome all enemies, obstacles and hidden fears 
If you are Crossed, shows how to remove and cas’ Peebles) SPIRITUAL HELP For EVERYDAY PROBLEMS pomceomce pe eae valerie Bauttsaare * gua coment ee o) ORGAN Banish al! Misery, Bring Happiness to broken Are you ever discouraged or lonely? Do you face 

crisen nen you do not know which wa tyo turn? = : auhivern Menten, SP alae doing. 
there is guidance in God’s Holy Word, which holds ef i i a the solution to every humapy problem. This tells vou RYO Dreams and Visions mike People Move. Make People do your Bidding. 

just where to look for this Help when you need it. E Black Magic Mak eon oe you. Get any Job you want, 
Pocket size (3x41/2 inches), arranged alphabetically , Control Others j " Make gagnan Mushy Te aaa 
like your dictionary. The problem is stated in a few "| i 7 * 
words and guidance given in passages selected from Sooret ‘Talismans i ‘ Roe rapetiass to Pp ronen Hames. 
the Bible-WITHOUT COMMENT. Takes you into all Porfect, Love Prt Chant your desires in the silent Tongue. $6 books: includes verses appropriate for special occa- ff Good Health as PER eines i : 
sions. Contains oan pages. Rich red leather-like ; Happiness Swami ae Sa to have Sa ih Seer 
paper. cover stamped in gold. Qood of ancient forbidden mysteries and reveals this in- 
No. 1929. Price POstpaid.... .35¢ ‘i 7 erst t ee and Prosperity, formation NOW for the first time, and says by 

following ‘the instructions you may be able to— 
After Death Mold anyone to your will-—Get anything you 

Th pA + 4 é C dl B 5 } The Future } want; for he says ve is Jahan a eae ! 

, i Vy have | Money—Goo ealth—Happiness—Love 

i e ys eres ° an e Urning HEAVEN . ; and claims no matter what you necd there exists ™ 
In order to understand full significance of Candle Burning, one must go , f F a ia 48 CAMINGanttners Hee 

back to very beginning of mankind, Candle Burning has always had a pecul- REACHING \ j Yow ; it Suge mittee You plo Tage. ton yourselt) ie - 

Res compelung aualtiy, ‘Co some x) hase | pleasent, serene, seeing. Of ‘com i 4 we do not make any supernatural claims regarding fort and solace, To others, it is the philosophy of fire, of violence, all con- f A 4 ries Bi the work but sell it only as a fascinating book 

See: K 4 ; j i that ee it a you. sy pages. 
The Master Book of Perfumed Candles 7 Py Wid 3 SD No. 1951. ELEVEN KEYS 

9 } TO POWER. $1 00 
r F i e : ’ 

Candle Burning Highly scented, Jong burning candles. leh (AIM AY Price Postpald.... 
Gives history of Candle Burning. Use with some of CANDLE BURNING { fi | 

Tells the ritual and method of HOW rituals, or use for candlelight dinners 
to burn, WHEN to burn and WHAT to and_ services, as a fragrantly scented 
burn. Tells about meaning of COLORS night light, or many other purposes. 
and PSALMS to read. Describes over Has a fragrant bluebell scent like rich 
2 exercises that people have used for flowers. Altogether an unusual and 4 

health, wealth, love, prosperity and distinctive candle. Burns about 10 
many other subjects. 33 illustrations. hours. 114-in, high, Cc 
—— 3 196 pages, No. 4030. Price Each, Postpaid..,. 
330 ye | No. 1532. Pri 95¢ 3° for 40c Postpaid 
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The Development of 

AQ) SEERSHIP 
> : < a 4 
TC aaa Lau cet eae nd i The Science of Knowing the Future _ 

IN Shek mar Almost every person at some time o 
Ye other feels the urge to forecast future 

Ti S er }events and to anticipate changes that may 
LS ORIEN TAL foccur. Ordinary methods of science and 

f ‘ thinking have made little provision fo 
a METHODS this intensely interesting field and devel 

N\:: GMinc EVENTS CAST THEIR ie opments that have been made ages ago 

have been forgotten for centuries. Since earliest times, man hag 
believed that there was a key to the future, if he could only find 
that key. At last a Hindoo Master has taken the immense time and 
energy to gather together the scattered fragments of this amazing 
subject into one comprehensive book. 

TELLS HOW TO USE OUR SECRET FORCES 
“Coming Events Cast Their Shadows Before Them’’ 

Written by the Swami Bhakta Vishita (Hindoo Master). He says! 
“Everyone possesses in the latent state the wonderful faculty o 
Seership. This can be developed. You can train yourself so you can 
foresee and be your own adviser—see your own future.” 

This is a profound and conscientious occult book. The author de 
— = scribes his methods by which he claims you can pierce the veil 

ener at will into the spiritual world and converse with your loved ones no¥ 

Beer cintaine tiiate are terrific forces hidden in the mind, which can be releass 

ed only when the proper knowledge is gained. These forces, he contends, are no 

given the minds of only a few; instead, he insists that anyone can use them i 

Beate irotnde: Seership, The Science of Knowing the Future, The Develop 
ment of Seership, The Great Universe Beyond, The Mystic Sense, How to Go Inte 
Silence, The Higher Being Developed By Seership, How to Gain Personal Knowl 
edge of the Higher Truths of Seership, The Spiritual Evolution of Men, How te 

Interpret the Present and Future Exactly As They Are Designed to Be, etc. Fifs 
teen lessons. 384 pages. Read this book with an open mind and you will see laid 
before you a completely new philosophy of life. $2 5 n 

No, 1889. The Development of Seership. Price Postpaid. ....eseeeereeeee i. 

UNMASKING FEAR 2 
zi° Love Drops SS ’ 

i =e aes prea eee ; s ete Whet f& the de 
ia All hold you back! fo 1 TH Siakureco?, thea 
ga Aol pig wou feel its a3 4 LOVE DROPS? Why 

J afraid to trust = floes a glamorous perd™ your own ¥ \ a mw fume break down the) 
judgement at barriers of convention- 
times? Let this = E ality and cause men tof 
book teach IN be attracted to women? 
you to remove i Perfume was _ created 
this fear, and to cast a magic spell 
open the way fone Straka es around women, to make them 
to spiritual per ee more enchanting, more desire 
Reace and ma- 7 able, more attractive. Feductiy 
ria success, fragrance (better known as Love o Just apply 2 or 3 drops to i Everyone ex-+ lighe bo Re hie tivedletom ane ae Drops) is new type ot perfumes PeeraerCeRL AGaze, produces a sweet smelling, last- Fragrant and lasting odor. 2 

dram bottle, 
No. 4056. Per Bottle........ 

# pression of in- ing odor. No muss, no smoke, 
no ashes. 

Seance ven re, OG No. 4093. Price Per sottie 15€ 

No, 1888. Unmasking Fea DD © 

“goon of Wonders, Secrets, Mysteries 
====o====q | Hypnotism -- Mysteries -- Formulas -- Witchcraft 

' A Startling Book on Strange Subjects! 
Here is a book of strange secrets, mysteries and startli 

disclosures. Here are but a few of the subjects dealt with 
showing the very comprehensive nature of the book: Secret 
and Hidden Wonders of Astrology, How to Practice Clair 
voyance, Electrical Psychology and Mesmerism, all abow 
Witches and Witchcraft, All about Persian and Indian Mys 
teries, How to Magnetize, How to Choose a Wife, How t 
Choose a Husband, The Hlixir of Life, The Moslem Oracl 
The Magic Crystal, The Magic Torch, Ventriloquism, How t@ 
Make Artificial Gold, Artificial Ivory, Imitation Meerschaum 
Magic Copying Paper, Gold Plating Powder, Imitation Silvel 
Horse Tamers’ Secrets, Hunters’ and Trappers’ Secrets am 
scores of other interesting things. 

rr No, 1254, BOOK OF WONDERS, SECRETS 1 
332 % Johnson Smith & Co. | AND MYSTERIES. Price.........0-0eeceeeeees OD 

Chemical Wonders 
| Secrets and Mysteries 

of the World 

Set Wate Stem si 
f] sxrenncents 10R Yous wy ow 

WINDOO THICK 
VALUABLE stCRETS 
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Burning Perfume “Candle sf! 
Available in Pine and Fragrant Redwood Odors 

How would you like to perfume your entire home in a 
few minutes so it will smell like a California Flower Gar- 
den? Do it with these new Burning Perfume Candles. f 

The candles are about three and one-quarter inches long 
and each one will burn for 20 minutes or more, quickly 
perfuming the room and helping to subdue bad odors. The 
lovely fragrance will cling to the room for hours after 
burning, making it very economical to use. A candle hold- 
er is supplied with each set. The candles are made in the 
following odors and are packed 18 candles of an odor to 
the tube: Redwood and Pine. State the odors wanted 
when ordering. 

i These Burning Perfume Candles make excellent and inex- 
pensive gifts and likewise fine bridge prizes. Can be used in 
connection with tea cup reading, fortune telling, crystal gazing, 
seances and spiritual communications, Order a supply today. 
Illustration About Two-Thirds Actual Size, 39c 

No. 4065. Burning Perfume “Candles”. Price Per Set.. 

MAGIC LURE, 
MAGIC LURE . . . the Oriental solid perfume, Fra- 

Hyent, irresistible, alluring, lasting odor. Applied to the 
phin where it gives off the lovely enchanting odor... 
tat like the flowers exude their fragrance. Tends to 
“ake you more charming and thus help attract people 
® you, 

The perfume is put up in neat containers about 1-in. 
i diameter, holding 1. dram. It is handy to carry in 
the purse to dances, theatre, etc. No danger of breaking 
yy spilling. Always ready for instant use. It is very 
mencents ed. A little goes a long way. One package will 
*et for several months, Helps subdue body odors, Won’t 
Hifend. Use this pleasant way of assuring protection 
* st the possibility of embarrassment, 

clally made to simulate the fragrance of actual 
{} rs We think that they have succeeded in capturing 

Wir elusive freshness with remarkable fidelity. Actually 
Nipavant to smell—not heavy and overpowering. Delight+ 

pt 25c 

Rose and Orange 
Blossom Odors 

You paint it on with an 
ordinary brush. Very easy to 
apply. Dries quickly—will 
not rub off, yet can be re- 
moved with water. Hundreds 
of uses. Retouch pictures, 
articles, even letters, to give 
them a_ flowery fragrance 
that lasts for months, Paint 
Inside of drawers, hangers, 
Jewelry, cards, etc. A little 
goes a long way. 2 og. con- 
tainer, 

MISSION 
‘Ginting Perf 

FULL COLOR SLIDE GUIDE 
ection is important in paints, clothes, deco- 

I en industrial design for greater efficiency, No. 4002, Perfume$ 1,00 
f Rapid Color Slide Rule makes correct color | Paint. Rose..... 
y fe . Over 100 colors, several hundred com- No. 4003. Perfume Paint. Orange $1 00 
Nations. Full color guide with tints & SAGE: Se a 25 Blossom. Postpald hy e 

» 4080, Full Colod Slide Guide. Postpaid... * Sa Se ei MB A Bo tse ea ac an ky 
oe 

SYCO-SLATE ANSWERS YOUR QUESTIONS 
“What is W2D0 SG Automatically! 

ghey Mysteriously! 
Modern-Type Crystal 

SEE Answer to Your Question in 10 Seconds! 
Mysterious, baffling, yet amazingly fascinating, Called the SPIRIT CRYSTAL 

r BALL or SYCO-SLATE, Ask it a question then suddenly appears in clear 
white handwriting on black background, the answer! The answers are completely unpredictable, yet 

2 

oitively automatic, Has glass “blackboard” where answer mysteriously appears. Small, enough to 
fr y in your pocket, yet large enough to make an attractive room ornament. About 3'%4-in high, 

6, 89996. SYCO-SLATE. ie SUID Tq 333 POG Postpald... vind ise leehicie WE Gl erate ere rae WA a Wiaiely 
a 
OF 



How to Read People’s Minds 
Or the Mystery of Mind Reading Revealec 
What Are the Secrets Behind a Face? 
While the exploits of mind readers have been particularly mys 

tifying to most people, a knowledge of their most difficult feat 
is so easily acquired as to almost challenge belief. i 

Even the feats of the great masters of Mind Reading, Broy 
Bishop, Johnstone and others, can be performed, since the simple 
rules of procedure apply to even the most difficult cases, and 
Teadily within the comprehension of the beginner. 

y With this readily acquired knowledge, there is almost no limi 
Ancient to the practical uses and profitable ways it can be used. Indeed 

the number of people who would gladly avail themselves of 
Secrets opportunity to become expert mind readers, without months 

hard study and years of experience, is legion. 
And New This book tells what has been done by leading mind readers fo} 

. . years past. It recalls the sensational exploits of such men 
Discoveries Brown, Bishop, Johnstone and others, detailing with minute exact 

ness their performances, not. only in the public halls, but in city 

streets, with scientific men composing the committee, all of whom were astounded with the results 

achieved. ; : fl i 
is book will explain these seemingly impossible feats of mind reading so clearly as t6 

ee adn te average Fhteliigence to duplicate the performances seems like a tax upon 
the credulity of the readers of this prospectus, and yet it is the case with almost every reader of the book 

Scientific Tests 
completely mystified and _ baffled 
Washington Irving Bishop took tw 

Deeply Interesting, Instructive 
Thought Compelling, Amusing 
The Ouija (pronounced WE- 

JA) Talking Board has occu- 
fied a prominent position in so-called 
Spiritualist phenomena from its earli- 

Success or Failure? 
If you apply the knowledge that CONTENTS 

you learn from this book your efforts MIND READING 
cannot help but be successful, and | THE EARLY DIS- 
the results most astonishing to you, 
even though you expect the most COVERIES 

surprising results. In fact, so clear- A FEW OF THE 
gentleman’s hand wpon 
and the other gripping him by 
left hand, proceeded to write 

ly oe the details at ie ey oe NOTABLE FEATS 
ast Novice can at once n 

isin them and by putting them in SCIENTIFIC TESTS 
ractice mystify and thrill an audi- TO VERIFY THE 

mine of personal friends, or entertain, REMARKABLE 
a public assembly. Once you have ACHIEVEMENTS 
mastered the secret you will find it 

be a lot of fun to try mind read- THE ESSENTIALS 

tec your friends Sad pen how OF MIND READING rurprise of the assisting. 

they will be when you suc- 3 ttiee. h 

shocked Eo eten the feat. RAR Tae IN er stunt was the sensational readin 

Some of the most famous expon- of the combination of the safe 

ents of mind reading have allowed ETC., ETC. one of Chicago’s leading hotels, 
themselves to be subjected to scien- though the correct combination 
tifle tests and examinations, yet the known only to two persons. Natural 

brilliant scientists never failed to be this created a terrific sensation. 

Learn To Amaze and Mystify Your Friends 
The Method No Longer a Secret To You 

One seldom hears of mind readers among the gentler sex, yet there is where the “Art” or “Scieno 
should find its greatest. development, since women are possessed of a delicacy of touch unknown to th 
sterner sex, enabling them to perform various feats mentioned in our book with even greater dexter 
than men, i 

i aude Lancaster was one of the few American women who essayed the role of public entertain 

in this a and in “HOW ‘TO READ PEOPLE'S MINDS, OR THE J 

MYSTERY OF MIND READING REVEALED,” a succinct account 

is given of her performances, and reasons ascribed for the adaptability 
of her work to such services as she was frequently called upon to 

render in extremely difficult detective cases. 

Q 
Xe 

ix <cyaae 

nese 

s should serve to stimulate a desire among other women 
I orriate ‘ber example, if not her “‘feats’’ and a careful perusal of Table : 

this book is well calculated to beget such desire, since the simplicity Ra in 

of every ‘‘test’’ is obvious, and the most difficult are explained in pp g 

detail so that any woman of average intelligence may readily acquire d 

the ability to perform the feats described, as well as many others an 

which will suggest themselves to the exhibitor from time to time. i 

We have dwelt at length on the various “‘feats’’ performed by Automatic 
humans, but the book we are describing to you would be incomplete he 

were we to omit reference to the apparently marvelous and inexplic- Writing 
able transmission of thought from the brain of man to the ‘‘sense” 

b animals, 
r The. much mooted question as to whether members of the brute 
creation possess reasoning powers is very apt to be revived, when the f 

seemingly impossible feats of dogs and other animals, written of in 

“HOW TO READ PEOPLE’S MINDS, OR THE MYSTERY OF f 

MIND READING REVEALED,” are brought to the attention of 

profound thinkers, but a careful study of the methods employed in 

achieving these wonderful results will interest. all lovers of animals, 

and do much to disperse the superstitious impressions created purpose- 

ly by many modern trainers. 53 pages. ‘i 

spirits to make themselves known, 
No. 1015. How to Read People’s Minds. Price Postpai . y : how to get written messages and 

334 & Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | Sake oP%cS"eaker ada amount to your ‘remit fg No. 1997. ‘Prive Pestpaia 30C 

ee 

Guide to the operation of auto- 
matic spirit writing, ouija boards, 

Si table rapping and similar phen- 
(yomena Gives and illustrates var- 

“ ious methods of operation and 
shows some of the significant 

{results that have been obtained. 
How to form a circle for receiy- 
ing messages, how to enable 

#e| manifestations. The Ouija Board works in the 
trightest light on a clear table so that, whatever 
the results, trickery need not be suspected, When the operators 
fre “en rapport” the Ouija Board is consulted for replies to 
fiiestions as to past, present and future events. Many have said it gives 
Warnings of impending danger, answers to questions of the heart and philoso- 

Mysterious OUUA = $75 
TALKINGBOARD 4 @== 

advice, 

Phical precepts 
after the manner 
of oracles of old, 

Have Fun 
Operating Board 

Some say as- 
tounding phe- 
nomena are occa- 
sionally obtained, 
such as perhaps a 
message in a for- 
eign language 
that no one pres- 
ent can decipher, 
but that when 
translated, proves 
to be an answer. 
Many claim it is a 
wierd experience 
to observe the 
Ouija Talking 
Board as words 
and sentences 
seem to appear, 
now hesitatingly, 
as if dubious of 
the wisdom of im- 
Parting its se- 
crets, and at an- 
other time impet- 
uously moving, as 
if in haste to 
communicate the 
information. 
Sometimes one 

operator does not 
seem to be able 
to coax the darn 

1 thing to move 
though with another it might be 
just the reverse. Or sometimes when 
two persons attempting to operate 
it who are said to be in “sympathe- 
tic affinity” the writings might per- 
haps be clear, fluent and sincere, 
At other times, operators who are 
mentally discordant might find the 
manifestations slow, obscure and 
perhaps meaningless, But, after all, 
it’s fun you're after, and fun you 
should surely get with the Ouija 
Board. Needless to say, we make no 
claims of supernatural powers for 
Ouija Boards, Talking Tables or any 
similar items used for fortune-tell- 
ing and the like which may be 
listed in our catalog. Such articles 
are sold merely as interesting and 
entertaining novelties, Size of Ouija 
Board is 12x18 inches. 
No. 6645. Ouija Board. Price. $1.50 
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a By Dr. Leon H. Zeller 
A very large field has been traversed to gain the 

information given in this book, The author has em- 
bodied the experience and views of many who rank 
high in the medical world, and who have for many 
years successfully treated thousands of patients every 
year by Hypnotism. Their success appears to have 
been something bordering on the miraculous. In 
some of the chapters, methods and their mode of 
treatment have been described, along with facts of 
general interest to the reader. 

The press, the medical faculty, the scientist, the 
layman, in fact most people, are all seeking more 
knowledge, facts and information on this wonderful 
and strange subject. Many, that in the past have 
been skeptical, are now counted among the believers 
and adherents. The study of Hypnotism has proved 
to be not. only interesting but instructive. 

Hypnotism has real uses in everyday life where 
the art of getting along with other people and con- 
trolling their decisions is a vital factor in success in 
business and with friends. 

Dr. Leon Zeller has studied and practised hypno- 
sis for 26 years, and we believe his simple, yet com- 
plete, presentation of the subject will enable you to 
use the same powers that he and others have used 
80 successfully. 

Contents of Book 
~—Hypnotism As a Science. What It Means. How and 

Where It Began. 
—Dr. Braid and His Method, 
—Nine Degrees of Hypnotism. Dr. Liebauit’s Experi+ 

ences and Methods. - 
Curative Values of Medical Hypnotism. 
Absolute Sleep. r 
—Telepathic Suggestion, Auto Suggestion, 
—POst-Hypnotic Suggestion, : 
—The Use of Hypnotism to Cure Bad Habits Such as 

Drunkenness, Smoking, Over-Eating, etc. ‘ ‘ 
—How Hypnotism Can Be Used to Make You Willingly 

Do Unpleasant Duties or Mard Work. 
Proof of the Science of Hypnotism. 
—Some of the W°nders of Hypnotism. 
—Can pnotism Be Faked? 
—How Subjects Weaken. 

336 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 

THE SCIENCE OF HYPNOTISM 
—Three Rules That Operator Should Never Forget. 
—How to Influence Subjects for Good and Evil. 

time book went to press. Even those who glance 
this book, reading from whatever sectio: 
ences seem to interest him, will gi 
that will be useful in day-to-day 
ly written so you can understand and enjoy it, 
No. 1164. SCIENCE OF HYPNOTISM. 

Time agazme Ver 

into it and ate it. 

Were being bitten by mosquitoes—they gswatte: 

Just what 
are these 
STRANGE 
SECRETS? 

What is this 
strange, 

mysterious 
power that 

we call 
Hypnotism? 

READ 
THESE 

CURIOUS 
BOOKS 

Cloth Bound, 228-Page Volume 
Covers all known methods of Hypnotism at h 

3 or expe 
n informatit 

ng. Fascinatin 
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WHAT LEADING MAGAZINE 
From Magazine Digest { q ublect, he told him that when he would 

“Though persons have been put into hypnag be, he would have an uncontrollable desire to 

SAY ABOUT HYPNOTISM— 
can also use _ post-hypnotic suggestions. 

trances, and have been made to endure pain fhewspapers. This desire would continue until 
la ter, feel cold when it’s hot, or act like )} would shout, ‘'Zero!’” 
she voar old child at the age of 40. such de: Sure enough, when the subject awoke, he had 
strations have seemed like the umbo eae wi Rory, Of pots ensreacion. uk ne: AO pecans 

. ° nally ¢ 
Sie Gentes GE te Sick eR Oe ‘ie bie news in the papers. Bveryone should 

“Though no one auite knows what hypnotis bY about it.’’ Grabbing a bundle of pavers, he 
Mirourh the crowd shouting. ‘Extra! Extra!’’ 

wi WKlei shouted ‘‘Zero!’? he suddenly stopped, 
el surprised and foolish, and sat down. 

means physiologically, the fact remains that 
of 4 normal people can be hypnotized. And 
hypnotic trance, a hypnotist can command al 
complete control over both muscular and nerv¢ 
systems, 

“Ever since the late 19th century. hypnatii 
has been used seriously by medical men. in 
cure ‘of both physical and mental diseases.’’ 

from Life Magazine 
azine tells about some of the amazing 

. Franz Polzar had with the million 
has hypnotized. 
ended to be Hitler, another Clark Gable. 

PH students cot drunk on water, 
fe Marazine says: ‘‘For thousands of years it 

+ teen known that certain people have had the 
put others into trances and make them 

we things siniply by staring at them and 
them.’’ Actually, almost everyone has 
to hypnotize others, providing they fol- 

ery simple procedures. It Is true, though, 
ly abaut 70% of the people. or about 3 

tf 4) ean be successfully hypnotized. 

From Collier's and Reader's Digest 
During the last World War, Howard KI 

worked for the U, S. Armv Medical Corps, 
successfully hypnotized a German submarine J 
tain, without his knowledge. and in this (wi i wer 
learned important enemy secrets, As one Uy 
officer remarked later, ‘‘With. this new type” * 
hypnosis, there are no more serrets.’’ ° 

“Klein has given some startling demonstratioy iJ 
He caused an international sensation by provi . 1V 
that listeners can be hypnotized by radio.’* 

s The Amazing Wond 
Time Magazine reports: Howard Klein before a studio audience and over the Columbla Broadcasting 

System hypnotized 14 volunteers from the audience in another room. ‘ 
#0 seconds, Handed a lemon to one subject ‘telling him it was a peach and to eat it; the subject bit 

Told another his hand was numb, and then held a match to his hand without sub- 
ject experiencing any feeling. Told his subjects they were cold—and they shivered, 

: that they were at the World’s Series—they cheered. 
A\l_of this was done beyond the control of the subjects and while they were in another room. 

pnotism 

He put 12 to sleep in less than 

Told. them they 

It is said 
that practi- 
cally every- 

one has 
concealed. in 
their makee 
up the germ 

of this 
strange 
MYSTIC 
PHENOM- 
ENON. 

Ilere are three entirely distinct books dealing with Hypnotism and kindred 
Hibjects such as Magnetic Healing, Mesmerism, Personal Magnetism, etc, 

—The Effects of Hypnotism on the Body and Mind. No, 1166 is a 64 page book written by Professor Alpheus'that delves quite Pen tto eee Set Mite ey, Subjectif meroughly into the origin of Hypnotism, and after dealing with some of the 
jforles of Hypnotism, including Animal Magnetism and the Neurosis Theory, it 
fpluins several methods of hypnotizing, including Dr. Cocke’s method, Dr 
ints method, French and Hindoo methods, etc. Also deals with Self-Hypnotiza- 

etc, Other subjects dealt with in the book are: Criminal Suggestion, Hyp- 
Hitiam In Medicine, Hallucination, Bad Habits, Telepathy and Clairvoyance, ete. 

No, 1170 gives 25 Lessons in Hypnotism—a 32 page book that is said to be one 
f the most complete, easily learned and comprehensive courses in Hypnotism in 

¢ ie world. Embraces the Science of Magnetic Healing, Telepathy, Mind Reading, 
Price Postpaid... ..-++. 2+ ese evaeee Itirvoyant Hypnosis, Mesmerism, Animal Magnetism, Thought Transference, 

WRR22ee eee ee ee ee eeeeeee 
Personal Magnetism and Kindred Sci- 
ences, 

Hypnotism Is a Recognized 
Science as Practical as 
Chemistry or Psychology 

No. 1909 is also a 32 page book: en- 
titled “PRACTICAL HYPNOTISM” con- 
taining 27 interesting chapters. Al- 
though not a large volume, this work 
actually contains as much information, 
if not more, on the subject of hypno- 
tism than many books selling for many 
times the price. 
No. 1166. Complete Hypnotism. 35c 
Price Postpaid............5cce00. 
No. 1909. Book on Practical 15c 
Hypnotism. Price Postpaid....... 
No. 1170, Lessons in 15c 
Hypnotism. Price Postpaid....... 
All Three Above Books 
for Preah lb cca” POM 

JohnsonSmith & Co., Detroit, Mich. >¢ 337 



Is Your Fate Predetermined 
Old Gypsy Madge’s 

DREAM DICTIONARY AND FORTUNE TELLER 
A book full of strange things on dreams, fortune telling, | 

Its contents embrace the interpretation of dreams or visio) 
the entire category from A to Z, and include the lucky num 
in lottery to which they are supposed to, apply. The gf 
Combination Table for playing horses, saddles and gigs, Wi 
to play gigs, etc., also given. Tells how to tell fortunes by oi 
dice, dominoes, by grounds of coffee or tea cup. All abr 
NAEVIOLOGY or the science of telling fortunes by moles on 
skin, GCHIROMANCY (telling fortunes by lines in the hand 
Celestial Palmistry, Astrological Miscellany; So-called Lucky 
Unlucky Days; Oracle of Destiny; Trial of Destiny; Fo 
Telling Tablets said to have been used by the Egyptian Ma 

ss @ \| astrologers; Charms, Spells and Incantatlons; The Witch’s Cha 
ee ay Talismans and Amulets; Telling a Person’s Character by Cahalli 

: Calculations, etc. Old mysteries and superstitions dealt with. 
4 {may not believe all the book says, but whether you believe: 
ip = we v4 dreams and fortune telling or not, you ought to get your mon 

ms Mey 

AND 

: > worth by reading the book alone, Nearly 100 pages. 2 
eye No. 1007. Egyptian Madge’s Dream Book & Fortune Teller 

REAM BOOK ke fot Black Herman 
One of the World’s Greatest Magicians—This Book Con- 

tains Many of the Facts, Recipes, Formulas, Etc., 
He Claims to Have Brought from India 

Contains Secrets of Magic, Mysteries and Legerdermain. You will be 
fascinated by the legendary character of Black Herman who was well 
known throughout this country for his teachings and evangelical gather- 
ings. Thousands flocked to see and hear him. In this book are set down 

1 the better known facts, recipes, formulas, etc., which he 
claimed to have brought from India. Even those who do not ordinarily 
read books which purport to reveal mysteries and secrets will enjoy and | 
profit from this book. Paper covered book, $1 00 
No, 1006. BLACK HERMAN. Price Postpald...c>...0.. P? 

Dream Book & Fortune Telle 
Learn to Interpret and Read Fortunes 

_ A splendid little book on fortune telling and the interpre 
tion of dreams, etc. Gives full and plain directions for tell 
fortunes by cards, dominoes, by grounds of a coffee or tea 
observations of a person’s disposition, etc., by the aid 
marks, scars or moles. Miscellaneous games for lovers wi 

} cards, Observations concerning birds and beasts. Oracles | 
dreams, Days, weeks, months and years supposed to be con 
ered lucky. Finger-nail observations, Various charms. How 
read palms. Divination, Combination table. Playing gigs. © 
tains complete dictionary of dreams, visions, etc. together | 
the numbers of the lottery to which they are supposed 
apply. The portion entitled “How to Obtain Happiness 
Afflu- 
ence in . iit | Day by Day Guide 

in| fells You What fo Do, Di 
tt oy Day, edn to Youl 

Birthdate 

State’ 

‘ne EVER READY FORECASTER includes 

wanes oF 
JOAGAC ovsraNT'® LeceMORUAIN 

(over Fl nse Matin and anemn 

should 
prove 
interest- 

12 months calendar which tells you day by 
your favorable and unfavorable days according t@ 
your birthday, Every day each of us is confron 

ing to 
those already within the matrimonial 

by decisions, new enterprises, etc. According t 
astrologers, certain days are more favorable a 

fold, and also to those contemplating 

others for these new adventures. By following 

this important step, The book also 
contains phrases said to have been us- 

calendar, you can select your favorable days for new 

ed in medieval 
days to baffle 
enemies, Print- 
ed two columas 
to a page this 
book actually 
contains more 
information 
than some pub- 

lications selling for 
severa] times the 
price. 82 pages. 
No. 1769. 15¢c 
Price Postpald 

338 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 

Also included in the book are weather forecastini 
chart, fishing, stock market and business Indicators, 
betting charts to help you win, etc. This calendar 
has been carefully laid out and many people have 
been said to have found it an excellent guide t 
success in ventures in many varied fields. Take youl 
vacation when the fish are biting. Plan new vens 
tures when favorable, 
No. 1791. Ever Ready Forecaster. Postpald 

Napoleon’s Dream Book 
Contains 128 Pages 

and Dictionary of Dreams 
Not only does this book contain a dictionary of dreams and visions, 

but it gives a much more detailed and general explanation of many 
of the more common dreams than most books on this subject, together 
with an anecdotal account of dreams, visions, apparitions or reveries. 
Thus, for an unmarried girl to dream of wearing a wedding ring is 
said to be significant of her own disappointment in marriage; yet 
should she imagine one to be worn upon the finger of a particular friend, 
it is said to foretell that the friend will become a wife within a year. 
Legend has it that the author of this book was frequently consulted by 
Napoleon Bonaparte. Contains 128 pages. 30c 

No. 1017. NAPOLEON’S DREAM BOOK. Price Postpald..... 

Are You Mediumistic? 
How to Be a Medium 

Develop Your Psychic Powers 
I you wish to learn how to develop your psychlo powers? 

sar all about spooks, mediums, spiritualism, etc.? This 
ai excellent book for anyone who wants to become thor- 

iy familiar with the true facts about spiritualism. 
ion in plain language. Gives ten famous tests to be 

se by the reader for scientific power. Everyone has often 
Sndered just how much truth there is to spiritualism. 
ore do facts end and fancies begin? Now for the first 
‘ie authentic and scientific tests indicate the salient facts 

» you easily and quickly. Test your own psychic ability, 
‘arm the value of your ability and what it can be used 
+ ifow it can help you. A complete list of chapter head- 

s* follows: Mediumship, Phases of Mediumship, Condi 
1 of the Seances, Manifestations, Automatic Writing, 

q 

, i 
7 REP Y 

Develop Your Psychic Power 

Wiiependent Slate Writing, Materialization and ‘Trances, 
ins. Crystal Gazing, Healing, Mental Telepathy. Here is 

gone excerpt from the book: *‘Persong 
who continually received ‘hunches 
or telepathic flashes are strongly psy- 
chic, and should ‘develop this won- 
derful faculty. If. you are readily 
impressed by the thoughts of others, 
living or dead, then you. are said 
to be ‘sensitive,’ being highly sus- 

ceptible to these spiritual yibra- 
ions.” Also: “Mediumship is & 

nriceless gift to 
countless  mil- 
lions, but its 
presence is Un- 
known, in most 
cases. OR, 
“Training, prace Zz 

all cont ee, 
to the ultimate 
success of the 
medium.”’ 20 pages. 
No. 1466. ARE 
you MEDIUMIS- 

ea 

AMT 
POET LLL 

Lucky Number 
Dream Book 
& Fortune Teller 

This is the so-called Policy 
jayer's Lucky Number Dream 
jw be and in its pages will 

a surprising amount. of Wynd 
dealing with for- formation 

ie-telling, dreams, divination, <> 
i rns, apenas tetiypgerie SOI 
alimistry, ete., concluding * ‘4 Moveculth. sa, method. of NAPOLEONS ORACULUM 
liinn fortunes by which the answers to one's ques: 
we are given in  a-most movel and interesting 

\ The book also gives a table for finding so- 
lucky numbers, key number combinations, 

that are said to harmonize, signification of 
and their .umbers, numbers for 

8 of the week and months. There is 
eams and their so-called interpreta- 

to which they 

henner. 
Pallied 
pumbers 
Niiiie dreamed 
Hieame of the d 

dietionary of 
Jone with the numbers of the lotte! 

supposed to appl Gives di: ions for telling 
Wtuhes by. cards, 'e cee goals with signs and § TIC? ae 35c¢c 
‘inens, physiognomy, nativ ete. 
He. 1033. Price Postpaid... .cs.ssssesessses Miceeasfeoonee 25C ff Postpald. « 

How To Know Your 
Future 

Cultivate your spiritual sight 
to see past and future. As St. 
Paul explains, man consists of 
a body and spirit. Your body 
sees, feels and hears material 
things; your spirit divines the 
supernatural, This book purports 
to tell how to accomplish this 
contact with a spirit world that 

: can trace hidden matters, look 
into past and future, etc. 42 pages, paper bound, 
6x4 % -inches. 
No. 1885, Price Postpald.... suet _30c 
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fie Messages and Ideas Seem to “Come 
fo You” Without Any Reason? 

Hunches Explained 
Learn about hunches, that 

amazing power of psychic 
premonition. How to recog- 
nize and use the mysterious 
vibrations and intuition called 
hunches that may lead to 
fame and fortune. Know what 
they mean, what to do. Every- 
one seems to have this pecu- 
liar ability, yet few try to de- 

velop or use it, Fate, Intuition? Coincidence? Des- 
‘iny? Telepathy? Why not find out more about 
ie psychic manifestations. 50c 
Noe, 1866. Price. Postpaid. .......- eee ees 

To an eat ed 
RAO ehh ae 
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$150Gazing Ball 
__ Crystal Gazing is not a new invention, nor is it merely a 
fad for foretelling the future or development of the mental 
powers, It is said to date back almost to the scriptural ac- 
count of the creation of man, It is generally assumed that 
crystal gazing had its origin in Egypt and historians tell us 
that a large number of crystals were found in the ruins of ar 
bln temple in existence six thousand years before the Christian 

Crystal gazing achieved great popularity in the British Isles during the Fourteenth Century, In Japan many homes have 
their crystals that they are said to consult on subjects of im- portance. The practice of crystal gazing has been prominent in Fiji, also in Mexico, Peru and other South American coun- 

The art is said to be prac- 
Sunnecasses as part of their 

tries, India, Arabia and elsewhere. 
ticed extensively by the Yogis and 
religion. 

Can We See Into Another I 
World or Peer Into the L Future? 

Success usually requires 
concentration, but the = 
student who earnestly de- 18 
sires to develop the men- A Tn } tal powers might do d Seeeranii Tne worse than obtain a crys- is 
tal, retire to a quiet semi- 
dark room and placing the crystal upon the table, gaze calmly al 
and cause the mind to enter a passive state, 

Through a special request, a U. S. manufacturer has made up a 
type Gazing Ball for us, with many improvements, yet actually sel! 
for only a fraction of the price the imported Gazing Crystals brough Fven the finest Gazing Crystal was seldom perfect and without flaws—many them were not even round. 

This new type of crystal is liquid-sealed, insuring absolute clearness, withol 
flaws of any sort. Its shape is nearly perfect, spherical. As a result of podtl 

al methods of manufacture, the price has been considerably reduced. Each 

Has attractive plastl 
base. 
No. 3994. GAZING BALL. Price Postpaid...... 

mounted right into the stand and the stand is included in the price. 
Ball is nearly 3-in. in diameter, stands nearly 4-in, high. 

_ ) 

Learn How To Practice In Your Own Home 
Let These Books Show You How 

If you would like to learn how to develop and practi 
ORYSTAL GAZING in your own home, get this book: “§ 
Lessons in Crystal Gazing.” Brief summary of the content 

History of Crystal Gazing—Methods Employed—How { 
Concentrate—Examples for Development—Success Throug 
Concentration—Visualization—Value of Imagination—Ex: 
ples—How Crystal Aids—Explanation and Five Classes 
Visions Said to Be Produced—vVlslons Defined—How to Or 
tal Gaze—-Past, Present and Future—To Know if You 
the Ability—Projection of Visions In the Crystal—y 
Telepathy—Development of Clairvoyant Powers—Silent 
fluence Through: Crystal—Psychic and Mental Developmen’ 
Creation of Constructive Thoughts—Memory Developmen 
Relation to Subconscious Mind—How, to Analyze Yourseli 
How to Help Othere—Success and appiness—The Mast 
Secret—Mental Influence—Secret of Success—Secret of Maf 
Achievement—True Hindu Method, etc., etc. 

3 0 No. 1654. SIX LESSONS IN CRYSTAL 

Complete Crystal Gazin 

GAZING. Price Postpaid... 

Zancig’s Crystal Gazing . 
And Spiritual Clairvoyane 

Is there any connection 

The Unseen World 

tween these two psychic phen 
The author of this book be- 

lieves it is possible, with proper 
mena? If you are fascinated 
the study of Crysta}) Gazing, h 

Psychomancy and 
Crystal Gazing 

Series of 11 lessons on psychic, 
clairvoyance, crystal gazing, etc. 
Projection of ustral body. Learn } , effort, for seekers to know much 
how to ievelop end improve your of the secret of existence, and 
psychic seuse so that you can especially that part which relates is a book that s ould inte 
lad yourself «nd make cou- to success of existence in physical you. It goes further than mi 

life, Tells much of crystal gazing, ‘‘crystal gazing.” Endeavors et in the astral pene with per- 
sons far away, dead, etc, Explains 
2 a astral projection, future 

e, crystal gazing, etc. Seeing 
through solid objects, down into 
earth, how to use crystal and mir- 
ror, experiments in psychometry, 
ete., etc. Written in easy-to-under- 
stand language so you can do 

together with data of a scientific 
nature that explains much of 
the phenomena. /If puzzled by a 
seemingly unsolvable problem, ) 
gaze into the depths of the crys subject of crystal gazing and 
tal and see if you cannot dis ® broader picture, we sugges 
cover the solution. Salesmen say study of this volume and 
they find a new way to sell their unusual contents. Cloth boun 

things told in book, 93 pages. goods. Lovers say it helps bring No. 1652. Crystal Gazing 
6x4 44 -inches. 60c them happiness, 50c Spiritual Clalrvoyance. 
No, 1886. Price Postpald No, 1655. Price Postpald Price Postpald...... 
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reveal many of the mysteries 
secrets of crystal gazing as 
supernatural power. For tho 
who want to go deeper into # 

Genuine Imported Crystal Gazing Bull 
It Is Purported That Visions of the Past, the Present, the 

Future and the World Beyond Have Been Seen 
Crystal Gazing, or “scrying” as it is often called, is not. a new inven- 

tion, nor is it merely a fad for foretélling the future or development of 
the mental powers, It is said to date back almost to the scriptural account 
of the creation of man. It is generally assumed that crystal gazing had 
its origin in Bgypt and historians tell us that a large number of crystals 
were found in the ruins of an old temple in existence six thousand years 
before the Christian era, Cin 

Crystal gazing achieved great popularity in the British Isles during the 
Fourteenth Century. In Japan many homes have their crystals that they 
are said to consult on subjects of importance. The practice of crystal 
gazing has been prominent in Fiji, also in Mexico, Peru and other South 
American countries, India, Arabia jand elsewhere. The art is said to, be 
practiced extensively by the Yogis and Sunnecasses as part ,of their 
religion. History records the existence of the crystal among the Berbers 

Today crystals are to be found in 
not alone to be used in fortune telling, but for the 

aiding factor in concentration, 
seine consult the crystal daily hoping to seek solution to perplexing 
problems, 

What ever one may think, it seems difficult not to recognize its aid as a 
means of concentration, and concentration not infrequently means success, 
or to put it another way, success often requires concentration, but the 
student who earnestly desires to develop the mental powers might do 
worse than obtain a crystal, retire to a quiet semi-dark room and placing 
the crystal upon the table, gaze calmly at it and cause the mind to enter 
a passive state. This quiet solitude should prove very beneficial for nervous- 
ness and restlessness, and perhaps even inspire greater self-control and a 
masterful control of the mental facilities and the physical body, 

Develop your powers of visualization and imagination with the aid of 
a Gazing Crystal and who knows what the small inyestment may brin, 
back in a few days after getting it? We stock only high quality ‘nported 
Crystals that are perfect in’ shape. 

A crystal of not less than 2 inches in diameter is recommended. Larger 
crystals are suggested——having a larger area, they tend to produce a larger 

- picture. Four inches is probably the ideal size. A good crystal is an object 
of refinement as well ‘as beauty, Size given is diameter, 

at the time of the Greek empire: 
thovsands of homes, 
development of the mental powers as an 

No, 3870 CRYSTAL GAZING BALL. 2-Inch Diameter. Price Postpald........eeeeceeuee $2.95 
6, 9871, CRYSTAL GAZING BALL. 3-Inch Diameter. Price Postpaid. .........-+.s04 +++ + $7,560 
i 8872. De LUXE CRYSTAL GAZING BALL. About 4'2-Inch Diameter, Price Postpaid. ...$25.00 

See the Answer to Your Question 
jin the Amazing “‘Crystal Ball’’ 

Positively Uncanny How the Answer Slowly Comes 
Into View! 

Perhaps you have some question about the future or the great on- 
known. that you would enjoy having the Occult ‘‘Crystal Ball’’ answer 
for you. What Is your problem: money? love? happiness? health? Let 
this mysterious prognosticator foretell his answer to your problem, (2s Batron 

No. Waiting—No Tedious Hours of Concentration—No Spiritualism—No Seances— 
Your Answer Slowly Becomes Visible in 10 Seconds! 

The rapidity with which the PROGNOSTICATOR works gives you a quick, ready answer ‘to your 
questions, whenever you wish to consult it. In addition, it makes it highly suitable for those who wish 
lo enjoy a little harmless fun during an evening’s gathering when your friends will seek the answers to 
thelr problems. While it is a souree of amusement to some, the more serious minded may find the 
paychological benefits of consulting with this ANSWER BALL of great value in resolving their ques- 
lions, A FILMY, SATINY SILVER-COLORED BALL ON A GOLDEN COLORED BASE. 4-inches 
in diameter—large sized. Packed in attractive gift box. Complete, ready for immediate ase, $2.50 
No, 3869. AMAZING “CRYSTAL BALL”. Price Each, Postpaid. . 

e name | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. x 341 
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Bis. The Nature of Spirit Power—How to Conduct Spirit Circle—Crystal Gazing 
X Spirit Rappings—Slate ._Writing—Psychometry—How to Develop Telepathy 

en Table-Tilting—Materialization—Fraudulent Spirits—Trance Phenomen.—Sign 
| of Spirit Presence—Domineering Spirits—The Psychic Triangle—Public Seance: 

_ Can We Talk with 

Spirit Friends? 
. *‘ Fasily,’’ 

(By Swami Bhakta Vishita) 

The Master Key, 
No, 7753. Price 10c 

- FAMOUS Gaining a Winning a 

momen Litysian and J mN Ee | gh nX | af N it “price 106 
ZA 

From “Book of Moses” 
A series of famous talismans, said to 

be taken from the “Book of Black 
Magic and of Pacts,” also from the 
“Book of Moses,” etc. Printed on imi- 
tation parchment in gold color ink. Size 
about two inches in diameter. Hach one 
has short descriptive matter ce oe 
for what purpose they are employed. * 
For example, one is supposed to be for Success in 
gaining a man’s love, one for success in Gambling 
gambling, another for success and hap- 
piness, one for good health, one for NO 7703. Price 10c 
gaining a woman’s love and one for S 

and wealth and prosperity. 

. We do not, of course, claim any powers for them, 
Abundant Life i than ee they are ae to be an Te- 

. 7754. Price 10e productions of the originals. There seems to be a 
mo 77 Bs : never failing demand for these talismans and some 

= customers keep on buying them, so draw your own 
conclusions, 

These Fascinating Mysteries Explained . . 
No other problem has been so fascinating’ for mankind as 

that age-old mystery, ‘‘Can We Communicate with Our Depart- 
ec Ones?’’ And now one of the great masters of Psychic Pow- 
ers declares that the ability to talk with spirit friends can be 
developed under the proper guidance.Not only that, but he 
gives definite rules and instructions for discovering and culli- 
vating psychic powers, 

In simple, everyday language he reveals the long hidden 
mysteries of Clairaudience apparitions, spirit guides, telepathy, 
Voodooism, Crystal Gazing, and Black Magic. 

Develop Your Psychic Power 
Swami Vishita also takes up, besides ie methods of com- 

amunication with the dead, the subject of the development of 
our personalities through harmony with the finer vibratary forces 
of nature. From the infinite wisdom of the East, he tells us about 
the great mental currents and Psychic Vibratory Waves, whi 
when we understand them, can be used to bring us a fuller, richer, 
happier life. Nearly 300 pages. 

No. 1709. GENUINE MEDIUMSHIP. $2.50 
MEDICAL HYPNOTISM AND SUGGESTION 

Explains the Many Uses of Hypnotism for Benefit 
mt | and Entertainment MEDICAL ‘al i Tile book is fot ot pero HE explains what hypnotism (or mesmerism ial §, and gives an interesting outline of its history. It explains the great val HYPNOTISM Hi of hypnotism in the cure of disease and in surgical operations, If tells ha ‘ and z i to nypagtiee a aan nay to en him in a trance for a week. There is Hi explanation on how to give an hypnotie entertainment for your friends UGGESTION on the stage, making your subjects do things such as acting, singin ! ] speechmaking, things that, in their ordinary state, they probably woul Lot da HT be unable to do. Further it explains the method of curing bad habits drinking, swearing, lying, stealing, gambling, betting, smoking, en’ 

hatred, temper, etc. 
The author’s object in writing this book is to give a brief but accurat description of Hypnotism and Suggestive Therapeutics, as practiced by # most advanced schools of the present day; and also to enlighten the pub mind on the great advantages of hypnotism in the treatment of disease, compared with the drug method now used in this and other countries. Si 

6x4 %-in. 37 pages, Paper bound. 
No. 1950. MEDICAL HYPNOTISM AND SUGGESTION. 

Terrors of the Evil 4 
Eye Exposed 

Daring, Different Book \ nic 
Helps to Break Shackles as 

MIND POWER » of Fear f 
This book traces the origin 

Wealth and Prosperity 
No. 7707, Price.... -10¢ 

Success and 
Happiness For Good Health 

i¥e, 7704, Price 10c No. 7705. Price 10e 

aba |W Med eed oe sal 
In What Month Were You Born? 

‘oe Individual Readings to Your Birthday 

Key to Power 
No. 7758. Price’ 10¢ 

Postpald 3 

erry if you consult a fortune-teller, you will doubtless 
A Wave to pay $1.00 or more for a reading, yet this. book 

Hitains “readings” arranged according to months, 
f every month in the year. It is not always the 
fd-working person who obtains success, but rather 
# one who chooses the right work, All persons are 

. 4 Henoased of certain talents which fit them for special] Secret of Mental Magic ee pe Gil iene ate others fl re Pipartments of the world’s work, and only by having 
By William Walker Atkinson call it FEAR. It holds you oye ® regard for these gifts can you ever hope to 

Author claims astounding wonders can be worked | back from doing what you know m2.) ENR Gani fain real success. Study well the remarks made 
by mental forces. Contents: Mental Dynamo, Na- | is best. Overcome it and you aa fer the heading of your birth month, and if you ture ot Mind-Power Mentative Induction, Mental gain an entire rich new world, Wxplaing strang ine you are wasting your life by blindly striving Magic In Animal & Human Life, Mind Power In | fantastic customs. Includes: Evil eye In Afrle finest your destiny, remember the old proverb ; Action, Personal Magnetism, pli GeUaie MCLE South ene eo adi india; strange oustal is never too late to mend.” No one is so perfect Influence, Mental Suggestion, Ocean o nd-Power, o overcome evil eye; applying evil eye, etc. DB O. for improvement. Make Occult World, Indirect Influence, Mental Healing, | scribes 87 different symbols, talismans, amulel e per Ste nane tar and leater to eradicate 
eect eae bounae | ea eae No. 1988" Susee at the Evi i ae Hur faults. There is a chapter on Astrology showing how the stars are supposed 
No. 1984 Mind Power. Price Postpald. . 2.95 Exposed. Price Postpaid. ..s...0 es. .., 90am affect your destiny according to the time of your birthday. 35¢ 0. . * 

# 1014. BIRTHDAY READINGS. Price Postpaid...ccsecsesccsescssccece Bao ck tchacan mish On Dateni? Mish | ADD _10c SERVICE CHARGE ON ORDERS LESS oT RSer Cae hnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich, | $1.00. Increased handling costs make this necess EAR Ye SAT Kees [otneed BRN EEa, Belkan mink, has aaa 16 : : {ieh, Te" Ense Seu zene name” © © 5 [Sohnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. & 343 
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LOTT Tom Ch eM ed What shall I do? 

Fortune Telling Cards 
Will | Marry? 

rae He Sa eg Sa b Mr date 2 

STANDARD DEC 
WITH MEANING ON EACH CARD 

SELF-INTERPRETING 
To remember the fateful meaning 

of all the cards involves a stupen- 

dous effort of memory, and this is 

the knowledge that PROFESSION- 

AL FORTUNE - TELLERS have 

gone to such great trouble to ace 

quire, yet the GYPSY WITCH’S 

FORTUNE TELLING CARDS en- 
able you, without experience or any 
special study to read the fortunes 

as told by the cards almost as well 

as an expert fortune-teller, 
It is said that when the famous necromancer, 

Cagliostro died, among *his MSS. was discov- 
“red a document fully describing his method 
of telling fortunes by means of the cards, and 
upon the principles therein detailed the Gypsy 
Witch’s Fortune-Telling Cards have doubtless 
been based. 

Nearly everyone recalls that there was a 
time, not so long ago, when persons who read 
fortunes by cards were believed to possess a 
secret which they kept strictly to themselves 

and eventually passed on only to their closest relatives. It was almost impossible for 

the average person to obtain the meanings on which the interpretations were based, 

but with the appearance of the Gypsy Witch’s deck this difficulty was solved. 

Read Your Own or Others’ Fortune and Future 
Upon each and every card is clearly printed its exact meaning and significance, 

and thus the process of ‘‘reading a fortune’’ becomes quite simple. The cards have 
merely to be arranged in the order shown on an accompanying chart, and then they 
can be read like an. open book—the fortune of the consultant being declared in ac- 
cordance with the combination of good and ill omen. The deck consists of the full 
deck of 53 standard playing cards of excellent quality, rounded corners & handsome 
backs, and thus they may be used for all of the customary games as well as for the 
telling of fortunes, the printéd meanings in no way interfere with their legibility 
as playing cards. 

Many Important Events Foretold By This Method 
_ Hath deck is enclosed in a neat box, with full and complete printed instruc- 

tions. The cards ate of particularly good quality, indeed we think it is the best 
deck of Fortune Telling cards ever offered for the money. $1 2 
No. 3622. GYPSY WITCH’S FORTUNE TELLING CARDS. Price. . i 5 

‘ 

Cards 
This set consists of 79 cards 

Astrology Fortune Telling 
bi with 32 page booklet explaining 

Cards how to tell fortunes in_ several 
i Read your future in the | ways. The cards are self-reveal- 

stars with the help of these | ing—eath card is marked with its 
cards. ASTROLOGY SIM- | meaning, though combinations 

FC your own or other people’s | Read your own or other people’s 
, fortune. Easy; fun; profit- | future. Not only for forecasting 

‘ : able. Answer questions | future, but answers specific ques- 
SAGITTARIUS about your future, money, |'tions. Even those who are not 

for foretelling the future invari- 
deck. 75¢ ably find the future as revealed 
No. 3618. Price Postpaid...rsssereserse bat, these eania. ory. -taacinating: 

No. 3619. ‘EGYPTIAN’ 98¢c 

PLIFIED. Easy to read. Tell®| affect the .meaning somewhat. 

luck, love, ete. Attractively colored, full | convinced of any special powers 

$$ ——————_—$_———— 

344 4 Johnson Smith & Co! peck. Postpaid... 

of PLAYING CARDS 

Soy 4 rd 

Will I be Ric 
? 

Saami eC a ed 

sate ii ihe Batter gar aie dust dea PU da § 

~ORTUNE TELLING 
TO Na 
Ta Ga eT 

FORTUNE TELLING BY CARDS, DICE, ETC. 
The Oracle, Fortune Telling for Lovers, Character Reading, Efe. 
Explains Fortune Telling by Cards, Past—Present— 

Future, Eleven Fortune Telling Methods by Cards, includ- 
ing Cupid’s Method for Lovers, Five Curious Games with 
Cards in which Fortunes are Told, Fortune Telling with 
Dominoes, Fortune Telling with Dice, How to’ Tell a Per- 
son’s Fortune by His Finger Nails, Fortune Telling by 
the Crystal, Leaves of Destiny, Physiognomy or Character 
Reading from your Facial Features, Fortune Telling by 
Ancient Superstitions, etc. The book concludes with a chap- 
ter entitled “FINDING YOUR FATH,” a novel and interest~- 
ing method of getting the Fates to reply to these four vital 
questions, viz. “By Whom Am I Loved?” “For What Am I 
Loved?” “Where Shall We Meet?” and “His (or Her) First 

Gypsy Fortune Telling Cards 
Self-Reading—Almost Unlimited Combinations 

An inexpensive deck of fortune telling cards. The deck consists of | 
cards, each numbered and illustrated, together with complete printed 

rections for telling fortunes. Thongh not nearly so comprehensive as 
Egyptian Fortune Telling Cards described above, they should prove reas 
ably satisfactory and provide you with plenty of fun for evening parti 

t| etc. Includes diagram and instructions for giving personal readings. = 5 
} No. 3621. Gypsy Fortune Telling Cards. Price Postpaid 

“EGYPTIAN” Deck of 79 Self-Interpr 

Words.” An ‘excellent book on fortune telling. 15c 
No, 1736, Fortune Telling by Cards, Dice, Crystal, etc. . 

fortune Telling by Cards 
Your Future As Revealed by Cards 

1 Many books 
have been issued 
purporting to ex- 
plain the myster- 
ies of the art of 
revealing the se- 
crets of past, pres- 
ent and future 
events through 
the employment 
of cards, yet we 
think we are safe 
in saying that 
this book will 
‘compare favora- 
‘bly with any other 
book on . fortune 
telling by cards 
jsold at such a 
low price. It is, 

} in brief, a pictor- 
} and thoroughly comprehensive and 
ftical work ‘on the art of fortune 
ing, whereby, through the simple 

of ordinary playing cards, and 
fortunes. Also contains a. treatise 

Wn chiromancy (divination through 
wiing the human hand) and a de- 
fiption of the book of Thot, the 
yption oracle of destiny. 192 pages. 
» 1011. Fortune-Telling by 50c 
fin, Price Postpaid........+. 

- 

- 
A complete and exha 

ye book on palmistry. In 
is this 

thorough’ ideal) 
ish to 

lying 
they’ mhave been 

© a ood. living by 

eticing the art professionally, 
Lh 

VeNrs—Different 
e3 Ee ands, ithe 

ii and Their Mean Die ne Hate’ Line, 

i The Heart Li a oe 

Me Tintin Line, he Marriage, Lines ayy’ 
Mnildren Lines, The Girdle an Dnracter 

yg an Impression of the Hants, Soa 

Wading from the Hand, ne ax aang 

influence Lines, etc., © ms 5c 

study of palmistry. 420 pag 3 

Mo, 1012. Palmistry Book. Price. - 

mace Eas Astrology 3 
ee Ley 

TAURUS 

“ASTROLOGY 
MADE EASY, OR 
THE INFLUENCE OF 
THE STARS AND 
PLANETS UPON HU- 
MAN LIFE,” is the 
title of a book designed 
to teach the masses the wonders and’ mysteries of 
the great science of Astrology, The author is well 
versed in metaphysics, occult sciences, philosophy, 
theosophy,' mysticism, and many of the wonderful 
truths taught by the seers, sages and Yogis of India 
and the Orient. The book is written in simple 
language, which any intelligent person maj under- 
stand, and it purports to show how to delineate the 
character and the leading events of persons accord- 
ing to the day of the year they were borp on. You 
have only to turn to the proper date and you will 
find your own horoscope, or that of any of your 
friends, carefully outlined according to the teach- 
ings of the great science of Astrology. It should be 
found helpful in many ways to read not only the 
delineation relating to one’s own sign, but also 
those of friends. The book should prove an almost 
endless source of entertainment among friends and 
at social gatherings, It is the result of deep thinkin, 
and profound study. ASTROLOGY MADE EAS 
is a book of 54 pages, and will be sent to any 
address upon receipt ¢ amount in any convenient 
OTM. 

N. 1001, ASTROLOGY MADE EASY..... 25¢ 

Read Heads & Faces Do You Want To Succeed In Life 

18 mean, but in 18 & complete int, et, ici ferent details anc thet Lee characteris. 
Describes senerally be. e chooks, bed k ae nose, lips, ohtg a staee ak » otc., ete, Incl! : Thoronsiey 

Finenology 
‘and phys udes , ead and j ark 

i 

Show, Wri ts man iacWS chart of the 
paritten by Vi Y sections, 20 chapters. Ph.D. 126 

oaheyes SEC 



amen): 6 LO) elgg kon. 
One of the greatest books ever written to expose 1 

4. 
The cons?” Ve 

t S ig side secrets used towin. Cards, Dice, Slot-Machin 
Ni ed § Marble Boards, Punchboards, Carnival Games, Whe 

re Tops, Invisible Inks, Secret Glasses, Rackets and Con Ga t 
A are clearly explained and exposed in The Open Book. h 

pe win—you lose. Why? Because everything is fixed so that you cann 
win, unless they allow you to. Quit losing and wise up to the tricks w 

to cheat you out of your money! é 

EXPOSES THESE RACK 
Explains the Details of Over 200 Rackets! 

WHEELS See the Paddle Wheel at the left? You have prob- 
ably seen one like it and some a lot more elaborate, 

but they're all for one purpose—to get your money. There is 
the Electric Wheel which is wired up with a switch on the 
counter. Magnets work as a brake and the operator can stop it 
anywhere he likes, Rent pegs or nails are used to make the 
indicator glide over the “big prize’’ numbers. 

PUNCH BOARDS Haven't you often suspected, when you were 
going to take a punch on a board,, that the 

big prizes might have been punched by the owner, and the 
prizes left there as bait? That’s just one way to make more 
money on a board. Most punch boards are on the square, but 

even the stores get canght sometimes. One store owner bought 
some punchboards at a very low price, from a salesman passing ‘ 
through town, but little did he know that about a block 
away was the saleeman’s confederate who knew where the 
winning punches were, waiting to take the storekeeper for a 
nice long ride, These are only two of the punchboard stunts, 

DICE Next to crooked cards, crooked dice lead the world 
among the big paying rackets. Dice are dynamite. 

There are loaded dice, razor edged dice, tap dice, mis-spotted 
dice, beveled dire, transparent dice, suction dice, oiled dice, 
etc,, ete. In fact, so many and varied are the means by 
which dice can be fixed (almost every known scheme explained 
in this book) that you might as well burn_your money when 
you pick up a pair of unknown dice. Read this chapter 
and don’t weep. 

CARNIVAL RACKETS The weighing Chair, the Short 
Change Artist, Roulette, Three 

Shell Game, Cat Rack, Milk Bottles, Balls in the Pail, ete., 
etc. Every one of these rackets is thoroughly exposed with 
complete details about how they work their systems. Nothing 
is left to the imagination. 

CARDS Four of a kind are hard to beat, but here’s four 
you will never beat: punchboards, dice, coin 

machines and cards. And the most common one is 
cards. Look at the marked cards we sell (for magical 
purposes only). This book exposes Marked Cards, Lu- 
minous Cards, X-ray Cards (you can read right through 
the first fifteen cards.) Cut Cards, Three Card Monte, How to Cheat 

“a Win at Poker, etc.. etc. A complete exposure of crooked cards, y 
COIN M I ES & MARBLEBOARDS It’s easy to fix a coin machine and marble board bee 

H N not 1 in 10,000 can tell them after they've been fi 
Why can’t you be that one? Almost wherever you go there are slot machines and marbleboards, 
even the best of us like to play them once in a while, so why. not play one that gives you a 
chance of winning? This information alone will pay for the book many times. 

ENTIFIC BETTING - Let Common Sense and Mathematics Help You Win t be a _chump—you_ can’t beat a crooked game, but you can WIN 
TO BET and HOW TO BET. Gets down to sharp pointed brass tacks, 
‘TH, HORSES, SLOT MACHINE, CARDS, CHUCK-O-LUCK, SPORTS, 

nee 

) 1601. SCIENTIFIC BETTING. Price Postpald... 

#) (he Expert at the Gard Table 

How Gamblers Deal “Fixed” 

How to Make Money By Betting on Horses and the Races 

WINNERS---HOW TO SELECT THEM 
‘i Winning on the horses—methods by which this has been accomplished. CON- TENTS: Class figures, weight figures, form figures, jockeys, post positions, pace, playing margins, winning me*hods, point methods, etc. PLAY THE PERCENT. 
AGES AND SHOW A PROFIT! Reveals the flaws in many so-called ‘“‘systems,’’ 
No, 1908. WINNERS—HOW TO SELECT THEM. 60c 
Price (50c plus 10c postage) SEND we 

and PROFIT if you know 
Covers DICE, COINS, 

etc. 120 pages, 2-color 

The Book Every Card Player Should Have 

Read This List of Partial Contents 
—How Gamblers Deal Good and Bad Hands 
—Methods of Locating and Securing Cards 
—Blind Cuts and Shuffles 
—Professional Secrets 
—Skinning the Hand 
—Shuffling Methods 
—Three Card Monte 
—Holding the Hand > 
—Bottom Dealing 
—Second Dealing 
—Transformations 
—Erdnase System 
—Palming 
—Blind Riffles 
—Holdouts 
—Forcing 
—Shifts 

. 

Hands With Any Cards 
ES &R CKETS Almost any magazine you pick up contains nymerous ads t Without doubt the very best book on the numerous sleights used b amb- MAIL SWINDL A rackets designed to get your money, Fake medicines, stock swin "ye, concluding with a thorougt i resti has 5 money making opportunities, etc, etc., are just a few of them, Exposes the actual operation of # ughly interesting chapter on card sleights and 

rackets, showing just how they are carried on from start to finish. There are numerous other expos 
Devices used by the gamblers are shown with detailed illustrations, Explains how crooks work, 
laws, how to beat the races, stock broker swindles, etc., ete, 

Rackets That Get Your Mot Don’t Be a Sacker 
Here is another oe This book is for protection pur- 

poses only. Don’t be hoodwinked | Myung, 70,,chanters on ama ) 
and buncoed every time you turn ep ya CF CORRS - 
around. Barnum was wrong when] How to tell. gambles, 
he said there’s a sucker born every | #4,, investments: @ 
minute—there’s a dozen born every J unreal estates, ‘‘free'' 
minute. Everyone's oe SUCRE for } bends. tipsters. studed. Sate. 
something he doesn’t know about. | mail-order divorces. Boo 
This book is written straight from } Sine Repeal. Stolen label 
the shoulder in simple language, } Confidence 
There is no attempt to cover up its 
secrets with high-flowered words 
and phrases, Well illustrated thru- 
out, Exposes more than 200 rackets 
and swindles. 
No. 1657. THE OPEN rhb, 
MASTER OF EXPOSES, ia 

Price 

ange and i. 
Phony Gold. Gold mining p 
tions, oil royalties and wi 
ting. Home Work and No 
Addressing envelopes, y 
frogs and mushrooms, and 
ing puzzle schemes. Unsure 
surance. ‘*Pass the hat’ 4 
eties, trick insurance poli 
The Mrs. Can Be Fooled, 
more thrilling chapters. 
No. 1999. Price Postpaid. , 346 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich, | 

Pipe with cards. 205 pages, 101 illustrations. 
} 1270. The Expert at the Card Table. Price Postpaid........ 

CARD SHARPERS; THEIR TRICKS EXPOSED 
st 

Cpa 
wear dupes, and there will be no more cheating.” 

When ordering, be sure to give name 
"') # well as the stock numbar 

89c 

) or The ART Of ALWAYS WINNING 
This volume was expressly written to “enlighten the 

In unveilin the tricks of card sharpers, the author and editor have ine cluded everything practiced by gamblers of all countries, they having spent years in following every crooked or cheating move made by them which is fully explained in diagrams, The book when read will inspire no thought beyond that of guarding the reader against the card tricks of sharpers. Over 100 pages, 40 illustrations, 

wevgee VC 
No. 1280. Card Sharpers—Their Tricks Exposed. 

Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. & 347 

Price Poetyatd .. ieee hoa 2 en FXG elles se 



CONJURING TRICK CARDS) g) SIEEEREEETTe 
a if Yard After Yard Of Colored, Paper Ribbon Comes Out Of Your Mouth * The Wonderful “Radium” Deck. io 

° om If you want to have some fun, send for this Ribbon Fac- 
%* Perform Dozens Of Amazing Feats. tory Trick and draw yard after yard of colored paper 

* Good Quality. Round Corners. Ivory Finish ribbon from an apparently inexhaustible supply. You can 

4 

= filla large basket full of the ribbon or cover practically the 
entire floor with no discomfort, yet the entire amount, of 

* No Sleight Of Hand -- The Cards Do ribbon comes from your mouth, It is simple yet so 
The Trick. successful that many magicians use it as a cli- 

max to the evening pverformance—the final number. It 
* Standard Deck---Use in Card Games; Spe 

cial Method of Trimming Cards Contai 
Their Secret. 

By means of this marvelous Pack of Card 
anyone can actually perform dozens of the mos 

surprising tricks, that should astonish and mystify even the cleveres 
people. Very little practice is needed; the simple instructions en 
able you to do apparently impossible feats. No sleight of hand @ 
palming; the cards do the tricks themselves, and they create th 
greater sensation because, between the tricks, you can use the pae 
for playing card games. These are a few of the many wonderft 
tricks that can be performed with the Radium pack, 

leaves the audience baffled and amused at the same time, 
_ They will be roaring with laughter from the apparently 
Sa inexhaustible supply of ribbon, yet few are able to tell 

yw it's done. Complete apparatus and directions included. 12c 
® 0202. RIBBON FACTORY TRICK. Price Postpnid.......+..++ 

Maybe this Explains Where all the Money Goes! 
Vanishing COIN PURSE 

ew this Leather Purse Around—Borrow a Few 
ii# and Drop Them Into Purse. Close the Purse 

#4 Vince Handkerchief Over It! Toss Handkerchief 
i, the Air! Presto! Coins and Purse Have Vanished! 
‘Nd you often wonder where your money went? 

fren a chance for you to show your friends how 
/ ean vanish money and a purse. Better still, use 
Hifone else’s money and show a nice profit for 

ee tric Don’t worry about a hold-up, just showf 
ly trick to the robbers and then let them try and 

1 To separate the two colors of a pack while under a table or behind you fii your money! Easily performed trick. Complete 
back. i} mall leather purse. Use any handkerchief. 

2 A carc may be drawn, shuffled into the pack and cut the first time. ep 12. VANISHING COIN PURSE. 98c 
8 on pes Cards. 5 tlee Postpaid Treks oh dial elabonsicieie altar alec ars aisiaiatatw 

4 The selected card discovered under a handkerchief, a 
5 Several persons may each draw a card, examine, replace it and shuffl 

the pack, immediately after the performer produces them while behir he Incompr ehensible Two Card Monte 
his back. ; : : NEW AND ORIGINAL. VERY PUZZLING. 

6 The performer leaves the room, and while he is absent a person draws) VG ALWAYS Produces a Laugh. Keeps You in Free CIGARS 
card, shows it to the audience and replaces the card; the performer 
turns, takes the pack and immediately produces the card. 

% To cut the pack and name the number of cards in each part. j 
8 A card drawn, examined and replaced by any one in the audience and mt 

eee by the performer, and the pack shuffled, separates itself from t 
others, 

9 Any one may select a card, replace it and shuffle the pack, and the pe 

former will take the pack and throw it upon the table, and the selec 
ecard will turn face upward. : q 

The effect of this clever trick is aston- 
ishing. You show an Ace of Spades and an 
Eight of Spades. One of the audience is 
requested to name one of these two cards, 
This card you place behind your back. Then 
at word of command—‘“Abracadabra!” the 
card changes and when you show him the 
card which is left in your hand it is the 
SAME card which he selected and which you 
(placed behind your back. The trick is done 
in full view of the audience, and without 
any sleight of hand the change takes place, 

10 To find selected card under handkerchief. : ‘. 

11 To call any number of cards and draw them from the pack as called. . — Two CARD MONTE. Ea tae 

12 To blow a card from the pack after its having been drawn, returned am 
shuffled. 

These are only a few of the many wonderful 
(OUR ACE CARD TRICK 

tricks described in the directions sent with each pack. 
Many other tricks will suggest themselves to the 

performer as he goes along, the capabilities of the 
cards are almost limitless. 

Many of the feats exhibited are truly marvelous 
and will delight, astonish and amuse a whole company. 
Bear in mind that the tricks are not done by legerde- 
main or sleight of hand, but that the whole secret is 
in the cards, and the feat cannot be done with any 
other ordinary cards. 
Few are able to discover the secret until it is explained to them. These car 

es, interspersing the playing with tricks that show 
astonish everyone. These cards are, therefore, fresh, interesting and mysterio) 

- No. 3111. Radium Deck of 
Conjuring Trick Cards, Price 

can be used in other card g 

LS 

348 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 

An Improved 

Form of a Good 

Card Trek 

HM Placed in Different Piles Disappear While You Are Looking at Them 
Tits is one of the most effective card 

* for an amateur. No skill or practice 
Pieded to perform it, and it will astonish 
W¥body. You show the four Aces, which 

Hluce face up on a table, laying three 
at" rds on each of the four Aces. The 

it 
tors select one of the four piles, the 
three being returned to the deck, » 

ne to blow hard upon the cards, 
a rently the Aces are blown away ik 

»y have disappeared. ALL FOUR I 
f are found in the selected pile! And 

tbody says what a clever fellow you are. ), 
, THE FOUR ACE CARD 10c 

", Price Postpaid..... . p 

| Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. x 349 WAME AND ADDRESS LEGIBLY. About 10% 
ult te read. Be sure yours Is written plainly. $1.4 i 



Anti Gravico Magic Trick. 
Bottle of Water or Liquid Is Held Upside Down, Yet _ 

WATER WILL NOT RUN OUTI! 
Pencil, Matches, Etc. Can Be Pushed Up Into the Bottle 

PROVE THAT BOTTLE [S OPEN!! 
“IMPOSSIBLE—I don’t believe It even though 1 see it with my own eyes.” That's just one reaction to this startling tricl 
It’s so baffling—so sensational—so unbelievable, yet there it Is, 

right before your very eyes, 
You borrow a bottle full of water—use any bottle, it is not prepared in any way. Then, you proceed to turn it upside down) 

and the water remains in the bottle. The wise boys laugh and) say, ‘Sure, but the bottle is plugged in some way.” Then comes. y o ‘he startling part. WHILE THE BOTTLE Is HELD UPSIDE 
© DOWN YOU INSERT PENCIL, MATCHES or OTHER SMALL OBJECTS IN THE MOUTH OF THE BOTTLE INTO THE WATER. Of course there’s a trick to it, but the invisible gimmick that makes the water defy gravity is an amazing scientific idea, 3 ‘va 

No. 3205. ANTI-GRAVICO, Price Postpaid..............c0ee000- aie 

MYSTERIOUS BALL-BEARING TRICK _ 
Quite Easy To Do. But Very Mystifyi 

NO SKILL OR PRACTICH. NELDED, 
HANDY SIZE FOR THE POCKET, 

J about the neatest and best pod 

i 

DE LAND’S 
Wi deck contains over 

W) secret marks. trick we have seen for many a day is f# Sree : 
MYSTERIOUS BALL-BEARING TRIE pt ae 

The artist exhibits a beautiful shining so Sd with ak. as 
steel ball bearing about five eighths inches 
diameter, and a small hollow brass tube 
somewhat smaller diameter and about | 
inches long, both of which may be freely 
amined by the audience. He then lays 
steel ball on top of the tube. At a wo 
command, the ball commences to disappt 
slowly into the tube, until at last it is out 
sight. A second command of the perform 
suffices to cause the ball to reappear and 
gradually works its way up the tube and o 
again rests upon the top of the tube, as 
spectators look on with manifest amazem 
The performer now hands both the ball 
tube to any of the audience so that they m 
attempt this mysterious trick, but, to the 

tonishment of everybody, none can do it, for the ball is plainly of greater dia 
eter than the tube. Moreover, both ball and brass tube are solid and do not p 
mit of any manipulation. Only_those in. the_ secret are able to perform this sé 
ingly impossible trick. Mysterious vest pocket trick. Full directions, g 
No, 3138. THE MYSTERIOUS BALL-BEARING TRICK, Price Postpaid..... 

eS LASS 
mAs 

(Sie KIN LD 

DAISY DECK 
Phe backs of this deck 
i a systemofmarks 

Sheanberead ata dis- 
Wy 0/ 15 feet. Wonder- 

VANISHING EGG BAG ieee 
The Wonderful Egg Bag 

Makes a Solid Egg Vanish 
and Reappear at Will! 

Can Also Be Used for 
Other Small Objects 

and Money 
“Step up closer, ladies and 

gentlemen, and watch the great- 
est magic feat In the world! The 
amazing, the mystifying, the com- 
pletely bewildering VANISHING 
EG@G@ BAG.” Watch them crowd 
around you as you pull out the 
beautiful, large red bag and full sized, white egg. at the solid wood egg—there is nothing phony about it. 
the bag. Then proceed with your trick, 

if Comedy Paper Tear Trit 
’ _ Show the Paper Panties to # 
Audience, Tear them up iF 
roll It Into a smalj ball. Up 
Opening the ball, you produce 
anu new palr completely | Z \ 

Let them look 
Show them 

Any object you put in the 
bag apparently disappears. You can make them reappear at your 

iFTY DECK 
FM deck is especially 

Wt for long distance command. Eggs, coins, dollar bills, jewelry and many small articles A swell trick and a t it, The directions can be made to vanish and reappear in the same manner. Bag is laugh, Fine for the parlor how to accomplish made of brilliantly colored material and is about 9-inches square. $2 stage or party. No, sleight | Attractively trimmed. Professional (Stage) size. 
No, 3210. VANISHING EQ@Q@ BAG. Price Postpald... 
ARTE ig thet aan ee rede ti eee hee 
350 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 

7 ttemingly é¢mposst- 
‘ . $2.50 hand—easy to do without 

tise, 
No. 3206. Price Postpald. fi, NOTE. 

or? 

ey 
When ordering, be sure to give name 

** well as the stock number, 7 

‘MAGIC CARDS: 
Face Values Can Be Read from the BACKS! 

No Lengthy Study or 
Practice Necessary! 

The BACKS Tell the Secret of Every Card! 
HILE these cards apparently are the same as any W ordinary deck of Playing Cards, the backs are marked 
by a wonderful system of secret markings that dety 

detection, and thus they can be used for Magical “stunts” 
without number. 
With these cards any person without practice can easily 

perform many mysterious magica) tricks—the cards do the 
tricks for you. 
secret markings. 
In fact they “will almost.talk to you.” 

The secret is in the backs of the cards— 
Every one of these five decks is different. 

With these cards it is possible, without any knowledges 
of sleight of hand, to perform some very mysterious magical 
tricks, It is possible to tell every card 
from the back. Both the suits and 
numbers are indicated. Thus man 
fascinating tricks can be performed. 
The reader will be able with but very 
little thought to invent some original 
effects and have an endless amount of 
fun and amusement. With these cards 
you can accomplish feats in magic 
equal to many performed by profession- 
al magicians. es 

lnsiructions with Every Deck! 
Fully. printed and illustrated instruc- 

tions are given with each deck, with 
directions for performing a number of 
very startling and interesting tricks, 
and the reader will be able, with but 
very little thought and effort, to invent 
some original effects and have an end- 
jess amount of fun and amusement. 
Remember there are no less than five 

different Decks, each one entirely dif- 
ferent. Each is a complete Deck in it- 
self, and the fronts of the Cards differ 
in no respect from any ordinary Deck 
of good Cards. 

Not Sold For Gambling Purposes Even while you deal the cards you can read them almost as easily as if they were dealt face up. You know what cards everyone holds. These cards are sold only for magical and 
amusement purposes. 
No. 3121. DeLand’s Deck $1 50 

®. 

No, 3122. Daisy Deck of $1 0 Magic Cards. Postpaid......, 5 
No. 3123. Nifty Deck of 

No. 3124, Adam’s League $1 50 
Deck of Cards. Postpaid....., % 
No. 3125. Star Deck of 

of Magic Cards. Postpaid...,. 

Magic Cards. Postpaid....... $1.50 

Magic Cards. Postpnid......, $1.50 

ADAM'S LEAGUE DECK 
These cards can be “told” 
from the back as well as 
thefront Youcan perform 
an entire act in magic 
with their aid. 

READ THE CARDS 
FROM THE BACKS 
SU cr 

STAR DECK ® 
Every card can be read 

from the back. 
——<$<—<—<——— 
| Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %& 351 



The Art of CONJURING and DRA 
ING-ROOM ENTERTAINMEN 

96 Pages of Parior Tricks, Experimen' 
Secrets of Second Sight, etc. 

Fully Explained with Almost 100 Picture; 
LEVERLY performed feats of conjurin 

Cy sleight-of-hand and illusion inte 
everybody, and ability of the kind 

ways makes one a welcome guest. TH 
is a book of 96 pages, with nearly 1f 
illustrations. The instructions for perform 
ing are so plainly given that even a chill 
with a little practice, can do them, as thi 
only require SIMPLE APPARATUS. t 
book gives full and clear explanaticns 
an unusually large number of clever tri¢ 
of all kinds, and a glance at the parti 
contents given below will give you a v@ 
good idea as to the comprehensive nati 
of this book. In addition there is a chapt 
on “SECOND SIGHT”, a combination of fi 
different methods which baffle the még 
astute investigators, The book is well wom 
the while even for those who merely W 
to know how the tricks are done, while & 
the amateur magician it is a perfect trea 
ury of golden opportunities, y 

PARTIAL LIST OF CONTEN 
The Wonderful Hat—The Magic Coin—Palming Coin—Two invIsible Substances, Each Havi 

Pungent Smell, Converted into One Visible Compound, Having No Smell—To Make the Hand and Ff 
Become Black by Washing in Clean Water—To Boil an Egg without Fire—To Run a Knife Through O1 
Arm without Injury—How To Put an Egg in a Bottle—Cure for Troublesome Spectators—To E 
Peck of Shavings and Convert Them into a Ribbon—The Hat and Quarter Trick—To Make a Dime B 
through a Table—The Poker Puzzle—Magical Illusions—The Erratic Egg—How to Cut Glass: 
Two Communicative Busts—To Make Fire-Proof Paper—The Four Confederate Cards—The Ch 
that Opens at Command—How To Eat Tow and Set It on Fire in Your Mouth—How To Teil The Nun 
of which Any Person Thinks—The Enchanted Cock—To Melt Steel as Easily as Lead—To Make ey 4 a 
Burn Under Water—To Produce a Mouse From a Pack of Cards—To Lift Three Matches with Oni a J Cc 8 a n S ox 
To Tell Hour of the Day or Night by a Suspended Quarter—An Amusing Trick for Drawing-Room, ai 

Here eet (aive Bottle To Take a Dollar Piece out of a Vastot Water without Wetting Your Hag Amazi d Mystifying Coll / ‘at—. xplosive Bottle—To ea lar Piece out of a Vase of Water without Wetting Your Hand n i : 

‘The Wonderful Swan—A Card Nailed to the Wall by a Pistol Shot—Magnetized Cane—Invisible Visit ee ystifying Collection! Fool Your Friends! ee eee cater The Obedient Dime——Bengal Lights—The Magical 19Mesic Stunts and Illusions that Are Easy to Perform. Put on 
P rope 

. 

“1 
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rid 

4 

Knocking the Head Against a Door—How To Lift a Flint Glass with a Straw—To Put a Ring through ¥ ° 

Cheek, and Then to Bring It on a Stick—The Russian Ring Trick—To Change a Dime to a Quarter Your Own Magic Show! Save Money by Buying this Collection! C 
Make Water Remain in a Vessel with Holes in Bottom—The Conjuror’s Joke—To Make Magic Pi "WOW DO YOU DO IT?” Looks amazing, miraculo 

How To Melt Metal in a Walnut Shell—To Put a Lighted Candle Under Water—The Magic Cups Maolc Tricks, most.of which you can carry with POR ARISE ai rie fool them every time! Great set of 
Pass a Quarter into a Ball of Worsted—To Change Color of Liquid in Glass Several Times—To Cut of Whool, or almost anywhere, have some fun by Mdiepelaina geuet “sata to do at any time. At parties, 
Chicken’s Head Without Killing It—To Make a Liquid Boil without a Fire—The Cut String Resto * \s no special skill or practice required. Easy-to-do tricks ¥ nce . mY hs ht wt your magical skill. Actually 

To Make Icein Summer—Magic Money—The Bottle Imp—To Pierce a Plank With the End ofa Cand (irections and apparatus to do 10 tricks. Because these tricks Ave he ed Ponuesit Ce ee 
The pence Rees Fes which on Noray * erste: ee a Coin oe pouee The a , ppelnded Eonar Ba ee Following will give. you an idea of what vmight bo. tnehaded, Dheeeeee ad 
The Resto ibbon—. -Turning Cross—To an le into Quarters without Damaging br a Five, Sea Envelope Mystery, Disappearing Kno ‘ 

—The Impossible Omelet—A Self-Acting Pump—To Put Suing into the Fire without Burning It een t, Mongol Mystery, Torn and Restored Chinese 

rter Changed into a Two-Cent Piece—The Sign of the Cross—The Visible Invisible—The 
sight Trick—Go, If You Can—The Card Changed by Word of Command—To Take Away Any 
Object Without Touching It—Iron Transformed into Copper—A Lamp That Will Burn for a Yea 

Furnish Ladies with a Magic Supply of Tea or Coffee from the Same Jug—To Change Water into Wit 

To Furnish a Treat to the Gentlemen—The Double Meaning—To Give a Party a Ghostly Appearan 
Candles Extinguished and Lighted by Pistol Shots—The Gun Trick—How To Cut off Your Ni 

To Remove a Key from a Double String—To Make a Card Pass from One Hand into the Othe: 

Dancing Egg—To Make a Coin Turn on Point of 4 Needle—Magic Bouquets—Magic Shru 

Claret Changed into a Shower of Rose Leaves—Magnifyin ishi i 
To Make Water Rise from a Saucer into a Glass—Fireside Mesmerism—To Hold a 
upside Down—Magic Egg—Magic Kni ‘ i i 

without Their Mixing—To Prepare a Fountain of Fire—The Turn Wonder—The Old Man’s Fa 

Shoot a Bird and Bring It To Life—The Conjuror’s Stroke—The Decapitation—The Link 
Draw Two Figures on a Wall, One of which Will Light a Taper, and The Other Extinguish It.— 
Ring Found—The Doubled Coin—To Tellin Advance a Card Selected—The Knife in the Decantei 

Burn the Poker in the Candle—To Find in the Pack and through a Handkerchief Whatever Card a P 

Has Drawn—The Inseparable Sticks; or, The Cut Strings Restored—Houdini’s Nut Trick—The Fh 

Beacon—Incombustible Substances—The Doll Trick—To Write a Letter Five Miles Off—To Ce 

Seal—Tc Tell If A Person Is In Love—To Make a Cross in the Hand with One Stroke of the 
to bring a Person down upon a Feather, and many other tricks, illusions, etc. 
No, 1168, BOOK OF TRICKS AND SOCIAL ENTERTAINER. 3 
Price Postpaid to any Address in the World, ODILY ....eeseees+ssscecece 

iiry Ticket, Sucker Card Trick, Cut and Restored R i mnges, 
1 . . Multiplying Spo Color Tags, i fier, etc. Each set contains 10 differe: Mmpotentt: iderab| those joserined and Illustrated here due to Gangei esas ere eet Bh 89¢ 

settee eet ewes eesescesscess 
#141. MAGICIAN’S BOX OF 10 TRICKS. Price Postpaid 

7 |. 7 Super Magic Bargain! Individually These 9 Tricks Would 
You $2.55] 

SUPER MAGIC SET No. 1 
‘ aaah eee Low Priced Magic Collection 

§ low priced assortment that 
fundamental tricks of magic with, simplified ree anal ot eae Nine clever tricks that may be performed either on stage or carried in 

t. 
your pocket and demonstrated to anyone in a momen| 
Every Trick In This Set Can Be Repeated Over and Over 

Again! Carry With You, Fool Your Friends, or Put On 
Your Own Magic Sh ow! 

These essential tricks: Anti-Gravity Glass r . of Water Suspended J< dat ures Shell Game With Color Changing Disks; Card That Shateen te = ; ate! Box; Multiplying Bililard Balls (always a good trick); Okito oon Box; Hoo Vanishing Coin; It Fools Your Eye—Optical illusion; 
a ay Eyes Trick tells what spectator holds gold and silver colored colns: 
uper Card Trick—the Vanishing Cards. Entire collection is packed in solotat box 12x15x1-inches. Complete with instructions. Mlustrated at 

i Sco ak eee i eee astrated at 352 Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. |B° NOT, Te"Sice You vecsive thems” hee 1 No. 6834. Super Magic Get Number 4. Postpaid... 92°59 [353 



a 
‘tery, Magician’s Rhapsody, etc. Contains 

Gilbert Mysto Magic Sef] MAGIC TABLE SET 
a 

GET GILBERT AND GET THE BE y Tho Maglo Wand—tThe Enchanted Ring—Mind Reading Trick——Multiply- § Mlocks—The Jumping Block—Rad. 
One hour after you get a Gilbert Mysto Set you oI ” Mats—si g adar Vision—Topsy Turvy Cans—Magic 

mystify your friends with baffling tricks. Tricks that hal ia nk oF Swim—The Vanishin Disc—The Dissolvi #ilthing Box—Bal 5 solving Coin—The 
never been offered In amateur sets before—closely guard oh The Mystlo Pandie, Trick—Magie Money Square—Amazing Coin 
secrets of world-famous magicians. Stunts that brng dol Nothing like it ey ‘ 5 
the house with applause. Gilbert sets are well-known f © dropping de- geese : @ and bigger Tricks! More eye widening, 
the professional quality of the equipment, the ease wht a a 
which the trick can be performed, and the effectiveness 
the trick with your audience. For quality and value, thf 
are unsurpassed. Same tricks would cost over $20.00 pu 

Wtion . . . for 2 N i 
World of laugh- 5 Sao ONTAINE . 
fand fun, “ Y 
#re'’s a real 

chased separately. qi may Y : NG 
, 1a cons 

The Ideas for Many of These Tricks Originat vty into a MA- 

In Europe and Asia - a, Bont a 
Some of the most mystifying tricks ava ‘ In can take 

able have been created in Hurope and in th mir Magic Set to 
Orient, where the magician has often held me of | neigh- 

my and friends, 
hey set it up in 
few seconds for 
Minplete Magic 

how, It’s ALL 
We, right in the 

high place. Thus the addition of some @ 
these ingenious tricks will prove bafflin 
even to advanced magicians. 

Set Created by A. C. Gilbert Company; 
Manufacturers of the Erector Set _ Mylo Carrying Case. 

Who isn’t familiar with quality and va Rilehy including metal 
of A. C. Gilbert products? This fascinating and elaborate magic set will perm \) plastic — glass — 
the performer to stage an entertainment comparable with many seen on fI 
stage. Complete with paraphernalia and three instruction books. Permits the wil rd, Easy to perform. 
est possible variety of entertainment ranging from fascinating magic tricks ied beso itlus- 

escapes from rope ties. Some of the magic tricks: Greater Svengali Mind Readfi ination cle 
Wonder, Famous Bottle and Glass Transposition, Banknote Transposition, Ban and Magician's. Table Easy hand-l 

note Double Mystery, Wand from the Pocketbook, Vanishing Handkerchief, C1 4 and Wallboard Construction "hed ana bic ten to assemble _(no screws, no nalts, 
ette Mystery, Drum Head Tube, Acrobatic Wedding Ring, Knockout Card Tri W) Mardware. Size of Set 104 x15 ack lacquer finish. Three-color d Va x8-in, 
Canisters of Fate, Dice in the Box Mys- » 6837. MAGIC TABLE SET. Postpaid. een 

#i—cloth and card- 

no bolts), Sturdy 
ecorative labels, Nickel-plate 

Bechara ree yh $5.00 

| Lee FAMOUS MYSTIC MAGIC SET 
Magic Manual, Handkerchief Manual, 
Knots and Splices Manual that describe 
many additional tricks. Give complete 
two-hour show and entertainment. 

Just Three of the Stage Illusions 
The Famous Bottle and Glass Transposiion 

The equipment for this stage or parlor illusion usually 
costs $7.50 when purchased at a magic store. The two 
attractive wine bottles, the two coyers and the wine 

that comprises several of the most fun- 
damental tricks of magic, with simpli- 
ed, easy-to-perform apparatus. Ten 

clever tricks that may be performed 
either on stage or carried in your 
pocket and demonstrated to anyone in 
a moment. Outfit includes the famous 

b \ terious Photoplasmic Myster: Cut 
glasses are included. In this the magician makes a wine . t ci vy ut and Restore 

pore aecuenke Biases naa the wing glass. A remark: Seahcrehen’ odoin nen iat Multiplying Coins, Vanishing 

able lusion, done witl u sized and elaborate equip- Y ai a 4 , yster an 

ment such as is used on the stage. Miloping Dim Yr om Card Trick, ) e@, Hiding Chessmen and Spiral 
8x10x1 %-inche§. Weight about 1 ib. am ca 6857. Gilbert No. 1 Magic Set. Postpald... $1.95 

OUR LARGEST & GREA 
MASTER MAGIC CABINET 

Drum Head Tube and Casette 
So many effects are possible, and so baffling is the 

deception, that this trick has been called the Devil’s 
Damnation. It seldom fails to thrill the audience, and 
while the equipment is adequate for stage presentation, 
it makes an effective parlor trick, Everyone delights 
as you produce silk flags, handkerchiefs, etc., in great 
profusion. Costs $5.00 when bought alone, 

Famous “Dice In The Box” Mystery Wonderful collection of master magic that includes 
This trick has been used by almost every famous stage A ZZ Ma! tricks using professional-type apparatus. If pur- 
gi¢lan all over the world. First the dice is made to ru i individually this outfit would cost ra 

disappear in, a hat supplied by someone in the audience. i yet when you buy the cabin cost several dollars 
Then, comes the most mystifying act which will make y the cabinet 1 i . ; » you also recei 

Metive display cabinet with two layers of tricks, 
! Includes These Famous Tricks and 

your reputation secure. You produce the famous dice box, 
which is just big enough to hold two dice side by 
side. (Remember, these dice are large dice, for stage 
work, about 4x4x4-inches in size). The dice is then 

GILBERT SET No. 21/2 
The popular No. 2% set contains no 

produced from the hat and placed in the box. Box has | than twelve startling and mysterious mag Dolo W. Ilusions 

fro doors, Tike a"etinboard, gue Yor gach aide, One door | tricks. Although many of these tricks are @ Mos Wand, Master Memory Trick (Regular 
it, the dice has vanished. The audience then shouts, reproductions of those used by world fam@l ‘ k), Famous Casette (Metal tube, two 

“Open the other door.’’ Tilt the box, and the audience 
hears the dice slide over. Open other door and dice is 
still missing. The audience insists that both doors be 
opened at once, expecting dice to be on one side or 
the other. They are opened. and the dice has vanished: 
and the dice is found in the hat, Many variations, Sold 
for $7.50 in magic stores. 

Over 100 Tricks 
Magician’s make-up kit included. 

Packed in hinged cover cabinet with 
attractive four-color label. Size of box 

wy, silks vanish—regular $1 magicians, we have stressed simplicity throu {Goin in metal bor 
xX, covere out. Each part of the equipment is well ma : ’ 

and has a really professional appearance, @ myle) Sue Ald & Wanisher (Carry it with 
set includes the Famous Ming Toy Launé ie) TilePey to vanish coins, jewelry, s 
Ticket Mystery, Mysterious Vanisher, New A le (Lauct “Pencils Mystery, Naughty ‘Pe; 
Trick, Sphinx Card Trick, Multiplying. Billa r) aR each changes to a little “pea” 
Balls, Jumping Peg, Svengali Mind Read Te taco ae eas Box, Defy Gravity (Sus- 
Wonder, Mysterious Linking Rings, ete. oir Sette in mid-air), Cigarette Catcher (pro- 
includes a make-up kit, of mustache and gom meeprntice m mid-air), Cigarette Vanisher. 
and poster. Simple, effective, up-to-date. @ ng Rings (regular $1.50), Siberian 

e , i " Escape (regular $1.00), Cups & Balls (f . eee Te 
be performed on stage or parlor in your @ lied “Live” Mouse Trick (positive riot for amous confidence trick and stage illusio: 

0) Okito Coin 
suddenly drops 

n—regular $1.50) c 
u Li home. Full instructions for performing Be mos 7 posit kids—obeys your commands!), Silver Box Trick (claimed to 

about 204%x13%4x2% inches, Weight] trick included. Packed in cardboard box w iy pamoet bes apt aged peek nntented coin mysteriously vanishes and reappears inside yaaa double 
about 5 pounds. Shipped Postpaid. new, attractive, sensational four-color label. SW ’ S. Well balanced collection of 
No. 6860. GILBERT MYSTO 
MAGIC SET No. 5. Postpaid... $7.95 Fone nee eee eee ne re eter 
354 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. |. 

yall ; of display illusions, comedy tricks and pocket tricks. 
of box about 20%x13%x1% inches, Well Ba act eae, aot presentation. No skill required—easy to do. Large, atencttve! two-color 
about 2 Ibs. Shipped postpaid. 9 dee tries eee ee 
No. 6858. GILBERT SET No. 21,. ¥2% sce reste Price Pobtnaie iat iar | Wh cy atl 0 ee 

a AIL. 3S: your order—costs only few bentaamaerte a | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. * 355 

e 



Thurston’s Trick Cards | uscturto 
Performing 

aoe 
Amazing 
Tricksl 

EXTRA! SENSATIONAL NEW POCKET TRICKS [SPECIAL,| 
et series of Pocket Tricks that baffle the spectator. Each trick is based upon 

ho Paty ietesed poeta ‘ALNICO PERMANENT MAGNETS which operate the illusion silently. Maenet is embedded in block and no one knows it is there. No wire, no connections, no sleight of jund. Numerous illusions can be developed with the equipment supplied in any of these three tricks. Magnetism exerts its influence thru paper, wood, eto, One Alnico magnet is powerful enough to force another to float in the air) 

Nickel Magical eee Block 
/ Penny A t New 

° and hes 
Dime Clever ae ee SvOne, to Sraw any im lw 

Trick 9 
F and replace are janywhere in a 2B With the aid 5 ae ees wii / Te 

pack, en v ; s < "Aualénce and ask Tim’ fo "select | There is almost no Umit to the tricks and § Bs ‘pouty, thee tea panne W a penny, fea ee oe 
linged to a dime. ie c 
h done right, under the noses This trick Is cone ey a sper Wf spectators’ and deception . pater arene peat See nd 

" , . e : 
Betis een eee ea Penny to Dime Trick pened! Or, you can ereee qoney 

hor- Minis, "no sleight of hands'no | LOW priced pocket trick that | fel; Bquipment can be thor. Dinos O° eatin ‘new | proves mysterious. You lay 2 | on the spectator’s own hand! Wok ‘that has even fooled | penny right on the spectator’s Lay a penny on his hand. fst Nickel and penny | hand (he holds it in his palm Ask him to place the block on i \ 

eaae a ae Maeawionsion deste cal effects that can be performed with the aid off Pot, arith tare Conner restored. Allow one of company Magical Coin. The coin can be made to mysterid me Burn it, yet you make it reappear disappear right under the eyes of the spec In pack or in some unexpected place, Make any draw Many other tricks such as causing the coin to 
pend from cheek, hand, eoat or any part of the t 
or clothing, causing the coin to yanish, appear, 
from place to place, pass through the body, turned up from among the pack with the point of a are easily performed, Various effects, especially Entze ‘or 2 Ey eect tne drawn card by its welxht the aid of palming, can be obtained, in fact 4 to wonderful. variety of ‘feats "that tan be. tone Witty are no limits to the effects possible with thig 

this Conjurer’s Pack, $1 00 Paratus, Full directions. No, 3118. THURSTON’S TRICK CARD DECK. . No, 3207. THE MAGICAL COIN. Postpald 

715 Tricks---1020 Pages---1120 Illustrations 
ieher. ete. 98c tise. “GREATER MAGIC’—World’s Greatest Collection of Magic 3192. Price Postpald No. 3148. Complete... Best Tricks of 107 World Famous Magicians. 

UPER MAGNET TRICK Explains and illustrates secrets and most practical methods of performing almost every new and startling feat of magic. Covers entire field from pocket tricks to be in Ee ‘ tae Remove the 
illusions. Profusely illustrated with 1150 illustrations by Dr. Harlan Tarbell, it 

beads in the tube of 
on poeancor of Thawle and Ce eet erated: crane ae gst ai that ' ty 

water without spill- 
worthwhile in magic, Makes at: icks simple. necludes a ricks, Card i q 

i 
Sleights, Pocket Tricks, Card Clairvoyance, 

$e Shy, cr the water, 

ded with each trick. Has | rom back of hand) then, the penny, Remove the block, eo aed "aan “wallop” which | Tight under his nose, you cover and veRRSTO! it becomes a Hi always wanted in a pocket it with a book of matches and dime! Spectator actually bas tiok, for it, really ‘wows’? the | benny changes to dime. So baf- | contact with penny right up yatander! “Catch” the grocer, | fling it haunts them. No prac- until the last moment——and he 
sure is surprised! 

‘ 35¢ No. 3197. Price Postpald 35¢ 

Mysterious Cube 
Runs Up and Down the String, Stopping and 
Going at the Looks impossible and Ey 

. Silk Handkerchiefs, Billiard Balls. Cigar. oD Magician’s Book on wmies: Coins & Bills, Ropes, Linking Rings, rl wer Gone ae a ay of the ind Readings. ie Prese 0. \° } s 
How to Pick Pockets sions, Ete., Etcy Ete. Many tries wuts fl Bin oe eee oy errormer. 

Tells fundamental principles, theory sold for $10 each, yet they cost you ff 
do it. Show it to Vest Pocket 

and practise of picking pockets for about 1¥ec each!! Book praised by every } — them over and over 7 *, 

Magical purposes, How to remove ar- leading magician and magic magazine in 
again and they still Size. 

ticles, watches, garters, Suspenders, cluding Sphinx, Magic Wand, Genii, .Magi, 
don’t get it! Amaz- 

etc., from outside of coat pockets etc. 32 Chapters, 1020 Pages, 715 Tricks, 7 | ing!! Done with aid 
without detection, Invaluable guide 20 Ilustrations, 600,000 words. ¥ 4 of powerful Alnico 
to magicians. $1 00 No. 1163. GREATER maaic, ‘ i magnet concealed in 
No. 1182. Price Postpald...... br Price Postpaid..... 

“ark of bottle, 40c 

A neat little 
pocket novelty. 
Next time 
you're at the 
bar or soda 
fountain, cas- 
ually take out 
the little cube 
on the string. Then to the amazement 
of your friends you can make the cube 
stop or go at will. After you have done 
it a few times, hand it to a friend and 
ask him to try it. The cube now runs 

_ freely on the string. 
ich included. No. 3241. Mysterious Cube, 

» 8249 Posipalaz pe Price Postpaid. . . 50c 

-tsin-1 SUCKER TRICK, (or, How to Pay Your W 
4 

Ry ee er 

Winning Wagers mE NCO 
Wenentional! Amazing! Absolutely the Best! 

And Beside That, It’s Good.” 
1» you have someone you would like to make look silly? 
you have a wise friend who you’d like to take care of? Well, '» the trick that will fix him once and for all, 

Disappearing Watch 
Dummy Watch 

Included 
Hold up this realistic 
king watch to the au- 

Wicve, then, presto! be- 
their very eyes it dis- 

jars. Make it reappear 
mhever convenient, even 
spectator! Dummy 

- e es e T e k ° Oe a aie caeetete ples, Cm Great care has been taken to get snd about coin tricks, tricks, diversions and s Little is left to the imagination hand ‘deceptions, with d into this volume Some ee —every trick is thorou riy des- diagrams, showing how to easily performed tricks, cribed and man: ‘ustrat: the pass; to force a ¢ ist, you ask your friend (f) to think of any card. With- Myf be rT alae reel 
Q@nyone can perform the many Written a plain, ais Soran’ make a false shuffle; to y hiy mentioning g word or touching any cards, you select faut eget 
Sople tricks creceipads Sty acne ensive geri. Faset, ips, palm- ban; to Faftle the o par, and put it face down gins of him. is he arte Harvie 

hese are some m }e racti ev ge a card; ‘ Y mrd, sure ej wh, the cai ave selec! turns ou ey Peta Ts 
tricks that might make you the pins sy ote, , Practically every ; ie (re CnoUe ieee Dy feria envy of professional magicians. cussed in a thorough manner. to draw back’ a cards, silk hat, handkere Several methods for performing over the pack; pr} chiefs sleight of hand. bills ete., some of the tricka, 11 methodsof cards feom one hand are only a few of the subjects, vanishing @ single coin are given! other; to throw a card; mo seers No 1186. No. 1180. Tricks with discovering card, eto, 356 | Price Postpaia SVC Soins. Price Postpaid... BOC As 1184, Price Postpald, 

ext, you show him the Devil Card, You make it vanish ‘lepart before his eyes, Then, you go on to a third trick vi |» guaranteed to end any friendship forever. Naturally, each has a catch to it that is more of a joke Nf trick, yet it baffles and infuriates them for being so darn gullible, | 0242, WINNING WAGERS. Price Postpald..........ssccsecesees 25c %& 357 

to get 
fo Ge cnt a mn 

one 



One of the prettiest and most effec- 
tive tricks ever placed before the pub- 
lic. The performer shows three solid 
wooden blocks, painted red, green and 
blue, and a hollow tube. On same being 
returned to him he places first the blue, next the green, and last the red into 
the tube, but, on removing the tube 
from the -blocks a most mysterious 
change has taken place. The red has 
gone to the bottom of the pile, the blue 
in the middle, etc. Place the blocks in 
the tube once again, remove the tube 
a second time and they have again 
changed places. Still a third time you 
place the three blocks in the tube, and 
remove the tube and to the astonish- 
ment of all they have changed places 
for the third time. Full directions. 
No, 3228. Shipped Postpaid 35c 

Magic Safety Pins 
How Do They Part? 
Two safety pins are clipped 

together and it seems almost im- 
possible for them to become dis- 
connected. You take them_ in 
your fingers and just pull them 
apart right before the eyes of 
everyone. Yet, few oan tell 
how you do it. Jumbo size safety 
a8: suitable for a good parlor 

ic 
No, 3184. Price Postpaid 15¢ 

Metal key is 
examination. 
string or ribbon. 

tors and presto, 
without damaging 
paration. 

Popular Confidence Game— 
Where Is the Ball? 

Popular, Keep.your eyes~ 

thet ae pe: On the Balls~ 
vari- sive Here ~ wt to 

WHERE IS Se THE BALL? Eleewhere! 
© one seems ° to know, yet it + Clever ! Astounding? 

up almost 
; sapehere. There are three balls and three cups. 
The balls change from one to the other, apparently 
going right through the cups. Finally, they all mys- 
teriously appear under one cup. THERE IS NO 
SLEIGHT OF HAND,NO DIFFICULT MANIPU- 
athe NO ee eat, eran neds Cups 
an alls are open pection. 
No, 3145. Price Postpald $1.00 

58 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, M 

WIZ KEY TRICK 

It is threaded on a 

string are held firmly by specta- 

Excellent pocket trick 
No. 3248. Wiz Key Trick. 

Sucker Card Tric i 
Costs ‘Em a Dime to Become a Memb 

of the Sucker Club : 
Looks easy— 

show three cards 
face up, one of 
which js the Queen. 
Then turn them over 
without changing 
their positions, Ask 
them to lay a dime 
(10c) on the 
Queen. This looks 
easy—there is no 
shuffling, no chang- 
ing of positions. 
Then they turn over 
the card. It reads: 
“Thanks for the 
Dime. You are now 
a Member of the Sucker Club.’ Here’s a trick 
will earn you a little money, 
No. 3245. Sucker Card Trick, 

MAGIC BILL FOLD 
Keep your money in 

it and perform magic 
puz- 

Place 
one or more bills in 

while vyour 
Then 

close it and reopen it Fy 
and the money is shown 
to be on opposite side 
and held in position by 
the tape crossways. Or 
the trick can be done 

25¢ f. 

tricks 
galing: 

with this 
billfold!! 

billfold 
friends look on. 

vice versa. 
No. 3151. Price.. 

handed out for 

Both ends of 

Key is removed 
string. No pre- 

45c¢ 

The 

FAW-LING PENCIL 
An ordinary pencil which yo 

can make stand on end any 
you wish—but no one else can 
What is the secret of your hyj 
notic 

Carry pencil with 
your friends with it. 
No. 3243. Price Postpaid 

Mystery Thought Reader | 

rare 
€> Answers Questions with | 

100 Per Cent Accuracy — 
Amazing Thought Reader, 

“YES” or “NO” answer to any question p hd Bc fe 
to it. Answers with surprising accuracy. mu : 
friends will wonder how it does it, yet just a 
the question and the answer is given, x 
times used as a fortune teller to forecast # 
future when you hold it over your palm. 
No. 3244. Magic Thought Reader. ... . 

VN a 

Ring with concealed Mirror 
See What Is Going On Behind You! 

oe 
Play Tricks In Card Games Read Cards 

To all appearances this is an ordi- 
nary gold plated ring. It is, however, f 
fitted with a small concealed mirror 4 M) 
that rests in the palm of your hand. Jf 
The mirror measures 1 inch in diam- 
eter and can be used for an amazing 
variety of purposes, 

For instance, you can use it to see 
what is going on behind you without 
apparently doing so. Then too. while 
you are dealing, you can read each 

yi as you deal it, as the reflection of the card markings will be 
arly visible in the mirror. Almost everyone will readily appreciate 

possibilities of this ring. Sold for magical purposes only. 25c 
S817. RING WITH MIRROR. Price Postpaid..........ccceevessccccscens 

CARD EXPERT'S 
SHINER RING 

For Reading Cards and 
S Performing Tricks 

Used by magicians and card experts everywhere. 
In appearance, it seems to be an ordinary signet 
ring with polished surface. Wear as an attractive 
ring. When dealing cards, the face of the ring is 
turned inside anf the face of the ring acts as a , 
mirror so that each card can be read as you deal it, 
Highly polished, attractive shank design, STATE 
SIZE. 
No. 32538. SHINER RING. Price, Postpald. JOC 

COLOR CHANGING CUBE 
Wonderful Vest Pocket Trick. Carry 
It With You and Amuse Your Friends, 

Great “Confidence” Trick! 

It’s Red... 

See Behind 

Mind 
Reading 

Postpald 

wie Glass Produces Candy, Changes 
> ° GING “cco to Cigarettes, Vanishes Glass of URE ThenGreen! 
Milk, Ete., Ete. sgrouome acer | Then Blue! 

A «loss overflowing with sugar is shown, You ert. ; ThenWhite} ur out some of the sugar and let them taste A sroall eube while beld in the i 
a then show a fancy metal tube and poke hand twist thumb end Goger, Amazing wand through it to prove it is empty. The tube changes coles thystifying 

| Pied over the glass. You then remove the tube ; Chameleon i \» seen that sugar has vanished and the glass Cubethat 
changes color faster than a lady changes her mind. 
Hold it in your hand, under their nose and they’ll 
see the color change. Excellent pocket trick. Very 
clever and easy to do, Comes complete with appar- 
atus and instructions. 29c 
No. 3255. Color Changing Cube. Postpald... 

Sure Shot Dice Box 
Any Number Called For Can Be Thrown With 

This Dice Box! ib 

AMAZING—MYSTIFYING—APPEALING. Yet it is 
fSimple to perform. Any number called for can be 
7 thrown with the aid of this convenient, vest-pocket-size 
,box. Dice are unprepared and may be borrowed, yet 
‘they are under your control at all times. The Secret is 
‘in the Box—Which May Be Examined At Any Time, 
No long practice necessary. A _ swell 
;pocket trick that is exceptionally popular, 
#Any number of tricks can be devised tof 
:g0 with this box. The mental wizard trick 
can be done. Salesmen carry it with them 

#to show their friends. Complete 
‘instructions with every box. 
/ No. 3167. SURE SHOT $1 50 
,DICE BOX. Postpaid.... ° 

with deticlous candy which may be passed 
audience. With this device you can also 

-o to cigarettes, vanish a glass of milk, 
baffling tricks. No skill required. Com: 

Apparatus and instructions. $3.50 
218. Candy Factory & Maglo Glass; 

i 

the pencil] power . 

you and fo 
over 

Gives | 

20 



See, 
opular ‘’Confidence’’ Games! YOU Never Lose! 

VHREE SHELL GAME 
THE FAMOUS HOLLYWOOD THRILLER THAT IS OUTSTANDING 

MAGIC FINGER CHOPPER 
(IB 

Beautiful, Streamlined Vest Pocket Mo 

THE EFFECT: Two cigarettes 
inserted into the two holes and 
chopped by the slashing knife bla¢ 

Then--Insert your frien¢ 
finger and slash it agai 
Lo and behold, only cige 
ette on bottom gets cut. | 

The Famous Guillotine Fin 
Chopper is available in this 
priced, vest pocket model. Tht 
are many ways you can Wd 
this illusion so that you CO} 
pletely baffle and even fright 
your friends. yl 

Insert two cigarettes in 

two holes and then close 

razor sharp knife blade. Prom] 

y and neatly the cigarettes 

slashed in_ half. Then, ins 

either your finger (to show 

you possess secret powers) 

“borrow” your friend’s finger (always sure to give them a real scare, becay 

they don’t know if they’re going to get it back), Of course, everything wa 

out all right, because the slashing ae it soins yet aT reason does no ; 

the finger, but only the cigarette in the lower ole. | 

A Meaniicent trick that you can carry in your pocket and produce ee 2 m 

ments notice at parties or wherever the crowd gathers. As long as you ne BI 

the secret away, you'll keep earn eee: Designed by Bert Wheeler, fam 

tage, radio and moyie star and mag cian. 

No. 8176. FAMOUS MAGIC FINGER CHOPPER. Price Postpaid.....-++-- 

Cut & Restored Rope 
Let Them Cut the Rope, But You Produce it 

Intact 
Pass around a 

piece of rope for 
examination. Then 
ask one of the 
spectators to cut 
the rope in_ half 
with a knife or 

No Skill “LF No Palming 
a 

at oe eatt * 

ota “atvetivaetad ARAM one thine Spirit” Rattlers Pocket Trick 
AM This is such a very simple tric 

Gijon undernoats any anelt You wl ‘pugnles nearly, everybody, ‘There are , 2 ; 1 -plate akers, 2 of w 
staan ha Wee pee e pices by | proven to be hollow. The other containa 

ir. Watch them sit a = aloeaiee a little pea which rattles when shaken. 
Maus when: the little ped uA and take|The problem for the spectator is to pick 
Sously from Bp oves MYS-|out the container that rattles. It is a 
OWE: This are eee hi ee ater good trick that occupies hardly any 
bling not sold for/room in your vest pocket. And it cer- 

Beotions. purposes. Complete with tainly ts a puzzler—except to the ma- 
aac. T nipulator who alone knows 

W000. ‘Three Shell Game..... BICVIP Ros Peenie Weenie Shakers SIC 

j A ni Adds a Flourish to 
Almost Any Trick 

if you like to perform tricks, you should have a Ma \ a. Tee iit i gician’s Wand. 
fe mark of a real magician and adds a finished look to your A anne kbs 
i248, POCKET SIZE WAND. Two color finish, 6-in. long. Postpaid 25c 

Ri ‘ Cc d Tri ck | Bante’s Famous Drum Head Tube—Produces Large 

ising Car q 
few version of the Drum Head Tube. Does not require any outside 

3 tonled with tissue paper over each end making It all secure 

No Strin 
prove that the tube Is empty. Then, in the most marvellous , 

Quantity of Flags, Handkerchiefs, Silks, 

No Conf 
a or concealing of added devices, The tube Is shown empty—a 

two small rings fitting over end of tube. Hold it up to IIlght 

No Skill silk flags or handkerchiefs in “large quantity are pulled from % 

Wonderful PHANTO PRODUCTION TUBE 

Streamers and Many Other Articles 

; pal f 
erates i P| ‘ hold In back of the tube—showing the Inside—empty. The tube /% 

and it’s still empty. The wand Is forced through tube to 

®, Other similar articles can be produced at will in the same 
Tair of. scissors, Looks as th , | Always a popular stage trick, this now makes it easy for any- 

You. mention me you have a fri m do it without long practise. Nickel polished, all metal con- 

noeie words an ly ghost worl ), Nearly 2-in, diameter, about 4 %-in. long. 

PRESTO. The 
rope Is restored to 
one complete 
plece. Pass around 
for examination. 

; with you. 

A STARTLING TRICKL amazing and at 

RISING CARDS empnies 
S seems to 

other way to explain the startling illusion that | 

pens right before their very eyes—right under 
No. 3178. 25¢c 

noses, so to speak. 
This is one trick you can make as GLAMOR il Dollar 

evi bd a or as SIMPLE as you wish. You can give t y suited to use in per- 

Burns Em Up the ‘works’ to make it appear completely mys ihe magic tricks, etc, In 

A borrowed dollar ing, or you can do it in such a simple, stra fombination there is a 

0. PHANTO TUBE. Price Postpald 

RE-WIN” DICE anc'run Purposes 
WY TAKE CHANCES 
N YOU CAN WIN 'EM 

These dice come in dif- 
combinations and are 

one, five or ten) ward way that they are so completely baffled fair or regular dice. 

st {s placed in an | can hardly believe their own eyes. : , ,° Arner these, are 

envelope with trans- The trick is simplicity itself which makes it of other combinations. 

more mysterious. Just pass a regular, standard #ibetitution can usually ‘L1 

of cards around the audience for complete ex x mat? Transparent red, Highly polished. 

tion. an them to ane Sas Ee Bava or Seo, 5 - Nt 

cards. They can mark them i ey wish, ey ce Combination. 2 lar dice; 

SLOWLY—ONE BY ONE-—EACH, SE with two 1’s, 8’s and 6's; 1 dice "$4.00 

ED CARD RISES. Let them take it right, o two 2's, 4's and 6’s.. Per Set,..... ‘e 

the deck and examine it. If they marked it,” 4164. 4 Dice Combination, 2 sir ice 

enough there are the marks right on it, Do it 1 » ’ tee 

and over again, but don’t reveal the trick, A | me ‘a ena By yeaa dice $1.00 

trick, but they may not want to play bridgt 

parent front, so bill 
is visible, Envelope 
is sealed. Performer 
sets fire to envelope, 
while holding at 
finger tips in view 
of the audience. BIN 
remains visible un- 
th, fire consumes 

ei) 

A new and easy method of causing a _handker- 
chief, small flag or similar peibte.t3 disappear. 

envelope. At this point you can mention that some- x 
162. . ‘After showing a small tube, ba 

thing “went wrong” and that the bill has really § poker we you one Cnet  RATHE HNO q ae. Pee Myes genes een all!) 2]] performer places in. the pe, Ope at gt andy, the 

burned. But walt, you're a real magiclan——with a ney TE Dene aro iahy OF HE : BRA two 6's. Per Set, Postoald...\... $1.00 small flag or other article, which vanishes at word 

few magic vanes) you aah produce ot bill en 

your pocket In a sea ed envelope, may be 

marked for identification. $1 00 

360 x | No. 3179. Price Postpaid... ™* 

of command, Each in box with full instruc- 
tions, NO DICE SOLD FOR GAMBLING a 
No. 2194. Vanishing Sik Tube, DIC | fe 361 Comes complete with cards and instructions, 

No. 3177. RISING CARD TRICK. 

Price Postpald. ...+.sessereeeeeee 



Magician’s Two- 
Headed Coin 

—Useful In Magic Tricks of All 
Sorts. 

Play Jokes on Your Friends 
With It. ‘ 

-—The Colin That Never Fails 
You—You Can Always Know 
Which Side Will Come Up. Diminishing 

Card Trick 
performer exhibits a full- 

yard, passes his finger over 
ow times, and it becomes 

*, He manipulates it again, 
i wize is still further re- 
. until finally he makes it 

Mind Reading Act No. | 
The medium, man or woman, Is on the stage BI 

folded. The professor goos through the audience 
collects colns, any kind from a penny up. He } 
the coins Into empty enveiopes and seals them In ff 
of the audience, After a Ilttle “hoous pocus” 
medium will tell, without touching the envelope, 

Learn Spirit 
Mind Reading 

The most baffling acts per- 
formed on any stage or enter- 

This coin is the same on both 
sides—it has two ‘‘heads.’’ It is 
made for use in magical tricks so 
that you can create yarious illu- 
sions. The coin that never fails— 
you can always tell what side is 
going to come up, 

: J 72 a i i tainment fully explained. It value of the coin, date of the coin, oto. HOW If ete, A et Pena ee 
seems inconceivable how a DONE? WHAT SPIRITS PERFORM SUCH nie 20 previous knowledge 8 for 250; 75c per dozen 

human being blindfolded, can MIRAOLE? {o6. Price Postpaid LOC restnae 
know the most intimate se- 

crets of audience which he 

reveals, 

But when one knows—how 
easy it seems. Anyone with a 
little practice and a good part- 
mer can read the minds of his 
audience in the most miracue 
lous manner. 

A professional mind reading 
medium would not disclose 
one of his secrets for hun- 
dreds of dollars—yes, maybe, 
thousands. If you don’t be- 
lieve it—try it. The informa- 
tion of the five Mind Reading 
Acts, which are explained 
here, may be sold for almost 
any price. It is worth it. 

WONDERFUL TRICK THAT FITS 

YOUR VEST POCKET 

fo’ ins ALL WET! 
Mind Reading Act No. 
The professor announces to the audience that 

medium will tell them what they are thinking 
He passes among them and distributes slips of Bi 
on which the audience will write thelr questions: 
sign their names. Later, he collects these me 
Going upon the stage the professor, after a | 
mysterious talk, burns the messages. He then ask 
medium to read the messages which he has: 
burned. This the medium does at once, to the 
prise of the awe-Inspired and mystery-strickon of 
HOW IS IT DONE? IS THE MEDIUM UNE 

To 
ATER VER TRICK [& 
RICK AcLEVER TAK 

All LITTLE \y 
PEA 

INFLUENCE OF SPIRITS? Bi and' 
w with 

laugh. 
your ° 

we that a 
jing to change a blg bean into a little pea. 

into the tube and the victim watches 
Still more mystery. The blindfolded medium 

call persons he has never met by their name A 
them where they live, telephone numbers, w “i ly. “Presto!” you pour into his hand 

married or single, how many children, where * f water. Also use ink, perfume, etc. 

spent their vacations and give other most Intimi #t\so; no sleight of hand. 
formation. t Is beyond the power of the min 6). Price Postpald 
understand such marvelous knowledge. THE UTT 
ANCES OF THE MEDIUM ARE BEYOND HU 
UNDERSTANDING, 4a 

Mind Reading Act No. 3@ })) 
a 

being a 

Do'‘you want to 
perform these acts? 

You are offered the oppor- 
tunity to be able to perform 
all of the above acts yourself 
with the aid of an assistant, 
No paraphernalia of any kind 
is required. Use the informa- 

Mind Reading Act No. ¢ 
The professor goes among the audience. He 

the blindfolded medium, “What Is this?” “ 
that?” etc. The medium will Instantly answer 

tion for pleasure or for pro- question, without the feast hesitation; an unit ; 
fessional use. Lift yourself amount ‘of laughs may be offered the audience thn Hindu ; 

out of the crowd. Be some- this act. They’re kept spellbound. THEY DO | M Vv ° h 

body. Call yourself Professor PY] @ UNDERSTAND—-HOW CAN IT BE DONE? © Oney Yanisner ' . - “i 

All Baba or any high sound. tho Great Hindu My. Magic Coin on String 
mg name you can think of, . . an aS ats 5 4 

if we would charge 100 times 0 Mind Reading Act No. i * Place ea ae ow aie meat Or tas is very 

the price asked, you would be 1} This eee be periormed st any party iC , in ide, fold it wo ayes eee ee eco dod ma ua Del ow 

ing a bargai t suocess. e medium leaves the room an Hponec he coin wi 8 x a 2 

getting aaa dndy tlie ta 4 comes back, he will tell the audience what thoy | 1) have vanished in the, ting, and. is given’ to’ some 
price for which you can get member of the audience to hold. 

While both ends of the string 
are tightly held the coin is 
covered with a handkerchief and 
is instantly removed. 

This is a splendid trick and 
is recommended for either ama- 
teurs or professionals, With full 
instructions postpaid. — 15¢c 
No. 3156. Price Postpald 

thinking about during his ahsence. He “will 
all of the above information, any kind of questions correctly to the amusement 
you are practically being giv~ the guests. IT’S ALL VERY, VERY SIMPL 
en a present. WHEN ONE KNOWS HOW! am a Miher small articles such 
No. 1016. INSTRUCTIONS IN SPIRIT AND MIND READING (5 Acts). 1 mmall pieces of jewelry, 

Price Postpaid ........ SaNipe hing Med laiw el sieis\els qipreeleivaiweis\Uian'ell we win ee a 
wei aluo be made to vanish 

362 ok Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. ADD 10c SERVICE CHARGE ON ORDERS UNDER 

o mime way. At your com- 

Orders $1.00 or more, no service charge ni 

Pyotitying manner. Or you 
Piange it into a coin of 
* denomination, or vice 

ou can cause the money to 

a4, Price Postpalad DE 

smoke issuing from your mouth. A knowledge of 
this trick should soon give you a reputation of 

erfect Salamander. 25c 
No. 3174. Fire Eating Outfit. Price.... 

Radar Pencil 
Reveals Cards Hidden in 

Standard Deck Not Touched 
By Performer! 

Used by Gamblers and card 
sharks to locate certain cards 
in. any standard deck!  Al- 
though this is a magic trick, it 
is actually more than that—it re- 
yeals one of the fundamental sec- 
rets of card sharks, With the aid 
of the Magic Radar Pencil, you 

locate instantaneously and with- 
out any sleight of hand or pre- 
vious preparation, card selected 
from any standard card deck by 
anyone in audience. Excellent 
pocket trick. 65c 
No. 3146. Price Postpald 

Fire Eating Trick 
Breathe Real Fire 
If you haye seen many 

conjuring acts performed 
by professional magicians, 
you will doubtless 
seen the Fire Hating Tricl 
and wondered just how it 
was done. Here is your 
chance to learn how, and 
what is still better, to do 
it yourself. It really isn’t 
at all difficult but it can 
be very mystifying to those 
not “in the know.” Watch 
your audience gape with 
amazement as they see the 

Gambler's Card Clip 
Holds Card or Cards 
Concealed Ready for 

Production 
Simple card clip that holds 

cards in concealed position yet 
always ready for you to produce. 
Useful in a lot of magic tricks 
with cards and is an indispen- 
sable gimmick in every magician’s 
apparatus. Can also be effectively 
used for many other types of 
secret production. Will accommo- 
date one or several cards or even 
complete hand, ic 

No. 3164. Price Postpald. No. 3164." Price Postnald . SS 
Johnson Smith & Co % 363 



LOCKS—HOW TO OPEN THEM WITHOUT KEYS! 
Just'added is a new chapter on LOCKS. It illustrates their mechani 

shows you how they work, Explains how to open many locks without keys, | 

LEARN HOW TO BE A = ZA) HANDCUFF KIN 
«28 and a MYSTERY MA for 

The world opens its arms to the successful illusi 
Mystery is fascinating — it grips the interest, hold 
spectator awed and breathless. The marvelous suce 
many magicians shows the world-wide popularity of pe 
mances of this kind, These successful artists tour ‘the | 
world performing before royalty and earning enor 
salaries. Their knowledge and cleverness mark them 
favors from crowned heads and others they have mystil 

YOU CAN LEARN THIS FASCINATING PROFESSII 

CHINESE LINKING RINGS 
Eishth Wonder of the Universe 

Quite Easy To Do, But Very Mystifying 
ABSOLUTELY ASTOUNDING EFFECT 

Performed By Chung Ling Soo And Many 
Other Celebrated Magicians. 

Has Baffled Thousands 
Since Chung Ling Soo originated this 

astonishing trick, most of us have seen 
it performed on the stage by various 
magicians, and haye wondered how the 
trick was done, We have now added it 
to our collection, and our customers 
and amateur conjurers will be glad to 
avail themselves of this opportunity to 
add it to their collection. The secret of 
this trick is probably one of the best in 
Magic. It Is very simple and yet it has 
puzzled the most Intelligent audiences 
the world over. Consists of eight rings, 
and jt is exactly as used by the world’s 

siuaicat magicians. The rings are given 
or examination and are found to be 

solid and separate, but at the will of 
the operator they are linked together in 
chains of two, three or more, and 
come connected and disconnected in a 
moment, and being continually offered 
for examination, - 

How To Present 
| This Amazing Trick 

l y =~ He trick is usually presented 
iy re J f #llowing manner: ‘erformer 

the eight rings in his hand, 
1.—A GREAT HAND-CUFF TRICK 5.—THE MARVELOUS LEVIPATION A Mig the first of these, he hands 

This wonderful trick is now exposed for tho first time. A man or woman {9 apparently hypnotized a pla W) spectator for examination, 

Through it you can defy the police or anyhody to confine you epuch. You make a few passes’ over the body. ts fo iy it when returned to an- 
in their own handcuffs. A Mttle secret manipulation, simple 13 seen to rise slowly in the air until he or she is @ person, and carelessly hand- 

nd easy aoa, an ase ares NG See you havo marveled at ane vane wires oe rue Seok irom, oretieae eae , necond ring to be examined 
this wonderful trick, e you ' ‘i fferent ® ma . “Now, sir,” th 

regular and quickly arranged and performed on di nnenr, ow, sir, e 

king Leone ate i Pe re ere ples, Can be Srceked out on any stage or platfo , ter continues, will you be 

It's easy. The secret 1s all you need. light, away from curtains, mough to link one of the 
2,-ESCAPE FROM A SAFE OR VAULT 6.—THE EXCELSIOR ROPE-' ® which you hold into the 

The most thrilling mystery ever performed. ‘Tho audience Each wrist 1s tied soparately with a stout cord, Y The person addressed 
f the cords breath with awe while the performer makes his your arms and tho ends o! 

eA ear superior to the old jail escape, No confederates . around and tied * tho back, making 4 

or expense. Tho performer is handcuffed and placed in ‘0 sible to bring your hands tones er. Aas Gia etal 

or vault locked by any one, The escape is made quickly and ‘The ends of the cords are fastene: a hi 

easily and to the extreme surprise of every one. Other cords are tled around the kneea and leg 

3.—THE VANISHING ASSISTANT examination is invited, Every one will declare that q i 

more or less foolish, and 
y wives it up. “You can’t?” 
the performer, in pretended 
ie. “My Dear Sir, nothing 
Jor. You have only to do as 
foo!” 

Hore is a mystery with a “punch.” Attendants being out impossible, are free) The rope lays @ tangled m0 laying down the rest of the 
@ step-ladder, The assistant ascends to the top and sits feet. It’s easy when you know how, , lie holds the two as in Fig. 

Se eee ete You ire eh dhe teteet, 7.—THE WONDERFUL TRUNK ESCA Wl makes a gentle rubbing 
former i9 handcuffed and then locked in | ) with the thumb upon the Tush Hee okt iene Maly an; | atm beer anna ioe to pie cuca MM 00 the Tet fall" 

wakes. the sit ‘and take notice. Hoar that atartled Any kind of a trunk 43 used. No fake bottom or of Which naturally drops to the position shown in Fig. 2. He now hands these two rings for examina- 
mnie igicmerrshity Pwhen they. seo that tho ant has appliances. The escapa can oe made te ) The spectators seek for some ee or opening, but none is found; anad meanwhile the performer trans- anished. “You can fool thom all with this mystery. ie: Pree may on rot fetore the ‘ Ve next ring to his right hand. Again he separates and again he joins the two rings. The second single 4.—THE CRACK MARKSMANSHIP ACT Wa bet same condi W how ae to pass through in like manner. (Fig. ’3.) The performer remarks; Of course you've seen tho wonderful marksman or sharps This action can be performed in any private how nf, ee ave three joined together. fae are three more, as you see (shaking those in the left hand), 
shooter. How skillfully he shoots glass Balls, Taming of siges trunk can be obtained. You need no confederate By an a ee and yet at my will they will join like the others. 
off the assistant’s head, puts, oak sighted ca Need bela ti 3.—_THE ESCAPE FROM 75 FEET OF ne a a ing motion with the thumb as before, he drops two of the three, one by one, from the 
an assistant by rapid-fire shoot! ng, a ees eee ante Even better than it sounds, Call up a commit , when they will appear as a chain of three. These he hands for examination, taking back the set of 
eyes in less than that many se te saved or & eit you in any way they seo fit. Watch them writhe am ", 4nd linking them one after the other into the key, to which now four rings are attached. Again taking Roessad who eae ap me ey Ng’ anyone who tas the in their endeavor to make it escape-proof. ane | Bi set oa he links these also one by one into the key ring, which thus has seven, rings inserted 

Then in ie twinkling 0! wig. . 
ast accuracy of eyo, This is a complete act in itself, an amination, Scent ( 
a “for which, huge salaries, are belng, ,paid ‘The complete sarees /Ap es pelea rca tefl srl Nolne both hands, he now takes off these seven rings, commencing with the two single ones, and again Wie them for examination; then taking off the set of two. Last of all, he unlinks the set of three, and jolding them at length in his left hand, joins the upper one to the key ring, thus making a chain 

mr, of which the key ring is the uppermost. He next takes the lowermost ring of the four, and links 
# into the key ring, bringing the four rings into a diamond shape. (Fig. 5.) Again unlinking the lower 

je takes up the set of two, and connects them thus making a chain of six. (Fig. 6.) 
| king the upper ring between his teeth, he links all eight rings, making the figure of a cross. sat 7.) 

ae 

ither—not by a long way, for the book contains a number of other BS O 

THOS at es 5 Sicnasatal entothup oe tole ane lt pp Mitel matical 

i i from a strong chain a fe i 8 0 

Jocked— THE GAPANESE THUMB TIE, showing how to release the thumbs after they have been 

ently hopelessly tied together, a popular trick Derrormed Dy = sa pnsHaee aioe crested culty am " 

tion in America and Biiere Trac net Here one niionly F ecegs Sanmaatt after ‘having JOumM H) wnother brisk movement of the hands, the rings are shown suspended from one single ring as in Fig. cere aus Bird 5 eee am 1 ESCAPE FROM CHAIR TIE, demonstrating how to escape after ot a grand finale, he shakes the rings violently, when the seven rings will all in succession drop and 
tied bebin eons Cee Leone Gent cohten THE TWENTIETH CENTURY ESCAPE, themselves about the floor, ay 

ee ES, k showing how to escape after having the wrists tightly tied with cord, and THE @ Movipulation of the rings admits of almost infinite variation, Use larger rings whenever possible, as effect weneer ne a very novel and effective trick in which you get into a sack, have someone tie. willy enhanced and is much more effective. Full instructions sent with each trick. 1 50 
completely, yet, without untying the knots, you quickly make your escape, bowing politely to the 8 4669, CHINESE LINKING RINGS. Size of Rings, 3-Inches. Price Postpald...+......?=* ae eee ee vari No. 1178. How to Become a Handouff 4070. CHINESE LINKING RINGS. Size of Rings, 53% inohes. 
364 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | King and’ Mystery Man. Price Postpald... Pentoald Uso codsvdstenekee acs eee 3-00 | & 365 Fee eee ee eee tl 



pEMON Produces One Cigar- 
QGARET p RODUCER atts After Another! 

aug prbase "a hat tall et 
= cigarettes from the air with 

ae the aid of this ingenious 
SS Ye device. The cigarettes are 

time, a’ 
The _ cigaret' 
rl 

Howard Thurston’s Card Tricks 
RY me = Some of Thurston’s Most Popular Tricks 

he continuous Front and Back-Hand Palm with cards 
thoroughly explained in this book, using draw- 
# illustrating the correct position of the hands and 
i” with complete instructions, also many combination 

Tay KYA) Sy “hiee’ ve image to ‘vanien. Be ee eee Seed Fr coupe with end by the Fe) fe m also : 0 he Back-Han ‘alm, e * urston” System o 
Produce ‘ ile eve ieni tray eraesouuie iene rt card manipulation is fully described, by the aid S| re 

Lighted f ; Paria iets mers Out te che. Bpaetatore.), Baay,: 60 Per ‘ Which system the performer can exhibit tricks with as on 
Cigarettes & ] , No. 8480. Cigarette Catcher. Postpald.. 3 tie, which to the uninitiated seem to transcend hu- we A aa NI 

ore er cere ry ere ieee Sea i ability. They are recomménded alike to the pro- KM a 
One fonal, the amateur and even to the novice, as they rH After ry * generally considered one of the best. series Bi TRICKS. Another! Cigarette tard oe ree erat ane on or club ever invented. ee 

Amazing! ym: and mys- Hy other car ricks, etc., etc. 
biccsitainat Grane nina in 1178. HOWARD THURSTON’S CARD TRICKS 30c 

this clever trick! A 
sigarette slowly rises 
out of a package, sinks 
back again, then 
JUMPS several feet 
into the air! But 
that’s not all! The 
same cigarette is now 
balanced on the pack- 
age, the package is 

ifty little stunt that you can do almost any time 
Barer when you are out with friends at a party, din- 

ner, etc. Without any obvious preparation you can sud- 
denly start producing lighted cigarettes—take a sey 
puffs and throw it away and produce several Totes 
Or, pass them around to your friends. No elsieue 
hand or clumsy gadgets. Neat apparatus that bash et 
even clever magicians and leaves your best friends LS 
wildered, but thoroughly amused. Complete apparatus 

and directions. $2.00 
No. 3256. Demon Cigarette Producer... . 

is required. B-Z to do! 

removed, and the cigarette FLOATS in mid-# 
Any brand of cigarettes may be used. No 

No. 3481. Price Postpaid Only........ 

COMEDY LIT CIGAR TRICK - 
\ O ; Put Lit Cigar in Your Pecket and Smok 

Sey Pig pt coe It Any Time Without Lighting! 
hat can be used over and over again, Loads with regular cigarette, but construct 

80 Pet wilt bum “continuously without harming pocket, etc. Place lighted in pocket, then pull ow 
whenever you want to take.a puff. If done in absent-minded way, it is terrific. Fire-proof. $1. - 

No. 3168. COMEDY LIT CIGAR. Price Each, Postpald........+eseesessrseuees 

HELLER’S BOOK OF MAGIC 
MAGIC and ITS MYSTERIES 

Fully Explained and Illustrated 
Prof. Heller was beyond doubt, one of the most suc 

cessful magicians that ever appeared before an audience. 
% His tricks were original, and many of them were never 

mH executed by another. With the aid of this book you can 
H learn some of the best magical mysteries. They are 
#7 carefully explained in detail, and fully illustrated, go 

that a child could perform them after a little practice. 
Here is a complete list of the tricks explained in this 

Si book: The Magic Coin Box—The Magic Pedestal—Mystic 
Money Box—Magic Telegraph Box—Barber’s Pole—Mar- 

lious Shower of Sweets—Wizard’s Bee. and Mystic Bag—Great Nose and 
ine Trick—Magic Funnel—Mysterious Glass of Ink—Changing and Burning 

CIGARETTE THROUGH 

HANDKERCHIEF TRICK 
ONE OF THE EASIEST TRICKS, 
BUT ABSOLUTELY MYSTIFYING 

Anyone Can Perform This Feat! 
This trick will astonish your friends. You borrow 4 handker- 

chief riorn one of them, also borrow a cigarette if possible (the 
effect is better if both are borrowed). Then holding your left 
hand as in Figure one, you cover it with the handkerchief as 
shown in Figure two. Next make a place for the cigarette in the 
handkerchief with the thumb as in Figure three. Now place a 
lighted cigarette in the handkerchief as shown in the next illus- 
tration (Figure four). Show the right hand to be empty as in 
Figure 5, You finally shake the handkerchief out, hold it in front 
of you as in the last illustration. THE HANDKERCHIEF IS 
UNDAMAGED AND THE CIGARETTE HAS DISAPPEARED. The 
feat is extremely effective, yet it is not at all difficult to perform, 

One of the most attractive features of this trick is that it_ can 
be done over and over again with the apparatus furnished. With 
a little ingenuity the presentation may be made so effective that 
audiences will marvel at the performer's. skill and at the same 
time find it difficult to believe that such an apparently impossible 
achievement took place right before their eyes. 35¢ 
No. $139. Cigarette Through Handkerchief Trick, Postpaid. . 

366 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 

- Gm 
td Box—Mystic Bran Glass—Mysterious Counter Pedestal—Demon Hand- 
fohlef—Dissolving Pile of Coins—Magiec Dissolving Pack of Cards—Won- 
fful Rattle Box—Mysterious Candle and Bewitched Handkerchief—En- 

Pyanted Card and Rose—The Mystic Family—Forcing Pack of Cards—The 
Wiienute Pack of Cards—Magic Spring Ball—Magic Spring Babies—Magic Fruit 

, ife—Magic Birth of Flowers—Magic Flowers and Mysterious Bottle— 
f lc Seed and Bell Trick—Magic Hammer and Ball Trick—Mystic Sweet 
} nd—-Mystic Money Plate—Goblets and Hat Trick—Mysterious Glass Casket 

figic Cannister—Great Sack Trick—Dissolving Flag and Candle—Dissolv- 
Wy Wess and Handkerchief—Mysterious Bran Bottle—The Passe-Passe Bottle 
) the Inexhaustible Bottle—Mysterious Ladle of Fire—The Mysterious Watch 
Mivtar—The Mysterious Card Table—Magic Handkerchief and Bottle. 25c 
| ”% 1189. HELLER’S BOOK OF MAGIC, Price Postpaid............. es 

“HOCUS POCUS”---Book of Wonderful Magic Tricks 

WIZARDS’ NUAL 
The Book That Started A Well Known Radio 

Ventriloquist on The Road to Fame and Fortune 
This book is a.complete compendium of the secrets 

of the magician, the mind reader and the ventriloquist. 
It not only tells you just how to perform many 
wonderful feats in the category of magic, but it tells 
about mind or muscle reading, how to find hidden 
articles, etc. It also tells how to be a spirit medium 
and the rules to be observed when forming spiritual 
circles. It tells you how to become a ventriloquist, who 
can apparently make noises emanate from boxes, empty 
rooms, chimneys, trunks, loads of hay, etc. It also in- 
structs you how to “throw your voice” so as to make 
wooden images appear to be talking, singing, etc. It 
explains many illusions and feats of magic and Leger- 
demain, such as: How to apparently cut off your arm 
without danger—How to place water in a drinking 
glass upside down—How to apparently make a watch 
stop or go at command—How to apparently walk on 

#! lron bar—How to apparently cut off a person’s head and put it on a platter 
"ral feet from his body, etc. Ci he bal 
1107, WIZARD’S MANUAL... 30¢ | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. x 367 



Balancing Glass On A Card ;_A CLEVER CARD TRICK 
9 Performer takes Three Card Nonte 

T a card from the Three cards, 
pack, shows it the ace, deuce 
from both sides, | and trey, are 
holds it in full | displayed and view and. carofut- | Sie o% 
ly places a glass | table with the 
filled with wine on | backs up. You 
the narrow edge invite someone 
of the card, where | to pick out the 
it is balanced. | 2¢¢ which he 

‘ is confident he 
en nH ee ogu can do, but to his surprise he does not succeed, 

AL OY nd car You win every time because you cannot lose, Al- 
again shown as | most invariably he points to the trey. This trick 
before. The card | is a favorite of professional gamblers, You can 

Hy also be balanced on top of the belle the price of the risk eh thy gs) 
meh, A very simple yet effective trick | 80¢,0ver again, for you w SeENTS 
perform; no wires or wax use Be greet ready, to take: you on. RRIOE) <0 ID. 

# #101. Balancing Glass on Card. No. 3110, Three Card Monte Card Trick.. Oc 

Wonderfully’ Effective—Easily Performé 
There are several varieties of this cle 

illusion but we consider this the best of all, and? 
appearance and disappearance of the various b: 

is as effective as it is surprising. The pé 
former hands around the ball for exam 

tion, and immediately it is returned J 
him he seizes it by the tips of 
thumbs and fingers and a second bi 
mysteriously appears. These are hi 

in full view of the audience by 
tips of the fingers of the 
hand, and even while  bé 
placed in position, another 
unexpectedly makes its 4 
pearance, Finally the m 
cian apparently suffers 
some kind of spasm and 
another ball is’ the regi 

re Them The feat oan en be” 
versed, the balls disappear 

Pere one after another until mi 
and Then remains, aoe - ere int 

. esting tric that is qt 
Vanish! easily performed by follé 
You C ing the directions that ov Van 

company the apparatus, 
Do It! erything explained. 

No. 3137. MULTIPLYING BILLIARD BALL. Large or Stage Size. Postpaid,.. 
No, 31386" MULTIPLYING BILLIARD BALLS. 
Pocket Size, Price PONEDAIG 6.0.0 600 c'eo.h salen dices cbc cece aces edbesessiosindy e's ele ENN ; : mae in 

\ U4 
Sas Sa 
See 

Ono of most exciting tricks In magic! New 
#0 original method eliminates any hazards as ; 
iy blades are left, in mouth at completion of ee wee tenes Pak him to an te ee Hk. Performer shows handsome cloth holder " . neck-tie, Picking up a pair of scissors, you pro- 

ceed to cut the neck-tie in half, then you cut 
off a few more pieces which are plainly seen as 
they fall on the floor. But the spectator need 
not worry! Being a magician, you immediately 
restore tie in perfect condition. ONLY ONE 

ii) five blades displayed. Spectator tests each 
jile for sharpness by cutting with them, 
beieth of black thread is then ‘‘swallowed’’ by 
“former, then the 5 blades are ‘‘swallowed.” 
i instant later blades are removed from mouth 
| seen dangling from thread. Carry entire out- TIE IS USED. NO SWITCHES. 

Mi in your pocket and perform any time, any- | over again. Great comedy & magisal alton We wire, Everything supplied. $3.00 furnish tie, instructions, patter, etc, 
Wo, $215. Razor Blade Trick....... No. 3216. Cut & Restored T 

Wonderful Magic Coin Box - A Sensation In Euro Resear NT SO ON Sa Oat inns namin oatas 
Instantly Produce bata Coin! Borrow a coin marked in such a way that assl We Practise! No Sleight! They Hardly The agic Bal and Vase 

ant will be certain to recognize it again. Tak Believe It! 

Dd Boke faking’ the Bande be the cutstis, sour aenstant opens, the id Ml Manishing Card Trick 
ear Maes Pe ee OER oie aM, or the eo apis test 
Inside the bag will be found the coin previously marked. Full instructions. 
No. 3175. MAGIC BOX TRICK, Price Postpaid.......0..ccceseseeseeeeserese NYY 

\ 

a 

oF IT’S GONE! 
How? Let them 

4 hands and anishin your he \ 4 Cont Bip oar] Age ann GEN s 2 

orton 044 : Multiplying 
it treely ie \ Rabbits 

the mudlence, 

Srainary ” Q ‘ : ee puttenly,, the & \ 
handkerchief. wf gone-—vanished! K) \ 

Call upon any- fy F ei) that the (| a 
one to hold it, i f they watch, i 

d et a glass pp more mysti- : 0) and gi ' 
a on Tis shriek——men are mystified—kids yell “Do It again!” Pi By, become. <= G 

{ Papa Rabbit in your hand and Mama Rabbit in the spectatg 

cm a ot 1 6 pe Prerooe hand. A few magic words and that ever loving couple are both 

ee Tikerchief “a SS iteKen coin 72 his hand, But Wait .. . Now Comes the Pay-Off!! gi pI] 

fan vanished, and reappears in both Mamma and Papa in the spectator’s hand again. When 

There 1g nothing new about this con- 
furing feat, but it is one of the best and 
most effective, while it is quite simple when 
ou know how. The performer shows & 
eautifully machine turned vase, contain- 

ing a solid ball, that he takes out of the 
vase, and places in his pocket, exhibiting 
the empty vase to the audience, He then 

| \ et the cover on the vase and commands 
CT WM e ball to pass from his pocket and my to do, WA \\ | @ppear in the vase, and upon raising the i, pe cuis y x cover the ball is found to be there, Again 

Ba! wiong CS \ the cover is placed in the vase and the ball 
Millie: no ' is directed to return to the performer's 

© ii roappear in an \\ 
ly jysterious way. \N 

them a regular ! 
: a tell them to 

: nrefully. 1 ; i) onrefully. You \ 
eid right in front 

opens it, there are Mamma, Papa and FOUR BABY BUNNIM wt hand. ocket, whereupon the vase on inspection 
Baie Srice ernie (C 5? Great pocket trick. Complete. Hem it 60 is , B found to be empty. 

“a _ » after you get it, Wonderful pocket trick, Wo.3142. Magic Ball and Vasze..... 25c No. 8160. Price Postnald " 
368 x Johnson Smith & Co. 

; 

: 

2 i 
No. 8251. MULTIPLYING RABBITS. Prico Postpaid... . 

#07, VANISHING CARD TRICK. 99@ | —————————____. 
: Wel, Postpald Only. sscesesseee ee . Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. % 369 



Marvelous Enchanted 
CIGAR BOX TRICK 

Makes YOU @ 
Master 

Magician 
& Comedian!! 
Scares the pants 

off of them, yet 
mystifies ’em and 
makes ’em roar with 
laughter, too. After 
you have proven 
that the deck of 
cards is regular 
pack of cards, spec- 
tator freely selects 

open it. I 
realistic, 1 5 
tached to its head is 
ed, SURPRISE FI 

used for other tricks. 

With Trick: 
Shown for 
Illustrative 
Purposes 
Only. 
Taking up a cigar box from your 

table, you open it and show it full of 
cigars, By making elaborate flourishes 
and movements, you can usually im- 
press your audience, a knack which 
every professional magician practices 
and which greatly helps in “putting 

os 
7 

over” a show. You then place box upon | 7: Roll the 
the table in full view of everybody, , vend 
and command a dove or a pigeon to | Cigareta 
appear in the box, You now take hold 
on the box, open it again, when the 
cigars have disappeared, and out flies 
a dove or a pigeon, to the intense con- 
aternation and hilarious amusement of 
the audience. The trick is one of the 
most astonishing and mystifying ever 
conceived, and how a dove can be 
made to appear from a box that you 
have previously shown to be full of 
cigars should prove very mystifying. 

Tobacco 

Light is there 

The box is of regular size, substantially inary tobacco 

made, and can be used for various rolling an 
tricks, as any article cam be made to finish it off, 
appear and disappear at the will of the 

performer. If more desirable you can 

cause a rabbit, kitten or guinea pig to 

appear from the hox instead of the dove 

or pigeon, or you can even cause two 
or more birds to appear. 

No. 3186. Enchanted Cigar Box $1.25 Maker, Price P. 

“MYSTERIOUS HINDU CONES 
ocate Object Which Is Placed Under Any Cone 

ee ML evERIOUS HINDU CONES is one of ae 

clever pocket tricks that you can take with you to 200 

people at a party, at a dinner, at the local bar or a 

school and office. Casually take out the four cones, se 

them down on any table. An object is placed under any 

one of the cones and it is mysteriously located by you. 

Let them place the object under any cone, while your 

back is turned, or while you are out of the room, yet 

you locate it instantly. This can be quite a profitable 

: trick. Basy to do, Attractively made. ; 50c 

370 * | No. 3147. MYSTERIOUS HINDU CONES. .. 

aret is in 
hidden 
clothes, A wo 

LIVE SNAKE CARE 

‘ard which is returned €o the deck, Magiciaff | 

teas Bi a closed face cream jar and tells hin 
mmediately, when this is done, @ 
ife-like SNAKE JUMPS OUT and 

i i ere deck Everything furnished: jar, snake, 
ing cards and complete instructions, 

No. 3217. Snake Card Trick. Postpald. . 

INVISIBLE TRI 

2. Put it in Your Mouth 
Ready to Smok 

3, Light it - Presto a 

ret from nothing’ Impossi] 

Just teen first, produce some 

invisible cigaret. 
ay slip 

mouth, It is s 
ht the matc 

po 2 your mo 
i our mou 
: Jonderful parlor t 

No, 3632, Invisible Trick Cigaret Bi 

The Wonderful Secret of 
ANCIENT and MODERN MAGIC 

reds of Clever Tricks Fully Explained. Numerous Illustrations 
s a s d T s ke 

ncyclopedia of Magician’s Tricks 
# performed by many famous magicians, including Houdini, Thurs- 
oier, Col. Stodare and others, giving many of their best tricks 

My instructions for performing them successfully in the parlor or on 
aue, Many of the tricks are illustrated, thereby making them much 
er to perform and enabling you to become a full-fledged magician, 
aro some of the tricks contained in the book: How to roll two 

yi into one; How to tell a card by smelling it; How to make a 
Wf yanish from the pack and be found in a person’s pocket; How 

#iol} an unseen card on the point of a sword; How to make a 
fiye bodily out of a pack; How to pull money through 
Wikerchief; How to make a marked coin fly into the 
my of an apple; How to make a coin answer ques- 

| Hlow to make it shower real money; How to change 
| Maliikerchief into an egg; How to take several bird 

from a hat; How to take borrowed rings and live 
out of an omelet; The Chinese solid ring trick; 
© make flowers grow out of an empty flower pot: 

Piyinu glass of water; How to pull live rabbits out 
st and then roll them all into one; How to make 

saris instantly appear in an ordinary bouquet; How 
Wake borrowed articles appear on a picture frame; 

Wonderful Sphinx illusion trick; The cabinet of 
ee or the home of skeletons and spirits; The Indian 
", trick; How to make a living woman sleep in mid- 

he vanishing glove; How to send a borrowed ring into an egg; How to pass a ring from the one to either finger of the other hand; How to change four, aces held tightly by a person into four wit cards; how to make a card vanish and be found wherever the performer pleases; How to indicate Ie ‘lial of @ watch the hour secretly thought of; Miscellaneous tricks with coins, cards, etc.; How to oo a piece of paper that has been torn; How to put a lighted candle under water; How to cut off 

.) 

¥ 4 

as sé 
andi 

the same card that. w: 
NISH_ delights eS 

oO 
Cards 

[eiivken’s head without killing it; How to light 1 ] i & candle without touching the wick; How to pour CIGARET m aid water into the same glass without their mixing; How to change a dime into a quarter; Magic ] oto,, etc, These are but a few among many of the wonderfu] tricks explained—over 400 tricks alto- Does | Hy Wew books selling at this low price contain anywhere near as many tricks. 25c Mok 1108. THE SECRETS OF ANCIENT & MODERN MAGIC. Price Postpald........... eee a. 

y Cigare 
4 i out 0 

: Nothin; 

Wea? VA 
ow 

SECRETS OF BLACK ART 
Or the Sciences of Black Magic, Witchcraft, Alchemy, Omens, Etc. ' The dark night of superstition may never end, and no day may ever break to drive away mankind's firm belief in the mysteries this strange and Unusual book unravels. Does this book open the sealed doors to the sciences mentioned in its title? The publishers have purposely crammed as information as possible in the apace at their disposal, so as to bring the price within the reach of all. There are about twenty chapters in all, em- bracing the following subjects: Witcheraft, Artificial Somnambulism, Spirit Mirrors, Mesmerism, Black or Diaholic Magic, Necromancy, Phantasmagory, Alchemy, Omens, Electric Psychology, Blood Writing on the Arm, How to Davenport Brothers’ Spirit Mysteries, Spirit Medlumship, Perform the 
ete., eto. The book contains 82 double column pages set in small type, 

large amount of material, the equiva- and thus it contains an unusually 
Tent, in fact, of an ordinary book of from 150 to 200 pages. Persons interested in the various matters contained herein are advised to send for & copy while the cheap edition is available at such a low price, 1 5c 

on 
4 Magn, Wsheraft, Akibanp, =e Reveawer. oa 

iron whites cnnlpare 

No, 1560, SECRETS OF THE BLACK ART. Price Postpaid... 

tlor Conjurer- Magic Made Easy r and 
Caref 

it into 
visible, but ¥ 
PRESTO, the ¢ 
uth! Nothing 
th or in 

rick, 

and pape 

+ 

, fh 

OStPAId..ccerevess 

Learn These Simple Yet Amazing 
And Amusing Magic Tricks 

merctlogs handbook on magic specially gotten up 
fie amateur and written by a leading magician. The 

me contains a great variety of material for conjurers 
lelght-of-hand performers. Tricks with coins, cards, 

Hilis, balls, rings, etc., are all introduced in the many 
ere offered; thus affording one an endless variety 
" which to select for parlor or stage entertainments. 

; book also explains palming, how to Pass a coin 
; apply from one hand to the other, the Russian ring 
ye, second sight trick, the wine merchant's trick, ink 

Water trick, how to produce and shake out enough 
thers from a hat. to make a large bed, how to blow 
ee from. the mouth, the traveling cone and ball 

Mak how the magician’s circular trap-table should be 
Hiructed, suggestions for the amateur, etc. 15c 

Siti. THE PARLOR CONJURER. Price Postpaid Fu A 
AIC TRICKS. Simple, yet. TREN Lele ce Rake Ga GER ena an Trea aa Wienite eas. hee Saar ere amasirs 15¢ | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit) Mich. *& 371 



THE HANDKERCHIEF VANISHER 
Simple Magical Apparatus for Causing Handkerchief, Silk Fla ee ncantit Siotriaes tee Eeertatore Vath 

Currency and Other Small Articles to Disappear " y Wiscover That Everything Comes Out All Right 
ES This is the well known HANDKERCH i * we one rick a ‘proves’ you are a rea magician, e 

i VANISHER, a simple piece of apparatug | Hyd atari, PU, het antes! @OmIG. Magio ‘TRICK 
ie eanige baispaneeee Lee ei masa eee +!) when you come through with a smashing finish. Magician 

ether ma 1 Se « bat, then shows an empty glass. He places the glass into 

which many surprising feats of magic ma i Tle removes the empty glass, then absent mindedly picks up 

performed. For example, you can take a) her of pak and. Ours A isTo ae Aad ce Sele g his mis- 
pretends to be greatly confused, while the spectators are in 

penenercet. OF) Bae, Ore ae wd threatening to sue you, Suddenly recovering, he picks up the 

ands un i y © ula, places it into the hat and instantly removes the glass 

show your hands empty. Other small art a FILLED WITH MILK. Hat is then returned in perfect 

BO A Se Oe She eae ye a Mey to the worried spectator. A real WOW. Complete appa- 

o disapp 
h 

-The trick can be done with the sleeves & “S186. Comedy Milk In Hat Trick. Price Postpald. .. 
any to do—Very little practise needed. 1.95 

up. With a little practice the feat can be nt 7 

of detection, Full directions included. ndian Rope & Vase 

omedy Milk in Hat Trick 

s 

ly performed so that there is not much dai Magic Card Locator 

.« No. 3193. THE HANDKERCHIEF hone who re- 
o/ s> 

Name Location of Any Card 

C6 VANISHER, Price Postpaid......... ber the fa- A most ; 

i wwe gndian Rove } C astounding ——f{" “ne | 

= wink w e A stage or Rdg SEAT 

Smoke From Your Fingers: Be lou's co get My Ra bee =) 
Show Your Hands to Be im tric kk. wane de ee formance { ‘ 

53 Empty. Then Reach Out into me ae ak a 2 can be givenn- 

the Air, and as You Do _ So, ' CEE +4 
War Bast, yet so baffling 

mi it is completely. bewil- 
ii, All you have is an_or- is entirely 
ary Indian Vase and a automatic,’ 

me of rope. But the secrets no practice 

yory well concealed—let or sleight of hand is required. Bffect 

ene examine them carefully, Place | js as follows:An ordinary deck of cards 

rope in the neck of the bottle and] is shuffled and then cut and is left in 
avently without any support, the] full view of the audience; the per- 
‘ie is suspended in mid air! There] former steps off stage or into another 

no knots of any kind, and the trick] room and instantly and_ correctly 

be performed right under the] names exact location of as many cards 

Nes of the whole crowd, as are named, Highly recommended 

| W201. Indian Rope and 65c for stage use. 15c¢c 

* Trick, Price Postpaid...... No. 3103. Magic Card Locator...... 

Glass Of THE ENCHANTED BOTTLE 

GUASH vent mite. ; A mysterious tittle 

4 . at w Puss Vawses 8a ae 
Ui cuss or |B Wanishest 

lie down for any one 

ul guid One of the neat- 
yf est we've seen! 

not in the secret. Not 

wishes Take glass tum- 
ya @ bler and fill with 

. 4 

Smoke Rises from Your Fin- ' 

gers! Repeat it Over and Over 
Again! Harmless! 

Something new and unusual In maglo 
tricks. Can be done right under their 

noses yet they ask HOW DID You Do 

IT? Show them your empty hands—roll 

up your sleeves—have thom watch very 

closoly—yet, as you wave your hands 

ae ere In Laid mA weer hab smoke — 

pear, The clouds rise from your ot only as a magic 

ae tical joke you will find it useful. 

In the streetcar, in a store, folks will suddenly be amazed to 

see the smoke rise from your fingers. Good to do right after you 

have lit a cigaret. Makes them think you have something 

burning in your hand, You will undoubtedly think of many ways | when the audience is com 

to have more fun with this trick. Indetectable since there are no | satisfied that it is a solid 

gimmicks in the hand or on the person. No dangerous chemicals you then proceed to baffle) 

or acids, Nothing is lit or burned. Special preparation that is y appearing to run it 

spread on fingers. 
No. 3116. MYSTIC SMOKE PASTE. Per Tube. Postpald. . 35¢ No. 3183. Price Postpald 

Marvelous Trick Knife| CGIGARE TT 

“Cut Your Finger Without Harm” 
R @eve TQ 

trivance. It) 

Magic Nail Tric 
One of the most eff 

tricks that you can present 
can do it right under thei 
noses and they might not 
on. You hand a reg 
nail around for inspection 

through your finger or nose, 

new, but a novelty 
that sells every 

liquid —— water, 
wine, cider, etc. 

month in the year. 
A curious little vest 
pocket trick that 
will baffle many 
persons. Why not 

It around and let the audience take a drink. have one in your 
sil them to watch closely—you place glass pocket? 

wil in palm of hand. Bring your other hand 
Wim, then SQUASH! The hands are opened, 

Bhow the knife and instantly draw it across your 4 le glass and contents are gone, Climax! 

finger or nose, apparently cutting deep into the Si ; | a the glass filled with liquid from your 

fiosh, The red blood appears on blade of knife, With the aid of this clever device Wiepilled | Nota trick glass. Real IIquid. 75¢ 

For apparently cutung off your finger or nose. / 
Price Postpaid.. 

No. 3041. The En- 
chanted Bottle. 15¢c 

her m searttinig, effect fo, the, sent e Sat | can seemingly produce countless O82, SQUASH-IT TRICK. Postpald.. 

Preis Wits "Fat but, One COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS. . i ick is 

Mi fina that” hundreds of| ll pevtstot” Bewidring! done, in full view and even the, “smart 
as lexing! 8 e amazed. ow is one 

Hy can be made to make fb ring Based on a simple scientific law that en- 
: ables liquid to apparently defy gravity. 

$1.00 Complete equipment. 
» No. 3988. Complete... 39¢ 373 

they insist. it is under oe - cut ends and the paper fi if iy pack. Instructions are 

cloth. Remove and show * stantly restored to ONE 

it to them, but on face 

finger or nose is found in good condition. A cheap rettes only to have them vanish 
a 

but quite effective illusion, 25¢ bewildering manner. ; Master a 

No. 3181. Trick Knife. Price Postpald ac 3235. Cigarette Production im ack of Cards f 

2 C e siled “The Most Marvelous 

Disappearing Spots S } W Trick Cards Ever Cre. i 
‘ " f Show this glass 

ant|Trick That Baffled Professional Magic A complete pack 0} tl around fo. caref 

THe arto au- 
: Me iat can be used in card y) na ‘ul 

Gience. Two have hlack CLIPPERCut It--It Res 0 mm You can read the backs. 
eee eet 

spots, rd Teme sed: Za im pack—~with its super-back) i ee be fae ene 

Sita bind es,“ Itself Be ai 20, ame PACK OF CARDS Vi a. Feculat clans. ‘Then. 
View of audience. : & the glass 

.. the two Black A narrow strip of newsp Inelnded with this pack ty up g 

Thera sare removed. ‘ is cut in half, then the magi 4 "Mastor System” that will Fees tenes . ot ne bits Cae of almost aay Nie 

paket to pected card, z blows his “‘magic” breath on you to do other tricks! bier re f 5 y “an 5 

4 
Each strip can be cut 

BOW 2,5" Used over. it stored about 10 times. 

: “FOOLED AGAIN!’ If you have some strips included and illusti 

im your audience, this is a good way to| instructions. This trick won first prize at a m 
the tables and get the laugh on) i,n<’ convention. 

turn 

him. S84x5¥o-I0chs | postpaid. AIC | No. 3486. Clipper Trick. Postpald 

‘Peelile to do an almost end- 
Paviety of card tricks, 
004, Master Pack of Cards. Prico........ 

SW anne Bem IN 



~ Amazing Siberian Chain Escape 
af Sensational Escape A Few 

Entirely Mechanical Seconds After Wrists Are 

No Sleight of Hand Necessar Securely Locked 
f 

1. An ordinary deck of cards is well shufl voli Foes te ay ts 
2. Divide it and place half in each po A strong chain with padlock and key, Is 

3. Reach inthe pocket and get any card nai thoroughly examined by all, and after 

You allow anyone to shuffle an ordinary pack 9 
everybody has_ satisfied themselves that 

v they are not faked or prepared in any 
and divide into two piles. Now place one. half of th way, you permit one of the spectators to 
in your right pocket and the other half in yout bind your wrists together tightly with the 
trousers pocket. This being done the audience is né chain, which is tightly drawn and then 
quested to name a card and as soon as the hame § lock a If desired th f 
nounced you reach in your pocket and produce the Seo Sete ey may furnish their 

or “Cards from 
the Pocket” 

You continue to produce as many more as desired in sf 7 own lock, retaining the key and sealing 
mysterious manner until finally at request of one @ ak up the key hole. Escape is apparently 
spectators you produce a Royal straight flush, $ ae yet under the very eyes of the spectators you make your escape in 

\ No. 3280. Cards From the Pocket Trick. Price ew seconds. It is perfectly simple for those in the know, but if you are not TT 
HINDOO TRICK CARDS 
THE BEST OF ALL CARD TRICKS 

The Cards Change No Less Than § Times 
Anyone can do it. Almost defies detection, 
You_show five cards, consisting of the 

e ’ Wainted with the secret you may try for hours and find yourself hopelessly 
nd without the aid of the key. This is a highly effective and sensational 

/3 wk for parlor or stage. It is easily learned with the aid of the illustrated 
yections which we send with each trick, and little or no skill is necessary. It is 
yonely made, and is sent all complete—strong Chain, Lock and Key, complete 
th directions in box. $1.00 

im, 28 SIBERIAN. CHAIN ESCAPE. Price Postpaid........... 

GY Ie \ 
(A) 

four Hights and one Deuce. Discard the ate 3 1 1 1 Deuce, you have four BHights. Now pick a 4 o ae Real NK Vanishing Quarter up the fifth card, throw down another one, } ‘ Live to 
breathe on them, and they change to ali ¢ 
Deuces. Go through the same procedure i vy GOLD 
and they change once more, this time they eT 
are all red cards. Yet again they change Re CY } FISH 
into all black cards, winding up the trick I PIT p—s 

This amazing 
trick will estab- 
lish you as a pro- 
fessional magician! 
You show a glass, 
filled to the 

wi Wh The performer borrows a coin such as 
\ “gw a quarter, half-dollar, shilling, etce., 

from one of the spectators, and plac- 

by changing them back again into eights, ; same as they were at first. The effect of this clever trick is most astonis! as it is done in full view of the audien y 5 i ’ 
are sent with the trick so that anyone ean Sen ee a No, 3117, THE HINDOO TRICK CARDS, Price Postpaid........ 

Rapid Transit Cards | The Card That Chane 
~ 

ra ing it (the coin, of course) on his leg, 
= folds the trousers up over it. Specta- 
aes tors are allowed to feel the coin 
wn through the cloth. Count one, two, 

three, and the coin has vanished and 
cannot be found. Similar small articles 
can be made to vanish. 
No. 3223. VANISHING 20¢ 
QUARTER. Price Postpaid...... 

Read Marked Cards! 
With These Unusual Spectacles 

ith ink and you prove it is REAL INK by 
Die a white card and removing it with ink ap- 
m on card, The glass is then covered with a 
». You say the magic word .. . remove the 

. . and there. . . right In front of the 
s the same glass filled with clear water 

PRIVE, swimming GOLDFISH! Everything fur- 
except the goldfish. At conclusion, you can os With these 

(Miflence. examine the glass and goldfish, No aut spectacles 
Exhibiting two cards, say the Queen quired, $2.25 you can read 

of Spades and the Jaek of Diamonds, This is such a very simple trick 181. Ink to Goldtish Wuslone } on the. ba you hold one in either hand, and re- | it puzzles everybody. A card is | +] t P it of cards Guest the ‘spectators to note ‘carefully | hiplted to the audience, noid it Min elastic Mystic Pillars which a s i : and as shown in the above illustra ey mally are al- 

apart, ou instantly: Letore their very | Pass the palm of the other hand If Pee Vola be ie ;LASSES AND CARD Ibe, Onta apart, you ioe en Ae ee ore Be T ae over it, and right in full view o tw Santis ale: rs bi e MARKER ONLY marker is| Bee eese, che Jack of Diawon sto take | audience it has changed into an @) Tea’ Baek cana forece supplied the place of the Queen of Spades, an ary safety match box. It puzzles ey Hee than mhacatae Mannan 39¢ with spec- vice versa. Then, in the same mystify- | body., Then the apparent miracl 
ing manner, the cards change once reeencea and the Sata i is Ae 
again. This Trick can be performed | jnto a card once more. It is a 

tacles. To others, marked cards appear to be a 
regular deck of cards, To you, the markers are 
readily apparent and can be. read like an open 

Then, take a regular sharp 
knife between the pillars 
and cut the string. The with one set, but two sets are much ‘ book. Any cards with red back can be used, Can’ 

better for the proper effect. trick that never fails to score a hi py Mm pillars are separated and ha used i connection with numerous magic tricks 
No. 3112, Rapid Transit Cards, 15 No, 3288. CARD TO MATCH 1 ut Y Brena is. AS as well as a practical joke while playing cards. If 

Price Postpaid.......:..2.+.00-+-H9C BOX TRICK. Price Postpaid... _ (a GUT, Put, the piles to gou know where all i ina are, es can you 
* . . ADD 10c SERVICE CHARGE ON ORDERS LES! ether again, an . 3128, Magic Card Reading Spectacles 

374 * Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | $1.00. Increased handling costs make this ne PHTO!! Immediately te suing is Sis restored ee etae Prive Postpald... 2 x eee ee 39¢ 
No skill pig eer aes hay eg pocket stunt ¥ 

i) can repeat many times, : * ai 4108. MYSTIC PILLARS. Complete. . 50c | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %& 375 fy 



125 TRICKS WITH CARE 
o | 

SLEIGHT OF HAND 
A Popular Explanation of Very Deceptive C 
Tricks as Performed by the Most Celebrated 
Conjurors, Magicians and Prestidigitators. 

SIMPLIFIED AND ARRANGED FOR 

Home Amusement, Special Entertainmen 

ALSO INCLUDES 
AN EXPOSURE OF THE CARD TRICK: 

Made Use of by Professional ’ 

CARD PLAYERS, BLACKLEGS AND GAMBLER 
HIS book contains many of the latest 
best tricks and deceptions with cards 6 
invented, among which are some of ¢ 

most celebrated Conjurors, Magicians @ 
Prestidigitators of the present time, sim 
explained and adapted for home amusem 
and social entertainments. All the tricks % 
so simply explained that any one can, with 

little practice, perform the most difficult feats, to his own satisfaction, and) 
the wonder and admiration of his friends. There is also added a compl 
EXPOSURE of many of the tricks and methods made use of by PROFESSION: 
CARD PLAYERS and GAMBLERS. It also shows the infernal methods by whl 
“Sxin’ Gamblers cheat and win money. These features make it the best work 
Card Tricks we have to offer. TWO CARD MONTE. A good trick in magic that 

PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS always produces a laugh. (N.B.—This trick will How to make the Pass—Forcing a Card—The Long Card—The Divining Card—Deceptive Shut i. keep you supplied with free cigars from your —How to Smuggle a epi a ee - ee es ae oe paee a oon ae = oe as r friends.) 
Ten Duplicate Cards—How to Reveal a Person’s oughts—Three Cards being Presen tl The Be Bie to Chats GiLe Pat tae Clee as ard without Seid PAPEL BLANCO CARD TRICK. Cards placed ina Pack—How to Call soe any Card ia ee Face ate Changeable. Ace ~The Caseeetibte ecw Th M hat turn to blanks. Fine for stage or parlor use. Cards— therin,  Clans—How to Te ¢ Number of Cards by the Weig! hosed Cards ai g 

PHANTOM CARD TRICK. Or two from five leaves 

Card Miracles 
Containing TWELVE SETS OF MAGIC CARDS, with i IT IS POSSIBLE TO PERFORM A COMPLETE ACT IN MaGic 

NoSkill, NoPalming, NoPractice, No Apparatus 
Full Instructions with Each Trick 
Here is a combination containing twelve of our best Card Tricks. Each trick is entirely different. With these 

Tricks you can put on a complete magic act, astonishing 
and mystifying everybody. Among the tricks included are 
the following.— 
THE THREE CARD MONTE. Hide the Ace and no one can find it. This will fool them all. 
TIP-TOP CARD TRICK. ‘You can name these cards without seeing the fronts. 
TWISTER CARD TRICK. The Ace of Spades and Ace of Diamonds change places while held in full 

view. 

ve 10 NOT AN EXACT LIST OF TRICKS SENT SINCE THESE ARE CHANGED AS : NEW TRICKS BECOME AVAILABLE. J 

to Make a Card Pass eins he § ee oe ee ad a thro a en Oe a otht e 4 
—How to Tell the Card which a Person has Touched with his Finger—How to Discover any n ing. auses t i * kts 
Pack by its Weight or Smell—The Four Accomplices—The Turn-over Feat—The Nerve Feat—The thé wesat eked sist i hy surprises. Positively 
im a Mirror—The Card in the Opera Glass—The Magic Tea Caddies—How to Guess a Card tho out, 
—How to Change a Card Locked up in a Box—The Knaves and the Constable—How to Guess the 8 , DISAPPEARING SPOTS. These cards change faces of bottom Cards of three Packs—The Royal Emigrants—The Magic Opera Glass—How to Sepa five times b y simply breathi th O 
two Colors of a Pack by one Cut—The Card discovered under the Handkerchief—The Card under : the'be ply ing on em. ine of 
Hat—At Whist, what Probability thet the four. Honors wil be in the: Hands of eny two Pertnes +— Sia e best of all card tricks. 
Cards being disposed in two Rows, How to te! ard a Person has thought of—How to tell how m 
Cards a Person takes out of a Pack and to specify each Card—How to guess the number of Spots on} CINCH Se TRICK. Four Queens when dropped 
drawn Card—How to change a Pack of Cards into various Pictures—How to let twenty persons into a borrowed hat disappear and change to twenty Cards and make oe ihe Son same—| on to —— aCay rts pet of es re run other cards. 
‘able—How to tell all the Cards without seeing them—How to tell a Card thought o} and name ii 

ioe wees Pack How ts change a Card by Word of Command—The “Twin-Card” Trick—Ten © CHANGING SPOTS. These cards change from being arranged in a Circle, how to tell that which any one thought of —How to produce a Card from @ eights to deuces, also from red to black. Splendid i Cueny Stone—How to burn a Card and recover it in a Watch—Card found by Point of a stage trick + SP 
How to name the Card upon which one or more Persons fix—The Vanishing Card—How to pro ° 
Mouse from a Pack of Cards—How to send a Card through a Table—How to change four Knaves or J ACE CARD TRICK. Aces placed in different piles into Blank Cards or Four Aces—The Locomotive Card—The Prestuigiditorial Metamorphosis- will gather inode ile 
aeons Dig for Diamonds—How to make a Card thought of dance on a Wall—Jumping Card u pile. ‘ 

ard in the Ring—How to name Rank of Card drawn cown from Piquet Pack—How to tell a Card SPOTTER OR EDUCATED DIE. Every time a die —How to tell the Amount of the numbers of two drawn Cards—How to tell the Names of all is cast it reveals the positio fithe A f 
their weights—Mysterious Disappearance of Knave of Spades—How to make Court Cards always , Pp 10n ©} e Ace of Clubs. 
together—How to turn a Card into a Bird—The Card of one Color found in a Pack of the other— Each trick is complete in an envelope, with full in- find a certain Card after Pack has been shuffled—Of 25 Cards laid in 5 rows, to name one touch structions for perforin Phinw ee ec, Le 
four inseparable Kings—How to name several Cards which two persons have drawn from a Pack— bod g- 'y are so simple that any- 
to shuffle the Cards so as to Cres a ae an or the en aoe ine Coal Ya y can perform them, yet they puzzle everybody. 
of 14 Cards—The Shifting —T he 4 transform ings—The Art of Fo e Telling Card ; y No. 3287. CA ( 
Magic Twelye—The drawn Card Nailed to the Wall—The Numerical Card—The Three Magical Py Te tke Peewee “Ait Address $1.25 —How to discover a Card by throw of Dice—Card changes in the Hands—The Buried Heart- hi ¢ wi 
tatic Card—The Magical Trio—How to conjure a certain Catd into your Pocket—How to produce 
quired Card from your Pocket—How to change Five Kings into Five Queens—The Magic en 
Novel Game of Tontine—Methods used by Card Sharpers—Slipping the Cards—The Longs and §| 
—Reflectore—Sauter la Coupe—Convex and Concave Cards—Handling the Cards—Garretino—Wall 
the Pegs—Pricked Cards—Skinaning—Shuffling or Weaving—The Gradus or Step—Slipping the Fij 
Saddling the Cards—Dealing Fives from the Bottoms—The Telegraph, etc., ete. 
No. 1174. BOOK OF 125 TRICKS WITH CARDS, Price Postpaid 

_to any Address in the World........-s+es+05 vee evesectrensee . 

376 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | ED, including Sears, Wards, Alden's and otha 1377 



Floats in Mid-Air 
Without Support 

] No Skill Required - Changes Color While Held In Hand 
A A large, brightly colored silk handkerchief is freely shown on all sides. Then, while held in plain sight, it changes color. How? Full instructions are included, A mechanical trick which requires no skill or difficult manipulation. Full stage or parlor size. Can be carried in your lapel pocket ready to casually pull out at a moment's notice, as if merely to wipe your hands, and then, to the amazement of f# nudience you change its color. Show all sides to the audience and then Hieeed to change it back to its original color! Can be done several times iting a show and each time the audience will hang on the ends of their seats Witlously trying to “get” the secret. An indispensible part of any good show. pocket trick every magician, amateur or professional, needs, $1 50 , 1171. COLOR CHANGING HANDKERCHIEF. Price Postpaid...... Vee 

Floating Cube 

f=) Color Changing Handkerchief 
(3 LLL 

vyeca) 

Defies Gravity! 
Two glasses are placed on 

tray or board. Tray Is then turn 
upside down, but the glasses 
not fall. Both glasses and 

Pin Up Girl Mind Reading| King Tut Mummy 
* Pocket size mind reading tric One of the Mysteries of 

you can do anytime anywhere. the World 
Four post card size pictures of ie 
beautiful girls are shown to spec- | mysTERY MUMMY COMES xo can be examined by audi 
tator and he is ae te THINK LiFet! Asnexing, \ mnlzaculous. iN? | yet the secret, is Bot. reve 
f any one of the girl's names- | skill required, ndefinitely. | A wonderful dinner trick, i Perfonner then proves he knew | down at your will. Lasts t 

‘ket om to do. Apparatus includes BEFOREHAND which girl would | Wonderful, pocket _60C | to, piecial gadget, Any gi be chosen. Complete. 50c No ae dng es Piitsaa 25 Pha ntom Ca rd 

% 2 ou 

No. 3152. Postpald..... No Sleight Coin Act 
iy Coins supplied 

Moves At Your Command ‘ Say ae , Two You simply: hold the string by any ama- the ends, as in illustration, and tour t From you command the cube to descend ke his y , Slowly, to stop, to go down. fur- ‘andience Five ther, or to drop at once heli to the bottom. It  in- ie Leaves stantly obeys, without a hte Z i 4 the slightest perceptible sleig! f, =a1 —/ | Nothing movement on your part. 
aay a \ ANN IS The floating cube moves 

rm NO SKILL of , 1 7I RAY at your command! May Some of the ef- be freely handed around 
for examination. No par- 
ticular skill is needed, 
The trick may be re- 

peated as) often as desired, 
It is said to have been orig- 

fards Vanish Before Their Eyes! 
"Yhe performer takes a pack of cards and shows ie the audience. ‘e invites some one to lly select three of the cards, The cards are 

eo fects: Both bands shown empty. Mystic Hindu Beads | fie po at tip of | fingers. 
Three large sized, brilliant col- | Co.n_ is vanished into air, then Baffling pocket’ trick cons 

ored beads are taken off string | found in pocket previously ia ing of two enameled metal di 
after both ends are securely tied, | empty. Coin in hand suddenly Coins, pins, etc,, pass thro 

Coin Through Me 

Will someone please lift the handkerchief?’ Sensational effect! have vanished! 
0109. Phantom Card Trick. Price... 15¢ 

w deck and prove 
ee all different. Card 

piece of mag 
equipment 

7 inated by one of the world’s 

i ‘ i te a ; ; ; Uirown on the table and covered with a i 1 
Fee onturbing, not. Migs | becomes , ao Sena eS Or ae apctat Ona —] Wyikerchief. ‘The perturmer draws ‘one of the rhe tac a dune 

terious. 35c instru » Bostpald 5 ic e 188. Post id \ w and exhibits it saying: “This one was not . and full directions No, 8190. Postpald..... No. 8133, Postpald..... No. 83188. Postpaid..... i." to which assent is given. He then takes | jf bi No. Bate Boca een d L gona sara Jed bamearn the eae nena idee ee : ere * 
wo acknowledged as having been omitted from | 2-—-—————______—_—____ Card Inside A ht ad : felection. Whereupon the performer remarks: S h B d W h 

Orange Trick mazing at : a remaining cards must be the ones fixed mas orrowe atc ere 
f 

i 

is selected by spectator land again! Performer shows tears card into ‘ igician shows handsome cloth bag, Pieces but retains one F rful contat Three Way ieee ae piece “for identification. illed with e D k eee a oe in) 8p: 
Balance of card is fetti. eo p ring ec into bag. He ties bag BURNED! Orange Is j some of the with fancy red rib- 

bon, then ‘‘accident- 
ly’’ trips and strikes 
bag against table, 
wall or floor. LOUD 
NOISE Is HEARD 
LIKE CLATTER OF 
WATCH SMASHING 
INTO PIECES!! How- 
ever, all is well, 
Since a minute later, 
after heart failure on 
part of audience, and some fast comedy patter, magl« cian produces watch in perfect condition, 

‘ . pack of these clever 
TER. setcctsd ee E sere in q ts indispensible to 
found with exact torn stantly, magician, profes- 

pete. in 6 aninte, Boe io Tiree Sik you are cnatuca equir Do it in 5 mintes. Spe- ban Ts ) nabli 
et tet Pama instructions furnished. }duces a reall F BO aie re 
No. 3161, one In Orange Trick. $1.75 a eee 
Price Postpald... wise } SE RL aEEEE“ WEEE EREEE'W WSS" Te fards can be forced 
Water to Wine to Water Trick largey Day Pili, It is quite sim- 

Requires No Practice! } foot color! to perform, No 
po land stre ledge of sleight-of- Bag Can Be Used for Switching Ropes, ilderi lass of milk! Absolutely nob Hin required. Cards, Hankies, Ete. 

Prncetrals See aie SOA Baan Ge center of stage, away f ] o282. The Three- Useful magician’s pioaratds eae many tricks. Com- 
tad net Pda are tables. We furnish container, wooden egg, BH Forcing 75¢ plete apparatus, bag, instructions, comedy patter. ae. yet it confuses and glass and streamer. » Postpald.. amazes almost everyone. 
Charging water to wine 
should be a stunt 
startling enough 
for almost anyone, 
but to the = sur- 

| No. 3214. MAGIC WATCH Baa. 
Postoaid Scsessabesssonsposcenssonevoseshsseossecessonsoe dosessense 1.75 

THE MARVELOUS DISAFPEARING SPOTS CARD 
No. 3143, Amazing Hat Loader. Postpald 

Mechanical Mystery Trick 
Metal Cireli 

Becomes Four Four prise of everyone, Saquarefa 

Dies tack fo vnter Gus ae ae Threes Aces wine bao 
f 

oo peed ony ees mate ae Change Change magical perform- transformed to 
a it at the din- canton cel ) fo to \ at the din- 0 ; 
ner before the very change it back! 

way, dt baffles # novel and easy parlor trick. he performer shows th ‘ © four Threes and by simply breathmg 15c Large en ough ™ he changes them into four Aces. At command, the four Aces disappear completely No. 3495. Price Postpald....-+eesssere stage _ work; DISAPPEARING SPOTS CARDS. Price Postpaid... —_——__——_ square, 10-in. circley Ney YEAR Your CATALOG. wi it to check 378 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | wo. 3162. , mer Mechanical Mystery... Whee by when you receive these. | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. + 270 

Vana Eee zi 
eyes of your friends. Complete apparatus is sup- 
plied (except glasses) . 

g. 



he THUMB TIP Is One of the Most 
NN Useful Magic Inventions Ever Devised 

Enables You to Perform Hundreds of Amazing Tricks, 
Deceptions, Etc., Yet It Fits Your Pocket 

The Thumb Tip is perhaps the greatest single invention for ac- 
lcomplishing a wide variety of pocket tricks. Slips over the thumb, 
land is natural in appearance, so that it is almost impossible to de- 
tect. Yet it can be slipped on or off in a jiffy, You can show hands 

be empty, then easily slip tip into pocket, other hand, etc. You 
ican hold tip in one hand and press lighted cigarette into hand, as 
lif against your palm, then give final push with thumb, and presto 
open both hands and cigaret has vanished. Paper money, silks, 

LIGHTS UP AZ Ds 

WITHOUT: ANY Pe letc., can be made to appear and vanish. Indispensible pocket 
lequipment regardless of whether you are a magician or not. No experience neces- 

“Re Ze | 

CON E Tl Nits ee r / sary; this sinwle gadget makes everyone a good magician. 

NECTING WIRES , ‘Sy tT” } 50 Basic Thumb Tip Tricks Magic Thumb Tip 

WT UT - 

Electricity is something that even ri Miles rs scientists don’t seem ‘to mete Tells and illustrates basic trikes You aie eplored.. Taga) almost, everyting, Bus 

so is it any wonder that when you Wido, 6x9-in. Book only. 

you pass a light bulb around freely a 
for examination, then hold it in your EMPTY HAND, it amazes everyon 
see it FLASH ON AND OFF WHENEVER YOU WISH! Your hand 
SODATe shee are no connecting wires. Yet, the light goes on and off at] 

mand, ‘ 

Used for Magic Tricks, Spirit Effects, Practical Jokes 
and Many Other Ways 

Hican vary to make hundreds, 
mystifying tricks. With instructions 

Price Postpaid. 

BLONDE IN 
BATHTUB 
Floats In Mid 

Air or Lies 

5c 
1175. Price Each,....-..+ $1.00 

VANISHING 
SPHERE 

Funny & 

Baffling 

No, 3139. No. 

.Can be worked into magical tricks in many ways. Amazingly effecti Down at 
spirit work, and results seldom fail to startle even the strongest do Yi 
For playing practical and weird jokes, it fools almost everyone. 4 See 

q Command! 
Tell Them You Are a Real “Live Wire” 

... You can make them believe that electricity will pass right through 
that you have enough electricity to make light bulb work, etc. As # 
or for magic, the results can be amazing or humorous, whatever you d 
Same size as regular light bulb, fits regular socket. For best effect, 

from socket and proceed with your tricks. Bulb is complete by 
Complete with full instructions for many effects, No practise. \ 

One person wrote us that he used to amaze friends and strangers 
carrying the bulb In hls pocket, down the street at night, then su 
ly producing It, and causing It to light up without any conne 
Apparently get electricity out of the alr, FREE, like a radlo, { 
No. 3992. MYSTERY LIGHT BULB. 
Price Complete Postpald.....-.. ee ecctrecacsesncseue 

" a | 
Penetrato Knife Trick | 4 Nickels To 4 Dime 

Not An Illusion, But Actual Precision Made 3 
Penetration 

A small glass sphere is covered 
with pocket handkerchief. It yan- 
ishes and reappears in a very amus- 
ing manner. Even make it come out 
of your mouth. A funny and baffling 
trick. Complete except for handker- 
chief, 25¢ 

No. 3274. Price 

DEVIL'S ASH TRAY 
little magie 1-inch tube, 
jy open at both ends, is 
on white table cloth. Put 

LIGHTED END 
end actually 

Like Ivocy soap, she floats. 
You can get her to lie down or 
float, whichever you desire. But 
turn her over to a friend and he 
has plenty of trouble getting her 
to behave. An unusnal novelty 
and plenty of fun. No skill. 

mi in, 
Glowing | 

‘fi Trick Son cloth. Yes, you actually 
Magic Trick, A ny : 0. 3270, Blonde In 

fife is exhibited and the arn et ie veer Baty catered: uae te Bathtub, “Postpaid... .... aoe 
point is then passed through their eyes. A stack of & Bess a ria at bor- 

the coat of. anyone, Not | four nickels is laid on pane ¢ i Bea a hing 

1 ) an illusion, but an actual | table, counter —— any- A trick fhne is a riot for ane 
hy! penetration. When knife | where, A small brass ¥ 4 f 

cover is placed over 
them. Then, remove the 
brass cover and the four 
nickels have changed to 
four dimes. Everything 

Is removed, THERE 
Is NO HOLE. A 
handy pocket trick 
that you can do in a 
casual way as if by 
accident, First it 
makes them mad, then 

id it baffles them why 
it didn’t harm the coat. No switches and only one 
knife. Easy to do—no practice necessary. Complete 
with directions. $1.35 
No. 3170. Penetrato 

Lighted Match Changes 
to Lovely Flower 

Bb76. Price Postpald 50c 

VANISHING QUEEN TRICK 
> ‘ Really are tes sar peer ean 

‘ Fi ‘ ; : FE S wit 
is done in plain sight, 

show THREE CARDS w Queen in 
ee center. Cards shown front and back, 

they can watch as closely as they wish. The} Cards are laid face down on table, 

examine the tube before and after; they coun Ask them to point out (or bet on) 

dimes. No sleight of hand; no practise. Pred eagen? fee uivacnessea Pans "plane 
made of brass. Extremely popular pocket taken 
Complete with directions. 

card has taken her place. All cards 
can ke examined. Easy to do; fools 

No. 3173. Nickels to Dimes Trick. Postpald 
‘em over and over. 25¢ 

Knife Trick...... No. 3272. Price Postpaid...... 
'? fy A 2" 2 Mas 

Deck of X-Ray Cards 
Enables You to Read — 

-_ This Is One That 
Pleases the Girls! 
Want to make a big 

hit with the girls? 
This sure-fire 
pocket trick 
usually starts 

ri aa off me 
ang. Just iysPW ANY 95N fine o> yon 

can light any match, blow it out and suddenly and 
magically it changes to a gorgeous carnation flower, 
No special gimmicks, simple to do. You can do it 

* over and over. A hit on sight, and a winner for 
you, Terrific. Complete with flower and complete 
directions. Use any match. 50c 
No. 3172. Mystery Flower. Complete Postpaid 
1 SSE aid cabins OT ois ode att Neots ht ea 

380 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 

oy YS 
BLOCKS 
MYSTIC 
The Puzzle That Does 

100 Tricks 

DICE GAME WHERE YOU 
-ALWAYS WIN---WITH DIC 

Two ordinary dice are rolled out, now the | 
begins. You play the dice game with any sp 
or friend, yet you always win. They can é : 

am piivtele and trick combined, 
» somplete with instructions, 

‘you ont, change positions 
mysterious. way, Can 

Cards in Middle of Deck 
Here is a new type of deck 

that is made in such a way that 
you can read the face value of 
card in the middle of deck, Any 
card the audience selects can be 
discovered in this way. Deck may 
be shown to audience so that it 
appears to be a normal deck of 
cards. Complete set of 52 cards, 
As you no doubt realize, the 
possibilities of this deck are very 
great. Suggested tricks are in- 

CARDS, PENCILS, MONEY, 
ETC., DEFY GRAVITY! 
AD-HERE-O, apparently magnet+ 

. . 4 Hal : : . 
the dice—they are standard in every respect, | i ; ; 100 tricks with this, beep dilediE SOB Sa alee Se ae ei eluded, but you can improvise 
complete with two dice and directions. An i Sovtod at carnivals and re- | can ‘suspend them from palm’ of | Many more, $1.00 
and useful trick, Hands can be examined be- | No, 3281. Postpaid. . 
No. 8149. Sure-Win Dice Game. Complete. 4 
A SUGGESTION: Have you more than one 
if so why not give one to a friend. : Thanks, 

here they sold by thousand. 

S71, Price Postpaid. 35¢ 

hand. 
fore and after. Gadget, instructions, 
Easy to do; no effort. 50c 
No. 3273. Price Postpaid,..... Johnson Smith & Co. # 381 



DIZZY DISCS DO | “Didn't Even Know My | 6 Left! Do Again, A 
AMAZING TRICKS, Own. | Strangtht and Again! 

Mystery Powered 
find hundreds of | an empty bottle. You pass it right | table, ete. ‘The funny ‘*pati " rN ' 

tricks these discs will | through a finger ring. Intirely | Cluded tells about the trial MMY WINDSOR S DYE BOX 
FLOAT IN MID-AIR, | mechanical, anyone can do it. | showed six cards, then thre’ 

Walk, jump, fly, turn somersaults | Carry it with you ready to demon- | 4way. Yet. when counted ’ 
id many others. 3 mystic discs. | strate your tremendous strength | eral times, and EACH TIM) iMhocent appearing pop-corn box which you show 

No, 3264. Price Postpai 

The Miracle Glass} 
Prize Winner at Magic 

. M. convention and well deserved it, 
Imagine a tall 12 oz. glass.that you can 
show full of milk or any other liquid. 
POUR LIQUID INTO PAPER BAG— 

AT AUDIENCE! Of course the milk 
porch we Ae ar ae pans “ghee a : 
and when the silk handkerchief is removed, the glass is com letely fill ain, 7 You can make the milk VANISH QUICKLY OR SLOWLY. This “is ‘ut ONE OF THE M. EFFECTS POSSIBLE with the Miracle Glass. Complete routines included for 5 other startling e As a stage illusion or as a party or bar-room trick, you’ll dazzle them groggy until they have t thelr eyes back In their sockets. Mine piece of apparatus and the price is low. Get your order In the 

No. 3267, THE MIRACLE GLASS. Price Postpaid Only 

Grant’s Funny Brassiere Trick ee ier os enc 

change to pretty pink brassiere. And is the girl sur- IT IS FULL OF MILK. 

ot 

6 CARD REPEA’ 
Throw 3 Away, And 

FOLDING COIN 

Here is a pocket trick that | | A clever trick featured by | ( DAS 
seems to accomplish the impossi- | @inye,2nd other famous perio at S\N 
ble.. You insert a large coin into | small audience, in room, at B 

recently saw wherg a M@ 

0 Vanishing or Production Tricks 
still had six. This is repea 

diameter. Wooden peg on | or wonderful magic ability any- | cards are thrown away, six ai on ALL sIesee Rie enn pol, sieht cone Ae 
Attractive box. 39c time. One of those standard tricks | way§, left. As TON eo ee 7 for. ‘dyeing’’ silks, color change tricks, card 

id. that no magician should be with- | ana say the end, “I wond restoring mutilated handkerchiefs, et etc, 
anne out. Has many uses and varia- ns aa aud pouive Just h Pans tamoue meal Bae paren aor Re 

i 3 it! h mechanica cards Man ave user 8 x ADD 10c SERVICE CHARGE | tions. $1.00 structions. No practise. iit own routine of mystifying or comic tricks, 
ON ORDERS UNDER $1.00 No. 3265. Complete... No. 3266. Com #0, WINDSOR'S DYE BOX. plete Only. om 

Only.. No. 3182. One Hand Coin Vanisher,... 

One Hand 
Finger Tip 
COIN Ea 

VANISH and REAPPEARANCE 
Not Magnetic; No Elastic, Thread or Wax 
Not a Hook Coin; Use Borrowed Coin 
Here is the cleverest coin gadget invented. Ooin 

is held at finger tips, hand extended away from 
body at arm’s length, COIN INSTANTLY VAN- 
ISHES, HAND SHOWN BACK AND FRONT, 
INSTANTLY. Only one hand d, easy to do and 
requires very little skill or pr e. This is a basic 
coin trick which every magician (and those who 
like to have fun) should do. Coin can be made to 
reappear at any desired place. Gadget comes com- 
plete with illustrated instructions. $1.00 

Convention! 
a prize winning effect at 

has vanished, Now 
1k handkerchief, say the ‘‘magic word”? > 

See the Liquid 

Appear! 

Here’s a combination 
trick that they'll all 
talk about! An EMPTY 
glass is shown, then it 
is placed into a small 
container, which you 
cover with a metal cap, 
A rubber glove is now 
blown up_and tied with 
a string. You pretend to 
“milk”? the glove (like 
a cow) and remark 

#, Unsurpassed pocket tricks, 

‘ STEEL BALL 
THROUGH 
BRASS BOLT 
“You Don’t Know 

Most report that this is the laugh hit of any er? This a MAGIC R Your Own 
party or show. Can be repeated as often as desired. cow!" The audience 7 \ MK > Strength” 

pretty girl to step forward for a ‘‘special sees no milk, but when 3 jj Solid’ ewan bald 
. Tell her to hold two handkerchiefs in front you open the container is screwed through 

of tier chest. When pulled, handkerchiefs suddenly and remove the glass, solid brass block. 
Brass nut is placed 

embarassed! Suggested patter for pre- You can pour milk and yet this solid steel S@-in. ball is pushed 
sentation with each trick that is positively full of prove it’s real, Complete A BRN et keener aid Per (ace aces” ope 
laughs. A must! ea ouen said! pees No practise, including rubber glove, 4g i 4" No sleight, no palming. | Wonderful pocket 

FUNNY BRASSIERE No. 3269. THE MAGIC Cow He) fooled mechanics and engineers, as we 
¢ nN f 6 all r country. 

teers. Erice Complete Pestpald cae asa: $3.75 Price Postpald..-......---0sseesees F Btoo! Ball Through eras Bolt......... $2.75 i Sf 

382 4% Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | £5, “including Sears, Wards, Race, uses _Fyyiittencs in Any Convenient Form Such As 
jder, U. S. Stamps, ete, 

MARKED DECK of STRIPPER CARDS 
It would be difficult to tell all of the card tricks you can 

accomplish with this deck. The secret of this deck lies in 
two ways which this deck differs from an ordinary deck, 

Read Any Card From the Back 
Each card contains secret code marks on back which 

indicate the face value of card. These code marks can- 
7 y not Be Cae) ee ee are not TARE Ae NAD Ene 

3 - i = secret. Looks e a_ deck oj igh grade, attractive cards. 
THEN CRUSH THE BAG AND THROW , - | 4 s R YOU CAN READ THE FACE VALUE OF THE CARD 

‘3 FROM THE BACK ALMOST AS EASILY AS YOU CAN 
READ IT FROM THE FRONT. 

Locate Card WITHOUT Looking at Back 
These cards are STRIPPERS. This means that deck has 

been cut so that cards are tapered—one end is narrower 
than the other, The narrow ends are all one way, If 
card is reversed, in the deck, it can be instantly felt or 
located, and easily removed if desired. This is not noe 
ticeable to those unfamiliar with the SECRET. 

: 2You Can Expose & Do Tricks Made Famous by Card Sharpers 
is deck is so mechanical in its operation that no experience is needed to do hundreds of tricks and 
piions. You do them so easily, without effort, in full view, with no apparent help, that you are im« 
ately considered to be a sleight-of-hand artist, an expert card manipulator, master of the stacking 
fouble dealing, etc. Even those not interested in magic will find the fun they can have with these 
Piions, without any practise and as casually as you would handle regular cards, to be well worth 
low cost. Regular size with instructions for use; variety of tricks, ete. $1 50 

oi20. MARKED DECK OF STRIPPER CARDS. Postpaid Only...........6....5 n 

PRECISION MADE SOLID BRASS TRICKS 
Wii have seen precision made brass tricks, we do not have. to tell you how amazing they seem. If you 
wyer seon them, you will be startled how each part can be examined yet the seemingly impossible can 

CUTTING 
CIGARETTE 
IN HALF 
Pocket Size 
Version of 

Sawing Woman 
In Half 

IMPOSSIBLE! They 
don't believe it even 
when they see it! 
Neat solid brass tube 
is examined by audi« 

w ence. Inside is just 
large enough to take 

cigarette. Center of tube has reinforced solid brass 
flange with slit. Cigarette ja inserted, brass cap put 
on, Standard razor, blade then inserted, right down 
“through’’ cigarette. Yet, when taken apart, all parts 
are solid, cigarette has not been hurt, Hasy to do, yet 
seems to do the impossible eh ate ae 
No. 3185. Cutting Claarette Trick. 9299 | we 383 



Fun Masquerading and Changing Hair Styles © 

iN Your Choice of 17 Character Wiss 
DE LUXE CHARACTER WIGS 

ml wigs for High School plays and performances. Extensively used by theater groups. Made of fine 
‘iy material to give a very natura] appearance. Some are made of mohair, others are made of natural- 
ig materials, Shaped and set. Hair styles are very similar to illustrations, but slight changes in them 
he ae cps them more suitable for your requirements if desired. PLEASE ORDER BY NAME 
i num . 

ADE 
No. 4440. 
Brunette Curls 

No. 4441, No. 4436, No. 4436. OC No. 4434. 
Pirate. Postpald.. DOC Biinde Curie DOC Colonial Man. ... 5 Gypsy "Girl Wig. . #mpadour Flowing Girl 

No. 4816, 
: me: $3.95 Blonde. $2450 

A813A. Plati- No « Brown, 
BM Blonds $3.95 Price ...... $2.50 

Colonial 
No. 4386. $2.50 

4 White... 

No. 4385. $2. 5g . Princess 
Price... 

No. 4384, 
S Blonde. . $3.95 

: No. 4384A, Bru- 
nette. Price $3.95 

No. 4446, 
Girl’s Curl Wig witch. Postpaid. . 50C wo. aaas, 50c 

- Dutch Girl Price 
The girl's favorite. . 

Attractive long curls in 
beautiful blonde or bru- 
nette style. How do you 

Have some fun 
next party with 
these. Also good 
home plays. Attrag 

ntlemen’s 
anion. $2.50 (>; +] Page Boy look with blonde hair? made. ¥ F No, 4450A, a heer Tee IDA, Brown, i No. 4375. 

No. 4435. Blonde EOE Blonde, Price... . Miho: 32:52 Uncle Sam French Bob Blonde, 9209S Bald Pate 
juris. Price..... = + Black. ear 0! No. 4 i No. 43 - Brown. if " 

No. 4440. Brown Included) Re =r $2.50 Price... ++. -$2.95 See $2.95 Bing. $259 ed 
§100- Red. ‘No. 4374. ii oe $2.50 No.4 800A, Blonde, Curls. Price....... 500 

50 Price.... 

Mo. 4448, 
Old Maid, Price. ; 50C wo. ie 

Colonial Lady... 50c 

Gentleme 
Wig 

Standard man’ 
Ideal for masquerat Colonial Mb No. 4818 
disgui: urposes at z 4 - $2: 0 

Mo, 4442, 50c ties, amateur singe Lady Judge’s Wig Blonde. 9265) 
nis Balla ete. Nicely ma } g e . 

‘i ce Mo. 4443, Pet SN a as a $2.50 , Ne. 4807. $2.50 Hie. 820. $2.50 
Minstrel. Postpald 50c No. 4437, Blond. Price.... 

Spanish Girl. Price 50c No. 4455. Brown. 
No, 4455B,. Black 

“> No. 4807A. Brown. 
ae $2.50 

sell for such @ 
price, they’ are 
good aual 
Every effort has 
made to give th 
‘natural’ appear 
Please note that 
is for wig only. 
or clothing are 
included. 

: Zz : 

No. 4453, No. 4438. No. 4439. 7 y Ai yee ) p Ahi 

Indian Man. Price SOC Braided Bun. rz SOC duich Boy. price 50 aly Wig Red Headed Yokel Wig Comedy Wig 
384 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | Ssods°by when you receive them. nt $1.00 No.4391. $1.00 Wo, 4392. $1.00 (Fes 

— 



Astounding new NEO 
fay {fs the latest rage from co 

ROLLS UP RAO a ays) - 5 ‘ fs 

AT YOUR SRE 7FE> . SENSA JON ! - Naa ] At fe 

an _ attractive 

tie with a h 
(/ . 

. . Day and Night {causes tie, to 
and hit your 

Here’s, the most amazing y 
outside wires or strings used+ ; ; co U 4 

proof, tailored cravat, which Hoe 3 083-" Rech, Postpaid.’ i NCEALED B 3 3 

gine in the dark it seems 

me \ | Having trouble getting to meet that slick girl you see at school, on 
miracle of light there comes or , 
a pulsing, glowing question “SHE LOSES i ELTA (OWYp 

“Drop Dead”, “Hi, Toots”, or “Kiss Me” 
surprise, he awe you will There's a tie to suit every occasion. If you haven’t met her yet, the ‘HI 

or foolish horseplay, but a B pay, coast! Spectacular new novel bashful, but the light never is, and the girl will be delighted, too, at the 

to life, touched by the wand sasps of sheer wonder, thrillin Wording Is Concealed in Tie Until You Flash the Light. 

j ars NovEL, ; takes form so. amazingly. inrivaled for sheer beauty am signed to look very natural, but smart looking when worn, but battery is 

No. 4082. Klss $1.49 ; for all to see, worions No. 2758. KISS ME LIGHT UP_TIE. Price Postpald....... 

ig Western Belt Buckle Fits Any Belt 

Y 
KB 

Py Cs 
Not just a = a piamick be E74 _. THE ORIGINAL x : g i Pocatl 

ready - knotted = 3 

A i i self - contained Beautiful Tie sl; contained 

OLL U * ne ) Be different and the life of a : sy ; Sy Hilal ad atadareets 
the party in any crowd! |chin whenever i WITH 3 desired. No 5 if 
spectacular necktie that you 
ever wore, smart, wrinkle- 

at night is a thrilling sensa- o ° : Ww tion! It's smart, superb WY y ae 7 class by day, and just ima- a GET ACQUAINTED IN A HURRY WITH 

like a necktie of compelling Umea NECK THESE Peony. ae allure, sheer magic! Like a c 
om ithe street, etc? Get one of these ties and let It break the Ice for you. 

Starts the ball rolling In a big way, 
—WIill You Kiss Me In the HER CLOTHES 

’ ¢ AS SHE GLOWS , : 
Dark, Baby? Think of the THE QARK” hf hel ry) sy Don’t be a lost number, get out of the moth balls and start moving. 

. yy 
cause! There’s no trick, no TOOTS’’ should get you acquainted. If she is the bashful type, fet her in 
hidden batteries, no switches the theater (or any dark place) and flash the ‘KISS ME!’ signal. You may be 

: ; : ity. Or, \ b is always hang- 
thing, ‘of loveliness as the creation for men who. demal eter See cee sete, Seer oe: Gene’ dee Tn eer oe 
question emerges gradually listinctive and unusual! Br 

of darkness, and your girl niration the first time you ¥ J Lights Up Like An Electric Sign 
will gasp with wonder as it By day, smart, handsome tie n All_ electric. Benes is aaheteray in pocket. Tie coal is attractively de- 

I 
ODUIFFERENT A Hollywood riot’ wherever mavagant good looks, by fA concealed in pocket. Flash tie whenever you desire. Tie put on in a jiffy: 

you go. glorious goddess of light ready tied. Colorful designs. Complete with bulb and battery, $1.9 

Me Tle. Postpald ye ly, b No. 2761. HI TOOTS LIGHT UP TIE. Price Postpaid...... 
COMIC and he ; pies) bi No, 2762, DROP DEAD LIGHT UP TIE. Price Postpald..... .$ 

p>, 

Packed i is ‘ Y A i i 
inet, contents are. changed : t Mt-Aluminum Alloy in Chrome & Gold Color 

so you get the latest novel. . 4 our f{rlends will admire this STEER HEAD WESTERN 

disguises, but | typical 3 WHKLE when worn, The buckle is about three inches 
f . and about an inch and a half deep. Finished in brilli- set_might consist of: 

1 Wax Gauze Nose } sivome with very ornamental gold color trim, to give 
Cigar & Ashes ~ finee of the famous Bates and nee a eninetes 
Black Negro i je) belts that cost so much. Can be used on any stan- 
Makeup a Oriental Lant Hi helt up to 1 inch in width. Easy to put on belt. Pr. Celluloid Comic | Ears Fits Over Reg 
Handlebar i. " 

Mustache ~ » Light 
Liar’s Medal : F lant Set of Double . eerie a8 Mae’ i eee ne af 
Celluloid Teeth 3 5 4 eulas ent Ee 
(Open & Shut) ee like tissue paper, 9 
Set ‘Goofy’? S ; hand painted 4d 
Teeth Dena i and 
Giant Mustache ; BU USUSUAS, Te 

Phecesmn er 1 Pr. Comic Glasses a | “2 Parties.) TO 
2 Comic Combination Glass & Mustache Set 4 Oe acicig cea 
1 Beard 1 Police Badge 1 Tooth Black n Hie aren variety. of 
1 Wax Long Red Tongue for Comic Effects 4 i @ for $1.00) 

All pieces are designed to, be quickly changed. Most No. 5800. Price. 
pieces can be carried in pocket, 
ready for use. For fun or realistic 
disguise. $2.75 
No. 7238. Price Postpaid 

urip 
#01. WESTERN BELT BUCKLE. Postpaid $1.00 

= D J wi Cowboy Kerchief Lucky Horseshoe and ( eee 

LULU MASKS siiiona ow IM vod und hemmed edges. Horsehead Saatee. pode ane 
‘ Cc < D { M k : py eer cowboy design. Large Large. Silver plated. 35c . Cowboy Boot 

The very finest cambric Lulu urtain ominoe asks hy, ®. Washable cotton. No. 4162. Postpaid...:. y 
4 y H. Western Cowbo Large. Silver plated. 

GM aids es bins, Pulte, se, Made of cambric in assorted ‘ Bh Price Each... 49€ Jeweled Steerhead No. 4161, Postpald..... 35¢ 
blue, pink, orange and yellow. colors, including black, white, : . Lodhi ates ented OR Lay Bucking Cowbo 

: Note 5 ecially low price in large red, blue, pink, orange and yel- More fun! Beautifully Silk-Like Kerchief Embossed black face, white long- King y 

titles, low. New low Prices. 20c Ree er ae a all bitul rold lightweight. horns. 50c Large. Silver TInvods 35c 

Re. A608. Price Each... © | No. 4610. Price Each... ings. Mammoth chicken fee ti. BUN cs sisal SOCATMCRTOR No. 4240, Postpald..... No, 4106, Postpald..... 

8 for 20c, $6.00 per 100 3 for 50c; $14.50 per 100 Shoonde, Walk ar crewuaea Pivished edges. Cowboy Saddled Horse Jeweled Leather Cuff 
. * . Look ical. . Large. Silver plated. No, 4273. Tdi on es ean 

386 4 Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | No. 2993. Por Pairs PMA, Postpaid. . $1.49 | no. “ates, Postnald..... 35C | Bice postpaid.. 23€ | 387 
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SET of 12 MUSTACHES Only 12 
Change Your Looks With These Disguises! 
Aliiout everyone has a desire to change his appearance at one time or 
a to find out how he would look with a beard or a mustache; to 
Hyiiine himself for character or comedy parts; to foo] friends, teachers 

tielghbors. With the aid of these quickly applied disguises you can do 
H that, 
Wille they are low. in price and economically made, they are made of a 

like material that is not unnke the real thing. You can cut and trim 
wil, or wax them for unusual effects. Very good for comedy parts. 

’ 
SPIRIT GUM Farmer's Goatee a 

Wied for pasting beard and Good for Farmer, Squire or 
Wetaches on face, Holds firmly Sheriff make-up. Quickly put on 
‘can be removed with cold or removed. A _ real fun maker 
m. Holds tight and comes and character disguise. 
ilean, No. 4365. Farmer's 

4 7011, Spirit Gum.. 15¢ Qoatee. Price Postpald. . . 15¢ 

How Would 
You 

Look With 
A 

Mustache 

On or Off in a Jiffy Change in a few Seconds 

: 12 Different Styles from Chaplin to Walrus 

A low price 12 piece Mustache Set. Hach mustache is notched to fit sn 

pOoN0COnDNgONOOeOeegeg gg eeNg9noNOsog0g0 0002 

into the nose, making it very easy to attach or remove. There is NO GLU 

NO WIRES, NO TROUBLE. Set consists of 12 different designs including Toothbrush Regular Handlebar Full Beard and 

HANDLEBAR MUSTACHE, GROUCHO MARX, CHARLIE CHAPLIN, HIT Mustache M t h Miueeh h Mustache 

SOUP STRAINER, WALRUS, FRENCHMAN’S DROOPING ENDS and | ustache che 

i . All 
L OTHERS. Made of heavy material resembling cardboard 

Tehiatnchen. Pasily carried in vest pocket for rapid changes from one to 

other. 

Extra long mustache. o eilitler and Charlie : i Can be shaped and 
» Very _ realistic, ‘Well Used to create a variety +, Mh wore ig Se ade.’ Can be shaped or of characters. Oan be trimmed as desired—tfull, 
Made to re- trimmed to display any twisted upward or down- goatee, beard ‘only, side 

No, 4604. SET OF 12 MUSTACHES. Price Postpaid. ..----+++++++++++++% \ at sautache. desired effect. ward ot trimmed, * whiskers, etc. : 
= ~ Hey put on or taken wo, 4376. * M 5 

Make-Up Book and Guide To The Stage B's. See Poin, ARC Rema ora. Toe Riana, 3 Oa 
who act, do publlo speaking or are Interested In the Se 0. « Grey...12c No, 43778. Grey...20c Mo. 48@3A. Blond. .60co 

eee oakeae., (tains many hints that should prove valuable to ladies wish- res M01. Price ¥QE No. 4376B Black. ./420 No. 43770. Red. ../200 Mo. 48@3B. Black. .60co 
i ir bad features and emphasize their good points. Contents 

ae oe ee ee Sande: Make-Up Material; Grease Paints; Teeth; Arms, Neck 
Bitsy. aes No. 43760. Blond. .12c No. 4377D, Blond. .20c No. 43630. Grey. . .60co 

and Hands; Comic Make-Up; Detective Make-Up; Character eS r 
5-010 O6'0'0.6 6 6.0 Cow hil 6 6 Dine a aa 

4 es. \ 
Ae pated, MAKE-UP BOOK. Prico Postpald....-.--.----.++- siete bal Mae 

DODO DODO ODAAANAHANADAQAAAAAQANAAAAAA
AA NAAM ARR QI te Pop-UpTieGagWowsThem 

Greatest Comedy Gag of the Century! 
_ No magician or practical joker is complete without a gimmick 

tie gag. A knockout, even if you don’t use it in your act you'll 
want to wear one just for fun. Any tle of your own may be 
used. No special tie, none is supplied. The gimmick is entirely 
hidden in your tie. Nothing has to be held in your hands at 
any time. It is entirely self-working. The tie will rise up slow or 
fast, as you desire. You can be occupied with something else at 
the same time your tie rises. You need no special background or 
lighting. 

CAN BE DONE ANY TIME, ANY PLACE 
_. Dozens of ideas will suggest themselves. The more you use 
it, the more ideas pop into your head.» Here are some. Work 
it with the Chinese Sticks. At the finish pull down both 
tassels and the tie goes up, leave the tassels go up and tie goes 
down, etc. Attempt to close your coat over the tie and tie pops 
up; repeat this and it becomes hilarious. Do cut and restored 
tie—As the scissors approach the tie, it pops out of the way. 
Repeat a few times, then say your tie is allergic to scissors and 

i spectator’s tie instead. Patter about the effects of static electricity attracting silk, etc.; mb pen 
i} on coat sleeves, hold against tie and raise it slowly, tie comes up with it. No kidding! This 

Big Ears For 

iy Comic Disguises 
A Good Joke On Those 

Who Gossip Too Muck! 

Give Them To Your Friends Who Talk 

Too Much! 
These are two very large ears made 

of celluloid. Placed in position, and 

worn as shown in the accompanying 

illustration they create a most grotes- 

que appearance. The ears are well 

made of celluloid, naturally colored. 

For amateur theatricals, reciting, and 

for fun-making generally they are 

Give it to your Nosy Friends! AP 
good for a laugh. Makes your 
look almost twice the size—will 
beat Jimmy Durante’s. Extremely fost the thing tural’ colored waxed ee es sla: cemupite 1.00 . istic.' Natural colored waxe HY, POP-UP TIE GIMMICK, Price Postpald......... cece ces euv ces eereneveee 

No, 4400. CELLULOID EARS. 2OC | You won’t have long to wait fo : SERVICE CHARGE ON ORDERS LESS THAN A oo 
Price Per Pair Postpaid. --....-- "| opportunity to use it! eee CHARGE ON ORDERS it accesar, | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %.389 
388 9 Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. |! No, 4991, BIG NOSE. Bach...... 



A Complete Amateur Luminous Scare ‘Em Masks 
: Vee Glow Brightly in Dark 

a Some of these masks look horrible in the light and 
even more frightening in the dark when they glow in a 

A Splendid Kit For the Beginner 
mysterious way. Others are ordinary disguises which be- 
come yery comical and weird when they light up. Have 
lots of fun scaring the pants off your best friends, 

fhis Make Up Kit contains an assortment 
of good quality materials with directions on 
how to make yourself up for various parts 

Skull, Monkey, Devil, Pirate, Ghost, 
Mad Man, Cat, Etc. 

. A “G } i and purposes. Make up radical changes OBE ane 

Each set consists of four luminous masks that are 
easily slipped on or off. Colorfully printed for daytime 

Se 6Wear. Luminous features are invisible and appear only 
\\ in dark. Weird, frightening, eerie. 50c 

No. 4620, Set of 4 Different Masks. Postpald.. 

(4 AS 

_in your appearance. Sometimes you can alter Porfect JOKE BUST FORMS Mammoth Glasses 
your appearance almost beyond recognition. Tecth “Falsies” for Harold Lloyd 

r shes Character Great big NOSE PUTTY, PAINTS, BURNT CORK, SPIRIT GUM, ET! ie Row Mea clases, about 
* ete ipl ee ‘ Often used in all- 1 ee Learn the Art of Disguising and Beautifying by Make- yflipped male shows to give CY = as a ‘ : % uth per that full, glamorous an with Everyone likes to disguise himself at one time or another uppers girlish figure. Featherweight, black this is the kit which will prove very valuable for doing so. washable foam rubber forms with | frames, 

were, hinged 
amateur theatrical performances it is almost a necessity, mis 90 they - : satiny, flesh-like finish. Almost | Comical, varied and so complete are the characters that can be prod te eee ae ae undetectable even in swimming | Celluloid, 35¢ with the aid of this kit that it is often called the “Cabinet of a nek, SPMRIAG RY Dear OA) 7] Sulaer $1.00 | No. 2844. sot only..... sand Faces.” The Beautiful Heroine, the Villain, The Charming B BE sisi cin teins No, 4822. Bust Forms. ‘¥°™ © BUG EYES é Comical Ledy, the Quaint Clown, the Hobo, the Fashionable Debut sunnmeammintenataaandoaanns oo Flashy ie the Wild Man from Borneo, Negro Minstrel and many other charag r Pop Eyed 

Blood- 
shot 

Red can be created. Once you have acquired the general rudiments of Celluloia art of make-up you will be surprised at how a few deft touches 
and there can change your appearance. In fact, the practical 
alone that it gives you in acquiring a taste for grooming yoursel 
extremely useful. Beauty unadorned is all very well, but a sk 
touch here, a slight warmth of color on cheeks and lips, a mere} 
around the eyes, a curve along the brows, and what a change is ef 
ed! Insipid prettiness often becomes brilliant and fascinating lovelif - 
Besides, nearly everyone enjoys the fun of “dressing-up” and, one a while, masquerading as someone quite different from one’s self, 

he many a good evening’s entertainment can be had in this way. 
Horrible 

ira Tah FOR AMATEUR _ tT dT 4 / vey ralitie, ' Make Up THEATRICALS Appearances MIT ATI ON T slips in @7¢ 
Hither for regular criminal | Hardly a week goes by but | When you are in the pub 
thing, or for fun. and that some amateur theatrical spotlight you naturally want | 

Teen many people desire is presented. In almost every appear at your bes To avo 

to disguise themselves so their town in America there is a the ghastly effect which elluloid teeth fit conven- 
appearance on the street will Theater Guild, school plays, ficial light produces, why Nie the mouth. When you 
not be recognized. It’s surpris- concerts, minstrel shows, etc., see what a little make-up G , MM binjetar” exnneacian bilder 
ing what a difference a few etc. Unless the people are made do in the way of improvin i give nervous’ weopler s 
deft changes with the aid of up to look somewhat like the your appearance and removyin howk, (Don’t smile in front 
this make-up kit can make in characters they represent, the that objectionable, ghastly, p en.) Inserted or removed 
one’s appearance, show is apt to be a flop. look? Jity. 

/ +» Postpai 15¢c 

LONG TONGUE monocles, Hasily held in place. In 
& out ina se poM in center 

Just slip this tongue into your | 80 you can see em on. 
mouth and then let it hang out. | No. 2063. Palr.....-.. 39¢ 

BAD TEETH 

tache, Whiskers, etc.; Theat 
Cold Cream for removing 
tache, eyebrows, etc.; Burnt ¢ 
for negro make-up; Nose PB 
for building up the chin or} iw 
into various shapes, thus é Putty Burnt Cork Spirit Gum 

inotes giving you quite © comics n Joke 
some of the most amazing things, Eye Patch 
No. 4351. Long Tongue. 12¢c 

i Television Actors , Used by Public Speakers and elevision Ac ors a NCS ae oy Wee ay PROFESSIONALS | 

ACA’ note from the texture of Change Your Appearance With Slight Effort *& 
Z A make-up that it is of 4 or i 

AZ oO . 
ee 4 Spirit Gum for attaching 

CA Grease Paint Make-Up oie e 

AA ais Go Disgulse 

look. Wiggle it around and do 

No, 4298, 
Price Postpald. . Each,.... dae 

ing the skin and you will 

5) quality throughout. Kit inell : = 
Contents GA 

5 UG t 

B 
raz Cold Cream 

N 
osé Putty 3 - : 

Eyebrow Penell Makeup Sticke BZ tively sguising your ‘ompletely al ih f the nose n B Spirit Gum prominent physical charac’ Y {ito say” type you desire. “Usetar gor | BLACK WAX Sore IE, nce ee pee ones OF ¥ tics. A book dealing with thi ;"" les, etc. Flesh color. any teeth to give appearanve of missing teeth, ‘Putty. Price Postpaid... ZOC | Nor Foor. Bide WEL Pee Mea ET EE 1S¢, 
| CORK Lew! for negro and minstrel make up. 

Pesily applied in various shades tw Used to strength th are feauilrements. eappored. by using ordinary EYEBROW PENCIL, ance of the S Droya: Very" andy + ; for make up_ work. Comes in black ly. My A Gork. Price “Postoaia “""" BSC | (es Tas, “Ewen, Gomes in black only | 1S 
| a] MAKEUP For coloring the face in ‘‘mak- 

ingup’? for characters, or to 

of theatrical make up cam 
obtained for 15 cents additi¢ 
The book contains instrue 
regarding wigs, beards; mak 
material, the various featt 

iti Cc. . ) Used for pasting beards and mustaches 
| ae and condition, et Hijhiew, Colors: Black, brown, red, white | SPIRIT GUM on face, Holds firmly and can be re- 4 | No. 7001, Amateur‘Make- 4 AYATE coLor. , 15¢ | moved with cold ‘cream. Holds tight and, comes off Up Cabinet. Postpaid 8 “ : 5 Mahe Up, Price Postpaid............:s000- clean. Not affected by perspiration, 15¢ Sa " » White. For maki t No. 7011, Spirit Gum. Price Postpaid..eccsss eseee No. 1194, Make Up Book, We MAKEUP PASTE . For ng white 

clown marks, Indian signs, 
mrhinwa, etc. 390 ye Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | Price Postpaid...... steer eeeeeees Hluwn' Make Up Paste. Postpaid...... 2O¢ | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. > 391 



The Luminous Ghost or the 

“tune SOinted Skeleton 
Waves His Arms and Kicks His Feet 

A Horrible and Frightening Sight in the Dark 

LARGE, 24 INCH LUMINOUS SKELETON with MOVABLE 
ARMS and LEGS. You can make it WAVE ITS ARMS, KICK 
ITS FEET or 

Colored Lantern - OAs : in 
ordinary daylight, the effect o' 
seeing this Bie SKELETON Hangs Over 
dancing is weird enough, bu : 
AT NIGHT, the startling ‘effect Electric 
is even more horrible. Full 24 Light 
inches. Treated with special @ Bulb 
bright-glowing luminous _pre- Y Hanew’ cree 

Fully-Formed Le Like arr 
“Talking” Skull---Ideal for Your Den---Movable 

Looks Very Realistic 
A fully-formed, life-size skull with moveable jaw. Now 

ing used in many different ways. Used by mediums at 
ces as a “Talking” Skull. Because it is so realistic in ap; iT 
ance, it is used as a den or stage decoration. Magicians | 
find it invaluable in the performance of numerous tricks, 
ingly realistic. Has deep set eye sockets, semi-formed ft 
movable lower jaw. The coloring is very natural to give 
right, gruesome effect. Size is about 9 inches high, 6 im 

. wide. $ a porte Lect abi ee = ghasts eletric lamp. mY y 2, : . glow in the dark. Jus e . skeleton, etc.» No. 3922. LIFE SIZE SKULL. Price Postpaid.......... > SERA. ori Hidmenblankccub per: Lively Black Cat designs. 
ties, to scare the drunks or for | pang by St rine, No. BIER. Amazing Collapsible Full Size Rubber Skull 

Compresses Into Small Space—Snaps Into Full Shape—Looks Real 
You can do stunts that will leave people talking for months to come! Made of heavy latex rubber,) 

formed. When set on table looks real, even down to the hollow eye sockets, cracked skull and “bony” 4 

club initations. Z5C | Cardboard. About 1-ft. 15¢ 
No. 3382. Postpald.. long. 15c 

3 for 65c Postpald No. _3383......... 3 for 40c 

Supernatural Effects, Magic Tricks, Frightening Jokes, Etc. 
They’re all possible with-this skull. Folds into small space for magic or supernatural effects, Wh Cc 

eri ae into full size, For scaring people as a joke, for many, many effects, it would be hi 
eat. Ready for use. C i 

No. 3919. COLLAPSIBLE FULL SIZE RUBBER SKULL. Postpaid...........'.. * Piitpaid_¥ Dances to Music and Does Other Tricks 
A jointed figure of a skeleton fourteen inches in 

height, can be made to dance to music, slow or fast, 
keeping time, and perform various gyrations and move- 
ments while the operator may be at some distance from it, 
When handed to the operator, it is simply placed in 

position, when it will seemingly become endowed with 
life, and begins to move. At the command of the opera- 
tor (who may be in any part of the room) it will lie 
down, stand up, dance, etc, For exhibition in the parlor, 
before social gatherings, etc., it seldom fails to create 
fun and amusement. You can readily imagine the effect 
that this skeleton will have when it appears to “come to 
life” as you manipulate it as you would a puppet or mar- 
ionette. Nothing intricate to learn. A child can make the 

Causing 
Laughs 

~w 
wee 

Across 

<S % Country! 

Ysa tay 

Negro Make Up Wig 
On or Off As 
Easy as a Hat 
This wig is 

used in negro 
parts and is 
very popular. 
Fine for min- 
strel and com- 
edy acts, as 
well as for reg- 

as 
Pe 

' 

? 

Z ular negro dis- a 
$ keleton perform guise as a char- ONT J Dia as > s 12¢ 

acter part. Perhaps one of the favorite 4 G Mm WS —s Nels She ce aaoe be aa conan 
« , characters to imitate is the negro, and \ i411 44 Hollywood Giant 

with the aid of this wig, you can do the . * 
part very well. Well made shiny black Horn Rimmed Glasses & Big 

Full Life Size SKELETON ir wig, well i Call it the Hollywood Craze, the Big Schm a aise Woven. eae cassia 50c The Big Beak, but all Len it fil 

No. 7013. BURNT CORK. For 15¢ fers Und Plaiee Withy Gocninlie. Cae 56 Inches From Head to Foot—Jointed — 
blackface disguise. Price Postpaid formed big nose. So realistic defies detection, INCHES FROM HEAD TO FOOT. Entirely cut out, jointed body with 

fun of the big money fellows, the city slick@ 
Hollywood promoters. On or off in a jiffy. 
No. 2870. Slicker. Nose & Glass Outfit.... 

JUMBO FOOT NOVEL 
Fits Right Over Shoe! 

Sensationally new novelty. Flesh col- 
ored, mammoth 12-inch foot 
fits right over your shoes and 
looks like you are 

Ju just a barefoot boy 
with BIG FEET. BEx- 

wet, and watch them jump when-your friends go in for a garment. Hung in 
way,’ a slight breeze sets it in motion, swinging Its arms and kicking Its 
juan  zxfeet. Made of heavy cardboard, black outline. 49c 

No. 3434. Life Size Jointed Skeleton. Postpaid. . 

COWBOY INDIAN TEPEE 
Watch Fob Smoking Ash Tray 
Here you are boys, Made or Incense Burner 

he greatest novelt An unusual’ novelty 
bi ne season. Ae of that can be used as a 

arms and legs. Will assume various positions. Leave it suspended in 

. Very realistic, Waxed | actly normal, except omical fauze, form moulded and | pint size. Bet of 2. tached to the leather wes Soa Cc i hand painted. What a g ‘and off in fifty, chain with. nickel Copper Ash Tray or as 

an Incense Burn- k 1 min- 
Pookie Sse er. When used as 

sensation they cause in a 
Hat Bands crowd! Over 10-in. long! | No, 2994. Blg 5c 

jiature revolver hol- 
5%%4-in. across. 
No. 2992. Per pair S9C Feet. Palr... 

With Snappy 7 ster made of genuine an ash tray, the 
ii ii ~Cha leather, and in the smoke curls up 

Sayings MEXICAN SOMBRERO Hot Ch fl holster’ is @ small onan of the top 
ini & i a tepee. Tray Colorful felt streamers Hot-cha-cha! Miniature Mexican 7S miniature metal re 0 e 

with comic wording such Sombrero made of felt with tas- fe volver, a good Ry \ a a anes 
as: KISS ME AGAIN ad eran Sie ean eats of an ong ee ete fic ee ie 
VM STILL CONSCIOUS, * . . ‘weapon. e whole i Dp 

i tighten. Fits on the side of the outfit complete for removable for in- etc. 18 inches long. Fine head just like the Mexicans wear v y 
f wing on sweater, hat them. Width over all, 8 inches. ONLY 15c Cents, or Serting incense. 
eee ok . Ac Something different ‘from the three for 40 cents Made of copper, with hand painted de- 
No. 2983. Each.. 10¢ ordinary run of hats. 39c postpaid. signs. Hammered design. 5-in. high. 

No. 7269, Sombrero... Miniature f} No. 3319. cCowboyt 5G No, 3497. INDIAN TEPEE: 89¢ 398 
Watch Fob.... Price Postpaid...,.....0+ 

392 % Johnson Smith 

a 



ADULT LIFE-LIKE RUBBER MASKS 
Moulded of Thin Latex Rubber, Finished to Appear Amazingly Realistic 

\ , be thrilled at startling transformation that comes over you when you slip on one of these masks. pepe, and feel like a different person. You will hardly believe your eyes when you see your “new i" nm the mirror, 

Mask Reflects Your Facial Expressions—“Comes to Life’—Eat, Drink, Smoke 
and Talk With It On! 

Hulse yourself easily, quickly, completely, Originally made for theatrical work, now available to every Hidiculously human. ‘Two Styles: FACE MASK covers entire face from below chin to top of head, and mar to ¢ held on by elastic; these are very natural and cool to wear, HEAD MASK covers entire, wh all sides right down to neck or collar, 

a 

eer 0 ayers To 
Imitate the Rhythm of the Natives of Hawaii! © 

On the beach, at masquerades, at parties, or even hay 
ing on the wall in your bedroom or den, you will find t 
this Hula Skirt provides a lot of amusement. A souveél 
“from the South Seas.” Made of paper streamers in var 
gated colors. 

As soon as you receive your Hula Skirt, go up to ya 
room, put it on, and then stand before the mirror and P 
to imitate the rhythmic movements of the native Hawi SI 
ians. With fascinating grace you can soon learn the wi 
gles of the Hawaiian “shimmy,” etc. Turns any gatherf 
into a riot of fun. 
No. 5706. HULA SKIRT, Adult Size. Price......... 
No. 5702. HULA SKIRT. Children’s Size, 
Price Postpaid...... ce ccc cc ecaue PEST T pista ie aivs vividie 

Bushy BELA AE LAS was originally wor 
Cellophane ; 2 Yi the "Stale Danoall 

ature, seit Wp) attic te datees ) : 
Glistening Cello- , + i oa ied A ¢ oe | 

and love. It is a ¢ eautiful 
a ‘ 
ood 

phane Large Sized Chinaman Comic Negro Ugl Witch Holl Hula Skirt. 36-Inch pren today: ea Blonde No. 46340. Q@ No. 4637p. . Bq No. is. Playboy Skirt; 36-inch Waist lei to your friends 034. 98c Face Mask...... Head Mask..,... 98c Face Mask. 79¢ bade seaer 79c Made of heavy FLAME- 
PROOF cellophane, very 
thick and bushy so that c 
it is really practical to is thrown in the ¥ 
wear. Full 86-in. long AY \ which signifies a qi 
with 36-in. waist. This \ return to the 

they leave the Ig 
As the ship passej 
of the harbor, th 

Lines should be large enough in Attractively mad@ 
; = = size, and can be adjusted colored crepe paper, | 
to fit. Silk-like cellophane shines brilliantly. Emer- ‘ | 36” circumferene 
ald green color to look like a real grass skirt. No. 5704. Each | 
Wo. 6703. De Luxe Hula Skirt. $3.95 
Period Postpalds ss. vise e wee ds tvioes 

. Ghost & Skull Cut Th - 98c No. 4637M. $1.49 Old Man rae wn Bloody Pirate 
79¢ Ne. 4634. 996 Nosa #6374 OBC No. as3ar. 79¢ bale tee 2G Face Mask 

Ss et 

For Carnivals, Goodbyes, Parties! 
Serpentine confetti is made of paper ribbon and 

comes in form of flat rolls, end being held in one 
hand and roll thrown out. As roll unwinds it pro- 
duces a very charming serpentine effect. Fine for f 

For, parties, celebrations, magical tricks and. parties, weddings, celebrations, ete-, ete, The con- 
fetti comes 16 rolls in 4 assorted colors to the effects, this confetti will come in extremely ht » package, 4 Fach tube contains a generous quantit: bit No. 5700 Serpentine Confetti. Price Per Pkg. 15c packed, Tube is 6 ianhee long. © if "i 

Face Mask 
overs entire 

‘ace from be- 
low chin to 

; top of head, 
even to ears. 

Head Mask 
Covers entire 
head down to 
neck, 

nfetti is brij r 3 rolls for 40c; 10 rolls for $1.00 colored. Produces a heavy ahower, : Clown Monkey or Hollywood Idiot,Goo y 

Party Hat & | 0” So suber or ton oateal. ‘$1.00 | D 8 Ape Man Wolf Noad © niseks ubes for 400; ubes for $1, y No. 4717. No. 4G37N. ad | Mask... 
© Y .- 98¢ Head Mask,..... 9S Face Mask. . 19 Pal 79 34 Noisemaker 

Assortment 
Each set has 4 

Nolsemaker, 1 Col- 
orful’ Party Hat, 
Supply of Loose 
Confettl, Supply of 
Serpentine Streamer 
‘Confettl One set 
should be given 

each guest. Get as 
many sets as guests. 

Prize Snappers 

Each Contains Prize Novelty, 
Motto Verse or Paper Hat 
When the two ends of this sna 

Livens up any party | 4re pulled, the center part exp) 
or get-together, Ex- | (harmlessly) and the contents aré 

mtra confetti below. | vealed. Each one contains a f Bah Guy Sad,Comic  Zombi, Hideous No. 6701. Party | NOVELTY, MOTTO VERSE or P Santa Claus Indian Assortment. 25C | HAT. One should be given to ahian Drunk Monster No, 4637: 79¢ Per Set.... tiaat y Tt J y ' F9C No. a634L. Fs M. + S- $2.50 No. 4634N. 
3 for 65c; suest at a party. ey come in ag pees Face rare alae 79¢ bess ree devas 79. Head Mask.. , Feoe |: Masks\s.-. 42 for $2.40 ed colors, 8%-in, long. 

—_————en = G0 Sets Only $9.00 No. 2987. Price Each..... éess\ec0/ Ai 394 %& Johnson Smith & C0, 100 sets $17.50 8 for 25c3 6 for 50c 
. hi Tumb | . Se aaa 

l Dies Noni. No 2088 aieprite hackion done Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. * 395_ 



9Chenille Script Emblems 
With Any Wording 

—Personal, Team or Club 
Names 

—Look Smart on Sweaters, 
sS Jackets or Shirts 

Sheautifully Made in Brilliant Colors —High-Piled Rich Chenille 
Vione are the kind of script emblems used by teams and clubs. If you have your 

m) bowling team, outfit them with the club name on the back of your shirt. 
Hives use them (or nicknames of each employee such as Jim, Bob, etc. On the 

of gas station attendants it establishes a friendly bond between customer and 
tion that spells extra profit. Church and city:league teams use them on their \ 
W outfits, Any colors—any wording. Top notch quality, Equal to the best in ® 

fance. Smart 2-color, genuine high-piled chenille script name emblems, 
ly sewed and stitched and backed up with hard wearing cloth. For 
er jackets, ete, 8% inches deep. When ordering be sure to specify 
‘ording; 2. Specify 2 colors you want; 3. Middle color. $1 50 

p7045. SCRIPT NAME EMBLEMS. (6 letters or less) Postpaid bs 

More Than 6 Letters, Add 10c for Each Additional Letter. Add 20c for Tail 
if You Want Tail On Emblem (See at Right) Add 20c If Desired 

'Gold-Color Metal 
Sports Emblems 

Chenille Sweater Letter 

Wear Your School or Club 
Initial on Your Sweater! 

Here are snappy sweater emblems 
that you can sew on your sweater, ; 

jacket, coat, sweat shirt, gym shirt, ea whe 
ete., or you can even hang them up in 
your room or den. Outline design, as 
illustrated. Very smart looking—they 
actually improve the appearance of the garment. 

4. Be sure to state initial or Initials clearly (print). 
2. State both colors; specify maln color and trim color. 

3. List any Inserts you desire; these cost 35c¢ each additional. 

6-Inch Emblems—Usual High School Size 
rful, silky chenille, top-grade, high-piled chenille. Past colo 

hiokous Nettere: ‘ninest workmanship, Give an oe 
ve For 

ille Emblem, 6-In. Price Postpaid......+. 
r 

No. 7583A. Varsity Chenille eo for Each insert Desired 4B irts, Sweaters Jackets 
These raised and formed metal 

emblems in yellow gold color are 
about 1l-inch in size, and are suite 7 

* wearing in many ways. Metal prongs in back can be bent over to hold tight on almost any material, 
put on or remove, 

8-Inch Emblems— 
2 Usual College Size 

oF tbe, GUUS ore Largs. lock: 25, No. 7586. No. 7598. No. 7599. | No. 7540. 
‘ace, High piled, ‘ast colors. arge ck- obtha A eibel ue oe 

2 aye letters. Finest workmanship, Give : 25c Esch. 25¢c re '25¢c ee 25c ee 25¢ 

7 initial, colors, inserts. 
‘ 

t 

¢ No. 7583. Varsity Chenille 
Emblem. 8-in. Price rene 4-00 

Add 35c for Each Insert Desired 

ADE-TO-ORDER CHENILLE SLEEVE EMBLEMS 
ih Piled Chenille —Varsity Athletic —Any Colors 

are sewed on sleeve or front of sweater. Full sized, exactly like those worn on 
‘ward sweaters, Be sure to state colors. Made-to-order, allow 15 days for delivery. 

H7001. No. D7002, No. D7003. No. D7004. No. D7005. 
W's Star. Sleeve Stripes. Year Numerals, Year Numerals. Chevrons. 

yy 50 [Si 95C 2". $1.00 2" $1.50 Exh, 50 Postpald 

Official 

Color Guide Some of Insignias That Can Be Woven Into Chenille Lette | OW P R | C E D N AM E E M B L E M S 

Use this guide r'stripe Track Shoe ~—S Fishing Rod ~—sEnitlals. First Name—Script in Oval 
when ordering. eee Boxing Glove Tennis Rao, Golf Club Sword 1 ; For Jacket, Shirt, E 
White Baseball Hockey Stick | Megaphone Numerals Skates i or Jacket, Shirt, Etc. 

Ola dota Or Have Fun Wearing Your Letter With These Comic ine gal rful for Teams—Get Acquainted in a 
Light Gold Whiskey Bottle Beer Bottle Heart Skunk LIAR Wolf Skull & ¥y When Your Name Is Right on You! 

Cast giween | Ade Oe for Each lnsigniay Year Numerals or Woris Cost @ styl for’ Garces Duiary eave 
Park Maroon e ie 

navy Orange Felt Emblems 2-Color Felt Emblet Stores, Shops 
ne 

4 trouble rememberin 
Dark Brown aay type. Size of letter is your name on the 
Cardinal ahs uf Your choice of any two colors, Y ik 
pa Ss This permits you to wear your BY know ow xy 

orange felt. Worn on 
Beri acece sweater, jacket, coat, 

2-Letter Monogram Emblems 
No. 7047. Two Letter Monogram ( 

EI|Chenlile Emblems. 

Der iy Pata: aera aMNSERTS, oe AGH 
4Z'No. 7047A. Two Letter ‘ 1 

Chenille Emblems. 25 in trout: RiBkey BOF rere 
stripes, stars, 

8-In. Size. Postpald.... each insert woven in, 

& names when your teams play? Want people to call 
job, at school, on the team, at the office or factory or 
h more fun it is when you KNOW THE NAME, so why 
MEMBER names by putting them right on your uniform, 

etc. WONDERYUL FOR TEAMS, OFFICES, SHOPS, ETC. 

BI 
rant Blue A beautiful smart There is a double layer of 
Light Grey letter in full block felt, each in a different color, 

giving a very snappy effect. 

Scarlet 6 inches Lea Color , 
f letter is blue on ike it EASY TO RE Light Orange b wn school or club colors, —% a 

Dark Orange high grade _ briiilant Pull block letters. Size, 7 inch 1, shirt, sweater, 
1. State initial desired. 2. St } Many, Many Uses—Made in Quantity A i i t, | colors desided. 8. State middld f Y n Quantity At a Low Price Dark Green inet hd eae Any letter of alphabet can belie 4 Ane note that we can ONLY SUPPLY NAMES EXACTLY AS LISTED BELOW. 

. color on this number. State full particulars when @ ; " ASK US TO MAKE SPECIAL NAMES AS WE CANNOT DO SO. Each em- 
If you submit State Initial desired. ae ee ain Felt Emule # J-inches long. Name is beautifully embroidered in red on white twill mate- 
rough sketch ae 7, ee os ne Prise Bech’ Pastpalds os. qn Hot in handsome oval, all ready to put on your own clothes. Fast colors; Ur Gapabate a at Arepahes et Bee 5 for. .BS.00 42 for workmanship. Order by number and name. 

© plied, Sakaban Ail One Kind or Assorted nos DAVE FRANK JACK MIKE PETE SAM TED 
Paper we will eae pe ae 35¢ Inset iuaignia’ can be patio uD DICK FRED JAMES NED PHIL SCOTTY TOM 

mblems. Ea OHARLIE DOC GEORGE KEN NICK RAY SHORTY TONY 
try i follow *"No insignias Gan Bo Put On Above biem ‘same as for No. 7588.) y oHUCK DON GORDON LARRY PAT RED sLiM wee 

f. m * DAN ED HEINRY LOUIS PAUL RUDY STEVE WILLIAM 

ALLOW 2 TO 3 WEEKS ON ALL MADE-TO-ORDER EMBL 
ALLUW  4tV 2 Oe DO NOT TEAR YOUR CATALOG. Keep it to ‘ 

7405, Order by Number & Name. Price 20c Each; 3 for 50c; 7 for $1.00 Postpaid 

396 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | Goods by when you receive them. ete acco aS, EXTRA: ,If your state has | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. xc 397 



SPELL OUT 
ae a 

Put Names and ‘Nammevele on Sweaters, Shi 
Jackets, Sport Suits, Etc. j 

Fine for Teams, Clubs, Schools ~ 
These SPELL OUT INITIALS are extremely useful for man 

poses. They are used to spell out TEAM NAMES, CLUB NAR 
s 4 SCHOOL NAMES, ROR Ae ee ra Se Oy B. 

' UITS, J ETS, SP $ CLOTHING, SHIRTS, and other clothes. Do you belong to 
to " Ate Then Deel cote name on your shirt or jacket. Are you a LIFE Sui at the Oe 

it on your swimming suit. Do your friends call you “BUD,” “SPEEDY” or amos other n a , 
. it on your sweater. Do you have your own club team, Get together. and ne the en- amas) 
tire club put the name on your sweater or playing clothes. Looks smart and lets every pes . 
one know who you are. 

Garage and Delivery Boys Put Names on Work Clothes ‘ 
i t d to the many practical as well as novel uses that these letters 

ce Ie ark en Glee ane It pays to advertise—advertise your club, your bus- 
iness, your school. 

ig 2-Inch Red Felt Press-On Letters. and Numerals a 
Brilliant, attractive red felt, entirely cut out, ready to mount. pnesiat a ing n lds 

them in place while being sewed on, Quickly removed if you want change. f 

colors, 16 ounce felt. 
No. 7504. RED FELT LETTERS. 

LARGE 6” 
) 

NUMBERS 4 Pac) uJ 
CCS RGR LIEN For Teams ; NG tag La Bi 

and Racers \° 
Big 6-inch 4 

numerals 
eee none 

sed on uni- eal 
orms of —,* mon 

teams and racers for easy 
identification. Ech member 
is usually assigned a num- 
ber which he wears on his 
uniform, Even if you don’t 
belong to a team, they look 
pretty snappy on a gym or 
sweat shirt. Also many other 
uses: hang on wall, sail- 
boat numbers, ete., etc. Big 

Each, Postpald. .. 

Felt Letters 
& Numbers 
Big, cleanly cut 

felt letters & num- 
bers nearly 2-in. 
high of rich, fast- 
colored felt at a re- 

-inch size deep. Heavy, brilliant red felt. Num- [markably low price 
can only——no alphabet letters available in this foeae zines on with 

size. Specify numerals desired. 25¢ Ueovon @hirts, Jankets, Uniforms, 

No. 7036. Large Numerals. Each Figure. . Arm Bands, Gaps, Sweaters, Eto. 
Wonderful for teams, clubs, 

schools, or just for initials, mono- 
1 grams or comic words. 

10c 3 for 25¢ Comic Make Pennants, Banners, Dis- 
F I plays, Signs, Mottos, Streamers, 

Weare lat elt Eto. 
HOUSE NN} So easy and fast to apply you 

ZS can press right on any type of 
oN Pennants cloth or most other surfaces, 

ae WY Wide variety of uses. 
f and Personalize or Monogram Pll. 

lows, Clothes, Table Covers, Etc. 
Made of top grade 100% ath- Emblems | ,.:345,: Die-cut, adhesive-backed, 

ready-to-use, Ready to wear in 45 Fey, 
seconds. Colors available: RED, s 
BLUE, GREEN, GOLD or WHITE, 
Specify color desired. S 

39-Letter Alphabet Sot h 
Complete A-Z alphabet plus extras jf ) r 

of certain letters, plus additional felt 7 
for cutting any 10 extra letters. Speci« 

For Auto or House 
Windows, Walls, Ete. 

these as you would an emblem or hang 
ie ke a pennant Eo di pone oF See Nae 

walls, ete. Colorful felt w comic illt spec 

md saying. Some of them are exceptionally funny Perea ase nen ‘4 Sa Sets for “EOC 

and personal, Set Postpai a 
16-Figure 

Wear on Sweater or Jacket PatA dally dealt pt att a 

Size is 4%4x4-inches, Easily attached anywhere. 

milering 

al set plus additional felt 
to cut any six extra numer- 

; ls. Specify Color de- iid B-inches Is best size. For coats or jackets, 4-Inches is a good size. Far sweaters and Get 3 different for 25c, 10c & ; yes, 6-inches Is usual size. For complicated designs, or “Varsity” effect, the ——— No. 2138. COMIC PENNANTS. Each Only. 2 engle AU Jhon size Is used. ‘i i , | %& 399 set. 
Postpaid .. it 398 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. i _, d0C 

e 
am 

It’S EASY TO ORDER THEM—HERE IS ALL YOU DO 
“ke a rough sketch or drawing—lit need not be accurate or exact, 

desired Is PRINTED. Our artist makes an attractive style wey: does the Illustrating and all art work. REMEMBER: 
‘TITER. DO NOT MAKE DESIGN COMPLICATED UNLESS YOU HAVE LARGE 17k0 EMBLEM, 

i Heolfy the two colors you desire. 
’ fier tho size that will display your emblem to best advantage. For sleeve or lapel designs, 

Made-To-Order Emblems 
At Low Prices 

Any Shape—Any Design—Any Two Colors 

Your Own Private Emblems for Teams, Clubs, 
Gangs, Schools, Lodges, Church Groups, Con- 

véntions, Companies, Shops, Etc., Etc. 
Now your organization or group can have their own in- 

dividually designed emblem at an economical low price, Even 
comic designs can be done. All you do is to send a rough 
sketch and our art department does the rest. The result is a 
handsome emblem in any shape, any design that you wish. 
A few of them are illustrated here and will give you an idea 
of the type of work done, 

Each Emblem Is In Raised Design, Two-Color 
Velvet-Like Felt 

These must be seen to be appreciated. It is a two-color, 
ALL-FELT emblem, Stands up under rough wear and re- 
tains its beauty. It is NOT a painted design which is found 
on many cheap pennants. 

You Send Rough Sketch—Our Artist Designs, 
Finishes and Gives It Attractive and 

Professional Look 
After the emblem has been designed, your emblems are 

carefully made up and die-cut in exact shape, ready for you 
to sew on or attach to garment. Nothing more needs to be ° 
done—it is ready to wear, 

Price Includes Art Work Design, Pattern and 
Emblems 

The one price includes everything. Re-orders can be sent 
at a later date if you wish, but the MINIMUM ORDER THAT CAN BE ACCEPTED IS FOR FIVE EMBLEMS. 
Please do not make design excessively complicated unless you 
order large emblems—the secret of a good emblem is one 
that can be read at a glance. If you wish, you can leave 
the design to us, 

Make Your Design Simple Unless Your Emblem 
Is Large. Minimum Order Accepted Is 5 
Emblems—Allow 20 Days for Delivery 

Because of the cost of making each design and- pattern, 
we must, insist upon a minimum order of five emblems. ALLOW 20 DAYS FOR MAKING EMBLEM ORDERS. 
No. D7505. Emblems. Up to 4-Inches high. 
Minimum Order of & Emblems (No Less Sold) .. $3.00 

(Each, Additional Emblem of Same Design, 45c Each) 
No. D7506. Large Emblems. 6-inches high. $4 50 
Minimum Order of & Emblems (No Less Sold) . . . 

(Each Additional Emblem of Same Design, 70c Each) 
No. D7507, Extra Large Emblems. 8-inches high. $6 50 
Minimum Order of 5 Emblems (No Less Sold) . . A 
(Each Additional Emblem of Same Design, $1.00 Each) 

FIRE CO 

Just so fong as the 
lettering, lays out 

SIMPLE DESIGNS LOOK 



Repent erent rrrCn tere arte a iF ATALOG. Ki 

400 > Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | Be Rots by when you receive them. 

® 

lature 9-Inch Pennants Also Make Good Team and Club Sweater Emblems SWEATER EMBLEMS CAA ee TW a Fine For Cabs, Individuals, Teams, Etc. 
Made of Fine Quality Felt In Colors J “Prellont quality, diecut FELT EMBLEMS for cl 

Die Cut - Ready to S Y $ $ Et (CB | flome are larger. In attractive fast colors. Basily_ rena ee eae ane 4 n 

iS y to Sew on Sweater, Etc. ‘Gi Wand number, ALL THE SAME PRICE—20c each, 8 for 50c, $1.75 ver doz. S14.BO per tan, 
Although these emblems are so reasonably priced, 

they «ce of excellent quality. There is an amazing 
variocy of styles and they can be used for many pur- 
poses. Many of them are suitable for wearing as reg- 
ular sweater, jacket, gym shirt, etc. decorations. Or, 
better still, if you have a club or team, give them a 
nickname such as the PIRATES and get an emblem for j 
Sack rere Tne shee one will ae then Co No. 7740. # 
venient for identifying their players while playing @ 4 various sports. Motorcyctistis 

Bmblems are extremely well made of good quality felt. Emblems are 
M or more colors, depending upon the design. The American Flag and 

Designs are in natural colors. Completely die cut in perfect outline, read 

sew’ quickly onto your sweater, jacket, swimming suit or gym shirt, Adds ‘*‘f 
to a sweater or gym suit. Non-fading colors. Order by name and number] 

Each Emblem 20c Postpaid - Quantity Prices: 3 for 50 

12 for $1.75; 100 for $13.50. One Design or Assort d 
Y 

WOOTA. Fox. 20 Ne: -700BA:) fear No. 7050. Outdoor Rod and 
> a) a Gun, Hunting Club. No. 7010A, 

Poatpald......00. . c Price Postpaid......... 20c Each, Postpaid........., 20c Gladiator. sneer No. 7737. Devil. 
Each, Postpaid... 20c 

YOuR 
CHOICE 

20c EACH 

3 for 50c 

No. 7012A. Knight. 
Price Postpaid... 20 20c No. 7011A, 

Price Postpaid. 
20c No. 7014A. Panthe 20c 

Price Postpaid.. 

No. 7736. Tiger. 
Each, Postpaid... 

ORDER 

EMBLEMS IN QUANTITY 
IN FULL COLOR FOR YOUR CLUB 

No. 7745, Winged Basketball. No, 7732. No. 7743. Wheel 

Each, Postpaid....... ssasecsevanasesen 20c Hot Rod Racer, Ea. 20c Each, Postpaid. 

ALL 

TOGA.” Bulldog Now 7015, N 1 le 5 + New York No. 7018A, 
POREPAI....s0see0 20c Yankees, Price Each..20C price Postpaid 

lo. 7741. Wi No. 7744, Winged No. 7750. Scout No. 7751. Baseba' 

Poot. Pent ae 20c Skate. Each..-...csessee 20¢ Emblem. Eachyecersesen 20c Each, Postpaid... 

More Emb aia” ; No. 7018. Bos- 
7 e a io R * 

Not Illustr ™ ‘1 Mata ence: No. 7004. Clowns. mane pee Bi 

i 20 mekdenet (Bums). 20¢ oe 9 rtCO reac BOE Pricer Nos voaRh 
Bowli I c Postpaid..., 20¢ Price, Each r rag Bear, ‘2 

No. 7048. | Postpaid.,,, 20€ 
F Price Each... AIR CORPS JACKASS ye 

pemwey/ NO. 7026A, Aviat 
i (Left). Sen is No, 7027. 206 

5 oan Price Postpaid .. Jackass. Each 

No. 7OO1A, rice Each.. 
Leopard. 

Price Postpaid. 
No. 7019 

20c No. 7023A, Auto Racer. Each...... 20c 
Price Each... No. 7733. 

Fighter Tiger Ho 
QUANTITY PRICES: Any Emblem on 

These Two Pages, Each 20c; 3 for 50c; 
$1.75 Per Dozen; $13.50 Per 100 

‘ 

No. 7752. Basketball. 
Each, Postpaid.......... 20c 

No. 7OOSA. Ski Jumper. 
Ba 70S. Akl sumo: Zhe ZOC bs a cece 

Rabbit 
No, 7017A. — 
Price Each... 

Se, Price Each,. 
id No. 7 . 7029, No. 7030A. U.S. No. 7031 

No. ; h ‘is Odea: thas AS. Comm Wolf. .. 20¢ 20c Ne. A. U.S No. 7032A, U.S. 
Pe ites joa otal. ah be ite PERS Now | og No. 70a0q.- ppitcl— nach, — Oe Army. posteald- Navy. Postpaid... ia.. 20C Marinos, Posteand...,,, 20C 
Price Postpaid... Price Eac Each . Price Each: / NOTICE: . These emblems are low priced because they ate made in latge quantities > it | designs. Please do not request special design emblems as we can supply only exactly if here, lod. Made-to-order Sweater Letters and Pennants are listed elsew | ye 401 

Ma 



Brilliant Chenille LORFUL SWEATER EMBLEMS With ANY NAME 
Any Name Embroidered On. 39¢ Each; 3 for $1.00; 10 for $2.95 

Full Color Emblems E - Py, rich-looking, two-color felt; gold embroidered with any personal or nick name, team name, ete, Welity felt, excellent workmanship. You'll be proud to wear these amart embleu Larg Wear on Your Sweater, Jacket, Shirt, Swim Suit ee it nigh, Completely outlined, die-cut, ready to put on your sweater, iacket Muee of nang tn foo: ) en, 5 Rel tagt Fs e Excellent for Teams and Clubs Se on he yo ee Ee SNH oa area ci ont with each individual name on or with 
Knockout Sports Emblems! Just the thing for your team ‘ Mow you quickly. Allow 10 dayas Muda t5 Sadan Print nee - at name, call you by name and | 

or club. Wear them on your sweater, jacket, pajamas, 
trousers, shirts, ties, sweatshirts, etc. Hach emblem is in Personal, Team, Etc., Names High Hat 

No. 7512. 75¢ several colors—extremely beautiful. Do not compare these Boxing 
Each. ...... with felt. emblem, They are thick, high piled chenille like / 

those DeLuxe College Varsity Emblems. Embroidered with No 7521. 
Sizes Are From genuine chenille that shines, Fast color, Roll, bend or Each.....+. 
About 4” to 6” wring the emblem—it will never become fuzzy or lose its Sizes Are Fro 

snappy color. Tightly embroidered. Order name and num- About 4” to 
ber, any emblem only 750 postpaid. 

High 

No. 7319. Each ’ Brishing Wildcat Skunk Double Heart , 
Quartermaster. i No. D7012 No. D7013 No. D7014 
No. 7630. Each # Te Be Popular Quickly; Let People 
Flying Foot. \~ Know Your N 
No, 7554. Each { / Qo ame or Team 

Bat & Ball. 
No. 7320. Each 

LIONS. 
Allow 

10 Days Bulldog Each 
No, 7525. 75¢ ertere yaad Wo. 7541. 

Each... ....43¢ Boch eee... 49 Suadimntlim 1° Moke 
No. 7547. Seam & Ship 
No, 7520. Eacl 
U. S. SHIELD, # ppulidog Roller Skate lee Skate 
No. 7549. Each ® D7016 No. D7016 No. 07017 No. D7018 FOX. . Order By Name and Number 
No. 7524. é Re NG: 39c Each; 3 for $1.00 
No, 7529. 

: LUCKY 
CLOVER. 

$-Ball No. 7534, 
Y. M. ©. A. } 
No. 7542. Each 4 
Bulldog Head Skull & ~ 

No. 7527. Eachit vil Crossbones Basketball Heart Ww } olf Bathing Girl.” br019 No. D7020° No. D7021 No. D7022 No. D7028 ance . 7557. Each 

qinano ROLL Pennant POPULAR NEW EMBLEMS NOT ILLUSTRATED ere No. D7006. LION HEAD a Seas. Ga No. D7007. PIRATE J . No. D7008. BEAR HEAD Se 

see 

Panther Coast Guard Air Corps 
le B . . 3. Be, 7802. sche, 7e1%  F5ehs, 712 Iq We, 75% 75C 

INDIAN HEAD. & No. D7009, ANGEL HEAD with WIN No, 7537. Each, poze No. 7010, BOWLING me, A Rahe No. 
. With Any Name, 39% Each, 3 for $1.00 

Football 
No. D7026 

Felt-on-Felt Custom Made 

Pennants PROPELLER 
WINGS. ¥ 
No. 7531, Each 

Skull & Bones Sportsman's 
No. 7552. No. 7311. 
Eaohe 58.5 Each... .,. 23¢ 

. 

nd 
— — 

ié-to-Order Felt Script Names ere from all-wool felt. Neatly designed a .. an she y expert craftsmen, Specify back- | i nm Le tering or Design on Tail ground color and lettering color, Each letter is hand ) i 1 s deep, but can vary titched to back £ ‘rou, bend ‘keten, “our artist iiakee ‘ : ed on nate Boe Beautiful work and not = rd script name, o be compared with cheap painted felt ding or illustration in tail. : sh i Oe: \s “iunited, "do not have complicated ae- | Size 9x27-inches. Up to 16 letters; add 150 for ple y i = * Hiss cceucatoe rage | Soto! Mie PRINT OLEARLY,ereoiry » Ready attac! 1o f ri s f Paleor, ket, ete. 
zi - ke han. Spe al Script Names. Price For $2 75 No. D7027. stan kane ae Embloms $2000 

ering tife Gut A-Aces Rod & Gun Ch pint ‘miplemns: OMtered at" se aatie’ Time ; lee 0. 7555, No. 7314, No. 7514, No. 7515. — 75c¢ Each) : Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 
402 rh aoe Each 2... 25e Each»... 25€ Each..... A colt, Mich. x 403 



DF ieee ' | Rah! Rah!! Gummed College Pennant Stickers in 

ari > Baggies a Correct Colors with College Seal! Look Snappy!! 

COLLEGE Gummed PENNANT STICKERS 
ayy, In Regulation Colors, 3x9 In. for Auto Window, Luggage, Etc.. 

ays p r , \ y College assortments. For pasting on books, luggage, 

( OF rst City and State | f = i walls, car windows, ete, Attractive decorations that, give 

T¥e/ 

‘ . that sporty appearance. Standard pennant shape, attractive 
4 ‘ Ha ly colored and printed in correct colors. Gummed one side. 

i EASTERN. Syracuse, Penn State Columbia, Pe ‘vant: 
“| art Dartmouth, Harvard, Yale, Brown, Cornell, Prineston. "4 

: 
No. 2125. Price Postpaid Only er +1 

' Or MID-EAST. New York, Lafayette, Na Rutgers, Pi bs. 
‘ wite ca ple. ree peniene Cole ates Army. ee rere oe 25¢ 

sa3 * iO. -_Price Postpai nly. es : 

Colleges, Cities, States, Prisons, Baseball Teams, Clubs, Etc. Ana BIG TEN. Ohio State, Indiana, Iowa, Illinois, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Purdue, 2e@ 
Decorate your room with these Petar tt mane yes rane of college is ‘(2 ) Michigan, Chicago, Northwestern, No. 2122. Price Postpaid Only... . ef 

a ennants. Boost your college or club! Size 3x9-Inches. a SOUTHERN. South Carolina, ryland, V.M.I.,. Duke, N, Carolina, Va. Tech 

and novelty > . , - Washington & Lee, Clemson, N.C. State, Virginia. No. 2114. Price Postpaid. , 23¢ 
L SIZE £ r ACHETS AUTOS nd » PACIFIC COAST. Washington State, Oregon, Idaho, California, Washington, Stanford, ge 

0 5 a S. California, Oregon State, U.C.L.A., Montana. No. 2118. Price Postpaid Only. . : c 
SOUTH WEST. Baylor, Kans: State, Oklahoma, Texas, Kansas, Arkansas, issourt 

Below you will find a comprehensive assortment of felt pennants of ____ Nebraska, Texas Moye Mt. Lowa State,’ S-M.U.. T-C.U. No. 2419. Price. Postpaid uw, 25¢ 

colleges, cities and states. You will undoubtedly be able to finds SOUTHEASTERN. Louisiana State, Kentucky, Georgi burn, Tennessee, Alabama, © 25¢ 
pennants which will go very: well either. in your bedroom, den @ Georgia Tech, Vanderbilt, Ole Miss., Sewanee, Tulane, Migs. State. No. 2120. Postpaid... 

bicycle or car. These pennants are well made of felt cloth in the e, Notre Dame, Manhattan, St. Thomas, Holy Cross, Georgetown, pee 

state or college colors, Many of them carry the state seal or coll _ta Salle, Fordham, D. . St. Michael,’ St. Johns, Niagara, Catholic University. No. ._ 2123. &3€ 
of arms, There are four felt straps on them so. that they may BHGLAND. Williams, Northeaste 8S. State, Middlebury, R. I. State, Colby, Bowdoin, Union, 25¢c 

to a pole or hung from wall, etc, State each title. y Maine, Amherst, B., U., Vermont. No. 2129. Price Postpaid sasenee! 

57 Varieties; 10c Each, 3 for 25¢ City Pennant Stickers Foreign Hotels 
Chicago ‘Nebraska Base Ball Forel 8x9-in. In colors. f GUMMED STICKERS 

Colorado New Hampshire goston Red Sox , County ft. Petersburg, Fla., Coney Assortment of 6 stickers; 2 

Columbia New York Chicago White Sox London, Engl Mand, Minneapolis, New Orleans, each of 3 hotels, 2 c 

Cornell North Carolina @jeyeland Indians Parls, France ew York. 25¢ No. 2116. Postpald..... 

Dartmouth Northwestern Detrolt Tlaers Berlin, Germs , 2126. Assortment... Saeco ere 

Duero Rare Dame New York Yankees onda R Palm Beach, Fla, Miami Military Pennant Stickers 

Florida Oklahoma th eats aeons Mexlog d hit Hie ahesolat a gt f i 10 assorted. Including Army, 
Fordham Oregon Washington Senators Africa / a 25¢c Pe sale Navy, Air Corps, camps, ete. 25¢ 

Georgia, Pennsylvania Boston Bees Poland) 4 * 4: AOD osee CPt Se KG No. 2130. .Postpaid....,. 

Harvar Princeton Brecklyn Dodgers North Po 7€nebu’ Ghiunb 
ena Purdue Olmoinnat! Reds sone MIC SIGNS Stinky” Skunk 

Rhode Islan Chicago Cubs " Sc E h— 
inglang San Francisco New York Giants Cairo, Egypty laa Sweater Emblem 
tows Southern Callf. Philadelphia Phillies Petropally ' Drink Like ‘Wear on sweater 

ere South Carolina Pittsburg Pirates Siberia Happy. or give to your 
Nie Stanford $t, Louls Cardinals Tone it : your Beer Per Tea Tae c eS MS eatieng. 
0 » Japal men . ite felt wi 

Loulslana State Tennessee pete Moor ua 4, Donte. Threw pkunk and lettering 

a Maryland Vermont Alcatraz Gina j Siew ikahi aie Silence! Pe bout 5- 

Ren esce Massachusetts eaeneon ean Shorts YMCA oer (duit Your Genius At Work No. 7516, 

Michigan Sing Sing Scouts ae, Our ‘Dall Let Skunk 

Alabama Minnesota a aint Atlanta Good Luok | Memory, Sally ty, thas wow are” en oemoreact Emblem. 

Arizona Mississippl Wert Virginta Leavenworth Keep Smillf Wy, My Darn “Nose Person. Guaranteed to get Postpald 

Arkansas Missourl Nuieoanelry on Alr Corps [other People’s Seno es 35¢ 

Baivointa mre Yale Dovil’s Island " 

No. 2121. FELT PENNANTS, Price Each Pennant, Postpala........ Aled itis (a or bite ave . . Dh ifORm 

8 Pennants for 26 Cents, or 90 Cents Per Dozen, Sent by Mall Prepald DEN RMA TS 

FULL SIZE 12 BY 3 "Say Pal, You’ve 
Many people prefer the large size pennants 

3 

for toon decorations. These are the jumbo Sure Been Around! 

We_ got the ideal 
size—30 inches in length by 12 inches in Sac 7 ] 

depth. Mede of attractively colored a ae 
| V4 

standard colors of colleges. Suitable for dis- sh Sat Makibe. teesaae 

r whose cartoon we re- layirg in your den, bedroom, office, etc., etc, 
Bovera of them brighten up a room and give 

it that “sporty” look. With official seals. \ | produce with 
States and Georgetown Navy Toledo U. Base Ball Foot B . NG Le their per 

Colleges Georgla Tech Northwestern Tulane u. Detrolt Tigers : ‘ mission! Most people 

Harvard Notre Dame Vanderbilt Cleveland indlans hang pennants on their wall j : 

Aen Iilinols Ohlo et Virginia s) adr ro toes maton ian I tole ot h r peo Indiana Pennsylvania Wash & Lee Miscellaneous Spat gone to, ang a few of these on your wall and watch the reacti hi 

Suen lowa Fits Wisconsin Alr aide Negre iN r at at aera the pennants below which represent the famous prisons around the countess” Son 

Chicago Kentucky Pine Yale ‘American Leolon yl a” Golo riot fale 2 pee £000, ear, core your days in the “‘pen.”” ‘Remember the nights in 

Colgate beable Bowling Green K \ , . * Te - 
Columbia, —--Maryarove Southern Ceilt, Boystown trox Atlanta Joliet San Quentin Leavenworth 

Detroit Michigan Texas | Great Lakes ; Devil's Island Sing Sin Aub 
Duke Minnesota Texas Christian U. Marines : és 9 9 uburn 

Fordham Missourl © Wace Large 30-Inch Size Regular 3x9-Inch Size 
ae il con Ay Apo Fin Ben tae piineny Bold paldhs ssi vaieialy tisbeiswe.e vie oe sie sim Be thi cneiente rennin amorte | naccnvenlent size, Colorful. | Comes in all 8 

re 8 for 95 Cents, or $3.50 Per Dozen if B SPECIFY NAMES YOU DESIRE, 5 DE dan ne vou 
ene ae Mich, | Do Nor TEAR YOUR CATALOG. Keep har Each 3 c No. 2121, PRISON PENNANTS, 0c 

hnson Smith & Co., Detroit. Mich. | goods by when you receive them. N08). BAO iis ica toed vibe (Specify names), Each, Postpald, 
404 % Johnso " i ® for 950} All’ 8 tor $2.00 3 for 250; All & for G50; 12 for 900] %& 405 
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BRILLIANT FULL COLOR DECALCOMANIA TRANSFER: 

ms FOR DECORATING ARTICLES OF ALL KINDS 

LD ahewe) enciont ELRY, AUTOMOBILES, BICYCLES, FURNITUI 
| A Seca SL SDELS OMPAOTS, ae jecalcomania transfers are in SE ty ft colne sem 

Pt Posada They pecome ‘firmly attached to GLASS, WOOD. METAL or LEATHER. Put des 

; Bie % ablerns ‘on glasses to make a set of individual glassware. Put Army vnen ee compara 

oe $5, your girl Decorate models woth ete ees seit ae So eee jae ke. Do 

din transfers, Decalcomania s hi ; “ 

! Fang Poe icin in waver: slide em off, stick ’em on, Remains fast once set. 

ko Money Pe Articles 

| 

i 

By (2) juapncccnnnerratt €9 <=> 
a, ussssrT gh © 

La i A 

(hh AAABBBCCCDDDRERFRRGGG 
/ \ 

wi AN Ws re a9 

wnalize Your Jewelry, Wallet, Etc. 
ptionally popular set of rich, colorful initials 

esta for re fancy enon gras, oe oe 
autos, models, etc. nusually attractive 

Mieed work can be done very easily. Make 
foing it for others, 35¢ 
4, Complete Sheet as Illustrated... 

ABCDEEFG 
43 Letter Alphabet 

4008. The complete alphabet; 43 letters. 
of the most commonly used letters are 

U. S. Army Insignia 
No. 4828. Full color, 2 3-in., 

6 1-in. emblems, Price Per Set....+---++ 
* U.S. Navy Insignia 

! No. 4965. Ta full color, Large emblem 20¢c 

is 8-in. high, Price Per Set as Illustrated... ee ee a : 

eh 
vet Se. Letters are jet black. Size of letters 

(\ oe: Ae eawuviu inch high. Price per 15¢c 
é ° . ss - Sie, OS Letters. 2. cee ewe rere eeeece 

US. Marine Insignia ee 
No. 4826. Full color. 2 3-in,, INOUS DECAL TRANSFE R B 

HH 2 1%-in. emblems. Price Per Set..... eee Set of three decals. G Oy nthe, one «it } eB 

i, atts inches ge SS 
No. 4647. Lumin K& 

Decal Set. Ae 

Postpald .....- 
NN 

i 
PO 

Hy iv T 
qi EEE xY 
m4 * . . . 

titi Fighting Forces Insignia 34 

| Paice Pee’ sheet’ Postpaid 15¢ 
ac 

Large American Flags 
No. 4660. arerr size 

Ze cmblems. Shect 39 
i Letters With Black Trim 

fine for Signs, Luggage, Etc. 
wie assortment of alphabet and numbers, 

i ') wae of popular characters. 
iy 10. HALF INCH SIZE. Set...... 75¢ 

, ONE INCH SIZE. Set.......... 750 

l-Inch Luminous Letters 
m above but luminous instead of. gold- 

“Witers, Glow in dark, Alphabet, numerals, 
hon 

i, LUMINOUS LETTERS. Set... 75¢ 

DLD & BLACK LETTERS 
Gold color decaicomania trans- 

er initials that can be trans- . 
ferred to any smooth finished 
Surface such as car doors, 
Sheothly finished woodwork, _and 
furniture, metals, Stes ete. Init- 

a isis are gold and ick finish, 
| ) ive raised effect. Sold in sets 

of 39 characters including the ‘ Modern) 
bel, from A to Z, Jr., Mc., Co., &, parenthe« 

mae, dashes, etc. 

“a-Inch Gold Old English 
b Yraneter Initials. Old English Type Style. 286 

——— Z 
I ‘ OEe Nae ve to Set. 34-in. high. Price Postpaid 

| Insignias Hula Hula Girl ~ sinch Gold & Silver Modern 
. 4658. Al jecals ded, Set of 6 beau 7 om . Tranefer Initials. Mod Style. 

Te tall color og 1 Cc AIRC RAFT INSIGNIA aancore. cinesss not ogc Comic N 7 me to Set. ¥-in. Bian brice pescald 35c Ful 

rice = No. 4662. Price tee 
. 4659. ‘ $s Ne ee aiede es Mee J Postoaids waters DIF Shoot, Poatpald, 

406 % J. S. & Co» 
4 

‘ hy 

1 color. 

Bird and Animal Set 
No. 4668. Excellent decorations. 
Full color. Per Sheet 

Cowie wales Ane SCORE UARRINED 

ni 

Pin Up Cuties 
No. 4669. Large size sheet. 
Full color. Postpaid 

Attractive Girlie Insignia Set. 
No. 4670. Full color, 35c 
Per Sheet... ccsciees cee ecereccccecese : 

ACTUAL SIZE OF TRANSFER FIQURES 

18 ABOUT 4 INCHES HIGH. IN FULL, 

GAY COLORS. READY TO USE. 

Pin Up Cu 
No. 4671, Large sheet. 
Full color, Postpald..... ee eescccesees 35¢ 

Pin Up Cuties 

wudtTe.tae e386 | %& 407 



| SNAPPY JITTERBUG HOT IRON TRANSF 

put on SWEAT SHIRTS, BEER JACKETS, GYM SUITS, 

Movie Stars, Cartoons, Wacky Sayings, Sports 

Easily Transferred to Sweat Shirts, Shirts, Ties, Jackets 
Hot Iron Transfers in brilliant colors which can be permanently 

® 

Kiwsl a @ owns 
7 V/, 

BATHING SUITS, DUCK TROUSERS, OVERALLS, CAPS, { 
TRENCH COATS, HANDKERCHIEFS, SHIRTS, TIES and 
other clothing and articles. Works like magic—a child can do it. 
Lay design face down on cloth. Press with hot iron for 15 
seconds. Presto——the design is transferred. Each package contains 
20 Hot Iron Transfers, size approximately 6x2%-in. There is a 
big assortment of designs to suit all tastes, from comical wacky 
sayings, such as “KISS YO’ PAPPY,” FBLAPPERS, etc., to 
MISOBLLANEOUS SPORTS EMBLEMS. The assortments vary 
from time to time, so we are unable to give you a complete list 
of the transfers. The price is so low, however, that you can 
scarcely go wrong. There are enough transfers in a single package 
to ‘‘doll up’’ the entire gang. No trouble at all putting them on, for all you need is a hot fron, 
No. 2211. JITTERBUG HOT IRON TRANSFERS. Per Package of 20 Assorted Transfers....+« ' 

Displays your Brilliant red felt with 
patriotism white trim. 6-in. wide 
and shows by nearly 4-in. deep- 
good taste Emblem comes with- P is in th ky. Set, Postpaid. 
at the same out names on. These can be easily embroid 
time. Looks sewed on; or Wear plain with the “Me & 
extremely Double heart design is on each emblem. N 

eee Ae Miniature Flags | inctudea—you can easily sow on or leave blank 
No. 7502. Blank Heart Emblem. Each... 49) 
No. 2406. Gold Embroidery thread for 
Sewing on Names, Postpaid... . 

Each on. stick. holds mounted flag po ae: 
upright Flag size 
ac Height 6-in. 

0. 3. Deskt Bc 
Flag. Postpaid American Flag Gum Stic $2.50 144, 
3 _For 400, Postpald ” atcha Use these flags on your envelop 

FOREIGN FLAGS cards, stationery, packages, and @ 
of mail you send out, and show yo 

Silk-like rayon, fast colors, 4x6-in. On black frlctisth; Lat erervoie now San 

staff, gilded spear. American. The flags are gimmé 
No. 3331. Great Britain. Each Postpald about the same size as postage st 

No. 3331B. Poland. Each Postpald. . No. 2842, American Flag Gum Stickers 
No. 3331E. Denmark, Each Postpaid | 

in, tt eesere 
No. 4519, 
Price 3 for 10¢c 

12 for 25c; 

rated. Each figure several inches high, gum- 
Kk. Luminous, glows in dark. Put on wall, 

» bike, etc. Blue & white by day, brilliant 
Sppearance at night. f 5O Stickers..... ow i No. 3331H. United States. Each Postpaid. Fle tba Bee ot cj000., Oniy Lc ae inous Wine, 

No, 3331K. Norway. Each Postpald.........500 | "" “""U* iiivien & Song 
gare 

No. 4096. Set, 

ustrous Gold & Black Chenille Embl ° ie o..35¢ Meas 386 
Silk-Like, Lustrous #2 Jangling Co 

Luminous 
Sportsman’‘s Set 

Chenille oe 

\ Clank & Jingle As You Walk! 
 LOOKING—and ACTION, TOO!! Two Size $ a Witter can be worn on any shoes and can be 

RN SH 6/0 taken off in seconds, Dresses up to give 
Look smart on Sweaters, Caps, He ‘cowboy’? look. Adjustable. Both styles 

ie i Tea eee grees inserts, . eet jangle as you walk. 
ss lags, Jackets, rts, ° De L 

No. 7526. YACHTSMAN. No. 7626D. FLYING 15C No. 7526J. LYRE. MpRATEO. Bocstttany nate bri ht nickel A 25C oor. Track.) Each... (Music.) Each.... - Beautifully made bright nic 
INSIGNIA. Each......- 526E. TENNIS seen pie with large machine-engraved conchos 

No, 7520A. WHEEL & WINGS Raoker Ean... ,..25e No. 7520K. TRAGK eit ie) 
trated) Bache sees SOE NO-7eRGE-STAR (O20 15C no, 75261. BASEBALL plier sab over top Og c ios 7 rn eke . ee nee No. 7526B. AVIATION 25¢ No. 7526G. MEGAPHONE. 15¢c Eech........ eso 7 bow Priced Ja Ali ms id WINGS EMBLEM. Each. . (Cheer leader.) Each. ... No. 7526M. SERVIC! ngling Spurs 

WLUSTRATED. Bright aluminum metal. 
gel looking. With star rowel (spur). 
piety atep 

No. 7526C. BASKETBALL 15¢ No. 7526H. FOOTBALL. 15c (4 In group, cut off 

i Jangiing Spurs. Pair, Postpald, . 29c 

EMBLEM. Each.......- Each... ceeveee you need.) Group.....9) Noreen cere Se a ee eres ee 
408 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 5F Titolo es woll'aa the ‘stock numbers) oe aM 

fortment of paper stars, moons, planets, etc., coated with a luminous preparation that shines In 
hey are made of plain, thin, white paper, 

, snd all you have to do is stick or pin them on to the wall or ceiling, or anywhere where they 
tiost effective. Stick them up singly, or make your own heavenly constellation as e wish, 

will scarcely be noticed except in total darkness, but i 

LUMINOUS STAR SET. 21 cutouts: big stars, little stars, full moons, crescent moon, 
Planet with rings. Set Postpaid........... 

Large “Milky Way” Star Set—250 Stars, 4 Planets, Moon 
$002. DAZZLING LUMINOUS STAR SET. 250 stars, 4 planets, moon. Like brilliant 

f. 

LUMINOUS STARS, COMETS 
ETEORS, EITC..ETC.. ON CEILING 

BY 

already gummed on the back just like postage 

the wall 
as pale blue, Nile green or pink, they add an attractive note of 

in your bedroom and literally “SLEEP 
ou can make a miniature sky for your 

35¢ 

Decorations Against a white background the DESK FLAG Cakes TWO-H EART , fu be of a soft pastel color suc STAND Favors aon by day as well as night. Stick them up on the ceilin, 
This Flag Stand EMBLEM " ve CLARET, a tee oh6 thing Sr decorations. : ‘5 

eon i h fea ei -onsi i ion, 
tical he ieat avery viaab lb eaeatee: a ristmas or New Year party, hey add considerably to the gaiety of the occasion 

desk and mantel. Jacket, Shirt, Etc. 

AccurateLuminous Star 
Map on Your Ceiling! 

Fall asleep studying the stars, Useful for 
astrologers and amateur astronomers. With this 
set you can make an accurate map of the sky, Takes 
but a few minutes for you to put up the sky with 
the chart given, but something you'll enjoy for 
years. Set consists of 250 stars, 4 planets and 
moon with complete Instructlons and chart. $1 89 
No. 4992. Price Postpald . : = 

Luminous Ink which is visible in dark. By day, 
it appears to be ordinary white ink. By night. the 
writing is luminous and can easily be read. Can 
be used by photographers, for signs or notices. ete, 
Many dark room uses, for labeling bottles, 25¢c 
No. 4025. Small Bottle. Price Postpald.... 

Luminous Snow Flakes 
Glow Brilliantly in Dark; Pere 
Swell for Jokes, Parties 
and Novelty Decorations 
Luminous Snow Flakes Glow 

In Dark. Excellent decorations 
for Xmas Trees and Ornaments 
(indoors and outdoors) or any 
other time such as Hallowe'en, 
Easter and party decorations. 
Sprinkle it over present decora- 
tions or let it fall slowly. Some 
boys take a package to theater 
or in dark room and let it fall, 
Never fails to excite interest 
and amusement. Looks very ~ pretty. Looks like a swarm of fireflies or a meteot shower, Many ways you can have fun all year 
round. 
No. 4997. LUMINOUS SNOW ar 
FLAKES. Package, Postpaid... .20¢ | * 409 



Shrunken Heads and Bodies 
AS THE CANNIBALS PREPARE THEM | 

9 Mont amazing creations ever seen—the wonder of the age. Real curiosities. Although made by hand, 
»/) wed in carnivals and museums and advertised as completely real and authentic. Some weird stories 

ee z are told about them, and after you’ve seen how startling 
these look, you’d be ready to believe just about any- 
thing. Mouths sewed shut just as the cannibals do, 
Even doctors are surprised at the appearance of native 
dried flesh. Black human hair, Eyebrows, eyelashes, 
nose and ears. Sold to doctors, nurses, churches, ma« 
gicians, merchants, carnivals, etc. 

Shrunken Heads (Wild Man) 
Size of an orange—about 4-in, high. Most fantastic 

thing you’ve ever seen, $12.50 

No. D6520. Native Shrunken Head. Postpaid 

Full Length Shrunken Body 
_ About 25-in. in length, Every detail is here. Native 
in color, Comes complete in casket. Choice of male or 
female. 

No. D6521, Native Shrunken Body, Postpaid 24°50 

The Fish Girl 
Fish-like body with hideous human-like head. Arms 

and hands and long flowitf; hair. Inspect it closely, 
let your friends handle it, they still say it’s real. The 
original mermaid. Length about 15-inches, $25 00 
No. D6522, The Fish Girl. Price Postpald, . 

———— —— EA et : 

Equipped Small Animal Cage 
Has Self-Feeding Water Bottle, Special Feed Rack, Litter Par) 

and Play Deck 
This is the type of cage you should have for almost any type of small animal 

such as mice, hamsters, guinea pigs, reptiles, rabbits, as well as almost any other 
small animal of comparable size. 

Gives You a Good View of Animal Yet Scientifically Developed 
You will notice that animal is protected from drafts on three sides, thus avoid-f 

ing the most common illness in animals—colds and pneumonia. Designed so that 
it can be easily cleaned, so that food and drink can be easily supplied or removed. 
The result is that you not only keep animals livelier and healthier, but it elimi- 

Real Scientific Wonders of the Sea 
Fascinating Sets of Marine Oddities 

Hidden deep within the sea is fascinating marine life thrilling and color- 
nates many unpleasant animal odors. Water Bot } ful beyond wildest imagination. Let these sets help you explore these won- 

How often have you wished for smail, interesting live pets at home? Now there Complete with ders by examining REAL SPECIMENS. Each specimen attractively 
is ho reason why you can’t have your favorite pets, Makes a perfect breeding or Py id bent comm cleaned and polished, carefully identified and displayed .Many people use 
pet pen. Made of durable galvanized metal, attractively finished, Floor size is hangs these sets for making jewelry and novelties. The sea horse, the fragile 
16x16-inches and stands 7-inches high. May be set on table, floor or screwed to but doesn’t : it beauty of snow-white coral, brilliant colors of tortoise and scallop shells, 
wall. With water bottle, feed rack, litter pan and play deck, Wonderful display Perfeet for Wi f i pearl essence, red coral, ete., etc. Attractively boxed with each piece 
for your pets. $4 95 OY he » OS ) arranged as scientific display, properly identified. If purchased sep- 
No. 6950. METAL ANIMAL CAGE & PEN. Price Postpald........ f No, 6948. er : J arately, the specimens would cost many times more, 

Smaller Metal Cage—1012x6x6-Inches—Only $1.95 Each 
Made of durable galvanized metal with wire sereen, Ideal for smallest animals, 

No. 6949. ECONOMY METAL CAGE. Postpaid, Each.,....... 

Postpaid Only. Wonders of the Sea 
birds, ete. 3 Set includes display box with fiddler crab, coral, star fish, bisected 
2 ae shell, snail with trap door, shark’s tooth, sea fan, sea plume, sea 

‘ horse, shell egg case. All identified. 1 00 - 
No. 8741. WONDERS OF SEA SET. Postpald...... * 

\ Large Wonders of the Sea Set 
sg Set includes sea fan, black coral, sea horse, reef coral, sea plume, 
jp scallop shell, pearl essence, tortoise shell, mother-of-pearl, shell 
and trap door fiddler crab, precious red coral, starfish, . ». 

rattlesnake of sea, horseshoe crab, barnacles, worm rock, ‘ 
" shell egg case, embryo shells, bisected shell, shark’s tooth, 
ponge. In display box with information on specimens, $2.95 

No, 8742. LARGE SET OF WONDERS, Postpaid....... 
Collection of 12 Different Sea Shells 

Small Animal - 
Cage 4 

Especially Suited for Mice, Chamelé 
Turtles Frogs, Snakes, Etc., Ete 

Here is an attractive cage for your smi 
Every boy at some time or other desires fhouwht shells were flat and colorless, take a look at this gorgeous set. Lovely 
and keep small animals. With this cage ay and eones. Ineludes such specimens as pelican’s foot, crown conch, bleeding 
keep them safely and comfortably. Very @0 pi » cowry, snakeskin turbo, hump back stromb, ete. Each identified. 50c 

gL ae any small animals, 4 ) BUA SHELL SET. Price Postpaid Only....... Mena phn 4) <ath L wear tae w 

Hery of Pearl “Hear the Ocean Roar” Coral Set 
In display box Hold up to your ear Includes branch and you can ‘fhear the with large real ocean roar’? anywhere coral, lace coral, 

a ered in : 
Petros or WL a Built-In Belt Attachment fo! 

pa era raabeksnsoubee™ "og Easy Carrying 
Take this cage with you on hikes and 

‘ trips. Has handy belt attachment making it rt \" a goyatee any in worlds Curious sci- oe irs rice 
convenient to carry. Excellent for collecting specimens of ores, shells, insects, butterflies or any other iten ie Stone od entific ment goral andntetes 

. : . 7 She arge, ‘aCe Catch Small Animals and Keep Them Alive in This Cage ; feurl. Shell is Bey atrac coral. Snow white . tive shell. 
About 4x4x4- 
in. 

it 4x4-in. in 
Can be used 
many effects 
jewelry—even 

in jewel-like pat- 
terns. Display 
box, identified, 

Pn for all types of small animals ee pices oe ae paeeeont turtles, crabs,” 
‘well as butterflies. All metal construction, handsomely enameled. Hinged cover so that it is easy ft B 
animals, Snap lock holds cover down firmly. Has belt attachment for carrying on your belt. Sizemy SU dace ABiitraye No. 8745, Pere eece Making novelties, 
210% 5 %-inches long, 3-inches high, 2-inches deep. TORY oF $1.00 Postpaid... 55c¢ No. 8746. Price Postpaid.. $1.00 

( a « Price Postpald.....ccessetevesseervvoune We Postpaid... br vat SIRE IS ee eS Ro mes eae ey 410 % |ino. 6960. SMALL ANIMAL CAGE. Price Post ‘ . | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. > 411 



monkey skull, with teeth in pla 

an odd sort of way. 

GENUINE MONKEY SKI 
Looks Like a Shrunken Human Skull — 

Place this skull on your desk, table or book-case.and se 
reaction. People notice it, pick it up, examine it ahd commen 
how natural it is. Most people think it a human skull. G p = ba ‘ Raise, Train and Care for 100 Live Animal 

ce, movable jaw. jj Pets and Their Characteristics 

in and Care for Pet Animals 
An Illustrated Handbook Describing How to 

ow fo Raise, Tra 

Highly Recommended For 
Rubbing and Massage 

; been used by the Indians as a 

How to Keep, Feed & pkin soother and ae mpcotiee 

i It has been greatly prais y 

Care for Live Pets contortionists, gymnasts and ath- 

ft: letes a8 a boon to stiff joints and 

=Mice Severs All hake sore muscles. We actually have 

hae no idea what qood will come 
—Guameleons, Turtles—Rats 
CShakes, Alligators. —Guinea Pigs | from the use of Snake Oll, but 
—Rabbits —Cats. room does not allow to explain. 
poueat & Fish merce es See your public library. Prepared 
Bar Others and sterilized in Ross Allen’s fa- 

And Many Others : ; 
Covers almost every conceivable mous Reptile Institute, the only 

type of live pet. Tells how to keep, | established laboratory in the U.S. 
Bree ee Raneee feet fare, for for the manufacture of antivenim 

em sicknes: mn health. Fine 
handbook & reference, Bound edi- po 40046 1 ounce size bottle, 

oI . 

Wor! 360, Postoald.. $2.50 | price... «ore ae $1.25 

SEA CORAL p 
Solidified Sea Life Genuine STARFISH 

Real coral that is a lovely Wonderful specimen from the 
white color, Makes an attractive | sea, Has solidified into shape snd 
Toom decoration as well as ex- | is like a brittle stone in compo- 

te Fine for ponds | gition, Fine curio with many 
or fishbowls, decorative purposes. 
No. 8658. Sea Coral. Plece 25¢ | No. 8659, Each Postpaid. 25¢ 

Birds & Animals 
Sportsmen——boys have fun_creat- 

ing your own HOME MUSEUM. One 
of best hobbies in the world for 
hunters and sportsmen. Save your 
trophies, Mount BIRDS ANIMALS, 
HEADS, FISH, wild or tame. Tan 
leathers and fine furs. Become a 
TAXIDERMIST. WILD GAME 
NOT NEEDED. Mount common 

specimens —— squirrels, crows, fish, 

frogs, Pigeons. Convert them into} 

jJamps, den decorations, etc. Profit- 

able home hobby that pays big divi- 

dends, Fascinating booklet explains 

34-in. diameter. 

Genuine Spe 

how for beginners. Printed by SEA HORSE 
Popular 
Mechanics. Genuine specimen of the famous 

sea horse. These 
No. 1374. head similar to 

Price tail and swim 
piece or curio. 

Postpald 
Each Postpaid.... 

‘ Alligators Chinchilla Goats Monkeys Skinks 
Used for Magic, Supernatural, Joke Ants"? Shinmunk  Gonher Muskrat shuns 

rmadillo rickets rasshoppers Newts nails 
* 4 Decorative Purposes ‘ Aquariums Deer Ground Hog Opossum Snakes 

Used for magical tricks, Coan and supernatural Ri Bats Dos Gulls i Parrots | Sriders 

joke item, and many other ways. In addition, many homoe @ oars jonkeys uinea Pigs Parakeets quabs 

men make book-ends or other objects and incorporate this) Beetles Ducks Hares Pigeons sone 
in the design. Even by itself or mounted on a weight, it mak Beaver Finches Herons ious Pheasants Ferrariume 

a a} “Ne: 7 a+ i irds is lorne: ‘oads Poultry ‘oads. 

effective desk ornament. Clean, smooth bone; quite attr Bugs Fireflies Hotass Ponice Tortoise 

$ / Burroe Flying Insect Senile Dog nian ee i 
i “x jutterflies ragons Villages accoon ropica S| 

No. 3923. GENUINE MONKEY SKULL. Postpaid Susauriners’ elamianoen| Gusnpine Rats wre cal 

} J Cats Fox Beans Pabbits Turtles 

SNAKE OIL oy, CURIO SE Saterpiliare Geese Cizard Salamanders Wease y Caterpillars Geese Lizards Salamanders Weasel 
f J Cavies Gila Monster Love Birds ‘$a Horse Wild Birds 

Chameleons Gloworms Mice Sheep Worms 
Chickens Goldfish Mink S.i/kvorms Woodchuck 

This oil, in primitive form, has » 

LIFE-LIKE 
Learn to Mount || WILDCAT EYES 

Make Them Light Up! hand made in Mexico. The 
evave fun in a lot of ways with @ palroe ent way they have preserved and : 

Es. Make we faces. T's na : . 3 

light at night so they. stare right out. Se be fleas is amazing. In box. 1.50 ie 

out of a lot of people. Imitation, 

No. 2345. WILDCAT EYES. Per Pair, Pos' zi Carved Monkey 

Around 2-in, in_ size. Good pocket 

craftsman’s decoration it is superb. 
No. 8661. SEA HORSE. 50c 

The Book Everyone Interested in Pets Wants 
At a Price You Can Afford 

This book should be in every home, whether you have a 
pet or not. It provides an instant reference to the character- 
istics of the pets listed above, together with detailed instruc- 
tions on how to raise them, how to feed them, how to house 
them, how to train and care for them in sickness and in 
health. Even those who do not own pets will find many 
eecasions when they will want to know more about them, 

Allen’s famous Reptile IM y get. A ready reference for pet owners and pet buyers, 

Very valuable in teachin ers All the Uncommon Pets as Well as the Common Ones from Monkeys to 
ae uncon: Oke Hamsters to Ants and All the Others You Can Think Of 
reptile study, Set includes wld you like to have a live monkey for a pet? Would you know how to take care of ants, bees, 
snake's rattles. fang, ve ‘ wme, etc? How would you breed hamsters? How can you keep live insects, small animals, turtles 
skin destriptive bool ehameleons, In the house and all year round without fuss or bother? Do you know how easy it 
N 4546 Post ald. bulld a Window Jungle? Illustrates tropical fish, tells how to build an aquarium, terrariums for 

0. D DP ss and water pets, Indoor cages, outdoor pens, breeding pens or hutches, how to catch live, small 
“ls, simplified automatic feeder (a great timesaver), automatic waterer, plus a valuable ‘list. of 

++ for additional Information and sources of pets, photos, pet magazines and zoological societies. 
if addition to describing the care of 100 live pets. Wonderfully complete. Beautiful nature-lover 
at ple ae About 78 photos and drawings. Our own publication-——dealers should write for 

Hity prices. 
1497. COMPLETE PET BOOK. Postpald.........+... 15¢ 

QUANTITY PRICES: 3 for 400; 12 for 

VvenTesaA 
Hlonce avive connate 
Cad end octet fate 

This exhibit prepared 6 

+0 060% Ce eee be» 
20 Postpaid 

i) Baby Octopus 
ating Specimen 
Wal baby 

i 
SHARK’S TEE 
Often worn as an OM 

White bony material thi 
like polished ivory. Can 
for many decorative pi fa dead, but 
Sometimes used on cha ly looks 
lets and in the make-up 6 Ife - like. % 
ry. Use your own ingen ery inter- 
make curious ornaments imen to 
them, f people, and 
No. 8660. Shark’s Too to find it f 

Ni, Head- 

} with two beady eyes and the eight long 
pivered with blood-sucki b 

Baby ‘Octopus, Postpald, wh. ° $2.95 

! Mexican Dressed Fleas 

Ge 

Amazing Curiosity 
Pair of real fleas, almost 

microscopic in size, dressed to 
look like a couple, such as a 
bride and groom. This pair is 

large sim Pair Dresse eas. Postpald. . i Ons 
Pair Dressed Flees Pov Plastic Merry-Go-Round Provides 

Exercise & Fun for Small Animals 
Keeps Animals Healthy, Fun to Watch 
_ This Plastic Treadwheel provides small animals 

with the exercise they need in small cages. They 
like to play on it and they are fun to watch at play. 
As they take each step, the treadwheel starts to 
turn. The faster they run or walk, the faster the 
treadwheel spins. Suitable for all small 4-footed 
animals such as mice, rats, hamsters, ete. Mounted 
on bearing ready for use, — 
No. 6961. Price Postpaid, 94925 | * 413 

Peach Stone 
de in Mexico 
& wonderful charm or 
Mach peach stone . is 

" » land carved monkey. 
” making into brooch, 

# mi chain as’ charm, etc. 
For charm, jewelry, relia. 

i, ot 50 

cimen of Curious 

queer creatures have 
horse and curled up 
upright. in water. 

~ 



LIVE ANT VILLAGE 
the Ants Start With Nothing and Build 
* Homes, Tunnels, Nurseries, Banquet 

Halls, Etc. 
Aliioet unbelievable are the fascinating things these 

een do. You get the ant village with the ants In 
‘etlon, separated from the runway that leads to the 
) below. As soon’ as you wish, you release the stop- 

‘These Live Monkeys 
Make Wonderful Pet 
Teaches Monkey To Monkey Business In Rhode 

Pick Pockets be From Coronet Magazine 

ee, f Coronet Magazine tells the true ' aid the ants can begin making thelr Wew home 

hon S how 11 monkeys escaped from an amus setely in full view i zi , 

Phones Long Distance from 7 park in Rhode Island and lived for i view of you with the amazing X-RAY 
VILLAGE that enables you to see them work and 

& : th t-of-doors. The} tually 
Idaho to Tell Us How Much ; © wisdom. and numbers “through, 

He Liked the Monkey Bupon handouts a7 "food from f # Stay Inside the Village at All Times— 
if Ople, coming up he 

z. 

| When Ware dni oawattne (Aaalie, i Searing "aie 4108 of chem Can ee bw Work and Live, Yet 

stop in at the Palm Leaf Club : ; or soos | a 3” Honan e annot 
and see the monkey we sent ‘Red’? A ox unker, stspped its UME Jwayn something rotary edie me See them d 
Womack, the organist. After he : day, tooted his hom wis of building, see the Queen ant and h ie 
had it about a month, he called passed out stale bi See them mate a b ant an er worker 

long distance to say how pleased ? buns to them wh@ teine of judge . , nurse their young, the 
his waa. ‘He's certalnty smart. We < came (nian ee hi Honal my Tene te. Introduce other ants and* watth them fight, each having its own ‘‘army’’. 

MUCH RIM. to seal. and volek ; murvived aaa nany a a ane see ific. Last indefinitely and you can always obtain additional ants. Carefully 

pockets. When the audience ‘ Would be captured a a rte repaid, complete with live ant colony. Live delivery guaranteed. Easy to keep 

doesn’t pay me enough to play DUE te ot nodes ing Live AN? VILLAGE Goto ae ne 6.95 
music for them, | send the : ie parte these 4n7, B cs "Sere FOOT ene oe anise Eas yr ne 
Nabi around to pick their P monkeys will "7, Book on Care of Ants, Insects and 100 Other Live Pets. Only. via se SOO 

pockets. He’s a real hit. When way into a = 

I'm driving he climbs over on ‘ 40%) eo the Cott ‘ . 
my fap and wants to drive. : ’ : ae : fields or the john 
1 let him take the wheel and : ee on the window 

he steers the car. He sure Is : 
a smart fellow.’ 

Remember What 
Lew Lehr Said: 

“Monkeys Are the 
Craziest People.” 

WOO 

| Baby Crab in Real Sea Horse in G 
“rent Solid Plastic Transparent Solid Plastic Transparent Solid Plastic 

This Is What One an Rey. Chula On Key Chain On Key Chain 
pir friends examine this The sea horse is one of the This unusually shaped fish is 

Wrote After Rece { A mulch is right on aster oddest fish. Now you can ex- | almost unbelievable if you didn’t 

a) ity to examine be- | amine a baby one in this unusual | actually see him. Has fascinating 

Monkey We Sen fe in olid plastic which form, Genuine specimen perma- | beauty, Preserved in transparent 

“J received the monkey pent teaded key chain. | nently preserved in transparent | plastic. Baby size. Beaded key 

dered from you around Xma Price plastic: chain. 

It arrived on December 200KICEEEEN D0: 39c¢ No. 4329. Price Postpaid 50c No. 4362. Price Postpald 39c 

was in very good shape. She} — 

e THE MOST INTERESTING PET YOU’VE EVER SEEN 

ive Baby Alligators 
lot more, Although she was] 

fun to Watch Them Live and Grow! Harmless Pets 

HOW TO ORDER 
YOUR LIVE MONKEY 

Most people know how fascinating a monkey can be, but 

they wish to know how much trouble they will be. The sim- 
ple answer is that they are not much more trouble than a cat. 
‘As with all pets, most are affectionate, docile creatures unless 
you tease them. When they are young, they are very much 
like a kitten, playful and friendly. As they grow up, they get 
more intelligent, friendly and independent. Since they are 
more intelligent than a dog or cat, if you have taught them 
to obey certain’ commands, they will be easy to care for. 

Most people are ‘too good” to them. Consequently they grow up to be “At first 

Xmas present for my son, 
family got enjoyment out 

“ and so does the whole neigh 
for that matter. 4 

I was worri d 

mischievious and disobedient, A little mischief is all right, but like a] what to feed her, but I fou . ; 7 

spoiled child, they will try to get away with everything they can. Treat eats just about everythi ’ . oe ae alligator, Alligators are actually very interesting pete that 

him as a child, whom you expect to understand and obey you and things she don’t want she $m MED uAe them cing a sere things. The Indians use to hypnotize them. 

you'll have a fascinating, fun-loving, obedient and intelligent companion, | throws down. Whenever shi MNS vid sour Lease nee Easy to keep, requiring very little care and 

Monkeys present no problem in housing or ¢ar- | eating anything she starts) anny ld your house o} flies and insects, Grows several inches each year 

ing for them, A draft-free cage or box can be his and yelling and won't lett 1 ws adult, development after about six years which is about five feet or longer 

home, Temperature should be above 50 degrees at | she gets some of it. She Piling over 50 pounds, These are baby alligators from 10 to 15 in, long. 
weeks for delivery—shipped from Louisiana. $3 95 
LIVE BABY ALLIGATORS. Price Postpald Pm 

flook on Care of Alligators and 100 Other Live Pets. .15¢ 4 
most times, but important thing is to keep them | t0o, whenever I let her 

out of drafts, It is not necessary to confine them | 02 and want her to go 

at all times, and their own actions will be best | Just tell her and snap 

guide to how often he can run free, He can be d in she goes, 
handled on a leash quite well, too. No special “We have a Boston 

foods needed, and same well-balanced human diet | the monkey and the dog 

is fine. They perform their own toilet and keep | fine and wrestle all over @ 

their cage and their body clean, Monkeys are free | and the monkey gets on 

mn from most odors, Monkeys stand from 15 to 22| back and that is something 

; , inches in height. Shipment Is made to you by|I have taught her to drin 

Railway Express, live and healthy delivery. Shipping Charges Paid | % glass, She likes to p "tee-Sow Teeter Ladder for Birds & Animals 

Upon Delivery. Monkey taken care of en route to your place. dow blinds down and sn Su) © hove some fun with your pet birds and small animals, put this in their 

Rhesus Monkey tis _ Ser We ban Ney wonnw teeter ladder where they can haye fun climbing back and forth, 2277, 

Masta fn pity, Most pops Ope $49.50 | isch ate sever wants pale or ta, Amuse em he eatin: int HZ 
No. D7850. Live Pet Baby Rhesus Monkey. SEND..... . and when we sleep late of * UAW FOR BIRDS and ANIMALS. Brae 8S ? 5 

w White Faced Monkey sacecting. Chat we md ’ WAI ONY... cece eee ene tte eeene Bi ahite stot oe piuest 9c are 

ite or golden blond fur on face giving it a ‘“human’’ look. . ee : e : Ss 

No. D7854. Live Pet Baby White Face Monkey. Price. . “$64.50 oie ae ©. ee rd _o oh of Bird Calls, Animal Imitations, Etc., 12 ix 

Book on Pets Including Monkeys a bat . a \ i) enjoy imitating various animal and bird calls and noises, eo A 
, but I will say wi rp Sos 

wer ic ARE, MOOK Oh, idea tA a, PRI anak 15¢ dom, BOs wt 8 a t eyuinment, just use hands and mouth, Illustrated. 12¢ WSS 

414 ¥& | tor Over 100 Pets, Including Monkeys. Price Postpald anything for her.’ , woh of Bird Calls, Animal Imitations, Etc,..... pM nae 

i 
Kw 



A Oe 
Fascinating and Interesting P 

Many Live For Years! © 
One of the most fascinatin 

interesting pets that anyone can 
is a Live Turtle. There is no diff 
or inconvenience in keeping 1 
it seek its own food. However) 
is a certain fascination in wat 
it eat and feeding it. By careft 

servation you can observe the first traits of human behavior such as reg 
from danger, etc. Extremely gentle and easily kept. 
Some people construct small boxes 18 inches square and put in it som 

a little dish of water, stones and in as short a time as one week the turth 

quietly settled down to his new residence and proceeds about his busing 

a@ very orderly fashion. You can learn more about biology in a short timé 

some of these small animals than you can by hours of reading. 7 

The turtle is all the more interesting because it has retained every trait 

marked the existence of its ancestors so many ages ago, Its breeding, re 
of the young, feeding and general mode of living ET THIS LIVE CHAMELEON! 
tigee's a pened a pie delivery guaranteed. Turtle Fo f yy MAKES IT CHANGE COLOR? 

w 2 to 3 weeks for delivery. ve 

No. D7989. BABY TURTLE, Price Postpaid.... 50c To keep your turtle be indeed is a most fascinating pet. There are so 

and happy get a pac: Interesting things to observe about the Chameleon 
ae Te »} 2 me 

d 
> S : 

ee ie eats, Ber eR te ee 15c fee SLT opr , ou can watch with admiration and fascination for 

j ie ni o8 RAIDEN TP TMM EC) nee Aractionnl  adalbeed ; and still not know all of its secrets. 

Mammoth 5-Inch Pet Turtle food, A wide awake ti » Note: Man Changes Color—As Well As Chameleon 
always more interesting, : ‘ 

5 Gervice reports that a man reached into his letter box and found a 

No. 5301. Turtle Food ls one case where a man changed color (to a blushing red) as well 

3 pkgs. for only 406 Nie Chameleon he grabbed, ; 

i i Wakes It change Its color? Why does It change Its color? Foremost 

uve endeavored to explain this remarkable action of the Chameleon 

No. D7888. MAMMOTH LIVE TURTLE. About 5-in- 
in diameter. Makes a real pet. $1 98 

Price Each Postpaid,......... Lele ele esta att bibs yl 

a 414 C8 44 5 Finding a satisfactory answer. Perhaps YOU can discover it. Put the 

Turtle With Name Silent Dog Whis “) in various places and you'll watch the different colorings. The 

o the pee ° I the \ olor takes but a few minutes and you can watch the change. 

n Sh Be nly e e « 

Mc ivdeneh wens r= Catches Flies In Mid-Air 
of these g Fee 4 er one of the most remarkable characteristies of the Chameleon is 

turtles the — Seem of ‘ilasin oe al ier y to catch files and other insects for food. Whenever a fly comes 
ca our dog  witho a ange z 8 § catches it, buyer (finas ihe amazing “SILENT pod ‘WHISTL / tunge its long tongue shoots out and catches it Catches them in 

an  attrac- works: gs ve the ability of @ | full grown, 7-inch chameleon can capture a fly 12 

tivelypaint- poe ae Ths OEE. ee a 3s away without moving. His artillery consists of a 
ed rose in pitch and, while it can be used as an ord w longer than himself—a _ lightning-like sticky- 

full colors whistle, the pitch can be raised so high weapon which is shot out of the mouth in much 
it is Inaudible to the human ear but) 
audible to a dog. The result is that whi 
one elso can hear the whistle the dog) 
Dog can be trained to come to this 
as you train it to come when you call its n 
American made, Call your dog without 
up the neighborhood. Fine for training) a? 
eto. All metal construction. Screw bolt adi 

along with . 
his name. You can put on it the name of your 

ychool, It makes a good mascot. Or a friend’s name, 

fame of your city, stafe, ete. There is a slight coat 

of varnish over the turtle’s back to give it a shiny 

appearance, These are the same turtles as described 

above, Many pools Ae a ae ea oe eck 

and fasten the thread to a pin and attach it to their ; % Ripley's ‘Believe It or Not’.'? 

lapel or keep it on a desk or dresser. Safe live de- go ane deeper desis About” Sait Hie is no difficulty or trouble about keeping the 

livery guaranteed. Print Peeters leery Chromium plated. leon, Will actually go for months without feed- 

No. te ery Tgueuae, TLE 85c No. 4501. Silent Dog Whistle. Price ¥ ~ { measures about 4 Inches in length and can be 

WITH NAME, Price Postpaid. - +--+ +++ ed to the lapel and worn if you desire. Or keep it 

Deodorized Pet Skunks Small chain or thread and let it run up and down 
font, We guarantee safe, live delivery. Allow at 

Make Beautiful, Safe and Friendly Pets wo weeks for delivery—longer in cold weather. 50c 

The idea of a skunk for a pet, often’ seems unusual at 

we way a watermelon seed can be shot from be- 
the fingers.” (From Natural History Magazine). 

eustomer writes: ‘‘One day for what reason we do not know, # 
t one of them with a pencil, stroking him very gently. My wife 

Wie doing this and inquired, ‘What is his name?’ Jokingly | called 
Fiulo. Today Pluto is about 81/4-inches long. When we call him, 

an enormous bunch of his little friends come to us. 1 will 
that they make wonderful little pets. Maybe we should send 

0). LIVE CHAMELEON. Price Postpaid...... 

first, but those who are familiar with them, know how won- Mm, SPECIALLY PREPARED 20C 

NHLEON FOOD. Price Per Package........-- 
derful and affectionate ae ats pute their ee vee nee 

removed. They are completely odor free and quite friend- 
i 

ly. Skunks have a beautiful coat, and their natural mark- i Wu & Cord for Wearing on Sweater, Lapel, Dress 

02, Lapel Clasp & Cord, Pin to clothes, cord 15c 
room to move around without getting away. ings extremely pretty. They keep themselyes clean and are 

intelligent as pets, responding to you in much the same way 
‘ 

7. Hook on How to Care for Chameleons and 15c i 

HOP Live Pets s.. sc cccecesecescsssssessvesenes 
as a cat or kitten, Few people take the trouble to look into 

a skunk’s face (they usually beat a hasty retreat), but you 

will find it to be eute and friendly. Skunks readily adapt 

themselves as household pets and require no special cage or 

attention. You can cause quite a sensation by having one fasy to Keep—A Useful and Interesting Pet 
ge of ‘. art ‘i find that these Chameleons are very easy to keep, They eat small 

of these pets following you down the street, but inveriably me tt se 3 vy Pp v 

you will find that others, once they have overcome their re- Ba eg vor oven container toes Comal ‘out of sane Ge halve bor oe 

juctance, will be amazed at how good pets they make. The Deh article, Elsewhere in this catalog are listed small cages which 

sacs or glands are permanently removed; there is no danger 4 sultable to use, Magicians use them for ‘‘live’? pet tricks. 

of them causing any offensive odor. Young skunks. Weigh f 

about 5 pounds when full grown. Live delivery guaranteed. LIVE DELIVERY—ALLOW 2 TO 3 WEEKS 
; #® delivery guaranteed. Chameleons are mailed carefull cked, in 

No. ea atte ii LIVE SKUNK $25.00 hones, approved by post office department “tor mailing. PResult is 

Price Postpald. ... 2... 6 eect e eee eee ees ‘elivery. Shipped direct from reptile farm in Louisiana, sufficient 

No. 1437. Book on Care and Feeding of 100 Live 15¢ : very mabe be paltowed—usually about 14 days AVL, MURETIITIOR, | MIN: <ereclgs tececeeeadsteereiestenpisaosst anansinmmeamerrssiephaaall! 
t n winter when 5 - * 

Pets, Including Skunks. Price Postpald...+++++++s : i mpélis’ of @xecenialy 1S aren advisable to hold back ship | Johnson Smith & Co. ote 417 

lee ide Me) ie Wit el ee Te a ae See 



SPRENGERI 
pe vere mera ever grow! ean be offe or hang- height a 

ing baskets, Its masses of i feet and of 
Yich gleaming foliage i Nira isd with beauti 

x rf! ay fiery droop in a yery graceful red ; 
Manner. It is used a feet cae 3 | W rs 
‘great deal on cemetery ay Haney and ove y 
lots. The foliage when clothed Sine 
cut for decorative pur- ; Y a palm-like, d e » 

oses will last for weeks d rated rich you wy 
In water. The seed pods 1 A BN Se arbor, stelle At agic E cy ation it 1 hard 
preouced. oe Soe eae d is nh gmass or Aaming, fo ro , tail Ss. a ie ir fr i ; ' 
No. 6003. Asparagus Sprenger| Seeds. Per Packet.... LOC | flowers are apont one “and one” 

in diameter and are borne in gi 
a a five. to meven blossoms eact. Pf . N 

Japanese Virgin's Bower | 30 °9it yack", Sine PISS 

A s 
climber h 
create inte 

iy 

One of the most beautiful of 6 Pe BSad° Sc afeet on \Neug Lovely Ferns a  Sowering vines, The | flowers are whe Wm | Ns Sortasc or Yc wer dozens 4 ie we ‘9, 5401 25¢ e, often measuring four to six : ie y ¢ 
inches across and are borne in great ED Pe Imperial Sweet Sul wreaths and clusters during July and 
August. The colors are rich royal Produces an abun- 

can twine around, like a rod, pole or wire, and i .. surrounded by 
if the location is somewhat moist and partially [iy m | tubular =ravs = with 
haded so much the better. It is very hardy, “3 SSO ears ae a 

but it is better to protec! 
wevere cold weather. 
No. 6165. Japanese Virgin's Bower Seeds 

Tho vine during the | fi extremely soft and 
q attractive. Hetgeht 

10c 2 to 3 ‘feet. Your 
flower garden is noti 
quite complete with- 

COSM out this variety, aia flower Garden 
|O. . eeds, er ‘acke! 

OS 3 for 25c, or 7Sc per dozen posi * #400, Each 25¢c 

This is an epHrely new strain of me. si 

are admired by all who see them. The fon vutetaes 
to 

and the large and beautiful blossoms | With long stems, Pade 
pans 

oy colors are pure white» and a delightful | begin bloom Neg 
ea shade of shell pink. TO | Micethe Sartes, {95 herbal Wt thése’ axaazing plant 

bm No. 5046, Cosmos Seeds. Packet “red in dormant form surrounded by cu growing, from ‘six to ten feet him 
lowers measure nearly 3 inches ach 1 

No. 5129, Giant Flowering Sweet \! 
podeteicioias " 

" 

x 8 for 25c, or 76Bc per dozen postpald 

Moss Verbena 
A very low-growing kind, spreading over } 

the ground and forming a carpet of lovely B 
moss green, above which the delicate clusters of purple-blu 
or pure white blossoms are borne in the greatest profusion. 
They have the same delicate fragrance as the Sweet Alysum. 
Very hardy and robust. Blooms in a short time. 10 
No. 5164. Moss Verbena Seeds. Per Packet Postpaid. . c 

needs to grow is put righ 

Ss of growth! It can be grown in 
Ss your house in a variety of ways. 
bee several of these lovely plants w 

Make Your Own Garden T 
From Cheap 
Plans for makin 

. tractor for light @ 

GROW THIS 

Sometimes called Poor Man’s 
Orchard, They form compact 
plants literally covered with count- 
less beautiful orchid-like flowers, 
all delicately fringed and curiously 
marked with crimson, lilac, purple 
and yellow. resembling butterflies, 

ayes No. 5020. Butterfly Seeds 10c 
me 3 for 25c, or 75c per dozen Convert Hand eet tens ari anes ase otal Perfume Plant Mower to Power ff 

Plans for conyertl 

Delightful Scented Fragrance 
standard hand 
to power mower 

It blooms at night, by %-h. Dp. gag 
iving forth the most de- 
ghtful scented fragrance 

for quite a distance, Causes 

and tires, Complete set of bluepi aura 3 Grow 
No. 1799. Set of Blueprints. c 7° D A a dia elt ica 
Price Postpald...........4. b ; : ar 

Guerra ats 

v e 

oN Ait hot 

Mivacle Easy and cheap 
, with second han 

Com 

UG , inal Clink Cy Blooming Indoor Plants 
rrr Deere Pe Or Me OLR eS Round - Just Add Water 

365 Days of the Year! § 

Requires No Soil— 
urple, wine color and pearly-white @% F dance ny Ww’! 
Hataiidsiare of: alender, wits erowthe Mil cr three inches across | Ma Just Water It and It Grows BRBAlaO LU ilanes 

and require some support that they , Sea pel ee AB OE Ng | Any 5 for $1.00 

Cosmos, recently introduced, that will be i C 
errery qauant by all lovers and grow- ‘5 Giant Sweet Pee 
ers o jowers. A large percentage of This is a pack- © i 
the flowers have double crowns, which BooL coment aaa iN £m 2 eee flower a very dainty and_ ex- the best variotios ut ips A p: cryin SS 

uisite appearance, Others have a kind | @' Saar, vere Ave ra! M i fi i 
of collar or frill surrounding the | bStfeties that We f bias i Sieg blo 
crown, They bloom very profusely, | bear well, and Jp Ne Lar r No. 541 25¢ 

Ly Sweet Pea Each .... 
402, Each 2RG GUARANTEED TO GROW Order Several 

+ any time of thi , 

der eg Hee oT caw font and moss, All the nourishment the 

t into the ball. That is, everything except wate! 

vue the plant and it commences to grow. Aside from this, no other atten 

\ is is it § wing in several directions at one 
ily of this plant is that it Se PE a ee eoatiencedl in air, in basket, etc, Can be used to deco- 

w beauty to your living room, sunroom, or bedroom— 

eve thee can brighten your home, Real plants—not < chemicals, 

‘34 Butterfly Flower fi @ Zap a We 
ra : ST Ld ee 

ie 
D ow 

Bluep 

Bonen dies ‘veinote 
4§ Moarlet Runners, all guaranteed. to grow. 

because of rare perfume ‘ a Heautiful indoor garden right away. 
ni made from it. Grow this 

very Paces plant and 
joy_its fragrance, 

No. "5120. Seeds... i5¢ 

pei) 
+) shown at right. Ready to grow. 

tite Postpaid.. i a rt rt eS q 

418 x Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | Goody fy TEAR YOUR CATALOG. Keep it tol ah 

y. . 
i flowe! 

w you can have the fun of seeing beautiful, fresh blooming 

| dna at a very small cost. You'll enjoy them immensely. Come in a 

» }406, MIRACLE PLANT BOWL. 

" ‘ter Adding Water 

P 
No. 5412. Each 

* yl am 

Nasturtium Trailing Vine 
No. 5403, Each No. 5411, 25¢ 

Postpald .....--+ 25¢ Each, ....+ 5 Py 

e year. Plant is specially 

r, One dip into water 
tion is necessary, The 

e, and, before long, it isa 

Beautiful Flowers 
All Year ’Round 
AT LAST! Science has discovered 

this new way to grow flowering plants 

without soil. Just add water to these 

remarkable Gibson Bowls, place in sun 

and watch them grow. No transplant- 

ing or repacking. Before you know it 

you'll have big beautiful flowering 

plants, Gibson's Flowering Mira*le 

Bowls come complete with gaily color- 

ed Bowls, Seeds, Soil-less Growing Ma- 

terial, and Plant Food. 

1G to Grow! 
h contains mixed flowers such as Moonflowers 

Ideal for shut-ins, for home, office, school. Start your 

rs in your house the year 
ttractive «x 
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Remarkable Fire Fly Pl 
Blooms At Night Ges 

_ One of the most rapid growing 
vines known. In a very short space 
of time indeed the vine has climbed 
to a great height, and is covered with 
flowers from 5 to 7 inches in diam- 
eter. It is indeed, a great novelty, 
for unlike other plants, the flowers 
open In the evening, and often re 
main open until about noon the fol- 
lowing day. It is a most INTEREST- 
ING SIGHT to watch the opening - 
and closing of the flowers as the clouds 
appear and disperse. As the flowers 
open they give forth the most DE- 
LIGHTFUL AROMA and the whole 
atmosphere around is full of scented fragrance that 
ably the subject of much favorable comment b passers by, 
No. 5065. Remarkable Fire Fly Plant Seeds. Packet. 

3 for 400, or $1.35 per dozen postpaid 

Delicious Ground Almoi 
Grown From Seed I | 

The Ground Almond has a flavor 
that is MOST EXCELLENT, resein- 
bling the cocoanut. The meat is snow 
white, covered with a shell or skin 
of brown color. It grows close to the 
surface and is AMAZINGLY PRO- 
LIFIC. Anything from@100 to 200 
Almonds may be expected from a 
single nut. There is no trouble what- 
ever in growing them in almost any 

Costor Oil Plant 
This plant is a giant va- 

riety and makes a_ most pic- 
turesque sight. Very effec- 
tive as a foliage plant. Hirh- 
ly desirable for centers of 
beds or for “backgrounds. By 

Welanting Castor Oil Beans at 
the borders of gardens, moles 
and destructive insects may 
often be Rene away, as they 
are apt to leave as soon as 

they get a scent of the plant. Grown indoors. 
It paid to be an effective aid in banish- 

Ss. ies, No. $026, Castor Oi! Plant Seeds. Pkt, LOC 
3 for 25c, or 7Sce per dozen postpaid 

Botanical Marvel 
The Resurrection Plant 

Siempre Viva--Always Lives 
Mentioned in Bible as 
“ROSE OF JERICHO” 
A Very Curious Phenomenon 

The Apparently Dead 
Returns to Life 

The Sacred Resurrection Plant, Bo- 
tanically known as “Anasta-Tica”” and 
by the Latin name ‘‘Selaginella Lepi- 
odiphylia,” is a wonderful botanical 
phenomenon and a curiosity to all bot- 

anists and lovers of nature. It has 

the appearance of a buneh of dried 

weeds, and seems not likely ever to 

develop again into life and vigor, yet 

in a very short time after its roots 

have been placed in water, its leaves 
expand «nd its color appears until it 
becomes a handsome and_ luxuriant 
plant, as depicted in the illustration. 

The Resurrection Plant is one of 

the most ‘‘freakish’’ plants known to 

man, It a a neiave be phe Sigh, aad 

i 
regions of northern exico an ‘est- ae ele Taian TO Ord cats ae cong ger ae a 

from time of planting you should have @eaiam f in 
ra acne ct som munderti blant, in 

an ENORMOUS CROP of the MOST Cah } ¢ he 4 Ha aie dormant, stata wine 

Mammoth Carnation 
A splendid strain, 

Producing flowers in 
about twelve weeks, aff 
substantial portion of 
them being double. 
Many beautiful shades % 
of carnations will be; 
found in this assort- 
ment. The seeds can 

sown in the open 
ground early in the 
spring and in the fall 
potted and brought in- ~ 
side to continue their winter bloom, 1 No. 8033. Carnation Seeds. Per PackethOG 
3 for 25c, or 75c per dozen postpaid ae eS eee ney oe PONT 

Surprise Flower Garden 
A mixture of easily grown 

annuals that bloom very soon 
after sowing the seed; others 
vary in their time of bloom- 
ing. Those who cannot give 
the constant care necessary 

for finely arrang- 
ed flower beds, 
should be pleased 
with the Surprise 
Wild Flower Gar- 

a h den. It will 
ae prove a continual 

Surprise and ple sure, as new varieties and 
the old garden ,avorites flower successively 
throughout tl." season. There are over 
dozen varieties of seeds. Many of the 
Plant: yb 5 lant ) re A = f ; atches of oak leaves that the sun has Bnd. will “bloom “turing” We Ba. house, plants Hee ne ALMONDS YOU EVER # Deeg ee f -) ee to form into cones. Let a show- 
No. 8153, Seeds. per packet... MOC] No. 5175. Ground Almond Seeds. Price Per Paokob . er of rain fall and, in less than an 
ee cemnencaion emai Cle OZ 3 for 40c, or $1.36 per dozen postpald Mountain side is a veritable garden of green and old gold, If the sun shines, in a few days 

; ‘i return to their former state and the beautiful garden disappears. 

Beautiful Fern Blooms in One Day! Lasts nog! Centuries! ten Fe 

Mi 1 Mexicans claim that this rare freak of nature lives for centuries, fe Y 

or) tat 10 monthe of each year, yet will always spring into life when placed in Wetete a 

fakon out of the water at any ses laid n planets ghd rymania there rar Pfeil Dees 

be beautiful as ever in a few hours atter being plac : 

Bhi." whereby * We receive constant shipments of choice, new plants, and offer them to our 

Famous Tobacco Plan 
ae Grow Your Own Tob 

Very few know how tobacco i i i jon for agents 
: i t the very 1 rice. of 10 cents each, shipped by mail postpaid. Note reducti 1 

, fone Mo 'R feat heh and bag , Ditity San agentes pas priser ants by. Ape nunered, hee hee tne bee retail ai, oc 

ful hi ’ sir money. Send for or a trial an a 
ae ee cust ts on Mi RESURREOTION PLANT, PRICE EACH POSTPAID.. Cth Aba ee ance 

Kill Mi Wi h for each plant bears but one & for 25 cents; 12 for 75 cents; SPECIAL PRICE FOR AG 1 100 for $5. 
Ws ice Without The Tobacco Plant is one of th ——— Cathedral dral Bells 

Muss -to cultivate Grow it in boxed he Fountain Plant a athedral be 
and when about 4 inches 
plant in the open garden. 

Yes package of seeds you can raise 

Although it does grandly out- 3% 
side, it is also a splendid house § 
climber, and will do well running 

nit t Horticultural Curiosity Cleane: fer, * r—surer—safer. A scientifi. 
ja a really fine decorative cally prepared mouse exterminator, 

MOUS A NSS : iosi i over windows in the house Beautt- 
DRM RHACGT OTe eminence "| 4 pounds of fine smoking tobacco, | aD autte a So SaNEOE ful, bell-shaped flowers. It is a 
mice. Mice eat the seed then go out- the same time have enough seed to start very many ad VI nome ecoratio: vigorous and rapid growing climb- 

er, attaining a height of 30 to 
5U feet. 

of its rapid and very vigorous 

No. 5038, Seeds Per Packet LOC It bears long, wavy racemes 
side for air, finally die... Just pour rlants fe i ; ni MOUSE, (SEED tote cheer na Poet E or the following season. A few planted amo 

flowers will help keep destructive bugs away from th where mice are. MOUSE SEED is seed also. hi . Hints drooping branches, shaded SAFE. No danger to children or pets. § also has a medicinal value, as the oil that is ¢ i don Si ae a re 
att tee, | Ronis oe therefrom is often used as a remedy for toothache that ive, bronze and crimson, Gro Daas mice: Results are. quick known in the. drug trade y / im wed, They make beautiful Scarlet Flax 

—NO MUSS. Does the complete job. 
No. 5968. HOUSE SEED. 31 » 
Package, 25c plus 6c post. . " 

No. 6250. TOBACCO PLANT SEEDS. Per Packet PRT en ict Wore 200 

ORNAMENTAL GOURDMEDD tise: ode sore! 
A most showy annua: for 

flower beds and masses, bril 
liant crimson scarlet flowers 
bearing in great profiision, 
Blooms quickly. Grows from 
seed planted in open ground. 
They are also very fine for cut ° 

Nature’s Mystery Plant ; 4 i Japanese Morning Glory A eseg Eee Se LOC 
‘ 4 ‘or ic, or ic per 

The growth i i i i A new mammoth claés of noble flowers. Oftem grows | 27m 
pretty, “These Coaster Hey ome Baek Min, 20 feet by midsummer. Rich, dark green leaves, Giant Asters 
Tious shapes and colors, some are Ad} tj beat iarbled a silvery white and yellow. . Giant. size vials ‘eollecton Toei Ree 
large, some small. All are hard Sey 17 Ri fing flower and continues, in bloom until destroyed. by 0 ee OS Oe UN ae 
shelled, and will keep for years, “4 5 y fect a selection, including all frosts. The colors are err nOn aly rich, wet uding” al 

Excellent for covering porches i fe enormous in size, often as large as teacups. Cle Soe Ore ar Sees aie aeae 
walls, outbuildings and Lae places, 4 a 4 fo, Japanese Morning Glory Seeds. Per Packet 3 ANE bagi ER AEN hae 10c 
Forms may be wonderfully varied Wut 4 NFAY Sue / 5 Ri D * No, 5009. Giant Aster Seeds. Packet 
by tying strings around the young ges se fa 1 wan iver aisy 7 me ene 

: i i fa fe M G ant Pansies 
a ae enclosing (them; in. aie ue wey ovirable, compact, pretty annual, ixed 1 : 
carved mould while growing. The 5 i flowers are ey 

S hw 8 inches high and flowerin These lovely flowe By 

for euldren’ wife che anger one a the ‘summer: Flowers bine favorites, with all, not on. § se 

Pyrenthrum 
The flowers are large and very 

= bright and showy, very much like 
daisies and asters. The flowers 
range in colors from white. light 
Pink to deep red, with bright 
ellow centers. It is a handsome, 
erbaceous garden plant, | about 

two feet high, and the flowers 
are 3 or 4 inches across. Blooms 
in May and June and again in 

i No. 5138. Seeds. pkt..... £0€ 

A very fine pe of Mari- 
old. bearing dense double 
lowers of a rich deep gold- 

en-orange color. Very desir- 
able for cut flowers, Will 
Fo. readily, blooming pro- 

‘usely and continuously. 
No. 5116. Orange King 10c 
Marigold Seeds. Packet 
3 for 25c, or 75¢ per dozen 

variety, but for the dura- 
bility of their bloom and 
the wonderful range of Ww 
color a ata howase 

o grow. Very hardy. 
No. 5127, Giant Pansies, Mixed Seeds 10¢ 

for children, while the larger ones ® Nhe planta ‘ane cmodale of form jy for their brilliancy and 

at a hg as bowls, dippers, sug- @ Seawned with multitudes of blue 

Ne S092 Peed: P Pack 10c flowers, The blossoms may be 
°% c Pe aa aeons P ae star-like Oinerarias, oc 
3 for 250, 78 per dozen postpald Sg) : “Heb, Dalsy Seeds. Per Packet 

REFUND CHECKS OF MAIL ORDER HOUSES : Meee eee ee eee eee ace lee 
; A Aik. Saves time in ; ; } ED, including ‘Sears, Wards, Alden's and other Oe ees A caren ae. | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. % 421 



Tt Really 
Grows! 

Garden 
You can prepare your own fascinating INDOOR ROCK 

GARDEN that really grows! The style of the 
apanese Gardens only this 

e, after just 
a few days! Set comes in large box about 121¢x9 
ve attractively packaged with complete directior 

1 tray, about size of the box, finished in Chinese red, 
is peat moss. 

| The pot, the buildings, the bridge, the figures and animals 
s seed and lentil 

?lanted on the dampened peat moss. After a few days, these 
ww producing a beautiful green garden, Colorful minia- 

around 
formed by mirror, produces remarkable scene. 
for many weeks, when it can be replanted and done all 

patterned after the popular 
one actually is growing, indoo in your hou 

forms the basis for the gard The ‘*‘soil’* 

are all included. Timothy gr 

ture rocks included which can be scattered 

over again. Outfit comes complete, with all 
ete,, in gift box. 
No. 5418. INDOOR ROCK GARDEN. Postpai 

: . 
Electric Light Plant 

Ca A remarkable 
— f curiosity which 

€rows to a 
height of about 
four feet. and 
covered with 
large spikes of 
flowers six 
eight inche: 
long. produced 
in lovely shades 
—pure white a 
base and ros¢ 
to bright rec 
at top of flow 
er. Grows read 
ily from seed 
Showy and or 
namental for 
clumps o1 

, A ‘s massing. ¢Qo 
No. 5057. Electric Light Plant Seeds 

3 for 25c, or 75c per dozen postpai 

Sweet Scented Musk Plant 
A universally 

admired favor- 
{te for house. 
flower arden, 
or green house. 

very fine 
ouse plant. 
ives for years. 

is of the sweet 
scented variety 
giving forth 
much fragrance. 
Also valuable 
on account of 
h perfume tt 

No. 5120. MUSK PLANT SEEDS. P, 
3 for 40c, or $1.35 per dozen 

rs 

Boston or Japanese | 
This is one of the most 

hardy wall climbers of the day 
Clings tichtly to rock, brick. 
ete.. and {s a wall of living 
green all summer through 
turning in autumn to a flam 
ing crimson, when it is ce 

tain] gorgeous. It is 
great favor for covering brick 
and stone walls, growing from 
30 to 60 feet high in many 
instances. _ 
No. 5103. BOSTON IVY SEEDS. Price | 

3 for 25c, or 7Sc per d paid 

Pansy-Violets 
Blue, black, rose, purple, 

weray. crimson, orange, white, 
Jemon, etc., and some are 

yw lavender, maroon, silvery- 
BE striped, edged and _ spotted. 
Many are very fragrant. 10c 

Pansy-Violet Seeds. Packet 
25c, or 75c Per Doz. Pkts. 

422 % %& Johnson Smith & Co. 

Butterfly’s Own Bush 

lilac and other delicate shades, some almost 
No, 6021. Butterfly’s Own Bush Seeds. Per Packet i 3 for 25c, or 75c per dozen postpaid ys 

Gigantic Butter “Beans 

for a family for several meals. 
No. 6203. Gigantic Butter Bean Seods. Per Packet. . 

Guaranteed Pure, 

Medal Cabbage 
have no hesitation in _offer- 

4 ‘ gnormous 

lt is well named as we 
growers mil that 

avo ween 
) horficultural shows, Ma- 
1 wi, round 

very fine 
on that 

a to our 

hy we in diameter in about 
i days from time of plant- 

cabbage for the 

customers, 
80, CABBAGE SEEDS, Price Per Packet... 

“*Prize Medal” 

of this 
awarded many 

heads about 

we thoroughly 

“15¢ 
’ 

a’ 

p a good-sized family supplied all summer. 
HbA, Japanese Climbing Cucumber Seeds, Packet. 

Jap. Climbing Cucumber 
This Cucumber is an unusually strong 

and vigorous grower, The vines attain 
twice the length of ordinary varieties. The 
vine climbs readily and may be grown on 
fences, poles, or trellises, thus saving much 
valuable space in small gardens. When 
picked freely, a vine will continue bearing 
during the entire season, and one hill 

10¢ 
Glow In the Dark! Beauty La: 
The favorite of them. all! Wear it as ce 

in the hair. Makes a luxurious table cents 
bedroom decoration. Very delicately made. surprisingly realistic. Soft, radiant glow 
an incomparable floral piece. 

No. 8549. Luminous Gardenia. Postpaid. 
Vy 

in 

4 2} Attracts Butte Sy 

Jong-Bok”’ Chinese Cabbage 
It seems to be a cross between Celery and 

Ay n@ Cos Lettuce, and is very fine either cooked 
and eaten as cabbage or made into salad. It 

) i grows 15 to 18 irches high,’ and 6 to 8 inches 
1 
: i} 

diameter. It bleaches out a_ beautiful 
greenish white and its flavor is more mild than 
any 

TABLE, eaten raw, like lettuce, or prepared 

Owing to its sweet yy! like 

other cabbage. CAN BE SERVED ON 

cabbage or spinach. Grows very rapidly. 

i Easy to cultivate, The leaves and ribs do not 
Zt tn a heitale Cea mm hard like cabbage. Perfectly tender and brittle, more 

=e for butterflies and it some kinds of lettuce. 10c 

Gime tracts most beautif 
of butterflies to th 

borhood. too, are very fond 18 a pretty plant, bearing perfec 
peer bstrat on long, slender st@y 

he foliage, he colo a white to rich Seine: deep Ted 0 

Bees, 

tone winter 

Ivery 
ing for 

wlected for popping eee rf an 
ee ile d ¢ st, less. Nothing de- 2 4 Ps " iiler nnd almost hul 

h a jhe children more than pop corn, 
3 to 5 Feet in Le well popped, it becomes nearly 20 

b> The se-called Gigan s natural size. 
. Guinea Butter “Be: 6, Japanese Pop Corn Seeds. Per Packet... .. 
offered to the Americ: 
by us in 1917. 

his plant is said 
. & branch of the go 
The vines are very ea 
very prolific, and a 
adjunct to farm or 
The beans themselves 
an astonishing size, one! 

% measuring from 38 
long, and weighing 
from 10 to 15 pounds 
more. One “‘bean"’ ig 

of Pine to 
Heliwht—the 

§ 

Emerald Isle 
Makes excellent 
as the leaves aj 
and of very fin 
Unusually  hardj 
so, even, than 4 
and it is unaffi 
frost. Charmi 
namental purp 
can be grown 
or outdoors, 
present a brigh 
appearance unt} 
pletely covered h 
NO, 5200. Kale 
Seeds. Postpaii 

3 pkgs. for. 
7Sc per doz, 

fi. CHINESE CABBAGE SEEDS. Packet... 

Japanese Pop Corn 
Flavor Is Unexcelled 

Siiiwed for hours watching the kernel: 
me white balls, that are as Hght a: 

handmaiden to beauty 
creator of moods—gaily 

restful, vibrantly flatter- 

PINE CANDLES banish ob- \ 
tionable cooking odors, aes 
nie air, ete. Replaces them with clean, cool, beautiful 

nights it keeps the chi- 

child will enjoy planting 
it and watching it grow. 

Vatiety we sell is one that we have gm 

Wonderful Pine or Bluebell Fragrance! 

a NE CANDLES 
1 Cool, Clean, Healthful Scent 

Your Home 

add to your home 
and glamour at a 

h_ of all, Your choice 
FRAGRANCE or the 
VEET BLUEBELLS. 

scent of Pine Forests. Said to be beneficial 
in alleviating symptoms of hay fever, sinus 
infections, asthma, and other respiratory 
ailments. 

The BLUEBELL CANDLE is a delightful 
fragrance of fresh blossoms not unlike that 
of the lily. Keep summer in your home 
all year round. Pine and Bluebell Candles 
burn with a smokeless light, their scent 
gently adding elegance and glamour to the 
room. 

They are about 114-in. high. Each candle 
burns for about 10 hours. ‘ 
No, 4037. PINE FRAGRANCE. 
Each Postpaid........seeesseesereee . os i5¢ 
No. 4030. BLUEBELL FRAGRANCE. 15c 
Each Postpaid. 

B FOF...04..400 $1.35 

Strong Vitality and High Germination 

Bachelor Button 
An excellent everlasting fowe 

er. globe shaped or clover like 
The flowers are useful for ried 
winter bouquets. They wi 
tain their color for the whole 
winter if cut before they 

5 quite ripe and dried in a dark 
room, 10c 
No. SOL1. Seeds. Packet rane iancan aoe raphe elim EE 

Snake Cucumber 
This Cucumber is curi- 

ous as well as_ useful. 
They are elegant for 
slicing when quite young. 
It coils like a_ serpent, 
as shown in_ the illus- 
tration, sometimes attain- 
ing five or six feet in 
Jongth, It as NTEY, interes 

Ss we wo! cu vating, 
No. 5195, Snake Cucumber Seeds, Pkt 100 

Giant Asparagus 
A few stalks of this rich and 

delizhtful vegetable on toast. ot 
served with drawn butter should 
make the greatest epicure punc, 
tuate each bite with a smack, of 
satisfaction. It is one of the 
grandest table luxuries that yor 
can buy. It has meltinely tender 
stalks. Exquisitely delicious flavor. 
One of the best varieties for 
home use yet introduced. 10 
No. 5176. Giant Asparagus Seeds, Pkt.. ny ne oa ann SRE 

* 
Dahlias 

Few people know dahlias 
ean be sown early in spring 
and will bloom the first vear. 
Our seed is of x 
strain and produces large, 
very double flowers of the 
richest shades. The seeds we 
sell are our own mixture 
and include all the well 
known varieties, including 
Collarette, Colossal, Twentieth Century, 
Perfection and Striped mixed colors. 
No, 5050. Dahlia Seeds. Packet 

3 for 25c. or 75c Per dozen postpaid 

Vv oon 
15 arieties of 59¢ 

Indoor Flowers 
You can secure a 

nice collection of 
House Plants at very 
little cost by sow: 
ing this seed in 
pots or boxes in the 
house. Florists grow 
many varieties of 
House Plants from 
seed, and you can do 
the same. This col- 

lection con. 
tains 15 or 
more vari- 
eties that can 
be easily and 
successfully 
grown in the 
ordinary 

cshome. The 
seed is putun 
in mixture of 

2 varieties, a 
few 6eeas of each, and at our price of 
59c a packet, a large assortment of 
plants can be grown for less money 
then, you might pay a florist for one 
plant, Were you buy these seeds in 
separate packets, they would cost you 
from $2.00 to $3.00, as many varieties 
of house plant seeds are hard to get 
and very expensive. We cannot give a 
list of the varieties, as this mixture Is 
changed from time to time, but we can 
assure you that this is a bargain pack- 
age that should please the most critical 
lover of house plants. With each packet 
we send full directions for planting the 
seed and caring for same. 59 
No. 5976, Per Packet of Seeds... 29© 

Anti - Mosquito Plant 
A variety of the Pyrethrum plant, 

The blossoms of this plant are used by 
insecticide manufacturers for insect 
powder, Many people grow the plant 
solely for its effect as a mosquito ne- 
peller. Has wonderful commercial pos- 
sibilities, as with only average luck, 
each acre may bring $100.00 back. 
Flowers are not poisonous or dangerous 
for human beings or domestic animals, 
but only to insects. Can be grown suc- 
cessfully in all states. 1 
No. 5977. Seeds Per Package,..,25€ 

10c 

| Johnson Smith & Co. x 423 



7 ational AUTOMATIC SEEDER 
FASTER! ELIMINATES GUESS WORK! 

e986 \) your seeding and makes it more economical, You 

f joad it with a large or small amount of seeds c@ 

bu are all set for seeding. Can be done quickly, . 

mfatel and without waste. Slot allows seeds to slip 

Dali at steady rate so that you can seed one by one 

' Way you wish. Saves its cost by saving seeds. 

Guaranteed Pure, Strong Vitality and High Germination 

The Weather Plant _ 
“Nature’s Weather Propk 
The plant is a handsome climber, 

sometimes known as the “‘Prayer B 

Torenia 
Charming 

Diants for pot 
culture. or 
hanging bas- 
kets. They suc- 
ceed weil in 
open ground Gurk “ , Abe / 

or tit pots, ban alia Alte RA ate Bed Som p the work. Eliminates guess work. Prevents SAVES 

doors during 1 sunbed and of # pleasing shade of pin tw and choking. Dae Soe very fine seeds YOU TIME 

nter : e leaves are a beautiful emerald ; ) large seeds size of sweet peas. EY 

Nom teae abe ce vse per Ber, Packet LOC leaves are susceptible to changes in the} \ $1.00 ba AND MON 

phere, and thus it has come to be kn . Mandy Automatic Seeder. .....- 

the Weather Plant. When leaves stand ————— i a a ie oe and 
it is a clear indication of fine and dry PI E LE T E E D E R 

or, if standing straight out in a ho 
position, changeable weather may be @ . . : 

—. VA phe: leaves drop, cloudy and damp 
Do Your Seeding Quickly, Evenly, Economically 

AA agit? No. 5167. Weather Plant Seeds, Packi ee This battery-operated VIBRA-SEEDER has been successfully used by commercial 

aa 3 for 40c, or $1.35 per dozen po we and home gardeners—who rave with praise for the wonderful job It does. Fits the 

palm of the hand yet will sow row or flat in fraction of time it usually takes, Oper- 

oo-fly Plant 
ates on standard flashlight cell—one cell will last a season. Just press the button 

Said to Keep Flies Away 

The Mountain 
This is a magnificent 

plant after the | poinsetta 
variety. It is frequently 
called ‘Painted Leaf,’’ or 
“Fire on the Mountain,’’ 
on account of the leaves. 

4 The whole plant presents 
a dazzling array of green 

and scarlet leaves, and the effect is very 

Ro. 5063. ‘Fire On The Mountal he . ar im ie joun' n 
Seeds. Price Per Packet. . ejeind .10c 

3 for 25-. or 75c per dozen postpaid 

Canterbury Bells 

and move the seeder along the row. Will take very fine, medium or heavy seeds. 

jald down olose together or widely spaced—whichever way you desire. Make seeding FUN. Electric 

Here is a very interesting cu- i 2 aetion does the work. All metal, funnel-type feed, 2 2 

aria’ feanllse Sroguctnee rs r riosity, for, besides bearing re @ 7 ‘ hd, VIBRA-SEEDER. Complete except for battery. Postpald. .-+ se. cece eee eearees $ % 

ovely, Rell o  sumpet ek markably pretty blossoms for some ° is, FLASHLIGHT CELLS. (1 Required). Waohac ciate cia viele Ciel eae en vena eieie caveolin a meee 

eet. rere. ae 4 extraordinary reason it is said r : 
in length. They oe that flies do not stay in a room ® 
phout 2 feet high. They gM Pie seca grown. The reason 

- cs k a ; pal f : or 8 is somewhat a mystery 
"8 4 ue sare » white. eit as plant aes Le it 

per avender pink. © - ears have no odor. e flowers 
5032. Canterbury Bells Seeds 10c¢ | are lar, hi 3 tor 250, 7 ge, cup shaped and of a 

—3_for_25c, or _75¢ per dozen postpaid | pleasing delicate light blue color, 
s with white center. 

Angel s Breath No. 5147. SHOO-FLY ing fmm crop of long, slender, round 

Delicately pretty 11tt1e| SEEDS. Per Packet.... 15c : 7 hcross: flowers are pure is of excellent quality 

. sometimes called| 3 for 400, $1.85 per dozen -_ ‘ehite, with a large spot | for snap beans. Pods are 

Breath,’ or ‘Gypso- of deep. velyety crimson |t, g feet long, or larger. 

Sweet Scented Verbene 
> = So 

RARE AND UNUSUAL VARIETIES 

Hibiscus |Yard Long Bean 
Produces an enormous Pr 

abow 
ing } 

B ¢.4 5 8. innumerable 
a ea of each | Very tender and fine flavor. 

No. 5098. Hibiscus Tg OG The vines are rampant 
Seeds. | Packet growers; an interesting curi- 

No. 5004. Per 10c¢ 
3 for 2Sc, or 75c per dozen 

The flowers are very handsome flowers, both for showy. low 

>, The Verbena is @ — 3 for 25c, or 75 dozen | o ity But the delectable 

eae ; 2: ite with many an . . 

3 
flavo f these beans has 

Stokes af ; of the most popular Thumb Calliopsis ates ‘come to be recognized. 
A few of these in your 

sembling Asters in appearance. " i tic sompact 

Bhe plants, bloom very early and Qi , os aH oe eyed rie garden and you should get 

ro" about two feet high. The “ae 4 < : ma, Dots. In fact it lend Feliow flow- enough beans to feed a 

lowers are rich blue, , lke a ant j NY i willingly to many us " yeep crim: large family for a long time. 

col lower, le others include Ay C We 

fharming shades of lavender, t » ire his offer 7 e Fe noe etx Canned they are also de- 

violet, white and a new pink se : ‘ ‘agrant as we , licious. In fact, many of 

lety, 7 4 ‘ m@/ standing fr 
No. Siso. Stokesia Seeds. Packet 10¢ ‘ point of jioanty: the ; 

our customers buy them 

for 25c, or 75c¢ per dozen postpaid tat / No. 5163. Packet. . “10c especially for winter pre- 

Os serving. 

ty Pampas Grass Gic — D vaam 3 for 250, 75c per ae eRe : No. Srey: Yard Long 10c 
s. Packe 

Hf, sou Ameriennrand Tea, Gey iant Empress Forget-Me-Not 8 for 260, oF 760 dozen postpald. 
ie me ‘ine "most. ‘beautiful ‘alive Cockscomb 

Quick-bloédming Forget 

a Ppiomes on the stems about 1 
eet high. Can be cultivated in 

= this country: however it is ad- 
* the sinable, an ts oid zones, to 
tore roo’ ndoors n winter. 
No. 5126. Pampas Grass Seeds. Pkt 10c 

3 for 25c, or 75c per dozen postpaid 
. : . 

Giant Zinnia Q.- 
A very showy and satis- ~ 

factory annual. The assort- COS 
ment we offer gives all the — xf 
best giant flowering kind _ ined 
all shapes and colors. Thee 
flowers retain their beauty ® 
for weeks. and a_ profusion 

411 be produced until frost. 
ey are a universal favor- 

UH 

eS , Tree of H 
It is very handsome either for iA Ucar ie Neultaple, time ar the The ree ° eaven 

pot plants or specimens in beds. me Fear net. mould (peas ae 1 e 
where. they usually excite the ‘Sain eX aoe weeks time. The O Nace Fine Ornamental Tree 
curiosity. of visitors often mor ¢/@apsiRyrAw ‘are of round, bushy form Inch L 
thas any other lant in th SAQjad Vey 5% 7) inches high and 5-inc nea oe a 

garden. e Giant Empress is con 4 pe ie This splen or- 

sidered one of the finest and most ETN ee ceare OF rte aoe namental tree is 

gorgeous varieties yet introduced. It ers. Valuable for winter|a native of China, 

is not uncommon for the heads of °. 2 1D Po Pine-Not Seeds. Pkt. LOC] and is called The 

this variety to measure over 12 Z y/ My Wic. or 75c per dozen postpaid Tree of Heaven, we 
inches in breadth. Very desirable AD arow FRUITS FOR HOME | suppose, on account 

a 

for growing indoors, as they will Ro Mells how to grow straw. | of its great beauty, 

grow in pots practically all winter. tries. apples, cherries, plums, | It is very hardy and 

Colors, brilliant scarlet, crimson, 4 
and other 

, ; 
. ; © | should grow as high 

ite. S174, Zinnia SeedshOC ° eae orange, bright yellow and your “own? No. 4986..:.9 A 6 feet OF more 

c 

Tom see \e “” 

Mixed Geraniums No. 5040. Glant Empress Cockscomb Seeds. Packet... our Cactus Plants summer. The leaves 

oo Di L In A Mi petoduees very | are from 5 to 6 

Blossom With Brilliant Colors ove In ist Prem) cinsting snd | wauauei)| inches Jim length, 

These flowers have few ri- The flower is surrounded with) small _ pots, | | Stving & 

vals and are hard to surpass 
appearance, Per- 

when a show of color is 
tiful web-like feathery foliage haps few plants 
flowers are very curious looking) 

desired. They will grow 
? : 

readily | from seed and | their ing pods in the center. The ch oh eal for lawn 
rr ei 

i 7 

them “the “most. desirable combined effect, no doubt, ag tl | Gecoration. | Large 

for its name, “Love in a Mist, 
a very lovely garden annual that | of the great 

h ‘ Southwest. Assortment 

fp oval one} pone anoas ee ing 
of 4 Gifterent species. by great clusters of 

lete planting} | colored seed pods, make the tree a continual thing of beauty, 
No. 5115. Love In A Mist inlanen Fee 1 
Seeds. Price Per Packet.... No. Biles. TREE OF HEAVEN SEEDS, Per Packet.. 5 

3 for 40c, or $1.35 per dozen postpaid ‘ " & for 250, or 750 per doz p Sean ok the for 40c, or $1.35 ver dozen postpald 

a: A Path. atin maa 
i. eo ‘. . . 

424 & Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | REFUND CHECKS OF MAIL ORDER HOUSES AGI nn, <o0 tecsive. then). r | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %& 425 

EB, including Sears, Wards, Alden’s and others, 

plants for the house or pisey- 
ure ground. Nothing better 

s for baskets, bouquets. vases, 
ete. They form nice bushy plants, bearing 
gorgeous flowers continuously. Colors in- 
clude various shades of crimson, scarlet. 
ieee rose, salmon, blush, white, etc. 75c¢ 

io. 5072. Mixed Geranium Seeds. 

panicles of bloom, 
followed in season RS 

Cc 
vy fer Assortment, Postpaid 75¢ 



RARE AND UNUSUAL VARIETIES 

Portulaca 
A very popular plant 

or edgings, rock ‘work, 
te. The flowers are 
arge and double. while 
the colors are very bril- 
liant of red. orange, 
white, maroon, yellow. 
and various other shades 
impossible to describe. A bed of Por 

= 
cent sigtt, weecas makes a truly magnifi 

Rkrow and bloom profusel No ike Rot. sunny location, S| 10¢ Bi s dr a le 3 for 250° ulaca Seeds, Packet or 7Se per dozen postpaid oA es. 
Cup & Saucer Campanula 

A most wonderful ar- ; ray of color of the dain- aot shades of the most lelicate form, The flow. j er presents the form 
fh, and shucer. 

ie. e trumpe Pheeee | power pe not auite 
ches in Colors ‘are piye meter. 

of 
hence 

rose. I lac, striped us - ee aees Try this very “protic our garden. 
No. 5024.” Pric, 93 etag Price Per’ Packet 10c or 75¢ per dozen postpaid 

Foxglove Seeds 
Produces long spike: colored flowers excellent Store ting. Its leaves yield one of the Gimost important of all drugs. digt- yy talis, used as a remedy in derange- ments of the ir F 

® Digitalis - circulatory system, “ ulates the cardiac muscles, elevates the blood pres- ate: and relieves venous conges- 
No. 5070, Foxalove Seeds. 10c B for deen vas eeds. Per Packet 

© per dozen postpaid ————_mosteaid . . California Popp 
Horne nixve flower of Cal- <7? 

. vi racti 
annual for beds.” deine ee 
masses. 

edgings ‘or 
Flowers profusely, follage fine cut and of blu: ish color. The flowers are very large, measuring about three inches across, of a canary yellow color with a blotch of golden orange at pe siae eclis each petal, © . . California Popp eds. Pk: 3 _for 25c, or 75. aorta ace Sat 

Perriwinkle 
One of the most free-flowering 

ic per dozen postpaicd OC ee oe 

H Elants procurable. Does well in right sunshine: the drier and hotter the summer ig, the more the plants flower. A handsome bushy plant with’ glossy foliage. Blooms the first season. As bed- ding plants for the garden. they rival the Geranium, White, pink and mixed. 
No. 5130, Perriwinkie Seeds. Packet,.,, LOC 

3 for c, or 75c¢ per dozen post; 

Nicotiana 
A very beautiful annual with 

weet scented large star-shaped © 
lowers. Blooms very profusely # 

throughout the summer, afford- 
a continuous display of 

rililant flowers. Their beauty 
is beyond description. the fi 
ers being produced in purple, 
snow-white., dark and light red. 
violet, salmon, etc. Commences 4 
wo ‘ow In a few weeks from 

Rapid 
Growth 

3 for 25c, 

S 
sowing. 
No. 5124, Nicotiana Seeds, Packet 10C 

Grow 
Mush 

selling 

contains 
aH if 

ih 

rooms are ve 

is a cellar, basement, closet, 
light out, as they grow better in t! 

While most people grow them 
grown that many 
licious mushrooms. 
mushrooms, 

No. 5241. 

3 x the: 
5023. CACTUS SEEDS. Price 

Chinese Fragrai 

TREE FEF 
ORNAMENTAL PLA 

This ormmament 
is said to have | 
troduced from Of 
is noted for 
rapid 
reaches its full 4 
ing the year of 
It forms grand p 

growth, 

bushes of thre 
feet high. 
omamental p) 

It is. 

may be grown 
indoors, 
den, 

or in 
It may also’ 

fully be grown 
or borders. 4 
No.6061.Pkt.s 

strange 

with 
B little 

sprouting, 
a deal 

hem. 

Mixed Varie 
Very curious, odd 

species 
which thrive almost 

little or no cal 
watering 

The flowers are of 
beauty and some qu 
grant. Expressions of: 
and admiration gre 

y You will be astonis 
odd look of the Ca 

There is” 
of pleasure in | 

Per Packet..... 
or 7&c per dozen postpaid 

Flower 
One 

prettiest 
vines for 

of | 

is 

Passi 

windo} 
ture. Few 
are more 

ying than 
Passion 
covering 

All Year Round! 

mushrooms to friends, 

making 
the plants, 

neighbors, 
for profit, they 

people grow them for their own 
The mushroom spawn is a remarkable wa: 
the whole operation entirely 
the fertilizer and the nour! 

weighing about 1% pounds, 
Price Per Brick, Postpald 

RR eer ee % 426 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 7,95" ROOT GRASS SEED. Resists 

A Profitable Hobby You Can Operate in Your Spare 
‘Em In Basement—Stretch Your Food St 

ry easily raised from this spawn. All f 
or spare room where you can ¢ 

the dark. Make money raisgi 
storekeepers and 

are so conve 
table. 1 

One Half Pound, 

€ simple. hi 
ishment, Sold ix 

&. later by 
‘aajdance of { 

No. 5129, 
 Beods. Pk 

shroom Spa 
Make Extra Money With This Ready-to-Gr 

Mushroom Spawn Brick! Grow Indoors 

a 

, ghenn,_ 

‘i 

| faoo 

AST 
C00000090 90009009 

GINSENG SEED a 
died the same way as Golden 
Seal. The ideal spot for grow- 
ing is in a wood lot having 
natural shade where it re« 
quires no cultivation and wilt 
grow into a future money 
crop. Ginseng can also be 
grown under cultivation in 
Slat houses or wunder other 
artificial shade. Any good, 
Well drained soil is suitable. 

Most Ginseng roots are 
thipped to China, and now 
that the market is again 
opening up there is a pood 
jemand for the roots. At the 
time of going to press with 
this catalog, medicinal root 
juyers are paying $8,00 per 
lb. for the dry roots, which 
rives the grower a handsome 
rare for the seiall Space re- 
juired for growing. 

? Ginseng seed should be 
from August through Rrsor bars the fall, e 

Wer during these months so that you will 
malt need. 

GINSENG SEED, % 
1,00.) Per Package, Postpaid........., 

Q 

Amazing South American 

Ever-Blooming 
Indoor Pod Plants 

Lasts 

Indefinitely! 
Blooms 

At Once!! 
Since there has 

been nothing quite 
like these plants 
vaila in the 

3 United States be- 
‘fore, you cannot ap- 
preciate their amaz- 
ing characteristics, 
Imagine (if you 
can) a plant that 

4 will last indefinite- 
ly without any care. 
When watered, the 

$s blossoms open up in 
few hours and the 

eautiful flowers are 
adiantly lovely, So 
ong as they are 
prinkled with water 

oceasionally, they 
will stay in full 

% bloom, But if you 
out, closing as 

arently eons “Hibaenntione They 
last indefinitely without any care, without 
until you are ready to provide them with 

ishment which water gives so that the plants 
Nioom again suddenly and amazingly. 

‘Real Plants and Flowers 
are real plants that are imported from South 
hey are grown in Brazil where they are 
and shipped to America. Placed in these 

» ready for you to keep in your house, 
vol Miniature size, 25¢ 

Indoor Pod Plant. Price Postpaid. 
3 for 65c; 6 for $1.25 

thew 
wy 

. Beautiful Roses the First Year! Fast Growth—Perpetual Blossoms! 
The Perpetual Rose Bush seeds produce one of the most in- 

teresting varieties of the rose ever developed. The plant one 
be sown either indoors or outdoors and blooms the first year ae 
is planted, and when three years old the bush is a Tae) ° 
roses. The flowers are in three shades—-white, pink and crim- 
son. Makes a very interesting house plant. Blooms regularly. 
No. 5140, PERPETUAL ROSE 

BUSH SEEDS, Price Per Packet,’ 
3 for 250 

750 per doz. postpald 10c 

GOLDEN SEAL S$ 
believe that there is more 

Toney to be made growing Golden 
Seal than any of the other medicinal 
plants, Used extensively in the manu- 
facture and compounding of many 
nedicines. The wild roots are now 
rearly exhausted, and it has become 
aecessary to cultivate these plants, ‘ 

Golden Seal is easily grown. The ideal 
spot for growing is in woods, where no 
cultivation is required, They may also be 
easily grown under cultivation in slat 
houses or under other artificial shade. 
Any good, well drained soil is suitable, 

When ready to dig, the repts should 
average at least one ounce edch, green, 
This would make approximately 18 Ibs, 
of dry roots to each square rod. At the 
time of going to press with this catalog, 
medicinal root buyers are paying $6,00 
per pound for the roots and $1.00 per 
Pound for the leaves. At the present price 
of roots, 18 lbs, of dry roots per square 
rod would bring you ‘ever $100.00. per 
each square rod. 

Golden Seal roots should be planted in 
the fall) from August through December. ont 
during these months: so that you receiwe frosh 
No. 5262. GOLDEN SEAL SEED. 
(3 for $1.00.) Per Package, Postpald.. 

order 
seed, 
5c 

Shell Water Flower 
Wonderfully Ingenious 

bowen Extremely Interesting 

R 5 a \ Blooms At Once! 
These Japanese Shell Flow- 

ers are a_ variation of the 
Japanese Water Rose. When 
the shell is placed inside a 
glass of water, it opens up 
and releases the flower, as 
shown in the illustration, Al- 
together it is quite a curiosity 
and a novelty that will doubt- 
less be found interesting for 
young and old alike, 

10c No. 3374. Japanese 
Shell Flower. Each... 

3 for 250; @ for 400; 
Postpaid 

Life-Like Sea Life Set Including 
Goldfish and Plants 

Look Alive When in Small Bowl 
Never Feed— 

Never Die 
Here is an im- 

# ported novelty 
’ that is quite fasc- 

inating. It is a 
sea life set that 
includes plants & 

miniature goldfish, When placed in a small glass 
bowl, they look alive and ‘will last for years, This 
is certainly the cheapest way you can have all 
the fun and decoration of goldfish without the 
expense, The fish move around, apparently swim- 
ming and seeding ina roaliatie manner. 
No. 3372, Sea Life Set, 
Price Postpald.,....ccsscccesscsre 59¢ 

Johnson Smith & C oit %& 427 o.,, Detr 
Soy ew 



PIPE GOURD PLAN The Catch Fly Plant 
A_ luxurii Bay, Subst fer Fy Paper ae POTTERY HEAD WITH cS This flower is as great a curiosity as ity Tost axywhel ye name indicates. Its flowers are a eautiful bash pi ‘ 

* 
| 

white, red or pink that make them Yery de- popul pes hay rf iy) Growing GRASS if a 

sirable as house plants, or they may be cul- th a pe tivated in the open garden, ‘The surface of @ world | and / SANS Porous Pottery Head is Covered with Grass Seed 
the bladder underneath the flower is more or y not difficult ff \ tch Beautiful G Grass “Hair’’ , 
less covered with a hairy material and is ‘ 3 to make youl Hy Wats 'd “Eve ious” Coglnte taro 

very sticky, ‘This is where it gets its name, Catchfv, and arise from_ these gou} : " ye! 
small insects and ants that climb up are likely to become ; entangled in the sticky mess and lose their lives in their effort to get at the ‘‘sweets in the pantry.’" The flies, wang erouad, her ae trractod. to the pant ant thus ae Early Peas ap! get caught, é¢ plant seems to be endowe Thi 

is i fj ad i 1 

remarkable intelligence, for it does not seem to harm winged | tall rowing “Ox. the Oo } eth en oe et ya ibe ghabeee ‘On ton of COMPETE 
riety Of peas and Dita ah a { ae, vate 

insects such as butterflies, LOC | is ““rezaraea “B a f head and along the eyebrows—wherever you desire the 
No. 5084. Catchfly Plant Seeds. Per Packet.... 1 experienced Ht 

hair to grow. Then the fun begins! Sure enough, in a ers as one of the ay few days time, the green hair begins to sprout and grow, making the 

No. 5075. Pipe 

e’ve seen 
Gourd Seeds By far one of the most fasclnating novelties we've se: and we've seen a lot of them! ‘The pottery head is sup- 

plied with a bald top and is, in reality, a small vase C with a hole in top for filling with water. Package of 

Lantana Seeds - ; best for all gen. ff Da Tea pottery figure assume an almost lifelike appearance, A very showy and shrubby bedding and f ti enone” tor A * R | ” 
oe xe plant, with Verbena-like towers in shades coRgsagin | tome taracrs" (aie MO sLasting Rea Grass Continues to Grow! 
of white, red and yellow in great profusion, 4 PA | heavy : They have a very agreeable aromatic perfume. ee j fedulires no bushe or Corsage Repeat Performance Often! 
ery rapid-growing, constant-blooming, excel- Se No. 5223. EXTRA EARLY a Y 

Rohn : 5 : . * A ; 
ou can let the grass continue to grow, or, 

sesalied Soertiooming beatin: or TaeieE want oe Pe Tar bcs Bont dacetretinsen i te for Years remove the “hair” and repeat the performance 
in hanging baskets, porch boxes, vases, ete. No, 6112. Lantana Seeds, Price Por Packet.... MIRA 3 TOMATO 7 

i Monster Petunias Yields 4M BUSHELS Be on Table oF 
i i > 4 in Lapel A flower garden is not quite complete > rn without a bed of Petunias. Few plants can s uw CAL Miening flowers 

any number of times, The head is not affect- ed and any ordinary grass seed will grow satis- factorily. Thee heads have been favorites for many years all over the world. With this re- y designed novelty head they should be more in demand than ever. Large size heads standing 
about 5-in. high, Seldom fail to arouse interest 

ithout Water 

are 
D 

- razil, When A d amusement for they appear quite comical, 

compare with them for beauty. They are Now you can grow ¥ eon d and a } e 
very easily grown and will sometimes thrive most amazing tomate bl ps oe 88 %% iil No trouble at all to keep. Will grow indefinitely, 
where few other flowers will live. Fine for fe erowing in window boxes, on porch and for various decorative purposes. 10c No. 5131. Monster Mixed Petunia Seeds. Por Packet. . 

fo bring them to = — A fine indoor novelty. 
in your own gard ¥ garden pprinkle water on No. 5986. “Sunny Jim’ Grass Head with Seed. 5-In, high. 99c 
from 2 to 3 bushels, ane licious ripe tomatoeg f y, mostly Price Postpald......--++e005 veel ttre wee ae ees deen every vine. Grows 16 About 5 or 6 No. 5966, Extra Seed. (Special Fast Growing.) 10c 
Hoh, high. Huge, ment RRUASTENG OSEDAIU a:4.5/s:4 Hie din oveieiaceeaetsteiatetuee fruit, wonderful flayor, EVERLASTING Price Per Package Postp Grow Your Own h weigh as, much gg. 

rom cach. Unsurpassed fo Peanuts Py ning, slicing. Blight It is perhaps not gee” drought and disease generally known that tant. Grows in any gf peanuts can be easily 4 No. 5253, : cultivated, Their cul- a Package Only... 
oor Miracle Garden 

S 
ture is very simple and ee - Amazing Lures and Devours 

; 
exceedingly interesting. ae a Pascal Ce 

Chemical SS 
: es 

Live Insects Before 
i eatratig nF | : Pe trates” tour & 
Wh : ating . jf The stalks emit ia | i Before Your our Eyes 

Pa 
is a good producer, very TTR TT are very 1 Eyes! ) One of the most. peculjar 

H I 
prolific, and of distinct large and *¥ i H Lal 

y Nand fascinating plants re: 

i" 
appearance, The Pea-| solid, crisp & of rich nutty 4 Watch this chemi. |] < NN sembling the Hooted Cobra 

i ' : nuts have a thick, | flavor. “It blanches very eas- ily ' garden grow in |i < NIG Sof India. One of the few. 

t 
4 hi il: ibbed tect. | ly & quickly. The heart is J fy) i i brilliantly colored ¥ <CARNIVOROUS PLANTS 

a yi 4 } Heavily ribbed protect: golden yellow and has a ver oy Sxl! 3 right bes if | \ ktlown to science, At the 

ah PG ing shell. attractive appearance. f i F eves , ach 5 s 

oe 
0° ' 

N [ ‘top of eac’ talk is a round 

c i 
weird, 

x) Paks No. 5222. Packet No. 5185. Seeds So: I agqed \ i; SQV hood, and from this hood 

y fo im we 8 for 40c, $1.35 dexen | 3_for 25c, or 7S5c dozen -. 
crystals form and \ \ i H two beeustnnl Senco and 

I 

5 . S free appendages hang. 
ASSORTED French Breakfast Rat | a ma | | UB tae nes tee 

f GOU RDS 
ry 

summer or winter. glands which lure bu iS, 
a This is an 

ally 
Ss in water, 8 ‘ nts, flies and practic: 

mropular variety o J WAL” continue ts \ NX ail other insects inte “ae eit has an un : i grow for days, Can 3 S mouth on the underside of 
tractive ror ca , / Be. Keng, for years. \ fhe hood. Once tured fnalde. fi ¥ 

e victims are unable oO 
Oblong shape, rif : erystals,, chemicals Se ‘escape. They are gradually tender, " f " ang 5617, " forced to the bottom of the hollow stalk where the 

wa No. 5236, French é Postpaid. . 49c digestive fluid is contained. In spring of the year 
i Breakfast Radiat 

TSS blossoms forth with attractive purple flowers. ‘One 
3 for 25c. or 

25c 

Ny Gourds are very interesting plants to cul- ! Hreate, and require practically no attention efter planting. We send 4 varieties—it’s fun wtching the gourds form into strange apes! The larger gourds may be used as ppers, sugar troughs, bowls, ete, Here are } erate ae feat, PR an S tea Pple-Shaped, Bottle, Calabash opr Plpe Gourd, Dipper, 
" 

( Dishcloth or Towel, Hercules Club, Japanese Bottle,’ . : 
H 

Nest Egq Gourd, ‘Knob Kerrie, orange, GEnAIUreat ee Everlasting j Awa Mos uitos: UA US eo 
ranate, Pear, Sugar Trough, Spoon, Turk’s Turban, 10 PI Rapa 

PevereNT TA i Keeps Away Bugs 

jo. 5090. ASSORTED GOURD SEEDs. Packet... . Cc ant : 
be mA The so-called Ever- The Garden Huckleberr lastings or Seaw, Flow. and Insects A In or Out of Doors! ty and never fade. 

Makes excellent Pies, etc. Y. | tere” decoration” a'n't Burns for 10 Hours 
see pcoration 

> when made 

| Gltronella 10 hour candles will keep mosquitos 
| “ipenon "noes DSI feet may be grown ana a ) and invests away from yout. Otronella Ye the moe a when conditions are favorable, Very prolif. O58. Everlasting Seeds. Packet ] auito repellant used in most anti-mosquito boll: 

ic, yielding a large crop of berries that 3 Pkts. 25¢, or 75¢ Per Doz. Pk tions. Now it has been incorporated in a convenient make excellent pies, preserves, etc, If Mammoth Prize Pump i | POMC XT thet ie ‘aetuaine ( REPELS MOSQUITOES 

seed to package. 
No. 5201, Snake Orchid Seed. 

Y cooked with apples, lemon or other sour fruit, they make a 
Y \, 

fine jelly. The fruit is blue-black in color and has a flavor i eran ite Mat i y : see oan ao ‘i grant rovetent keeps” away 

ih all its own. We suggest you find a corner for this very novel frize Pumpkin 4g) ) indi Ae £4 Gne canile burn: mosquitoes and insects outs’ 

j plant. It is casily cultivated from seed, requires very little SR | 3 : Til ing tna foom for! & doors an well as indoors, Very 
| attention. We feel sure you will be more than delighted with | § Whave been atewntal oe ieee effective, 4 to box with 
4 the results, Send for a package of secd today, 10c p 75,100 Ibs. _Notwitl i | sk usually enough to No, 4882. Per Box........206 
| No, 5199. Garden Huckleberry Seeds, Per Packet... .5-4 "> nc ‘bes i ; than ne tae Dy out all night, 20c kins. The files! TD Each ; 

we , OITRONELLA CANDLES. ACN. wecrecevers Wo, 5231. Prize Pumpkin Seedy: Poti ee 65c @ For,.....+....94,00 

My 428 x Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich, i 
Johnson Smith *% 429. 



{ | Ship With Electric Clock 
A Beautiful Clock for Your Home or Office 

A handsome clipper type ship with sails and masts 
of gleaming chromium. Glistening cable halyards and 
guy wires. Solid hand rubbed walnut or Swedish 
modern base. In the living room, in a library or office, 
it stands out as a beautiful piece of furniture. 

Truly Mammoth Model: 19 Inches Long, 

& Seng Make Your Own Acti é : <A lamps, Pictures, <= 
\S% Fireplaces, Etc. 17 Inches High 

<> 

Fy \ 
d di 

» * °, sae “- ’ h model that you will be proud to dis- Make Pictures Spring to Life; Realistic ‘ aA wo, Pim \\ eal Bae ge will like its attractive finish and Burning and Waterfall Scenes SN hua ie INV aa realism. Each model is fitted with self starting Lamp manufacturers use them to give lamps action. Sessions electric clock movement, known for By flickering the light it makes a forest fire scene oni “wonderful accuracy. Can be depended upon to lampshade spring to life; a waterfalls scene looks likef 1 t time. Needs no winding. 110-120- the water is running, etc., etc. You, too, can.create you tell correc i 1b wn SCENE-IN-ACTION LAMPS, FIREPLACES, volt, 60 cycle, Weight 7-1bs. $16.95 PICTURES, Ete. No. 6186. Ship Electric Clock. Price 
Sits on Any Lamp; Revolves From 

Heat of Lamp; No Motor; No Springs; 
No Mechanism; Yet Lively Action Yells When a 4 ane 
Pin is attached to lamp so that pin is up- ‘i Be Back F right; spinner rests on pin. When lamp is turned i on, heat from the lamp causes spinner to i Hm is an attrac- f turn. Reflector blades cause light to flicker. No Motor—no Waple - stained 
(ee heat from the lamp does the work. Use colored lamp 

ouse| ‘‘Peeping Tom” Pin 

Hiro rustic door- 
even more dazzling effects, Unit Includes only lamp attachmi that is mounted 
revolving fan blade, Lamp or scenes not sent. Hwide of your No. 4328. COMPLETE ACTION UNIT. Postpald,.....- ee ie 

jor can. bef PERFUME LAMP find there is a 
w paper and{ Also for leaving Burns 

Kerosene ea | : mm, You can Peeping Tom 
S ® message for 

iH, or, they can} Is Watching 
Wessage for you. You! 
Hiiicator can be 

. ° He’s al: ot his eye on you and others! Thie ' toll when you fiji ; lkeable, nosy, fellow can be worn on Dockeb, lapels return. 7 Bae iy dress, coat, ete. Always | Peeking, out, ready for mis- 
Ne. Hes loping roof, leather hinges on door, Nos NTT PERPIG Tom. Price Postpatd... m25C 
bitch, etc. Stands 9%-in. high, 6-in. wide. 
#id1, LEAVE-A-NOTE HOUSE, $1.50 

| 

BULLET 
LAMP Makes Any Elec 

Bulb a Perfume 

Removes Unpleas 
Odors; Lovely Flowe 

Fragrance 
Gives off wonderful aroma of Mystic ring slips on an perfume as it burns. Wonderful | bulb. When lamp or light | night light. Gets rid of unpleas- | turned on, the heat 7) ant odors and smells. Very attrac- | bulb vaporizes filling thi others, Attractive colorful bake- | tive in appearance, Complete with | with a lovely fragrance, F lite——walnut, ivory, blue, . etc, | perfume oil. 7-In, 99c tached or removed. No chain. socket and 6-ft. cord | No. 6931. Postpald.... ashes; nothing burns, and plug. $2.95 No, 4321, Gardenla Lamp Oll. | No. 4000. Lamp Perfumi No. 6169. Postpald... Per Bottle, Postpaid.......390 | Disseminator, Complete, ¥ 

ROY ROGERS MOVING PICTURE LAMP | i Luminous Cast Metal Skull 
Full Color Action Pictures of Roy Rogers and His Performing Horse, Trigger alse Teeth Bottle Opener Bottle Opener The animated Roy Rogers Rodeo Lamp is something that will thrill you. It is a big, . t : beautiful lamp standing 17-inches tall, The handsome parchment shade is about 8-inches * of Cast Iron—Rapid Bottle Opener | Shines in the Dark—Rapid Bottle Opener deep by 1 A ypen this bottle with my teeth!’ And, sure Open up those pop and beer bottles quickly— 

inches in meter, There are rodeo scenes on the shade plus e d a 

a you do just that—but with your ‘‘false’ 

(fl i 

Puts the Light Where As It 
wot tones Postpald Only........ 

You Want It! Lights 
~—For Reading In Bod 
—Typing or Sewlng 
—Repalr Work 
Shop or Office 
——Any Close Work 

Eliminates eye strain & fatigue. 
Daylight illumination. Adjustable 
to any angle—does not disturb 

two viewing windows, 24x oes 
4-inches in size; one win- 4 somewhat hideous sight with these big | in the eta A Be rh Ne achat pie eae i dow on each side of the (eth shining out on the wall, looking like ona q True wets cll “ates except for the eye lamp. When the lamp is lit, W judy to take a bite ont of someone's pants, |. and painted Bite terre, for cee a the pictures come to life yl find them a really rapid bottle opener. sockets which are se ‘i Pe wots Aes 
and you see different pic- lon. Wlesh colored gums with white enameled cept the teeth, are ae re pa nte Mae «i ie 
tures of Roy Rogers and his fireut for kitchen, bar, home, office, den, etc. will show in the dark, safe, convenient bottle 
horse, Trigger in the win- 
dow. Pictures are beautiful 

:, Kodachrome colors, _ brill- 
tantly illuminated from the inside, 

ip, bee ; opener, 
1 Price uae ante: a Ay $1.95 No, 3702, Price Postpald Only........ $1.75 
SYMBOL-OF-LUCK POCKET COIN FUN MARRIAGE CERTIFICATE ; i jeautifully finished in red and blue on heavy white truly gorgeoeus. Heavily weighted mpplor coin, with salsed symbole of luck make. |) paver ciail 10qwetmenchony RAVE Hen filling ta cae 

nO abe heat to ah 200 . in. ‘Has horseshoe, 4-leaf clover, Indian sign, oug names of use MC as A Biultable copy of your own esign. Complete, ready plug for framing. 
; and operate. HiOk, Kach, Postpaid 15¢ | no, 2783, Marriage  Cactiticate, Postpaid 10¢ 
No. 6175. MOVING PICTURE 3s ‘or 40c; 

' LAMP. WFRTION: “Have you more than one catalog? n Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. % 431 « Complete Postpaid...... 95°49 Gaga MY rae sive'one, to's drlenu? ‘thankes | Johnso " " * 
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| ore in the tube within the 
read it is a reliable weather forecastin uide a will predict the weather from 8 to 24 hours ‘a gagene: It is an extremely sensitive scientific instrument, yet it cannot easily get out of order. An attractive decora- tion for your bedroom, office or den, Includes metal bracket for mounting. Full printed instructions for mounting and operating. It is claimed that this bar- 
ometer forecasts weather with the same accuracy as 
many mechanical barometers selling for from five to 
ten dollars, Similar to those used by sailors and mari- 
ners on sea going boats, No adjustment required. 

Mariner's Weather Glass Ornamental Barometer—> 
No. 4567. Mariner’s Weather No. 4506. DeLuxe Barometer. 
Glass. llustrated at left. iron eldee Ginter ae shaped 

Price Postpaid. . 5 

Thermometer & 
Barometer 59c 

Forecasts the Weather and 
Tells the Temperature at a 

Glance 
James Patten, Chicago's famous 

Wheat King, founded his immense 

-2-= NAUTICAL e-S-S 
) Weather Glass Barometer (Ce 

a eaten 
Indicates Weather 8 to 24 Hours in Advance 

Changes in air pressure indicate and fore s cast changes in weather, The Mariner’s Weather Barometer takes advantaall of this fact and the varying pressure causes the liquid to rise 
glass. When properly 

eeeeeeee 

Famous Weather Cottage—Beq 
Colorful Plastic 

sie Mystic Weath 

Forecaster 
Attractive co) 
Plastic Weath: 

caster. Beal 

—— 
— ap ae La 

a 

Tr 

tomatic 

moulded, fortune to a very great extent by 
his ability to foretell the weather, 
‘nd though the possession of one of 
these barometers may not cause you 
to become a_ millionaire, it may 
ive you timely warning of an ap- 
oroaching storm, and thus save you 
from serious s. Even ‘‘weather- 
wise’’ people are frequently taken 
by surprise, but it is seldom that any 
sudden change occurs in the atmos- 
phere that has not been indicated 
by these scientific instruments. The 
thermometer and barometer are 
mounted on @ wooden base, size 
about 3x8-in. Can be hung on a 

nail or it will stand on a shelf. Two most service- 
able and necessary instruments in one. 59c 
No, 4587. Price Postpaid............... 

Will It Rain Tomorrow? 
Consult The Magic Rose 

A Novel Little Weather Forecaster 
That Indicates Changes in the Weather 

These pretty little roses are impregnated with a 

breakable. 

Pric€ Postpaid.......cseceecsereeseee 

Hang on wall like 
No. 6532. MYSTIC WEATHER FORECASTER. 

ble, 
Almo 

a clock. 514) 

eter, 

7 RNA 3 Z 
certain chemical that is very susceptible to atmospheric Oi 
changes. For example, if the rose is BLUE it may be 
taken as an indication of FAIR WEATHER. On the 
other hand, if it changes to LAVENDER, it indicates 
that a change is coming. In stormy or wet weather, the rose 
changes to PINK. To obtain the best results, keep the rose 
near a window or any place where it will be most likely to be 
subject to changes in the atmosphere. Frequent changes of col- 
or make it an object of great interest. 

When I'm Blue It will bo falr 
When Pink a storm Is In the alr 
And Lavender a change, so beware. 

Complete in an attractive miniature clay flower pot. Meas- 
ures about 5-in, high. 

432 * | No, 4505. The Weather Barometer Rose. Price 25c 

1e WEATHER COTTAGE! 
y Pretty Novelty For Indicating Weather WY 

Porrectly 
Predicts 

Weather 

B to 24 

Hours in 

Advance 

* 

* 

ttractive 

Looking 

THE LITTLE 

AWEATHER 
INDICATOR 

yecasts the 

Weather 

lly low priced weather forecasters are often 
but 

i height. 

» the 

There is nothing new, except the 
low price about these PRETTY 
LITTLE WEATHER HOUSES, 
When our grandfathers were chil- 
dren, Weather Houses were in use, 
and some of our fathers and moth- 
ers may recollect how anxiously the 
Movements of the little man and 
woman were perhaps watched for 
their WARNING OF AN AP- 
PROACHING STORM. Long ex- 
perience has proved that NOT A 
LITTLE RELIANCE can be placed 
upon the simple yet scientific ap- 
paratus that controls the movements 
of the little figures. When rain is 
imminent and the atmosphere be- 
comes moist, the man comes forth 
to brave the elements, but when 
fine weather may be expected, the 
lady makes her appearance and the 
man retires into the house, They are 
rather an unsociable couple, for it is 
only when the weather is unsettled 
that both appear in the doorways. 
These houses are nicely made in quaintly decorated designs to resemble a Swiss 
cottage, from which they derive their name, The ‘Swiss’? Weather Cottage. A 
small thermometer in the front of the Cottage adds considerably to the appearance, 
No. 6531, WEATHER COTTAGE. (Not illustrated. Does not have the 98c 
elaborate trimmings of DeLuxe model.) Price Pos*pald...........0ee0. 
No. 6530. DeLUXE AMERICAN MADE WEATHER COTTAGE, 
(As Illustrated.) Price Postpaid 

ure and gives amazingly accurate 
Aside from that, it is pretty 

A miniature glass swan about 8- 
Filled with a colored liquid which 

wp and down in the neck of the swan ac- 
barometric pressure. 

I barometric pressure indicate future weath- 
Wittons, 

will be like about 24 hours in advance. 
fianical parts to get out of order. Swan is 

on miniature mirror which gives the effect 
sWan swimming in a Inke 
#2, Swan-O-Meter Weather 

Price Postpaid 

Weather Pictures 
Here is a quaint 

little novelty to 
keep you inform- 
ed .as to. the 
state of the 
weather. It is a 
nicely colored 
picture of a lit- 
tle girl wearing 
a dress that 
changes color 
with the weath- 
er. When it is 
going to rain, the 
eolor changes to 
pink. When the 
weather is fine, 
blue appears. Li- 
lac indicates a 
change. The card 
measures about 

3%x5% inches and can be hung up 
anywhere. There are several different 
designs, of which the one illustrated is 
a fair example. 10c 
No. 4509, WEATHER PICTURE... 

= STORM 

ova Fh 

one which operates on 

Since these 

will tell you what the 

50c 

Reliable Weather Forecaster 
Famous Standard Type Wall Barometer Still Is 

The Most Dependable Weather Forecaster 
For those who want a dependable and reliable weather forecasting instru- 

ment, this famous conventional type barometer cannot be excelled. Rensitive 
to even a slight weather trend, accurate and dependable, it is an ideal ba- 
rometer. Excellent workmanship throughout assures you of precision perform- 
ance, Al] American made by one of the largest makers of weather forecast- 
ing instruments for the United States Government Weather bureaus, airlines 
and navigation companies. Temperature compensated. Fine for land or sea. 
Fixed hand indicates barometric trend. Round, solid wood cherry finished 
case, brass bezel and. hanging ring, Looks attractive in any room, but 
especially swited for office, study, hall or library. 5 %-inches diameter, 1%- 
inches deep. 

$9.00 | %& 433 No, 4516. Wall Barometer and Weather Forecaster. - 
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Indicates Weather 8 to 24 Hours in Advance 
Changes in air pressure indicate and forecas hanges in- 

weather, The Mariner’s Weather Barometer tales ad ventea 
of this fact and the varying pressure causes the liquid to rise 
and fall in the tube within the glass. When properly a 
read it is a reliable weather forecasting guide and 
will predict the weather from 8 to 24 hours in advance. 
It is an extremely sensitive scientific instrument, yet 
it cannot easily get out of order. An attractive decora- 
tion for your bedroom, office or den. Includes metal 
bracket for mounting. Full printed instructions for 
mounting and operating. It is claimed that this bar- 
ometer forecasts weather with the same accuracy as 
many mechanical barometers selling for from five to 
ten dollars. Similar to those used by sailors and mari- 
ners on sea going boats, No adjustment required. 

Mariner's Weather Glass Ornamental Barometer—> 
No. 4567. Mariner's Weather Teich With whnecuee eer, 
Glass, HMlustrated at left. Iron hold ik shape 

Price et cr ccc ck tens eee on Holder. 6-Inohes BI 

Thermometer & 
Barometer 59c 

Forecasts the Weather and 
Tells the Temperature at a 

Glance 
James Patten, Chicago’s famous 

Wheat King, founded his immense 
fortune to a very great extent by 
his ability to foretell the weather, 
ind though the possession of one of 
these barometers may not cause you 
to become a_ millionaire, it may 
give you timely warning of an ap- 
oroaching storm, and thus save you 
rom serious loss, Even ‘‘weather- 

oeeee . et ee eereee 

Famous Weather Cottage—Bea 

Colorful Plastic 

Mystic Weath 
Forecaster 

Attractive eo 
Plastic Weath 

wise’’ people are frequently taken 

y Pretty Novelty For Indicating Weather 

orrectly 

Predicts 
Weather 

Bh to 24 

ours in 

dyance 

tomatic 

ttractive 

Looking 

AWEATHER 
INDICATOR 

e WEATHER 
There is nothing new, except the 

low price about these PRETTY 
LITTLE WEATHER HOUSES, 
When our grandfathers were chil- 
dren, Weather Houses were in use, 
and some of our fathers and moth- 
ers may recollect how anxiously the 
movements of the little man and 
woman were perhaps watched for 
their WARNING OF AN AP- 
PROACHING STORM. Long. ex- 
perience has proved that NOT A 
LITTLE RELIANCE can be placed 
upon the simple yet scientific ap- 
paratus that controls the movements 
of the little figures. When rain is 
imminent and the atmosphere be- 
comes moist, the man comes forth 
to brave the elements, but when 
fine weather may be expected, the 
lady makes her appearance and the 
man retires into the house, They are 
rather an unsociable couple, for it is 
only when the weather is unsettled 
that both appear in the doorways. 
These houses are nicely made in quaintly decorated designs to resemble a Swiss 
cottage, from which they derive their name, The ‘Swiss’? Weather Cottage. A 
small thermometer in the front of the Cottage adds considerably to the appearance, 
No. 6531. WEATHER COTTAGE. (Not illustrated. Does not have the 98c 
elaborate trimmings of DeLuxe model.) Price Pos*pald........-+eeeeee 
No. 6530. DeLUXE AMERICAN MADE WEATHER 
(As Illustrated.) Price Postpaid 

* 
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Weather Pictures 
Here is a quaint 

little novelty to 
keep you inform- 

+ STORM THE LITTLE 

ed .as to the 
state of ‘the 
weather. It is a 
nicely colored 
picture of a lit- 
tle girl wearing’ 

by surprise, but it is seldom that any a dress that 
sudden nge occurs in the eee yecasts the changes color 

phere that has not been indicate with the weath- 
by these scientific instruments. The Weather er When it is 

thermometer and barometer are Sean ly low priced weather forecasters are often otal naan EHS 
mounted on @ wooden base, size raincae iy, but here is one which operates on going , 

. " soe Seo Mes be mu paen 8 eet eneacn ime ne pressure and tives ey een color enna 
nail or it will stand on a shelf. Two most service- reakable. Hang on wall like a o ore ings. Aside from that, it is pretty ink. en e 
able and necessary instruments in one. 59c No. 6532, MYSTIC WEATHER FORECASTE Hivactive. A miniature glass swan about 3- Sheet) is fine 
No. 4587. Price Postpaid......... Pric® POStpaid....ssseseereeeseeeeees i helght. Filled with a colored liquid which . 3 ’ 

uw 
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mt Will It Rain Tomorrow? 
Consalt The Magic Rose 

A Novel Little Weather Forecaster 
That Indicates Changes in the Weather 

These pretty little roses are impregnated with a 
certain chemical that is very susceptible to atmospheric 
changes. For example, if the rose is BLUE it may be 
taken as an indication of FAIR WEATHER. On the 
other hand, if it changes to LAVENDER, it indicates 
that a change is coming. In stormy or wet weather, the rose 
changes to PINK. To obtain the best results, keep the rose 
near a window or any place where it will be most likely to be 
subject to changes in the atmosphere. Frequent changes of col- 
or make it an object of great interest. 

When I'm Blue It will bo falr 
When Pink a storm Is In the air 
And Lavender a change, so beware. 

Complete in an attractive miniature clay flower pot. Meas- 
—— ures about 5-in. high. 
432 *% | No. 4505. The Weather Barometer Rose. Price,., 25c 

and down in the neck of the swan ac- blue appears. Li- 
o the barometric pressure. Since these lac indicates a 

ii barometric pressure indicate future weath- change. The card 
s0n8, the swan wean you what the measures about 
wil e Ike abou - hours in advance, 5 j 
wiical parts to get out of order. Swan is Satay ene ano ei pei dite mae on miniature mirror which gives the effect anywhere. There are severa ifferen 
4) swimming in a lake designs, of which the one illustrated is 
Swan-O-Meter Weather a fair example. 
Price Postpaid 50C | No. 4509. W 10¢ EATHER PICTURE... 

Reliable Weather Forecaster 
Famous Standard Type Wall Barometer Still Is 

The Most Dependable Weather Forecaster 
For those who want a dependable and reliable weather forecasting instru- 

ment, this famous conventional type barometer cannot be excelled. Sensitive 
to even a slight weather trend, accurate and dependable, it is an ideal ba- 
rometer. Excellent workmanship throughout assures you of precision perform- 
ance, All American made by one of the largest makers of weather forecast- 
ing instruments for the United States Government Weather bureaus, airlines 
and navigation companies. Temperature compensated. Fine for land or sea, 
Fixed hand indicates barometric trend. Round, solid wood cherry finished 
case, brass bezel and. hanging ring. Looks attractive in any room, but 
especially suited for office, study, hall or library. 5% -inches diameter, 1 %- 
inches deep. $9.00 | % 433 No, 4516, Wall Barometer and Weather Forecaster. . 



Beautiful in Appearance; 
Useful in Purpose. 

* 
Complete With 
Heart Shaped 

Brass Lock and Key 

The distinctive styling and beautiful 
appearance of the GENUINE AROMA- 
TIC CEDAR CHEST is unsurpassed as 
a favorite possession of many people. 
Its beauty will last a lifetime with or- 
dinary care as the true splendor of the 
box is in the red cedar wood. 

Regular Size Chest 
Convenient size genuine red cedar chest. Comes 

fomplete with brass, heart-shaped padlock and key. 
Colorful picture on top, attractively finished. Meas- 
ures about 8-in. long, 5%-in, wide, 8-in. high. 
(Styles may vary from time to time.) $1 50 
No, 6177. Cedar Chest. Postpald...... * 

Beer Bottle 
Pepper Shakers and Pepper 

A set of two miniature beer 
bottles, 4% -in. high. Salt and 
pepper shaker set Can be filled | 

Large Size 
_ Stunning red cedar chest with unusua’ 

picture on top, attractively finished. Has 
cedar fragrance. Complete with padlock 
Size about 11%-in. long, 7 %-in. wide, | 
deep. (Styles vary from time to tim 
No. 6178, Cedar Chest. Price Postpaid. . 

PEPSI-COLA BOTTLE 
Salt and Pepper Shal 

Add Fun to Your Next B 
The Beer Bottle Salt and 

Shakers shown on this page hay Yoom Traffic Director 

supper wil] be even more fun with these 
realistic miniature Pepsi-Cola Salt and Peppi 
ers. The set is 4%4-inches high. Bach un 
aluminum snap cap. Easily filled, 
No, 2685. Pepsi-Cola Set. Price Per Set, 

%* Please Be Sure to Add 10c Service Charge on Orders Totalling Less Than | 

Small Size 

PORCELAIN 
BEER MUG 

With Metal Top That Opens | NoveltyBottle { 
An attractive midget beer mug that 

is nee America, yet looks and Opener Hand operates like the large mugs imported Opener is 
from Europe. Made of glazed porcelain in the chape ‘ sete aad Aaaee os side. Has | beer bottle. Finished fl : Decorated inged top which can be opened by | in regular brown color 4 r . £] pressing handle. Top is highly pol- and complete with the Bef set that ae Ee aucks or enine ished, nickel plated. You can use | label and trimmings \ ae or arranged in a group., Lan them individually or in sets. They are suitable of a famous brand of st Nort wadee in, tee 6-in. wingspread, medium duck 5-in. 

small duck 4-in. spread. Made of moulded 
i) walnut color and hand decorated. Can be 

in V-flight shape or in series, Copy of an 
wot that cost 10 times the price of this 

tle reproduction! Indeed, it requires care- 
ination to see that the birds are not hand 

&. Price Por Set, Postpaid. ..., S%e5O 

for many novel purposes, as well as attractive 
decorations. Less than four inches high. 3 for 

No. 4343. Price Postp 

$2.00. 
A” No. 2895. MINIATURE PORCELAIN 75¢ 

3 for 500 — 
DO NOT TEAR YOUR CATALOG. Keep it 

BEER MUGS. Each Postpald Only.... 
—_—<<$<$ $$ __ 

434 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | D°.NOT TEAR you receive them. 

beer. Even metal cap 
on this miniature 

bottle opener. 4-in. size 
handy to use. 

ete 

‘Holds Any Liquid! The Smart Way 
to Serve Drinks! Made of Stoneware 

with Oaken Finish 
Looks Good Among Your Best Furniture 

Very popular liquor and beverage container. When 
your guests want a drink, tell them to Just ‘'tap” the 
keg! Fitted with special leakproof spigot and wooden 
bung that makes serving drinks quick and easy. The 
keg is made of a special composition stoneware that 
keeps drinks fresh. Finished to resemble an oaken 
keg. Mounted on mahogany colored wooden stand 
and glass rack, Stand has convenient receptacles to 
put glasses, Aside from its practical value, it looks 
good in your den, living room or office! Your friends 
will want one, too, when they see it! Although it is 
ideal for al] kinds of beverages, it is especially useful 
for the holding of wine, which always seems more 
tasty when served from a keg, Fruit drinks also seem 
to taste better when kept in an earthenware container, 
We consider these Keg Sets a real bargain at the 
nominal price listed. Capacity of keg about 8 pints. 
Comes complete with 4 glasses as illustrated. $2.25 
No. 6174, KEG SET, Prico Postpald..e. * 

easiiy. Each has aluminum | so popular we have added co * . 
snap cap. Extremely realistic. | style. Each is designed to ‘uth i on the ee et , Expanding . A useful novelty. { ; 3 desig’ ‘rs floor, and lets people on the Easy-to-See 
No. 2896. Postpald 25¢c ee » gniniatare Pepsi-Cola know ate going on in y y’ Book Ends 

r 5 eae bel en you have guests, suggest tops all traffic jams. Fun . . Pee Suprising cold drink, and then bring on th ny. Has indicator that can | hermometer New, interesting vice-like ex- 
ty, laugh-provoking miniatures. Perh. 1 Nited at most appropriate E , = : panding ends, Adjust them to t t u n seru aps Bes . by just looking out window. Bis, A book: ad still 
prefer a beer. but whatever their preferem «, Comic illustrations. Swell | easy-to-read numbers—read 10 ft. | accommodate your books and 6 
salt an epper shaker miniat hear the laughs. ractive | away. Precision instrument, weather- * 

Nov ity or ee d ipo a ker at ure are wonde , ane it Attracti + | proof Beh roeraneed Boeciel ea ae ee yt ee eel be ers, e tart. ' 2 a smar u ag +f al 
Gift : iy c ree, ee ity Or cit, but use it yourself | hesive holds it firmly to window: colorfully finished, Felt base. Size 

xcelien 1 ove \ age. 31-in, gift box. 4% x3x3-in. 
They make novel table accessories too, 763. Price Postpald 39c No. 4770. Postpald. . $1.75 No. 6529. Price Postpald 9c 

Pocket Drinking Set 
4 Cups in 1; Easy to Carry 

FOR 

COMPLETE 

SET 
\ 

Smartly designed for thé office, for traveling, 
for the home, Convenient, You'll like this handsome 
set of 4 cups, each about 8%-in. high, which fit 
together into handy carrying case, Useful in your 
desk, pocket, handbag, shop, muto, ete, Alcohol re- 
sistant plastic. Bright colora, Low in price, Sanitary. 
No. 4277. Pocket Size Drinking Sot, 
Per Set, Postpald......> 

‘ THE BARTENDER’S GUIDE 
Tells how to mix drinks, cocktails, ete. Also tells 

how to make wines, beers, Hauora, etc,, at home 
and save money! Low in price, but crammed with 
valuable formulas, recipes, eto, 15¢c 
No. 1263. Price Post Se sees teses. 

Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %& 435 



Plastic Telephone Cover 
In Gold, lvory or Red 

« 
wt 

) 

| 

a SNA 

OA is 
EY 

COMIC “BABY TOILET” Si 
Genuine high grade toilet soap molded 

form of a baby sitting on a pot. Poor baby, 
bar individually packed in a colorful gift boxy 
No. 2998. BABY TOILET SOAP. Each.) 

Fits Any Dial or 
Non-Dial French Phone 

Change your telephone into 
a stunningly beautiful custom- 
made appearance in less than a minute. Lustrous 
plastic shell in Ivory White, Chinese Brilllant Red 
or Rich Gold slips over standard French phone (as 
illustrated) with or without dial. Complete set. 
Specify color preference and second choice. $1.00 
No. 6080, Price Per Set............. Goes “On” 

B tap or “Ott” 
ar- Sane Automatically 

Tenders EASY ON YOUR 
t—Measure EYES—& EVERY- 
at ONE ELSE. This ‘ 
ba—Seal book-lite is ideal for any kind of reading @ 

Tapered cork work, Concentrates the light where you Wi 
shank snug-fits yet avoids eye-strain, None wasted. Only 

but does the work of 60 to 100 watt lamp 
on book, desk, etc. Automatic feature is that 
go off if book is lowered—when you fall 
reading in bed. Feather-light in weight. Saft 

plete with bulb 

| vod 

all bottle tops. Handily po- 
sitioned over pourer rim, 
jigger serves-up a full one- 
ounce measure, And when 
inverted back over pourer 
top, the jigger adds a pro- 

tective seal. Pre- 
vents evaporation. 

and 8-ft. cord. 

No. 6163, 

Brilliantly colored Price 
plastic pourer and clear trans- + Postpald 
parent jigger. Only ” 

No, 4176. 
Set Complete Only... 29c $1.95 

Real Toilet Wat 
A Funny Joke Gift 

“Bowl” ’em ovet when they see thil 
novelty. The colorfully lithographed 
is so lovely in appearance they expeg 

expensive ‘‘toilet 
They get what the bo 
though not wh 
thought—actually 
Modern toilet shape 
contains a won 
scented toilet water, 
ture glass bowl with 
seat and removable 
2 for $1.00. a 
No. 2731. REAL 
WATER. 4 
Price Postpald Onl 

fl] 
7 

COMIC POCKET 
DRINKING FLASK 

Leather Covered 

\SHAKER 
A rea] shaker 

DON’T BE A HOG. Attrac- —you can 

tive flask with genuine leather cov hear the rat- Hy 

ering. Cleverly imprinted with tle. Available 
in several 
styles such 
as’ those #lus- 
trated. Has 
rattle built in 

the illustration and wording e 

shown, indicating the size of a 
rink for ladies, men and_ pigs, 
ith leak-proof screw cap, handy 

pocket size, holds half pint. 
No, 2733. Comic Pocket 89c to make it funnier. Removable top, 
Drinking Flask. Postpaid. - colorful plastic. Fine for cocktails, etc. 
———— No, 6795. DRINK $1 25 

436 %& Johnson Smith & Co.|SHAKER. Price Posotpaid. ?=* 

SPICE POTS SHAK! 
Salt and pepper shakers, 
plastic like miniature 
toilet bowls. Wonderful gif 
Gift box, 414x312x1l- 
No. 2371. Set Only... 

\ 
"4 
\ 

My) Enc 

SAU VOOOOUOOOUOOOUOHUHOOHOHOHOOHOHHOOHUHTHTHOTO HT o TooToo sss 

furved Green Jade Effect in Plastic 

NESE STYLE BOX 
Cigarettes, Jewelry, Money, Etc. 

like a 
hand 

gifts, 
te ey Cutle Cook- 

i tall Glass. 
from the Ori- 1.00 

ifloent Detall, Eaoh isis 2 $ 
vod appearance, Hard to tell from genuine 

elearettes or a hideaway for jewels, valu- 

HOX. Each, Postpaid 

LIP-ON LEN 
eS TWICE THE 

W \ 

NA the | 
Rede a cL 

Mm eyeatrain 
ty 
yin 

wily emall amount of room; easily clipped 
MATABLE so that it swings to any posi- 
nyerl 

el for 
jig, close work, office, shops, etc. Lasts 

7h OLIP-ON SPOTLIGHT LENS,. 

000000 RDOOOKOOROOOOKOOOKOOOVOGVOKVV9O OOOO G OOO HOO CO eO000 06 

hanted Zephyr Chimes. 
_ Delightfully Sweet Toned and Musical 

Sounds Charmingly With Every Breeze—Fairy-Like Musical Chimes 

MN The Vagrant Wind Makes Marvelous Music 
Hung in a doorway, porch or hall, or in any place where there 

is any breeze, the Crystal Glass Pendants of the Enchanting 
Zephyr Chimes, sway to and fro, producing the most exquisitely 
delightful harmonizing sounds, like elfin sleighbells. The effect 
is BNTRANCINGLY PLEASANT. Every breath of air makes more 
music, with fairy like tintinnabulation. The frame and cords are 
nicely decorated, every pendant is embellished with hand-painted 
designs by skilled Oriental workmen, so that the general appear- 
ance of the Chimes is strikingly pretty and graceful. This is one 
of the most charming musical novelties that is sure to please 
even the most critical music lover, 0 
No. 4508. Enchanted Zephyr Chimes. Price Postpaid 5 Cc TOU UOUUOUOUUUUUUUUUUUUUE 

Cutie Cocktail and Wine Glasses 
Delight Your Guests 

0 Ooo With Friends 
MAKES EVERY DRINK 
A PLEASURE! Gorgeous 
models in striking colors, 
This is a crystal clear 
cocktail glass that is heat 
resistant. Made of poly- 
styrene plastic, Shatter- 
proof, practically unbreak- 
able, The stem of glass 
acts as magnifier giving 
picture in bottom of 
glass an enlarged view 
in lovely colors, Get sev- 
eral of them for guests, 
Wonderful prizes or 

and Have Fun 

LO 

$3.50 

Mounted on decorative teakwood colored, 
entice Chinese design. Ornamental dis- 

8x4x4-inches 

$3.50 

Removable top. Large 

IMPERIAL CHINESE JADE 

py 

WHERE YOU 

WANT IT! 

For Reading, 
Sewing, 

Work, Etc., 
Ete, 

ae 

Automatic Electric Ringing Bells 
Set of 4 Ringing Bells—Wonderful for 

Parties, Decorations or Christmas Trees 
Developed for use on Christmas tree, but finding 

plenty of use for year-round fun, Set of four bells, 
each about 2-inches high, attached to electric light 
cord. Plug in any 110 volt AO outlet, When each 
bell is hung, electronic device at top of each bell 
causes itt to sway gently, producing a fascinating, 
musical sound that entertains children and guests, 
Wonderful to have for a variety of year-round uses, 
from parties, Xmas fun, etc. Even use for dinner 
bells, door announcing, call bells, ete., as well as 
many other practical uses. Complete set of four bells 
with units and cord, ready to plug in. Gift box. 
No, 6802, ELECTRIC RINGING $3 98 
BELLS, Set Postpaid. . pect 

‘Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. x 437 

TER 
make light bulbs do twice their 

Clever new CLIP-ON LENS fits any 
light bulb from 25 to 100 watts. 

oy “oor lamps, open overhead lamps, etc. 

seconds, yet holds firm. 
many types of repair work, home 

in 

Saves money. 

75¢ 
Nothing to wear out, 

i) dunger.Guaranteed, Get several 



MagneticFunLovingPups 
: Cre 4 | Watch Them Spin, Whirl Around, Etc. Sieg ee aoe i x1 7 | Operated by Powerful Alnico Magnet 

Magnetic Fun Loving 8o Do Inside... Costume Vanishes and Elgures are the ene ofa PREPTY CUTE! That's what your guest 
nation!! Love Pups are always up to exclaims when he sees the realistic little tricks. Put one Pup behind other one deck what" tne drink Goer Yotbert Heart and wate bbe ain 4nd come thee to Been nothing” till he turns the glass around ace! They twist, spin, move, jump or peeps inside! She really “comes into her away from one another entirely moved ‘act” when a highball is poured into the 

ee. 

/ Z by some completely INVISIBLE Mma wuptt glass! Viewed through the liquid, she ac g : ( g iad FORCE—MAGNETISM, Each figure WHAM el eteoe oases he. alluring ceed : : : “a Z is mounted on ALNICO MAGNET, one of most power- Every curve is, magnified and the slight : 4 : A 4 DP, ful permanent magnets in existence. New, powerful shimmering motion of the beverage creates A te Lame mysterious ALNICO MAGNETS make it possible for ¢ ® startling illusion of life! Some call ‘em z . H ? ' these figures to do surprising tricks with NO MOTOR, NO SPRINGS, 
CARED actonee, Glasses” —we call them ; NO STRINGS, NO VISIBLE FORCE! Figures about tn. long, ing start, here is a bevy of Misses who No. 2025, MAGNETIC FUN LOVING PUPS, Per Sot of 2, CAN'T miss. OUTSIDE her charm Is modest- 
ly concealed. INSIDE you'll see the little 
dass revealed, Nature revealed in all her 
sglory—or shall we say, nearly all of it. No 
one need be offended, and all should be 
amused at this newest of party “pepper up- 
pers.” Almoest as good as a ringside table 
at a smart nite club floor show. A little bit 
of “IN GIN NUDITY" that will suggest a 
“gag” or two to even the dullest guest. With 
these six obliging little hostesses the success 
of your party is “In the bag.” Give your 
guests a “floor show" in every drink! Serve 
“Strip Tease” highballs! Sold 6 glasses (all 

different) to the box. None less sold. $ 1 5 No. 6765, Set of Nudie Glasses. Price 39 & 

Nudies Glass Transfers 
Yes, we also sell the Transfers separately 

20 rc can apply them to the glasses your- 
self. Very easily applied, Just a little care 
fa all that is required. Nicely made in sev- 
eral alluring colors. Sold singly, or in strips 
Ms ea, ae etree 10c 
ov. le Each Transfer, Postpaid No. 6764A, 3 ‘Transters 25c, " 

io. 67648, Set of 8 for 59a 

Mognetic Fighters 
prmul, Ainico magnets | make , Republicans vs. Democrats 
fpin around they sock each 

i itici With ‘real’ force. Enjoy ‘the Ld plenty” Battling Politicians ‘ thes magnetic boxers. Only dine Shigh, bet phehen Who will win this time? Each st vy) figure mounted on powerful Alnico 

H032, Magnetic posers 29c ‘ a Mintateean elk rhe da, divers 3 
. Me . n ght is erent. Ma & Pa Fighters Plenty of action. 25¢ 

See dad hit her with his stick No. 2028. Donkey & Elephant 
and ma knocks his hat off, as they 
battle it out. Colorful, magnetic 
action when pop gets fresh. 35c 
No. 2035. Pa & Ma Fighters. 

All Figures on 
This Page Run 
by Niysterious 
Super Power 

Sh sagt Alnico Magnets! 

Magnetic Bull Fighter 
Hiied on Super-Alnico magnets. Fun begins when 
jador and bull go into action, Operates on any na Nes Great pair of fighters. Yin. high. BEE Magnetic Monkeys [ lagnetic Bull Fight, tpAid...e 

‘9 Het Rostoal Plenty of Monkeyshines! See them fight and make , up. One minute they’re battling, the next they're love ing. Loads of fun, lots of action. 114-in, high. 
No. 2038. Magnetic Monkeys. Pair, Postpaid...... 35¢ 

No Motor! 
No Strings! 

MYSTIC 
One High Ball Mahes 
Undress Before Your t 

Pour a cold drink into MYSTIC-G! 
No Springs! ’ lt ie rai FIGHTING ah (3 No Visible Cea 

Me by 3 Force! , & ed A] a 
yj r) 
MULLAH 

UD agnetic Minnie & Mickey 
magical! Folks gape and wonder at the Mouse Fighting Cat & Dog mation that appears. Yet MYSTIC. Bey 

4 s : 
& Minnie are at ue again, this time doing ape pou Shine the magnetic, fun loving pups are 

. 
hha, with plenty of action. ey do the breaks, funny, but wa his cat and dow get together for 

HOW THEY need offend no one. J) 'ne turns, sway to the music. Touch hands Teal fight," and evervthing 1s there except the howle they go. Powerful Alnico magnets, 35c (and you'll imagine most of those). » Magnetic Dancers. Set, Postpaid. No. 2022. Fighting Cat & Dog. Postpaid... 

FIGHTING COCKS 
Place your bets, folks—you never know the winner. 

Then turn ’em loose. These FIGHTING COCKS will be 
at it again. A knock down and drag out battle each 
time, Keep a pair of these vest pocket battlers with you 
for some handy fun any place, any time, Powered by 
Alnico magnets that never wear out; never need to be 
replaced; last forever. No electricity or motor; invisible 
power. About 1-in. high, 29c reel 
No, 2018, FIGHTING CocKs,,.. “7 439 

‘When drink is 
poured in glass, 
the garments 
gradually become 

25c 

ustrations are washable, alcohol-proof § 
ndefinitely. For a gay party -- use 

eee. ae ae : a GLASSES. It’s as good as a ringside tol ’ pals Se smart nite club floor show. With these 
; : pe ing little Hostesses the success of yo 

assured. The New Sensational Darin 
Highball Glasses are a gift any broad vr 
or woman should surely appreciate. 
No. 6794. Set of 6 Glasses, Postpaid. . 

a 



—It Flies Apart! 
SMASH IT UP—PUT IT TOGETHER IN A 

JIFFY—AND DO IT OVER & OVER AGAIN. 

The action truck you build to crash. Get 

Control a Nee ‘ 
Efun out of this destruction truck—let your 

Lively BRONCHO BILL fl) fh . * E iciller spirit loose. Made of heavy 22 gauge 

Action Them h ~ a sa real auto steel—stands the gaff. Can be 

idi q ll hed rolled, lock converts it to rigid 

From the Riding Cowboy 
track. Assembled in seconds. Finished in 

“aa 
THE DRUNKARD 
Hangover Pete In 

Bottom 

h—¥ 
a Wy yellow and blue high gloss hard baked 

i Ss 
enamel. Ne eee needed—parts snap into 

. 8l4-in. long. place. 82 $1.98 

No. 6525. CRASH TRUCK. Postpa‘ 

VANGOVER | . Pocket Size | INDOOR FIREWORKS) BRAYING DONKEY Action! Ga 

Acts Almost Alive! — HERE'S ACTION! YOU make Looks like Hangover ; FOLDING LO, f 1° QP"), wovely Erbe ae 

; Plenty of kicks and action | the horse buck and buck, but see | a snootful again. Does the : o SEAT \\@ L@ (areworks that can 

fee this’ donkey. He moves his | if you can throw the rider—he | est things. Staggers all , p\ Ss ips aha ee 

hed up, down, around, sits | sticks right through it all. Make lamppost with bottle in —Picnics oe @. @ /PX SB LA @inssoried sixes and 

own, lies down, etc) HE EVEN | him lie down or buck; controlled | Lies down, falls down. —Games S\\ Sw QIGY’ <sshapes, each one 

BRAYS IN FAMILIAR DON- | by button in bottom which makes pole, etc, Hours of fun | —Races > \o| | Gs icontaining 2 Vie 

KEY haters Controlled from bot- | him do whatever you desire. Re family. Easily controlled —Fishing g @) / 2,6 ; ree Cae 

Sa onderful fun for everyone. | No. 6896. Bucking Bronco button in bottom. Does W —Camping @ / vors. When set Up-" 

io. 6895. Braylng Donkey. 98c Jez hMibartisD ell he teh 2s acall you wish H \\ 8 a tabl d lit 

Ean 
j 

; —Home Use oo on a ie an 5 

Price Postpald.......... ' * No. 6897. Drunkard. Pric es ). —Sports, Golf 16, S088) Of Sie 

- - Bere aay Duck Voice & Cc ll RES / ports, ing the favors hi 

J a g Auto Seat f the vair and 

umping Monkey : o> J). Torin? ees. we R out into. the room, 

ener, of Action Sounds Like . Light we ay ae ey ' fun. ‘prises consist ca 

Suspended from ton by i 
\ portable seat. Really 5 mitation monet, confe' 

spring that makes it bounce Squawking Duck > handy for 1,000 | Pee eeciniot, 

up and down giving a lively 
uses. Extra seat in ; i novelties, etc., etc. Not 

action, Hang in auto win- 
jcaror at home a Mailable. Shipped by EX= 

dow, “in breeze, and | ake “it “with you. My press, Ghargee repaid, 
watch him go! Moves RY i , \ \ » Protects cloth es. geet TTL 24° Indoor Fire- $9.96 

ya? arms and legs. ie 4 $ / { Comfortable. Pat- ot bh works. Only... $ 9 

ented steel construc- 

/ Postpaid SDC More fun with this! In theatre, Mechanical Spo: =” ¢ tion, extra heavy, 

———— | school, elevator or crowd, just give pee holds 500 pounds, 

Please this plastic DUCK CALL a blow RUNNING SP 
Welded. Enameled. 

and the familiar HONK-HONK 4 / Size open: 18 %-in. 

Add 10¢_ | of.2 duck comes out, CLEAR and Ugly Thing Scare: , high, 12-in. wide. 
Folds to 9x7-in. 

ote Easy to carry. Color- 

y, 5 ful enamel. Weighs 
: TRUE. Make it loud or soft. Fool Wind it up and wi 

Service the dog, the kids, the cat and run! Big, horrible lookin 

Charge euEN THE prone Sure-fire Aid a all cee ] 5 See 

riot in a crowd. All plastic, color- those who see him! = fae slightly over 1 Ib. 

On Orders | fully made in shape of duck with | wind-up motor. : j0. FOLDING SEAT. — . 
Under built-in honker. Just blow. No. 2743. Price Each. . Postpaid. ss : 

No. 4287. 
Price... 15¢ SPARKLER 

Thousands of Colorful 
y , Sparks 

w\ Safe Substitute 
) | 

for Fireworks 
ALL FUN—NO DANGER. 

Safe substitute for fireworks 
that you can enjoy all year 

— 1 . 

“can Electric Rainbow Top 
long. Spring action keeps the 

FIRE WHEEL revolving, Light Flashes On and Off In Beautiful 
throwing off thousands of : 

sparks in a red, white and Rainbow Colors 

$1.00 Growing Snakes and Worms Joke HIZZER 
Tiny Pills “Grow” Ii 9 

eeareescciaed 
; ponakes or Worms in | 

, Wafer, Any Drink 
\ f A tiny pill dropped in” 

\ tL of water or other liquid gm 

Attach Black Thread and Let It Slowly 

Drop From Above! 

Mammoth 
Spider 

Flexible Legs Vibrate 
In the Most Ugly and — 

grows to a length of two @ 
inches! Amazing scientific B 
No. 2980. Per Package, 

Price Postpald.................ss08 

JUMBO SQUEALING: 
Realistic Way! 

blue pattern. GREAT FUN An. action toy designed for the kids but which 

Let one of these mammoth 
IN THE DAR K and AT everyone thrills to, It’s electric. Easy to operate— 

NIGHT or even in broad day- just wind up and let it zip! As it spins the electric 

spiders down from a light& 
fixture, or from above, and as it sinks slowly, 
watch the people catch sight of it and scream 

. with horror! 
The ladies 
will be ter- 
rified. At 

parties, at 
dinner or 
any other 
time it cre- 
ates a riot. 
The wicked 
looking _ vi- 
brating legs 
and its 

TWICE large size 
THIS SIZE \ make this 

fhorribly realistic spider appear to be & dangerous 
| creature, oe oeeten is pot pale size. 

NO, 4, Mammoth Realistic 
440 %& | spider, Price Postpald...... 25¢ 

light. Signal your friends. NO light inside begins to flash on and off and the 

ELECTRICITY. NO FIRE. beautiful rainbow colors appear. Molded in eye- 

Uses fegular’ flints, With catching color-fast plastic. Wonderful in dark, too. 

flint. 39c Complete with battery and bulb. Uses regular flash- 

No. 6244.......... light battery. 

No. 9317. Flints. Pkg...100 No. 3448. Electric Ralnbow Top. postpaid 2000 

REALISTIC BOXERS 
A Thousand and One Rounds of Action! 

Filled With Excitement. Who Will Win? 
YOU MAKE THESE BOXERS FIGHT! These LIVELY 

~~ ¥ ¢ i. . BOXERS are all set for action when you get them. By 

Made of rubber nd ae £3 2 @amanipulating coe in base of Gos rior pe tne ae pee 

only to blow it up and go into action. ey swing at each other, they ge, ey 

ae ee te aie doen tnd dies in’ the | mow 
wagzeaoox. Each round is full of action. Keep it up as long as 

manner. Twist his tail and he will stay & er until you score a knockout. Combines skill and luck, You are neyer sure who is going to win— 

give it another twist and he starts squealing jw the next champ. Operated by pressing control in base. Have fun yourself or put on a show 

Nor Ssba,sauealia wid ostata oni , ine 1.19 | aa1 
on F308: NG. PIG. \Postpald cae REALISTIO BOXERS. Price Postpald.....ssssceceseeeseeeeeee Won | 441 



PERFORMING TRICK DOG 
He Barks! He Lays Down! — He Sits! 

He Obeys Your Command! 
} 

ral Gather around and see the smartest dog in captivity! The 
i! only toy dog that sits down, wags its tall, says “‘yes,’’ and “‘no,’’ 
i kneels, lays down and BARKS! Obeys quickly, No boy or f} 
Hi girl should be without one. The perfect pet. Your friends will 

| 
) 

he Obedient Mouse. He i Oe 
Sead PT PIE) your re a command |! 

Life-Like Mystery Mouse 
Performing Dog Without Bark ake it crawl, turn, climb and 

LIVELY ACTION DOG. Similar to above but d i i . Lo 
bark. Slightly different in appearance but performs ‘all ‘the LN b ie thee roe ae rs same tricks, 6 

8 ic « 7 No. 6894, LIVELY ACTION DOG. Postpaid....., ©9 b up side of glass or scamper iP 

yom your hand up your sleeve. 
Does Tricks! Pluto Pop-Up PLASTIC BALLO J jn is the article you may have seen being demon- 

. > 

wonder how you do it. Trix runs through his act without 9 
y strings, wires, and without any other visible mechanism. Yet, 
; at a command from you, he instantly obeys, Trix is a beauti- 
i ful dog, too. He's black and tan with little white rings around 
ty his eyes, Made of wood, Trix is a sturdy toy dog that will 
i take lots of rough handling. Easy to train, too. $1 00 

No, 6893. TRIX, BARKING DOG. Postpaid..... . 

‘ 4 Id led by street fakirs, pitch men and others, and 

Intriguing! Fun! A) RY . Blow Feat eae sf | of you have doubtless watched in wonderment 

, jrridescent plastic _ballt he demonstrator put the mystery mouse through 

p \iarge as FOUR FEET Wmerable stunts and tricks, It almost acts as though 

y,|AMETER! Last fore herve alive, as it seems to be lacking in motive pow= 
GA \Mould them with youl for there is absolutely no mechanism, no rubber 

a iat yeni Is, ote. Blow. no springs. Of course there is a_ trick to it but 
mos be | find out all about that when you get the secret 

tmammoth balloons 
them float away; or, 
atound room, Asso 
—red, blue, golden 
parent crystal. Best 

‘ions that accompany each mouse. By following 
w simple directions, you, too, can put the mouse 
“Neh all kinds of antigs, You can make it 

_ climb, turn around, in fact almost make 
plastic with tube, @ et as though it were alive. You can_make 

a omy No. 3318. Plastlo ) up the side of a glass and scamper out. You can 
zo. ‘Balloon Outfit... ++] it run from one of your hands into the other. You can 

e {| go up your sleeve or climb out of the lining of 

* "a at. These are but a few of the stunts you can do, 

i 7, AD Miers will doubtless suggest themselves to you after you 

aT ale me iad it a wate a oe to HS ae end of the tricks . 

: Wai do with the aid o is novel and mysterious mouse. ‘ 

RUBBER POLICE CLUB} t Srnoet any bright boy could keep a whole roomful of people amused night after night. All 

7 Whack ‘Em Hard— 
Pluto Pop-up is a funny little pup, that never Does Not Hurt 

you to do is to keep the secret to yourself, for it_is safe to say that few will be able to 

by what makes it perform, Small size. Made of wax. Like plastic compound. 15c 

BAO). MYSTERY MOUSE. Price Postpald........++++++++++2sssssssssreess Be 

fails to amuse. His floppy ears, wiggly tail, in- i lor 
j a, ° as 5 , foot- 

quisitive nose, over-size collar and collapsible lega Ye age ee ve. 
have amused more people than any living dog. He’s but actually “made of rubber. Whack ’em Electro Life Figures 

a ned: easy to train, too. Pulling on rings attached to ’, inch 
semi-concealed cord: uses hi i it doesn't hurt, Fools ’em. About 11-ineli ici se Dancers, Skaters, and A i) ords causes him to kneel, sit down, | No°2o04. RUBBER POLICE CLUB. Flectricity Makes The 7 7 a aay 

Players Mysteriously i y nod his head and sniff the air. 
i) _ No. 6909. Pluto Pop-Up, Postpald,..... 69c Each, Postpald.....-....0+-se0es op ae 

] o Into Action 

f ete STATIC ELEC- 
f Y MAKES THESE FIG- 

! MOVE! NO STRINGS! 
mOTOR, 

na = 6TO 
OUT OF 
"A There 
wal differ- 

Some 

Seamen and Sportsmen Have i 
Now you can do genuine tattooing of designs, initials monograms, 

on yourself or on others with this easy-to-use Tattooing Ontfit. 

Made for Marking Skin of Any Person, But 
Used for Marking Animals, Pet. and Other Obj 

Used in scientific laboratories and other places to do mi 
or identifications, While an assortment of designs is ineli 
any marking or design of your own choosing can be made) 
and quickly. é 
This Vest Pocket Tattooing Outfit Used in 

50,000,000 
Codes Possible 

The Lawrence Silde Rule Code 
Maker. Makes over 60,000,000 
different codos. So simple a child 
can use it-——so clever it baffles 
experts, Full instructions for de 

| covered ciphering codes. Write in code— 
mw them only those who know the solution 

play 
fouple 

i hers = have 
ayer, The 

m a 

HV = tee 

i Navy and Other Camps. No Electricity Us fflofds and they will be amazed and mystified by the fast | can understand it. odes have 

i Uses no. electricity, yet does a quick, painless job, | in? sean eae nae een Tae aes ae oe been used by scouts, lovers, for 

by) two color designs can be done with equal ease, and othe My Hox has aluminum floor and celluloid top. ewe recording secret formulas and Im 

i Sa inks are available for doing more elaborate tattooing. Bf fox with hand CHARGES THE BOX WITH ELEC- formation, eto. Set includes slide 
a Po fre vest pocket kit is complete---hothing more to b th ¥, Av the figures race around, they gradually use up this rule for’ quickly forming ang 

Api is good for making about 100 designs names, initials, ete. ay. . Hy in the dark you can sometimes see the tiny sparks as the code and 4-page circular of. fhe 

bin} Ourfit I = I ti M ki i 100 f ‘I Ny le discharged. Lots of lively action, structions, making codes, solving 

utfit Is Complete for Making 100 Designs j#, ELECTRO- LIFE FIGURES. Q8c | known’ codes” and” exciting 
MN Consists of one hand tattooing instrument, small bottle black ink, small bottle red color (jj Wel, Postpald.......++.0+. cin ih dbo dee lab ack p aia stories about codes. 35¢ 

i, 

No. 6997. Price Postpald mixed), 20 small e¢asy-to-tattoo designs, one sheet of stencil tracing paper, one special 
making paper stencils, complete with illustrated instructions. 
No. 7002. COMPLETE TATTOOING OUTFIT. Price Postpald........2..... o * eee 

ree 
I, YOUR CATALOG. Keep it to check t* | Johnson Smith & Co., Detorit, Mich. %& 443 
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BOYS! LEARN VENTRILOQUISM AND APPARENTLY 4 
&. 3 Ay I SNE y THROW YOUR VOI 

Into a trunk, under the bed, under a 

back of the door, into a desk at s 
or anywhere. You get 
lots of fun fooling the 
teacher, ‘policeman, 
peddlers, and surprise 

\and fool all your 

THE 
VENTRILO 

is a little instrument 
that fits in the mouth © 
out of sight. Cannot ~Z 

be detected. It is used in Ml if 
connection with the above, - n 
and with the aid of this = 
wonderful DOUBLE i 
THROAT or VENTRILO, you can imitate many kf 
birds, animals, ete. Remember you get everythi 
ONLY TWELVE CENTS—the book which give 
instructions on how to become a ventriloquist 
Double Throat, or Ventrilo, besides. / 
No. 3461. Price of Complete Outfit...... “ 

Made of Pliable Plastic That Fee 
the Human Flesh! — 

Flesh-Like Doll 
Small Size & 

Sits, stands, Made 
of special pliable solid | 
plastic that has a q 
skin-like feel. Flesh 
colored, amazing de- 

Raed On 
mera a aN Ba aT sai nat ie 
BURSA B 

Performing Life-Like Fish 
Wiggles! Acts Alive! 

Wiggles and squirms in most life-like manner 
because of its unusual ‘flexible’ construction that 
makes it flap its tail and wiggle its head in the tail. 2 most life-like manner. Tell your friends ‘‘See the 3422..., 5c biggest fish ever caught!’’ Then when they ‘‘bite’’ 
on this, tell them that they are the biggest fish 
ever Caught on this joke. Wet it for added realism, 
No. 2814, LIFE-LIFE FISH. 

ul 

8 for Si 
4 Price Each, Postpald........ccevere ss 39¢ x 

““LIFE-LIKE’” WIGGLY SNAKES 

Specially made “lively” jointed Snakes give very life-like action, As you hold them, — y_seems to writhe and move, The head wanders from side to side as if seeking to strike, 444%], reallstic.”’ Finished in green, yellow & black colors to resemble genuine snakes, F No, 2812. SNAKE, 16-Inches Long. Price Postpald......-.ce+sueceve ove ee 

Coiled Snake 
Looks Amazingly Realistic! 
Moulded Plastic, Hand Finished to Give 

Appearance of a Real Coiled Snake! 
SNAKES ALIVE, if that doesn’t look more real than 

a live snake! So startling is this snake that they aren’t 
even sure it isn’t alive until they touch it. Conveniently 
carried in the pocket you casually drop it on a desk, pile 
of papers, bed, around the floor at school or where the 
girls gather, or any one of a number of places, Looks as 
though it is getting ready to strike, Ladies shriek; even 
strong-hearted men quiver, Baby snake size, Over 6-in. 
circumference, 25 
No. 2745. COILED SNAKE. Postpald......... 

F, y . 5 a4 

TATTOO TRANSFERS 
HATE, BATHING GIRL, SOUTH SEA 18. ; ; ‘ 
MAIDEN, ANCHOR, DAGGER, SNAKE, : 4 i 
U.S. EAGLE, DIVING GIRL, MERMAID, ‘ y 
LUCK DESIGN, MOON, FISH, UNCLE 5 are 
DEVIL, PARROT, CLOWN, ea RA ; 3 ott re 

ti, Coiled Snake Shakers ° 
FOUR LEAF CLOVER and MAN 

FOR SALT & PEPPER 

Mn DESIGNS! Won't you have fun flashing 

“Most Realistic Things I’ve Seen” 

p» blue tattoo-like design! And you can 
y it in less than a minute onto any oe of 

de- 

That’s what one person who saw these said. 
Surprising how life-like they really look, Matches 

thin very easily! Just wet the skin, 

true snake color. Seldom fails to excite comment, 

yA, press and remove—that’s all. Design can 
Weioved with ordinary soap and water, 

15c Comes in set of two, each about 8 inches high, 
Makes a sensational gift novelty. 

fan transfer these designs onto many other 

No, 2370. Price Postpald.......sesee0. .15¢ 

IATURE SADDLE} Punching Bag Balloon 

40, Per Package, Postpald..... 

a D 1 Learn to hit . evelop Those i chi 

— 

le In 

Detail cenune~ BS Muscles! bag regularly a, in eATHERR and “in time.” ade . y 
t Detailed i 

rave ie bee \ 
yh real fun, and ne 

at the same om 
time learn Hon 

the essentials of box- the 
ing. To learn how to time at 
vue ae s0 oer, do the 

watfort and work APRow 3° most good, practice with 
, Minto this saddle, this Punching Bag Balloon, ly decorated in many colors. Made of/ Attached to each balloon is elastic cord ji trimmed in many other materials. Felt} and holder, Wach time you “sock” s miniature sword, Makes $1.00 balloon, it goes out and comes back, 

BLA cs wsinic thee eta sere ° 
No. 3316, Punching Bag Balloon. 1 
Price Postpaid...., ee erevcnccee 5c 

tr ORNAMENT YOUR SKINY 
Harmless - Can Be Removed Without Leaving A Trace 

Tattooing, as ordinarily done, is as most people are aware, performed by pricking the skin in dots and lines with a sharp instrument, such as a needle Bk ataae shell or bone, and inserting coloring matter to form a design. In most large conn oron at cities of the world, establishments exist whore sailors and others may aye their arms, legs, bodies and faces decorated. Here is more up-to-date method of ornamenting the skin that is quite effective and takes but a few minutes, Rub a small portion of the liquid over the portion of the skin to be decorated, When dry, place the desired pattern on the sensit: ized spot and expose to bright sunlight or photoflood electric light for about ten minutes When this haa been done, remove the pattern, wash the sensitized portion of the skin with water and the thing is done, The ‘‘tattoo,”” if one may call it such, will last about a month if properly applhed. The outfit comes complete with necessary chemicals and several designs such as bleeding heart, colled snake, anchor and dagger. You can furnish your own dosigns or, by using a suitable photographic negative, reproduce the portrait of sweetheart, friend, etc. . 6908. C fi [dohnsch SMH MGR ana aL Grnansate the Skin. Pris” DOC Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 445 
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The original comic cowboy who can cover the 
West with the best of them when he’s right, or 
get into the most awful trouble you’ve ever seen. 
Or, let him sing his Western songs and act like a 
comic dude. Has movable mouth, arms, legs, etc. 
With holster and pistol. Stands 14-in .tall. With 

control, $2.49 
No. 6276, Price Postpald Only........ 

Jerry Mahoney, Ventriloquist Dumm 
Paul Winchell’s Famous Stage and 

Television Star 

You’ye probably heard of Jerry Mahoney, who 
is second only to Charlie McCarthy in popularity 
among dummies (no offense, Charlie), Paul 
Winchell has made him famous to theatre and 
television audiences where he talks and acts just 
like a real person, 

You Can Make Him Talk 
You can throw your volce and make it appear 

as though Jerry Mahoney Is actually talking. He 
moves his mouth and head, looks around, and 
suddenly he starts to talk! Some people will actu- 
ally think he’s a real live midget as you begin to 
make him act in the most life-like way. 

Talks and Acts Like a Live 

Midget 
You can readily imagine how much fun you 

can have with him and how after awhile he be- 
comes almost like a real companion, Talk over 
your problems with him! He stands 24-inches tall, 
Movable mouth and head. Nattily attired in grey 
and green flannel] suit. White shirt. Red polka 
dot tie, Black shoes. Composition head with bright 
brown eyes, tumed-up nose. Composition hands, 
stuffed body. Individually boxed with booklet 
telling ‘“How to Be a Ventriloquist and Throw 
Your Voice’. $6 49 
No. 6278. Ventriloquist Dummy. Price. bt 

446 Ye Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | SP Sttitte WOT Ga Mien orderina, be sure to giv 

PETER PUPPET MARIONETT 
Created and Designed by Raye Copelan 4 

“Unitrol” One Hand Control Makes Them Easy to Opere 
You will delight in the amazing things that even you can do with these puppets the 

first time you try with the help of the ‘‘Unitrol’’. Unitrol is a patented one-hand control | 
enables you to make the marionette move his arms and hands, legs and feet and his moutl 
with one control. This allows your other hand free to operate another marionette, so tha 
person can easily operate two puppets, putting on a very unusual performance, You can 
them walk, talk, do all the crazy things that most people can do q 
puppets are handsomely costumed in gay, color-fast fabrics, Very sturdily built to withs 
abuse, Strings don’t tangle. Each outfit is complete with instructions and all ready fo t 

WONDER GLOVE MONKEY 49c 
iets Like He’s Alive! Fits the Hand Like a Glove! f 
04 Make Him Climb, Turn, Scratch and Move! | 
For Carry It in Your Pocket Wherever YouGo ‘ 
key Amuse and Entertain Everyone 

The Wonder Glove Monkey is 
one of the handiest merrymakers 
we have ever seen. It packs into 
asmall box you can easily carry 
in your pocket. It is ready for 
action ina moment. It slips over 
the hand like a glove or mitt. 
The head is worked by one fin- 
ger, and it turns to the right or 
left, nods, bows and goes 
through every amusing antic 
you can think of. One arm is 
operated by the thumb and the 

‘ other arm and head by couple 
of fingers. ; 

WONDER GLOVE MONKEY. Postpaid... 49Cc : 

Perpetual Motion! Self Walking! Amazs 
ing! Piggies! Santa Claus! Clown! 

Penguin! Colored Mammy! 

WALKIES 
Self Walking Figures 
Self Starting—No Springs 

No Winding—No Mechanism 

(and a tew more), 4 

4511. 

ife-Like Glove 
looks Almost Alive 

in Her Actions! Bae 

is amused at the | 
Doll acts. This hand 

1 puppet works just 
rlove monkey; it slips 

your hand so that one 

era 

PINOCCHIO and HIS ADVENTURES) bad andes 4 makes the head move, Fun sce 
ood an ad, Comic and Sad operates one arm ~~ ~—— wie everyone 

‘, i er fi th > ‘ ; 
Poor Pinocchio, he seems to have all sort "You can make her &. Zeyh ie hha 

adventures, and you can help him ‘or hinder | around, cuddle up, VAG z : mals that 
Set includ 2 . >t * ; i » hor arms, play SS. 7 an amuse you includes marionettes, Pinocchio (mise Baeboo” and hun- by their 
uy) iSgasbeaype dicen (old craftsman). Colorful 4 # of other things in f" 7 pond (s Sareliet 

changes of scene i most life-like man- 2 st ty, scripts for play; Be Attractivelye des { Me tic walk- 
Gift box. 
No. 6277. Price Postpald Only........ — eateitac yes eae ‘ dng sy ” 

u 

fas postpaid 196 ~~ —. peed Mal 
y 

"Goofy, Rubber Face Which | f.cc suiehty of 
| Changes Expressions without any 

trings, 
alks’, Mouth Opens, Face Changes ty Mavatae ne 
yk ut this cute, comic character and you'd almost 

» that he’s alive, His soft, pliable rubber face is 
fatural looking, and the way you can make his 
sions change, his mouth open and close as if 

talking, wiggle his ears or nose, flap his 
hands around, turn or bend his head, you'll 

him to be more than just a dummy, but a lively 
ion. Fun to watch, fun to operate. Easy—noth- 

No, 4402. SELF WALKING PIGGIE, 
Price Postpald. .+6.+eesetteueee ° 
No. 4403. WALKING PENGUIN 
Price Postpald....seeeseseseerss owen 
No. 4404. SELF WALKING CLOWN. 39c Been ocd To Aes a aoe make | Prico Postpald. ....ssesetssesesesvense 

wound like he’s talking «inches zh. e 
$001. Goofy Glove Character, Postpaid.......... 75¢ eee es COLORED manny 39c 

No. 4405. WALKING SANTA CLAUS. 39c 

alt Disney’s Mickey Mouse 
id Make Him Squeak and 

Talk as Well as Act Up 
in the Most Life-Like 

Way 
if you want your 

dog to get up on his 
hind legs and howl, 
just introduce him 

to this amazingly life- 
like Mickey Mouse, 
Slip this glove char- 
acter over your hand 
and start to put him 
into action, looking 
more realistic with 
every wiggle of your 
finger. See his mould- 
ed rubber head move 
and turn, his arms 
wave and claw, and 
then suddenly start 
him squeaking! You 

tow lovable these characters can be, how almost 
they become, Made by Gund, manufacturer of 

_Tyeet dolls in America, Attractive heads, resilient 
bedies. Individually packed, Easy instructions. 

3604. Walt Disney's Mickey Mouse. $1.39 
avettenpeseerteseguantsoven 

Price Postpald....... ‘ 

WALT DISNEY’S DONALD DUCK 
) WITH VOICE 

Talks and Acts in Most 
6) Comical & Confusing Way 

Those who have seen 
| the dummy characters on 

television know how ri- 
diculously real they can 
become, how you think 

of them js alive. Now you 
can have some of that same 
fun, Donald Duck will act 
and talk in his most confus- 
ing manner. You'll have fun 
making him do all the things, 
and those who see him will 
enjoy watching him for 
hours. Me squeaks and 
squawks—almost talks—as he 
waves his head around and 
flaps his arms. Operates same 

as the glove monkey. Attractively finished moulded 
rubber head. Resilient fabric body. 
No. 4855. Donald Duck with Voice $1.39 | %& 447 

O% 

Postpaid Only...... 

{ 



Ww WEATHER FORECASTING PLANT /“ 
; Will It Shine or Rain? 

\ 

’ 

Ss _ The leaves of this curious plant indicate the weather condi- IN 
tions and serve as a reliable barometer. The leaves stand up- yy ! 
‘right during clear weather and droop to foretell rain or stormy ? ‘ 

weather. Interesting and fun to watch as well as amaz- hy 
ingly accurate and dependable. Blossoms into beautiful 
purple flowers with crimson pods that are often used in s/; fi 
making ornaments, Extremely popular, ‘ / G 
No. 5167, Weather Forecasting Plant. 15¢ f ly / 
Package of Seeds, Postpald......cccccccccccecccecs [yl SL 

i 3 Packages for 40c, or $1.85 per dozen, postpaid 

Cackling Hen Voice 
Sounds Like Barn Yard Hen! 

Makes 

Makes Fine Bulletin Board, I 
Blackboard iim 

Set 
for sign 
doing 
making 

etc. 

a noise so 
much like the real hen 
that it might even fool 
them. Anyway, you'll 
have lots of fun around 
the house with this 
noisemaker, imitating 

= the cackling of a hen 
just as she lays an egg .Cackling de- 
vice is small cylindrical device which 
can be concealed in the pocket, 35c 

Postpald.......++«« 

SEX INDICATOR 
nd Entertaining Novelt 
We offer this item as an amusing and enter ing novelty rather than for any scientific vali may or may not possess. By holding it over a | an’s hand it is supposed to describe a com and continuous circle, and in a straight | backward and forward when held over a 

patch We Farell rede Nene ie tests and Ryadt lave never been able to r v don6; ‘we've never seen it fail. Many novel and interesting experiment be performed with it. Try it for testing. the sex of animals, cats, dogs, rabi birds, butterflies, worms, fish, etc, In Europe it is sold as a patent egs tél 
A Post Office inspector took one once to see if he could determine the sex © person who waite ue 2 a gen Bees interested in solving. With ¥ 
success we never did learn thoug 8 tell us he had no e 
No, 3612. SEX INDICATOR. a Rey or ee 
Price Postpnid...... 

Rana Seta 

Pjsherm 

Fine 
Purposes, 
homework, 
sketches, Ex- 
ceptionally low 
price, Hundreds of ff 
uses, Heavy ma- ff 
sonite writing sur- | 
face, sturdily built. 
Brass eyelets for 
wall hanging, With 
chalk rail, 
and eraser, 
18x24-inches. 
No. 7433. Per Set. 

Th tis 

ae 

m 

PLAY 
POST 
OFFIC 
_ SET) 

» 

Parachute Shooter 
Blow Pipe ’Chufe 

The Parachute Shooter com 
sists of a blow pipe and a para 
chute dart which fits inside. 
You turn the blow pipe upward 
and blow. The parachute dart 
shoots out into the air and then 
as it starts to descend the para- 
chute opens up and it falls slow- 
ly to the earth, You can shoot 
it over and over again and 
not get tired of it. [t you wish, 
you can blow it out the window 
of a building and watch ‘'t eradu- 

Make Your Own 
Marionette Theater 
Complete instructions for stag- 

ing your own marionette shows! 
How to design and make action 
puppets, how to bulld stage and 
backdrops, how to operate marion- 
ettes. All explained, described 
and illustrated in this. booklet 
prepared by Popular Mechanics 

—Toy Set of 50 Posta 
Stamps \ 

—8 Money Orders 
—8 Stamped Post Cé 
—5 Sheets of Paper 
5 Matching Envelop 
You can have lots of ful 

this play Post Office set 
‘ x Magazine. Easy to do and won- j i 

a eens oie eens f 25c¢c ag ath or Over 60 pictures above, Wate Setters’ Soa 

No. 1034. Price Postpala 29C | 7" friends, 
——————————_—o— 

448 %& Johnson Smith & Co. No. 4979. Complete Set, 

of. 

MONO QN0ONHOQDOODODODQD00000 

O) GF 
? ? Perpetual 

No Motor! 

You will marvel 
EVER DRINKING 

as long as there 
reach. The larger b 
longer he’ll 

Amazes and baf! 
Perpetual fun and 

about everyone who watches it with its perpetu: 
glass, pauses for a few seconds to take a long 
drink, then he swings back upright. After an- 
other few seconds pause, the bird is thirsty 
again, and back he goes for another drink. 
This goes on and on ad infinitum. Usually 
takes about two or three drinks a minute. 

Hang It Anywhere! Drinks and Bobs 
as if Alive! Goes for Weeks! 

This is the bird that*stopped the crowds in New 
York and Chicago. People stared at the bird in the 
window of several large stores for hours trying to 
"figure out’? the mystery of the continuous action 
of the EVER DRINKING BIRD. It was placed 
on exhibit in scientific classes and science exhibits. 

Nothing to Get Out of Order— 
Your Companion for Life 

All he asks is a handy drink of water—there is 
fi mechanism to get out of order. Study him; learn 
»mething new about science. Some people even use 
iim for their lucky mascot, depending upon this 
wie old bird to aid them. Actually, for those who 
Want to study its movements, it will be found to 
te more than just an amusing novelty, but a scien- 
iiflc instrument of real merit. Since the atmosphere 
i) the room determines the rate at which bird takes 
4 drink, it will serve as a guide to the temperature 
sid humidity in the room. About 4-in. high. Color- 
fully made, 98c 
fo, 6238. EVER DRINKING BIRD 

BIRD IN CAGE 
Looks Like a Canary! 

Acts Like a Canary! 
DOES EVERY- 

THING BUT SINQG! 
If you want a friendly 
companion, get ‘this 
lovely BIRD IN THE 

looks 

can either hang it from 

motion, and he swings 
back and forth in the 
most realistic manner, 
This lively bird seems 
so life-like you will en- 
joy his companionship 
almost as you would a 
live bird. Bird is at- 
tractively made in natu- 

Weiery colors, The cage is bright plastic in as- 
) brilliant colors, 
#96. Bird In The Cage. Postpald. . 

most 

of th 
ural 

Price 

at Last ? ? 

No Winding! No Mechanism! 

Just place bird near glass of water, give 
him a drink and he's off. = 

is water within his 

keep drinking. Many birds have 
been golng on weeks and months! And all with 
out mechanism or winding! 

This comic bird 

favorite Woodle 
Woodpecker, perched 
before his favorite 

tached to it is the 
any convenient place, or drinking bird that 
set it on table, mantel, keeps nodding and 
dresser, desk, ete. Fill nodding. Wonder- 
the drinking cup with ful action novelty 
water, set the canary in that fascinates old 

and young alike. 
Looks good in 

creates plenty of at- 
tention, 

Motion Solved 

No Springs! 

when you see THE 
BIRD In operation, ~ 

He'll drink 

owl of water you have, the 

fles you and your friends. 
amusement. You'll enjoy 

having this friendly and companionable bird around as your favorite pet. Fascinates just 
He dips his beak into the al movement. 

Dippy Dilly, 
The Ever 
Drinking 

Fool 
He Never 

Learns! 
The Drinking Fool 

——H» Never Learns. 
Keeps going after 
more —— never satis- 
fied, Some people 
call him the man on 
the flying trapeze— 
others call him the 
tipsy drinker, He’s 
amusing. All he 
asks is some water 
and he’s off, 
Bobs down, head in water, 

again for days and weeks. No. motor, 
springs. Amazing. Never tires. 
ful companion, Real action. About 
in. high. Complete, 
No, 6237. Price Postpald... 

No Motor! 
No Winding! 

“A No Springs! 
% No Mechanism’ 

drinking and drinking. 
0 takes a 

drink, then swings back. Over and over 

Wonder- 

$1.49 
SUC SOO SOOO SSOH OOO HTH HOU OOO STO TOO OOO OOOO COU OO OOOO OOo 

Dippy Bird Cottage 

OQOA9OOHOOOODOHOKOOOOORVOOHOOS 

ver Drinking Bird 
A Scientific Marvel! 

no 

6- 

Woodpecker In Front of House 

Hangs on the Wall 

not unlike the 

CAGE for yourself. The birdhouse. You can 
cage stands about 8 hang up the plaque <a 
inches high, and you on the wall. At- 

al- 
any room and 

The front 
e house is nat- 
wood color 

and is about 7 inches in height. 
No. 6236. DIPPY BIRD COTTAGE, 

PCPA Few Li deWisicwmeviecs $1.49 Le ries CR OUPREL FFs Winlisuisie wine tines ¥ we. $1.49 [Johnson Smith & Co. Detroit, Mich. * 449 



r dits,” “G-Men,” etc, ete. 
like a regular pair of handcuffs. 
up, slipped onto the wrists and 
However, 
unlock them. 
and you have your pal 

4 : finish, 
No, 2752. Boys’ Handcuffs. Price Per Pair Postpaid, 

@ z 

A Whale A whale SWIMMING FISH 
Swims in Water—Realistic Action 

Hit of the toy show! Ho really swims. Wind him 
up, place him in_water and he’s off! Swimming his 
fool head off. Driyen through the water by his 
flapping tail. Precision made of colorful molded 
plastic. Nearly 8-in. long, 2-in. diameter. 
No. 4408. Swimming Fish, Postpald 

Miniature Fully-Formed Plastic 

MILITARY FIGURES 
‘Planes—Tanks—Ships—Soldiers—Guns 

Line up your 2 

alrcraft guns, \7 
»tanks, soldiers, 

} j Bach is a fully formed miniature plastic figure with mount that holdy it upright, Superply 

outs, Each about %-in, in size, About 22 fig- ures in each assortment. Order several 3 for 950. 

fighting forees— ty ‘Ye 
the army, the % ; 4) navy end ait ‘ ¢ hl! 
corps. ghter aise rag 
planes, 2-motor“ Soa 

submarines, bate 

made and finished of colorful plastic. Plan and 

No. 3936, Military Figure Assortment. 35c 

bombers, antl « 

tleships, etc, i 

conduct your own battles! Fine for ee lay- 

BM OG eas Nis sel ig a od Sth 

metal frog. 

2%x2%-in. 

MYSTERY 
MASK 

His Eyes Light 
Up—He Winks, 

He Blinks 
Wear this one in 

the dark, and imag- 
ine how startling it 
will be to see two, 
brilliant eyes flash- 
inng, blinking andy 
winking. Even in 

CLOWN 
J ie MASK 

™ Nose Lights 
Up—He Winks, 

He Blinks 
Colorful action mask 

that is wonderful for 
day or night. Startling 
at night, but lots of fun 
during day, too, Bat- 
tery operated. You can 
flash on or off any 
time. Each mask is 
colorfully made, full 

7. 
sized, ready to slip on, 

: Comes complete with batteries, 
450 % | No. aei2, Electric Clown Mask. 2°39 

= fl; 

with batteries, ready to use. 

erm rN LE Ra LAD ILIN| 

Looks Hands Behind Back and R 
to Get Them Off 

Boys’ Handcuf 
Hold Hands Tight-- No Key N 
‘These handcuffs come in extremely 

when you are playing a great var! 
games such as, “Cops and Robbers,” 

They wor 
They can be 

, then clamped 
there is no key required either to I 

You merely slip them over the y securely handcuffed, hold tight and unless you release the catch, it i impossible to remove them, The handcuffs are ly made of sheet and cast metal with a polished © 
They look like the real thing. 

POO meee eee ere eee n see ee 

ical frog, bul 

Set the spring on the bottom and then set if In about six or seven seconds (just enough ¢ 
you to GET AWAY) he leaps. Have fun wi 
or three of them by seeing which frog will lol furthest, Some try to make it leap into a gla thus use it to play “indoor basketball.” 

No, 2133, LEAPING FROG. Price Each. , 

Use it as an 
tive desk or hom 

oy ty, or use it in 
43 tical way for a. 
H call. Beat the dm 

No, 4432. Indian Tom Tom Call. Postpald. 

ELECTRIC LIGHT-UP MASKS 

day-time, it causes lots of comment, Head is 
like a wildcat and acts as a perfect disguis 
tery operated; you flash it on and off at will, 
mask is full sized, ready to slip on. Comes 

No. 4613, Electric Wildcat Mask. Each, . > 

requires: 

Picture TRANSFER PAPER 
Transfer Any Newspaper Photograph, Comic, Ete. In Colors 
With this transfer paper you merely have to place it over 

a newspaper, either on a picture, comic strip or ordina 
printing. Rub the back of the paper for a few seconds with 
a hard object and remove the paper. You obtain a good 
reproduction of the illustration in the newspaper, etc. Makes a 
copy that will be in exactly the same colors as the original. 
For instance, if you desire to make a copy of your 
favorite comic cartoon you just place the sheet of paper over 
the comic, rub it for a few seconds and then remove it. 
And that is all there is to it! In the very same manner 
you can transfer pictures of prominent people whose 
pictures appear in the newspapers. If there are any graphs or ; 
maps, you can make copies of them, too. Interesting and 
useful. Will save you time in copying. Comes in a package of 
80 sheets, 4%"x6%". This assures you not only of adequate 
supply, but the size is sufficiently large to meet ordinary 

‘ a requirements. Try it and see if you are not delighted. 
LEAP] No. 2523. TRANSFDR PAPER. Price Postpnid........ 

nF RO! = Movie Snapper Joke oa (1CTION nia Oe |. 
etude ta \IT'S A KNOCKOUT/ems ELASTIC Healy 
and goes { PULL PLUNGER $ Pulled 
elght feet | , \\ This 
othe a yous / & \\ cn 

bat’ so j SS lively, it { VE ee) ( LATION paar, 
feet, It’s & ded oa Ploture! ~~ PULLS 

VPN PLUNGER 
Na BLING 

You can fool your friends with this delightful, 
harmless and mysterious funmaker, The article te 
made of wood, at one end of which is a rubber 
band. You take hold of the other end as shown 
illustration, pull it out, let it go and it anaps bac 
Now let someone else ty Unless they know the 
secret of the little Red Snapper, they will not be 
able to do it. Of course, there is a trick to it, but 
you'll learn all about that from the instructions, 

let that 

| 
PREIS UP AND j 
DOWN ON 
PLUNGER )\ 

Watch Them Box and Fight! 
Mi ‘ Jn i) setion and plenty of it? This pair of box- 

iniatyl full of tricks. Press plunger up and down This is the same joke that was used in the movies 
I di D iy them go to it. Ryinatie their arms and by famous stara—and the secret was never given 
ndaian ‘| Hiows. Endless fun, About 4x4-in. out. Took Hollywood by storm, 15c 

mmoth Rubber Jack 
Knife 

tile in your pocket, 
wr business. Your 
in school will be 

" when you 

AU, Price Postpald......cesses No. 2082. Movie Snapper Joke....,. 

SUPER-SONIC DOG 
Responds to 
Human Voice 

Radio-Type, Electrical- 
ly Operated, Answers 

with India) 
bols in 
colors ect Ae YOUR Call 

tre 9-IN. The super-sonic wonder 
, The girls dog that’s irresistible. Just 

you run call SPARKY’S NAME & 
he pops out of his kennel, 

wot like the friendly pup he is, but the thrill turns ‘to jvene roen you ie 
to be 1 realistic- ing rubber ‘ 

Py in. Gone a5 ergo Geo ilver-colored time it happens. Operates with standard flas) 
blade. 20 cell, (Not Included.) Dog house and moechanieal 

4008. Mammoth Rubber Jack Knife... ic parts all metal. Attractively lithographed in 4 col- 
‘| ors. Dog realistically hand colored. 

a a What Makes Him Do It? ubber Hunting Knife 
“i 5 Gy 

Skids half way aeross 
table to greet you. AMAZING, and startin eae 

ght 

Seems like magic, but 

co! ths RED aeRO — = 

it’s just supersonies and 
electricity. Lasts indefi- 
nitely, House 4%-in, 

aa high, dog 8-in. long. 

wil Sized—Its Realism Fools ‘Em 
"yt of my way, you rascals, or I'll cut your 
vis out.’ With this threatening command, you 
oe and frighten your friends and enemies 

ne: 6892. Super-Sonlic 
0g. 1 

Postpald. ..... $1.98 
No, 2548. Bat- 

)\s amazingly realistic Rubber Hunting Knife, 
Winches tong, big heavy-built style, entirely 
of rubber, Blade part is silver-colored to ap- 

Slip it in your belt, like the pirates! 

tery. (1 required) 
Postpald ....10c 

#080. RUBBER HUNTING KNIFE. Oc 
MIPOld, bs dv-cine.c ce 6 bes us sles és, 

SPARKYL 

" 
i 
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GRAB BAG AND FISH POND ASSORTMENT 
The Mint for Bazaars—Lifters of Church Mortgage 

THE BOON OF THE CHARITY WORKERS | 

A Whirlwind Money Getter 

Columbus Took a Chance---Why Not 
You? The Wonderful 

SURPRISE 
PACKAGE 

Get a Bargain and Help Us to Use Up os 
Sample Articles, Specials and Surplus 

Merchandise! 6) f 
He us by helping yourself. Factories all over the world send 
sme articles for our inspection, and this is our only way of ~ 

itm of them. Then, too, oftentimes we find ourselves with a surplus quantity of certain items, By 
Method, and. by buying up job lots of merchandise, we accumulate a great variety of articles that 
"" sell at a remarkably low price. We offer these items in the form of a SURPRISE PACKAGR At 
me prices indicated below. Each package contains one article. The article is ABSOLUTELY NEW 

u al. 

You'll Find It Fun Including A Surprise Package in 
Your Next Order! 

It’s a real thrill just to ‘‘see what you get.”” Dake advantage 
of this special opportunity to receive a pleasant surprise and 
bargain. Four packages, each representing a real value Since 
a great assortment of merchandise is used, you may order sey- 
eral packages with little chance of getting two articles the same. 

No, 2995. SURPRISE PACKAGE. 10 
Priod Postpald. 0s +o dice vit cme esse guns esis Cc 
No. 2996. SURPRISE PACKAGE. 2 
Prlos. Postpald ie. 5 5) i 6c ac50.9 Rives) 00 0. odie bin ole eutle 5c 

A LOT OF FUN FOR A LITTLE MONEY 

‘We make up these grab bags, not as is so often the case, to disp 

of inferior merchandise, but to give a real bargain for bazaars, fo 

etc. They are just the thing for a grab bag or fish pond as they 

tain a large variety of inexpensive merchandise of all sorts and sk 

{It is obviously impossible to give a detailed list, which would be § No. 2984, SURPRISE aiou baa 50c 

ject to change, as we are frequently able to pick up job lots of | No. 2997, SURPRISE PACKAGE." "**”’ $1.00 
Prio6 Pottpald’s .\.c.0 6b sj ape cml Ai ora eee * 

chandise at greatly reduced prices, and our object is to give as 

as possible for the money that we can. Each assortment consist 

a miscellaneous collection of novelties, inexpensive jewelry, $f 

toys, joke articles, puzzles and some may contain fountain p 

knives, joke books, household labor-saving devices, etc. The quar 

and quality necessarily depend upon the assortment you order, bul 

positively guarantee not only FULL VALUE according to the as 

ment selected, but that the assortment will cost you a lot less t 

what you would pay if you purchased the same articles from us Sif 

There are four different assortments to select from. Try your 

with one of these Grab Bags at your next bazaar, fair or cart 

and see how it brings in the money. y 

100 Postcards 45 Cents 
Just imagine Posts - onthe 

cards offered to youlffii +a 
at the hitherto un-|)"? 
heard of price of 
OVER TWO FORA 
CENT. We were}, 
able by a fortunate 
purchase to procure 
the whole stock of} 
one of the largest 
Post Card dealers in 
the country at a ri- 
diculously low price, 
and we have decided 
to give our custom~ 
ers the benefit with 
a view of advertis-}j 

ihn 

i: 

a shat Makes It Go? i bare 

25 ARTICLES FOR $1.00 50 ARTICLES FOR $2.50 Biptitc ‘Ney that Goce by revert | fou many, tery 
* - id by the Hundreds when Demon- | make any profit out}Q, 

‘An assortment of low-priced novelties. Contains This contains an assortment of approximal Hirated of them. This price} /, <a 

25 tniscellancous atticles of great variety. Bought | articles and novelties which would retail fro de from Resilient Swedish Steel | We need hardly as-l/ Re \" 

individually would cost considerably more. A lot of 15c each. A low priced assortment that sure you, is but af// | see A 

fun for a little money. $1 00 an excellent surprise package for yourself or & inating and exciting toy. Made of light | fraction of their}/ | | ie iN . 

No. 6166. Price Postpald.........-+- ba assortment for ‘“‘Fish Pond’’ side shows. t jndestructible Swedish steel. Will walk value. The Cards are}/y'4 f SN 

Pepe as Seeetn th creek er Terre I cnet iar nor No. 6166. Price Postpaid..........- rn ie of any incline with an almost human | well assorted and My) Ph) i Hodson t 

100 ARTICLES FOR $5 00 ‘ y slight mancuyenne of the Ca: ee eae mae totes HM \ INT AaNAN 

, ¢ 4) intricate array of patterns or designs. iy esting an colorful “ 

‘ A wonderful collection of approximately 100 ar- 240 ARTICLES FOR $10 } . le mothing: 19 50 out < pte No ane scenes. me creat epee exactly ne taba: 

Phil : rae t bo Me inetor. Just set it on the top step, flip you will get, since this varies considerably from 

ticles-—all difterent—-at 9 remarkably low pose if Oe ae Ae tied ie che mae mf, plop, plop, It goes down stairs like a giant time to time, but may include such subjects as 
i mi ato 

ae Lote Or Wes Tot’ the Tad y yewler, Fun galore with action novelty. BEAUTIFUL SCENIC PICTURES FROM ALL 
Almost like perpetual motion. Complete OVER THE WORLD, FAMOUS BUILDINGS 

who gets this assortment of excellent as t 

maker for church or club fairs or picnics, ‘ d Pruotions. AND HISTORICAL PLACES, TRAVEL PIC- 

purchased individually, this assortment would cost 

about twice as muc! Among the articles are sev- 

eta] “surprises” which have 4 special high value. 
No. 616 $5. 

Peiak: Postaldsi4is\s caine Weed buen No. 6168. Price Postpald. ne $1.00 | TURES BATHING GIRLS or COMIC i 
Price Postpald. «+++. e rests te ODED HOUSER ND cece ee eees i. i : 

f *, ‘ : REFUND CHECKS OF MAIL ORDER HOUSES j 

4 452 % Johnson Smith & Co,, Detroit, Mich. | 35, including Genre; Wacds, Aldana, no6 me rr renrerere ct No, 2352. Postoanie, Package of 100..... 

; 
) ** well as the stock number. | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. % 453 
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CYROSCOPE TOD Fete ties Hot Shot Electri ¢ Shocker seldom tires of. 
AAAAARAAAAAAAA 
ee a 

Delivers a POWERFUL, YET HARMLESS ELECTRIO 
SHOCK that Is GUARANTEED TO MAKE "EM MOVE FAST 
whether they bo MAN OR BEAST. 

The ELECTRIC PROD was originally designed to be used to 

Popular 
Scientific 

Ww 
A GRAVITATION 

Many interesting and amusing experiments can be performed which your scientific friends wil) find h 
to explain. As a scientific instrument it is used to demonstrate the principle of rotation, attraction 
equilibrium of bodies when in motion, the center of gravity and ¢ rifugal force. In teaching astrom 
the Gyroscope illustrates the rotation of the globe better than any mechanical device in existence, 4 

Large Gyroscopes are used in the Navy to steady and steer torpedoes, and scientists are experiment 
with them to prevent large ships from rolling, also in aerial navigation. i 

Prof. Louis Brennan, the inventor of Brennan torpedo and the more wonderful Monorail, conceived | 
idea from the Gyroscope and is using them to give his car stability. The Roya] Scientists of England | 
the Monorail will eventually revolutionize the mode of travel. The British Government has already bul 
Monorail in India over which trains will soon be running on a single rail. 

The illu tions show just a few ways of spin 
USED IN TORPEDOES AND GUIDED MISSILES the Gyroscope Top. Oan be thrown and cat 

known, At a recent American Legion convention it literally ‘‘stole the show-”’ 

Inches in length and about 1% inches in diameter. Has wood 

# Up to object. 
For other effects, you can run 

wire from the contact polnt to chalr, 
(a bed, cage, etc. or any other place 

ton and the victim will get a JUICY 

service indefinitely, Nothing to go wrong. Makes, 

Has vacuum impregnated hot shot motor coil and 

ZN hard shocking. Shock can be altered by using a 

No. 2648, Flashlight Batteries. Each........100 

OR A LITTLE MONEY! 

* control animals on the farm, in the stock yards and for training 

" . Delivers a Powerful but Harmless Electric Shock 
io and contact button right on handle grip. At other end is the 

, S\ you want to produce a shock. Them, 
I ont 

=e 
SHOCK, 

rough handling of animals unnecessary—the sane 

large contact points on vibrater, Uses 4 standard| doe 

different number of batteries, $6.95 

Great_ big, mammoth bal- 

Moles, but now practica, jokesters have discovered that it makes one of tho most sensational fun makerg 

Nt gives 2 powerful, yet harmless, electric shock that is guaranteed to wake ’em up. The Shocker ig about 

dking contact,”” To operate you simply press the button and touch 

at the right moment, press the but- f 

Constructed to provide dependable, trouble free 

way to handle them without doing them any injury. 

flashlight batteries (not. supplied) which insure! YJ 

No. 6030, ELECTRIC SHOCKER..... 

WOW—A LOT OF BALLOON 

Illustration shows 

rotating rapidly all the time, Will travel along a taut string or wire, You can suspend it from a 106 ar . aa : ! : -) Loais of 
string, still spinning vigorously, on point of a pin and it will revolve in a dozen different ways on pede xtra Long Wiener Balloons i Sina. ithe neilcaes wabiie An effective feat can be performed pp You can hardly imagine this balloon—it’s so mere, lance. Similar to by spinning the top at high speed 
and quickly placing it into the 
square cardboard packing box, Put 
on the lid and then set the box on 
one of its corners, 
No. 3453. Gyroscope Top. 39c 
As Hlustrated. Postpaid.... 

Ww = , , Actually inflates full SIX FEET LONG. Nucithose used for 
Heures T2-inches in length, G-inches in 75¢ wor ec arpiane 

) 8914. Domonstration Balloon. 6-ft.. . ' Easy to blow up. 
New neoprene 

Inch Balloon—Nearly 8 Feet Long 
Yr believe this is the largest standard balloon 

# 90 inches (7%7%-feet) long!! Used for 
jonitration purposes.. 7-in, diameter. $1.50 
8312. Each, Price Postpald..... PROPELLER REVOLVES ON ITS OWN POWER! 

MOVES AND ROARS LIKE A REAL PLANE! 

Gyro Plane 
Two splendid toys in onel 

a le Fa CG Q gy 40-inch 
Sa, 39¢ z j LA 40-in. diameter; tifully designed plastic model A — ep r + Breet de nameitas pian “hs | $NA ENS : at 26-In. | around. 

A ustrated, 
the gyroscope spins, the plane | NO. 3314. Price... 39c 
roars and the propeller turns, 
Gyroscope alone is an im- 

48” Size 59c proved, de luxe model that GYROSPHERE does tmany stunts, Plane is secarsussd Y Four foet in diameter; 

around. 
i 3313, 
Price... 29c 

Mechanical Swimming Doll 
sleek plasti del with 4.  Meebies Pune " fm ove ith real over 12-ft. circumf shar carat sri "SLO. pst. ) Bsn, cena ace amet," aoc 590 ‘e ’ . gyroscope, plane, stand an , Se, 4 2 sa 3 Hi PCR. cscisccercsoroies: mene sclentific, In sphere. Price? -00 Metlvely finished, with rust resisting motor. In track. 
No. 6487. GYRO vipsiesascimin nie UCM ieee a PLANE. Postiaid. oun $1.98 984. Prico Postpald....++...++ ohnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %& 455. 

nr box, $1.50 J 
454 %& Johnson Smith & Co. 



THE MYSTERY MOVIE PIG 
Winks Its Eyes - Wiggles Its Ears and Tail } 
What Makes It Move? 

§-S-S-H! Don’t tell. It’s a secret! !!! 
our not in the know is baffled as to 

#wioand what makes it work or why the 
Hinint little pig winks its eyes, wiggles its 
fire and nose, or wags its tail, 

Of course YOU know, for all you have to 
W is to catch a lively fly, bug or other small 
Witect, pull out the tail and insert him in- 
iio of the pig, and then the fun begins. In 
aot, put in several of them if you want 
lore action, and then PIGGY REALLY GOES 
i) TOWN! The more the merrier. Let them 
Ht at night to have their dinner and exer- 
ios and then put in more lively ones in 
ie morning, But don’t tell what makes it 
ork. Keep it a secret or you’ll spoil the fun. 

These Vibrating Action Girls Are the Sensation of the Nation! 

For Cars, For Windows, For Any Door 
If you haven’t seen these vibrating fiovelties that are put | 

refrigerator doors, front doors, glass doors, windows, autos & 
bikes, then you haven’t lived! Here are two new dancing fi 
that ‘are causing a sensation just short of a rot! Hach h 
rubber suction eup so that they readily stick to any smo 
surface, Easy to put on, easy to take off. Hach 
is, pene on oe are: Bo, that the 
slightest movement sets them off and into action 

icone —their favorite dance. And ooooo0oh, fellows, 
what a dance! It’s lively and tantalizing, and it’s hard to keep 

1} your mind on the road if you're driving 9 car! 

CUPIE, THE WICKED FAN DANCER 
(Left) Bach slight breeze or movement sets her vibrating in a 
characteristic fan dance that is fascinating to watch, Sticks 
-anywhere. 
No. $420 CUPIE DOLL. Postpald.......++...... 39c 

THE HULA HULA DANCER 
(Right) Does the Hula, the Shimmies, the Rhumba, all with equal 
ease, Wateh her skirt and lei fly a8 she shimmies and shakes, She’s ‘ep them guessing as to what makes the A 

fun, if so animate i chiner 
No. $424, HULA HULA DANCER, Postpald........ .,, 49e B20. atumated.” Hor there is no machinery ary wars /on Not 

ty kind inside the pig, and it is NOT ELECTRICITY, NoT 
it, NOT RADIO, NOT WATER, Hvery mischievous boy} Machinery! 
iil want one of these MYSTERY MOVIE PIGS. More fun|—— ace Taal 
iin the proverbial barrel of monkeys. Piggy is made in a Not 

miniature size in Electricity! 
a cute way with) |—-— stg 
his quaint little Not 
wiggling ears 

Leather and the wiggling 
nose and eyes, 

: DLO has he tomes complete 
» j Q ; 

eg i BT eady for use— 
Miniature 2 Ree sel OM 1 ou catch fly or 

“BLOOD SPITTING 
RUBBER DRAGO} 

nae | Squirts Water or “Blood” Up to 100 
Jackass Cigarette Dispenser THE BIG “SPITTEN” RUBBER MON 

Funny Novelty With Plenty of Action | Ti," t"Qnt*ral at a tt 
Nod the head, wp goes the tail, out comes ‘ : 7 detdly powers, but they are hardly expec 

cigarette. Great laugh producer. Load with cigar- it viciously spit ‘blood’? or squirt water af 
ettes. Attractively made of wood. i You can load it with water or with red inky 
Old Hil Billy Mose sitting on | the blood effect. The dragon is so realistic 
donkey with case of corn likker. with soft rubber it has a lifelike look 
Movable head, About, 7 %-in. Measures about 14-inches in length. 7 a 

high. Makes wonderftl Xmas, sur- | wo, 3310. Spitting Rubber Dragon. Price. y) Hectricity! 
prise, party gift or prize, Holds eRe esirereee etme enn me hee 
10 cigarettes. Boxed, 75¢ aA pancin’ pina Tep| Me Winding! 

No, Par 82.00) 10 tor 68.00 No Springs! 
‘or . ir . \ 

: ; The wonder tap dancen No Motor! 
‘Id. All ha tO 

vake them do their ‘st ; ACING DOG on the small end of *y 
paddle, as shown in t #, the Fast Moving 
tion, hold it by the 
in the left hand, with Hound Dog 

Boxing Gloves 
Exceptionally unique 

ahd attractive. Exact 
copies of real gloves 
Perfect 

padding. 6 
Genuine leather. 
No. 8687. Pair.. 

bug. About 1-in, 

ong, 
No. 2899. 
Movie Pig 69c 
Postpaid . 

RUBBER HULA’ 
DANCER ON 
KEY CHAIN 

COMES TO LIFE 
What Makes Them 
Move Around in Such 
A Weird Manner? feetine ite te pea T Wve novelty, yet you s H igal d THE MAD MONSTER 

When three or ee ea eee : meee of fon! with: 3 oe er gion ee What a Terrifying Sight to the Racing Hound, is 
sturdy plastic construc- 

Vee ih me e i 
without mu- 4 metal wheel under 

four of these amaz- 
ing Jitterbug 
Tumblers are 

Shake! 
‘The most amusing, the most 

fascinating pocket novelty 

ie See This Monster Crawling 
Nelgned that the string ta : About i A Behtd sic, and they oh the : we've seen in many: years, 

faehined. antta ae Om will give you | i y Batt rie tna ouctee Tantalizing “and |. daring. bus HIDE IT UNDER BOX OR 
they start to wig- uf one, of the , ® floor, almost like a not actually naughty. Regular CUP. Then, when cup or box is 

: a} finest exhibitions | i couple of tt key chain with large metal removed, it begins 
3 gle around. First 3 of tap dancing ; Se tu uF sated ee, dise. Hula dancer is on thin tabiee an aerr eran! over the 

they pop one end up and then the you ever saw. a any eat chek natdas rubber in center of disc. By Dem, EG most awful way, it 

other. They move, wiggle and jitter Beat time for al Me will be. anitised: by placing finger behind you can ras. very peonliar action, Hideous 
around, What makes them movet most any kind of & an the ticor! tatilo make her “come to life’ go- in appearance, and its actions 

What direction will they move in : ate 2 running back and ie through all the motions of make you wonder what kind of an 

next? Even on 4 flat surface they will dhs | i ds Reey aes fe ance: %s aifferent. Came pocket ae tran Be oat fa make him go al- e 0. 2. THE 

crawl and wiggle. 6 to ae Azc No. 6826. Dancin’ $1.00 Wiously, About 3-in, Ae ean Price Postpaid Ba MONer RR 
No. 2898. Price Postpa ackas Dina, Postpald... wide, 1%-in. high! rea: Hula Dancer 15c Ona teciiee el sie sisi ss. 50c 

i, Mich WRITE NAME AND ADDRESS LEG f EAOING 15¢ Orde afar Rasta ef QReRineel a ee ck ee 
456 x Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | are aifficult to read. Be sure yours Is Miipald....... jor, 6 for 75¢ | Johnson Smith & Co. %& 457 
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“gurpree he Life-Like Wonderskin 
Friends, 

Pee Doll 
e 0. 

one _with 
iste . 

aoe 
Dei 

nh This ~ ‘4 dei 

‘i ns : eS Drinks 

WEAR 17 LIKE'A RING... —She — 

USE (7 LIKE A GUNES Wets 

SHOOTS PAPER CAPS WITH LOUD BANGIP 
—She 

# You'll get loads of fun with this secret ring om 
Cries 

finger, SHOOTS PAPER CAPS. Makes—a loud ban 
oe 

real cap gun. Attractive in_ appearance, Ring si 
—Soft, 

justable, be of ring can See iat oo 
Rabe 

, ~~ ph eh iri echanism bui 4 

Te BACKS TRAE SES oan Caml NO. SB19, RING-GUN, Price Each Postpald...... . ber 

6 Nested Figures In 1 TALKING ; ioe 
WOLF Mf Card Table Playhouse skin 

A Popular Toy That Fascinates Old and i sine 

Young Alike fits Over Any Standard Card Table, love 

Pavally people ptaxt Made of Cloth tis \ 
ow y saying, ‘“That’s fone person wrote: “I bought a JIFFY PLAY- eae ahi OTe EG Lo in 14 p and “it is proving an endless source of de- and 
See eh iueting! angind b hildren love it. Described in Reader’s Head 

with it. They end up 
MA having more fun with it 

than anyone else, The 
thing is simple enough 
—it consists of six fig+ 
ures, each inside of the 
other. As you open each 
up, another one is re- 
vealed. 

You Get the Whole 
Family of Comic 

Figures 
They can be put together separately so that you 

have six figures a-standing side by side from papa 
and mama to the four little kids, each slightly 
smaller than the other until you come to the baby 
of the family. The figures are hollow inside so when 
fitted together they will float and balance. In 
Europe this has been one of the most popular 
novelties for years. You'll have plenty of fun with 
it too, About 5-inches high. Character shown is 
Lil’ Abner’s famous Shmoo, but they come in 
assorted characters, mostly comic. 98c 
No. 2871. Nested Figures. Postpald...... 

Here is the guy who 
has all the girls run- 
ning (NOT THE 
OTHER WAY 
EITHER) HE 
TALKS!!! Yes and 
with a voice that has 
more come-on appeal 
than a_ beaver-haired 
crooner, A hot novel- 
ty. No self-respecting 

of the talking from a “fast pitch’ to a 
drawl” and get the fast sassy dames and Sou 
blondes, 
trouble getting started. (The rest 1 
brother). Nearly 3-in. plastic head, with 
unit inside. Complete, nothing more needed, 

No. 2897. Talking Wolf, Postpaid....... 

STUNT PLANE #&% 
it from a sling, < 

means it zips right 
out, fast and far, You can 
adjust the wings and tail so 
it will stunt or fly like a 
plane, 

Nothing to é 
Build — Flies \ 

felevision Key Chain 
Look through and see 4 

pictures in full color of fy: SS 
Western stars, 
ae, ee Turn K 

ial changes pic- Z 
ture. On _ beaded at Once bi 

You fly it a few seconds after you get i 
adjust wing and tail- 
No. 7453, STUNT 

Luminous Ghost Mask 
Absolutely the Most Realistic Thing You've Ever Seen! . 

You’ve heard about ghosts, about weird visions, but you have yet to see a 
really startling sight if you haven't seen this LUMINOUS SKULL MASK, 
It is so amazingly well designed that it scares even you! Has cut-away eyes 80 
you can walk around as you wear it. ; 

Glows With a Ghastly Bright Blue-Green Light for Hours 
Glows for hours, You will horrify and frighten people in dark, in theater, 

in dimly lit hallway, etc. Can be folded so you can carry in your pocket, ready 
to put on or take off in a jiffy. 

Wear It as Mask, Hang If on Wall or in Hall, Attach to Thread | 
and Make It Appear to Be Floating’ Glowing Ghost! uv 

There are literally scores of ways you can use this startling mask. It is so realistic you'll easy 
fright. Get yours today, and you'll want two tomorrow! U 

458 y%& | No. 4622. LUMINOUS GHOST MASK. Postpald..,.....--++- 

chain. 
No, 4313. 25¢ 

Cea ee eee 

aA 
ANNE 

t 

£. i 
guy should be caught without one. Regulate @ 

Wonderful for bashful fellows who” 
is up to | 

PLANE. Price Postpald ® 
Kids 

he her 

when 

fin 

Wilng Sears, 

smile, cry, 

Wards, 

sleep, 
the your friends, Almost an endless variety of 
fn be made. You’ll find this interesting, espe- 

Easy to Put Up or Take Down 
HW just two or three minutes you can set up your 

luble, slip over the attractive cloth playhouse 
Hilo ready, Just as easy to take down. As you 
} se from the illustration, it is attractively de- 
1 in colors to give the appearance of a real 
# in miniature. Easy to enter and leave. The 

1) (uty canvas defies destruction even under hard 
ti. Few things can equal the great popularity 
twefulness that children 

Hele, ready for use, except for the card table. 
0856. JIFFY PLAYHOUSE. 
Postpaid Only.. 

oll With 1000 Faces 

find in this. 

laugh—make her 

_.you_ find how easy it is to make the 
you like. Makes drawing easy. 

Make Her Look Like Your Friends 
WRIBBLES (her name) has a well shaped 
» head, but has no eyes, no nose, no mouth. 
fiw her face as you like it. Wipe it off with 
“itary tissue or cloth, then draw another, She 
\7-inches high and is dressed in clothes of 

ile Wirestone Beautiflim. Her apron contains 
colored safety crayons used to draw her 
Complete with an instruction booklet in 

#74. SCRIBBLES Doll. Postpaid. 92075 
ONECKS OF MAI DER HOUSES ACGEPT- 

Aldens, Spiegela, eb. 

Comes 

$3.85 

: es HE 
A low priced doll with the features found in more 

expensive dolls. It is made with latex foam rubber 
body which gives it that real-skin feel—you can 
squeeze and she feels so human! She comes with 
nursing bottle so you can feed her, She drinks and 
wets in the most life-like baby fashion. Has movable 
arms. Attractive plastic head. Movable head turns 
in any direction and complete with voice. Stands 
10-inches high. $1 15 
No. 6875. WONDERSKIN Doll. Postpaid : 

Own Doll 
Set Includes All 

Materials 

This set includes all the materials you need to 
make an attractive stuffed doll. Set includes the 
pattern, cloth for body, pinafore dress material, 
beautiful yellow yarn for making hair, ribbon, ete. 
Be oe8 make doll with curls or pigtails, any style 
dress, ete. 

Be Your Own Dressmaker, Beauty 
Expert, Etc. 

Now. you can make a doll the way you want it 
~—all the materials are here, including the ‘pretty 
dress material. Includes complete directions, pat- 
terns, ete, Doll is stuffed with any clean cloth 
batting, ete, 5c 
No, 3423. Make-Your-Own Doll Set, Complete 4 

Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. > 459 



Mystery Diver 
He Dives or Floats at Your Command! 

This is a somewhat mysterious novelty that will baffle your 
friends, Can be carried in your pocket. You take it out, and 
show them the bottle with the diyer in it, filled with water. 
Let them examine it quite carefully so that they are certain 
that there are no strings, etc, Then, tell them you can make 
the diver go down whenever you wish, at your will, Then, be- 
fore their eyes, diver will dive or float, at_ your command, 

Scientific Novelty That Operates on 
Hydrostatic Pressure 

Sometimes used in science class to demonstrate hydrostatic pressure, Since the secret is 
explained to you with each Mystery Diver, you can make him obey your command, Learn a 
little about science and have a lot of fun. 
No, 2753. MYSTERY DIVER Postpald. . 

ELECTRIC 
BLUSHING 
SWEET- 
HEARTS 

—She Blushes 
When He 
Gives Her 
the Apple 

—But What 

MakesThem 
Both Blush? 
The blushing sweethearts, a coy, sweet and a little 

naughty boy and girl. You’ll see the boy’s expres- 
sion of shy enthusiasm and the girl’s perky expec- 
tancy change to startled surprise as they blush! 

Beautifully sculptured plastic dolls are rich in 
every detail including slingshot in boy’s hip pocket 
and frills on girl’s dress. Each has battery and bulb 
Inside which causes first one to blush In the most 
glowing manner, then BOTH of them. A million 
laughs, a wonderful ornament, About 3%-in. high. 
Colorful gift box. $1.29 
No, 3424. Blushing Sweethearts. Pair... 

MINIATURE LAMP 
Glows In Dark—No 
Electricity—Lasts 

Indefinitely 
Glows in dark, providing 

a night guide for bedroom, 
an attractive little ornament 

metc, Treated with luminous 
material so that it continues 
to glow for several hours. 
Since the luminous material 
uses ‘no electricity, it costs 
nothing to operate and 
lasts indefinitely, 

15c No, 3426. Miniature Glowing Lamp. 
Price Postpaid Only.....-..+s+s++eees: 

AMAZING 

a powerful pocket miniature. Imported. 2 for $1.35. 

No. 6951. Amazing Sparkling Climbing Tank. Postpaid. .... 

460 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. [ 

SPARKLING 
CLIMBING TANK 

Rubber Caterpillar Tread Makes It Climb Over All Sorts 

of Rough Surfaces in Most Realistic Manner & 
You will have a lot of fun running this tank because of its amaz-& 

ing realism and its ability to climb over most. small obstacles, ACTU- ht 

ALLY CLIMBS VERTCAL SIDIES! Has double, rubber caterpillar 

tread driven by powerful spring wound motor, As it runs, 

out of the cannon mounted in front, Indoors or outdoors, 

at all, it drives relentlessly forward. Measures only 8-inches long, 

FLOATS 

AND 

My ada sh on ene el s| 
“OF YOUR FINGER 

15c} 

—Climbs 

—Spins 
—Flies Upside 

Down 

This plane is ¢@ 
pletely finished,, 

= to fly. You ay a 
oy ~—— = it, with control sti 

ks SS to car window on 

bicyele. As you move along, you can con i, 

plane in its’ flight-—make it climb, lose altity 
spin, fly upside down, etc. 4 

Learn How to Fly! 
The same principles apply in flying this mo 

as in flying a real plane. Your experience in ¢ 
trolling this model with the ‘“‘joy stick’? will i 
you in actual flight! Plane is equipped with 
peller, and is complete, ready to clamp on auto ¥ 
dow glass or bike. With instructions 0 
No. 7599: Price Postpald....--.. seh 

. a , 

Bullfighter’s Mystery Sword: 
aan How Can He Cul 

Right Through 
Bull's Nee 
Yet Ne 
Stays On 
You must) 

it to belie 
This bull 
steel neck 
sword is mad 
metal, too, 

sn fat view 
Se sword seems 

aoe lant os ithout hurting him! Soynds like a] 
neering? Megbe, but your friends will mj 

at this, Based on scientific illusion. Fool ’em 

d over, 
No. 3360. Mystery Bulifighter, Postpaid. . 

gbomty . SS 

sparks fly Jems 
anywhere 

but Y ty 

75¢ aS 
SHOW THIS CATALOG TO YOUR, FRIENDS, 
appreciate it and so will we. Thank Yous 4 

Magic “Perpetual Motion“ Skaters 
What Makes Them Go? What Is the Mystery? 

These MAGIC SKATERS when ei se 3 Placed in water start to mi rine ePaaee Surface of the water for hours which pivee Maen pee es, PERPETUAL MOTION’ which they have earned. Their rae actions seldom fail to attract first amusement, then be- 2 rment, as they keep going on, and on, and on, apparently for ver, or at least beyond the endurance of most to watch, 

No Electricity! No Springs! No Strings! 
How do they, work? Well, the secret fuel i i * is the special chemical 

Water, and pushes ‘the sites Boone’ core oftemieal, Reacts, with whirling dances you've ever seen, Set “neludes 2. sorted Hatred : assorted f vent as RED BALLERINA GIRL, YELLOW DUCK, SKATING BOY. ete, <s Fee set all of them going at once and ‘see the MADHOUSE, Noneake CLE ates! 20 ioe: (good for 160 running ne ’ in. box. dditional fuel available, Doel un ere about 144-inches high, so you can operate in any 
No. 3417, MAGIC “PERPETUAL MOTION’? SKATERS. Set. 

EGG-LAYING 
CHICKEN 

: 
Her Wings Each 

. 
Time 

This busy little bird 
will lay eggs, one 
right after another, and 
flaps her wings each 
time as she does so. 
You'll like the attractive, 
colorful plastie hen— 
a littie masterpiece— 
she looks so cute and 
proud, Let her go into 
action and you'll smile 

Never Runs Off Surface 
Mystery car turns automatically a QU © it approaches edge of table, “bone WF 
i. All metal, strong motor, 5-in. 

T 6938. Price Postpaid,...9 400 Sern 

as she sits down, flap { 
Z No, 3419. Eagg- e Pe Really her wings and lays i . 

i Z each egg. Laying Chicken, 
i’ Milk wih cise ee Price” Postpaid 29C 

This Cow! 

Bronco 
What Makes the 
Horse Throw the 

Rider? 
Try and get him to ride 
the horse! He's willing 
‘O +» but every time 
he gets thrown—but how? 

Show it to your 
~ ) riends and let 

iy " " them .try to make 
the rider stay on—they can’t do it—but they can’t ex- 
plain it either, Plenty of action, and darn puzzling!! 
Colorful plastic horse and rider, 69c 
No. 3079. Mysterious Bucking Bronco. Postpaid 

Veols like a real cow, performs like a Hot at most state and county fairs, You mile 1 like a cow into the pail which is included 9418. MILKING Cow, 5 le Postpaid Only...,.. $1.50 

COME TO LIFE IN MOST REALISTIC WAY 
Although this appears to be a regular picture in 

handsome 5x7-inckt Incite frame with easel, the start- 
ling thing about them is that the pictures ‘‘come to 
life just like a moving picture. The effect is created 
by special prismatic lens arrangement which enables 
several pictures to be visible at one time, constantly 
changing, producing a ‘moving picture effect’? the 
same way that a motion picture projector produces 
movies, Those who are scientifically curious will find 
it fascinating and_perhaps you can develop your own 
moving pictures. Viewed in regular light, no projec- 
tion or special illumination necessary. Very attrac- 
tive and startles those who see it for the first time, 
and fascinates them eyver-after. 

RELIGIOUS PICTURE 
HULA HULA DANCER Shows the Lord. Almost like 
Thin beauty does the Hula u receiving a personal, devoted, 
i before your eyes. Fascin- benevolent blessing. Real in- 

thw. spiration. Beautiful Winking Girl 
» 80652. Dancer No. 3953, Religious She smiles and winks. Very at- 
lying Picture. Price, 91-00 Living Picture. price. 94035 hieteeee | Winking air: $1.00 



Full Size Standard Tickets 
In Strips, Consecutively Numbered, Attractively Colored 

For Your Own Shows, Movies, Dances, Meetings, Club Af- 
fairs, Lotteries, Raffles: Hundreds of Uses—Low in Cost 

tion of 9 Gem Stone 
Gem Stones in the Rough—Ready for 

You to Facet Them 
What does a gem in the rough look like? Here 

agst 3 
cu’ 

is your chance to get 9 genuine stones in the rough ww. 
and all yon have to do is to cut or polish them into any ~hape that you d 
These stones are especially selected to be large in size so that you can do a Io 
work on them and still have a good sized stone for your setting. 

It’s Fun and Easy to Make Polished or Faceted Stones 
Some stones are finished in dome or convex shape (not faceted) and these) 

7 ealled cabochons. Or, you can cut and polish them to produce gems of spar 
brilliance. Either way, it is a fascinating and profitable hobby. The stones | 

make from this kit would sell for up to $25.00, depending upon the style of finish, P 

Wide Variety of Specimens Such as Agates, Garnets, Rose Quartz, Opalite, Ete 
Each set includes 9 gem stones with each stone identified. While ‘‘unfinished’’ they are ready for 

to cut and polish into finished shapes, Because of the variety of specimens available, it is not possible 
specify exact contents, but each contains & colorful variety of stones such as Agates, Garnets, Rose Qué 
Opalite and occasionally some yaluable specimens. $1 
No. 4281. GEM STONE SET. Price Posotpaid . 
No. 1093. How to Cut and Polish Gems. Price Postpald. 

dances, meetings, club 
affairs and many other 

types of entertainment or 
fund-raising enterprises, 
They are low priced at- 
tractively printed tickets 
that will be extremely 
useful in many ways, 

/ Illustrations are full size. 
p: are printed in strips in rolls of 2,000. Full 

it or smaller quantities can be ordered as in- 

SINGLE TICKETS 
size as illustrated. Printed on colored 

stock. Each ticket numbered consecutively. 
me 

SS 

Where Does the E Ne 4 7 | # in strips full rolls, perforated. - — i Miniature Telese ° 4 @00A4. Single ‘Tiskets, Strip of 100... 15¢ ‘oin Go? eae x , , 60048. 250 Tickets..... Bale bida'ess aecle eee. 
The Magician's L beh With Lord’s Pray 004C" Roll of 2,000 Tickets. .......$14.60 

Coin Case Book Ban View Coupon Raffle Bo 
Very clever trick. You open | Keep It In Your Library In Beautiful Colors P oks 

Looks like a tiny charm, 
miniature telescope on key cli 
but tell your friends to 
through it’? and it startles 
Greatly magnified ‘‘telesco) 
view shows Lord’s Prayer wel 
out against beautiful stained 
cathedral window effect. 
word clearly legible; go 
colors. On key chain. 
No. 4366. Postpaid..... 

the case, place a coin in the slot 
provided for the purpose, then 
close the case. Yet upon re-open- 
ing the case the coin is shown to 
have vanished and cannot be 
found. Close the box, and open 
it once more and there’ is the 
coin. The trick can also be per- 
nae the reverse way. Appear 
or disappear at will. 
No. 3195. Price Postpaid 29c 

An attractive book shape bank. 
Each bank has a nursery rhyme 
and appropriate illustration litho- 
graphed in brilliant colors. Well 
made of sheet metal. Suitable to 
put on the dresser, in a library, 
on the desk, etc. Because it can 
be placed anywhere in the home, 
the incentive to save is certain 
to develop. 20c 
No. 2604. Price Postpald. . 

ey in a Hurry! 

Miubs, churches, fairs, outings, teams, etc., use 
books to raise money in a hurry. Sell the tick- 

_ then draw for the prize. Quickest way to raise 
ty. Each book has 25 coupons, consecutively 
Hered in duplicate on both coupon and stub 
space for name, address, etc. Can also be used 
enusaion tickets. Get all the books you need. 
inches, 10¢ 

» 4692. Coupon Raffle Book. Each.... 
3 for 25c; 15 for $1.00 

WOOOR 
1’ 

Fingerprint Outfit 
Fascinating thriller for amateur detectives. Containg 

@guipment for fingerprinting. Includes magnifying 
glass, fingerprint powder, fingerprint ink, wood roller, S = 
Metal badge, secret code chart, identification chart, 2 
impression sheets. In attractive display box. 89¢ I Lave, y OY. 
No. 6495. Price Postpaid. etna aeons —_——e a3 ; 

Lone Ranger Cowboy Bank 
See the Lone Ranger and His Trick Hi 

in Action 
Insert yout coin into his lasso, push the ] 

and watch the cowboy swing his lasso and slin 
coin into the saddle on the horse which formi 
bank. Plenty of action and a pleasant way to 
money. Very attractively made and stands 
6-in. high, 5-in. wide. 
No. 2609. Lone Ranger Bank. Postpaid. 

a CHIRPING and PECKING BIRD 
Wind this canary-sized “bird up, and he immediately starts to hop around, chirping and pecking 

most life-like manner. Since he is about 8 %-inches long, just about life-size, he looks very realisti¢)) 
ported. 
No, 3700. CHIRPING and PECKING BIRD. Price Postpald. .  6.9,0)8 alle 
LL y ti 
462 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | S&kéo of these taxes add amount to year’ rem 

BASKETBALL GAME 
| set Up Basket & Shoot for Goals 

A Game of Skill and Fun 

A new idea for an 
old game. Set con- 
sists of a minia- 
ture _ basketball 
goal which can be 
set up on any 
table or desk. 

A Along with the 
game comes var- 
ious tiddly winks 
which you_ shoot 
into the basket 
aif you can!) 
Each one gets a 
shot and the score 

Mounted just like in basketball. 15¢c 
1218. Price Postpaid........ | 

Reet m eres eet townne 

At one time or another almost everyone has need of tickets that can be sold 
or given away to be used for sdmission or lottery purposes at shows, movies, 

DEPOSIT 
THIS IN 

Keep thi 
Good for One Chance on 
Prize to be given away 
at this place on the date 
advertised. 

DOUBLE TICKETS 
Excellent when you give prizes, lotteries or raf- 

fles. Oustomer keeps one part of ticket which can 
be used for a chance at prizes, etc. or to show 
customer has paid. Other of ticket is put in 
box for drawing, ete, Perforated. 30c 
No. 6031. Per Strip of 100 Double Tickets aoe 

$3.00 
No. 6031A. 250 Double Tickets......... 
No. 6031B. Roll of 2,000 Doublo. Tickets 

Roll Tickeé 
Holder 

Rapid Ticket Dispenser, 
but Can be Used to Hold 

anything in Rolls 
An ideal dispenser, Holds 

roll of 2,000 single or double 
tickets, Can be used on flat 
counter or on wall, Angle of 
brackets produces automatic ten- 

sion and prevents roll 
from running loose, Stur- 
dily constructed, Well fin- 
ished, Lasts a lifetime 

= with ordinary care. Also 
useful for many other purposes such as film holder, 
gummed tape dispenser and anything In rolls. 
No. 6032. ROLL HOLDER, $1 95 
PYION OSIM. pha 'o.3 0 Vests pelea nas is 

HOME BINGO GAME 
Complete for 
Only 12c! 

Now you can have 
fun and profit run- 
ning your own 
BINGO GAME at 
home, at parties, at 
club or church fund- 
raising meetings, etc. 

Great 
Money Maker 
You know how @ 

bingo game draws the 
crowd, why not get 
in on the fun? Thig 

. set consists of 12 
cards, master plan for keeping record of numbers 
called, complete set of numbers, and instructions, 
No. 3605. HOME BINGO GAME, 
Complete, Only.... . 

Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %& 463 



Flecieze BASEBAL lectric FOOTBALL GAME 
[ 

L GAM 

an 

Plays Scientifically Arranged 1 
¢ to give Big League Thrills — 

sae 

Electric Bat Model 
The tast half of the ninth inning, 

before a record crowd. The visiting 
team is ahead by 3 to 1, 2 men out. 
2 men on bases. Your turn “at bat.” 
2 strikes, 3 balls, Then, WHAM! A 
Home Run! 

: “Foto-Electric Football” Is i 
trategy, Speed, Skill, Luck Almost Like Seeing 
All-American” Electrio Football brings to the G 

# home all the thrilis and strategy of the ame 
* Intercollegiate gridirons. It’s a game 
offers a real chance to match your wits 
shill against all comers. The players—rep- 
ting the coach, quarterback, line, ends, 
Hield and Cheering sections of their ree 
Hive teams——assume a position at oppose 
ids of the gridiron in back of the elec 
fentrol keys, The toss-up—the kick-off—4 
Ki flashes—THE GAME IS ON! 

ational, New Foto-Electric Game 
yt « new action thrill read all about 
HY ELECTRIC FOOTBALL—you get the 
W of plotting your offense, setting up the 

me, and then WATCH THE PLAY IN 
| Aen AS IF YOU WERE AT 

AME 

Electric Bat f 

The game is over and you’re a hero! Wes! This can really happen with 
League BHlectric Baseball. “Play Ball’ whenever you please for nine swell 
nings of fast-moving fun, Two or more players can take part by sittin 
opposite ends. The lights flash! It’s a single! The plays on this amazing) 
tric diamond are exactly what you'd find at Yankee Stadium or at Wr 
Field. There’s plenty of opportunity for real strategy whether you're “at 
or “in the field.” Players smack singles, doubles, triples, home runs. Pract! 
all the regulation plays—groundera, Texas lenguers, errors, fan, foul, | 
bunts, catcher drops ball, runner hit by batted 
ball, balk, out at home, shut-out viotortes, 
itchers’ duels, home run slugging, etc. Big 
eague Hlectric Baseball affords to all lovers of 

baseball the pleasure anad exhilaration of actual 
participation in a ball game. As the batter uses 
the “‘electric bat’ the light flashes om. Get 
ready for hours of fun and excitement with this 
fascinating new game that combines the FLASH 
of electricity with the THRILL of baseball. 
PLAY BALL! Operates on one oedinary flash- 
light cell obtainable at electrical stores. Game 
Comes Complete (less battery) with movable 

No. 6836, DeLuxe Eleotrl O- . DeLuxe Eleotrlo 
Baseball Game. Price............ $3.25 

ACTION! 
FUN! THRILLS! 

“ALL-AMERICAN” ELECTRIC FOOTBALL 
All the plays of regulation football are packed 

into this amazing electric gridiron: run backs, 
Interference, tackles, downs, off sides, punts, 
forward passes, off tackie plays, laterals, touch- 
downs, together with a variety of simple and’ 

4 trick plays. Only ‘All-American’ Electric Foot- 
+} ball with the instantaneous electric action can 

4 fret Bees ce Ae make possible the exciting simultaneous clashes 

YTO-ELECTRIC FOOTBAL 
FOTO-ELECTRIC BASEBAL 
You Actually See the Play in Moth between the two opposing teams, The player who 

L knows smart football and who can out-maneuver 
In our business, we see almost every type of | his opponent will control the yardage of the 

= game available, and here is the BE asebal You Actually See the Play! riitlatare football as it goes up and down the 
Baseball Dice we’ve seen. More fun to play, and real action i LY football game that shows ball In motlon! gridrion. But the uncertainty of the game often 

pitch, see the bali hit, see the batter run to ir fieally illuminated PLAY VIEWER does the gives the Josing player a fighting chance and he One or More Can Play Baseball second . . . third and home. Electrically illu Mee ball carrier dodge down field! Gain or may sweep down the fleld for a touchdown or a 
a You sélect the pitch, you decide whether to ferorded on playing field. Based on actual smashing last-minute yictory. Game comes com- Anywhere, Anytime let it go by. Over 100 play combinations, Sol by! records, there are over 1000 different play plete, ready to play, with miniature football, 

BATTER UP! Loads of fun playing baseball designed to produce batting average, hits, wi i Hiatlol HOW TO PLAY: Select play, op- timing device, 4 lights and full printed instruc- 
with this fast action game. Set’ of two dice that and scores same as in real baseball. Play alone | nets his defense. Then, play is on! Electric tions, but without batteries. Operates on 2 or- 
give you a wide variety of combinations, Each others. Electric; plugs into your AC or DC out} line shows ball carrier running from behind dinary flashlight batteries obtainable at electrical 
Toll is filled with excitement. ular rules prevail. Not the cheapest and not © scrimmage—breaks through the line—dashep stores. Size 14x16 Inches. 3 25 

Vest pocket game. Carry dice with you to expensive game, but the BEST in thrills, aét " end—throws a pass—until play is com: No, 6789. Electric Football Game.... school, on trips, etc., to pass away those idle value, Game itself is 19-in. long, 12-in. wid * egular conference rules. Wonderful for No. 2548. Batteries for Football Game. 10c moments, Play alone or with as many friends deep. Rugged construction, metal reinforced, fil of all ages. Electric—plugs into standard (2 required). Price Each Postpald..... as you wish. Set of two dice with instructions. 3 colors, Lasts indefinitely. Players of all age mit AC or DO outlet. 
No. 8113. Baseball Dice —evyen the big leaguers like its realism, 476. Foto-Etectrio Football, Postpaid 93°95 | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. > 465 M64 He | Por Got, Postpaid. ....0+. 4.490 No Gate. Feroniooule Beshalt Poxbeial , " t * 



ae —seasmsemees eee <==. | LOW PRICED POKER SETS Transparent } 2 | f 

DICE 
Made of transparent celluloid, cha 

These dice are special first quality, of red or green. Beveled polished ¢ 
4 high grade finish and polish. Deep sunk | ners and edges. Bnameled countersw 
ft in black. In colot and practical use dots in white. Very superior qua 

Ruggedly Constructed-Full Size 
Several types of poker chips and poker 

sets. Everyone knows how much more fas- 
cinating and interesting a game becomes 
when you use chips instead of money. Not only are they 

# £00d for playing poker but they are used for numerous 
f other games such as Fan Tan, Hearts, Michigan Poker, 
Seven-Up, Black Jack, Rummy, etc. ete. If you have a just like the genuine ivory dice. State color desired. Prices Postpaid \ igenial crowd, it will make a oe TS eens a Size Per pair Per doz. No. ae Per pair Per | } perky vere PAS etree Chips DeLuxe Interlocking p 116 7-16 in, 15 75 8105 1% in. 2 $1. £-in, in diameter. . ° ie. Siz. %1n. 20 $1.00 8106 Sin. 20 1 ( Plastic Poker Chips ; t 8118 34 in. 25 1.2 8107 3% in, +25 1 Poker Chips standings fereetas th ea they tees 

made of attractive, colorful 
plastic; (2) they are virtually 
unbreakable; (8) they have a 
special, interlocking feature which 
makes them stack easily and 
without spilling. Each set consists 

Unbreakable embossed 
paper board chips, 1 %-in, 
No, 7324. Set of 25. 13 Hewutiful mahogany plastic 6 re I that surpasses woed in white, 6 red, 6 blue, 20c Witiful, Ivory plastic handle, Per Set...-.se00% 

S=———55SSqqq— 

“SURE-WIN DICE sna run Purposes 
WHY TAKE CHANCES Wtiy77 

WHEN YOU CAN WIN ’EM e 
ALL? These dice come in dif- : i) — oh " ti ; Ws 150 full size 1%-in. of 100 vhips—50 white, 25 red 
feat combing ions) end ae ss nidiclg 3 —— He 5 %-in, diameter, 414. No, ERR. Set of 100. 50 cee. 25 blue, Standard $1.45 f i ic tricks, etc. I a’ > i 5 } igh white, 25 red, 2 ne, every combination there ia 7 = f S | i h 7323. Postpaid 9-25 Piatt ewe epi 75¢ No, 7017, Price Por Set 45 set of fair or regular dice, — iti i 
Then, to match these, are — 

HECKERS, CHESS and BACKGAMMON 
-in-1 Pocket Game 

Complete With Booklet 
Here is one of the most in- 

genious pocket-size gameboards 

dice of other combinations, Zz 
The substitution can usually 
be done easily. Transparent red. Highly polished. 
Full % inch size, 
No, 8150. & Dice Combination, 2 regular dice; 
dice with 2 1’s, 3’s and 5’s; 1 dice with 

two 2’s, 4’s and 6's, $1.00 

Pocket Chess Game 
CONVENIENT POCK- 

ET CHESS SET. This chess 
set has proved exceptionally 

Poker Dice Set 
: ever offered, Real durable play- popular because it is so eas- No; 8164, 4" Dice Gombination: “2 ‘Yegular dice; Play the Fast, Easy Way! | ing board. Contains 82 sturdy ily carried with you wher 1 dice with two 1’s, 5’s and 6's; 1 dice with Poker Dice, % in., card pictures and fg ; ee Be palla nut tere ever you eo ae slip into two 3’s, 4’s and 5’s, $1.00 countersunk, enameled in colors, white Zylo, ba} drawer. Discs are easily ejected 7our $F et, rea ay. Pree Beha! PORMAIG 6s 56-5 5 s'eccislata Wiese + polished corners and edges. These dice are. and replaced after the onm expertly designed, carefully No. 8152. 4 Dice Combination. (Win all). 2 well made. The card pictures in colors make All 82 cheseman on onataltes moulded plastic, Holes in regular dice; 1 dice all 5’s; 1 dice four 2's very attractive looking. Possible to play virl ©” Turn them over to pla anaes board prevent men from and two 6's. $1.00 all types of poker. F st games without nee | Other side Is the fascinating nels game oe . skidding, Por Sot. Postpald.....+.s.... 504, for shuffling cards. Impossible to deal from bol PPaokcammon. Game booklet with each board Drawer under j NO DICE SOLD FOR GAMBLING PURPOSES Five dice to a set in box. None less sold. iu easily into pocket, purse, etc, Swell board for keep- No. 8112. Price Per Set Hr home and office, for picnics and’ parties. ing men, 

Leatherette 
snap cover, 

mAttractive 

Ail the big surprise—-only 15¢, 15¢c 1%, 7559. 3-In-1 Gameboard. Postpald 

How Did Th Dice in Box on Chain wood hoard, \ Get In Th Miniature transparent dice box No. 7306A, Here: fa complete with pair of miniature Price re i oe dice mounted on key chain. Shake Postpald ing pocket no 
that you can ha 
with. Miniature) 
dice in a glass B 
You can shake 

and read ‘em like ordinary” 
but the big mystery is how 
they get there? 4 
No. 8087. Dice In Bottle, © 

’em up and read ’em, 

No, 4353, Price Postpaid 15¢ 

CRAPS (DICE) 
Complete Methods of Play 

and Winning Systems 

$1.50. ] 

Put and Take Dice 
Makes a Lively Game! 
One of the simplest dice games, 

One dice tells whether you “PUT” 
or “TAKE” from the kitty, the 
other dice tells you how much, 
Keep a pair of these dice in your ) 
pocket and the next time you A well made Leather Dice Cup, 
have a few extra moments with a | made of fine tan sole leather, 
friend, pull them out and haye | Nicely made and extra good qual- 
a little ftun—and maybe a little | ity. Size ahout 3x3 \%- 
Proit, too. %-in. No, 8108, Leather 
No. 8102. Bet, Postpaid 49 89c 

Full, Professional Size 

2-Dice Set in Ce 
Set of two matched andb 

ed regular dice in attractive I 
Requires common sense and not 

a lot of luck A battle between your 
Dice Cup. Postpald..... 

DICE IN CARRYING CASE carrying case with snap fad otnaively | Dice Set With This is the bandy way to keep and carry dice. Each set comes Postpald. . wes Paplains the most popular PLASTIC CHESS SET Sparkling Stones in an attractive leather carrying case with snap fastener. High qual- arm Laat he ce a) ity. matched and balanced dice. SPAR, came ih ae ee ae tee, TeneHO chee Flashing Brilliants cco ‘ HAl'S DICE SYSTEM, Plus} Copied after the tacius cud expen | Britli *| S a i chapter on playing long} sive carved We sets, Practically rilliant, flashing diamond-like 
4 co ‘ ie Here in condensed, easy- | indestructible. Nod-gintiag! Begin- fone? gre set in the spots of ‘ Z e i these dice. Beautiful polished. yit¢ form all the important |ner’s guide to chess included ‘ ; ‘of the game are described. | Staunton pattern, $1 39 Sg athe ante ee Hy Srovosition bets, Acid, rolls: | N°- 7808. Price Postnald “2 [considerable enjoyment to. their » propos: s * > ots, place bets, odds on LARGER CHESS SET se, Regular % -in. size, Ideal set for most of the popular dice games including Indian Dice, dice in attractive leather ¢ Wis, chances of the game, etc. De Luxe Set. Red and No. 8091, Per Pair, 

ond win, 16 page, pocket | plastic, 2%4-in. king $2.50 POMBO ie ain» ernie aie $1.25 
Craps, etc, Set consists of leather case with 5 matched dice. 59c case with snap fastener, 
No. 8104. Per Set, Postpald............+se0ese.0 0s No, 8089. Per Set... ..5 hook. 50c No. 7307, Per Set...... 

1046, Price Postpald 
ae 

Fe 466 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | PO.NOT TEAR YOUR CATALOG. Keen it “i Johnson Smith & Co. 7 467 

Put & Take Dice 
5-Dice Set in Case Set of Put and Take m 



{ 

“Betting is the easiest way to make money I know of. Just a matter of ° 
THE ODDS and WAITING FOR THE RIGHT BET. Why do so many SUCKERS place fe 
bets when it’s EASY TO WIN if you know even the simplest system. And that ap 
right down the line from the STOCK MARKET to DICE, CARDS and the HOR! 

Ate iat RRA AARP ARR Ce I a SL SS oS aS SSS OLS SL OS SO SS LS LS SPILL SAL ALS AL Sd aol lll Dr im Pll nl enh inti , wp 

DP Pabet dade RPO Sod SS lla nd ah lolol od oS ll ll ooo mld Sl a ol aml ot mill nd alll 

get Playing Cards, 
inary cards, They ar 
ing 

PPP ae edad ad aedaadadadea De ' ttt pS oso PIS BS oS 9S ind lal ain Sinl ol ml nln Di PomdraPrda 

whers 

A Common Sense Book That Applies 
Mathematics to Betting to Help You Win 

Practically everyone likes to bet now and then f 
people do it for FUN and some do it as a - BUSINE! 
but either way, whenever you bet, you want to VY 
It is the purpose of this book to teach you how ft 
just that. { 

Here is a book that tears away all the frills and 
down to sharp pointed brass tacks. The author of 
book is a ee who made a broad study 
gambling. It is a practical book for those who wan 
BET and WIN. 

Don’t Be A Chump! 
Don’t be a chump. You-can’t beat a crooked game 

matter how much a book can tell you. So, the first ¢ h 
you should know is WHAT GAMES TO AVOID. 
author tells you this. 

Remember even in gambling games that are ‘‘ th ee 0 
ARE STACKED AGAINST YOU. The BANK ALWAYS WIN be 
author recognizes this right away, and yet, he goes on to tell you h 

Le 
UPL eat 8 bat 
ee L) 
Te eo 

of 
the 

ee i Wie 
win even when the odds are against you——how to win at the expense of the bank and at the expense of 

are 

other players. The real secret is to know when NOT TO BET. 
Written by 2 SCIENTIST... “SCIENTIFIC BETTING” demonstrates the mathematical odds, 

ble combinations, best bets, and things to avoid in dozens of ue of chance, 7 
The most important thing a better should know is when NOT to bet. There is only one way of kno 

this, and that is through a thorough knowledge of the 
and chances of the 5 Cinnere oO game, Join thousands of other suce 

In NON-TECHNICAL, SIMPLE LANGUAGE this 
takes each game and shows you what makes it tick, 
pone von aad Sete a if the game can be beat 
t 10 any betting, this is old: i 
it on 2 MONEY MAKING BASIS, Poy 

Here Is a Table of Contents of Th 
Valuable Betting Book 

Chances Involved in Tossing Coi 
Dice Throwing and Craps * “_ 
Combinations and Chances with 

Dice 
Casino Dice 
Matching Games with Coins 
Probability of Repetitions 

No, 

Some Are Easy, 

Hot How to Pick Winners 
Pick the Money Makers & Win! 

Racing Information Is worth any 
price you pay for it . . « If It helps 
you to win bets. Cheap information is 
expensive at any price. In this book, 
we offer you the experience of an ex- 
pert handicapper and successful selec- 
tor, covering more than 40 years on 
the race track. This is your opportunity 
to acquire some real experience at little 
expense. Don't miss this chance. A 
NEW METHOD DESIGNED TO 
PICK THE HORSE THAT BEATS 
THE FAVORITES. 

How important is post position? Ex- 
plains the daily double, safety first sys- 
tem, parlays, workout system, sleepers, 
time system, etc. 32 pages with cover. 

require skill 

aw 
teenth, 
spheres, 
tor, Light 
Carpet, 
Puzzle, FI 

Alleys, Try 

ona, 
Postpaid... ..------ 

The Slot Machine 
Chances in Horse Racing 
Systems and Fallacies 
Why the Bank Invariably Wins 

120 Pages, Handsome Two Color Coy 
Pocket Size 

Any professional gambler will tell you that without @ 
proof system the bettor hasn't got a dog’s chance of ¥ 
All professionals know the elements of chance—the 
matical, scientific odds of betting. That’s why most p 

1 WINNERS! 

How To 
Select 
Them! 

# Winning on the 
7) horses — methods 

i} “by which this als are successful, often wealthy men. Science, in 
has _been accomplished. THE CON- run, is always the winner. 

TENT Sous? jockeys; post positions: f you have never profited by the information 
pace, playing margins, winning meth: book gives, it should pay for itself on your first $2 
ods; point methods, ua cy ne eer Makes betting fun instead of a nightmare. 
the flaws in “many” so-called ‘“ssys- No. 1691. SCIENTIFIC BETTING. Price Postpald 
ems. 

No. 1908. Price (SOc plus 10c port.) 50 

MIDGET PLAYING CARDS 

¢ Half The Usual Size = Convenient for Traveling 
Ready To Play In Bed, For Solitaire Games, 

Mf late there has been an increased demand for these & 

e very handy for carrying about, 

in the pocket w 
ny use them in preference 
splendidly made, being of excellent quality, 

ivory finished and plain indicators. 
Midget Playing Cards, Half Size, 

This Books Ends Arguments About Rules! Have More 
Fun With Cards? 

OFFICIAL RULES FOR OVER 1SOCARD GAMES 
Including Variations of Solitaire, Poker, Bridge, 

Pinochle, Cribbage, Etc. 
One of the most authoritative books on card 

playing published. 
popular card game with their varlations, rules 

Pinochle, 
Cinch, 
Schafskopf, Seven-Up, Sixty-Six, Skat, Solo, Tab- 

leau, 
Games, etc., etc. Over 150 different card games 

described. Scoring tables are given. Outline of 

Culbertson. system of Contract Bridge, Several 

interesting variations of popular solitaire games 

Company and revised yeirly. 254 pages, 

Some Are Hard; All Are Fun for You 

100 Solitaire Card Games 
Fascinating Card Games You Can 

> Play Alone — 128 Pages 
Includes most of the popular, 

Many 

‘almost. entirely, dependent upon luck while others 
in playing. st de 

lames of Solitaire including: 
Four Corners, 

Sultan, 
Napoleon's 

and Shade, 
Congress, T 

40 Thieves, 
Idiot's’ Delight, 

gain, 
, Castle, Chessboard, Cribbage, 

SOLITAIRE CARD GAMES. 

Etc. 

Q 
which are one half the size of 

ithout attracting attention, and 
to the larger packs. They 

round 

Price 75¢ 

A listing of almost every 

play, methods of 
popular varieties 

Cribbage, 
Hundred, 

scoring, etc, 

of Poker, 
Euchre, 
Hearts, 

Includes 
Bridge, 

Casino, 
Five Pitch, Rum, 

Whist, Baccaret, Monte Bank, Progressive 

Marked Deck of 
Stripper Cards 

—Read the Back 
—Locate Desired Card In 

Middle of Deck 
—Cards Look Normal 
—Play Regular Games 

With Them 

Used in hundreds of 
ways for many deceptions. 
Each card has secret code 
marks on back, not notice. 
able to anyone except those 
who have code. YOU can 
read them as easily from 
back as from front. Cards 
are tapered which enables 
you to locate desired card 
in middle of deck by feel, 
Normal in every other re- 
spect. Only YOU know their 
secret. Expose card sharper 
tricks; do many ‘‘impossi- 
ble'’ tricks. Complete deck. 
No, 3120. $1.50 
Price Postpaid...... 

given, Published by the U.S. Playing Card 

4681. Price Postpald 25¢ 

plus many new _ solitaire 
of the games are really Fee which 
problem every time the cards are laid out. 

Contains 100 different 
Napoleon, Fifteen, Salic 
Clock, Fortress, Four- 

Flower Garden, Hemi- 
tution, Zodiac, Kings, Nes« 
sar, Red and Black, Square, 

Great Thirteen, Poker Solitaire, 15 
Mathematics, Matrimony, Klondike 

Monte Carlo, Golf, Stag Party, Streets an 
Weddings. Bull Frog, Calculation, Belea- 

Solitaire, Blondes and Brunettes etc. 5 

25c 

hah, 
Empress of 

Square, 
Queens, Ci 

Blockade, ct 

The 

7 

Dinierieeds eaey roaditig:f h Roulette Exposes It’s Fun 

See ievan gpg) cemeoks pets’ |HOW TO WIN AT POKER] siseet 0. . Price hi io uck-0O-Luck Tr 
plus Go postage.)......++++% 30c Hazard ricks 2 Mon a 

The Big Six eptions 
'o WIN 

Written by a retired card sharper and it tells how to win at draw 

It contains some needed instruction in, this distinctly American 

game, The ules are 60 clay ee ris TeaULS Able, effort ve vod 

mt may confidently trus mself to its guidance, Ix 

feo We ean 4 Stralght Poker, Stud Poker, 
The Widow or Kitty, Buck 

of each hand before an 
and drawing, with a 

the different varieties of poker such as 

Whiskey Poker, Mistigris, Tho Freeze-Out, 

Jack-Pots, etc. Gives the prospective value 0 

after the Drow —-the frag. mst 10d Was discarding oe 

horo analysis and insight of various aspects © 1¢ & " 

i It ells hae gamblers win at poker, and exposes the methods used by 

card sharpers at different forms of the game, including the following: 

Standard Type of American Draw Poker, The (Square 

Game, Top Stock, Bottom Stock, Jog Stock, Paim Stock, Running 

up two hands, Flushes, Fulls and Fours, Strippers, Briefs, “Second” 

Dealing, Bottom Dealing, Crimping, Cold Decks, Holding Out, False 

Shuffles, False Cuts, Shifting the Cut, Convexes an Reflectors, 

Stocking for a Draft, Double Discard, Running Up Hands, etc., eto, 

Also, an explanation ‘of Marked Cards, known In gambling parlance 

er. 
The Mrook has 18 chapters and contains @ vast amount of information 

that may save you from being fieeced by crooked players and gamblers. 

No. 1045. HOW TO WIN AT DRAW POKER. ’ ene 

Iprice Postpald. sae Wee er eee Tee eee essere eeess er ewe 15¢ | *
 469 



The Same Game Played All Over The World! 
IT’S FUN PLAYING 

ROULETTE AT 
89c 
SET 

Any Number of Players : 
Play This Game! 

Play Roulette exactly as it is played ot the world ren “ i Sort at Monte Carlo and gambling places all over the went On Bonen various and extensive combinations. Roulette has become ’ It is not necessary that Roulette be Pre 
Played with money. You can have quite 
a harmless game with chips or counters 
and enjoy a very pleasant evening. The 
Roulette illustrated is strictly high grade 
American manufacture, made of Bakelite, 
black and walnut finish, highly polished 
‘nickel-plated, heavy metal center. Cad- 
mium plated numerals in 3 colors. Green 
felt ‘betting layout, size 12x24-in., beau- 
tifully silk screened in three colors. Com- 
plete with ball and instructions. Individ- 
ually boxed. 

$3.95 

Race Dice Game 
wet fun! This set consists of three dice and 

in card form so you can play the game .Six 
me which are on each dice with odds properly 
for first, second and third place. Complete with 

suit, & colorful dice and complete instructions. 
Mierful pocket game. 89c 

#125. Price Per Set,* Postpaid. 

No. 7401. ROULETTE WHEEL. 
Price Postpaid..... 

Checkers And Chess P 
Popular Book on How to Pray 

In this work the author has introduc series of problems for the purpose of assi the student in acquiring the habit of mi spelysis, and there is nothing better calew _ Sees Perea a learner than the 
be con’ nt ct tains full instructio: 

ers by an old 
chess player, 
also the rules 
of the game, 
Fully illus- 
trated by dia- 
grams, Ap- 
proved by 
many of the 
leading play- 
ers. Believed 
to be based 
on the “‘sys- 
tems’’ used 
by some of 

top, ‘AS 

i, 

Roulette 
Low priced, easily carried Roulette 

Game that you can set up in a hurry. 
Roulette is a fast moving betting game 
that can be played with chips, etc. This 
set is handy pocket size and contains 
complete layout including bowl, wheel, 

horse race 

ing winner. All 
No, 3505. 

8-color layout and instructions for the experts, Peta bist 
playing roulette. Carrying case that noes Bay ae eas 
holds complete set measures just 4%x Postpald | eee <a a 

CUTEST Mey ise ty | (CARAS RR E SES 
4%x1-inches, 
No. 7412. Pocket Roulette Set. 

Put and 
oe) Take Top 

@ Win or Lose 
Fast! 

Convenient vest 
pocket put-and-take 
top. Give it a spin 
and when it comes 
to rest it reveals how 
much you win or 
lose. High quality 
Plastic top. Ivory 
color. 
No. 8110, Put-and 

$1.39 25¢ 

RENO DICE GAM 
Famous Chuck Luck Dice Game in Ho 

Size Complete With Table Layout 
ft>4_. RUN THIS DICE GAME AT HOME 

VZAARS, Etc, Like the Chuck-Luck Dice Gal 
Reno and Las Vegas, only in popular home size, J 
each cage is included a betting layout chart. Ij 
of fun with this set. Supply your guests with 
or stage money and let them bet to their h 

d Re eee house always wins in the end! 
: high grade constructions, only small 

Bright plated wire cage with three dice. Easy to aa 
just turn cage one-half turn and dice drop through to of 
form—read winner and pay bets on that number on layout! 
5 %-in, high. Complete set. 
No. 6806. Home Dice Game. Price Postpald... . 1 

ee 

#111. CHUCK-A-LUCK DICE GAME. Complete 

HGESTION: Have you more than one catalog? | 
| why not give gone to a friend? Thanks. 470 % Johnson Smith & Co. 

Re 3 

Pocket Horse Race. 

/ 

Real Photos Taken At Track! 

Miracle 

Foto-Finish 

HORSE RACE 
Shows Finish of Each Race! 

Each. person chooses his horse, Moisten the 
back of the card with the miracle tissue. The 
FOTO-FINISH results appear immediately. It’s 
impossible to tell the results In advance. Each one 
different. Each card looks like plain white photo- 
paper until the miracle tissue is moistened and ap- 
plied. Have fun guessing the results with your 
friends, Proven exceptionally popular in clubs, bars, 
office parties, night spots and fun at home to liven 
up a dull evening. Each package contains 5 photos, 
each is a complete race, Wet magic tissue, rub 
blank card and immediately ACTUAL PHOTO- 
GRAPH of race finish appears. Impossible to tell 
winning horse in advance, ~ 

No, 3603. Magic Photo Races. 
Per Set (5B Races). ..-.ceeeeeereeenece 20c 

50c No. 3602. Magic Photo Races. 
Box of 25, Only 

OCKET SPINNING ROULETTE 
Carry It With You! 

Rapid action roulette game that you can carry with 
you in your pocket. Popular roulette game. Has glass 

metal sides and spring-return plunger. Ball is in- 
side glass top. Quick push sets wheel spinning. As it 

> comes to a stop, ball falls into place revealing winner, 
Oe Imported. All metal with glass top, 39c 

No. 3504. Pocket Spinning Roulette. Each.... 

( POCKET RACE HORSE GAME 
Fun Wherever You Go! 

Fun during those idle moments with this popular 
betting game. Press spring return lever and aw: 

whirls the wheel. As it comes to stop, ball falls into place reveal- 
metal with glass top. Basily carried in pocket, 

Each . oe 39¢ 

CHUCK-A-LUCK 
DICE GAME 

Portable or Home Model 
Some fast action when you set this game in op- 

eration, and watch them all crowd aroundy anxious 
to play—and win! Dull minutes at home. at partles, 
with friends, while traveling, etc., COME TO LIFE 
FAST WITH CHUCK-A-LUCK DICE GAME, It's 
easy; it’s fun. Plexible dice shaker contains 3 dice; 
felt layout has numbers from 1 to 6. Any number 
can play. Players bet on any number. If one num- 
ber comes up, pays off even; if two dice come up 
with your number, pays double; if all three dice 
come up with your number, pays triple. House has 
slight edge, but rapid play makes it good for banker 

d good odds for players, Play with counters, ete. 
yout is 12x3-inches. Dice shaker is about 5-in. 

high with trip bar for fair shakes each time. Set 
individually boxed and can be carried in pocket, 
set up in seconds, Fast fun everywhere, 

Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %& 471 



p FLORENTINE CHESS SET 
Simulated Hand Carved Chessmen 
So beautiful, so amazingly detailed, they defy 

comparison with 11th Century hand carved 
sets costing $500.00! Must be seen to be 
appreciated. Large in size—king is 4%- 
in. high; pawns 2%-in. Even pawns are 
detailed carvings of men with battle d 
and shield. Beginners will thrill to chess, 
Eve game a battle between opposing 
armies to capture the men and king, Easy 
to play, yet every game gets more inter- 
esting. Set includes 82 men in ebony 
black and ivery white plastic, In embossed 

wee inspite own A 
“B ROD I’ brings 
its bells, pears 
plums, cherries and 
lemon symbols nn 

’ a. 
ut taal leaps rer By pressing the lever, the guise 

wheels. spin simultaneously, though feparately. : 
‘ they have come to a stop, you read the sumer es 

points you have secured as shown on the score cha 
accompanying each game. A few of the winning com- gift box cabinet measuring 8x15x16%- 

| binations shown below. Cherries and Other 
in., complete with de luxe board, plus de- 

3 pelle of a Kind 
tailed book of instructions. 

SS orercas B Belle and Other No. 7305. Kingsway Florentine Chess 
§ Plums Etc., 3 Set. Complete. Price Postpaid Only... . $6.50 The above schedule of winners immediately sug- 

ibilities with this remarkable game, 
= rey aes to understand, No intricate 
rules or special knowledge! 

SPIN THE WHEELS---TAKE A CHANCE! 
i inning the wheels, Each rt in the game, each taking their turn at sp 

Bay number of Pee Pe her of chips and each one puts 5 chips into mee TO ttn md 

i To naka the game still more interesting, one of the players may be appo 
° aa tf aa 

All the Thrills of Playing the “Slot Machines at Home! hk 
Tho game can be understood at a glance and young and old can play it. ee m igs, Gireckians scat 

ping the sa ie a ay describe, the a iS epee aoe dal cuticle ot plastic, The three wheels si ich i @ played. ame 5 fe P 
Teco cheek eat all finished in ee Peet 2x2x1 % -inches, $1, 

we 1: KPOT BRODI. Price TBA VI ce ble tadashi te eben aes 
5 te27. Brodi hema win 5O Interlocking Blue, Red & White Chips, In leatherette Box, $1.60 

‘, Complete, Postpald.... sce cre car sree ease ene n nese eee ements see ever aaere es 

Wiltavle Substitute For 
Blot Machine! 

Low Priced Florentine Set 
tly same only men do not have the ped- 

§ Figures same as above, only on flat 
Sing height, 3 %-in. Complete set, with- 

out board, Gift box. 
No. 7304. Kingsway Florentine set, 2-50 

POT Fast Play! More Thrills! More Games! 

\ LUCK | A ytomatic Bingo Game 
| With Cards and Marker 

For Home, Club, 
Socials, Fund 

Raisers, Etc, 
Streamlined 

bingo that is 
fast and fun, 
Push lever and 
number pops up, 

} Register is made 
beautifully 

Antibed 8 taer 
1ighly _ polis 
and is 4%4x4% 
x8 % -in. Tas 

wheels, col- 
ored num- 
bers, Set in- 

cludes the me- 
chanical register, 
master chart, 
Bingo cards for 

Ye Sets Costing $ 

Mammoth Jumbo Cards 
For Magic Tricks, Display Work or Non, 

Special Purposes 
This deck of cards is made by the U.S. Playing Card Company and is regulation in every way except gize, They measure 4%x7-in. in size, which makes 

them about 4 times normal card size, Excel- 
lent for many magic, joke as well actical purposes. Good for stage displays, ete. We sell 
them as complete deck or individual cards 

'Shaker 
Suction Cup 
Base Sticks 

2 et Action 
rt to push and all three wheels sta) 

“Wf oe ae Sonn to stop, result is shown in Novelty dice shaker. Cupola 
i i i i jackpot machine. . players and * i (no choice of card). High quality, extra Scored just like regular sacks ; layers, Baer wits eclison rooted durable, linen finish. 3 for 40c, , fd yout guide included, All metal, bright chrome | oarag for 8 lect an te mo Pico): 215 dice mounted on coil spring. | No, 3200. Mammoth Jumbo Cards, 15 N estat te urna mcetantd $2.50 No. 7331, Comp ee set in rubber vacuum , Cc 920. 5 An easy, quick way to roll Price Each Postpaid Only......... £ 

the dice. Height 3 %-in- 29c No. 3201. Complete Deck of Jumbo 
No. 8109. Price Each $6.95 Cards. Price Postpaid Only....... 

Rae > 
TWO HEADED COIN --- YOU CAN’T LOSE 

Have plenty of fun with this pip of a coin. The “Sure Win” Colin is a Swell pocket trick that has never failed to prove a sensation, (And earn it’s cost several times over for those who toss a coin for the drinks). You can’t lose. IT HAS TWO HEADS. While usually called a “lucky” coin and carried by many to attract the attention of Lady Luck—the owner of the “Sure Win” Coin need never worry about luck. Call heads—it comes heads. Swell addition to your pocket of party tricks, 472 | No. 2941. SURE WIN COIN. Price Postoald ",,.. . 10 

JACK-POT DICE GAME 
Carry in Your Pocket—Play Anywhere! 

Brand new Seating game! Played just like bell slot coe 

only with dice. Roll them and read them. Game comes t 

with 8.large snow white dice 
of lonk lasting ivory, hard 

V"/ plastic. Hach dice has! cher- 
orange, plum, bell, lemon and jackpot 

wbols in brilliant natural colors, pi 
fed directions show awards and suggest~- 
rules. A dynamic, whirlwind game that 
popular everywhere. 65¢ 
Aiud. Price Postpaid... rd 
BIOS. Dice Cup. csernccecerecenenres 



e 'e 

Vendors Bring You A Steady Income With Small Investmen 
Peanut, ball gum and candy vendors offer you an ideal way to add to your income during your 

time, The machine does the work for you, collecting the money and vending the nuts. Start with 
two vendors, and gradually expand your route. Any place where people gather is a good spot for vendo 
in factory or shop, store, theater, club lobbies, etc. A. peanut machine is a good investment and pays st 

dividends. Buy new machines with profits. Build up independent income, We do not sell supplies. Buy | 
from local wholesale grocer. s 3 pr 

oe 

1000 Ball Gum 
le Vendor 

— 
Same machine 

as at right, only 
holds 1000 balls 
of gum. Takes in 

$10; $6.00 
Profit. 

Each Only 

Low Priced 1¢ Peanut 5 LL Peaiut Vendor 

No. 6924. ee oe Let TT eee nad 

Use Them for Touring, Ball Games, Etc. 
Here is just what you need for camping trips, touring, 

vacation, baseball and football games, prize fights, races, ete. 
It is not merely a cheap toy but a real field glass which 
shows objects miles away. 

It has 4 clear luminous lenses that afford the magnifica- 
tion. Easily fits in coat or automobile pocket, or sling them 
over your shoulder, ready for instant_use. Light in weight. 
Beautiful design and finish, ‘‘Finger-Tip’’ focus assures per- 
fect alignment and quick focusing. You should order early, 
however, a’ we cannot guarantee an unlimited supply; and 

at this price they go fast. $1 98 

No. 9105. FIELD GLASSES. Price Postpald.... . 
s 

5 — Always A 

$18.00 ~ \ | @S seem VERY NEAR OF ea 

Drain for 
100 Uses 

Vendor Large size peanut vendor, holds 
c : . 5-Ibs. ts. 15-in, high. Will j The Easy Way 

Although low in price, this is vend, SALTED. nurs. SMALL TOY Large Peanut Vend Keep Your fo Drain An 
a good vendor for indoor loca- | NOVELTIES, PISTACHIOS, CANDY, 6-Lb. Keys Hand ° y 

tions. Can be rapidly refilled, | ETC. Take ‘full advantage’ of a hot “Lb. Capacity ey: y Liquid 

vends smoothly and efficiently | $p% Nothing cheap anor Cnuter Large capacity, heavy duty PSR eae Dixed (of pumps oe 

and will bring you a steady profit, | screws, springs, etc... cadmium | Ctator’s model vendor. Bui f EV i 1 puffing? “ss ams ” 

About half the price larger ma- | Plated to prevent rust. Adjustable years of trouble-free service. 7 FICE, HOME, ing and pu ? Sire 

chin: an 11 for. Rugged | Vendor 80, you can. set it to vend eg tel, | Cant be used iam SHOP Why not drain | Stick-Anywhere Ruler 
es usually se tor. Use quantity desired. Simple, positive | Kind of mixed candy, tS, 4 OOL ‘and and empty tanks y 

construction, modernistically. de- | mechanism that works easily, Can | Has capacity of 6-lbs. Great mi een a ellar OnTabl i 
signed of highly polished alumi- | be used with bracket or stand, | maker. Two styles: te Vendg BUSINESS. gardens, cellars, in Table, Machine, Box, Etc. 

hum with glass bowl, Complete | well built, Al weather. Red or | 5¢,, Vendor. Naturally, Sc Vi : you need one | pools, etc, the EASY WAY with A flexible ruler made of dur- 
7 green crackle finish, size 7x15-in, | Will take in more, but you . N SYPHON. Works x inate i 

with keys. 1c vendor; peanuts. high. Lock protects "money. Weight | have both, 12-in. high, > or more of the | this DRAI * able, laminated cellulose tape that 

No. 6920. Price Each, $7 95 10 pounds. wily key racks so that you can | automatically through your own | measures inches and fractions, Five 

Postpald....-.... wee 8 a NS, Be eee eee ) your keys handy and keep | hose, All yee Ro. is Sea Ps 12-inch rulers in convenient, 

or more machines PRUE Wettoo be. Emcntastesiis . ) properly identified, Use it | to your hose. the ' ~ | compact roll (like tape). Bach 

5 nS Sor More.at & Time $20.95 ach 3 or more, $16.95 Each Aotive or extra keys. Write in | PHON does the rest, carrying the | has its own adhesive and_ sticks 
numbers. or codes for keys water away the distance ofyour anywhere without moistening. 

space over hooks, Holds all | hose, up or down, You'll find it | Just press. on. Fine for shops, 

HORSE RACE GAME 
Fast Action, Odds Shown, Quick Roll of the B 

won opiates or Poe sees ae nec r 
crowd gathers— as quick, rapid action that the ; 
demand. Place your bets, press the plunger and THE meene0s. Postpald (Esch 
OFF! The metal cup built right under glass top start 
spin, tossing the dice around, Then suddenly it com Mirror, Lovel 
a stop to reveal the winners (if any). Handsomely ‘ y 

. 

3-Piece 

hape 
liwt © 

Bihinch 

structed in full brilliant colors. Solid wood case, glass) 
smooth action mechanism. 12 %x12%x2%-in. Six 
Jayout under glass. Individually boxed. 
No. 6804. Horse Race Game. Postpald......+ 

How to Flip A € =r YS 
Coin to Come U SN yr Sti 
Heads or Tails 

_ This trick method of 
flipping as used by m: 
will come in very hand 

any coin and make it come up heads or tails, whidl 
you desire. No guesswork. Complete instructions. 
No. 1450. Magiclan’s Coln Filpping. Postpaid. ... 

Home Pool Table 
Automatic Ball Return? 

Wonderful home game that everyone likes! And With 
this professional-type pool table, it’s a game of skill and 
thrills. All the features of the “‘big’’ table are bullt: right 
Into It; has everything but the size—and It’s pretty large, 
too, 30-Inches long, 17-inches wide by 4-Inches high. 
Hard wood frame, natural high gloss finish, Heavy steel 
Jegs, baked enamel finish. Special green rayon flock fin- 
ished playing surface—will not rip or tear. Lively rubber - . 

cushions. AUTOMATIC BALL RETURN. Special ball tray in front, COUNTING BEAD FRAM| 
KEEP SCORE. Finest composition numbered balls about 1-in, diameter including white cue ball, All 
triangle. Two 80-inch cues, rubber tipped. Special tenon balls for each leg to protect surfaces, St 
————= floor or any table. Play in dining room, kitchen or playroom, . 
474% | Wo. 6977. HOME POOL TABLE. De Luxe Model. Price Postpald...........065. 994 

; 

wah 
Wis B-ptece set is extremely low priced for the 
Huotive beauty it has, You will be proud ‘of this 
iy your bedroom, bathroom or powder room, 

sh Piece Made of Heavy Plastic With 
Fully-Formed Floral Design 

Ai first glance it appears to be an expensive 
Hal sot, with an exceptionally ornamental fully- 
Wed desi along the top ridge of the comb, 

Huh the hardle and frame of the mirror, and 
Nuh the handle and body of the brush, Mirror 
soy 12-inches long, with large 4x5-inch mirror. 
wel brush. 8%-inch comb. Back of mirror and 
i haw an artistic 4-color floral design, protected 
Siuinated plastic. Entire set packed in gift box. 
#807. DRESSER SET. 
Postpaid Only... .- 21s ee eee ewe $1.49 

pease UE Ed ie eae eee ne Se 
jOe SERVICE CHARGE ON ORDERS UNDER $1.00, 

% §1.00 or more, no service charge necessary. 

etc, Change keys | handy in many ways to make a | qressmakers, office work, schools, 
ng title. All metal, hard) and unpleasant job auto- hobb etc. Ruler always ready 

s.' Hangs on door, wall, | matic and easy. 
@ for 45c. No. 6607. Siphon Drain. Long weari 4 or c 25¢c Sie Postoald Sniy $1.25 ong wearing. Removable, 69c 

Complete unit. | for use. Black on yellow tape. 

No. 4041. Per Roll. . 

. . 

Indian Design Blankets 
Brilliant Colors, Comfortably Warm 
If you have been down to New Mexico or Ari- 

zona, you know how beautiful and colorful the 
Indian designs can be, These are authentic Indian 
designs, but made in a modern factory to give you a 
fine quality blanket at a low price. Each design 
is a combination of attractive red, blue, green, tan, 
etc. Ends hemmed. $4 95 
No. 6944, Price Postpald Only....... oe 
No. 6945. De Luxe 70x80-In, Blanket.....$5.95 

| Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. > 475 
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| Rapid ELECTRIC SHAVER 3 
Shave the Modern Way! 
ELECTRIC SHAVING IS AVAILABLE 
YOU AT A POPULAR PRICE. Start No} 

Enjoy All of the Advantages of 
DRY ELECTRIC SHAVING 

NO LATHERING, NO SHAVING SO 

lectric Massager 
vlates Scalp, Improves Facial Complexion and | _ 

Soothes Minor Aches and Pains | 
A Swedish massage, available when you want it 

at home, office, and club, with the use of this de- 
pendable, new Vivatone Massager. Stimulates ci 
culation, relaxes tired nerves, helps relieve headaches, ( 
backaches, sore muscles, nervousness, and sleepless- 

7 ness, Mild enough for facial use, soothing for minor ; 
‘ aches and pains, helpful for invigorating the scalp, 

tts The Vivatone Massager ie ela ee vi Pre back 
j = ly, permits the user full working facility of the 

/ NO CREAM; NO RAZOR BLADES - ee ae produces the ee eo Sr oe 
3 . 7 J . , + 8o light, it does not tire the hand .. - pro- 

BUY; NO RAZOR BURN; NO PULI j t vides aniepletie vibration ant Grrr Ores Fin- : § 
a i i i Guaranteed for one i i The ELECTRIC DRY SHAVER plugs into any gs ished in bright baked enamel. é ‘ 

rolt 2 e] / year by mfg. Operates on AC current only. a 
fice aun ie wattess Ge tend nee ee k No. 6872. Price Postpaid...........- $6.95 ams face and the whiskers and beard stubble are smoothly ew 
at skin level.* Quickly, without muss or fuss, you get 

: shave in a hurry. You don’t have to undress to shaves can shave at your desk. You don’t even need a mirror; protective head prevents any injury to skim, Scraping or pulling. High speed electric action means confortable, painless shave even to tender J Attractive plastic moulded case with precision-built double head, Carry with you & shave in-comfort wh 
electricity is available. Complete with imitation leather case, Operates on 110 v., 60 cycle AC, I 
No. 8848. ELECTRIC DRY SHAVER. Price Postpald.. 

~ CLINICAL THERMOMETER 

Self-Tying Necktie |Round the Neck Mirror 
Smart and Modern Combination Magnifying Mirror and 

New style, better look- : 
ing self-tying necktie—ana Regular Mirror 
tie men are anxious to . try—and then use a long Useful for Shaving, Make Up, Ete., 
time. Natural, hand-tied Any Time, Any Place 
appearance. Saves money, 
lasts three times as long 

cet sees Peete meester esecese 

GILLETTE’ TYPE RAZO ree tim 
A handsome composition _ and fastest tie 
that is made in three pieces, ‘ world to put on and take off, 

any razor blade Both left and right handed, Beau- 
lar to the Gf tiful, smart, modern ties. $1 00 

type. The yand * -' No, 4042. Postpald... . 
use because of its | 2 : 

weight. Many shavers like to bh p ; chat tat : 
MAGNIFYING MIRROR 

just the thing for every- 

spare razor in case of Should Be In Every Home! this one et a very reasonable wine” om 
Body temperature is a very practical guide to | No. 2207. Qlllette Type Razor. Postpald f : 

one who shaves or applies 
cosmetics, With it you can 
examine your skin very close- 

body health. For ordinary colds and fevers, as well y 
Gillette Type Razor Blades 

ly. Comes in very handy and 

e many other common ailments, temperature should 
© checked regularly. Guaranteed accurate, Read- Similar in shape and size to rT ing is magnified by lens front, Clinical type made | Razor blades, but at a new econdenicat a should prove one of the most ing price. Made of fine steel, carefully oil useful items around the 

house. Enlarges several times. 

to meet all the requirements and tests specified by 
U. 8. Dept, of Commerce, Each in plastic carry- ed. Each blade laboratory tested. 

No. 2299. Per Package of 5. Postpaid. Excellent for removing black- 
ing case with certificate and instructions, ; ; 

fe ° ‘e % See heads, etc, Fase] stand, No, 9445. Clinical Pe $1.75 e = aa ee hea ee Pr ry 30¢ 

. 7 Tp Mirror. Postpald.... 

Easiest 
in the 

easy to 

Price Postpald.......... . 

Twin Dual 

Electric e ay 
Dry Shaver (ae £4 ||| Blades 
No Water 
No Lather 

No. 2969.... 

Famous TWINPLEX SHARPE 
BLADES in 12 SECONDS 

y, : Perhaps you think that ordinary wall mirrors are 
eep Awake With No Nods! fine, but dntit you try this you won’t know how 
Watchmen! Students! Drivers! wonderfully convenient a mirror can be—how this 

fer AWAKE! There are times when it may be| can save you time, see more and see better, Try it— 
ary for you to have a clear, free mind—wide | then return it if it isn’t world’s better! Light in Makes Useful for drivers, night workers, students, | weight. Regular mirror on one side; magnifying 1 Blade who must keep awake. Keep a tube of them | mirror on other side for examining skin, teeth, eyes, Met you can ward off sleep and fatigue the next | blemishes, etc. Frame and trim in highly polished Do Work i becomes necessary. Harmless. Two tablets | non- ng aluminum, Adjustable to almost any of 10! Mifelent for several hours. 10 | Position. Shave in bed, at’ desk, etc. Complete in 
#08. Per Box of 5, Only....... sees gift box. 

3 Boxes For 250, Postpald. No, 6752. Round the Neck Mirror, Price S3°4D a ee ENG NOOK Milprors Prion se ee 

RIM RIT ADJUSTABLE BLADE TRIMS HAIR ON HEAD 
ey OR LEGS - RAZOR SHARP - EVEN TRIM. 

Old reliable, : . 
famous the No single head shaver can give you a ‘‘once over” world over— shave, so most of the higher grade shavers are add- } 

ing ex'ra heads tor faster snaving. PERFEX Reannhee Ae cane 
SHAVER offers you smooth, clean shaving at halfif! ens blades like (and 7.7 
Ppenrice charged for big nee expensively ae better than new inmany — a 1 a 
tised shavers. Get tip-top results without paying the]]] ca . Slip in blade. s i . high price. Lmstrous moulded ivory plastic case|f| it aatnioatioatie  eonaa as Bude roam Kish, Saves Its Cost The First Time You Use ft. Answers Many Purposes 
with non-skid insulated tubber grip. Tempered steeliii BOTH EDGES by leather rollers with um An amazingly useful article for LWIN-DUAL ground cutting edges for quick, closel}} precision. 1-year guarantee. Saves its cost i Cee Ree meet aeaigt eat ae Mey Sant ; a to use 1 ill shaving. Underwriter’s approved rubber cord andjf| better shaves, You only have to use the a gear ha Blin nel sek Laced ie bee insulated plug. Operates on standard 110 volt./j! PLEX SAFETY RAZOR BLADE STROPP , ; Se te Ly Lg 60 cycle A. © current. fully appreciate its remarkable effectiveness, oon FUR BaTUNe ce sixteenth, No. 8864. TWIN DUAL HEAD $4.89 shave is keen, smooth, easy. You'll appre etc. of an inch. or SHAVES CLEAN: TRIMS THE HAIR ON HEA si 

i i Q A » etc. ie ie, anfeable blac ELECTRIC SHAVER. Postpald Saving in money, too. 10-o0z. Sj ordinary safety razor Biade) insures sharp, keen cutter at all tim: No. 2308. Twinplex Stropper. Postpaid. . ¥ pe ee lowest possible cost. ae of plastic. eeany Oe nnert sana aa; eee eee eee 
S jus! ade. ‘se a comb. s re ar a SPECIAL NOTE. When ordering. be sure to giv protect skin from cuts. No guess work, cuts even all over. Com- 476 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | SPECIAL NOTE. When ordering. be ‘su " fete ith blade. Easy to a 

No." 4500. TRIM-RITE TRIMMER.Price Postoaid...........49¢ 



APPEAR TALLER - Instantly! Don’t Be Embarrassed By Shortness | 

TAT RUMI) fs sees BE 
— Nothing Shows! Not Noticeable! You Wear Your Regular Shoes! 
— When You LOOK BETTER, You FEEL BETTER! 
— No Stretching — NoExercise - No Costly Shoes To Buy! 

fut ASK 806 7 WHY DONT YOU TRY \/ MANKS B08 — Comfortable! Improves Posture! Completely Invisible! 
Are you too short? Do you want to appear and be taller INSTANTLY? 

FOR THOSE /\, IT SOUNDS It’s easy with HITE BILDERS. You'll be amazed at the satisfaction your 
appearance gives you while wearing them. Even tall men wear them to in- S 
crease theit height, Everyone knows how most girls admire tall men, Extra AFTER 

HEFORE height on overweight people makes them appear slimmer. And HITE BIL- 
‘ DERS are so reasonable and so very convenient! 

Amazing HITE BILDERS fit right into your own shoes—-make you appear taller instantly, One pair 
W enough for several pairs of shoes, They last almost indefinitely, Nothing shows, they are not visible 

all. No discomfort. Actually improves posture and tends to give you a springier step. When you LOOK 
ETTER, you FEEL BETTER! ‘There are no exercises necessary, no stretching and no costly specially- 
wile shoes to buy. All we need is your correct shoe size. The greatest investment a person can maké 1 
himself. Order now! Be sure to give correct shoe size. $2 00 

i, 4894, HITE BILDERS. Per Palr, Complete, Postpald......... see eecceecccccuce : 

SLEEP SHADE ‘s"evssowns AUTOMATIC 
Sleep in Dark, DISPENSER Ugly Blackheads Out In Seconds With 

y mY, 1 NS Magazine en ed eyes, 

V A Cc my ene lene PME ROLLY Loads With Any stor’ 3) 

ht complete darkriees Toothpaste! 
wr night, Effective i SAFE - SURE - SANITARY - DAINTY - ih tine Visiter “rooms 
ror 

FAST = PLEASANT jp Pande Hocpeaitineien adjusted to fit wearer. 
siiher slip nor pull, hold comfortably in place 

Blackheads are ugly, offensive, euibarreer neem pout nosioeabie pressure. Sounder sleep, more 
clog the pores, mar your appearance, invite critic ‘oes not touch eyes—open eyes inside. 

Blackhends are the cause of many skin infections siml i» 4934. SLEEP SHADE. 

ro), SAA to pimples. f } Pair, Postpald..........++..05 

How Your Blackheads Can Be Removed in Seton I vl), 

THREE \ SCIENTIFICALLY and EASILY Without Injuring 
or Squeezing the Skin j 

EASY VACUTEX creates a gentle yee oe aa 

ac d, cleans oyt hard-to-reach places in t 

f eo ey Ma aviad on unde maven touch the skin. Simply ph 

W §6the direction finder over the blackhead, draw bD 

eh L extractor and blackhead is ejected. VACUTEX @ 

ae oe d it all. Cleans out the pores of clogging matteR 

aa that infection is less likely to occur. Reduces P 

ples. Gives you a clean look, 

Promote a Smooth, Attractive Complex 
f V4" Lon Comfortable 

Many skin infections are oe by Place ‘s 9g 

5 ing infected, or, worse still, squeezin 

becoming semove them, thus SPREADING ang : SCRATCHER 

fection that may have begun. VACUTEX is) Pils handy Back Scratchér is about 15 %4 inches 
* ing. with a thin, flexible handle, upon which is 

answer to safe removal. Prevents spreading. MMAied a carved ivory. bone hand, with curved 

tirely sanitary and can be used indefinitely by just rinsin i, that will scratch the inaccessible portion of 
PMY hot water. 1 nok in the most comforting manner. 39c ( @ for next use, 

) No. 4641. VACUTEX. Price Postpaid. ...--++++:++2+000* A621. Handy Back Scratcher. Privv. . , No. 4646, Fountain Toothorush. Postpaid. . S9C 
i Hides Skin Blemishes, Birthmarks, Wrinkles and Skin Imperfect? CUT HAIR AT HOME—EASILY!! 

. a 

“HIDE IT’’ Covers Facial Blemis SAVES A FAMILY OF 4 UP TO $48.00 PER YEAR!! 
- UO CREAM Is specially developed formula to completely a i 

< 

HIDE-IT Drectwels hide complexion faults of various kinds. 3-Piece Home Barber Tiger 

Easy Loading! 

Nylon Bristles! 

DR. WALKER’S 

: NEW 
FOUNTAI N-FLOW EAR STOPS 

ELIMINATE NOISE 
Excludes irritating noises and as- 

sures sound sleep. Or wear wherever 
jpoise bothers you, Adjustable so you 
jean eliminate part or most of noise. 
f Easy to use or remove. Not noticeable. 

‘+/No. 4325, EAR STOPS. 29c 
Per Palr, Postpald......... 

” single action of 
ms, the plunger and the cor- 

rect amount of tooth- 
aste comes out onto 
rush instantly ready 
for Use, Toothbrush 
is highest quality, 
scientifically shaped 
bristles, Transparent 

plastic. usitive action of stainless steel plunger 
controls flow of toothpaste. Lasts indefinitely. Fool- 
proof, Wasy to fill. Remove cap, insert tube of 
toothpaste and squeeze till filled. No mess, no fuss. 
Wonderful timesayer, convenient on trips. Load with 
any tube toothpaste, Sanitary. Just rinse and ready 

; d Ladies Use It 
n’‘t Dry—Won't Rub Off—Won’t Peel or Crack; Men and 

: 

This nhs the i that was so outstanding in covering up horrible burns and birthmarks. One ; } \ Set Barber Clippers 

magazine revealed that by improving the beauty and attractiveness of several persons, 3 0 Saves time and money. Full hair Cuts Fast! 

similar improvement. Before, they were shy and unpopular, when their appearance wa' cutting job or. juat trimming done 's Fas 

Bbowed: a, smUar ‘their shyness and backwardness. was greatly reduced and they a) ) quicky and easily, Pays its Standard size shaver with 
became popular, normal persons again. While your case may 3 \ cost in a few weeks. Useful Harrowsnlaten ands o Pak oh 

not be this extreme, it is true that if you have the feeling of in many ways. Use clippers on | spring action. Non rust zinc 
being attractive, healthy and normal, you. enjoy mixing with legs, arms, ete. Precision, high alloy, nickel plated to mirror 

others and enjoy your company a great deal more. Te dl y 7, grade ‘clippers, adjustable finish. Plates and _all parts 
both men and ladies, boys and girls. Covers skin blemishes trim, Set mcludes ‘figer Clip- come apart easily, Hand fin- 

\ 
ie! : Thi 5 liminate the need for any medi- M : u ne . 1 

itrecument of any vender, but simply hides the, blemishes Sabre Biiok depehel Sen || ean open ae 
a ee ae et ecneosne insite. \ i insruction booklet sl bor: | long. Glo, tapering ve sod 
be detected. Approve y G No. . $3.98 ied clipping. 2.49 

No. 4645. HIDE-IT DUO-CREAM. 15¢ BARBER GET.... No. 8862, Clippers 
Price Postpaid .....-secereresttontreraneeeee 

CATALOGS 3S Vauw FRIENDS- Thayer 
; 

: WRITE NAME AND ADDRESS LEGIBLY. Abot / et, CATALOG TO YOUR a etoe They i | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. % 479 

478 * Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. are difficult to read. Be sure yours is written ‘ 



Helps You fo Relieve and Avoid Colds and Unpleasant Fumes and Particles 

SMOKE & FUMES OUT OF NOSE & EYE KEEP DUST, 
, NOSE MASK 

Protection Against 
Dust and Fumes 

If you live or work where 
dust particles or fumes 
prove bothersome or un- 
healthy, give yourself the 
protection that this MIN- 
IATURE RESPIRATOR 
ives. Newly developed 
DUPOR using plastic valves, 
the wearer gets 9 square 
inches of filter area, Yet it 
weighs only 1 ounce. Mask 
of soft rubber, equipped with 
nose wire adjustable to any 
nose, Exhalation valve ex- 
hausts breathed air and 

2 keeps out para ees Cy 
‘andy as a pair of glasses, Does not interfere wii 
a eating, smoking. Fits vest pocket $1.25 
No, 4270. Miniature Respirator, Postpaid 
No. 4271. Extra Filters, Each, Only - -150 

NAIL CLIPPERS 
Keep Your Nails 

Curved 
Cutting 

Many people judge 
aman by the condition 

of his finger nails, and 
certainly when you notice the ends of 
the fingers are black-edged, as if “in 
mourning,” you almost unconsciously 
form the opinion that the person is 
lacking in other ways besides self-re- 
spect and tidiness. These Clippers trim 
the nails much more neatly and evenly 
than is posgible with scissors, and un- 
like scissors, can be used as readily to 
eut the right hand nails. 25¢ 
No. 4527. Nail Clippers. Postpaid 

otary Hair Massage 
zu Comb 

Have Beautiful, 
Healthy, Dandruff- 

Free Hair 
The kind of massaging 

comb used in leading barber 
shops to effectively rid the 
hair of dandruff and keep 
the hair and scalp healthy 
and alive with vitality. Uo 

Good looking hair is created from within, d no 
amount of tonics can take the place of this Jomb. 
Made of plastic with 38 massaging contacts” which 
enable you to do an effective job quickly, Delight- 
ful to use and the results a joy to see, 55c 
No. 4269. Rotary Hair Massaging Comb.... ea ee eer er anne ee COU SER 
No Nail All-Purpose Wall Hanger 

Easy to Apply or Remove 
Here is the easy way to hang pictures, 

articles, etc., from wall. Eliminates nail 
holes, saves surface, saves time. Works on 

paper, paint, wood, glass, metal or tile surfaces. 
Holds up to 10-Ibs. Solves the problem in a jiffy. 
Special construction and adhesive. Basy to remove, 
yet holds fast. Package of 6. 35c¢ 
No. 4268, No-Nail Hangers. Package 

480 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 

Gas-Tight, Fog 
Proof Goggles) 
Protection From 
Dust and Fumes 
Do fumes, smoke, gas 

ete., bother your eyes, m 
it difficult for you to sf 
These famous industi 
goggles now available 
general use to protect. 
against gasses, dusts, fun 
smoke, etc. Can be 
with respirator if desir 
Frames are of soft, p 
rubber that gives air 
fit_ on any shape face. B 

trouse 

the sa 

as you want. 
while you are 
required as it 
lows an even li 

necessary. Will last and 

rs, 

me crease in the 

Electric TROUSER PRESSER 
KEEP YOUR CLOTHES LOOKING 

Quickly and Efficient 
With this low 

longer go 

operate for 

GOOD—IT’s EASY Now 
ly Presses Your Trousers priced trouser 

around with 
For, in a jiffy every m 

unpressed 
orning, slick as a 
takes to tell, 

years with- 
ented fog-proofing of 
tion so you always see cl peeee’ eee ae attention. Can also ‘be used to ly. In shop or home, yi, handk zon es, Smooth out wrinkles in your aré Matiy placed Where these will prove helpf " th erchiefs, etc., etc, Ruggedly constructed your eyes and comfort. "| Dress Pleats With an insulated electric heat unit. Nicke) No. 9260. Qas-Tight Goggles. Postpald.. P™® plated with insulated handle. Complet - Dress Pleats, ft. cord and plug. 110-220 volts AC DG 6 with 6 Garments, No. 6739. DeLUXE TROUSER ANDO” eves, Etc., Etc. 

Makes Faucet a Combinatior 
Faucet and Fountain 

Saves Cups or Glasses; Automatic 
Makes any faucet a combination drinking fouml 

and regular faucet. For home, stores, shops, off 
rest rooms, etc. Push lever up, its a fountain, Mammoth Red 
water off, lever automatically drops and you s faucet. Nickel-plated, rust-proof metal.  Buill Handkerchief filter screen eliminates splashing. Strong mw Jinost. comical in size, this lant turkey red handkerchief 

4x24-inches—two feet square! 

coupling attached to any faucet in seconds. At 
tive, sanitary, automatic; time saver. $1 
No. 6749. Combination Faucet. Each... . ' 

VEST POCKET DRY SHAVE 
USES NO ELECTRICITY 
—No Electricity (Reeeeznsesey( 
—No Soap : 
—No Mess 
—Pocket Size 
—Shave Anywhere, 

fl color, 
ter 
| otc 

decorated border and 
Wear around neck, over 
Fast color. 50c 

4241, Each Postpald. 

Anytime | | ; 
_Amazing invention. Carry this midget sh with you, instantly ready for use. Uses 

Cuff Protectors 
Keeps Skirt, 
Sleeves Clean 
them over and- over 

indefinitely. Heavy 
with snap fastener 

on or off in seconds. 

SOAP, NO ELECTRICITY, NO MESS. Shai dry. Rolls over your face cutting your beard ¥ a lawn-mower. Perforated blade guard prot you from cuts, yet gives clean shave, P| pocket case. Complete with 10 long 
blades. 

$1 
" 
ahold 
” 

No, 8865. Midget Pocket Dry Shaver. 
Price Postpaid Only... 
No. 8866. Additional Blades, (Package of 4 i shirt, sleeves, cuffs, Per Package... 1... 2 cesses evcueaes jean. Very practical, low 

Fine for kitchen, office, 
Inb work, ete, SHOW THIS CATALOG TO YOUR FRIENDS. They 4020. Per Pair. . 35c appreciate it and so will we. Thank you. 

TIE PRESSER. Price Postpaid....., eee 

Leather Laces 

$2.50 

Needle Threader 
Blessing to Housewives 

fine Long-lasting, tough wearin, read: 7 "he ante a 
oo Jong leather boot laces! Dest need he ne fe or aie ect for surveyors, farmers, r loop, thet 
hunters, Woodsmen, or anyone whose work or pleasure takes him into the country. Made from split eather, 

laces, 
‘ 

inches a neater looking. 40. 
0. 4244. Leather Boot Laces. Per Pair Postpald 15c 

STICK-UP 
COAT AND 

Sticks to Any 
Smooth 
Surface 

Rubber -suc- 
tion cup can be 
applied to any 
smooth surface 
such as. walls, 
windows, 
nok, ees i. 
ect for hang- 
ing coats, hats, 
brooms, house. 
hold utensils, ete, 
No. 4301. Each Postpaid. tag 25 

Everything You Need 
Af Your Fingertips 

Magic Needle 
Threading 

Thimble 
& Knife 
3-In-1 Thimble, 

More than a regu- 
lar thimble, It 
has slide built on 
side which slips 
out and forms a 
small knife blade 
nor onteing thread, 
etc, Magic needle threader sli out, too, making it possible a" you to automatically thread any size needle in five seconds with no eye strain or effort. A real sewing tool all in one, 
No. 2411. Maglo Thimble. 20¢ 
Johnson Smith & Co. %& 481 

opening seama, 



Use Heat fo Treat Pain} — 
Electric Heat Treatmen 

for Aches and Pains — 
.\ Meek 

>k 
(LE 

|Bicycle Tire Ch 
Better Grip! eS 

Less Skidding! Hemstitcher and Rug 
Maker ean aid for eet Wg iy 7OU'RS ever rid. 

of many pains, aches a! h your ic cle 

Makes Comforters, ailments, Massages with Around a aipriery 
Slippers, Rugs, Too invigorating, health-stim- urve and skidded to 

ulating heat. Where- bad 
ever heat is recom- 
mended and de- 
sirable this ap- 
plicator will be 
extremely u$ e- 
ful. 

fall you know 
ww valuable these Bike Tire Chains can be. Wit you want extra grip in the snow or mud, better freetion that means easier, safer riding then you'll 
wunize the tremenoous wuvantage these Bike Tire 

Hisins will give. You can actually do more daring Wits with your bike, take greater chances with 
Mety They pull you up to a quicker stop on icy 

\ppery pavements. When the going gets touch, 
e ains take over the hard work for you! 

e used them you'll wonder how you ever 
without them! Actually, we've found that 

y are introduced in a neighborhood all the 
want them. Why don’t you get yours now. 

Joust 3 chains are recommended for each tire. 
TTER GRIP, HELPS ELIMINATE SKIDS. ADDED 

ar asss, Prise Each Chain, Postpaid. 30c 
3 for 85c; 6 for $1.50. 

lear-View Eliminates Fogging 
of Glass and Mirrors 

AS ECESSARY. OPERATES WITH YOUR 

own. Sewine MACHINE. Amazing invention which 

does all types of hemstitching possible on your ore 

sewing machine. No more paying some one else to go 

your hemstitching. No more drudgery making ORS oy 

hand, Do both, so quickly, so easily. Does two-piece 

hemstitching; especially good for pillow cases, sheets. 

Does smocking picoting, tucking, etc. Even one ze 

markable, you can make rugs in all kinds o: eaten 

from any material as well as slippers, comforters, fore 

Will criss-cross its own work successfully. peers 

a circle perfectly as well as inlaid hemstitching. 50c 

Jete with instructions. 
No. 4544. Hemstitcher & Rug Maker. Postpaid.... @  ” 

~ FAMOUS RUG NEEDLE 

f , any 110 volt 
or DO socket and 

when sufficiently ’ 
Head is mode of hij 

polished nickeled metal -with heat 
built in. Cup shape. Insulated handle m 

gets hot. Complete with cord and plug. ‘ 

No. 6051. Price Postpaid.........- ee 

Beautiful Silk Remnants 

teeee 

Easy to Make 

Lovely Hooked 
nunel fi be For Making Quilts, Scarfs, Etc. p events Fogging on (\ 

This RUG NEEDLE af : # = We (a 
e 

. but larger in size, 

eed for making rugs, | feces and other 

heavy ipleces Se luetabie os eres vi i an apparel. Has i a pleasure and de- 
MER tm use. A erro exalt hole for threadinc. whether you are look- 
No. 2413. FAMOUs RUG NEEDL| 

Price Each, Postpaid... 
ing through auto or 
window glass or look- 
ing in the bathroom 
mirror, Ends the fog- 

‘ging and sweat caused 
by heat and cold. 
Use it with your 

aaa 

kk remnants, Brilliant and elf 
trasting designs 

ery ‘scrap material (yet | 

Reautiful sill 
rate patterns. 
colors. Because 

in re: t) we can_ offer 
r 

ART NEEDLE for one, Ath the usual price of Se RA & OPTICAL LENSES, WINDOWS. MIR. 
Do Art Needlework Easily! |\Crazy Quilts, Pincushions, Scarfs, lows, ‘ ORS, ETC. Eliminates mist, frost, fog and sweat. 

Each needle has adjustable gauge. vy easy to use; does the job in seconds and lasts etc, 
One of the best inventions for do- No. 2421. Sample Package, Price Postpald.. f hours. 

: a. bags, -bed- ackage. Price. . many 
ing fancy earss. | hand {bars sbed-. || No. 2420. Full 2 Pound Packag i), 7690. No-Fog Preparation. Postpald. . 25c 
ments. designs on accessories, etc. - 
Makes a hard job easy to do. Print- 
ed instructions included, 35c 
No. 2532. Famous Art Needle 

BS 
Fits Your Sewing 

* Machine 
MAKE BUTTONHOLES THE 

EASY WAY WITH YOUR SEW. 
ING MACHINE, ALSO DARN 

| WITH YOUR SEWING MA- 
CHINE. New invention is this 

sewing machine attachment that darng holes faster and 
better than any old method. Makes buttonholes any 
size. Ideal for sewing zippers. Can be used for quilt- 
ing, stitching, marking linens, overcasting seams, ap- 

Roll-A-Tube Holder & Dispe 
Fits On Wall; Always Ready for Us 

ee a 
Toothpaste, shaving cream or (je—*—] 

anything else in tubes is always g 
ready for use. Saves Its cost by \ 
getting MORE OUT OF EACH 
TUBE. Handy since It Is ready 
for Instant use. Saves time, 
Sanitary. Accommodates any 
size or style of tube; old tubes 
instantly discarded, new ones 
quickly inserted. Unbreakable, 
attractive acetate plastic with 
aluminum shaft. Complete 
with screws for easy instal- = 

BUST FORMS 
Wastantly—Grown Up Bust Line? 
yi k, slick trick to become glamorous 

Matherweight, washable foam rubber Sy mM with satiny, flesh-like finish. Ex- wS am 
Ny shaped for comfort and style. Virtually un- 
Wiable even in swimming suit, 
4822. BUST FORMS. Palr, Postpaid 4200 

1 rr! buttons, mending tears, darning, etc. lation. Get several. 2 
Eee asetar in every home. Complete with instruc- $1.79. 98¢ Oo 
fons. os. 
No. 2404, BUTTON HOLER. Postpaid 50C | No. 4873. Price Ea, 

Sewing Machine Darner 
FITS ANY SEWING MACHINE 

Mends Stockings, Underwear, Linens, Sheets, 
‘Towels, Etc., Quickly and Perfectly 

Overcomes much of the drudgery of mending knitted 
end woven fabrics Makes worn stockings stronger than 
new and it repairs table linen, sheets, towels, etc., etc., 
so neatly and well that the mends can often hardly be 
noticed. Smooth and even. New hosiery may have the 
wearing parts strengthened, especially the knees of 
children’s stockings, and the few moments applied in 
‘that way save hours of darning and drudgery, Can be 
placed on the machine in a moment, and the work is 
done in considerably less time than is required by 
hand. Full instructions with each Darner. 25¢c 
No. 2410. Sewing Machine Darner. Price Postpaid 

482 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 

Stitcher needs f° Magic no rethreading, Sews 

point. Has attractive plastic 
Selnw for comfortable grip. 
“i complete illustrated 

Hons, 

a2i6. Pri 
pald ony” 92098 

SPST] eer eee seer 
NOTE. When ordering, be sure to giv 
as well as the Stock number. Rate wai, 

im described above including the loop-lock stitch which is 
Nirable, Will save its cost in many ways an dis a handy in- 
Wiient to have around. Uses all standard threads. Loads with 

spool of thread, Uses special needle (inclosed) with eye in 

Ee 

Mender 
Makes Darning, Mending, Repairing Easy! 

Matches Cloth! Easy to Use! 
A MINIATURE LOOM, Actually weaves the yarn 

into garment, For all fabries—wool, cotton, silk, 
etc. Almost anyone who knows nothing about mend- 
Ing or sewing can operate and do a fast, smooth 
neat job. Does invisible mending—matches the cloth! 
Made of light and easy-to-handle aluminum. Com- 
plete with clear, illustrated directions, 75¢ 
No, 2419. DARN EASY. Each Postpaid. . 

Dingy & Discolored Teeth Made 
Radiant White In 3 Minutes! 

i " Tr ed 

Before KOPAL...3 minutes tater... After KOPAL 
Be Proud & Happy fo Smile 

| KOPAL IS AMAZING and so 
Pthrillingly true—a dentist’s forme 
‘ula, a cosmetic discovery for thd 
teeth, Now no matter how dull or 
dingy, stained or discolored your 
teeth may be, in just three min- 
utes you can be proud and happy 

. to smile, KOPAL is the marvelous 
_nhew cosmetic enamel, many theat- 
girical people and smartly groomed 

. ‘people are using today. KOPAL we S oes on with a brush, covers 
teeth with pearl-like luster. Wipes off with special 
remover, Unaffected by eating or drinking. Qom- 
pletely harmless. Kit includes Saf-Enamel, Art 
Brush Applicator, Remover, Directions, plus Free 

Consultation. 
$3.00 No. 4640. Kopal Teeth Enamel. Set Only 

Sewing Made Easy for Boys, Men and Ladies 

MAGIC JIFFY STITCHER 
Your Own Tailor—Does Hemming, Shirring, Button Holes, Applique, Decorative 

HWehes, Tacking, Padding, Smocking, Basting, Tailor Tacking, 
ie your own tailor. Give your clothes the professional, look 
me with the MAGIC JIFFY STITCHERI Saves you time 
toney and especially useful for those who have never sewed 

Over-Casting, Etc., Etc. 

all the 

ohnson Smith & Co., De 



Window Lock | Graphite Gt e 4 

Selegslrd Kant-Slip Foot Grippers 
Windows svaua()Havun RA 
Against { For Boys—Girls—Women—Sportsmen—Farmers , 

QUICK * EASY » READY) Burglars 
comes rv 5h conden and Still Graphite Lubricant Giv 

Leave Win- Super-Smooth Action fe 
dow Open Guns, Scopes, Locks, Efi 
This win- If you are not familiar ¥ 

dow lock] the many advantags of graj 
can be quick- |* over oil and grease, send fi 

= ly installed on] GRAPHITE GUN and find 
=> any paraiy how well this superior lubri¢ 

and per-!| works, Graphite is a dry WW 

Gives You a Sure Grip on Ice and Snow, Slippery Grass, Hills, Ete. 
The popularity of these FOOT GRIPPERS is due to the fact that they actually work. They are not 

vumbersome nor awkward to wear, They can be slipped on or off fast and easily in a few seconds, yet 
they HOLD FAST and PROVIDE YOU WITH A SURE GRIP. 

Who Can Wear Them? The Answer: Everyone 
WRITE ON CANDY, CAKE, ; mits you a oosit Some people think they are designed for farmers or sportsmen, who are outdoors a great deal. Actu- 

| COOKIES, ETC. to lock the ri Re bn oat a } ily. everyone finds them seta) in avoiding some nasty falls and’ to give them a firmer grip when work- 

i delle age naaie eo ees wee cumulate grime and dust. Used ty or playing on slippery surfaces, 

guns, office machines, bic Working or Walking, Playing or Running—They Give You Firm Footing 
squeaking woodwork, locks, | Because of the snow and ice in the winter time, that is when they are most popular, but in rainy 
Aaeen te long-lasting lubricant Weather or on slippery grass or on hills, they provide sure-footing for all year round, Hardened rust-proof 

write in edible frosting on cakes, 
‘cookies, candy, eggs, etc., any 
wording you wish. Wonderful for 

at the desired height 80 as to per- 
mit the window to be opened the 
right amount, yet not wide enough " : * sive) grippers. Elastic band makes them adjustable to any size feet. Two to set. 

birthdays, holidays, anniversaries, | for anyone t et in to release | desired. Combines all the best | Cc 

ete. Do names, comic wording, } lock. Rersovatte knob so that| tures of both graphite and g Wo, 4315. RANT OL Foe BER EAS eens weet eee wet ee s pis Ve eerocsecee 35 

dates, etc. 22 feet of writing in | window can be opened fullamount | A necessity for every tool kit , No, 4318. Heavy Duty Grippers for Boots an . 50c 

each tube 39c if you desire. 39c household. rk Extra Secure Footing. Por Pair Postpaild.......-.--+esteereee Gel etaataia'ba’ gach bce la tale ie alee 

No. 3322. Per Tube. No, 4327. Each, Postpald No. 4335. Per Tube.... ~ 3 5 g 

ea eee ea ana 

Keep Eyes 
Refreshed 

Summer or winter, they’re good. 

Make Your Own Tee Pop| Measuring DANIEL BOONE CAP | Electric Silver 
Less Than Tc Each! s 

Like the Royal | Detarnisher 
Eye Makes ice-pop suckers out of any Ci ere : 
rd cola, root beer, pop, soft drink, malted a Canadian Mounties Removes Tarnish at 
up or chocolate drinks, etc, All you do a Wear! a Touch Rest 
Keep is fill special tray with liquid, insert The Royal Canadian store UY 

tyes handle, put in your ice-box freezer JMounties know the right | ing Natural When silver 
and in less than an hour you have 4 
ice-pops! Cost 5c at stores; better at 
home. Make money selling ’em. Set 

fefreshed, by washing 
them out regularly. 

Soothes, refreshes. Use 
ordinary water or boric 

cap for rugged cold | Beau 
weather and this is the * ty! 
one they chose, Originat- 

absorbs sulphur 
Y from. air it tar- 
nishes. Polishes. and 

Solution. Safe, plastic eve includes 4 plastic moulds, 8 plastic ed by Daniel Boone, now | ¢ chemical cleaners 
can iq L0€ RUCEEECall se-usebie) 49c worn wherever you want | 7 away this substance Me 
No. 4523. Postpaid No. 4600. Complete Set Only real warmth and comfort. | ¥ remove some of the silver- 

Carefully tailored of fine ; ue f plate, eae paseeaaing the 
4 g cs wear and sho 

Handy for Repair Work + JEWELER Ss pea a or silver ‘obiecta, ‘The ecte te 
. ar. rown, Silver Detarnisher works very 

simply: by an_ electroanalysis 
process, it dissolves ON 

® THE SULPHUR TARNISH 
leaving silverware In original 

in Tight Spots Deep pile 
SCRE ! “Ve 4 visor and 

: : % protectors. The ear protectors can 
| ier be put over head out of the 

1 y or. snugly under the chin to x it 
2 Biatles Spins Freely ‘ F " ears, checks ‘ and peck warm. cept battery which ag eu ta ae go 
Handy for ma ing re- . ; all, medium arge size. About 6-in. long. Complete. . 

pairs or adjustments to . 7268. Daniel Boone cap 269 No. 4066, Touch-O Electric: Silver Cleaner 91200 
watches, clocks, motors, 
radios, electrical appli- 
ances of al] _ kinds, 
locks, rifles and revol- 
vers, model airplane and 
boat motors, typewriters, 
cameras, etc, or any- 
where you need g small 
precision screwdriver. A 
necessity for hobbyists. 
4%-inches long with 
coarse grip for easy 
handling. Top spins 
freely, two-fingered op- 
eration, Two _ blades: 
1-16 and 8-32 inches 

No. 4536. 59¢ prseeare efficient Soap Dispenser in — 

et Rid of These Bugs This Easy Way!! 

KROACH SFIDER ANT FLE MOTH 68EDBUG MOSQUITO SILVERFISH HOUSEFLY 
‘ 

Magn Kills the Bugs But Safe to Use 

Automati 
Soap Dispens 
Convenient—Economic¢ 
Now you can have an 

Dentist Type 
Mirror 

Examine Mouth and Teeth 
. 

ran * home.. No need for di __ Here is the answer after. eight years of research to find out how 

ates meta Haine ee satin Midget bathroom when you can tap . 5 EP filthy bugs can be gotten rid of SAFELY, ECONOMICALLY and, 

electrical motors tools, etc. F nnel hand against the patented - most of all, FOR GOOD, As the most effective*and most conveni- 

Handy for keeping tab on the u clog’”’ velvet action plunger of : : ent. method, this new invention was discovered. Impartial labora- 

condition of your teeth and} 1001 soap dispenser without tow at * tories proved BUG-BLOTTERS to be effective for six months, 
mouth, Shows up cavities and anything else. No messy, | Each BUG-BLOTTER is filled with tiny dry chemical crystals . 

tartar very clearly. These mirrors Uses wet bar of soap. Just a proven effective against bugs. The bugs themselves carry the death- 

are circular and mounted at an Pill neat, handsome plastic dealing properties back to their nesting places, thus eliminating the 

angle of approximately 45 degrees, | t ho 8© soap dispenser. Does not d bug menace. Effective against all common insects, Bug-Blotters 

This permits seeing behind ob- | narrow necked clog. Mechanism is an effe can be handled by human beings or domestic pets with safety A 
smooth, spring control 
movement which means 
amount of soap, when 

few of these where your bugs run will eliminate the bug mena 
, stored with U.S. Department of Agriculture under the Insecticide Act. Commercial lab proved theey 

effective after one year! Carries full manufacturer’s guarantee. 836 Bug-Blotters per package. 
structions and into hidden crey- | bottles, lab- 

ices. They are constructed of | oratory equip- 

sanitary plastic handle with pol- ment, jars, etc., 

ished all-metal mirror—no danger | W i t h, carefully it, where you need it, 6709. BUG-BLOTTERS. 
measured amounts economically, cleanly. > Xi ai 1.50 

pre oe pie 25¢c af fluid. Atal and acid resistant, omical Tiquid soap, obtain Por el ee ae as ph sae aoa dinjelelsla n's\6i0 4 is aes rea Ee $ 5 

1 — ~ -oz. capacity. 3-in. igh. ware of drug Tes, IAL NOTE. en ordering, be sure give name Se cae ee ee aaa 

vy 484 * Johnson Smith & Co.,| No. 4175. Price Postpaid 10c No. 4526. Postpald.... i ihlete as well as the stock number. | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit. Mich. * 425 

t 



fe Serr The New Improved — 

"CAN OPEN E! CAN OPENER 

Cuts Out The Top Of A Can Like Magi J 
ROLL Jr. is a new and improved type ° 

Neercs saci the old type in the shade. It is simplicity 

to use, works right or left handed, shears the top out of a i se SILVERFILL will Use SILVERFILL For the shining Nothing like SIL- 
hape can with standard rim. Works smoothly feplate the oickel to kéep a pers - surtacesofallelec:  VERFILL co keep and any sha p ; safety rolled edge. Leawi of your automd+ manently lustrous, tric appliances — the shining clean- simply and with ease, shearing a 8a ThA bile—give a lus. —satin-smoothfinish, — toasters, chafing _tiness—the perfect 

jagged edges to cut the fingers or mar the contents. ma Nap arched aad Sh rece abs a; dishes, icons, elece finish of all house- e u 3 Ors 0 i er. tric coffee-urns, hold fixtures— comes off in a jiffy, permitting quick, easy remova ty te eadieten, -- leneengewhether ete, use SILVER: bathroomkitchen, 

7 the lease disappear forever gews' the origioal the lustre of pure the same time that 
y oF We food. beneath it. Gnisb. silver, you polish, 

Old Fashioned Root Beer with 
that Rich Flavor 

Root Beer Beverage Flavor 
Makes 5 Tasty Gallons 
This four fluid ounce_bottle 

of Root Beer Beverage Flavor, 
mixed with four pounds of 
sugar, about five gallons of 
luke warm water and one-half 
cake of compressed yeast, will 

i t injuring the contents. & : FILL. Te will kee etc. Plate th vegetables, fish or meats withou , lamps, bumpers ware, for SILVER. ie. Aieeee ean 
the juices, Does the work 50 ton’ thertatia tents Bula Mining | sich cne'wcet) fara Hitcin | ecw-aiicagens | cr aieVenguus'e 
quite presentable e t i 1 it. easily. Even a child can use it. 
Oe et ee nore: CAN “OPENER. Price Postpald........ eh 

Pocket Can ALL PURPO 
6 pee MIXER — 

pe ixes Drinks, Sai Attaches ta Key Ho I de Mines Da : A WONDERFUL PREPARATION 
Hi ottle oD Vices i L Bk ss aod ingenious, sot ATES WITH PURE SILVER ey holder o ; lendi a cary It louse in your pocket Se Teena uct, oa Bie acer cage tar No. 4597. Can Opener caus, uices an many shal RASS, COPPER, NICKEL, BRONZE OR ELECTRO-PLATE 

Ee id 10c —s end marked, for, measuring. snted brilliant and durable. Guaranteed absolutely free from poison. a ep euene hs —— 3 est MY «in, igh, -in, , Collapsible Drinking Cun ae tit 8 ae IMPLY RUB IT ON AND ACTUAL STERLING 
Handy, Fits Your Vest No. 6486. Price Postpald.. SILVER IS IMMEDIATELY DEPOSITED 

a , 
i scaianisaiiasontl 99 ot cig IT PLATES AS IT POLISHE 

i , all metal collap- 7K i 
sible drinking cup that is handy , . TLV ERFILL $8) a preparation. that has been long for office, school, picnics, out- * Liat ,| Sought in vain, that is, a cheap, non-poisonous 
doors, hikes, home, etc. Hae, h Matchless Gas Ig preparation, designed and manufactured espe- it in your vest peor ge wf Sparking gas lighter. No matches; no f (| cially for home use, by which table ware and into very small sp ‘19¢ light. Ready for use. Pen Ore metal See ae ae See pe etaes " i Gas Lighter, Postpal , any compounds have been offered for the No, 4278. Each, Only.. No. 4316. Matchless purpose, but all have failed in some way. 

Some required too much skill, others were not 
lasting, the effect rapidly passing away, while 
the most effective were virulently poisonous, 

aut, “Eureka!” the real thing was found. In less 
one minute, with very little rubbing, a plating of 

1) SILVER is deposited upon spoons, forks and 
mi ware of all kinds, automobile fittings, brass in- 
ents, tools, ete. The effect is brilliant and lasting, 
{ will wear well and keep free from tarnish equal 

Hiy silver-plated ware, With SILVERFILL you can W the finish of worn tarnished silver, silver-plated, 
*| and nickel-plated ‘surfaces and you can change 
fihish of brass, copper, bronze and most alloys to 

Why give you five gallons of this pus silver. SILVERFILL deposits pure sterling sil- | CT delicious and moet, heaithty} dhiensae cee With every application—building up worn silver sur- i VN vert emediately, Wet the. bot- » \o their orginal beauty—covering tarnished, worn 
tles in a warm place for two Hiutched surfaces with a gleaming new coat. SIL- nge three days to allow to effer- itchen Remi "ILL plates as it polishes, keeps its newly deposited i Handy Orang W vesce and then keep in cool Kite ever_run out Hoo as lustrous and bright as though fresh from the { Juicer mH basement or on ice. A good h fymith, Once renewed with SILVERFILL, your sil- i isi ‘When drink to have when guests visit | Coffee, ete. W 

you and the cost is nominal. Excellent }| &¢ts oe Toe ope 
flavor. Guaranteed pure and fresh. Com- article nee fg a 

plete directions mah sort ere 39c ae reminder 
: . Price * No. 4017. Four Ounce Bottle a ans PAG 

Extracts the juice 
from oranges, srape. 
fruit, lemons, ete. Juice 
is pure without pits 

f ‘or _pulp—used also for 
coring various fruits. 

4 ‘9. 
Beco “Postpaid. : Se 

=e, CREAM EXTRACTOR AND SIP 
Automatically Removes Cream From Bott 

This is a most pores poe device: Sa 

i extracts the pure, ic ; 

BAe chante place it in the bottle and the crem 

will start automatically at once, automatically f 

when the cream is drawn. Pays for itself in 

days. Can also be used for syphoning other I 

gasoline from your Car, for instance. Made @ 

in one piece only; should last a lifetime. 

fickel or other bright metal surfaces are kept renew- 
Wl polished with the least possible effort and expense. 
MILVERFILL you can _ plate, polish and preserve 

NILVER-COATING, not wears it away; thus the Heated polishing, and not injured as when abrasives a: 

Ms 
mb 

25¢ 
i 

WM. @ SILVERFILL SILVER PLATING COMPOUND, 

SERVICE CHARGE ON ORDERS 

486 x Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 3 nn 

re used, 

Replate the tare 
nished or worn 
silver backing of 
your toilet articles 
with SILVERFILL, 
Te will not only put 
& brand new sure 
face of sterling sil- 
ver upon them—it 
will preserve them 
from future wear 
or tarnish. 

Ta stores, restaw 
rants and offices 
SILVERFILL is in~ 
valuable ia the 
Ereretion of alt 
right metal sure 

faces. The coffee~ 
urneof restaurantn, 
—the soda foun- 

talo fixturesofdrug 
stores, will shine 

ERFILL. with 

SILVERFILL. 

PLATING 
be Tole iay 
aA ae 

Qs It -polishes 
rey 

fish as simply and easily as you would wash it, SILVERFILL ADDS TOG 
article is IMPROVED f 

h simple that a child can use’/SILVERFILL satisfactorily, and, Z Te contain Winonous ingredient, there is no necessity to scald and lon to overcome the risk from the noxious element: rdinceyt Fintine Gee ake them fit for use. SILVERFILL is sold onl ation being just a trifle smaller than the actual , a little SILVERFILL will go a long ways. 

ordinary rinsing and 
y in one ounce cans, 
size of the can itself, 
One can is usually Ist to put the dull and worn nickel finish of five automobiles in good shape jitor, lamps, bumpers and fixtures gleaming with the beauty of Rew silver. 

Ver Can Postpaid to any AUGEPRN. baietVaorsuase decks basianudceler une 

No. 4053, Little Wonder Cream Extractor. Price Wireased handling costs make this necessary, | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 4 487 



Now---HOT WATER QUICKL’ 
With the “STEAM-CLOUD” ELECTRIC HOT WATER HEA 

"9795 

Automatic Water Pump 
ca Drains & Fills Washing Machines, 
D 6 Tubs, Cellars, Tanks, Pails, Etc. 

Three Times As Fast As A Siphon 
Now you can drain out water and other 

liquids in rapid time with almost no ef- 
= an fort. An automatic water or liquid pump 

iw eas) that will either drain or fill any container. 
Sar Pa s Extremely useful around the house to 

Small Hnpty out washing machines, dirty water in pails and other containers, keep for Amounts of oe eons use when cellar accumulates water. Serves a double purpose. In addi- 
on to removing water, it can also be used for filling any container. Complete 

Boiling | With standard length drain and filling hose with vacuum-breaker adapter. At- 
Aches to threaded faucets or smooth faucets. <3 00 

Water In »,,6608. AUTOMATIC WATER PUMP AND DRAIN. Price Postpaid..... be 

Baek HOT or COLD WATER 
ub o “w FROM THE SAME TAP 

ater Hot Water Instantly—Low Cost— 
Takes No Waste! 

= Longer Electric Water Heater 
2 Fits Your Tap! 

Continuous Flow of Steam- 
ing Hot Water 

You can now have hot watef in any part of your home—quickly, with @ 
Electric Hot Water Heater. It is simplicity itself to use—just attach the cord 
any electric light socket, place the Heater in water, turn on the current, 
quicker than you would imagine, you have hot water for your dishes, for sh 

Xk 
Vamous Electric Hot Water Heater ing, even for taking a bath, or for any other purpose. And best of all, be wa n 

can be ready much more conveniently than it would take Folprenetr. he Gives Boiling Watinica Hurry! Always 

fashioned way. You need not wait for the gas heater, oil stove or coal ram ELECTRIC WATER HHA TOR ee 

Vor heating water in a hurry, we rec- 
The Electric Heater is always ready for instant service, 

Phere this heavy duty water heater. 
It works on a.new principle. Under the old way the 
utensil itself must first of all be heated before the water }f 
can become warm. With this new, modern method the 
Heater is placed right into the water itself and heats it 
up quickly and effectively. 

With an Dlectric Heater you can have hot water with 
very little waiting — no time wasted running down 
to the basement to light up the heater. Water for wash- 
ing or bathing is available quickly and without any 
inconvenience, and as soon as it is the _ correct 
temperature you can shut off the current immediately P 
—an additional saving. The water is not affected in any ft > tj | i 

Ss ht a rae cord.’ Plugs into any way. = ; 
electrical outlet, AC Very Useful for Traveling, at Cottages, for Office or Shop Cen eke ree - or DC. you want the hot water. Easily installed, no drilling and Every Place Where There Is 110 Volt Electricity No. 6629. Electric |or special tools required. Bolts onto most large oF 
Water Heater, $2 small faucets. Ready to use. 110 volts, $3 99 

The heater measures only 5 inches in diameter and a little over an inck Postpaid..... 95 No. 6772. Electric Water Heater, Postpaldy #* 
thickness—not much larger than your hand, yet it is almost uncanny the c= 
it brings you boiling hot, sizzling water in hardly any time at all—much quicl r 
in fact, than almost any other practical water heating method. J TRIC VAPORIZER 

. Have hot water right in the garage for washing or starting the Mibteseieh ease Fes 
and remember it’s there when you need it, with little waiting. Mél Many practical uses. VAPORIZE eur 1001 Uses — N Styl 
place the Heater in the water, turn on the current, and your hot wi oF }| Popular medicants for quick relief of ae ew Style 
is quickly ready for you, It is small in size, our illustration above b PERFUMER—zives home oF cifice ion | Hobbyists, Photog- é 
about a third actual size, thus it will fit neatly into your traveling] Covers “up EOPORIZER — purifies and | raphers, Sportsmen 

a ELECTRIC 

here are lighter models on the mar- 
®t which heat small amounts of water 
lilckly, but for practical household, 
a’m and cottage use, this is the heat- 

er you should have. 
Portable — carry from 
room to room — fits 
coat pocket, Economi- 
cal — costs 4c hour. 
Sturdily built, heavy 
water - proof rubber 

Gives off a continu- 
Water \ ous flow of good 

Denies er. ah 
lon ve to wait 

Your Tap . sess for the water to 
heat up.” By the time the water flows through 

this quick heating unlt it has become hot, Use the 
same faucet for hot and cold water. As the heating 
unit is electric, you just turn it off when you want 
cold water, and turn it on when you want hot water, 
You can have either one almost immediately. These 
units have been installed in garages, houses, bath- 
rooms, hospitals, doctor’s offices, etc. The cost of 
operating is surprisingly small, as it/is only on when 

From 

Take it with you when traveling and you will have hot water whe |||) steam ee Arcuces We have finally discovered 
electric current is available. The Heater comes to you all comp (| i sesicea Can ‘be held what we think 9 « really 

’ jar 7, ready for instant use. There is nothing extra to buy. No adjustm \ never ieik dak Wace SIH nat postive” 
- on. 

‘tory guaranteed. 110 
DC, volts, AC-! spring act 

Large size han- 
No. 6812 dle with mould- 

grippers, 

to make, and with ordinary care and use it should give a lifettl 
It is very easy to use, and can be easily taken 

for cleaning. Made of heavy aluminum, with high 
heating element, and substantially constructed of good” 
rials throughout. Complete with six feet of insulated 
cord, with push-in plug, as illustrated, packed in_ neal 
with full instructions for use, Operates_on AC or DO 1] 
electric current. i 
No. 4220. ELECTRIC HOT WATER HEATER...., 

satisfactory service. 

ed 

Becrinten nga atoes| 

| VAP-KWIX 
Ot ibaa H MAKE MONEY SELLING ELECTRIC WATER HE. 

Sells readily, for $2.50 to homes, garages, stores, ft ie P ‘About 414-Inches 10 cottages, shops, etc. Write for WHOLESALE PRIC No. 8008; MIRACLE TWEEZERS, this and other items when you buy 6 or more, © ~ : es 

| Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. > 489 488 > Johnson Smith & Co. | 



Portaldle UTILITY CABINET 
A Handy Chest for Tools and Small Articles 

Fishing Tackle, Money Box, Hobby Supplies, Parts Cabinet, Etc. 
ge Bis GABINETS. Serves beers variety of purposes. Keeps all of your personal ob 

or tools in one convenient place, in portable form so you can carry them conveniently. All metal, 
cabinets with convenient handle, 

: For Collectors, 
Camera Supplies, 

School Use, 

Haitey 

Shop Parts, VL Ika 

Office Supplies, Ps 
Ete., Ete. : 

A Portable eS on ha : 
Locker! 4 yal al 

PORTABLE UTILITY CABINET 
So Low In Price! 

With patented snap catch, Any small padlock 
tan be used. Has more uses than you can possibly 
think of. Sturdily made of sheet steel, electrically 
spot welded. Attractively designed with reinforced 
construction design. Rolled edges on lid and box 
for safety. Convenient patented comfort grip handle. 
Beautiful baked grey satin finish, Measures 11-in. 
long, 5x3 %-in. $1.39 

CABINET WITH HINGED TRA) 
When cover is opened, '%-compartment metal tn 

is automatically lifted out and held in position) 
you can get at box or tray, Six hinged tray suppa 
keep it level at all times; rises and goes back aul 
matjcally, Tray partitions are removable and ad 
able to make any style arrangement of comp 
ments, Nickel plated fittings. Fingergrip han 
with place for nameplate. Automatic safety 
with key. T'wo side snap catches. Full colored h 
rule on cover of box. Rugged steel construction 
strength and beauty. Black satin enamel. 13x6x 
inches. 
No. 6468. De Luxe Utillty Box, Postpald 

Transparent 9-Compartmené 
i 

Th 

TS el Led 

No. 6467. Utility Box With Snap and 
Key. Price Each, Postpaid......++...+ 

a 

COSTUMES 

Easy to get tool you want in a hurry with this 
rack, Bayes time and trouble. Mounted on almost 
any wall, table, etc. Time saver, ce saver, Tool 
holders are removable and changeable, More can be 
added if desired. Holds 7 tools, Get more racks if 
necessary. 1.45 
No. 6783, Davis Toolrak. Each...s--.. 

Wie, A small f 

Pocke? 

Size 
arent, see ceatents at a glance, 7x3lex1¥y 

Ree eaeS. TRANSPARENT 9-COMPARTMENT 
BOX. Price Postpaid. 

Revolving 
3 / 

old Rack 
Keep Nail 
Screws, Pin 
Tacks, Sma 

Hrdinary lig! 

fonvenient? 

screw, ta ) 
hanger, mi / 

onderful, all-metal, hinged cover box with 4 clips, ete, 
sunenie dividers. For cash, stamps, parts, ma ful for model 
specimens, fishing items, sewing equipment, etc., ~ ers, home OF 
ete, 1001 uses, Beautiful green enamel finish, 
convenient pocket or desk size, 644x%4%x1%- 
inches. -Get several. 2 for 890. 49c 
No, 6460. Price Each Postpald. «ws . 

490 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 

room use, | 
etc, 9-in, diamete? with Siz clear glass jars 
by their tops. Mounts on kitchen or work 
and shows at glance where to find what you) 
Twist of wrist removes jar. Rack is made of | 
painted red. With 2 screws for mounting. 
No, 6777. Revolving Household Rack. 

ee) 

to the dial of your watch or clock will enable you to tell the time by 
night. You can coat innumerable 
or the numbers on your house, 
dark. You can make your own Luminous Crucifixes, Rosaries, ete., and 
make money selling them amongst your friends. A watch or clock, whose 
dial has been made luminous usually sells for more than its original 
bottle contains sufficient to coat several small articles, However, # cheapest way to buy this paint is by the 8-ounce size, This size contains 

‘ir times as much as the dollar size. 
i pound. Full instructions and useful 
1 retain its luminous properties for many years. Glows bluish white, 
# 4032. Small Bottle 
Wiee Postpaid......ecces 
#, 4033. Medium Bottle 
Wlee Postpaid. .......... 

GOLD - RED 
LUMINOUS PAINT 
nw! Shines out in a brilliant orange-gold 

“re in dark, Positively magnificent radi- 
ee, paxzling., gitective, White appearance 

4059. Per 1-ounce Bottle. 

NOUS PAINT BRUSH 
2849. Luminous Paint’ Brush. 

ALL PURPOSE RUBBER HOLDER 
Stick to Any Surface; 

paren’ you often wished to keep your tools, pipes, clothes, utensils, bottles, 

Make ANY Article 
oe o ay Neaevenyany RULE Peer is PA PRL Se) 

eee 
THE 

devtra® 

LUMINOUS PAINT 
The Amazing Luminous Property of this Paint 
Stores up Light and Radiates it in the Dark. 
Lasts Indefinitely. No Electricity. No Expense. 

Applied Like Paint. 
Luminous Paint has the remarkable property of rendering different 

objects that are coated with it VISIBLE IN THE DARK. When ap- 
plied to the surface of various articles, it EMITS RAYS OF BLUISH 
WHITH LIGHT, thus making it quite easy to distinguish them no 
matter how dark it is, In fact THH DARKER THE NIGHT THE 
MORE BRILLIANTLY IT SHINES. 

Paint or Decorate Any Article. Thousands of Uses. Radi-& 
ant Energy That Lasts Indefinitely. Costs Only a 

Few Cents to Do Most Articles, 
It is quite simple to use. Anyone—YOU can do it. A little applied 

other articles. You can paint signs 
etc., so that they can be seen In thef 

by far 
about 

Large users are recommended to purchase by 
information accompany the paint, The paint If 

No. 4034, 2 ounce Bottle | 
Price Postpaid....... $1.00 
No. 4035. 8 ounce Size $3.00 \ 
Price Postpnid........ 

Luminous 
Tape 

Sticks Anywhere 
Easy to apply — ad- Byers 

hesive backing. Glows 
in dark. 6-ft. roll I+ 
in. tape. With instruc- iil 
tions. 

25c 
50c 

. 15¢ 
Fine camel's hair brush, Medium brushes for most P 
types of work, Cae 

Price Postpald. . 

S 
Holds Almost Any Object 

B i pipes, brushes, ete., handy Now you can do just that with the ALL PURPOSE WONDER GRIP HOLDERS. Clip is %x1-inch, Spring rubber gri kes_ob, to insert and remove, yet holds fae Sane” 
| Suction Cup Holder Sticks Anywhere Tllustrated at left. Has suction cu) i i . 8 P Which stic’ to glass, any smooth surface, ete., without Diane. and easily removed. Holds fast. 

No. 4583. Suction Cup Holder. (2 for 25c) Each..... ip 15c 

Screw-In Wonder Holder 
Illustrated at right. Easily screwed into wood, ete. No. 4584. Screw-On Wonder Holder, (3 for 26c) Each... 10c 



| 
A $3.98 INVESTMENT THAT MAY SAVE YOU THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS! 

RESTO Fire Extinguisher 
Ready Anytime and Everywhere—Puts Out Cars 

All Types of Fire Quickly x When fire breaks out—anytime—anywhere—the fin- est fire insurance policy you can have is PRESTO— the one-man fire-fighting department that kills all fires ceo ihen ay, ey many times its size and 6 ‘ost, necessity for ES. CARS, MOTORCY SHOPS, BOATS, ETC, ETC. ; Sines Small—Light—Compact—Portable—Powerful Boats So small, so light, So powerful that any member of ene can ae it peg held and effectively. It’s just e€ a8 pointing a finger at the fl: le the valve and PRESTO does the rest, Hess isa il 
Ad No Pumping—Always Ready , ways ready for the emergency—its effec does not deteriorate until it is used. Keep for erie it is still ready for instant use, Ligh’ Office heavy equipment to carry; no time feck fo Ree ee 

Myers Famous Lockstitch Sewing Aw! 
Make & Repair Leather Goods, Shoes, “The Awl For All” 

Belting, Harness, Canvas 

The Newest Improvement 
In Stitching Tools 

This Awl for All will save you more than * 

the proverbial “stitch in time.” It will save A Wonderful Repair 
our time and temper. It is a practical sewing ° H 

aevice—e tool that meets almost every require- Sews Anything 
ment for mending old or new harness, etc. ¥ J 
The Awl for All is designed for the purpose of making repairs on leather, can} 
or composition material where a strong and firm lock-stitch is required. Its ! 
are numerous for instant and lasting repair jobs, in the shop, on the farm, 0 
the home. With little or no previous experience, belts, harness, boots, f 
balls, tires and 101 other items may ne repaired, at home By ene ie ght 

i improve , is ha j oat inves 1 

auton fees is the ori Semin tent babind tere Need which is a very great convenience Indeed, | Fc a ; : under control, : ; 7 getting fire or Home 

thus there are no sharp metal edges to come in contact with the thread, consequently the thread cap | ‘ we low On PURO, ean’t afford to be without its protection, Solution is chlorobromomethane, de- 
readily be broken. The thread, prepared by a special treatment, guarantees a firm, neat and satisfacl pn in See during war and now made in U.S.A. by Dow Chemical Company. Used in tanks and 
repair job. The spare needles can be kept in the hollow handle, the ies of which is made to screw) im. Its effectiveness is recognized. Police, city officials, insura - £0! nee men, ete., : 
It is very substantially made throughout, and must not be confused any way with various che We recommended the PRESTO extinguisher, Shect steel’ construction. ritregiece qu, fmong. those who 
and altogether inferior devices. 

. ; 7 , attractively finished, si on and complete with wall bracket. Comes fully loaded, read. AG ¥ finished, simple valve 
With this Awl you can do your own repairing. It is strong enough for very tough leather, yet 1 " indefinitely, Instructions included for reloading. Remember: ene Toatingrent. ine a for. ane ee enough for canyas, tarpaulins and other light materials. The needles are interchangeable and can re, or more than 

furnished with curved or straight point, and stout or fine. The curved needles are very handy Whlgg @% 0671. PRESTO Fire Extinguisher, Postpald............. ES Me $3.98 
sewing the inside of boots and shoes. aOR cae a af an cece elias: aoe Races ol oe ttt tte ete eee es yee OS 
home or workshop. It might easily save its cost the first time you , and, in case of a 

Handy Household 

6671. PRESTO Fire Extinguisher, Postpald 

| * 
might prove to be worth its weight im gold. It is almost indispensable for repairing saddles, gun_ cal top Door Banging 
suit cases, shoes, carpets, grain bags, burlap, awnings, pulley belts, buggy and auto tops, ete. , P . Easy Way 
even be used to sew up wire cuts on horses and cattle. Each Awl comes complete with reel of sp Noise With Ease to Get Scales 
processed waxed thread, one curved and one straight needle, small metal wrench and screwdriver ¢ OR SILENCER Rubber bump- a Drop 
bined, and full printed instructions complete in carton. Replacement supplies, such as needles” ercushion Weighs Up = 
thread, always obtainable, With» bullt-in or a Lot 
No. 4201. All Metal Sewing Awl. $1.00 No. 4203. Special Waxed Thread In spring shock 50 Lbs, 
Price Complete Postpald........ Reels. Price Each Reel Postpald..... absorber stops 

Ni: a2sza, Eire Gured edi! ‘485 | Stine rice tor'20°Vard Sin ‘Pouoald 3 a pare PUMP pailnmee Bane 202A, Extra Curved Needle : eins, Price for ar eln Pos! noise. Bumper ' . No, 4202A, Extra Curved Needle. . » ; cushion fits FITS brass ‘plated, 
stamped numerals 
with 1-lb. mark- 
ings, nickel ring 
and hook. Weighs 
up to 50-lbs, Used 
for weighing any- 
thing — laundry, 
packages, grocer- 

ies, newspapers, 
fish, etc., ete, 
Useful in home, 
office, shop, 
school, out- 

HYDRAULIC PUMP OILER . ca pam ‘ah - Oise in moulding 

Squeeze & It Squirts! * REGULAR 
BOTTLE 

Want to get a 
few drops of liquid, 
or a steady stream, 
out of a bottle? 

Do it the easy way with / this Liquid Bottle Pump, - y Fine for any type of 10c Service Charge liquid, fluid or fuel. “All metal, 

) from view. As door shuts, 
zie slow it down, rubber 

on absorbs bang. Low price, 
Hive. Get several, 
7692. Each. Postpald 10c 

Pay Postage On Most 
Items 

Practical € Pont - 

eerie i MIDGET PLIERS 
pose 

Gets In Small Plac | Sauirts 
or ‘slow WATER MIXER 

: i Specially designed for sms forced feed piston type. » doors Btream, of oft Mixes hot, & cold water. Chrome Bork, and yhard-to-get-at la Orders Under $1.00 No. 4045 Bottle coh 85c No. 6653 59 ted; s Tass. so use -in, * fe . i i 

mt aneert hind fountain. Adjustable in length: fits | of hardened Atoel,. bright cam Postpald ic 
VYs-pte All metal, all faucets, smooth or threaded. See Joint, adjustable 

6773, A No. 6779. 3 L 

Postpaid w..sess Price Postpaid... 8 $1.75 No. 4788. Postpaid... os oose ar s 

Automatic Counter Usefulin Sh If 
Hundred Different Ways fo e 

Scientists, Factory, Sportsme Small Parts Handy, 
Scorekeeping, Etc. | counts macitins Quickly Available 

Hane 
‘ 

Large, Medium, Small, Jeweler’s 
Right size screwdriver always handy—all in one 

handle!l! From midget jeweler’s screwdriver to big 
G-in, size. Case hardened tips; knurled non-slip 

1,.F 
d 

SE ee acs pra Set Postpaid.......scsseseceecesssnceres 9c ro F % } 

3 he 

stop Door Slam! = td ust Fine for Rivets, Wash- 
DOOR CHECK stops that nerve racking 

door slam. Saves the door, saves your nerves, 

Positive operation. 
Simple to_ install, 
nothing to adjust. 

forows, Bolts, Nuts, Small Parts, Tacks, Nails, 
, Small Tools, Buttons, Pins, Needles, Thimbles, 
Hooks, Snaps, Sewing Accessories, Safety Pins, 

#, Stamps, Specimens, Rubber Bands, Tweezers 
and Hundreds of Other Small ftems 

in amusen 
laces, hotels, J 

ing platforms, stock yards, lumber mills, 
where a count must be kept. Store rentals” 
are based upon the number of people passin Revolving Bin Parts Cabinet 

eylinder i unter will help you to count | eye space and make things easy-to-get-at. Fine fo: 
a lows: Maa door, Selatan Gaturabaly, Fits the hand. With | y pichool, cottage, ‘shop, work room, garage, ples, ete, Keeps them alw: specimens, stamps, sam- 
Complete with screws, SS press of the pin, It adds 1 to total on mat Fits in tool box, traveling case or pocket. tates lik E always at your fingertips. Ro- iomp 

all on wall in a couple of minutes, Put on ates like ferris wheel. Use on desk No. 6145. DOOR otal So Ly eine — ws das doors or stand upright on shelf or table. | ceiling, ete. All steel—built to Tast’ lifetinve “0. ae 
aero 75¢ | nickel plated, ‘Two styles. Hottom and removable lid. Bach container Siz. | LOx12-in, 7 trays, about 24 bins, $3 98 Postpald..... No. 4663. Adds Up to 989. Postpald. ... ‘Wii, 132-in, wide. Metal shelf, 12-inches long. No. 6873. Revolving Cabinet. Postpald, . e 
492 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | No. 4684, Adds Up to 9,099, Postpaid Bi: Price. Ench;/ Postgeldeaies .. $1.00 | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. K 493 



Handy Time Saving Tool for Craftsmen, Home Repair Work, Hobby Building, Odd Jobs at Office and Shop 

| Dremel ELE Cuts Coren Like W/L ITE IMPROVED ALTO TT q Look at the rest . . . then CTRI Cc HA ND TO 0 L MOTO-SAW e 
ts M. (the speed necessary to conserve cutters, do fine work). Own All You Do Is Guide It--- Mto-Tool the handiest tool in the home or shop... . find new uses for Haily. Just plug in any electric outlet and you have a wonderful Cuts Smooth, Sanded Edge 

More like magic than any 

Ml that helps you do thousands of jobs faster, easier. Fine for 

tool you ever saw. Imagine an 

Mrmen, hobby workers, home, shop, office, ete. CLEANS. 
LISHES — SHARPENS — DRILLS — BUFFS — CuTs — 

electric scroll saw only slight- 
ly heavier than a hand copying saw... 

UTS. Work on almost ANY MATERIAL f RD METALS, rom LEATHER to 

to feed. takes no effort to run, no pressure 
Worle at any angle—on big assembly jobs or on 

ers declare 

Housing has ““pencil-type’’ finger grip.—Instant-action wrenchless Wk—-Patented automatic chuck-lock pin—110 volt universal type ‘DO motor—Oversize armature shaft; hardened, ground and polished. “ily replaced commutator brushes—Oil-less sealed trouble-proof 

e 
as v/hgs—About 25,000 R.P.M. Cut 1 Cart —Duste 

the tiniest piece you can hold in your fingers. 1-Foot pred. air-cooling system—Dynamically ‘haleaced for Wiprationicns Geer “uy 
Runs 7200 strokes a minute... am fast oe pie A Miviy aanger’ hock, cord penis, RoNsInE Ss esas Bo eundee Mate Pock oh 

i ilt... only two tel ped to fit the hand i ; ocket Size 

seems to stand still. Sturdily bui Minute 3 t moving parts... never needs oe. he heath up to , pee7. Bheorcre HAND TOOL., $9.95 Machine Shop” 
Now YOU Can sin apogee jome So Easily isin. al $9.85 plus 10c postage) SEND.........., Approx. 25,000 R.P.M. an o Quickly 

i. a th it eliminates sanding? Novice or! Sands Wood Polish h Easily cuts intricate designs—so smoo iad ae plishes-Shcus) Wales Avice, 
t ou when you get a Moto-Saw in your nde ' . Re eene yen en Ore deeus switch. Use anywhere. Only two moving Smooth Furniture, Etc. Furniture ELECTRIC ili Saws in any direction. Comes complete with three) 

Bowe tans ne tear cuts on an average of one foot a minute on wood) 
mnie %. in ‘medium hard wood. Operates on 110-120 volts 50 or 60 cycle AC, 4 “iN. 

SANDER 
Gisapraee aye, b mines Price Postpaid Only..................0005 f J Re ~ i> . ‘ Og POLISHER 

Plans for Drill Press, Plane, Grinder Plans for Building Power Driven Sd ECE MASSAGER 412 POPULAR MECHANICS PLANS. Make hea foes motorized, mand planes Deivy duty. grinaer | scroll" avr, wo, circular fawn aide cuba : mp Fe eee oe parte high speed’ hand grinder *3ee Bane Sey es Pabtoetdast Geese Sel 14,400 Sanding or Polishing Strokes Every Minute 
Sa aka). price: Poakbald, pert 

Does the Job Easily and Quickly 
A MT ele nemesis 

A useful home tool that you will find very practical whether you 
How To Do Elect id ee wiring 

r # home craftsman or not. It ig a complete’ tool by itself, and does 
Practical, sea ata Sue ret for beginner. 

Many labor-saving jobs that you will not want to be without it. 
in Raine Sree willis Tesi, fixtures, appli- 

for Refinishing Wood Furniture, Desks or Equipment—First itl 

Tells an va te, Gives safety regulations, etc. 
Hinds, Then You Can Paint, or Use It to Wax and Polish. 

aed eaee new ie oe Electric Wiring. 25c 
Rofinlshing Metal Before Painting, It Cleans Finish, Removes ust and Old Paint. New Paint Job ts Smooth, Excel 

Price Postpaid, Only...... tees to Repalr. m » Excellent for 
Waxing and Polishing Woodwork, Furniture, Shoes, Autos, § 

a loors, Etc., Etc, It Does the Job With Almost No Effort. Craftsmen-Mechanics-Repair Men-Printers-Radio Men sZE Wiilo_Massaging Action Makes It Wonderfully Effective Massager x — for Tired Muscles, Stimulates Circulation, and Has Wonderful Relleving E ‘ect, 

io 
a 

, i " Complete electric operation; all you do is p 

r¢ ulbert o y ri 
E polishing pads, lamb’s wool, emery cloth, ete 

lug it in the wall. ‘Change from sand paper, 
320 depending upon type of jo 

How To Fix Electric Appliances — 
Repair electric clocks. irons, motors, cleat 

appliances, etc., at home to save money ane 
make money. Excellent part tithe work. Interest 
Tilustrated booklet prepared by Popular Mechi 
Magazine, 
No. 1644, Price Postpald....+e.+seee00 ™ 

in x conds, Uses any grit size from 60 to b you have, 2 - cushioned sanding face. 2% -in, 

ZG : wide, 6 %-in. long, 4-in. high, Black bake nandle with comfortable grip. Gr: ham- 

Fine for Working Metals, prio g mered finish on body. Switeh penalty Jocated m bandle Two easily maniputdted positives 
Z 

olding paper clamps perates on 20 yo C, 60 cycle current, Co 3 1 

Wood, Etc. Ideal for Hobby Wor 4 ZA 
} Wisager with 9 sheets assorted sand paper, lamb’, ool and fabric polishing pads,*heayy Panty Re 

As Well As General Repair Work A " imulates cord. No interference with radio or television, 
of All Kinds 

fe Z No. 6838, ELECTRIC SANDER-POLISHER-MASSAGER, Relieves Price ($14.50 plus 25c¢ Postage) SEND... 

HOBBY LATHE 

ou RINGS YOU THE HOBBY DRILL Y 
NEED AND AT A REAL LOW PRICE! Take hold of ae 

N poe iia le fied as s ite ae fee ae ae as rough work with is, how i 
it, Pceraicaiie: ior hala. postites NOM Tah as eau as nen Ea ne ero 

: anion for : 
ELECTRICIANS, RADIO. MECHANICS, PRINTERS, REPAIR MEN, AUTO 

LABORATORIES, HOME REPAIRS, HOBBY WORKERS, MODEL ORINDER—DRILL—LATHE—POLISHING WHEEL—BUFFER~ 
BOILOLAG, ETC., ETC. Yes, "it’s the tool that serves the purpose for almost every- 

Tf a buildi or STEEL WIRE BRUSH i thei orkshop. you do any building or rep * 
oe rene pat aes THE ae ee tek atenieck hie ton it will be a “‘life saver’ on many of ful 5-Piece POWER DRIVEN Tool Set 
ite * a She nin: autor Hid that would ordinarily be tedious and difficult. ULAR DRILL CHUCK for lathe ot for drilling. Take 

ions, doing 

All-Purpose Drill. Takes Routers, Drills, Buffers, Polishers, Sanding Wheel, Min. shank, Adjustable, Fine for model work. EMERY 
te. Pist ORINDING WHEEL, Excellent for cutting away metal, Grinding Wheel, Etc., Etc. Pistol Grip Makes It Easy To Control! b Meine tools and all types of grindi eek. cba ¢ : fu ringin ir or ° T 

Gets Into Small Places! “ Hd seconds wha wild take hours to do by hand, STEEL WIRE BRUS cellent for fl my old a and giving it that Suey ne, noe BuERing in E i date bits up to \%-in. in size, Makes off any rough spots, gives metal smooth finish. ‘an Paty, Ain we ACL! Catteda. aetianiee | SEAMING wehelty OMiAWING Sticbtis Miiee ee ! PIMING WHEEL. Cloth polishing wheel. Gives metal and plastic as means tint ~ will pene on ie “anille, ‘And you can work many types of material.. Use it on " leather and, almost any other semi-hard material a high polish, Will 
ndrels, etc., as w , 7 ficult job let the GILE lean your shoes, ; f 

erate: wood, plastic, bone, alloys, meen ees SN EU eatiee EBT Hanae “Gilbert Uniy. About 7-in- high. Double pulley wheel for two speeds, Leather belt in- 
HOBBY DRILL take over pots Size permits it ‘to be used in hard-to-get-aty places, Co: for use with any motor (motor not supplied), Bearing mounted shaft with 
motor, Powerful, light, aenena 110-190 volts, AC or DC. Complete with chuck, rubber cord | Bur so that any two of the three wheels supplied (grinding, steel brush, a ed ORenished in aluminum, Size 7 %x6-in. Weight 4-lbs. 1 Wi aaa “GILBERT HOBBY DRILL. Price Postpald........cscceesccccecsceces 

=~, 

1 be kept on the: machine. Wheels can be changed quickly in a few ™! quickly in a few seconds. 
Heb. HOBBY LATHE SET. Price Postpaid. . 

“ATALOG TO YOUR FRIENDS, They wil ihe te nats will wor Thank sue | T Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 495 
"SALES OR USE TAX Is EXTRA. If your at 

494 * Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | either of these taxes, add amount to your r 



3-in-1 Electric Jig Saw, 
Sander and Filer 

This Is Almost a Complete Home Power-Driven Workshop in One Handy Unit 
at a Price You Can Afford 

Now You Can Make Hundreds of Things So Easily 
That It’s Fun! Save Money Making Your 
Own Things! Make Money Selling Things 

You Make! 
This electric motor-driven home tool combines 

the most important features of a home workshop 
—almost a home workshop by itself! In addition, 

it will prove a valuable tool for you 
to have around any home or office, 
shop or farm, factory or school. Makes 
household repairs easy to do, and gives 
you professional results, too! Actually 
Saves its cost in odd jobs very quickly, 
if you have any spare time, you can 
find fun and profit making models, 
furniture, shelves, home building, toys, 

ete., ete, Doesn’t tak 
up very much room, 
so even those with 
limited space will 

Model Maker’s Miniature Liahe 
Ideal for Precision-Made Miniature Models and Parts 

This lathe has been designed for model makers and craftsmen who wish to make very small models” 

parts with high precision. 

For Hobbyists—Craftsmen—Gunsmiths—Schools—Jewelers—Tool Makers— 

Laboratories—Instrument Shops—Lapidaries Bas ay wll Patterns, 

is ed for the making of small parts of high precision by craftsmen. of all kinds. 1 lades 

Be slaatis sna batt etal All lathe operations may be done on it (within its capacity) which are @ d 7 

on large machines. Heavy alloy castings, accurate alignment and careful construction. Complete basic e 00 

ment: taper centers, face plate, lathe dog and bed support. Fully assembled, ready to run. May be 

with “any suitable motor (not included). Rugged and sturdy. Fully machined parts. ace ’ 

enamel, Compact. Capacity: 3-in. swing (2'42-in. over tool rest); 3'/-in. between centers, Lengt! 1 

8-in. wide, 5'2-In. high. Weight 3-Ibs. $1 

No. 6799. MODEL MAKER'S MINIATURE LATHE. Price....--. i 
Had i8ta eonneceiin 

useful tool. 

Build Your Own Cement Block Making Mac : 4 Ta — > Complete With $14 95 

mplete 
With Built In 
Hloctric Motor, 

Cheap Concrete Blocks Useful for Making Low Priced 

Housdé, Garages, Shops, Buildings of Any Kind 
Motor for Only 

@ Absolutely Safe! 
> ‘i oer ie ee Eh bet can build caulekiy with tinea ren 

i you are ast eg fo bund one WAKE. MONEY. ‘SELLING M Adjustable Arm Permits Cutt FINISHED CEMENT BLOCKS or RENTING MACHINE. Any Length! ing 

@ Precision Built for Easy Operation! 
B Of Light Weight Cast Aluminum! 
@ Ideal for Home Work Shops! 

erated Machine Plans for Motor Driven Machi 
Plans for Hand Oper This machine is all-steel, vibration type, 

look over these exciting specifications and you will a recig 5 
) > p F S 8 appreciate the mz hw it can do for you. Let the machine do the work while you have the Fun 

e 
e 
e 
e 
e 

e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
iJ 
s 
e 
s 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
es 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 

1 build, makes plain fi 

eens ee eee ae oxbxi 6-inchen, Mac
hine by %4-h.p, electric motor, and turns out 100 

2g sizes, corner blocks, joist blocks per hour. Blocks are standard $ core 8 

es tie sacking ts built of steel channel and inch size and are moved from the machine on 

costs from’ $2.00 to $10.00 to build, depending made wood pallets. Machine is strong and it 

upon using new or second hand iron. Machine will and is easily built of stock steel items at low 

make up to 200 blocks per day and is ideal for the Vibrator unit is simple and runs on ball beai 

man wanting to build his house, barn, garage, etc. Bache compacted blocks are turned owl 

Complete plans. n . F Motcr ri 

Bi ns for Hand Operated Cement No. 1759. Plans for Fast or Driven 

Esk tmakiny Machtre: Postpald.......-.-- 50c Cement Block Making Machine. nace i "i 
It Only Takes a Few Jobs to Pay Its Low Cost! 

POWERFUL ELECTRIC MOTOR—3000 rev- Saw arm may be removed gnd saber blades mee ae et se “lutions per minute. 110 volt, AC self-align- used for large’ ieces, § ; 
a 

= ns ! is . se or larger pieces, §: st is § =a Li vid Ne -Chrom Ea s » fre oilite bearings and ground-polished shaft. 3/16 strokes per nominee, Oni ted epee 
q w n . eavy fly wheel. parts (slide and drive block), Drive block Paints On, Gives a High y mm ri ; PADLE—6x8-inches. Tilts and rotates to cut of oillite. yh Be ee Ms POLISHER SAN ) ft any angle. f FILING—Merely remove saw blade and saw Riseter 4 en HANDING TABLE—Tilts through 45 degrees. arm and use %-in, diameter standard filing 

Refinish Old Parts or ee ak) Beiely "2000 cates Spetioe ne GORD oe ce . os silverware, etc. wo j mate v2 surface feet per minute. CORD—46-ft. moulded rubber cord and plu Paint Any Part on Autos, s HAW—Cuts to center of 16-in. circle. May be type, one Bikes, gk: Wika Any foluted to any position to cut longer lengths. © DIMENSIONS—Overall 18 %4x8 % x8 % -inches 

Surface 
s— 

Fine for refinishing or covering new surfaces on 

autos, bicycles, boats, signs, machines and equip- 

ment,, paris, etc. Can be brushed or sprayed on as 

with any paint. Dries hard and brighter than or- 

All Ready for Use—Just Plug It Into Electric Outlet! It Makes It Fun to 
Build and Repair Things at Home! 

- rag , 

"| 

e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
° 
e 
e 
e 
e 
o 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
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itire set comes complete, all ready for you to plug into any 110 volt, A i luminum aint. Fine for touching up ‘Does Pollshing, Buffing, Sanding, : é } 

nickel oF chrome, and adding a few bright touches Waxine on Autos, Floors, Furniture, t. Included are three project patterns, 3 saw blades and two 4x9-inch 
Silverware, Plastics, Etc. “ ) of wood. Blectric switch, Weight 6 pounds. Order yours now! Wherever you wish. 2 oz. 0 

No. 7621. Liquid New-Chrome. Postpald. . 5 c 

for Less Than $1.00 

Add 10c Service Charge to All Orders 
_——————— 
496 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 

® 2 

biect bap tire it lied) or motor into id . jot supplie r inn 
Griven polisher and” buffer.” Easy to polish, | f Postpaid Only...... 9 Fe Slee, biel waist ho ale ol Airis a ieretey tithe fat (pnd ua 
anything from shoes to cars. Professional 
finishes in a jiffy. 1-in, shank, Inclu 
and pan ion using any sandpaper. 
net lasts indefinitely. 
No. 6870. Polisher & Sander Unit, Postpald 

i 

id. ding | . Professions! heavy duty polishing and, tena (008. ELECTRIC 3-in-1 SAW, SANDER and FILER. $1 4.95 
e 

USE TAX Is EXTRA. If . 
these taxes, add amount to BAe SM | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. * 497 
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MASTER 
ELECTRIC 

Unit Arc Welders 
The WELDER is a tool that will be useful in every HOME, SHOP, 

GARAGE and FACTORY. ‘Actually performs an amazing variety of 

work that ordinarily would cost many follars to have done. 

As Easy As Soldering 

Easy to Make and on 

Repair Metal Articles / 

7 TORNAD 0 GAS TORCH 
The Modern W. ‘ 

No Compressed Air Rornicd of Soldering 

Nothing to Pum x apai 
p---Self-Adjusting--

-Safe---E : 

Generates 1700 Degrees of steak acca 
Ideal for use wh 

1700 degree erever you need a really h : 

quickly; solder wilt Ideal for hard and note seldenin eee eee 
ing small part ow freely and smoothly. Can b g. Will heat 

Sand bending metal. Does light Teas oe for anneal- 
a ne. 

Easy to Use---Just One Connection to Make 

i 
’ or Hobbyi E 

Home eee sipee, | broken “y ; Bins ove Mechanics, Home Use, Jewelers, Lab 

Se elntay. ates, “ate. 3 Reay tor Source to any illuminating gas jet Cae oratory Work, Electricians 

Auto Repairs, Repair fender 
Bin. and 3-1 on. Comes complete with th ith a rubber hose and you are 

tears, motor block cracks, 
Rirns g-in, blast). A very hand ree different style nozzle tips (%-i 

bumper welding, body cracks 
1s away finishes with its hot fi y tool to have around the hous oy 

and breaks, etc., etc. f 
No, 6491. TORNADO GAS TOR ame. Durable all-metal constructi e@ or shop. 

Farm Machinery. Almost indis- 

CH. Price Postpaid uction. $3 95 

pensible on the farm to make 

° 

emergency repairs to farm 

equipment and household ap- 

ovat lang Furnes he: 
prone 

ine Sains metals auickly and 
Knives 

Melts Iror 
—Scissors 

cleanly. 
—Small Tools 

Bloycle Repairs, Weld the frame 
‘ 

of a ae Strengthen and Steel, Copp 
Pocket si 

ea ss Henitss 
1 ocket size hone fi 

. keeping all types of he 7 

Brass, Tin Fee ene ant STEEL RUL 
with Pocket Clip 
Stainless steel 

rule with clip. Low 
in price yet tops in 
precision. A ruler you 
can depend upon. You 
can measure with 
great accuracy. Con- 
venient pocket ¢ lip. 
6-in, long, graduated 
in 64ths. 

Bulld Your Own Midget Racer, 

Ice Boat, Motor Bike or Other 

Special Machinery. Most crafts- 

men do not hesitate in work- 

sharp, Easily pays for 
B itself. Keeps knives 

Tazor sharp. Made from 
aluminum oxide. Easy 
to use—just rub knife 
over the stone at a 
alight “angle, Keep one 
a me and in the 

Etc 7 

ing with wood because they are familiar with it; but the? 

€Lecrric oc INSECT. of making things out of metal seems to be “somethin 

eect KILLERS jal.” Actually, you'll get a new thrill working with 

LECTRI joyi idi good 

StrsoaRD Powe 
of building racers an 0 

, Refrigeration and 

Ing Shops, General Work Shops and Many Others. 

This is one of the finest guaranteed are 
ne 4673. Pocket 

welders manufactured for general maintenance 
m Sharpening Stone. 2 

repairs. Hundreds of money and time-saving 
5c No. 4682. Price 

Postpald..... 25¢ 

fi OLS oa 

LIGHT GENERATORS Z 
2 nt in : Postpald 

tly jos « S repairs Wil e possible : 

7 A with the Unit Electric Gs Combol ke 
- 

; EQ) Le | ie weton¢ Welder in your home, : oc Hand: PO 

Gs; Ge Ri hop. 

eas ENB a coh as Bee y POCKET LEVEL 
ye 

i e iquid Type 
The level is a useful in- 

WIND ER 
PLANTS Tee or mT AG or DC 860 ace 

b> PP, current. Does comparable Dee 

widow TRANSFORMER c k to the re expen- f 

euecr.cosike © MOTORS BPP Hein work to fe teeta 40 combination lock at a ) strament. which aid 

weld in a short time, just follow instructions included with the unit. Comes complete jf } pnally low price, Ruggedly struction is perfectly flat, ceailth (Acree teers 

ue trong, useful service. | ings, in fact, any sti at. You can use it to test your fi g if con- 

‘is of combinations pos- | instrument, yet it Pee ee want to put up it ‘is ees a 
. Ss in e 8 8 -price 

No Key Necessary 
case and «shackle. <A 

ready to plug in and use. 

No. 6092. UNIT ELECTRIC WELDER, Price Postpald...-+--+-+----*"* * suri : 7 

Ba ange Re LTE LDING Sane P 35¢ panting: ee a ay 0 boss such as Diack on too to the workman, Lay it 

Price Postpald. 12 for....+.-+seeseerrere Oe cai ie Vipiare ale -ssiviace ¥. ee ee else 
mw, Ideal » - | across. By holding string : r; oF, you can stretch stri 

No. 6094. BRONZE BRAZING RODS. 
35¢ an eo ieee ne bc determine when iz, string taut and mounting ‘evel on kereioh, striae 

Price Poctpald. @ for.....-+-+++srsesttee estate WADA seve lctaetermMmlalee ‘ #044. Combolock. . . 50C | No. 4684, pooken tava 3%-in, eee ends, Aluminum 

ARC AND SPOT WELDERS BOOKLET SOLDERING AND BRAZING SIMPE 1 wirenne g cent - + Price Postpald............. 60c 

Bulidi lect: 1 hich ates on ‘ells ho’ se ni * : GUIDE 

arBullding an elect me are welder, wh ich {bsin.. rods | in soldering aluminum, ‘small cracks in cylinder 2 DIAMETER 6 SouveMienr | [seee\ Ne at THE UNIVERSA 

io tains Aiso 110-v. AC spot welder for small shop zine alloys, ete. Torch soldering with a can ones RULER [as 1K 
L TOOL 

ond prea cutting with oxyacetylene. Popular Me- mow, staialene fie nae soldered, brazed, 3 BH had \\ A FTN | FOR THE HO 

chanic: t. 

ypular 
- 

Y, aN 

455. Arc C | No. 1486. Soldering & Brazing Simplified. 4 gascine Gs e a ieee BBY SHOP 

- ZK} he low priced MITH 

. 
0R MAS- 

No. 1455. Arc & Spot Welders. Postpaid......ssceee 
: 

1000 1 1 
) 

TBR i I 

4000 FULL VIEW CONTA NERS | SUPER JET BLOW TOR mead tir isan’ ideal tool designed 
. 

F ; S, car 

Transparent Tops, Small Parts Boxes 1000 Uses With S39 \ CY poate hobbyists, Six anak tects 

Window Lids Amazing Dry Fuel Blowtorch | WA ; N ener. GUIDE: chih. at aay aupie 

wo " y degrees. DIAMETER » 
a R 

> —See In! This tool xmazed science editors. Pere | 
win 

Li 

*AGE: Place object in y-slot, read di- 
Se 

f Round metal fect for poldesing, silver Soe poe P| j ameter. M 

@icontainers for ening or annealing small parts. ft 
er. MARKIN <Ws 

FF parts, stamps, and praised by model makers, elec ) Hide ASTER makes line inp Magic Md gor, striping, ete.; 

; PROTRACTOR-SQUARE: Set at any sagt: 
coins, pins, but- tricians, jewelers, mechanics, chemists, Al 

tons, ete. Keeps small inventors, schools. 10 minutes intense \ 
to Set at “ 

articles in their place, heat (over 2000 degrees F.) with each » Penet center of any round Shetsegnb~ and mark it off. CENTER FIND: 

but easy to find. Used in home, tablet. Solid brass torch, air cooled — Hed angle measure for @ object. RULER and DRAWING INST eR: 

shop, office, school. Wonderful for collectors. Also handle, clear plastic tube, Complete — mod steel GOnsteuatlan ee: , RUMENT 

use for waxes, pastes, even liquids, 2%-in. dia. by | unit. H which illustrates Pee thie ates tab Lasts Zoek years. Packed in 3-color 
is used. Weight about 1% lbs, 4% lbs, 

Q-in. Get 3 for 40c. No. 4028. Super Jet Blow Torch. Postpal ran 

498 % | No. 5985. Each, Postpald....-- 15C | No. 3412. Heat Tablets. Pkg. of 12. Diieata 3 MASTER, 
«dia ‘eile alevelsioiaaler ain ata’ § 5 iaie a Whiet eee ehh weliie averesay dame aions bee $1.95 | 499 

sees 



¢ WITH THE i HOME SPRAYING IS EASY an 

Matta 
Lo 

oh ay 
eas ( tee eS] 

Gives Your Painting the Professional Touch! 

Ree 
PAINTING VERY EASY! 
Le 

4‘I Never Knew Painting Could be Fun!’” Spray Painting 
it at it i Booklet at. it is 

The spraying method of painting actually mak 
declan easy to give articles a professional-like finish thi i 

evap lots of fun to do! All you do: is fill up the container with Pop. Mechanics Press 
Laue color of paint you wish to use, connect up the 

Ceilings, 
Under 

Shelves, 

he. i 
s i 

A) rey to start painting! A fine spray comes out-of the 
By r 5 giving a beautiful, uniform coat. 

, \ em 

sprayer Teils technique of us- 

to auto engine or tire, press the valve and you are ready spray gun, construct. 
3 own guns and 

nozzle, fia city double act- 
compressor f ir 

stoc! te: Hi . 
NO BRUSH MARKS, NO BLOBS Or recommendations, faults, 

Obie Sensationally TE tay PAINT, ALWAYS UNIFORM RESULTS [Poiwnic: 

ts Besides a paint apgeyer to apply ordinary paint, duco, 
ee top dressing and en 

wi) OLINE AND KEROSENE FOR CLEANING. SPR 

Complete. Nothing fied ODORIZERS or PERFUMERS as well as Any Free Flowing 
Else to Buy 

Ast Power Sprayer 
Paint your 

=| kitchen, bathroom, 
cabinets, closets 
in minutes. 

Operates From Auto Engine, 

Compressor or any Gas Engine 

any gas engine having 4 or more cylinders, En- 
ables you to have a high grade sprayer outfit 
without the expense of a motor and compressor. 
This is the complete unit (except for paint). 
Sprays lacquer, paint, varnish, shellac, insecti- 
cide, gasoline or any free flowing liquid. Com- 

plete with trigger controlled sprayer, paint jar, 
spark plug air check valve, compression tank, 
adapters for all size spark plugs and 10 feet of 
air hose, Syphon type mechanism. Can be adjusted 
from fine or heavy funnel shape spray to veil-like 

fan spray. Improved trigger operation operates with 

only a light pressure. Standard mason jar can be 
substituted for paint container supplied, so you can 
have a different jar for each color paint, other liquids, 
etc. Built for professional results at low cost. Can be set 
up for operation in 9 minutes. An 8-cylinder Ford 

Touch-up or 
paint your car. 

Saves you 

Spray your 
furniture in a 
jiffy. 

) YOU can doa professional painting jobinYOUR home with theam . motor will run for 4 hours at idling speed on one gallon 

ing GRAME ELECTRO-MATIC PAINT SPRAYER. Has 1001 ate | of gas, So you see actual power cost is only a few cents 

USEFUL | The ONLY quality PAINT SPRAYER with all these feat \ per hour. 
Ha$ 1001 uses PAINTS ELECTRICALLY ... enamels—ceilings, furnitul No. 6492. POWER SPRAYER UNIT $9.50 

in the shop, too! cabinets, woodwork i Complete, Ready-to-use. Price Postpald..... 
paints—radiators, autos, screens, storm windows, [dy 
bicycles, and rough surfaces where brushes fail 
varnishes—floors, table tops, linoleum i ; | 

@ SPRAYS ELECTRICALLY... sprays moth-proofing liqu 
insect and pest solutions, flowers, plants shrubs, HEALTHY Precision Combination 

clothes Die AE ET ee es laboratory tested lothes. Disinfect . and laboratory teste 4 

children's Compact, portable, weighs only 2% Ibs. sr { Steel Sq uare 

Operates on any home AC current . . . 110 volts fl P ° 

Just plug it in an spray... pays for itself on hundreds With Level, Scriber, Easy 

painting jobs. FASTER . «« SMOOTHER. Assures professi Reading Combinations 

tone LEANER, 80 brush, no fuss, na russ Cm Pfu all-round tool for model build- 
men © jwme craftsmen, repair jobs, office. sete, 

TIME-SAVER control, Powerful Electro-Magnetic vibrator type an ™ aie  atoallorited “naeitate” level “Diecast 

For every farm . : \container, replaceable with mason jar. 8 ft. UL appro’ ude uritely ‘graduated. an Stha’ land 

ing pain fi Hy on one side; 16ths and 32nds on other, 
and disinfectant No. 6497. Electro-Matic Sprayer. Complete with all r, i" pain: Seiden ciently! Black. en re 

including special nozzle to paint or spray ceilings. 1h, fitted with metal cap, Hardened si 
Price Postpald Only......++o+%8 tees oles sm Hy steel bushing, 12-in. size. Made by 

‘ USE TAX is EXTRA, If your mx : 1 

500 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | S445 oP nese taxes, add amount to your 0202. Price Postpaid....--...... $ 59 

This means that even a 10-year old boy may get good i LS 

LOW PRICED AT 5 “ ‘ae results without effort. Just imagine how nice and neat i 
* no you can make your furnishings, your home and your shop 

e ] iia look! You'll find it economical to have everything looking 
i SHOP bright and colorful with the aid of this sprayer. Can 

" Velde easily save its cost on just one job. 

= My Also Sprays Insecticides, Cleaners, Dope, Etc., Ete. 

mel, it can be used for SPRAYING INSECTI- 
/ ] CIDES, SPRAYING DOPES and FINISHES, SPRAYING GAS- 

Can be operated from spark plug fitting of 

Jacquer, 

AYING 
Liquid. 

bz 

PAINT SPRAYE 
OPERATES FROM AUTO 

TIRE. Gives an even, uniform 
coat. Designed to operate with 
very low pressure such as spare 
tire or any air container. Sprayer 
equipped with air tight brass 
valve, adjustable spray tip, rubber 
hose and two 4-oz. jars. Packed 
in box. Uses standard household 
jars. 

No. 4046. Postpald... $1.89 

addon daaay Al q||| Automatic Paint Sprayer 
Gives an even, uniform 

coat, without brush marks, 
Designed to operate with 
very low pressure from 
spare tire or any air con- 
tainer, Makes touching 
up, painting, ete,, a pleas- 
ure. Gives that even, 
qQuick-dry coat in rapid 

time. Sprayer equipped 
with air tight brass 
valve, adjustable 
brass spray tip, rub- 
ber hose and 2-oz. 

No, aoaa, $1.00 
J. 5. Co. & 501 
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Tae ENGRAVING PEN 
Permanent Etching on Metal 

Good for making permanent markings on tools, 
knives, etc. Writes or engraves any name,, any de- 
sign, etc., on metal with hardly any more difficulty 

WARK NAMES, AD- [than writing wih an ordinary pencil, Yet the 
QeesS, IDENTIFIcA- ]}WRITING IS ETCHED INTO THE METAL and 
iON, NOTES, wTc. |CANNOT BE ERADICATED WITHOUT CUT- 

ON METAL TING INTO THE METAL. Only two elec- 
trical connections to a storage battery (not 
supplied) are necessary. The pen does the 
rest. Pen can be kept connected at all 
times, yet it only uses the battery current 
when etching is actually being done. Easily 
etches and engraves on the hardest metals. 
Etches on any metal that will conduct 
electricity which includes Iron, copper, 
brass, gold, silver, chromium, zinc, steel, 
nickel, tin, and most other metals. Ready 
to operate. Ideal for shop, garage and fac- 
tory workers—helps prevent loss of tools by theft, ete. 
No.6686. ELECTRIC ENGRAVING PEN. Price Postpald.... 

Writes 
ELECTROPLATE With A Brush» on 

No Acids—No Liquids—Nothing to Spill ae | Metal 

Put on a Bright New Coat of Metal with Brush wi), 

DEPOSITS A COATING OF- 
Gold 
Silver 
Copper 
Cadmium 

/ HOTRICAL CONTACT 
Brass f 
Ni k 1 eS THE ETCHING 

icke 
Tin 
Zine 

On Articles 
Made of 

Brass, 
Copper; Nickel, 
Bronze and 
Other Metals. 

There is nothing new about electroplating. Heretofore it has 

been a complicated process, eee ptr aa in eee — 

8 for the purpose under 8s ed supe 5 , i 

Giaciae Picciwotatisae neue is a simplified method by which 5 ae see bn etc, ae floral patterns. Use on metal, wood 

you can obtain real, durable, electroplated coatings on metal ] Gs . ag gine contaitiers aking oF rook 5 AEN 60c 

articles, quickly and economically in your own home. The process ; ’ fic abie. Black. Brice 60c a Rees Maes Ere. <- Boe 

is quite simple. Here’s all you do: (1) Clean the surface of the 5 Ne . : e FI 5 Bi sidtss ena 

article to be plated thoroughly, (2) Brush on a little compound. RUST REMOVER FLOCK FINISH KIT . =a ae 

fy 3) Attach wires from dry battery to the object you wish to ar / 
x 

pints, and to the brush. (4) Brush on more compound. (5) Wipe Prevents Rust —Decorate Articles QUICKI EASY! 

: 
]Waitina is ETCHED 

INTO METAL AND 
NOT BE REMOVED 
WITHOUT CUTTING 

} METAL 

WRITES LIKE A 

Wrinkle Finish Varnish 
4 Gives that beautiful metallic 
S looking wrinkle finish used on ma- 

Crystal Coat Lacquer 
Famous Krystal-Koat. Air dry- 

ing—does not require baking. Orys- 
tallizes as it dries into beautiful 

. 1G —Removes R 7 eres Broken 

off compound and the job is done, No particular skill is necessary. Besly Aprile <——Relt Base ae: 137 a 

Any person of ordinary intelligence can do it and get good re- —For Guns, Sports Scratchin re, j 
sults. It is so simple that you can obtain real electroplating Equipment, Office —Novelty Effects Chipped 
quickly and economically and plate literally thousands of metal Machines, Eto. Porcelain 

articles. : Pea ene Powdered ; Look 
The standard set listed below contains a supply of nickel _. Articles soap ook 

compound, mee ee you a elecironte various aren ae Nr} Evminates the Rust! Felt fe Yes Like 

dditional compounds are available or gold-plz a Y 
ik Soe 

Bree pias a , etc, These should be ordered separ- Le From Your Guns, Put a soft, New! 
felt - like coat 
on \ny article, PORCELAIN GLAZE 

Takes off rust quickly On bottom of Ld g 

dy and Boss not scratch Golor: oy Pete 
rether 8 different compounds are available, with which you - e - | prevent scratching ture, over repair. This does the 

‘aus in various ‘finishes, hundreds of articles such as silverwi cf 8 it can be instantly | wire mesh on radio grille, on 1° easily’ and quick 

i flectors, plumbing fixtures, sign plates, tableware, automobile ace | detected im gun barrel | phonograph turntables or as an new and clean again. 
ries, etc,, etc. Remember, the new standard set described below £ and wiped out before | attractive finish to decorate ob- Easily fills in 

tains nickel compound and the only additional equipment requi shooting for maximum | jects, Looks smart, Felt, velvet- nicks: scratches an 

: one ordinary dry cell battery. ‘T'wo batteries will be efficiency. Useful in many | like finish. Easy to apply. Kit : 

quired when using the various other compounds: ® Comes in handy tube form. | contains flock, applicator, under- 
(] frigerators, washing 

4229. Rust Remover. coat, et B machines, baths, etc. 

i 
. : at, . fs 

Outfit Complete and Ready Postpald.......-. 23 | Wo. 4264, Compicte kit SLedD 
To Begin Electroplating! 

ae smooth over, 
e ry, 2 0%, 
No. 4222. ... _59C 

No. 6863. Electroplating Outfit. Contains 4 o7- 

Compound, 14 oz. Metal Polish, Anode Brush, 1 urniture and Cabinet | Glass Frosting Lacquer 
with Clips, Brass Strip for Practice and 

-plating, copper-platin 
3 

ro? - ne Oe using, of course, the same outfit. Thus, if you want to golds 

PRICE pp iy an article, you would order, in addition to the complete outfit, 

j WAL tle of gold-plating compound, If you want to silver-plate an article, 

order an additional bottle of silver-plating compound, and Sq om 

Equipment, Car 

directions. Price Postpald........++++++++> f 5 Cc» Touch Up Kit Allows the Light In But 

Extra Plating Compounds ie Gl] RemovesScratches& Dents Cannot See Through It 
No. 6450. Copper. Price Postpald. . - - : ae A complete furniture and | o¢quieitl for bathroom windows, 9 

M Makes 0. 6451. Brass. Price Postpa ee a cabinet touch up kit that you re - 0 y place you 

, oney—ma No. 6452. Tin. Price Postpald. . . . Taatiss will find many uses for | Want to keep private. Allows thef 

es . Articles Look Like New No. 6453. Zinc. Price Rostealds dee 1S around the house, Includes light to come in, but does not 

No, 6454. Silver. Price Postpald......++«% the materials you need to repair scratches and | Sllow anyone to see through the 

‘ m. Price Postpaid..75¢ No. 6455. Gold. Price Postpald......++es 

No Oasr, SaceL erios Postpaid. ....75¢ All prices are per 1 oz. bottle. 

Electroplating With Copper, Nickel, Electroplating With Gold & Silv: 

Chromium, Lead, Zinc, Cadmium ‘ = Plating Non-Metallic Objects 

is in furniture, radio cabinets, office furniture, | &1@88. Has many uses.  Frosts 
quickly and professionally so they look like new any glass with a single coat. Quick drying. If you 
», Light and dark stains, light and dark rapid | wish to remove frosting, this can be done at any 
ig varnish, brushes, wiping cloth and scratch | time. Very popular for offices, homes, shops, garages 
. Ot eae can be much improved by re- | as well a: many agg uses can be created for 

ULAR MECHANICS BOOKLET. Electro-chemist lave ‘ sR He store windows, etc, 1.8 pint bottle. 

reife Ment Mooler hgusenoia raopuances, metal muses | Q(HORULAE Mfvers “electronating vont, pias 2i2, Touch Up Kit, Postpald..... 94200 | Ne" gora, "Bor Botti, Postpald.-....... IOC 
and hundreds of other artic S leather, porcelain, pottery. textiles, plastics, no IAL NOTE. When ordering, be sure 
2, 

ee 

appearance and protected from rust and corrosion by es pore q Boia ean 

502 * | Cee aaa ileetropiating Booklets... 25C | Ai Tess. Gold & Silver Electroplating Booklet. ele as well as the stock number. same | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %& 503 



1,000 Piece Hardware Assortment « ’ ee SAW SET 
Machine Screws—Wood Screws—Nuts Ae <= PM Yea ‘ 

& Bolts—Rivets—Eyelets—Lugs , ‘ Y lahat oe i Ke , Cut All Types 

— Washers — Fibre, Metal and , d o4 2a0 koh de of Wood and 

Metal 
General utility saw set 

7, with one metal cutting 
blade for sawing nails. 

Consists of one 14-inch compas blade (8-point) } 
one 12-inch panel blade (9 point); one 16-inch 
blade with pruning teeth on one edge and_nail 
cutting teeth (12 point) on opposite edge. Wing 
nut and bolt construction holds blade firmly in 
adjustable handle. Solid beech handle,- varnished. 
No. 4853. SAW SET. 

Postoald's si cians sie Utratars $1.69 

» 8 
METAL REPAIR 
HARDWARE 

‘| Use These to Repair and 
Hold Fast Loose Furniture 

and Fittings 
An assortment of tough, rust- 

; proof aluminum metal plates 
which can be nailed or screwed to furniture and 
wooden fittings to hold them fast and keep them 
from working loose. Do a durable repair job in a 
hurry with these. Sheet steel in three styles. Pack- 
age includes assortment of 7 pieces in popular 

Bakelite Washers — Rubber 
Grommets — Etc., Ete. 

For Mechanics, Hobby- 
ists, Farmers, Garages 
a for Pee nant p . 

repair man, office, home an 
shop. Just what you need in the way of an IDEAL ASSOR' 
Almost every common requirement can be served by this assort 

® How often have you required just one or two nuts or bolts or ri 

fe) of a special size, and found that you did not have them? And, th 

Et you had to go out and buy a package of 100 just to get the few 

need? Actually saves its cost many times over. End those worries about “mot having the right size. 

ful for experimenters, repair men, householders and model builders. 

No. 6513. JUMBO HARDWARE ASSORTMENT. Price... . os ee ne ee se ue ae 
No. 6512. LOW PRICED SMALLER ASSORTMENT FOR 
Package, Postpald...+++.-++++eseeseresrerrrsssesresseerrs® 

SKELETON KEY, ||6 PIECE TOOL KIT 

2 Popular Patterns In Leatherette cr 

Offset Ratchet Screwdriver 
Loosens Tight Screws With Ease! 

Tightens Screws With Ease! 
Patent Lever Action—Reversible 

Ratchet 
This is the type of screwdriver that should 

have been made long ago, The lever action 
makes tightening or loosening screws easy to do 
with almost no effort. The result is that screws 
fre set tighter, yet are easier to loosen than 
with conventional screwdriver, In addition, it 
has the reversible ratchet so that you can work 
quickly without removing screwdriver from 
screw. Even in_ hard-to-get-at places where 
space is limited, fast work is easy. Control lever 
reverses ratchet with flick of finger. Comfort- 
ible ball end grip fits palm of hand easily, 
Has two blades, one for large screws, one for 
small screws. No need to change blades, just 
turn over tool. Small size makes it easy to get 
in tight places yet it handles the big screws as 
msily as the little ones. Size 4-in. long. All 
metal, alloy steel. 
No. 4854. Offset Ratchet Screwdriver. . 75¢ 

AUTOMATIC 
ALCOHOL | 

BLOWTORCH 
Used For 

SOLDERING 
BRAZING | 
SWEATING - - 

Useful as spare Keys for } a ey is HTO. © Super Locking Plier Wrench 
ordi . Might ‘ : 
Saore etntar ht ener, Pliers—Wrench—Clamp—Vise 

= Self-aligning jaw in- 
i oO gency. Also can be used t sures a full jaw length 1. kit that teat your locks to, see if they 5 Om priced | top jobs. Fine ip on straight 

can be opened with skeleton handles most household jobs. errr iias rae or |i. X and L shapes. Have a set handy. 

Keys of this type. Come in | | for the hobbyist and home me angie). Pregsure Lock |No. 4852. Repair Hardware. Package... .. 15¢ 
chanic, Useful around shop or 

office. Set contains 2%-in. cali- 

per tapping hammer and screw 

driver, 4%4-in. slip joint pliers, 

4-in, ‘stainless’ steel rule, midget | for all types of repair work, 

screw driver a ae screw Yolume and intensity of 

driver. In leatherette case. ame can be reg 

Ada 10c Service Charge | yo, 6442. TOOL KIT. $1.00 flame can "Weight 4% oun 

gives over 1l-ton grip, 
even with hand re- 
moved! Handles round, 

mi, angles, small or large objects. Grips—holds— 
wks. Steel jaws, heat treated for strength. Fused 
wed jaw. Machine milled teeth. Electroplated with 
MAGIC RED JAW 1.98 

ane. 4614. Locking Plier Wrench. Postpaid...... 9 

two styles, as illustrated 
above. c 
No. 4683A. Type A... 
No. 4683, Type B....,.70 

Both for 12c 

Flexible Shaft Screwdriver 
Gets Around Corners 

. Operates over b 
hour on each filling, Exe 

ians, mech# on Orders Under $1.00 Price Postpald......- Bey a ee es: val - }| This screwdriver has flexible steel shaft so that 
Low “ 4 t ers, motorists, etc. $1 ‘ : =— it can fas ed fo moran the most awkward and 

Mawes ss impossible places for ordinary screwdriver. You can 
PRICED Quality Microme er No. 4036. Price - fa even work on screws at an angle of over 90 de- 

grees, Insulated handle and tip prevents short circuits 
when working ofi electrical equipment. Fine quality. Measures Accurately to .001 Inch ———.. Glass Etching $ 

An indispensible tool for H lasses, Ei . os size. 
; ™ scourste machine work Wissers: © monogram Nandy, Medium Size, Ready for Repair |S°7Q Se i. shart Screwdrl $1.75 

aad) ) model building, etc. Us name on to, cat windows @| Work ui woe OX EUE Oe eerie ne 

In machine shop, garage, school, home work: j sop. “of Handy screwdriver with clip for carrying with |5Q Foot Measu ring Tape 
shop and any place whe iy wu, Hardly larger than a pencil, yet medium sized 

Ghacetacne. ete celineted 0 ace in. blade takes most common sized screws. 

accurately up to .001-in. Screw-t; calibra- z it finsparent lifetime amber unbreakable plastic 

“lull tor for easy setting and positive reading. Screw, P handle. Hammerproof. Carbon steel blade, oil 

indle and anyil of steel, machine finished; frame of high grade hardened, fully tempered. 20c 

alloy for light weight. Table of equivalents cast, on frame, No, 4855. POCKET SCREWDRIVER. Each 

Volume production has brought the price of this instrument 

down to a sensationally low price, At last you can afford to 
have this precision instrument in your tool kit. 
No. 4906. MICROMETER, Measures to 1-In. 
Price Postpald.......+++++serees ee 

Flexible Steel Rule 
Indispensible for Mechanic and Handyman 

These Flexible Steel 
Rules are_ practically 
indestructible. Twist, 
turn or bend them, but they will always 
resume their original shape. Each is well 
made of resilient spring steel with a handy 
catch at the beginning making it possible 
for one person to make long measurements 
without any assistance. Finely marked and 
extremely accurate. Fits conyeniently into 
the pocket. Made in two sizes—36 inch or 
72 inch. 

72-Inch Rule 36-Inch Rule 
No. 4228. 72-Inch Flexible Steel Metal Case 

lished metal 
Bee eee retetpald  .... DOC! no. 4227. 36-Inch Flexible 

le, ith lished metal 

| 504 > Johnson Smith & Co. | cae’ Price Postpald. «eax 

With Crank Winder 
Makes Long Distance Measure 

ing Easy and Accurate 
Zip, the tape is out and length of 

room, house, lot or boat 
is measured in a 
jiffy, quickly and 

accurately. A 
few cranks of 
the handle and 
the measuring 
tape is back in 
its convenient 
case, Handy 
around home, 
office, shop. 
Two styles. 

Heavy Duty 
Yellow Linen 

S ke 50-Ft. Tape 
- SS n steel case with rapid. 

wind hand crank, -inch wi ene ane ee 1% -it wide, clearly marked by 

gon steel, hand ground bits. Insulated handles |No es ee Se Only. --eeeu, $1.25 
‘igh impact, transparent plastic, sure-grip mould -Ft, Steel Measuring Tape 

y, non-slip turning. 7 %-in. overall, general In chrome plated case. Raphrewind erank, Whowe size, Graduated in %-in. Best quality: —— i 4866. Automatio Grip Screwdriver, Each 75¢ No. 4858. Price Postpaid Only 94-50 | %* 505 

GRIPPER RECEDES 
INTO HANDLE 

Automatic Grip 

HOLDS-EASY SCREWDRIVER 
Faster and Easier to Use 

You'll find this AUTOMATIC GRIP SCREW- 
HRIVER easy to use. Gripper holds, starts and sets 
o) wrews. Holds tight, yet instantly released. Slides 

wi of way, if desired. Wonderful for out-of-way 
ees, one-hand work, etc. Ruggedly made, high 
ot throughout. Blade of finest chrome vanadium 

Spring Return Rule 

to Ser. Nickel case. 
poc! 5) he 

Yet! 2256e' Price. SOC ee 



Kick 
Action 

Door 
Holder 
Nigged 
Mough 

for 
#hrage 
Hoors, 
farm 
pee 
arn 

floors, 
! also wonderful for 
tiie doors, Holds door 
i, Kick up or down, 
imium plated, rust- ind 

Sted tain, Gat 2 tor soc. | Portable Miniature 

Write on Metal 

Metal Etching 
Personalize All Your Jewelry, Silverware, Tools, 

Instruments or Anything Metal in a Few Minutes! 

Stays on Permanently - DoltAsFast As You Can Write 

Just imagine writing a message, description or identifi- 

cation on metal with an ordinary school pen, with all the 

ease of writing on paper and it will stay permanent— 

Grinder & Sharpener 
Sharpen Knives, Tools; 
Grinds and Smooths 

i 
Noth- 

Wonderful for mechanics and firms to identify their tools. i, 6956. Door Holder. 49c Vise me 

and dies and equipment—Individuals can La geticry io Each, Postpald.... hain 

ts or utensils, in fac PAE Tek ett For all round | . . ens 

ecw Sandpaper | for hobby ‘wurk Wit pmcdca tt | LOW ae 
\ Assort regular vise work. Has special riced! tinder 

What You Write---Stays There---Permanently Weer “pipe ay feature—holds pipe ea 

Quick as a flash you can WRITE-IT-ON by using MAGI-CHEM. A ne no shop, up to 1%-in- Carry in your tool qi 
model builders, ete, 

assorted ‘sheets with various 
Me for coarse and fine work, 

4076. Sandpaper Set. 1 
00 §6Postpald.. ° 5c 

T-YOURSE 

and easy to put fine edge on 
knives tools, shears, implements, 
Wonderful grinder, rapid action, 
Quickly attached to table or 
bench. © lete. pated omplete. $1.25 

665 Postpal 

10-in-1 Pocket Tool _ 

5 gis Wire Saucer Steel Ruler — Knife Sharpener — Scissors 
Sharpener—Blade Sharpener—Glass Cut« 
ter—Bottle Opener — Screwdriver —Wire 
Splicer — vee cs — Square — Scalps 

ass— z..a esTHM, Mae? TOptS Th GRE: comms, eu 
coment perform the siden ie covtng, MMMM PNORET, COMBINATION L ive Me A Wat = 
offered for hobbyists, home workshop, etc. G to suit conditions. If anyone discovers it, change Live Mouse Trap 
where other irons cannot reach, yet full 9-in. pou can tell someone combination, yet next ti 85 watts, AO-DC 110-120 volts, woos to open. it, combination may be differenti Catches 15 to 20 Mi. AO Be ice 

“Y’ Each Setting! 
= 7% Spring Wound! 

No. 4207. Electric Soldering fron, Postpald 4 i meu ever forget the combination of your lock? 

Automatic! 

kit, mount anywhere for quick 
use, Fine for hobby builders, re- 
pair men, farmers, shops. 2-in, 
spring jaws. 
No. 6654. Price Only, . $3.00 

Ww - 
i ffinit 

hemical that etches into th tal exactly what you write and it STAYS THERD, Metal has an a’tim’ 

MAGLOHEM. They aca a cheng attraction, It is fascinating how it works & will not wash off or rub 

Use It On Key Rings---Lighters---Bracelets---Lockets, Etc. | 
Many things, niga i workshop, can be quickly personalized with MAGI-OHEM Put 

trade mark on your silverware, jewelry or any valuable metal. On key rings, lighters, tools, @ 

It is insurance against loss. 
LF LOCK 

: re Hes i Change Combinati There is no secret about how to use MAGI-CHEM. the secret s ski g nation 

. do is write it on. You cannot wipe or rub I \ i 2 

me Tia ens Of aeel, dat or tarnished, brighten with emery vee 1 ill diss Whenever You 

write, NO ELECTRICITY, NO ACID. You will thrill Hi ma D 
: 

z, | practical uses to which you can put this amazing eating a 

dreds of uses around every home, factory, shop and office. 

+ Print or draw. 
he 083. MAGI-CHEM ETCHING INK. Per Bottle.... 

Outside & Inside Caliper ied ro? 
8-inch slide caliper with knurled 

set screw. One set of jaws for meas- 
uring inside and one set for measuring outside 
dimensions. Accurate scale is on long arm. Hasy 
reading marker. Graduated in 1-32-in. markings 
for accurate readings. A useful tool for doing any 
kind of accurate measuring, but eapectay. useful 
for carpenters, household mechanics, mode} builders, 
etc, All metal construction, accurate scale. 49c 
No. 4621, Price Postpaild..........++- 

12) 
Tools 

t OCK. User can_se- his own private combination, Change combina- 

» 900. Iron & Kit. 1 Blectric Iron, 1 pance with this one if you select a number you 
solder 1 steel scraper, 1 iron stand, 3 pecs. f ily remember such as street number, birthday, gold > ite Pathan gis: mene number, ete, Shackles lock on both ends, m1 brass. Case hardened chrome lat 2 Complete Set Only,.-....- Peision built Corbin lock, 10,000" poseibee 

eTeee 

( Seeeons. 1%4x2%-in, 
CAT In j | 1613. Secret Combination Lock... . $2.98 TRAP, Catches 18 ts . — 20 mice each setting, One iting 

Dy oe a Clock: sa 
‘“ 

atches them ALIVE oon 
| Sh anical rh 

are mae Ren 
since Fits 

aver Any trap that kills even once no Ionger seers Vest QUICKLY. Fine for soldering electrical connect N a unless thoroughly cleaned, Rigidly constructed Wn Soe ck ok ae, be GIA Sai lo of 28-gauge sheet metal, full galvanized, , : ‘ u Spring 
every home or office. Low in price, yet pr Wectricity! wound clock work automatic mechanism, Real pro- 
and easy to use, Solders electrical connection vating! 

4. Tri-square plane. 2. Marking gauge. 3. Depth ection, 9x7x5 % -in 
» 4, measure. 5. Adjust- 4 * . xf i 

ste Patten’ fie *! Morecen | a. Sr anuore: pairs metal breaks, pot eer Lay etc, C 6761. Automatic Mouse Trap. Price, 93°95 

8. 30-45-60-degree angle miter, 9. Divider. | cludes copper soldering tool, solder and ro: . AKE : y : rs : 

40. Caliper. 11. Bevel gauge. 12. Foot rule, $9 5 | No. 4211. SOLDERING SET. Price. -.- 2 s , ambwool Polishing Wonder Mitt 
No. 7173. 12 Tools In One. Postpaid. . A fitt is cut from selected grade 

® woolskins with wool sheared to 

New Solder Requires No Iron! 
proper length, Plastic wrist 
made of ‘high grade kn 
wristlet to hold mitt firmly 

‘, i 4 i . 7 2 
A Drop or Dip in Solder—Heat With Match—It’s Donel ™ ayy Polis Fille Bos mi Pn aS electric | “Qn Gand. Polishes furniture, 

Amazing new solder that makes soldering easy. Wonderful paste form that melts am Miide moves hack and forth ae vase areca washing, too, Wahsbie gr 
with heat from ordinary match. Leaves a rugged, permanent joint that is strong, One@) my Shearing effect which cuts easily, quickly, make new again. Lasts 

s hi mperature to separate. War developed and used by Army, Navy an 

bs Be gabon Teg of yiiating work giving good electrical connections. NOTHING 

NEEDED—IT’S ALL IN THE PASTE. Fine for model builders, workshops, wiring, 

work, plumbing, auto body work, ete. Once used, always preferred, 2-02. jar, q 

No, 4217, WILLIAMS FUSION SOLDER. Per 2-oz- Jar, Postpald, +. -+es-erree 

Makes blades last twice as lon i a ig—saves ven old blades give good shaves. Uses ati ‘les. Complete in metal gift box, gold color fine quality blades, $2 98 
'e, #804. King Mechanical Razor, 

indefinitely. 
No. 7604, Price 2000 § 

| Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %& 507 



I aL al xe) ae Check for Almost Everyone! 

ith your name and 
‘Iverine, and cost but 85 cents, W Poa 

ee re ne noe provided for the purpose. Thus, in case 0 oF 

Steel Die Marking Outfit 
finder is able and usually anxious to promptly restore the ke 7 “Are Your Keys Worth A Quarter?” 

ck also provides a ready means of ident ey 
——— > 

. i 

ition whenever nec saving the owl ——SSS . PON R B P f Pantie whenever necessary, thus frequently 
= : a 4 

i ; 

from embarrassment. 
j 

= 

Price, With Name & Address, 35c¢ 

No. 7183. Veterans 
of Foreign Wara 

zi hes i 

Used For Key Checks, Identification Plates, 
Marking Tools, Machines, Numbering Articles, Etc. 

sing agents and dealers generally will doubtless readily recognize in this Key Check Stamping 
4 golden opportunity to start a steady and profitable business on a yery small cash outlay. As a 
pf identification in case of loss, Key Checks are almost a necessity tor those having one or more 
You can buy the blank Key Checks from us in numerous designs, and, with the aid of the Steel 
et and Figures, stamp the purchaser’s name and address, charging him say 25 cents or more for 

you but a few cents and a few minutes of your time. And, 
1 key .check, you can often sell a split steel Key Ring for a 

costs you about two cents. You should stamp from five to 
‘Sieeks, or even more, an hour, so you can readily figure out what 

profit there is in it for you. One enterprising man got boys and 
y act as agents to go out and collect orders, giving them a nickel 

Soh order they bro: in. We understand this plan was surprisingly 
ful. Many stores, @specially those selling keys, could profitably add 

No. 7165 No. 7129 
Awvomobile Machinists Bulldog 

Name and Address . 

Key Checks 35c¢ 
These Key Checks help 

rotect ‘our keys against 
OSS, ant serve as handy 

plainly. Order by. number, 

<< 
$ : ion. Are your keys No. 7125 No. 7179 No.716) riment devoted to the sale of Key Checks and kindred lines. idem canone ore Owners 

o. 7105 No. 7116 2 , Hibernian Knights Te ; & : ti Mviazonlo Carpenter Pe AN ent Me eee ep umbers and Figures Are Easy To Stamp design below, - 'S5er Print 
Mamping itself is not difficult. Almost anyone, even a bright, 

wut boy or girl should, with a little practice and care, learn to AOSD 
the Key Checks SuISEy, and neatly. You should have little trouble one 
f Key Checks as their value and need should surely be apparent Caan X 
ody, The whole outfit takes up very little room and, if need 
wo into the pockets of a man’s coat. If you want to increase 

its a ge me, if you want to take on a luerative side-line, why not get a SL : x Outfit and judge for yourself how easy it_is to make money 
No. 74117 No, 7118 lose Checks, The field is almost unlimited, Until comparatively iit i Hy the Reward Check No. 7100 illustrated on the right was our 

1 a Her, but the Social Security Act has now opened up a tremendous 
Wy the No. “7186 Social Security design, which has a space for 

in not only the owner’s name and address, but his Social 
) umber as well. This increases the potential market by many 
’ ts rear everyone in the United States who comes under 

“i & prospect. 

Stamps Almost Any Metal 
Alphabets and Figures are made of Special Tool Steel, care- 

Piiiened and tempered. The size of the letters is 1-16 inch. 
/yelplated Gauge illustrated is of great assistance to the beginner 

ping the Ohecks, especially in getting the names even on 
or curved lines, it is made of solid metal, nickel plated with 

» bevel-edge plate operated with thumb-screw in center. The 
he stamped is placed under the edge of the plate, the thumb- 
ped down, and the check is thus firmly held in place. 

yer pages will be found a complete, line of BLANK KEY 
h fepresentative of numerous lodges, societies, trades, ete. These 

No. 4547. pies ! Rey precks eos you ere ie A oes eeaN nestor Fie sell oes 
in. Price 100 ra eral supply of ese. 0) i@ prices for unstam No. 7107. Order of Elks Key Cha on Plates given on another page. 

No, 7103, 
U.S. Navy 

Hi eB Small Investment Puts You In Business 
C) For Yourself $5.95 

, Gomplete Alphabet of 1-16-In. Stee; Letters. Postpald. . . 
{ Pree Oomplete Set of 1-16-In, Steel Figures. Price Postpaid. .$2.25 Ba Wooden Box for Key Check Outtt, Price Postpaid...... 650 No. 7142 Mall Box Retui » Nickel-Plated Key Check Gauge. Price Postpald........$8.50 

Identifloation Tag t. No. 7184 » Mammer for Stamping Key Checks. Price Postpald......50c 
For Luggage, Equipment, Masonic | Gpllt Key Rings. Price Per Gross Postpald............ $3.00 Re Ae MOA ie 

6.00 nan * 
Tools, Etc. 

KEY CHECKS AT SPECIAL LOW PRICES 
k, that is, without ma 

Any of these key checks oF 05 SOF py NAME AND NUMBER. "Sica Fem wr a 
d thereon. oO 

10 Blank Checks for. .$1.00 50 for. .$3.5 

Ohecks (Order by Number from Illustration). Per 100. .$ RESET 
Larger Y-inch Steel Die Marking Sets Price ‘Bosepanar” che ck: 35¢ 

Somplete Alphabet of Ye-In. Steel Letters. Price.......$5-95 ———— 
Homplete Set of Ye-in. Steel Figures. Price Postpaid... .$2.25 i eer ae od 
‘tnd so will wer ‘Thank yous’ ''°” “""' | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. * 509 



Be Safe ELECTRIC LIGHT FLASHER 
Just Like Apar Makes Signs, Lights, Any Electrical Appliance, Etc., Etc., 
ments & Offi Go O d Off; A A ; 

ME e desea (ban 
These S cauan ote Ea hte hg ee 

ELECTRIC DOOR OPENER 
¢ In decorations and signs they attract attention. Some boys use 

we them for joke purposes. Imagine slipping one of these into an 
ordinary light socket; then when electricity is turned on, light Caves 
flashes on and off. Wonderful for window displays, for Xmas 7; e ae 4 , tree decorations, door lighting effects, ’ a ; ) t % ete. Get several and have them alter- % \ ‘ / / teps sae — —— — : | nate. Many, many uses, P eS oo a : “ No. 6112, Flasher Button. Fits in ‘+ 3 : U Ny electric socket ahead of bulb or socket. 60 watts. About 50 ~ Press the id the Home - | flushes per minute. (3 for $1.00). Each, Postpald.............-+ 35¢. — 

Button — —— } No. 6139. Heavy Duty Flasher. in socket type. Screws into standard elec-- —~ trical outlet. Will handle up to 660 watts. Flashes 15 times per min- $1 00 
ule, with on interval longer than off interval, Each Postpald....... 4 E 

Luminous Glow-Tip 
Key Chain 
Light 

Open Any Door From Any Room by Push Button. f 

i aoten Efe. Safe Protection! Handy for Children! Saves Time & Steps. | 

Conceal Button if Desired. With or Without Spring Opener. 

Set Includes Spring Opener, Buzzer, Door Release and Parts 
Almost anyone should welcome the opportunity to get this set at this sereTRe uly en Pee te 

handy for the home, office and store. Operates on any home lock, including the snap type. oo + 

fere with manual operation of door, Works off home current through a trans! ae et re er 

The regular door bell circuit will do. Complete, easy-to-follow directions enclosed with each opener, $ Tip 

No, 6942. ELECTRELEASE DOOR OPENER. Set. Postpaid........-- 4 00s. bis Vices Selec 0 
E : =n 

- ih are Glows “% dA VEST POCKET OIL CAN OCKET PLUTO FLASHLIGHT | ‘” Dark Without C aot : Can—1001 Uses—Nickel Plated Brass es ead ; Using Battery! aad 
nae. Pana eaeoaca for oiling all sorts of tools, machines, typewrll Press His Tail and Lights Up! i ia Wonde ashlig i 

Bikes, parts, doors, musical instruments, etc., etc. Fiat 2 LT DISNEY’S PLUTO. 5-in. long. Attractive eychan qabtight you can find in dark, Regu- : aS lar key-chain 1-cell flashiig! ip is 

equipped with nickel plated cap which screws over spout. MW, ull plastic, With battery and bulb, 79¢ lumino : aabgut,. Unt. tie, Ae moulded lasti Ng glows 4 ig 0 
proof. Good looking. 2% -in. long. 2557. Pluto Flashlight. Postpaid baited hours after’ switch te toed aie ne tas bken fex- ( 
No. 4615. Vest Pocket Ol! Can. Postpald...-- ___ Get More Useful Light! Save Money! eed GBs bee Beaded key chain. With battery 

Locks Alm MORE LIGHT FROM ANY No. 2567. Luminous Key Light on Chain... 89c b 1 Ra eee 
dA age Any Doo LIGHT BULB y eves poll! 

. . ~~ vy 
i ii i 

N of RTE EM ee Or Oe eee . sights UP Effects, Reflector My nose Hess = tantly and locks securely, ‘ a BICYCLE |; PY ned cone practicaily every wipe of ue cighting, Ete. ; 
SHACKLE eae ae, | Yet Slbel etlhot eo Wear This Novelty fim furniture, oF ett proof. ‘Thousands im tion which coats light bulbs Pin LOCK ti ee by leading ee > ene on A . and directs light rays any * rnment & ve 7 fs Tp - 

CASE: Heavily oface, “facia or metal wae, SOM Nt for indinect ey ee Use It As a Flashlight! brass pried ene ey locking work be’ t/, yee lighting. Send them down Illustration is about actual BRAC Fe a eae ae re a for 100 watt power from size. Colorfully designed in red, 
th diameter (Near- AFEW OF [Ht MANY USES FO?/ 60 watt bulbs. Control white and blue. Includes battery & a % inchs be 8 WHICH WONDER [ULK MAY BE APPLIE light. Eyesaver, moneysaver bulb, When pendulum is pulled, ance oe MecH. Ht a for home, office & shop. eyes roll and nose lights up. Quite imebes Rin ar ea 1 AI | i ee ee any clear or frosted a novelty that serves as a good lit- 

kmob rotates combina- } bulb, Kit. includes _ light- tle flashlight. Wear it on shirt, 
i made for glass or wood slid- 

tion discs to opening ing show case doors). 
position. Full instruc- | 0k "om, “New 

Boa OF tari peqnrely Wonder Lock. Price $ 
pri 

flux, applicator, masking taren Tanettion: 89¢ sweater, lapel, ete. Complete with 

No, 4295. Price. 
battery and bulb. 
No, 2549. Postpald Only. . 59c 

cee vene| KEYLESS LOCK || Mintotee' Toc PORTABLE FLOODLIGHT _ For Diaries, Dog 
Collars, Chests, Box 

Drawers, Ete. _ 
Low Priced Combination Lock 
With Tempered Steel Cylinders. 

ber Tube.) 59c Super-Powered Light Operates Off Standard 110-Volt Price Postpald House Current . 8643. Bloycle Le k. (With Rubber | Keep Your Valuables Safe! With K ‘ When you want a really POWERFUL FLOODLIGHT you'll find that Tube to prevent 79¢ No Keys! Smet oe a Nae ere it all-purpose light you have ever seen, Has literally 1001 
ecbatoninio’} 5 Positive heart Ses. Specially designed base-so that it can be placed on ground, hung from a ‘ any fixture, tilted at any angl >, full 360-degree iz al swi é 

eae i : A gree vertical sw ie rare ae ‘truly ‘iter ee a rare S whieh x, ae as Stage Floodlight, Repair Emergency Light, Bright, for. locking. a ntense Reading Light, Projection Light for Window Displays, and Fine Portable Floodlight for Taking Indoor Pictures, 
boxes, egies : 
brief cases, etc., etc. ROSE Saetes ete See y op Paserpeseed as Garage or Farm or Shop Light = simost no end to the uses. It concentrates such a brig x et 
prying eyes, Aside from i ® large floodlight beam that delivers an intense light right where you want ity elt abi wed 

Locking 
Cylinders 

chests to protect them 

miniature mm, for plays and window displays, for lighting g ; ading pli ; “tors cami nore aor Ore ly farme rs and shops for repairs, by Taaehing Hhooy eee aight ee? dottora:for examina find t i fo Metter eee og ae fom Hen rigs me eee 110-Volt House Current—No Batteries ing into your private af M White Heht, Higher SER ee OD or 100 watt bulb and this will give you tremendous ey t be a 3 ‘ 

bs a f outdoor service. Wrinkled bronze finish. Ry ned Bees ee: Ace Beually | emiple, Ruggedly de- 
action opens lock. 140, PORTABLE FLOODLIGHT. Prloe Postpalti sss sciecaiern dole aielara uaa oly a Malet ppeale $5.00 
No, 3599. Price... JRE PACKAGE 10c.) Take a chance—Ccol : 0. on piive novelty. No. 2995. Surprise Package Oc | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. * 511 



Justrite Carbide Lamps 
The Famous Miner's Lamp With the Brilliant Light 

Now Available for Home and Outdoor Us e 
we MONEY WITH A CARBIDE LAMP—GET A BRIL- 

Hl p x LONG-LASTING LIGHT. Only those who have used a ih ide lamp will really appreciate its many advantages. 
heck these features: BRIGHT AND INTENSE BEAM—actu- 

aly a strong 75-foot beam. ECONOMICAL—burns 2% hours # each filling; several times as long as most battery flash- 
ee ieee et pat the cost! WHITE LIGHT—you’'ll never Ze at a brilliant white li Y 
Hylight carbide light in serian.. Be er ee an ae 
0 Electricity--No Batteries--No Bulb--No Matches 
Uses no electricity and no batteries or bulb. Ideal f 4 or 
et, wae the danger of “dead” batteries, Used on most ree ae Posi Ml fo eo Ho yA) ape ere AF canine aa no matches—spin the grooved wheel and it lights up. 2 4 " % h olis - i i r f ainable at haxaware stores, a5 ee tt eT eee Vine One oe , 6735. JUSTRITE CARBIDE LAMP, Price Postpald.........+seeee. $2.50 

Pe ae - : - eteccceceeeee 

2 uick Wire Stri 
Electric Q rPer oe 

WORLD’S MOST POWERFUL FLASHLIGH 
Famous JUSTRITE top-quality super-powered 7049 CANDLEPOWER 

by actual test makes this the WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL 
FLASHLIGHT 

8-Cell Mile Beam Flashlight 
Twice the Beam Power of Ordinary Camp 

Lanterns—Equal to an Auto Spotlight 
Ever get out in the dark and wish you had a flash- 

light that had the power of a regular automobile spot- 
light? Well, here it is! 

7049 Candlepower by Actual Test— 
Bright Mile Beam of Light 

You've just got to use this flashlight to appreciate 
it. Try it out in the dark, along the road, out in the lake, See that POWERFUL BEAM reach out” 

and light up those far-away objects like a bolt of lightning. You'll thrill to having all this powe 
right in your own hands, in useful, convenient flashlight size, not much larger than ordina 

flashlights. 
; 

Holds 8 standard flashlight batteries, yet cell chamber is only 2-cells long. Overall length is only 

about 8-inches. Battery case is about 3x3-inches, Handles fold, head adjustable, Hasily carried 

glove compartment, tackle box or coat pocket, 

Swivel Head Spots Light in Any Direction ° 3 

Highly plated reflector head is swivel mounted for spotting light in any direction when flashes! Lantern Wire Electric 

light is resting or hanging. Brilliant yellow enameled case with polished nickel trim. Uses standard Stripper, Eme 

flashlight cells easily obtainable everywhere. While extremely powerful, the cells have long life Cutter rgency 

Made by JUSTRITE, world famous manufacturers of leading industrial and sports equipment, r ’ Li ht & 

Includes bulb, but not batteries. Order batteries sae: 3. sf Mae iat E g 

No. 6862. MILE BEAM FLASHLIGHT. Postpaid.....- ee bees eceer sence eee ‘ie 
in * 

No. 2648. Standard Flashlight Cells. (3 for 25c) Price Each....-+.+++sseeseesrrees os Gus ent 

° ’ 
STEEL. 

Fast! Hang It 
+ Sensational 5-in-1 tool m 
hardened steel. Wire stripbens serene 
er, cutter, screw driver, wire wind- \ Soba, Save time by having 

your ben eerie one ch and in your tool \ Z 

Adjustable for flood 
* powerful 6 volt lantern "Bats No. _4534._Poatpal 

Light of a 
thousand uses, 
Emergency re- 

*;palr or reading 
light. Fine for 
close work, shop 

‘Automatic Door Light | Midget Vest Pocket 

——— mae ft Pistol Flashlight 39¢ 
Midget <i lil Door Is ; = Gives brilli 

ho d Size /~ fangs, "sits. anywhere, ave BF home use, 
7% y D U0 , ; 

; Opene Real flash- 9 Wiless steel, yusteroot, enema ted etc, Also useful ical aioe 

—Lights light only ZN ¥, Over 1-ft. high, 60-80 hour Hens ei ension cord. 

9 8%-in. long! yiee. Complete with bulb. but ‘abla almost anwyhere; comfort- 

Noman Z mut battery, Weig! Ya-Ibs. . Reflection 
it Out Comes com Ba gat Weight 1 shield wuts ae ed grip. Reflecti 

J when | buetey mh pate R98 sd put ohio ork, aut ef 
bulb and bat- nn bil 3 work. (iri as 

Closed tery, ready for use, Although it # fuses in 1 IZDs-0 pranks RA in ts bulb from 

: a 2 rel ill find it ex- ' 5 . > push button switch, 
markable novelty, you wi § ! Flashligh d Long 12-foot cord. H 

Haven’t you often admired how handy those | ceptionally handy to have with you all ignalite shlig t an wiring. Necessity in eal Ga 
or shop, Key Chain lights inside refrigerators are that go on and off the time. Fuse 

when you open or shut the door? Now you can el 

have the same thing in your own closet, ete. Find \ Handy On Keychain- Useful — Lghts Wh Foie '40. eu . No. 6736. Complete $1.59 

things in a hurry without messing in the dark, Extremely convenient to carry, you can even) nts en y Carry in Pocket Shines at Ni wis 

Many other uses, i ; it on your key chain, Handy to read in dark, Blown : Handy bright light. With bat- sa ight 

ite 4 keyholes, see your way, etc, 8%-in. long, 14 ies tery and bulb. 39c Luminous 

No Wiring—Install in 3 Minutes wide. Molded in minute detail with bulb at mul Re picaely iden: 4 No, 4433. Each Postpald. 

A Miniature Flashlight Light eae by cocking hammer of pistol, | ently renew SA aiid | aeeng Glow Cord 

Entirely self-contained, No wiring. Operates on pattery (easily replaced) . yi ftrning—safely, ‘without i, us i 

regular penlight batteries; can be used as a regular No. 2565. Pistol Flashlight. Postpaid... . Sark! Nooy tink cre currents 6 See in Dark 

flashlight if you wish, Small in size but gives you | No. 4547. Beaded Key Chain. Each..... Whigs blown fuse, (This will burn SAY Y Button conn toy toes moet 

plenty of light, Get one for each closet. Uses 2 - Bhse aicnai legs than le!) ’ P| ahd) wesnieean Glows in dark.” Many 

batteries. $1.25 Add 10¢ Handling Charge On All O; : , » Each, Postpaid... 490 x many electrical doo gatcoeas ane 

No. 6861. Automatic Light. Each...... For Less Than $1.00 { 7. Sig Fi Balelibe. atsoue aie een long, Knob at’ ona 

No, 2570. Batterles, Each--....-.s+-eeeee 100 Wo. 4832. Mach, Postpaid. 20c oder eed 20c 

4-Color Powerful Signal Pistol Flashlight MP RAN ALYa tat Revs Cy 
—Shines Bright Light in White, Red, Amber or Green 
ee oa Te acwo kane a ‘ of jus we Hane gern pnt pre Ry 

—Morse Code Molded on ° ii o DNS bea 

—Full Sized Gun in Heavy, Durable Die-Cast Metal With Silver Ly 3 ae eg € F 

Sheen Baked Enamel Finish, Nickel Plated Trim A wr i 

wo o » 0) t 
» 

Get your hands on this ALL-PURPOSE PISTOL FLASHLIGHT. Full gun size, it meas- \ 

ures over 5-inches long by 4-inches deep. Expertly made to resemble a heavy-duty 25-cal. auto- 4 
\ 

‘ 

a na Pea ak cpt DIFFICULTIES QUICKLY! 
’ xpensive, e sensational NEON TEST L H 2 PRR aaa EB Lat: guary ral man, Tait eens, Clase ease nd _have. It is handy for testing AO lines, polarity of alternati Miect current, testing for blown fuses, tracing gr i i rent, ae cee Nehey indicator, spark plug and cable fete Od AE MIG ee eae 

matic pocket gun, Not flimsy or cheap. While the looks will give you a real thrill, you'll find 

many practical uses for it. It serves as a regular flashlight, of course, shining with a powerful 

bright white light. In addition, you can shine a RED, AMBER or GREEN LIGHT instantly. 

his will be very handy in emergency, especially for bike or car drivers. Easily carried because 

of its compact size, fits almost any holster, Its appearance alone may protect. you when danger thr 

Comes complete with 2 batteries. 
No. 2562. SIGNAL PISTOL FLASHLIGHT. Postpald....-....- penal ey dete aera 4s freon Jight indicates current flowing. Ideal test light f ircuits 
No. 9047. Holster and Belt Set. Postpald........++ * sees . a  gptegpedll ss PAS 2 placa eae many rays fcr hens areas ty Cc 

= mn any rom 60 to 500 yolts, alternating or direct rent. oS 
ADD 10c SERVICE CHARGE ON ORDERS UNDER ete with insulated lead: at go current, OS 

12 x Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich f } ith insulated leads and sharp-pointed contacts. re 
5 * ° ue < ° Orders $1.00 or more, no service charge ni ‘ 0708, NEON GLOW ELECTRIC TESTER. Price .. 59c aN aa 



RISTLITE FLASHLIGHT Midget Pocket-Sized Self-Generating bi . . 

' 
2 M 

a flashlight that throws a clear 500-foot beam right G 2 Fl hl ght R q N B tt 

Where you want it, yet gives you both hands free! # : ce as I e uires 0 a eries 

Snaps on your wrist like a wrist watch! Or, Rist- . 
permits you to stand it at almost any tne": yOu want’ to ix a cary Uiner= t Aa Always Ready for Use — Convenient to Carry— 

rik a: corners, e al ht, . J i . ¢ work in dar No Batteries to Buy—Low in Price 
Made of smart, light, colorful plastic. Unbreakable 

Jens. Fitted with prefocused bulb. Holds 2. stan- 47 , VY yy ne . 

Gard Bas BlER eite ‘Flashlight. Postpaid. : STRONG, BRILLIANT ELECTRIC LIGHT. This 
No. 2548. Batteries. (2 Required). tac PCT hae 

Paella 

flashlight generates its own power—never nee 
ies; no batteries to run down or wear out. Lot it ite 
around for months or years, yet It remains as good as ~ 
new. Wonderful emergency light because it is always 
ready, Saves its cost in battery expense. Gives bright 
light from pre-focused bulb, Should be kept in every 
home, auto, office, camp or farm. When other flash- 
ights fail this model will be ready for use. Built-in 
generator operated from magnetic flywheel produces 
lectricity by squeezing trigger, Dynamo power plant, 
Plastic case; convenient cket si i toy sig Monge pocket size, With bulb, 

5-Cell, 2000 Foot Beam Flashlight 
ees UA Ie Dre ee py ay Bright Beam for Nearly — 

One-Half Mile!! 

Focusing Searchlight 

OWER-LIGHT FLASHLIGHT you should have—it shoots out a brilliant beam abou 

. ° No Batteries---Always a Bright, Stron 
SAFE TO USE ANYWHERE. You don’t have to b i 
By cere circuit and generator, which veauired Ho ibeutiee | (se ena Pe ae ae ee Bain Daas can safely use your Pocket-Lite near high-ostane gasoline. gas leak: eh sah oes eeaetnsee RKS. Inside Pocket-Lite’s case is a small-but-migh é idbabaagyese pith 

g Light 

ta-milel Yet it costs about the same as any good flashlight. Ideal lig smbl » cr ty “power plant” . . . a oa 

p for auto, home (2. Ruggedly constructed for heavy duty use. FOCUSING SEARG | Bnetic eau pee fool-proof. A plunger-driver ‘‘dynamo” generates current to light Pe built 

NE LIGHT HEAD: 4-in, dia highly polished nickel finish. Detachable bottom ly-wheel maintains momentum between strokes; your light is strong steady, e bulb, A 

end-cap. 8-point safety switch. i 
«» » Steady, 

No. 2487. FOCUSING SEARCHLIGHT. Price 

No. 2548. standard Flashliaht Cell Each, 
1001 Uses at Home, In Can, Outdoors, Anywhere, Everywhere 

Lasts indefinitely—the light is th 1 i : i Might, strong light, ht is there when you need it. Don’t let its small size fool you; it gives a 

No. 2559. SELF-GENERATING POCKET-LITE. Postpald............... $2.50 

Pocket Penlight Flashlight Bulbs 
Transparent Colors 

[> For Colored Light 

Neon Nite Ligh 
Less than a Cent a Mon 

to Burn Continuou. 
New! Modern! NITH-L 

i illuminates just enough © i Effects “SICK RO visibility and safety. Plu Only 39¢ Abba ag 
me in and leave it there—by Handy pocket  pen-Neht. mi sine a vole baitn, 

RED, GREEN, BLUE 
and AMBER. COLORED 
LIGHTS. Convert your 

‘on flashlight Into a SIGNAL 
a) LIGHT. With these transparent 

ing day and night at 
tically no cost. In hi 
buildings, stores, nw 
bathrooms, garages, sickro 
halls, stairways, ete-, ete, 

Convenient to carry—take it dand size 3 volt bulbs, of good Kc with you in your vest pocket, | ft all fashlighth we 
Ready for any emergency. No. 2460. Price 10c 
Handy for finding lost articles 
in theatre, repairing bike or 

Paes Weir ote tone cant several. Lustrous _ transh gar, feeing your way in dark, Flashlight Batteries f 
colored so as to give a colored plastic, plug-in - type. No Comes complete | with aan sud? sizes. Fresh batteries as. Electric Key Switch 
light. ) ing. Complete, 110 volt, but ‘without peniignt ‘call, ||| &.\teties for your Hasnitene, Bete Handy electric switch that is op- 

DO. Plastic. Cells (batteries) are walt until the battery now in erated by key, Useful for many 

Color Lenses, Large Lamps, eee net palety 10 cents each. Two cells ree Pea ee it burns out. com. | Purposes where you wish to be the 
only one who can turn - quired for each Penlight. No, 2570. Penlight ce 10c tricity: Used for tadion, electrical No. 2556. Penlight. 3Qq | ¥2x2-in. Price Each A ter air etm te ee Ste hlaage nt 

doses song No. 2548, Standard Fla two- os en 
No. 2870, Celle., Kach.....10c | Cells. 144x2¥a-in, Each LOC | No. 7418 eee: $1.50 

Chrome Name Plates for An 

3 for $1.00 Flashlight Bulbs, Designs on 
Glass, Etc., Etc. 

This is an amazingly useful kit for all those who 
work with light. You can make your own DARK- 
ROOM FLASHLIGHT IN RED OR GREEN, 
MAKE SIGNAL OR WARNING LIGHTS, COLOR 
REGULAR LIGHT BULBS FOR NOVELTY AND 

Foot Switch 
Turn Lights On or Off 

with Your Foot! y Car 
x Handy switch that can be used «qa ALSO LOOKS Go, 

EE ee eC SPECIAL EFFECTS, RADIO for many purposes. For bells, yaaa Originally made to put oa Hida bh ie th aioe ene 8, BOATS and OTHER EQUIPMENT 

Sonor eet any cinar aaee Win, | ats, notary aan sons GAM 07 cee vehicles ‘and equipment, even on lackeln}) “Prine sito Hated seid saa sae 
exch iit He a solvent for emoving color wheneset | Fooiny, office, factors “aad Home on, ‘Banly attached to fender, aod, "bony ae a pietedsceehe the SIGs oot 

ae 75¢ : trod or Dreamboat. Get two—one for each side, Fits all cars. Comes in three styles: Super, 

Set consists of four colors and solvent. ea, 4 
dase ini ins, 

No, 6716. Transparent Color Set. Postpaid $1.00 | No. e508. Foot Switch... No. 7657, “Super?” Name 

rise 
Plate. 7-in, long, 

All Purpose Head Light Lantern 
g Est, Pood... 75¢ 

Headband Holds Lamp on. Head— 
. Name 

Plate, 7-in. long. 

Leaves Both Hands Free 
Each, Postpaid. ....,.. dae ay 

Lp 

An Improved design in an electric head lamp that Is Ideal for 
No. 7659. ‘“Dreamboat” Name === 

sportsmen and repairmen and all general purposes. Originally de- 
Plate. 9-In. long, 

signed and used by miners, it Is now made available to others who 
Each, Postpald ..... $1.00 

can take advantage of its amazing convenience. 

Gives You a Light Right Where You Look 
LEAVES BOTH HANDS FREE, Headpiece fastens around 

head or cap by means of adjustable elastic head band. Battery case 

is clipped on belt or slipped in pocket. Connecting cord is 4 feet 

in length. Switch is located on headpiece for easy turning on and 

off, Lantern produces a strong poe peat of tue agoo: zendle 

a sflector is 2¥2-inches in diameter- eadpiece p: 0 i Z 

il Diekin to utlovt beam to be adjusted up or down to angle desired. Light can be focused by ai 

lens ring. Spare bulb is furnished in case. Made of strong steel, plated and polished reflector, 

construction for real service, nee 4 standard dry cells, thus assuring long lasting, powerful b 

i wo bulbs, without-batteries. 

pa eee 6864. ALL PURPOSE HEAD LAMP. Price Postpaid. 

514% | No, 2548. STANDARD DRY CELLS. Each, Postpald....: 

Hmpn right to frame of bicycle. Com- 
f exceptionally useful article with 
Wl styling. Made of durable two 
jlastic. Pumps up tires quickly, : 

Wilne designs; tube fits in handle when not in use, Can be used | mping up basketballs, footballs, etc. Ivory and red plastic, 11- 

AIT), PLASTIC BICYCLE PUMP, Postpald....... $1.89 

For Bike, 
Balls, Ete., Ete. 

Seer eel 

J. S. Co. %&e 515 



Home, Auto, § 
Flag Se 

3-flag set 
window, auto, 
Flags fly vert 

horizontally. 
flags. Comp) 
No. 7632, 

DeLuxe Mohair 
Steering Wheel 
Covers 

Made of good 
mohair 

grips wheel 
firmly. One 
size fits all 
wheels. Com- 

sive, con~ 
Slips on visor venient accessory. 

Spring steel ready for instant use, 
clips hold mirror securely in place. 

fortable. Non- ho ffect give: che ‘ ‘. . 
slip. Unbreakable. Fine for women who Fit 4 4 Wy effect gives exhaust deep, rich meliow tone, Beautifully designed of 
No. 7620. ara to) add 8 SO eT ay es fj =) \ TRIPLE CHROME PLATE with mirror finish, Stays beautiful. Mod- 

Mjon to the street. ? 
No. 7625. Price Postpaid........ 

\s 

mnects to all cars, Weight about 1 Ib. 69¢ 

AS TINE AUTOS G BOATS I A 

TRACTORS Be Improves Mileage and Running of Sparkling 

PLANES = 
owat 

ONE MORE 
GASTINE ™ MILES| 

GASTINE is used to increase number of miles 

per gallon of gas and to make engine run smoother. 

TRACE MARH 
GRAPHITE. 

BEWARE of 

GALLONS 
hii Sr 

Cina 
Flashy 

Graphite base lubricant in tablet form. Drop one tablet 

in gasoline of ai tae about every 5 gallons of gasoline. Dissolves and is car- 
5 Exhaust 

ried to moving parts of motor. Forms a film of protection on moving parts Ornament 

vi iction and wear. Help to give more power, Increases compression, 

ian vicky valves, peps up motor, makes starting easier and gives more gasoline mileage, 

No. 4905, GASTINE. Per box of 25 Tablets. Postpald.........-+.+.ss0- 

Back-Up Auto Light 4 Magnetic Auto Utility Ti 

See Behind in Dark! 
FITS ALL CARS. Gives you woft' 

derful illumination so you can se@, 
where you are backing—out of drive~ 
way, garage, parking lot, etc. Good 
warning signal at night to cars 
behind, aslly attached. Safety 
light for backing up. White light, 
Attractively designed, heavily 
chrome plated. Special designed 
diffusing lens gives wide, bright mae 
light. 21 candlepower bulb, About 4-in. : 
overall size with thin body, 
No. 7619. BACK-UP LIGHT, 
Price Complete, Postpaid. ..... Fe 

A smart new ornament attached to exhaust of 
to give your car that sleek, super-powered ap- 

mance from -rear, Brightly chrome plated with 
yror finish, Studded with red sparkling jewel in- 

that reflects light. 
: 7203. Price Postpald....... 

AGNETIZED. 
CIGARET 

ACK HOLDER 
Holds Pack on Auto 

Dashboard 
Attach instantly on dash to hold coins, cli equires no scréws, no 

keys, matches, etc. 3 sections. Lustrous plastl no brackets, no suc- 
cealed, alnico permanent magnet holds in C if yy ae Na °9627. MAGNETIC AUTO UTILITY TRAY. j cups; does no damage 

fash or car. Holds full Price Postpaid Only.. ‘ { oY es 
of cigarettes—sticks 

JEWELED MUD SHIELD steel surface by SUPER MAGNET mould- 

. 
see ae snes t toe " 

| 

SPS 

an 
Hahit into plastic case, Place it, move it—-wher- 
convenient or safe for driver, Also useful in 

ny other places—clings to any steel surface. 
7623. MAGNETIZED CIGARET 49c 

OK HOLDER, Only. ee tie ws oslee 

= Fender Guides 
Don’t Guess at Clearance 

Be Sure and Safe! 
Adjustable Fender Guides de- 

fine the width of a car for driver 

AUTO BODY SOLDER 
Plastic metal solder that’s foolproof and easy to use, 

it fixes rust sp®ts, cracks, dents or holes in fenders 
and body. Use for bike machinery, anything 

metal, etc. Files .down can be sanded and 

painted to beautiful like-new finish. Adheres to all 4 Fi 

bare metal. Just apply cold with putty knife right out y " | 

of can. Dries to metallic hardness overnight. You never é t 

autos, 
smooth, 

know it's there. Cut out high-cost repair bills; looks 

like new. $1.75 @ . np { 

No. 7631. AUTO BODY SOLDER. 2 Pint Can.. at a glance. Invaluable in gaug- 

Pri moet re an . 75¢ 
ing clearance when driving in 

Kege ps k Attractively designed splashproof mud_ shi heavy traffic, through narrow 
Auto Body Patch Kit 

ins: 36 sq. in. patching material for repairing 

Piece ienolea, 8 oz. patching solvent, $ oz. Duro plastic 
coarse sand paper, ie finishing paper. 

+ 2.50 

Air in Your Tire = At O; 
Fix Flats and On Your Way in 3 Mini 

The AIR TRANSFER LINE saves you time, enabl 
transfer air from the spare or other tires to that slow Il 
the flat after the repair is made. Spare can carry extra | 
sure, transfer air to other tires and still have a good sp 
Saves tires, time and money. One of the most valuab 
in the car owner’s too] kit. Comes complete in case, 4 
with inflating and deflating connections, with long hose 
all tires. Keep the air pressure balanced in your t 
driving. ; 

No. 7666. AIR TRANSFER LINE. Postpald. 

tect your car from dirt and mud. Has chrom: 

| 
| 

red reflector so that it adds to the appearances | spaces and in parking. No matter 

| 

how high the hood or how low the 
fender, the 12 to 19 inch adjust- 
ment insures easy visibility. Ball 
and socket joint permits. perfect 
vertical alignment. Universal 
clamp for easy attaching to any 
type of fender. Adds real beauty 

to any car, Lustrous chrome, 
beautiful plastic ormaments on 
top. Two styles—electric $3.25; 
non-electric $2.50. 

f Electric Illuminated 
Fender Guide 

610. Electric Illuminated Guide, 
), Easily installed, pospald v",,. 9382 
Indian Chief Fender Guide 

7011. Handsome Red Indian Head 

car as well as serving a useful purpose. Mad 
durable synthetic rubber. Set of 2. Size 10) 
N°. 7624. AUTO MUD SHIELDS, i 
Per Pair Postpaid... a 

Deep Tone Jet Tail Pipe Extension 
Dives Deep, Rich Mellow Tone; Power and Efficiency 

Fits All Types of Exhaust Pipes 
T TAIL PIPE EXTENSION was designed to give your car great- 
efficiency, but in addition it adds beauty and powerful, deep, rich 

mellow tone, Side flanges pick up air, thus reducing back pressure 
Ving to promote greater power and higher engine efficiency. Cham- 

Wetic grille chrome and red trim. Big, 6x4 %4-in. Universal fitting 

. 7202. Deep Tone Jet Tall Pipe Extension. Postpaid. . 

\ 

$1.79 

Small Size 
for Wagons, 

Cars, Etc. 
These gongs 

are fitted in the 
fioor of car or 
wagon or even 
mounted on 

regular floor. When you step on plunger, gong 
below rings with a LOUD CLANGING NOISE, 
bell-like in sound. Designed for % to %-in. 
floors, Bronzed steel, 5-in, gong. $1 25 
No. 7640. PATROL GONG. Each..." * 

Creates Attention! 
Gets Action! 

Instant you apply your brakes, 
flasher goes to work, gives FAST Jf 
FLASHING WARNING. At- 
tracts attention—gets action!! 
Recommended by safety ex- 
perts. IT SHOUTS STOPI! 
Rugged, sealed unit easily 
installed. Connect several 
circuits to one flasher. In- * 
structions included, 
No. 7641, FLASHER UNIT. Each Postpaid. 

(i 
a 

STEERING WHEEL 
SPINNER 

Quicker Steering; Less 
Effort; Adds to Com- 

fort, Safety 
Easier parking, sharper turns, 

one hand driving, greater con- 
trol. Non-slip, Wonderful  in- 
vention attached in a minute, 
reat aid to driving. Fits steer- 

ying wheel, knob turns freely, 
No, 7634. Steering Wheel 79¢ 
Spinner. Price Postpaid.... 

ADJUSTABLE 
MIRROR 

Many practical uses around 
home, laboratories, shops, 
ete. See cars, people, ete, 
coming from almost any 
angle. Sticks to any smooth 
surface such as window, flat 
surfaces, etc, Ball and socket 
makes mirror, adjustable to WW 
many angles. 2%4-in. diam- 
eter, 
No. 7633, Postpaid..., 39c 

See 
ywhere 

Photo Gear Shift Ball 
Insert. your favorite photo in this 

<” an 

novel holder. Picture has bevel 
edged, attractive glass cover. Ball 
moulded of semi-hard rubber in 
mottled colors, 
cars, 

No. 7609. PHOTO GEAR 
SHIFT BALL. Postpaid.... 

Fits practically all 

35¢ 
Non-electric, Price Postpald..... $2.50 Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. % 517 



oo 

LOUD ond CLEAR COMES THE SOUND 
OF THE CUCKOO! 

Camp or Home, Shop, On Boats, Etc. Even Bicycles 

As you ride along, signal your 
rte 

coming with _the LOUD, HAPPY New lZ<x08 

SOUND OF THE cucKOO BIRD. ~ #ok “ 

In a beautifully resonant, loud and #& 

PRACTICAL clear, 
far-carrying tone comes e 

mighty two-tone cuckoo CALL~- 

NOVEL .. » once, twice of more. + » as many 

ish! Dogs perk up their 
=times as you W 

APPEALING or cats holler for more, and your 

* WARNING friends and ei te just i r 

I simply adore 1t, y ; 

SIGNAL! Beautiful Looking 
i If you wish you can 

ko. ‘2% mount it under the hood, 

pen ~P or you can keep it out mm 

TEA 4 
the open 
where its 
beautiful ap- 
pearance Wi 
be seen. 
Bither way, 
you'll find 
t easy to. 
nstall 

fThere are” 
just two 
small bolts 
nothing 

The horn is complete in itself, 

Wolf Call Auto Horn 
Loud Enough to Scare the Neighborhood! 

The Original Hollywood Wolf Call 

Never fails to attract attention! 

BINS San Velnine one ie to ae FUNNY, LOUD, TERR rena, dog fight, woo-woo call,” eto. 

really clears the conan Gives P 

eRe a 
UP! Woof! Woof! i ne 

{J | whoo0 Loud! Funny! Whoooooo! / 2£ w 00-04 

Pat » 
DES!IGN—horn trump- 

() et, beaded and styled like fran, 
eres cheat ad horns, Brass 
sere revents dirt, bugs 
dust from entering Yonhe ahastee 
oe Two tone, bright red 
i ANAS el silver-grey valve 

A install on all 

ors, gas scooter da ioitee Wake ae eee Sac e a CeOnar motors. Uses no tele 

Price Complete, Postpald Only.......+ 4 SEO ay $3.98 spel seine GN 3-98 

AUTO AIR SCOOP en AUTO BULB HORN WIND DEFLECTOR 

A Powerful Horn! A Beautiful Ornament! Pee GUTTER 
ects stream of 

The honking of this horn sounds li air 
lt Saar ae Beautifully made PB aged boards” ane 
eel uae and personality to even the keeps air in 
ea cn. 12-inches in length with circulation 
ae pees bee Entire horn except for without drafts. | 
a ee ulb is handsomely chrome Rain gutter y 
a Be Bae steel bug screen in bell channels flow 

inal touch of quality. Chrome of water out- 

more. 

o T H E R U s E s ° -—No Connections to Make 

—Complete In Itself 

—Not Electrical i — 

say —Entirely Mechanical 

BB — No manifold, no exhaust, no vace 

mounting bracket mounts 

ro 
‘ 

i si § on any auto di sid 

uum, no electrical or any other type 

f either side (or 
‘0 door, side of car. 

5 
ate bulb gives loud volume hot pot): vee use on boats, ¢| Useful su m- ead 

, in country, it is terrific! raffic even in noisy ¢| mer and winter; rain or shi ; ne, 
Moulded of extra thi f f ick - 

ee no_ interference oe aoe 
ane nae ae jiffy to venti- 

wi rust i 
metal clip. 6%-in, long. DeLaae 
style. 2 in set. 
No, 7653, Per Set...... 69c 

$3.95 — of connections. Entirely mechanical. 
‘ 

0, 7643. SUPER AUTO BU LB HORN. Postpald 
— (Connect and operate. Thus it is won- 

i; derful for any vehicle from bike to 

OR BELLS! ick or boat, wonderful around the 

SEN, Seay 
house, cottage or shop for dinner bell 

or door bell or many other uses, 

Made of heavy gauge steel. Ham- 

mered mottled grey enamel finish. 

Self-contained piston provides own 

air. Complete, nothing more to buy. 

No, 7649. KOO-KOO fi $7.50 

BIRD HORN, Postpald. +. i 
; 

Re 
——S— 

Pr ee i ; é 
é) i Use night and day without Ok 

strain. 

Glamour Gif seconds, Uses ‘penlight “caine | Cod 

Full Cole 

+ included). With ' bulb ‘paid,, SL 25 

HOLLYWOOD Wi 

Remain Comfortable! Handy in 

Bad Weather! 

Garage Door-Down 

——_.. 
we ouncing Bird for 

ttos & Windows 
eit Bob and Flutter 

Fender Repair Set | CARRY-ALL AUTO 
HANGER 

While Driver Remains 

In Car! 

Close garage door without 

getting out gic pd 
SPINNERS. Really 

time an other. No elec- 

up” your car a 
ee iivestie Whe 

lesque queen Holly Mieh the bird flutter i bob Use Insid: inside or Outside Car 
His tail and ‘‘fea NG 

le body. flutters. This live. 
® amusing bird Is down- 

PeMloal In action, All plas- 
fworted colors. Rubber 
up attaches to any auto 
ven on other windows 

our girl in rich ful 
Smart chrome p 1a te 

plastic ball and I 

transparent top with 
ous picture built rig) 

advertised in Esqul 
easy driving and ub 

trical connections; install in 

5 minutes with ordinary St 

tools. No risk of any damage to car. 

For Almost Every Type of Overhead Door 

You'll really appreciate it during rainy, wet or 

ciple brings down door, 

Swivel hanger swin 3 
way when not in use. No paite . 
fai slips over window. ids 

“Ge pate mite) | he ie i Si al 
rinkle out those bent fenders ,} hanger in plage | erhete ‘ote A - o' 

cold weather. Scientific prin e 

yet all parts are inside garage. Set includes cord, i 
€ i 

pulley, handle, special elastic and semi-automatic | § 13, f : ae ea ee nf Bore {6 vibration. or wind with this handy Peet wane, senders hang 

device. 
2.95 |} Foci ae Will go Into action. »| Bing, for minor repairs in all types Bald peocrel articles, Heavy con- 

No, 7650, DOOR-DOWN UNIT. Complete f No. a each AY, Price Postpaid 5c ete. Weighs eatin $1.49 pvc. Cast aluminum, bright 

. . “tte 
. , oe eee eg: CT NeT eeu eee 

i i 

518 & Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. ‘eacilees «Postpaid. - [WAR YOUR CATALOG. Keep it to es ——— +49 | No. 7654. Each, Postpag DOC 

you receive them e T Johnsen SM Cay bane
 

i ohn ; M 
son Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. ok 519 



AUTO COMPASS Don't Set Lens’ Keew Your Direction <& 

WA Have you ever taken the wrong road out , 

Eid of a strange clty and wondered whether you 
were traveling In the right direction, or 
have you ever followed the right route 
number In the wrong direction? 

Equip your car with one of these Alr- 
plane-type Automobile Compasses and you 
will always know your direction. Built 

to withstand the shocks and bumps of the roughest road. It is 

easily installed. Direct reading type. LUMINOUS—READ AT 

NIGHT. Compensator. Fits all standard make automobiles. In- 

’ dividually boxed. 
$3. 95 

No. 4949. STREAMLINE AUTO COMPASS. Postpaid 3° HANDY 

Muffler Repair 

For Autos & Bicycles 
Practical comic reflectors for auto: s—but they look good 

soy “naeiet Dalen, coe ley defo, witt on» erat 5 io e@ day, the reflector 
is easily legible. At night, the red ’ x 4 reflector ad = 
y ee your driving, but at same time, wie ites ied = er car are reflected on sign, copy is instantly leg- 
‘ et eee of metal with transparent reflector. With 
racket for mounting. 51/2x2%-in, not measuring bracket. 

Order by Number, 35c each. Any 3 for $1.00 

RSE en 
of Raa abe 

* By Day 
3 4 to 6 in. Size 

; 

bc ae a I ret 
it tissue 

é 

m air jacket. 
leaning tis . 

i 
*. 

Be ay hile Bs ve Dennea® ary SVG we. yea| Attractive Red 
6". Cc as it serves 5& y 

i i a 

poses: 

“og blowing. oe: and White 
Ss Ac Pp * cosmes's, colds, Design, 

a) cleaning AS , 

od on his cor © dow etc, § \ 

tissue holder 

z 

/ Aren't they Rinrnpe "to sun XN - ae * By Night, 

visor, within easy reach. Attractll 
R 

eflector ifull"” 

carats 
chrome. Holds standard 5c pack 

Kleenex tissues available at 

drug store. Clamp also holds maj 

papers, etc. 39 

No. 7692. Price Postpaid...... 4 

Makes Th 
Shine. ne 

*& Swell for 

Golden Initials for Your 
Auto or Bike 

Beautiful gold color initials eas- 
ily transferred to auto or bike. 34- 

Get This New Auto 

Door Silencer 
Eliminate those door 

rattles. Drive along Auto License Holde 
smoothly and worry- in. hi < gh. Set of 39, full alphabet, 

free. ee one or twoff pilus extra letters, etc. 35¢ AG) Easily snapp 

Be eaen 00k, LOC | No. 2182. Set Postpaid... QJ tover steerin 
0. 7692. Each. column, held Cc 

spring tension. @ 
ars 

luloid protection 4 
Bi 
icycles 

license. f. 
“No. 7689. Price 

Flashligh 

Auto Spark Tester 
Pocket tester 

for spark plugs, 

ym Ignition cables, 
distributor 
heads, etc. Has 

Wall Signs 
Wagons 
Etc., Etc. 

a ieee 
TEN A 

two neon tubes 

“ << in series so that Car Carry All 
tron spar! 

Vo meses Both Sun Visor Carry All. Fits onto 
light sun visor and enables you to carry 

tubes to light, | pen, gloves, pipe, maps, pencils. . double grip 

weak spark | glasses, cards, notes, etc., right "4 —— holder ke 

lights only one eee they ihe pa Souvenir flashlight re 

7 . | Flexible stee olds em in place; within gras 

tube. Accurately adjusted. Ae turn visor up and they are out of distance at any 

radio | cignt. Handy useful. Adjustable, = Fits all cars—e 
tached in a_ ii : lyzes weak performance, 

i . fits any visor. 
e 

far seat. erie Postpaid 49c No. 7696. Car Carry All, Each 89C | no. 7709. Price Postpaid... 

No. 7341. Price E 

MARINE COMPASS J ewe l Re flec t ° rs 7637S. 35¢c. : © _ 763V5. te i Bracket 

; n = WINDOW SILENCER Auto Altimeter Know Your Way — eS» j , pe 2 

n est 
7 justabl 

Ge vid 0) Epes : Tolls How High the Hill = How Dep the Valley! 
ae “iby Here's excitement! You can actually watch the AL- 

Auto, Bicycle, 
Etc. Ideal for| 
Sign Reflectors. 
Attract Atten- 
tion, Making 
Decorations, 

liquid type, 
useful on 
‘motor, _ sail 

METER rise as AA hill you jue wa you go up a hill! How high wag that H mt over? Gives a new iW Keep track of that high point on iat teibh You'll pat : and 0 ce eR Warning Signals, 
sma oats. Fender Flaps, . = a new unde; 

Adependable, ¢ 0m Ben ; Auto Aerial Flag! G7 wide that will amaze’ you, Yount borin oy feok nae WRG 
.» Masy pac 5 : . 2 | zi alleys. i iti 

erty centiae bal he scientifically designed reflecting surf cola nag MERStvG, fat Be ircrattsikimetarsa™'e, sitimater movement ‘similar te 
anced dial. Sapphire a wonderful jewel-like senestioe of light | Binge wrt SPTINE| 6331 to Cantan pee metal ‘bracket for mounting on windshield 

2% most any angle. Rich colored lenses. M (clips, for mount. admire it. Made by Taylor [moming., Easy to set. Friends seldom 
R nstrument Co, Can be read, to approxi. 

LARGE SIZE 
1i4-in. diameter. 
No. 4773. RED..... 

3 tor 30c 

bearing. Stands 2 
inches high. 
No, 4248. MARINE $2.95 

COMPASS. Postpaid. . 

Auto Trouble Light 
Operates From Ciagrette Lighter Socket 

Plugs into socket of cigarette lighter. No wire connection 

to make. No clips or switches. Plug it in and It lights up 
pusning cage of 

Adjustable to fit all cars with cigarette lighter. Always ready 
ee ne Se oe 

vi for use. Keep it in glove compartment ready to use to read : yarious ae 

road signs, maps, make repairs, etc. REACHES ALL OVER. 
el elves you ak z 

Supplied with 12 foot rubber covered cord which will reach z 4 of what is behind and 

any tire. under hood and rear trunk. Can be Placed on 
you, Excellent te Be 

ee ground, hung on rods, ete., leaving hands 
" ,put Of patting pesata : seo tea He," alick 

*hing out of garage. See sults, Mado or a 

nm auto mately 10 feet of a correct wal SSS aerial anase. Just No. 7617, Altimeter: Wenda’ tin 5,00 SS ga, 2 to 600/ft. below Sea Level. Price Porte. oe Ne 7705 i C|No. 7618A. Altimeter. Reads from 10,500. Y $9.95 to 1,000 ft. below Sea Level. P: Postoal $11.95 

Wash Mitt 
Kee your 

and windows sparks 
ling clean without 
Sees effort or ex. 

nse. Wash Mi: 
fits the hand like 
a glove, dip it in 
water and swab, 
Does a quick, slick 

SIDE REAR VIEW MIRROR 
% easily installed 
fear view mirror 
flamps to edge of 

free to work, Waterproof—insulated 
' : : 

against shock—use in rain or snow. s( papa Opeiting door¢7 26 quality texture. 

Safety signal when Saree, Complete a3 EAN price fpaeuaiann WASH MITY. 98¢ 

ith bulb and cord. 
A enssaoneoeey 

with bulb a 2.95 EE Wr orderconts cn tom Sense aay ® | Johnson Smith & Co. Detroit, Mich Soy 
. o., Detroit, Mich. * 521 No. 6483. PriceyPostpaid 



Gear Shift 
Steering Wheel 

With Horn That Actually 
Blows! 

Wheel turns, horn blows, movable 
lever. Wonderful for junior—suction cup holds wheel and gear to dash board. Does everything but steer the car. Indestructible metal parts, col- orful realistic plastic, Use in auto or in home, bathtub, etc. 
No. 6780. DeLuxe Steering Wheel... 92098 

gear shift 

Under 71.00 

Mammoth Jumbo Size 

BICYCLE JEWELED 
HUB CAPS 

Large sized hub caps give your 
bike ‘‘classy’’ look. Nearly 3-in. 
diameter with red jeweled safety 
reflector in center. Set of 4 for 
back and front wheels. $1.50 

three 

Spinner 
6 Spinning 
Propellers 

Colorful 
new 

spinner PERSONS 
oats TUBULAR: 

“scooters,” | HANDLE BAR 
racers, etc, STRUTS 

Consists of 6 propellers assem- 
bled on a dowel and metal clamp. 
Spin ete when standing still 2to 
rom slight breeze. 
No. 4151, Price Postpald. 49c Set 

Bicycle 

Lively Bird 
Mount this bird on 

your bicycle handlebar 
and watch him 
come to life as 
you ride. His tail, 
his feathers and 

SUN 7 his entire body = { bounces, flutters 
J and bobs making 

il him really enter- : ies taining and amus- ing to watch, Ali plastic, Easily installed with clip attachment, No, 4136, Bicycle Lively 5 Bird. Price Postpaid... . Cc 

522 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 

DRESS UP YOUR 
BIKE 

Jeweled Tubular 

Handlebar 
Struts 

Attach at lower ends 
to front hub axle with 

and at top ends 
through clamp which 
comes with strut to 
handlebars of any 
bike. Highly pol- 

SIGNAL 
LIGHT 

Add 10c Handling QQ 

Charge on Orders | standard flashlight cells (not included). @ 
No- 4787. Bike Directional Light. Price, ¥ 
No, 2548, Batterles. (2 Required) Each.. 

point adjustment 

ished chrome 
finish, Studded 
with two ruby, 
one emeral 

simulated jewel 
on each, 2 to 

set Wo, 4189 
Palr 

$2.50 Good 

Streamers 
Attaches to Auto 
Aerial, Fender 

Guides, Bicycle Tail- 
Fenders, Handlebars 

Attach these almost any 
where on bike or auto, 
and breeze makes the col- 
orful vinylite plastic red, 
white and blue streamers 
flash brilliantly in a rain- 
bow of colors, Has clamp 
for attaching easily. 

SPECIAL 
of article 

TURN DIRECTIONAL £ 

[ j by 

Bicycle 

pa Deactical ues: P 
cycle and rider. Strong ste 
ing, mirror chrome finish, ALMOST. attached. Fits almost any y 
2 to set. C: 
No, 4190. Palr...... 

Auto or Bike Red, White &I 

pwr Sze 

No. 4137. STREAMERS. Price Postpald, . 4 
NOTE. When ordering, be sure ive as well as the stock humber. » a 

oF 

sea 

MAKE EVERY RIDE A THRILL 
Dummy Motor 

hat Gives Your 

Twin Engine 
Motorcycle! 
7, Boys, here is a NEW 

HILL for you: BIK-0- 
OR gives you the Looks, 
Moar and some of the 

but it look like 

Now you can 
which way you 
ing to tum jij 
big cars, Pla: 
warning traff 
you—use both hi 
drive! Switch ig 

/of you. Kasy to | a 
Aluminum: cag? ‘ 
flector below § 
tailight. Ligh 
row shows dire 
turn, 

motor, 

cial sound device goes with 
at gives your bike the roar Operates 6 ® twin-engine motorcycle. 
iifying board picks up sound 
gives it mighty roar. Double 

iemaker gives it the “twin- 
he” effect. The taster you go, 
wider the roar, Go slowly and you hear Mendy “‘put-put,” but then speed up 
wmal and you hear a steady roar—go 
fd it becomes a mighty roar. Some fun. 
& ROAR OF A MOTORCYCLE—GIVES 
YOUR BIKE A POWERFUL LOOK 

itch the kids and autos scatter when they hear Pome racing along. And just watch the fellows 
round when you come up to a stop. Easily 

el in a couple of minutes, This ought to be 
ihrill of a lifetime for the fortunate owner of 
iK-O-MOTOR 0 

4156. B 

Wd OF A THUNDERDOL] EXHAUSTOF A DISPATCH 

IK-O-MOTOR. Price Postpaid... 5 O@ 
———— 

SET OF EXTRA NOISE- 
MAKER TABS. Order some 
extra sets of noisemaker tabs 
to keep for replacement when 
regular set wears out. Long 
lasting, 

10 
THE PURR OFA CRURNOFA | INO. 4150) SET OF 

EXTRA ‘TABS, 

J@ 

ao 
Crash 

looking chrome 
ote 

Jeweled 
Reflector 4 

Spit Fire Red Bike 
REFLECTOR 

THE PLACE OF A 
TAIL LIGHT. Made 
of DuPont Luc-ite, 
clearer than glass, 
Picks up instantly 
rays of light and re- 
flects in a brilliantly 
Sparkling firey red 
glow that warns mo- 
torists behind you, 
Mounts easily and 
quickly on rear mud 
guard of any bicyele, 
NO ELECTRICITY — 
NO BATTERIES, 

No. 4767. . 39c 
Price Postp 

hike and Auto Red 

Jiggle Reflector 

oa 2 

Bicycle Cone Wrench 
Fits all Schwinn and New De- Parture cones easily and quickly, 

Also equipped with openings for almost all other bicycle adjust- 

20c 
ments. Cadmium plated, 
No, 4223. Cone Wrench. . 

ON 
oy: DE LUXE BIKE 

TOOL BAG Bicycle Tire Wrench 
Wrench Fits Nuts—Tool “THE BEST’. Heavy - weight fenuine boarded grain waterproof i ii Can be attached to leather. Studded ‘with imitation, Removes Tires Quickly } license plate. Almost high reflection red rubies and green Two tools In one, Removes or ay” any, es ara be apead: sapphires trimmed onith a i ck el jreplaces foreign and domestic 

7 - y picked up and re- plated metal spots. Gdeaming plated |t: e tires ickly ~ 
— flected. The _ brilliant ends. 71-in, wide. Big pocket, es Weigel 1 ee dam 

q red jewel wiggles Attaches back of seat. mls 4 all wheel nuts. fl and catches attention. 35c No. 4785. $1 98 Cadmium plated. 20c Pane ee 7007. Price Postpaid........ Price Postpaid seesscssvasserssenee >a! No, 4221. Price | 523 



be Luxe Bicycle Windshielc 
Wind And Weather Protection - Swell Lookii 

Dress up your bicycle with this useful Bloycle Win 
shield. Gives you wind, dust, rain and weather pro 
tion. Makes bicycle riding easier and more fun. el 
to keep dust and dirt out of your eyes and face. Redu 

. wind resistance by streamlining your bike. Improves 
appearance of your bicycle, giving it that ‘“motoroye 

j} look. Can be easily and quickly attached to any bicye 
Can be used two ways: windshield only, which fits hand 

and windshield with apron for all-around 
Apron helps to 

water from splashing on you. Can | 
Heavy celluloid, 

y dust. 

prouder of its appearance? 

No. 4215A. BICYCLE WINDSHIELD WITH IMITATION LEATHER APRON 
(Complete Set, Use Separately or Together.) Price Postpgid...... Ba\iei'sla fe At ei Rall 

TORPEDO SHAPED BIKE LIGH Bicycle Saddle Bag 
i Useful for Carrying Books, 

Packages, Ete. 
Make your bicycle do double 

duty. This SADDLE BAG 
will carry your books, lunch, 
packages, tools and many other things for you. 
Earn extra money running errands and making de- 
liveries. Can easily pay for itself in a few days, 
And you'll find it exceptionally useful when you are 
going to school or just taking a ride out into the 
country. You can load all of those things right into 
the big, oversize pockets of the bag and ride away 
with ease. LOOKS SMART! Handsome leather 
appearance with snap cover for protection against 
rain and snow. Two large pockets—one on each side. 
Slings over rear fender—does not interfere with 
your balance or riding. Strap holds it tight. Black, 
rubberized waterproof cloth, silver colored. trim, 
No, 4133. Bicycle Saddle Bag. 
Prloe Postpatdy, oi. 6 oo. se soso nieie'ee's $2.89 

Red Beam Tail Light 
Built-in Battery 

and Light 
Every bicycle should 

be equipped with a tail- bie 
light in case you wish to drive your 
bike at night. Most places require a 
light of this sort, but your own safety 
demands that you have It. Oould 
easily save your life. This is an in- 4 
expensive but very efficient bicycle tai] light with 
white plastic case and red plastic lens that has a 
real spark and high visibility. Operates from a 
single standard flashlight cell providing about 12 
hours of continuous light. Easily mounted on rear 
fender of any bicycle. Complete with bulb but with- 
out battery. 
No. 4127, Red Beam Taillight. Postpaid. . 69c 

Bike Tire Repair Set 
A Practical and Economical Outfit for 

Repairing Punctures in All Types of 

Bicycle Tires 

Complete outfit — every- 
thing Fou need to repair 
any kind of bicycle tires. 
Repair your own in a few 
minutes and save money, 
Easy to do with this low 
price kit. Contains patches, 
cement, repair tool and 
rubber bands, all in con- 
venient * No: 4297. Postpaid. . S9C 

ed 

524 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 

bars; 

mud, snow and : 
removed whenever desired. av} 
durable. No glass to break or injure you. You cai 

auicns; names, etc., on the apron, Has backward tilt, curved in front. Easy to keep clean. 

If you enjoy riding a bicycle, why not make it more convenient, more pleasure and be 

$5.25 +n 

and all-weather protection. 

$925 (T 

Electric 

and bulb. Throws a bright, 

without batterles, 
No. 4173. Torpedo Bicycle Light. 

Modern 
Style, Color 

handlebar. . Batteries not supplied. 
No. 4252. Tornado Bicycle Horn. 
Price Postpald. .. 006s coc ces cewes 
No. 2548. Batteries. (2 Required.) Each... 

BICYCLE ROUTER HORN 
Makes Them Move! 

This is a horn that 
commands attention, Ac- 
tually Jouder than most 
electric horns, If there 
is anyone in your way, 
it gives them a fair warn- 
ing that they had better 
make way for you, 
Smart looking, stream- 
line shape. Makes 
them move! No _ bat- 
teries necessary. - Fits 
handlebar. Each stroke 
gives double signal. 
Loud, effective. Cdém- 
mands attention, Hasily 
installed. Comes in enameled colors, 
Ne. 4208. Bicycle Router Horn. Postpald.. 

Ty, 

ani 
Case 

Contains 
Batteries 

A smart torpedo-shaped bicycle headlight with 
new split shell design for easy access to batterie 

iercing beam of light 
Stunning in appearance—it is a smart accessory # 
add to any bicycle. Unbreakable lens. 
handlebar or fender in a jiffy. Operates on 
standard flashlight cells. Finished in white bake 
enamel with plated metal trim. Complete with bulb 

Price Postpald..... vecwis'e.e 6 0'wie clo 0 ole 
No. 2548. Batterles. (2 Required). Each... . 

| Electric 

TORNADO BICYCLE HORN 
A match for the torpedo bicycle light illustra’ 

above. Ideal for use in pairs, one on each side @ 
the handlebars. Really lets out a loud blast- 
horn operates on two standard flashlight cells. 
tirely electric. Every bicycle needs one to move 
traffic out of the way. Aside from its utility value 
it is also very good looking. Finished in a bake 
white enamel with attractive front grill. Mounts @ 

Fire Chief Bicycle Siren 

That Clears the Road! 

= 
Ag 

BICYCLE CUFFS 
In COLD WEATHER they keep out freez 
winds and help to keep hands warm, 
RAIN, they keep hands and arms 
“Wouldn't be without 

y bike owners say, Look swell, 
i wwell. Cozy and comfortable, 
Hees 2a EGKSKIN WIND 

. niined, c 

Pale i e8) eiery suka $1.25 s 
ai24aA. LAM BSWOOL 
IMMED WIND CUFFs, Warms 
is in cold weather, Per Pair... 

Electric Red Safety Light and 
P\—2 ZF Bike Grips 

S Gives You “Twin 
A - Tail Lights” Just 

/ ”\ b> Like the Autos 

) TAILLIGHTS tells 
ves nee added pro 

10" 

wignal to people behind. Goo 

looking! TWIN 

Fox Head 
Bike Saddle 
Cover With 

Red Reflector 
All aboard, you 

wolves, for this sensa- 
z tional bike seat cover. 
yenuine lambswool cover for 
that comfortable, warm seat; 

\ ‘enuine fox head on rear 
W/ vith brilliant, dazzling red 

‘eflector eyes that shine and 
o we shine and shine in the dark 

like a wild, savage animal. 
Warning enough!! Beauty; safety; 

Nor 4188. Price Post id Oy » Price Postpaid. 
Complete, Only. “a $2.50 

Lambswool 

Modo of genuine lambs wool, Warm in winter; 
fovtable in summer, Always , comfortable ride. 
Wwious in appearance, Large oversize, Hasily at- 

Postpald... sr siecevencscceiesce 

Low Priced Siren Gives Loud Roar 

” Excellent horn for bicycles as it is one 
| sound that can be heard for blocks. Olears 

ij the road with terrifically loud siren scream, 
- Can also be used as an auxiliary hom 

Lg on autos or as a noisemaker. Equipped 
i % with bracket for mounting on bicycle 

i, handlebars so you can operate with 
. hands still on grips. All metal con- 

ON with highly polished nickel 
Plate, 98c 

No. 4180A. Fire Chief Siren. 

arm, Wind Proof, Water Proof 

More protection, snappier 
ELECTRIC 

penile behind how wide you 
ection if one goes out, Even 

» red reflector picks up and shines warn- 
looking, beautiful 

Wided plastic grips. On-off switch. Complete except 
» battery—uses standard penlight cell. $1 00 

| 4023, ELECTRIC RED LIGHT GRIPS. P. he 
| 4570. Pencilight Cells (2 Needed). loc 

accessory, 

seat covers: 

4703, Lambswool Bike Seat Cover. $1.50 3 

BICYCLE 
SIREN 

Loud Roar Like a 
Police or Fire 
Engine Sirent! 

Famous WILDCAT siren 
that is unbeatable in giv- 
ing loud screaming, mighty 
siren noise. Called the 

; BALLOON SIREN because of its large size and rugged, brightly chromium 
Plated finish. Wonderful ball’ bearing action that 
Starts up with loud roar almost instantly, Runs off 
side of front tire; does not wear tread. Operates 
from handlebar with just pull on chain—never take 
your hands off the grips. Real beauty. $1 89 
No. 4180, Wildcat Balloon Siren. Postpaid - 

itz Bicycle Horn 
r pom Operates Off Tire 

£ No Batteries—No 

Cranks—No Pulling 
AUTO HORN SOUND 

Loud, deep auto-horn tone, 
Oses power from front 
wheel to drive horn vibrat- 
tor on diaphragm. Gives 

. deep roar, LOUD, pierc- 
“< ing warning signal obtained by 
j Hehe touch of lever on handle- 
? bars (finger tip control). 

“ QUICK—installed on bike or 
motorbike in minutes. No bat- 

terles, No wires, no crank, no cable 
to pull—just touch lever; operates 
off side of front tire. Lustrous red 

and blue enamel; a beauty in looks. 6-in. deep, 
steel cable to finger tip control. $1 89 
No, 4181, Blitz Bloycle Horn. Postpald,, ¥™* 

Plastic Bicycle Grips 
Beautiful 

brilliant red 
all plastic 
BICYCLE 
GRIPS. A 

pat of cae 4 is 
wi usually do wonders the aj 
Moulded grip insures snug, comfortable, rt aes deteriorate or rot awa: eeps its Justre and finish. 

04, STREAMLI PLASTIC GRIPS 39c 

PLASTIC REFLECTOR GRIPS 

= Red Reflector 
Heavy plastic tie 

cycle grips with ruby 
red reflector mounted in end. Give your bike a 
“motorbike” look some boys prefer. Reflector adda 
protection by showing warning signal to cars coming 
from behind. 
No, 4921. Red Reflector Grips. Palr...... 50¢ 

BICYCLE SEAT COVERS 
Improve Looks & Comfort of Your Bike 

This has proved to be just about the most popular bicycle 
It adds so much to your comfort and improves the 

looks of your bike at, the same time. 
cycling in summer and winter, Even for short rides, you’ll find 
& new pleasure and comfort in sitting on one of these bicycle 

Gives miles of pleasant 

Comfortable 

All Year 

Round 

Plaid Fibre 
Bike Seat Cover 
Made from high grade fibres in attractive, color- 

ful plaid design. Cloth walls, fits snugly over seat. 
The strings hold it firmly in place. 75¢ 
No. 4764, Plaid Fibro Bloyole Seat Cover... 

* 525 ohnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 



No More 2 atlergless BICY CLE GENERATOR [paee 
Gives Brighter Light! °?°""" ; 

HOW TO REPAIR YOUR BICYCLE or err BICYCLE) 4) 
oois in ase 

) 

Book rae how to save tT: 
U u money ma ig costly re- Cs , 

Keep Your Bike in 4% 
Tip Top Shape 

pairs at home yourself— \\ 

\ 
keep your bike in tip-top 
shape. Hasy-to-follow  car- 
toon sequence pictures More, 
than 300 photos, drawings,\. 
diagrams. Tells how coasterN 
brake works — how to fix 
tires—how to rebuild wheels 
—adjust chain ~ tension— 
what tools are best—useful \. 
hints on bike care, etc. ™ 
No. 1028. Price ($1.00 \ 
plus 100 postage) : $1.10 

HORN 

Every bicycle owner 
should have this handy 

i, Size of wrenches just right for handling bolts 
bike, Special parallel-jaw pliers for getting into 

w places. Set consists of 2 screwdrivers (large 
small), 3 different size wrenches, 1 palr of 

* Save money, make your own reprirs. In otive black leatherette carrying case, $1.00 

HEADLIGHT 

Why keep buying batteries for your bicycle when pa 
the BICYCLE GENERATOR can eliminate this §fiaga.] 1 

TERIES TO BUY, NO EXPENSE TO OPERATE. 4 
In addition, you get a BRIGHTER LIGHT with the 

a more powerful bulb and the result is 
a DHahtee, broader beam of light that 

TAIL LIGHT nights. A light that shows you where 
you're going, a powerful beam ahead. Horn, tail light and 

expense and actually save its own. cost? NO BAT- 

generator, With a generator you can use 

—@. 
gives you the lighting you need on dark 

other electrical bike articles can_be run off the generator. GENERATOR Voltage control gives steady 6 volt current. Easily mounted on front or rear 4111. Bicycle Tool Set. Postpald. . Bend ........5 / You get the electricity free. ible pre quality... 5 alee - 
, L GHT GENERATOR. Price Postpald,.......+ceeeeseee besa age | F i ea. SADR RPRGTAL HEADCAME: Click Ucight, aibeone Temiict Sat whan wind wll generator. $ icycie and uto Fur Fox Tails 

Large Bushy Kind—Real Fox Tails 
DRESS UP YOUR AUTO OR BICYCLE WITH ONE OR 

| Easter Riding wi 
Wheel Scraping ti 

Frame! MORE OF THESE GENUINE FOX TAILS! Long, bushy tails that are real knockouts. No bicycle or auto seems complete without them any aN more, and you will want the best. Don’t get the skimpy, straggling kind uricn's when the long, bushy, ones don’t cost any more, As you sail down the road ad they flutter in the breeze. Two of them look nice. Most of ours are the popular RED FOX TAILS which have a bright natura] color. tails—soft and bushy. About 14-inches long. 39¢ 
No. 2967. GENUINE FOX TAILS. Price Each............ss-- 

Genuine fox wesr 

Bicycle Mirror | «3. 
ere Be Safe! See Behind You!| k Tigh ways Flashlight Holder Miniature Machine “BIKE” Red Reflector) —) Sian Shige anata bal Pech Tale ty Kick Stand Fiasnitent [DO Gun Ornament Mammoth bike reflector Bike Fender Flaps Saninpad with @ mirror Eliminate Wheel Wohl eile allgtoreycte style. For Your Se . a that spells out B-I-K-E so 3 bs 

that autos are extra care- Attractive jeweled fen so you can see at a Easy to tighten Handier than the weadlight! 
ful. Red reflector can be|der flaps that quidkly glance just what is be-|s8o that wheel is un : lot better,  ¥. With the % | great distance.|snap into place. Prevent] hind ‘ou. Handsomely |#24 does not wobb a Riouiita on rear fender oF |mud from aing splashed finished. Complete Tear Sota aoa Rene the arm 8 oe ce can Mounts on BaRMenae. Over arin, 29 on your trousers. 39c view. 49c tool, ; 3 set. hi quickly snap on and our front No. “a1g3. Each, Only 9ClNo. 4134. Each.. No. 4134. Price. . No, 4766. Postpaid : it ‘back into post, Of any standard flashlight in a fender. Tneludes (a) 

ion (out of the jiffy. Thus, the light is always Ting and swivel. d Streamline Hub Shields Ss 1th your ready to serve other purposes mvc Die-cast, _minin- \ Jeweled S { Chaint EW? {nel' Easdcnextc: can be removed to avoid theft, ture metal © ma- a ain Sa Two styles, cad- Bracket fits onto any standard Chine gun with a Case. hard Deans, chrome. bicycle in a few minutes. Flash- ba %e, measnring 

Lustrous Bright 

Plastic With steel. welded No. 4191,. light not supplied. about 1% -inches overall, 
Red Jewel tremely \ almtcull © chrome stand IBC No, 4149, Postpald. ... 25C no. 6817. Price Each... 9c 

cut or saw. Leal , Reflector ette covering SP tt H tects frame of ° i “ INNING Two Styles Set of two. Complete with bracket “ you can Use with ‘any! Flying Goose Bike to Pick From t on front or rear hubs in few minutes. Dresses .E 
up bike by giving it that “flying” look, Red jewel de ypemnronceas or Auto Ornament PROPELLORS v reflector in center adds safety feature. Get two sets Ny 4 your bike d Dress Up Your Bike and put them on both front ent back wheels. Lus- SS No. 4768. or Auto trous plastic in brilliant solid color. 
oma ‘ 59c This gleaming orna- Wo. 4121. Per Pair Postpald........... 

Rollfast 
eet adds . 
Wauty to any 

filo, bike, 

Bike Hub Shiner (TT 
Keeps It Highly Polished | 

i Sold in pairs; one for front wheel and ‘i 
Bicycle one for back wheel. Keeps hubs nice and }¥ De rey aes shiny. Works itomatical]; hile ui 2 Speedometer | shiny, Works automatically while yo farily attached 

ms they have 
Wrew base. Special bracket is available if you 
wish to attach to bicycle or motorcycle handle- 
hers, or any round bar. Full bodied, die cast 
sd triple plated with copper,- nickel and 
fiirome. 
No, 4172. Flying Goose. Postpaid. $1.00 
No, 4139, Handlebar Bracket. Postpaid. ..20c 

and Mileage No. 4769. Hub Shiners, Pair ssssennn ADO | 
Record 

| roaern stream. BIKE Racing TOE STRAP: ; 
Jspecdometer Ride Faster Pz 

With Less Effort! ! 
with speed in- 

Forms a loop over pedal 
dicator and to- 
tal mileage re- 

corder. Keeps like a_ stirrup, giving you a = er a record of the > 
Watch these big chromium plated blades flash a mileage “you SURER, Senen uF oer f Racing Greyhound Ornament brilliant reflection as they spin In the sunlight! When you are your riding and imakes it ; ; 4 Even a slight wind sets them going, but how they on trips you easier. Gives your bike an aeriout lies added trimming. Get off to a flying start | you go. Actually makes out the danger of slipping. If you've ever bicycle riding more fun! real racing foot pedals you know how they 

~ ay ¢ * * = ° whizz as you pick up speed! Superbly made with ag For Bike, permanently lubricated sealed bearing, Perfect bal- ; . : Motorcycle ance for easy spinning. Complete with clamp for or Auto attaching to handle bar in a few seconds, Two styles. Made by Stewart-Warner, guards to keep foot from slipping. Evel , No. 4140. SPINNING PRO yy 2 Motors: THESE (GE) Relea oe nate: rider knows how dangerous it is. when yor A brilliantly polished chrome-plated orna- (Set of 2 for 55c). Price eae 29¢c TOTAL & ee han aecetaneare slips from the pedal. Every bicycle rider g wont that is sleek and beautiful. Easily at- ‘ Padres ys #i8 ich TRIP Bviapuy. streapilined “de: protect himself from this danger. Actual frshea to fender, hood, ete. Screw base. Special No. 4142. Spinning Propellor With Flags. With sign. Highly polished ables you to get going faster and get. more. swoket available for attaching to handlebars flag holoder as illustrated, complete with 8 69c (Reset) case, non-breakable lens, Into your riding with greater Safety. Result j any tubular bar. Full bodied, die cast and flags. (Two sets for $1.25). Price Each... 
METER banger mien tee eineeeo faster ride! Hop on_ your bike like a tiple plated with copper, nickel and chrome, Fits all makes, styles and sizes of bicycles, With mounting his horse. Can be adjusted for No, 4138, RACING GREYHOUND, DO NOT TEAR YOUR CATALOG. Keep it to check the directions. A $5 95 sizes of shoes, Metal sides, leather loops. price Postpald Only. ......-+...0.-. goods by when you receive them. No. 4971. Bicycle Speedometer. Price... s No. 4326. Racing Toe Straps. Per Pair, , 4 oF 

| Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. % 527 

= . . REFUND CHECKS OF MAIL ORDER HOUSES AGI 526 kc Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | ESS YNSUSHECES OF MAIL ORDER oe 
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Just Like the Headlights on Automobiles 

meter Only 39C¥@ 6-Volt SEALED BEAM Bicycle Headlight 
Attached in 90 Seconds; No Gears, Brilliant Light—5 Feet Wide Beam—Shines 30 to 50 Feet Ahead 

o No Cables, No Complicated Mechanis' ha No ee driving your bicycle under poor lighting ee ae 
~ . ; you can have really BRIGHT ILLUMINATION and travel anywhere in 
Reads Up to 50 Miles Per How ‘\\safety. Lights up the dark places and gives you a complete view many 

GET THE THRILL OF KNOWING HOW eet ahead. Wonderful for cities where traffic Is heavy and ordinary bike 
FAST YOU ARE GOING. When you start lights are hardly noticed. Operates for many hours on one standard whizzing along on your bicycle don't you want, 6-volt lantern battery obtainable at most hardware stores, Reflector 
to know how fast you are traveling? With, th and lens fused together—a one-piece headlight. Air, dirt and moisture- 
low-priced BICYCLE one you cans proof. Retains its brilliance, Reflector cannot tarnish. Streamlined 
PUT IT ON YOUR BIKE. . metal battery case. Finished in white enamel. Double brackets on case 

. Can Also Be Attached to Motorbike, eng ene ic rigid miciaeiing, Sota oat handlebar, with battery cans * on frame, Genuine Gen. Electric sealed beam light gives about 100 
Velocipede, Wagon, Auto or Any yurs of life. Easily replaced. Complete with bulb, but without battery. en) $4. 98 

Moving Vehicle ‘No, 4987, SEALED BEAM BICYCLE HEADLIGHT. Postpald.... iy 

Registers Up to 50 Miles Per Hour eS 

It incorporates the same scientific principle used on airplane air-speed.indi 
eators, and gives remarkably accurate readings all the way UP TO 50 MILES 

. . s 

3-In=1 Bike Tail Light | RAINBOW BIKE HUB LIGHT 
PER HOUR. It’s snappy looking, too. Big sized 3-inch dlal with large numerals. ‘ z ‘ 1 
for easy reading. About 3%-inches overall. Made of beautiful lvory-colored 1. Stop \I N Hubba Hubball 

GANGWAY! 

plastic, handsomely moulded ralsed lettering and figures in contrasting jet blac! Li g h ft These rotating Hub 
So attractive it looks well along side of the instrument board of a new car—it’s Flashes When Lights give you 

that smart, it’s that modern, Metal bracket on back with screw adjustment for installing on bicycle k a eo oa poctechion 

in a few seconds, Complete, individually boxed. 3 for Only $1.00. , Bra es Are and plenty of glam- 
Ra eae I at) Oe Sie wee ae ; Delta. Applied.. our. Hasily clamped 

to the front hub of 
2. Electric Tail Light oy aes ns oe 

3. Safety Reflector poke pid hg Ope 
jure you want good looks in a red, As the wheel 

bicycle accessory —- something revolves, the lights 
that is going to make your bike evolve along with 

look even better, but you also want 
Heat se useful—and this is it. Now you can have 

A BRIGHT LIGHT—A LOUD HORN! 

Electric Horn and Lig| 
Smart Jet-Ray Streamline Cambinat 

Attractive elec- = 

‘deal of attention. 
The 2-color effect as they whirl around and along 
as your bike moves down the road, Is positively 
enchanting to watch at night. Not only does it 
cause plenty of comment, but the motion attracts 

it, attracting a great 

real stop light, same as autos have, Has regular 
I etric tail light that is on all the time while you 

tric bicycle _ We driving at night. Then, in addition it has a big, 
horn combina- f ‘Wiltlant red STOP LIGHT which flashes when you 
tion with new | t the brake on, Just Ilke the autos, Day or night, attention and gives you safety from every angle. 
jet, tear-drop iis gives you extra safety in traffic. In addition, the Other cars and people see you in a hurry. Each 
sign style. 3S / tee Du Pont lucite reflector gives you extra safety. light operates from standard flashlight cell . (not 

Beautifully | > : Finished in lustrous white enamel, Operates on 2 supplied), Complete set of two hub lights, with 
streamlined and is fur- r ndard flashlight cells (not Included). Complete bracket, red and green color lenses, (can be made 
nished with a U-type , th bulb. Easy to attach to rear fender of any bike both red or green if desired) and with bulbs at- 
bracket for rigid mounting “&% ive built-in appearance. 2. 59 tached in one minute. 1 39 
on handlebar, or can also be easily mounted ‘No, 4974. Bike Safety Tall Light....... bs No. 4977. Ralnbow Hub Light Set..... * 
front fender. Famous Delta Jet-Ray gives a bri Wo, 2548, Batteries. (Uses 2). Each Only...100 No. 2548. Batteries, Each....... alse 0 niga s 100 
light for night riding and an efficient wa 

Now You Can Make a 

lotorbike Out of Your Bicycle! 

signal from horn built right in. Horn and J 
operate independently from two switches, convenif 
ly located for easy operation. Finished in lust 
white, the top shell is of moulded plastic, the | 
tom shell, enameled steel, 8-in. long, over T 

. es honking sound * « ‘s as a a ’ f 
in Rear earn SEED ries \eancter: pr Loud wide, 2%-in. deep. Operates on two standard fil fr L OR 
honk like long-winded goose calling its mate. Funny, light cells, Comes complete with bulb, but not | 
noisy, terrific, 9-in. long, 21-in. bell, nickel brass terles. 

Only $74.95 Including Tax 

mplete With All Attachments 
ferrule clamp; easy to mount, Fancy looking. 98c No. 4117. Jet-Ray Horn Light. Each. . $3 

ils. 
Noe 4214. HOLLYWOOD GOOSE HORN. Postpaid? © | No. 2548. Batteries. (Uses 2), Each Only. a 

Sonne, 7 iow at this new, low price, everyone 

ke a Jet Plane With My’N MUA” No. dustattation ests A ppt y i i ane i ew io" 2} nstallation cos pply 
Neyl My hike Hears tke ¢ fe ¥ HAVIS “Motor yourself in less than 

s if an hour, on any balloon-tire bicycle 
STRATO-JET Bi e Meept front spring type). Mounted on 

it fork, driving on front, wheel, away 

And Makes a ROARING NOISE Like One, Too! Put on Any hom driver, Quickly, easily disengaged. 
Apyone can. operate it immediately. 
Hyeet drive onto front tire by special 
Ying stone. No slipping, no excéssive 
¢ (rear tire. wears out before front 

mm). To engage or disengage motor 
py push down or lift special fender 
Mhat's all. 

fo 25 SAFE Miles Per Hour—150 Miles Per Gallon 
‘nd Go Ten Miles for a Cent. Students, 

cost of TRAVIS ‘‘Bike Motor. 

(OHTWEIGHT; but Built to Last—PRECISION Engineered Motorevcle-type handlebar control. s a , Slight turn of one hand controls wor, Complete power-package weighs only 17 Ibs. Ruggedly built, two-cycle. 1 H.P. completely enclosed 
eon air-cooled motor. Safe. No moving parts exposed; no belts; no pulleys; no gears. Weather- ) all parts covered and protected; will operate in rain, snow, any weather. Aluminum cylinder with cast- yp sleeve; cast aluminum piston. Ball bearing throughout; drop-forged crankshaft; fully counterbalanced; contained magneto; automobile type carburetor; motorcycle control. Hot spark for fast start. Compression m mechanism makes engine easy to start as you ride. 150 miles per gallon. FULLY GUARANTEED fkmenship and material fully guaranteed.. Made In U.S.A. Patented. : 
, 04250, BICYCLE MOTOR. Complete Only.................. mec 8h 44. seh nlp WP aiaiets $74.95 WWWhise PACKAGE docs Wake QU ChONGSLO 

|. Surprise Novelty, No: 2995, Witovite packeuw toe: | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. * 529 

Vehicles 
From 

You'll be the envy of your neighborhood when. you ride out with a 

STRATO-JET on your bike, 

Snappy Chrome Plated—Big and Beautiful 
Everyone admires .what a wonderful look this brilliantly chrome_ . 

wiated ceavered design with the flare opening in the back, long and “> 

sleek, big and beautiful STRATO-JET give your bike! 

Noisemaker Gives Your Bike a Jet Roar 
Specially built-in noisemaker gives you a jet-type roar. Calls atten- 

tion to your jet-pipe and you get gasps of admiration and aston- 
ishment as you zip by. You'll fall in love with this stunning 
accessory. Easily attached to rear wheel bolt. Fits any bicycle in 
a couple of minutes. No drilling necessary, attach witn 
ordinary tools. Complete in individual box, Makes a 
good gift to anyone who owns a bicycle. Also makes 
good attachment for wagons, other cycles and even autos. 
No. 4119. STRATO-VJET BIKE EXHAUST $2.45 

PIPE. Each Postpaid........- . ees 

speed of not over 25 mph, Ride in safety 
shop and office workers, savings on car and bus fares soon pay 

or Us MALLE, | SHOW THIS CATALOG TO YOUR FRIENDS. Th 
528 * Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. appreciate it and so will we. Thank you. a 



How to Build Complete, Fast MA a a Bo OR 
Midget Auto Racers u Can Bu 's Fine Gas Motor Dri 

Passenger Midget Racer At Home in Your 
Spare Timel 

Detailed Information 
on Body Design Complete Handbook on Midget Racing from 1 & 2 Passenger Mid qi 

Racer Plans to Regulations and Hints on Dirt Track Racing 
Every boy who has ever thought of owning a 

power driven MIDGET RACER, MOTOR SCOOT- Add 
ER or MOTOR BIKE of any sort should get this 

Included 
in 

Complete 
Scale 
Plans 

useful handbook. Just read the contents of this 

book: 
CHAPTER ONE: Midget Racing since the beginning. Driving h 

technique for racing midgets. Prices of Midget Racers. : ¢ : 2 y QP 

CHAPTER TWO: Midget Race Track Regulations. Ks f \W Se . 

CHAPTER THREE: Diagrams and descriptions of most types of +; A 
Midget Racers, Motor Scooters, Midget Motorcycles, Midget 
Roadsters, Track Cars, etc, 

OHAPTER FOUR: Dirt Track Midgets. Photographs of several 
types of motors and how they are mounted to get speed. 

CHAPTER FIVE: Midget Race Car Plans. 10 blueprints: and 
diagrams showing complete construction. Photographs of 
finished racers. Dirt track racer. 

CHAPTER SIX: How to Build Air Cooled Pushmobile. A cheap 
Tunabout racer for boys. 
GHAPTER SEVEN: Complete plans for Air Cooled Pushmobile, = 

CHAPTER EIGHT: Plans for Midgetmobile Racer. é Just about everyone who has 
CHAPTER NINE: Plans for Converting Bicycle into Motorbike. bicycle would like to have a mof 

tr) sy ae a pvp oder ey oa yn can bail 
= his 2-passenger Midget Race Auto at home, 

i ——— . uses old motoreycle or outboard engine for its 
r, These can easily be purchased at greatly reduced prices. The rest of the car—the transmission, brakes, 
Is, springs—are parts from old Fords and Chevrolets that can be picked up in auto junk yards very 

waply. Body is made of sheet metal. Aside from this, the frame and other construction parts are wood and 
| strips. eee peen ae shows that many have built this car for as low as $35 to $50; by spending your 

ni a erent cat i ea ‘ on it so he can just ride arout fe time on the car, you can actually build it in a few weeks. Detailed diagrams leave nothing to the im- 

Erron oie ws ein Can, “sid pe Boi ee without ‘any effort and let the mot ition, yet plans haye been so designed that modifications can be made to accommodate several styles of 
t SVEN: Low Oost Side Wa otor Driven Kacer, do the work. Go on trips, do € wtors or old parts, depending upon what is available. Modeled after the famous dirt track midget racers, but 

PLUS: Handy Buyer’s Guide for Parts, etc. List of DeLuxe Blue- 
prints, Auto Racing Books, ete. 

Over 75 Photos, Plans and Blueprints 

tands faster and easier, going Ned in body design to accommodate two pi . You and your buddy or girl can “go to town" to- 
school and for just plain rid ‘ier, Mammoth plan sheet is 17x84-inches. Descriptive text helps understand it. Schematic drawing with 
Well, here’s a chance for any aay diagrams makes it easy to read for those who have never read blueprints. Car goes up to 70 
to add that motor to your bike wil ets over 40 m, lion, depending upon power plant. Any racing style or regular miniature auto 

. 7 just a few hours effort and a body can be built, . 
Be the first in your neighborhood to build one of these snappy dollars worth of new or junky 41 Two Pasenger Midget Car Plans 2 00 

racers, They are not toys or models, but full sized midget auto parts. Motor design and mounti 30 Mites 
racers which will get up to 75 miles to the gallon of gas and are illustrated and diagramm Berens j a 75 Miles 

Goes 25 miles per hour; gets neal Per Gallon 
80 miles on a gallon. Send for 
Midget Auto Race Book and 4 
these plans right along with all 
others, 1 

roll at up to 50 miles per hour. This handbook not only gives 
you complete plans and construction details of the midget racer, 
midgetmobile, motor scooter, midget motorcycle, roadster, etc., 
but also tells you all track regulations, how and where to get 
parts and supplies, approximate costs, etc. Profusely illustrated 
—the handbook is a handy, instructive book to own. 

The first few chapters describe gears, transmissions, power and speed, ml 
Tracing rules, rules and regulations for racing, how to convert outboard motot 
dirt track use, motorcycle engines, springing, etc., ete. They are illus 
and thoroughly explained. Different types of racers are listed—dirt track mi 

two seater midgets, midget roadsters, midge 
ell 

Information on Midgets, 
tor-bikes, ». Oarefully compiled, every. AUTO RACING BOOK No. 4 3 sets of working draw- 
ter contains much useful information and | he CLI PPER M OTORSCO OTER Re A ae SRT ROT ne ene $1.10 - 2 . r} , ‘ord V-8 Front Drive. 66 drawings. No. 1795 
esting facts. Written in simple language i) | ‘ord V-8 Front Drive. 66 drawings. No, 1795 VS:A0 

numerous illustrations. y Easy fo Build Modern Design AUTO RACING BOOK No, 5 Raging informa Ons 
Aside from this information, complete d OLIPPER was designed eepectally for home con- low _f0 speed up! stock 

tion. More than a year of planning and experi- 
, 4 cars, midget racers, ta 

and plans are given for three different tare! etc. ete, Nor L758." pelce Pestoald =, $1.10 
of midget racers. q iiing went into this design, Commercial model a 

MIDGET RACER. A scale model midget with # )) streamlined and redesigned for easy building B I ke Pa s se n g e r S eat 
tor under the hood. Simplified gears. Can use_ ) low cost materials, Can be built without 

Makes Your Bike a 2-Seater! 
achine, vele or outboard engin . : , 

eee ucla engine “it will. do 60. -milen Bl miine housing (body) ‘surrounding motor if 
Complete pians, drawings and layouts. i Wish as this is for looks. With plans are other . 5 Pp r) ‘ i] - z ‘olice and officials. who have 

Flexible Cable Leads e: Se ae eee etna ane ee poeta yy styles including one with parcel compartment seen this patented seat say it ia 
to Choke Contred Soll Wood Dash : } Be Can be buil? from. junk yard parts for a few | mckages. Compares with factory-built model in ' the only bicycle accessory that pere 

Peewee eee mene oe 

Uses a light, washing machine engine, that performance and sturdiness. Excellen mits two to 
liver around 75. miles to the gallon and drive | wil length, 48-in, Plans for Pan ae oa ; om ride one bike 
at 20 to 30 miles per hour. Easy to construc . is or z safely! Sturd- 
pleasure to drive. a clutch, oo along up to 80 m.p.h. Gets ily built and 

| . Miles per gallon, : . ild a Classy Midgetmi Build a Classy Midge 1708. CLIPPER MOTORSCOOTER ¢4 OQ 
which will develop around 20 n ANDO. Postpald. if 

. Not as fast or as sturd 
but a handy little vehi j Assen ker, 

delivery and short trips. Midget ith perfect 

Add a Motor to Your Racer & 
An ene eps ter is noes . y ae by 

conver your cycle nm a os eae & 
at very little cost, No more p Motorcycle aaa een 
worry on long _ trips. jae ; ;ing as easy as travel 20 to 25 miles an fh ’ though th 
cover over 200 miles in a Attractively, : 4 rider were not 

: y enameled in col- along. Com - 
around town. Motor drives # ors. With safety 
ret and is mounted just b ‘pin back. 
seat. ait 
No. 1994. Midget Racing ~ 
Book. Price Postpaid...... H, Racer Pin, 

inatpald .75¢ 

4. Motorcycle 
i} Petra Ae 

: of hi 
\oek | steel. Baked enamer. Fits 26 or 28-in. 

No. 891, Price Postpaid. 



4 VOLUME SPORTSMAN’S LIBRARY 98c 

Encyclopedia of Hunting, Fishing, Camping, Trapping, Etc. 

You can get all four books listed on this page as one Sportsman's Library 

for only 98c. Most ofthis information gathered by Buzzacott, world famous 

tsman. Regular Value $1.10. 98Cc 

ELECTRIC LIGHTED FISH PLUGS 
The Sensational Lures That CATCH FISH b: : the SCOR 

prea etek £0 ote .to fish, you want to CATCH FISH and wat tein way reeks than with these St uit Bc hs Rhaelgwe' We ge eee mote, any ate oe ean bod Bailh eieht ie We sece ht . a8 small penlight cell and flashlight 
Catches more necause It ie cae Pecan 8 eet Poe te on ggteegen i necessary to replace battery. Bulb lasts indefinitely, Rowenta tune 2% to % hours before 

OKA {fF 

explorer, guide and spor' 

No. 1259. Svortsman’s Library. Price Postpaid. ..-... A 

Tricks & Facts That Catch Fish _ 

Many books claim to reveal secrets of successful fish- 4 

ing, but seldom does a book give as much experience 

‘and real facts as this, Francis Buzzacott talks right @ 

to you in this book, using his 40 years as America’s 

* Jeading fisherman as a guide, Brief, concise, ead 
ELECTRICALLY 
LIGHTED BAIT 

Electric Sinker & Hook Small i 
Wonderful for still fishing, Body all Electric Plug Large Electric Plug 

Lights up the bait. Attracts, 5 hd Body measu -in. 

Ligh Sis8 | Rees, eae ecttRe eg | Meee Gees eck BEE, 
No. 4796, Price Postpaid’ Plug. Price Each, Postpaid SLeDD | Sing. Price Each, Portia 9L95 

Lifelike 

Te —_ | ee — Oh @ Rubber 

informative style. All phases of fishing cov- 3 

d. ES ay 

Tilustrated with drawings of baits and fishing rigs, pictures of all types of fish and equipment, Angleworm 

grams of successful fishing methods, that you'll agree it ranks with the best in real fishing books. ; : 

CONTENTS: Several Styles of ing Explained, American Fish Illustrated, Successful Fishing, Time and again ) 

About Baits, Casting, Spoons and es, About the Rod, About the Reel, About the Lines, i when still fis 

i 1 i ill Fishi ishing ( ? Bs 

Fishermen’s Equipment, Stream Fishing, Trolling, Trailing, Still Fishing, Lake Fis! Aa you'll find for this 
>= 

i i fi Fi ; Trout Fishing, Trolley Rig, Fish and their Habits, ¥ i use . fe ‘ 3 

aviniien, br Sputting, Sur ishermen, outht for Fishing Trips and Many, Many other Down-to-earth | (lifelike ere ee Lifelike Shiner Lifelike Mouse 

imitation 

Vach pare bas attractive illustrated border. The book is about 4x6 %-inches—handy pocket manual _ that defies detec- Catch the Smart Ones One of the greatest weedless 

i ; surface lures ever devel 

jated gift for your sportsmen friends. (10 coples for $2.25.) | h tion from a real f € 3 eveloped. Can 

ao OTHE FISHERMAN’S HANDBOOK AND POCKET MANUAL. Postpald......... © ) AY\Y worm when in the | Looks like, acts like, feels like be fished in snags, weeds, lily 
i i ds or fallen tree: hi 

. * A water. Fish can | 20d in the natural color of a ate s—where you 

Sportsman's Handbook & Camping Guide hardly resist this | Shiner. Plays no. favorites—it | por Ete Cet noe ive Fab 
‘ . ‘ : ber. Lifelike reprod 

i ‘ Knives, Compasses, Lights, Etc. lifelike bait, In | catches them all, Will definitely } sh: production in 

aa Sana Tents and. Shelters natural colors, | be one of those sure-lures you | side take ripohe (iota Cee tt 
—Camp_ Rations 4 —Don'ts and Ifs 

pples to imitate swim- 

Building Fires With & Without Matches | rhe Camp Doctor 
ming mouse. 

0, 4781. Price Postpaid. No. 4783. Price Postpald, DDC 
te SLSSe Feice | Postpaid. 

Camp Recipes and Cooking (Wonderful | _ Traveling 
No, 4782, Price Postpaid 

lado of livé, tough rubber. 2 Oe will alwayg want with you. 55¢ 

at Home, too) i —Reliable Weather Signs 

Sgeoking Without, utensite 
Zand Many, Many Other Things 

eran in in she open Tel tiustrated 

ea en i ing: - i Information 
= ts Equipment Including: Packed With 

Noo 4242. ‘ SPORTSMAN’S HANDBOOK & OUTDOOR GUIDE. 

PariGapy, POsPald. wvics owes teers en eee see ess he se eiece:e dbtaleeine atetere cee pie a Sn 

Fisherman’s |HUNTING & TRAPPING GUIL 
Calendar Plus Information on Guns, Rifles, Complete Fishing | Hunting Club 

Day by Day Guide to Goo and Shooting, Knives and Fishing Set 25 Emblem’ R°d: Gun 

Bad Fishing Days A boy who bas never bandied a gun or bet é 5 ‘ e c Now 7050. 20c 

1} » cured a skin can learn to do } Vv ii . Price Each, Postpaid....... Metyase 

snare, OF cengit. ‘without any teacher by this G acqatts erything Except Bait! $0 for Soo: $1.76 per dos, 
15 Feet of Green Line, 2-1 

/ 8-Colored Barrel Wood Float, 
=== Split Shot Sinker, Kirby Hook on ri Attractive Winder erglow Luminous _ Complete still fishing set. Noth- 

book. The mystery of making, setting and_bait- 

ing traps successfully is shown. Some of the 

a best methods of cerenine various eps oF fish, 

on ‘ i i aither in the sea, lake or river, are told prac- 

rice a oe *ine PET | tically and understandingly. Also the art 

AY Mies s nauivent 

; i ss Ng more needed except th 
Rice pelleved to bite. Oppositelof managing and training dogs for sport: : ‘ept the worm. 

May , 20th., for Anstance, ott "wits ing purposes, and all about, the care of ; Bobber peer a carry—entire outfit fits 

Bay | GOOrns. Accurately compiled}skins and furs, so they will bring the : We searching for your fishin, ito large pocket. Excellent for 

F ‘ ¥ ig Tip, Str 1 
fram calendars published by, Hunt-[highest market price is given, with a wr when you use this. When . ong line, well made set. 

ed Hishing Mawar erie “weather, vast amount of other information relating fani't see the light, you've got No. 4100. Fishing Set. 25¢ 

fast, ‘stock, market forecast and{to the Hunter’s craft. a ile Ideal for da: Price Postpaid, . 

forecast, Soctitions for each day. Contents include: Guns and Gunning, The Rifle, Traps, 8 " y or night 

based on survey of previous years.Isetting Traps, Balting Traps, Nets, Poisons, Dressing and 

orienta aici enn nit tee 1 
Luminous—without elec- Ad 

Bee it i d 10c On All Or 

Hag day by ay enor each’ day Skins and Furs, Coloring or Dyeing Skins and Furs, Season for eo it at night. 4gc¢ ders 

Yet orabie or unfavorable for youlping, Hints to Trappers, Art of Stretching Skins, Fishing, _ A708. Price Postpald Under $1.00 

is faving to. your birth date.IMake Bait, Fire Hunting, Pigeon Catching, Camping Out, MERMAID FISH HOOK 

beli 11 this book Bias, Yor Ae soul and [ate "epee Raette Recon, tee eo ll 
teresting. great detail on most of these subjec "Catches the Big Fish” 

Wough this fs somewhat in the@p=¢ 
f a joke, you will be surprised 

ional fishermen increase} The book goes into a a 

tne cater, by knowing when andloxample, under fishing it deals with fishing rods, fishing lines 
f 

iva this: eat He) esa ee, Rod and Gun Club 
the usual way. You can have Sweater Emblem 

Wnere to fish. Certain days a@ndireejs, hooks, landing and gaff nets, common baits and ground 

fun with this, when you prove that, here is @ fish hook that | rox ort, chenille. Space at_ top 

Periods are more, promising thiefiive baits, natural fly fishing, artificial fly fishing, casting the BM 

Matohes ‘the big ones’. Try it for luck —you’ r inserting club name. 

eilte either way. “If this doesn’t hook “eto nd Jaugh——sou'll got | No. 7341. Each Postpaid... Je 

st’ far infalso tells how to catch various kinds of fish. 

Denes Breit pecocence: This Numerous illustrations show various types of traps and snare 

thing will.” 3 for $2.00; 1 . 
6, MERMAID FISH HOOK. Postpald.........,.. SD Sue 0. for $6.00 

tie ohnson Smith & Co. % 535 

calendar is a_ compilation of suchlof which can be made by the average person interested in th 

gaeecnel Percent and Sbronvatlan Some of the traps and snares include eae seen the fi uw 

No. 1791. Fisherman’s 15c the spring, the common brick trap, the brick mouse trap, © 

Calendar. Price Postpaid trap, the rabbit trap, the mole trap, etc 

534 4% Johnson Smith & Co.|No__ 1273. HUNTING, TRAPPING & FISHING, Postpald. 
a) 

i] 



ps Blinking a “Come On” Signal!! 
hose shy, wary | 

‘; azed when you see how even t) a 

UE oy ice wereoaed into striking by the ene ee 

blinking action of this en 
baa pens se 

ic spi ing around the N 3 

pa bysararane bk de body makes its light appear to q ! 

9 2 blink on and off, Tests prove our finny 
fi riends simply can t 

Rn ee) “Fish-Trap” Lure Changes 
a “Bite” or a “Nibble” 

Into a “Catch” 
ei 

resist this ingenious, devastat
ing device. 

! x 

ACL | AMAZING RESULTS Helps Fill Your Basket But Spoils Your Story About the “Big Ones That Got Away” 

i | Nothing else lands ’em ees, =e LN 

a ph ‘ y aa ator Nr an one a fish that will 

i ‘N11 sell yourself. 
“top”? your wildest dreams. You 

Daas after you rs ee A lure that you, 

dd to your ent. 

No. 4103. Blinkin’ Beauty Luminous $1.50 

pw Lure. Price Postpald..seseserees 

Te ae LUMINOUS PLASTIC 

i 
ie ) 

Yd A i eos = 

a PrP a iiestizaad 

Make Your Lures & Floats Glow 
with Luminous Pain 

so 4 kness. Ligh 

our lure bins, or floats makes them visible in the dar’ 8, Ko 

A coating of luminous paint on y Jures, bobbins, o Y 

ocalities b whe! : . an unbeatable combina tion. 

; iti Isewhere it is 
i 

2 

legal in some localities but ¢ 
1 

No. 4033, LUMINOUS PAINT. Medium Size Bottle, Price F ostpald. ..+-++e++ 

Glowing Fish 

Set 

cece ereeeees 
‘ 60 ee eeeene 

With specially designed treble hook. B 
‘nd calls from guides 
ig ability. Made in Minnesota, the heart of the big fish country. 
No. 4101. FISH-TRAP WEEDLESS HOOK. Postpaid. 

Super Bright LUMINOUS WORMS , 

Luminous | "FO CATCH MORE FISH Be (¢ 
Plastic ixpose to light for few sec- 

t onds, then it glows Tn oa 

Catch Fish! | Fen during day, bri pnee 

AlMOSE evo attracts fish. Use these supe s 

fisher wes bright luminous glo - oe : 

knows that | ond CATCH FISH!! Just put" 
one practic- | them on your hooks. erac osm 

ally sure-fire | \oula a worm and fish al or ne 

way to Caten with better results. ares ae 

zone | ind of coer ier ut ‘into any desir 
: : ome kind 0 2-inch length. ‘ E 

: hous bait, In fact i some places taath. faint 

tne use of tighted bait 1s illegal, but No. 4107. Luminous Worms, . 

on mee Patan paits can be used, they 
whereve aits 

bring a record haul of fish. It gets the | Luminous Glow Bug Spin 7 

(aaah 
ction and attraction aplem 

Beg illiant Light Which with the daylight fluoresce 
Gives Off a Brilliant LA 

wisn eh Oe ee around : 

ee 
-bright LUMIN D 

ni secret a ek amazing success 
4s oe Seine oe nook. Daye 

: "ai i i ish. 

tant Blas a t Einle pig lel distance. 
night, draws the big 

ight Ww 

“The Fish Were Harder to Get, But I Caught More Than Ever!!” | 
The recipe for this fish lure is said to be based| 

on a formula more than 560 years old. The basic 
ingredients were used by pioneers, for contrary to| 
general belief, there was not always ‘good fishing’’ 
in the “good old days.” Fish lure is used for two 
purposes: bait can be rubbed with it or allowed. to 
lay in it, or the lure can be thrown into the water, 
in an effort to attract fish to your hook. Of course, 

Get The there are different types of fish lure, but we believe| 
ee this is one of the most successful. It is a recog- Big Fish! nized fact that fish can sometimes be caught with! 

fish lure when they seem to absolutely refuse to} 
4126. FISH LURE. Per Package..... 10c bite on untreated bait. Full directions with each| 

3 packages 260, or 750 per dozen package. Shipped Postpaid. 

Complete Fishing Outfit 
Casting and 
Still Fishing 

¢ n 3 t  revolvi Fishing is truly the great there are any fish in the neighborhood, nen 2\ |: Ea ncaa ie ou roakeai universal sport. On rivers and 7 around to investigate. All aN a en bea nerd ote “plink” with powerful attE lakes, on ponds and rippling in 
them in, The testimonials | nee ven the smart. fish. } i brooks, the thrill of fish on the eon 
ae faa rane us oe illustration. Luminous yee winsnneea bh isi a ee and pe ie ys Approximately No. ° cate Ss always one. o e ; plastic shaft, inner. Postpaid......- greatest sports. Now, a depend- eS No. 4105, Luminous Fish ee tetas ek 29¢ e able low-priced fishing set has been devel- Each, Postpald...--+++++* ; ti Wi that should appeal to. all anglers 

Automatic 
8s. This serves almost every purpose that 

i} & more elaborate set might accomplish, 
Sot Includes Metal Carrying Case with Handle, Two Piece oil tempered 
Whippy Steel Rod, Fishing Reel with Click, Nylon Fishing Line, As- 
ited Steel Fish Hooks, Float, Snelled Hook, 2 ft. Gut Leader, Sinkers, 
llustrated Booklet and Bait Can. 

fet you want for CASTING or STI 

Fisherman 

Will Catch the Fish While You Sleep! 
+ f a fish nibbles at your ‘oe e's what it does: 

aon Se ie A TOMATION FISHERMAN, i thet, good, Hite {ued ony lone for. Th LOMA the line a sharp je DP Serene D j 
werful spring action gives 11 you have to do is D i fish : ai blightly. This sinks in the hook ony ae Junch, When you setae oa pail him in. A great gadj 

fine, fo. back eth Tero. chances are he'll be hooked, waiting 4 jnas nibbled at the hook, ché 

536 * | No. oe AUTOMATIC FISHERMAN
. Price Each, Postpald.-..+++*++ 

4 

“ a mighty good investment, too, as 
#y for the outfit. Durable two-piece rod is 46 inches in len, 
sipled handle and tight-grip reel lock, The reel has smooth ai 
: ‘em in quickly, Carrying case is beautifully lithographed in aluminum and blue colors, Size 24 ong by 3%4-inch diameter with metal handle, Altogether a nice set, ae are §4, COMPLETE FISHING OUTFIT. Prico Postpald.........sceee $3-50 | & 537 

rp 
a few good catches should 

gth and features the easy-line ferrule, 
ction that allows you to get good casta 

i 

fooks Like a Shiner or Minnow—No Other Bait Necessary—Guaranteed Weedless 
Clever fish lures, so effective they are called “RKISH-TRAPS” because that is pxactly what they do. A nibble and they spring, and the patented sliding action 

Use Small Section on Almost Any LUI@R wins hook into place. Bring home the “big ones” and show them to your friends! 
Hooks or Hook and It Improves Your Catchi@® \t is a weedless lure that enables you to get in where the big fish are, Equipped 

asily set and no hooks are exposed. Letters 
and fishermen who have used them praise their fish-catch- 

sa wench tie ee ae 

LL FISHING. Everything you need is included in one hand- 
Wielal carrying case. You'll find this 



meant nd 

Automatic Live Animal Trap 
Catch Live Mice, Rats, Weasels, : 
Chipmunks, Gophers, Snakes, Etc. : : 
Here is something that every one who H 

likes to spend his time in the outdoors 
should be interested in—a live animal 
trap—a trap which catches the an- Qpen at both ends. Animal walks in unsuspectingly 7 
imals but does not harm them in any way. 

Catch Animals for Pets, Games, Etc. 
One of the easiest to set, and most effi- 

cient live animal traps ever constructed 
for catching mink, muskrat, rabbits, and 
other small animals pare and Oe nies 

naps shut when anima ulls “ 
pabart oe wee on pan. The door deine Both ends shut. The animal is caught unhurr | 
held in closed position by a lock, under tension. Can only be opened from 
the outside, after animals are trapped, Entirely automatic after it is once set 
Leave the trap in a suitable place over night, and then go back to see what you 
have caught. You'll find it real sport as well as make many interesting and perhaps valuable catches. Com 
structtd of heavy gauge galvanized screen. Size 18-in, lang, 5-in. wide and 6-in. high, 

Live Animal Trap. For Rats, Mice, Weasels, Gophers, No, 7424. 
Snakes, Etc. Price Postpaid:..........0eeeee cease tees e enero esseeeeeee’s $3.9. 

No. 7429. Large Size Trap. 7x7x24-inches. For Rabbits, Mink, $5.9 

Squirrels As Well As Smaller Animals, Price Postpaid.,.....- 

Animal Lure Bait NOSE CLIPS 
Really Lures Animals Keeps Water Out of Your ‘¥j 

to Your Trap Nose 
Withstands rain, sleet and Swim or bathe In comfort and 

snow, Lasting and in concen- protect your health, Seals the 
trated form, Get the thrill | nostrils, yet comfortable to wear. 
from luring some animal to Broad rubber surfaces allow pres- 
your trap. Catch them alive sure to be applied gently yet firmly, Rust resist 
or trap them for furs or meat. chrome plated spring, rubber nose pads. With neg 
Made of high quality mate- cord. T 
rials and put up in handy | No, 4388. Nose Clips, Each.......¢' 
metal tubes, a testi 

4638. Animal Balt. For a es) a | I) GET A NEW THRILL IN 

ay “NIGHT FISHING 
eaters. Includes fox, rabbit, rats, small 

with the New 

game, etc. ic 
Price Per Tubo....-..+ 69 

BITE LITE BOBBER 
When the Fish Bites 
The Bobber Lights 

Have more fun! Catch more 
Beautiful streamlined colored Dp 
case. Has exclusive line locking dé 
control device. Good for fishing ay 
night. Automatic, Batteries last Ii 
time, because light flashes only Y 
fish bites. Waterproof. _ 
fully moulded red plastic. 
with battery and bulb. 
No. 4130. Complet 

Ruggedly built, smooth running on_ brass _bear- 
ings, onesplece frame construction, jet oil black and 
nickel finish. 100 yard capacity. Low me 98C 
value. 
No, 4125. Fishing Reel. Postpald.......- 

so eee 

Advantages of a Plug Plus Live Baitli 
Live-Lure is 9 transparent plastic shell, shaped 

like a conyentional plug, with two treble hooks and 

removable head, permitting insertion of minnow or 

other live bait. Transparent shell magnifies bait Is 

inside and adds to effectiveness. Water flows through 
plug keeping bait alive for days. Advertised as 
world’s liveliest bait under test. All purpose. 4-in, 
No. 4128. LIVE LURE BAIT. $1.50 Ks 

Price Postpaid, Each. . ‘ 

WHY DIG WORMS?_ SHOCK 
» WORMS COME TO YOU! 

Sit back and make the worms come to 
youl! Amazing ELECTRO SHOCKER 
tickles the worms and sends them up to 

s the surface so all you have to do is pick 
*em up! Just stick rod in ground, connect 
to electricity and the mild shock in sur- 
rounding ground drives worms to_ surface, 

4 Complete appliance. 

es ps No. 4123. Electro Batt. Postpaid SLeDP 

538 x Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 

Gatch Fish the Easy 
With a Net! © 

Make good deep landing 
flve bags, hammocks, minno 
trap nets, etc. Fascinatin 

profitable as row on row, you, 
em grow. Latest book on net 
ing—over 175 pictures, DP 
shuttle and mesh gage, th 
plete outfit of tools for maki 
size or gage net. Fun, e 
REALLY CATCHES FISH.) 
No- 6989. Net Making Kit. 
Get, Postpald.... 

LIVE BAIT—RID HOUSE, CABIN, SHOP OF BUGS & INSECTS 

LIVE BAIT TRAP 
ple ae ROGEEee, Woterkugs, Crickets & Other Bugs © most amazing inventions you've secen, Eve no wee: Met ey ae catch an a to use live bait the Ringe the s I a Dig way. Roaches of all kinds id si bugs, crickets and other big and little b ist aang einen oa fast for various types of fishing. Yi ing home gone a ee ae ordinary bait doesn’t even ara a nibbiet TAS TOUS cath eae a Rid Your House or Cotta \ I ¢ ge of Bugs and Roac This was originally designed for homes and lenis, hotels ane go's ie ey eta ee. Bugs sae ee and it still does a wonderful job ig 1@ only practical way of removin, thes all metal trap GETS LARGE AND SMALL B S VEN MGR: 

G \ UGS, EVEN 
night! Principle is quite simple. Benen gunna Sinnetitie ipo tt eo ieee . anal 
almost impossible for them’ to get out. Trap measures 6-inches in aieeeees ‘aia aan ae “89c : . ic No. 4144. DURBIN TRAP. Postpaid....... se eee 

eK . e/ 

AZE) ) 

Wonder Soft Crab 
Ends your soft shell crab bait 

worries. Greatest of all the P & K 
live rubber baits, Nothing else like 
it. In color, form and appearance looks and feels like real soft shell 
crab. Made of soft, tough, live 

ey Ree indefinitely. Mount- 
*d on high quality hook. - like grub worm from soft live rub- | less. Faithful balance and Seles her. Catches fish. Complete with | give natural wiggling motion water—weedless, With high qual- hook. 30c Medium size. $1 0 , | ity hook. 5 80 No. 4146. Postpaid,., P4200 | No. 4145, Price Postpaid SUC 

egSTELY-» Minnow-Saver | FOLDING FISH NET 
Hook Catch Minnows and Other Small Fish 

wu Ideal net for 

Minnow Is Kept Alive 
catching small fish 
Bes 8-in, long, 

: ‘ including min - 
and Swimming nows and other 

A minnow saver in every live bait. New im- 
sense of the word, Use it : : proved _construc- 
whenever you use live bait. tion assures better 

The scientific patented construction permits minnow results, 
1) swim freely and uninjured. Can also be baited , 
with worms and other fresh bait, Minnows have Steel Frame 
fen kept alive for 48 hours. Reversed hook con- Id 
Mhiction assures more fish. 35c Holds Net 
fo. 4098. Minnow Saver Hook. Each.... 

Popping Frog 
Complete With Knee Action 
& Hollow Nose for Popper 

Kicks like a swimming frog, 
and if that life-like action doesn’t 
lure the fish, the popper is sure 
to do the job. An old favorite in 
the most realistic action ever de- 
vised. Always lands right side up. 
Made of rubber. Fish in any 

and Hook 
Use It Over & Over Again 
—Realism Catches Fish 
You don’t use up bait when 

you use this. A superlative achieve- 
ment in fashioning a really life- 

In Position 
Rigid under How to Raise and Care For Pet Fish most strenuous 

This popular handbook tells how to raise, care for one Frame made ji! breed over 100 popular home pets including o peotee flat 4 pica ioc Bg Soa) birds, ip ata tion, Fold ning nt locks frame in desired posi- (is, insects, monkeys, mice, - . E actly—ca: A tod. ey! x 1 5c har open. LO-nehbe lorie tolaed: ‘Gombicte eae i, 1437. Pet Handbook. Postpaid, Only’. . ne No. 4097. Folding Fish Net. Postpaid. . 92650 

Taylor Fish Detective 
Tells you where fish will bite best geen to fish. Helps you select the most sete ive bait. Water temperature has tremendous effect on good fishing. For instance, Rainbow Trout strike wet flies, bucktails, live bait at 50-55 degrees, but prefer dry flies in water over 55 degrees. EVERY FISH HAS ITS OWN PREFERENCES. Fish Detective comes com- plete with water temperature fishing chart 

oem Shaken Faking 
HARM WATIR— deep Hiding 

The and full instructions, Plastic body, 6-in. lon Pishermna's oe one and don’t come home again without Th plenty of fish. ermometer No. 4108. Fish Detective, , $1.75 [539 / 



Everything you need to catch fish in_ attractive 

i i 1 with ad- | metal single action ree’ ; ae 

Seetabie click Nene Nickel plated teonee i. 1 

spring erm Saget and line. %G ; amor ck water- ‘ rted 

Epaur sy inroneed hooks. Float, Bn ac the Ais 

te Baht nickel-plated spoon wit 1 98 

for casting. Carrying case. yan $ x 

No. 6934. Cub Fishing Set. Postpald. . . 

capacity, 
spring 

pointed 

“Fish & Troll 40 Feet Out From 

OP chcne Without a Boat 

LUR-TROL. For offshore, stream or lake fishing 
nt in the middle 

and trolling. Now you ot ses ahore-alarost as if 

Casting and still fishing set. Double multipiaa 

nickel-plated reel with tenite handle Hl 
adjustable click drag. 

steel rod, 25-yds. Fa ee loot 

y asting plug. 2 sneé 8 p 

Sane aeikes. 1 flashy metal spoon with 5s) 

1 double hooks. | 1 
carrying case with handle. 
No. 6935. Camper Fishing 

ne RANGER DE LUXE SET 

Two piece 50) 
-pound test lin : of 12 

Fitted enameled float. Going hunting? t to bring hawks, crows and ducks within the range of your gun? These falls give nearly perfect imitations of the birds. Met the thrill of concealing yourself ; trush and bringing the 

Like a 
call, 

ated. 

Set. Postpald. $2.9 
For 

birds to you by imitatin, No. 4290. 
i Aion meus Beir calls. wi jomnplote instructions are sent with Price Each, 

of ‘oO. eh call. The duck call, for example, gives direc- 
Level Wind, Smo lons for giving the greeting, come-back* feed and xy hen call. Distinguishes different calls for dif- erent types of birds, Carefully tuned metal reeds, Maple body with birch teed holders, a 

CROW CALL 
Have fun with your air rifle or gun. farmers by getting rid of Ml really brings them out, No. 4292. Crow Call. Price Postpald. . 

DUCK CALL 
A good call makes hunting easier and more fun, mt out in the woods and fields and hunt ducks. 

Help the 
the these pests, This 

$1.00 

4¥2-In. 

a 
Brings Squirrels to You! 

duck takes to water, 
Wonderful for hunters and nature lovers. So it brings them out into open. Hand oper- gray and fox squirrels, Full directions, 

ARONTO 

~ guaunteed to 
Se okey 222722 

squirrels answer this 

Squacky Squirrel Call, 
Postpald.......00 $ 

AUTOMATIC 
_ Butfon Pocket Knife::Safety Lock ‘pens Quick :as a Wdink 

Overall PRECISION Length - BUILT 
z svete ml sport and swell eating, Very realistic call 

ge 
eel with adjust 4 

. ah 
of streams ana ay (ierolutionary trolling device ee ag tated wind “mechanism same, a, a hi ae mecca ne eren PBS Wella $1.50 HIGH-CARBON 
you, were, mm 8 ith deep running lures, ‘Every | c iced reels, Bright nickel plated. sting ri 

STEEL BLADE 

tes efficiently with deer tch fish. | est priced reels. Br le, 2-piece steel cas j ‘i a ll poo ag es ae By hone With or without RA Tease ovithn re ‘metal saldes and LT s ADJUSTAB LE GAME and 
Zio Polished 

thrill to fi ical devi hat auto- oil tempe Ba Ray line, 21. po 
a 

a boat, LUR-TROL is sore ee we be: tose 50 yd. pees SE naoKat flashy metal spd a al ere BIRD 
BRASS LINED 

matically keeps line é and down lake or river. 2-c iP onbe: A y 
= 

troll up an t carrying ¢ Id 

SURE ERIP+ 

Woi'g799. LUR-TROL. $1.98 | Noeoae. Ranger De Luxe Set. Postpa CALL / /(_PaESS COLORED 

i * fy setae 
AT 

Price Postpald. .... Li d Emblem FIRE WITHOUT M. ife Guar How to Build 

Canoe, Kayak or 
Surfboard 

2 -in, diameter. 

eat on. jacket, Bhixt, | au 

Golor fast, ailk-like emir End 

mille in gold, 
Siok. white background. i 75¢ 

No. 7314. Postpaid. ..%- 

ug: SE 
DUSTRIAL RED CROSS INI 

CIVILIAN DEFENSE LABORATORIES 

Lge Sah 

6-foot lete details on 1 
ony -foot kayak and TOO} 

surfboard Popular Mechanies 

Pinan 32 plans, photos, diagrams. 

Gomplete description. 25¢c 

No. 1433. Plans. 

ar Drum Protectors 
HEAR PERFECTLY 

far Protection in Water 

| > 

< 

tect your ears 
ey wii e swimming, 
taking bath, or PROTECTORS 

shower, etc. infection and ear 

trouble. peony for ont! HEAT TABLETS people. Easy to ery ‘any ear, Easy-to-light tone ean of 
no discomfort. Eble. pure | of concentrated hea office, shop, Made of soft, P 8, athletes,| these tablets. Ko er you. need 
eee aa 5c He pee re as tablets per aviators, etc. Palr. sz... concentra’ . No. 4837. Per WA. @ 60c ket size package. 

No. 9410. Package....+- 
o. —————————— 

540 % Johnson Smith & Co. 

Postpald 

QT ua 
1 ounce) 

Tabchbok: Holds regular ™ 
Flint s 
moulded into bottom pro 
without matches. 2 %-in, 

WATER BAG 

Life long study 
ve produced this 

true-to-nature tone. This is their m call. Produces an almost endless variety of Witic imitations including HAWK, DUCK, CHICKEN, WILD BIRDS of every de- jon and many species of wild game. i like it. Made of select hard Polished Miient adjustable nickel plated tone h only 4%-in. omplete instructions, 4206. Adjustable Gamo Call. 
poatpald +. reisielsetichisse, |, enero 8 OS i ee Magnetic Fighting Cocks 

slide, 59C 

nails; 
rugged, 
Teal 

light-weight 
waterproof 

Practical, i 
joy to 

mil alnico magnets, 
orks fight to finish. Ty i ip. striker bar pecmat large size grip. 

No. 8400. Aut 3 

PLASTIC HANDLE 
=e 

Sportsmen will appreciate this FAST ACTION, TOMATIC SAFETY KNIFE. Ready for use in a jiffy—Just press button & blade springs open and locks into position, ready for use, 
Safety Lock Guards 

Against Accidental Openin Each fi avoid accidental o: ening. ‘No With. safety lock to pening. No more broken f - No more delay, Has 2-{ t tn fo ek Ta, handie. 
work with—fin 

razor sharp, long’ precisi e surgical steel blade, 

inch blade built into 4%-in. overall. A 
ion tapering edge, full-hand, 

BATTLE! LIVE. 

29c 

18. Per Palr 29c 

OTION! Driven by 

re Elbow or Knee 
LEATHER PATCH 

Shirts, Pants, Jackets, Etc. 

Keeps 
Water 
Cool if 

Saves your i : 
Pants knees 

Pe eer 
and your 
jacket or 
Sweater  el- 

— th bows ae 
a! Wear. Make Pa ; Is by evaporation afety Purse Epler fine ‘patches 

Cools a) with yo yo put your money in through, 
weather. Carry your 1 ; 
conveniently without my purse it is impossible 

eakage. Keeps water 00 
pe ee A eat capag 

vas with sling. 
No. 6473. Postpald.., 

Genuine 
leather, adds 
t. looks, 
Brown or 

Hlally “slip” out. You 
Y coin out in a couple 
a pare | made of 

b holes 
Gafety Purse. - 39c 

black. Set of 2, 
No. 4559. Price Per Palr 35C 

omatic Push Button Knite. $1.98 
Midget ‘ On Key 
Knife em 

only in ‘ miniature 
size. On key chain for maximum 
convenience. Single blade, high- grade mirror-finished sharp blade, 2%-in. long; 2-in. blade. Cellu- loid handle. Nickel beaded key 
hai ith clasp. 
No. 8446, ‘Prico Postpald 59c 

Tohnian SnD Daa Johnson Smith & Co. %& 541 



ou 

ese am 

use these goggles. 

SEA DIVE 
ata) LOOK FOR LOST COINS, ETC. SCARE FRIENDS! 

watet SWIMMING GOGGLES|; 
SEE CLEARLY UNDER WATER * 

+FISHING 

aq Mili ia 

These Swimming Goggles Protect Your Eyes so that Yi 

CanOpen Your Eyes Under Water and Get a Clear Log Se rae 

UNDER 
WATER 
rae 
VIEW 

SWIMMING GOGGLES | 
the Iatest addition to swi 
ming fun. Just slip them 
and you are all ready to) 

under the water. We jf 
can’t begin to tell 
how many thrills they ¢ 
give you. Iman ordini 
swimming pool you 
swim under water 
see your friends, the fi 
of the pool, the sides § 
have lots of fun ; 
ming after objects. 

playing with your friends, 
you live near a lake yow ll 

joy examining the rocks and # 

of the lake. In some places y 

will discover coral, unusual man 

Mfe and fascinating plants and underwater vegetation. The unbreakable, shat 

proof lenses furnish ample protection for the eyes, } 

Fish Under Water With These Goggles SEA-DIVE WATER GOGGLES 

Underwater fishing is a new thrill you can try 

les. Did you know that fish are 
rr 

Reims Pe eicotened away if you are swimming De Luxe Tahiti Type. 

under water? It’s a real sport that you'll enjoy As used by pearl divers. # 

and 2 real test of your endurance. Rone people gare et cae) a 

stay under water rom sa or ori té 

use the face mask so they can stay lM gl egies 

vents any liquid from getti 
ishermen prefer to 

Jonger, but many underwater fishermen D 
om get SPEARHEAD AND TIP 

yes, giving you protection against infectiogy ° ; 

oF casieats, apiedts, ete, Cadmium plated brass wil se For Underwater Fishing, Etc. 

i Tnbreakable plastic lenses. Adj ith directions for making a sharp pointed spear. 
maper cushion, Un Pp 1.5 plete instructions are included for finishing spear. 
able. ° r has a steel, knife-sharp blade that pierces. fish 
No. 9261. Sea-Dive Water Goggles. Pair. Bly. jaxged edge holds fish tight to spear. Spear 

i held by wire to pull in fish and prevents you from 
ie spear, Fish are not afraid of you when you are 

eed Nd ol cognates os eau spear head 
wire. Complete except for pole. 

4iip2, Spearhead and Tip. Postpaid. +, SLe25 

undreds of 
cinating 
es. Stay 
nder water / 

a new and beautiful world for exploration. 

Locate Lost Articles, Money, Treasure, 

Motors Etc., Under Water. Repair Boats 

Tf you or your friends ever spend any time near water, 

you'll find these goggles a practical thing to have, They are 

designed to give absolute eye protection. Keeps out water 

can open your eyes and get a clear view, Wine. for study 

life. All rubber construction with composition, unbr 

plastic lenses. Adjustable to any head size, Fit snugly an 

eyes and over nose. - 
No. 9253, UNDERWATER SWIMMING $ i 

GOGGLES. Per Pair, Postpald....eecesvwceeeee 

Swim Farther, Easier and Faster With Swim Glovi 
and Swim Fins } 

Swim Faster With Fins 
Gives You 

Amazing Spe 
i; Bight years of a 
ments went into th 

: velopment of these 
etter swimming ff 

the best by far. | 
ou amazing switt 
peed with little 
‘Wearer can walk 

them 
Lightw 

4109. 

Water Wings 

Speed Swim Glove 
Approved and used by swim 

stars for faster, easier swimming. 
Good in water sports. Web finger 
construction cuts water like knife, 

them for use 

gives you stronger pull, Winest 
natural rubber. 

No. 9256. Swim Gloves. 
Medium Size, Pair... -$1.98 

No. 9287. Swim Gloves 1.98 
Large Size, Palr....-. 

342 % Johnson Smith & Co. 

Soe is SS 

No, 9255, Swim Fins. Large Size. (Over size 9) 

Por Palr, 

to Swim and Float 
impart 

such confidence in water 
that it is possible to learn 
to swim and float in a very 

short time. Overcome many of the difficulties and dangers of 
learning to swim. The water wings can be carried in a pocket 
like a handkerchief. 

in any 
safe. Water wings have been in use for several generations 
and the persons who have learned to swim with their aid can 
be numbered by the thousands, For children they are just the 
thing because they make it almost impossible for them to 
sink below the surface of the water Helps eliminate worry 
of having to keep a constant eye on the children when they 
are at the beach, ete, These wings are strong, made of-durable 
material and are washable. $1 98 

No. 6898. WATER WINGS. Price Postpaid.. * : ia No ORNs NM 

Postale) Lene’ cla'als ds eiaceis|«eip'e'e\e e siemens J QGESTION: | Have you mere anes 4/9? | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. % 543 
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Sea-Dive Mask and 
Spear Fishing Set 

Catch Fish Under Water! 
Spear fishing and diving have been practised for 

years. in the South Seas, and more recently the 
sport has spread to the Mediterranean and a few 
scattered spots in the United States. Today indi 
viduals and clubs all over the country are taking 
up this fascinating sport. 

The Sea-Dive Mask is the result of yeara of 
experimentation by a group of diving enthusiasts 
composed of members of the Professional Beach 
Guards Association, Many adaptations of every 
known type of diving equipment were tried out 

them over an eighteen year period, and the Sea-Dive Mask was finally perfected to meet their very 
hoting requirements for sport diving and beach safety work. 
he possibilities of the Sea-Dive Mask are tremendous. Swimming instructors find that pupils wearing 
mask lose their fear of getting their face into the water and make much more rapid progress, 

faturally timid swimmer soon gains confidence by being able to see clearly beneath the surface, opening 
Biology students find the mask invaluable for studying 

marine life at close range, as fish have no fear of the submerged diver. 
p South Seas is an engrossing sport easily learned by even a mediocre swimmer. 
icles, examining and making emergency repairs to boat hulls and propellers, lifeguard rescue work, 
ection of piling, capturing shellfish and countless other uses in ocean, lake, river or swimming pool, 
Sea-Dive Mask is the most practical and satisfactory diving equipment of its kind, f 

Even 

Spear fishing as practised in 
For retrieving lost 

SEA-DIVE MASK 
Designed to protect both nose and eyes from contact 

with water, eliminating the danger of eye and sinus 
infections or irritations from pressure or contaminated 
water. The heavy glass plate allows perfect visibility 
underwater, with none of the optical distortion com- 
mon to some types of goggles. Sidewall of mask ts 
moulded to fit contour of face. New, live rubber ac- 
comodating itself comfortably to a watertight ft 
around forehead, cheeks and upper lip. Nose is inside 
mask—gives you a couple of extra breaths for longer 
under water duration. 
No. 411A2. Soa-Dive Mask. Price Postpaid..,. 92098 

DE LUXE SEA DIVE OVAL SHAPE MASK 
Improved model designed for and used by Allied Forces’ ‘‘Swimming Commandos” , 
tch, craze or bend with use—always a clear, undistorted view. Oval shape ven We ae wont 
—stay under water longer. Patented lip is comfortable and watertight. Brass band water seal, ‘ 

DeLUXE SEA DIVE MASK. Price Postpald......ccceeeccccccacsuseceees $3.98 

WATER WINGS = Swim At Once! 

Larger 

ONLY $1.98 

Every traveler by sea should have 
emergency, as they are quite 
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MUSCLE BUILDER” POCKET GYMNASIUM 
Be Strong - Learn To Protect Yourself 

Use A Muscle And Body Builder Endorsed By Some Of The 
Foremost Physical Culture Experts Of The World 

This is one of the simplest yet most effective Pocket 
finasiums made. It is made entirely of pure, live 

TCHESTEXPAND 
rogressive Exerci i 

bber, and is designed especially for compactness, con- Carry It 
Hlence, simplicity, and above all quick and satisfactory With You 
lilts. With it you can, by following the chart of ex- in Your 
jses which accompanies each apparatus, develop the 
y, and this should go a long way towards keeping 

fit. By its regular use it will help 
develop a well-poised muscular body. 
will be amazed at its effectiveness— 

tly every part of the body is brought 
- # play. If you use the “Samson” Pocket 

Physi Mnasium regularly, it may save costly 
* . lor's bills and at the same time avoid 

Train jh suffering and inconvenience, Nearly 
Te q ry one, yosee and old, oo ane on os 

e efit by it. ctivity is e. Inactivity 
ourse f 7 ns eee roel Dia ere cen 

= t of instructions, so simple at any with eve a 
Expan ch 

Mm Become strong for y 
health’s sake or -to ag 

lligent child can use them. 
623. “Wonder” Pocket Gym. $1.00 

your friends with extra 
nary feats which mem 

Marvelous Body Developer Used By the Army 

great strength can do. — 

| 3-Way Muscle Builder 
The lively elastic cable , 

Endorsed by Experts 
f ‘Here is a picture of 

“Sailor” White, the U.S. 
Navy Strong Man, using 
one of our 

Giant Chest Expanders 
He says he 

considers it 
has no equal 
for building 
the muscles of 
the entire body, 
for helping to 
give you 
strong arms 
a powerfu 

Have Powerful Arms, Legs and Body 
The Famous 3-WAY MUSCLE BUILDER that is made to keep your entire body from head to foot in tip-top shape, 

the tension for progre 
exercises. Thus the te 
ean be regulated to suit 
needs and increased as 
STRENGTH GROWS. 
handles are made with 
and 10 continuous loops 
fitted with MOULDED GR 

Develop your muscle 
ed way. yee big, © 
shoulders, il out@ chest. Become one of the strongest men in your toy using the famous GIANT CHEST EXPANDER, one @| 

cheat, rip- atirestive: cai he : Based on a scientifically designed program to give you mar- ping seo have safety snap Coun mamcrsemaraem, velous control over your muscles that means a powerful ena help. for detaching from the. Dierfiis ietieerl: body. No body building set can do the impossible, but this 
ee ae dles, enabling you to ree == set will do as much or more for you than any other body 

& p 
Cet =a2) building course or set of equipment, regardless of the cost, 

inet feeling 
Used in the Army program of physical fitness. 
Nearly everyone has built within him amazing strength : and these sets are designed to develop and release your na- v meet tural strength. Teeth Protect . 7 ee roteCtor t People Develop Only < Fraction b especially made for 7 oxers ani ootba of Their Strength! players to give you With this set you can exercise almost 

DI] af 

mouth and teeth pro- Wy muscle. Includes adjustable 3- tection, Also used by * CHEST PULL for any tension car heckan einrere ‘ae light to extra heavy, woe Ing drivers, etc.,' eto, strongest t : ING EXERCISER for wall exer- Absorbs the shock, Pro- & ensioned devices eon he rene Practeulis Uh including rowing, shadow boxing, tects teeth from cutting man, woman and child should have one in the h { 26 Moye TENSION GRIPS for Made. of “moulded white 
This GIANT © homey loping the hands and wrists, All Made of moulded. white 

CHEST EXPANDER is famous for qu ; , t f i rubber. Provide ample 
strength and scientific construction. It is identicall Ned in colorful box with complete protection, Oorrectly Same quality as supplied to leading Physical Training Wuctions for scientific use, i vt | Gon ee Perts, who spend thousands of dollars to advertise them fii4. FAMOUS 3-WAY $5 95 siiatde hela eee ee eee who recommend them for their pupils. For pbuilding pi HOLE BUILDER. Postpaid e athletes and_ others. 89c ful muscles and keeping the body strong and health 

pete aloe nai 
consider they have no equal, Each Exerciser come 3 including an ILLUSTRATED PHYS 

D E Vv E L Oo P E R S SE, showing how to use the Exercisi B il S W, ® best results, Wherever possible we recommend you té vild trong rists and Arm Muscles— Speedy Results Of over S00 has with 10 Cables, as this has a2 res Develop a grip of steel, Everyone wants to have strong muscles so 6 Th mG d ! that he can protect himself in an emergency and always have vigorous ree oadeis to Select ‘| ea ao I itis reason why most persons ; wa cannot enjoy ese advantages. Body building, for 8 Teme Tete! EXPANDER, ‘ many people is merely a habit, After using these 0, ele h id dlciah 
wrist and fore-arm developers for only two or No. 6621. CHEST EXPANDER three weeks regularly each morning or night, 5 Henvy Tension Cables......... 9 you should begin to notice an improvement. No. 6622. GIANT CHEST EXPA Even if you have a strong grip and plenty of 10 Special Heavy Tension 
muscle do not become muscle bound. Onbles) sc essa. 4 .4 Made of fine quality spring steel. The outfit consists of two “GRIP- Le em Bate Neer ae ; WTEEL” Developers, one for each hand, complete in box with set af exercise #, fully illustrated with explanatory diagrams. $1 00 

28. “GRIP-OF-STEEL” DEVELOPERS, Price Per Pair Postpaid... ° 

i Extra Heavy Cables 
No. 6618, Extra Tension Cables, Ea 

: i ich i . Sa te tee ne 544 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, I i line. Savon time and naive ‘avoid mistakes, © | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. & 545 
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‘you TO eB ore Powerful Grip with this Leather Wrist Band 
crue) y M. 1 i ath If you desire fo ee Bp your base Rhee 

aye 
for doing heavy physical labor or would like to 

Rowi ti et Develop our macnn wit f develop your muscles for athletic purposes, these 

Boxing OF 
wrist bands will be of inestimable value. Even 

Bowlin 
all xerc S 

after you first start using the wrist band on you 

ie 
should begin to notice the difference. While 

Tennis i) some people use them only on their left or 

Chest —Helps Deepen and Broaden the Chest. weaker wrist, it is a good policy to wear them 

Back —Easily o ae ee ae eos a on both wrists. 

eas ni oulde » 
Spine Use as, Regular ic al Single Straps Double Straps 

—tTension Can Boe Varied. 
r A i 

Stomach pa Shadow Boxing, QGlving You a Driving ie ee aa bey 25¢ Wie wand’ nee, oon 35c 

na any A act ized, Genuinely Helpful Way to Reduce : ae 
Other —A Recognized, Ge y . ps 

a —Regular Exercises of ALL Muscles Is One of the More Comfort Walking, Standin = 

Exercises Ear estes koe OR Bae nae Attract Live Crows 
Powerful Feet for Sports! 

Ankle Support 
ded Strength to Your Feet and Legs 

Sports and Everyday! Bal 

—Many Minor Allments Can Be Corrected by 
Keeping Adequately Fit. : 

—Helps Athletes Keep In Good Condition All 
Year ‘Round, 

—Beauty Begins With a Healthy Look and @ 
Healthy Body. 

hest expander, wall exerciser, TOW- 

ton shacbane; ‘etc, Polished spring 

W, Sports and Everyday! 

exerciser with handles, wall screw ‘ 
pt ft. weak ankles handcap 

hooks, instructions illustrating oS 
a 

Win sports oF everyday walking. 

cises, muscle builder guide, etc. Be Sea ui 
whnen and. sportsmen” both 

We gd2n0, Price $2.50 
FAST and SURE on your 

i Nom Delos Postpald » Wonderful where you ‘want ¢ 
lave that lively, springy 
Ing, ready to be on the 
Made of thin leather- 

form-fitting material 

CRUSHER MB fehl ci monak 
I lection as_ well 

GRIP h Mrength. Can be 

Every year more 
hunters take after 
the wary *%row for 
all---year round, 
open season hnrint- 
ing fun, No bag 
limit. These de- 
coys really attract 
crows so you can 

mhave all-day fun 
shooting. 

Only 

THEN Hunt Crows Two-Faced 

Owl ~Season Always 

Open=No Limit! Molded of sturdy 
waterproof plastic 

fibre in likeness of great horned owl. Double faced— 
attracts them from either direction. So confuses crows 

that hunters shoot them from open, 7 3 50 

No. 6911. Two Faced Owl Decoy. Postpaid... mp 

Life-Like Crow Decoy 
laced tightly or loosely. WORKS 

Mi ONDERS. State size. _jused alone or arth owl, it brings ms the crows. 

ety et 0423. Anklo Supports, Por Pair... 94°69] jis "Gois" crow Decoy. Postpaidinsnn sean IBC 
pick it up and put it @ : 
WITHOUT testing ANKLE SUPPORT KNEE SUPPORT 
strength. Develops big, Vite for basketball players, track 
ing chest, arm, should and skaters. Keeps your ankles 
ye Sete 1 oom i ® (uring and gives more drive. 
aa a ol mand ; eves your ankle muscles by 
an eH i q jie them in correct position. 
No. 6619. Herculex ly put on. 98c 
Bullder 0194. Price Each 
Set we esees arpa 

ONES: owe q oO Wrestle Based on the Work of FRANK A. GOTCH 

World’s Champion Wrestler 

: All the world admires an honest battler,» That is 
why baseball has continued to grow in popularity 

Se) and draw immense crowds. The players are “on the 
square’ and the fans’ know it. And that is why 
Frank <A, Gotch attracted the largest wrestling 
crowds in modern times. Gotch has been ‘on the 
Jevel” and endowed with “the goods.’ He has done 
more than any other: influence to make wrestling 

popular in America. The good king of Sweden, gaz- 

ing on James Thorpe at the Olympian games, de- 
elared him the world’s greatest athlete, but the 
monarch had never seen Gotch. The like of Gotch 
for speed, the science of the holds and their coun- 

ters, for strength and brain-work in action has never 

been seen in wrestling. Probably no man in all the 

annals of wrestling has had strength, endurance, 

speed and skill so mingled in him in the proper pro- 

portions as Frank Gotch. This book contains the 

full instructions of Frank A. Gotch, world cham- 

pion wrestler. It explains all the important Holds, 

etc., such as the Half Nelson and Croteh,*Scissors on 

the Body, Bar and Further Arm Hold, Toe and Ankle 

Hold, Headlock, Grapevine Hold, Half Nelson, Quar- 

ter Nelson, Three-quarter Nelson, Further Nelson, 
Wrist Lock and Arm and Leg Grapevine Hold, Double 

ros Arm Lock, Flying Mare, Chancery, Arm Lock and 

Buttock, Crotch Lift and Force Down by the Double Leg Hold, Chancery: 

m Mar Arm, Crotch and Arm Lift, Bar and Toe Lock, Strangle Hold, Inside 

joh Shift, Back Hammer and Half Nelson, Chancery and Crotch, Reverse 

Niwon and Bar Lock, Half Nelson and Toe Lock, Hammerlock and Bar Hammer- 
, oe Hold over the Leg, Gotch’s Famous Toe Hold. 

Helps give you added strength In 
knees and protects you against falls. 
In any sport where legs are used, 
this will give you more speed and 
strength in legs. 
No. 6162. Price Each..... 98c 

Strong Man 
Barbell Set 

Develop Muscles While 

You Do Feats of Strength 

Deep in the heart of almost 

every one is the desire to use 

barbells. You'll thrill to amaz- 

ing strength they develop and 

- wonderful feeling of Be Pune 

ve you, Start with light weights and add more an more 

aay develop. ‘Adjustable. Good all-around set for boys 

and men. Includes body building course and instructions: 

Barbell with set of weights. Weight 20 lbs. Shipped by 

express to you, shipping charges are extra, 7.50 

No. 6625. Barbell Set. Price Complete. ....-++ 

Boxing Gloves 
Learn to Fight and Win! 
‘The best way to learn SELF DE- 

FENSE is to learn how to fight. 

Boxing is fun and good for you. 

Simple, valuable lessons you learn 

while boxing enable you to, fight 
| No. F820 Famous Fight 

mem 20d win over bigger, eure bP 4 Pictures, 8mm, BO-ft.. .. 

ptronger Fellows (on leather, | No. F841, Famous Fight Plotures. “ 
Full a be they ane be | 46 mm. 100-ft. Price Postpald.....-.- 

used by boys and men+ | Wo, F359, Famous Fight Pictures, 

B Carefully, padded. Durable, | 4¢ mm, 360-t. Price Postpald......- $ 

No, 6626. $5. 50 No F268. Joe Louls Fight 

; Per Pair Ae ° Plotures. 146 mm. 100 ft. Postpald...++™ 

TEAR YOUR CATALOG. Keep It to 

546 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | Coe tae ‘when voi racaive them. pe 

8 & 16 MM. 

Fight Movie 
Learn to fight watching 

ing champions of the wW, 
action. 

i) : i007, HOW TO WRESTLE, Price postpaid to any address .... 25 cS 

ili 
ii aay 
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4  PEVELOP YOUR MUSCLES! LEARN TOB 

THLETIC EXERCISES = For Health and Strength 
Full directions are given in this book for training, walk- Ez ing, running, leaping, using dumb-bells (both nglish 

and French style), the proper use of Indian clubs, 
etc. Athletic exercises are something of impor- 

pec overs 

Including /& GYMMASTIC EXERCISES 
tance to every boy or growing young man. 9 ae pe e box, how to hit sh ' at They have ayeen sdbuted by all bik lead- ari iow to st ay * = ing colleges in the universe and pro- 

aud cane Wand easly f how do, stop autokey . Athletic Exercises { nounced 18 heelth-productive fac- ni * ©. Explains the k: y ao 
tor by a e leading pro- 

: OcKour | points of the ‘abodes Pie 4 For Health And Strength fessors. This book will pots above oe lessons irom top and the Trdining, Walking, Running, Jumping, aah foe reise how ; ovements of th i : ome strong, 
the Waist both in strikine eat agree Dumbelis, Indian Clubs, Ete. ree ane ts defense. A clear, easily under- 

who are stood, pictorial method of pre- 
strong to be- 

f, 

SS ee 

| GYMNASTICS 
Without A Teacher 

For the Development of Maacle 
And to Increase the Stature 

senting boxing. Written in plain Ss; 5 2 oa 
simple, every-da; language Pith y7 ; , 4 
many unusual diagrams, Numer- 

{ 
illustrations show | ti 

tudes for blow, 
a 

stop, dodge, “get away,’? , 
; pearn He art i i oxing, defend ij “4 

4, 
your attacker, etc, Also eipleins different branches’ of @YMNAS, 

r 
TICS, such as Balancing, Mxer- ‘ 

| 2 
cises with Furniture, Free Move- ments, Olimbing, Leaping, Para) 

r 
lel B 
Giant Strides 

PuBLisump 2Y orizontal qt a | j JOHNSON SMITH & COY, Bar, Wooden yo ®ve sTaTES ano Horse, Vault- y 3 Dermorr, MIO. <_ sh 
ing, and many , Se 
others. For the boy 
or man who wants 
clear and concise in- 
formation and in- 
struction on these 
subjects we confident. 
ly recommend this book. In 

get_a simil 
No. 1274, 
EXBRCisE: 

Swimming 
Instructor 

orn To Swim, Dive, Etc. 
All About Life Saving 

‘his book contains all the practical and pro-— 
Yo swimming motions necessary for this life- 

He and healthful sport, Mustrated with 60 engravings. 
jontains instructions on: Floating, parlor practice, 
inl aids, the kick, the arm action, the breast stroke, PuatiaunD BY 

JOHNSON SMITH & COMPANY aS ee mace SRR ss the racing stroke, ee aoe on re 
u * - " hand-over-hand swimming, tricks, plunging an Water With a } , bath swimming, cautions, sea bathing. It also <== Ste ea ae 1 f 4 ins directions for restoring the apparently drowned. 

human being should learn to swim, and _ the 
mor of this book can accomplish the art in a short WATER.-SCOPE Be ak Be ~Locate Underwater Objects & Treasures a SP rccnaia Me Ate Adler sk 12¢c Gymnastics 

Yipes Ah dar aa Build Your OwnBoat Without a Teacher —Take Marine Pictures 
—Helpful for Fish Gymnastic exercises should be practised A y ing from childhood, but those who have neg- lots of fee ey for you to see underwater and have /z lected physical culture in youth must it that seems pers DEO, There is @ thrill about not fail to atone for their neglect by water, the surface i ene AS you know, when looking into most practising gymnastics at every suitable of light make it nearly “impossible ‘te oree {Mey fie" and the reflections opportunity in the future. ‘This book gives SCOPE overcomes these handicaps. Has plastic lens which tonwae ae full inatrwctiona = ie ae apes — 

, cises, vaulting, climbing, ing, ete., 

tortion. By looking through the darker i i Th: 00) 

It 
2 rkened cone, it eliminates lig flections and makes view appear bright, as you are Phage Meh cay rout 

Dhyeal. develo a ee 
physical development. 

into lighted sea bottom, looking from dark | Knockout 5 

Replete with illustrations which are 

Punch, Use At Night With Flashli : sto} 
. flashlight for a Real Thrill lear and easily understood. The various rane Rte aca night with aid of any regular flashlight, Pictures of exercises are not only illustrated but often ‘Scope. For’ studying and’ Tent taken by directing camera through accompanied by . diagrams showing the helps you find them, thar eee marine life. Useful aid for fishing— for cutting out a boat, form Jscientific manner of doing them, as ap- sea bottom for objects of yal ¥ "Ce pene grounds, weeds, etc, Explore eft px for stern, ete., Model of Jproved by some of the world’s outstanding lens. Lens has water-tight rubber sont cine proof Paper with plastic Haymaner” : Schooners, Sheer plan of [sports authorities. The book contains about thing but the mermaid shown in pictueep ane: feoeate. Just about every- [| Dodges, ' pretreat / or ship, Half a Breadth Plans, 1190 different exercises—really practical in- No. 6717. WATERSCOPE. Price Postpone 15-inehes long. 1 fighting | flu we Body Plan, The Keelson, }structions on different forms of gymnastics ; PE. Price Postpaid.... ...... $1.49 Finding nis® - "Splicoas’ Stepping ‘a Mast, (£0, develop, the muscles, improve the Lat 

; most . plices, . he stature. 
548 4 Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich, | By following the instruc- a. See and te tonne ues sare 

tions ‘set forth in this book, (other books selling at several times the you can learn boat building, 12¢ ; 
No. 1371, Book on Boats... price — ol 9 eae 

Sailboat, Catboat, etc. 
. 

In unis, hocks will 
foun se V- \ 

bea chapters on Modeling a Boat, 
Shipbuilding, Rigging a Ship, eto. 
Everything appertaining to boats 
is fully explained in plain terms, 
with an avoidance of technical 
obscurity. It is illustrated with 
a number of diagrams, as fol- 
lows:—Model for half the deck 
of a cutter, Diagram or forms 



“WE Includes List Of Nerve Centers 
Effective Japanese Combat Tricks @& 
“THE SCIENCE OF JU JITSU” is the 

title of a splendid book dealing with the 
Japanese art of self-defense from many dif- 
ferent angles. Many different methods of at- 
tack and defense, etc., are given, illustrated 
with specially drawn diagrams so you can 
hardly fail to understand them. The book 
deals fully with breakfalls, trips and 

throws, ground locks, wrist locks, 
“shake-hand” trick, body hold under 
arms, arm press, defense against re- 
volvers, defense for saree eee 
and ankle throw, straig an - 
verse armlocks, “the scissors,” the é / P Cc FENCE IN SAFETY! 
splits, head lock and kidney squeeze, * NK i encing js WONDERFUL FUN! 
holding a man down, the kick at j thrill of the attack, there is poe oe. 

stomach, the body lever, double knee throw, de- é : 

fense against stick, stick attack, defense against 
knife, knee kick and ankle jerk, armpit leg lock, 
one hand grip on throat, defense against two as- 
sailants, the colique rolling breakfall, the stomach 
throw, secret thumb knockout, producing uncon- 

All the thrills of the real sport of fen ing. Teaches you how to fence properly, how to score and how te do it safely. Each 

omplete Fencing 
Outfit various nerve pinches, de- § attractive box contains: two tempered wire fengea for women, eto, ote, Get’ this pei at cam’ coe teva mel ie aah el ili, head coach of the Amer. trated Trt ep addustable head ; ; straps; Illustra ; with nature’s weapons, The Science of , Hiympic Fencing Team, New lapel " buttons Ly munity, cance be 

Junior Fencer, 
No. 6770. Fencing Set. Postpaid S095 

FENCING SET ONLY $2.50 
Regular Set of 2 Foils & Booklet of Instructions 

No, 1264. SCIENCE OF JU grrsu SOC 

Not only teaches quick thinking and fast action baslo attack and defense Is the same as In any saben combs Saat LEARN Jiu JITSU antler Weekes FIFTY TRICKS such as boxing, football, etc. 

: 

hip is Gives Nerve Pinches On Which Slight Pressure Easy To OF 2 - ——— “andthe. Kah io the days of rata and 
Subdues Victim = Used By G-Men Apply! duels. Skill in dueling was more hi 

prized than book learning. Now, ‘duels ae DON’T BE BULLIED. Learn 
to protect yourself with nature’s 

Fight With Swords! 
swords ipere changed from deadly contests 2 Wht in practically all colleges, 3Ye-In. Nickel Plated Steel Boll “Guard: o 13-p eee aed _ fencing. weapons by following this sci- 

ence. Jiu-Jitsu is believed by 
_ With rubber tip to render them harmless. Length over all 34 wee Guard, 9-16-In,. round! spring steal 

many to be the BEST science of 
self-defense ever invented, Jiu- 

SET OF TWO STEEL FOILS AND DIRECTIONS. Prico Por Sot Postpald. ....... $2.50 

Jitsu, meaning “muscle-break- : Splendid De Luxe Set of Fencing Foils ing,’ is the Japanese method of Z Ss physical training, and has been a. - y} European Made 

\ book and learn to protect yourself 

Ju Jitsu and Japanese Combat Tricks muiietic Club and Columbls zi ¥. is based on actual descriptions as ob- 
tained from leading authorities and is 
probably one of the best books on this 
subject at such a low price. 

practised for over three thousand Weighted & Balanced years. It has long been consid- , \ \ ered as one of the most wonder- vit " Hwlonal style Fencing Foils, Wonderfully made of finely S ful systems, giving power over an and tempered steel which bends easily and snaps back 
adversary that often counts for 
more than strength. It is said 

that anyone well trained in Jiu-Jitsu can defeat 

Tapers off to a blunt point. Bell guard with leather : “ A; Nye liner. Weighted handle, accurately balanced. Handle pore | | ; with lacquered string providing sure, non-slip grip, 43 \ } "i length, $12 95 
the fistic expert at all points. This book gives the ‘i J}, DE LUXE FENOING FOIL. Price Por Pairv=* instructions enabling you to learn Jiu-Jitsu ; rte nono Samtnne gon 50 fears Ji Defend Yourall bing Plastron Protective M Wrist Lock; Arm and Collar Hold With Outside] ,),cfend You ‘A well neds Stroke; Arm Hold, Half-Nelson of defending himself aga N) The Plastron is protective mask. and Cross Buttock; Arm Hold, I ME Nd ee pon tri 

ing. White duck masks on, you with Ted felt can really 

: T 0 
Half-Nelson and Knee Stroke; tivy | tricks "of self-detens 
Arm and Collar Hold and Leg Sasatlonte cities with: panet How to Fence 

Up-to-date book on how to Stroke; Head Twist; Arm_and . : heart. When the “open up” and fence, Tells you all about fi Collar ‘Hold Across Neck; Head 4 Umbretlan for eeeeisee im fi heart, is touched fence  flercely. with foils (swords). Makes. fence old; Arm and Head Hold; Arm enough to everyone, but ti by the foil, it Heavy gauge ing more fun when you know how 
H ; 

fective uses offensively or rey ts int and Collar and Leg Lock; Thumb sively are comparatively un an ie rn wire face, alu- 2 mont how to parry an attack, Twist; Collar Hold By Which A \ you simple, teicka, never tise of a jacket it Cushioned in | saulpments f ing wakes hae 
Ted? Simple Aan, Tyviett ist ef Ss a makes fencing a side to assure fundamentals, "advanced “fentine 5 ; more fascinating 

1 whould be worn by 
mient. Develops: your 
Muracy, Adjustable to 

Postpald.. $2.25 

comfort. Protective oil-cloth flap etc. 14 full page photos, 18 dit around. Spring rear guide grams, 60 pages,” 2-color nn eee slipping oe ae wap No. 1451. How to Fence. 50c ble wee 3.00 Price Postpald.......... 
No. @275. Postnald.. 

Nerve Pinches, etc. 
No, 1266, Book On Jiu-Jitsu 25c 

550 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | Beit dion i Cui tht. acl ch ie 
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SPORT CLEATS 
On or Off ANY SHOES 
in a Jiffy! 

emonwood Bow Archery Set Only$4.50, GRIP-RITE 

314-Ft. Powerful Bow and True-Flight Arrows—Hard Hitting TAAL, 

Complete archery set includes hand made, genuine LEMONWOOD BOW, fiat type, | 
lacquered and buff polished. 3%-ft. bow. Four 18-in. nicely crested and lacquered birch 7 SH TE ed | KES 
ArTOWS with tip points. Ground feathers, Shooting tab and arm guard. 10x10-in, target face, 
book, Hard hitting, accurate set. SP 

No. 6265. LEMONWOOD BOW ARCHERY SET. Price Postpald........+-...... PREVENT 
ee SLIPPING Yi 

5 Bullet 
a 

ievdew as For All Shoes 
For Golfers, Bullet - jacket 

~ Baseball Players, Made for Sports, but 

all metal arrow- 
heads fit stand- i 

Hikers, Climbers, Etc., Etc. a 
Wert any shoes into non-slipping shoes, Give Wonderful for Sure-Footed Walking! 
’ i Originally made to turn any shoes into golf shoes, 

s ard shaft. Fine 
for making 

piercing arrows for target and hunt- 

tc. (6 for 350). 4QG a ti nd, well balanced fro! etc.. . Cc id grip on he ground, we Jalance rom 

Ro. 6234. Bach, Postpald...... 7 7 up. Help golfers get better shots. For base- | but actually they’re being used on many types of 
ARCHERY HANDBOOK ¥ 2, '° Wrovent slipping on grass. For hiking and | sports, winter walking on Ice and snow, climbing 

They improve grip. Easy to attach to | apd other places where you need a sure foot, ON or 
Spikes removable. Save money by con- OFF ANY SHOE IN A JIFFY. Lock on any shoe 

you old shoes into useful sports shoes for | size 7 to 12, and width. Fit tight, sure. Easy to 
king or any other purpose. Wrench for in- | remove. Carry in pocket. Lightweight—you hardly 

know they’re on. Ready to use. $2.95 

ef) 

ill i 
Arrow & Spear 

Make your own hunting : 
and arrows. Fine for spear 
ing, game hunting,’ ete, § and removing in each box. 
Fits %-in. shaft. 38-in, © 7. Box of 50 With Wrench. Price 
No. 6208. Arrow and Spear 
Head. Each, Postpaid. . 

8 for 750 : Golf Ball Marker 
The best. 

: prints full 
name on one 

o 
Enjoy archery and hunting. Become 

Wo. 1666." Price Postoaid... 45¢ | FINGER GUARDS Quied, leather, fn; 
TiabD ~ fingers. Increase accuracy. 
TARGET FACES cor ince Of Ms |Non Oa9%. Pinger Guarda... BOC 
ant, non-gilare oil cloth. neairiasecier arrears seesoneaecsieerranasteeest natn nay 

i Mad f flax, li 
Oe ice! Pee pitta GSC | BOWSTRINGS tera’ weil made 

No. 6230. 30'' Diameter and finished. Very durable 
Target Faces. Postpaid... $1.95 No. 6224. Bowstrings...... 35c¢ 

SPEAR HEAD HUNTING ARROW 
Especially designed for hunting game from small game to deer. 

Sharp pointed; pierce easily. Broad, steel head, carefully sharpened. 
Will bring down large game. Tough, birch shaft. Nicely finished and 
crested, About 28-inches. 95¢ f . 
No, 6228. HUNTING ARROWS. Each Postpald..... Sharp Hunting 

rs Edge Head © 
————— Excellent for hunti 

Really a sharp point. 

Bullet Tipped Target and Hunting Arrow = | making spears, arrows, ete 
Splendid bullet tipped arrows that are designed to give the greatest | No, 6242, Each, Postpal: y 

penetration. Excellently fletched. Used in tournaments, 24-in, 35c @ for 75c, Postpald _ Nov Gates GGGr mane 
sat Pa. GOLF = $1.00] marker. price Postpaid... $3.98 No. 6226. BULLET TIPPED ARROWS, Each, Postpaid..... Se 

Australian Gn nanny, peel AY price _Postpald 
eae fi New Type Boomer 

nize clubs, tournaments, etc. 

$1.15 No. 6158. SPORT CLEATS. Per Palr 

graves sharp 

clean perma- 
nent impres- 
sion. Uni- 
form pres- 
sure, easy 
to do. Three 
complete sets 
of type from 
Ai’ C07 Z's 
enough for 
any name 15 
characters or 
less. Water- 
proof, indel- 

ible, die cut marking. 

GOLF DRIVING TEE 
Indoor and Outdoor 

SOCK IT! Indoors or outdoors, 
summer or winter you an get 
FUN and PRACTICE. Improve 
your grip, stance, swing—it’s fun, 
Rugged construction—hit as hard 
as you like, Safe, no balls to 
hase, 

No. 654 8. Postpald. .. $2.59 

GOLF HOLE 
Nice putting with this disc. 
"8S or OUTDOORS. Fin- 
metal construction. Place 
flat surface, Allows ball 

WA, but cannot get out. Get 
nd have putting course. 

Target Faces 
Large 13x11 inch target faces 

for games and practise, Test 
your accuracy with darts, rifle, & 
Pistol, ete. 

No. 7413. Shuffle Board..., 10c 

Type oe 
£4 Returnsto You 
if You Miss the Target! ‘ 

There Is No biggie em bar mesa w& Nor 7446. caraioat’ wee Boomerang an atching It No. ; ck 
tame Back! ve aor Throws! : Board oF carnival Wheel “Any 3 Target Pacer for ae Baseball Bull's Eye 

Fine for targe row “f 
or Just throwing for fun ; couple of Kilkenny LOTS OF FUN THR | 

It me back. Ye £ No. 6906. Price NG 
mat ne See 2 & : a I rie tally Palys : DARTS 

Out of doing stunts with It. ~~ enee Yd , arget Shooting Helps Develop Skill and Accuracy 

OOMERANGS aE. . BRASS DARTS _ 1 fun throwing them to test your skit B 
3 rm ; 9 and accuracy, Try registering a bull's-eye! 3 Finestdarts Paint a picture of your worst enemy and made—hard throw your darts at him. Although rather 

hitting, ac- diffiewlt, some people try using darts to 
Pa srey Curae sigue hunt small game, At parties or as a pas- 

Solid brass time, dart throwing is an entertaining, pop- 
Wiest Sheffield steel point. Patented war sport. Targets suitable for practicing 
w replaceable plastic fins, Set of 8- ate listed above, Enjoy. this entertaining 

BRASS DARTS. $1 715 sport in your own home by getting some of 
ostpald. ss. aie ?: these darts and, targets, 

The boomerang was de- 

f veloped by the Australian 
aborigines. A remarkable 

weapon because when prop- 

erly thrown it can be made 

to return to the eat if 
target is missed. 

hye eee it with you when 

you are hunting, Hit birds 

in the air, etc. 
No. 6225. 18-in, Steam 

\. Bent Ash an, Seem $1.00 

10-Inch Plastic 

Boomerang 25¢ 
Flies well, returns, but 

Si 

BARBED pa 
FISH ARROW 

Tournament Darts Champion Model 
end balanced dart for positive accuracy Plastic fin darts. Weighted. Precision made, s oI 

luht. Standard for tournaments in weight fly built. Outiasts inoeneuges: darts. Flies Steck Ving No. 6211. Barbed Fish Arrow Head. 
finished woo J without waveri ifting. Si © 

a res els eee 25¢c Reet | OMPAIRS essa kansas esha 4 a Ye am | Price Each Postpaid. ASC. No. S365. price Rach Postpaid. sssne 20c 
552 * No 6222 Priec Postpald Hi 40c Set of lo +7 SC 3: for......:.....80C Set of 6 fo! 

| No. . ‘i »s In _ Any Convenient si A . r : ‘ { Oe st postage Stamps, War Stamps, ete. | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %& 553 ya 



POCKET WARMER 
At a Low Price 

Helps You Keep Warm 
During Cold Weather 

a Bete 
aL How to Pitel 

Baseball — 
By Famous Pitchers Strike OI 

HOW TO PITCH THE ‘The Slugaa 
@ Smoke Ball o 7 

ee iacekle Ball Written By 

Shadow Pitching And Control BCT OHERS 

ou mentally, morally and phy 

aie te) weantne a great baseball player | 

a great athicte. Special course of lesson ; 

CHRISTY MATHEWSON, who expla 

secret of how to throw the great D 

Bag 

BASEBALL GLOVES Home Exerciser 
Who hasn’t put up with the Genuine, All-Leather See ali huniatu  eauiaaet . vi rhythmically building up _ harder 

fy of cold weather just be- Real quality for little money— ® the “ , fs and harder punch. Improves timing, 
@ there “wasn’t anything you | that's the story of these gloves. 

h hi 1 * Teaches shadow boxing—get in a 
WAY” ball, so much feared y 

batters; ED WALSH, the pitcher w ts) i! o about it POCKET | Made for rugged service, with deep | Punch and GET AWAY. Fun, exer- 
RMER delivers fo I + 0 onsiders lined pockets for easy ball handling, | cise. Do trick punches, build up 

raadiklt host a at throw ine ane for a 12-hour periot Won: fast flelding. Takes the ‘hot’ ones | your body. ‘Thick, tough, durable most un = 2 { mystifying and a Ml for cold, chilly or damp with ease. rubber. Durable core ae suspend- 
‘“ 3 i a TL Minn on hae MOU te pang in| iidseir., instructions: BALL;” JOB WOOD, a ‘ aah im her. Carry it with you, ready Fielder’s Glove No. 666A1. 

marvel, next to the spee an a mate etane use, when outdoors, Genuine leather with moisture- world; WALTER sO be batterall fg, at cabin pecs pinay proof rubberized inner palm lining. 
e le 4 in Size. urns chare an's size, adjustable 

Gris ao eh ee S ". Velvet covered, so it ae No. 6374. Postpai $2.49 
sin see ae Bs | L < m warmth evenly. Handy in aie . 
a eee del ty pee teaches 3 foms, outdoors, sports events, Autograph Fielder's Glove an 

‘op grain cowhide, leather pal. 

the ayt of Shadow pitching, Dy, which A651. Postpaid. . . $1.25 lining. Olled pocket. For team play, 
may develop con 

No. 6375. Autograph j 
4651A. Warmer Fuel. Pack-| Fielder’ i i $4.95 

to become a star Pe ee desc wf 10 sticks, each good for 12 relder's Glove. _Posteaid.. 
and illustrated by pic : 

D f 
a 
" Per Package... .25c if i 

I ddition to the complete course telling HO 4 Re as, SS 

‘CH BASEBALL, official baseball rules are given out. Leather palm lining. Well 
PITC E "of the correct playing fields er packed—takes the high hard ones, L h F b ll 
an official Os * More than a million ¢ Y =| Full size. $4 95 eather Footba 

nts kings. i af A No. 6376. Pri i . ye . . ae WOH BAGERALL. Price iil ‘ No._ 6376. Price Postpaid." "= | Official Size and Weight ‘ ta ° f eo 4 
Ay ae No. 1274. HOW TO P - nck Da , Punching Punch 9). wy botiseve: toresitpanst Lor 

eep Fee 
ter! 

Make Cloth Shed Wa 
in price but high in quality, Offi+« 

at Home cial size and weight, genuine foot- 
By ball grain, 4-ply leather. Stand Gun Blue 

For Guns, 
Gj mm Waterpr 

Waterproof ee — No. 6372." Leather eee §3.95 
Caps and Ay Leathe ; Football. Price Postpaid.,.. ¥2* 

Cloth Metal Parts be Article nea ss \, Professional League 

us, popular, 
GUN BLUE. No 
heat or tank re- Bo: ‘ 

auired. ree Waterproofs h wear - resis! ate ‘a wea te ae Waterton other Basketball 
tion alone. Not a foot oil produt lal Size, Fully Lined 
paint or lacquer. J can be used over black, DIM 

Waterpro 
shoes, camera as my 
holster, gum) ss 
baseball gloved 

Keep dry in 
rain or snow! A 
liquid water re- 
pellant for fab- 
rics such as 
hunting coats, 
pants, caps, cot- 
ton fabrics etc., 

Hard Ball 

All yarn, regu- 
lation construction 
throughout. Official 
league baseball, 

Postpaid 91.98 
Made of sheepskin, seven piece, cat 

, fegulation size, ruggedly. stayed seams. Ruggedly made to Official Soft Ball 
Made especially for touching UP |+,, Not only makes leath Wilh needle \ a ile valve « inflation. withstand plenty or Punishment, Top grade, horsehide covers, 

eo d J i”. rubber a er, uu. u ‘our muscle: a i 

ete. Impregnates the a ard mars, peretenee, oF and rear effective against water, bu | Wut same features as bails | fun at the same time, ‘Compiete | &U™ dipped, 100% kapok. Reg- 
iscolor the gat- and sma rts. oughly. Does not disco! guns t in 

rubber bladder. | Wlation in every way, 12-in. Long 

; lating pow- than saves its cos' i 

Eee verionl, oil wax, | wear. Keep dry with 8] a No. 6371. Punchi wearing. 

Soth and cot- | SKIN WATERPROOFIN » Basketball... . $3.95 Baa: Price Postpaid, aabin No. 6370, Postpaid... 94-98 

steel wool, emery ©:0 Z { Reoketiel lpia mere en eee race Rape meine TS eel NO 870s aspalde ecm 

Se iets =  WASKET BALL GOALS Price Postpald.... «+s. 

REGULATION SIZE 

Miueh more. With inflating | with high grade 

ment nor clog the weave. Prevents 

miidew. Preserves and adds extra 

life to cloth, Easy to apply. 

int can. 
c 

ho. 6694. Price Postpald 75 

NE IMPORTED { 
C EUROPEAN SABI 

Re 
my 3 

| 
* x—_ 

ton. 
No. 6695. Price Postpaid 

Basketball 
Set 

Bell Ringing 
Up in a Jiffy, 
Over Door, 
Over Chair, 
Indoors or 

‘Pps Practice 
and Play 
at Home! 
More people 

Dlay basketball 
than any other 

sport. Practice at home so you 

malt} 10 the old d 
ne 

ae i 

J ecintteofo 
Og Now, it has B can become accurate and 

7 friendly _ sport. ep} GOOD! Makes an_ ideal practice Outdoors i ih fs 
Uni goal. In the house you can se! 

‘bres is still practised in Germany and Austria. Even in the santa ; it up for plenty of fun. mm the 4 COMPLETE WITH BASKETBALL. Ring the bell for 

hes with these full sized sabres ial handle for comfortable non-slip grip. 4 yard, you can have your friends tun at home! Indoor or outdoor basketball game. Se 
mate! tised by some fencing teams. Specia: over to enjoy the game. Full includes one over-door backstop and signal mechanism 

‘ the sport is practis lade. About 8 %-feet Jong. 2 MNaregulation size. Well built to finished in jade green enamel with 12-in, basketball 
Imported. Hand-forged blade. OPEAN SABRE. Price Postpald Only...-.+-++- seas stand lots of punishment. Eas- made from heavy pebble grain imitation leather, Self- 

: 6270. GENUINE IMPORTED EUR 5 a AMee ily installed, sealing bladder with- inflating needle, Attractive, 3- 
No. | * * SPECIAL NOTE. When ordering» eeu ‘, SKETBALL GOAL $2. 50 color gift box. 

554 x Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | Sf 'Srticte as well as the stock number. ere ts gas 

i 

No. 6367. Price Postpaid enssensanemen 20OD | * 555 



Niigutciiiem HIGH POWER MOSSBERG 
: 22 CALIBER RIFLES 

Self-Setting i MOSSBERG 30-SHOT REPEATER 
and Fire 30 Accurate Shots Without Reloading ‘Acton Target Has Largest Magazine Capacity in the World 

1 

| Bear and Bull’s Eye 

~™ shoot Down Bears; Bull’s Eye Pops ’E 
Hart i allery right in your own back yard—or ce! 

is Met atcan cast Woh sareet that is Oa for ee wsgpelEluany enter 
i d the bull’s eye. ou fire . 

aoeu ple A Meio petal bull’s-eye on the small metal target pops 

wan karte age No running back and forth setting up the targot--+vam 

quit antl No danger of accidental discharge injuring someone e sod L 

i neta Safe—sane. Constructed of cast iron and attractively painted in 

7 del for Air Rifles, Heavy Model Target for .22 & 

Ag pt ole and Sitndbar Guns aliber Guns and Rifles 

{ magazine capacity in world. Deadly accurate, Safety 
* plate, new type lever. Streamlined magazine bar, grooved 
er, Detachable swivels, ramp front sight, open rear sight, 
weclick peep sight. Patented tubular feed. Adjustable 
er pull. 26-in. tapered barrel. 43-in. overall, 7-Ibs. 

Winut, oiled stock. Loads 30 short, 23 long, 20 long 
Regular or high speed. Rapid reload tubular mag- 

0 MSby eos Beauty a looks and performance. 
$464. Mossberg 30-Shot 
mlined Repeater, Price......... $24.95 

5-Shot Mossberg Automatic 
ioots as fast as you pull trigger. Shoots 

type 2 eal. long rifle cartrid 
MW) stock. Modern streamlining, Straight 

feed through stock. Non-breakable 
rdily cted to take the punish ) er guard, tapped for telescopic 

This model is more lightly constructed. to i dete ‘aie fire, Pasta indefinitely. Will provide | itn, loading port in stock; positive react to BB ghot and air rifle pellets, Lasts SiAiand God waaction * My’ lock. Genuine walnut ‘stock 
nitely. 3.00 No. 6907. Heavy Duty Target. Price....¥- Hi cheek piece. 24-in, round 
No. 6907A. Light Model Target. Price. . 
oleae 

NITRO SOLVENT GUN OIL 
Cleans & Lubricates Any Rifle or Pistol 
A necessity for keeping all types of guns in fine 

ted barrel with crown muzzle 
In, long. 7Z-Ibs. Rapid ac- 
Open sights, You’ll ad- 
ev feature of this 

Wibly built, precision- 
Mossberg firearm, 

Get One for Each of Your Rifles or 

N RACH 8 . Pi nts and g 

condition. Dissolves, alt Dar ™porfect lubricant for. reels, oe laa itable sights. J No: 9088 
removes sae iene machines. Contains no acid; will not , Samiti i il love the way site : a 

Beenie dose not gum. Cleans, olls, lubricates, 35c H rt ; f i Randics ana hs > 

No. 6077, Nitro Solvent, Price Postpaid... i s ; be etter j Repeater e. y PY eg , j Bile My 
Bell Ringing Targe ; cane o ; me 

i U ae fa. - s . f ' Every Bull's Eye Rings a " berg ye Pr 

Loud Gong For Your Den, Office or Roo Bhot , ; 5 p 
Improve your shooting while Keep your gun where It Is convenient f epeater 

having fun! Each bull’s eye reg- 
ister 8 loud ‘‘BONG’’, You do 
not have to run up to target each 
time. Suitable for all types of 
air pistols & air rifles & .22 
cal. rifles. Use indoors or out- 
doors. Rugged construction, big 
4-inch gong. Only sounds when 
bull's eye is registered. 
No. 9078. Price $2.50 

where It can be kept In good condition, 
It will look attractive. This gun rack co 
pair of beautifully finished mounting bl 
lined to protect your gun. Well made to loo 
in an expensively furnished room, Solid mi 
walnut finish, Can be used for any type of @ carbine, Hinged fore-end 
rifle or shotgun. One end designed for barrel , Y Lis forms 5-in hand grip or tpaid for stock, Get one for each gun—two or thre OYA YY _ SUDD Ort; snaps back 

Ne go78, "Standard ‘Targets, 5-ring design on one side; row look good, y 
/ Statute ae pies ee eS 

5 mn on other. > 7S Ws ; : 
Price’ pers 1p0, Ghestaala’: Wenesunecsses vesvecsn .15¢ No. 6114. Wall Gun Rack. Each Set a. side: steadies wun @lilie shore: ri Gi 

ing. Removable. Safety cover plate. 

i 

Mauser type lever, grooved trig- 

Improve Your Accuracy With These Gun & Rifle Sight Pa 
y___ger, deadly accurate adjustable 

. ; ; 

g peep sights. Husky walnut finished 

. 

stock, Trap door buttplate holds extra clip (included). 87-in, long, weight 4 only 5 1 Shoots .22 long, long rifle or shorts. 22-in, tapered barrel. Crown Gunter peepee vila oe ee speed bullets. 2-piece 7 
om stock, Clip repeater, bolt action. 0) wer Telescope Sights eons oP performance, Negone Any .22 Cal. Rifle 0, 2. Mossberg Clip Repeater, ese aE oer A ty Price Postpaid, Only................ $22.95 Hloser (for example, from 

$22.95 
Mbssberg. Includes 

new idea in rifle design 
suggested by U.S. Army 

bikin “ * 
aS 2 

ils. to 100 yds.) making it Ly Some of Mossberg’s Outstanding Features one mootiteth wn "us easy to hit. Finest Custom-type stocks for correct balance & feel, adjust. Pp Diso Adjustable Rear Sight — ’ ppecity ake & model of rifle for able Sruecsights, precision bore for maximum accuracy & 7 : i wer, mou i . ¢ ru ad nigh ee belo A BOASO. Price Postpaid........... $9.50 Grooves Foy Bon-alip actions ots. nn SOBER witie) Finger REAR PEEP SIGHT PEEP DISC f 
For greater accuracy in shooting, use a peep sight, This 1s just the peep disc. Has peep hole in aR 

ll the trigger when you see the target and For those who want to build their own pi E pre Saee ears a ehit Improves accuracy. Made for replace present disc. 
Mossberg .22 cal. rifle, but any barrel can be tapped No. 9472. Peep Disc. Price Each, Postpald, 
to accommodate it, Fine Mossberg quality. $2.50 5 

REAR ADJUSTABLE OPEN SIGE 

-22 Caliber 
Breech Loading Bolt Action Rifle 

Precision, high-accuracy bolt action rifle. .22 caliber, 18-in. barrel. Full 

No. 9470. Rear Peep Sight. Postpaid... 

FRONT SIGHT HOOD If your sights are worn, out of line or length of gun is 34-in. Weight about 3%-Ibs. Provided with safety so that rifle ean- Enclose your front sight in a hood. Makes front | unusa fad ta or eit’ Momaberg rirhonh , not be cocked unless cartridge chamber is closed by the bolt action. Barrel is accurately 
Bight jnore Sisible, ae eaters sect eee tanner. barrel of {22 air pistol or rifle can be | ' Be ne Heed with knife pattern front sight and adjustable open rear sight. Polished walnut accommo: . og woe an ore-arm., Nos D474, Front ‘Sight Hood, Postpaldinnnnnn- DOC | No. 9473, Complete Adjustable Open Rear Sight A09. BREECH LOADING .22 CALIBER RIFLE. Prico Posotpald..............., 941.95 
556 * Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. I goods by when you receive them. Piforise Novelty. No. 2995. Surprise Package 10¢, | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. %& 557 

DO NOT TEAR YOUR CATALOG. Keep it a | PACKAGE 40c. Take a chance—Columbus i 

Va 



HFECTIVEL i Y SCARES BURGLARS! LOUD NOISEMAKER! IDEAL STARTING OR STAGE GUN! 
4 seecceeecoes ee0ee 09000 000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000008 

eoeennm 
e 

 8-SHOT AUTOMATIC 
BLANK CARTRIDGE PISTOL 

The ideal weapon for 
many uses. You can use 

Ar'naces. Ae 8 Sracn (aati ie SOR Pa Ee Teak Cte ed are ramen TV a agate 
CTS, AS A NOISEMAKER FOR — 

HNOLIDAYS, AS PROTECTION IN 

- Loud Report—Looks Real—Rapid Fire 
Pants, By ea rae et was made to make a loud noise and prot t ae: ear ee ae onecen the noise created by an ordit j 

as well as tens h Mee your cas 8 ’ an shoot eight shots as quickly as you f il a ee Oe ae n re-load quickly and fire eight more shots in a a Pie REE ae ae oe 

< ae Ss : 
F He appearances of a real automatic 

~ (9 VERY veteran of the World War will-tell you nd. noise’ of 

pas \X what gas attacks meant in those terrible ma 1 
A) w Ps any other uses, but many find it comforting to have with them 

concerned, but which is just as effective 

Think what that means 

= j & uJ 

Lag} te y 

Jes Protection a Protection Without Danger 

\ h 

Wiving you the appearance and noise of a 

\ days. . Nowscience has developed a gas in the home, offi e, office § ile ravel; 
\ | e or shop, or while traveling ,as you will find that a 

by robbers, morons, med dogs, etc. 

hemselves and their property. 

Ni 

‘a IN A FOUNTAIN PEN For those who desire a gun that has all 

y 

wl g i 
] gun, without the danger, will appreciate how useful this gun is. It 

which is harmless, as far as injury is 

i 

i ‘ puple of shots from this will send most intruders running 

in demoralizing attacks t 

‘ ng. 

to millions of people who must be 

able to protect t f 

ick up contains an account 
Any newspaper you pi 

of one to a dozen holdups and robber
ies, moron 

and mad dog tragedies. How isthe public 
ands of shopkeepers | 

to protect itself against such _ma- g practically helpless when ff 

rauders without spilling blood? 2 4 by sudden demands to empty , Closely Resembles a .25 Caliber Automati 

Most people shrink at LZ ? registers. . . . 7 Bes, Meee ae to resemble a .25 caliber Colt automatic atte r oramnie 

bloodshed, no matter ‘The solution of this problem is this new | ara made by a firearms manufacturer with the ust a trifle smaller, but looks ve 

how much in self- Gas Fountain Pen Pistol. It is shay i vat ard 6 mm. blanks. Gun-blue finish, comfortable a precision found in standard guns Shoots 

defense. fountain pen and looks innocent enough, but in LABLE. SHIPPED BY EXPRESS. SHIPPING CHARGES Cithaey © CARTRIDGES NOT 

i sense is it a toy. Perhaps its greatest advantage is in No, 9189. AUTOMATIC BLANK CARTRIDGE PISTOL ee REA: 

‘a vest pocket, or left h . 9190. Blank Cartridges. Per Box of 100 mAETEOW ND Fala aianeuig sc Wterws a ag $18.95 

being a surprise defense. Carried in 
ed up and fired before the assail $OCOOCCOCOOO LODO OOO EOOOOOOECCER008 

on counter or desk, it can be pick 

even suspects what will happen. Using a powerful 38 caliber * 

Special’’ tear gas cartridge, it is easily and quickly loaded by unscre' 

barrel. When the trigger is pulled a terrific cloud of tear gas, the most powt 

known to science, is projected ‘almost as instantly and accurately as a bullet to a dist 

of ten to fifteen feet with a spread of four to six feet, beyond whi 

continues to roll and spread more slowly. Millions of blind 
ndering helpless one | ' ; 

oe : Starting choking gas molecules are discharged, re: 

group of men at one shot, It penetrates every nook and corner, ¢ 
assal Games & Events 

stairways or behind trees where bullets cannot reach. The a 

g blinded by a gushing fla 
HARRINGTON & will be rendered helpless instantly, bein: 

tears accompanied with terrific pain in the eyes, nose and 
oan N : 

arently i : 

i oe oe RICHARDSON 
throat and lungs seem to be afire—the victim gasps app 

very life. Guns fall to Me oo CEE eA nn insts ee 

101 i i tmai 
5 

é 

ou ||| 9-SHOT BLANK 
REVOLVER 

abandoned, as assailants 
Yet no permanent injury is 

Excellent Defensive Weapon—Scares 

pain and reeling senses. 

ha . . 
Aut entic Die-Cast Away Thieves, Prowlers and Animals 

Regulation Harrington & Richardson revolver. 

ten or fifteen minutes he will recover com letely. 

While the pistol is beautifully made ani finished like a high 

fountain pen i 

Handy to Carry; 

Easy to Use — Metal Repli 
e adapted \so it will shoot a : § only blanks. 

ep icdq of gy operates like regular revalven Will folnt Sie 
are away thieves, prowlers, burglars, viciade. docs There need be no hesitation 4 

using this defensive weapon 
“not sure’’ of your a 

and other animals. Wonderful for protection with- Col Autc i t 45 utomatic out the danger. Also used as a stage plstol, starter’s 
4th of July celebrations, gun for sporting events, 

Conveniently carried in 

@ man’s vest Roser 
ros 

in a woman’s purse. In- 
‘ou are 

atantiy ready Jor any HE Rote ete ae it de mse e Wo! 06! a 

ran a . . kill. it provides absolute prot Reproduced in Actual Size, Design etc., etc., etc. Full size pocket hae 

As PRS aS against oriminal attack without and Balance exactly like H&R revolvers. Nomalig Zenon TBES 

‘ ’ ger, Injury or death to assailant By ‘coliee ; machined and highly polished i. grips; all parts 

is harmless. Poalttvery causes 10 | ) collectors, you will readily fjnd a place for trigger action, NOT MAILABLE mooth, precision 

manent injury or il otter in your collection or on your wall. The rugged | XPRESS. SHIPPING CHA RGES EX’ an, 

und 15 Automatic is regarded as the finest heavy 9-Shot .22 Caliber Model XTRA, 
. ode 

Provides protection 
renders victim helpless an against man or beast. 

Mad dog attacks often 
’ ; 

prove fatal. Easily and Se conus) af, even a small ours Derr automatic pistol in the world. Adopted as | No. 9185. Blank © 
GER. It is always ready for instant pel of the U.S. services. Used in -22 cal. 9-shot. oe Ae $24. 95 

ars I and II. Also employed as standard | N0- 9051. Blank Cartridges. °°" ”” ° 

»22 cal. Per AON ean ae 3. $1.25 
quickly prevented in 

nent in most police departments. Simple, . this NEW safe way. 
ine 

NOT SOLD by tte ped meewae te ee - ieee psec except aaa ahd HORBIE Gh techseren 1 

chusetts, New York, California, exas, ode Island, Nor arolina, Sou MEO \ shot magazine This fs an ons and design, 5-Shot .32 Cali 

ase ichigan, New Jersey, Missouri and New Hampshire. We cannot ship orders | Gesign, detail and balance, made of bona | No 9184, Blank aliber Revolver 

to states listed unless permit accompanies order, aluminum and finished ie eeeead wold | “Be caliber tied ee, eee Eons 

No. 9073. TEAR GAS $6.50 “Ne. 0074, CARTRIDGES for TEAR GAS = 40. colt Automatic Replica S 5-shot. Price Each $24.95 

FOUNTAIN PEN PISTOL, Price PISTOL. Per Tube of 5 Cartridges $2.50  ‘stpaid only... . $2.95 | No. 9059. Blank Garisidges! "7°77" ° 

‘Tear Gas Pen and Cartridges, Net a ere by TS CATALOG FSU 
Per 400. ... 3. ges, $5.00 

bs ; TO YOUR FRIENDS. Th i ie eee ee sseee 
it and so will we. Thank you ey will | John ; 

. son Smith & Co., Detroit, Mi p , Mich. %& 559 Express, shipping Chara 
558 ¢x Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | 

} 



Pneumatic .22 Cal. Rifle 
@ No Noise, Gives You Additional Shots Against Game, 

@ No Cleaning. No Recoil. Uses .22 Cal. Pellets. @ Power without Powder. 

@ Rifled Barrel for Maximum Accuracy. 

The Crosman Silent Pneumatic is one of the most amazing rifles ever invented for target or 

game shooting. Its terrific power, so great that the pellets can be driven out of sight in . 

due to the explosive force of compressed air. The sman has a genuine pump and 

chamber. It is not actuated by a spring. Thus the power remains constant forever. 

short strokes of the sliding bolt give maximum power for long distance or game shooting. 

number of strokes gives lower power for indoor target and short range work. Power is 

Costs Half as Much to Shoot! Save Its Cost the Fir: 
Shoots without the crack of powder rifle, giving you extra shots at live game. Recoil is 

powder or corrosive priming compounds to foul barrel; no cleaning; maximum accuracy at all 

SPECIFICATIONS: 25-in. long, nearly 5 pounds—man size gun. Shoots greasless .22 

ellets. Target-type oll finished walnut stocks, Clickloss silent type forearm. ‘Rustless $ Indoors & Outdoors 

ronze barrel. Silding bolt action, rugged and fast. Government type blade front sight, 
Ke 

peep adjustable for windage and elevation. Take down model. Light and smooth trigger pul 
_ IT SHOOTS Shoots 

One year manufacturer’s guarantee. Low ammunition cost saves you many dollars every year! $1 a 
ALL THREE Bes 

No. 7171. Single Shot Pneumatic Rifle. Price Postpald ($14.95 plus 50c postage) Send —regular BB’s, Darts 

No. 9068. .22 Cal. Lead Pellets. Per Box of 500........- >. scecevcceseccce? 9 se seme 
ictal PRIRLRYES Pellets 

or STEEL 
DARTS. It has a 

great variety of uses 
from ordinary target work Shoots BB’s, Darts 

to hitting objects. Darts can be and Pellets 
used over and over again. Sum- 
mer or winter, spring or fall—this gun will be 
YOUR EVER FAITHFUL COMPANION. 

Ruggedly Built, Full Size Gun, Moulded After Famous 

i : Target Pistol 
A beauty in looks and a wonder in performance. Has 
fast, single action compression chamber. Single shot. 
Basy loading and cocking—a pull of the plunger and 

it’s ready to shoot. No pumping—just one action, Plenty 
of compression from the large air chamber and strong 
spring. Modeled after famous target pistol. Has non-slip 
moulded grip. Sturdy die-cast metal construction with 
machined steel operating parts for maximum accuracy. 

SIZE GUN—OVER 8-INCHES LONG BY 4%-INCHES WIDE. WEIGHS 
NCES. Silent Shooting—Economical to Operate. Order plenty of ammunition. 

No. 9071. SPORTSMAN JR. 3-In-1 AIR PISTOL $3.49 

‘ORDER YOUR AIR RIFLE BB's FROM OUR LARGE STOCK! 
Buys (i SHOT FOR ALL AIR RIFLES 

Never before has such accuracy been possible in 

the making of shot, and this accuracy is reflected in 

- the improved shooting of any rifle in which true 

shaped lead air rifle shot is used. BB shot is useful 
for a wide variety of purposes. Reg- 
ularly used in most standard air rifles, 
it is also useful in BB pistols and 
sling shots. BB shot is economical 

shot, For only s few cents 

ots, More than sho’ 2 
for a penny. PLEASE TARGET FACI 
NOTE: Ordinarily we Bac o:tne\ 67 

stock and sell DAISY’S FAMOUS COPPER COATED BULL’S EYE | practise with these 

SHOT. Hard coated steel shot with amazing penetrating power. Occasionally | improve your shooting. 

we run out of this shot, in which case we substitute another brand. 10c Let awards. — 

No. 2909. AIR RIFLE SHOT. Per Package.....--++++--++s No. 7509, Targets. 25 fol 

3 Packages TOP. « bic hina deat s ceice.cinesieie eee ce 100 for 45c 

a tren ee a Prd aie a os 3 
keh x ta eee 

Darts for Air Pistols and Air Belt Cartridge Holder : F 
Rifle “ : xy uu 2009. BRB’s. About 500 for....... 25¢ No. 2910. STEEL DARTS, Per pkg..35e 

[* 4 stee a s 2 ed. ds car- i‘ y s c " 3 ty Sa Hs 

that travel’ accurately and removed. Holds 12 car. i No T ABOVE PISTOL. Price Postpaid....., 50c 

hit hard. Sharp point grain, highly polished 

pierces target, easily, Gan leather. Brown. .22  cal- 500 SHOT D A 
e 1G oO a ver iber. i 

saan. seendand Be ee ta ety LN As, 35C | No. 6232. Belt cartridge Holder. Postpale- a ' is TARGETEER 
your skill with the AC- 

TH SHOOTING TARGET- 
made by Daisy! What a§ 99 r AIR PISTOL SET 

well balanced, smooth- 
just the right ‘‘feel’’. 

to last, of heavy gauge, 
minesteel. Designed strictly 
¥ and target shooting. Holds 
118 caliber copper-coated 

Cocks with simple, one-ac- 
pump motion. Harmless—~ 
an shoot it indoors, Excep- 
ly accurate—a test of your 
ne skill. Long barrel. Comes with 10 inch long 
pete in box ak sets up BLUED STEEL PISTOL 
pies: on eee target’ with backstop, package of targets, tube of 500 copper-coated .118 

700808. COMPLETE TARGETEER OUTFIT, Price Postpald...................ccc00e $2.99 
$900. TARGETEER SHOT. .118 Caliber. 3 Tubes 500, Price Each Tube, Postpaid..........20¢ 

De Luxe Targeteer 
Set 

Gun is attractively chrome 
plated steel pistol. Includes plas- 
tic gallery and spinner targets, 

)0 rounds of ‘Targeteer shot 
(tiny BB’s). Illustrated in lower 

/ Plenty of Fun ene. ‘ge! 

Indoors and Targetecr Set. Complete > 4e98 
Outdoors Johnson Smith & Co. % 561 

Now You Can Go Hunting With Th 

Air Powered Shotgun At Low Co 
Shoot Small G 

= Go Bird Hunti 
- ~- 

Perfect for Skeet or Target Shooting 

NOW—AN AIR POWERED SHOT GUN. Quality built, si 

shot, rapid loading shotgun that is built to save you money, yet 

perfectly choked pattern delivers a terrific punch and enables © 

beginners to kill birds and game on the run or on the fly with easel 

Even Beginners Bring Down Birds and Game on the Run! Patterns Perfectly! 

Breech loading, bolt action, automatic ejector, full choke, semi-safety, steel barrel with real gun blue 

finish, Adjustable sights. Kiln dried genuine walnut demountable stock, Exclusive SEALED VALVE! 

CHAMBER, easily replaced If necessary. Full 8 month factory guarantee. Packs a wallop, yet its ammu- 

nition cost is small and you save money every time you shoot! Each shell has approximately 55 No. 10 

lead shot. Produces uniform pattern, accuracy and range equal to or greater than guns using live am- 

munition. Weighs 4 pounds. Rugged construction, full rifle size, Break-down model for easy carrying. 

Single bolt to remove for demounting stock in 30 seconds. $17.45 

No. 9466. High Power Alr Shotgun. ($16.95 plus 50c postage) SEND.......+eeeeens 

No. 9467. Alr Shot Shells. Box of 25. Price Postpald.«-.cecsecceeccececcessesvessees 490 

560 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | Se Ea ee 

i 



POLICE AND DETECTIVE STARS Made-to- 
Used by Private Police and Others Order 

These are the GENUINE STARS used by the Police Force Special 
cup ball-pointed, Officers. and others, mney are mune rot ipeeT eV 

heavily nicke pla fy 

BRILLIANT 
FINISH 

with black letters. There 
{s an extra strong safety 
clasp at the back for at- 
taching to coat or vest, 

» i) r) YT Ee 
“POWER without POWDER”’ 

Ree 
Ze 

PRIVAT 
B WATCHMAN & 

ADJUSTABLE oe eee 
POWER Ce 

Rifled Barrel Accuracy—No Noise—No Flash— 
No Recoil—No Cleaning—Hard Hitting—Kill I —Kills Small 
The Crosman “Bullseye” is a ‘ITT eal. Sueteraton wihek in | 

_ PRIVATE | 
DETECTIVE 

14 
Days Used by Plant 

. Made ‘to your s ial ‘der iV i 

sha ak anniniediNs, MMMM ING Daler ea pricietN foc athena at: Tl designed p ” 5 Out the lettering you resi Weing Crosman Supe arget and small game shooting and 
* . * still, e r-Pells . 

Private | Special | porective | Deputy | Private | thers Wwill"be"noinistako: HiME! TANBes up to BO feet, It will also serve efficiontly pramieniy 
Detective | Police Sheriff |Watchman ned, (aamnroct a oh other purpose of a small-caliber pistol in aporte and 
Aiieos?, beet No. 9080 No. 9083. No. 9086. 2/3 actual size, Well madaua her fields. Wonderful for self protection. Power c 14 days to be made up. listed to hit almost as hard as you like! . an be ad- 

$1.25 $1.25 $1.25 $1.25 $1.25 

corp. BADGES COLOR 
In Stock, Ready to Ship 

No. D7605S. Price Postpaid FETY: Push ty; 
f Pri LENGTH: MMUNITION: .177 cal. Crosman Super-Pells, WEIGHT: ce ven WARANTEE: The © ef i M a k e= f o- oO r A e rosman ‘“Bullseye’’ is fully | BARREL: 8% inches long; rustless super-bronze, guaranteed fi iv. 5 B ‘or one year against defective mate- rifled for perfect accuracy. 

adges arge- SIGHTS: Front, blade type; rear, The Cr ie ed 2 * ; , open, adjustable, 

These popular badges are extremely 
‘osman ‘“‘Bullseye’’ is not classed as FINISH: All metal is blued, 

yellow gold. are by. Name and Num- ‘ : 9069. H 

, Price $1.50 Each. i y Attractive badges si 4 Fee ries ractive bad eeu, stilling to 0 ./ Hard Hitting Pellets, .177 Cal. Per Box of 500.. PO eel esescesseesee Hl.50 

tials or workmanship, and an: ~ 
Ment due to such defect will be mada wisi GRIP; Checkered tenite; unbreakable, 

Print Lettering Desired ® firearm 
see en gic) Witstened.- C ors of Allow 14 bie to Make auired for vie otseon Deine i CA KLEE os 4.95 
otbiciad eng Wiuatenied.: CO ». 0077, CROSMAN “BULLSEYE” PISTOL. Price ° ce Each., eeeees 14.95 

No. 9091. Private Detective Lael act lift sige. Print ime lettering you desite Mg ces a ae ADVANTAGES OF A HIGH POWERED GUN 
No. 9092. Special Police About 30 letters (or numbers) ; —A 

3 : ccurate —Pow i , 

F < : 0 make and ship badge. | Made ne erful for Self-Defense in Em 
No. 9094. Private ‘Watchman . compan: y_ 3HO makes: ppadges, for poll ie he aes oe inact! become so popular In the last few years? Main reason is that it enn : 

No. 9097. Special Officer No. 7606. Made-to-rder $5 bn and you save Bole saa wee, ae eet oe San unition cont is the most expensive part ot ane 
A adge. Nickel Plated. i 88 ace ‘ 

Price $1 5 0 Ea.: 3 for $ 4.00 eo No DzG07. Ma Bete ees $9. Preurate than most pistols. Powerful enough to kill small nik. Women tos iene se ey 
: ae Badge. Gold Plated. Postpaid... ome, for getting rid of pests, Protection against thieves. Legal almost everywhere, no permit reauited i f in OTT Te” Wost_places. Muzzle velocity of .177 cal. 25% greater than .22 cal. Harder hitting, more economical 

UT “HY-SCORE ARPS = a 
standing features that make HY- 

SCORE the finest of its kind. Looks 

ral shooting grip & comy r i 

precision balance means ficcurate shooting. Cock, load 

and shoot the gun! ‘Here Is a fine gun,’’ you exclaim! ‘ 

Hair trigger action, smooth, swift pull. Single compression \WK 

action, no pumping. No power leakage, will stay cocked for 

hours, yet power remains same, since coil-spring compressor 

; Faster firing— 

big and powerful—and IS. Feel its heavy 

weight. Man-sized grip gives comfortable, natu-— 

at 

control over gun, Fin 

istol 

—Rifled Barret supplies power—does not store compressed Bir: ae it 

aim & shoot 6 shots per minute. World famous for its qua ‘ity. 
ie 

Note: 177 cal. gives more power, better accuracy than .22 cal 
22 Cal. cmpselN Safety 

It is more effective for every type of shooting, and more economi- 
adi fen aniance 

cal. Muzzle velocity for identical Hy-Score models is: 177, 450- 
High Powered =o ii " le Power 

ft. sec.: .22, 850-ft. sec. We list only .177 because it is best for Ai Pi 1 Ses | Tenite Grip 

target work, Fast loading mechanism, no parts to remove, opens in ir Pisto Trp leacie rae 12-Inches 

rear like camera shutter and pellets drop in. Safety. 10 %-in. over- 
Pp ecision Gun hand aN Made and Finished 

all. 8-in. between sights. Front sight, fixed partridge-type. Adjustable = r z ie rt 2'-lb. Trigger Pull 

rear sight for elevation = modeee wee s 80% ont Seroye rifling. Gun . Low Priced thie. Sights (Rear Sight Adjust- 

blue finish, army specifications. ardened steel working parts for extra wear, low 

Handle counter-weighted. Walnut color tenite stock, same as on U.S. service Finest i Dir take tee hope ee Pee at ear) —8 '4-Inch Barrel ——NO HAND PUMPING 

ory 1 game shooting ag well as target work. Has Harmless carbon dioxide gas becomes denauien 80-feet. Shoots pellets and darts,  6-shot +' guns.- Groups shot in 11-inch. at 
repeater action. With 500 pellets. Mv Most LED VALVE CHAMBER. 7 b source of power in this Crosm: 

No. 9058. HY-SCORE 6-SHOT REPEATER PISTOL, Price. . $24.95 i Powerf led barrel for high-compression, daaae yon a bp stored in sealed chamber, It furviense sensed 
No. 9069. Pellets, .177 cal. Per Box of 500......-..+-++++-+- $1.50 dicks!» uiracy. Real gun-blue finish, Semi-safety. Moulded ESSARY. making NO HAND PUMPING NEG. 

Air Gun ite plastic grips, Exclusive pump lever design. All oud dala piss Pascoe hitting power 
Ns and shoot. Thanks to adjustable justable power for indoor, outdoor, target or game 

Made i. Packs a terrific wallop for outdoor patie enopts 
, or a& “soft”? (but accurate) shot for indoor 

NEW 5-in-1 HY-SCORE AIR PISTOL 
Shoots .177 and .22 Cal. Pellets and Darts As Well As BB's. 

Kills Game, High Powered, Accurate 
World's finest air gun. Quality, penetrating power, finish, precision of fine revolver. Same a 

shorter barrel. Fine for target work. Instantly kills small game. Packs real wallop, Shoots 22 beg aon out 
lets, darts or BB's. Single shot, semi-automatic loading. Cock and load in 6 seconds. Rear shutter-type load, 
Single compression action. Fire .5 shots in 1 minute. More hits, deadlier action. 71/-in. rifled barrel insures 

maximum power and accuracy, Adjustable rear. sight. Blued steel finish. Tenite moulded plastic grip, same as Army 

pistols. Fully guaranteed, Economical to use. 5x8-in. Weight 2-lb $17 95 

° 
No. 9059. HY-SCORE 5-in-1 AIR PISTOL. Price..... 

Ay 

.177 Pellets, $1.50; S500 .22 cal. Pellets, 
35c package. 

500 ¢ 
0 

power feature you can do all t: i P Yoes of sg ; phore a long range, indoors or guidaos tiene ot work, Mie all round. gun, S-month factory Wine aaa one complete with .CO2 Te : 
A , gives from 800 to 2000 s1 Hepedati to 0 shots, 

Shoots Pellets, Darts, Ball Shot (up to 26 shots for 1c) , Saked eee EEN omg Prat pang tie ican ree barrel, pose +177 caliber, ry “$19 ‘95 
4 ) » smokeless, lustable 0. 9057. Crosman CO2 Pist is, High penetration power. $12 95 No. 9069, Pellets. .177 eat Bex of BOG hi 3 9056, Plainsman Air Pistol. Price, . PASAT a. 0068. Pollets. .22 cal. Per Box of 500 $2.00 | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. x 563 



DAISY tee)" AIR RIFL Accurate, Hard Hitting 
But Low In Price 

DAISY—the buy-word in Air Rifles! Noted 
for their smooth easy action, accurate and hard 
shooting—the most popular line of Air Rifles in 
America—Outselling all others combined by 50 to 1? 
There’s a reason for DAISY popularity! Smartly finished guns 
from butt to barrel, positive action sure-shot mechanism and finely- 
made accurately-formed barrels for bull’s eye shooting! Only such 
QUALITY FEATURES could mean such wide acceptance. Only such 
WIDE ACCEPTANCE and POPULARITY could bring the prices so 
low. Dollar for dollar you get more in a DAISY! For Daisy offers 
you every style and at the price you want to pay. Single shot, 50 
shot specials, etc. You won’t find a better selection of air rifles any-~ 
where. And when you buy a Daisy it'll be everything the name implies! 
in every sense of the word! Look ’em over, then start having fun with a 

EY ye 
hisy Pump Gun 

50 Shot - Hard Hitter 
DAISY’S BEST—1Improved! The dream of ry American boy! A hard-hitting accurate ay Riiseon oer. Register consistent hits on a 1 inch bull’s p These Pages at 50 feet. Take It with you on hikes—It’s Ideal 4 Shoot Stan- small game and bird hunting. 50-shot force feed dard ater. cks easily by pulling slide toward stock. Re- 

— — 

7 j Med for firing in a few seconds—ney 
" - SINGLE SHOT AIR RIFLE Wi car Seti, Mylenaeende tere rors ihegun 

Real Power In Every Shot! Immediate delivery on world fa fate Dot shots and target shooting. Non-slip grooves on butt . - ++i ; istol grip. American wal: “Daisy Single Shot Air Rifle. Accurate, hard hitting, low in ] fife. iaentadt walnut stock. All 
ibeereone ree has owned a Daisy knows what a terrific thril Boks aid pertirantnte eee, ‘colocel dasturs down moot. | A | duality 

hard hitting, full-powered Daisy gun can give for target and outdoor shoo Pounds. - Length 37 inches, weight 
Blued steel finish, natural hardwood stock, 31-in. long. Large, single-stroke 89. DAISY PUMP GUN. Price Postpaid 
pression chamber. Individual colorful target box. ; Daisy No. 7496. DAISY SINGLE SHOT AIR RIFLE. Price Each, Postpaid....... 

un-&-Scope 
Target Set 
Power i a 

= 
ae Telescopic a ean pe —— 

jell Ringing Metal Oe AVAL Torget + 
r = larget Cards ey oe one THE DAISY Shaye Hooter TARGET OUTFIT ~ hooting Manual & Scope Instructions R 

, n —Red Ryder 1000 § i i Bis bin CC foeeern with all you need to go right out pi Se nea one our shooting. A little practise with the oceoe hens aad Plenty of accuracy 
| ~ A tis Ww ee éll-ringi a ty target Gol can ake neat: Mocha vou, can mit just about erervaae, * aT ; Ca 3 Pi r oors, su i 3 me and specifications see complete description of gan’ sitet i" con ber eh are listed separately in this section. Wt. 5-Ibs. i nena 7494. DAISY GUN-&-SCOPE SET. Price Postpaid Only........ $7.50 

metal parts gun-blue with 

1 Fine for Hunti 

Designed and styled by Fred 
Harman, famous cowboy artist, 3 
creator of Red Ryder; built by Daisy Mfg. Co. Your guara 
that this is a husky, he-man rifle. Looks, feels and handles 

fast repeater action, Shoot up to 30 shots per minute. Single pump actior 
sets and reloads for each new shot. Blued steel, imitation gold bands. Lea 
saddle thong. 36-in. long; 314-lbs. Tremendous hitting power for small g 
and target work. Complete with target, shot, shooter’s badge, etc. S$ 
No, 7317. RED RYDER 1000-SHOT. We Pay Postaze,..e..sceeeeeeares 

DAISY 500 SHOT AIR RIFLE “QJ pe Fee cere AIR RIFLE SIGHTS 
Full 2 Power 

More Bull's Eyes! 
Score more bull’s eyes 
more hits. Nearly 

Joubles your accuracy 
at any distance! An ac- 
cessory that doubtless every Air Rif] 
‘frames in” your target and doubles i 

There’s value plus in this sturdy 500 shot 
Daisy Automatic repeater with magazine hold- f 
ing 500 shots. Positive action, lever cocking. Packs @ 
wallop in every shot. Streamline design, adding even great- 
er beauty to a time-tested action. All parts in BLUED GUN STEEL 
finish, highly polished. A premier air rifle in every sense of the word! 

Real marksmanship possible due to its easy loading action and big supply of shd 
held in its.roomy magazine, 500 shots—enough for a full day’s shooting! Walnut 
finished stock. Length 33 inches, weight 2 pounds, $3.50 

No. 7498. DAISY 500 SHOT AIR RIFLE, Price Postpaid..............004. 

€ owner will want. This Zenuine ’scope ! ts size—makes tar i nuch fun and twice as easy. It’s made of blued steel and fe filly saniotaee ccurate elevation adjustment, rubber e i ; . ye-piece and uni amps for easy attachment to your air rifle (except Déuble-Barrel), aeniee 
power lens doubles size of image. Universal mounting clamps fit all Oda: 
curate “range finder” and elevation adjustment pce like high-priced *scopes, Made of blued gun Giaek Sewer pean oe voting. Length 19-inches, weight 10-ounces. 6 Puree \7483, AIR RIFLE TELESCOPE SIGHTS. Price Postpaid .. $1.99 ya 
} * 1 96 

Do You Need Any BB Air Rifle Shot, Target Faces, Etc.? 
Be sure you have sufficient BB Air Rifle Shot and Targets when you want to use your gun. 10c 

——— No. 2909, AIR RIFLE SHOT. 3 Packages for 250... i ea 
564 Kk | No. 7509. Target Faces. (25 for 150), Price Per 100, Postpald........++++--++..450 



Better Shooting For Your 
Gun, Rifle or Pistol! 

LINE-O-SITEPuts You “On Target”’ 

agazine Type Sling Shot 
olds 150 Shots 

‘SX BIG FEATURES: 1. 
iibor bands attached to 

@ with ‘double knot” 
Ws. 2. Rubber bands of high 

ity. 3. Steel frame, nickel 
d, 4. Shot release finger, 

‘Magazine, 6. Non-slip, suede 
* shot holder, 

AMAZING ACCURACY WITH LINE- 
O-SITE! For hunting or Eecact Booking) : Be 

i isi device gives you high accu- . j 

uy oe Tce Bits and more bull’s eyes. Tried and Dipeecr tees, curtis va 

and focuses object. Cross halrs a nee eeoarat oe oe 

= i in a jiffy. uickly adjusted for ¢ i a . G 0} 

e ie at avin tataste Hleht weighs Ca Ser ewe 7 

a" sults. No glare, rustproof, black finish. r . po ; 

hice it High ty precision shooting aid. Made by Deckendorff. Individually boxed. 

~ No, 6115. LINE-O-SITE. Adjustable for any gun. 
Price Postpald.....-++++eseeeee8 

Bs A and .22 Cal. A» ee > : | he SAY YOUVE 
I 

HAD TEN 

Pel- 
lets 
for 
Air 

Lane) Guns 

+s Book Full Length Read This Boo : 4 
ols ee Rifle Case 

Air guns shooting pellets are Be ore ou y é ifl Sh ‘ 

much better because peliets jBpeorb, A G For Air Ri es, otguns, 
. Pointed rom " " 

Miata Lida weer which seals. air ny un Protect your gun from dus 

behind pellet and barrel soe Tells you how to pick out a un dirt. Make It easy to oe 
re power, more accuracy. 2 for hunting, i ur 

ITT cal, usually, concentrates more SS eotiin, tn various ga/ne, smart. Keep yo gun power and velocity, and is more | target, shout, “load for various | tective cover the way real &D 
fective. Our pellets seal barrel, nd f small game, Killing ranre men do, Attractive golden | 

ore precision made and balanced tt game aud shells, habits of Fame. suede cloth, fleece lined 

without | sof power. Ma eco oo ad ty on the field. ri. | Closed with ‘tie string. Ad 
vate » safety " 

No. 9069. Pellets. $1 50 fustrated Dy world famous team of to all length barrels. Not 

177 Cal, 500 for we BAO Decker & Cox. 76 Paxes. cary to break down gun. Gib 

$2.00 | Ne. .2090- Hunting, Small 65 | No. 9459. Price Postpald ®~ 
eee ame. Price Postpaid.....-s-r 

NOTE Revolver ae a 
All We Need 
to Know When Holsters 

Ordering Is 
Make, Caliber 
and Length of 

Barrel of 
Revolver or 

Pistol Holster 
Is Intended 

For. 

Pe $350 ARKSMAN 

Holster 
Holster When you flave occasion 

a) to fit over shoulder gun should have 8 use a revolver, you usually 
wah Slater resting enugly under- ett Al protect its fine pre- to use it quickly. For rapid al 
neath the arm. Strong strap cision mechanism from — quick use, the open top ho 
goes round body over chest ble, dirt, etc. Closed top holsters i, Dreferred by many, Avail 
holds it in position. Corte few really. protect and Keep your 010 for ali makes and models 
ee Not available tow "axieee gun in fine shape. arse of revolvers and automatics. 

mate pistols but (6 see ee enna tie Benes Merely Merely state MAKE, CALIBER Wo. 9065. MARKSMAN AIR PISTOL, revolvers. Merely 7 ER and and LENGTH of BARREL of With Supplies in Box, Price, Postpald................05 CALIBER, and LENGTH OF state MAKE, | OALIB : 2909. BB’s, (3 packages for 250). Each package. . OF BARREL of gun gun when ordering. High grade BARREL me ordering and, we Dene ring. High grade cow cow hide leather, finely tanned, © P- 2910. Steel Darts. Per package... will gs t you g 0 hide leather, finely fanned ee Carefully sewed. Open top an worst eee ee: yore gy fee 
Hee oie er ostoald.. 9450 fully sewed.’ Closed top illustrated, ta Pali lbh : hhown. € Y. About 30 560 Johnson Smith &Co. Hess Mpewssie” 93°30 wo. G0a0. Postpaia...92+5O ie NAME AND ADDRESS, LEGIRLY. About s09¢ 

able corrugated board with metal targets. Replaceable backstop with shooting manual. $1.15 
i, 6810, AIR GUN TARGET RANGE. Prico ($1.00 plus 15c postago) Send.........,.. 

Postpaid 
— ‘ Open 4 High Powered Air Pistol at a Low Price s — Postpaid aid e first thing you look for in an Air Pistol is POWER. § ‘suet LUT ick-Pull Postp Top If it doesn’t have the power, you don’t want the gun, no Quick-Pu d tjver how low the price. The MARKSMAN AIR PISTOL has ld Close ai) penetration power and hits hard. Good for target shooting and Shoulder Top Holster J shooting. Next you want ACCURACY. This gun will outshoot 

ers costing twice the price. It’s, a gun you'll be proud to own 
H shoot, and it offers these features at a real low price. 

Shoots BB’s, .177 Pellets or Steel Darts 
Shoots all three from one permanent nozzle. Easy to load—hbarrel 
eaks open. No parts to remove, loading can be done in a few 

seconds. One simple action cocks gun. No pumping; no effort. You ¥ can load and cock gun in 7 seconds without removing it from your shooting grip. Actually got i off up to 10 shots per minute! Built exactly like U.S, Army .45 automatic, Feels, looks, : handles, shoots like real gun. All metal, man’s sized grip, Front and rear sights. About 6 % -inches overall. Complete in individual box with instructions, plus supply of BB's, pellets & darts, Order additional supplies, 

Well, boys, here it is at 
last. A real magazine-type 
sling shot, specially made 
to fire BB shot. There is 
a@ magazine in the handle 
that carries 150 B.B, shot, 
with patent feed. Easy, 
quick loading for rapid 
fire shooting. A specially 
designed crotch helps in- 
sure accuracy, Shoots hard and 
straight. The biggest sling shot hit 
in years. No need to search for pebbles 
and stones. Just fill the magazine with 
a supply of BBs that you automatic- 
ally feed one at a time into the non- 
slip suede leather shot holder, and you 
are all set for a day’s sport. And has 
it power! Boy! It will penetrate card- 
board and similar materials, even a 
Piece of wood if not too thick. Tllus- 
tration shows the important features, 
as follows: 1. Rubber bands attached 
to frame with “double fold” knots, 2. Rubber bands of high quality, fast 
stretching, powerful, 3. Sturdy frame 
of steel, nickel plated. 4. Shot release 
finger. 5. Magazine. 6. Shot holder made of non-slip suede leather, attach- ed to rubber bands with patented 
knots. 
No. 3371. SLINGO Magazine 8 
Type Sling Shot. Price Postpaid. . 9 C 
No. 2909. Steel BB Shot. 
(3 Packages for 25c) Per Packagel OC 

AIR GUN TARGET RANGE 
Fine for Air Rifles and Air Pistols 
Targets, Spinning Birds, Smashing 

Targets—Action Aplenty! 
Sharpen up that shooting ve before you 

go out. Wonderful fun during the winter. Get « 
this AIR GUN TARGET RANGE. Use It 
INDOORS or OUTDOORS. Compact, sturdy, 
colored Official Target Range for Air Gun 
shooting. Four way target action: Regular 
Bull’s Eye Targets for keeping score; break- 

j able ‘‘Hanging Spot’ Targets; Unbreakable 
Spinning Birdies; breakable ‘‘Sticks’, Has 
regular backstop and shot catcher. Made of 

ie 

AIR PISTOL 
Vin 

$4.95 



B-B Shooting 
Slingshot 
Powerful and 
Accurate 

BULLI TARGET SHOOTER 
Terrific Roar - A Brilliant ‘ 

Flash!! ‘ = cues 2 

1) ee S\ 20 Shots re 
so for 1c SAFE] No Gang 

Fifty Shots Without Reload 
Beautiful reproductions of full-sized Army Field 

Every red-blooded boy wants one; sensible pare 
prove of them because they are safe nolse-mak 
gun-powder Is used. They are a'tractively fints! 
semi-gloss olive drab, with red wheels. Built of 9 
throughout and are practically indestructibie. 

IG BANG FIELD GUN The ammunition used is pulverized BANG 
B It cannot be burned but when combined with 

in the gun, it produces the gas required to mal 
ILLUSTRATED ABOVE, $2.50 (BANG.” "The right charge will not set fre 

issue paper ani he hand can be hel in 
9-INCH FIELD GUN ILLUSTRATED ABOVE. the muzzle when discharged without being b ; This gun is finished in olive-drab and mounted on There is no recoil or “kick,” neither will the hev/ 

aa of Mevy <drag. beam. Leneth TOE tignaiteing throw a heavy peoiertls any ee The gui MY TURN end o p \. a ; f Nh cannon body, 6 inches. Length overall, 9 inches, slg oie ip Hemet times for a few cents, 
Weight, 2'4-Ibs. Bangsite ammunition not in- Ammunition 1s not included with the cluded—order a supply $2.50 when you buy your gun, you should orde! 
No. 7384. BIG BANG FIELD GUN. 4 tubes of BANG-SITE and a couple of 

spark plugs. 

Order “BANGSITE” Ammunition No. 7385. BANGSITE 20c Woll, boys, here It Is at long last. A r vith: ‘Your at —eE AMMUNITION. Pkg. is a jf SHOOTING SLINGSHOT. Shoots hard bak ee Gunt : . gs. for $1. , F met seo, on ton IN THE COUNTRY, TARGET SHOOTING IN THE CELLAR or BACKYARD, 
iiematio 

i G OR CAMPING, ETC., ETC. Durable plastic construction for powerful, accurate shooting, 

TE Te, 
fent rubber guarantees hard hitting shots. Plenty of real zip. Shoots BB’s and other small objecta, 

Charger! 
ith each slingshot is target for improving your accuracy and games. Moulded, non-slip handle. 9¢ 

Load and Fire x 
, 3368. BB SHOOTING SLING SHOT. Price Postpald. .. ° 2 

in the Dark or 
, 2909. BB's. (3 Packages for 25c) Per Package......... i aes MEGS Rode eae a 7509, BULL’S EYE TARGETS. With Basobali and Point Scoring, Package of 2! 

While Rid- 
ing in Car? 

Cast Aluminum All-Metal Slingshot 
Wonderfully Rugged Construction Guarantees 

Amazing Power! 
Delivers the Power of a $25.00 Air Pistol Large size field cannon, A beautiful gun finished Mammoth 25 inches long! A real field Gf BOYS—WAIT TILL YOU GET YOUR H in olive-drab color like the field cannon used in the with a tilting cannon body- Aim and firel | \ / THIS HEAVILY BUILT, RUGGED, POWERFUL SLING AROUND army. Wheels are finished in red. Fitted with au- | tifully finished in olive drab with red_.vheels, its resilient, natural pure gum rubber elastics, You can actually FEEL its with automatic charger and ignitor. Length tremendous power, Then let fo and watch ammunition speed. accurately to 

oats eae a Seuitor, Length wie ion V Te body, ete techie Lense 
inches. Length of non-tilting cannon body, ing cannon body, 15 %-inches. eral your target! John’ (Slingshot) Milli ra a 
inches, Weight, 3 %-Ibs. Bangsite ammunition not | inches. Weight, 5 %-lbs. Bangsite ammunitiof ing. Heavier than steel, amosiaety pre arrey eld Re ‘taht Binet, or ets included—order a supply. 
No. 7384A. BIG BANG FIELD $4 00 | No. 7389. MAMMOTH Bia BANG Witt sae ni a mets Peltets, Steel or Lead Balls WuGr ciraieete ok awe ee FIELD CANNON. Postpal ‘ ost any type of solid a: i ‘ ’ 
CANNON. Postpaid 

P: 
and larger sized pellets such as stones and been aan teres Viceling: 

- fo) a ta a A 
but you'll find this powerful 

10% BIG BANG ANTI-AIRCRAFT “ fully made of cast aluminum “for ghee in elgbe ye Netie ae f) MOTORTANK | 151, In. GUN ns No. 3370. ALUMINUM SLINGSHOT. Price Complete, Postpald. . 59¢ 

included—order a up 

no, $300, RusmeRkiePaiTi"g OF Making Any Slingshot Top grade rubber and shot holder, 

Mighty Re 
Worse sane ‘Guna 

ected fet Shoots With a BANG! 
BANG! The charger 

located, O8 tae, Shoots Peas, BB’s, Pellets, Beads, Finished in olive-drab and mounted on four black h. Covered me imitation rubber wheels. Ammunition case is in the peceptacle holds ene - ee Paper Wads, Beans or any rear turret, Makes an exceptionally attractive gun with ‘ ammunition for abo! ra 
50 shots. Plunger me ; a ss Small Object 

a nowy woes mee ee eee ae inches. waren, chanie gutomata 
ight, -Ibs, Each pac! in box. Bangsite ammu- i . wi It cann hy ; P Mace not Teles oedes a supply. orcharue: nibse im tn ‘eet, Weight 4% lbs. h Sei Y HAVE FUN SHOOTING PEAS AND PELLETS AT No. 6089. BIG BANG MOTOR TANK. $3. 00 No. 7387. Big Bang Anti-Aircraft Gun. $4.75 F OUR FRIENDS, AT TARGETS or JUST FOR PRAC. Postpald Eats eine eae nuce me Price St cae secceccceccteecce cea i TICE! This swell looking gun was designed to give you att 

lots of excitement. Loads with a pea or small pellet of AMMUNITION AND SUPPLIES FOR YOUR BIG BANG GUN! wo Gageuament, Loads ith pea oF sual pellet of 
ARK PLUGS. Whil shoots them harmlessly, and reasonably accurate. Imagine No. 7385. BIG BANG BANGSITE AMMUNI- No. 7386. BIG BANG SP. PI ie the fun you could have with this gun shooting across the TION. Each tube enough for about 500 loud 20c spark plugs last a long time, it is a good idea 20c room! Set sie tee aod to eee ee ting across the 

shots, Order several tubes, Per Tube, Each to have one or two spare ones, Each........ target practice. Easy to Dee ie 

No. 7385A. CHARGER. (For No. 7384A Gun) 60c | No, 7385B. CHARGER. (For No.7389 Gun) . .600 Beautifully nickel plated. About 5 %-in. long. Patented. 49c 
No. 7385C. IGNITOR. (For No. 7384A, No. 7389 and 7387 Guns.) Each..........600 No. 6249. Pea Shooting Cata i 7482. PEAS. (8 Packages for 250) Por Package.- +... +. c. cc sent nee, Price Postpald. . 568% | No. 7385D. BREECH BLOCK. (For No. 7384 and No. 6089 Guns-) Each.......+-.600 569 

6047. PISTOL HOLSTER. Price Postpald...-sescecereevccecsuccsacccncs, 800 



0 SHOT Afomic Ray WATER GUN 
Squirt Water, Perfume, Ink, Blood (Red Ink), Ete., Etc, 

—Precision Made of Aluminum Alloy and Brass —No Bulbs or Rubber —Mammoth W: 
—Rapid Loading rater Caney —Fires 50 Long Range Shots Without Reloading —Easy Action for Fast, Zip-Zip-Zip Shooting —Loads With ANY Free Flowing Liquid 

Designed to Fit the 20th Century Atomic Age 

Toy ‘‘Scare °Em”’ 
Dummy Gun 

‘Hands Up?! 
coRreecr : Here is the gun that is proving to be & new sensation 

A Dummy Gun Th at H as the Appearance Ay bee 
er te sae rt fe eres iGestaned +e ee wanted a pin ies Weald oon aie ete 

f 
. iy + a8 quickly as you could pull the trigger, and HERE 

of a Real Automatic ere > iT 1S. You wanted a gun you could joad once and then keep firing with OD HERE IT 18. You wanted a gun that was EASY LOADING, that could be mien ane low priced dummy gun that resembles a real automatic in ap- 
Caine roe can have fun scaring your friends with it. Moulded of 
plastic material and is approximately the size of a .25 caliber Colt 
automatic. If you want a convenient dummy pocket gun to have 
some fun with, you will find this handy to carry with you. Will not load or 
any cartridges. 
No. 2777. DUMMY AUTOMATIC GUN, Price Postpaid. .....ceeeeeeesereeeress yr Shoot Water, Ink or Perfume 

PropellerShootingPistol| Millions of Bubbles WATER SQUIRTER 

ORY 

Kon 
fer, ink, perfume, etc. A good gun. About 6-in. long. 

i. 6408. ATOM RAY W. ATER GUN. Price Postpald 

' Repeater : ; Flies Hundreds of Feet In Air AUTOMATIC — pie oasis Fut PO | Bia Squirt 1p Jlers 90 Feet P i pares 4 ay y ) 

sushoots Whirling Propellers in BUBBLE GUN Caney ig qui @a, wind spring motor. 
Load propeller on 
tip and pull trigger. 
Powerful motor 
gives terrific spin; 
propeller sails high 
into air. Does 
stunts, 7-in. all 
steel rugged gun. 
3 propellers. 
No. 6195. 
Postpaid. 98C 

WaterGun ~— 
Large, oversize water pistol 

that gives you several squirts with each loading. Big size gun—about 8 inches long—and made in the popular oversize style. Shoots 30 to 40 feet with accuracy, Clean, well-balanced man-sized gun, beautifully finished in 

Long range Water 
liirter. Shoots a fine 
mm of water for ten 
twenty feet — and 
imately too! More Wa ‘ than a water pistol. Mammoth Capacity, ugh for about 50 squirts. Load it with perfume shoot a fragrant stream of liquid. Load with Ink and squirt “blood.” Celluloid plastic tube ih stopper. Wasily loaded in a few seconds, About wn, long by %-in. diameter, 12¢c . 2934. Water Squirter. Price Postpald 

bright nickel. q Sure shot: bubble “aa No. 2935, Price Postpaid.....,.,. 5c 
Sonor aT metals bait fon a ‘s to spill. . . mi 

Ie aoe ae ast Fabien lange la co Bic 
—_ ifte . y doors, outdoors, w ; * ’ : eT i OG Ia SS, A | iS EE a a $ ee Fe mn Ki “aA 

"5,000 SHOTS WITH 
EACH LOADING 

No, 2846. Price Postpaid, 
/ Machine Water Gun it ; Most Realistic Machine Gun Made— f 3) ONBOY! r as ee ee ‘Butt Comes Off Like the Real Thing Pl UKE A , ARETE y dataike tte bi p ction. It shoots over 750 times on one filling. The = GUN i : inches over all—all plastic, You'll like to hold it, 

Western Shooter ea 
feet, and that’s plenty Ce it with 

alee TF Hai 1.49 
Shoot As Fast As You Pull Trigger — BPE eer ESI OS eun een aa 
5,000 SHOTS WITHOUT RELOADING—SHOOT ’EM AS FAST 

U CAN PULL TRIGGER. As each shot is fired a cloud of 
Bete comes out of the front of the barrel. Gun itself is model of 
a real Frontier Model .45 Cal. Gun. Powerhouse in looks. Loads 
with special powder—one loading fires 5,000 shots. Cheap to oper- 
ate—5,000 shots for a few cents! Cast from heavy, durable zinc metal 
alloy, with pearl colored grip. Also shoots regular caps. Big—17-in. long, 
No. 2641, WESTERN SHOOTER. $1.95 
Price Complete with 5,000 Rounds of Ammunition...........-+> ' 
No. 2642. Ammunition. Package of 5000 Rounds. Per Package.......+.-++.++. 1 

00 SHOT 
TOMATIC 

WATER GUN 
pid Firing, Repeating a 5 

Aute Magic Picture Gun Water Pistol $ 
SHOOTS 200 SHOTS WITH 2, 

Gun, 4 Films and 2 Batteries in Complete Set D reeri vor eae 4 
SHOWS ACTUAL MOVIE AT a i te oe iter pistol that packs dyna- eee esa out water pellet. shots (sk trigger! Easy to load, easy to use, the A 4 Oe ape ain fe in every, shot. Terrific in appearance, it ia an eamtderticegs Seeeacs: ee pete blasts), and not a young and old alike. Projects pictures on any i a ee al j)' copy of the famous Colt 45 Automatic, only “shot” hits harder d stings ken 8, that each Lie comics, historical Gubjects; airplanes, ships, trains; ace Wi {iZ°;, Wonderful, pistol grip that has plenty of fyotice, arientaraer amd stings like a machine ‘aan tion and adventure pletures, nature and animal stores, ug Wait, U,MaIa® arrest maker of water visto. Ipiatoktype ‘vlastie ator 1G eco Mertable -moulied jon an s OFIES. 7 ntifu m stic i . . le es long. gedly built, die-cast all metal gun with built-in focus oa ae ody,’ about S-inches Io, 2644. ,.Price Postpaid ong. 

ing lens, bulb, batteries. Films can be loaded on 
and quickly. By pulling trigger, picture moves, Hac 
film is complete story. Continuous film can be 
shown over and over again. Easily removed from 
gun_and changed to other film. 

570 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 

1000-Shot Automatic 
Water Pistol 

Machine Gun Action 
In a Pistol 

Has large water chamber and wi ] er ill s ots with one filling. Crank action whicne hsoes 

we 

ith each gun is sent complete : 
wae ot hundreds of film subjects, Films in (Weg 
full color. Also serves as flashlight gun. ow 
Packed in attractive gift box. KGS 
No, 4260. AUTO MAGIC $3.25 Le 
PICTURE GUN SET. Postpald 

2919. Automatic Water Pistol. Postpaid 69c 

ink’ Perfume Water Gun Ammunition Please Add 10¢ On All Orders for Less tink’? perfume liquid is used as ammuni 
ter guns, squirt novelties, etc, ao bale #1,00 4 8. Per Bottle, Postpald......,. 15¢ | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. 57] 
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Modeled A Animals, Boys and Others! 

‘Repeater 

“TEXA 
Authentic Replica of Famous Gun! 

A real rootin’, tootin’, 

six-shooters of the old 
like the Westerners used to 

Reproduced in 
inches long, with realistic 

ll work and the- authentic 
d right into its rich imitation 

shoots from 

shootin’ replica of 
Texas Cattle 

©Oome on, you 

Hund and read / 
out a piece of 

Huipment no_ real \ 
Whand would be 

Country! Just 
tote fighting the Indians. 

Western scro 
Texas longhorn carve 
ivory stock. 
standard roll of caps. 

matic break-action loader. 

like the original. Nickel finish. 

No. 2841. TEXAN CAP PISTOL. Price Postpaid......-+-+ 

50-shot automatic repeater, 
iat is almost twelve feet 

Revolving cylinder and auto- 
The looks, the grip and feel of it are that you'll have no trouble car- 

- Beautiful Gold Color Fin 

utomatic Lasso Makes It Easy to Rope 

LARIAT & 
LASSO 

boys! Gather 

thout, This specially made 

Ideal size for throwing 
ipinning. Light in weight too, 

Dynamic visible self-loading torpedo bul-- 
a let action. Bang trigger. Safe-bullet. goes in it. 

ch rope has a specially design- 
grip that automatically holds 
rope and prevents slipping. Once 

: ane one but rer, ee gun. Real power telescope 
ae TI m on top with lens to magnify target. Power 

ou’ve lassoed grips handle. Signal whistle in handle. Complete, 
hothi i i i hing with this lariat, it stays lassoed. Spe- nothing more to buy. Plastic, 9% -inches long. Our Finest Cap Revolver 

Kilgore’s Kit Carson Western 
Similar in shape to the 

engraved Western six-shooter. 
not the cheap ‘‘e 
pearance of carefull) 
alloy insures pre 

n—50 Shot Automatic Repeo 
like a fine, real, I 

4d to give “‘real gun app 
mtire gun. Even hammer 

atch-leyer. Die cast ai 

Model—Double Actio 
illustrated above, 

Hammer and parts are made and finishe 

uns have. Scroll design over ; 
, long, tapering 1 

ith Kit Garson profi 
8%-inches long. Posit 

looks even more 

ng’ look most cap g¢ 
machined part with non-slip finger groovy 

sion parts. Plastic grips are deeply embossed_w 

OLOR finish that makes it truly beautiful. Over 

andard roll of 50 caps. 
TERN CAP GUN. Postpald....- ~~... 

50 Shot Repeater 

While the lower priced lariat i 
lat that makes all of those tri 

polished GOLD C 
action loads and shoots st 

No, 2636. KIT CARSON GOLD COLOR WES 

Mach shot explodes with the same EXTRA LOUD REPORT 

wmmunition. Bach gun holds a 500-shot ammunition cartridge 

Automatic 

Full Size Colt Army 

.45 Cal. Automatic 
Cap Gun 

Feels More Like You Have a Cannon 

In Your Hand! 

ida Valin 

aa 
ts as fast as you can pull 
loud BANG. Modeled 

Loads and fires 50 sho’ Avtomatic 
trigger. Hach shot is a 
a Colt automatic. Well made of die cast metal. 
ged construction. Very attract 
open to permit quick reloadin, 
size, About 5-in. long, overall. 
No. 6250. Repeating Cap Pistol. Postpald. . | 

Roll Caps For Cap Guns 
Loud shooting caps for any gun on this page. — 

contains 5 rolls of 50 caps;.250 caps in all. 
No. 6251. Price for 12 Boxes (None Less Sold) 
24 Boxes $2.45; GO Boxes $4.50; 

CAPS ARE NOT MAILABLE—Shipped by Exp 

Side of grip 8 

Wrap your hand 
gun, modeled afte 
A lot of gun in 
gun that looks like a powerhe 

fully movided 
Loads and fires stand 

.45 Automatic. 

looks and performance. A terrific 
yuse. Has de luxe nickel 
white checkered * plastic 

r the famous OUDS OF SMOKE as It SHOOTS 
TH LOUD ROAR! Big, full sized 

as you can pull 

res 74 -inches in length. igger. Measur the trigger. OT AUTOMATIC, 

construction keeps rope from twisting when voi Sppinning ft: Sento wine n vou No. 2838. SUPER-SITE MAGIC BULLET. 

007. LARIAT. Postpaid, BHC | Price Postpaid, Only......-.......+.+ 75¢ 

Spin and Lasso With ocrrs De Luxe Lariat 
Easy to Spin, Lasso and Tie ‘Em Up Without Practise 

Perret ioe doing many stunts, many fellows prefer this De Luxe 
na : h Ks easy, Has adjustable grip which can be made ‘loose for lassoin 

a ivited. ‘Khe ort tricks, Built-in spinning swivel, which allows rope to turn in hand ritheat ‘bos 
. F e extra trimmings make it especially good looking. Strong rope. 
067A. DE LUXE LARIAT. Price Postpaid, Only.......-.+++s sect teccecereeeneess 98¢ 

Exploding Paper Pistol 
500 Shot Repeater—Smokes As It Shoots! 

you get from a cap gun. Yet with this pistol, you save money 

Hh will repeat AUTOMATICALLY as fast as you can pull the 

1, beautiful gun 7xhxil-in. Made of heavy di | : Txt a : avy die-cast m La 
ay baked enamel finish, Easy to load, takes standard rr WG 

ij NO LEGAL RESTRICTIONS ANYWHERE. USE 
. Paper rolls now impregnated with powder that makes marke Tae 

f out of barrel after each shot. Puta 
Bee7: Exploding Paper Pistol. Price Postpald.. ... 1.29 
248. Smoke Rolls Ammunition. (3 rolls, 1500 shots) Pkg. 12c Miimniiieunniie Narr) 

OKING 
AP GUN 
ieational new 
gun puffs 

ell fp oekine— Bugged automatic , 
epeats automatically as fast. as 

Jr. Uses standard 50-shot roll caps, “AMER 
8 No. 1 CAP GUN VALUE— i -Ringi han most, positive rapid action Mplue BEA oer ee Ringing . 50-SH No. 2635. 50-S Our prices include these high shipping charges. 1ONAL SMOKE FEATURE! Specially bullt® Target For All Air ween eee re eee Price Postpald, Only.+-. by ordering large quantities. 

Revolver Cap Gun 
wouldn't you 
Gene Autry’s own six 
Bach gun has his script 
branded on the moulded 
jtation pearl grips. Big, 

le gun. You'll like 
it in your hands, 

like the way it handles 

a shoots! They’re made fo 
roll of 50 caps. 

Nd chamber gives each explosion louder BOOM than 

, £836. Smoking Cap Gun. Price Postpaid 

ong, ranger-sty’ Tf you own a gun, you want to 

who are real, 

Fires automatically as fast 

Guns and Rifles 

Use It Indoors As Well 

As Outdoors 
Constructed of heavy steel for 

use indoors or outdoors. Fine for 
use with air guns, slingshots, pea 
shooters, ete. Bell rings when 
bull’s eye is scored. Removable hin. 
paper targets Back-stop construc- ns holies arias Eeee tion deads and holds shot, Target 

adjustable belt. Holster ig te cin Doli or Isabell aie and outs. } 
led with various Western i ti Se No. 7508. Price Postpaid 75¢ 

sheet metal. 
Y%-in. deep, 

other cap pistol, Unbreakabl 
reloading, 7%-in. long. 4 

OLSTER & BELT 
SET 

it in a holster, ready for use. 
lundy. and it’s useful. Your 
is ready for instant use. Also 
\ to protect gun when not in 

can pull trigger. 
No. 2835. Postpald... 

572 %& Johnson Smith & Co. 
: o> 

PATTERNED AFTER THE ORIGINAL 31X SHOOTER OF PUBLIC 

Holds almost any st 
vmall or large. Imitation No. 7509. Target F. 
. durably made, attractively finished. 50c eco ae ae Se eee 

Johnson Smith & Co. %& 9. % 573 - 7. Belt & Holster Set. Price Postpald....6-.....6 



Columbus Took A Chance—Why Not You? Electric Movie Television € SURPRISE PACKAGE AND GRAB BAG The Hollywood Toy Television Set 
et JPACKAGES ‘and GRAB Shows Films In Full Color and * cea Oh daa 4 SSS BAGS have been made 

Black-and-White ~S 
from factories all over || Now you can show your own Home Tele~ |7 : 4 \ 3 | iota "ek Tusnoneeainn, wre | vision Shows with this Movie Action Tele- Pas benic| ‘ { SS} Ar=-Jare able to buy at we : i = c ilt-i % eee ; i 3 = l markably low prices. The 

vision Set that projects films on a built-in fi 
result is an unusual op- 

sereen. All you do is to insert film—special ‘ | SE portunity for you—as well v-load ‘means you can do this in a few 
as the thrill of a real 

eas L 5 
= surprise, seconds—turn on the switch-knob on front ° : . SURPRISE PACKAGE GRAB BAG ASSORTMENT 

of set and the show starts, ; : ta ot, "bey BO ana gio, EbEee Packages to oe tooce Bente for pazaars and fish pond assortments at 
i) Dri Film---Built-In di t Nrprise articles or novelties that are worth consider Tanedwe ‘eerininy By ifcenas segatalh aecal tinal 

Electric Motor rives Fi Television fae fo 2088. “sures ie charged. Be a sport. Jewelry, fun thakere, ete. ete, We cannot be. more 
1 

: 
» Sur 

urch: 

Projector Throws Picture on Te 2994. Surprise Package Screen 
2997. Surprise Package... 

NO WINDING! NO CRANKING! NOTHING on “ahaa ol ~ a 
FOR YOU TO DO! Once you have inserted 
film and turned on switch, there is nothing 
for you to do except sit back and wach ee 
ictur screen. You see the complete film, } d 
Ht ctart to finish. No re-winding; Film is ready to start over at once. J 

Each Film Gives a Full 6-Minute Show---No Rewinding 
The Hollywood Television Set is a completely automatic, ah tetone 

It is a beautifully made Tenite-plastic 10x6x7-inch cabinet with brig ae 7 

see 4x3-inch (12 square inches) screen. Simple to use just plug Fae a el 

tire outlet, insert film in slot, turn switch and real action film Showy ih 7 
matically (motor driven) for 6 minutes. Comes complete with ney es cord, la 
bulb, motor and one 6-minute film—ready to run. oth ths oe eatch, no 

moving parts, no film to thread—a child can operate it with safety. at for” 
no adjustments. Complete unit weighs 5-lbs. packed. Complete film list sent 

Ro coc, HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION SET. Price Postpaid.............. s 

No. 6036. Full Color Film Set. 3 films in beautiful color: Hopalong Cassidy’ 
venge; Woody Woodpecker Gets Caught; Gene Autry in Gunsmoke 

Vise REY Mts ee OG) OME TROURGL . ol ibe bial ne bo 5 lacie tavocb sep a6 ge 8 Wada 'b tate wl oS epi eonle aie Staves ee 

No. 6037. Black and White Film Set. 5 films including: Gene Autry, Sheriff Lo 
long Cassidy in the Stagecoach Fight; Woody Woodpecker the Carpenter; $ e 

Andy Panda at the Circus; Super-Duper Duck Saves the City. Postpaid. . if 

The Holy Year - Great Religious Film i 
Available in 8 and 16 MM.—Show It to Your 

Friends and Church Members 

“THE HOLY YEAR” tell and shows what the 
church year means to millions of people all 
over the world. It shows the Coronation of the 
present Pope—Pius XII—shows the opening of 
the Holy Door on Christmas Eve, shows the four 
Basilicas that all pilgrims to Rome must visit to obtain the Plena’ 
Indulgence. And it shows spectacular scenes of religious ceremonig 
together with prominent American clergy and laymen in Rome a 

i the Pontiff. You will enjoy showing this film on many occasions to you 
jaa ae 1 to church members. Many buy this film, even though they have nor 
Seticetors far use by friends and by church organizations, Comes in 8 and 16 mm. 4 

For Your Peashooters, 
Slingshots, Etc. 

Selected peas, round and firm. 
Excellent for use with your pea- 
shooter, slingshot, pea shooting 
guns, etc. Large package, 10¢c 
No. 7482. Peas. Per Pkgo. 

100 % Accurately 
Molded Finished Parts 

PIONEER LOCOMOTIVE and TENDER 
_ All Parts Molded to Shape; Metal Parts Formed; Just Assemble in Few Minutes for 

Detailed Working Model Nothing quite like it. Looks like expensive display model, but so detailed that working parts actually work! Authentic replica of Chicago North Western’s Pioneer, Kit contains 60 separate parts, fully finished ~ Just assemble. Designed to fit standard HO track; HO scale model, perfect in detail. Flat black finish, Itivets show in boiler, drive wheels, drive rods, metal drivers, piston rods move in scale pistons, wheels have ‘eel rims. Illustrated directions—easy. Complete. No, 7350, PIONEER LOCOMOTIVE & TENDER. $1 00 i Frico Complete, Postpaid, Only 
be 

Projector and Rocket Bombs 
SOCKET ROCKET—FLIES OVER 3 STORY HOUSE! 
FLIES LIKE ROCKET, LANDS LIKE A BOMB! Three KETS with AIR JET PROJECTOR—compressed air shooter. No ammunition, no fuel; fire them and over again. Projector is air compressor, Slip rocket over firing tube and give compressor a with hand—-ZOOM, off goes the SOCKIT ROCKET BOMB up, up, up high Into air, Has harm- i soft rubber tip, Aim it up or down. 8 Bombs and Air Jet Projector, 29c Pp. 2717. PROJECTOR AND ROCKETS SET. Postpald 

Pr oblems Facing Young Men & Women 
End Skin Infections; How to Have Good Looking Skin 

Acne or pimples is a problem which almost every young man and woman faces at some time in their lives. It affects personality development as well as physical appearance. It can cause unhappiness and embarrassment. This 

0 Bee ‘ 1 film, 
3 book explains its cause and treatment: how you can have healthy, good-look- 

Se ome ene steers Te ati “Edition Postpaid....... to ebeeeenccvens $1.95 i ing complexion, Your complexion is half your beauty. Tells: all about your 
No, F837. 50-Ft. 8 mm. Headline Ee . 

skin and skin types, misconceptions about sex and skin problems, skin care, 
200-Ft. 8 mm. Complete Edition. Postpaid...... etme ee meee eres eee PED , how you can cure acne and pimples, importance of diet, cleanliness, aller« 

No. DF90, 200-Ft. § Y at HdietonuPomiontde scien habe Aa RG cried $2.95 gies, emotional importance of skin’ problems, your personality and self. 
No. F121. 100-Ft. 16 mm. Headline E ‘ y Consclousness, the effect of adolescence and sexual development on the skin, No. DF91. 360-Ft. 16 mm. Complete Edition, Postpaid........ teeeereeee ess. BSD5 MMS, Authoritative modern book, frankly written by Dr. Herbert Lawrence of Am Board of Dermatology. fe lete 16 mm. SOUND Edition. Postpaid................... .. $17.95 #. 1802, THE SKIN PROBLEM, $1 95 
No. DF92. Complete WRITE NAME AND ADDRESS LEGIBLY. About ioe7 fee Postpaid: Only Ma is eal k oreiuie wld bie place ccss Bi ailaie? Bia iS) aL.e/ eee lt nise Wate eee cil 

= . ze E Rog 1% 

*, ry 

574 % Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. | are difficult to read, Be sure yours is written plainly, Te NAME AND AED KESt RNOIREY Avene 2008 | Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich. #& 575 



’ Learn to Parry Luminous Hula Skirt Signal Tip-Up for Ice 
aR Fish Lure & Other Still Fishing: 

Slip on Any Hook, See It a Mile Away 
Spoon, Plug or When Fish Is Caught! 

. Fish signal lets you 
Spinner ow When fiah is caught. 

2 Easy trip springs loose a Shimmy & Shake Make | gicnai flag when tich bites 
Your Lure Catch Fish! You sit back and watch 

It beats bucktails, feathers ee 4 any dors tions: 
or pork rind, Called the Hula- | sate, * 9 ©) Rive THE 
Skirt-Lure that gives squirm- SURE-CA TC a FISH 

/ ing, wiggling action to any TRAP. Two-way trip. a6- 
K tesa lure. Luminous feature draws ton No fr “ oH a 

fish like light attracts moths. Made of special lum- malate at i ht 1 ae inous rubber material which incorporates a proved pack e n_ high-grade 
fish-attracting scent. A wonder bait those big, shy oa aime ty ee HAVE FUN FENCI fellas can’t seem to resist. Terrific. Terrific. Get two ; ‘ ° * ° 

e . astene! -inches, U or three. Quick change attachment. 2 for 75c. cr. Wingnut fastener, Overall height 28-inches, , Fencin Is a Fascinating © No. 4143. LUMINOUS HULA SKIRT. 396 ae Hae hank ee 2 for $2.25)) 8 Regular Set of 2 Foils & $ 50 Price Each, Postpald....++........ ome. zi ; Healthful Sport! Teaches Price Each, Postpald........... eeeee Booket of Instructions 
You Agility and ‘ Prescenenip e one of the oldest et om Modern Treasure Finder Quick time of the Medes, Persians pnd. Maneccuine 

Combat with swords was the chief means of de- ciding both personal and national grievances, 
However, it was not until the middle ages, when heavy armor was discarded, that fencing as we know it today emerged. It became the chief cultural requirement of the high-born gentleman, To know how to fence well was considered quite an accomplishment. Skill in duelling was more highly prized than book learn- ing. Now, duels with swords have changed from. deadly combats to a highly skillful sport called fencing. Fencing is a comparatively new sport in the United States, yet alreadv it is taught in practically all universities and colleges. 

All over the country fencing clubs are springing up. As a 
sport it would be difficult to surpass, The object of fencing is 

to touch the opponent’s body with the end of the foil. Move- . ments of the foil come under three classes: the thrusts, the de- \ fensive movements, called parries, and the feint movements which \ are made to confuse the opponent. Fencing develops grace, suppleness and ,strength, as well as trigger-speed action, fast thinking and unusual command jof the muscles. Practice in this art develops great agility, bodily grace and 
mental control. Above all, it is an exciting, stimulating and highly pleasurable joxercise. Many of the feints and deceptions are identical to those used by boxers. No. 6253. SET OF FENCING FOILS. An Ideal set of folls to learn the ancient art of fencing. 3'% inch Polished Steel Bell Guard, 3-16 Inch round spring steel blade with large rubber tips to render them jharmless. Length over all 34'/2-Inches long. Set of two steel folls and directions. $2.50 }Prica Por Set, Postpald......... ES 6 viel ahn! oleh tM ullalia Wild nia iweanrs wimg gnegiy | Mahe AR sath 

h of Books for Only $1.99 
ogg | Titles Include Fiction, Mysteries, Adventure, 

Locates Radioactive Ores and Thinking 
Elements 

Most people are looking for some magic, modern divi 
ding rod that will lead the way to valuable treasure, h 
ALPHA COUNTER may provide you with the means 
discovering valuable mineral deposits, 

_ For the Prospector, Experimenter ang 
Laboratory 

The ALPHA-COUNTER is a means of 
Positive identification of radio-active ores, 
even in very small quantities, It is a 
handy instrument for the prospector and 
assayer, It not only detects valuable ores, 

ut it evaluates them, For the experimenter and in the Mab- 
oratory, youn can perform many interesting experiments in 
radio-activity, atomic bombardment, et th comparative- 
ly common household chemicals and objects. Has activated 
phosphor screen. Scintillations are magnified by lens sys- tem in eyepiece. Specimen is put into test cap. All uranium ores emit Alpha particles in proportion to richness. Operates on all uranium minerals; ultraviolet does not. Absolutely safe to use; handy pocket size. Lasts indefinitely. $5.95 

No, 6969, ALPHA COUNTER—-THE MODERN TREASURE FINDER. Postpald. 

Travel, Humor, Biographical, Educational 
—All Books Are Original Editions, Regular List Prico 

of $2.00 to $4.75 Each 
—No “Hurt”? or Damaged Volumes 
~All Books Different 
—Books of Leading Publishers 

By securing excess copies of new books, we are able 
to offer you fabulous savings. These books came from many 

Lapel Name Card 

i Sources: Some are over-run copies of very populer hooks and Holder All Types Ny used in monthly book clubs, some come from bankrupt 
and Kinds stocks of book stores, a come ftom Te EY close- ansparent Celluloid ® 

outs, ete., etc. Whatever the reason, you get a bargain an ; 2 Cowboy and Indian Learn By Reading of books that were originally made to sell for about SIX 
Laer teva. gin Ped ae Figure Set a ae rca aba TIMES what you pay! Each is in its original handsome ype § e D aay, 7, ; " ° . ts tached to back.. Fine for identify- 3 Flaming Matchbox binding, and even if you put it on the shelf, for othe 

Plans, Facts i to enjoy, it would be good investment. As most people 
ing members, etc., at meetings, * 

Etc, < i the book i: ttin, Be pon ad oe iat once egee ue append the tine, orginal ot for writing t, ant tt renting, it will hold any type of notice. Have your own Cowboy and Scares Em 
When these have been paid, many publishers run many 

Made of heavy double celluloid; Indian fights with these low- As they slide this ordinary. excess copies at a very low cost. These find their way 
can be used many times over. | priced completely moulded fig- | ooking matchbox open, a flam- into these ‘‘bargain sales’’ which we pick up and pass on 
No, 3704. Lapel Name 12¢ ures. ‘Set and stand upright in | ing shower of sparks starts to fly to you. Many are famous titles in the mystery and fiction 
Card Holder. Each,...... great, life-like detail. Each set | 0Ut, caused by wind-up mechan- field you will recognize, but there is a liberal supply of 3 for 300; 12 for $1.00; consists of 4 Indians, 4 Cowloys | i#™ inside, Entirely harmless, but ee /non-fiction titles, too. NOTE: BECAUSE OF THE $7.00 per 100 in different action poses, Set | What a shocker! Use over and Ms i LOW PRICE, WE OFFER A VARIETY OF ALL- ecernenianielanabiiecinitintamnieenisiiame | OF Ss 35c este again, Always good. Spring DIFFERENT TITLES, YOU MAY INDICATE YOUR PREFERENCE, IF YOU DESIRE, BUT WE 576 & Johnson Smith & Co, | No- 3939. Per set..... No. 2986, Each, Postpaid OC CANNOT GUARANTEE ANY PARTICULAR TYPE $1.99 

No, 1996, BARGAIN BOOK ASSORTMENT. Assortment of 5B. Only..........+¢+.6....... 
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HOW TO ORDER 
Many people ask us how to order by mail because they do not know how very simple it is, 

your order clearly on any plece of poper, give your name and complete address and enclose mon Convenient form, Send It to us and we fill and rush your order back to you the same day we 
While we are glad to fill your order, no matter how you send it (even on scrap paper) we s Be 

use our order blanks (or any similar order blank) and write your order carefully and clearly, as t 
less chance for errors and we can fill your order faster. ¥ 

Your order is welcome, no matter how small or‘how large it is. Service and speed is our goal; 
trial and join the millions we have served during the past 40 years. Here are some helpful sugg 

bs 1. Give number, quantity, name and price of each article. Fi 
The number alone is not sufficient and allows errors to occur. 7 

2. List each item on a separate line. 
3. Print or type your name and complete address very plainly. 

ONDER BLANK FOR FASTER, BETTER SERVICE | 

Date 19 

Rural Box 
OR Route. __—_—_—s—NNo. 

Zone State 
4. Enclose enough money to cover order and taxes (if any), etc, f A 1 Price Total 5. Mail all orders to: dhuan- i For One JOHNSON SMITH & COMPANY 7 ; y Name ° rticle aoisnle Price 

6615 East Jefferson Awenue 
Detroit 7, Michigan 

(We do not have any other office. Send all orders here) 

HOW TO REMIT 
Remittance may be sent in any form most con- 

venient, Just please yourself. It is immaterial to 
us how you send money so long as it is in some 
cashable form. You can remit by Money Order, 
Postal Note, Bank Draft, Currency, Coin or Postage 
Stamps. If you remit by check, add 10 cents for 
Exchange if drawn in U.S-A., and 25 cents if 
drawn outside of Continental U.S.A., and allow 
sufficient time for collection, We suggest the advis- 
ability of registering letters containing coin, eur- 
rency or postage stamps as a precaution against loss; 
we can not accept responsibility in event of loss. 

Postage Stamps Accepted 
We will accept good, clean, unused U. S. Potasge 

Stamps of any denomination in payment of orders, 
whether large or small, 

Sorry, No C.0.D. Orders 
Sorry, no ©.0.D, orders, Our prices are set for 

cash transactions. Because postage and bookkeeping 
charges are much higher on ©.0.D. orders, we do 
not recommend them. Also: no charge accounts or 
installment sales. Send full amount with order; we 
will refund any balance due you. 

Credit Checks of Other Mail Order Firms, 
War Savings Stamps, Etc., Accepted 
We also accept in payment of orders Refund 

Checks, etc., of other large mail order houses. War 
Savings Stamps are accepted in payment of orders. 

We Pay Shipping Charges on 
Most Goods e 

We pay postage or express charges on all goods 
listed in this catalog when shipped to any address 
in the continental United States unless specifically 
marked otherwise, 

State & Federal Taxes Are Extra 
If you live in a state where it is necessary for 

us to collect a Sales or Use Tax, please add this 
amount to your remittance. Most sales taxes are 
8%. Thus, you would add 3c for each $1.00 of 
your order. 
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS MUST PAY 8 PER 

CENT SALES TAX. . 
FEDERAL TAX ON JEWELRY, ETO, At the 

time this catalog went to press, the Federal Tax 
on Jewelry, Toilet Articles, Billfolds, Oosmetics, 
Make-up Goods, Field Glasses and Optical Goods 
was 20 per cent, This tax should be added to 
such items as long as it remains in effect. 

ADD 10c SERVICE CHARGE IF ORDER | 
Small orders receive the same fast, 

by combining your order with that of your friends, 
SAVE TIME BY SENDING YOUR LETTERS TO US BY AIR MAIL 

Johnson Smith & Co., 6615 E. Jefferson Avenue, Detroit 7, Michi 
»\ 

e courteous service as large orders, 
wages, etc., it is impossible to handle small orders profitably. For this reason we now find it nece make a small 10-cent handling charge if order comes to less than $1.00. Save this charge on small 

Special Delivery Shipment: 
If_ you wish your order sent SPECIA 

LIVERY add 35c. This usually gives you 
delivery of your package, especially on Sund 
holidays, 

Air Mail Shipments 
Regular parcel post is usually fast enough 

ordinary purposes. However, if you MUS! 
your goods in a big hurry and do not mind pé 
the higher air mail postage, we will gladly 
air mail upon request: Present air mail 
is about 80c per pound depending upon ¢ 
tance. Estimate the weight of your order and | 
the extra postage to your remittance. Most pack: 
weigh several pounds; allow enough so that y 
order Is not delayed—we will refund any si 

If your city does not have airport, package 
as close as possible by air and rest of the wa 
surface transportation. Alr service to 
Alaska, Porto Rico, Canal Zone, Virgin 1 
Guam and all U.S. Possessions. 

CANADA AND FOREIGN 
On Canadian and foreign orders we requii 

per cent additional to cover cost of additional pC 
age and packing. This also applies to orders shipy 
to U. S. overseas possessions such as Hawail, All 
Puerto Rico, etc, 

Canadian customers may remit by Money Orde 
Canadian Postal Notes or Canadian currency figul 
at prevailing rate of exchange. If Canadian p 
notes are sent, the names of the payee aand p 
office should be left blank. 

BRITISH POSSESSIONS © 
Customers in the British Isles and all Bri 

Possessions, including Australla, New Zealand, 
muda, British West Indles, India, Union of 
Africa should remit by International Money © 
or Bank Draft. British Postal Orders will be 
cepted at $2.40 per pound, or one shilling for iC 
12c. These rates subject to change, Add 10 per 
to cover cost of overseas postage and packing. 
surplus will be refunded to you. 

WHOLESALE PRICES — 
Make Money Selling Our Novelti 
We quote wholesale prices to those w 

slx or more of ae article FOR RESALE, If | 
desire this WHOLESALE PRICE LIST, 

7 
I 

USE ANOTHER PAGE FOR ANY ADDITIONAL ARTICLES 

HOW TO REMIT 
fend money In any conventent form: money 
order, bank draft, currency, good U.&. stamps, 
oredit checks of any large mail order company, 
eto. Add 10c exchange for personal check. 

Amount For Goods.. 

=a 

Taxes (If Any) 
(Add 10c on Orders write for discount sheet. Important : who AX. 3% in Michigan. If, your prices are quoted only to peonle whe re-sell mer+ @. pee oe SE TTR, ‘picase be sure to add. Under $1.00)....+-+-.) chandise; and only to those who buy In quantity, §, ADD TAX ON JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS, Add Charges If You S LESS THA N 1 00 $ MILLFOLDS., Want Insurance, Spe. 

\ $ ee 4, Order sent SPECIAL DELIVERY if you add 35c Delivery or Air Mail. but in these days of high overhe §. Add 80c per pound if you desire AIR MAIL 
TOTAL 
ENCLOSED 

shipment of your parcel. uaee uate 
{ you desire package INS 2 a ic up 

Nth 10.00 vane; Boe over $10.00. 

Johnson Smith & Company, Detroit 7, Michigan 
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GHOST, You xee the brightly 

wing face, quite vivid for 
momesciutance in the dar Sine 
ine Seeing a. whostly nce, then 

y see it smile and mov. a e about—see the fa ace 

Get your order in the mail at once for one ’ 

year. Made of thin latex rubber 

s-filled balloon ar 

Expect to See Ghosts! 

change—see w hinous head appear oat in the queer, awful luminor d apy to float i 
R 2 eflects Your Own Facial Expressions--Seems to ‘Come to Li 

G ET ONE AND HAVE FUN ALL YEAR LONG WITH IT! While they ar e€ especiall 
many stunts the rest of tHe Noes Soe e 
son, ete. Note special pri i 
No. 46341, LUMI US RUBBER Beat f NOUSR cU 
Price Postpaid, Only cert een rete reste ents CMY ool W017 onion wie utes ele Ze 
584 %& Johnson Smith & Co., Detroit, Mich | 

two! 2 for $2.59; 5 $2.59; 5 ff $5 
L and GHOST MASK, 

DO NOT TEAR Yi OUR CAT. 
goods by when you Paiva then, meee te Gea 

Sy Does just abou 
SY fhost will do ca chend 

SOSH Wonderful for partie 
Sc etc, and for spirit o 

Fine for Hallowe'en But Even M 
for Rest of Year When They D 

rhead in dark 

you've ever enjoyed in ma t. Remember ts indef n have fun year 
Joy 1 n a night. emember, it lasts indefinitel : : 

y i ; e initely, sO you ca ave GO 
z ; ‘ : a y phneS. All you do is to slip it over your head. You can 

ose, oe 
neath , the mask changes, too! Luminous properties 

(tt 

“= you change your facial ex Ife > Su pressions under 
are invisible by day, but they come to life in dg 

t : re 

Ce as at parties, during the camping sea: i 
t 

= 

eve, SEAV 
ms 

: 

| 

= 

onstruction 

otlenr 

WOAE SLZE 

apr feed quide 

ample Le outfit 

“WF ARE 

OUTFIT INCLUDES PRESS, 

TYPE, INK & ACCESSORI
ES 

Print for fun and rrofit! Although selling at a remark- 

ably low price, this press has been designed and made 

to do real printing from 5 

all small printing forms, uD 

press, you should have no trou 

job of printing. Jobs can be printer 

There's fun and educatli 

Prints letter heads, calling cards, post cards, announcements, ete., and by Just 

soliciting orders from your friends you may be able to get much profitable 

to pay for itself and soon show & big profit! 

business. Press can actually be made 

1 Work—lIdeal for Printing 
Useful for Office, Club and Schoo 

Announcements, Advert
isements, Stationery, Etc. 

For schools, clubs and offices this will be found just the thing to run off 

printed announcements 
that you so often need. There really Is nothing difficult 

about setting the type and running the press. ‘And at the high cost of printing 

nowadays, it doesn’t take many jobs to pay for its cost. Many clubs have their 

own small presses to print programs, dance cards and tickets in this way saving 

considerable sums on each job. At election time almost every candidate for 

office is a prospect for a printing job. Get into this big fleld now. 

Profitable! Get Orders From Your Friends! 

ff metal. Blue baked enamel finish. With each 

uipment including fonts of standard motal 

rews for adjustment, printer's ink, ink 

and instructions. Press is well made to operate with single movement of 

lever. Automatic inking device. Prints an ares of about 2%4x5 In. which if 

approximately postcard size. By letting paper extend over on each side, a mueh 

larger sheet of paper can be inserted in the press. but limit of printing aren 1s 

2x5 inches. Composition roller. 

No. 6185. MASTER BILT PRINTING PRESS, Postpaid ... $5.98 

Johnson Smith & Company, Detroit, Michigan 

IN BUSINESS FOR FUN” 

k—a clean, neat 
or separately. 

Printing Can be Fun and 

_ fess constructed entirely 0 

press you get an assortment of eq’ 

type, furniture for locking up type, SC! 



aia aes wi $8 
s long, an ir] i inches deep by about 

18 inches, wide VA 

BANK 
i IT CUCKOOSI 

CIGARETTES & MATCHES Cuckoo BIRD 98° een 

This became available at the last mit 
ute and it was too good to miss! Beautiful 
full size guitar at a record low price. You 
know the THRILL you can get out of pla’ 
ing those COWBOY and WESTERN SONG 
as well as popular melodies. Just strum 
away and entertain yourself and others, 
Remember this is a full sized guitar 
measuring about 36 inches in length! 
Ivory and green shading, decorated with 
harmonizing colors. Equipped with latest 
nylon strings which stay tuned in. all 
kinds of weather. Fach is packed in 
sturdy box with instructions for tuning 
and playing. 

18.95 

Johnson Smiths, Co, 
DETROIT 7, MICHIGAN, U.S.A. 

al 


